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Announcements | Description | Organization | Projects | Schedule | Handouts | Related | Links

Announcements

Project Poster/Demo Presentations will be 12/5 2:00 - 5:00. 
 
Final reports due 12/15 - put them on your project page. 

Project Links

●     Abhijit and Alvise: Embedded Systems Synthesis Tools Applied to Network Level Algorithms, esp. power-aware protocols
●     Jonathan and Gill: Deluge- Dissemination Protocols for Network Programming at Scale 
●     Jaein: Node-level Representation and System Support for Network Programming
●     Joe:  Design of an Efficient, Extendable TinyOS Network Stack (final paper) 
●     Kamin: Systematic Analysis of ToF Ranging and Localization (final paper)
●     Sarah and Prabal:  MobiLoc: Mobility Enhanced Localization
●     Nate and Bill: TinyML - metadata for wireless sensor networks 
●     Min, Ram and Fred: YALP - 2D localization and tracking in a single room with enclosing beacons
●     Sukun, Structural Monitoring using Wireless Sensor Nets 
●     Sergiu, and Rabin: DTNLite - a reliable data transfer architecture for sensor networks 
●     Phil and Michael: Scripting Sensor Net Simulations
●     Anshuman: Creating Neighborhoods for Ad Hoc Networks
●     Rodrigo: Pseudo-geographic routing in Sensor Nets

Description  (online schedule)

Embedded network systems, including sensor networks, distributed control applications, and ubiquitous computing environments, are becoming an 
important new computing class with wide ranging and novel applications.  They present a range of computer systems challenges because they are 
closely coupled to the physical world with all its unpredictable variation, noise, and asynchrony; they involve many energy-constrained, resource-
limited devices operating in concert; they must be largely self-organizing and self-maintaining; and they must be robust despite significant noise, loss, 
and failure.  This area has reached a stage where solid initial platforms have been developed, a number of 'leading applications' have been fielded, and 
a rich body of literature has emerged.  This course will be reading/project/discussion focused, with a goal of covering the area is substantial depth.  
Topics include application-driven network architectures, emerging platforms and technology, resource constrained real-time OSs, media access 
control, distributed algorithms (broadcast, anycast, multicast, convergecast) in lossy wireless networks, ad hoc multihop routing, pseudo-geographic 
routing, in-network aggregation and processing, multi-resolution storage, compression and source-coding, time synchronization, coverage and density, 
ranging and localization, resilient aggregators, tracking, capacity, distributed feature extraction, tracking, and collaborative signal processing.  We will 
also look at emerging standards, such as ZIGBEE.  It will require substantial reading and class participation, a sequence of group mini-studies, and a 
research project.  It is anticipated that participants will be varied, with some well along on dissertation work in the area, others just starting into it or 
complementing work in a more traditional area, and still others from outside the department. 

We currently have guest lectures arranged with Deborah Estrin (9/16) and Jim Demmel (tbd)  
  

Course Grading
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30% Class Participation, including discussion questions, presentations  
30% Miniprojects  
40% Research Project 

Instructor

 

 Professor David E. Culler  
  627 Soda Hall, 643-7572, culler@cs.berkeley.
edu  
 Office Hours: Mon 2-3, Tu 1:30-2:30 or by appt.   
contact Willa Walker, 643-2568,   
willa@EECS.Berkeley.EDU, 626 Soda, for appt.

Location

Lecture: TuTh 11:00 - 12:30 310 Soda Hall 

Communication

The class newsgroup is ucb.class.cs294-1 

Course Schedule and Readings 

Foundations

●     Week 1: Introduction
❍     8/26 Course Overview & Planning (slides) 

■     Mark Weiser, "The Computer for the Twenty-First Century," Scientific American, pp. 94-10, September 1991.
■     D. Estrin, D. Culler, K. Pister, and G. Sukhatme, Connecting the Physical World with Pervasive Networks , IEEE Pervasive 

Computing, pp. 59-69, January-March 2002. 
■     Assignment 1 - Due Tues 9/2
■     Additional suggested reading: http://books.nap.edu/html/embedded_everywhere/ch1.html

❍     8/28  Application-Driven Network Architecture
■     Analysis of Wireless Sensor Networks ofr Habitat Monitoring, J. Polstre, R. Szewczyk, A. Mainwaring, and D. Culler, book 

chapter in prepatation. (slides) Nate 
■     Habitat monitoring: Application driver for wireless communications technology, Alberto Cerpa, Jeremy Elson, Deborah Estrin, 

Lewis Girod, Michael Hamilton and Jerry Zhao, 2001 ACM SIGCOMM Workshop on Data Communications in Latin America 
and the Caribbean, Costa Rica, April 2001 (slides) - Jaein 

■     Philo Juang, Hide Oki, Yong Wang, Margaret Martonosi, Li-Shiuan Peh, Daniel Rubenstein. Energy-Efficient Computing for 
Wildlife Tracking: Design Tradeoffs and Early Experiences with ZebraNet, in Proceedings of ASPLOS-X, San Jose, October 
2002 -  

●     Week 2: Platforms, operating systems, power
❍     9/2 Emergence of Wireless Sensor/Effector Nodes (slides) 

■     G. J. Pottie and W. J. Kaiser, Wireless Integrated Network Sensors , Communications of ACM, 43(5), May 2000.
■     Mica: A Wireless Platform for Deeply Embedded Networks, Jason Hill and David Culler, IEEE Micro., vol 22(6), Nov/Dec 

2002, pp 12-24.
■     L. Doherty, B.A. Warneke, B.E. Boser, and K.S.J. Pister, "Energy and Performance Considerations for Smart Dust." 

International Journal of Parallel Distributed Systems and Networks, Volume 4, Number 3, 2001, pp. 121-133.
❍     9/4 Operating Systems for DENs: tinyOS slides 

■     J. Hill, R. Szewczyk, A. Woo, S. Hollar, D. Culler, K. Pister, System architecture directions for networked sensors, ASPLOS 
2000 http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/382595.html

■     David Gay, Phil Levis, Rob von Behren, Matt Welsh, Eric Brewer, and David Culler, The nesC Language: A Holistic Approach 
to Networked Embedded Systems, Proceedings of Programming Language Design and Implementation (PLDI) 2003, June 2003.
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■     Zuberi, K. M., Pillai, P., and Shin, K. G., "EMERALDS: a small-memory real-time microkernel ", 17th ACM Symposium on Operating 

System Principles (SOSP99) 
●     Week 3: Low-power MAC, discovery, topology formation

❍     9/9 Wrap up of Platforms (Assignment 2) 
❍     9/11 Media Access Control

■     V. Bharghavan and A. Demers and S. Shenker and L. Zhang, "MACAW: Media Access Protocol for Wireless LANs", 
Proceedings of the ACM SIGCOMM Conference, 1994. http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/bharghavan94macaw.html (Joe 
Polastre) 

■     An Energy-Efficient MAC Protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks 
Wei Ye, John Heidemann and Deborah Estrin  
In Proceedings of the 21st International Annual Joint Conference of the IEEE Computer and Communications Societies (INFOCOM 
2002), New York, NY, USA, June, 2002. (Phil Levis) 

■     Alec Woo and David E. Culler,A transmission control scheme for media access in sensor networks, The seventh annual 
international conference on Mobile computing and networking 2001 July 16 - 21, 2001, Rome Italy. Pages 221-235  (Mike 
Demmer) 

●     Week 4: Collective Communication: Broadcast 
❍     9/16 Tools for analysis

■     TOSSIM: Accurate and Scalable Simulation of Entire TinyOS Applications, Philip Levis, Nelson Lee (UC Berkeley), Matt 
Welsh (Harvard University), and David Culler, (Intel Research & UC Berkeley), SENSYS 03

■     EmStar: An Environment for Developing Wireless Embedded Systems Software 
J. Elson, S. Bien, N. Busek, V. Bychkovskiy, A. Cerpa, D. Ganesan, L. Girod, B. Greenstein, T. Schoellhammer, T. 
Stathopoulos, and D. Estrin 
CENS Technical Report 0009, March 24, 2003. 

■     S. Park, A. Savvides and M. B. Srivastava, "SensorSim: A Simulation Framework for Sensor Networks" (zip) (pdf) (ps) , In the 
Proceedings of MSWiM 2000, Boston, MA, August 11, 2000

❍     9/18 Broadcast  / Data dissremination 
■     Ni, S.Y., Tseng, Y.C., Chen, Y.S., Sheu, J.P.: The broadcast storm problem in a mobile ad hoc network. In: Proceedings of the 

Fifth Annual ACM/IEEE International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking (MobiCom'99). (1999) 152--162
■     Deepak Ganesan, Bhaskar Krishnamachari, Alec Woo, David Culler, Deborah Estrin and Stephen Wicker, Complex Behavior 

at Scale: An Experimental Study of Low-Power Wireless Sensor Networks , UCLA Computer Science Technical Report 
UCLA/CSD-TR 02-0013. ( An older version of the report can be found here .)

■     W. Heinzelman, J. Kulik, and H. Balakrishnan, ``Adaptive Protocols for Information Dissemination in Wireless Sensor 
Networks,'' Proc. 5th ACM/IEEE Mobicom Conference (MobiCom '99), Seattle, WA, August, 1999.

●     Week 5: Design Lessons  (Assignment 3) 
❍     9/23 Lew Girod, (Slides) UCLA, Design Lessons from an Unattended Ground Sensor Systems 

■     Scaleable Self-Assembly for Ad Hoc Wireless Sensor Networks Katayoun 

Sohrabi, William Merrill, Jeremy Elson, Lewis Girod, Fredric Newberg, 
and William Kaiser, 2002 IEEE CAS Workshop on Wireless Communications 
and Networking, Pasadena, CA, Sept 2002.

■     Locating tiny sensors in time and space: A case study, Lewis Girod, Vladimir 

Bychkovskiy, Jeremy Elson, and Deborah 
Estrin In Proceedings of the International Conference on Computer 
Design (ICCD 2002), Freiburg, Germany. September 16-18 2002. Invited 
paper. 

❍     9/25 Dave Hughes,  Cyber-Sherpas on Mt Everest,  http://wireless.oldcolo.com/  (here is his slides) 

■     Access http://wireless.oldcolo.com and page through the 56 Progress 

Reports on Wireless for Field Science. Especially read the 'Findings' of 
that NSF project.

■     Go to www.linkingeverest.com, then to the Photo Gallery, and at least 

page through 'Distance Learning for Namche'

■     The Paradox Of Commoditization http://cookreport.com/12.03.shtml

●     Week 6: Aggregation and in-network processing, Multihop Routing 
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❍     9/30 Sam Madden, TinyDB and Beyond

■     1) Chapters 3 and 5 of Sam's thesis,  at 
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~madden/thesis.pdf .(These look incredibly long, but they 

are double spaced and big print, and should go quickly.)  
(For those who are interested, Chapter 5 is pretty similar to our 
SIGMOD 2003 paper on Acquisitional Query Processing.  )   
2) "Adaptive and Decentralized Operator Placement for In-Network Query Processing", 
by Boris Jan Bonfils and Philippe Bonnet, from IPSN 2003.  Available from:  
http://www.diku.dk/forskning/distlab/Publication/Papers/2003/bonfils03adaptive.pdf   
Finally, it might be interesting to look the Cougar web page, which is a project 
at Cornell that is also focused on querying sensor networks:  
http://cougar.cs.cornell.edu/

❍     10/2  Alec Woo, Multihop Routing for Data Collection
■     Taming the Underlying Challenges of Multihop Routing in Sensor Networks, Alec Woo, Terrence Tong, and David Culler, First 

ACM Conference on Embedded Networked Sensor Systems, Nov., 2003. 

■     Understanding Packet Delivery Performance In Dense Wireless Sensor Networks  

Jerry Zhao and Ramesh Govindan, The First ACM Conference on Embedded Networked Sensor 
Systems,Los Angeles, CA, USA. November, 2003

●     Week 7:  
❍     Discussion of term projects
❍     Time Synchronization

■     Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks, Saurabh Ganeriwal, Ram Kumar, and Mani B. Srivastava (UCLA), Sensys 2003, 
(http://www.ee.ucla.edu/~ram/webpage_files/TimeSync.pdf)

■     Fine-Grained Network Time Synchronization using Reference Broadcasts (also available as PDF) Jeremy Elson, Lewis Girod 
and Deborah Estrin. In Proceedings of the Fifth Symposium on Operating Systems Design and Implementation (OSDI 2002), 
Boston, MA. December 2002.  (http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/Publications/papers/broadcast-osdi.pdf)

■     Mills, D.L. Internet time synchronization: the Network Time Protocol. IEEE Trans. Communications COM-39, 10 (October 
1991), 1482-1493. PostScript | PDF

●     Week 8: Routing
❍     Ad Hoc Routing

■     E. M. Royer and C-K. Toh. "A review of current routing protocols for ad-hoc mobile wireless networks."  IEEE Personal 
Communications, 1991

■     W. Steven Conner, Jasmeet Chhabra, Mark Yarvis, Lakshman Krishnamurthy, "Experimental Evaluation of Topology Control and Synchronization for In-Building 
Sensor Network Applications," WSN Technical Report, Intel Corporation, August 2003.

❍     Topology Fromation
■     Wendi Heinzelman, Anantha Chandrakasan, and Hari Balakrishnan, Energy-Efficient Communication Protocols for Wireless 

Microsensor Networks, Proc. Hawaaian Int'l Conf. on Systems Science, January 2000.  (Sukun) 
■     Jie Wu, Ming Gao and Ivan Stojmenovic, On calculating power-aware connected dominating sets for efficient routing in ad hoc 

wireless networks, submitted for publication, 2000. http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/wu00calculating.html   (Sergiu) 
■     Topology Control Protocols to Conserve Energy in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks, Y. Xu, S. Bien, Y. Mori, J. Heidemann, D. Estrin,  http://

lecs.cs.ucla.edu/~sbien/papers/gaf-cec-journal.pdf.  (Abhijit) 

Important Directions  

●     Week 9: Project Discussions and Directed Diffusion
❍     Project Meetings (in 627 Soda) 
❍     Directed Diffusion

■     D. Estrin, R. Govindan, J. Heidemann and S. Kumar, Next Century Challenges: Scalable Coordination in Sensor Networks, 
International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networks (MobiCOM '99), August 1999, Seattle, Washington.

■     Chalermek Intanagonwiwat, Ramesh Govindan and Deborah Estrin, Directed Diffusion: A Scalable and Robust Communication 
Paradigm for Sensor Networks I, In Proceedings of the Sixth Annual International Conference on Mobile Computing and 
Networks (MobiCom 2000), August 2000, Boston, Massachusetts.

■     John Heidemann, Fabio Silva, Chalermek Intanagonwiwat, Ramesh Govindan, Deborah Estrin,and Deepak Ganesan. Building 
Efficient Wireless Sensor Networks with Low-Level Naming. In Proceedings of the Symposium on Operating Systems 
Principles (SOSP 2001), Lake Louise, Banff, Canada, ACM. October 2001.

■     useful TinyDiffusion link - http://www.cens.ucla.edu/~mmysore/Design/OPP/ 
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●     Week 10:  
❍     Localization (10/28) 

■     Jeffrey Hightower, Gaetano Borriello. "Location systems for ubiquitous computing." IEEE Computer, Vol. 34, No. 8, August 
2001 pp 57-66. (Background Reading) 

■     Nissanka B. Priyantha, Anit Chakraborty, and Hari Balakrishnan.  "The Cricket Location-Support System."  Proc. of theSixth 
Annual ACM International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking (MOBICOM), August 2000. (Min) 

■     Andreas Savvides, Chih-Chieh Han and Mani B. Strivastava. "Dynamic fine-grained localization in ad-hoc networks of sensors." 
7-th annual international conference on Mobile computing and networking (MobiCom) 2001, July 16 - 21, 2001, Rome Italy.  
Pages 166-179. (Ram) 

■     Macro-calibration in sensor/actuator networks, Kamin Whitehouse and David Culler, Mobile Networks and Applications,  
Volume 8 ,  Issue 4, pp. 463-472August 2003. (Fred) 
 

❍     Collaborative Signal Processing - Guest Lecture by Feng Zhao (10/30) 
■     F. Zhao, J. Liu, J. Liu, L. Guibas, and J. Reich, "Collaborative Signal and Information Processing: An Information Directed 

Approach." Proceedings of the IEEE, 2003, to appear. [ pdf paper]
■     Feng Zhao, Jaewon Shin, James Reich.  "Information-Driven Dynamic Sensor Collaboration for Target Tracking", IEEE Signal 

Processing Magazine, Volume: 19 Issue: 2, Mar 2002.
●     Week 11:

❍     11/4/03 Tracking
■     D.B. Reid. "An Algorithm for Tracking Multiple Targets." IEEE Trans. on Automatic Control, 24:6, 1979.  
■     Dan Li, Kerry Wong, Yu Hen Hu, Akbar Sayeed. "Detection, Classification and Tracking of Targets in Distributed Sensor 

Networks", IEEE Signal Processing Magazine, Volume: 19 Issue: 2, Mar 2002. (Prabal) 
■     Tracking a Moving Object with a Binary Sensor Network, Javed Aslam (Northeastern University), Zack Butler, Florin 

Constantin (Dartmouth College), Valentino Crespi (California State University), George Cybenko, and Daniela Rus (Dartmouth 
College), Sensys 2003. (Bill) 

❍     SENSYS (project teams meet) 11/6/03
●     Week 12:

❍     Holiday 
❍     Multi-Resolution Storage (11/13) 

■     Ratnasamy, S., Karp, B., Yin, L., Yu, F., Estrin, D., Govindan, R., and Shenker, S., GHT: A Geographic Hash Table for Data-Centric 
Storage. First ACM International Workshop on Wireless Sensor Networks and Applications (WSNA 2002), Atlanta, GA, September, 
2002. [pdf]

■     An Evaluation of Multi-resolution Storage for Sensor Networks, Deepak Ganesan, Ben Greenstein, Denis Perelyubskiy, Deborah 
Estrin (UCLA), and John Heidemann (USC/ISI), Sensys 03.

■     GEM: Graph EMbedding for Routing and Data-Centric Storage in Sensor Networks without Geographic Information, James 
Newsome and Dawn Song, Sensys 03 (Rodrigo)

●     Week 13:
❍     Distributed Control (11/17) 

■     Distributed control applications within sensor networks 
Sinopoli, B.; Sharp, C.; Schenato, L.; Schaffert, S.; Sastry, S.S. IEEE Proceedings, Volume: 91,   Issue: 8,   
Special issue on sensor networks and applications, Aug. 2003, Page(s): 1235- 1246 (Alvise)

■     M. Demirbas, A. Arora, and M. Gouda. A Pursuer-Evader Game for Sensor Networks. Sixth Symposium on Self-Stabilizing 
Systems, San Fransisco, June 2003. (Kamin)

■     J. A. Stankovic, T. He, T. F. Abdelzaher, M. Marley, G. Tao, S. Son, and C. Lu, Feedback Control Scheduling in Distributed 
Systems, IEEE Real-Time Systems Symposium, London, UK, December 2001. (Sarah) 

❍     Coverage  and Security(11/19) 
■     Differentiated Surveillance for Sensor Networks, Ting Yan, Tian He, and John A. Stankovic (University of Virginia) (Jonathon)
■     Secure Routing in Sensor Networks: Attacks and Countermeasures, Chris Karlof and David Wagner, To appear in 

Elsevier's AdHoc Networks Journal, Special Issue on Sensor Network Applications and Protocols.  (Rabin) 
■     Secure Information Aggregation in Sensor Networks, Bartosz Przydatek, Dawn Song, and Adrian Perrig (Carnegie-Mellon 

University), Sensys 03 (Gil) 
●     Week 14:

❍     Privacy  (11/24) 

■     Marc Rotenberg, "What Larry Doesn't Get: Fair Information Practices  
and the Architecture of Privacy", Presented on February 7, 2000 at the  
Stanford Law School Symposium on Cyberspace and Privacy,  
http://stlr.stanford.edu/STLR/Symposia/Cyberspace/00_rotenberg_1/article.htm. 

(Anshuman)
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■     Jerry Kang, Pervasive Computing:  Embedding the Public Sphere, working draft 
available at 
http://www1.law.ucla.edu/~kang/Scholarship/scholarship.htm

❍     Thanksgiving day (11/26) 
●     Week 15:

❍     Emerging Standards (12/2) and Course Perspective 
■     Bluetooth and Sensor Networks: A Reality Check, Martin Leopold, Mads Bondo Dydensborg, and Philippe Bonnet, Sensys03 
■     Meeting the Zigbee Standard, Sensor Mag 

❍     (12/5)  
■     Final Presentations - 2:00 - 5:00 6th Floor Soda Hall 

●     Final Reports due 12/15 (5 pm) 

Important Directions (subset of the following)

●     Compression and source coding
●     Macroprogramming
●     Data dissemination
●     Pseudo-geographic routing
●     Distributed TDMA and network scheduling
●     Coverage and Density
●     Self-Calibration
●     Localization (really)
●     Reliability and Management
●     Principles of Self-Organization
●     Scaling limits and Capacity
●     Resilient Aggregation
●     Data-centric Storage
●     Data analysis in the presence of loss, sample skew, and limited precision (Demmel)
●     Distributed Feature Detection
●     Collaborative Signal Processing
●     Tracking
●     Distributed Control
●     Lifetime and Utility
●     Security and Privacy
●     Novel radio designs
●     Power Harvesting
●     Distributed Service Layering
●     Emerging Standards (Bluetooth, Zigbee, 1451)

Project Presentations

Course Projects

This is an on-going list of ideas.  It will get firmed up in the coming weeks. 

●     Capture redwoods in SensorML, GML: these are emerging standards proposed for representing sensor nets and the data that comes from them.  
Take a real deployment and try to describe it fully in these standards. 

●     Multihop network programming: large multihop networks will need to be reprogrammed in situ.  There are a family of technical challenges in 
doing so, including the dissemination protocols, the data structures used for representing the completeness of the executible image, the code 
generation of that image, the hardware constrants and support, and the activeness of what is communicated.   

●     Multilevel network architecture for high sample rate application:  
●     Supermote system & programming environment (tinyos on stargate/ipaq) 
●     Spatial data collection and analysis (timesynch)
●     Implement distributed source coding for a real application
●     Navigation via localization
●     Macroprogramming prototype
●     Adversarial Simulation
●     Resilient Aggregator
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●     Front tracking
●     Untethered health monitoring with opportunistic transfer
●     Wireless distributed beam motion damping
●     Flocking
●     Design of a tamper-resistant node.
●     Demonstrated triggering of high caliber sensor based on more primitive feature detection
●     In-depth analysis of timer design and synthesis of a WSN timer subsystem
●     Demostration of 1 us multihop timesynch
●     Collection / Dissemination / Aggregation as network services
●     Fabric of data loggers
●     Multihop routing for rapidly changing networks
●     In-depth comparison of alternative MACs (tos-mac, s-mac, t-mac)
●     Signal processing analysis of actual deployment
●     Robust watchdog architecture
●     In-depth comparison of cluster formation algorithms and their utility in various traffic patterns 

 
Miniprojects 

Packet level simulator with MAC and contention  
Clusterhead Selection  
Reliable broadcast  

Resources and Related Pages

●     Overviews
❍     Embedded Everywhere: A research agenda for networked systems of embedded computers. Computer science and 

telecommunications board (CSTB) Report. http://www.cstb.org/web/pub_embedded
❍     Mark Weiser, "The Computer for the Twenty-First Century," Scientific American, pp. 94-10, September 1991.
❍     Mark Weiser, "Some Computer Science Problems in Ubiquitous Computing."  Communications of the ACM, July 1993.
❍     Communications of the ACM: Embedding the Internet (Special Issue). http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/Courses/CS213-Win02/

Readings/CACM
❍     D. Estrin, R. Govindan, J. Heidemann and S. Kumar, Next Century Challenges: Scalable Coordination in Sensor Networks, 

International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networks (MobiCOM '99), August 1999, Seattle, Washington.
❍     J. M. Kahn, R. H. Katz, and K. S. J. Pister, Next Century Challenges: Mobile Networking for "Smart Dust" , In International 

Conference on Mobile Computing and Networks (MobiCOM '99), August 1999, Seattle, Washington
❍     IEEE Personal Communications: Smart Spaces and Environments (Special Issue) http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/Courses/CS213-

Win02/Readings/PCM
❍     D. Estrin, D. Culler, K. Pister, and G. Sukhatme, Connecting the Physical World with Pervasive Networks , IEEE Pervasive 

Computing, pp. 59-69, January-March 2002. 
❍     A Taxonomy of wireless micro-sensor network models. Sameer Tilak, Nael B. Abu-Ghazaleh and Wendi Heinzelman. http://

www.cs.binghamton.edu/~sameer/publications/main.pdf
❍     Tennenhouse, D. (2000) Proactive Computing, Communications of the ACM , 43(5) special issue on "Embedding the Internet", D. 

Estrin, R. Govindan, and J. Heidemann, eds. May 2000 pp. 43-50 and his talk on Proactive computing
❍     Sukhatme, G.S. and Mataric, M.J. (2000) Embedding Robots Into the Internet, Communications of the ACM , 43(5) special issue on 

"Embedding the Internet", D. Estrin, R. Govindan, and J. Heidemann, eds. May 2000 pp. 67-73
❍     Abelson et. al., Amorphous Computing, Communications of ACM, Volume 43, No. 5 special issue on "Embedding the Internet", D. 

Estrin, R. Govindan, and J. Heidemann, eds. May 2000, pp 75-82
❍     Borriello, G. and Want, R. (2000) Embedded Computation Meets the World Wide Web, Communications of the ACM , 43(5) special 

issue on "Embedding the Internet", D. Estrin, R. Govindan, and J. Heidemann, eds. May 2000 pp. 59-66
●     Application-Driven Network System Architecture

❍     Habitat monitoring: Application driver for wireless communications technology, Alberto Cerpa, Jeremy Elson, Deborah 
Estrin, Lewis Girod, Michael Hamilton and Jerry Zhao, 2001 ACM SIGCOMM Workshop on Data Communications in Latin 
America and the Caribbean, Costa Rica, April 2001. http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/estrin/papers/CostaRica-oct01-final.ps

❍     Preprocessing in a Tiered Sensor Network for Habitat Monitoring. Hanbiao Wang, Deborah Estrin, Lewis Girod, EURASIP 
JASP special issue of sensor networks, September 2002. http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/Publications/papers/tier.pdf

❍     Habitat Monitoring: Mainwaring, J. Polastre, R. Szewczyk, and D. Culler, Wireless Sensor Networks for Habitat Monitoring , ACM 
International Workshop on Wireless Sensor Networks and Applications, 2002.
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❍     Structural Monitoring: Venkata A. Kottapalli, Anne S. Kiremidjian, Jerome P. Lynch, Ed Carryer, Thomas W. Kenny, Kincho H. Law,
 
Ying Lei, Two-Tiered Wireless Sensor Network Architecture for Structural Health Monitoring, SPIE 10th Annual International 
Symposium on Smart Structures and Materials, San Diego, CA, USA, March 2-6, 2003. 

❍     Philo Juang, Hide Oki, Yong Wang, Margaret Martonosi, Li-Shiuan Peh, Daniel Rubenstein. Energy-Efficient Computing for Wildlife 
Tracking: Design Tradeoffs and Early Experiences with ZebraNet, in Proceedings of ASPLOS-X, San Jose, October 2002. Some 
additional background and the Zebranet Web Site

❍     Kidd, Cory D., Robert J. Orr, Gregory D. Abowd, Christopher G. Atkeson, Irfan A. Essa, Blair MacIntyre, Elizabeth Mynatt, Thad E. 
Starner and Wendy Newstetter.  "The Aware Home: A Living Laboratory for Ubiquitous Computing Research." In the Proceedings of 
the Second International Workshop on Cooperative Buildings, CoBuild'99.

❍     Kevin A. Delin and Shannon P. Jackson Sensor Web for In Situ Exploration of Gaseous Biosignatures, IEEE Aerospace Conference, 
Big Sky, MT, March 2000

❍     V. Stanford Using Pervasive Computing to Deliver Elder Care, IEEE Pervasive Computing, March 2002
❍     Additional Sensor Network Project Sites: Coastal Observatory, Santa Margherita Reserve, Rockwell: Surveillance, Great Duck Island,
❍     Contaminant Transport Monitoring http://www.cens.ucla.edu/Project-Descriptions/Contam/index.htm,
❍     Marine Microorganismshttp://www.cens.ucla.edu/Project-Descriptions/Microorganisms%20Identification/index.htm 

●     Platform Architecture
❍     G. J. Pottie and W. J. Kaiser, Wireless Integrated Network Sensors , Communications of ACM, 43(5), May 2000.
❍     Wireless Integrated Network Sensors: Low Power Systems on a Chip. G. Asada, M. Dong, T.S. Lin, F. Newberg, G. Pottie, W.J. 

Kaiser, and H.O. Marcy. Proceedings of the 1998 European Solid State Circuits Conference.  
❍     J. Hill, R. Szewczyk, A. Woo, S. Hollar, D. Culler, K. Pister, System architecture directions for networked sensors, ASPLOS 2000 

http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/382595.html
❍     

❍     Mica: A Wireless Platform for Deeply Embedded Networks, Jason Hill and David Culler, IEEE Micro., vol 22(6), Nov/Dec 2002, pp 
12-24. 

❍     Anantha Chandrakasan, Rajeevan Amirtharajah, SeongHwan Cho, James Goodman, Gangadhar Konduri, Joanna Kulik, Wendi 
Rabiner, Alice Wang , "Design considerations for distributed microsensor systems."  Proc. IEEE 1999 Custom Integrated Circuits 
Conference (CICC '99) (May 1999), pp. 279-286. http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/chandrakasan99design.html

❍     L. Doherty, B.A. Warneke, B.E. Boser, K.S.J. Pister, "Energy and Performance Considerations for Smart Dust," International Journal of 
Parallel Distributed Systems and Networks, Volume 4, Number 3, 2001, pp. 121-133. http://webs.cs.berkeley.edu/tos/media.html

❍     Energy-aware wireless microsensor networks," Vijay Raghunathan, Curt Schurgers, Sung Park, Mani B. Srivastava. IEEE 
Signal Processing Magazine, Volume: 19 Issue: 2, Mar 2002; Page(s): 40 -50.

❍     Jaap C. Haartsen, "The Bluetooth radio system", IEEE Personal Communications Magazine, Feb, 2000, pp. 28-36.
❍     Bluetooth and Sensor Networks: A Reality Check, Martin Leopold, Mads Bondo Dydensborg, and Philippe Bonnet (University of 

Copenhagen), SENSYS 03
❍     Frazer Bennett, David Clarke, Joseph B. Evans, Andy Hopper, Alan Jones, and David Leask, "Piconet: Embedded Mobile 

Networking", IEEE Personal Communications Magazine, Vol. 4, no. 5, pp.8-15 Oct., 1997 ftp://ftp.orl.co.uk/pub/docs/ORL/
tr.97.9.ps.

❍     Chenyang Lu, Brian M. Blum, Tarek F. Abdelzaher, John A. Stankovic, and Tian He, RAP: A Real-Time Communication 
Architecture for Large-Scale Wireless Sensor Networks , IEEE Real-Time and Embedded Technology and Applications 
Symposium (RTAS 2002), San Jose, CA, September 2002.

❍     "PicoRadio Supports Ad Hoc Ultra-Low Power Wireless Networking" , Jan Rabaey, Josie Ammer, Julio da Silva Jr., Danny Patel, Shad Roundy, IEEE 
Computer, July 2000. 

❍     The PicoRadio Testbed, Fred Burghardt, Susan Mellers, and Jan Rabaey, Dec 2002. http://bwrc.eecs.berkeley.edu/
Research/Pico_Radio/Test_Bed/PRTBWhitePaper.pdf

❍     A Support Infrastructure for the Smart Kindergarten.  
A. Chen, R.R. Muntz, S. Yuen, N. Locher, S.I. Sung, and M.B. Srivastava. 
IEEE Pervasive Computing, vol.1, no.2, April-June 2002, pp.49-57.

❍     Zuberi, K. M., Pillai, P., and Shin, K. G., "EMERALDS: a small-memory real-time microkernel ", 17th ACM Symposium on Operating System 
Principles (SOSP99), 1999. http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/article/zuberi99emeralds.html 

 
Ember Networks Platform Read these pap1, pap2, white paper 

Crossbow Platform (Berkeley Motes)pap1, pap2 

Open Standard Development Platforms for Distributed Sensor Networks, W. Merrill et al.. Sensoria Corporation. http://www.sensoria.
com/downloads/AeroSense2002_Sensoria.pdf
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●     Tools
❍     TOSSIM: Accurate and Scalable Simulation of Entire TinyOS Applications, Philip Levis, Nelson Lee (UC Berkeley), Matt Welsh 

(Harvard University), and David Culler, (Intel Research & UC Berkeley), SENSYS 03
❍     EmStar: An Environment for Developing Wireless Embedded Systems Software 

J. Elson, S. Bien, N. Busek, V. Bychkovskiy, A. Cerpa, D. Ganesan, L. Girod, B. Greenstein, T. Schoellhammer, T. 
Stathopoulos, and D. Estrin 
CENS Technical Report 0009, March 24, 2003. 

❍     S. Park, A. Savvides and M. B. Srivastava, "SensorSim: A Simulation Framework for Sensor Networks" (zip) (pdf) (ps) , In the 
Proceedings of MSWiM 2000, Boston, MA, August 11, 2000

❍     ns-2 network simulator tutorial, http://nile.wpi.edu/NS/.
-Sample wireless protocol scripts on ns-2.

❍     Prowler - probablistic wireless simulator, http://www.isis.vanderbilt.edu/projects/nest/prowler/
●     Programming Models and Languages

❍     Chalermek Intanagonwiwat, Ramesh Govindan and Deborah Estrin, Directed Diffusion: A Scalable and Robust Communication 
Paradigm for Sensor Networks I, In Proceedings of the Sixth Annual International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networks 
(MobiCom 2000), August 2000, Boston, Massachusetts.
 

❍     P. Levis and D. Culler, Maté: a Virtual Machine for Tiny Networked Sensors , ASPLOS, Dec 2002.
❍     David Gay, Phil Levis, Rob von Behren, Matt Welsh, Eric Brewer, and David Culler, The nesC Language: A Holistic Approach to 

Networked Embedded Systems, Proceedings of Programming Language Design and Implementation (PLDI) 2003, June 2003.
●     Low-power MAC

❍     V. Bharghavan and A. Demers and S. Shenker and L. Zhang, "MACAW: Media Access Protocol for Wireless LANs", 
Proceedings of the ACM SIGCOMM Conference, 1994. http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/bharghavan94macaw.html 

❍     Multi-Access protocol with Signalling for Ad Hoc Networks", ACM Computer Communication Review, Vol 28, No 3, Jul, 
pp.5-26, 1998.
 
http://www.acm.org/sigcomm/ccr/archive/1998/jul98/ccr-9807-singh.ps

❍     Jaap C. Haartsen, "The Bluetooth radio system", IEEE Personal Communications Magazine, Feb, 2000, pp. 28-36.
❍     Alec Woo and David E. Culler,A transmission control scheme for media access in sensor networks  

The seventh annual international conference on Mobile computing and networking 2001  
July 16 - 21, 2001, Rome Italy. Pages 221-235  
http://www.acm.org/pubs/citations/proceedings/comm/381677/p221-woo/

Wei Ye and John Heidemann and Deborah Estrin,An Energy-Efficient Mac protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks http://citeseer.nj.
nec.com/461814.html 

Transmission Scheduling in Ad Hoc Networks with Directional Antennas Lichun Bao, J.J. Garcia-Luna-Aceves. Mobicom 02 

❍     Understanding Packet Delivery Performance In Dense Wireless Sensor Networks, Jerry Zhao, and Ramesh Govindan (USC), SENSYS 
03

●     Broadcast
❍     Ni, S.Y., Tseng, Y.C., Chen, Y.S., Sheu, J.P.: The broadcast storm problem in a mobile ad hoc network. In: Proceedings of the Fifth 

Annual ACM/IEEE International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking (MobiCom'99). (1999) 152--162
❍     Efficient Flodding with Passive Clustering (PC) in Ad Hoc Networks, Taek Jon Kwon and Mario Gerla, Computer Communication 

Review.
❍     Yu-Chee Tseng, Sze-Yao Ni, En-Yu Shih: Adaptive Approaches to Relieving Broadcast Storms in a Wireless Multihop Mobile Ad Hoc 

Network. IEEE Transactions on Computers 52(5): 545-557 (2003)
❍     W. Heinzelman, J. Kulik, and H. Balakrishnan, ``Adaptive Protocols for Information Dissemination in Wireless Sensor Networks,'' 

Proc. 5th ACM/IEEE Mobicom Conference (MobiCom '99), Seattle, WA, August, 1999.
●     Data dissemination

❍     Smart-Tag Based Data Dissemination. Allan Beaufour, Martin Leopold and Philippe Bonnet, University of Copenhagen.
❍     A Two-tier Data Dissemination Model for Large-scale Wireless Sensor Networks, Fan Ye, Haiyun Luo, Jerry Cheng, Lixia 

Zhang, Songwu Lu, Mobicom 02
●     Cluster Formation
●     Topology Formation / Discovery

❍     Benjie Chen, Kyle Jamieson, Hari Balakrishnan, and Robert Morris.  "Span: an energy-efficient coordination algorithm for
topology maintenance in ad hoc wireless networks." Proc. 7th ACM International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking 
(MobiCom '01), Rome, Italy, July 2001, pages 85-96.  

❍     Jeremy Elson, Deborah Estrin, An Address-Free Architecture for Dynamic Sensor Networks  
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http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/elson00addressfree.html
❍     Topology Control Protocols to Conserve Energy in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks, Y. Xu, S. Bien, Y. Mori, J. 

Heidemann, D. Estrin, In Submission. http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/~sbien/papers/gaf-cec-journal.pdf.
❍     Adaptive Self-Configuring Sensor Networks Topologies, Alberto Cerpa and Deborah Estrin. In Proceedings of the 

Twenty First International Annual Joint Conference of the IEEE Computer and Communications Societies 
(INFOCOM 2002), New York, NY, USA, June 23-27 2002. http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/~cerpa/ASCENT-final-infocom-pdf13.
pdf

❍     Katayoun Sohrabi and Gregory J. Pottie, "Performance of a novel self-organization protocol for wireless ad hoc sensor 
networks", Proceedings of the IEEE 50th Vehicular Technology Conference, 1999, pp.1222-1226

❍     M. Chu, H. Haussecker, F. Zhao, ``Scalable Information-Driven Sensor Querying and Routing for ad hoc Heterogeneous 
Sensor Networks.'' Int'l J. of High Performance Computing Applications, 2002.

❍     On Local Algorithms for Topology Control and Routing in Ad Hoc Networks, Lujun Jia, Rajmohan Rajaraman, and Christian 
Scheideler, SPAA 03 

❍     Analysis of Link Reversal Routing Algorithms for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks,  Costas Busch, Srikanth Surapaneni, and Srikanta 
Tirthapura 

●     Data Collection
❍     John Heidemann, Fabio Silva, Chalermek Intanagonwiwat, Ramesh Govindan, Deborah Estrin,and Deepak Ganesan. Building Efficient 

Wireless Sensor Networks with Low-Level Naming. In Proceedings of the Symposium on Operating Systems Principles (SOSP 2001), 
Lake Louise, Banff, Canada, ACM. October 2001.

●     Ad Hoc Multihop Routing
❍     E. M. Royer and C-K. Toh. "A review of current routing protocols for ad-hoc mobile wireless networks."  IEEE Personal

 
Communications, April 1999. 

❍     Yan Yu, Ramesh Govindan and Deborah Estrin.  "Geographical and Energy Aware Routing: A Recursive Data Dissemination Protocol 
for Wireless Sensor Networks."  UCLA Computer Science Department Technical Report UCLA/CSD-TR-01-0023, May 2001.

❍       Kulik, W. Rabiner, H. Balakrishnan (1999) Adaptive Protocols for Information Dissemination in Wireless Sensor Networks , Proc. 5th 
ACM/IEEE Mobicom Conference, Seattle, WA, August 1999

❍     Constrained Random Walks on Random Graphs: Routing Algorithms for Large Scale Wireless Sensor Networks, Sergio 
Servetto, Cornell University. Guillermo Barrenechea, EPFL; Zurich, Switzerland.

❍     Deepak Ganesan, Ramesh Govindan, Scott Shenker and Deborah Estrin, "Highly- Resilient, Energy-Efficient Multipath 
Routing in Wireless Sensor Networks," Mobile Computing and Communications Review (MC2R), vol. 1, no. 2, 2002.

❍     ARRIVE: An Architecture for Robust Routing In Volatile Environments, Chris Karlof, Yaping Li, and Joseph Polastre, UC 
Berkeley Tech Report. May 2002. (pdf). http://webs.cs.berkeley.edu/tos/media.html

❍     Taming the Underlying Challenges of Reliable Multihop Routing in Sensor Networks, Alec Woo, Terence Tong (U. C. Berkeley), and 
David Culler (U. C. Berkeley & Intel Research)

●     Classical Multihop Routing
❍     Charles E. Perkins and Pravin Bhagwat, Highly dynamic Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector routing (DSDV) for mobile 

computers, in SIGCOMM Symposium on Communications Architectures and Protocols, (London, UK), pp. 212-225, Sept. 1994.
David B. Johnson and David A. Maltz. Dynamic Source Routing in Ad Hoc Wireless Networks. In Mobile Computing, edited by 
Tomasz Imielinski and Hank Korth, Chapter 5, pages 153-181, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1996. (DSR)

❍     V. Park and M.S. Corson, A Highly Adaptive Distributed Routing Algorithm for Mobile Wireless Networks, Proc. INFOCOM, April 
1997. (TORA)
 

❍     C. E. Perkins and E. M. Royer, "Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routing." 2nd IEEE Workshop on Mobile Computing Systems 
and Applications (WMCSA'99), New Orleans, Louisiana, February 1999. (AODV)
Josh Broch, David A. Maltz, David B. Johnson, Yih-Chun Hu, and Jorjeta Jetcheva. A Performance Comparison of Multi-Hop Wireless 
Ad Hoc Network Routing Protocols. In Proceedings of the Fourth Annual ACM/IEEE International Conference on Mobile Computing 
and Networking (MobiCom 1998), ACM, Dallas, TX, October 1998.

 
❍     Samir R. Das, Charles E. Perkins, Elizabeth M. Royer and Mahesh K. Marina. "Performance Comparison of Two On-demand Routing 

Protocols for Ad hoc Networks."IEEE Personal Communications Magazine special issue on Ad hoc Networking, February 2001, p. 16-
28.

❍     Karp, B., and Kung. H. T..  "GPSR: Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing for Wireless Networks." In Proceedings of the 6th Annual 
International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking (MobiCom 2000), 243-254, 2000.

❍     Routing Young-Bae Ko and Nitin H. Vaidya, Location-Aided Routing(LAR) in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks , In Proceedings of 
the Fourth Annual ACM/IEEE International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking (MobiCom 1998), ACM, 
Dallas, TX, October 1998.

❍     Zygmunt Haas, Joe Halpern, and Li Li. "Gossip-Based Ad-hoc Routing." IEEE INFOCOM 2002, New York, 2002.
❍     S. Ramanathan and M. Steenstrup, A survey of routing techniques for mobile communications networks ACM/Baltzer Mobile 
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Networks and Applications, Vol. 1, No. 2, pp. 89-103.
●     Congestion Control
●     Storage

❍     Multi-Dimensional Range Queries in Sensor Networks, Xin Li, Young-Jin Kim, Ramesh Govindan (USC), and Wei Hong (Intel 
Research Laboratory), SENSYS 03

❍     An Evaluation of Multi-resolution Storage for Sensor Networks, Deepak Ganesan, Ben Greenstein, Denis Perelyubskiy, Deborah Estrin 
(UCLA), and John Heidemann (USC/ISI), SENSYS 03

❍     Ratnasamy, S., Karp, B., Yin, L., Yu, F., Estrin, D., Govindan, R., and Shenker, S., GHT: A Geographic Hash Table 
for Data-Centric Storage. First ACM International Workshop on Wireless Sensor Networks and Applications 
(WSNA 2002), Atlanta, GA, September, 2002. [pdf]

❍     Multiresolution storage and feature extraction Deepak Ganesan and Deborah Estrin, "Dimensions: Why do we 
need a new Data Handling architecture for Sensor Networks?," in First Workshop on Hot Topics in Networks 
(Hotnets-I), vol. 1, October 2002.

❍     Shenker, S., Ratnasamy, S., Karp, B., Govindan, R., and Estrin, D., Data-Centric Storage in Sensornets. ACM SIGCOMM 
Workshop on Hot Topics in Networks (HotNets 2002), Princeton, NJ, October, 2002.

❍     Greenstein, B., Estrin, D., Govindan, R., Ratnasamy, S., SHenker, S., DIFS: A Distributed Index for Features in Sensor 
Networks. To appear in Workshop on Sensor Network Protocols and Application (SNPA), 2003.

●     In-Network Query Processing, Aggregation
❍     Philippe Bonnet, J. E. Gehrke, and Praveen Seshadri. "Querying the Physical World."  IEEE Personal Communications, Vol. 7, No. 5, 

October 2000, pages 10-15. Special Issue on Smart Spaces and Environments
❍     S. Madden, R. Szewczyk, M. Franklin and D. Culler (2002) Supporting Aggregate Queries over Adhoc Wireless Sensor Networks
❍     Samuel Madden, Michael Franklin, Joseph Hellerstein, and Wei Hong, TAG: a Tiny Aggregation Service for Ad-Hoc Sensor 

Networks , OSDI 2002, December 2002, Boston MA.
❍     Samuel R. Madden, Michael J. Franklin, Joseph M. Hellerstein, and Wei Hong. The Design of an Acquisitional Query Processor for 

Sensor Networks. To Appear, SIGMOD, June 2003.
❍     Bhaskar Krishnamachari, Deborah Estrin, Stephen Wicker, "Modelling Data-Centric Routing in Wireless Sensor Networks." IEEE 

Infocom 2002.
❍     GADT: A Probability Space ADT for Representing and Querying the Physical World, Anton Faradjian, J. E. Gehrke, and 

Philippe Bonnet, In Proceedings of the 18th International Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE 2002), San Jose, 
California, February 2002. cs219/Papers/Anton_Faradjian. GADT-
AProbabilitySpaceADTForRepresentingAndQueryingThePhysicalWorld.pdf

❍     Tomasz Imielinski and Samir Goel, "DataSpace - querying and monitoring deeply networked collections in physical space," IEEE 
Personal Communications Magazine, Special Issue on Networking the Physical World, October 2000.

●     Compression and Source Coding
❍     On the Interdependence of Routing and Data Compression in Multi-Hop Sensor Networks, Anna Scaglione, Sergio 

Servetto. Mobicom 02
❍     Distributed Compression in a Dense Sensor Network", S. Sandeep Pradhan, Julius Kusuma, Kannan Ramchandran http://

www.mit.edu/people/kusuma/Papers/spmag_final.pdf.
❍     Model Based Compression in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks, Milenko Drinic (Microsoft Research), Darko Kirovski (Microsoft Research), 

and Miodrag Potkonjak (UCLA)
❍     Application-Specific Compression for Time Delay Estimation in Sensor Networks, Lavanya Vasudevan, Antonio Ortega, and Urbashi 

Mitra (USC)
●     Tracking

❍     Feng Zhao, Jaewon Shin, James Reich.  "Information-Driven Dynamic Sensor Collaboration for Target Tracking", IEEE Signal 
Processing Magazine, Volume: 19 Issue: 2, Mar 2002.

❍     D.B. Reid. "An Algorithm for Tracking Multiple Targets." IEEE Trans. on Automatic Control, 24:6, 1979.
❍     Leonidas Guibas. "Sensing, Tracking and Reasoning with Relations", IEEE Signal Processing Magazine, Volume: 19 Issue: 2, Mar 

2002.
❍     Dan Li, Kerry Wong, Yu Hen Hu, Akbar Sayeed. "Detection, Classification and Tracking of Targets in Distributed Sensor Networks", 

IEEE Signal Processing Magazine, Volume: 19 Issue: 2, Mar 2002.
❍     Boyoon Jung and Gaurav S. Sukhatme, Multi-Target Tracking using a Mobile Sensor Network, submitted to 2001 IEEE International 

Conference on Robotics and Automation.
●     Impotant Standards

❍     Zigbee, http://www.zigbee.org/
❍     IEEE 1451

●     Triggering
●     Power management
●     Coverage and Density

❍     Integrated Coverage and Connectivity Configuration in Wireless Sensor Networks, Xiaorui Wang, Guoliang Xing, Yuanfang Zhang, 
Chenyang Lu, Robert Pless, and Christopher Gill (Washington University in St. Louis), SENSYS 03
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❍     Elizabeth M. Royer, P. Michael Melliar-Smith, and Louise E. Moser.  "An analysis of the optimum node density for ad hoc mobile 
networks."  Proc. IEEE International Conference on Communications, Helsinki, Finland, June 2001.

❍     Bhaskar Krishnamachari, Stephen Wicker, Ramon Bejar, and Marc Pearlman, "Critical Density Thresholds in Distributed Wireless 
Networks," to appear in a book on Advances in Coding and Information Theory, eds. H. Bhargava, H.V. Poor and V.  Tarokh, Kluwer 
Publishers.

❍     S. Meguerdichian et. al. Coverage Problems in Wireless Adhoc Networks, IEEE Infocom, Vol 3. pp. 1380-1387, 2001
❍     Andrew Howard, Maja J. Mataric and Gaurav S. Sukhatme, Mobile Sensor Network Deployment using Potential Fields: A Distributed 

Scalable Solution to the Area Coverage Problem, Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Distributed Autonomous Robotic 
Systems, 2002

❍     Seapahn Meguerdichian, Farinaz Koushanfar, Gang Qu, Miodrag Potkonjak, "Exposure In Wireless Ad Hoc Sensor 
Networks." MobiCom 2001, pp. 139-150, July 2001. http://www.cs.ucla.edu/~seapahn/papers/mobicom01_124.pdf

●     Lifetime
❍     John Byers and Gabriel Nasser.  "Utility-based decision making in wireless sensor networks."  Proc. of IEEE MobiHoc 2000,  Boston, 

MA, August 2000.
❍     Investigating Upper Bounds on Network Lifetime Extension for Cell-Based Energy Conservation Techniques in Stationary 

Ad Hoc Networks, Douglas Blough, Georgi Institute of Technology, USA, Paolo Santi, Mobicom 02
●     Capacity

❍     M. Grossglauser and D. Tse, Mobility Increases the Capacity of Adhoc Wireless Networks, IEEE Infocom, 2001
❍     P. Gupta and P.R. Kumar. Capacity of wireless networks. Technical report, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, 1999. http://citeseer.nj.nec.

com/gupta99capacity.html
●     Time Synchronization

❍     Leslie Lamport, "Time, Clocks and the Ordering of Events in Distributed Systems", Communications of the ACM, 21(7):558-
65, 1978. http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/Courses/CS213-Win02/Readings/lamport-time.pdf

❍     David L. Mills, "Internet Time Synchronization: The Network Time Protocol". http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2219.ps
❍     http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~mills/ntp.html 
❍     Fine-Grained Network Time Synchronization using Reference Broadcasts (also available as PDF) Jeremy Elson, 

Lewis Girod and Deborah Estrin. In Proceedings of the Fifth Symposium on Operating Systems Design and 
Implementation (OSDI 2002), Boston, MA. December 2002. . http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/Publications/papers/broadcast.
ps

❍     Kay Romer (ETH-Zurich), "Time Synchronization in Ad Hoc Networks". Mobihoc 2001 http://www.inf.ethz.ch/vs/publ/papers/
mobihoc01-time-sync.pdf. http://www.gpsclock.com/gps.html. Web page giving an overview of using GPS for time 
synchronization.

❍     Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks, Saurabh Ganeriwal, Ram Kumar, and Mani B. Srivastava (UCLA), SENSYS 03
❍     (replace with Sensys paper) Saurabh Ganeriwal, Ram Kumar, Sachin Adlakha and Mani Srivastava, "Network-wide Time 

Synchronization in Sensor Networks," , April 2002
 
http://theory.lcs.mit.edu/~mitras/courses/6829/project/final_report.ps

●     Localization
❍     Nissanka B. Priyantha, Anit Chakraborty, and Hari Balakrishnan.  "The Cricket Location-Support System."  Proc. of theSixth Annual 

ACM International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking (MOBICOM), August 2000.  
❍     Jeffrey Hightower, Gaetano Borriello. "Location systems for ubiquitous computing." IEEE Computer, Vol. 34, No. 8, August 2001 pp 

57-66.
❍     Andreas Savvides, Chih-Chieh Han and Mani B. Strivastava. "Dynamic fine-grained localization in ad-hoc networks of sensors." 7-th 

annual international conference on Mobile computing and networking (MobiCom) 2001, July 16 - 21, 2001, Rome Italy.  Pages 166-
179.

❍     Jinyang Li, John Jannotti, Douglas S. J. De Couto, David R. Karger, Robert Morris.  "A scalable location service for geographic ad hoc 
routing."  ACM Mobicom 2000, Boston, MA, pages 120-130.

❍     A. Harter and A. Hopper (1994) A Distributed Location System for the Active Office , IEEE Network, Vol. 8, No. 1, January 1994
❍     Roy Want, Andy Hopper, Veronica Falcao and Jonathan Gibbons, "The Active Badge Location System," ACM Transactions 

on Information Systems, vol. 10, no. 1, pp. 91-102, January 1992.
❍     N. Bulusu, J. Heidemann and D. Estrin (2000) GPS-less Low-Cost Outdoor Localization for Very Small Devices, IEEE Personal 

Communications Magazine, Special Issue on Smart Spaces and Environments, October 2000.
❍     P. Banl and V. Padmanabhan (2000) RADAR: An In-Building RF-Based User Location and Tracking System, IEEE Infocom
❍     A. Howard, M. J. Mataric and G.S. Sukhatme (2001) Relaxation on a Mesh: A Formalism for Generalized Localization , IEEE 

International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems, October 2001.
❍     L. Doherty et. al. Convex Position Estimation in Wireless Sensor Networks, Infocom 2001, Anchorage, AK, April 2001
❍     D. Fox, W. Burgard, H. Kruppa, and S. Thrun. A probabilistic approach to collaborative multi-robot localization, Autonomous Robots, 8

(3), 2000.
❍     Special Issue on Global Positioning System, P.Enge and P. Misra (guest editors), Proceedings of the IEEE. Vol 87. No.1. 

January 1999.
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http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/Courses/CS213-Win02/Readings/GPS-SpecialIssue/index.html

❍     Robust range estimation using acoustic and multimodal sensing", Lewis Girod and Deborah Estrin, In 
Proceedings of IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS 2001), Maui, Hawaii, 
October 2001. http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/estrin/papers/IROS-2001.ps

❍     Joe C. Chen, Kung Yao, and Ralph E. Hudson, Source localization and beamforming, to be appeared in IEEE Signal 
Processing Magazine, Mar. 2002. http://www.ee.ucla.edu/~jcchen/pub/chen_ieee.pdf

❍     Radihika Nagpal, Organizing a Global Coordinate System from Local Information on an Amorphous Computer, MIT AI Memo 1666, 
August 1999.

●     Calibration
❍     K. Marzullo. Tolerating Failures of Continuous-Valued Sensors , ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, 8(4), 

November 1990, p. 284--304.
❍     Calibration as Parameter Estimation in Sensor Networks, Kamin Whitehouse and David Culler, University of California, 

Berkeley
❍     Colibration: A Collaborative Approach to In-Place Sensor Calibration, Vladimir Bychkovskiy, Seapahn Megerian, 

Deborah Estrin, and Miodrag Potkonjak
 
Submitted for review to the 2nd International Workshop on Information Processing in Sensor Networks (IPSN'03), 
December 2002. http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/estrin#paper

●     In-network programming
●     Security

❍     Chen,M.; Cui,W.; Wen,V., Security and Deployment Issues in Sensor Network, 2000
 
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~wdc/classes/cs294-I-report.pdf

❍     A. Perrig, R. Szewczyk, V. Wen, D. Culler, and J. D. Tygar, SPINS: Security protocols for sensor networks, In Proceedings of MOBICOM, 
2001. (.pdf )

❍     Y.W. Law, S. Dulman, S. Etalle and P. Havinga. Assessing Security-Critical Energy-Efficient Sensor Networks, Department 
of Computer Science, University of Twente, Technical Report TR-CTIT-02-18, Jul 2002. http://wwwes.cs.utwente.nl/24cqet/
adhoc.html

❍     "Secure Routing in Sensor Networks: Attacks and Countermeasures", Chris Karlof and David Wagner, http://www.cs.
berkeley.edu/~ckarlof/research/sensor-nets/

❍     Denial of Service in Sensor Networks, Anthony D. Wood, John A. Stankovic, http://www.computer.org/computer/co2002/
rx054abs.htm?SMSESSION=NO

❍     Secure Information Aggregation in Sensor Networks, Bartosz Przydatek, Dawn Song, and Adrian Perrig (Carnegie-Mellon University)
❍     Secure Routing in Sensor Networks: Attacks and Countermesures, C. Karlof and David Wagner
❍     Random Key Predistribution Schemes for Sensor Networks PS, PDF, BIB. With Haowen Chan and Dawn Song. Appears in 

IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy 2003
 
 

●     Privacy

❍     Marc Rotenberg, "What Larry Doesn't Get: Fair Information Practices  
and the Architecture of Privacy", Presented on February 7, 2000 at the  
Stanford Law School Symposium on Cyberspace and Privacy,  
http://stlr.stanford.edu/STLR/Symposia/Cyberspace/00_rotenberg_1/article.htm.

❍     Marc Rotenberg, The Privacy Law Sourcebook: United States Law, International Law, and 
Recent Developments 324-52 (EPIC 2002) (“OECD Privacy Guidelines”).

❍     Colin J. Bennett, "Convergence Revisited: Toward a Global Policy for  
the Protection of Personal Data", Technology and Privacy:  The New  
Landscape edited by Philip Agre and Marc Rotenberg, The MIT Press  
(Cambridge, 1997).

❍     Jerry Kang, Cyberspace Privacy, 50 Stanford Law Review 1193 
(1998), available at http://www1.law.ucla.edu/~kang/Scholarship/Cyberspace/cyberspace.html

❍     Jerry Kang, Pervasive Computing:  Embedding the Public Sphere, working draft available at 
http://www1.law.ucla.edu/~kang/Scholarship/scholarship.htm

❍     Proceedings of IBM Almaden Privacy Institute, available at http://www.almaden.ibm.com/institute/agenda.shtml
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❍     Howard Rheingold, Smartmobs:  The Next Revolution (2002), summary available at http://www.smartmobs.com/index.html
 
 

●     Distributed Control and coordination
❍     Beckers, R., O. E. Holland and J. L. Deneubourg (1994), "From Local Actions to Global Tasks: Stigmergy and Collective 

Robotics", Artificial Life IV, Proc. of the Fourth International Workshop on the Synthesis and Simulation of Living Systems, 
R. A. Brooks and P. Maes (eds), pp. 181-189. http://fnord.usc.edu/~fod/papers/cs584/alife4.ps

❍     Barry Brian Werger, "Cooperation Without Deliberation: A Minimal Behavior-based Approach to Multi-robot Teams", 
Artificial Intelligence 110(1999) 293-320 http://robotics.usc.edu/~barry/papers/aij.ps.gz

❍     J. A. Stankovic, T. He, T. F. Abdelzaher, M. Marley, G. Tao, S. Son, and C. Lu, Feedback Control Scheduling in Distributed Systems, 
IEEE Real-Time Systems Symposium, London, UK, December 2001.

●     Self-Stabilization
❍     Stabilization (Invited chapter in Encyclopedia of DistributedComputing edited by Partha Dasgupta and Joseph E. Urban, Kluwer 

AcademicPublishers, 1999)
❍     Baruch Awerbuch, Boaz Patt-Shamir, George Varghese, “Self-Stabilizing End-to-End Communication,
❍     M.G. Gouda and N. Multari,  

Stabilizing communication protocols,  
IEEE Transactions on Computers Vol. 40, No. 4, pp. 448-458, April 1991 

●     Detecting Distributed Features
❍     Localized Edge Detection in Sensor Fields by Krishna Kant Chintalapudi, Ramesh Govindan ftp://ftp.usc.edu/pub/

csinfo/tech-reports/papers/02-773.pdf
❍     Distributed EM Algorithms for Density Estimation and Clustering in Sensor Networks, R. Nowak, to appear in IEEE Transactions on 

Signal Processing, Special Issue on Signal Processing in Networking, 2003. 

 Boundary Estimation in Sensor Networks: Theory and Methods, R. Nowak and U. Mitra, 2nd International Workshop on 
Information Processing in Sensor Networks, Palo Alto, CA, April 22-23, 2003. 

 
❍     Yao graphs 

●     Collaborative Signal Processing
❍     M. Chu, H. Haussecker, F. Zhao, ``Scalable Information-Driven Sensor Querying and Routing for ad hoc Heterogeneous Sensor 

Networks.''  Int'l J. of High Performance Computing Applications, to appear, 2002. 
❍     Source Localization and Beamforming in a Distributed Sensor Network: Coherent Signal Processing for Wideband 

Acoustic and Seismic Signals", Joe C. Chen, Kung Yao, Ralph Hudson http://www.ee.ucla.edu/~jcchen/pub/
chenSPmag02.pdf. 

❍     Data analysis in the face of noise, sampling error, loss (Jim Demmel)
●     Self-Organization

❍     Emergent Phenomenon 
❍     Introduction to Emergence  (Mitchell Resnick and Brian Silverman), OPTIONAL: for more information see http://cell-auto.com/
❍     Dijkstra, Self Stabilizing in Spite of Distributed Control, CACM, 1974.  

1.  OPTIONAL: M. Demirbas, A. Arora, and M. Gouda. A Pursuer-Evader Game for Sensor Networks. Sixth Symposium on Self-
Stabilizing Systems, San Fransisco, June 2003.

2.  OPTIONAL:  M. Schneider, Self-Stabilization, ACM Computing Surveys, 1993.
3.  OPTIONAL:  Dolev, Super-Stabilizing Distributed Spanning Tree Construction 

●     Noise as an adversary 

 
 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------- 
Related Courses and links 
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http://www-csag.ucsd.edu/teaching/cse291s03/ 
http://ceng.usc.edu/~bkrishna/teaching/SensorNetBib.html 
http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~srini/15-829A/ 
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❍      

http://www.cs.duke.edu/~alvy/courses/sensors/Papers.html 
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System-Level Design for Wireless Sensor 
Networks

Abhijit Davare
Alvise Bonivento
CS 294-1 Project

Fall 2003

Final project report [PDF]

Implementation files: DataCollector.nc, DataCollectorM.nc, lossy.nss

Poster [PDF]

Introduction

As hardware devices continue to get cheaper due to Moore’s law, the cost of sensor network nodes will 
continue to decline. As the commoditization of sensor networks continues, more research will shift from 
constructing and designing sensor network architectures to quickly prototyping applications. However, 
like other concurrent systems, sensor networks are notoriously difficult to program. The introduction of 
a platform-based design methodology for sensor networks will become necessary. The ability to cheaply 
program a diverse set of applications onto a single sensor network platform will benefit both customers 
and designers. 

The key to programming sensor network nodes is the translation – or mapping – of system-level 
requirements to node-level requirements. Traditional embedded system design techniques can then be 
used to map the node-level requirements onto the node platform (e.g. Mica). The goal of our project will 
be to develop a framework for top-down propagation of system level constraints into node level 
constraints.

We propose the following changes to the Y-chart to produce the “YY-chart” shown below. To realize 
the goals of this project within the timeframe of the semester, we will restrict ourselves to a restricted set 
of applications - ConvergeCast.
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Related Work

To our knowledge, there has been no work done on applying traditional embedded system design 
techniques to loosely coupled networked systems. However, we have identified publications in 5 related 
areas that will provide us with the necessary background information.

(a) Platform-Based Design

    [6] introduces the concept of platform-based design and gives some of the advantages of separating 
functionality from architecture and computation from communication.

    [5] introduces the Metropolis design environment and discusses some of the design challenges that 
such a unified design environment addresses.
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    [7] defines system-level design and motivates this process by applying it to several examples.

    [8] defines the terms abstraction and refinement and shows how these properties are useful from a 
theoretical point of view. 

(b) Lossy Channels

    [3] is a study on the channels and radio for the Picoradio project. It also describes some experiments 
that show how time-varying channels are a fact in this domain.

    [2] is the Smart Dust paper where they claim that channels attenuate transmitted power much more 
than quadratic on distance (up to the power of 6).

(c) Cross-Layer Optimizations

    [1] is one of the first examples on how cross layer optimization can save energy in a protocol stack - 
in this case eliminating continuous access to memory by different layers.

(d) Probabilistic Static Timing Analysis

    [4] is an introduction to probabilistic STA that also provides a framework for abstracting the 
probabilistic nature of gates and computing bounds on the distribution of path delays.

(e) Building Reliable Systems from Unreliable Components

    [9] shows how fault-modeling can be abstracted to the system level.

Overview

Input:
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Application

Sampling rate/unit area

Constraints: End-to-End delay 
(from sensing to data collection), 

throughput, Network Lifetime

Optimize: Avg. Power, 
Variation in Power, Max. Power, 

Number of nodes

Network Platform

Sampling rate, Sampling range, 
Buffering capabiliies, Radio 
range, Physical layer, Power 

model (transmit, receive, idle, 
computation, sense, sleep), 

Channel model (attenuation, 
fading interference, SNR)

Protocol Library

Routing, MAC, PHY, Sleeping

Output:

Network topology, node density, and a selection of library components

Bibliography

1.  D. Clark and D. Tennenhouse. Architectural considerations for a new generation of protocols. In 
Computer Communication Review, ACM SIGCOMM ’90 Symposium. Communications 
Architectures and Protocols, Philadelphia, PA, USA, volume 20, pages 200–8, September 1990.

2.  L. Doherty, B.A. Warneke, B.E. Boser, and K.S.J. Pister, "Energy and Performance 
Considerations for Smart Dust." International Journal of Parallel Distributed Systems and 
Networks, Volume 4, Number 3, 2001, pp. 121-133. 

3.  R. Stutz, "Performance Analysis and Optimization of a 2.4GHz, Multi-Hop, Wireless Self-
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analysis. DAC 2002: 556-561
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Approach to Accurate Fault Modeling for System Dependability Evaluation, IEEE Transactions 
on Software Engineering, vol. 25, no.5, September/October 1999, pp.619-632.
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Jaein Jeong's CS294-1 Website
Projects: Node-level Representation and System Support for Network 
Programming

Project Progress
Project Report     (Updated 12/16/2003)
 
Project Presentation         (Updated 12/05/2003)
 
Network reprogramming extension plan       (Updated 10/31/2003)
 
This document shows some ideas to extend the existing network reprogramming.
 
Analysis of Xnp Network Reprogramming Module      (Updated 10/30/2003)
 
The first step to an efficient network reprogramming is the understanding of the current 
implementation of network reprogramming.
 

Project Proposal
Updated 10/21/2003

Motivation & Background
Due to the storage and energy constraints, the program for wireless sensors is developed in a 
more powerful machine like a PC and is loaded to the sensor nodes later. Typically, the program 
code is loaded to a sensor node with direct connection like parallel cable. However, this can be 
problematic when a large number of sensor nodes need to be deployed. With the direct 
connection programming method the deployment time increases with the number of sensor 
nodes. Modifying a program to fix bugs or add new functionalities can delay the programming 
development cycle a lot. In addition, direct programming involves all the efforts of collecting the 
sensor nodes placed in different locations and possibly disassembling and reassembling the 
enclosures.

Network reprogramming can be used to address these problems. With network reprogramming, 
program code is sent to one or more of sensor nodes through the radio channel without requiring 
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the one-to-one connection between the program repository and a sensor node (Figure 1). On a 
sensor node to be programmed, the program code is stored in external storage like EEPROM and 
is transferred to the working memory area (RAM). Then, the code is available for execution. 
Network reprogramming is supported in the latest wireless sensor platform of UC Berkeley 
(TinyOS 1.1 with MICA2 or MICA2DOT motes).

Figure 1 : Comparison of network reprogramming with programming with direct connection.

 

Project Goals
The current implementation of network reprogramming supports only single hop code transfer 
and is not optimized for fast delivery. It sends all the program code even though the changes from 
the previous version are small. 

Our project goal is to achieve fast code delivery by focusing on (1) reducing the number of 
transmissions and (2) minimizing the overhead on sensor nodes.

We plan to generate the delta of two versions of binary code to reduce the code size. Since a 
sensor node is computationally constrained, we will avoid the operations that will traverse 
EEPROM or RAM intensively. To evaluate our work we consider measuring transmitted code 
size and transmission time with the current implementation for different scenarios.
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ABSTRACT
Wireless Sensor Networks impose additional challenges on
Media Access Control mechanisms. Many schemes have
been proposed that use either CSMA or TDMA protocols;
however design of a CSMA protocol for WSNs must be more
than a general purpose mechanism. In this work, we analyze
the parameters of a CSMA layer and their affect on perfor-
mance. We examine how to use upcalls to notify applica-
tions of the underlying channel utilization to enable an ap-
plication to change its sampling phase, sampling interval, or
aggregation methods. To increase performance, an effective
carrier sense algorithm is presented for collision avoidance
(CA). Using these principles, we implemented a CSMA-CA
scheme called B-MAC on the UC Berkeley mica2 platform.
B-MAC raises the maximum theoretical bandwidth of the
mica2 from 42 packets/sec to 53 packets/sec, outperforms
the default 802.11-style TinyOS MAC layer by over 100%
(in terms of packet throughput) and achieves 85% channel
utilization. B-MAC shows the need for application coordi-
nation in wireless sensor network media access layers.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been proposed for

many novel applications including microclimate monitoring,
distributed control, and tracking. WSNs operate in a new
realm of constraints. Nodes are required to run for many
months on small power supplies. They must be robust, col-
lect and report data, and use communication to organize.

In both wired and wireless networks, media access has
been at the core of effective communication. Many have
proposed traditional methods that are similar to 802.11 or
Ethernet for media access. Since WSNs are a new domain
of wireless application, traditional methods rarely minimize
power consumption or provide enough control to the appli-
cation.

In this paper, we discuss design decisions for wireless sen-
sor network MAC layer design and evaluate the tradeoffs.
We implemented a CSMA MAC layer called B-MAC based

(c) 2003 Regents of the University of California

on the design properties we discuss. We analyze the per-
formance of this MAC layer and show that it can provide
significant improvements over current adopted MAC imple-
mentations for wireless sensor networks.

2. MAC LAYER DESIGN
In this section, we describe principles about MAC layer

design and their tradeoffs. Our analysis is targeted at low
power sensor network applications that require the utmost
power conservation while relying on a robust layer for trans-
mission.

2.1 Backoff
Of primary concern in achieving high channel utilization

in CSMA schemes is the initial and congestion backoff algo-
rithm. The initial backoff is the time a transmitter delays
from the point that a packet is submitted for transmission to
the first time the status of channel is evaluated. The conges-
tion backoff is the time a transmitter delays after checking
the status of a channel and determining that the channel is
busy.

The initial backoff affects the maximum load that each
node may offer to the channel. Longer initial backoffs result
in less throughput per node and more nodes to saturate the
channel. Long initial backoffs prevent against collision when
responding to synchronized transmissions (such as broadcast
messages). Conversely, long backoffs are absolutely horrible
in bulk data transfers in wireless sensor networks. Not only
must the transmitter and receiver stay on for long periods
of time (consuming more power), they may be starved from
the channel after they start transmitting or be delayed by
fairness metrics. For each type of traffic, the initial back-
off may be different. Instead of embedded this backoff into
the MAC layer, we advocate a policy manager or applica-
tion control the initial backoff before submitting a packet
for transmission.

Conventional schemes including Ethernet and IEEE 802.11
use an exponentially increasing congestion backoff. In wire-
less sensor networks, of primary concern is power consump-
tion with a secondary concern of channel fairness. Designing
an appropriate congestion backoff algorithm for wireless sen-
sor networks must minimize the amount of time the node
is powered. To do this, the algorithm must eliminate the
capture effect. In Ethernet networks, Ramakrishnan and
Yang propose a binary exponential backoff to solve the cap-
ture problem [6]. In order to use non-exponential backoff
schemes, we must make sure that the channel is not at ca-
pacity and adjust each node’s transmission phase such that
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Figure 1: Packet phase of a periodic wireless sen-
sor network application deployed in the Summer of
2002. Each node transmits every 70 seconds, how-
ever the application does not change its phase dur-
ing contention. The result is the capture effect as
shown by nodes whose phase is not a horizontal line.

none overlap with others in its cell. When the channel is
at capacity, the MAC layer must provide backpressure to
the application to delay sending, change period, or change
aggregate data. There are two cases to evaluate: adjusting
node phase when the channel is not at capacity, and network
backpressure when the channel is near capacity.

Phase is only applicable when the available bandwidth in
the channel exceeds the current bandwidth usage. In most
cases in sensor networks we assume that this is the case.
Otherwise, nodes must be awake for long periods of time
and we no longer meet our power conservation goals. There
are rare situations where channel capacity makes sense–bulk
data transfers and node retasking (or reprogramming) are
two such events. In those cases, the primary concern is
getting a hold of the channel and bulk transferring all of the
data such that all nodes can return to sleep as quickly as
possible.

Applications may receive notifications that there is con-
tention on the channel. After repeated notifications, logic
should be in place to change the phase of sampling or trans-
mission to ease the congestion in the network.

If the channel is near capacity, repeated phase changes will
result in contention. The application will know the channel
is near capacity due to futile attempts to transmit in differ-
ent windows. Since we cannot exceed the theoretical maxi-
mum bandwidth of the channel, the application must decide
how to alter its behavior. During times of channel satura-
tions, all nodes lose in terms of power, fairness, and available
bandwidth. A mechanism must be in place to force the ap-
plication to slow down or disallow packets into the network
based on the activity.

2.2 Clear Channel Assessment
Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) is the process of check-

ing the status of the channel and reporting back if there is
activity. CCA is required for many different services, in-

cluding CSMA. CCA allows CSMA schemes to implement
collision avoidance (CA). For clear channel assessment to
be effective, the algorithm must have a good estimate of the
noise floor.

The noise floor on a wireless channel is estimated by ex-
amining the characteristics of the channel from the received
signal strength indicator (RSSI). The noise floor is typically
centered around a mean with some (possibly large) standard
deviation. Noise floor estimation is further complicated by
errors in the receiver packet detection caused by low-cost
radios. Noise floor estimation must be resilient to outliers
and noisy signals.

Both CCA and noise floor estimation must be functions
that are robust yet quick and require little power to perform.
Since they are at the core of CSMA/CA schemes, the power
consumed to monitor the channel must be minimized in or-
der to maximize node lifetime. Simpler techniques, such as
fixed thresholding, are extremely quick yet have many flaws
in channel assessment as seen in section 3. The converse
is also true–more complex algorithms take more time (and
power), but often are more robust. The challenge is finding
an algorithm that achieves both goals.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we discuss the implementation of a CSMA

MAC layer for wireless sensor networks, called B-MAC, based
on the techniques and principles in section 2. As motivation
for our CCA and AGC algorithms, we collected 100 traces of
RSSI values at 5 kHz from the Chipcon CC1000 [2] FSK ra-
dio operating at 433 MHz. We chose the CC1000 radio since
it is representative of the wireless sensor network platforms
in use today. Mica2 from UC Berkeley [7], Blue from Dust
Inc [3], and EmberNet from Ember [4] all use the CC1000
radio.

3.1 Backoff
Since all applications do not have the same requirements

on the MAC layer, we chose to expose the underlying events
to applications. By default, we chose no initial backoff. This
achieves highest channel utilization and allows the applica-
tion to control the backoff for each packet. For example,
bulk data transfers may not want any initial backoff, re-
sponses to broadcast messages requires a random backoff,
and the backoff after sending a multihop message should be
two packet times such that you do not interfere with your
parent’s retransmission.

On congestion backoff, the application is signaled for a
backoff value. If the application chooses not to handle this
event, a default handler chooses a random backoff between
0 and 6 ms uniformly.

3.2 Clear Channel Assessment
Clear channel assessment uses a variety of techniques to

achieve the performance required for sensor network applica-
tions. CCA may be used for additional algorithms including
low-power channel sampling for activity. In this mode, the
node wakes up, runs the CCA algorithm, and receives data
from the channel if it is busy. If the channel is clear, the
node returns to sleep. This method has been demonstrated
to run at a 1% duty cycle in WSN applications [5].

Our CCA algorithm consists of a free running estimate
of the noise floor and a CCA function that is called when
the status of the channel is requested. Estimating the noise



Data : size of the FIFO queue, n, and exponentially
weighted moving average weight, α

Result: f , an estimate of the noise floor

f ← RSSI;
q ← new FIFO queue of size n;
while radio is on do

if (end of packet transmission) or (timer fired) then
if radio is idle then

data← RSSI;
dequeue(q);
enqueue(q,data);
m← median(q);
f ← αf + (1− α)m;

end
end

end

Algorithm 1: Noise floor estimation
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Figure 2: Automatic gain control is critical to ac-
curate noise floor estimation. The estimate of the
noise floor is shown with a solid line while the re-
ceived signal is gray. Notice the estimates are re-
silient to noise and incoming packets.

floor requires knowing when the state of the radio–one only
wants to sample a channel to update the floor if we know
the channel is not being used (the radio is in an idle state).
However there will certainly be cases where the radio has
not yet synchronized to a packet reception, yet we consider
the signal value for noise floor estimation. To be resilient to
sampling errors and large variances in the noise samples, we
developed Algorithm 1.

The premise is as follows: when we think the channel is
clear, we sample the signal strength and add it to a FIFO
queue. For resiliency, we take the median sample from the
queue and update our noise floor estimation using an expo-
nentially weighted moving average with coefficient α. While
the radio is on, the noise floor is continually updated for use
with the CCA algorithm.

The effectiveness of the noise floor estimation algorithm is
shown in Figure 2. In the middle of the figure, one can see a
packet arriving and the jump in energy on the channel. The

noise floor estimator does take some samples from the be-
ginning of this period; however due to the median selection
from the queue, the estimate is not significantly affected.
During the remainder of the packet reception, the radio is
no longer in an idle state and the noise floor estimate is not
updated.

Data : the current estimate of the noise floor, f , and the
number of samples to consider, s

Result: true if the channel is clear
for i← 1 to s do

data← RSSI;
if data < f then

return true;

end
end
return false;

Algorithm 2: Clear channel assessment

Figure 3 shows an example RSSI trace with a packet re-
ception. From the signal trace, analysis has shown that noise
in the signal when the channel is idle provides some insight
on determining the status of the channel. By running the
traces through Matlab, we found that detecting the pres-
ence of an abnormally low amount of energy on the channel
was an extremely good indicator that the channel is clear.
The intuition behind this heuristic is that if a node is trans-
mitting on the channel, the probability of that node’s signal
occurring below the noise floor is extremely unlikely. Even
if a transmitter’s signal strength is below the noise floor,
work by Woo et. al. has shown that packets with such low
strength are not reliably receiving and do not make good
communication neighbors [10]. Although we have periodic
false positives (channel is busy when it is actually clear),
this method is significantly more robust than evaluating a
single RSSI value or moving averages. The CCA heuristic is
shown in Algorithm 2. It is compared to the default CSMA
layer in the TinyOS 1.1 release, the TinyOS 1.1 release with
adjusted threshold, and the moving average heuristic.

3.3 Other Techniques
Aligned with [10], the preamble length for each message

was reduced from 28 bytes in TinyOS 1.1 to 5 bytes in B-
MAC. The shorter preamble requires that less bits be used
for synchronization in the radio hardware. As a result, nodes
whose received signal strength is at or below the noise floor
are no longer received by the radio. Our justification for this
is two-fold: First, we raise the theoretical limit of the chan-
nel from 42 packets/sec to 53 packets/sec. Second, the data
in [10, 12] shows that these nodes should not be considered
as neighbors for sensor network services.

4. ANALYSIS
The effectiveness of B-MAC described in section 3 is de-

scribed in this section. We look at the fairness of B-MAC
and delivered bandwidth.

4.1 B-MAC Performance
Our first experiment was a periodic sample and send sen-

sor network application. Every 100 ms, a sample is taken
from a sensor and sent out over the radio in a 36-byte packet.
Each node therefore sends 10 packets/sec and the offered
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Figure 3: Filtering methods. The top shows the signal received by a Chipcon CC1000 FSK radio. Between
21 and 54ms, the radio is receiving a packet. The channel is idle otherwise idle. The following four graphs
show the result of running various clear channel assessment algorithms. A ’1’ indicates that the channel is
clear, ’0’ indicates the channel is busy. The second graph shows the TinyOS 1.1 clear channel assessment
algorithm. The third shows the TinyOS 1.1 algorithm with an adjusted noise threshold. The fourth uses a
moving average of 5 samples (1ms) and compares the average with the noise threshold. The last graph shows
the result of using the minimum channel energy over 1ms windows to decide if the channel is clear.

load on the channel is 10n where n is the number of nodes.
The results are shown in Figure 4.

The TinyOS 1.1 MAC layer is the existing adopted MAC
that uses a fixed noise floor. In our experiments, we com-
pared TinyOS 1.1 with TinyOS 1.1/AGC and B-MAC. The
parameters of each implementation are shown in Table 1

Figure 4 shows the resulting bandwidth from 6 nodes
transmitting periodically at 10 packets/sec. All of the nodes
are placed in the same radio cell equidistant from each other.
Note that automatic gain control assists in higher packet
throughput before the channel limit is reached; afterwards
its effect is marginal. B-MAC utilizes as much of the chan-
nel as possible with no initial backoff. To evaluate the effect
of B-MAC after the channel limit is reached, an additional
experiment was ran B-MAC with and without a 10-packet
queue. We found that queue doesn’t help to increase the
received bandwidth on the channel, even before the channel
reaches capacity.

Up to three nodes, the channel is completely fair and each
node achieves 100% packet throughput. At 4 nodes, there
is contention in the channel. At 5, the channel becomes
saturated, and above 5, the channel has more offered load
than the channel can accept. Collected data shows the dif-
ference in number of received packets at and beyond channel
saturation is at most 8% with no initial backoff.

4.2 Application Controlled Parameters
In this section, we analyze the effect of relaying data to the

application about MAC layer events including congestion.
We implement a phase-shift scheme to adjust our phase in
the event of congestion and analyze the energy usage and
fairness of the resulting application.

This is the section that still needs some experiments run...

5. RELATED WORK
Much work has been done on CSMA design for wire-

less networks. MACAW [1] implements control messages
to avoid collisions. They argue that CSMA is too suscep-
tible to the hidden terminal problem. In low bandwidth
wireless sensor networks where the contention may not be
high, the overhead of control messages is significantly larger
than resending the data. Recent work from Whitehouse and
Woo [9] has shown that collisions in wireless networks may
be detected and the MAC layer may be built with a better
understanding of the interference and communication ranges
of wireless networks.

In the sensor network space, S-MAC [11] is an energy effi-
cient MAC for sensor networks. Like MACAW, S-MAC re-
lies on control messages to implement collision avoidance. T-
MAC [8] provides some improvements over S-MAC in terms
of power management, however it is extremely bandwidth
limited and the algorithm is no longer applicable after only
a fraction of the channel bandwidth is utilized. This makes
T-MAC unacceptable for bulk data transfers and reprogram-
ming.



Mote TinyOS 1.1 TinyOS w/ AGC B-MAC
Backoff Type Random (Uniform) Random (Uniform) Random(Uniform)
Max Initial Backoff 36+128 bytes 65 bytes 0 bytes

68.3 ms 68.3 ms 0 ms
Max Congestion Backoff 29*16 bytes 16 bytes 16 bytes

193 ms 6.6 ms 6.6 ms
Noise Floor Fixed AGC AGC

Table 1: Comparison of different CSMA MAC layers and their implementation parameters.
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Figure 4: The achievable bandwidth of different
MAC layers. Each node is sending data at 10 pack-
ets/sec. As the number of nodes increases, the of-
fered load to the channel is increased by 10 pack-
ets/sec. The channel has enough offered load at
5 nodes to reach the capacity of the channel.

6. CONCLUSION
We have discussed the domain of wireless sensor networks

and the requirements that media access layers must meet. It
is not enough to simply impose a uniform MAC layer on the
application. Instead, we have shown that the application
must have knowledge about the underlying network prop-
erties and be able to alter its operation. We demonstrated
B-MAC, a CSMA layer for wireless sensor networks, that
achieves double the throughput of traditional methods and
over 85% channel utilization while being flexible enough to
support varying application semantics. Through experience
with B-MAC, we advocate application-controlled media ac-
cess implementations for wireless sensor networks.
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Abstract
This paper presents the experience of a real de-
ployment of Calamari, an ad-hoc localization
system for sensor networks. It provides a prac-
tical evaluation of many ideas from the literature,
serving as a proof-of-concept in some cases and
revealing tacit assumptions or unexpected prob-
lems in others.

1 Introduction
An Ad-hoc localization system can position
nodes without requiring each one to be in contact
with at least three anchor nodes. In the past sev-
eral years, many ad-hoc localization algorithms
have proved effective in simulation [6, 9, 8, 10]
and several ranging technologies have been em-
pirically shown to provide reasonable distance es-
timates [7, 9, 11, 5]. However, complete systems
that successfully combine the two are scarce.
This paper first demonstrates this disconnect by
using real ranging data in a simulation to show
that results are worse than those obtained with
simulated ranging data. Then, the concept of
effective rangeis proposed to explain this phe-
nomenon and methods of altering the effective
range are discussed.

2 Empirical Ranging Measurements
The ranging estimates were collected using ultra-
sound technology developed for Calamari [10],
an ad-hoc localization system designed specifi-
cally for sensor networks and based on the Berke-
ley mica hardware platform [4]. Ultrasound is
the default ranging technology for those localiza-
tion systems that do exist [7, 9]. It was chosen in
this experiment because radio signal strength [3]
does not match the noise requirements assumed
by the majority of existing ad-hoc localization al-
gorithms and RF time of flight [5] is not practical
to implement on a small scale ad-hoc network.

2.1 Ultrasound Ranging
The ultrasound ranging board uses a 45 degree
reflective cone was placed above each ultrasonic
transducer to transform its normal 20 degree con-
ical emittance pattern into a 10 degree radial
emittance. This board used a combination of a
Prowave 25KHz ultrasonic transducer [1] and an
Atmel Atmega8 1MHz microcontroller. The out-
put of the transducer was wired to the analog
comparator on the microcontroller for detecting
a signal via a simple threshold, which could be
controlled in software. The input of the trans-
ducer was wired to a PWM line on the Atmega8,
which directly keyed the 25KHz signal through
software. Both devices resided in a daughter
board that was mounted on a Mica2Dot, which
conists of a ChipCon CC1000 FSK 433Mhz ra-
dio and a Atmel Atmega128 4MHz microcon-
troller. The two microcontrollers could commu-
nicate through a UART interface and a single PW
line that was wired from one of the Atmega128’s
PWMs to a hardware interrupt on the Atmega8
[2].

When the Atmega128 wanted to transmit, it
would send a UART signal with atransmitcom-
mand to the Atmega8. This would put the At-
mega8 in transmit mode. When the Atmega128
sent a radio packet, it triggered an interrupt on
the Atmega8, which signalled it to send immedi-
ately. After transmission, the Atmega8 went back
into receivemode. In this way, the ultrasound sig-
nal was coordinated exactly with the sending of a
radio message. Notice that it was also always en-
veloped in a radio message to prevent collisions,
as demonstrated in [7].

When the Atmega128 was receiving a radio
message, it would trigger the same interrupt on
the Atmega8. Since the Atmega8 is by default in
receive mode, this triggered the Atmega8 to en-
able the analog comparator and set the Timer0
value to zero. If an ultrasound signal was de-
tected, the Timer0 value was read again and sent
over the UART to the Atmega128. Thus, a the

1
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Figure 1:

receive time of the radio message and the ultra-
sound message was coordinated via a hardware
interrupt. After the signal is detected, of if no ul-
trasound signal was detected, the Atmega8 again
disabled the analog comparator.

2.2 Experimental Setup
Most ad-hoc localization algorithms use simu-
lated ranging data instead of real, empirical rang-
ing measurements, and for a good reason: to have
robust results, simulations must average results
over many random topologies. However, each
random topology will have different distances be-
tween the different nodes. It is much easier to in-
terpolate what a ranging technologywould prob-
ably generate at each of those distances than it is
to actually measure them for each random topol-
ogy.

In order to generate ranging estimates that
could be reused in any simulation, a special
topology was generated and used to collect dis-
tance estimates once. The topology, shown in
Figure 1, was generated using rejection sam-
pling by generating random topologies until a
histogram of measured distances included at least
two measurements in each ten centimeter bin.
The histogram for this topology is shown in Fig-
ure 2. The random topology therefore measured
all distances between .7m and 5m with a spacing
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Figure 2:

of on average 3cm, which is less than the nominal
errors that were observed. Because every possi-
ble distance is measured, these distance estimates
can then be reused in a simulation of any random
topology.

Of course, the measurement of each distance
is affected by the idiosyncrasies of the pair of
nodes that was used to measure it. To amelio-
rate this effect, distance estimates were taken five
times, each time with a different random mapping
of nodes onto the topology locations. Ten mea-
surements were collected over each distance at
each mapping. Since each distance appears in the
topology at least twice, each one was estimated
with at least ten different pairs of nodes and was
sampled about one hundred times.

This entire routine of experiments was then re-
peated four times in four different environments:
on carpet, in the grass, about 30 centimeters
above the grass, and on pavement, for a total of at
most 400 samples at each distance. All resulting
distance estimates generated during this experi-
ment are shown in Figure 3, after uniform cali-
bration [11].

2.3 Calibration and Filtering
The noise in the raw ultrasound ranging data is
unacceptable, even after calibration. This can be
fixed by using all ranging estimates between a

2
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pair to eliminate outliers and better estimate the
true distance. Because of the nature of the noise
in an ultrasound ranging estimate, a non-linear
filter must be used.

First of all, we notice that there are many out-
liers. This can be due to the transducer being in
an undefined state during the reception, or ran-
dom noise in the signal, such as automobile traf-
fic or a door slamming. The easiest way to elim-
inate these outliers is to remove all readings that
fall outside of some range of the median. In this
case, the range was chosen to be about 20 cen-
timeters, but it could be varied with the value of
the median. This non-linear filter is calledme-
dianTube. Second, we notice that all readings
within the medianTube are greater than or equal
to the true distance due to the nature of time of
flight. We therefore choose the minimum value
within the median tube.

A sample of the filter at work on a real data
sequence (from audible range data) is shown in
Figure 4. The resulting error estimates are much
better than those without filtering, and are shown
in Figure 5. As one can see, this data has a low
error rate of 3.5% average error. As shown in
Figure 6, this error is also gaussian distributed.
The error rate changes, though not significantly,
between different environments. Figure 7 shows
the error rate for each environment as it changes
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with distance.

3 Localization Simulations
While many ad-hoc localization algorithms have
been proposed, this paper evaluates theDV-
distancedistance-vector based algorithm [6] be-
cause of its simplicity and influence on other al-
gorithms [10, 8]. The algorithm works by hav-
ing each node estimate its distance to each base
station to be the shortest path distance to that
base station. This can be done simply using a
distributed distance vector algorithm. Once the
node has at least three of these distance estimates,
they can be used with multi-lateration, a standard
least-squares method of estimating position given
distance estimates to three known positions.

To evaluate this algorithm, 100 random topolo-
gies in a 15m x 15m area were generated at each
of ten densities ranging from 0.07 nodes/meter to
0.751 nodes/meter. Simulated ranging estimates
with 5 meter maximum range and 3.5% gaus-
sian noise were used, the same properties as the
empirical results found above. These simulated
ranging estimates were generated by choosing all
distancesd less than or equal to 5m and purturb-
ing the value with gaussian noiseN(0, d∗0.035).
All pairs of nodes greater than 5m apart were con-
sidered disconnected.

To incorporate the emprirical ranging esti-
mates into the simulation, each distance estimate
d less than or equal to 5m was paired with a dis-
tance in the topology shown in 1. All distances
were paired with other distances less than 3 cen-
timeters difference. Then, the distance estimate
for one random pair that was used to measure
that distance was chosen and inserted into the
simultion. This procedure was repeated for the
data collected in each of the four environments:
grass, free space, pavement, and carpet. For com-
parison, results with simulated ranging estimates
with 3.5% gaussian noise and maxmimum ranges
of 4m, 3.5m, 3m, 2,5m, 2m, and 1m were also
plotted. The results are all shown in Figure 8
(top).

Clearly, the empirical data is not performing as
well as the simulated data with the same charac-
teristics of 5m maximum range and 3.5% gaus-
sian error. In fact, most of the empirical data
seems to be performing around that quality of
3.25m. The grass data is the exception, which
performed extremely badly, more closely approx-
imating simulated data of about 2m. This is sur-
prising not only because of the bad performance,
but also because of the trend in bad performance
with environment; Figure 7 shows that the worse
error rates were in fact gotten in the carpet envi-
ronment, not the grass environment.

4 Effective Range
To understand why empirical ranging estimates
do more poorly than simulated estimates, Figure

4
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8 (bottom) re-plots the data from Figure 8 (top)
against average node degree. The average node
degree is the average number of nodes to which
each node has a distance estimate. Surprisingly,
this new plot shows that all types of ranging es-
timates behave similarly given node degree, in-
dicating that node degree mustnot be the same
between the empirical ranging estimates and the
simulated ranging estimates.

Figure 9 shows the probability of a ranging
success between two nodes given the distance
between them. Indeed, this graph explains why
the average degree given empirical estimates is
lower than with simulated estimates; many dis-
tance estimates fail in a real deployment and
these failures dramatically decrease degree. Un-
fortunately, none of the ad-hoc localization sim-
ulations in the literature [9, 8, 6] vary failure rate
as one of the ranging characteristics.

The failure rate of ranging is indeed some-
what surprising even in itself, especially given
the fact that most ranging technologies are char-
acterized in terms ofrange. As we can see in
Figure 9,range is actually ill-defined; similar to
radio-range, ultrasonic range is probabilistic and
no clear point-estimate of range exists.

One remaining question is, given that the car-
pet and the grass data seem to have roughly the
same probability mass, what explains why the

grass data did so poorly while the carpet data did
nearly as well as the other data? The answer,
lies in how this probability mass is converted into
node degree. Assuming the neighbor positions
are roughly uniformly distributed with densityD,
the average node degree can be calculated with∫ 5

r=0

Π ∗ r2 ∗ p(ranging|r)

with we will call the effective range. Figure 10
is a diagram illustrating the effective range of the
pavement and grass data, showing that the cov-
ered areas are significantly smaller than the orig-
inal estimate of 5m.

One further observation is that the carpet data
is not significantly worse than the pavement or
free space data despite its smaller probability
mass. This can be explained by the non-uniform
probability distribution of neighbor distances; al-
most no neighbors are right next to each other.
Therefore, the effective range could be calculated
even more accurately by estimatingp(n|r), the
probability of having a neighbor at distancer and
updating the equation above to be∫ 5

r=0

Π ∗ r2 ∗ p(ranging|r) ∗ p(neighbor|r)

which might be called the weighted effective
range.

4.1 Effective Range and Filtering
Effective range is a useful way of characterizing
ranging technologies such that localization simu-
lations can be compared with each other and pro-
jected onto real empirical results. However, the
knowledge that loss rates have such an extreme
effect on localization results also suggests that
we improve results greatly not by reducing aver-
age error but by increasing the probability mass
in Figure 9. One way to do that is to modify the
filters presented in Section 2.3.

Figure 11 shows the effect of various filter pa-
rameters on the effective range (y-axis) and error
(x-axis). The lower-left and top-right graphs are
most easily understood: as the minimum number
of readings accepted is increased in the lower-
left graph, the mean error gets smaller because
we have more samples and are more confident
of our result. However, the effective radius goes
down because we are eliminating valid ranging
estimates that simply do not have enough sam-
ples. As the number of samples initially collected
is increased in the top-right graph, the mean error
goes down while the effective radius increases.
Thus, obtaining more initial samples boosts rang-
ing overall, although not by very much. The top-
left graph is most difficult to interpret. Given
a particular value for minReadings and filter-
Length, as the width of the median tube increases,
both mean error and effective range increase.
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Finally, we notice that the mean error doesn’t
change significantly no matter what our filter
characteristics are, although our effective radius
can vary by up to 2.5 meters. Thus, we choose
parameters that give us the highest possible ef-
fective radius with the lowest mean error, which
are: filterLength=10, minReadings=2, and medi-
anTube=0.2. Surprisingly, the median tube is ex-
tremely narrow, probably because the minRead-
ings variable is so low.

5 Conclusion
We identified a property of ranging technologies
calledeffective rangeand showed that the effect
of effective range is much greater than the effect
of mean error. Effective range should therefore
by included in the tests for algorithmic robust-
ness in localization simulations. We also show
that there is in fact a trade-off between mean er-
ror and effective range, and that modifying our
filter can help us achieve a good balance of both.
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Abstract
Structure monitoring brings new challenges to wireless sensor network: high-fidelity sampling, collecting 
large volume of data, and sophisticated signal processing. New accelerometer board measures tens of μG 
acceleration. High frequency sampling is enabled by new component of David Gay. With new component, 
up to 6.67KHz sampling is possible with jitter less than 10μs. Large-scale Reliable Transfer (LRX) 
component collects data at the expense of 15% penalty of channel utilization for no data loss. To overcome 
low signal-to-noise ratio, analog low-pass filter is used, and multiple digital data are averaged. Structure 
monitoring is a driving force for extending capability of wireless sensor networks system.
 

1.  Introduction
Wireless sensor network enables low-cost sensing of environment. Many applications using wireless 
sensor networks have low duty cycle and low power consumption. However the ability of wireless sensor 
networks can be extended in reverse way. Enhanced TinyOS, and new components opened possibility for 
more aggressive applications. Structure monitoring is one example of such applications.
To monitor a structure (e.g. bridge, building), we measure behavior (e.g. vibration, displacement) of 
structure, and analyze health of the structure based on measured data. Figure 1 shows overall system. 
Each component can have multiple subcomponents. In our case, sensor is accelerometer which will be 
discussed in Section 2, and analog processing has low-pass filter (Section 6.) Digital processing includes 
averaging (Section 6), data collection (Section 5), and system identification (Section 6). Low-jitter control 
contains high-frequency sampling (Section 4). There are more sub-components to be added in the future: 
time synchronization in low-jitter control, calibration and digital filtering in digital processing.

Figure 1 Overall System

Here we present challenges, findings, and our experience in structure monitoring using wireless sensor 
networks. Rather than focusing on one single component, this paper overview overall system and issues 
in each component.
 

2.  Related Work
Habitat monitoring is a leading application of wireless sensor network. And it is an example application 
with low duty cycle. ZebraNet [1] uses PDA-level device with 802.11b wireless network. Great Duck 
Island [2] uses Berkeley mote, and watch ducks without disturbing them at low cost.
For structure monitoring, there are tremendous amount of research using conventional wired way. GPS 
was used combined with wired data collection [3, 4], however at a high cost. There is an approach using 
wireless network for data collection [5], which has great advantage over wired network. However, it uses 
large hardware platform (in terms of size, power, and cost) which diminishes benefit of wireless approach. 

http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/%7Ebinetude/course/cs294_1/cs294_1.htm (1 of 19)1/4/2007 2:36:56 PM
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[6] uses low-cost device and wireless network, but it is more like conceptual test, and fidelity is not 
sufficient for real deployment. We begins with high fidelity sampling in the following section.
 

3.  Data Acquisition
Data acquisition is composed of mainly two parts: data sampling, and data collection. Structure 
monitoring requires high fidelity data sampling. Accurate, high frequency sampling, and low jitter are 
main requirement for high quality sample. Accuracy is discussed in this section, and high frequency 
sampling with low jitter will be covered in Section 4. And data collection will be discussed in Section 5.
In structure monitoring, acceleration signal is very week. Detecting even moderate earthquake requires to 
measure 500μG acceleration. Sensitivity and accuracy of accelerometer is crucial, so we put significant 
portion of effort to accelerometer board. New accelerometer board was designed by as shown in Figure 2.

 
3.1.  Accelerometers

It has two kinds of accelerometers: ADXL 202E, Silicon Designs 1221L. Table 1 shows characteristics of 
each accelerometer combined with entire system. Accelerometer board contains 1 of ADXL 202E, and 2 of 
Silicon Designs 1221L, and 4 16bit analog to digital converter (ADC). There are two channels for ADXL 
202E, and two channels for Silicon Designs 1221L with same orientation. One is parallel to gravity, and the 
other is vertical to gravity. Initially both accelerometers had range of -2G ~ 2G, but for better sensitivity, 
range of Silicon Designs 1221L is change to -0.1G ~ 0.1G. Channel with axis parallel to gravity has 1G 
offset to compensate for offset by gravity. It also contains one temperature sensor (reason will be 
explained later). New version of Berkeley mote, named as Mica2 [7], is used for control and 
communication.

Figure 2 Accelerometer Board

Table 1 Two Accelerometers Combined with System

 ADXL 202E Silicon Designs 1221L
Type MEMS MEMS
Number of axis 2 1
Range -2G ~ 2G -0.1G ~ 0.1G
System noise floor 200(μG/√Hz) 30(μG/√Hz)
Price $10 $150
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3.2.  Noise Floor Test and Shaking Table Test
To see static characteristic of accelerometers, accelerometer board was put to quiet place (from vibration 
and sound) with constant temperature. This test shows noise floor which is shown in Table 1. For Silicon 
Designs 1221L, range was -0.1G ~ 0.3G. Then to see dynamic behavior of accelerometers, we performed 
shaking table test with constant temperature. Even though test site was not completely free from vibration 
and sound noise, it was quiet enough for a dynamic range of shaking table to dominate noise. Results are 
shown in Figure 3. Left figure is result of ADXL 202E, right one is result of Silicon Designs 1221L, and 
driving frequency is 0.5Hz. Data are read from both channels at the same time. For this test, channel for 
Silicon Designs 1221L had range of -2G ~ 2G.

Figure 3 Shake Table Test (0.5Hz)

We can see Silicon Designs 1221L shows cleaner shape in both static situation and dynamic situation. 
Figure 4 show another experiment on shaking table. Here frequency increases while displacement 
remains constant. When movement gets rigorous, Silicon Designs 1221L does not properly read it. It 
seems like Silicon Designs 1221L has larger damping factor than ADXL 202E.
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Figure 4 Shaking Table Test (Increasing frequency with same displacement)

 
3.3.  Tilting Test and Vault Test

To measure linearity of accelerometer value, we performed tilting test with help of Bob Uhrhammer. By 
changing tilting degree of accelerometer, we can obtain line showing acceleration value read versus real 
acceleration. Only channel vertical to gravity is measured of Silicon Designs 1221L. For this test, range was 
-0.1G ~ 0.3G. Deviation from minimum mean square error line is within 60μG
For a better noise floor test, we went to a vault in Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Figure 5 shows how 
quiet inside of vault is compared to normal office environment. And it also shows reference reading from 
very sophisticated accelerometer in the vault, which is used for seismic research. System with Silicon 
Designs 1221L shows 20dB higher noise level. Figure 6 shows time plot of acceleration in vault and office 
environment for 30 minute period. Red line shows noise in normal office environment. We can see noise 
from machines, which is also visible in Figure 5. Blue line shows acceleration readings from vault. Drift is 
observed in this case. On test day, it was cold, and inside of vault was hot by lights. We put accelerometer 
in a vault, and immediately started sampling. So accelerometer board was under drastic change in 
temperature. Drift is almost 10mG which is significant compared to noise floor, and sensitivity. More 
discussion on temperature will follow in Section 8 Future work.

Figure 5 Noise Power Spectral Density
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Figure 6 Time Plot of Acceleration

 
4.       High-frequency Sampling

Characteristic vibration frequency of a structure is usually around 10Hz rage. However by Nyquist 
theorem, sampling rate should be at least twice of that. Moreover, to reduce effect of noise averaging is 
used, and sampling rate is multiplied by the number of samples averaged. All these factors increase 
sampling rate to KHz level. Structure monitoring requires regular sampling with uniform interval, and 
jitter becomes harder problem as sampling rate gets higher. There are two kinds of sources to jitter, and 
they are shown in Figure 7. Temporal jitter occurs inside of node, because actual sampling does not occur 
at uniform interval. So even with only one node, temporal jitter happens. Spatial jitter happens because of 
variation in hardware, and imperfect time synchronization. Even if two nodes agree to sample at time T, 
this T occurs at different absolute times for those two nodes. Spatial jitter occurs only when there are more 
than one node. Here only temporal jitter is considered. Spatial jitter will be discussed in Section 8 Future 
Work.
David Gay wrote a new component HighFrequencySampling, which enables KHz range sampling. This 
new component is introduced in Section 4.1, jitter test result is shown in Section 4.2, and theoretical jitter 
analysis follows in Section 4.3.

Figure 7 Sources of Jitter

 
4.1.  HighFrequencySampling component

This component is written by David Gay for sampling at KHz level frequency. Pre-existing components 
can sample only up to 200Hz. There are two major sub-components which enable high frequency 
sampling.
MicroTimer is a new timer component which directly accesses hardware timer, and does not provide 
multiple abstract timers. This is very simple and quick to process timer events. BufferLog is a flash 
memory writer. It has two buffers. One is filled up by upper layer application while the other buffer is 
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written to flash memory as a background task. Those two components (MicroTimer, BufferLog) have 
minimum amount and length of atomic section, which blocks other operation and could introduce queue 
overflow.
With HighFrequencySampling component, 6.67KHz sampling is achieved. With averaging 16 samples, 
1KHz is achieved, which means 16KHz of sampling.
 

4.2.  Jitter Test
We tested jitter of HighFrequencySampling component. Instead of storing acceleration value, time is 
recorded so that we can measure jitter. Figure 8 shows jitter as time goes. There are two sections: plain 
section, spiky section, even though at 6.67KHz this separation is not clear. These two sections constitute 
one epoch. It takes epoch period of time to fill up buffer. During spiky period, buffer is written to flash 
memory as a background task. At 1KHz, only small portion of sampling is affected by flash memory 
write. At 6.67KHz, flash memory write takes too much portion of time to fill up buffer, most of sampling 
are affected by flash memory write. Looking at 5KHz case, even at 6.67KHz flash memory write should 
not affect that many sampling. However, overhead of sampling itself seems to have some effect.
There is another thing interesting. At plain section, there is a constant delay for every sampling. This delay 
is wake up time of CPU. When CPU is idle, it enters a sleeping mode. And it takes 4 cycles to recover. 
Since there is a function call to record time, actually it takes 5 cycles here. Since CPU runs at 8MHz, this 
wakeup time is equal to 625ns.
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Figure 8 Jitter in Time Line (1KHz, 5KHz, 6.67KHz respectively)

Figure 9 Histogram of Jitter (1KHz, 5KHz, 6.67KHz respectively)

Figure 9 shows distribution of jitter values (histogram). We can see a peak at 625ns, which is 
wakeup time. Except this peak, frequency of jitter is largest near 0μs, and gradually decreases as 
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jitter value increases. And jitter values are within 10μs. Next section analyzes this phenomenon.
 

4.3.  Jitter Analysis
Figure 10 shows interaction of sampling and other job (flash memory write). Timer event for sampling 
occurs regularly with uniform interval. However to be serviced in CPU, CPU should finish non-
preemptible portion (in TinyOS, atomic section). Then CPU handles events in event queue which came 
before timer event. Then finally timer event for sampling is handled. For our case, event queue is not 
likely filled with other waiting events, so this possibility is not considered here. Then the length of atomic 
section in execution determines jitter.
Let T(i) be execution time of atomic section i, and let X(i) be a random variable uniformly distributed in [0, 
T(i)]. And let C be context switch time. Assume that the probability of timer event occurring at any point 
in atomic section i is same, then jitter will follow C+X(i). Figure 11 shows this jitter model, where F(i) is 
frequency of occurrence of atomic section i.
Since jitter distribution of every atomic section begins from C, the frequency is highest near C and 
decreases as moving farther. And frequency drop at C+T(i) by F(i), since atomic section i will not have any 
distribution beyond C+T(i).
Actually there is a peak at C, because when program is in preemptible section, it will immediately service 
timer event after context switch time C.

Figure 10 Occurrence of Jitter

Figure 11 Jitter Model

Test result matches quite well with theoretical model here. And we can also notice that context switch 
time C is 0, which means timer event is handled immediately if program is not in atomic section. There is 
one bad news. Worst case jitter is determined by the longest atomic section of the entire system. So even if 
we have good component at low layer, if upper application layer is not well written, system will suffer 
long worst case jitter.
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High frequency sampling with high accuracy produces a large amount of data. This large amount of data 
can not be collected at real time through wireless communication. So we store data to flash first. And after 
sampling enough data, collection starts, and data in flash memory are transferred. Transferring large 
amount of data is another challenge. Next Section explains how we transfer huge volume of data 
efficiently.
 

5.       Large-scale Reliable Data Transfer
As we sample at high frequency with large number of nodes, the amount of data gets large quickly. Let us 
assume each node store 4Byte of data and 4Byte of time stamp at 100Hz. And assume there are 100 nodes, 
radio throughput is 1.2KB/s, and data is collected to one base station. If acceleration data worthy 5 
minutes is collected, each node will transfer 240,000Bytes. 100 nodes will transfer 24,000,000Bytes. Since 
the end link to base station is a bottleneck, it will take more than 5 hours. We can see bandwidth is narrow 
compared to aggressive data sampling. Even if we alleviate this problem using multi-channel or multi-tier 
network, still we will be in short of bandwidth.
Moreover, we need to transfer data reliably. We will be able to overcome some packet losses using data 
processing, but at current stage we do not assume this technique.
These needs lead to efficient large-scale reliable data transfer. Right now RAM to RAM transfer is 
implemented as a building block. Multi-hop flash memory to flash memory transfer will be discussed in 
Section 8 Future Work.
 

5.1.  Protocol
Large-scale Reliable Transfer (LRX) component assumes that data resides in RAM. Upper layer should 
handle non-volatile storage. LRX transfers one data cluster, which is composed of several blocks. One 
block fits into one packet, so the number of blocks is equal to window size. Each data cluster has a data 
description. After looking at data description, receiver may deny data (receiver already has that data, or 
that data is not useful anymore).
Explicit open handshake is used. Data description and size of cluster is sent as a transfer request. If 
receiver has enough RAM, and application layer agrees on data description, then receiver sends 
acknowledgement for transfer request.
Once connection is established, actual data is transferred. Protocol at high level can be summarized as 
selective acknowledgement and retransmission. Data transfer is composed of multiple rounds. In each 
round, sender sends packets missing in the previous round. At the end of each round, receiver sends 
acknowledgement saying which packets are missing. Then sender, after looking at this acknowledgement, 
sends packet missing again. The first round can be thought of as a special case where every packet was 
missing in the previous (imaginary) round.
Tear-down is implicit.  Successful tear-down cannot be guaranteed anyway, however close phase will 
introduce overhead, and delay. We favored quick movement to next connection, and eliminated close 
phase.
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Figure 12 No Lost Packet

Figure 13 Open is lost
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Figure 14 Ack for Open is lost

Figure 15 Data Block 2 is lost
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Figure 16 Ack for Data is lost

Figure 17 Data Block 4 is lost (no timeout to send ack)
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Figure 18 After Ack, when the first Data is lost

Any packet can be lost during transfer, so there is timeout for every wait to prevent indefinite waiting. 
Figure 12 shows case with no packet loss. When Open packet is lost as in Figure 13, Open is 
retransmitted after timeout. When Ack for Open is lost as in Figure 13Figure 14, Open is retransmitted 
also after timeout. Figure 15 shows what happens if Data packet is lost. After looking at 
acknowledgement, sender resends lost data. Figure 16 shows when Ack for data is lost. Sender times out. 
This is clearer in Figure 17. As shown, receiver does not timeout to send Ack. 
There are two reasons why only sender times out and stimulate receiver for Ack. The first reason is shown 
in Figure 16. If sender doesn’t time out, for a receiver to make sure Ack is delivered to sender, receiver 
should get acknowledgement from sender for Ack itself. This is not good. So it is clear that sender should 
timeout. Given that sender times out, timeout of receiver makes no difference except that channel is 
wasted by unnecessary Ack from receiver. So timeout in only sender side is desirable. As a second reason, 
if receiver times out, in case like Figure 18 (if first Data after Ack is lost), second Data always collide with 
resent Ack of receiver. This is not a good phenomenon. Therefore, after sending last packet in each round, 
if acknowledgement does not come, sender sends the last packet in that round again to stimulate 
acknowledgement. However, this does not mean receiver has no timeout. Receiver waits sufficient 
amount of time, and if nothing happens, it regards the situation as a failure.
Figure 19 shows state transition diagram of sender, and Figure 20 shows state transition diagram of 
receiver.
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Figure 19 State Transition Diagram of Sender

Figure 20 State Transition Diagram of Receiver

 
5.2.  Evaluation

Two performance metrics are evaluated: throughput, robustness. Robustness is partially tested by looking 
at whether LRX successfully works under high loss rate.
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There are three factors which determine throughput: interval between packets, window size, and loss rate.
Interval between packets is controlled by timer not to saturate channel. Now throttle is fixed at 10 packets 
per second. Better way would be throttling sending rate by looking at channel quality, like loss rate. This 
issue will be discussed more in Section 8 Future Work. For tests here, fixed rate (10 packets per second) is 
used.
Window size determines relative overhead of control packets (open session, acknowledgement). 
Therefore, as window size increases, throughput also increases. Figure 21 shows test result. Optimal case 
is when window size is infinite. For the case with window size 16, throughput is 88% of optimal case. 
Considering loss rate of 3%, actual relative throughput is 91%, which is higher than 85% of channel 
utilization ratio. This is because 1) LRX tag overhead is included for optimal case, 2) control packets do 
not follow 10 packets/s.
Loss rate determines overhead for retransmissions for lost packets. As loss rate increases, retransmission 
increases, and throughput decreases. Figure 22 shows the result. This graph also shows robustness of 
LRX. Even with loss rate above 20%, LRX successfully transfers data.

Figure 21 Throughput vs Window Size
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Figure 22 Throughput vs Loss Rate

Table 2 Channel Utilization

 TOS_Msg LRX (only data) LRX (Window Size 16)
Total Data (bytes) 36 36 613
Meta Data (bytes) 7 10 197
Real Data (bytes) 29 26 416
Channel Utilization (%) 78.38 72.22 67.86
Comparison to TOS_Msg (%) 100 89.66 84.24
Table 2 shows channel utilization for TOS_Msg, and data message of LRX, and overall LRX. TOS_Msg 
has an overhead of 7 bytes, and LRX data has 3 bytes overhead. Inclusion of overhead of control message 
further decreases channel utilization. LRX (data only) is the theoretical limit of LRX (when window size is 
infinite). We can see that using LRX lowers channel utilization by 15%. 
 

6.       Signal Processing and System Identification
As an analog signal processing low-pass filter is used, which filters high frequency noise. However as 
shown in Figure 23, loss-pass filter is not perfect, and there exists some leftover signal above threshold 
frequency. Therefore even if low-pass filter is used, sampling frequency at ADC should be higher than 
threshold frequency of low-pass filter. Moreover by Nyquist theorem, to avoid aliasing, sampling rate 
should be at least twice of signal’s frequency. For accelerometer board, low-pass filter with threshold 
frequency 25Hz is used. Then ADC should sample at frequency much higher than 50Hz.
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As a digital signal processing, averaging is used. If noise follows Gaussian distribution, by averaging N 
numbers, noise decreases by a factor of sqrt(N). This multiplies sampling frequency by a factor of N. 
Currently averaging is optionally used for testing.

Figure 23 Imperfect Loss-pass Filter

System identification is identifying model of target system. By matching input to system and output from 
system, we can construct a mathematical system model. Usual process is fitting a general Box-Jenkins 
multi-input multi-output model to sampled data. And natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode 
shape are then estimated using the estimated Box-Jenkins model. Most part of system identification is to 
be done in the future.
 

7.       Conclusion
New challenges are analyzed which are brought by structure monitoring to wireless sensor network. High 
accuracy accelerometer, high frequency sampling with low jitter, low-pass filter, averaging, large-scale 
reliable data collection, they all were not critical issues in conventional application of wireless sensor 
networks. Those challenges are overcome to sufficient degrees, however there are still many problems to 
be solved.
Figure 24 shows accelerometer accuracy and diverse challenges which will be encountered in pursuit of 
each degree of accuracy. It is straightforward that to achieve higher accuracy target, we should overcome 
more challenges. Those challenges in the figure are only a subset of already recognized problems. We can 
expect unrecognized problems will give additional challenges. However, as we can see in Figure 25, the 
extent of applications enabled also increases, as accuracy increases.
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Figure 24 Challenges versus Accuracy

Figure 25 Possible Applications versus Accuracy

 
8.       Future Work

Accelerometer should be calibrated with respect to temperature. Industry uses even 5th order polynomial 
for calibration. It requires a huge amount of effort. This is not feasible in our case. First, calibration cost is 
too high for low cost wireless sensor networks. Second, computation like 5th order polynomial for each 
sample is too expensive in lese powerful, low cost devices. Therefore de-trending at server side will be a 
good solution. After stamping each data or each set of data with temperature, we can process later.
Temporal jitter is handled by high frequency sampling component. Spatial jitter should be solved by time 
synchronization. ITP [8] is a time synchronization protocol widely used in Internet. In wireless sensor 
network, there were several studies. In RBS [9], synchronization is done among receivers, eliminating 
sender’s jitter in media access. TPSN [10] put time stamp after obtaining channel. This gives even better 
synchronization accuracy than RBS (10μs compared to 20μs). Still there is a source of jitter at receiver 
side. As we saw in jitter for sampling, handling interrupt by radio can be delayed by atomic section of 
other activity. As suggested in [10], putting time stamp at MAC layer in receiver side will eliminate this 
jitter.
To maximize utility of channel, we need to monitor channel quality (loss rate), and throttle packet 
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injection rate accordingly. This is very like media access control, just at higher level. This requires 
eavesdropping channel, and needs access to lower network layer breaking hierarchy.
LRX transfers data from RAM to RAM. Using LRX as a building block, multi-hop data collection need be 
implemented. Exploiting linear geography of bridge, pipelining can be used. Multi-channel can distribute 
traffic over multiple frequency spectrum and increase throughput. Supernode like Stargate can be also 
used.
As a digital signal process, digital low-pass filter can be used, to eliminate effect of imperfect analog low-
pass filter.
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Background 

Currently most of the work in deeply embedded networks assume that the network of sensors is dense 
enough for epidemic and tree-based routing schemes. It is also assumed that the sensor nodes are able to 
send their data to some base station without need for persistent storage at intermediate hops. 

However it is concievable that in some situations this may not be a valid assumption. For example 
sensor/actuator networks deployed over a wide area might have to deal with environments where a 
continuous end-to-end path cannot be gauranteed. Example systems include the Zebranet([ZebraNet]) 
that used peer-to-peer networking techniques in a mobile sensor network designed to support wildlife 
tracking A pertinent example is the sensor node deployment at the Great Duck Island([GDI]) that 
reportedly suffered from loss of data when the base station failed - this could have be avoided if the 
sensor nodes had queued the data until it was safe in persistent storage. 

Also, small low wireless range personal handheld devices that have applications in social networking 
and providing ICT in developing regions also have to deal with intermittent connectivity. 

Delay Tolerant Networking(DTN) is a new field that looks the architectural and protocol design 
principles([DTN]) arising from the need to provide communications with and among extreme and 
performance-challenged environments where continuous end-to-end connectivity cannot be assumed. 
An API has also been proposed that provides different classes of traffic to end devices so that 
applications can be easily developed in DTN environments. 

Though DTN has been implemented for the PC platform, we want to explore the issues in adapting the 
protocol to a TinyOS like platform . Also an event-based system like TinyOS could probablu be the 
preferred choice for future power and memory constrained devices. 

Proposal 
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We propose to design and implement a lighweight networking layer for sensor devices that would use 
store-and-forward and opportunistic connections for asynchronous message transfer. 

The DTN architecture currently consists of regions and DTN gateway nodes that use store and forward 
for messages. It also includes concepts of hop-to-hop custody transfer for reliability. 

Our first step is to analyse the requirements of such a layer in a sensor network environmentand 
determine what of the features need to be supported. The main challenges in implementing such an API 
on TinyOS like platforms would be the smaller storage,memory and CPU resources. Thus we need to 
look at a lightweight version of the protocol that can function with limited persistent storage and 
computation power. At the same time the asynchronous nature of message delivery in a DTN lends itself 
naturally to the TinyOS model of execution. 

A basic design would have the sensor network attached to a gateway(or proxy) with persistent storage. 
The sensor nodes would queue their data until the proxy takes custody of their data. The DTN Lite layer 
will also ensure that the applications get the correct indications from the network regarding the status of 
their messages. 

Another particular goal for this project is to achieve interoperability between the wireless sensor 
networks running DTN Lite and and the Internet running DTN. 

Initially, we intend to implement and simulate the functioning of DTN Lite using TOSSIM. This step 
will enable us to estimate the complexity of the design as well as the amount of memory and 
computation required. Depending on the results of this step, we may attempt a physical deployment on 
MICA motes. 

We intend to evaluate our design using a simple application, namely the message transfer from one end 
to another in a sparse sensor patch. Some other applications suitable for our design include data 
collection and delayed queries for multi-tier sensor patches that can only be accessed occasionally by 
data mules, as well as any other application running in a mobile and intermittent sensor environment 
such as ZebraNet. 

Status 

1.  Exploration of the current solutions to the intermittent connectivity problem and the current DTN 
protocol implementation. 

2.  Identify the requirements and come up with a preliminary design for DTN Lite. 

Annotated Bibiliography 
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●     DTN: DTN is a network architecture and application interface structured around optionally-
reliable asynchronous message forwarding, with limited expectations of end-to-end connectivity 
and node resources. The architecture operates as an overlay above the transport layers of the 
networks it interconnects, and provides key services such as in-network data storage and 
retransmission, interoperable naming, authenticated forwarding and a coarse-grained class of 
service.  
Kevin Fall, A delay-tolerant network architecture for challenged internets,SIGCOMM Aug 2003  
V. Cerf et. al., Delay Tolerant Network Architecture, IRTF Draft, Oct 2003  
Software can be downloaded from the website: http://www.dtnrg.org 

●     ZebraNet: The ZebraNet system includes custom tracking collars (nodes) carried by animals 
under study across a large, wild area; the collars operate as a peer-to-peer network to deliver 
logged data back to researchers. The collars are small wireless devices that include GPS,flash 
memory, wireless transceivers, and a small CPU. Since there is no cellular service or broadcast 
communication covering the region where animals are studied, ad hoc, peer-to-peer routing is 
needed.  
Philo Juang, Hidekazu Oki, Yong Wang, Margaret Martonosi, Li-Shiuan Peh, Daniel Rubenstein, 
Energy-Efficient Computing for Wildlife Tracking: Design Tradeoffs and Early Experiences with 
ZebraNet,ASPLOS-X conference,San Jose,Oct 2002 

●     Great Duck Island: A sensor network monitors the microclimates in and around nesting burrows 
used by the Leach's Storm Petrel. Motes periodically sample and relay their sensor readings to 
computer base stations on the island. These in turn feed into a satellite link that allows 
researchers to access real-time environmental data over the Internet.  
Mainwaring, Alan. Polastre, Joseph. Szewczyk, Robert. Culler, David. Anderson, John. Wireless 
Sensor Networks for Habitat Monitoring,WSNA Sept 2002, Atlanta 
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Overview 

TOSSIM allows users to develop and test TinyOS applications in a controlled and repeatable manner. The simulator provides an API for 
external programs to interact with a running simulation, by changing radio connectivity, making motes boot or fail, and controlling ADC 
readings. However, the ability to interact with a running simulation is currently only available through TinyViz, a GUI. Interacting with a 
simulation in a repeatable and controlled way is difficult and laborious. 

Our goal is to provide users a scripting interface to TOSSIM. Having executable scripts will enable regression testing and simplify 
comparative analysis between different systems. Users will be able to schedule mote boot times, inject packets, modify radio 
connectivity, and do all of the things currently available through the TOSSIM API . In addition to these low-level operations, the 
scripting language will provide higher-level programming primitives, such as scripting mote motion, and executing code in response to an 
event from TOSSIM (e.g., run a script when a mote's routing parent changes). In addition to loading scripts at simulator boot, users will 
also be able to dynamically interact with a running simulation. 

The scripting language is based on Jython, a Java implementation of the Python language. In addition to all of the Python programming 
constructs, Jython includes access to Java classes and libraries. This means users will be able to access all of the rest of the TinyOS Java 
toolchain from within the scripting environment. 

Our project also includes several improvements to TOSSIM, including accurate packet-level simulation, simplified variable access, and, 
if possible, alternative radio models (e.g., mica2) to the current EmpiricalModel, which is based on mica data. 
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The Network Simulator

The Jython Language

The Python Programming Language
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Creating Neighborhoods for Ad Hoc Networks 

Anshuman Sharma and Tanya Roosta 

  

Final Paper 

Presentation 

In this project we are focusing on ways to sculpt the neighbor table at each node so that it would fit a 
certain distribution. It was shown in a recent paper that if the neighbor list fits 1/r^2 distribution, we can 
get the best time of delivery out of the routing protocol.  

We propose to add neighbors to the table based on a weighted sum of the frequency by which a node 
hears a neighbor and the distance of that neighbor. We are going to look at the distribution of the 
number of nodes vs. distance, and see how changing the weights on the frequency and distance, changes 
this plot. 
We are planning to compare a simple greedy routing protocol with and without the neighbor table to see 
how using a sculpted neighbor table affects the quality of routing and lifetime of the network. We are 
also proposing a probabilistic routing protocol which we believe can perform well, provide power 
saving, and increase the lifetime of the network. 
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Beacon Vector Routing: towards scalable point-to-point routing in sensor 
networks

CS294-1 Deeply Embedded Network Systems

Fall 2003 
Rodrigo Fonseca 

Instructor: prof. David Culler 

Final Report

[PDF] 

Abstract

In some applications of wireless sensor networks (WSN), it may be desirable for a node to reach another arbitrary 
node in the network. One such motivating application is the Data Centric approach to storage (DCS), in which data 
is stored -- and accessed -- by name in the network, in what constitutes a distributed hash table. 

We are looking into a scalable solution for point-to-point routing, which don't rely on on-demand flooding, and has 
small state maintenance requirements, depending on the local neighborhood of a node rather than on the size of 
the graph. Geographic routing has these characteristics, although it relies on the nodes knowing their coordinates in 
space. Our approach, Beacon Vector Routing, uses a similar greedy algorithm for choosing next-hops, but does not 
use geographic coordinates. Instead, a coordinate system is build in which each node knows its distance (in network 
hops) to a set of reference nodes. When given a destination (a vector of distances), a node chooses as its next-hop 
the neighbor with the closest distances to the reference nodes. 

We evaluate the performance and route characteristics of our algorithm in three separate settings: in a high level 
simulator, that allows deep investigation of algorithmic aspects in large networks; in a detailed TinyOS simulator 
that allows for the controlled analysis of the effects of loss and congestion; and on a real deployement on mica 
motes in an experimental test bed. Preliminary results show algorithm performs well in terms of scalability and 
length of paths in relation to shortest paths, and we shall present some results in this direction. 

Related work

●     Pseudo-Geographic Routing 
❍     Geographic Routing without Location Information. Ananth Rao, Christos Papadimitriou, Sylvia 

Ratnasamy, Scott Shenker, Ion Stoica In Proceedings of ACM MOBICOM 2003 
❍     GEM: Graph EMbedding for Routing and Data-Centric Storage in Sensor Networks without 

Geographic Information. James Newsome and Dawn Song, Sensys 03 
●     Geographic Routing 

❍     GPSR: Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing for Wireless Networks.Karp, B., and Kung. H. T., 
in Proceedings of the 6th Annual International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking 
(MobiCom 2000), 243-254, 2000. 

●     Data Centric Storage 
❍     Data-Centric Storage in SensorNets Scott Shenker, Sylvia Ratnasamy, Brad Karp, Ramesh 

Govindan, Deborah Estrin In First Workshop on Hot Topics in Networks (HotNets-I) 2002
❍     GHT: A Geographic Hash Table for Data-Centric Storage Sylvia Ratnasamy, Brad Karp, Li Yin, 

Fang Yu, Deborah Estrin, Ramesh Govindan, Scott Shenker In First ACM International Workshop on 
Wireless Sensor Networks and Applications (WSNA) 2002 

●     Multihop Routing in Sensor Networks 
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❍     Taming the Underlying Challenges of Multihop Routing in Sensor Networks. Alec Woo, 
Terrence Tong, and David Culler, First ACM Conference on Embedded Networked Sensor Systems, 
Nov., 2003. 

❍     Understanding Packet Delivery Performance In Dense Wireless Sensor Networks. Jerry 
Zhao and Ramesh Govindan, The First ACM Conference on Embedded Networked Sensor Systems,
Los Angeles, CA, USA. November, 2003 

●     Ad-hoc and/or Scalable Routing 
❍     A review of current routing protocols for ad-hoc mobile wireless networks. E. M. Royer and 

C-K. Toh. IEEE Personal Communications, April 1999. 
❍     AODV,DSDV,DSR... 
❍     LANMAR: Landmark Routing for Large Scale Wireless Ad Hoc Networks with Group 

Mobility. G. Pei, M. Gerla and X. Hong, in Proceedings of IEEE/ACM MobiHOC 2000, Boston, MA, 
Aug. 2000, pp. 

❍     The landmark hierarchy: A new hierarchy for routing in very large networks. Paul Francis 
Tsuchiya, ACM Computer Communication Review, vol. 18, no. 4, August 1988. 

❍     Fisheye State Routing in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. Guangyu Pei and Mario Gerla and Tsu-Wei 
Chen, In Proceedings of the 2000 ICDCS Workshops, Taipei, Taiwan, Apr. 2000, pp. D71-D78. 
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TinyOS Technology Exchange III , Feb 10, 2006 @ Stanford  

UCB Sensor Net Day   
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Parallel Computer Architecture: A Hardware/Software Approach  David E. Culler and 
Jaswinder Pal Singh

Research Projects

●     PlanetLab - an open infrastructure for exploring planetary-scale services
●     Wireless Embedded Sestems (WEbS) for Networked Embedded Systems Technology
●     Tiny OS: Design Principles for Deeply Embedded Networked Systems
●     The Endeavour Expedition: Charting the Fluid Information Utility
●     Ninja - Platform architecture for Scalable Internet Services
●     Post-PC Era (IBM Pervasive Computing Meetings)
●     Millennium Clusters of Clusters on a Campus-wide Scale
●     TITAN A Next-Generation Infrastructure for Integrating Computing and Communication.
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●     NOW: Network of Workstations as a High Performance Integrated System
●     The Castle Project: Integrated software support for parallel computing.
●     Split-C: A performance programming language for parallel machines.

Course Materials

●     CS252 - Graduate Computer Architecture, Fall 2005. 
●     EECS150 - Digital Design Techniques, Fall 2004 
●     CS294-1 Deeply Embedded Network Systems, Fall 2003 
●     CS252 Graduate Computer Architecture, Spring 2003
●     CS252 Graduate Computer Architecture, Spring 2002
●     CS298-1 System Seminar, Spring 2000
●     CS294-8 Design of Deeply Networked Systems, Spring 2000
●     CS258 Parallel Processors, Spring 1999
●     CS294-11 Topics in System Design for the Post-PC Era, Spring 1999
●     CS294-8 Advanced Topics in the Design of Systems of Systems Fall 1997.
●     CS 61C Computer Structures
●     CS267 Spring 1997
●     CS 152 Computer Design and Engineering, Spring 1996
●     CS 298-1 System Seminar, Spring 1996
●     CS 258 Parallel Processors, Spring 1995
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●     Jay Taneja              PhD Candidate 
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●     Kamin Whitehouse, PhD 2006, Sensor Network Localization and Deployment Analysis, UVA 
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one more final edit from me to go 

The Computer for the 21st Century 

Mark Weiser 

The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of 
everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it. 

Consider writing, perhaps the first information technology: The ability to capture a symbolic 
representation of spoken language for long-term storage freed information from the limits of individual 
memory. Today this technology is ubiquitous in industrialized countries. Not only do books, magazines 
and newspapers convey written information, but so do street signs, billboards, shop signs and even 
graffiti. Candy wrappers are covered in writing. The constant background presence of these products of 
"literacy technology" does not require active attention, but the information to be conveyed is ready for 
use at a glance. It is difficult to imagine modern life otherwise. 

Silicon-based information technology, in contrast, is far from having become part of the environment. 
More than 50 million personal computers have been sold, and nonetheless the computer remains largely 
in a world of its own. It is approachable only through complex jargon that has nothing to do with the 
tasks for which which people actually use computers. The state of the art is perhaps analogous to the 
period when scribes had to know as much about making ink or baking clay as they did about writing. 

The arcane aura that surrounds personal computers is not just a "user interface" problem. My colleagues 
and I at PARC think that the idea of a "personal" computer itself is misplaced, and that the vision of 
laptop machines, dynabooks and "knowledge navigators" is only a transitional step toward achieving the 
real potential of information technology. Such machines cannot truly make computing an integral, 
invisible part of the way people live their lives. Therefore we are trying to conceive a new way of 
thinking about computers in the world, one that takes into account the natural human environment and 
allows the computers themselves to vanish into the background. 

Such a disappearance is a fundamental consequence not of technology, but of human psychology. 
Whenever people learn something sufficiently well, they cease to be aware of it. When you look at a 
street sign, for example, you absorb its information without consciously performing the act of reading.. 
Computer scientist, economist, and Nobelist Herb Simon calls this phenomenon "compiling"; 
philosopher Michael Polanyi calls it the "tacit dimension"; psychologist TK Gibson calls it "visual 
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invariants"; philosophers Georg Gadamer and Martin Heidegger call it "the horizon" and the "ready-to-
hand", John Seely Brown at PARC calls it the "periphery". All say, in essence, that only when things 
disappear in this way are we freed to use them without thinking and so to focus beyond them on new 
goals. 

The idea of integrating computers seamlessly into the world at large runs counter to a number of present-
day trends. "Ubiquitous computing" in this context does not just mean computers that can be carried to 
the beach, jungle or airport. Even the most powerful notebook computer, with access to a worldwide 
information network, still focuses attention on a single box. By analogy to writing, carrying a super-
laptop is like owning just one very important book. Customizing this book, even writing millions of 
other books, does not begin to capture the real power of literacy. 

Furthermore, although ubiquitous computers may employ sound and video in addition to text and 
graphics, that does not make them "multimedia computers." Today's multimedia machine makes the 
computer screen into a demanding focus of attention rather than allowing it to fade into the background. 

Perhaps most diametrically opposed to our vision is the notion of "virtual reality," which attempts to 
make a world inside the computer. Users don special goggles that project an artificial scene on their 
eyes; they wear gloves or even body suits that sense their motions and gestures so that they can move 
about and manipulate virtual objects. Although it may have its purpose in allowing people to explore 
realms otherwise inaccessible -- the insides of cells, the surfaces of distant planets, the information web 
of complex databases -- virtual reality is only a map, not a territory. It excludes desks, offices, other 
people not wearing goggles and body suits, weather, grass, trees, walks, chance encounters and in 
general the infinite richness of the universe. Virtual reality focuses an enormous apparatus on simulating 
the world rather than on invisibly enhancing the world that already exists. 

Indeed, the opposition between the notion of virtual reality and ubiquitous, invisible computing is so 
strong that some of us use the term "embodied virtuality" to refer to the process of drawing computers 
out of their electronic shells. The "virtuality" of computer-readable data -- all the different ways in 
which it can be altered, processed and analyzed -- is brought into the physical world. 

How do technologies disappear into the background? The vanishing of electric motors may serve as an 
instructive example: At the turn of the century, a typical workshop or factory contained a single engine 
that drove dozens or hundreds of different machines through a system of shafts and pulleys. Cheap, 
small, efficient electric motors made it possible first to give each machine or tool its own source of 
motive force, then to put many motors into a single machine. 

A glance through the shop manual of a typical automobile, for example, reveals twenty-two motors and 
twenty-five more solenoids. They start the engine, clean the windshield, lock and unlock the doors, and 
so on. By paying careful attention it might be possible to know whenever one activated a motor, but 
there would be no point to it. 
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Most of the computers that participate in embodied virtuality will be invisible in fact as well as in 
metaphor. Already computers in light switches, thermostats, stereos and ovens help to activate the 
world. These machines and more will be interconnected in a ubiquitous network. As computer scientists, 
however, my colleagues and I have focused on devices that transmit and display information more 
directly. We have found two issues of crucial importance: location and scale. Little is more basic to 
human perception than physical juxtaposition, and so ubiquitous computers must know where they are. 
(Today's computers, in contrast, have no idea of their location and surroundings.) If a computer merely 
knows what room it is in, it can adapt its behavior in significant ways without requiring even a hint of 
artificial intelligence. 

Ubiquitous computers will also come in different sizes, each suited to a particular task. My colleagues 
and I have built what we call tabs, pads and boards: inch-scale machines that approximate active Post-It 
notes, foot-scale ones that behave something like a sheet of paper (or a book or a magazine), and yard-
scale displays that are the equivalent of a blackboard or bulletin board. 

How many tabs, pads, and board-sized writing and display surfaces are there in a typical room? Look 
around you: at the inch scale include wall notes, titles on book spines, labels on controls, thermostats 
and clocks, as well as small pieces of paper. Depending upon the room you may see more than a 
hundred tabs, ten or twenty pads, and one or two boards. This leads to our goals for initially deploying 
the hardware of embodied virtuality: hundreds of computers per room. 

Hundreds of computers in a room could seem intimidating at first, just as hundreds of volts coursing 
through wires in the walls did at one time. But like the wires in the walls, these hundreds of computers 
will come to be invisible to common awareness. People will simply use them unconsciously to 
accomplish everyday tasks. 

Tabs are the smallest components of embodied virtuality. Because they are interconnected, tabs will 
expand on the usefulness of existing inch-scale computers such as the pocket calculator and the pocket 
organizer. Tabs will also take on functions that no computer performs today. For example, Olivetti 
Cambridge Research Labs pioneered active badges, and now computer scientists at PARC and other 
research laboratories around the world are working with these clip-on computers roughly the size of an 
employee ID card. These badges can identify themselves to receivers placed throughout a building, thus 
making it possible to keep track of the people or objects to which they are attached. 

In our experimental embodied virtuality, doors open only to the right badge wearer, rooms greet people 
by name, telephone calls can be automatically forwarded to wherever the recipient may be, receptionists 
actually know where people are, computer terminals retrieve the preferences of whoever is sitting at 
them, and appointment diaries write themselves. No revolution in artificial intelligence is needed--just 
the proper imbedding of computers into the everday world. The automatic diary shows how such a 
simple thing as knowing where people are can yield complex dividends: meetings, for example, consist 
of several people spending time in the same room, and the subject of a meeting is most likely the files 
called up on that room's display screen while the people are there. 
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My colleague Roy Want has designed a tab incorporating a small display that can serve simultaneously 
as an active badge, calendar and diary. It will also act as an extension to computer screens: instead of 
shrinking a program window down to a small icon on the screen, for example, a user will be able to 
shrink the window onto a tab display. This will leave the screen free for information and also let people 
arrange their computer-based projects in the area around their terminals, much as they now arrange 
paper-based projects in piles on desks and tables. Carrying a project to a different office for discussion is 
a simple as gathering up its tabs; the associated programs and files can be called up on any terminal. 

The next step up in size is the pad, something of a cross between a sheet of paper and current laptop and 
palmtop computers. Bob Krivacic at PARC has built a prototype pad that uses two microprocessors, a 
workstation-sized display, a multi-button stylus, and a radio network that can potentially handle 
hundreds of devices per person per room. 

Pads differ from conventional portable computers in one crucial way. Whereas portable computers go 
everywhere with their owners, the pad that must be carried from place to place is a failure. Pads are 
intended to be "scrap computers" (analogous to scrap paper) that can be grabbed and used anywhere; 
they have no individualized identity or importance. 

One way to think of pads is as an antidote to windows. Windows were invented at PARC and 
popularized by Apple in the Macintosh as a way of fitting several different activities onto the small 
space of a computer screen at the same time. In twenty years computer screens have not grown much 
larger. Computer window systems are often said to be based on the desktop metaphor--but who would 
ever use a desk whose surface area is only 9" by 11"? 

Pads, in contrast, use a real desk. Spread many electronic pads around on the desk, just as you spread out 
papers. Have many tasks in front of you and use the pads as reminders. Go beyond the desk to drawers, 
shelves, coffee tables. Spread the many parts of the many tasks of the day out in front of you to fit both 
the task and the reach of your arms and eyes, rather than to fit the limitations of CRT glass-blowing. 
Someday pads may even be as small and light as actual paper, but meanwhile they can fulfill many more 
of paper's functions than can computer screens. 

Yard-size displays (boards) serve a number of purposes: in the home, video screens and bulletin boards; 
in the office, bulletin boards, whiteboards or flip charts. A board might also serve as an electronic 
bookcase from which one might download texts to a pad or tab. For the time being, however, the ability 
to pull out a book and place it comfortably on one's lap remains one of the many attractions of paper. 
Similar objections apply to using a board as a desktop; people will have to get used to using pads and 
tabs on a desk as an adjunct to computer screens before taking embodied virtuality even further. 

Boards built by Richard Bruce and Scott Elrod at PARC currently measure about 40 by 60 inches and 
display 1024x768 black-and-white pixels. To manipulate the display, users pick up a piece of wireless 
electronic "chalk" that can work either in contact with the surface or from a distance. Some researchers, 
using themselves and their coleagues as guinea pigs, can hold electronically mediated meetings or 
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engage in other forms of collaboration around a liveboard. Others use the boards as testbeds for 
improved display hardware, new "chalk" and interactive software. 

For both obvious and subtle reasons, the software that animates a large, shared display and its electronic 
chalk is not the same as that for a workstation. Switching back and forth between chalk and keyboard 
may involve walking several steps, and so the act is qualitatively different from using a keyboard and 
mouse. In addition, body size is an issue -- not everyone can reach the top of the board, so a Macintosh-
style menu bar may not be a good idea. 

We have built enough liveboards to permit casual use: they have been placed in ordinary conference 
rooms and open areas, and no one need sign up or give advance notice before using them. By building 
and using these boards, researchers start to experience and so understand a world in which computer 
interaction casually enhances every room. Liveboards can usefully be shared across rooms as well as 
within them. In experiments instigated by Paul Dourish of EuroPARC and Sara Bly and Frank Halasz of 
PARC, groups at widely separated sites gathered around boards -- each displaying the same image -- and 
jointly composed pictures and drawings. They have even shared two boards across the Atlantic. 

Liveboards can also be used as bulletin boards. There is already too much data for people to read and 
comprehend all of it, and so Marvin Theimer and David Nichols at PARC have built a prototype system 
that attunes its public information to the people reading it. Their "scoreboard" requires little or no 
interaction from the user other than to look and to wear an active badge. 

Prototype tabs, pads and boards are just the beginning of ubiquitous computing. The real power of the 
concept comes not from any one of these devices; it emerges from the interaction of all of them. The 
hundreds of processors and displays are not a "user interface" like a mouse and windows, just a pleasant 
and effective "place" to get things done. 

What will be most pleasant and effective is that tabs can animate objects previously inert. They can beep 
to help locate mislaid papers, books or other items. File drawers can open and show the desired folder -- 
no searching. Tabs in library catalogs can make active maps to any book and guide searchers to it, even 
if it is off the shelf and on a table from the last reader. 

In presentations, the size of text on overhead slides, the volume of the amplified voice, even the amount 
of ambient light, can be determined not by accident or guess but by the desires of the listeners in the 
room at that moment. Software tools for instant votes and consensus checking are already in specialized 
use in electronic meeting rooms of large corporations; tabs can make them widespread. 

The technology required for ubiquitous computing comes in three parts: cheap, low-power computers 
that include equally convenient displays, a network that ties them all together, and software systems 
implementing ubiquitous applications. Current trends suggest that the first requirement will easily be 
met. Flat-panel displays containing 640x480 black-and-white pixels are now common. This is the 
standard size for PC's and is also about right for television. As long as laptop, palmtop and notebook 
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computers continue to grow in popularity, display prices will fall, and resolution and quality will rise. 
By the end of the decade, a 1000x800-pixel high-contrast display will be a fraction of a centimeter thick 
and weigh perhaps 100 grams. A small battery will provide several days of continuous use. 

Larger displays are a somewhat different issue. If an interactive computer screen is to match a 
whiteboard in usefulness, it must be viewable from arm's length as well as from across a room. For close 
viewing the density of picture elements should be no worse than on a standard computer screen, about 
80 per inch. Maintaining a density of 80 pixels per inch over an area several feet on a side implies 
displaying tens of millions of pixels. The biggest computer screen made today has only about one fourth 
this capacity. Such large displays will probably be expensive, but they should certainly be available. 

Central-processing unit speeds, meanwhile, reached a million instructions per second in 1986 and 
continue to double each year. Some industry observers believe that this exponential growth in raw chip 
speed may begin to level off about 1994, but that other measures of performance, including power 
consumption and auxiliary functions, will still improve. The 100-gram flat-panel display, then, might be 
driven by a single microprocessor chip that executes a billion operations per second and contains 16 
megabytes of onboard memory along with sound, video and network interfaces. Such a processor would 
draw, on average, a few percent of the power required by the display. 

Auxiliary storage devices will augment the memory capacity. Conservative extrapolation of current 
technology suggests that match-book size removable hard disks (or the equivalent nonvolatile memory 
chips) will store about 60 megabytes each. Larger disks containing several gigabytes of information will 
be standard, and terabyte storage -- roughly the capacity of the Library of Congress -- will be common. 
Such enormous stores will not necessarily be filled to capacity with usable information. Abundant space 
will, however, allow radically different strategies of information management. A terabyte of space 
makes deleting old files virtually unnecessary, for example. 

Although processors and displays should be capable of offering ubiquitous computing by the end of the 
decade, trends in software and network technology are more problematic. Software systems today barely 
take any advantage of the computer network. Trends in "distributed computing" are to make networks 
appear like disks, memory, or other non-networked devices, rather than to exploit the unique capabilities 
of physical dispersion. The challenges show up in the design of operating systems and window systems. 

Today's operating sytems, like DOS and Unix, assume a relatively fixed configuration of hardware and 
software at their core. This makes sense for both mainframes and personal computers, because hardware 
or operating system software cannot reasonably be added without shutting down the machine. But in an 
embodied virtuality, local devices come and go, and depend upon the room and the people in it. New 
software for new devices may be needed at any time, and you'll never be able to shut off everything in 
the room at once. Experimental "micro-kernel" operating systems, such as those developed by Rick 
Rashid at Carnegie-Mellon University and Andy Tanenbaum at Vrije University in Amsterdam, offer 
one solution. Future operating systems based around tiny kernels of functionality may automatically 
shrink and grow to fit the dynamically changing needs of ubiquitous computing. 
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Today's window systems, like Windows 3.0 and the X Window System, assume a fixed base computer 
on which information will be displayed. Although they can handle multiple screens, they do not do well 
with applications that start out in one place (screen, computer, or room) and then move to another. For 
higher performance they assume a fixed screen and input mode and use the local computer to store 
information about the application--if any of these change, the window system stops working for that 
application. Even window systems like X that were designed for use over networks have this problem--
X still assumes that an application once started stays put. The solutions to this problem are in their 
infancy. Systems for shared windows, such as those from Brown University and Hewlett-Packard 
Corporation, help with windows, but have problems of performance, and do not work for all 
applications. There are no systems that do well with the diversity of inputs to be found in an embodied 
virtuality. A more general solution will require changing the kinds of protocols by which application 
programs and windows interact. 

The network connecting these computers has its own challenges. On the one hand, data transmission 
rates for both wired and wireless networks are increasing rapidly. Access to gigabit-per-second wired 
nets is already possible, although expensive, and will become progressively cheaper. (Gigabit networks 
will seldom devote all of their bandwidth to a single data stream; instead, they will allow enormous 
numbers of lower-speed transmissions to proceed simultaneously.) Small wireless networks, based on 
digital cellular telephone principles, currently offer data rates between two and 10 megabits per second 
over a range of a few hundred meters. Low-power wireless networks transmitting 250,000 bits per 
second to each station will eventually be available commercially. 

On the other hand, the transparent linking of wired and wireless networks is an unsolved problem. 
Although some stop-gap methods have been developed, engineers must develop new communication 
protocols that explicitly recognize the concept of machines that move in physical space. Furthermore the 
number of channels envisioned in most wireless network schemes is still very small, and the range large 
(50-100 meters), so that the total number of mobile devices is severely limited. The ability of such a 
system to support hundreds of machines in every room is out of the question. Single-room networks 
based on infrared or newer electromagnetic technologies have enough channel capacity for ubiquitous 
computers, but they can only work indoors. 

Present technologies would require a mobile device to have three different network connections: tiny 
range wireless, long range wireless, and very high speed wired. A single kind of network connection that 
can somehow serve all three functions has yet to be invented. 

Neither an explication of the principles of ubiquitous computing nor a list of the technologies involved 
really gives a sense of what it would be like to live in a world full of invisible widgets. To extrapolate 
from today's rudimentary fragments of embodied virtuality resembles an attempt to predict the 
publication of Finnegan's Wake after just having invented writing on clay tablets. Nevertheless the effort 
is probably worthwhile: 

Sal awakens: she smells coffee. A few minutes ago her alarm clock, alerted by her restless rolling before 
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waking, had quietly asked "coffee?", and she had mumbled "yes." "Yes" and "no" are the only words it 
knows. 

Sal looks out her windows at her neighborhood. Sunlight and a fence are visible through one, but 
through others she sees electronic trails that have been kept for her of neighbors coming and going 
during the early morning. Privacy conventions and practical data rates prevent displaying video footage, 
but time markers and electronic tracks on the neighborhood map let Sal feel cozy in her street. 

Glancing at the windows to her kids' rooms she can see that they got up 15 and 20 minutes ago and are 
already in the kitchen. Noticing that she is up, they start making more noise. 

At breakfast Sal reads the news. She still prefers the paper form, as do most people. She spots an 
interesting quote from a columnist in the business section. She wipes her pen over the newspaper's 
name, date, section, and page number and then circles the quote. The pen sends a message to the paper, 
which transmits the quote to her office. 

Electronic mail arrives from the company that made her garage door opener. She lost the instruction 
manual, and asked them for help. They have sent her a new manual, and also something unexpected -- a 
way to find the old one. According to the note, she can press a code into the opener and the missing 
manual will find itself. In the garage, she tracks a beeping noise to where the oil-stained manual had 
fallen behind some boxes. Sure enough, there is the tiny tab the manufacturer had affixed in the cover to 
try to avoid E-mail requests like her own. 

On the way to work Sal glances in the foreview mirror to check the traffic. She spots a slowdown ahead, 
and also notices on a side street the telltale green in the foreview of a food shop, and a new one at that. 
She decides to take the next exit and get a cup of coffee while avoiding the jam. 

Once Sal arrives at work, the foreview helps her to quickly find a parking spot. As she walks into the 
building the machines in her office prepare to log her in, but don't complete the sequence until she 
actually enters her office. On her way, she stops by the offices of four or five colleagues to exchange 
greetings and news. 

Sal glances out her windows: a grey day in silicon valley, 75 percent humidity and 40 percent chance of 
afternoon showers; meanwhile, it has been a quiet morning at the East Coast office. Usually the activity 
indicator shows at least one spontaneous urgent meeting by now. She chooses not to shift the window on 
the home office back three hours -- too much chance of being caught by surprise. But she knows others 
who do, usually people who never get a call from the East but just want to feel involved. 

The telltale by the door that Sal programmed her first day on the job is blinking: fresh coffee. She heads 
for the coffee machine. 

Coming back to her office, Sal picks up a tab and "waves" it to her friend Joe in the design group, with 
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whom she is sharing a virtual office for a few weeks. They have a joint assignment on her latest project. 
Virtual office sharing can take many forms--in this case the two have given each other access to their 
location detectors and to each other's screen contents and location. Sal chooses to keep miniature 
versions of all Joe's tabs and pads in view and 3-dimensionally correct in a little suite of tabs in the back 
corner of her desk. She can't see what anything says, but she feels more in touch with his work when 
noticing the displays change out of the corner of her eye, and she can easily enlarge anything if 
necessary. 

A blank tab on Sal's desk beeps, and displays the word "Joe" on it. She picks it up and gestures with it 
towards her liveboard. Joe wants to discuss a document with her, and now it shows up on the wall as she 
hears Joe's voice: 

"I've been wrestling with this third paragraph all morning and it still has the wrong tone. Would you 
mind reading it?" 

"No problem." 

Sitting back and reading the paragraph, Sal wants to point to a word. She gestures again with the "Joe" 
tab onto a nearby pad, and then uses the stylus to circle the word she wants: 

"I think it's this term 'ubiquitous'. Its just not in common enough use, and makes the whole thing sound a 
little formal. Can we rephrase the sentence to get rid of it?" 

"I'll try that. Say, by the way Sal, did you ever hear from Mary Hausdorf?" 

"No. Who's that?" 

"You remember, she was at the meeting last week. She told me she was going to get in touch with you." 

Sal doesn't remember Mary, but she does vaguely remember the meeting. She quickly starts a search for 
meetings in the past two weeks with more than 6 people not previously in meetings with her, and finds 
the one. The attendees' names pop up, and she sees Mary. As is common in meetings, Mary made some 
biographical information about herself available to the other attendees, and Sal sees some common 
background. She'll just send Mary a note and see what's up. Sal is glad Mary did not make the biography 
available only during the time of the meeting, as many people do... 

In addition to showing some of the ways that computers can find their way invisibly into people's lives, 
this speculation points up some of the social issues that embodied virtuality will engender. Perhaps key 
among them is privacy: hundreds of computers in every room, all capable of sensing people near them 
and linked by high-speed networks, have the potential to make totalitarianism up to now seem like 
sheerest anarchy. Just as a workstation on a local-area network can be programmed to intercept 
messages meant for others, a single rogue tab in a room could potentially record everything that 
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happened there. 

Even today, although active badges and self-writing appointment diaries offer all kinds of convenience, 
in the wrong hands their information could be stifling. Not only corporate superiors or underlings, but 
overzealous government officials and even marketing firms could make unpleasant use of the same 
information that makes invisible computers so convenient. 

Fortunately, cryptographic techniques already exist to secure messages from one ubiquitous computer to 
another and to safeguard private information stored in networked systems. If designed into systems from 
the outset, these techniques can ensure that private data does not become public. A well-implemented 
version of ubiquitous computing could even afford better privacy protection than exists today. For 
example, schemes based on "digital pseudonyms" could eliminate the need to give out items of personal 
information that are routinely entrusted to the wires today, such as credit card number, social security 
number and address. 

Jim Morris of Carnegie-Mellon University has proposed an appealing general method for approaching 
these issues: build computer systems to have the same privacy safeguards as the real world, but no more, 
so that ethical conventions will apply regardless of setting. In the physical world, for example, burglars 
can break through a locked door, but they leave evidence in doing so. Computers built according to 
Morris's rule would not attempt to be utterly proof against cracker, but they would be impossible to enter 
without leaving the digital equivalent of fingerprints. 

By pushing computers into the background, embodied virtuality will make individuals more aware of the 
people on the other ends of their computer links. This development carries the potential to reverse the 
unhealthy centripetal forces that conventional personal computers have introduced into life and the 
workplace. Even today, people holed up in windowless offices before glowing computer screens may 
not see their fellows for the better part of each day. And in virtual reality, the outside world and all its 
inhabitant effectively ceases to exist. Ubiquitous computers, in contrast, reside in the human world and 
pose no barrier to personal interactions. If anything, the transparent connections that they offer between 
different locations and times may tend to bring communities closer together. 

My colleagues and I at PARC believe that what we call ubiquitous computing will gradually emerge as 
the dominant mode of computer access over the next twenty years. Like the personal computer, 
ubiquitous computing will enable nothing fundamentally new, but by making everything faster and 
easier to do, with less strain and mental gymnastics, it will transform what is apparently possible. 
Desktop publishing, for example, is fundamentally not different from computer typesetting, which dates 
back to the mid 1960's at least. But ease of use makes an enormous difference. 

When almost every object either contains a computer or can have a tab attached to it, obtaining 
information will be trivial: "Who made that dress? Are there any more in the store? What was the name 
of the designer of that suit I liked last week?" The computing environment knows the suit you looked at 
for a long time last week because it knows both of your locations, and, it can retroactively find the 
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designer's name even if it did not interest you at the time. 

Sociologically, ubiquitous computing may mean the decline of the computer addict. In the 1910's and 
1920's many people "hacked" on crystal sets to take advantage of the new high tech world of radio. Now 
crystal-and-cat's whisker receivers are rare, because radios are ubiquitous. In addition, embodied 
virtuality will bring computers to the presidents of industries and countries for nearly the first time. 
Computer access will penetrate all groups in society. 

Most important, ubiquitous computers will help overcome the problem of information overload. There is 
more information available at our fingertips during a walk in the woods than in any computer system, 
yet people find a walk among trees relaxing and computers frustrating. Machines that fit the human 
environment, instead of forcing humans to enter theirs, will make using a computer as refreshing as 
taking a walk in the woods. 
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Connecting the Physical
World with Pervasive
Networks

M
ark Weiser envisioned a world
in which computing is so per-
vasive that everyday devices can
sense their relationship to us
and to each other. They could,

thereby, respond so appropriately to our actions that
the computing aspects would fade into the back-
ground. Underlying this vision is the assumption

that sensing a broad set of phys-
ical phenomena, rather than just
data input, will become a com-
mon aspect of small, embedded
computers and that these devices
will communicate with each
other (as well as to some more
powerful infrastructure) to orga-
nize and coordinate their actions. 

Recall the story of Sal in
Weiser’s article; Sal looked out her window and saw
“tracks” as evidence of her neighbors’ morning
strolls. What sort of system did this seemingly sim-
ple functionality imply? Certainly Weiser did not
envision ubiquitous cameras placed throughout the
neighborhood. Such a solution would be far too
heavy for the application’s relatively casual nature
as well as quite invasive with respect to personal pri-
vacy. Instead, Weiser posited the existence of far less
intrusive instrumentation in neighborhood spaces—
perhaps smart paving stones that could detect local

activity and indicate the walker’s direction based on
exchanges between neighboring nodes. As we have
marched technology forward, we are now in a posi-
tion to translate this aspect of Weiser’s vision to real-
ity and apply it to a wide range of important appli-
cations, both computing and social. 

Other articles in this issue address the user inter-
face-, application-, software-, and device-level design
challenges associated with realizing Weiser’s vision.
Here, we address the challenges and opportunities
of instrumenting the physical world with pervasive
networks of sensor-rich, embedded computation.
Such systems fulfill two of Weiser’s key objectives—
ubiquity, by injecting computation into the physi-
cal world with high spatial density, and invisibility,
by having the nodes and collectives of nodes oper-
ate autonomously. Of particular importance to the
technical community is making such pervasive com-
puting itself pervasive. We need reusable building
blocks that can help us move away from the spe-
cialized instrumentation of each particular envi-
ronment and move toward building reusable tech-
niques for sensing, computing, and manipulating
the physical world. 

The physical world presents an incredibly rich set
of input modalities, including acoustics, image,
motion, vibration, heat, light, moisture, pressure,
ultrasound, radio, magnetic, and many more exotic
modes. Traditionally, sensing and manipulating the

This article addresses the challenges and opportunities of
instrumenting the physical world with pervasive networks of
sensor-rich, embedded computation. The authors present a
taxonomy of emerging systems and outline the enabling
technological developments.
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physical world meant deploying and plac-
ing a highly engineered collection of instru-
ments to obtain particular inputs and
reporting the data over specialized wired
control protocols to data acquisition com-
puters. Ubiquitous computing testbeds
have retained much of this engineered data
acquisition style, although we use them to
observe a variety of unstructured phe-
nomena (such as human gestures and inter-
action). The opportunity ahead lies in the
ability to easily deploy flexible sensing,
computation, and actuation capabilities
into our physical environments such that
the devices themselves are general-purpose
and can organize and adapt to support sev-
eral application types.1

In this article, we describe the challenges
on the road ahead, present a taxonomy of
system types that we expect to emerge dur-
ing this next decade of research and devel-
opment, and summarize technological
developments. 

Challenges
The most serious impediments to per-

vasive computing’s advances are systems
challenges. The immense amount of dis-
tributed system elements, limited physical
access to them, and this regime’s extreme
environmental dynamics, when considered
together, imply that we must fundamen-
tally reexamine familiar layers of abstrac-
tion and the kinds of hardware accelera-
tion employed—even our algorithmic
techniques. 

Immense scale
A vast number of small devices will com-

prise these systems. To achieve dense
instrumentation of complex physical sys-
tems, these devices must scale down to
extremely small volume, with applications
formulated in terms of immense numbers
of them. In five to 10 years, complete sys-
tems with computing, storage, communi-
cation, sensing, and energy storage could
be as small as a cubic millimeter, but each
aspect’s capacity will be limited. Fidelity
and availability will come from the quan-
tity of partially redundant measurements
and their correlation, not the individual
components’ quality and precision.

Limited access
Many devices will be embedded in the

environment in places that are inaccessible
or expensive to connect with wires, mak-
ing the individual system elements largely
untethered, unattended, and resource con-
strained. Much communication will be
wireless, and nodes will have to rely on on-
board and harvested energy (such as from
batteries and solar cells). Inaccessibility, as
well as sheer scale, implies that they must
operate without human attendance; each
piece is such a small part of the whole that
nobody can reasonably lay hands on all of
them. At sufficient levels of efficiency,
energy harvested from the environment
can potentially allow arbitrary lifetimes,
but the available energy bounds the
amount of activity permitted per unit time.
Energy constraints also limit the applica-
tion space considerably; if solar power is
used, nodes must be outdoors, and if bat-
teries cannot be recharged, they will seri-
ously affect maintenance, pollution, and
replacement costs.

Extreme dynamics
By virtue of nodes and the system as a

whole being closely tied to the ever-chang-
ing physical world, these systems will expe-
rience extreme dynamics. By design, they
can sense their environment to provide
inputs to higher-level tasks, and environ-
mental changes directly affect their per-
formance. In particular, environmental fac-
tors dramatically influence propagation
characteristics of low-power radio fre-
quency (RF) and can effectively create
mobility even in stationary configurations.
These devices also experience extreme vari-
ation in demand: Most of the time, they
observe that no relevant change has
occurred and no relevant information has
been communicated. Thus, they must
maintain vigilance while consuming almost
no power. 

However, when important events do
occur, a great deal happens at once. Flows
of high- and low-level data among sensors
and actuators must be efficiently inter-
leaved while meeting real-time demands,
and redundant flows must be managed
effectively. Consequently, passive vigilance

is punctuated by bursts of concurrency-
intensive operation. To cope with resource
limitations in the presence of such dynam-
ics, these systems will be governed by inter-
nal control loops in which components
continuously adapt their individual and
joint behavior to resource and stimulus
availability.

A taxonomy of systems 
Meeting these challenges requires new

frameworks for system design of the sort
that only come from direct, hands-on expe-
rience with the emerging technological
regime. We must apply many small, power-
constrained, connected devices to real
problems where programming, orchestra-
tion, and management of individual devices
are impractical.

The applications of physically embedded
networks are as varied as the physical envi-
ronments in which we live and work. Yet,
even with this heterogeneity, many oppor-
tunities and resources for exploiting com-
monality across them exist. Most impor-
tant is the hope to achieve pervasiveness by
enabling system reuse and evolution.
Within any one environment or system,
more than one type of system or applica-
tion might be active as the system evolves or
from its outset. One step toward identify-
ing common building blocks is to define a
taxonomy of systems and applications so
that we can identify and foster reusable and
paramaterizable features.

We divide the space of physically embed-
ded systems along the critical dimensions
of space and time. Within these dimen-
sions, we are interested in scale, variabil-
ity, and autonomy. We address these
dimensions with respect to the environ-
mental stimuli being captured and the sys-
tem elements. 

Scale
Spatial and temporal scale concerns the

sampling interval, the extent of overall sys-
tem coverage, and the relative number of
sensor nodes to input stimuli. The scale of
spatial and temporal sampling and extent
are important determinants of system
emphasis. The finer grain the sampling, the
more important the innovative collabora-
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tive signal processing techniques such as
those described elsewhere.2–5 However,
systems intended to operate over extended
periods of time and regions of space must
emphasize techniques for self-organization
because as the system extent grows, the
ability to configure and control the envi-
ronment becomes infeasible. High density
provides many opportunities and chal-
lenges for self-configuration that low-den-
sity systems don’t encounter. 

Sampling. The physical phenomena mea-
sured ultimately dictates spatial and tem-
poral sampling scale. High-frequency
waves require higher temporal and spatial
sampling than phenomena such as tem-
perature or light in a room, where spatial
and temporal fluctuations are coarser-
grained. The sampling scale is a function
of both the phenomena and the applica-
tion. If you need the system for event detec-
tion, the requirement could be more lax
than if the goal is event or signal recon-
struction. For example, if a structure is
being monitored to detect structural faults,
signatures of seismic response might be
compared to “healthy” signatures at a rel-
atively coarse grain. However, if data is
being collected to generate profiles of struc-
ture response, fine-grain data is needed.

Extent. The spatial and temporal extent of
systems also varies widely. At the high end
of this continuum are environmental mon-
itoring systems, which can span on the
order of tens of thousands of meters. Most
existing and planned pervasive computing
systems are an order of magnitude, or
smaller, such as is needed to cover a build-
ing or room. Elements of pervasive com-
puting systems also extend to the smaller
end of the continuum such as reconfig-
urable fabric, which a user can wear or that
we can deploy to monitor structure or
machinery surfaces.

Density. System density is a measure of sen-
sor nodes per footprint of input stimuli.
Higher-density systems provide greater
opportunities for exploiting redundancy to
eliminate noise and extend system lifetime.
The higher the density of nodes to stimuli,

the greater the number of independent
measurements possible and thus opportu-
nities to combine measurements to elimi-
nate channel or coupling noise. Similarly,
where density is high enough to allow over-
sampling, nodes can go to sleep for long
periods of time and thereby extend cover-
age over time. 

Variability
Variability is a second differentiating

characteristic of many systems and associ-
ated designs. As with spatial and temporal
scale, it takes on many forms and can apply
to system elements or the phenomena being
sensed. Relatively static systems emphasize
design time optimization whereas more
variable systems must use runtime self-
organization and might be fundamentally
limited in the extent to which they are both
variable and long-lived. 

Structure. Ad hoc versus engineered sys-
tem structure refers to the variability in sys-
tem composition.6 At one extreme is a sys-
tem that monitors a structure such as a
building, bridge, or even an individual air-
plane. At the other end are sensor networks
deployed in remote regions to study bio-
complexity. More traditional pervasive
computing systems embody aspects of both
systems; elements of the systems such as
instrumentation in an aware room or
house might be relatively static, whereas
the larger system that includes humans and
subsystems carried in and out of the space
is clearly ad hoc. 

Task. Variability in system task determines
the extent to which we can optimize the
system for a single mode of operation.
Even a structurally static system might per-
form different tasks over time—for exam-
ple, a structural system that periodically
generates a structure profile could act as
an event monitoring system. Similarly, a
system used regularly to measure an air
conditioning system’s effectiveness might
occasionally have to integrate inputs from
new sensors to detect traces of newly char-
acterized toxins

Space. Variability in space—meaning mo-

bility—applies to both system nodes and
phenomena. In many systems of interest,
most or all the nodes remain fixed in space
once placed. However, many interesting, if
longer-term, systems include elements that
move themselves or that are tied to objects
that move them (such as vehicles or peo-
ple). Similarly, the phenomena these sys-
tems monitor differ in the extent of mobil-
ity. Many systems of interest are intended
for phenomena that move quickly in time.
A system designed to manage the physical
environment for a stationary human user
faces different challenges than one designed
to track humans moving quickly through
that same space. 

Autonomy
The degree of autonomy has some of the

most significant and varied long-term con-
sequences for system design: the higher the
overall system’s autonomy, the less the
human involvement and the greater the
need for extensive and sophisticated pro-
cessing inside the system. Such autonomy
increases the need for multiple sensory
modalities, translation between external
requests and internal processing, and the
internal computational model’s complex-
ity. Detailed characterization systems are
relatively low-autonomy systems, because
their intent is to simply deliver sensory
information to a human user or external
program. Event detection requires far more
autonomy because the definition of inter-
esting events must be programmed into the
system, and the system must execute more
complex queries and computations inter-
nally to process detailed measurements and
identify events. Perhaps more than any
other dimension, autonomy is most signif-
icant in moving us from embedding instru-
ments to embedding computation in our
physical world. 

Modalities. Truly autonomous systems
depend on multiple sensory modalities.
Different modalities provide noise re-
silience to one another and can combine to
eliminate noise and identify anomalous
measurements.

Complexity. Greater system autonomy also
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entails greater complexity in the computa-
tional model. A system that delivers data
for human consumption leaves most of the
computation to the human consumer or to
a centralized program that can operate
based on global information. A system that
executes contingent on system state and
inputs over time must execute a general
programming language that refers to spa-
tially and temporally variable events. 

Where are we now?
Weiser often described the need for a

range of different-sized devices (not just PCs
and laptops, but devices the size of win-
dows or scraps of paper). Surely he imag-
ined them scaling down to the size of a pin
or up to the size of an entire building. This
section describes developments and trends
that are key to realizing his vision of
increasingly pervasive and invisible com-
puting systems. In each of the following
areas, we see a consistent trend from highly
engineered deployments of modest scale
using application-specific devices to ad hoc
deployments of immense scale based on
reusable components intended for system
evolution. We will emphasize the role that
these developments play in supporting sys-
tem scale, variability, and autonomy.

Small packages in the physical world 
A major theme in Weiser’s work was 

the creation of small devices used in a 
larger intelligent environment. The Xerox
ParcTab provided limited display, user
input, and infrared communication in a
palm-sized unit. Small, attachable RF iden-
tification (RFID) tags helped determine the
approximate position and identity of the
tagged object or individual in a space
equipped with specialized readers.7 Today,
we see many consumer devices in the palm
form factor possessing roughly the process-
ing and storage capabilities of early-to-mid
1990s PCs. Personal digital assistants and
pocket PCs have gained wireless connectiv-
ity either as variations of pager networks or
802.11 wireless LANs. However, both
approaches have significant drawbacks—
the former is expensive, has low bandwidth,
and is void of proximity information, and
the latter consumes too much energy and

requires a large battery pack. There is now
a strong push to incorporate Bluetooth
short-range wireless networks into hand-
held devices, and numerous attractive radio
technologies are on the horizon. 

Recently these devices have gained a rich
set of input modes besides user buttons and
knobs. Most have acoustic input and out-
put, and some incorporate accelerometers
to detect gestures, orientation, or video
input. Simultaneously, many cell phones
have gained Internet browsing capability,
and PDAs have gained cell phone capabil-
ities for data and voice access. Soon all cell
phones will know where they are thanks
to GPS, which will bring a degree of loca-
tion awareness into various personal com-
puting devices. 

In most existing ubiquitous computing
environments, the sensing capabilities of
these devices is used to detect human
actions—to recognize gestures or the rela-
tionship between objects.8,9 The network
communicates the occurrence of these
actions to the computers in the infrastruc-
ture that can process them. We can con-
nect rich sensor arrays and sophisticated
motor controllers to these devices as we
would to a PC in a traditional process con-
trol environment (as on a manufacturing
line) or to an embedded controller (as in
an automobile). However, increased minia-
turization raises the possibility of every tiny
sensor and controller having its own pro-
cessing and communication capabilities,
such that the aggregate performs sophisti-
cated functions. A sequence of University
of California, Los Angeles wireless inte-
grated networked sensor nodes demon-
strates early examples of such wireless inte-
grated sensors.10 As these become small
and numerous, we can place them close to
the physical phenomenon of interest to
provide tremendous detail and accuracy.
This ability provides richness to ubiquitous
environments through new modalities (for
example, detecting user frustration by
change in body temperature), but also
enables the instrumentation of physical
sites that humans can’t access, such as the
inside of structures, equipment, or aque-
ous solutions. 

In addition to packing ever more com-

puting and storage capacity onto a chip,
decreasing lithographic feature size squeezes
the same capacity into a progressively
smaller area with an even greater reduction
in power consumption. However, the abil-
ity to implement the radio or optical trans-
ceivers in the same module as the processor
has provided a qualitative advance in size
and power. Sensors and actuators have
undergone a revolution with the emergence
of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
technology, in which mechanical devices
such as accelerometers, barometers, and
movable mirrors are constructed at minute
size on a silicon chip using lithographic
processes similar to those for integrated cir-
cuits. Improved equipment and technology
result in smaller MEMS devices, lower
power consumption, and improved device
performance. Although these improvements
are not as predictable or clearly tied to fea-
ture size as processing and storage are, a
strong correlation exists. The node subsys-
tems’ size and performance improvements
reduce power consumption and allow a cor-
responding decrease in the size and cost of
the power supply as well. There have also
been substantial improvements in battery
technology, with improved storage den-
sity, form factor, and recharging, as well
as the emergence of alternative storage
devices, such as fuel cells and energy-
harvesting mechanisms (see the “Energy”
sidebar). 

Several research groups are exploring
how to build intelligent, information-rich
physical environments by deploying many
small, untethered, deeply integrated nodes.
Core challenges involve designing systems
to operate at low power consumption,
storing and obtaining that power, orches-
trating nodes to form larger networks, and
deploying applications over fine-grain net-
works. At the far extreme, researchers have
conducted design studies on the feasibility
of building an entire system, including
power storage, processing, sensing, and
communication, in a cubic millimeter.11–13

This scale should be achievable in practice
five to 10 years out. Researchers have also
made substantial progress in low-power
CMOS radios at several performance
points. The research community now
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widely uses a one-inch scale platform (see
the “University Research” sidebar), which
provides an opportunity to explore the
node system architecture. It must be ex-
tremely energy efficient, especially in the
low duty-cycle vigilance mode, and it must
be extremely facile with event bursts. It
must meet hard real-time constraints, such
as sampling the radio signal within bit win-
dows, while also handling asynchronous
sensor events and supporting localized data
processing algorithms. It also must be
robust and reprogrammable in the field.

During the growth in capability and
complexity of these devices, several distinct
operating systems approaches have
emerged to make application design more
manageable. Real-time operating systems
such as Vxworks (www.windriver.com),
GeoWorks (www.geoworks.com), and

Chorus (www.sun.com/chorusos) have
scaled down their footprints and added
TCP/IP capabilities, whereas Windows CE
has sought to provide a subset of the famil-
iar PC environment. PalmOS successfully
focused on data element exchange with
infrastructure machines, but provided lit-
tle support for the concurrency associated
with interactive communication. As the
devices reach a processing and storage
capability beyond the early workstations,
compact Unix variants, especially Linux,
have gained substantial popularity while
providing real-time support in a multi-
tasking environment with well-developed
networking.

To make the networked embedded node
an effective vehicle for developing algo-
rithms and applications, a modular, struc-
tured runtime environment should provide

the scheduling, device interface, network-
ing, and resource management primitives
on which the programming environments
rest. It must support several concurrent
flows of data from sensors to the network
to controllers. Moreover, microsensor
devices and low-power networks operate
bit by bit (or in a few cases, byte by byte),
so software must do much of the low-level
processing of these flows and events. Often,
operations must be performed within nar-
row jitter windows, such as when sampling
the RF signal. 

The traditional approach to controller
design has been to hand-code scheduling
loops to service the collection of concurrent
flow events, but this yields brittle, single-
use firmware that has poor adaptability. 
A more general-purpose solution is to pro-
vide fine-grain multithreading. Although
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E nergy constraints dominate algorithm and system design

trade-offs for small devices. Energy storage has advanced

substantially, but not at the pace we associate with silicon-based

processing, storage, and sensing. Batteries remain the primary

energy storage devices, although fuel-based alternatives with high

energy density are being actively developed. As a general rule of

thumb, batteries store approximately a joule per mm3, but many

factors influence the choice of technology for a particular appli-

cation. Over the past 20 years, an AA nickel alkaline (NiCd and

NiMH) battery’s capacity has risen from 0.4 to 1.2 Amp hours with

fast recharging (see http://books.nap.edu/books/0309059348/

html/index.html). Lithium batteries offer higher energy density

with fewer memory effects but longer recharge times. The zinc-

based batteries used in hearing aids have high energy density but

high leakage, so they are best for high usage over short duration.

Recent polymer-based batteries have excellent energy density, can

be manufactured in a range of form factors, and are flexible, but

they are also expensive. Numerous investigations have focused on

thin and thick film batteries, and researchers have fabricated tiny,

1-mm3 lead-acid batteries, so we can expect to package energy

storage directly with logic. 

Fuel cells potentially have 10 times the energy density of bat-

teries, considering just the fuel, but the additional volume of the

membrane, storage, and housing lowers this by a factor of two to

five. MEMS approaches are exploring micro heat engines and stor-

ing energy in rotating micromachinery. Solar panels remain the

most common form of energy harvesting, but numerous inves-

tigations are exploring avenues for harvesting the mechanical

energy associated with specific applications, such as flexing shoes,

pushing buttons, window vibration, or airflow in ducts (see

www.media.mit.edu/context, www.media.mit.edu/physics, or

www.media.mit.edu/resenv). With existing technology, a cubic

millimeter of battery space has enough energy to perform roughly

1 billion 32-bit computations, take 100 million sensor samples, or

send and receive 10 million bits of data. As all the system’s layers

become optimized for energy consumed per operation, these

numbers will increase by at least an order of magnitude and some

by several orders.1

Sample battery energy ratings include

• Nonrechargeable lithium: 2,880 J/cm3

• Zinc-air: 3,780 J/cm3 (has very high leakage)

• Alkaline: 1,190 J/cm3

• Rechargeable lithium: 1,080 J/cm3

• Nickel metal hydride (NiMHd): 864 J/cm3

• Fuel cells (based on methanol): 8,900 J/cm3

• Hydrocarbon fuels (for use in micro heat engines): 10,500 J/cm3

Sample scavenging energy ratings include

• Solar (outdoors midday): 15 mW/cm2

• Solar (indoor office lighting): 10 uW/cm2

• Vibrations (from microwave oven casing): 200 uW/cm3

• Temperature gradient: 15 uW/cm3 (from a 10° C temperature

gradient)
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researchers have studied this approach
extensively for general-purpose computa-
tion, we can attack it even more effectively
in the tiny, networked sensor regime,
because the execution threads that must be
interleaved are simple. These requirements
have led to a component-based tiny operat-
ing system environment,14 which provides a
framework for dealing with extensive con-
currency and fine-grain power management
while providing substantial modularity for
robustness and application-specific opti-
mization. The TinyOS framework estab-

lishes the rules for constructing reusable
components that can support extensive con-
currency on limited processing resources. 

Sensing and actuation
Interfacing to the physical world involves

exchanging energy between embedded
nodes and their environments. This takes
two forms: sensing and actuation. What-
ever the sensed quantity (temperature, light
intensity), the sensor transducers a partic-
ular form of energy (heat, light) into infor-
mation. Actuation lets a node convert infor-

mation into action, but its main role is to
enable better sensing. An actuator moves
part of itself, relocates spatially, or moves
other items in the environment. Sensing and
actuation are together the means of physi-
cal interaction between the nodes and the
world around them. 

The 1990s saw MEMS technology trans-
formed from a laboratory curiosity into a
source of widespread commercial products.
Millimeter-scale silicon accelerometers
joined their cousins the silicon pressure sen-
sors under the hoods of most automobiles,
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R esearch conducted through the University of California,

Berkeley’s DARPA project on SenseIT and ubiquitous com-

puting produced a widely-used microsensor node. CrossBow

(www.xbow.com) currently produces it in volume. The core build-

ing block is a 1-inch x 1.5-inch motherboard comprising a low-

power microcontroller, low-power 900-MHz radio, nonvolatile

memory, LEDs, network programming support, and vertical ex-

pansion bus connector. The microcontroller contains Flash pro-

gram and SRAM data storage, analog digital converter, and ex-

ternal I/O (standard and direct ports). A second small microcon-

troller lets the node reprogram itself from network data. The sen-

sors and actuators on the motherboard are associated with its

own operation: battery voltage sensor, radio signal strength sens-

ing and control, and LED display. The microcontroller’s external

interface is exposed in a standardized form on the expansion con-

nector, providing analog, digital, direct I/O, and serial bus inter-

connections. Sensor packs for the specific applications, including

termistors, photo detectors, accelerometers, magnetometers,

humidity, pressure, or actuator connections, are stacked like tiny

PC104 boards (see Figure A). The processor dissipates several

nano-Joules per 8-bit instruction. 

The sensor board for the Berkeley platform consists of five differ-

ent microsensor modules to support several potential applications.

The types of sensors it supports include light, temperature, accel-

eration, magnetic field, and acoustic, each of which is available off

the shelf. All modules in the sensor board power cycle indepen-

dently and are power isolated from the MICA’s processor through

an analog switch. Finally, the gain of the magnetometer and the

microphone amplification is adjustable by tuning the two digital

potentiometers over the I2C bus. 

We recently stacked a motor control board on a microsensor

node and mounted the resulting assembly on a motorized chassis

with two wheels.1 The motor control board regulates wheel

speeds and provides range information from two forward and

one rear-looking infrared emitters. The resulting node (see Figure

B) is essentially a small mobile robot platform with the same net-

work interface as the microsensor nodes.
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and gyros and flow sensors are now also
becoming common. Projection display sys-
tems with a million moving parts on a sin-
gle chip are commonplace. Internet pack-
ets bounce off submillimeter mirrors that
switch photons between different optical
fibers. MEMS technologies are successful
in the optical applications space because
they provide far superior performance or
the same performance at lower prices; they
are successful in Detroit because they are
reliable and dirt-cheap.

A common problem in both sensing and
actuation is uncertainty. The physical
world is a partially observable, dynamic
system, and the sensors and actuators are
physical devices with inherent accuracy
and precision limitations. Thus sensor-
measured data are necessarily approxima-
tions to actual values. In a large system of
distributed nodes, this implies that we need
some form of filtering at each node before
we can meaningfully use the data. We can
also achieve increased accuracy and fault
tolerance by redundancy, using sensors
with overlapping fields of view. This raises
interesting challenges of sensor placement
and fusion, especially in the context of very
large networks. In addition to uncertainty,
there is the further problem of latency in
actuation. For closed loop control, sto-
chastic latency can cause instability and
unreliable behavior. 

Although not traditionally associated
with ubiquitous computing, robotics and
MEMS developments play a critical role
when it comes to sensing, actuation, and
control. A particularly significant develop-
ment in robotics within the past decade has
been the move away from disembodied,
traditional AI to real-time embedded deci-
sion making in physical environments. For
nearly two decades, the dominant para-
digm in mobile robotics research involved
the offline design of control algorithms
based on deliberation. These planner-based
algorithms relied on logic and models of the
robots and their environments, but the sys-
tems were unresponsive and slow to adapt
to dynamic environments. Their dysfunc-
tionality in physical domains spurred the
development of control techniques that
closely coupled perception and action with

remarkable success. The earliest examples
of these stateless, reactive systems were
responsive but lacked generality and the
ability to store representation. Modern,
behavior-based control15 generalizes reac-
tive control by introducing the notion of
behavior as an encapsulated, time-extended
sequence of actions. Perception and action
are still coupled tightly as in reactive sys-
tems, with the added benefits of represen-
tation and adaptation without any cen-
tralized control. An alternative modern
approach is to hybridize control,16 where
a planner and a reactive system communi-
cate through a third software layer designed
explicitly for that purpose.

Localization 
For a system to operate on input from

the physical world, nodes must know their
location in three spaces to provide context-
aware services to other system elements. A
static or mobile node could answer the
question “Where am I?” in several ways:
the answer might be relative to a map, rel-
ative to other nodes, or in a global coordi-
nate system. For a sensor network, this is
particularly relevant, because we must
often tag the queries to which it will pro-
vide answers based on sensor measure-
ments with location information. 

Localization is a main part of registra-
tion between the virtual and physical
worlds. In a sensor network, this can take
a variety of forms. Nodes in a network
might report data tagged with relative loca-
tion information, but from time to time,
some nodes in the network might have to
reference their data to an external anchor
frame. Another example involves aggre-
gation. Imagine two cameras with over-
lapping fields of view. A node aggregating
data from these two cameras might per-
form the equivalent of stereo processing,
but to do so, it must know the baseline

between the two nodes—the location of
one relative to the other. 

Scale and autonomy play an important
role in location computation. Several early
large-scale systems relied on careful offline
calibration and surveying before node
deployment to ensure reliable localization.
Examples include the Active Badge and
Active Bat systems (see the “Sensing Loca-
tion and Movement of People and
Devices” sidebar). In robotics, however,
the focus was on techniques for localizing
small numbers of robots autonomously—
without relying on presurveyed maps, bea-
cons, or receivers.17 A recent trend has
been to investigate algorithms that suc-

cessfully localize large-scale networks of
nodes autonomously. 

We can taxonomize localization tech-
niques for embedded devices in several
ways: the sensors used, whether the local-
ization is with reference to a map, and
whether the localization is done using exter-
nal beacons and such.18 Broadly speaking,
we can view localization as a sensor-fusion
problem. Given disparate sources of infor-
mation about different aspects of node loca-
tion and position, the problem is to design
algorithms that can rationally combine the
data from these sources to maintain an esti-
mate of node location. In many interesting
applications (with large numbers of small
nodes), nodes cannot be placed with great
care. In some systems, nodes might be
mobile because they are robotic or because
other entities in the environment can move
them. Thus in-network, autonomous local-
ization is a must for many real-world appli-
cations. This is a departure from most exist-
ing and planned ubiquitous computing
systems for traditional office environments
in which significant effort was expended
upfront to instrument the environment for
localization. 
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Several algorithms exist for localizing
both fixed and mobile network nodes. One
example recently demonstrated coarse
localization of networks of mobile nodes
by letting them build a map of their envi-
ronment.19 Significantly, the system local-
izes the nodes adaptively by updating an
internal sparse representation of a chang-
ing environment. The algorithm uses the
nodes themselves as landmarks, and could
thereby allow the robot to determine each
node’s location without reference to envi-
ronmental features or to a map.20 The algo-

rithm constructs a mesh in which nodes are
represented by point masses, and springs
represent observed relationships between
nodes.20 A relaxation algorithm determines
the lowest energy state of the mesh and
thereby the most probable location of the
nodes.

A distributed system architecture
Looking forward, the distributed sys-

tem architecture will make or break our
ability to effectively instrument the phys-
ical world. Moreover, the same character-

istics that enable these systems (miniatur-
ization and wireless communication)
impose constraints that require significant
changes in the overall architecture to
achieve the desired functionalities and
properties.

First and foremost are the constraints
imposed by having to operate within the
limits on finite or slowly charging batter-
ies. Remember that this energy’s primary
consumer in the context of low-power
communication in physically complex set-
tings is wireless communication.10 Con-
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M any of the earliest ubiquitous computing systems focused

on providing localization services using physically embed-

ded, networked systems. These systems exhibited the characteris-

tics of several nodes (scale), but otherwise differed significantly

from current trends in that they had a relatively fixed—not ad hoc

or variable—system structure. The application emphasis was on

providing context and location to human applications with simple

forms of autonomy relative to those anticipated in future systems. 

Researchers took the first steps in the direction of interacting

with the physical world as a general computing concept at the

Xerox Parc and Olivetti (now AT&T) Research Lab in Cambridge.

That work’s emphasis was on building a range of different sized

devices that could occupy distinct niches in the ecosystem of

interactions with information. Much of the work focused on

understanding how people might interact with such devices and

how user interfaces could use contextual information about the

collection of devices. Thus, the primary connection with the physi-

cal world involved determining each device’s location and thereby

its geometric relationship to others. 

The Active Badge system, developed between 1989 and 1992,

used an IR beacon that carried identity information from small

mobile devices to IR sensors in the environment. Given a map of the

physical space with sensors as landmarks, its short range and inabil-

ity to pass through solid objects provided a convenient means of

determining approximate location by proximity. A low-bandwidth

wired network connected the sensors to a centralized processing

capability, which could maintain a representation of all the tagged

objects and their interrelationships to direct actions of various sorts.

Typical examples were telephone connections and computing envi-

ronments tracking the movement of individuals through a space.

Passive RFID tags provide a similar capability in small, low-cost

packages.1

More recently, the Active Bat system used trilateration of ultra-

sonic beacons to provide accurate position determination in a

physical space.2 Receivers are placed in a regular grid in the ceiling

tiles. An RF beacon informs a particular mobile device to emit an

ultrasonic beacon and start a time-of-flight measurement at the

receivers. Arrival times of the pulse’s edge are conveyed over a

wired network from the receivers to a central PC, which can calcu-

late the specific device’s position. The largest system deployed

uses 720 receivers to cover an area of 1,000 m2 on three floors

and can determine the positions of up to 75 objects each second

to within a few centimeters. Thus, we see in the localization tech-

nology’s advancement the use of a richer set of sensor modes and

the integration of communication with the sensing and control

process.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Media Lab and the

Georgia Institute of Technology Aware Home projects have devel-

oped more direct means of sensing the interaction of people with

their environment. These efforts include floor sensors to determine

individuals’ positions and movement (with the hope of determin-

ing identity from step patterns), weight and acoustic sensors in

doorways, tag readers embedded in tables to determine the pat-

tern of tagged objects, and numerous physical objects with vari-

ous sensors, display capabilities, and tags. A representation of all

this information is projected into a higher tier, which deals with

proxies of the physical objects as widgets. Hewlett Packard’s

Cooltown seeks to provide an infrastructure for building applica-

tions using many such instrumented devices interfacing to vari-

ous PDAs and mobile computers.
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sequently, we cannot realize long-lived
autonomous systems by simply streaming
all the sensory data out of the nodes for
processing by traditional computing ele-
ments. Rather, computation must reside
alongside the sensors, so that we can
process time-series data locally. Instead of
building a network of sensors that all out-
put high-bandwidth bit streams, we must
construct distributed systems whose out-
puts are at a higher semantic level—com-
pact detection, identification, tracking,
pattern matching, and so forth.

To support such an architecture, impor-
tant systems-oriented trends are emerging.
Two important examples are self-config-
uring networks and data-centric systems.
One objective of self-configuration is to
let systems exploit node redundancy (den-
sity) to achieve longer unattended life-
times. Techniques for coordinating and
adapting node sleep schedules to support
a range of trade-offs between fidelity,
latency, and efficiency are also emerg-
ing.21–24 Ad hoc routing techniques repre-
sent an even earlier example of self-con-
figuration in the presence of wireless links
and node mobility,25 but they still support
the traditional IP model of shipping data
from one edge of the network to another.
Small form factor wireless sensor nodes
cannot afford to ship all data to the edges
for outside processing, and fortunately do

not need to operate according to the same
layering restrictions as IP networks when
it comes to application-layer data pro-
cessing at intermediate hops. Directed dif-
fusion promotes in-network processing by
building on a data-centric instead of
address-centric architecture for the dis-
tributed system or network. Using data
naming as the lowest level of system orga-
nization supports flexible and efficient in-
network processing (see the “Directed Dif-
fusion” sidebar).26

A second trend is the increased reliance
on tiered architectures in which fewer
higher-end elements complement the more
limited capabilities of widely and densely
dispersed nodes. Very small devices will
inevitably possess limited storage and com-
puting resources as well as limited band-
width with which to interact with the out-
side world. Introducing tiered architectures,
where some system elements have greater
capacity, is desirable. In a tiered architec-
ture, the smallest system elements help
achieve spatial diversity and short-range
sensing, whereas the computationally pow-
erful elements implement more sophisti-
cated and performance intensive processing
functions, such as digital signal processing,
localization, and long-term storage. These
higher-tier resources could include robotic
elements that traverse the sensor field, deliv-
ering energy to depleted batteries, or that

compute localization coordinates for ad hoc
collections of smaller nodes. 

Where are we headed?
As we embark on Weiser’s vision, we are

discovering that the ability to form net-
works of devices interacting with the phys-
ical world opens broad avenues for infor-
mation technology beyond the highly
connected responsive home or workspace.
We foresee thousands of devices embedded
in the civil infrastructure (buildings,
bridges, water ways, highways, and pro-
tected regions) to monitor structural health
and detect crucial events. Eventually, such
devices might be tiny enough to pass
through bodily systems or be usable in
large enough numbers to instrument major
air or water flows. In the nearer term,
embedded sensor networks can funda-
mentally change the practice of numerous
scientific endeavors, such as studies of
complex ecosystems, by providing in situ
monitoring and measurement at unprece-
dented levels of temporal and spatial den-
sity without disturbing the complex sys-
tems under study.27

The tremendous progress toward minia-
turization means that we can put instru-
ments into the experiment, rather than con-
ducting the experiment within an
instrument. For the laboratory, this means
wireless sensors for measurement and log-
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D irected Diffusion was designed to promote adaptive, in-net-

work processing in wireless sensor networks. In Directed Dif-

fusion, sensors publish and clients subscribe to data. Both identify

data by attributes such as “the southwest” or “acoustic sensors.”

Diffusion divorces data identity from node identity. To do this, it

uses a simple typing mechanism and encoding of attribute-based

naming with simple matching rules. Names are sets of attributes,

each a tuple, including keys, values, and operations.

As an example, the query, “sensor EQ seismic, latitude GT 100,

latitude LT 101” would trigger a sensor with data tagged, “sensor

IS seismic, latitude IS 100.5.” Matching is not meant to be a gen-

eral-purpose language. User-provided code or filters can be dis-

tributed to the sensor network to perform application-specific, in-

network processing tasks such as data aggregation, caching, and

collaborative signal processing.1

Directed Diffusion was designed and implemented by researchers

at the University of Southern California’s Information Sciences Insti-

tute and is now used by multiple research projects to support col-

laborative signal processing applications as part of the DARPA

SenseIT program. Directed Diffusion is supported under Linux

and runs on off-the-shelf embedded PC devices. A constrained

subset of Diffusion runs under TinyOS on the University of Califor-

nia, Berkeley’s motes described earlier in this article.These imple-

mentations support a common API, which has been used by Cor-

nell, BAE Systems, Xerox PARC, and Pennsylvania State University

collaborative processing applications run in experimental field tri-

als. Diffusion is also supported in the widely used ns-2 network

simulator and supports APIs identical to the Linux

implementations.
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ging every test tube and beaker. For the ubiq-
uitous computing environment, it means
sprinkling sensing capabilities through a
space appropriate to the activities of inter-
est, rather than conducting studies in a spe-
cially designed testbed environment. Real-
izing this dimension of Weiser’s long-term
vision will require more than dramatic
developments in hardware miniaturization.
It will require system-level advances includ-
ing the programming model, closed loop
control, predictability, and environmental-
compatibility. 

We first need a system-wide architecture
that supports interrogating, programming,
and manipulating the physical world.
Some of these systems will require exten-
sive in-network compression and collabo-
rative processing to exploit the spatial and
temporal density of emerging systems. One
emerging characteristic of such an archi-
tecture is the shift to naming data in terms

of the relevant properties of the physical
system instrumented—naming data instead
of nodes.26,28 Many systems will be orga-
nized around spatial and temporal coordi-
nates. Given a tuple-space for the instru-
mented environment, we’ll need a pro-
gramming model for the computations dis-
tributed in time and space. Various models
are under consideration and alternatively
view the system as a distributed database
or a loosely coupled parallel computing
structure.29

Increasingly, physically embedded sys-
tems will need to self-organize. Self-orga-
nization, particularly spatial reconfigura-
tion, is needed to address variability at
multiple scales. An interesting (and unique)
aspect of the interaction with the physical
world is the ability to manipulate it.
Although today’s systems are built with self-
configuration in mind, in the longer term,
these systems must integrate manipulation

and reconfigure themselves and the world
in which they are embedded. Closed-loop
control will be contained in the distributed
system and is a formidable challenge due
to the inherent stochastic communication
delays in such systems. 

As the systems become increasingly
autonomous and grow to include actua-
tion, the need for predictability and diag-
nosability will be a critical stumbling block.
Weiser’s vision requires these systems ulti-
mately to disappear into the environment,
but they must do so while operating cor-
rectly. Users will not rely on them if they
do not degrade with predictable behaviors
or if they do not lend themselves to intu-
itive diagnosis, which comes with the abil-
ity to develop mental models.6

There is the potential for damage or
intrusion on the spaces instrumented. Two
examples whose risks are evident today 
are the violation of personal privacy through

lack of anonymity in instrumented spaces
and the generation of “space garbage” by
leaving behind depleted nodes in the envi-
ronment. Techniques for anonymity-pre-
serving systems and for harvesting energy
from the environment are enabling tech-
nologies, but such issues ultimately require
social and legal policy.

Moving into a ubiquitous
computing world calls for
the computing community
to embrace interdiscipli-

nary approaches and to transform the edu-
cational process to enable deep interdisci-
plinary advances. Interfacing to the physical
world is arguably the single most impor-
tant challenge in computer science today.
The frontier of almost any traditional CS
subdiscipline is in this area. Examples of
the disciplines involved include network-

ing, operating system, databases, artificial
intelligence, virtual reality, and signal pro-
cessing.3 An implication of this area’s inter-
disciplinary nature is the need for upgrad-
ing training of our students at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels. Stu-
dents need skills that extend beyond con-
structing complex programs to manipulate
virtual objects. They need the ability to
understand and model physical world
processes that they will have to measure
and with which they will have to cope.6
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ANALYSIS OF WIRELESS SENSOR
NETWORKS FOR HABITAT MONITORING
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Abstract We provide an in-depth study of applying wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to
real-world habitat monitoring. A set of system design requirements were devel-
oped that cover the hardware design of the nodes, the sensor network software,
protective enclosures, and system architecture to meet the requirements of biol-
ogists. In the summer of 2002, 43 nodes were deployed on a small island off
the coast of Maine streaming useful live data onto the web. Although scientists
anticipate some challenges arising in real-world deployments of WSNs, many
problems can only be discovered through experience. We present a set of ex-
periences from a four month long deployment on a remote island. We analyze
the environmental and node health data to evaluate system performance. The
close integration of WSNs with their environment provides environmental data
at densities previous impossible. We show that the sensor data is also useful for
predicting system operation and network failures. Based on over one million
data readings, we analyze the node and network design and develop network
reliability profiles and failure models.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Habitat Monitoring, Microclimate Monitoring, Net-
work Architecture, Long-Lived Systems
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1. Introduction
The emergence of wireless sensor networks has enabled new classes of ap-

plications that benefit a large number of fields. Wireless sensor networks have
been used for fine-grain distributed control [27], inventory and supply-chain
management [25], and environmental and habitat monitoring [22].

Habitat and environmental monitoring represent a class of sensor network
applications with enormous potential benefits for scientific communities. In-
strumenting the environment with numerous networked miniature sensors can
enable long-term data collection at scales and resolutions that are difficult, if
not impossible, to obtain otherwise. A sensor’s intimate connection with its
immediate physical environment allows each sensor to provide localized mea-
surements and detailed information that is hard to obtain through traditional
instrumentation. The integration of local processing and storage allows sensor
nodes to perform complex filtering and triggering functions, as well as to apply
application-specific or sensor-specific aggregation, filtering, and compression
algorithms. The ability to communicate not only allows sensor data and con-
trol information to be communicated across the network of nodes, but nodes to
cooperate in performing more complex tasks. Many sensor network services
are useful for habitat monitoring: localization [4], tracking [18, 20, 7], data
aggregation [21, 11, 19], and, of course, energy efficient multihop routing [17,
9, 32]. Ultimately the data collected needs to be meaningful to disciplinary
scientists, so sensor design [24] and in-the-field calibration systems are cru-
cial [5, 31]. Since such applications need to run unattended, diagnostic and
monitoring tools are essential [33].

In order to deploy dense wireless sensor networks capable of recording, stor-
ing, and transmitting microhabitat data, a complete system composed of com-
munication protocols, sampling mechanisms, and power management must be
developed. We let the application drive the system design agenda. Taking an
application-driven approach quickly separates actual problems from potential
ones, and relevant issues from irrelevant ones from a biological perspective.
The application-driven context helps to differentiate problems with simple,
concrete solutions from open research areas.

Our goal is to develop an effective sensor network architecture for the do-
main of monitoring applications, not just one particular instance. Collaboration
with scientists in other fields helps to define the broader application space, as
well as specific application requirements, allows field testing of experimental
systems, and offers objective evaluations of sensor network technologies. The
impact of sensor networks for habitat and environmental monitoring will be
measured by their ability to enable new applications and produce new results
otherwise too difficult to realize.
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Few studies have been done using wireless sensor networks in long-term
field applications. During the summer of 2002, we deployed an outdoor habitat
monitoring application that ran unattended for four months. Outdoor applica-
tions present an additional set of challenges not seen in indoor experiments.
While we made many simplifying assumptions and engineered out the need
for many complex services, we were able to collect a large set of environmen-
tal and node diagnostic data. Even though the collected data was not useful
for making scientific conclusions, the fidelity of the sensor data yields impor-
tant observations about sensor network behavior. The data analysis discussed
in this paper yields many insights applicable to most wireless sensor deploy-
ments. We utilize traditional quality of service metrics such as packet loss;
however, the sensor data combined with network metrics provide a deeper un-
derstanding of failure modes that exposed sensor nodes experience. We antici-
pate that with system evolution comes higher fidelity sensor readings that will
give researchers an even better better understanding of sensor network behav-
ior.

In the following sections, we explain the need for wireless sensor networks
for habitat monitoring in Section 1.2. The network architecture for data flow in
a habitat monitoring deployment is presented in Section 1.3. We describe the
WSN application in Section 1.4 and analyze the network behaviors deduced
from sensor data on a network and per-node level in Section 1.5. Section 1.6
contains related work and Section 1.7 concludes.

2. Habitat Monitoring
Many research groups have proposed using WSNs for habitat and micro-

climate monitoring. Although there are many interesting research problems
in sensor networks, computer scientists must work closely with biologists to
create a system that produces useful data while leveraging sensor network re-
search for robustness and predictable operation. In this section, we examine the
biological need for sensor networks and the requirements that sensor networks
must meet to collect useful data for life scientists.

2.1 The Case For Wireless Sensor Networks
Life scientists are increasingly concerned about the potential impacts of

direct human interaction in monitoring plants and animals in field studies.
Chronic human disturbance may distort results by changing the behavioral pat-
terns of the animal. In the worst case, anthropogenic disturbance can seriously
reduce, destroy, or stress a breeding species. While the effects of disturbances
are usually immediately noticed in animals, plant populations are sensitive to
trampling by even the most well-intended researchers.
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Disturbance effects are of particular concern in a small island situation
where it may be physically impossible for researchers to avoid impacting an
entire population. Islands often serve as refugia for species that cannot adapt
to the presence of terrestrial mammals. In Maine, biologists have shown that
even a 15 minute visit to a colony can result in up to 20% mortality among
eggs and chicks in a given breeding year [2]. If the disturbance is repeated, the
entire colony may abandon their breeding site. On Kent Island, Nova Scotia,
researchers found that the Leach’s Storm Petrel is likely to leave their nesting
burrows if disturbed during their first 2 weeks of incubation. Additionally, the
hatching success of petrel eggs was reduced by 56% due to investigator distur-
bance compared to a control group that was not disturbed for the duration of
their breeding cycle [3].

Sensor networks represent a significant advance over traditional invasive
methods of monitoring. Sensors can be deployed prior to the sensitive period
(e.g.,breeding season for animals, plant dormancy period, or when the ground
is frozen for botanical studies). Miniature sensors may be deployed on small
islets where it would be unsafe or unwise to repeatedly attempt field studies.

Deploying sensor networks is a substantially more economical method for
conducting long-term studies than traditional personnel-rich methods. It is
also more economical than installing many large data loggers. Currently, field
studies require substantial maintenance in terms of logistics and infrastructure.
Since sensors can be deployed and left, the logistics are reduced to initial place-
ment and occasional servicing. Sensor networks may greatly increase access to
a wider array of study sites that are often limited by concerns about disturbance
or lack easy access for researchers.

2.2 Great Duck Island
Great Duck Island (GDI), located at 44.09N,68.15W, is a 237 acre island

located 15 km south of Mount Desert Island, Maine. The Nature Conservancy,
the State of Maine, and the College of the Atlantic hold much of the island
in joint tenancy. Great Duck contains approximately 5000 pairs of Leach’s
Storm Petrels, nesting in discrete ”patches” within the three major habitat types
(spruce forest, meadow, and mixed forest edge) found on the island [1]. COA
has ongoing field research programs on several remote islands with well estab-
lished on-site infrastructure and logistical support. More information about the
biological need to monitor the Leach’s Storm Petrel can be found in [22, 26].
John Anderson, a professor at COA, studies the Leach’s Storm Petrel on GDI.
Professor Anderson and other seabird researchers are interested in four major
questions:
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1 What is the usage pattern of nesting burrows over the 24-72 hour cycle
when one or both members of a breeding pair may alternate incubation
duties with feeding at sea?

2 What environmental changes occur inside the burrow and on the surface
during the course of the seven month breeding season (April-October)?

3 What is the variation across petrel breeding sites? Which of these condi-
tions yield an optimal microclimate for breeding, incubation, and hatch-
ing?

4 What are the differences in the micro-environments between areas that
contain large numbers of nesting petrels and those areas that do not?

It is unlikely that any one parameter recorded by wireless sensors could
determine why petrels choose a specific nesting site, rather predictive models
may be developed by making multiple measurements of many variables or sen-
sors. These models can be used to correlate which conditions seabirds prefer.
Sensors include temperature, humidity, pressure, light levels, and occupancy
(by detecting infrared radiation from the animal).

In order to obtain this data, sensors must be deployed spatially and tempo-
rally on the scale of the organism. By increasing the size of the monitoring
area and the number of discrete sampling locations, we can obtain data at fi-
delities and densities not possible using traditional methods. Temporally, sen-
sors should collect data at a rate equal or greater to changing environmental
conditions that the organism experiences. Traditional data collection systems
calculate the average, minimum, and maximum over 24 hour periods as well
as time series data. Instead, data analysis must be able to identify not only
changes but also thedurationof events.

Overall, the petrel cycle lasts approximately 5 months [16]. It is important
that the nodes efficiently manage their power consumption through low duty
cycle operation to operate for an entire field season. All of the components
in the deployed system must operate in accordance with the power budget to
meet the required system lifetime.

Sensors must cover as many petrel burrows as possible. Burrows typically
occur in discrete “patches” geographically dispersed around the island. One
sensor node per burrow is sufficient for data sampling. Each patch may con-
tain over 50 burrows; a large number of these burrows should be populated
with sensors. Some should be left unpopulated to evaluate the disturbance
effects caused by wireless sensors. Sensor networks must be run alongside
traditional methods to validate and build confidence in the data. The sensors
should operate reliably and predictably, such that data is delivered with high
probability.
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3. Network Architecture
In order to deploy a network that satisfies the requirements of Section 1.2,

we developed a system architecture for habitat monitoring applications. Here,
we describe the architecture, the functionality of individual components, and
the interoperability between components.

The system architecture for habitat monitoring applications is a tiered ar-
chitecture. Samples originate at the lowest level that consists ofsensor nodes.
These nodes perform general purpose computing and networking in addition to
application-specific sensing. Sensor nodes will typically be deployed in dense
sensor patchesthat are widely separated. Each patch encompasses a particular
geographic region of interest. The sensor nodes transmit their data through the
sensor patch to the sensor networkgateway. The gateway is responsible for
transmitting sensor data from thesensor patchthrough a local transit network
to the remotebase stationthat provides WAN connectivity and data logging.
The base station connects to database replicas across the Internet. Finally, the
data is displayed to scientists through any number of user interface. Mobile
devices may interact with any of the networks–whether it is used in the field
or across the world connected to a database replica. The full architecture is
depicted in Figure 1.1.

The lowest level of the sensing application is provided by autonomoussen-
sor nodes. These small, battery-powered devices are placed in areas of interest.
Each sensor node collects environmental data primarily about its immediate
surroundings. Because it is placed close to the phenomenon of interest, the
sensors nodes may be built using small and inexpensive individual sensors.
High spatial resolution can be achieved through dense deployment of sensor
nodes. Compared with traditional approaches, which use a few high quality
sensors with sophisticated signal processing, this architecture provides higher
robustness against occlusions and component failures.

The sensor node computational module is a programmable unit that provides
computation, storage, and bidirectional communication with other nodes in the
system. It interfaces with analog and digital sensors on the sensor module,
performs basic signal processing (e.g.,simple translations based on calibration
data or threshold filters), and dispatches the data according to the application’s
needs. Compared with traditional data logging systems, it offers two major
advantages: it can easily communicate with the rest of the system and it can be
retaskedin the field.

Individual sensor nodes communicate and coordinate with one another in
the same geographic region. This coordination makes up thesensor patch.
The sensor patches are typically small in size (tens of meters in diameter); in
our application they correspond to petrel nesting patches.
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Figure 1.1. System architecture for habitat monitoring

Using a multi-tiered network is particularly advantageous since each habi-
tat involves monitoring several particularly interesting areas, each with its own
dedicated sensor patch. Each sensor patch is equipped with agatewaywhich
can communicate with the sensor network. The gateway provides a bridge
to the commercial wireless local area network (WLAN) for the sensor patch
by connecting to the base station through the transit network. The gateway
and transit network make it possible to deploy extremely small devices with
miniscule batteries. By relying on the gateway, sensor nodes may extend their
lifetime through extremely low duty cycles. In addition to providing connec-
tivity to the base station, the gateway coordinates the activity within the sensor
patch, and provides additional computation and storage. The extra resources at
the gateway come at a cost—providing enough energy to sustain the gateway
unit requires photovoltaic cells roughly the size of a car battery. A single re-
peater node served as the transit network gateway. It retransmitted messages to
the base station using a high gain Yagi antenna. The relay node ran at a 100%
duty cycle powered by a solar cell and rechargeable battery.

Ultimately, data from each sensor needs to be propagated to the Internet.
The propagated data may be raw, filtered, or processed. Bringing direct wide
area connectivity to each sensor patch is not feasible–the equipment is too
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costly, it requires too much power and the installation of all required equipment
is quite intrusive to the habitat. Instead, the wide area connectivity is brought
to abase station, where adequate power and housing for the equipment is pro-
vided. The base station communicates with the sensor patch using a WLAN.
The WLAN access point to communicate with gateways is co-located with the
base station. To provide data to remote end-users, thebase stationincludes
wide area network (WAN) connectivity and persistent data storage for the col-
lection of sensor patches. Since many habitats of interest are quite remote, we
chose to use a two-way satellite connection to connect to the Internet.

Data reporting in our architecture may occur both spatially and temporally.
In order to meet the network lifetime requirements, nodes may operate in a
phased manner. Nodes primarily sleep, periodically sample, perform necessary
calculations, and then send or relay readings through the network at intervals.
Data may travel spatially through various routes in the sensor patch, transit
network, or wide area network; it is then routed over long distances to the
wide area infrastructure.

Users interact with the sensor network data in two ways. Remote users ac-
cess the replica of the base station database (in the degenerate case they interact
with the database directly). This approach allows for easy integration with data
analysis and mining tools, while masking the potential wide area disconnec-
tions with the base stations. Remote control of the network is also provided
through the database interface. Although this control interface is is sufficient
for remote users, on-site users may often require a more direct interaction with
the network. Small, PDA-sized devices enables such interaction. The data
store replicates content across the WAN and its efficiency is integral to live
data streams and large analyses.

4. Application Implementation
In the summer of 2002, we deployed a 43 node sensor network for habi-

tat monitoring on Great Duck Island. Implementation and deployment of an
experimental wireless sensor network platform requires engineering the ap-
plication software, hardware, and electromechanical design. We anticipated
contingencies and feasible remedies for both electromechanical, system, and
networking issues in the design of the application that are discussed in this
section.

4.1 Application Software
Our approach was to simplify the problem wherever possible, to minimize

engineering and development efforts, to leverage existing sensor network plat-
forms and components, and to use off-the-shelf products where appropriate to
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Figure 1.2 Mica mote (left)
with Mica Weather Board sen-
sor board for habitat monitor-
ing

focus attention upon the sensor network itself. We chose to use the Mica mote
developed by UC Berkeley [14] running the TinyOS operating system [15].

In order to evaluate a long term deployment of a wireless sensor network, we
installed each node with a simple periodic application that meets the biologists
requirements defined in Section 1.2 Every 70 seconds, each node sampled each
of its sensors and transmitted the data in a single 36 byte data packet. Packets
were timestamped with 32-bit sequence numbers kept in flash memory. All
motes with sensor boards were transmit-only devices that periodically sampled
their sensors, transmitted their readings, and entered their lowest-power state
for 70 seconds. We relied on the underlying carrier sense MAC layer protocol
in TinyOS to prevent against packet collisions.

4.2 Sensor board design
Although a variety of surface mount and probe-based sensors were avail-

able, we decided to use surface mount components because they were both
smaller, and operated at lower voltages. Although a probe-based approach has
the potential to allow precise co-location of a sensor with its phenomenon, the
probes typically operated at higher voltages than 3V and higher currents than
equivalent surface mount parts. Probes are more invasive since they puncture
the walls of a burrow. We designed and deployed a sensor board with all of the
sensors integrated into a single package.

Even if this initial generation of devices were larger than a highly engi-
neered, application-specific platform would be, we wanted to push in the di-
rection of miniaturized wireless sensors. All sensors resided on one sensor
board, one per mote. This preserved the form factor of the underlying mote
platform and limited the circuit board design and manufacturing to a single
sensor board. One consequence of this is the amount of shared fate between
sensors; a failure of one sensor is likely affects all other sensors. The design
did not consider fault isolation among independent sensors or controlling the
effects of malfunctioning sensors on shared hardware resources.
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Figure 1.3. Acrylic enclosures used at different outdoor applications.

4.3 Packaging strategy
The environmental conditions on offshore islands are diverse. In-situ instru-

mentation experiences dense fog, often with pH readings of less than 3, dew,
rain, and flooding. They could experience direct sunlight, extremes of warm
and cold temperatures. Waterproofing became the primary packaging concern.

Sealing electronics from the environment could be done with conformal
coating, packaging, or combinations of the two. Since our sensors were sur-
face mounted and needed to be exposed to the environment, we sealed the
entire mote with a parylene sealant. We tested the sealant with a coated mote
that ran submerged in a coffee cup of water for days.

From this experience, the conclusion was that a mote could be protected
from its wet environment with sealant. A case would provide mechanical pro-
tection from being dropped, or from being pecked at, but would not be required
for waterproofing.

Burrow tunnels are small, about the size of a fist. A mote was required to
fit into the tunnel and not obstruct the passage. Above ground, size constraints
were relaxed. The mote with sensor board was large relative to the tunnel di-
mensions. Our survey of off-the-shelf enclosures found many that were slightly
too small for the mote or too large for tunnels. Custom enclosures were too
costly. Above ground motes were placed in ventilated acrylic enclosures. In
burrows, motes were deployed without enclosures. We thought it was unlikely
that motes would experience any precipitation in burrows, because biologists

Of primary concern for the packaging was the effect it has on RF propaga-
tion. We decided to use board-mounted miniature whip antennas. There were
significant questions about RF propagation from motes inside burrows, above
ground on the surface, within inches of granite rocks, tree roots and low, dense
vegetation. When we deployed the motes we noted the ground substrate, dis-
tance into the burrow, and geographic location of each mote to assist in the
analysis of the RF propagation for each mote.
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4.4 Experiment expectations
Since our deployment was the first long term use of the mote platform, we

were interested in how the system would perform. Specifically, this deploy-
ment served to prove the feasibility of using miniature low-power wireless
sensor network for long term deployments were robustness and predictable
operation were essential. We set out to evaluation the efficacy of the sealant,
the radio performance in and out of burrows, the usefulness of the data for biol-
ogists including the occupancy detector, and the system and network longevity.
Since each hardware and software component was relatively simple, we hoped
that we could draw significant conclusions about the behavior of wireless sen-
sor networks from the resulting data.

At the start of this experiment, we conservatively estimated that the power
supply on the nodes would last for over 6 months. We started with a population
of 43 nodes; given that each node would produce a set of readings every 70
seconds, after 123 days of the experiment we would have expected to produce
151 thousand readings per node, or over 4.8 million readings. Our database
shows a mere 1.1 million readings. The rest of this paper is devoted to the
analysis of our deployment.

5. System Analysis
Before the disciplinary scientists perform the analysis of the sensor data, we

need convincing evidence that the sensor network is functioning correctly. We
look at the performance of the network as a whole in Section 1.5.1 as well as
the failures experienced by individual nodes in Section 1.5.2.

5.1 Network Analysis
We begin by examining WSN performance. We evaluate the operation of

the entire network and its performance over time.

5.1.1 Packet loss. A primary metric of network performance
is packet loss in the network over time. Packet loss is a quality-of-service
metric that indicates the effective end-to-end application throughput [8]. The
average daily packet loss is shown in Figure 1.5. Two features of the packet
loss plot demand explanation: (1) why was the initial loss rate high and (2)
why does the network improve with time? Note that the size of the sensor
network is declining over time due to node failures. Either motes with poor
packet reception die quicker or the radio channel experiences less contention
and packet collisions as the number of nodes decreases To identify the cause,
we examine whether a packet loss at a particular node is dependent on losses
from other nodes.
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Figure 1.4. Packet loss patterns within the deployed network during the first two weeks. Y-
axis represents time, divided into virtual packet slots; a black line in the slot indicates that a
packet expected to arrive in this time slot was missed, a white line means that a packet was
successfully received.

The periodic nature of the application allows us to assign virtual time slots to
each data packet corresponding with a particular sequence number from each
node. After splitting the data into time slices, we can analyze patterns of loss
within each time slot. Figure 1.4 shows packet loss patterns within the network
during the first two weeks of the deployment. If all packet loss was distributed
independently, the graph would contain a random placement of black and white
bars appearing as a gray square. Visual inspection reveals patterns of loss:
several black horizontal lines emerge, spanning almost all nodes,e.g.,midway
through day 7 and 8, or at the end of day 14. Looking closer at the packet loss
on day 7, it is the only time in the sample window when mote 58 transmits
packets successfully; however, heavy packet loss occurs at most other nodes.
Sequence numbers received from mote 58 reveals it transmitted data during
every sample period since it was deployed even though those packets were not
received.

More systematically, we examine the empirical distribution of packet loss
in a slot to an independently distributed packet loss model. A plot of the ex-
pected to actual packet loss is shown in Figure 1.6. The hypothesis that the
two distributions are the same is rejected by both parametric (χ2 test yields
108) and non-parametric techniques (rank test rejects it with 99% confidence).
Since all packets travel the same route from the sensor node to the base station,
at any point packets may be lost because of the environmental conditions, low
battery levels, or packet collisions. In the degenerate case, the packet may have
successfully traversed the path to the base station only to find that the laptop
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Figure 1.5. Average daily losses in the
network throughout the deployment. The
gap in the second part of August corre-
sponds to a database crash.
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Figure 1.7 Packet phase as
a function of time. A node
that occupies the same period
should have a horizontal line.
Nodes with a slope experi-
ence clock drift due to CSMA
backoff.

failed. We first examine the hypothesis of packet collisions and then turn to
environmental causes in Section 1.5.2.

5.1.2 Network dynamics. Given that the expected network uti-
lization is very low (less than 5%) we would not expect collisions to play a
significant role. Conversely, the behavior of mote 58 implies otherwise. The
application we developed was periodic; if two packets collided once they might
collide again. The motes used a CSMA MAC layer, sampled, and slept for a
fixed time. Given the application periodicity, the CSMA backoff should effec-
tively allocate time slots for nodes. Once a node settles into an uncontended
time slot it would remain there, within the limits dictated by clock skew, as-
suming there are enough slots for all nodes. To examine time slot allocation,
we look at the potential for collisions.

Figure 1.7 plots the packet phase of several nodes, relative to the 70 second
sampling period. The slope of the phase corresponds to a drift as a percent-
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age of the 70-second cycle. In the absence of clock drift and MAC delays,
each mote would always occupy the same time slot in the 70 second period
represented as a horizontal line in the graph. Assuming the oscillator drifts at
5 ppm, we expect that the graph would, in the worst case, consist of a number
of gently sloping lines. Potential for collisions exists only at the intersection
of these lines. This behavior is shown by a couple of nodes (29, and at vari-
ous points of time 41, 55, and 30). We observe nodes that are drifting much
more rapidly, at the rate of about 28 msec per activity period. A phase drift of
this magnitude can only be explained through a delay within the radio stack;
specifically the CSMA backoff. The drift rate seems consistent across nodes
though it may be a mere artifact of the graphing method, which may display
only an average MAC delay at the plotted time scale. This is clearly a peculiar
behavior: certain nodes are stuck in the delay mode,e.g.,node 15 and node
35 keep shifting phase without apparent contention. We hypothesize that this
behavior arises due to RF silence of the island. As a result of automatic gain
control on the radio, the node may adjust the gain such that it detects radio
noise and interprets it as a packet. Correcting this problem may be done by
incorporating a signal strength meter into the MAC that uses a combination of
digital radio output and analog signal strength.

Figure 1.7 also displays a capturing effect: a skewed node induces drift
in nodes that immediately follow it. In principle, the skew is a minor prob-
lem. It adds about 28 msec to each active period, a miniscule fraction. On the
other hand, the capturing effect dramatically increases the potential for col-
lisions since the captured nodes consistently attempt a transmission during a
contended time period.

To examine the impact of the capture effect on potential collisions, we exam-
ine packet losses from the same set of nodes during two time periods: Septem-
ber 18, with minimal capturing behavior, and September 20 with heavy cap-
turing. The packet losses are summarized in Figure 1.1. The capturing effect
slightly improves the reliability of these nodes. With many faulty nodes in the
dataset, we observe that other failures impact the reliability to a much greater
extent than the capturing effect.

5.2 Node Analysis
Nodes in outdoor WSNs are exposed to the environment in order to closely

monitor and sense that environment. The performance and reliability of a node
depends on a number of environmental factors. Nodes directly monitor the en-
vironment and exploit that knowledge to adjust its operation. Appropriate noti-
fications from the system would allow the end user to pro-actively fix the WSN.
Ideally, the network could request proactive maintenance, or self-heal. We ex-
amine the link between sensor and node performance. Researchers identified
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Sept. 18- No Capturing Sept. 20- Capturing
Mote Received Expected % Received Expected % Difference

24 1219 1232 98.9 1225 1233 99.4 0.5%
29 1214 1232 98.5 1196 1232 97.1 -1.4%
30 1029 1230 83.7 1116 1232 90.6 6.9%
35 1214 1232 98.5 1223 1232 99.3 0.8%
41 1226 1232 99.5 1218 1232 98.9 -0.6%
55 1227 1232 99.6 1228 1233 99.6 0.0%
57 1232 1232 100.0 1223 1232 99.3 -0.7%

Total 8361 8622 96.9 8429 8625 97.7 0.8%

Table 1.1. Packet loss distribution from periods without (Sept. 18) and with (Sept. 20) the
capturing effect.

battery state as an important part of a node’s self-monitoring capability [33],
therefore we examine battery voltage readings to analyze the performance of
our power management implementation.

5.2.1 Sensor analysis. The suite of sensors on each node pro-
vided analog light, humidity, digital temperature, pressure, and passive infrared
readings. The sensor board used a separate 12-bit ADC to maximize the reso-
lution and minimize analog noise. We examine the readings from each sensor.

Light readings The light sensor used for this application was a photore-
sistor that we had significant experience with in the past. It served as a con-
fidence building tool and ADC test. In an outdoor setting during the day, the
light value saturated at the maximum ADC value, and at night the values were
0. Knowing the saturation characteristics, not much work was invested in ei-
ther characterizing its response to known intensities of light The simplicity of
this sensor combined with ana priori knowledge of the expected response pro-
vided a valuable baseline for establishing the proper functioning of the sensor
board. As expected, the sensors deployed above ground showed periodic pat-
terns of day and night and burrows showed near to total darkness. Figure 1.8
shows light and temperature readings and average light and temperature read-
ings during the experiment.

The light sensor operated most reliably of the sensors. The only behavior
identifiable as failure was disappearance of periodic patterns, accompanied by
high value readings. Such behavior is observed in 7 nodes out of 43, and is
often accompanied by anomalous readings from other sensors.
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Figure 1.8. Light and temperature time series from the network. From left: outside, inside,
and daily average outside burrows.

Temperature readings Temperature measurements were provided by a
Maxim 6633 digital sensor. While the sensor’s resolution is 0.0625oC, in our
deployment it only provided a 2oC resolution due to hardware and/or soft-
ware interactions that equaled zero for low-order bits The enclosure was IR
transparent to assist the thermopile sensor; consequently, enclosures in direct
sunlight heated up dramatically. Temperatures measured inside the enclosures
were significantly higher than the ambient temperatures measured by tradi-
tional weather stations. On cloudy days the temperature readings corresponded
closely with the data from nearby weather buoys operated by NOAA.

Even though motes were coated with parylene, sensor elements were left
exposed to the environment to preserve their sensing ability. In the case of
the temperature sensor, a layer of parylene was permissible. Nevertheless the
sensor failed when it came in direct contact with water. The failure manifested
itself in a persistent reading of 0oC. Of the 43 nodes operating during July and
August, 22 recorded a faulty temperature reading and 14 of those recorded their
first 0 reading during storms on August 6. The failure of temperature sensor is
highly correlated with the failure of the humidity sensor: of 22 failure events,
in 2 cases the humidity sensor failed first and in 2 cases the temperature sensor
failed first. In remaining 18 cases the two sensors failed simultaneously. In all
but two cases, the sensor did not recover.

Humidity readings The relative humidity sensor was a capacitive sensor
proportional to the change in humidity. In the packaging process, the sensor
needed to be exposed; it was masked out during the parylene sealing process,
and we relied on the enclosure to provide adequate air circulation while keep-
ing the sensor dry. Our measurements have shown up to 15% error in the
interchangeability of this sensor across sensor boards. Tests in a controlled en-
vironment have shown the sensor produces readings with 5% variation due to
analog noise. Prior to deployment, we did not perform individual calibration;
instead we applied the reference conversion function to convert the readings
into SI units.
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Figure 1.9. Sensor behavior during the rain. Nodes 17 and 29 experience substantial drop in
voltage, while node 55 crashes. When the humidity sensor recovers, the nodes recover.

In the field, the protection afforded by our enclosure proved to be inade-
quate. When wet, the sensor would create a low-resistance path between the
power supply terminals. Such behavior would manifest itself in either abnor-
mally large (more than 150%) or very small humidity readings. The sensor
would either drain the battery (in our dataset we infer this indirectly, from a
dramatic drop in supply voltage, an occurrence common in alkaline batteries),
or crash the node. An illustration of this behavior is shown in Figure 1.9.

Thermopile readings The data from the thermopile sensor proved diffi-
cult to analyze. The sensor measures two quantities: the ambient temperature
and the infrared radiation incident on the element. The sum of thermopile
and thermistor readings yields the object surface temperature,e.g.,a bird. We
would expect that the temperature readings from the thermistor and from the
infrared temperature sensor would closely track each other most of the time.
By analyzing spikes in the IR readings, we should be able to deduce the bird
activity.

The readings from the thermistor do, in fact, track closely with the temper-
ature readings. Figure 1.10 compares the analog thermistor with the digital
maxim temperature sensor. The readings are closely correlated although dif-
ferent on an absolute scale. A best linear fit of the temperature data to the
thermistor readings on a per sensor per day basis yields a mean error of less
than 0.9oC, within the half step resolution of the digital sensor. The best fit
coefficient varies substantially across the nodes.
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Figure 1.10. The temperature sensor
and thermistor are very different on the ab-
solute scale. A linear best fit yield a mean
absolute error of 0.75oC.
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Figure 1.11. Voltage readings from node
57. Node 57 lasts until the voltage falls be-
low 2.3V; the alkaline cells can not supply
enough current to the boost converter.

Assigning biological significance to the infrared data is a difficult task. The
absolute readings often do not fall in the expected range. The data exhibits
a lack of any periodic daily patterns (assuming that burrow occupancy would
exhibit them), and the sensor output appears to settle quickly in one of the
two extreme readings. In the absence of any ground truth information,e.g.,
infrared camera images corresponding to the changes in the IR reading, the
data is inconclusive.

5.2.2 Power Management. As mentioned in Section 1.4, one
of the main challenges was sensor node power management. We evaluate the
power management in the context of the few nodes that did not exhibit other
failures. Motes do not have a direct way of measuring the energy they con-
sumed, instead we use an indirect measure of a battery voltage. The analysis
of the aggregate population is somewhat complicated by in-the-field battery re-
placements, failed voltage indicators, failed sensors and gaps in the data caused
by the database crashes. In fact only 5 nodes out of 43 have clearly exhausted
their original battery supply deployed in July. This limited sample makes it
difficult to perform a thorough statistical analysis. Instead we examine the
battery voltage of a single node without other failures. Figure 1.11 shows the
battery voltage of a node as a function of time. The battery is unable to sup-
ply enough current to power the node once the voltage of the cell drops below
1.15 V; according to battery voltage charts from Energizer [10]. The periodic
load presented to the batteries is ill-suited to extract maximum capacity. The
boost converter on the Mica mote is able to extract only 15% more of energy
from the battery once the voltage drops below 2.5V. During this time, the mote
consumes significantly more energy. For this class of devices, a better solu-
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Figure 1.12. Cumulative probability of node failure in the presence of clock skew and anoma-
lous humidity readings.

tion would use batteries with stable voltage,e.g.,some of the lithium-based
chemistries, without a boost converter.

5.2.3 Node failure indicators. In the course of data analysis
we have identified 2 anomalous behaviors that lead to a node failure: abnormal
humidity readings and clock skew. In all motes, the unusually high spike in the
humidity measurement (e.g.,above 150%) correlated with a significant drop
in battery voltage did not correlate with a node failure, merely with excessive
battery drain and a temporary drop in packet delivery rates. 55% of the nodes
with excessively low humidity readings failed within 2 days. Clock skew was
a feature we noticed in the packet phase graphs: certain nodes deliver packets
either slower than usual, with a period of about 71 seconds, or very erratically.
52% of nodes with this behavior died within 2 days. These behaviors have a
very low false positive detection rate: only a single node exhibiting the low hu-
midity and 2 nodes exhibiting clock skew (out of population of 43) exhausted
their battery supply instead of failing. The survival curves for each of these
behaviors are shown in Figure 1.12. Within the node population, 5 nodes have
clearly exhausted their batteries, and 3 nodes have failed for other causes, most
likely due to exposure to wildlife.

6. Related Work
Traditional data loggers for habitat monitoring are typically large in size and

expensive. They require that intrusive probes be placed in the area of interest
and the corresponding equipment immediately adjacent. Life scientists typi-
cally use these data loggers since they are commercially available, supported,
and provide a variety of sensors. Probes included with data loggers may create
a “shadow effect”–a situation that occurs when an organism alters its behav-
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ioral patterns due to an interference in their space or lifestyle [23]. Instead,
biologists argue for the miniaturization of devices that may be deployed on
the surface, in burrows, or in trees. Since interference is such a large concern,
the sensors must be inconspicuous. They should not disrupt the natural pro-
cesses or behaviors under study [6]. One such data logger is the Hobo Data
Logger [24] from Onset Corporation. Due to size, price, and organism distur-
bance, using these systems for fine-grained habitat monitoring is inappropriate.

Other habitat monitoring studies install one or a few sophisticated weather
stations an “insignificant distance” (as much as tens of meters) from the area
of interest. A major concern with this method is that biologists cannot gauge
whether the weather station actually monitors a different microclimate due to
its distance from the organism being studied [13]. Using the readings from the
weather station, biologists make generalizations through coarse measurements
and sparsely deployed weather stations. A revolution for biologists would be
the ability to monitor the environment on the scale of the organism, not on the
scale of the biologist [28].

Habitat monitoring for WSNs has been studied by a variety of other re-
search groups. Cerpa et. al. [7] propose a multi-tiered architecture for habitat
monitoring. The architecture focuses primarily on wildlife tracking instead of
habitat monitoring. A PC104 hardware platform was used for the implementa-
tion with future work involving porting the software to motes. Experimentation
using a hybrid PC104 and mote network has been done to analyze acoustic sig-
nals [30], but no long term results or reliability data has been published. Wang
et. al. [29] implement a method to acoustically identify animals using a hybrid
iPaq and mote network.

ZebraNet [18] is a wireless sensor network design for monitoring and track-
ing wildlife. ZebraNet uses nodes significantly larger and heavier than motes.
The architecture is designed for an always mobile, multi-hop wireless network.
In many respects, this design does not fit with monitoring the Leach’s Storm
Petrel at static positions (burrows). ZebraNet, at the time of this writing, has
not yet had a full long-term deployment so there is currently no thorough anal-
ysis of the reliability of their sensor network algorithms and design.

The number of deployed wireless sensor network systems is extremely low.
There is very little data about long term behavior of sensor networks, let alone
wireless networks used for habitat monitoring. The Center for Embedded Net-
work Sensing (CENS) has deployed their Extensible Sensing System [12] at
the James Mountain Reserve in California. Their architecture is similar to ours
with a variety of sensor patches connected via a transit network that is tiered.
Intel Research has recently deployed a network to monitor Redwood canopies
in Northern California and a second network to monitor vineyards in Oregon.
Additionally, we have deployed a second generation multihop habitat monitor-
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ing network on Great Duck Island, ME. As of this writing, these systems are
still in their infancy and data is not yet available for analysis.

7. Conclusion
We have presented the need for wireless sensor networks for habitat mon-

itoring, the network architecture for realizing the application, and the sensor
network application implementation. We have shown that much care must be
taken when deploying a wireless sensor network for prolonged outdoor oper-
ation keeping in mind the sensors, packaging, network infrastructure, appli-
cation software. We have analyzed environmental data from one of the first
outdoor deployments of WSNs. While the deployment exhibited very high
node failure rates and failed to produce meaningful data for the disciplinary
sciences, it yielded valuable insight into WSN operation that could not have
been obtained in simulation or in an indoor deployment. We have identified
sensor features that predict a 50% node failure within 4 days. We analyzed the
application-level data to show complex behaviors in low levels of the system,
such as MAC-layer synchronization of nodes.

Sensor networks do not exist in isolation from their environment; they are
embedded within it and greatly affected by it. This work shows that the anoma-
lies in sensor readings can be used to predict node failures with high confi-
dence. Prediction enables pro-active maintenance and node self-maintenance.
This insight will be very important in the development of self-organizing and
self-healing WSNs.

Notes
Data from the wireless sensor network deployment on Great Duck Island

can be view graphically athttp://www.greatduckisland.net . Our
website also includes the raw data for researchers in both computer science
and the biological sciences to download and analyze.

This work was supported by the Intel Research Laboratory at Berkeley,
DARPA grant F33615-01-C1895 (Network Embedded Systems Technology
“NEST”), the National Science Foundation, and the Center for Information
Technology Research in the Interest of Society (CITRIS).
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ABSTRACT
As new fabrication and integration technologies reduce the cost
and size of micro-sensors and wireless interfaces, it becomes
feasible to deploy densely distributed wireless networks of sen-
sors and actuators. These systems promise to revolutionize bio-
logical, earth, and environmental monitoring applications, pro-
viding data at granularities unrealizable by other means. In
addition to the challenges of miniaturization, new system ar-
chitectures and new network algorithms must be developed to
transform the vast quantity of raw sensor data into a manage-
able stream of high-level data. To address this, we propose a
tiered system architecture in which data collected at numerous,
inexpensive sensor nodes is filtered by local processing on its
way through to larger, more capable and more expensive nodes.

We briefly describe Habitat monitoring as our motivating appli-
cation and introduce initial system building blocks designed to
support this application. The remainder of the paper presents
details of our experimental platform.

Keywords: low-power wireless, sensor networks, testbeds, ap-
plications

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, networking technologies have revolu-
tionized the ways individuals and organizations exchange infor-
mation and coordinate their activities. In this decade we will
witness another revolution; this time one that involves obser-
vation and control of the physical world. The availability of

∗To appear in the Proceedings of the First ACM SIGCOMM
Workshop on Data Communications in Latin America and the
Caribbean, 3-5 April, 2001, San Jose, Costa Rica. Also pub-
lished as UCLA Computer Science Technical Report 200023,
December 2000.†Correspondence author.

micro-sensors and low-power wireless communications will en-
able the deployment of densely distributed sensor/actuator net-
works for a wide range of biological, earth and environmental
monitoring applications in marine, soil, and atmospheric con-
texts. This technology has particular relevance in many Latin
American countries because of its applicability to environmental
monitoring of the diverse and unique ecosystems.

To achieve scalability, robustness, and long-lived operation, sen-
sor nodes themselves will execute significant signal processing,
correlation, and network self-configuration inside the network.
In this way these systems will emerge as the largest distributed
systems ever deployed. These requirements raise fascinating
challenges for Information Technology and communication re-
search, as well as for their application domains. One of the novel
issues for network design is the shift from manipulation and
presentation of symbolic and numeric data to the interaction
with the dynamic physical world through sensors and actuators.
This raises the need for good physical models, which requires
extensive data analysis of monitored data. A second challenge
arises from the greatly increased level of environmental dynam-
ics. While all good distributed systems are designed with re-
liability in mind, these new target applications present a level
of ongoing dynamics that far exceeds the norm. Perhaps the
most pervasive technical challenge arises from the energy con-
straints imposed by unattended systems. These systems must
be long-lived and vigilant and operate unattended. Unlike tra-
ditional Internet systems the energy constraints on un-tethered
nodes present enormous design challenges. Finally, as with the
Internet, there are scaling challenges. However, given the other
characteristics of the problem space, the traditional techniques
are not directly applicable, and alternative techniques must be
developed.

This paper focuses on a particular application of embedded
wireless sensing technology. The habitat sensing array for bio-
complexity mapping emphasizes the need for continual auto-
matic self-configuration of the network to adapt to environmen-
tal dynamics, and the use of coordinated actuation in the form
of programmed triggering of sensing and actuation to enable
identification, recording and analysis of interesting events.

We introduce the key architectural principle for constructing
long-lived wireless sensor networks, adaptive self-configuration,
and then describe its applicability to Habitat monitoring. In



the subsequent section we describe our tiered architecture, time
synchronization techniques, and experimental platform devel-
oped to support this and other applications.

2. ADAPTIVE SELF-CONFIGURING
SYSTEMS

The sheer number of distributed elements in these systems pre-
cludes dependence on manual configuration. Furthermore, the
environmental dynamics to which these elements must adapt
prevents design-time pre-configuration of these systems. Thus,
realistic deployments of these unattended networks must self-
reconfigure in response to node failure or incremental addition of
nodes, and must adapt to changing environmental conditions. If
we are to exploit the power of densely distributed sensing, these
techniques for adaptation and self-configuration must scale to
the anticipated sizes of these deployments. In recent years,
some work has begun to allow networks of wireless nodes to dis-
cover their neighbors, acquire synchronism, and form efficient
routes [Pottie-Kaiser00]. However, this nascent research has
not yet addressed many fundamental issues in adaptively self-
configuring the more complex sensing and actuation systems
described here, particularly those arising from deploying embed-
ded systems in real-world, environmentally-challenging contexts
[Estrin-et.al.99]

Driven by our experimental domains, we are using this experi-
mental platform to develop techniques for self-configuration:

• Integrated techniques for self-assembly and self-healing in
these deeply distributed systems. These methods should
enable self-configuration—both at the lower-level commu-
nication layers in addition to higher levels such as dis-
tributed name spaces.

• Simple localized algorithms that effect coordinated data
collection and processing to achieve measurement aggrega-
tion or higher-level alert generation [Abelson99]. Prelimi-
nary research indicates that a particular paradigm for net-
work organization, directed diffusion [Intanago-et.al.00],
can efficiently achieve such coordination and resource allo-
cation needs, but considerable experimentation and mod-
eling work is still required.

• Protocol and system level techniques that enable energy-
efficiency beyond what is feasible with low-power compo-
nent design alone. Such techniques, designed for robust
operation, can achieve system longevity without sacrific-
ing vigilance.

• Techniques for time synchronization and localization in
support of coordinated monitoring. At the target node
scales, relying on global positioning systems alone may
not be appropriate.

• In some contexts the ability of the node to move itself (or
selected appendages), or to otherwise influence its loca-
tion will be critical. Distributed robotics [Mataric95] in
a constrained context will greatly extend the capabilities
of these systems. Benefits of including self-mobilizing ele-
ments [Sukhatme99] are: self-configuring systems to adapt
to realities of an inaccessible terrain, developing a robotic
ecology for delivering energy sources to other system ele-
ments, and obtaining coverage of a larger area.

3. HABITAT SENSING ARRAY FOR
BIOCOMPLEXITY MAPPING

The challenge of understanding biocomplexity in the environ-
ment requires sophisticated and creative approaches that inte-
grate information across temporal and spatial scales, consider
multiple levels of organization and cross-conceptual boundaries
[Walker-Steffen97, Gell-Mann95]. Long-term data-collection for
systematic and ecological field studies and continuous environ-
mental monitoring are the domain of Biological Field Stations,
and offer opportunities to establish cross-cutting and integrated
investigations that facilitate studies of biocomplexity [Michener-
et.al.98, Lohr-et.al.95]. Over the past two decades we have seen
extraordinary developments in the field of remote sensing and
automated data collection, resulting in dramatic increases in
spatial, spectral and temporal resolution at a geometrically de-
clining cost per unit area [Colwell98]. Multi-purpose data anal-
ysis and visualization software provides tools to study large and
complex data sets. The Internet facilitates global data access,
distributed data processing, collaborative studies, virtual prox-
imity and tele-robotic operation.

Remote sensing from satellite and airborne sensors has proved
to be a tremendous tool for studying “large” biodiversity (e.g.
spatial complexity of dominant plant species). While many sci-
entists and land managers attempt to study biodiversity using
top down remote sensing tools, the fact is that the vast ma-
jority of the biodiversity, and resulting biocomplexity, within
an ecosystem exists at very small scales, and is not readily ob-
servable with even the best airborne and satellite based sensors
[Keitt-Milne97]. To get down to where the complexity is, so to
speak, sensing and monitoring needs to become ground based
[Hamilton92, Hamilton00]. Breakthroughs in VLSI digital sig-
nal processing, miniature sensors, low-power micro-controllers
and wireless digital networks will make possible the develop-
ment of cheap and nearly ubiquitous ground-based monitoring
systems for outdoor field. Fresh opportunities afforded by these
technologies allow us to rethink how Biological Field Stations
can participate in the global effort to answer the big questions
posed by biocomplexity.

Observation techniques involving cameras and microphones are
in increasingly widespread use, however they involve small num-
bers of devices and require continuous human observation, greatly
constraining their capabilities in natural environments. Unat-
tended, heterogeneous sensors/actuators will enable a vast range
of new habitat studies via continuous monitoring techniques.
The data from such a network will need to be filtered and par-
tially analyzed within the network e.g. seismic sensors could
trigger data-intensive assets such as cameras. The proposed
technology offers the chance for programmed observation, trig-
gered response with specified patterns, and automatically recorded
and reported responses. Such capabilities require the devel-
opment of robust, adaptive techniques for coordinating across
distributed and heterogeneous sensor/actuator nodes, many of
which may be wireless and energy-limited.

Fundamental technological advances are needed to enable adap-
tive, programmable multi-modal networks to identify indicators
of interest and use those to trigger analysis, correlation, and
recording of events. Moreover, current techniques will not scale
to very large numbers of wireless nodes and do not make ef-
fective use of multiple sensor modalities. To realize this goal
we are developing and planning to deploy unique and innova-



tive capabilities at the James Reserve in Southern California.
Three, multi-node monitoring grids (25-100 nodes per grid) will
be implemented for fixed view multimedia and environmental
sensor data loggers (using wireless technologies and solar power,
and ultimately capable of limited mobility, unique observation
scales, proximity detection, and environmental ruggedness). We
will develop and implement coordinated actuation to support
experiments such as triggered emission and recording of acous-
tic signals from target species. Multiple perspective monitoring
will be integrated through the addition of tower-based video
cameras for coordinated hyper-stereoptical mapping (3D) of
canopy topology and volume, monitoring of seasonal phenol-
ogy of overstory tree species, and mid-ground level vegetation
within the monitoring grids. Mobile nodes will also be inte-
grated, such as an all-terrain robot for remote viewing, high
resolution dimensional imaging, and “gap filling data collec-
tion” within each monitoring grid. In the long term we will
incorporate tagged-animals into the system through the use of
micro-RFID tags. All of these capabilities will require appli-
cation of self-configuring and energy-conserving algorithms and
protocols to achieve ad hoc, wireless system deployment and
operation in uncontrollable environmental conditions.

This network will allow us to develop scalable techniques for
non-destructive, multi-scale spatio-temporal sampling and bio-
complexity data visualizations, thus enabling the rapid and
low-cost mapping of new dynamic scales of species diversity,
ecosystem structure, and environmental change. The facilities
will provide on-site and Internet-based opportunities for grad-
uate students and faculty to utilize these new tools, including
training and research application consulting. This technology
promises great opportunities in education and research alike.

In the following sections we describe two critical system building
blocks needed to realize long-lived wireless sensor networks, and
then present the details of our experimental platform.

4. TWO SYSTEM BUILDING BLOCKS FOR
LOW DUTY-CYCLE OPERATION

While many aspects of deployed sensor networks will be specific
to particular applications, we have begun to identify key build-
ing blocks that will enable a wide range of applications. This
section discusses a “Frisbee” model for low-duty-cycle operation
and techniques for time synchronization.

4.1 The “Frisbee” Model
One of the most important design goals of sensor network ap-
plications is minimizing the power used. Energy is a precious
resource in sensor networks because there is a finite amount
available; every use of it directly affects the lifetime of the net-
work [Kaiser-Pottie00]. This makes energy-efficiency critical.

In networks where “interesting” events happen infrequently, an
effective way of saving power is to turn nodes off when they are
not needed. In an ideal but unattainable world, a sensor net-
work is completely asleep during the long lulls in activity. When
something does happen, only a limited zone of the network that
is close to the event is kept in its fully active state. The active
zone should be centered at the current location of a target phe-
nomenon that is being tracked; and, of course, the zone should
move through the network along with the target. Nodes that

Target Trajectory

Target

Snapshots of previous Frisbees

Currently active
sensor region

Inactive (sleeping) sensors

Figure 1: The “Frisbee” model. The triangle represents
the target being tracked by the network. The shaded
regions are the sets of sensors awakened over time.

are not within sensing range of the event are outside of the
zone, and therefore do not waste energy on data acquisition or
housekeeping tasks such as maintaining time synchronization.
Optimally, the zone should move such that a phenomenon of
interest is always kept inside of the zone. The zone might be
circular, with its radius proportional to the speed of the ob-
ject. We call this model of a constantly moving circular zone
the “Frisbee” model.

To implement an approximation of the optimal Frisbee, two es-
sential components required: (1) A low-power operating mode
with wakeup: some sensors must always be vigilant; others must
have a way of saving power such that they can be awakened by
an external stimulus; and (2) Definition of the Frisbee bound-
ary: sensors must use localized algorithms so that nodes can
autonomously decide whether or not they are part of the Fris-
bee; i.e., entering or leaving it.

4.1.1 Power Savings with Wakeup
At the core of our idea is the fact that sensor nodes can be
designed with a “power-saving” mode in which they are asleep.
This sleep mode must require less power than a mode in which
nodes are maintaining active vigilance. This mode is distin-
guished from simply being off because it must be possible for an
external stimulus to “wake up” the nodes, bringing them from
their low-power mode into a vigilant mode. The nodes should
be able to generate this stimulus so that they can awaken their
peers.

Most nodes should be asleep most of the time. Some nodes
will remain awake all the time to serve as “sentries” – perform-
ing tasks such as accepting tasking instructions from users and
looking for a potential event of interest. When a sentry senses
a nearby event, it wakes up nodes in its vicinity, allowing the
group to acquire data with finer granularity or a wider range of
modalities than would be possible with a single (sentry) sensor.



As the target moves, nodes will send further wakeup signals
to other nodes in the target’s direction of motion. We envi-
sion a “wakeup wavefront” that precedes the phenomenon being
tracked. As the target moves beyond the useful range of sensor
nodes, those nodes go back to sleep.

An interesting observation is that by increasing the density of
nodes we may be able to guarantee that enough nodes will be
listening soon enough to achieve low latency wakeup, even with
relatively low duty cycle wakeup at the level of individual nodes.
On detection we might wake up every node that comes on cy-
cle, so that over the course of an entire cycle, gradually all the
nodes in the vicinity would be wakened. In a sense we are ex-
ploiting parallelism, by using larger numbers of low duty cycle
(low power) nodes, instead of smaller numbers of higher power
nodes.

4.1.2 Localized Algorithms for Defining the Frisbee
Boundary

A central theme pervading the design of all sensor networks is a
fully distributed, decentralized design. This naturally extends
to the algorithms that we plan to develop for defining the Fris-
bee boundary. That is to say, each node will autonomously
decide whether or not it is “in the Frisbee” – there is no central
controller that doles out instructions to nodes.

One example of a simple distributed algorithm for this is as fol-
lows. Nodes that have recently detected the target wake up all
other nodes within a fixed radius. If possible, neighboring nodes
that are already awake should be queried so that the target’s
speed and direction can be determined, in order to better shape
and direct the “wakeup wavefront.” After a certain amount
of time without any detected activity, the nodes time out and
return to their previous sleep state.

The design of this algorithm will also incorporate the idea of
adaptive fidelity. In motion tracking, ever-denser distribu-
tions of sensors will usually lead to increasingly precise track-
ing results. However, if a particular application considers net-
work lifetime to be more important than tracking precision, it
is possible to adjust this by only waking up, say, one-half or
one-quarter of the nodes that fall physically within the Frisbee.
Another potential variation is that sensors closer to the center
of the Frisbee are awakened with a higher density than nodes
near the edges.

With a framework such as the above in place, each application
will be able to tune its desired precision and commensurate
energy expenditure. Applications can define what percentage of
the sensor nodes within a Frisbee should be awakened every time
the Frisbee moves into a new region. The decision of which exact
nodes should actually be awakened is, again, a decentralized
decision, likely to be made through randomization or some other
technique.

4.2 Time Synchronization
Time synchronization is a building block critical to many as-
pects of a distributed sensor system. For example, it is critical
to a common sensor network feature: data aggregation. Due
to the high energy cost of communication compared to compu-
tation [Kaiser-Pottie00], local processing, summarization, and
aggregation of data is often employed in order to minimize the

size and frequency of transmissions. Suppression of duplicate
notifications of the same event from a group of nearby sensors
can result in significant energy savings [Intanago00]. To recog-
nize duplicates, events must be timestamped with a precision
on the same order as the event frequency. Correct time syn-
chronization can also lead to energy savings in systems that use
TDMA or other types of scheduled wake-ups; the size of the
guard bands used to ensure rendezvous in the face of clock skew
is inversely proportional to the synchronization precision.

For an application such as ours, which involves the detection of
the speed and direction of phenomena such as tagged animals,
time synchronization is critical — a set of distributed sensors
must share a common time coordinate in order to integrate a
series of proximity detections into a determination of speed and
direction. Important variables that will vary with the applica-
tion are the required precision of the time synchronization, and
(closely related) the required frequency with which the sensors
must be able to determine a “fix” on the tracked object. Both
of these are informed by the expected nominal speed of tracked
objects. Another factor affecting these parameters is the geo-
graphic density of sensors relative to both the tracked object’s
speed and the effective range of the sensors.

Maintaining synchronized time energy-efficiently among a large
cluster of nodes that may often be off is a challenge not un-
dertaken by conventional wired networks. The needs of a time
coordinate and constraints on a synchronization system in a dis-
tributed sensor network vary along numerous axes: precision,
scope, lifetime, cost, form factor, and so on. A variety of meth-
ods methods for establishing time synchronization are available
across these same axes.

The simplest is the distinction between global and local time.
A global timebase is one that is shared by every node in the
network, or that exists completely independent of the sensor
network. By some metrics, these are the best solutions because
they eliminate accumulated error that invariably comes from
distributing time hop-by-hop within a network. A single time
signal broadcast to all nodes can go a long way towards reduc-
ing time-sync error. Existing time distribution infrastructures
such as the WWVB time signal or GPS-time may be used for
this purpose. We are investigating the use of various low-power
devices that receive these time signals and can be integrated
with our sensor node hardware.

While the idea of using universal time is attractive, it also does
have a number of drawbacks. The hardware required to receive
special time signals consumes energy and physical space, both
of which are quite limited in tags. Adding a new piece of spe-
cialized hardware will always be more resource-intensive than
a solution that uses existing communication capabilities of a
sensor node. Moreover, universal time by definition depends
on an existing time distribution infrastructure, which is often
unavailable. WWVB works only in the continental US; no in-
frastructure is available underwater, inside of many structures,
or on Mars.

For these reasons, it is also wise to consider a peer-to-peer time
distribution strategy. One example is that employed by NTP,
the Network Time Protocol [Mills96]. NTP can be used to es-
tablish a federation of synchronized nodes, even if the federation
has no external time source. An NTP-like algorithm operates



over the existing communications infrastructure of nodes; peers
repeatedly poll each other for their current time in an effort
to establish their relative bias and skew. Of course, if some
NTP nodes have access to an external time source, a hybrid
distribution algorithm is possible.

5. TIERED ARCHITECTURE
Although Moore’s law predicts that hardware for sensor net-
works will inexorably become smaller, cheaper, and more power-
ful, technological advances will never prevent the need to make
tradeoffs. Even as our notions of metrics such as “fast” and
“small” evolve, there will always be compromises: nodes will
need to be faster or more energy-efficient, smaller or more ca-
pable, cheaper or more durable.

Instead of choosing a single hardware platform that makes a par-
ticular set of compromises, we believe an effective design is one
that uses a tiered platform consisting of a heterogeneous collec-
tion of hardware. Larger, faster, and more expensive hardware
(“sensors”) can be used more effectively by also using smaller,
cheaper, and more limited nodes (“tags”). An analogy can be
made to the memory hierarchy commonly found in desktop com-
puter systems. CPUs typically have extremely expensive, fast
on-chip cache, backed by slower but larger L2 cache, main mem-
ory, and ultimately on-disk swap space. This organization, com-
bined with a tendency in computation for locality of reference,
results in a memory system that appears to be as large and as
cheap (per-byte) as the swap space, but as fast as the on-chip
cache memory. In sensor networks, where localized algorithms
are a primary design goal, similar benefits can be realized by
creating the network from a spectrum of hardware ranging from
small, cheap, and numerous, to large, expensive, and powerful.

The smaller “tag” devices will trade functionality and flexibility
for smaller form factor and power. Alone, they would not be
adequate to support our sensor network application. However,
in conjunction with more endowed nodes, they significantly
enhance the network’s capabilities. There are many possible
advantages to augmenting sensor nodes with small-form-factor
tags, including: (1) Density: Tags, by definition, can be signifi-
cantly lower cost and therefore can be deployed in larger num-
bers, more densely, than larger, higher capacity sensor nodes,
(2) Longevity: Tags can be significantly lower power and there-
fore can be deployed for longer periods of time, or at higher duty
cycles, than larger, higher capacity sensor nodes, particularly if
we are able to exploit higher density, and (3) Form factor: Tags
are smaller and therefore can be (a) more easily and unobtru-
sively attached to a wider variety of targets (e.g., for tracking,
condition based maintenance, and other logging applications),
and (b) deployed with high density.

6. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORMS
Our initial testbed consisted of 5 Toshiba Libretto 50CT laptops
running RedHat 6.0 with radiometrix transceivers [RPC]. After
our initial experiences with those laptops, we gradually clarified
our requirements for the testbed:

• Small in Dimensions.

• Low-Power (long lifetime).

• Moderate Computing Resources

• Flexible I/O capability.

• Well-supported Operating System.

At the same time we realized that one size did not fit all, and
that we would need to work in an heterogeneous environment
with nodes of different capabilities, as described in the previous
section.

In this section we describe the hardware and software developed
for our experimental platforms.

6.1 Hardware platform
6.1.1 PC104
The PC104 nodes are our “high end” nodes of our tiered sensor
architecture. We chose to use off-shelf PC-104-based products
to replace the Librettos. PC-104 is a well supported standard
[104] and compatible with desktop PCs. They can be designed
for low power applications and equipped with processors ranging
from 386 to Pentium II and from memory ranging from 0MB
RAM to 64MB and more. There is a full spectrum of PC-
104 peripheral devices including digital I/O, sensors, actuators,
most of which are compatible. Before settling on the PC-104,
we also considered the following alternatives:

• Laptops. Those real PCs are expensive, and have unnec-
essary devices for our testbed such as LCD display, IDE
Hard drive, etc., each of which consume significant power.

• Palm [PAL] and other PDAs. Even though they have
a compact form factor, they have inadequate computing
power for our applications. Another drawback is that they
usually use vendor-specific operating systems, applications
and devices, and are thus difficult to extend with new
hardware and software capabilities. They also have often-
unnecessary and power-hungry displays.

• TINI [TIN] and ucsimm [UCS]. These small devices are
promising platforms, small and cheap with support for
open source OS (UClinux for ucsimm) or standardized vir-
tual machine (Java for TINI). However, they are still in
their preliminary stage and do not provide the full func-
tionality of the Linux development environment.

The final factor that led us to PC-104 products is their ability
to support almost all PC software. We chose Linux as our op-
erating system because it is one of the most widely supported
open source operating systems. We spent time evaluating dif-
ferent distributions or distribution building tools such as LEX,
and CCLinux [CCL]. However, we decided to use our homebrew
distribution based on a 2.2.12 Kernel and glibc2.1. It also con-
tains some utility programs for management and configuration.
It is binary-compatible to RedHat 6.1, thus we can develop and
debug our applications on desktops/laptops, and later move to
our PC-104 based testbed easily.

We are currently using an Advanced Digital Logic MSM486SN16
(Figure 2). Its features include: (1) AMD ElanSC400, 3.3V,
66MHz CPU, (2) 16MB RAM, 8kBytes (1st Level) Cache, (3)
Hard Disk (E-IDE), (4) Floppy Disk Interface (3.5”), (5) COM1(optional
SIR IrDA mode), COM2, COM3 and LPT1, LCD-Character In-
terface, Key Matrix Scanner, (6) RTC with Battery Back-up,



Figure 2: Our prototype PC104-based sensor node.

Watchdog with Power Failure Detection, Power Management
(Suspend/Sleep), (7) Form Factor: PC/104 (3.6” x 3.8” x 0.6”),
(8) BUS: PC/104 (ISA), (9) MSFLASH16 from ADL. 16MB
IDE Flash Disk, and (10) Power: 5VDC only, 600mA/3W.

Most of PC104 devices require a strict 5V power supply (as
little as 5.25V will cause damange to the MSM486SN16). We
therefore designed a PCB power board for MSM486SN16, in-
cluding: (1) Power Supply, 9-18V to 5V converter, (2) Infrared
transceiver for IrDA or Optical Serial Asynchronous Commu-
nication, (3) Speaker Amplifier, and (4) Prototype Area. The
size of the board and its standoff configuration are the same as
PC104 boards for easy stacking.

6.1.2 Radio Subsystem
We are currently using a Radio Packet Controller [RPC] at
418Mhz. We have a small adaptor designed to attach the RPC
module to the PC104 system. We wrote a kernel mode driver
to use the RPC via the parallel port (see software section). The
next generation of this hardware will use an RF Monolithics
radio instead and will provide variable power transmission and
signal strength measurement.

6.1.3 Tags
Tags are untethered devices that have a small enough form fac-
tor to be easily attached to objects that are of human scale. We
term this form-factor “velcroable,” meaning that the device is
small enough and light enough to be attached to another object
using Velcro brand fasteners.

The scale of tags puts them into an approximate one-to-one cor-
respondence with human-scale objects, such as furniture, ship-
ping packages, laptop computers, and specific regions in a room
on a scale of humans, e.g. a 2 square meter patch of the up-
per left wall. The tags are untethered so that they can recede
into the background, performing their tasks with minimal dis-
ruption of the environment and minimal infrastructure require-
ments. This untethered requirement bounds the capability of a
tag: the energy available to it is limited by its form factor while
its capabilities are bounded by the energy cost of its task.

In our system, tags are implemented with a modular architec-

ture. This is desirable for development purposes, and it leaves
room to improve efficiency through integration. The modules
that compose a tag are a loosely coupled system connected by
a bus. Each module has local computational capability, imple-
mented by a microcontroller that is interfaced to local resources
such as sensors, actuators, communications hardware, or mem-
ory. In many respects, each module can operate standalone,
only waking up another module when the resources that mod-
ule controls are needed for its task.

The requirements of the bus are relaxed to accommodate long
duty cycles. In our architecture, a master module stays on all
the time at very low clock rates and acts as a central point of
coordination. Other modules may operate on fixed or variable
duty cycles. For example, a sensor module might be operating
in a low-power vigilant mode, and when a particular condition
is detected, it wakes up the RF board and reports the event.
The RF board may then test the channel to see if any other
tags are reporting, before reporting an event itself.

We are currently developing several components of the tag plat-
form:

• The master module. This module hosts a number of ser-
vices that most tag systems will need, including a real time
clock, an EEPROM memory, and three UARTs for com-
munication to external devices such as a larger PC-104
based system or an external sensor module. The master
module can operate at a very slow clock rate for power
savings, or at a high rate when precise coordination is re-
quired. It also has a pair of interrupt lines connecting to
each of the other modules in the system. During times of
high power expenditure, these interrupt lines are used for
precise timing and synchronization, while during times of
minimal power expenditure, they are used to wake up a
module so that it can prepare to receive a message on the
serial data bus.

• Radio controller module. This module provides a radio
network interface. An RFM baseband radio is incorpo-
rated into this module driven by a micro-controller. The
micro-controller implements a MAC layer as well as other
protocol components. A large (32K) SRAM is also in-
cluded on the radio module, enabling the storage of state
pertaining to higher layer protocols. The simplest applica-
tions envisioned, such as a simple beaconing or sensor re-
porting system, may be implemented directly in the radio
controller, eliminating the need for other external compo-
nents.

• Sensor interface module. This module has a variety of
on-board sensors and several actuators, interfaced to a
micro-controller. The micro-controller can perform simple
analysis of the sensor data as it streams into the system,
and can watch for certain characteristic events. It can also
record time series, possibly sending them over the bus to
the SRAM in the radio module or storing them into the
master module EEPROM. The sensor module will also
feature a remote low-power wakeup device that can wake
up the processor when a certain frequency of sound is de-
tected. This enables most of the devices to be completely
off, waiting to be waked up by one of the few left on when
an event occurs.



Figure 3: Prototype radio controller module for use
with our “tag” platform.

• CPU or DSP module. Some applications may require more
computational power and more memory when an event oc-
curs. To handle these cases, a computational module can
be developed. This module would be invoked when nec-
essary to perform a complex calculation and then resume
sleeping.

The tag implementation favors COTS, simplicity of design and
flexibility, over optimization of the hardware design. Our tags
require a modular architecture. Each module has an inexpen-
sive processor and connects to other modules via a system bus.
Modules may be powered down via software controlled switches
on each board. None of the modules require complex design.
However, modularity would allow for other types of sensors to
be added as the outcome of other research projects now or in
the future.

We envision that the following modules will be needed in order
to get a useful experimental platform:

• Power supply/host interface module. This module pro-
vides a real time clock, regulated power to the bus and one
or more serial interfaces for debugging/logging output, or
for interfacing to a host processor such as a SENSIT node
or PC.

• Radio controller module. This module provides a radio
network interface to other modules in the system. An
RFM baseband radio is incorporated into this module
with a micro-controller to drive it. The simplest appli-
cations envisioned may be implemented directly in the
radio controller, eliminating the need for other external
components.

• Sensor sampling and storage module. The simplest form of
this module samples from an A/D converter and stores the
resulting time series in a serial memory. After sampling,
the data can be loaded over the bus into another module
to process it. A more powerful version with a faster CPU
will be developed as part of the development of an acoustic
ranging sensor based on ultrasound.

Figure 4: Pister’s “COTS Mote”, developed at U.C.
Berkeley [Pister99]

• Remote wakeup module. This module provides a way for a
node to be “awakened” from a very low-power sleep state.
For such a module to be useful, the wakeup module must
consume far less energy than the node it is awakening. A
trivial example of a wakeup module is an “on/off” button.
We plan to leverage other existing technology, such as a
module that can wake nodes up in response to high-energy
RF pulses.

6.1.4 Motes
Motes are the smallest components of our tiered sensor archi-
tecture. Where tags are on a scale comparable to human scale,
motes are much smaller and much more numerous. Motes are
envisioned to be small enough to float in the air [Pister99] or
to be attached in large numbers to a surface [Abelson99]. The
cost of motes is intended to be small enough that they are en-
tirely disposable. The technology to produce motes is thought
to come from the area of MEMS.

Motes communicate with macro-scale objects through low power
RF and through visible light. Through extensive integration,
low power RF can be included on the same silicon die as the
mote itself, and the antenna may serve as a “tail” that enables
it to float in an air current. Another possible communication
technique uses steerable corner-cube reflectors to reflect laser
light shined on a collection of motes. A third communication
technique uses a steerable mirror to point a laser beam. All of
these options rely on MEMS technology to provide this func-
tionality in such a small package.

Although motes the size of dust motes are still a long way off,
current research is progressing using very small and simple de-
vices that integrate a microcontroller with sensors and a radio
on a small board.

We are using the mote developed by Kris Pister at UC Berkeley
[Pister99], shown in Figure 4.

6.2 Software
6.2.1 Radiometrix Device Drivers
This package [RDD] contains a Linux device driver for the RPC
(Radio Packet Controller) model of radio manufactured by Ra-
diometrix. The RPC is a fairly low power, self-contained, short-
range, plug-on radio. It has been a critical part of our testbed
infrastructure for implementation and validation of directed dif-
fusion and other algorithms.

6.2.2 Emlog
Emlog [EML] is a Linux kernel module that makes it easy to
access the most recent (and only the most recent) output from
a process. It works just like “tail -f” on a log file, except that
the storage required never grows. This is very important for



our logging and debugging facilities in embedded systems where
there isn’t enough memory or disk space for keeping complete
log files, but the most recent debugging messages are sometimes
needed (e.g., after an error is observed).

6.2.3 Parapin
Parapin [PAR] makes it easy to write C code under Linux that
controls individual pins on a PC parallel port. This kind of
control is very useful for electronics projects that use the PC’s
parallel port as a generic digital I/O interface. Parapin goes to
great lengths to insulate the programmer from the somewhat
complex parallel port programming interface provided by the
PC hardware, making it easy to use the parallel port for digital
I/O. By the same token, this abstraction also makes Parapin
less useful in applications that need to actually use the parallel
port as a parallel port (e.g., for talking to a printer).

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have described some of the system building blocks we are de-
veloping for distributed sensor networks, presented details of our
experimental testbeds for wireless sensor network development,
and described the habitat monitoring application for which they
are being developed. Many of our system building blocks are
being developed in parallel with the goal of eventual integration
into a deployable system.
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GRAZING GRAZE-WALKING FAST MOVING
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Ø�Ú�Ó�Ø�Õ�Ò�æSÓGÏ�Ò.Ñ�Û;Ï�Ñ3Î@á�Þ+ã#Ú�Ò.Û%ç�Û�Þ�ÝjÜ�Ú�Ø	Î�Ï�Õ�Ò�Þ�ÑQÖ@è�Ô�Ò�á�ØSÓ�Ú�Ï�ß�â
Ò�Ñ�ÓWÞ0ÑgÛ%Ô�Þ�Ú%ÕZÓ�Ú�Ï�Û%ÛZÛ>ã�Ï5Ú�Î�Û	é9ß�Ø	Ù�Ú�Ï�ÛjÕ Ð�Ü�Ò�æ+Ï�á.á?Ð<Ø�ê�Ô�Ò�Ù�Ò�Õjá.Þ+ã
ë Þ5ìGØ ë Ø	Ñ8ÕRÚ�Ï�Õ�Ø	ÛkÏ�Ñ�ÎdÔ�Ò�Ó�ÔWÕ�à�Ú�Ñ�Ò�Ñ�Ó�Ï�Ñ�Ó0á�Ø	Û	Ö

í ÕjÞ�Õ�Ô�Ø�ÚjÕ�Ò ë Ø	Û	é_ß	Ø�Ù�Ú�Ï�Ûjã�Ï�á�ç<Î�Ø	á�Ò�Ù�Ø�Ú�Ï5Õ�Ø	á?Ð8éQã4Ò?Õ�Ô<Ô�Ø+Ï�Î�Û
á�Þ+ã�Ø�Ú�Ø+Î�é�æ	á�Ò.Ü�Ü�Ò�Ñ�ÓiìGØ	Ó�Ø�Õ�Ï�Õ�Ò�Þ0ÑWÏ�Û�Õ�Ô�Ø�Ð ë Þ5ìGØ0Ö9ä�Ô�Ø	Û%Ø6áBÏ5Õ%Õ�Ø�Ú
ë Þ5ìGØ ë Ø	Ñ8Õ�Û6Ï�Ú�Ø�Ú�Ø�ÝVØhÚ%Ú�Ø+ÎDÕ�ÞFÏ�ÛDîOÓ�Ú�Ï�ß�Ø=ã�Ï�á�ç�Ò�Ñ�Ó0ï2Ï�Ñ3Î]Ï5Ú�Ø
æ�Ô3Ï�Ú�Ï�æ�Õ�Ø�Ú�Ò�ß	Ø+ÎDÙ�ÐSÔ�Ò�Ó0Ô�Ø�ÚZÛ>Õ�Ø	ÜDÚ�Ï5Õ�Ø	ÛZÏ�Ñ�ÎDÛ ë Ï�á.á�Ø�Ú:Õ�à�Ú�Ñ�Ò�Ñ�Ó
Ï�Ñ�Ó0á�Ø	Û4Õ�Ô3Ï�ÑWÕ�Ô�Þ�Û%ØjÝVÞ�ÚTÝUÞ8æ	à�Û%Ø+ÎWÙ�Þ0à�Õ�Û4Þ�Ý`Ó�Ú�Ï�ß	Ò�Ñ�Ó�Ö

ð Ò�Ñ3Ï�á.á?Ð8é�Ø	Ò?Õ�Ô�Ø�ÚZÎ�à�Ø^Õ�Þ;Ü�Ú�Ø	Î�Ï�Õ�Þ�Ú�Û6Þ�Ú:Ù�Ø	æ+Ï�à�Û%Ø&Ï�ÑgÏ5Ú�Ø+Ï�ñ Û
ìGØ	Ó�Ø�Õ�Ï�Õ�Ò�Þ�ÑSÔ3Ï�Û�Ù�Ø	Ø	ÑdØhê�Ô�Ï�à�Û>Õ�Ø+Î_é�ß	Ø	Ù�Ú�Ï�Û�ã4Ò�á�ábÞ8æ	æ	Ï�Û%Ò�Þ0Ñ�Ï�á�á?Ð
ë Þ5ìGØ ë à�æhÔ ë Þ�Ú�Ø!ò8à�Ò.æ�ç�á?Ð8é+ÝVÞ�Ú9á.Þ�Ñ�Ó�Ø�Ú�Î�Ò�Û>Õ�Ï�Ñ�æ	Ø	Û	é�ã4Ò?Õ�Ô:Õ�Ô�Ø	Ò?Ú
Ô�Ø	Ï0Î�ÛkÚ�Ï�Ò�Û%Ø+Î2Ù�Ø	æ+Ï�à�Û%ØZÕ�Ô�Ø�ÐSÏ�Ú�Ø7Ñ�Þ�ÕTÓ�Ú�Ï�ß	Ò�Ñ�Ó�Ö6è]ØZæ+Ï�Õ�Ø�Ó0Þ�â
Ú�Ò�ß	ØjÕ�Ô�Ò�ÛkÏ�Û�Õ�Ô�ØjÝ�Ï�Û>Õ%â ë Þ5ì�Ò�Ñ�Ó7Û>Õ�Ï5Õ�Ø0Ö

ð Ò�Ó0à�Ú�Ø7ójÒ�á�á�à�Û>Õ%Ú�Ï�Õ�Ø�ÛkÕ�Ô�Ø	Û%ØTÕ�Ô�Ú�Ø	Ø ë Þ�Î�Ø�Û�Þ�Ý`ß�Ø	Ù�Ú�Ï ë Þ�ì0Ø�â
ë Ø	Ñ8Õ7Ï�Ù�Û>Õ%Ú�Ï�æ�Õ�á?Ð8é!ã4Ò?Õ�Ô@Õ%Ú�Ï�Ñ�Û%Ò?Õ�Ò�Þ0Ñ(Ü�Ú�Þ�Ù3Ï�Ù�Ò�á.Ò?Õ�Ò�Ø	Û�Ù�Ø�ÕOã�Ø	Ø�Ñ
Õ�Ô�Ø ë ÖNä�Ô�ØWÛ%Ü�Ø	Ø+Î�Î�Ò�Û>Õ%Ú�Ò�Ù�à�Õ�Ò.Þ�Ñ�Û&Ò�Ñ�Ø+Ï�æ�Ô ë Þ�Î�ØWÏ�Ñ�Î@Õ�Ô�Ø
Ü�Ú�Þ�Ù3Ï�Ù�Ò�á�Ò�Õ�Ò�Ø	Û!Þ�Ý_Õ%Ú�Ï�Ñ�Û%Ò?Õ�Ò�Þ0Ñ�Ò�Ñ�Ó7Ù�ØhÕ ã�Ø�Ø	Ñ=Ø+Ï�æ�Ô=Û>Õ�Ï�Õ�ØTÏ�Ú�ØjÎ�Ø�â
Ú�Ò�ìGØ+Î=Õ�Ô�Ú�Þ0à�Ó0Ô=ÝVØ	Ø	Î�Ù3Ï�æhç�ÝBÚ�Þ ë Ù�Ò�Þ�á.Þ�Ó0Ò�Û>Õ�ÛjÏ�ÛkÎ�Ø	Û%æ�Ú�Ò�Ù�Ø+Î;Ù�Ø�â
á�Þ+ã:Ö

Æd³UÇ	½	Ë3È9ô�·�õ\À�Ì�·�¾RÄ ð Ò�Ó�à�Ú�Ø�ö�Û%Ô�Þ+ã4Û<ß�Ø	Ù�Ú�Ï ë Þ�ì0Ø�â
ë Ø	Ñ8ÕFÎ�Ï�Õ�Ï�æ	Þ0á�á�Ø	æ�Õ�Ø+ÎsÙ�Ð�÷�Ø	á.ÎXÙ�Ò�Þ0á�Þ0Ó�Ò.Û>Õ�Û�ø ö5ùLÖúä�Ô�ØgÔ�Ò�Û>â
Õ�Þ0Ó�Ú�Ï ë Û%Ô�Þ+ã4Û^Ô�Þ+ãxÞ�ÝUÕ�Ø�Ñ]Î�Ò?å�Ø�Ú�Ø�Ñ�ÕjÑ�Ø�Õ ë Þ5ìGØ ë Ø	Ñ8Õ�Ûkã!Ø�Ú�Ø
Þ0Ù�Û%Ø�Ú�ìGØ+Î�ÖRûRÏ�æhÔ2Î�Ï�Õ�Ï7Û�Ï ë Ü�á�Ø:Ò�ÛkÑ�Ø�ÕTÎ�Ò�Û>Õ�Ï�Ñ�æ	Ø ë Þ5ìGØ+Î=Ò.ÑSÏ
Õ�Ô�Ú�Ø�Ø�â ë Ò.Ñ�à�Õ�Ø&Ò�Ñ�Õ�ØhÚ�ì0Ï�á!Û%Ò�Ñ�æ	Ø=Õ�Ô�Ø=á.Ï�Û>Õ7Þ0Ù�Û%Ø�Ú�ì0Ï5Õ�Ò�Þ0ÑQÖ@üLä�Ô�Ø
Õ�Ô�Ú�Ø�Ø�â ë Ò.Ñ�à�Õ�Ø:Ò.Ñ8Õ�Ø�Ú�ì�Ï�áQÒ�Û6æ�Ô�Þ0Û%Ø�Ñ<Ù�Ï�Û%Ø+ÎFÞ�ÑFØ ë Ü�Ò?Ú�Ò�æ+Ï�ábÙ�Ò�Þ�â
á�Þ0Ó�Ò.æ	Ï�á9Û>Õ�à�Î�Ò�Ø	Û�Õ�Ô3Ï5Õ4Û%Ô�Þ+ãXÒ?Õ�ÛkÛ%à�Ò?Õ�Ï�Ù�Ò�á�Ò?Õ Ð;ÝVÞ�ÚTÛ>Õ�Ï5Õ�Ò�Û>Õ�Ò.æ	Ï�á�á?Ð�â
ì�Ï�á�Ò.Î&Û�Ï ë Ü�á�Ò�Ñ�ÓZÞ�ÝbÏ�Ñ�Ò ë Ï�á ë Þ�ì0Ø ë Ø	Ñ8Õ�Û�ø?ó�ùLÖ ý^è]ØkÎ�Øh÷3Ñ�Ø4Ñ�Ø�Õ
Î�Ò�Û>Õ�Ï�Ñ�æ	Ø ë Þ5ìGØ+ÎdÏ�ÛTÕ�Ô�Ø^Ñ�Ø�Õ6Î�Ò�Û>Õ�Ï�Ñ�æ	Ø:ÝUÚ�Þ ë Õ�Ô�ØZÙ�Ø	Ó�Ò�Ñ�Ñ�Ò�Ñ�Ó
Þ�Ý_Õ�Ô�ØkÕ�Ô�Ú�Ø	Øhâ ë Ò�Ñ�à�Õ�Ø�Ò�Ñ8Õ�Ø�Ú�ì�Ï�á�Õ�ÞZÕ�Ô�ØkØ	Ñ�Î_Öcä�Ô3Ï5Õ�Ò�Û	é�Ò?Ý`Ï:ß	Ø�â
Ù�Ú�Ï ë Þ5ìGØ+Î6Õ�Ø�Ñ ë ØhÕ�Ø�Ú�ÛQÝBÚ�Þ ë Ò?Õ�Û9Þ�Ú�Ò�Ó0Ò�Ñ3Ï�á�Ü�Þ�Û%Ò�Õ�Ò�Þ�Ñ7Ï�Ñ3ÎjÕ�Ô�Ø	Ñ
æ+Ï ë Ø7Ù3Ï�æhç2Ï�ÓGÏ�Ò.Ñ_é9Ï�á�ácÒ�Ñ2Õ�Ô�Ú�Ø	Ø ë Ò�Ñ�à�Õ�Ø	Û	é�Ò?Õ�Û:Ñ�Ø�Õ:Î�Ò�Û>Õ�Ï�Ñ�æ	Ø
ë Þ5ìGØ+Î�ã�Þ�à�á.ÎdÙ�Ø:ß	Ø�Ú�Þ�Ö

þ Ø	æ	Ï�à�Û%ØWÕ�Ô�ØSÎ�Ï�Õ�ÏFã�Ï�Û;æ�Þ0á�á�Ø	æ�Õ�Ø+Î�Ù�ÐNÏDÛ>Õ�Ï�Õ�Ò�Þ�Ñ3Ï�Ú%Ð�Þ�Ù�â
Û%Ø�Ú�ìGØhÚ+é ð Ò.Ó�à�Ú�Ø!ö�ñ Û`Î�Ï�Õ�Ï�Ò�Ñ�æ	á�à�Î�Ø	Û ë Þ0Û>Õ�á?ÐjÓ�Ú�Ï�ß	Ò�Ñ�ÓkÏ�Ñ3ÎjÓ�Ú�Ï�ß	Ø
ã�Ï�á�ç�Ò�Ñ�ÓWÞ�Ù�Û%Ø�Ú�ì�Ï�Õ�Ò�Þ0Ñ�Û	Ö^ä�Ô�ØZÕ ã!Þ;ÕOÐ�Ü�Ø�Û6Þ�Ý ë Þ�Õ�Ò�Þ�Ñ<æ	Ï�Ñ2Ù�Ø
Î�Ò�Û%æ	ØhÚ�Ñ�Ø+ÎXÙ�Ð�Õ�Ô�ØgÙ�Ò ë Þ�Î�Ï�áZÑ3Ï5Õ�à�Ú�Ø]Þ�Ý7Õ�Ô�ØNÎ�Ò�Û>Õ%Ú�Ò�Ù�à�Õ�Ò.Þ�ÑQÖ
ä�Ô�Øj÷�Ú�Û>Õ ë Þ�Î�Ø0é�Ó�Ú�Ï�ß	Ò�Ñ�Ó�é3Ô3Ï�ÛkÏ7Ô�Ò�Û>Õ�Þ0Ó�Ú�Ï ë Ü�Ø	Ï�ç=Ó�Ú�Ï�Ü�Ô�Ø	Î
Ï�Õ=ö ë Ï�Ñ3Î�Ï ë Ø+Ï�Ñ(Ñ�Ø�Õ%âOÎ�Ò�Û>Õ�Ï�Ñ�æ	ØdÞ�Ý:ÿ�Ö.ó ë Ö(ä�Ô�ØdÛ%Ø�æ	Þ0Ñ�Î
ë Þ�Î�Ø�é`Ó�Ú�Ï�ß	Ø�âLã�Ï�á.ç�Ò�Ñ�Ó�éRÚ�Ï�Ñ�Ó�Ø	Û^ÝBÚ�Þ ë ó��5â>ö�� ë é�Ô�Ï�ÛiÏSÜ�Ø+Ï�ç
Ó�Ú�Ï�Ü�Ô�Ø+ÎgÏ5Õ7Ï�Ü�Ü�Ú�Þ5ê�Ò ë Ï�Õ�Ø�á�Ð@ó�� ë é`Ï�Ñ3Î<Ô3Ï�Û^Ï ë Ø	Ï�Ñgì�Ï�á�à�Ø
Þ�ÝTó+ÿ�Ö � ë Ö^ä�Ô�Ø^ÝVØ�ãxÞ�à�Õ�á�Ò�Ø�Ú�Û:Ò�Ñ<Õ�Ô�Ø7Î�Ò.Û>Õ%Ú�Ò�Ù�à�Õ�Ò�Þ0Ñ<Ò�Ñ3Î�Ò�æ+Ï5Õ�Ø
Ü�Þ0Ò�Ñ8Õ�Ûbã4Ô�Ø�Ú�ØcÕ�Ô�ØRß�Ø	Ù�Ú�Ï ë Ï	ÐjÔ3Ï+ìGØcÛ%Ø	Ñ�Û%Ø+ÎiÎ�Ï�Ñ�Ó0Ø�Ú9Ï�Ñ3Î��3Ø	Î_Ö

� ìGØ�Ú�Ï�á�áLéZÒ?Õ<Ò�Û2æ	á�Ø+Ï�Ú2Õ�Ô3Ï5Õ2ß	Ø	Ù�Ú�Ï�ÛFÕ�Ø	Ñ3ÎuÕ�Þ ë Þ5ìGØDìGØ�Ú%Ð
Û%á�Þ+ã4á�Ð	��Ï�Û�Õ�Ô�ØhÐ7Û%Ü�Ø	Ñ�Î ë Þ0Û>ÕcÞ�Ý_Õ�Ô�Ø	Ò?ÚRÕ�Ò ë Ø�Û%Ò ë Ü�á?ÐiÓ�Ú�Ï�ß	Ò�Ñ�Ó�é
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_¹�Æd³VÇ	½	¶�³UÁ9µb½+³UÀ�È#À3É;ÊG·�Á9¶5ËX½+µb¶�È9³VÈb´xË�Èb´�ÂU·�Ç
À3Á`Ç	·�¶5Ì�·�¾�Á_ÃNÍ`·�ÂV¾)Á`³BÀ�ÂUÀ3´�³UÇ	½+Ç0Ä

Õ�Ô�Ø�Ò�ÚjÑ�Ø�ÕZÎ�Ò�Û>Õ�Ï�Ñ�æ�Ø ë Þ5ìGØ+ÎSÕ�Ø	Ñ3Î�Û6Õ�Þ;Ù�Ø&ìGØ�Ú%ÐFÛ ë Ï�á�áLÖ7ä�Ô�Ò�Û
Ô�Ò�Ñ8Õ�Û9Õ�Þjà�Û�Õ�Ô�Ï�Õ`Ú�Þ�à�Õ�Ò�Ñ�ÓjÜ�Ú�Þ�Õ�Þ8æ	Þ�á�ÛRã4Ô�Ò�æ�Ô7Ò�Ñ8Õ�Ø	á�á�Ò.Ó�Ø	Ñ8Õ�á?Ð&Ø�ê�â
Ü�á�Þ�Ò�ÕkÜ�Ï�Û>Õká�Ò.Ñ�ç=Ô�Ò�Û>Õ�Þ�Ú%ÐWÒ�Ñ�ÝVÞ�Ú ë Ï�Õ�Ò�Þ0Ñ ë Ï+Ð=Ù�ØjÝBÚ�à�Ò?Õ%ÝVà�á�Ö

º�µb¶�È9³UÈb´�WÈQ´�ÂU·�Ä í Ñ�Þ�Õ�Ô�Ø�Ú�ÝVÏ�æ	ØhÕ6Þ�Ý ë Þ5ìGØ ë Ø	Ñ8Õ�Ò�ÛkÎ�Ò?â
Ú�Ø	æ�Õ�Ò�Þ�ÑQÖ ð Ò�Ó0à�Ú�Øiÿ�Ó0Ò�ìGØ	Ûk÷3Ø	á.ÎFÎ�Ï�Õ�Ï�Þ0Ñ2Ñ�ØhÕTÕ�à�Ú�Ñ�Ò�Ñ�Ó=Ï�Ñ�Ó0á�Ø0Ö
� Ò ë Ò�á.Ï�Ú=Õ�Þ]Ñ�Ø�Õ;Î�Ò�Û>Õ�Ï�Ñ�æ	Ø ë Þ5ìGØ+Î_éRÕ�Ô�ØFÑ�Ø�Õ�Õ�à�Ú�Ñ�Ò.Ñ�ÓNÏ�Ñ�Ó0á�Ø
Ò�Û;Î�Ø�÷�Ñ�Ø+Î�Ï�Û�Õ�Ô�Ø2Ï�Ù�Û%Þ�á.à�Õ�ØFì0Ï�á�à�ØSÞ�ÝjÕ�Ô�Ø2Ï�Ñ�Ó0á�ØFÙ�Ø�ÕOã�Ø	Ø�Ñ
Õ�Ô�Ø�Û>Õ�Ï5Ú%Õ7Þ�Ý�Õ�Ô�Ø�Õ�Ò ë Ø�Ò�Ñ�Õ�ØhÚ�ì0Ï�á!Ï�Ñ3ÎgÕ�Ô�Ø�Ø�Ñ3ÎgÞ�Ý�Õ�Ô�Ø�Õ�Ò ë Ø
Ò�Ñ8Õ�Ø�Ú�ì0Ï�á�Ö��OÝ4Õ�Ô�Ø=ß	Ø	Ù�Ú�Ï ë Þ�ì0Ø+Î]ÿ����2Î�Ø	Ó�Ú�Ø	Ø	Ûiã4Ò?Õ�Ô�Ò.ÑNÕ�Ô�Ú�Ø	Ø
ë Ò�Ñ�à�Õ�Ø	Û	é0Ò�Õ�Û!Ñ�Ø�ÕRÕ�à�Ú�Ñ�Ò�Ñ�ÓiÏ�Ñ�Ó�á.Økã�Þ�à�á.Î�Ù�Ø6ß	Ø�Ú�Þ�Öcä�Ô�Ø ë Ï�ê�â
Ò ë à ë Õ�à�Ú�Ñ�Ò�Ñ�ÓDÏ�Ñ�Ó0á�ØdÒ�Û&Õ�Ô�Ø�Ú�Ø�ÝVÞ�Ú�Øgó����gÎ�Ø	Ó�Ú�Ø	Ø�Û	ÖNè]Ødà�Û%Ø
Õ�Ô�Ø�Û%Ø6Î�Ò.Û>Õ�Ï�Ñ�æ	Ø6Ï�Ñ�Î;Î�Ò?Ú�Ø	æ�Õ�Ò�Þ0Ñ;Ô�Ò�Û>Õ�Þ0Ó�Ú�Ï ë Û!Õ�ÞZÓ�à�Ò.Î�Ø ë Þ0Ù�Ò�á?â
Ò?Õ Ð ë Þ�Î�Ø�á.Û�ÝUÞ�ÚTÛ%Ò ë à�á.Ï5Õ�Ò.Þ�Ñ�Û4Ò�Ñ � Ø�æ�Õ�Ò�Þ0Ñ���Ö

�tË�½	·�¶��_À�µb¶�ô0·�ÇtË3Èb¾ ÆW¶�³VÈ��Q³VÈQ´bÄ ×�Ø	Ù�Ú�Ï�ÛgÏ�Ú�Ø
Õ�Ø�Ú ë Ø+ÎdÏ7ã�Ï�Õ�ØhÚ%â Î�Ø	Ü�Ø	Ñ�Î�Ø	Ñ8ÕTÔ�Ø�Ú�Ù�Ò.ì0Þ�Ú�ØZÙ�Ø	æ+Ï�à�Û%Ø:Õ�Ô�Ø�ÐdÛ%Ø	Ø	ç
Þ0à�Õ!ã�Ï�Õ�Ø�Ú�Õ�Þ^Î�Ú�Ò.Ñ�ç&Þ0Ñ;Ï^Î�Ï�Ò.á?Ð�Ù�Ï�Û%Ò�Û	Ö í Ó0Ï�Ò�ÑWÙ�Ï�Û%Ø+Î�Þ�Ñ;Þ�Ù�â
Û%Ø�Ú�ì�Ï�Õ�Ò�Þ0Ñ�Û	é�Þ0à�Ú ë Þ0Ù�Ò.á�Ò?Õ Ð ë Þ�Î�Ø	á�Û9Ï�Û%Û%à ë Ø�Õ�Ô3Ï5Õbß	Ø�Ù�Ú�Ï�ÛbÔ�Ø+Ï�Î
ÝVÞ�Ú4ã�Ï�Õ�ØhÚTÛ%Þ�à�Ú�æ	Ø�ÛTÏ�Ù�Þ0à�Õ4Þ0Ñ�æ�Ø:Ü�Ø�ÚkÎ�Ï	Ð8Ö � Ñ�æ	Ø6Õ�Ô�ØhÚ�Ø0é�Õ�Ô�Ø�Ð
Î�Ú�Ò�Ñ�ç<Ú�Ø	á.Ï5Õ�Ò.ì0Ø	á?Ð@ò8à�Ò�æhç�á?Ð8Ö í Ñ3ÎgÞ�Ñ�æ	Ø=Õ�Ô�Ø�Ò�Ú^Õ�Ô�Ò?Ú�Û>ÕiÒ�Û7Û�Ï�Õ�Ò?â
Ï�Õ�Ø	Î_é8Õ�Ô�Ø�Ò�Ú ë Þ�ì0Ø ë Ø	Ñ8ÕcÒ.Û�Ï�ÓGÏ�Ò�ÑdÒ�Ñ3Î�Ø	Ü�Ø	Ñ3Î�Ø	Ñ8Õ!Þ�ÝbÕ�Ô�Økã�Ï�Õ�Ø�Ú
Û%Þ0à�Ú�æ	ØSà�Ñ�Õ�Ò�á�Õ�Ô�ØdÑ�Ø�ê�Õ=Î�Ï+Ð8Ö(è]ØdÏ�Û%Û%à ë ØdÒ.Ñ(Þ0à�Ú ë Þ�Î�Ø	á�Û
Õ�Ô3Ï5ÕRÕ�Ô�Ø4Û%Þ0à�Ú�æ�Ø	Û�Þ�Ý_ã�Ï5Õ�Ø�Ú�Ï5Ú�ØkÚ�Ï�Ñ3Î�Þ ë á?Ð�Î�Ò.Û>Õ%Ú�Ò�Ù�à�Õ�Ø+Î�é�Ï�Ñ�Î
Õ�Ô3Ï5Õ7Õ�Ô�Ò�Ú�Û>ÕOÐNß	Ø	Ù�Ú�Ï�Û&æ	Ï�Ñ�Ø+Ï�Û%Ò�á?Ðuü�Ù�à�Õ&Ñ�Þ�Õ&Ò�Ñ�Û>Õ�Ï�Ñ8Õ�á�Ð�ý:÷3Ñ3Î
Õ�Ô�Ø�Ò�Ú�ã�Ï	ÐWÕ�Þ�Ï�ÑFÏ0Î�Ø+ò8à3Ï5Õ�ØjÛ%Þ0à�Ú�æ	Ø0Ö

�QÂB·�·��!Ä ×�Ø	Ù�Ú�Ï�Û7Õ�Ø�Ñ3Î]Ñ�Þ�Õ&Õ�Þ<Ô3Ï+ìGØ;á.Þ�Ñ�Ó<Ü�Ø�Ú�Ò�Þ�Î�Û&Þ�Ý
ë Þ�Õ�Ò�Þ�Ñ�á�Ø	Û%ÛcÛ%á.Ø�Ø	ÜQÖ��TÑ�á�Ò�çGØ�æ+Ï�Ú�Ñ�Ò�ìGÞ�Ú�Ø	Û	é0ã4Ô�Ò�æhÔ=Ï5Ú�Ø4Ø+ò8à�Ò�Ü�Ü�Ø+Î
ã4Ò?Õ�Ô�Û%Ò�Ó0Ñ�Ò�÷�æ+Ï�Ñ8Õ)Î�Ø�ÝUØ	Ñ�Û%Ø ë Ø	æ�Ô3Ï�Ñ�Ò�Û ë Û	é;ß	Ø	Ù�Ú�Ï�Û@Ú�Ø	á?Ð�Þ�Ñ
çGØ	Ø�Ü�Ò�Ñ�Ógã�Ï�Õ�æ�ÔuÏ�Ñ�Î��3Ø	Ø�Ò.Ñ�Ó]ÝUÚ�Þ ë Ü�Ú�Ø+Î�Ï5Õ�Þ�Ú�Û	Ötä�Ô�Ø�Ú�Ø�ÝUÞ�Ú�Ø
Þ0à�Ú ë Þ�Î�Ø	á�ÛkÏ�Û%Û%à ë ØjÕ�Ô3Ï�ÕTß	Ø	Ù�Ú�Ï�Û ë Ï�Ò�Ñ8Õ�Ï�Ò�ÑWÕ�Ô�Ø	Ò?Ú ë Þ�Ù�Ò�á�Ò?Õ Ð
Ü3Ï5Õ%Õ�Ø�Ú�ÑFö �&Ô�Þ�à�Ú�ÛkÏ&Î�Ï+Ð8Ö

4. COLLAR DESIGNð Ò�Ó0à�Ú�Ø!�)Û%Ô�Þ+ã4Û2Ï�Ü�Ô�Þ�Õ�Þ�Ó�Ú�Ï�Ü�ÔXÞ�Ý7Õ�Ô�Øgæ	Þ�Ú�Ø]Þ�Ý&Ï)×�Ø�â
Ù�Ú�Ï�"6Ø�Õ=Ü�Ú�Þ�Õ�Þ�Õ Ð�Ü�ØSÑ�Þ�Î�Ø�#FÕ�Ô�ØdØ	ì0Ï�á�à3Ï�Õ�Ò�Þ�Ñ�Ù�ÞGÏ5Ú�Î(ÝVÞ�Ú;Õ�Ô�Ø
$&%'� â)( � ó	û(ü�æ	Þ�Ñ�Õ�Ï�Ò�Ñ�Ò�Ñ�Ó:Ï $&%*� é ð á.Ï�Û%Ô,+ í (Dé�Ï�Ñ3Î,- % �:ýhé
Ï]Û%Ô�Þ�Ú%ÕdÚ�Ï�Ñ�Ó0Ø2Ú�Ï0Î�Ò�Þ�é:Ï�Ñ3Î�Ï]á�Þ0Ñ�Ó�Ú�Ï�Ñ�Ó�Ø<Ú�Ï�Î�Ò�ÞNã4Ò�Õ�ÔuÒ?Õ�Û
Ü3Ï�æhç0Ø�Õ ë Þ�Î�Ø ë Ö:üLä�Ô�ØiÜ�Ô�Þ�Õ�Þ=Î�Þ8Ø	Û6Ñ�Þ�Õ6Û%Ô�Þ+ã\Õ�Ô�Ø^Ü�Ï�æ�ç0Ï�Ó�â
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DFE�G8HIG8J�KLH5G8H5MONPDRQ	H5H�STJ�UWV(X Y[ZL\�G�][D5^`_.acb�dfeFH�ghDRi4J�j�D
NFi@E�N�dfDRacMfb7acM4SfakeFH5l�N�M4H5amb�i(n	J[e1eFH5ocE[NFamJ�M4DRi4amQfD5^*NFifHpMfH�NqjrJ�eFs
E�l�i4amH5K�H5D:t�V�VLuvl5J�MfM4H5lwNFacK(akNqx�j�akNFiye�E�SfamJIe�E[M4b�H5DWJ�U8omH5DRD
NFi@E[M�YO^ V�V�V:G8H�NFHweFD5X{z1H�M4l5H�^rQ	H5H�eR|}NFJ�|~Q	H5Hwe7QfeFJ�NFJOl�J�omD`E�eFH
E�nfomH�NFJhH��0Q4omJ�amNPamM@S0ameFH�l�N:l5J�M4MfH5l�NFamK(amN�xyNFJ{eFH�S0d4l5H�e�E�S0amJ
e�E�Mfb�H5D1acMWDRQ4E[eFDRH5okx(|~l5J�MfM4H5l�NFH5SWDRH�M4DRJ�e�M4H�N�j�J�eFs(D5^	eFH�E[omac��acMfb
E7i0dfb�H�eFH�Sfdfl�NFamJ�M�amM�Q	J�jrH�e,l5J�M4DRd4G8Q0NFamJ�M*X���i4H5DRHpeFH5DRd4okNFD
DRd4QfQ	J�eRN>NFi4HrQ	J�NFH5MONFacE�ofn	H5M4H��fNFD�J�U�E1Q	H�H�eR|}NFJ�|~Q	H5H�e�QfeFJ[NFJOl5J�o
amMW�	H5nfe�E[�1H�N�X���ifH�x�E�omDRJ8Q	J�amMON�NFJ�NFi4H1ocamsLH�omx�e�E�S0amJ�e�E�Mfb�H5D
j�H�j�amoco�M4H�H�S:NFJPDRdfQ4Q	J�eRN�X���ifH`DRdfn4DRH5l�NFamJ�M4D�NFi@E�N�U!J�omomJ�j
H5K�E�omd@E�NFH,QfeFJ[NFJOl5J�o*acDRDRdfH5D�amM�G8J�eFH,S0H�N�E�amo�X

6.3 Protocol Evaluations�$J��4eFD�NrH5D�N�E�nfocamDRi�E�n4E�DRH5omamM4H�^@_.amb�d0eFHpt5V�DRifJ�j�D�NFifH�DRdfl�|
l5H5DRD.e�E�NFHrJ[U	S4E�N�E�eFH�NFd0eFM4H�S�NFJ�NFi4H�n@E�DRHrD�N�E[NFamJ�M�U<J[e�E�M�a�S0H�E�o
M4HwNqj�J[eFs�j�ifH�eFH�NFi4H�eFH�amD�amMf�@MfakNFH�D�NFJ�e�E�b�HIl5E�Q@E[l5akNqx�E�M@S
M4HwNqj�J[eFs:n@E[M@S(j�a�S(NFi*XP�:H�l5J�G8Q4E[eFH7NFifeFH5H�QfeFJ[NFJOl5J�omD5X��qM
E�SfSfakNFamJ�M:NFJ�NFifH�Nqj�J�Q0eFJ�Q	J�DRH�S:Q	H5H�eR|}NFJ�|~Q	H5HwepQ0eFJ�NFJOl5J�omDq�� JOJ(S0amM4b�E�M4S�i4amD�NFJ[eRx0|~n4E�DRH�SO��jrHWE�omDRJ�Q4omJ�N�DRd4l5l�H5DRD�e�E�NFH
U<J[e�EPQ0eFJ�NFJOl5J�o�NFi4E[N8DRdfQ4Q	J[eRNFD�M4J�Q	H5H�eR|}NFJ�|~Q	H5Hwe�NRe�E�MfD�U<H�eFD
E�M4S�J�Mfokx8E�omomJ�j�D�SfakeFH5lwN�NRe�E[M4DRG8amDRDRamJ�M7J�U�E�l�J�omocE[e�� D�S4E�N�E,Sfak|
eFH5l�NFokx�NFJ�NFi4H�n4E�DRH�Xp�rJ[NFi�Q	H5HweR|~NFJ[|~Q	H5H�e,Q0eFJ�NFJOl5J�ocD7� � JOJ(S0|
amM4bPE�M4S�ifamD�NFJ�eRx4 pQ	H�eRU!J�eFG¡n	HwNRNFH�e�NFi@E[M�SfakeFH5l�N�NRe�E[M4DRG8amD�|
DRamJ�M�^�E�l�i4amH5K(amM4b�t�V�V�u¡DRd4l5l�H5DRD8e�E[NFH�E�N�E�e�E�S0amJPe�E�Mfb�H�J[U
E�n	J�dfNrZ�s(GTE�D�l5J�G8Q@E[eFH5SpNFJ�t�t�s0G¢e�E�SfamJ�e�E�Mfb�H�M4H5H5SfH�SpU!J�e£ SfakeFH5l�N��mX���ifacD1acD1n	H5l�E�dfDRHpNFifHpQ	H5HweR|~NFJ[|~Q	H5H�e,Q0eFJ�NFJOl5J�ocD�E�eFH
n	H�NRNFH�e1E�nfomH�NFJ8Q	HweFl5J�ocE[NFHpS4E�N�E�U!eFJ�G¤eFH5l�ocdfDRamKLH�M4J(SfH�D�NFi@E�N
SfJ�M4J�N�G8H�H�N�NFi4H�n4E�DRH,D�N�E�NFacJ�MWSfakeFH5l�NFokxOX
�:H�E[ocDRJ�DRH5H>NFi@E[N*U<J[e.NFi4amD$dfM4l5J�M4D�NRe�E[acMfH�S,DRH�NFd4Q�^ � JOJ(SfamMfb

Q	H�eRU!J�eFG8D�n	H�NRNFHwe�NFi@E[M�NFi4H�G8J�eFH�DRH5omH5l�NFamKLH`ifamD�NFJ�eRx(|~n@E�DRH5S
QfeFJ[NFJOl5J�o�X¥��akNFi�MfJ�l5J�MfD�NRe�E�amMONFD�J�M�D�NFJ[e�E�b�H:E�M@S{n4E�M4S0|
j�acS0NFi�^ � JOJ(SfamMfb�j�acomo�i4E�K�H�NFi4H8n	H5D�NpQ	H�eRU<J[eFG7E�Mfl5H7J�U�E�MOx
Q	H5H�eR|}NFJ[|�Q	H�H�e�Q0eFJ�NFJOl5J�o}^�DRamM4l�HpakN�l�J�G8Q4omH�NFH�omx�ocH�KLH�e�E�b�H5D1NFifH
amM@S0ameFH�l�N�l�J�M4MfH5l�NFamK(akNqxPJ�U�E�M4HwNqj�J[eFs	^�nOxPn0eFJLE�Sfl�E[D�NFacMfb�NFJ
H5KLHweRx�MfH5amb�i(n	J�e�X

6.4 StorageConstraints
¦ D�D�NFJ�e�E[b�H8l�E[Q@E�l�amN�xWamD�E�Q0eFJ�G8amM4H5MON�l5J�MfD�NRe�E�amMON�amM�NFifH

SfH�DRacb�MpJ[U@DRH5MfDRJ�e>MfJ(SfH5D5^[j�H�M4H��(N.amM(KLH5D�NFamb�E[NFHrNFifH�amG8Q@E[l�N�J[U
omamG8amNFamMfb�NFi4H,l�E[Q@E�l�amN�x�J�U>J�M(n	JLE[e�S�G8H�G8J�eRxOXr�$J8amocomdfD�NRe�E[NFH
NFi4H�NReFH5M4SfD5^LjrH�DRifJ�jhE�M8H��(NReFH5G8H�l�E[DRH�amM8j�i4aml�i7D�NFJ�e�E�b�H1amD
omamG8amNFH5S�NFJ`t5V�l5J�omocE[eR|�S4E5x0D5X¦ D�DRi4J�j�M�amMh_.amb�d0eFH�t�t�^�H�KLH5M�j�akNFihD�NFJ�e�E[b�H�DRH5KLH�eFH5okx
l5J�M4D�NRe�E�amMfH�S�^�n	J[NFi�Q	H5HweR|~NFJ[|~Q	H5H�e7QfeFJ[NFJOl5J�omD�Q	H�eRU<J[eFG§n	H�NR|
NFH�e�NFi@E[M�SfakeFH5lwN�NRe�E[M4DRG8amDRDRamJ�M�NFJ8n@E[DRH�X���ifamD�amD�DRJ�G8H�j�i4E[N
DRdfeFQ0eFamDRacMfbPDRamMfl5H�Q	H5H�eR|}NFJ[|�Q	H�H�e�eFH�¨OdfameFH�D�NFi@E�N�NFi4H�D�NFJ�e�E[b�H
i@E[M@S0ocH�n	J[NFi`NFi4H�l5J�ococE�e�� D1J�j�MWSfE[N�E8E[D�j�H�oco.E�D�NFi4E[N�J�U�akNFD
Q	H5H�eFD5X1��i4H�DRd4l�l5H5DRD�J[U�NFifHpQ	H�H�eR|}NFJ�|~Q	H5H�e�QfeFJ[NFJOl5J�omD�l5J�G8H5D
ocE[eFb�H5okx�Sfd4H�NFJ7J�d0e�SfH5omH�NFamJ�M�D�NRe�E�NFH5b�x�j�ifamlwiWQfeFamJ[eFamNFam�5H�D�E
l5J�ococE�e�� D7J�j�M�S4E�N�E�J�KLH�e�J�NFifH�eFD5X���i4amD�ifH5omQ4DpH5M4DRd0eFH�NFi@E�N
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E`Q0eFJ�NFJOl5J�o}^�E[N�j�J[eFD�N�^�D�NFJ�eFH5D�J�Mfokx�akNFD�J�j�M�S4E�N�E0X�z1H5Mfl5H�^
NFi4H`Q	H5H�eR|}NFJ�|~Q	H5H�e7Q0eFJ�NFJOl5J�omD�l�E[M4MfJ�N�i@E�KLH�EPQ	JOJ�eFH�e`S4E�N�E
i4J�G8amM4bpe�E�NFH�NFi@E[M�SfakeFH5lwNFomx�NRe�E�MfDRG8akNRNFacMfb�SfE[N�EpNFJ�n4E�DRH�Xª J�G8Q@E[eFamMfb:NFi4H £ � JOJ(S«��E�M4S £ i4amD�N��rl5dfeFKLH�D�DRifJ�j�D�NFi4E[N
D�NFJ�e�E[b�H�l5J�MONRe�E[acMONFD�SfH5b[e�E�S0H � JOJ(SfamM4b0� D�DRd4l5l�H5DRD�e�E�NFH�G8J[eFH
NFi@E[MPNFi4E[N�J�U�NFifH8i4amD�NFJ�eRx(|~n@E[DRH�SPQ0eFJ�NFJOl5J�o}X���i4amD�acD�U�E[akeFomx
amMONFd4akNFamKLH�DRamMfl5H � JOJ(SfamM4b�amM@SfamDRl�eFamG8amM@E�NFH5okx�U<J[eRj�E[e�S0D7S4E�N�E
NFJWE�omo�M4H5amb�i(n	J[eFD5^�eFH�DRd4okNFamM4b�amM�ocE[eFb�H�SfdfQ4omaml�E[NFamJ�M�J�U�S4E�N�E
E[eFJ�d4M4S�NFi4H1M4H�N�j�J�eFs	X

6.5 Bandwidth Constraints��ifH:DRH5l5J�M@S¬G7E��J[e�SfH5DRamb�M¬l5J�M4D�NRe�E[acMONWamMyDRH�M4DRJ�eWMfH�NR|
j�J[eFs(D�amD�n@E[M@S(j�a�S(NFi*X�_.amb�d0eFH�t�Y�DRifJ�j�D�NFifH�DRd4l5l�H5DRD�e�E�NFH
J�U�n	J�NFi�Q0eFJ�NFJOl5J�ocD8j�ifH5M�NFi4H�n@E�M4S0j�acS0NFi�amD�NFi0eFJ�NRNFomH�S�E[N
t�Y�s(n4Q4D5X®�}�$J�DRH5Q@E�e�E[NFHWNFi4HWS0am¯«HweFH5MON`l5J�M4D�NRe�E[acMON�H�¯«H5l�NFD5^
D�NFJ�e�E[b�H�i4H�eFH�amD�J�M4l5H�E[bLE�amMTamMf�4M4akNFH�X   ¦ N�DRi4J[eRNPe�E�SfamJ
e�E�Mfb�H5D5^�n	H5omJ�j°E�n	J�dfN:±�V�V�V�G�^8MfH�NqjrJ�eFsyl�J�M4MfH5l�NFamK(akNqx�amD
omJ�j,X ¦ D�DRifJ�j�M7amM�_.amb�dfeFH1²�H5E�l�i�MfJ(SfH�DRH5H5DreFH5ocE�NFacK�H5okx8U<H�j
M4H�acb�i(n	J�eFD7E�M4S�NFi(d4DpNFi4H�eFH�amD8eFH5ocE[NFamKLH�omxIomakNRNFocH`Q	H5H�e�S4E�N�E
NFJ�n	H�NRe�E[M4DRG8akNRNFH�S«Xh�qM�NFi4amD8eFH�E�omG�^ � JOJ(S0amM4b:amD7M4J[N�xLH�N
n@E[M@S(j�a�S(NFif|~l5J�M4D�NRe�E�amMfH�S�^�DRJ�amN`eFH�NFdfeFMfD�G8J[eFH�SfE[N�E:NFi@E[M
NFi4H1i4amD�NFJ�eRx(|~n@E[DRH�S�Q0eFJ�NFJOl5J�o}X¦ D$e�E�S0acJ�e�E�Mfb�HramMfl�eFH�E�DRH�D5^Li4J�jrH5KLH�e�^�M4H�N�j�J[eFs,l5J�MfM4H5l�NFamKO|
akNqx�eFamDRH5D�E�M@S8NFi4H�E�G8J�d4MON�J�U�SfE[N�E � JOJ(S0H�S7E�l�eFJ�DRD�NFi4H1MfH�NR|
j�J[eFs�n	H5b�acMfD*NFJ�DFE[NFd0e�E[NFH>NFi4H�E�K�E[amo�E[n4omHrn4E�M4S0j�acS0NFi�X._.omJOJ(S0|
amM4b�NFi(dfD�n	H�b�amM4D7NFJ:n	H�omamG8amNFH5S�nOxINFifHW³�V[|~G8amM(dfNFH�l�J�G�|
G�dfM4aml�E�NFacJ�M4D�Q	H�eFamJ(S�E�K�E�amocE�n4omH1j�akNFi�NFi4H�NFacb�iON�n@E[M@S0j�acS(NFif|
l5J�M4D�NRe�E�amMON�´OE[D�E�eFH5DRdfomN�^�akNFD�DRd4l5l5H�DRD>e�E�NFH�DRdf¯«HweFD�E[D�akN>n4ocE�D�NFD
eFH�S0d4M@SfE�MON�S4E[N�EWG�dflwi�J[U�NFifH�NFamG8H�X���i4H`ifamD�NFJ�eRx(|~n@E�DRH5S
QfeFJ[NFJOl5J�o�^rJ�M�NFi4H`J[NFi4H�e�i@E�M4S�^�d4DRH5D8G8J[eFH�amMONFH5omomamb�H5MON7DRH�|
omH5l�NFamJ�M�J�U�j�i4aml�iWM4J(SfH�D�NFJ�D�j�E�Q�SfE[N�E8j�amNFi�^�E�M4S�NFifH�eFH5nOx
SfH�ocamKLHweFD�G8J[eFH�d4DRHwU<d4o*S4E�N�EpNFJ�n4E�DRH�X
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Ò�ÓfÔ5Õ�ÖF×4ÕfÕ4ØmÕ4Ù�Ú�×0Ö�ÛRØmÜ�×fÝ�Þ�ßFØmÚ�Õ4Û*à�ØmßFÓfÚ�×0ß.áfÖFØmÚ[ÖFØmßFØmâ5ØmÕfÙ1ÝmÚ�ã
ä Þ[Ý ä Ú�ÝmÝcÞ[Ö,å4Þ[ß�Þ8Ú�æLÔ�Ö�á	Ô5Ô�ÖFÛ5ç	è4ÚOÚ(åfØmÕ4Ù�å0ÚOÔ5Û1Ô5æ�Ô5Õ�à�Ú[ÖFÛRÔ�ç*Þ�ÛÔ�Þ ä Ó ä Ú�ÝcÝcÞ�Ö1à�Þ[Û�ßFÔ5Û1ßFÚOÚ7Ü�× ä Ó�ßFØcÜ8Ô�ßRÖ�Þ[Õ4ÛRÜ8ØkßRßFØmÕ4Ù7Þ[Õ4Ú�ßFÓfÔ�Ö
ä Ú�ÝcÝcÞ�Ö�é Û�ÝmØcê�Ô5Ýkë0ã}ÖFÔ�å0×4Õ4å4Þ�ÕOß�åfÞ[ß�Þ�ØmÕfÛ�ßFÔ�Þ�å`Ú[ì�ØkßFÛ�Ú�à�Õ�å4Þ[ß�Þ(í

6.6 Energy Tradeoffs
îrÔ5ÛRØcå0Ô5Û7ÛR× ä5ä Ô�ÛRÛ�Ö�Þ[ßFÔ�ç�Þ�Õ4Ú[ßFÓ4Ô�Ö7Ü8ÔwßRÖFØ ä Ú�ì,ê�Ô�ë�ØmÕOßFÔ�ÖFÔ5Û�ßØmÕ:ÛRÔ5ÕfÛRÚ�Ö�ÕfÔ�ßqàrÚ�ÖFê(Û�ØmÛ�ßFÓfÔ8Ô5Õ4Ô�ÖFÙ[ë ä Ú�Õ4ÛR×fÜ8áfßFØmÚ�Õ�í�ï.ØmÙ�×0ÖFÔð�ñ ÛRÓfÚ�à�Û�ßFÓ4Ô�Ô5Õ4ÔwÖFÙ�ë ä Ú�Õ4ÛR×fÜ8áfßFØmÚ�Õ�ì!Ú�Ö�ßFÓ4Ô�áfÖFÚ[ßFÚ ä Ú�ÝmÛrÖF×fÕfãÕ4ØmÕfÙ�Ú�Õ�ÞpÕ4Ú�Õ0ã}ÖFÔ5ÛRÚ�×0Ö ä Ô�ã ä Ú�ÕfÛ�ßRÖ�Þ�ØmÕ4Ô5å`Õ4Ô�ß�à�Ú[ÖFê«í�ò�ÓfÔ,á	Ô5Ô�ÖRãßFÚ�ã~á	Ô5ÔwÖ�á0ÖFÚ�ßFÚ ä Ú�ÝmÛ1Þ�ÖFÔ,ÛRÓ4Ú�à�Õ�Þ�Û�Ô5ÕfÔ�ÖFÙ�ë ä Ú�Û�ßFÛ�ÕfÚ�ÖFÜ7Þ[ÝcØmâ5Ô5åßFÚWßFÓ@Þ[ß�Ú�ì,å0ØkÖFÔ ä ß�ßRÖ�Þ[Õ4ÛRÜ8ØmÛRÛRØmÚ�Õ*ç�à�Ó4Ø ä ÓIØmÛ8á4ÝmÚ[ßRßFÔ�å�Þ�Û7Þ�Ýkãà�Þ5ë0Û�Ô�óO×4Þ�Ý�ßFÚ�Ú�Õ4Ô�í�ï.ÝcÚOÚ(å0ØmÕ4Ùfé Û8Ô5ÕfÔ�ÖFÙ�ë ä Ú�Õ4ÛR×fÜ8áfßFØmÚ�Õ�ØmÛÜ8Ú�ÖFÔ�ßFÓ@Þ[Õ`ô[õ�ßFÓ4Þ[ß�Ú[ì�åfØkÖFÔ ä ß�ßRÖ�Þ�Õ4ÛRÜ8ØmÛRÛRØmÚ�Õ�Þ[ß�ÝcÞ�ÖFÙ�Ô�Ö�Þ�å0ØmÚÖ�Þ�ÕfÙ�Ô5Û5íröqÕ ä Ú�ÕfÛ�ßRÖ�Þ�Û�ß�ç@ßFÓfÔ1ÖFÔ5ÝcÞ[ßFØmæLÔ�Ô5ÕfÔ�ÖFÙ�ë�Ú�ì�ßFÓfÔ,Ó4ØmÛ�ßFÚ�ÖRë(ã÷ Þ[ÛRÔ�å`á0ÖFÚ�ßFÚ ä Ú�Ý$Ù�ÖFÚ�à�Û�æLÔ�ÖRë�ÛRÝmÚ�à�Ýmë�ì!ÖFÚ�Ü ð í ø�õTÞ�ß ð ê(ÜùÖ�Þ[ã

åfØmÚ�Ö�Þ�ÕfÙ�Ô8ßFÚ ð í ø�ú�õ¤Þ[ß�Þ�Ö�Þ�åfØmÚ�Ö�Þ�ÕfÙ�Ô�Ú�ì ð�û ê0Ü�í�ò�Ó4ØmÛ�ØmÛ
Ô�ü0á	Ô ä ßFÔ5å�ç«ÛRØmÕ ä Ô�è@ÚOÚ(å0ØcÕfÙ`ÛRÔ5Õ4åfÛ�Ü8Ô5ÛRÛFÞ�Ù�Ô5Û�ßFÚ7Ô5æLÔ�ÖRëOÚ�Õ4Ô�ØmÕÖ�Þ�ÕfÙ�Ô�ç«à�ÓfÔ5ÕWÚ�Õ4Ýkë�Ú�Õ4Ô ä Ú�áOë�ØmÛ�Õ4Ô5Ô�å0Ô�å ÷ Þ ä ê`Þ[ß�ßFÓfÔ ÷ Þ�ÛRÔ�íï4×0ÖRßFÓ4Ô�ÖFÜ8Ú[ÖFÔ�ç,è@ÚOÚ(å0ØcÕfÙ{Ü7Þ5ë�á	Ô�ÖRì<Ú[ÖFÜýÜ7Þ�ÕOëhÖFÔ�åf×fÕ@å4Þ[ÕOß
Û�à�Þ[á4Û7Ú�ì,å4Þ[ß�Þ�ßFÓ@Þ[ß7Ó4Þ�Û7Þ[ÝmÖFÔ5Þ�å0ë ÷ Ô5Ô5Õ�åfÔ5ÝmØmæLÔ�ÖFÔ5å�ßFÚ�ßFÓfÔ
÷ Þ[ÛRÔ8ØmÕ ä Þ�ÛRÔ�Û�à�ÓfÔ5Õ�ßFÓ4Ô�åfÔ5ÝmÔ�ßFÔ�ã~ÝmØmÛ�ß�á	Ô�Ö ä Ú�ÝcÞ�ßFÔ5Û�Ú�Õ4Ýkë�æLÔ�ÖRëÛRÝmÚ�à�Ýmë ÷ Þ ä ê1ì!ÖFÚ�Ü¬ßFÓfÔ ÷ Þ�ÛRÔrÛ�ß�Þ�ßFØmÚ�Õ*í.þ1ØmÛ�ßFÚ�ÖRë(ã ÷ Þ[ÛRÔ�å�ç�Ú�Õ�ßFÓfÔÚ�ßFÓfÔ�Ö�Ó@Þ[Õ@å«ç*ÛRÔ�Õ@åfÛ1ØmßFÛ�åfÞ[ß�Þ7ßFÚ`Ú�ÕfÝkëWÚ�Õ4ÔpÖFÔ ä Ô5ØmæLÔ�Ö�í�ò�Ó(×4Û5çà�Ô�ÛRÔ5Ô�ßFÓ@Þ�ß1à�Ó4ØmÝmÔ�è@ÚOÚ(åfØmÕfÙ�ß�ëfáfØ ä Þ�ÝmÝkë�Ù�Øcæ�Ô5Û1ßFÓ4Ô ÷ Ô5Û�ß1á	Ô�ÖRãì<Ú[ÖFÜ7Þ�Õ ä Ô8ØmÕ�á	Ô5Ô�ÖRã}ßFÚ[ã�á	Ô�Ô�Ö�Õ4Ô�ß�à�Ú[ÖFê0Û,à�ØkßFÓ�ÕfÚ ä Ú�Õ4Û�ßRÖ�Þ�ØmÕOßFÛÚ�Õ�Û�ßFÚ[Ö�Þ�Ù�Ô�Þ�Õ4å ÷ Þ[Õ@å0à�Øcå(ßFÓ*ç	ØkßFÛ�ÖFÔ�Þ�Ýkã~ÝmØmì!Ô�Ô5ÕfÔ�ÖFÙ�ë ä Ú�Û�ß�Þ�Õ@å÷ Þ[Õ@å(à�Ø�å(ßFÓ�Ô�ü0á	Ô ä ß�Þ[ßFØmÚ�Õ4Û8Þ�ÖFÔ`Ô�ü0Ú�Ö ÷ Økß�Þ�ÕOß�ì!Ú�Ö8ÝcÞ[ÖFÙ�Ô`Ö�Þ�å0ØmÚÖ�Þ�ÕfÙ�Ô5Û5í,Ò{Ó4ØmÝmÔ�è4ÚOÚ(åfØmÕ4Ù�Ü7Þ�êLÔ5Û�ÛRÔ5ÕfÛRÔ�Þ[ß�ÝcÚ�à�ã}Ö�Þ�å0ØmÚ�ã}Ö�Þ�ÕfÙ�Ô
Þ�Õ4å�ÝcÚ�à�ã ä Ú�Õ4Õ4Ô ä ßFØmæ0Økß�ë�á	Ú�ØmÕOßFÛ1ØmÕ�ßFÓ4ÔpåfÔ5ÛRØmÙ�Õ�ÛRá4Þ ä Ô�ç*Økß1ØcÛ�Þá	ÚOÚ�Ö ä Ó4Ú�Ø ä Ô�ì!Ú�Ö�ßFÓ4Ô1Ó4ØmÙ�Ó0ã ä Ú�Õ4ÕfÔ ä ßFØmæ(Økßqë7ÖFÔ5Ù�ØmÜ8Ô�í

6.7 Final DesignChoicesò�Ó4Ô,ßRÖFÔ5Õ4åfÛ�ÛR×4Ü8Ü7Þ�ÖFØmâ5Ô�å�ØmÕ�ßFÓfØcÛ�ÛRÔ5ÝmÔ ä ßFØmÚ�Õ�Ó4Þ�æLÔ,Ó4Ô5Ýmá	Ô�åÙ�×fØcåfÔ�ßFÓfÔ{åfÔ�ÛRØcÙ�Õ ä Ó4Ú�Ø ä Ô5Û�ØmÕÿßFÓfÔ��«Ô ÷ Ö�Þ���Ô�ß�á0ÖFÚ�ßFÚ�ß�ë0á	Ô
Õ4Ú(å0Ô�ç$Þ�Õ@åWØmÕ�ì<Þ ä ß�ç*ÝmÔ�å�ßFÚ�Ú�×0Ö�ÛRÔ5ÝmÔ ä ßFØmÚ�ÕPÚ�ì�ßqà�Ú�Ö�Þ�å0ØcÚ�Û,ØmÕ�	Ô ÷ Ö�Þ��1Ô�ß�íPò�Ó4Ô��fÖFÛ�ßpÖ�Þ�åfØmÚPØmÛ�Þ�ÝcÚ�à�ã~á	Ú�à�Ô�Ö�ç�ÛRÓ4Ú[ÖRßRã}Ö�Þ�Õ4Ù�Ô
� ð ø�ø�Ü�ç ð	� í 
�� ÷ á4Û��Ö�Þ�åfØmÚ�ØmÕOßFÔ5Õ4åfÔ�å�Ü7Þ�ØmÕfÝmë�ì<Ú�ÖWá	Ô�Ô�ÖRã}ßFÚ�ã
á	Ô5Ô�Ö ä Ú�Ü8Ü�×fÕ4Ø ä Þ[ßFØmÚ�Õ4Û5í�ò�ÓfÔ�ÛRÔ ä Ú�Õ@åpÖ�Þ�åfØmÚ,ØmÛ>Ó4ØmÙ�ÓfÔ�ÖRã~á	Ú�àrÔ�ÖÞ�Õ4åyÝmÚ�ÕfÙ�Ô�Ö�Ö�Þ�ÕfÙ�Ô � ô�ê(Ü Þ[ß�
(í ú�� ÷ á4Û��Þ[Õ@åyØmÛ�ØcÕOßFÔ5Õ4åfÔ�å
Ü7Þ�ØmÕfÝmëWì!Ú�Ö�ßRÖ�Þ�ÕfÛRÜ8ØmßRßFØmÕfÙ`ßFÚ ÷ Þ�ÛRÔ�í7Ò�ØkßFÓ�ßFÓfÔ�×@îrÝmÚ�ü ä ÓfØcááfÖFÚ�æ(ØcåfØmÕ4Ù��[úLø���î¬Ú�ì�×4ÛRÔwÖRãqÞ ä5ä Ô5ÛRÛRØ ÷ ÝcÔ�è	Þ[ÛRÓ�Ü8Ô5Ü8Ú�ÖRëOçfÛ�ßFÚ�ÖRãÞ�Ù�Ô�ØmÛ�Ô5ÛRÛRÔ�Õ(ßFØcÞ[ÝcÝkë�×4Õ ä Ú�ÕfÛ�ßRÖ�Þ�ØmÕ4Ô5å�í��(ØmÜ�×4ÝcÞ�ßFØcÕfÙ�Þ�è4ÚOÚ(å0ã
ØmÕ4Ù�áfÖFÚ[ßFÚ ä Ú�Ý�ì<Ú[Ö7ÛRÓ4Ú[ÖRß�Ö�Þ�ÕfÙ�Ô�Þ[Õ@å�ÞPå0ØkÖFÔ ä ß8á0ÖFÚ�ßFÚ ä Ú�Ý�ì!Ú�ÖÝmÚ�ÕfÙ`Ö�Þ�ÕfÙ�Ô�ç*Ú�×0Ö�ÛRØcÜp×4ÝcÞ[ßFØmÚ�Õ4Û,ÛRÓ4Ú�à¥Þ�ÕPô ñ�� ÛR× ä5ä Ô5ÛRÛ,Ö�Þ[ßFÔ�çà�ØkßFÓ8Þ�Õ8Ô�Û�ßFØcÜ7Þ�ßFÔ�å�ô û�û ê�� � ���1Þ�Ü8á	Ô�ÖFÔ�ã~ÓfÚ�×fÖFÛ�.Ô5ÕfÔ�ÖFÙ�ë ä Ú�ÕfãÛR×4Ü8á0ßFØmÚ�Õ�á	ÔwÖpÜ8Ú�ÕOßFÓ*í�Ò�Ô7Þ[ÖFÔ ä ×0ÖRÖFÔ5ÕOßFÝmë�Ô�ü0á	Ô�ÖFØmÜ8Ô5ÕOßFØmÕ4Ùà�ØkßFÓ�Þ�åfÞ�áfßFØmæLÔ8á0ÖFÚ�ßFÚ ä Ú�Ý�æ�Þ[ÖFØcÞ[ßFØmÚ�ÕfÛ�ßFÓ4Þ[ßpÛRÓ4Ú�×4Ýcå�ØmÕ ä ÖFÔ5Þ�ÛRÔ

ßFÓ4Ô�áfÖFÚ[ßFÚ ä Ú�Ý�ÛR× ä�ä Ô5ÛRÛ�Ö�Þ[ßFÔ�à�Ó4ØmÝmÔ�Ó4Ú�ÝcåfØmÕ4Ù�Ô5Õ4Ô�ÖFÙ[ë�ÖFÚ�×fÙ�Ó4Ýkë
ä Ú�Õ4Û�ß�Þ�ÕOß�í

7. RELATED WORK�(Ô5Õ4ÛRÚ[Ö,Õ4Ô�ß�à�Ú[ÖFê0Û1ØcÕ�Ù�Ô�Õ4Ô�Ö�Þ[Ý}ç$Þ�Õ4å�Ô5Õ(æ0ØkÖFÚ�Õ4Ü8Ô5ÕOß�Þ�Ý$ÛRÔ5Õ4Û�ã
ØmÕ4Ù7ØmÕWá@Þ[ÖRßFØ ä ×fÝcÞ[Ö�ç$Þ[ÖFÔpÞ[ÖFÔ�Þ[Û,Ú�ì ä Ú�ÕfÛRØ�å0Ô�Ö�Þ ÷ ÝmÔpÖFÔ5ÛRÔ�Þ�Ö ä Ó�ØmÕfãßFÔ�ÖFÔ5Û�ß�í�ò�ÓfØmÛrÛRÔ ä ßFØmÚ�Õ�ßFÚ�× ä Ó4Ô5Û�Ú�Õ7ÛRÚ�Ü8Ô�Ú�ì«ßFÓfÔ�Ü8Ú�Û�ßrÛFÞ[ÝcØmÔ5ÕOßÖFÔ5ÝcÞ[ßFÔ5å�àrÚ�ÖFê�ì<Ú[Ö��	Ô ÷ Ö�Þ��1Ô�ß�ç�åfØmæ(ØcåfÔ�å,ØmÕOßFÚ�ÛRÔ ä ßFØmÚ�Õ4Û�Ú�ÕpÔ�Õ0æ(ØkãÖFÚ�ÕfÜ8Ô5ÕOß�Þ�Ý0Þ�áfá4ÝmØ ä Þ[ßFØmÚ�Õ4Û�Þ�Õ@å�à�ØcÝcå0ÝcØkì!Ô�ç(ÛRÔ5Õ4ÛRÚ[ÖrÕfÚ(åfÔ�å0Ô5ÛRØmÙ�Õ*çÞ�Õ4å�á0ÖFÚ�ßFÚ ä Ú�Ý$Û�ßF×@å0ØmÔ5Û�ì<Ú�Ö�ÛRÔ5ÕfÛRÚ�Ö�Õ4Ô�ß�à�Ú[ÖFê0Û5í��Å�Ñ*¶!¹�¿	Å�ÀPº0Å«Ê5Á@Â�Á@Å$Ä��¤¶<Â<Ä$Â<¶!Ë~º���º0Å.È�¶<Å$· ��ÖFØmÚ�Ö
à�ØmÝcåfÝmØkì<Ô,Ü8Ú�ÕfØkßFÚ�ÖFØmÕ4Ù�à�Ú�ÖFê8ì!Ú�Ö�ÝcÞ[ÖFÙ�Ô,Ü7Þ�Ü8Ü7Þ�ÝmÛ�Ó@Þ�Û�Þ[ÝmÜ8Ú�Û�ß
Ô�ü ä Ým×4ÛRØmæLÔ�Ýmë ÷ Ô5Ô5Õ8ÛR×fá4á	Ú�ÖRßFÔ5å ÷ ëpÖFÔ5ÝcÞ[ßFØmæLÔ5Ýkë8ÝmÚ�à�ã}ßFÔ ä Ó4Õ4Ú�ÝmÚ�Ù�ë�1þ1ïPßRÖ�Þ�ÕfÛ ä Ô5ØmæLÔ�ÖFÛ�ßFÓ4Þ[ß�á	Ô�ÖFØmÚ(åfØ ä Þ[ÝmÝmë�ÛRÔ5Õ4å�Ú�×0ß�ÞpáfØcÕfÙ�ÛRØmÙ�ãÕ@Þ[Ý � ð ø�!}í#"`Ú�ÖFÔ�ÖFÔ ä Ô5ÕOß>ØmÜ8áfÖFÚ�æLÔ5Ü8Ô5ÕOßFÛ�Ó@Þ�æLÔ�ØmÕ ä Ým×@åfÔ5å%$&�#�(ã÷ Þ[ÛRÔ�å�ßRÖ�Þ ä êLÔ�ÖFÛ5ç�à�ÓfØ ä ÓhÓ@Þ�æLÔ ÷ Ô5Ô�Õ�×4ÛRÔ�å�ì!Ú�Ö`ßRÖ�Þ ä ê(ØmÕ4Ù�Ú[ìæ�Þ[ÖFØmÚ�×fÛ1Þ[Õ4ØmÜ7Þ�ÝmÛ�ØcÕ ä Ým×@å0ØcÕfÙ ÷ ØkÖ�åfÛ'� 
�()!�Þ�Õ@å�ÛRÔ5Þ�ßF×fÖRßFÝmÔ5Û%� ú�!~ç÷ ×0ß�ßFÓfÔ5ÛRÔ�ÖFÔ5Ýkë�Ú�Õ�Ó4ØmÙ�Ófã~á	Ú�à�Ô�Ö�ßRÖ�Þ[Õ4ÛRÜ8ØkßRßFÔ�ÖFÛ�ßFÓ4Þ[ß�ßRÖ�Þ[Õ4Û�ã
Ü8Økß,åfÞ[ß�Þ7×4áWßFÚ`Þ7ÛFÞ[ßFÔ5ÝmÝmØkßFÔ�ç�Þ[Õ@å�ßFÓ4Ô�ë�Ú�á	Ô�Ö�Þ�ßFÔ�Ú�*�Þ�Õ4Ú�Õfã
ÖFÔ ä Ó@Þ�ÖFÙ�Ô�å ÷ Þ[ßRßFÔ�ÖRëIÛR×4áfá4ÝkëOí+�(Ô5Õ4ÛRÚ[Ö`ÕfÔ�ßqàrÚ�ÖFê(Û�Ó4Þ�æLÔ�Þ�ÝmÛRÚ
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For pervasive computing performance, exploit the 
physical limits of these densely distributed networks of 
embedded sensors, controls, and processors.

W
ireless integrated network sen-
sors (WINS) provide distrib-
uted network and Internet
access to sensors, controls, and
processors deeply embedded in
equipment, facilities, and the

environment. The WINS network represents a new
monitoring and control capability for applications
in such industries as transportation, manufacturing,
health care, environmental oversight, and safety and
security. WINS combine microsensor technology
and low-power signal processing, computation, and
low-cost wireless networking in a compact system. 

Recent advances in integrated circuit technology
have enabled construction of far more capable yet

inexpensive sensors, radios, and
processors, allowing mass

production of sophisti-
cated systems linking
the physical world to
digital data networks

[2–5]. Scales range from local to global for applica-
tions in medicine, security, factory automation, envi-
ronmental monitoring, and condition-based
maintenance. Compact geometry and low cost allow
WINS to be embedded and distributed at a fraction
of the cost of conventional wireline sensor and actu-
ator systems.

WINS opportunities depend on development of a
scalable, low-cost, sensor-network architecture. Such
applications require delivery of sensor information to
the user at a low bit rate through low-power trans-
ceivers. Continuous sensor signal processing enables
the constant monitoring of events in an environment
in which short message packets would suffice. Future
applications of distributed embedded processors and
sensors will require vast numbers of devices. Con-
ventional methods of sensor networking represent an
impractical demand on cable installation and net-
work bandwidth. Processing at the source would
drastically reduce the financial, computational, and
management burden on communication system
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components, networks, and human resources.
Here, we limit ourselves to a security application

designed to detect and identify threats within some
geographic region and report the decisions concerning
the presence and nature of such threats to a remote
observer via the Internet. In the context of this appli-
cation, we describe the physical principles leading to
consideration of dense sensor networks, outline how
energy and bandwidth constraints compel a distrib-
uted and layered signal processing architecture, outline
why network self-organization and reconfiguration are
essential, discuss how to embed WINS nodes in the
Internet, and describe a prototype platform enabling
these functions, including remote Internet control and
analysis of sensor-network operation.

Physical Principles
When are distributed sensors better than a single
large device, given the high cost of design implicit in
having to create a self-organizing cooperative net-
work? What are the fundamental limits in sensing,
detection theory, communications, and signal pro-
cessing driving the design of a network of distrib-
uted sensors?

Propagation laws for sensing. All signals decay with
distance as a wavefront expands. For example, in free
space, electromagnetic waves decay in intensity as the
square of the distance; in other media, they are sub-
ject to absorption and scattering effects that can
induce even steeper declines in intensity with dis-
tance. Many media are also dispersive (such as via
multipath or low-pass filtering effects), so a distant
sensor requires such costly operations as deconvolu-
tion (channel estimation and inversion) to partially

undo the dispersion [12]. Finally, many obstructions
can render electromagnetic sensors useless. Regardless
of the size of the sensor array, objects behind walls or
under dense foliage cannot be detected.

As a simple example, consider the number of pix-
els needed to cover a particular area at a specified res-
olution. The geometry of similar triangles reveals that
the same number of pixels is needed whether the pix-
els are concentrated in one large array or distributed
among many devices. For free space with no obstruc-
tions, we would typically favor the large array, since
there are no communications costs for moving infor-
mation from the pixels to the processor. However,
coverage of a large area implies the need to track mul-
tiple targets (a very difficult problem), and almost
every security scenario of interest involves heavily
cluttered environments complicated by obstructed
lines of sight. Thus, if the system is to detect objects
reliably, it has to be distributed, whatever the net-
working cost.

There are also example situations (such as radar) in
which it is better to concentrate the elements, typi-
cally where it is not possible to get sensors close to tar-
gets. There are also many situations in which it is
possible to place sensors in proximity to targets,
bringing many advantages.

Detection and estimation theory fundamentals. A
detector is given a set of observables {Xj} to determine
which of several hypotheses {hi} is true. These observ-
ables may, for example, be the sampled output of a
seismic sensor. The signal includes not only the
response to the desired target (such as a nearby pedes-
trian) but background noise and interference from
other seismic sources. A hypothesis might include the
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Figure 1. Remote access to seismic and image data; 
(a) browser image of photo and seismic response of vehicle; (b) sensor node control panel; and 

(c) sampling rate controls.
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intersection of several distinct events (such as the pres-
ence of multiple targets of particular types). 

The decision concerning target presence, absence,
and type is usually based on estimates of parameters of
these observations. Examples of parameters include
selected Fourier, linear predictive coding, and wavelet
transform coefficients. The number of parameters is
typically a small fraction of the size of the observable
set and thus constitute a reduced representation of the
observations for purposes of distinguishing among
hypotheses. 

The set of parameters is known collectively as the
feature set {fk}. The reliability of this parameter esti-
mation depends on both the number of independent
observations and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For
example, according to the Cramer-Rao bound [10],
which establishes the fundamental limits of estima-
tion accuracy, the variance of a parameter estimate for
a signal perturbed by white noise declines linearly
with both the number of observations and the SNR.
Consequently, to have to compute a good estimate of
any particular feature, we need either a long set of
independent observations or high SNR.

The formal means of choosing among hypotheses
is to construct a decision space (whose coordinates are
the values of the features) and divide it into regions
according to the rule we decide on the hypothesis hi,
if the conditional probability p(hi|{fk}) > p(hj|{fk}) for
all j not equal to i. Note that the features include envi-
ronmental variations and other factors we measure or
about which we have prior knowledge. The complex-
ity of the decision increases with the dimension of the
feature space; our uncertainty in the decision also gen-
erally increases with the number of hypotheses we
have to sort through. Thus, to reliably distinguish
among many possible hypotheses, we need a larger
feature space. To build the minimum size space, we
must determine the marginal improvement in the
decision error rate resulting from addition of another
feature. This may be as simple as including another
term in an orthonormal expansion (such as fast
Fourier transform and wavelet transform) or an
entirely different transformation of the set {X}. 

Unfortunately, we seldom know the prior proba-
bilities of the various hypotheses; training is often
inadequate to determine the conditional probabilities;
and the marginal improvement in reliability declines
rapidly as more features are extracted from any given
set of observables. 

On these facts hang many practical algorithms. For
example, we could apply the deconvolution and tar-
get-separation machinery to exploit a distributed
array. Though this machinery requires intensive com-
munications and computations, it vastly reduces the

size of the feature space and the number of hypothe-
ses that have to be considered, as each feature extrac-
tor deals with only one target with no propagation
dispersal effects.

Alternatively, we may deploy a dense sensor net-
work. Due to the decay of signals with distance,
shorter-range phenomena (such as magnetics) can be
used, limiting the number of targets (and hence
hypotheses) in view at any given time. At short range,
the probability is enhanced that the environment is
essentially homogeneous within the detection range,
reducing the number of environmental features—and
thus the size of the decision space. Finally, since higher
SNR is obtained at short range, and we can use a vari-
ety of sensing modes that may be unavailable at dis-
tance, we are better able to choose a small feature set
that distinguishes targets. With only one mode, we
would need to go deep into that mode’s feature set,
getting lower marginal returns for each feature. Thus,
having targets nearby offers many options for reduc-
ing the size of the decision space.

Communications constraints. Spatial separation is
another important factor in the construction of com-
munication networks. For low-lying antennas, intensity
drops as the fourth power of distance due to partial can-
cellation by a ground-reflected ray [7, 9]. Propagation
is influenced by surface roughness, the presence of
reflecting and obstructing objects, and antenna eleva-
tion. The losses make long-range communication a
power-hungry exercise; the combination of Maxwell’s
Laws (governing propagation of electromagnetic radia-
tion) and Shannon’s capacity theorem (establishing
fundamental relationships among bandwidth, SNR,
and bit rate) together dictate that there is a limit on how
many bits can be conveyed reliably, given power and
bandwidth restrictions. On the other hand, the strong
decay of intensity with distance provides spatial isola-
tion, allowing the reuse of frequencies throughout a
network.

Multipath propagation (resulting from reflections
off multiple objects) is a serious problem. A digital
modulation requires a 40dB increase in SNR to main-
tain an error probability of 10-5 with Rayleigh dis-
tributed-amplitude fading of the signal due to
multipath, compared to a channel with the same aver-
age path loss perturbed only by Gaussian noise. It is
possible to recover most of this loss by means of
“diversity” obtainable in any of the domains of space,
frequency, and time, since, with sufficient separation,
the multipath fade levels are independent. By spread-
ing the information, the multiple versions experience
different fading, so the result is more akin to the aver-
age. If nothing is done, the worst-case conditions
dominate error probabilities. 
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For static sensor nodes, time diversity is not an
option with respect to path losses, although it may be
a factor in jamming and other types of interference.
Likewise, spatial diversity is difficult to obtain, since
multiple antennas are unlikely to be mounted on small
platforms. Thus, diversity is most likely to be achieved
in the frequency domain by, say, employing some
combination of frequency-hopped spread spectrum,
interleaving, and channel coding. Measures known to
be effective against deliberate jamming are also gener-
ally effective against multipath fading and multiuser
interference. This interference reflects the common
problem of intermittent events of poor SNR.

“Shadowing,” or wavefront obstruction and con-
finement, and path loss can be dealt with by employ-
ing a multihop network. If nodes are placed randomly
in an environment, some links to near neighbors are
obstructed, while others present a clear line of sight.
The greater the density, the closer the nodes and the

greater the likelihood of having a link with suffi-
ciently small distance and shadowing losses. The sig-
nals then effectively hop around obstacles.
Exploitation of these forms of diversity can lead to
orders of magnitude reduction in the energy required
to transmit data from one location in a WINS net-
work to another; the energy cost is then dominated by
the reception and retransmission energy costs of the
radio transceivers for dense peer-to-peer networks.

Radio systems involve a close connection between
networking strategy and physical layer. The connec-
tion is even stronger in light of the multiple-access
nature of the channel, since interference among users
is often the limiting impairment; the management of
multiple-access interference is explored in [6].

Energy consumption in integrated circuits. Unfor-
tunately, there are limits to the energy efficiency of
complimentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
communications and signal-processing circuits. Over-
all system costs cannot be low if the energy system is
large. A CMOS transistor pair draws power each time
it is flipped. The power used is roughly proportional
to the product of the switching frequency, the area of
the transistor (related to device capacitance), and the
square of the voltage swing. Thus, power consump-
tion for any given operation drops roughly as the
fourth power of feature size. The components that

switch at high frequency and with large voltage
swings dominate the chip’s power cost.

While Moore’s Law implies that transistor areas
continue to decrease—and signal-processing power
costs decline with time—for radios and any commu-
nication technology, there are limits on the power
required to transmit reliably over any given distance.
The power-amplifier stage cannot be made smaller,
due to limits on the current density of semiconduc-
tors. This stage typically burns at least four times the
radiated energy, and so, in time, dominates the energy
cost of radios. However, if we consider short-range
communication with peak radiated power of less than
1mW, we continue to find that the oscillators and
mixers used for up and down conversion dominate
the energy budget; radios consume essentially the
same power whether transmitting or receiving. While
radio efficiency improves over time, with continuing
technological advances, these facts suggest that net-

works should be designed so the radio is off as much
of the time as possible and otherwise transmits only at
the minimum required level.

Processing also gets cheaper with time but is not
yet free. Because application-specific integrated cir-
cuits (ASICs) can clock at much lower speeds and use
less numerical precision, they consume several orders
of magnitude less energy than digital signal processors
(DSPs). While the line between dedicated processors
and general-purpose (more easily programmed)
machines is constantly shifting, generally speaking, a
mixed architecture is needed for computational sys-
tems dealing with connections to the physical world.
The ratio in die area between the two approaches—
ASIC and DSP—scales with technological change, so
ASICs maintain a cost advantage over many chip gen-
erations. Convenient programmability across several
orders of magnitude of energy consumption and data
processing requirements is a worthy research goal for
pervasive computing. In the meantime, while
researchers continue to pursue that goal, multiproces-
sor systems are needed in WINS.

Signal-Processing Architectures 
Security applications require constant vigilance by at
least a subset of the sensors. We want a low false-
alarm rate and a high detection probability. So as
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long as data is queued, we can usually run energy-
efficient procedures providing high detection proba-
bilities—and high false-alarm rates. Energy
thresholding and limited frequency analysis on low-
sampling-rate magnetic, acoustic, infrared, and seis-
mic sensors are excellent candidates for low-power
ASICs. Higher-energy processing and sensing can be
invoked if certainty levels are not high enough.
Next, a WINS node might seek information from
nearby sensors for data fusion (the weighted merging
of detection decisions) or coherent beamforming
(the complex weighting of raw data from multiple
sensors for improved detection and target location).
This cooperative behavior is a later step, since com-
munication of raw data is very costly in terms of
energy, as is its processing. Finally, a classification
decision might be made using a large neural network
or some other sophisticated procedure to provide the
required degree of certainty. In the worst case, raw
data may be hopped back to a remote site where a
human would perform the pattern recognition. We
can stop at any point in this chain when certainty
thresholds are met.

Two design principles emerge from this effort to
achieve reliable decisions with low energy consump-
tion. First, we should play the probability game only
to the extent we have to. Most of the time, there are
no targets and thus no need to apply our most expen-
sive algorithm (data to humans), but there are too
many circumstances in which the least-expensive
algorithm would fail. A processing hierarchy can lead
to huge cost reductions while assuring the required
level of reliability. Second, the processing hierarchy is
intertwined with networking and data storage issues.
For how long and at what location data is queued
depends on where in the processing hierarchy the
operation resides, whether a node communicates and
to which set of neighboring nodes depends on the sig-
nal processing task. The communication costs in turn
influence the processing strategy, including our will-
ingness to communicate and whether the processing is
centralized or distributed. Optimization is mandated
by the physical constraints of the WINS network.
Therefore the physical layer intrudes up through the
network and signal-processing layers to applications. 

To make concrete the effect of these constraints,
assume the following: a 1GHz carrier frequency; an
antenna elevation of 1/2 wavelength; an efficient digi-
tal modulation, such as binary-phase-shift-keying
(BPSK) transmission, 10-6 error probability, fourth-
power distance loss, Rayleigh fading, and an ideal (no-
noise) receiver. The energy cost of transmitting 1Kb a
distance of 100 meters is approximately 3 joules. By
contrast, a general-purpose processor with

100MIPS/W power could efficiency execute 3 million
instructions for the same amount of energy. If the appli-
cation and infrastructure permit, it pays to process the
data locally to reduce traffic volume and make use of
multihop routing and advanced communications tech-
niques, such as coding, to reduce energy costs.

Indeed, exploitation of the application makes pos-
sible low-power design. For example, consider the sit-
uation of a remote security operation (see Figure 1).
The figure’s screen images display remote WINS
Internet operation. The browser screen images (a) and
(b) display events captured by an intelligent WINS
node. For this system, the WINS node carries two
sensors with seismic and imaging capability. The basic
idea is that the seismic sensor is constantly vigilant, as
it requires little power. Simple energy detection can be
used to trigger the camera’s operation. The image and
the seismic record surrounding the event can then be
communicated to a remote observer. In this way, the
remote node needs to perform simple processing at
low power, and the radio does not need to support the
continuous transmission of images. The networking
allows human (or computer) observers to be remote
from both the scene and the storage of archival
records. The image data allows verification of events
and is usually required in security applications involv-
ing human response. 

The seismic record and image of a vehicle (a) and a
running human (b) creating the record are both
shown in the figure. The WINS node and WINS-
gateway node control Web pages (c) and (d), allowing
direct and remote control (via the WINS network and
the Internet) of event-recognition algorithms. For
example, the seismic energy threshold for triggering
an image can be controlled remotely. The number of
images transmitted can be reduced with an increased
sensor suite of short-range detectors, including
infrared and magnetic, and by adding more sophisti-
cated processing within the nodes. 

Collaborative processing can extend the effective
range of sensors and enable new functions. For exam-
ple, consider the problem of target location. With a
dense array, target position can be tracked by having
all nodes detecting a disturbance make a report. The
centroid of all nodes reporting the target is one possi-
ble estimate of the target’s position. This detection
technique requires the exchange of very few bits of
information per node. Much more precise position
estimates can be achieved through beamforming,
which requires the exchange of time-stamped raw data
among the nodes. Although the related processing is
also much more costly, it yields higher SNR-processed
data for subsequent classification decisions, long-
range position location, and even some self-location
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and calibration options for the nodes [11]. 
Depending on the application, it might be better

to have sparse clusters of beamforming-capable nodes,
rather than a dense deployment of less-intelligent
nodes, or it may be better still to enable both sets of
functions simultaneously. For example, we may over-
lay a less dense array of intelligent nodes command-
ing the capture of coherent data for purposes of
beamforming. Allowing for heterogeneity from the
outset greatly expands the processing horizons.

WINS Network Architecture
Unlike conventional wireless networks, a WINS
network has to support large numbers of sensors in
a local area with short range and low average bit-rate
communication (fewer than than 1–100Kbps). The
network design has to address the requirement of
servicing dense sensor distributions, emphasizing
recovery of environmental information. In WINS
networks, as a rule, we seek to exploit the short-dis-
tance separation between nodes to provide multihop
communication through the power advantages out-
lined earlier. Since for short hops, transceiver power

consumption for reception is nearly the same as that
of transmission, the protocol should be designed so
radios are off as much of the time as possible. That
is, a device’s medium access control (MAC) address
in a network should include some variant of time-
division multiple access.

A time-division protocol requires that the radios
exchange short messages periodically to maintain
local synchronism. It is not necessary for all nodes to
have the same global clock, but the local variations
from link to link should be small to minimize the
guard times between slots and enable cooperative sig-
nal processing functions, including fusion and beam-
forming. The messages can combine network
performance information, maintenance of synchro-
nization, and reservation requests for bandwidth for
longer packets. The abundant bandwidth resulting
from the spatial reuse of frequencies and local pro-
cessing ensures relatively few conflicts in these
requests, so simple mechanisms can be used. At least

one low-power protocol suite embodying these prin-
ciples has been developed, including boot-up, MAC,
energy-aware routing, and interaction with mobile
units [8]. Its development indicates the feasibility of
achieving distributed low-power operation in a flat
multihop network. 

Also clear is that for a wide range of applications,
some way has to be found to conveniently link sensor
networks to the Internet. Inevitably, some layering of
the protocols (and devices) is needed to make use of
these standard interfaces. For example, the WINS
NG (next-generation) node architecture design (dis-
cussed later) addresses the constraints on robust oper-
ation, dense and deep distribution, interoperability
with conventional networks and databases, operating
power, scalability, and cost (see Figure 2). WINS gate-
ways provide support for the WINS network and
access between conventional network physical layers
and their protocols and between the WINS physical
layer and its low-power protocols. WINS system
design exploits the reduced link range available
through multihopping to provide advantages the sys-
tem architect can choose from the following set:

reduced operating power, improved bit rate,
improved bit error rate, improved communication
privacy (by way of reduced transmit power), simpli-
fied protocols, and reduced cost. These benefits are
not obtained simultaneously but need to be extracted
individually, depending on design emphasis.

In network design today, architects also have to
address: How can Internet protocols, including TCP
and IPv6, be employed within sensor networks? While
it is desirable to not have to develop new protocols or
perform protocol conversion at gateways, several fac-
tors demand custom solutions. First, IPv6 is not truly
self-assembling; while addresses can be obtained from
a server, this particular protocol presupposes attach-
ment at lower levels already. Second, present-day
Internet protocols take little account of the unreliabil-
ity of physical channels or the need to conserve energy,
focusing instead on support for a wide range of traffic.
Embedded systems can achieve far higher efficiencies
by exploiting the traffic’s limited nature.
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Another question they
have to address is: Where
should the processing and
storage take place? Commu-
nication costs a great deal
compared to processing;
therefore energy constraints
dictate doing as much pro-
cessing at the source as possi-
ble. Moreover, reducing the
amount of data to transmit
simplifies network design
significantly, permitting scal-
ability to thousands of nodes
per Internet gateway.

WINS Node Architectures
WINS development was initiated in 1993 at the
University of California, Los Angeles; the first gen-
eration of field-ready WINS devices and software
was fielded there three years later (see Figure 2a).
The DARPA-sponsored low-power wireless inte-
grated microsensors (LWIM) project demonstrated
the feasibility of multihop, self-assembled, wireless
networks. This first network also demonstrated the
feasibility of algorithms for operating wireless sensor
nodes and networks at micropower levels. In another
DARPA-funded joint development program
(involving UCLA and the Rockwell Science Center
of Thousand Oaks, Calif.), a modular development
platform was devised to enable evaluation of more
sophisticated networking and signal-processing algo-
rithms and to deal with many types of sensors,
though with less emphasis on power conservation
than LWIM [1]. These experiments taught us to rec-
ognize the importance of separating the real-time
functions that have to be optimized for low power
from the higher-level functions requiring extensive
software development but that are invoked with
light-duty cycles.

The WINS NG node architecture was subse-
quently developed by Sensor.com, founded by the
authors in 1998 in Los Angeles, to enable continuous
sensing, signal processing for event detection, local
control of actuators, event identification, and com-
munication at low power (see Figure 3). Since the
event-detection process is continuous, the sensor, data
converter, data buffer, and signal processing all have to
operate at micropower levels, using a real-time system.
If an event is detected, a process may be alerted to
identify the event. Protocols for node operation then
determine whether extra energy should be expended
for further processing and whether a remote user or
neighboring WINS node should be alerted. The

WINS node then communicates an attribute of the
identified event, possibly the address of the event in
an event look-up table stored in all network nodes. 

These infrequent events can be managed by the
higher-level processor—in the first version of WINS
NG, a Windows CE-based device selected for the
availability of low-cost developer tools. By providing
application programming interfaces enabling the
viewing and controlling of the lower-level functions, a
developer is either shielded from real-time functions
or is allowed to delve into them as desired to improve
an application’s efficiency. Future generations will also
support plug-in Linux devices; other development
will include very small but limited sensing devices that
interact with WINS NG nodes in heterogeneous net-
works, supporting, say, intelligent tags (see Borriello’s
and Want’s “Embedded Computation Meets the
World Wide Web” in this issue). These small devices
might scavenge their energy from the environment by
means of photocells or piezoelectric materials, captur-
ing energy from vibrations and achieving perpetual
life spans. A clear technical path exists today, offering
increased circuit integration and improved packaging.
This path should produce very low-cost and compact
devices in the near future.

Conclusion
These physical considerations are making it possible
for us to pursue the innovative design of densely dis-
tributed sensor networks and the resulting advantages
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Figure 3. WINS node architecture.
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of layered and heterogeneous processing and net-
working architectures for related applications. The
close intertwining of network processing is a central
feature of systems connecting the physical and virtual
worlds. Development platforms are now available
that will increasingly allow a broader community to
engage in fundamental research in networking and
new applications, advancing developers and users
alike toward truly pervasive computing.
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Current wireless systems only

scratch the surface of possibilities emerging

from the integration of low-power commu-

nication, sensing, energy storage, and com-

putation. Generally, when people consider

wireless devices they think of such items as

cell phones or personal digital assistants, items

with high costs and energy requirements that

target specific, highly standardized applica-

tions and rely on a powerful infrastructure. A

new direction in wireless system design, how-

ever, is extending wireless connectivity to

small, low-cost embedded devices for a wide

range of applications.

Application possibilities for miniature wire-

less sensing devices include inventory asset

tracking, roadside traffic pattern and open

parking spot detection, individual plant mon-

itoring for precision agriculture, habitat mon-

itoring in nature preserves, and advanced

building security and automation. The mili-

tary could blanket fields with sensors to detect

troop movement. Sensors might enable civil

engineers to gauge the structural integrity of

buildings and bridges after earthquakes or

fires. Integrating hundreds of thousands of

sensing and control points could provide new

insights into the state of the world.

Exploiting local communication and appli-

cation-specific protocols can drastically reduce

size, cost, and power use in wireless devices.

These devices won’t need to communicate

with the nearest high-power control tower,

but only with their local peers. Peer-to-peer

networking techniques provide a flexible

meshlike interconnect that shuttles data

between thousands of tiny embedded devices.

A handful of the devices might act as bridges

between a local embedded communication

mesh and a traditional data network. Figure 1

depicts a precision agriculture deployment—

an active area of application research.

Researchers are developing new algorithms for

data aggregation, ad hoc routing, and distrib-

uted signal processing for low-power peer-to-

peer wireless networks. As researchers envision

smaller and lower-cost devices, the range of

application scenarios grows dramatically.

The Mica wireless platform serves as a foun-

dation for the emerging possibilities. Pictured

in Figure 2, the Mica platform measures 1.25

× 2.25 inches, runs the TinyOS operating sys-

tem (http://webs.cs.berkeley.edu/tos), and is

suited for self-configuring multihop wireless

networks. With sensing, communication, and

I/O capabilities, Mica can simultaneously act
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as a data router, sensor interface, and control

point. Nearly a hundred research groups cur-

rently use Mica nodes to explore networking

techniques, data analysis, distributed algo-

rithms, networked services, programming,

and novel applications. We created Mica with

off-the-shelf hardware, but the architecture

and its capabilities represent what could be

implemented in just a few square millimeters

of custom silicon. Mica’s flexible design serves

as a building block for creating efficient appli-

cation-specific protocols. Instead of defining

narrow, standardized application interfaces,

Mica provides a set of richly interconnected

primitives (such as data serializers and timing

extractors) to facilitate cross-layer optimiza-

tions. To explore novel systems approaches,

researchers can develop customized protocols

tailored to their application; Mica does not

require use of predefined protocols. 

Conventional wireless design comparison
An explanation of the current wireless archi-

tectures and their shortcomings for deeply

embedded devices illustrates the advantages of

the Mica network architecture. Deeply embed-

ded wireless networks differ in several key

respects from traditional wireless scenarios.

First, power consumption must be drastically

reduced. A deeply embedded, battery-operat-

ed device might need to operate for years on a

pair of AA batteries or a lithium coin cell.

Power consumption must average in the

microamps range, requiring powering down

most of the device much of the time—a cell

phone would do well to last a couple of weeks
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Figure 1. Ad hoc, wireless embedded network for precision agriculture. Sensors detect tem-
perature, light levels, and soil moisture at hundreds of points across a field. The system
communicates the data over a multihop network for analysis. 

Figure 2. Mica node.



on two AA batteries. This hundredfold power

consumption reduction mandates drastic

changes to system architecture. Second, many

deeply embedded systems cannot rely on a pre-

deployed, powerful infrastructure for support.

Cell phone protocols, for example, exploit

high-powered base stations to reduce power

consumption in mobile nodes. In a peer-to-

peer multihop network, typically, only the last

hop will communicate with a base station—

most of the nodes would be located outside of

the station’s direct communication range. An

advantage of a peer-to-peer architecture is that

it only requires small communication distances

for each transmission. Finally, whereas most

wireless devices carry out a single, highly stan-

dardized function, deeply embedded networks

must be suited to a wide variety of applica-

tions. This requires a more general-purpose

system design, but also allows employing rad-

ical, highly efficient algorithms.

As wireless transmission power decreases,

the significance of protocol processing increas-

es. An average cell phone uses 750 to

1,000mW to reach a distant cell tower. In such

devices, protocol processing can consume hun-

dreds of milliwatts before making significant

battery life impact. In a deeply embedded wire-

less network, however, devices typically require

less than a milliwatt to communicate with their

neighbor nodes. This drastic reduction in

transmission power must be complemented

by a highly efficient protocol processing mech-

anism. In wireless Ethernet (IEEE 802.11b)

cards, radio-frequency (RF) transmission

power ranges from just 25 to 100 mW, yet

device power consumption can exceed

2,000 mW when active due to protocols that

are optimized for high data rates. A pair of AA

batteries would last less than eight hours with

a standard 802.11 card. Thus, in deeply

embedded wireless networks, protocol pro-

cessing must be optimized for ultralow-power

operation, not for high data rates. 

Traditional and deeply embedded wireless

devices also differ in their required level of flex-

ibility. Peer-to-peer protocols and in-network

processing implementations must adapt to

meet application needs in sensor networks.

Currently, cell phones use highly partitioned

designs; a generic microcontroller provides the

user interface and device configuration, dedi-

cated digital signal processors process audio

with a single and highly specific algorithm, and

complex radio controllers provide the low-level

channel processing. Figure 3 depicts a gener-

alized cell phone architecture. A prolonged

standardization process allowed for high opti-

mization for specific functions in each system

component, with narrow interfaces between

components. New services are typically over-

laid on the established structure. For example,

on second-generation cell phone systems, a

point-to-point layer over what is essentially an

audio stream provides an IP data communi-

cation stack. The 802.11 designs are also high-

ly partitioned—each of the components

service a specific, highly standardized aspect: 

• A baseband controller implements the

radio channel interface (including spec-

trum sequencing, framing, and coding); 

• A bus controller services the PCMCIA

interface; and

• A microcontroller shuttles data units

between these controllers according to a

specific media access control (MAC)

protocol.
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This strict partitioning makes it difficult for

devices to adapt their behavior to meet appli-

cation-specific requirements. Additionally, the

complex controllers surrounding the radio

consume significant power bringing the radio

online, making low-power operation difficult.1

The Bluetooth wireless specification targets

low-power personal-area wireless communi-

cation. Originally envisioned to replace the

wires of modern PCs—a wireless USB—the

Bluetooth design is based on a master-slave

model in which a single master device com-

municates with a few peripherals (fewer than

eight). While the specification lets devices par-

ticipate in logical communication groups dis-

tinct from the primary master-slave

relationship, it has a powerful master in direct

control of a small collection of physically close

low-power devices. In the deeply embedded

networks we envision—a mesh of thousands

of interconnected embedded nodes—the key

to power, cost, and size reduction is neighbors

forwarding and routing data. Ad hoc, multi-

hop interconnections could be simulated as

an overlay on the Bluetooth master-slave phys-

ical layer, but are likely to be inefficient. Addi-

tionally, the Bluetooth device power

consumption is still an order of magnitude

above our intended target—Bluetooth

chipsets consume 115 mW to communicate

to a master node.2 Similar to IEEE 802.11

devices, current Bluetooth designs are parti-

tioned to implement a single rigid protocol in

conjunction with a well-powered host device,

such as a laptop or, eventually, a personal dig-

ital assistant.

Exploiting wireless design
For the deeply embedded approach, it’s

essential that researchers explore radical direc-

tions in system-level optimization. Cell phones,

wireless local area networks, and Bluetooth pro-

tocols must meet strict bandwidth and latency

requirements. Cell phone voice traffic trans-

missions cannot suffer signal delays that cause

noticeable audio variations. Additionally, a

small transmission round-trip time between

users is required to keep an interactive conver-

sation flowing smoothly. These demands

require that these devices meet strict protocol

design specifications. In deeply embedded wire-

less networks, however, we can exploit trade-

offs between bandwidth, latency, and

in-network processing to reduce power con-

sumption by orders of magnitude. For example,

if sensor data is sampled only once per minute,

it might be acceptable to delay transferring the

data to the consumer for several seconds, allow-

ing the network to coordinate many such flows

efficiently while operating at a low duty cycle.

Such optimizations can extend battery life from

weeks to years.

Our deeply embedded system approach

emphasizes flexibility in ultralow-power oper-

ation and the opportunity to produce system-

level optimization. Rather than a narrow,

standardized interface to a complex radio con-

troller, our deeply embedded designs use sim-

ple radios with much of the RF channel

control exposed to software through a rich

interface. Rather than dedicated protocol con-

trollers, we provide simple accelerators for

protocol primitives that are composed in soft-

ware. Rather than partitioning the design into

dedicated subsystems, this new approach

pools processing resources and uses fine-

grained multithreading to dynamically allo-

cate subtask processing. While each of these

differences affects performance on simple

tasks, their real impact is made by enabling

high-level software optimizations.

Mica design
We designed the Mica platform to aid sys-

tem-level exploration, providing a rich inter-

connection of protocol primitives that

designers can flexibly assemble into applica-

tion-specific protocols. Our design’s power

and time-efficient primitives significantly

improve key system capabilities including

low-power device startup, time synchroniza-

tion, power-aware routing, and localization.

Mica combines communication, computa-

tion, power management, and sensing into a

small experimental platform. The current form

factor (1.25 × 2.25 inch) is similar in size to a

pair of AA batteries, although we have com-

pressed a variant of the design to about the size

of a 2.5-centimeter coin (0.5 cm thick). The

standby current for Mica’s components is a few

microamps, enabling applications that last for

several years on a single set of batteries. Mica

improves experimental flexibility by including

an expansion bus that connects to a wide array

of sensor boards. Our current batch of sensor

boards includes support for monitoring ther-
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mal temperature, barometric pressure, mag-

netic fields, light, passive infrared frequency,

acceleration, vibration, and acoustics. 

Block diagram overview
Figure 4 shows the Mica architecture, con-

sisting of five major modules: processing, RF

communication, power management, I/O

expansion, and secondary storage. A quick

survey of the major modules provides a gen-

eral overview for the system as a whole, hence,

a detailed bill of materials, device schematic

and datasheet for all components mentioned

can be found at http://www.tinyos.net. 

The main microcontroller is an Atmel

Atmega103L or Atmega128 running at 4

MHz and delivering about four million

instructions per second (MIPS). This 8-bit

microcontroller has 

• a 128-Kbyte flash program memory,

• a 4-Kbyte static RAM,

• an internal 8-channel 10-bit analog-to-

digital converter,

• three hardware timers,

• 48 general-purpose I/O lines,

• one external universal asynchronous

receiver transmitter (UART), and

• one serial peripheral interface (SPI) port. 

Normally, programming of these embed-

ded microcontrollers occurs during manufac-

ture with a firmware upload

or during field maintenance.

In our design, however, the

embedded network can be

dynamically reprogrammed

during routine use. The

coprocessor handling the

wireless reprogramming is an

Atmel AT90LS2343, 8-pin,

flash-based microcontroller

with an internal system clock

and five general-purpose I/O

pins. Additionally, to provide

each node with a unique

identification, we include a

Maxim DS2401 silicon seri-

al number—a low-cost ROM

device with a minimal elec-

tronic interface and no power

requirements.

The Mica radio module

consists of an RF Monolithics TR1000 trans-

ceiver and a set of discrete components to

operate the radio. Software can externally set

the transceiver’s transmission radius to range

from inches to hundreds of feet, and it oper-

ates at communication rates up to 115 kilobits

per second. This amplitude-shift-keying-

based radio has a fixed transmission frequen-

cy of 916.5 MHz. At maximum transmission

power, it outputs approximately 0.75 mW—

roughly 1/1,000 the power of a cell phone—

and consumes 21 mW. With a maximum

receive sensitivity of less than 95 dBm, or deci-

bels relevant to one milliwatt, it provides an

unobstructed communication range of

approximately 200 feet. In receive mode, the

radio consumes 15 mW regardless of whether

actual communication is occurring. The radio

interface gives direct control over the trans-

mitted signal, allowing the modulation

scheme, coding, framing, and MAC protocol

to be determined in software. In addition,

operating system software controls radio

transmission strength and can sense the

strength of the receive signal. 

A 4-Mbit Atmel AT45DB041B serial flash

chip provides persistent data storage. We

chose this chip because of its interface and

small footprint, 8-pin small-outline integrat-

ed circuit. It stores sensor data logs and tem-

porarily holds program images received over

the network interface. To hold a complete
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Figure 4. Mica architecture block diagram. The direct connection between application con-
troller and transceiver enables flexibility in meeting application demands. Hardware acceler-
ations optionally assist in communication protocols.



program, the flash must be larger than the

128-Kbyte program memory. This prevented

the project from considering use of the lower

power, electronically-erasable-programmable-

ROM-based solutions because they are gen-

erally smaller than 32 Kbytes.

We designed the power subsystem to regu-

late the system’s supply voltage; a Maxim1678

dc-dc converter provides a constant 3.3-V

supply. Mica operates with inexpensive alka-

line batteries that produce between 3.2 and

2 V (for example, a pair of AA batteries). We

chose the Maxim chip because of its small

form factor and high efficiency. The convert-

er takes input voltage as low as 1.1 V and

boosts it to 3 V. This supplies a clean, stable

voltage source for the rest of the system. Input

voltage significantly affects the TR1000 trans-

mission strength and its receive sensitivity.

The converter chip increases the system’s avail-

able power because more than 50 percent of

the energy in an alkaline cell lies below 1.2 V,

which is unusable without a boost converter.

For ultralow-power sleep mode, disabling the

power system lets the system run directly off

the unregulated input voltage, reducing power

consumption by the boost converter and the

microcontroller. The radio will not operate,

however, without the boost converter enabled.

Table 1 summarizes Mica’s node component

power consumption. 

The I/O subsystem interface consists of a

51-pin expansion connector that we designed

to interface with a variety of sensing and pro-

gramming boards. We divided the connector

into the following sections: 

• eight analog lines, 

• eight power control lines,

• three pulse-width-modulated lines, 

• two analog compare lines, 

• four external interrupt lines, 

• an I2C-bus from Philips Semiconductor,3

• an SPI bus, 

• a serial port, and

• a collection of lines dedicated to pro-

gramming the microcontrollers. 

The expansion connector can also program

the device and communicate with other

devices, such as a PC serving as a gateway

node. Additionally, it contains a standard

UART interface to control or provide data to

any RS-232-protocol-based device. Dozens of

sensor boards with a variety of sensors have

been developed that use this expansion con-

nector. It has even been used to let the Mica

node control a handful of inch-sized micro-

robotic platforms. 

Operating system
The Mica hardware platform uses the

TinyOS multithreading execution model

developed at the University of California,

Berkeley.4 TinyOS is an event-based operating

system in which individual components act

together to form a complete application and

to implement all system functions. This com-

ponent-based structure lets an application

designer select from a catalog of system com-

ponents to meet application-specific goals.

The TinyOS execution model provides

fine-grained allocation of processing resources

across multiple components. This lets high-

level application code and low-level protocol

code coexist on a single CPU. Each compo-

nent acts like a finite state machine that uses

commands and events to transition from one

state to the next. There is no blocking or wait-

ing in TinyOS. This forces components, after

finishing a calculation, to release the CPU for

use by other components. 

TinyOS performs high-level, long-running

application processing in special execution

contexts, called tasks. When executed, a task

runs to completion and other tasks cannot

preempt it. However, low-level system events

can preempt tasks, allowing TinyOS to tem-

porarily reallocate the CPU to low-level sys-

tem processing. TinyOS shields the

application-level processing from the under-

lying concurrent scheduling, yet exposes low-

level system components to meet their

real-time requirements.
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Table 1. Breakdown of active and idle power consumption for Mica

hardware.

Component Active (mW) Idle (µW)

CPU 16.5 30
Radio 21 (transmit mode) 0

15 (receive mode)
Silicon ID 0.015 0
External flash 45 30
LEDs 10 0



In contrast, most wireless devices use ded-

icated protocol processors to handle low-level

processing. This partitioned approach requires

enough power in the application and system-

level processors to handle the peak demand;

though system demand for these two proces-

sors might never occur simultaneously. The

pooled processing approach used in TinyOS

allows dynamically allocating a single CPU to

a given task, so peak demand is close to aver-

age processing. For example, the radio pack-

et start symbol detection requires a peak of

3 MIPS, but only at the instant a packet is

received (less than one percent of the time).

Suppose the signal processing algorithms to

analyze sensor readings require 2 MIPS each

time a sample arrives. A partitioned system

would require a total of 5 MIPS; however,

using a shared pool approach, slightly more

than 3 MIPS could handle this application.

Additionally, in a real application with a mix

of operations of varying cost, efficiency

decreases further because of overprovisioning

of the partitioned system to the worst case.

Furthermore, if a more efficient mechanism

for performing start symbol detection were

selected for a particular application scenario,

TinyOS could reallocate the freed resource. 

The biggest advance gained from exploiting

a shared pool of computation is that the inter-

faces between system components are not

constrained by narrow chip-to-chip communi-

cation mechanisms defined by physical hard-

ware. System components can provide rich

interfaces to other components to enable cross-

layer optimization. Additionally, software-based

interfaces facilitate interface evolution as new

features are added to system components. 

Raw radio interface
The radio subsystem is a prime example of

the rich simple interface approach. From this

subsystem’s low-level interface, designers can

build customized arbitrary signaling proto-

cols to meet application requirements. Only

the radio dictates certain parameters, that is,

signaling should occur over a half-duplex bit-

serial link using amplitude shift keying with a

minimum physical bit time of 10 microsec-

onds (µs), and the need for a rough direct cur-

rent (dc) balance (for example, there should

not be more than four consecutive high bits or

four low bits). Beyond that, system software

components determine all aspects of the com-

munication protocol. In contrast, Bluetooth

radio chipsets dictate bit rates, signaling

schemes, data-encoding methods, framing,

MAC protocols, and the routing scheme to

the host processor. With Bluetooth, the oper-

ating system can only spool packets across the

interface; delays through the interface have a

large, unpredictable variance, and the system

or application components cannot observe the

activity or physical characteristics of the radio

channel. Researchers have observed similar

shortcomings with IEEE 802.11 designs.5 Fig-

ure 5 depicts a standard packet-based proto-

col implemented on the Mica node.

The TR1000 radio used on the Mica gives

the controller direct access to the signal

strength of the incoming RF transmission. It

also allows sampling the level of background

noise during periods when there is no active

transmission and adjusting transmission

strength. Using this information in multihop

networking applications can dramatically

improve efficiency. Interactions between

transmitter and receiver are very predictable,

as is the delay through the radio interface.

Because software can quickly and predictably

turn radio power on or off, low duty cycle

operation can occur without global coordi-

nation or complex time slotting. This direct,

low-level interface to the radio provides flex-

ibility for application developers. Researchers

from the University of California, Los Ange-

les, have exploited this flexibility to create

energy-aware MAC protocols.6

Communication accelerators
The drawback of a low-level interface to the

radio is that it places a significant overhead on

the main controller, because of the frequency

of programmed I/O operations and the inef-

ficiency of conventional instruction sets for

expressing these operations. It’s inefficient to

handle the bit-serial sliding window correla-

tion operation required for start symbol detec-

tion on a general-purpose data path, although

this takes just a few gates to implement in

hardware. The design of dedicated protocol

processors typically contains support for such

operations. To compensate for this, the Mica

architecture includes hardware accelerators for

the most demanding primitives used in pro-

tocol construction and allows these primitives
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to be composed in software, making rich

interfaces available. In general, these primi-

tives could be implemented in board-level

logic, field-programmable gate arrays, appli-

cation-specific integrated circuits, or inte-

grated logic, depending on the

implementation technology.7 For the Mica

platform, we built the critical hardware accel-

erators using conventional serializers in

unconventional ways. While they provide a

significant efficiency boost, they represent just

the beginning of the possibilities we can

include as we progress toward custom devices.

The first accelerator provides a simple shared

memory buffer between the bit-parallel data

path and the bit-serial radio channel. This lets

the processor deal with communication data

in efficient chunks and overlap its data manip-

ulation with the low-level spooling of bits to or

from the radio, at defined intervals. The mech-

anism doesn’t dictate channel coding or sig-

naling and can be bypassed to let the

microcontroller directly interact with the radio

by using programmed I/O. This option meets

real-time requirements when necessary, for

example, during start symbol detection, but

doesn’t force real-time processing of all trans-

fer options. Software can deal with data in 8-

bit chunks when its optimal, but the data can

also be directly accessed bit-by-bit as it arrives.

This accelerator lets the Atmel controller drive

the radio at 50 kilobits-per-second using a

small fraction of the processor, whereas pro-

grammed I/O peaks at 20 Kbps using the

entire processor. Other microcontrollers with

a double-buffered SPI transmit port can

achieve the full 115 Kbps of the radio. The

byte streaming performance of more sophisti-

cated versions of this accelerator would

approach conventional direct memory access

channel performance, yet with precise control

over timing.

The Mica node also incorporates a syn-

chronization accelerator that captures the

exact timing of an incoming packet to with-

in one clock cycle (250 nanoseconds) at the

start of packet reception. Shared memory

stores this packet time stamp, and the data

path can read it. This hardware accelerator is

critical to our design because at high bit rates,

determining transmission timing is extreme-

ly difficult. The synchronization accelerator

forwards this time stamp to the buffering

accelerator so that it can perform automatic

channel sampling at the center of each bit

transmission. The timing information is not

buried in the radio interface; it can also be

delivered to application software for use in

higher-level synchronization operations. 

We built both of these hardware accelera-

tors out of standard microcontroller func-

tional units. SPI is a synchronous chip-to-chip

interconnect with a serial data line and a sep-

arate clock signal that an external SPI master
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second (Kbps) start signal. The receiver must determine the packet’s precise timing to synchronize for the 50-Kbps data pay-
load. Data sample timing for the entire packet is based on the initial synchronization. For transmission, after a short random
delay, the preamble, then a start symbol, and then the data are sent. 



will provide. We drive the asynchronous radio

by combining the functionality of input cap-

ture registers, timer-controlled output pins,

and the SPI communication hardware. The

input capture register automatically captures

a timing pulse contained in the packet. This

value is used to configure the timing register

that controls an output pin. One control

option lets hardware automatically toggle the

output pin each time the counter expires; this

output pin becomes a clocking signal that

times each arriving bit. Finally, SPI hardware

captures the value of the radio signal each time

the counter triggers the clock line. We accom-

plish this by connecting the counter-

controlled output pin to the synchronous

clock line of the SPI port. On the Mica node,

we combine the radio’s incoming receive data

with an artificially generated clock signal to

create an SPI master. The clock signal is the

output of the timing register fed back into the

controller’s SPI port. This results in the SPI

port automatically latching and buffering the

incoming transmission with precise timing—

as long as the internal timing register is con-

figured correctly at the start of reception.

Cross-layer optimizations
Many deeply embedded applications spend

the vast majority of the time in a very low

power state, slowly draining their available

energy supply by processing sensor readings to

confirm that no particular action need be

taken. Infrequently, these applications com-

municate monitoring results, and rarely, por-

tions of the network become extremely active

upon detection of an important event. Perfor-

mance improvements in an application’s active

work, such as processing and messaging,

enhance the application’s overall effectiveness

and let it return to a low-power state more

quickly. However, the larger impact of the rich-

ly integrated approach to wireless design is that

enables optimization of the rest of the appli-

cation. Often these optimizations reach across

traditional layers of abstraction, using low-level

information to achieve a high-level goal.

RF wake up
Upon detection of an important event, a

node will typically awaken, or start up, a sub-

stantial portion of the network. The network

will collect, transport, and process data from

several sources and communicate results

rapidly to engage some response. This wake

up would normally be realized above the mes-

saging layer, passing packets to propagate the

event notification to initiate aggregate pro-

cessing. However, we can exploit the flexible

interface to the radio to implement an

ultralow-power network wake-up signal.

More specifically, this flexibility lowers system

cost for wake-up checking.

For any RF-based wake-up protocol, each

node must periodically turn on its radio and

check for a wake-up signal. Consider a pro-

tocol in which a node checks for a signal every

4 seconds. Since the protocol assumes that

the wake-up alarm is rare, the source can

transmit a signal continuously for a period of

time after the event. A packet interface uses

the detection of a start symbol pattern to dif-

ferentiate data from noise on the channel.

Thus, to implement the wake-up check over

a packet-based radio interface, a node must

turn on its radio for at least the duration of

two packets. We typically use 30-byte pack-

ets with a dc-balanced, single-error correc-

tion, dual-error detection encoding that

results in 540 bits per packet. Thus, at 10

Kbps, the check time would be 108 ms, or

21 ms at 50 Kbps; just checking for wake up

yields a 2.7 percent active duty cycle of the

device, or 0.5 percent at the faster rate.

Although reducing the responsiveness to the

alarm or modifying the packet interface for

an early rejection on the check could reduce

this cost, we perform a more radical cross-

layer optimization.

Instead of interacting with the radio over a

high-level packet interface, our low-power

sleep mode interacts directly with the analog

baseband. The wake-up signal is nothing

more than a long RF pulse. A node checks for

the wake-up signal by sampling the energy on

the channel and can determine whether the

wake-up signal is present in less than 50 µs.

With a 4-second check interval, this 2,000-

fold speedup in the check time results in a

0.00125 percent radio duty cycle. To put this

in perspective, the same energy consumed by

packet-based checks in a week could last 38

years using low-level wake up. We have used

this ultralow duty cycle implementation to

consistently wake up multihop sensor net-

works of more than 800 nodes. 
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Time synchronization
Many sensor applications require time-cor-

related sensor readings or multimode coordi-

nation, and therefore need an underlying

time-synchronization mechanism. For exam-

ple, if a sensor network were used to capture

the propagation of earthquake vibrations

through a building, sensor readings across the

network would need to be synchronized to

within hundreds of microseconds. The accu-

racy of distributed synchronization protocols

is bounded by the unpredictable jitter on com-

munication times. Aside from variations in the

actual network latency, the variation in delay

going through sophisticated protocol proces-

sors can be hundreds of milliseconds due to

buffering, MAC protocols, and backoff. Unlike

wide-area time synchronization protocols—

such as the network time protocol8—we can

determine all sources of communication delay.

Our use of rich interfaces lets us expose the

sources of delay to the application, reducing

the unknown jitter. Additionally, by exploiting

shared system timers, we can assign precise time

stamps to incoming and outgoing packets

beneath the sources of variation.

We designed the Mica platform to use an

internal 16-bit high-frequency counter to act

as the lower 16 bits of a 32-bit continually

running system clock. This highly accurate

system clock is directly linked to the syn-

chronization accelerator used to capture the

exact timing of an incoming packet. To syn-

chronize a pair of nodes, a packet can be time

stamped with a sender’s clock value as it is

transmitted and after all MAC delays have

occurred (prior to transmission, a node might

have to wait for the radio channel to be clear).

The receiver’s synchronization accelerator can

then tag the packet with the receiver’s clock

value. The application can use the difference

between the two time stamps to determine

how to adjust its system clock.

Our implementation synchronizes a pair of

nodes to within 2 µs. We can directly attribute

the skew of +/− 2 µs to several sources of jitter.

When sending, there is a jitter of +/− 1µs in

the transmission propagation due to the inter-

nal circuit dynamics of the radio. Hardware

then captures the arriving pulse with an accu-

racy of +/− .25 µs. Finally, to synchronize the

clock based on the captured value introduces

an additional +/− .625 µs of jitter. This imple-

mentation is only possible because of the

shared access to a high-accuracy system timer

between the bottom of the network stack and

the top of the application. Partitioned wireless

devices—such as Bluetooth chipsets—hide the

exact timing information from applications.

(Generally the receive packet path has less jit-

ter than the transmit path, so an alternative

approach uses the broadcast nature of the radio

channel to synchronize multiple receivers, even

if they are poorly synchronized with the trans-

mitter.9) Mica’s time synchronization primi-

tives provide highly accurate pairwise

synchronization between any two nodes. This

primitive can aid construction of network-

wide time synchronization to within tens of

microseconds.9

Determining device location 
Many applications need to associate loca-

tion information with the data obtained from

sensor nodes. Using the radio as both a sensor

and a high-fidelity time synchronization

mechanism can facilitate localization. RF sig-

nal strength falls off with distance, so sam-

pling the strength of the baseband signal,

combined with information on the transmit

power level, provides an indication of dis-

tance. The distance estimates can aid an elab-

orate form of triangulation to determine

device position.5,10 Variations in strength read-

ings due to multipath effects, interference, and

transmitter/receiver tuning make this

approach more effective for determining prox-

imity than absolute position.

Alternatively, obtaining accurate time

stamps can help determine the propagation

delay of acoustic pulses as a basis for localiza-

tion.11 Some sensor boards contain an elec-

tronic sounder and a microphone. These

boards transmit a radio packet in unison with

an acoustic pulse. The RF packet causes the

receiver to start a counter to measure the delay

until the acoustic pulse arrives, providing cal-

ibration parameters to map measured delay to

distance. This mapping compensates for

delays in the acoustic transmission/receive

path. As with the radio, a rich interface

reduces the sources of unknown jitter.

Application evaluation
The ultimate goal of the Mica node is

enabling novel applications that shape the
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role of deeply embedded networks. Not only

do the application requirements differ dras-

tically from those of traditional wireless sce-

narios, they differ dramatically from one

another. In our exploration of these new sce-

narios, two distinct classes of applications

have emerged. The first is categorized by a

low duty-cycle, low data-rate, long latency,

static topology and a long expected lifetime.

For these networks, lifetime is the main eval-

uation criterion. A second class of applica-

tions is that of highly dynamic

sense-and-control networks with higher data

rates, latency limits, and highly mobile nodes.

Instead of passively monitoring a relatively

static environment, these networks attempt

to control the environment in real time. This

class places strict latency and throughput

requirements on the network, which act as

the main measure of system performance. 

A common, low duty cycle scenario for sen-

sor networks is the continual monitoring of

an environmental space for low-frequency

environmental changes combined with detec-

tion of important events. These scenarios

include heating, ventilation, and air condi-

tioning monitoring of large buildings or cli-

matic monitoring of outdoor habitats. The

Mica optimization opportunities come

together to determine the application’s capa-

bility and lifetime at a given energy budget.

Consider a scenario where the network forms

itself into a tree and each node samples envi-

ronmental data every 4 seconds, aggregates a

statistical summary over 5 minute’s worth of

readings, and transmits the summary to its

parent node. Each parent combines the read-

ings from its children and sends a single sum-

mary to its parent. In the event of a drastic

environmental change, any node can send an

emergency notification to its parent at any

time. The parent checks for emergency mes-

sages every 4 seconds. Table 2 summarizes the

theoretical impact of the Mica optimizations

for a base case without the hardware acceler-

ators and a case with the accelerators and the

cross-layer optimizations that they enable.

Mica’s support of application-specific proto-

cols results in a 10× increase in overall appli-

cation performance.

The energy cost of data transmission assumes

that the worst-case node is responsible for five

children. The node must receive a summary

from each of the children, combine them, and

transmit a new summary to its parent. The pro-

cessing time is small compared with the time

needed to transmit or receive a message. The

hardware accelerators reduce—proportionally

to the increase in bandwidth—the energy con-

sumption of this portion of the application.

Since communication is infrequent and the

radio consumes energy whenever it’s powered

on—whether it’s receiving data or not—nodes

leave their radios powered off whenever pos-

sible. In a rendezvous protocol, nodes agree to

communicate at a future time and turn off

their radios until that time. In these protocols,

synchronization precision translates into lower

power consumption. If a scheduled applica-

tion-level rendezvous is only accurate to

approximately100 ms, then the receiver must

wake up 100 ms early to ensure that it’s not

late; this could result in the receiver’s waiting

200 ms before the transmission actually begins.

For the short transmissions common in sen-

sor networks, this results in a four-to-five-times

increase in cost. The use of bit-level time syn-

chronization reduces the energy consumed
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Table 2. Node energy costs in a persistent data monitoring application that reports every 

5 minutes and has a maximum of five children. The table shows results for basic and 

optimized implementations.

Implementation Base Optimized Improvement factor

Data communication (mJ/day) 2,262 452 5
Children’s transmission waiting time (mJ/day) 669 33 20
Alarm check (mJ/day) 54,237 25 2,160
Sensing (mJ/day) 17 17 1
Total active (mJ/day) 57,187 528 108
Sleep (mJ/day) 5,038 5,182 1
Total (mJ/day) 62,225 5,711 11



waiting for the rendezvous by a factor of 20.

The relatively high frequency of the wake-

up check makes it the single largest consumer

of energy in the base design. Exploiting the

low-power wake-up functionality reduces this

cost by a factor of 2,000. Taken together, the

three optimizations (RF wake up, time syn-

chronization, and high-speed communica-

tion) reduce energy consumption of the active

part of the application by two orders of mag-

nitude. Table 2 shows the impact of each indi-

vidual optimization as well as the overall

impact on system lifetime for a theoretical

deployment. In the base case, the power drain

in sleep state was a reasonable 10 percent of

the overall budget, but it dominates the opti-

mized application. When looking at the appli-

cation as a whole, battery life is improved by

a factor of 10, resulting in an expected life-

time of 10 years for a pair of AA batteries (that

is, 9 years for the base and 1 year for the opti-

mized implementation). Fortunately, further

integration of the design will further reduce

the standby power drain.

The application must control the duty cycle

and rendezvous schedule of the protocol,

because these elements vary greatly depending

on the application scenario. For example, tem-

perature sensing might require 1-minute inter-

vals between reports with only a byte of data

collected per node, while network monitoring

of plant photosynthesis could need more com-

plex readings, but only once per hour.

The exploration of deeply embedded sen-

sor networking is pushing wireless tech-

nologies in new directions. Many research

groups in the US that are exploring these

directions use the Mica node as a foundation

for their research. A single-chip version of the

architecture is in development today. It will

generalize Mica’s architecture, provide addi-

tional accelerators, and dramatically reduce

the standby power consumption. MICRO
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Application Modules OS Modules Lines OS Lines
(% of full OS) (% of full OS)

Surge 31 27 (25%) 2860 2160 (14%)
Maté 35 28 (25%) 4736 2524 (17%)
TinyDB 65 38 (35%) 11681 4160 (28%)

Figure 9: Application component and OS use breakdown.

representative TinyOS applications, including Surge, TinyDB and
Maté. We have implemented a compiler for nesC that generates a
single C source file for a whole application, resolving all interface
connections to direct function calls. In the results below, this C file
is compiled with gcc 3.1.1 for the Atmel ATmega 103, an 8-bit
RISC microprocessor used on Mica mote (Table 1).

4.1 Component Model
Anecdotally, nesC’s component model has been invaluable for

event-driven sensor applications. The success of the component
model is shown by the way in which components are used in the
TinyOS code; applications are small, and make use of a large num-
ber of reusable components. Moreover, nesC’s component model
makes it possible to pick and choose which parts of the OS are
included with each application.

For the purposes of the discussion below, we divided the TinyOS
source into application code and core OS code. We consider core
OS code to be fundamental things such as the TinyOS scheduler
and radio stack as well as commonly used support routines for
timers, sensor management, etc. All other code is considered to be
application specific. Additionally, we restricted our calculations to
one hardware platform to avoid double-counting hardware support
routines.

The core TinyOS source consists of 172 components, of which
108 are code modules and 64 are configurations. The number of
modules per application in the TinyOS 1.x release ranges from
8 to 67, with an average of 24. Modules are generally quite small
— on average only 120 lines of code. This small size indicates the
expressive power of nesC’s components, as programmers have not
needed to break the model by producing large monolithic compo-
nents, which are more difficult to analyze and more error prone.

Figure 9 illustrates the effectiveness of the component model for
our three sample applications. It shows the total number of mod-
ules and lines of code for each application, and the number of these
modules and lines of code that come from OS components. We also
include with the OS numbers the fraction of the OS each applica-
tion ended up including. These numbers show that only a small
portion of the OS is used by each application. nesC’s component
model restricts the code included in each application to the bare
minimum, hence reducing the application’s memory footprint.

nesC’s bidirectional interfaces are an excellent fit for event-driven
systems, since they provide a clean syntax for grouping related
computation in the presence of split-phase and asynchronous op-
erations. As evidence of this, bidirectional interfaces are pervasive
in TinyOS: of the 172 components in the TinyOS core, 74% have
at least one bidirectional interface.

4.2 Concurrency
nesC’s component model makes it simple to express the com-

plex concurrent actions in sensor network applications. Figure 10
gives the number of tasks and event handlers for each sample appli-
cation; each of which represents a potentially concurrent activity.
Figure 10 also gives the percentage of code (measured in bytes) that
is reachable from an interrupt context. These numbers demonstrate
that these applications have a high degree of concurrency.

Application Task Event % interrupt
count count code

Surge 7 221 64%
Maté 13 317 41%
TinyDB 18 722 57%

Figure 10: Application concurrency summary.

Component Type Data-race variables
RandomLFSR System 1
UARTM System 1
AMStandard System 2
AMPromiscious System 2
BAPBaseM Application 2
ChirpM Application 2
MicaHighSpeedRadioM System 2
TestTimerM Application 2
ChannelMonC System 3
NoCrcPacket System 3
OscilloscopeM Application 3
QueuedSend System 3
SurgeM Application 3
SenseLightToLogM Application 3
TestTemp Application 3
MultihopM System 10
eepromM System 17
TinyAlloc System 18
IdentC Application 23
Total 103

Figure 11: Component locations of race condition variables.

Our implementation of race detection uses a simple type-based
alias analysis to detect which variables are accessed by asynchro-
nous code. We report errors if any of these variables are accessed
outside atomic sections.

Initially, nesC included neither an explicitatomic statement nor
the analysis to detect potential race conditions; TinyOS and its ap-
plications had many data races. Once race detection was imple-
mented, we analyzed every application in the TinyOS source tree,
finding 156 variables that potentially had a race condition. Of these,
53 were false positives (discussed below) and 103 were genuine
race conditions, a frequency of about six per thousand code state-
ments. We fixed each of these bugs by moving code into tasks or
by usingatomic statements. We tested each TinyOS application
and verified that the presence of atomic sections has not interfered
with correct operation.

Figure 11 shows the locations of data races in the TinyOS tree.
Half of the races existed in system-level components used by many
applications, while the other half were application specific. Mod-
ulesMultihopM , eepromM, andTinyAlloc had a disproportionate
number of races due to the amount of internal state they maintain
through complex concurrent operations.IdentC tracks node inter-
actions, records them in flash, and periodically sends them to the
basestation; it has complex concurrency, lots of state, and was writ-
ten before most of the concurrency issues were well understood.

The finite-state-machine style of decomposition in TinyOS led to
the most common form of bug, a non-atomic state transition. State
transitions are typically implemented using a read-modify-write of
the state variable, which must be atomic. A canonical example of
this race is shown in Figure 12, along with the fix.

The original versions of the communication,TinyAlloc and
EEPROM components contained large numbers of variable accesses
in asynchronous code. Rather than using large atomic sections,
which might decrease overall responsiveness, we promoted many
of the offending functions to synchronous code, by posting a few
additional tasks.

False positives fell into three major categories: state-based guards,



/* Contains a race: */ /* Fixed version: */
if (state == IDLE) { uint8_t oldState;

state = SENDING; atomic {
count++; oldState = state;
// send a packet if (state == IDLE) {

} state = SENDING;
}

}
if (oldState == IDLE) {

count++;
// send a packet

}

Figure 12: Fixing a race condition in a state transition.

App Code size Code Data size CPU
inlined noninlined reduction reduction

Surge 14794 16984 12% 1188 15%
Maté 25040 27458 9% 1710 34%
TinyDB 64910 71724 10% 2894 30%

Figure 13: Effect of inlining on application footprint and per-
formance. All sizes are in bytes. TheCPU reductioncolumn
shows the reduction in CPU cycles spent executing tasks with
optimizations enabled.

buffer swaps, and causal relationships. The first class, state-based
guards, occurred when access to a module variable is serialized at
run time by a state variable. The state transition example of Fig-
ure 12 illustrates this; in this function, the variablecount is safe
due to the monitor created bystate .

TinyOS’s communication primitives use a buffer-swapping pol-
icy for memory management. When a network packet is received,
the radio component passes a buffer to the application; the applica-
tion returns a separate buffer to the component for the next receive
event. This raises problems with alias analysis; although only one
component has a reference to a given buffer at any time, compo-
nents swap them back and forth. Although alias analysis would
conclude that both components could concurrently read and write
the same buffer, swapping ensures that only one component has
a reference to it at any time. To resolve this issue, we annotated
message buffers with thenorace qualifier.

The last class of false positives, causal relationships, comes from
the split-phase operation of TinyOS components. The command
and event pair of a split-phase operation might share a variable, but
their causal relationship means that the event will not fire while the
command is executing. The event could fire during the command
only if another TinyOS component accessed the underlying hard-
ware; although this would violate the TinyOS programming model,
nesC does not enforce this limitation.

These last two classes of false positives are actually high risk,
and therefore worth verifying by hand. The absence of data races
depends on strict use of the two idioms: it is easy to access message
buffers concurrently by accident, and it is also possible to have a
given split-phase operation running concurrently with itself (break-
ing the assumption that the two phases do not overlap).

We hope that we will be able to reduce the number of false posi-
tives by extending nesC with ideas from the static checking of soft-
ware protocols in Vault [6].

4.3 Optimization
As with data-race detection, nesC exploits the restrictions of the

component model to perform static analysis and optimization. The
nesC compiler uses the application call-graph to eliminate unreach-
able code and module boundary crossings as well as to inline small
functions. This allows extensive cross-component optimizations,

Cycles Optimized Unoptimized Reduction
Work 371 520 29%
Boundary crossing 109 258 57%

Non-interrupt 8 194 95%
Interrupt 101 64 -36%

Total 480 778 38%

Figure 14: Optimization effects on timer event handling. This
figure shows the breakdown, in CPU cycles, for both work and
boundary crossing for timer event handling, which requires
7 module crossings. Optimization reduces the overall cycle
count by 38%.

including constant propagation and common subexpression elim-
ination, to be performed by the back-end C compiler. These op-
timizations greatly reduce memory footprint and execution over-
heads, which are key savings for embedded systems. We evalu-
ate the effectiveness of our inlining by first giving overall reduc-
tions in code size and CPU usage for our three representative appli-
cations, including a detailed component-by-component code-size
breakdown for Surge. Then we show, by analysis of a single but
important code path, that our inlining is effective at reducing the
overhead of the nesC component system.

Figure 13 shows for each of our three applications the code size
(in bytes) with and without these optimizations, the data sizes, and
the decrease in execution cycles spent in tasks obtained by inlining.
Because the networking stack dominates execution time in our ap-
plications, we show the reduction in CPU cycles for time spent ex-
ecuting tasks, nearly all of which are application-level code. nesC’s
optimizations lead to a 15-34% reduction in execution time, and a
9-15% reduction in overall footprint.

Figure 14 gives a breakdown of the CPU cycle reduction for han-
dling a timer event, which requires crossing 7 module boundaries.
nesC’s optimizations save not only 57% of the boundary crossing
overhead, but also 29% of the work required to handle the timer
event, for a total savings of 38%. The increase in boundary cross-
ing overhead for the interrupt occurs because the inlining requires
the handler to save more registers; however, the total time spent in
the handler goes down.

Figure 15 provides a detailed breakdown of the code and data
size for each component in the Surge application. TheTinyOS row
represents the core TinyOS initialization code and task scheduler,
which fits into 400 bytes.C Runtime represents necessary runtime
routines, including floating-point libraries (currently used by multi-
hop routing). Note that inlining increases code size slightly for only
two components –TimerM andAbsoluteTimerM – but reduces or
eliminates many others, leading to an overall reduction in footprint.

5. RELATED WORK
The module systems of languages such as Modula-2 (plus de-

scendants) [12, 52, 53] and Ada [20] explicitly import and export
interfaces. However these systems are less flexible than nesC, as
there is no explicit binding of interfaces: an exported interfaceI
is automatically linked to all importers ofI. Standard ML’s mod-
ule system offers similar functionality to nesC, except that circular
“component” (structure ) assemblies cannot be expressed. The
nesC module system is very close to Mesa’s [35], and (coinciden-
tally) uses essentially the same terminology:modulescontain ex-
ecutable code,configurationsconnect components (configurations
or modules) by binding their interfaces, whoseinterface typesmust
match.

Giotto [13], Esterel [4], Lustre [11], Signal [3] and E-FRP [48]
are languages that target embedded, hard real-time, control sys-



Component Code size Data size
(Sizes in bytes) inlined noninlined
Runtime

TinyOS 368 646 32
C Runtime 1068 1078 13
RealMain – 72 0

Application components
SurgeM 80 240 44

Multi-hop communication
AMPromiscuous 456 654 9
MultihopM 2646 2884 223
NoCRCPacket 370 484 50
QueuedSend 786 852 461

Radio stack
ChannelMonC 454 486 9
CrcFilter – 34 0
MicaHighSpeedRadioM 1162 1250 61
PotM 50 82 1
RadioTimingC 42 56 0
SecDedEncoding 662 684 3
SpiByteFifoC 344 438 2

Sensor acquisition
ADCM 156 260 2
PhotoTempM 226 320 2

Miscellaneous
NoLeds – 18 0
RandomLFSR 134 134 6
TimerM 1964 1958 168
AbsoluteTimerM 1338 1276 50
LogicalTimeM 1758 1806 32
SysTimeC 90 110 2

Hardware presentation
HPLADCC 214 268 11
HPLClock 108 132 4
HPLInit – 10 0
HPLInterrupt – 22 0
HPLPotC – 66 0
HPLSlavePinC – 28 0
HPLUARTM 160 212 0
LedsC – 164 1
SlavePinM 80 124 1
UARTM 78 136 1

Totals 14794 16984 1188

Figure 15: Breakdown of code and data size by component for
the Surge application. A ‘–’ in the inlined column indicates
that the corresponding component was entirely inlined.

tems. They explicitly model the concept of (input) events and
(output) control signals, and offer much stronger time guarantees
than nesC. However, they are not general-purpose programming
languages in which one would implement, e.g., a multi-hop radio
stack.

The VHDL [18] hardware description language is based on as-
sembling components (“architecture”) with well-defined interfaces.
Architectures are often specified as independent processes; archi-
tectures that are built out of components always encapsulate the
inner components. In contrast, nesC configurations do not encap-
sulate the components they use, and concurrency crosses compo-
nent boundaries. VHDL’s model matches that of actual hardware,
while nesC’s is inspired by hardware. Another language targeted
to generating hardware is SAFL [38], a first-order functional lan-
guage. To allow hardware generation, SAFL has no recursion and
static data allocation.

Distributed systems [14, 21, 40, 45], including the Corba Com-
ponent Model [41] and Microsoft’s COM [34], and software engi-
neering [2] often model systems as interacting sets of components.
These components are specified by the interfaces they provide or
use. However, the focus is very different from nesC: components
are large-scale (e.g., a database), dynamically loaded and/or linked,
and possibly accessed remotely. The component models are more
heavyweight than nesC’s, and do not include all the features re-

quired for TinyOS.
ArchJava [1] has bidirectional interfaces (ports). There are no

interface types (port connections match methods by name and sig-
nature), fan-out is limited to methods with no result, and dispatch of
port methods is dynamic. C# [32] and BCOOPL [5] support events
in classes and interfaces. However the two directions are asym-
metric: registration of an event handler with an event producer is
dynamic.

The languages above, and languages commonly used for pro-
gramming embedded systems (such as C, Ada, Forth), do not offer
the set of features desired in nesC: an interrupt-based concurrency
model, low-level hardware access, component-based programming
and static concurrency checking.

A number of operating systems have explored the use of com-
ponent architectures. The Flux OSKit [10] is a collection of com-
ponents for building operating systems, but provided components
target workstation-like machines. Flux was subsequently reimple-
mented with the help of Knit [43], a language for constructing and
linking components implemented in C. Knit’s component model,
based on that of units [9], is similar to nesC in that components pro-
vide and use interfaces and that new components can be assembled
out of existing ones. Unlike nesC, Knit lacks bidirectional inter-
faces and data race detection. THINK [8] takes the Flux model one
step further by allowing explicit modeling of calls between com-
ponents. This allows clean linking of THINK components across
protection domains or networks. THINK does not employ whole-
program optimization and relies on dynamic dispatch. We do not
believe this model, with its associated runtime cost, is appropri-
ate for network embedded systems. Other component-oriented sys-
tems include Click [36], Scout [37], and thex-kernel [17]. These
systems are more specialized than nesC and do not support whole-
program optimization (apart from several optimizations in Click
[24]) or bidirectional interfaces.

Traditional real-time and embedded operating systems, such as
VxWorks [51], QNX [42], and WinCE [33], differ from TinyOS
in a number of respects. These systems are generally much larger
and provide greater functionality than TinyOS, and are intended for
larger-scale embedded systems. We refer the reader to TinyOS [16]
for a thorough discussion of the differences among these systems.

There have been a few attempts at static detection of race condi-
tions. ESC [7] is in between a type checker and a program verifier;
it has been used to verify user-supplied associations between locks
and variables, and also to enforce ordering constraints on lock ac-
quisition. Sun’s LockLint [46] statically checks for inconsistent
use of locks or lock ordering. As expected, these tools have trouble
with first-class functions and aliasing, and tend to report a subset of
the errors with false positives as well. They also focus on locking
rather than atomicity; we chose the latter to enable more freedom
of implementation, which is particularly important for interrupts.
The next section covers the use of monitors in Mesa.

There are also tools for dynamic detection of races. Eraser [44]
detects unprotected shared variables using a modified binary. “On
the fly” race detectors [31, 39] serialize all accesses to a variable to
verify serializability. These approaches only catch errors that actu-
ally occur during the test run. In addition, dynamic approaches are
less appealing for motes due to their number, resource limitations,
and UI constraints. All of these race detection systems, including
nesC, validate individual variable accesses. They cannot detect a
read-modify-write through a temporary variable in which the read
and write occur in distinct atomic sections.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The nesC language is well-suited to the unique challenges of pro-



gramming networked embedded systems. nesC was originally de-
signed to express the concepts embodied in TinyOS, and by reim-
plementing the operating system in nesC, those concepts were re-
fined. nesC’s component model supports holistic system design by
making it easy to assemble applications that include only the nec-
essary OS support. The component model also allows alternate im-
plementations and a flexible hardware/software boundary. nesC’s
concurrency model allows us to write highly concurrent programs
on a platform with very limited resources; the use of bidirectional
interfaces and atomic statements permit a tight integration of con-
currency and component-oriented design. Careful restrictions on
the programming model, including the lack of dynamic allocation
and explicit specification of an application’s call-graph, facilitate
whole-program analyses and optimizations. Aggressive inlining re-
duces both memory footprint and CPU usage, and static data-race
detection allows the developer to identify and fix concurrency bugs.

The nesC design opens up several key areas for future work.
These broadly fall into the areas of concurrency support, enhance-
ments to language features, and application to domains other than
networked embedded systems.

Concurrency support

The nesC concurrency model provides short atomic actions, which
can be used to build higher-level synchronization mechanisms such
as semaphores, condition variables, atomic queues, and locks. Some
of these mechanisms imply blocking, but there is nothing in the lan-
guageper sethat prevents support for blocking: we would need to
prohibit blocking calls in atomic sections as well as treat blocking
calls as yield points for task scheduling.

Our current implementation of atomic sections, which works
well for embedded systems, is to disable interrupts. This is ac-
ceptable in part because we prevent blocking and limit the length
of atomic sections. It also depends on the assumption of a unipro-
cessor and on the lack of virtual memory, since a page fault should
not occur within an atomic section. However, these assumptions
can be relaxed by considering alternate implementations of atomic
sections, for example, using non-blocking synchronization primi-
tives [15].

The use of monitors in Mesa [26] is the most directly compa-
rable concurrency model to ours. In Mesa, the authors considered
and rejected atomicity based on non-preemption for several rea-
sons, including the desire to support multiprocessors and virtual
memory. Also, non-preemption alone does not handle interrupts;
we use atomic sections to handle asynchronous updates to shared
state. Finally, Mesa was unable to prevent calls within atomic sec-
tions from yielding the processor. This is not an issue for nesC.

Language enhancements

There are a number of idioms common in TinyOS that are not
well expressed in nesC. Multi-client services with per-client state
are not well-supported. For example, consider a general timer ser-
vice where each client wishes to receive timer events at a different
frequency. Abstract components can be used for this purpose, al-
though they are currently limited in that the internal state of each
instance is private to that instance. We currently use parameterized
interfaces to implement such multi-client services, where the pa-
rameter corresponds to the “client number.” We are not wholly sat-
isfied with this approach, and we plan to investigate a better mech-
anism in the future.

Split-phase operations provide high concurrency with low over-
head, but are difficult to program; reintroducing the convenience
of a threaded model would greatly simplify programming. By au-
tomatically transforming blocking operations into split-phase calls,

we could preserve expressive lightweight concurrency without forc-
ing the programmer to manually build continuations within compo-
nents (as they do now). As it stands, many components are writ-
ten as small finite state machines; atomic state transitions result in
replicated control flow, separating state transitions from their cor-
responding actions. A future direction for nesC is to provide ex-
plicit support for FSM-style decomposition that simplifies compo-
nent design and allows properties of FSM behavior to be statically
verified.

Application to other platforms

We believe that nesC is not limited to the domain of embedded
systems. nesC’s component-oriented structure, focus on concur-
rency, and bidirectional interfaces are valuable concepts in pro-
gramming larger systems, such as enterprise-class applications and
Internet services. To effectively support this broader class of ap-
plications, several extensions to nesC are needed. First, nesC’s
compile-time analyses would need to be extended to handle dy-
namic memory and component allocation, as well as patterns such
as message buffer swap. The static checking of software proto-
cols in Vault [6] may provide an approach to solving these prob-
lems (and may also help in reducing false positives in data race
detection). nesC’s concurrency model should be extended to admit
multiprocessors, blocking operations, and a more general notion of
threads, as discussed above. Such an approach would lead to a rich
set of concurrency primitives specifically tailored for component-
oriented programming of large-scale systems.
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Abstract

EMERALDS (Extensible Microkernel for Embedded, ReAL-
time, Distributed Systems) is a real-time microkernel de-
signed for small-memory embedded applications. These ap-
plications must run on slow (15–25MHz) processors with
just 32–128 kbytes of memory, either to keep production
costs down in mass-produced systems or to keep weight and
power consumption low. To be feasible for such applica-
tions, the OS must not only be small in size (less than 20
kbytes), but also have low-overhead kernel services. Unlike
commercial embedded OSs which rely on carefully-crafted
code to achieve efficiency, EMERALDS takes the approach
of re-designing the basic OS services of task scheduling, syn-
chronization, communication, and system call mechanism
by using characteristics found in small-memory embedded
systems, such as small code size anda priori knowledge of
task execution and communication patterns. With these new
schemes, the overheads of various OS services are reduced
20–40% without compromising any OS functionality.

1 Introduction

Real-time computing today is no longer limited to large,
high-powered, expensive applications. Increasingly, real-
time embedded controllers are being used in a wide variety
of small control applications, from engine control in auto-
mobiles, to voice compression in cellular phones and im-
age stabilization in camcorders. As real-time systems, these
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embedded controllers execute multiple concurrent computa-
tion tasks with strict time constraints (deadlines) that must
be met in a predictable manner. Furthermore, these tasks are
executed on systems with very minimal hardware — slow
processors (15-25MHz) with small memories (tens of kilo-
bytes), often having the entire system on a single integrated
circuit. Such restricted hardware is needed to keep produc-
tion costs down in mass-produced items, and to keep weight
and power consumption low in portable and hand-held de-
vices. The combined requirements of real-time computing
and low-cost, small-memory platforms has created a need for
real-time operating systems (RTOSs) optimized specifically
for the small-memory computing devices.

Unfortunately, most conventional RTOSs are not appli-
cable to small-memory embedded controllers. Commer-
cial RTOSs like pSOS [31], QNX [9], and VxWorks [35],
as well as research RTOSs like HARTOS [27], the Spring
Kernel [29], Harmony [7], and RT-Mach [33] collectively
cover a wide range of platforms, from stand-alone systems
to multiprocessors and distributed systems. However, most
of these RTOSs were designed with relatively powerful sys-
tems in mind: processors with several megabytes of memory
and networks with at least tens of Mbit/s bandwidth. Even
Windows CE, designed for small, hand-held machines, re-
quires over 200KB ROM for a minimal kernel [23]. As a
result, most conventional RTOSs are not applicable to small-
memory embedded controllers.

Some vendors have targeted small-memory embedded
applications with products like RTXC [6], pSOS Select, and
a dozen other small, real-time kernels. These RTOSs not
only provide predictable services, but also are efficient and
small in size, with kernel code size under 20 kbytes. Their
approach is to take a core set of OS services (task schedul-
ing, semaphores, timers, interrupt handling, etc.), implement
them using optimized, carefully-crafted code, and package
them into an OS.

EMERALDS is an RTOS designed specifically for small-
memory embedded systems. Like the above-mentioned
commercial RTOSs, EMERALDS also provides a core set
of OS services in a small-sized kernel, but our approach
for achieving efficiency in EMERALDS is to rely not on
carefully-crafted code, but on new OS schemes and al-
gorithms. We focus primarily on real-time task schedul-
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ing, task synchronization through semaphores, and intra-
node message-passing.1 We use some basic characteristics
common to all small-memory embedded systems such as
small kernel and application code size anda priori knowl-
edge of task communication and execution patterns to lower
OS overheads without compromising OS functionality, thus
making more computational resources available for the ex-
ecution of application tasks. Some of these characteristics
are also found in other real-time applications, so some of the
schemes we present (such as the task scheduler) have appli-
cability beyond small-memory embedded systems.

In the next section, we describe the general characteris-
tics of small-memory embedded systems and the constraints
they place on RTOSs. We then provide a brief overview of
EMERALDS and show how it differs from other RTOSs.
Sections 5–7 describe and evaluate our real-time scheduling,
synchronization, and message-passing schemes, before con-
cluding in Section 8.

2 Application requirements

Our target embedded applications use single-chip micro-
controllers with relatively slow processing cores running at
15–25 MHz. Typical examples are the Motorola 68332, In-
tel i960, and Hitachi SH-2 controllers. All ROM and RAM
are on-chip which limits memory size to 32–128 kbytes, thus
limiting useful RTOS kernels to around 20 kbytes code-size.
These applications are either uniprocessor (such as cellular
phones and home electronics) or distributed, consisting of 5–
10 nodes interconnected by a low-speed (1–2 Mbit/s) field-
bus network (such as automotive and avionics control sys-
tems).

We expect a typical workload on these systems to consist
of 10–20 concurrent, periodic2 real-time tasks, with a mix
of short (�10ms), medium (10–100ms), and long (�100ms)
period tasks. As with all embedded control applications,
interrupt and I/O services must be provided by the RTOS.
Small-memory embedded systems do not use disks, so file
system support is not needed in the RTOS. Most other OS
services, including task synchronization, task communica-
tions, and clock services must be provided.

3 Overview of EMERALDS

EMERALDS is a microkernel RTOS written in the C++
language. Following are EMERALDS’ salient features as
shown in Figure 1.

� Multi-threaded processes:

– Full memory protection for threads.

– Threads are scheduled by the kernel.

� IPC based on message-passing, mailboxes, and shared-
memory.

�Inter-node networking issues are discussed in [37, 40] and are
not covered in this paper.

�Periodic tasks are the major workload of most real-time sys-
tems.
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Shared memory
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Processes/Threads

Scheduling
Memory management

Protection

Synchronization
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Figure 1. EMERALDS’ architecture.

� Semaphores and condition variables for synchroniza-
tion, with priority inheritance.

� Support communication protocol stacks [41].

� Highly optimized context switching and interrupt han-
dling.

� Support for user-level device drivers.

Of these basic services, the last two deal with hardware de-
vices such as the on-chip timer and the processor’s interrupt
handling mechanism, so their overhead is dictated primar-
ily by the hardware, and there is little that the OS designer
can do to reduce overhead. The remaining services, how-
ever, present opportunities for innovative optimizations. The
thrust of EMERALDS is to come up with new optimized so-
lutions for embedded systems for the well-known problems
of scheduling, synchronization, and communication.

To provide all these services in a small-size kernel, we
make use of certain characteristics of embedded applica-
tions. First of all, our target applications are in-memory.
Moreover, embedded application designers know which re-
sources (threads, mailboxes, etc.) reside at which node, so
naming services are not necessary, allowing considerable
savings in code size. Also, nodes in embedded applica-
tions typically exchange short, simple messages over field-
buses. Threads can do so by talking directly to network de-
vice drivers, so EMERALDS does not have a built-in pro-
tocol stack. Further details regarding protocol stacks, de-
vice drivers, EMERALDS system calls, and other techniques
used to reduce code size in EMERALDS can be found in
[38]. With these techniques, EMERALDS provides a rich
set of OS services in just 13 kbytes of code (on Motorola
68040).
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4 How is EMERALDS different?

Microkernel optimization has been an active area of research
in recent years, but little effort has been made in addressing
the needs of real-time systems, let alone small-memory em-
bedded ones. In microkernels designed for general-purpose
computing such as Mach [1], L3 [20], and SPIN [3], re-
searchers focused on optimizing kernel services such as
thread management [5, 2], IPC [19], and virtual memory
management [25]. Virtual memory is not a concern in our
target applications. Thread management and IPCare im-
portant, but sources of overhead are different for embedded
real-time systems, necessitating different optimization tech-
niques.

Thread management is a concern in typical microkernels
because either the kernel itself has a large number of threads
and switching overhead, and stack use by these threads must
be minimized [5], or, in case of user-level threads, the kernel
must export the correct interface to these threads [2]. Neither
of these apply here, since although EMERALDS has kernel-
managed threads, the kernel itself uses no threads, and user
threads enter protected kernel mode to simply call kernel
procedures, simplifying interfaces. So, in EMERALDS, op-
timizing thread management takes the form of ensuring low-
overhead transition between user and kernel modes and pro-
viding efficient real-time scheduling of threads.

IPC is important in most microkernels because RPC is
used to communicate with user-level servers. Frequently-
accessed services such as file systems and virtual memory
are implemented as user-level servers. But embedded sys-
tems do not need these services. In EMERALDS, only inter-
node networking is implemented at the user-level and even
this server is accessed only infrequently (because nodes are
loosely-coupled). Instead, IPC is important in embedded
systems for intra-node, inter-task communication and this is
what we address in EMERALDS.

Task synchronization has not received much attention
in the design of most microkernels, but it is of crucial im-
portance in embedded systems. The little research done in
this area has focused primarily on multiprocessors [22, 34],
whereas we are interested in uniprocessor locking.

In summary, design of an optimized OS for small-
memory real-time embedded applications is a largely under-
explored area of research. With embedded systems quickly
becoming part of everyday life, designing OSs targeted
specifically toward embedded applications has become im-
portant, and EMERALDS is a first step in this direction.

5 CSD scheduler

Scheduling real-time tasks to ensure that all tasks meet their
deadlines is an important part of any RTOS. In small embed-
ded systems, the efficiency of this scheduling takes on great
importance, since processing resources are so limited. Until
recently, embedded application programmers have primar-
ily used cyclic time-slice scheduling techniques in which the
entire execution schedule is calculated off-line, and at run-
time, tasks are switched in and out according to the fixed
schedule. This eliminates run-time scheduling decisions and

minimizes run-time overhead, but introduces several prob-
lems as follows:

� Entire schedules must be calculated offline, often
by hand, and are difficult and costly to modify as
task characteristics change through the design process.
Heuristics can be used [12], but result in non-optimal
solutions (i.e., feasible workloads may get rejected).

� High-priority aperiodic tasks receive poor response-
time because their arrival times cannot be anticipated
off-line.

� Workloads containing short and long period tasks (as
is common in control systems) or relatively prime pe-
riods, result in very large time-slice schedules, wasting
scarce memory resources.

As embedded systems use increasingly-complex task
sets, cyclic schedulers are no longer suitable for task
scheduling. The alternative is to turn to priority-driven
schedulers likerate-monotonic(RM) [17, 21] andearliest-
deadline-first(EDF) [28, 21] which use task priorities to
make run-time scheduling decisions. They do not require
any costly off-line analysis, can easily handle changes in the
workload during the design process, and can handle aperi-
odic tasks as well. However, they do incur some overheads,
which we seek to minimize in EMERALDS.

The task scheduler’s overhead can be broken down
into two components:run-time overheadandschedulability
overhead. The run-time overhead is the time consumed by
the execution of the scheduler code, and is primarily due
to managing the queues of tasks and selecting the highest-
priority task to execute. Schedulability overhead refers to
the theoretical limits on task sets that are schedulable under
a given scheduling algorithm, in the ideal case where run-
time overheads are not considered. Together, these over-
heads limit the amount of useful real-time computation that
can be run on a processor.

We analyze the sources of these overheads in RM (which
statically assigns higher priority to shorter period tasks [17,
21]) and EDF (which dynamically changes priority, giving
highest priority to the earliest-deadline task [28, 21]), and
devise a hybrid scheduler that gives better performance than
both.

5.1 Run-time overhead

The run-time overhead (�t) has to do with parsing queues of
tasks and adding/deleting tasks from these queues.

When a running task blocks, the OS must update some
data structures to identify the task as being blocked and then
pick a new task for execution. We call the overheads asso-
ciated with these two steps theblocking overhead�tb and
theselection overhead�ts, respectively. Similarly, when a
blocked task unblocks, the OS must again update some inter-
nal data structures, incurring theunblocking overhead�tu.
The OS must also pick a task to execute (since the newly-
unblocked task may have higher priority than the previously-
executing one), so the selection overhead is incurred as well.
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Each task blocks and unblocks at least once each period
(unblocks at the beginning of the period, and blocks after
executingci time), incurring�tb � �tu � ��ts overhead
per period. Overhead is greater if blocking system calls are
used; although it is task-dependent, for simplicity, we as-
sume half the tasks use one blocking call per period, thus
incurring an average per-period scheduler run-time overhead
of �t � �����tb ��tu � ��ts�. The workload utilization
is now calculated asU �

P
n

i��
�ci ��t��Pi.

Now, we calculate�t for both EDF and RM policies.
In EMERALDS, we have implemented EDF as follows. All
blocked and unblocked tasks are placed in a single, unsorted
queue.3 A task is blocked and unblocked by changing one
entry in the task control block (TCB), so�tb and�tu are
O���. To select the next task to execute, the list is parsed and
the earliest-deadline ready task is picked, so�ts isO�n�.

RM schedulers usually have a queue of ready tasks,
sorted by task priority, and blocking/unblocking involves
deleting/inserting tasks into this sorted queue. In EMER-
ALDS, we use a different implementation that permits some
semaphore optimizations (Section 6), while maintaining
similar run-time costs. All (blocked and unblocked) tasks
are kept in a queue sorted by task priority. A pointerhigh-
estP points to the first (highest-priority) task on the queue
that is ready to execute, so�ts is O���. Blocking a task
requires modifying the TCB (as in EDF) and settinghigh-
estP to the next ready task. The latter involves scanning
the list, so in the worst case�tb is O�n�. Unblocking, on
the other hand, only requires updating the TCB and com-
paring the task’s priority with that of the one pointed to by
highestP, changing the pointer if needed. Thus,�tu is
O���.

For RM,�tb � O�n� whereas for EDF,�ts � O�n�.
�tb is counted only once for every task block/unblock op-
eration while�ts is counted twice, which is why�t �
�����tb � �tu � ��ts� is significantly less for RM than
it is for EDF, especially whenn is large (15 or more).

The EDF and RM run-time overheads for EMERALDS
measured on a 25MHz Motorola 68040 processor are shown
in Table 1. Also shown for comparison is an implementation
of RM using a sorted heap. Unlessn is very large (58 in
this case), the total run-time overhead�t for a heap is more
than for a queue. As most real-time workloads do not have
enough tasks, heap implementations are avoided in scheduler
structures.

5.2 Schedulability overhead

The schedulability overhead is defined as�� U �, whereU�

is the ideal schedulable utilization. For a given workload
and a given scheduler,U� is the highest workload utiliza-
tion that the scheduler can feasibly schedule under the ideal
conditions that the scheduler’s run-time overhead is ignored.

Consider a workload ofn tasks,f�i � i � �� �� � � � � ng,
where each task�i has a periodPi and an execution time

�Simple sorted queues haveO�n� insert/delete times, and per-
form poorly as priorities change often due to semaphore use (Sec-
tion 6). Heaps have long run times due to code complexity despite
O�logn� insert/remove times sincen is rarely very large.

EDF - queue RM - queue RM - sorted heap
�tb ��� ��� � ����n ��� � 	�
dlog

�
�n� ��e

�tu ��	 ��� ��� � ���dlog
�
�n� ��e

�ts ��	 � ��	n ��� ���

Table 1. Run-time overheads for EDF and RM (values are
in �s; n is the number of tasks). Also shows measurements
for RM when a heap is used instead of a linked list. Measure-
ments made using a 5MHz on-chip timer.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 80

τ 1 τ 2 τ 3 τ 4 τ 1 τ 2 τ 3 τ
4

time

τ 5misses deadline

Figure 2. RM scheduling of the workload in Table 2.

ci (assume that a task’s relative deadline equals its period).
Then, this workload has a utilizationU �

Pn

i��
ci�Pi. EDF

can schedule all workloads withU � � (ignoring run-time
overheads)[21], soU � � � for EDF. Thus, EDF has zero
schedulability overhead.

RM, on the other hand, can haveU � � �. Previous work
has shown that for RM,U � � 	�

 on average [17]. As
an illustration of nonzero schedulability overhead, consider
the workload shown in Table 2. Each task�i has deadline
di � Pi.

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Pi (ms) 4 5 6 7 8 20 30 50 100 130
ci (ms) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Table 2. A typical task workload with U � ��

. It is feasible
under EDF, but not under RM.

Figure 2 shows what happens if this workload is sched-
uled by RM. In the time interval�	� ��, tasks��–�� execute,
but before�� can run,�� is released again. Under RM,��–��
have higher priority than�� (because of their shorterPi), so
the latter cannot run until all of the former execute for the
second time, but by then�� has missed its deadline. This
makes the workload infeasible under RM and illustrates why
RM has a non-zero schedulability overhead.

On the other hand, if EDF is used to schedule the same
workload,�� will run before��–�� run for the second time
(becaused� � 
 is earlier than the deadlines of second invo-
cations of��–��) and the workload will be feasible.

5.3 CSD: a balance between EDF and RM

Going back to the workload in Table 2, notice that�� is the
“troublesome” task, i.e., because of this task the workload is
infeasible under RM. Tasks��–��� have much longer peri-
ods, so they can be easily scheduled by any scheduler, be it
RM or EDF.
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We used this observation as the basis of the combined
static/dynamic (CSD) scheduler. Under CSD,��–�� will be
scheduled by EDF so that�� will not miss its deadline. The
remaining tasks��–��� will use the low-overhead RM policy.
The run-time overhead is less than that of EDF (since the
EDF queue’s length has been halved), and since in the worst
case, CSD simply reduces to EDF, schedulability overhead
is same as for EDF (i.e., zero, hence much better than RM).
Thus, the total scheduling overhead of CSD is significantly
less than that of both EDF and RM.

The CSD scheduler maintains two queues of tasks. The
first queue is thedynamic-priority(DP) queue which con-
tains the tasks to be scheduled by EDF. The second queue
is the fixed-priority (FP) queue which contains tasks to
be scheduled by RM (or any fixed-priority scheduler such
as deadline-monotonic[18], but for simplicity, we assume
RM).

Given a workloadf�i � i � �� �� � � � � ng sorted by RM-
priority (shortest-period-first), let� r be the “troublesome”
task, the longest period task that cannot be scheduled by RM.
Then, tasks��–�r are placed in the DP queue while�r��–
�n are in the FP queue. Priority is given to the DP queue,
since these tasks have higher RM-priority (shorter periods)
than those in the FP queue. A counter keeps track of the
number of ready tasks in the DP queue. When the sched-
uler is invoked, if the counter is non-zero, the DP queue is
parsed to pick the earliest-deadline ready task. Otherwise,
the DP queue is skipped completely and the scheduler picks
the highest-priority ready task from the FP queue (pointed to
by highestP).

5.4 Run-time overhead of CSD

The run-time overhead of CSD depends on whether the task
being blocked or unblocked is a DP or FP task. There are
four possible cases to consider:

1. DP task blocks:�tb is O��� (same as for EDF). The
worst case�ts occurs when there are other ready tasks
in the DP queue, requiring a scan through the DP queue
to select the next task. So,�ts � O�r�.

2. DP task unblocks:�tu isO���. At least one ready task
is in the DP queue (the one that was just unblocked),
always requiring a parse of ther-long DP queue, so
�ts � O�r�.

3. FP task blocks:�tb is the same as for RM, but with
a shorter queue, so�tb � O�n � r�. Since an FP
task was executing and all DP tasks have higher prior-
ity, the DP queue cannot have any ready tasks at this
point. The scheduler just selectshighestP from the
FP queue, so�ts � O��� (same as for RM).

4. FP task unblocks:�tu isO��� (same as for RM). The
DP queue may or may not have ready tasks, but for
the worst-case�ts, we must assume that it does, so
�ts � O�r�.

From this analysis, the total scheduler overhead for
CSD is �tb � �ts block � �tu � �ts unblock per task

block/unblock operation. For DP tasks, this becomesO����
O�r� � O��� � O�r� � �O�r�, equivalent to anr-long
list parsed twice, whereas the overhead for FP tasks equals
O�n � r� � O��� � O��� � O�r� � O�n� (n-long list
parse once). Therefore, overhead of CSD is significantly less
than that of EDF (n-long list parsed twice) and only slightly
greater than that of RM (n-long list parsed once), as is cor-
roborated by performance measurements in Section 5.7.

With lower total overheads, CSD can schedule some task
sets that are not schedulable under EDF or RM when run-
time overheads are included. A detailed analysis of workload
schedulability tests for CSD, EDF, and RM that take into
account run-time overheads is presented in [36].

5.5 Reducing CSD run-time overhead

The CSD’s main advantage is that even though it uses EDF
to deliver good schedulable utilization, it reduces run-time
overhead by keeping the DP queue short. As the number of
tasks in the workload increases, the DP queue length also in-
creases thus degrading CSD performance. We need to mod-
ify CSD to keep run-time overhead under control as the num-
ber of tasksn increases.

5.5.1 Controlling DP queue run-time overhead

Under CSD, the execution time of each task in the DP queue
increases by�t�DP � which depends on length of the DP
queuer. �t�DP � increases rapidly asr increases, which
degrades performance of CSD.

Our solution is to split the DP queue into two queues
DP1 and DP2. DP1 has tasks with higher RM-priority, so the
scheduler gives priority to DP1. Both DP1 and DP2 are ex-
pected to be significantly shorter than the original DP queue
so that the run-time overhead of the modified scheme (called
CSD-3 for its three queues) should be well below that of the
original CSD scheme (henceforth called CSD-2).

5.5.2 Run-time overhead of CSD-3

The run-time overheads for CSD-3 can be derived using the
same reasoning as used for CSD-2 in Section 5.4. The over-
heads for different cases are shown in Table 3, whereq is
the length of the DP1 queue andr is the total number of
DP tasks (sor � q is the length of DP2 queue). The run-
time overhead associated with DP1 tasks isO�r�, a signifi-
cant improvement overO��r� for CSD-2. Since DP1 tasks
have the shortest periods in the workload, they execute most
frequently, and the reduction in their overheads greatly im-
proves CSD-3 performance over CSD-2.

The run-time overhead of DP-2 tasks is reduced as well
fromO��r� in CSD-2 toO��r� q�. Similarly, the overhead
for FP tasks is reduced fromO�n� toO�n� q�.

5.5.3 Allocating tasks to DP1 and DP2

If all DP tasks had the same periods, we could split them
evenly between DP1 and DP2. Each queue’s length will be
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DP1 DP2 FP
Task �tb O��� O��� O�n� r�
Blocks �ts O�r � q� O�r� O���
Task �tu O��� O��� O���
Unblocks �ts O�q� O�r � q� O�r � q�

Total Overhead O�r� O�	r � q� O�n� q�

Table 3. Run-time overheads for CSD-3. The values as-
sume that the DP2 queue is longer than the DP1 queue
(max�q� r � q� � r � q) which is typically the case.

half that of the original DP queue, cutting the run-time over-
head of scheduling DP tasks in half.4 When tasks have dif-
ferent periods, two factors must be considered when dividing
tasks between DP1 and DP2:

� Tasks with the shortest periods are responsible for the
most scheduler run-time overhead. For example, sup-
pose�t � 	�� ms. A task withPi � � ms will be
responsible for�t�Pi � �	 CPU overhead, whereas
a task withPi � � ms will be responsible for only
2%. We should keep only a few tasks in DP1 to keep
�t�DP�� small. DP2 will have more tasks making
�t�DP�� � �t�DP��, but since DP2 tasks execute
less frequently,

P
i
�t�Pi for the two queues will be

approximately balanced.

� Once the DP tasks are split into two queues, they no
longer incur zero schedulability overhead. Although
tasks within a DPx queue are scheduled by EDF, the
queues themselves are scheduled by RM (all DP1 tasks
have statically higher priorities than DP2 tasks), so
CSD-3 has non-zero schedulability overhead. Task al-
location should minimize thesumof the run-time and
schedulability overheads. For example, consider the
workload in Table 2. Suppose the least run-time over-
head results by putting tasks��–�� in DP1 and the rest
of the DP tasks in DP2, but this will cause�� to miss
its deadline (see Figure 2). Putting�� in DP1 may lead
to slightly higher run-time overhead, but will lower
schedulability overhead so that�� will meet its dead-
line.

At present, we use an off-line exhaustive search (using
the schedulability test described in [36]) to find the best pos-
sible allocation of tasks to DP1, DP2, and FP queues. The
search runs inO�n�� time for three queues, taking 2–3 min-
utes on a 167MHz Ultra-1 Sun workstation for a workload
with 100 tasks.

5.6 Beyond CSD-3

The general scheduling framework of CSD is not limited to
just three queues. It can be extended to have�� �� � � � � n

�Increasing the number of queues also increases the overhead of
parsing the prioritized list of queues, but our measurements showed
this increase to be negligible (less than a microsecond on Motorola
68040) when going from two to three queues.

queues. The two extreme cases (one queue andn queues)
are both equivalent to RM while the intermediate cases give
a combination of RM and EDF.

We would expect CSD-4 to have slightly better perform-
ance than CSD-3 and so on (as confirmed by evaluation re-
sults in Section 5.7), although the performance gains are ex-
pected to taper off once the number of queues gets large and
the increase in schedulability overhead (from having multi-
ple EDF queues) starts exceeding the reduction in run-time
overhead.

For a given workload, the best number of queues and the
best number of tasks per queue can be found through an ex-
haustive search, but this is a computationally-intensive task
and is not discussed further in this paper. We demonstrated
the usefulness of the general CSD scheduling framework and
how it can be beneficial in real systems.

5.7 CSD performance

We evaluate the usefulness of CSD in scheduling a wide vari-
ety of workloads by comparing CSD to EDF and RM. In par-
ticular, we want to know which is the best scheduler when all
scheduling overheads (run-time and schedulability) are con-
sidered. Table 1 shows run-time overhead for EDF and RM
on a 25MHz Motorola 68040 processor; the same overheads
apply to CSD DP and FP queues respectively, though fewer
tasks are in these queues (onlyn�r in FP queue, etc.). CSD-
x also requires an additionalx � 	����s to parse the list of
queues to find a queue with ready tasks.

Our test procedure involves generating random task
workloads, then for each workload, scaling the execution
times of tasks until the workload is no longer feasible for
a given scheduler. The utilization at which the workload be-
comes infeasible is called thebreakdown utilization[13]. We
expect that with scheduling overheads considered, CSD will
have the highest breakdown utilization.

Because scheduling overheads are a function of the num-
ber of tasks (n) in the workload, we tested all schedulers for
workloads ranging fromn � � to n � �	. For eachn, we
generate 500 workloads with random task periods and exe-
cution times. We scale the execution times until the work-
loads becomes infeasible to find the average breakdown uti-
lizations.

The run-time overhead of priority-based schedulers de-
pends not only on the number of tasks, but on the periods
of tasks as well (since the scheduler is invoked every time a
task blocks or unblocks). Short period tasks lead to frequent
invocation of the scheduler, resulting in high run-time over-
head, whereas long-period tasks produce the opposite result.
In our tests, we vary not only the number of tasks, but the pe-
riods of tasks as well. For each base workload (with a fixed
n), we produce two additional workloads from it by divid-
ing the periods of tasks by a factor of 2 and 3. This allows
us to evaluate the impact of varying task periods on various
scheduling policies.

To mimic the mix of short and long period tasks expected
in real-time embedded systems, we generate the base task
workloads by randomly selecting task periods such that each
period has an equal probabilityof being single-digit (5–9ms),
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Figure 3. Average breakdown utilizations for CSD, EDF, and
RM for base workloads.
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Figure 4. Average breakdown utilizations for CSD, EDF, and
RM when task periods are scaled down by a factor of 2.

double-digit (10–99ms), or triple-digit (100–999ms). Fig-
ures 3–5 show breakdown utilizations for base workloads
and when task periods are divided by 2 and 3, respectively.
Each point represents the average breakdown utilization for
500 workloads with a fixedn. In Figure 3, task periods are
relatively long (5ms–1s). The run-time overheads are low
which allows EDF to perform close to its theoretical lim-
its. Even then, CSD performs better than EDF. CSD-4 has
17% lower total scheduling overhead forn � �� and this
increases to more than 40% forn � �	 as EDF’s strong de-
pendency onn begins to degrade its performance.

Figure 4 is for periods in the 2.5–500ms range. For these
moderate length periods, initially EDF is better than RM,
but then EDF’s run-time overhead increases to the point that
RM becomes superior. Forn � ��, CSD-4 has 25% less
overhead than EDF, while forn � �	, CSD-4 has 50% lower
overhead than RM (which in turn has lower overhead than
EDF for this largen).

Figure 5 shows similar results. Task periods range from
1.67–333ms, and these short periods allow RM to quickly
overtake EDF. Nevertheless, CSD continues to be superior
to both.

Figures 3–5 also show a comparison between three vari-
eties of CSD. They show that even though a significant per-
formance improvement is seen from CSD-2 to CSD-3 (espe-
cially for largen), only a minimal improvement is observed
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Figure 5. Average breakdown utilizations for CSD, EDF, and
RM when task periods are scaled down by a factor of 3.

from CSD-3 to CSD-4. This is because even though the run-
time overhead continues to decrease, the increase in schedul-
ability overhead almost nullifies the reduction in run-time
overhead.

CSD-4 could be expected to give significantly better
breakdown utilization than CSD-3 only if workloads can
be easily partitioned into four queues without increasing
schedulability overhead, but this is rarely the case. DP1
tasks have statically higher priority than DP2 tasks, DP2
tasks have higher priority than DP3 tasks, and so on. As
the number of queues increases, the schedulability overhead
starts increasing from that of EDF to that of RM. This is why
we would expect that asx increases, performance of CSD-
x will quickly reach a maximum and then start decreasing
because of reduced schedulability and increased overhead of
managingx queues (which increases by	����s per queue).
Eventually, asx approachesn, performance of CSD-x will
degrade to that of RM.

The results presented here confirm the superiority of the
CSD scheduling framework as compared to EDF and RM.
The results show that even though CSD-2 suffers from high
run-time overhead for largen, CSD-3 overcomes this prob-
lem without any significant increase in schedulability over-
head. This way, CSD-3 delivers consistently good perform-
ance over a wide range of task workload characteristics.
Increasing the number of queues gives some further im-
provement in performance, but the schedulability overhead
starts increasing rapidly so that using more than three queues
yields only a minimal improvement in performance.

6 Efficient semaphore implementation

Object-oriented (OO) programming is ideal for designing
real-time software, as it models nicely the real-world enti-
ties, such as sensors, actuators, and controllers, that real-time
systems deal with: the object’s internal data represents the
physical state (temperature, pressure, position, RPM, etc.)
and the object’s methods allow the state to be read or modi-
fied. These notions of encapsulation and modularity greatly
simplify the software design process reducing real-time soft-
ware to a collection of threads of execution, that invoke the
methods of various objects [11].
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Conceptually, the OO paradigm is very appealing, but
does incur some costs. Object methods must synchronize
access to object data and ensure mutual exclusion, typically
done through semaphores [4, 8, 10]). As semaphore calls
are made in every method invocation, semaphore operations
are among the most heavily-used OS primitives when OO
design is used. This calls for new and efficient schemes for
implementing semaphore locking in EMERALDS.

Previous work in lowering the overhead of semaphore
operations has focused on either relaxing the semaphore se-
mantics to get better performance [30] or coming up with
new semantics and new synchronization policies [32]. The
problem with this approach is that such new/modified se-
mantics may be suitable for some particular applications, but
usually do not have wide applicability.

We take an approach of providing full semaphore seman-
tics (with priority inheritance [26]), but optimizing the im-
plementation of these semaphores by exploiting certain fea-
tures of embedded applications. We note that the follow-
ing discussion primarily deals with semaphores used as bi-
nary mutual-exclusion locks (mutexes), but is more generally
applicable to counting semaphores as well.

6.1 Standard implementation

The standard procedure to lock a semaphore can be summa-
rized as follows:

if (sem locked) {
do priority inheritance;
add caller thread to wait queue;
block; /* wait for sem to be

released */
}
lock sem;

Priority inheritance [26] is needed in real-time systems
to avoid unbounded priority inversion [32]. Without it,
a medium-priority task may indefinitely block a higher-
priority task waiting for some low-priority task holding a
needed semaphore.

We are most interested in worst-case overheads, which
occur when some threadT� invokes theacquire sem()
call on a semaphore already locked by some lower priority
threadT�. Figure 6 shows a typical scenario for this situa-
tion. ThreadT� wakes up (after completing some unrelated
blocking system call) and then callsacquire sem(). This
results in priority inheritance and a context switch toT �, the
current lock holder. AfterT� releases the semaphore, its pri-
ority returns to its original value and a context switch occurs
to T�. These steps are outlined in Figure 7.

Two context switches (C� andC�) are directly due to the
acquire sem() call. As context switches incur a signif-
icant overhead, eliminating some of these context switches
will greatly reduce run-time overhead. Another area of im-
provement is in the priority inheritance (PI) steps. For DP
tasks, the PI steps takeO��� time, since the DP tasks are
not kept sorted. However, for tasks in the FP queue, each
of the two PI steps will takeO�n � r� time, since the tasks
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Figure 6. A typical scenario showing thread T� attempting
to lock a semaphore already held by thread T�. Tx is an un-
related thread which was executing while T� was blocked.

unblockT�
context switchC� (Tx to T�)

(T� executes and calls acquiresem())
do priority inheritance (T� to T�)
blockT�
context switchC� (T� to T�)

(T� executes and calls releasesem())
undo priority inheritance ofT�
unblockT�
context switchC� (T� to T�)

Figure 7. Operations involved in locking a semaphore for
the scenario shown in Figure 6

must be removed and reinserted according to their new prior-
ity. We have addressed both context switch elimination and
optimization of the PI step in EMERALDS.

6.2 Implementation in EMERALDS

Going back to Figure 7, we want to eliminate context switch
C� [39]. We can do this by lettingT� execute, rather than
switching toT� immediately following the unblocking event
E. T� will go on to release the semaphore andT� can be acti-
vated at this point, savingC� (Figure 8). This is implemented
as follows. As part of the blocking call just precedingac-
quire sem(), we instrument the code (using a code parser
described later) to add an extra parameter indicating which
semaphoreT� intends to lock. When eventE occurs andT�
is to be unblocked, the OS checks ifS is available or not.
If S is unavailable, then priority inheritance fromT� to the
current lock holderT� occurs right here.T� is added to the
waiting queue forS and it remains blocked. As a result, the
scheduler picksT� to execute — which eventually releasesS
— andT� is unblocked as part of thisrelease sem() call
by T�. Comparing Figure 8 to Figure 6, we see that context
switchC� is eliminated. The semaphore lock/unlock pair of
operations now incur only one context switch instead of two,
resulting in considerable savings in execution time overhead
(Section 6.4).

We also want to optimize the two PI steps for FP tasks,
each of which takesO�n � r� time with normal queue ma-
nipulation. The first PI step (T� inheritsT�’s priority) is eas-
ily optimized by using the observation that, according toT �’s
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Figure 8. The new semaphore implementation scheme.
Context switch C� is eliminated.

new priority, its position in the FP queue should be just ahead
of T�’s position. So, instead of parsing the FP queue to find
the correct position to insertT�, we insertT� directly ahead
of T�, reducing overhead toO���.

We want to reduce the overhead of the second PI step (T�
returns to its original priority) toO��� as well. In EMER-
ALDS, we accomplish this by switching the positions ofT�
andT� in the queue as part of the first PI operation whenT�
inheritsT�’s priority. This putsT� in the correct position ac-
cording to its new priority whileT � acts as a “place-holder”
keeping track ofT�’s original position in the queue. Then
the question is: is it safe to putT� in a position lower than
what is dictated by its priority? The answer is yes. As long
asT� stays blocked, it can be in any position in the queue.T�
unblocks only whenT� releases the semaphore, and at that
time, we switch the positions ofT� andT� again, restoring
each to their original priorities. With this scheme, both PI
operations takeO��� time.

One complication arises ifT� first inheritsT�’s priority,
then a third threadT� attempts to lock this semaphore andT�
inheritsT�’s priority. For this case,T� becomesT�’s place-
holder andT� is simply put back to its original position in the
queue. This involves one extra step compared to the simple
case described initially, but the overhead is stillO���.

Note that these optimizations on the PI operations were
possible because our scheduler implementation keeps both
ready and blocked tasks in the same queue. Had the FP queue
contained only ready tasks, we could not have kept the place-
holder task in the queue.

6.2.1 Code parser

In EMERALDS, all blocking calls take an extra parameter
which is the identifier of the semaphore to be locked by the
upcomingacquire sem() call. This parameter is set to
�� if the next blocking call is notacquire sem().

Semaphore identifiers are statically defined (at compile
time) in EMERALDS as is commonly the case in OSs for
small-memory applications, so it is fairly straightforward
to write a parser which examines the application code and
inserts the correct semaphore identifier into the argument
list of blocking calls just precedingacquire sem() calls.
Hence, the application programmer does not have to make
any manual modifications to the code.

6.2.2 Analysis of new scheme

From the viewpoint of schedulability analysis, there can be
two concerns regarding the new semaphore scheme (refer
back to Figure 8):

1. What if threadT� does not block on the call preceding
acquire sem()? This can happen if eventE has
already occurred when the call is made.

2. Is it safe to delay execution ofT� even though it may
have higher priority thanT� (by doing priority inheri-
tance earlier than would occur otherwise)?

Regarding the first concern, ifT� does not block on the
call precedingacquire sem(), then a context switch has
already been saved. For such a situation,T� will continue
to execute until it reachesacquire sem() and a con-
text switch will occur there. What our scheme really pro-
vides is that a context switch will be saved either on the
acquire sem() call or on the preceding blocking call.
Where the savings actually occur at run-time do not really
matter to the calculation of worst-case execution times for
schedulability analysis.

For the second concern, the answer is yes, it is safe to
let T� execute earlier than it would otherwise. The concern
here is thatT� may miss its deadline. But this cannot hap-
pen because under all circumstances,T� must wait forT� to
release the semaphore beforeT� can complete. So, from the
schedulability analysis point of view, all that really happens
is that chunks of execution time are swapped betweenT� and
T� without affecting the completion time ofT�.

6.3 Applicability of the new scheme

Going back to Figure 8, suppose the lock holderT� blocks
after eventE, but before releasing the semaphore. With stan-
dard semaphores,T� will then be able to execute (at least,
until it reachesacquire sem()), but under our scheme,
T� stays blocked. This gives rise to the concern that with
this new semaphore scheme,T� may miss its deadline.

In Figure 8,T� had priority lower than that ofT� (call
this caseA). A different problem arises ifT� has higher pri-
ority thanT� (call it caseB). Suppose semaphoreS is free
when eventE occurs. Then,T� will become unblocked and
it will start execution (Figure 9). But beforeT � can callac-
quire sem(), T� wakes up, preemptsT�, locksS, then
blocks for some event.T� resumes, callsacquire sem(),
and blocks becauseS is unavailable. The context switch
is not saved and no benefit comes out of our semaphore
scheme.

Both of these problems occur when a thread blocks while
holding a semaphore. These problems can be resolved
as follows. First, by making a small modification to our
semaphore scheme, we can change the problem in caseB
to be the same as the problem in caseA. This leaves us with
only one problem to address. By looking at the larger pic-
ture and considering threads other than justT� andT�, we
can then show that this problem is easily circumvented and
our semaphore scheme works for all blocking situations that
occur in practice, as discussed next.
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Figure 9. If a higher priority thread T� preempts T�, locks
the semaphore, and blocks, then T� incurs the full overhead
of acquire sem() and a context switch is not saved.

6.3.1 Modification to the semaphore scheme

The problem illustrated in Figure 9 necessitates a small mod-
ification to our scheme. We want to somehow blockT� when
the higher-priority threadT� locksS, and unblockT� when
T� releasesS. This will preventT� from executing whileS
is locked, which makes this the same as the situation in case
A.

Recall that when eventE occurs (Figure 9), the OS first
checks ifS is available or not, before unblockingT�. Now,
let’s extend the scheme so that the OS addsT� to a spe-
cial queue associated withS. This queue holds the threads
which have completed their blocking call just precedingac-
quire sem(), but have not yet calledacquire sem().

ThreadT� will also get added to this queue as part of
its blocking call just precedingacquire sem(). When
T� calls acquire sem(), the OS first removesT� from
this queue, then puts all threads remaining in the queue in a
blocked state. Then, whenT� callsrelease sem(), the
OS unblocks all threads in the queue.

With this modification, the only remaining concern (for
both casesA andB) is: if execution ofT� is delayed like this
while other threads (of possibly lower priority) execute, then
T� may miss its deadline. This concern is addressed next.

6.3.2 Applicability under various blocking situations

There can be two types of blocking:

� Wait for an internal event, i.e., wait for a signal from
another thread after it reaches a certain point.

� Wait for anexternalevent from the environment. This
event can be periodic or aperiodic.

Blocking for internal events: This case includes waiting
on all events generated directly by some executing threads,
including releasing semaphores and messaging. The typical
scenario for this type of blocking is for threadT � to enter
an object (and lock semaphoreS) then block waiting for a
signal from another threadTs. Meanwhile,T� stays blocked
(Figure 10). But it is perfectly safe to delayT� like this (even
if Ts is lower in priority thanT�) becauseT� cannot lock
S until T� releases it, andT� will not release it until it re-
ceives the signal fromTs. LettingTs execute earlier leads to
T� releasingS earlier than it would otherwise, which leaves
enough time forT� to complete by its deadline.
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Figure 10. Situation when the lock holder T� blocks for a
signal from another thread Ts.

Blocking for external events:This includes all triggers
not generated by executing code, such as interrupts and ex-
ternal hardware status. External events can be either periodic
or aperiodic. For periodic events, polling is usually used
to interact with the environment and blocking does not oc-
cur. Blocking callsare used to wait for aperiodic events,
but it does not make sense to have such calls inside an ob-
ject. There is always a possibility that an aperiodic event
may not occur for a long time. If a thread blocks waiting
for such an event while inside an object, it may keep that
object locked for a long time, preventing other threads from
making progress. This is why the usual practice is to not
have any semaphores locked when blocking for an aperiodic
event. In short, dealing with external events (whether pe-
riodic or aperiodic) does not affect the applicability of our
semaphore scheme under the commonly-established ways of
handling external events.

6.4 Semaphore scheme performance

Our semaphore scheme eliminates one context switch and
optimizes the priority inheritance mechanism for FP tasks, so
the performance of our scheme depends on whether the rele-
vant tasks are in the DP or FP queue, as well as on the num-
ber of tasks in the queue. Figure 11 shows the semaphore
overheads for tasks in the DP queue as the number of tasks
in the queue are varied from 3 to 30. Since the context switch
overhead is a linear function of the number of tasks in the DP
queue (because of�ts), the acquire/release times increase
linearly with the queue length. But the standard implementa-
tion’s overhead involves two context switches while our new
scheme incurs only one, so the measurements for the stan-
dard scheme have a slope twice that of our new scheme. For
a typical DP queue length of 15, our scheme gives savings
of 11�s over the standard implementation (a 28% improve-
ment), and these savings grow even larger as the DP queue’s
length increases.

For the FP queue, the standard implementation has a lin-
early increasing overhead while with the new implementa-
tion, the overhead is constant (because both priority inheri-
tance and scheduler task selection overhead areO��� time).
Also, one context switch is eliminated. As a result, the ac-
quire/release overhead stays constant at 29.4�s. For an FP
queue length of 15, this is an improvement of 10.4�s or 26%
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Figure 11. Worst-case performance measurements for DP
tasks. The overhead for the standard implementation in-
creases twice as rapidly as for the new scheme.
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Figure 12. Worst-case performance measurements for FP
tasks. The overhead for the standard implementation in-
creases linearly while new scheme has a constant overhead.

over the standard implementation.
In general, our improved semaphore scheme gives per-

formance improvements of 20–30%, depending on whether
the tasks involved in locking and unlocking the semaphore
are in the DP or FP queue and the length of the queue.

7 State messages for inter-task
communication

The traditional mechanism for exchange of information be-
tween tasks is message-passing using mailboxes. Under this
scheme, one task prepares a message, then invokes a system
call to send that message to a mailbox, from which the mes-
sage can be retrieved by the receiver task. While this scheme
is suitable for certain purposes, it has two major disadvan-
tages.

� Passing one message may take 50–100�s on a proces-
sor such as the Motorola 68040. Since tasks in em-
bedded applications usually need to exchange several
thousand messages per second, this overhead is unac-
ceptable.

� If a task needs to send the same message to multiple
tasks, it must send a separate message to each.

Because of these disadvantages, application designers
are typically forced to use global variables to exchange in-
formation between tasks. This is an unsound software de-
sign practice because reading and writing these variables is
not regulated in any way and can introduce subtle, hard-to-
trace bugs in the software.

The state messageparadigm [14] provides the perform-
ance of global variables while avoiding the pitfalls. State
messages use global variables to pass messages between
tasks, but these variables are managed by code generated
automatically by a software tool, not by the application de-
signer. In fact, the application designer does not even know
that global variables are being used: the interface presented
to the programmer is almost the same as the mailbox-based
message-passing interface.

We have implemented state messages in EMERALDS,
optimizing the basic scheme to reduce execution overhead
and memory consumption. EMERALDS includes mailbox
based message passing as well, since state messages are not
meant to replace traditional message-passing, but are meant
as an efficient alternative in a wide range of situations.

7.1 State message semantics

State messages solve the single-writer, multiple-reader com-
munication problem. One can imagine that state message
“mailboxes” are associated with the senders, not with the re-
ceivers: only one task can send a state message to a “mail-
box” (call this thewriter task), but many tasks can read
the “mailbox” (call these thereader tasks). This way, state
message mailboxes behave very differently from traditional
mailboxes, so we will henceforth call themSMmailboxes.
The differences are summarized below.

� SMmailboxes are associated with the writers. Only one
writer may send a message to an SMmailbox, but mul-
tiple readers can receive this message.

� A new message overwrites the previous message.

� Reads do not consume messages, unlike standard mail-
boxes for which each read operation pops one message
off the message queue.

� Both reads and writes are non-blocking. This reduces
the number of context switches suffered by application
tasks.

7.2 Usefulness

In real-time systems, a piece of data such as a sensor reading
is valid only for a certain duration of time, after which a new
reading must be made. Suppose task�� reads a sensor and
supplies the reading to task��. If �� sends two such messages
to ��, then the first message is useless because the second
message has a more recent and up-to-date sensor reading. If
traditional mailboxes with queues are used for communica-
tion, then�� must first read the old sensor reading before
it can get the new one. Moreover, if multiple tasks need
the same sensor reading,�� must send a separate message
to each.
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State messages streamline this entire process. An SM-
mailboxSM�will be associated with�� and it will be known
to all tasks thatSM� contains the reading of a certain sen-
sor. Every time�� reads the sensor, it will send that value
to SM�. Tasks which want to receive the sensor value will
perform individual read operations onSM� to receive the
most up-to-date reading. Even if�� has sent more than one
message toSM� between two reads by a task, the reader
task will always get the most recent message without hav-
ing to process any outdated messages. More importantly, if a
reader does two or more reads between two writes by��, the
reader will get the same message each timewithout block-
ing. This makes perfect sense in real-time systems because
the data being received by the reader is still valid, up-to-date,
and useful for calculations.

The single-writer, multiple-reader situation is quite com-
mon in embedded real-time systems. Any time data is pro-
duced by one task (may it be a sensor reading or some cal-
culated value) and is to be sent to one or more other tasks,
state messages can be used. But in some situations, blocking
read operations are still necessary such as when a task must
wait for an event to occur. Then, traditional message-passing
and/or semaphores must be used. Hence, state messages do
not replace traditional message-passing for all situations, but
they do replace it for most inter-task communication require-
ments in embedded applications.

7.3 Previous work on state messages

Theoretical work on data sharing without synchronization
was first presented by Lamport [16]. State messages were
first used in the MARS OS [14] and have also been imple-
mented in ERCOS [24]. The state message implementation
used in these systems as described in [15] is as follows. The
problem with using global variables for passing messages is
that a reader may read a half-written message since there is
no synchronization between readers and writers. This prob-
lem is solved by using anN -deep circular buffer for each
state message. An associated pointer is used by the writer
to post messages, and used by readers to retrieve the latest
message. With a deep enough buffer, the scheme can guar-
antee that data will not be corrupted while it is being read by
a reader, but a largeN can make state messages infeasible
for our limited-memory target applications.

The solution presented in [15] limitsN by having read-
ers repeat the read operation until they get uncorrupted data.
This saves memory at the cost of increasing the read time
by as much as several hundred microseconds, even under the
assumption that writers and readers run on separate proces-
sors with shared memory. With such an architecture, it is not
possible for a reader to preempt a writer. But we want to
use state messages for communication between readers and
writers on the same CPU without increasing the read over-
heads. For this situation, depending on the relative deadlines
of readers and writers,N may have to be in the hundreds to
ensure correct operation.

Our solution to the problem is to provide OS support for
state messages to reduceN to no more than 5–10 for all pos-
sible cases. In what follows, we describe our implementation

for state messages including the calculation ofN for the case
when both readers and writers are residing on the same CPU.
Then, we describe a system call included in EMERALDS to
support state messages.

7.4 State message implementation

Let B be the maximum number of bytes the CPU can read
or write in one instruction. For most processors,B � �
bytes. The toolMessageGenproduces customized code for
the implementation of state messages depending on whether
the message lengthL exceedsB or not.

The case forL � B is simple. MessageGenassigns
oneL-byte global variable to the state message and provides
macros through which the writer can write to this variable
and readers can read from it. Note that for this simple case,
it is perfectly safe to use global variables. The only com-
plication possible for a global variable of length� B is to
have one writer accidentally overwrite the value written to
the variable by another writer. But this problem cannot oc-
cur with state messages because, by definition, there is only
one writer.

For the case ofL � B, MessageGenassigns anN -deep
circular buffer to each state message. Each slot in the buffer
is L bytes long. Moreover, each state message has a 1-byte
indexI which is initialized to 0. Readers always read slotI,
the writer always writes to slotI � �, andI is incremented
only after the write is complete. In this way readers always
get the most recent consistent copy of the message.

Calculating buffer depthN : Now, we address the issue
of how to setN , the depth of the buffer. It is possible that
a reader starts reading sloti of the buffer, is preempted after
reading only part of the message, and resumes only after the
writer has donex number of write operations on this mes-
sage. Then,N must be greater than the largest valuex can
take:

N � max��� xmax � ���

Let maxReadTime be the maximum timeanyreader can take
to execute the read operation (including time the reader may
stay preempted). Because all tasks must complete by their
deadlines (ensured by the scheduler), the maximum time any
task can be preempted isd � c, whered is its deadline and
c its execution time. Ifcr is the time to execute the read
operation, then maxReadTime� d� �c � cr��

The largest number of write operations possible during
maxReadTime occur for the situation shown in Figure 13
when the first write occurs as late as possible (just before
the deadline of the writer) and the remaining writes occur
as soon as possible after that (right at the beginning of the
writer’s period). Then,

xmax � � �

�
maxReadTime� �Pw � dw�

Pw

�

wherePw anddw are the writer’s period and deadline, re-
spectively. Then,N can be calculated usingxmax.
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time
X X X X X

maxReadTime

dw Pw

Figure 13. Calculation of xmax. Write operations
are denoted by X. Excluding the first write, there are
b�maxReadTime��Pw�dw���Pwc � � writes, so xmax � .

State messagesMailboxes
send (8 bytes) ����s ���	�s
receive (8 bytes) ��	�s ����s
receive slow (8 bytes) ����s —

Table 4. Overheads for sending and receiving 8-byte mes-
sages.

Slow readers: If it turns out that one or more readers have
long periods/deadlines (call themslow readers) and as a re-
sult,xmax is too large (say, 10 or more) and too much mem-
ory will be needed for the buffer, then EMERALDS provides
a system call which executes the same read operation as de-
scribed above, but disables interrupts so that copying the
message from the buffer becomes an atomic operation. This
call can be used by the slow readers while the faster readers
use the standard read operation. By doing this,N depends
only on the faster readers and memory is saved. The disad-
vantage is that the system call takes longer than the standard
read operation. But this system call is invoked only by slow
readers, so it is invoked infrequently and the extra overhead
per second is negligible. Note that the write operation is un-
changed no matter whether the readers are slow or fast.

7.5 State message performance

Table 4 shows a comparison between the overheads for
state messages and for mailbox-based message-passing on
a 25MHz Motorola 68040. The measurements are for mes-
sage sizes of 8 bytes which are enough to exchange sensor
readings and actuator commands in embedded control appli-
cations.

Most of the overhead for the state message operations
is due to copying the message to and from the SMmailbox,
whereas mailbox-based IPC has many other overheads as
well (allocation/deallocation of kernel data structures, ma-
nipulation of message queues, etc.), which is why state
messages clearly outperform mailboxes for small message
lengths typical in embedded applications. For example, if an
application exchanges 5000 8-byte messages per second (as-
sume 1000 of these are received by tasks with long periods,
i.e., they must usereceive slow), then mailboxes give
an overhead of 118ms/s or 11.8% whereas using state mes-
sages results in an overhead of only 24ms/s or 2.4%. This
overhead decreases even further if one message has multi-
ple recipients: for mailboxes, a separatesend is needed for
each recipient while only onesend is enough for state mes-
sages.

8 Conclusions

Small-memory embedded applications are not only be-
coming more commonplace (automotive, home electronics,
avionics, etc.), but the complexity of these applications is in-
creasing as well. As a result, embedded applications which
previously managed the hardware resources directly now
need embedded RTOSs to handle the increased complex-
ity of the application. These RTOSs must be efficient and
small in size to be feasible on the slow/cheap processors
used in small-memory applications. Commercial embed-
ded RTOSs rely on optimized code for achieving efficiency,
but in the design of EMERALDS, we took a different ap-
proach. We identified key OS services which are respon-
sible for a large portion of the OS overhead seen by appli-
cations and re-designed these services using new schemes
which exploit certain characteristics common to all embed-
ded applications. In the area of task scheduling, we pre-
sented the CSD scheduler which creates a balance between
static and dynamic scheduling to deliver greater breakdown
utilization through a reduction in scheduling overhead of as
much as 40% compared to EDF and RM. For task synchro-
nization, we presented a new implementation for semaphores
which eliminates one context switch and reduces priority
inheritance overhead to achieve 20–30% improvement in
semaphore lock/unlock times. For message-passing, EMER-
ALDS uses the state-message paradigm which incurs��� to
��� the overhead of mailbox-based message passing for mes-
sage sizes typical in embedded applications. Unlike previous
schemes for state messages, our scheme bounds the RAM
overhead by providing OS support for state messages. All of
this has been implemented within just 13 Kbytes of code.

EMERALDS has been developed and evaluated primar-
ily on the Motorola 68040 processor. We have also ported
it to the PowerPC 505, the Super Hitachi 2 (SH-2), and the
Motorola 68332 microcontroller, the last two of which are
popular in automotive control applications. EMERALDS is
also being evaluated by the Scientific Research Laboratory of
Ford Motor Company for use in automotive engine control.
They are comparing EMERALDS and various commercial
RTOSs, focusing on basic OS overheads related to interrupt
handling, context switching, event signaling, and timer ser-
vices.

In the future, we plan to focus on networking issues. We
have already investigated fieldbus networking among a small
number (5–10) of nodes [37, 40]. Next, we will investigate
ways to efficiently and cheaply interconnect a large number
(10–100) of clusters of embedded processors. Each cluster
can be a small number of nodes connected by a fieldbus. The
clusters must be interconnected using cheap, off-the-shelf
networks and new protocols must be designed to allow ef-
ficient, real-time communication among the clusters. This
type of networking is needed in aircraft, ships, and facto-
ries to allow various semi-independent embedded controllers
(some of which may be small-memory while others may not
be) to coordinate their activities.
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ABSTRACT
We study the problem of media access control in the novel
regime of sensor networks, where unique application behav-
ior and tight constraints in computation power, storage, en-
ergy resources, and radio technology have shaped this design
space to be very different from that found in traditional mo-
bile computing regime. Media access control in sensor net-
works must not only be energy efficient but should also allow
fair bandwidth allocation to the infrastructure for all nodes
in a multihop network. We propose an adaptive rate control
mechanism aiming to support these two goals and find that
such a scheme is most effective in achieving our fairness goal
while being energy efficient for both low and high duty cycle
of network traffic.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sensor networks are an important emerging area of mobile
computing that presents novel wireless networking issues be-
cause of their unusual application requirements, highly con-
strained resources and functionality, small packet size, and
deep multihop dynamic topologies. Although many high-
level architectural and programming aspects of this area
are still being resolved, the underlying media access con-
trol (MAC) and transmission control protocols are critical
enabling technology for many sensor network applications.
These problems are well-studied for traditional computer
networks, however, the different wireless technologies, appli-
cation characteristics, and usage scenarios create a complex
mix of issues that have led to the existence of many distinct
solutions. It is natural to expect the low-level protocols to
evolve again for this new era.

Application behavior in sensor networks leads to very dif-
ferent traffic characteristics from that found in conventional
computer networks. The primary function of a sensor net-
work application is to sample the environment for sensory
information, such as temperature, and propagate this data

back to the infrastructure, while perhaps performing some
in-network processing, such as aggregation or compression.
The network tends to operate as a collective structure, rather
than supporting many independent point-to-point flows. Traf-
fic tends to be variable and highly correlated. Over lengthy
periods there may be little activity or traffic, but for short
periods the traffic may be very intense. For example, when
an abnormal event, such as a fire, is detected, many de-
vices will initiate communication at once. Often, applica-
tions will arrange periodic rendezvous so that data can be
communicated over many hops while allowing nodes to turn
off their radios for lengthy periods. Even in the simplest
case, roughly periodic sampling of the sensor field yields
correlated bursts, even when the duty cycle is low.

The data that a networked sensor generates for each sam-
ple, such as a temperature value, is relatively small and,
given the low bandwidth of the radio, data packets are kept
small with a typical size around tens of bytes. Multi-path
interference and short, irregular transmission range result in
unpredictable cell structure, but bidirectional connectivity
can generally be achieved.

Much of the traffic moves through the network over several
hops, perhaps with some intermediate processing, to points
that are connected to a larger processing infrastructure. The
network takes on an ad hoc multihop topology comprising
many levels, where the connectivity is determined dynami-
cally by how placement and physical environment influence
radio propagation and by the discovery algorithm. Interfer-
ence effects may overreach useful communication cells. At
each hop, traffic originating from the local sensor must be
merged with route-thru traffic. Often this merging is appli-
cation specific, but at the very least every node is both a
data source and a router. Generally, the amount of route-
thru traffic exceeds that of originating traffic.

The capabilities of sensor devices are also very different from
traditional nodes in a computer network. These devices have
a very limited amount of storage, processing power, and
most importantly, energy resources. These limitations cer-
tainly impose constraints in the design of the MAC protocol.
On these platforms, a typical low power RF radio delivers
moderate bandwidth in a single channel at the ISM band.
There is little or no dedicated support for carrier sensing,
collision detection, and no specific framing or encoding en-
forced by the hardware, other than basic DC-balance. Fur-



thermore, there are no specific protocol stacks in place to
dictate the MAC protocol design. It is roughly the same
cost per unit time to listen as to transmit or receive. Every
moment the radio is on, it consumes precious power. Thus,
a key requirement is to turn the radio off whenever possible.
Also, it is important to sense contention or frame packets
with a minimal number of bits and to minimize the number
of protocol control packets. Furthermore, there is very little
buffering available on the node. Typically, a single packet is
moving with only a few bits of buffering.

These application and platform characteristics give rise to a
new set of metrics. Not only are we interested in high chan-
nel utilization, we are interested in communication efficiency
in terms of energy consumed per unit of successful commu-
nication. Furthermore, fairness is highly desirable. For ex-
ample, we may want to collect roughly the same amount of
temperature data from each deployed sensor in a field to in-
fer the temperature gradient during a fire. Therefore, a fair
allocation of bandwidth delivered to the base station from
each node over multiple hops is desired. It is not sufficient
to share the channel fairly in an individual cell, we would
like to achieve a crude level of end-to-end fairness even in
a deep and self-organized multihop networks, which may
change dynamically and originate data at each intermediate
node.

The multihop nature of the network poses four interrelated
challenges. First, the originating traffic and the route-thru
traffic compete for the same upstream bandwidth. Trans-
mission rate control can potentially be applied to either.
Rate control is particularly important around the base sta-
tion, because traffic from nodes deep in the topology primar-
ily flows to a few “gateway” nodes. Second, a hidden node
problem exists, by definition, between every other pair of
levels in the network. Thus, it may not be possible to detect
contention at the upstream node and a significant loss rate
is to be expected. Third, the routing distance and degree of
intermediate competition varies widely across the network.
Nodes residing farther from the infrastructure face a much
higher probability of corruption and possible contention at
each hop. Finally, energy is invested in a packet at each
hop, so the cost of dropping a packet varies with packet and
place. All of these factors make it difficult to achieve fair-
ness through the simple, local algorithms that the platform
naturally support. At the very least, fairness is at odds with
both energy efficiency and high channel utilization. The eas-
iest way to reduce energy and fill the channel is to only take
traffic from the nodes adjacent to the base station, but this
hardly provides a valid sample of the overall sensor field.

In short, the characteristics and goals of MAC in sensor net-
works differ strongly from conventional computer networks.
They are dominantly periodic and highly correlated traf-
fic, comprising small packets flowing to base stations in a
deep, irregular multihop network with each node seeking to
achieve a fair bandwidth allocation to the base station in an
energy efficient way over single channel radios.

In this paper we make progress on addressing the array of
design tradeoffs for sensor networks by developing an inno-
vative MAC protocol and adaptive transmission rate control
scheme for multihop networks in the context of a simplified

Figure 1: Our low-power networked sensor device
prototype.

application scenario on a real low-power networked sensor,
as well as in simulation. Section 2 describes the hardware
and software platform of our networked sensor development
and MAC design. It describes the application scenario, lays
out our metrics of fairness and efficiency, and introduces
the simulation environment that we use in evaluating our
design. Section 3 examines related work on existing MAC
protocols and identifies shortcomings relative to the sensor
network challenges. Section 4 outlines our proposed MAC
and transmission control scheme along with a set of open
engineering issues, including the mechanism for carrier sens-
ing, desynchronizing periodic behavior, and backoff scheme
for the MAC. For the multihop scenario, we study both the
conventional RTS/CTS contention based scheme and a sim-
ple adaptive rate control algorithm. Section 5 presents our
analysis and evaluation of the different carrier sense mul-
tiple access (CSMA) techniques that we study. We con-
clude that limiting the length of listening, the introduction
of random delay in addition to backoff, and phase shift at
the application level are necessary. Section 6 compares our
adaptive rate control scheme with a conventional contention
control scheme in a multihop network scenario. We find that
the adaptive rate control mechanism is the most effective in
achieving our fairness goal while being energy efficient for
both low and high duty cycle of network traffic.

2. SENSOR NETWORK DESIGN POINT
Our study is grounded in the small, low-power networked
sensor device shown in Figure 1 [7]. We believe it be rep-
resentative of the constraints of limited computation power,
storage, and energy supply of the tiny devices that will
be deployed into the future [10]. The processor is an AT-
MEL [3] 4MHz, 8 bit micro-controller with 8K bytes of pro-
gram memory and 512 bytes of data memory. The radio is
a single channel RF transceiver operating at 916MHz and
capable of transmitting at 10kbps using on-off-keying en-
coding. Each radio transition and bit sampling is performed
in software. There is no facility for collision detection. A
heterogeneous set of sensors such as light, temperature, hu-
midity, pressure, acceleration, and magnetic field can be in-
tegrated into these prototypes.

2.1 Networking Component Stack



Figure 2: Complete TinyOS application component
graph.

TinyOS [7] is an event-based operating system for these de-
vices that provides fine-grained interleaving of event pro-
cessing and tasks from multiple system components. The
complete TinyOS application for our study is shown in Fig-
ure 2. There is a component providing an asynchronous
interface to each sensor and a stack of components to imple-
ment networking over the radio. The lowest layer transmits
or receives bytes bit-by-bit over the radio. It provides phase
and rate controls to lock on to the packet start symbol and
then to spool bits. At this level, the interface is half-duplex
- the radio is receiving except during packet transmission.
The packet-level component is responsible for spooling in-
coming bytes and delivering the packet receive event. It is
where the media access control mechanisms for transmit re-
side. (It also performs the encoding and decoding of the
byte stream onto the link and error checking: Manchester
encoding with an 16-bit CRC.) Packets are short and of a
fixed size, typically 30 bytes including an one byte destina-
tion field, an one byte handler field, and an application data
unit.

The Active Message component delivers tagged packet events
to application level components. Here we have two such
components. The sensor component periodically receives a
clock event, acquires sensor data, and transmits the data
toward a base station over the multihop network. The other
component is responsible for building the dynamic multi-
hop network and routing traffic. A simple beacon-based
discovery protocol maintains a breadth-first spanning tree,
such that each node knows a “parent node” closer to the
base station. Originating sensor packets are marked for the
parent. (All other nodes discard them.) At each hop, the
multihop component receives a packet and retransmits it
to the upstream level. In general, this component might
perform aggregation or statistical analysis. However, we re-
strict ourselves to the case where it forwards all data to the
infrastructure for analysis, as this focuses the work on the
media access and transmission control aspects. This compo-
nent does collect statistics on the number of nodes routing
through it. The only buffering in the system is a fixed num-
ber of small packet buffers at the application level, one of
which is used for the asynchronous receive. Thus, if the
radio is busy transmitting or receiving when a packet send
is requested, the request will fail back up to the applica-

tion component. Once the packet component has accepted
a packet for transmission, it will work on it until it acquires
the channel and transmits it. Thus, the transmission rate
control is implemented within the two application compo-
nents.

2.2 Metric for Evaluation
The metrics for evaluation of a sensor network MAC pro-
tocol stress both fairness and energy efficiency. A fair al-
location of bandwidth delivered to the base station from
each node over multiple hops is desirable. Although aggre-
gate bandwidth is an important metric in evaluating MAC
protocols, it can be misleading. High aggregate bandwidth
of packets only from nodes around the base station is not
desirable.

We evaluate energy efficiency in terms of energy consumed
per unit of successful communication or packets received by
the base station. The energy consumed is the total energy
that the network has invested in propagating data to the
base station. A scenario with nodes near the base station
filling the channel will perform poorly under this metric.
The total energy invested by the network includes energy
spent in listening for the channel and all packet transmis-
sions and forwarding. Our experiment is designed such that
all nodes are in receive mode even during idle period. There-
fore, we only account useful work as energy spent in channel
listening and packet transmission under this metric.

2.3 Simulation Environment
Given the difficulty in performing actual measurements in
wireless networking, we first evaluate our system through
simulation. We have created a simple simulator capable of
creating an arbitrary multihop network topology of a group
of networked sensors. Each UNIX process represents a net-
worked sensor, and a master process is responsible for syn-
chronizing them to perform bit time simulation. There is a
simple radio propagation model in the simulation and we as-
sume bit error rate to be zero, since our main focus is media
access control. We use a simple reachability table that spec-
ifies whether bidirectional connectivity exists between nodes
in the simulated network. The simulator doesn’t simulate
the actual hardware operating in the TinyOS environment.
However, it preserves the event driven semantics and the dy-
namics of traffic flow shown in Figure 2. All the simulations
presented in Section 5 and 6 are collected in this simulation
environment.

3. RELATED WORK
In designing the MAC protocol, we first examine existing
mechanisms and determine whether or not they apply in
the regime of sensor networks.

Many variations of the CSMA [8, 17] strategy can be found
in the literature. Listening to the channel before transmis-
sion to exploit information about other users is a very com-
mon approach found in almost all CSMA schemes, except
pure ALOHA [15]. Another approach is to use explicit posi-
tive or negative acknowledgments to signal collision and per-
form necessary random delay before retransmit. ALOHA
takes this approach. IEEE 802.11 [2] uses it in addition
to listening. Other CSMA schemes rely on time synchro-
nized slotted channel, such as Slotted ALOHA [11]. Finally,



CSMA with collision detection [9], which is widely used,
including wired Ethernet. Though many CSMA schemes
exist, they all lean toward a fundamental assumption that
packet transmissions occur with a stochastic distribution,
that is very different from the correlated traffic found in
sensor networks. Furthermore, they aim to support many
independent point-to-point flows while the network in this
new regime tends to operate as a collective structure. As a
result, re-exploring CSMA strategies with a different funda-
mental assumption is extremely relevant.

Energy consumption is an important metric in the design
of media access control. PAMAS [13, 14] is a power aware
media access protocol which powers off radio when not ac-
tively transmitting or receiving packets. Our work does not
explore this power scheduling aspect. Instead, we focus on
the energy efficiency in basic media access control schemes,
and the overall bandwidth, energy, and fairness tradeoff in
a multihop network.

The IEEE 802.11 [2] standard aims to provide a wireless
Ethernet illusion. The design is based on an assumption of
a single cell scenario, with mobile stations always in range
of at least one base station, with a hand-off when migrating
from one cell to another. As a result, there is no multihop
scenario. Furthermore, the large transmission range and the
spread spectrum capability of the radio make it feasible to
create a grid of overlapping cells to cover a field without need
for taking several hops to reach the base station. The ad hoc
aspect of the protocol assumes peer-to-peer communications
rather than many-to-one data propagation scenario as found
in sensor network. Nevertheless, the primary mechanisms of
carrier sensing and contention control scheme are fundamen-
tals that we will study and evaluate.

Bluetooth [1] is an emerging standard for many future wire-
less devices. Its usage model is to create a “wireless cable”
illusion for applications like connecting a cellular phone or
speaker to a notebook computer with voice or data stream-
ing among these devices. The primary media access control
is a centralized Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) pro-
tocol within a piconet which is a relatively static ad hoc
network supporting a small number of nodes within a sin-
gle cell. Overlapping cells is also feasible due to the spread
spectrum radios. Bluetooth assumes no multihop scenario.
The centralized TDMA protocol and the tight requirement
of time synchronization between each node in the piconet
make it inappropriate for sensor networks.

MACAW [4] shares a single channel radio similar to ours,
but its main focus is for single hop base station interaction
within a cell. In fact, in one of its communication scenar-
ios resembling a hidden node problem in a multihop net-
work, it explicitly states that the scenario cannot be solved
by contention control protocols unless time synchronization
information is present for contention period to be known.
Nevertheless, we will study the most primitive contention
control protocol in the context of multihop network, and in
Section 4, we will discuss how hidden node problem can be
addressed.

In large, dense packet radio networks [12], a collision free
channel access scheme is accomplished using locally gener-

ated and published transmit and receive schedules. A sta-
tion can send if its sending slot overlaps with the receiver’s
receiving slot and the amount of overlap is long enough
for data transmission. To prevent synchronization between
neighboring stations, they produce random or pseudo-random
schedules. This is a distributed TDMA scheme with the
assumption that the network topology is relatively static.
Given the spontaneous nature of sensor networks where the
receiver or the next hop to the base station may change at
any time, such a scheme may be very inefficient in publishing
different schedules.

Prior work shows that an adaptive rate control algorithm
is very effective in achieving proportional fairness of media
access for packet radio [16]. Their design goal is to have a
fair sharing of the channel among local competing neighbors.
Our proposed adaptive rate control scheme builds upon this
work, but our goal is to have media access control assist
in achieving fair bandwidth delivery to the base station for
nodes in a multihop network.

Our adaptive rate control uses loss as collision signal to ad-
just transmission rate in a manner similar to the congestion
control used in TCP [5, 6]. While TCP’s congestion control
is end-to-end over a network with many independent flows,
our proposed adaptive rate control works collectively at ev-
ery node in the network, since each node is both a router
and a sender, and routing is done at the application level.

4. DESIGN
We discuss how media access control for sensor network
should be done differently in this section. First, we ex-
plore what type of listening mechanism is appropriate for
the case where all nodes can hear each other. Second, we
discuss how backoff should be implemented in a sensor net-
work. Third, we present two mechanisms which we will
study their effectiveness in the context of a multihop net-
work. The first scheme is a conventional RTS/CTS con-
tention control scheme, and the second one is our proposed
adaptive transmission control scheme, and finally, a mech-
anism that all schemes can leverage off for avoiding some
cases of hidden node problems in multihop network.

4.1 Listening Mechanism
Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) and the Collision
Detection (CD) scheme found in Ethernet are examples of
listening mechanisms. Listening is very effective when all
nodes can hear each other, (i.e. without hidden nodes).
Unfortunately, collision detection is not possible in wireless
network technology without additional circuitry. Though
listening is simple, it does come with an energy cost, because
the radio must be on to listen. To conserve energy, it is
important to shorten the length of carrier sensing. Many
protocols such as IEEE 802.11 require sensing the channel
even during backoff. However, CSMA for sensor networks
should take this opportunity to turn the radio off.

The highly synchronized nature of the traffic imposes a new
criteria for CSMA. Given there are no hardware mechanism
for detecting collisions, nodes that happen to send at the
same time will corrupt each other. If the traffic pattern of
each node is independent, this situation is not likely to re-
peat. However, detection of one common physical event will



synchronize these nodes and lead them to send at the same
time, which repeats periodically. The result is no packet
transfer at all. The solution is to introduce random delay
for transmission to unsynchronize the nodes. Section 5 will
discuss and evaluate various ways in introducing random-
ness for CSMA.

4.2 Backoff Mechanism
Backoff is a widely used mechanism in media access control
to reduce contention. The idea of backoff is to restrain a
node from accessing the channel for a period of time and
hopefully, the channel will become free after the backoff pe-
riod. In the case of sensor networks where the traffic is a
superposition of different periodic streams, backoff should
not just restrain a node from sending for the backoff period.
In fact, the backoff period should be applied as a phase shift
to the periodicity of the application so that synchronization
among periodic streams of traffic can be broken.

4.3 Contention Based Mechanism
Explicit contention control schemes, which are widely used
in many MAC protocols, e.g., IEEE 802.11 [2] and MACAW
[4], require the use of control packets, such as Request to
Send (RTS) and Clear to Send (CTS). Acknowledgments
(ACKs) serve a different purpose in IEEE 802.11; they in-
dicate lack of collision. For computer networks where pack-
ets are large, these small control packets impose very little
overhead. However, for sensor networks where packet size
is small, they can constitute a large overhead. A RTS-CTS-
DATA-ACK handshake series in transmitting a packet can
constitute up to 40% overhead in our platform. (Each con-
trol packet is 3 bytes long (type,destination,source) and the
packet is 30 bytes long.) This can be extremely costly, since
energy has to be spent in CSMA, transmitting, and receiv-
ing each control packet. One advantage of a bidirectional
multihop network is that acknowledgments are free when
the receiving node (your parent in the multihop topology)
routes the packet to its parent. This eliminates an explicit
ACK control packet. If the receiver performs some kind of
application specific aggregation before routing the packet,
the originator of the packet may still be capable of detect-
ing the success of the transmission.

A contention control scheme for sensor networks should use
a minimum number of control packets. The most basic types
are RTS and CTS. Though it may be effective in solving the
hidden node problem in a multihop network, such a scheme
should only be used if the amount of traffic is high while
a simple CSMA scheme is actually adequate for low traffic
since the probability of corruption due to collision is very
small.

For the contention scheme that we study in Section 6, only
RTS and CTS packets are used for handshakes. A node
wishing to transmit first sends a RTS packet to its parent
and waits for a CTS reply. If no CTS is received for a
timeout period (2 CTS packet times), the node will enter
backoff with a binary exponential increasing backoff window.
Similarly, if it receives a CTS not destined to it, it will also go
into backoff. If no CTS has been received after five retries,
the transmission will be dropped. Furthermore, if a node
hears a CTS before any of its own transmission, it will defer

transmission for one packet time to avoid corrupting the
traffic.

4.4 Rate Control Mechanism
The tension between originating traffic and route-thru traf-
fic has a direct impact in achieving our fairness goal. Media
access control must assist in balancing this tension for the
channel. Specifically, the MAC should control the rate of
originating data of a node in order to allow route-thru traffic
to access the channel and reach the base station. Similarly,
some kind of progressive signalling mechanism should exist
for route-thru traffic, such that back pressure can propagate
deep down into the network for those nodes to lower their
rate of originating data. This in turn will decrease the ag-
gregate route-thru traffic and open up the channel for nodes
closer to the base station to originate data. Such a rate con-
trol mechanism should only use distributed local algorithms.
We propose an implicit mechanism which passively adapts
the rate of transmission of both original and route-thru traf-
fic without the use of any MAC control packets.

The adaptive rate control idea is very simple and can be
explained with an analogy of metering traffic onto a freeway
where the route-thru traffic is like traffic on the freeway and
each node originating data is like cars trying to enter. Peri-
odically, a node attempts to inject a packet. If the packet is
successfully injected, it becomes part of the route-thru traf-
fic. As it is routed by the node’s parent, it signals that the
road still has capacity for more traffic and thus, the node
can increase its transmission rate. However, if the injection
of the packet wasn’t successful, it signals that the road is
jammed and the node decreases its rate of originating data
and backoff to achieve a phase change effect.

The above explains how the originating data rate adapts to
the route-thru traffic. Route-thru traffic will adapt to the
traffic of original data using a similar mechanism. If a node
injects lots of original traffic into the freeway, the route-thru
traffic will be hindered and thus, the rate of transmitting
route-thru traffic will decrease (cars at the back have to slow
down for cars in front once they are on the bridge). It has a
domino effect in propagating this back pressure deep down
into the network which ultimately decreases the amount of
aggregate route-thru traffic.

The metering effect discussed in the analogy above can be
set by a global schedule. Given that each node has an
omniscient knowledge of the total number of nodes N in
the entire network, each node can meter its own rate by
ChannelCapacity/N to achieve our fairness goal. However,
the spontaneous ad hoc nature of sensor networks make such
a global knowledge impractical. Therefore, we propose an
adaptive scheme attempting to approximate it.

Our rate control mechanism uses a linear increase and multi-
plicative decrease approach to control the transmission rate
of the application. Given the application transmission rate is
S, the actual rate of originating data is S∗p where p ∈ [0, 1].
This rate control is probabilistic, where p is the probability
of transmission. To linearly increase the rate, simply incre-
ment p by a constant α. To multiplicatively decrease the
rate, multiply p by a factor β where 0 < β < 1. This proba-
bilistic mechanism of rate control is based on the work done



in [16]. In general, a large α tends to be aggressive in com-
peting for the channel. β controls the penalty given a failure
of transmission. The choice of α and β will be investigated
and discussed in Section 6.

Dropping route-thru traffic is considered a waste of net-
work resource, and preference is given to route-thru traf-
fic by making its penalty to be 50% less (i.e., βroute =
1.5 ∗βoriginate). Furthermore, a node should give a fair pro-
portion of its bandwidth to each node routing through it. If
a node has route-thru traffic from n children, the bandwidth
for its original data should be 1/(n+ 1) in order to achieve
our fairness goal. Since a node can estimate n by monitor-
ing the route-thru traffic, αorignate can be set to equal to
αroute/(n + 1). With this choice, the adaptive scheme has
only two parameters, α and β.

The amount of computation for this adaptive scheme is small
and within networked sensor’s computation capability. It re-
quires a simple pseudo random number generator and a few
addition and divide operations. Furthermore, the scheme is
totally computational, which is much cheaper in energy cost
than operations on the radio.

4.5 Multihop Hidden Node Problem
The adaptive transmission control scheme attempts to avoid
hidden node problem without explicit control packets by
constantly tuning the transmission rate and performing phase
changes, so that the aggregate periodic streams of traffic will
not repeatedly collide with each other. The contention con-
trol RTS/CTS scheme can solve the hidden problem to some
degree. However, as discussed in Section 3, MACAW has
suggested a scenario where multihop hidden node problem
cannot be solved due to lack of synchronized information of
knowing when is the contention period between a child node
and its grandparent’s node.

If we assume that packets will be routed after some pro-
cessing time x, a child node is able to avoid a potential
hidden node problem with its grandparent. The idea is that
if a child node hears the end of its parent’s transmission
at time t, it should expect that its grandparent will route
its parent’s packet starting at time t + x. Therefore, if the
child node can restrain from transmitting from time t to
t+ x+ PACKETTIME, the hidden node problem can be
reduced. In fact, if the child node detects such situation it
should perform a backoff to change its phase such that it will
not encounter the same situation the next time it transmits.

5. ANALYSIS OF CSMA SCHEMES
In this section, we use both simulated and empirical mea-
surements to explore the various ways of performing CSMA,
and study their performance based on our energy efficiency
metric, as well as traditional metrics, such as channel uti-
lization and fairness.

Traditional CSMA schemes have two basic design param-
eters: the carrier sense (or listening) mechanism and the
backoff mechanism. In sensor networks we optionally add
a random delay prior to listening to avoid repeated colli-
sion due to synchronized behavior. With this new delay
component, the CSMA algorithms that we study can be ex-
pressed using a regular expression like syntax as DELAY

CSMA Random Listening Backoff
Schemes Delay Time Mechanism

ND RAND No Random None
ND RAND FIX No Random Fixed Window
ND RAND EXP No Random Exp Increase

ND RAND REVEXP No Random Exp Decrease
ND CONST FIX No Constant Fixed Window
ND CONST EXP No Constant Exp Increase

ND CONST REVEXP No Constant Exp Decrease
D CONST FIX Yes Constant Fixed Window
D CONST EXP Yes Constant Exp Increase

D CONST REVEXP Yes Constant Exp Decrease

Table 1: Different CSMA schemes with variations
on the amount of delay period, listening period, and
ways of backoff. All exponential backoffs are binary
exponential.
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Figure 3: Network topology for the evaluating the
CSMA scheme.

[LISTEN(busy)BACKOFF ]∗ LISTEN(idle)TRANSMIT ,
where ∗ means zero or more occurrences.

Table 1 shows the DELAY , LISTEN , and BACKOFF
components we consider. The listening period can be ran-
dom over a fixed interval or constant. Backoff time is ran-
dom drawn from a fixed window, binary exponentially in-
creasing window, or binary exponentially decreasing win-
dow. We evaluate all these schemes and compare them with
our tiny implementation of the well known 802.11 CSMA/ACK
protocol over a single cell scenario shown in Figure 3. All
nodes in the cell are able to hear each other, with node 0
being the base station.

5.1 Simulation Settings
To make the simulation approximate our real platform, the
packet size is set to 30 bytes, which is the actual packet size
used in many networked sensor applications on our proto-
type. With 30 byte packets in Manchester Encoding, the
10kbps channel capacity can deliver at most 20.8 packet/s.
We use a 16-bit CRC error detection mechanism to check for
corrupted packets. The specific the values of all the neces-
sary parameters for the CSMA schemes in Table 1 are given
in Table 2.

5.2 Delivered Bandwidth under Simulation
The average aggregate bandwidth received at the base sta-
tion for each scheme in Table 1 is shown in Figure 4. The
simulation is set up to have each node attempting to send



Parameter Value
Constant Listen Window 7 bit time
Random Listen Window 64 bit time
Random Delay Window 64 bit time
Fixed Backoff Window 2400 bit time

Binary Exponential Backoff Window 480 - 7680 bit time
802.11 SIFS 7 bit time
802.11 DIFS 14 bit time

802.11 Backoff Window 480 - 7680 bit time

Table 2: Values for the parameters of different
CSMA scheme used in simulation. Since the radio’s
raw bandwidth is 10kbps, one bit time is 100us.
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Figure 4: Aggregate delivered bandwidth for CSMA
schemes with typical start conditions and offered
load of 5 packets per second per node.

periodically at 5 packet/s with slightly different start times.
Since the channel capacity is 20.8 packet/s, the traffic load
will exceed capacity when more than 4 nodes are sending.
All the variants of our simple CSMA schemes achieve greater
bandwidth than the 802.11 scheme with its explicit ACKs.
The three schemes with constant listen period and no ran-
dom delay achieve highest bandwidth, especially where the
load is just below the channel capacity (3 to 4 nodes). How-
ever, their aggregate bandwidth is not very robust, as in-
dicated by the two dips in the figure. The dips are caused
by repeated collisions, which these schemes are incapable of
eliminating. The remaining schemes, with random delay or
random listening intervals achieve slightly less bandwidth,
but are more robust. As network load exceeds the chan-
nel capacity, all schemes except 802.11 utilize about 75%
channel capacity, or 15packet/s of aggregate bandwidth.

The randomness introduced by the backoff mechanism may
seem to be sufficient to avoid repeated collisions, however,
without collision detection hardware greater attention must
be paid to the listen phase. To focus on the robustness of
the CSMA schemes, Figure 5 shows a worst case scenario
where all nodes are synchronized to start transmitting at
the same time. The three schemes with constant listening
window and no random delay delivers zero bandwidth. With
synchronized listen periods, the nodes fail to detect the col-
lision, so the backoff mechanism is never triggered. The
802.11 scheme starts at 5 packet/s and delivers less band-
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Figure 5: Aggregate Bandwidth for the different
CSMA schemes with nodes that perform no random
delay to begin transmission at different time.
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Figure 6: Average energy spent in listening the
channel per unit of successful packet received by the
base station.

width than in Figure 4 throughout. Although 802.11 has no
random delay and constant listen period, the ACKs provide
collision detection and trigger the backoff mechanism, desyn-
chronizing the nodes. The rest of the curves correspond to
the other seven schemes that have randomness either in de-
lay or listening period. They achieve similar performance in
both figures.

In summary, all our simple CSMA schemes achieve good
channel utilization and withstand high offered load. The
performance is almost insensitive to backoff mechanism. Even
the ND RAND scheme, which has no backoff mechanism,
performs as well as the other six schemes. However, ran-
domness in the pre-collision phase is essential for robustness.

5.3 Energy Usage
In examining the energy consumed in communication, we
separate the portion spent in actually transmitting and re-
ceiving packets from that spent listening. The former is
determined primarily by the traffic load; differences result



from the happenstance of packets being dropped. The latter
is primarily determined by the CSMA protocol. Figure 6
shows the average energy spent per packet in listening on
the channel for the different CSMA schemes, assuming the
energy model described in Section 2.2.

802.11 has the worst energy efficiency. Although 802.11 uses
a constant listen period (DIFS and SIFS), listening on the
channel throughout the backoff period makes it energy inef-
ficient. The efficiency of 802.11 is even worse if we account
for the energy spent in ACK transmission and reception.

Our CSMA schemes with constant listen period are the most
energy efficient, at approximately 10uJ/packet independent
of network size. Schemes with random listen period are more
costly, at 40uJ/packet. Closer examination indicates that
the average number of backoffs per successful transmission
is roughly constant, so this difference reflects an increase in
the average listen time. The random listen period is drawn
from a 64-bit window, although it drops out at the first
collision bit. The energy cost of ND RAND increases with
network size. Under low traffic load, it performs the same as
the other random listening period schemes. However, as the
traffic exceeds channel capacity, with no backoff, the number
of listens per packet increases.

Delay uses essnetially no energy, since the radio is off during
that period. The most energy efficient schemes are those
with constant listen period and a random delay provides
robustness. Thus, for the rest of the analysis we focus on the
three CSMA schemes that use random delay and constant
listen period.

5.4 Fairness
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Figure 7: Mean throughput per node delivered to
the base station and standard deviation as a measure
of fairness for the different CSMA schemes.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the deviation of mean through-
put per node among the three CSMA schemes and 802.11
as an indication of fairness. The three CSMA schemes are
very similar. Their standard deviations are approximately
0.25 packet/s and tend to decrease as traffic increases. Thus,
we conclude that the difference in backoff mechanism is in-
significant in terms of fairness at uniform load.
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Figure 8: Mean throughput per node delivered to
the base station and the corresponding standard de-
viation as a measure of fairness for the different
CSMA schemes.

On the contrary, 802.11, shown in Figure 8 gives an unfair
allocation of bandwidth among the nodes, with a standard
deviation of more than 1 packet/s when the traffic exceeds
the channel capacity. From the 802.11 data that are not
shown in the figures, we found that nodes, which have an
earlier transmission start time, end up capturing the channel
and result in this unfairness. We will discuss this capturing
effect later in this section.

Proportional fairness is another interesting metric we should
consider. In a multihop network, where thru-route traffic is
likely to exceed a node’s own traffic, disproportional send
rate is common. We would like to observe that given the
existence of thru-route traffic, is proportional fairness in a
single cell likely to be maintained by these CSMA schemes.

We assume the single cell in Figure 3 is part of a multihop
network with node 0 routing all packets that it receives to
the next hop. Nodes are set to send at different rates to cre-
ate an uneven amount of traffic. Table 3 lists the send rate
of each node and the resulting bandwidth allocation among
different nodes for each scheme in Table 1. All data is nor-
malized to the bandwidth of node 10 in order to observe
the relative proportion of bandwidth allocation. The ideal
case is for node 1,2,and 3 to send 500% more traffic than
node 10, node 4,5,and 6 to send 250% more, and node 8 and
9 to send the same amount traffic as node 10. The result
suggests that backoff mechanism has an effect on propor-
tional fairness, with binary exponential increasing backoff
being the worst. The data also shows that 802.11, as com-
pared to conventional wireless network, performs worst in
proportional fairness in this regime.

5.5 Sensor Phase Shifting
The half duplex nature of the networking stack makes CSMA
vulnerable to the capturing effect. That is, during reception
of neighboring node’s transmission, the network stack will
not start any transmissions issued by the application. In-
stead, it will fail the transmission back to the application.
If the two nodes remain in synchrony with one starting its



Node Send Rate 802.11 D CONST D CONST D CONST
(packet/s) FIX EXP REVEXP

1 10 215% 698% 981% 692%
2 10 199% 598% 933% 676%
3 10 205% 620% 1028% 627%
4 5 258% 198% 297% 227%
5 5 248% 200% 294% 197%
6 5 246% 188% 325% 192%
7 2 14% 92% 164% 116%
8 2 91% 100% 111% 103%
9 2 90% 114% 128% 97%
10 2 100% 100% 100% 100%

bad good bad good

Table 3: This table illustrates the proportional fair-
ness for each node sending at different rate shown in
column 2 for each CSMA scheme listed. The data
is normalized as an percentage to the send rate of
node 10.
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Figure 9: Aggregate throughput comparison be-
tween 802.11 CSMA and 802.11 CSMA with appli-
cation phase change.
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Figure 10: Fairness comparison in terms of mean
throughput standard deviation between 802.11
CSMA and 802.11 CSMA with application phase
change.

transmission before the other, the channel may remain cap-
tured even though traffic load is extremely low. It appears
that this capturing effect causes the behavior in Figure 8 for
the 802.11 case.

Our CSMA mechanisms include an application level adap-
tation, where the phase of the sensor sampling interval is
shifted by a random amount in response to transmission fail-
ure. This provides a way to break away from unfortunate
synchrony, which both CSMA listening and backoff mecha-
nisms fail to detect. The amount of phase change is totally
application dependent. In our simulation, a phase change
corresponds to a random delay bounded by the window of
the application’s transmission period.

When this phase-shift is incorporated into the 802.11 scheme,
bandwidth and fairness improve substantially, as shown by
Figure 9 and Figure 10. In Figure 9, the augmented 802.11’s
aggregate bandwidth reaches 75% channel capacity under
traffic load and it reaches this level quickly. Figure 10 shows
that the deviation in mean throughput per node is reduce
to 0.25 packet/s. Proportional fairness is also comparable
to the best CSMA scheme, however, energy efficiency shows
little change from the base 802.11 case.

5.6 Empirical Results
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Figure 11: Actual aggregate bandwidth obtained
over our network sensor prototypes for the differ-
ent CSMA schemes. (Empirical)

We have implemented the CSMA schemes on our networked
sensor platform, and we compare here the three CSMA schemes
with random delay to the simulation result. The nodes are
placed to provide the the topology illustrated in Figure 3.

With each node sending at a rate of 5 packet/s, Figure 11
shows the resulting aggregate throughput. The empirical
measurement closely matches the simulation prediction, with
aggregate bandwidth reaching 70% of channel capacity. Fig-
ure 12 shows the average energy spent per packet in CSMA
listening phase, and it also agrees with the prediction of
around 10uJ/packet. Finally, Figure 13 shows the fairness
comparison. The deviation among the three schemes vary
from 0.3 packet/s to 0.5 packet/s, and the deviation de-
creases as the network traffic increases. Given the uncer-
tainties in the actual measurement, these results match very
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Figure 13: Fairness comparison in terms of deviation
of mean throughput per node. (Empirical)

well with the prediction from the simulator.

Our simulation result in Figure 5 shows that in the worst
case when correlated nodes transmit at the same time, no
successful transmission is possible if no randomness exists
in either delay or listening. However, in practice, one may
expect that the many source of noise would break the syn-
chronization among nodes. However, we find that if we start
the nodes synchronized down to one bit time, the receivers
still receive corrupted packets due to repeated collisions if
no explicit randomness is added.

All in all, given that energy efficiency and fairness are our
main metrics, the CSMA mechanism should incorporate ran-
dom delay and a constant listen period with radio powered
down during backoff period. If the software platform uses a
half-duplex networking stack, phase-shifting at the applica-
tion level is important. Furthermore, the backoff mechanism
has an affect on maintaining proportional fairness, but plays
no significant role in terms of aggregate bandwidth and fair-
ness. Our results suggest that backoff with a fixed window

size or binary exponential decrease in window size are effec-
tive in maintaining proportional fairness.

6. ANALYSIS OF MULTIHOP SCENARIO
This section extends our analysis to multihop networks where
two essential challenges are present. First, if nodes near
the base station originate too much traffic, little will band-
width will be available for more distant nodes. Second, if
distant nodes collectively originate more traffic than is avail-
able as the flows approach the base station, packets will be
dropped and the effort in routing them will be wasted. The
CSMA scheme developed for media access control is aug-
mented with a transmission control protocol so that nodes
adapt their data origination rate to give a fair share to down-
stream nodes and to match available upstream bandwidth.
We consider both a traditional RTS/CTS contention con-
trol scheme and an adaptive rate control (ARC) scheme that
avoids explicit control packets. Like TCP, it adjusts its rate
based on observed packet loss. However, in this multihop
scenario, each node is both source and router, so rate con-
trol can be applied to either flow. For comparison, the base
CSMA and 802.11 schemes are carried forward to multihop
networks, as well. As with the single hop CSMA, we be-
gin with simulations and study real implementations for the
most viable options.

6.1 Reference Topology
We focus our multihop study on a single topology consist-
ing of 11 nodes and one base station, as shown in Figure 14.
Bidirectional connectivity is represented by edges. Nodes
are hidden from each other if they are not linked by an
edge. This topology is sufficient to reveal many of the gen-
eral challenges, including variations in depth, flow rates, and
loading. Constructing this topology by physical placement
of the nodes is challenging, especially with automatic route
discovery, given the variability in cell shapes. Thus, to bet-
ter control the implementation experiments, we fix the rout-
ing to match the simulated topology and place the nodes to
give a reasonable approximation of the desired cell cover-
age. Still there is significant connectivity and interference
not present in the simulation.

The ideal available bandwidth in such a multihop network
is much lower than the capacity of a single cell, since each
packet occupies the parent for three packet times: it is sent
to the parent, sent by the parent, and sent by the grand-
parent. The ideal uniform data origination rate for each
node, X, is given by the cell bandwidth divided by the
amount of traffic in the busiest cell. For the multihop sce-
nario shown in Figure 14, the channel capacity of node 2
will determine the ideal transmission rate of the overall net-
work. If each node sends at a rate of X packet/s, the total
traffic in the cell of node 2 is as shown in Table 4. Thus,
under simulation, the maximum uniform origination rate is
20/24 = 0.83 packet/s. In the implementation, this limit is
15.7/24 = 0.66 packet/s because we have used an encoding
scheme that permits SECDED (Single bit Error Correction
and Double bit Error Detection), rather than using Mances-
ter encoding with CRC, as in the CSMA studies. In either
case, the available bandwidth through the bottleneck is a
small fraction of the 4 packet/s load that each node offers.
The transmission control protocol tries to match the offered
load to available bandwidth.



Figure 14: Five level deep reference multihop net-
work with 11 nodes. Edges represent bidirectional
connectivity.

Node Number of Transmission Rate
Children

1b 9 9X
2 8 8X
3a 3 3X
3b 1 X
3c 3 3X

Total 24X

Table 4: Transmission rate breakdown of each node
in the cell of node 2 in the multihop scenario with
each node sending at the ideal transmission rate of
X packet/s

6.2 Simulation Measurements
The simulation runs with each node sending packets to the
base station at rate of 4 packet/s with the same start time.
The base station will echo each packet it receives in all
schemes in order to make a fair comparison.

Figure 15 shows the bandwidth delivered to the base station
from each node in the network for four different schemes.
D CONST FIX and 802.11 CSMA with ACK include only
the MAC mechanism, as in Section 5. RTS/CTS uses an ex-
plicit contention control scheme like 802.11 in ad hoc mode,
but over our energy efficient D CONST FIX CSMA scheme.
ARC uses this same MAC, but with the TCP-like adaptive
rate control.

The two basic CSMA schemes fail to deliver any packets
from nodes which are more than two level deep. This is
expected since these mechanisms are not designed to cope
with the hidden node problems that occur between levels
of the topology. Note that node 2 is able of send more
than all nodes in the first level. Since node 2 can hear 1b’s
traffic and traffic from 1a and 1c is synchronized with 1b,
by avoiding collision with 1b, node 2 can also avoid colliding

with node 1b and 1c, and get it packets through. This is an
example of the unfairness resulting from schemes that fail
to accommodate the collective behavior.

The RTS/CTS contention scheme performs better than the
two CSMA mechanisms. Nodes deep in the network are ca-
pable of delivering packets to the base station. However,
the resulting bandwidth allocation is very unfair. “Gate-
way” nodes, which are close to the base station, dominate
the channel and use up most of the channel capacity for
delivering their own packets. Thru-route traffic obtains a
small fraction of the channel around these “gateway” nodes
and therefore suffers high loss rates.

The ARC scheme provides the most fair delivered band-
width. “Gateway” nodes successfully decrease their rate of
originating data and open up the channel for thru-route traf-
fic to make it to the base station. For this particular result,
we set α = 0.08 and β = 0.5. Figure 15 shows that nodes
below first level of the tree achieve about 0.2 packet/s of
delivered bandwidth, or about 25% of the ideal rate that
saturates the bottleneck.

Figure 16 shows how variance, a measure of fairness, changes
for different α and β. For all values of α and β tested, our
adaptive scheme always achieves a substantially lower vari-
ance than the other schemes. Furthermore, as α increases, β
is irrelevant since the linear increase is so high that it over-
comes the penalty exercised by β. The interesting regime is
α < 0.2, where β is more important.

Figure 16, 17, and 18 show that β plays an important
role in controlling the tradeoff among fairness, energy effi-
ciency, and aggregate bandwidth. A small β will lead to a
conservative scheme that is energy efficient, but with low
aggregated bandwidth (Figure 17) and high variance (Fig-
ure 16). A large β will impose a smaller penalty, especially
for route-thru traffic, such that the aggregate bandwidth
is higher and is more fair. However, higher contention of
the channel at every hop in the network will degrade en-
ergy efficiency because a large fraction of the packets are
dropped en route. Although both the RTS/CTS and 802.11
CSMA/ACK scheme achieve higher aggregate bandwidth
than the adaptive scheme, they do so by heavily favoring
nodes near the base station.

Finally, Figure 19 shows the yield, which measures the ratio
of total packets received by the base station to total pack-
ets sent in the entire network. The CSMA schemes, as ex-
pected, perform the worst. The RTS/CTS scheme performs
best. The reason is that RTS/CTS handshake avoids the
hidden node problem in many cases. For our adaptive rate
control scheme, α is the only parameter that affects yield.
A large α leads to an aggressive scheme which increases the
transmission rate rapidly and results in more contention. In
a sense, packets are used as a contention unit like RTS, so
a higher α naturally leads to a lower yield. This is also the
reason that as α or β increases, the scheme becomes more
aggressive and less energy efficient. Table 5 summarizes the
effect in changing β based on our simulation with our hypo-
thetical topology.

Our ARC scheme can be further improved by inferring po-



Figure 15: Delivered bandwidth from each node in
the network to the base station for the different
transmission control schemes. All nodes attempt to
originate traffic at 4 packet/s.

Figure 16: Variance, a measure of fairness, of the
bandwidth received by the base station from each
node.

Figure 17: Aggregate bandwidth received by base
station for the different schemes.

Figure 18: Average energy cost per packet received
by the base station. The energy cost constitutes of
energy spent in CSMA listening and packet routing
and transmission.

Figure 19: Percent Yield of the total packet sent
as received by the base station for the different
schemes.

tential hidden node problems by listening for parent trans-
missions, as explained in Section 4. Table 6 shows the com-
parison between the case with and without the inference
mechanism on our adaptive scheme. The result clearly shows
that such an inference scheme is effective in improving the
fairness of the adaptive transmission scheme with no signif-
icant changes in the other metrics.

6.3 Empirical Measurements
As discussed in Section 1, an ad hoc multihop network topol-
ogy is dynamically determined by how node placement and
physical environment influence radio propagation, and by
the choice of route discovery algorithms. Cell boundaries
are not sharp, so interference effects may overreach useful
communication cells and complicate the problem. Increas-
ing the distance between node avoids cell interference, but
causes an increase in loss rate. All in all, a defined topol-
ogy with sharp cell boundaries is difficult to achieve. In our
empirical study, we try to follow the topology shown in Fig-



Metric Increase Decrease
β β

Fairness Increase Decrease
J/Packet Increase Decrease
Delivered
Aggregate Increase Decrease
Bandwidth

Yield - -

Table 5: Summary of the effects in changing β in the
simulation.

Node ID Bandwidth Bandwidth
Delivered w/o Delivered with

Inference Scheme Inference Scheme
(packet/s) (packet/s)

1a 0.33 0.31
1b 0.35 0.29
1c 0.51 0.38
2 0.27 0.30
3a 0.17 0.20
3b 0.25 0.21
3c 0.19 0.22
4a 0.21 0.18
4b 0.11 0.16
5a 0.21 0.20
5b 0.19 0.34

Aggregate 2.79 2.79
Bandwidth
Variance 0.012 0.05

Yield 46.05% 44.03%
Delivered 0.32 0.29

Bandwidth/J

Table 6: Measuring the effectiveness of the hidden
node inference scheme over ARC with α = 0.08 and
β = 0.5.

ure 14. Cell overlapping and interference is inevitable, but
this is expected in any real implementation in this regime.
Finally, the impact of loss rate due to interference and de-
crease in signal strength over distance arises where they were
absent from simulator. While a 5% loss rate in a single hop
scenario is not significant, a 5% loss rate per link over a mul-
tihop network will significantly hinder data propagation. It
is true that retransmission will eliminate some of the loss
rate. For the sake of empirical study, we did not use this
option. Since loss rate naturally acts as a damping factor
of traffic, βroute may no longer be necessary. In the follow-
ing studies, we set βroute = 1 so it asserts no penalty for
thru-route traffic.

In the real implementation, we set α = 0.05 and vary β from
0.125 to 0.25 and 0.5. ARC runs with the D CONST FIX
CSMA scheme. We place the nodes on an open field and
fix the routes to follow the topology in Figure 14. Measure-
ments are done to compare the effect of different ARC set-
tings and how they perform with respect to D CONST FIX
alone. Following the same scenario as the simulation, each
node sends at a rate of 4 packet/s. Furthermore, base sta-
tion sends an explicit ACK for each packet it receives, rather
than the entire packet.

Figure 20 shows the delivered bandwidth from each node.
The results are quite close to the simulations. In the D
CONST FIX case, “gateway” nodes clearly dominate the
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channel around the base station and hinder traffic deep down
in the network. However, node 2 does not hog the channel,
as in simulation, because nodes at first level are no longer
hidden. With CSMA alone, nodes deep in the network still
achieve some level of delivered bandwidth rather than none
as predicted by the simulator. It is expected that cell over-
laps actually make CSMA perform better in practice.

In term of fairness, all three settings of ARC is more fair than
D CONST FIX alone. It is clear that both traffic along a
line, such as (1a,2,3a,4a,5a), and at a symmetric merge, such
as 3a and 3b, achieve roughly equal delivered bandwidth of
about 0.1 packet/s, or 15% to 20% of the multihop channel
capacity. The “gateway” node, 1b, has successfully lowered
its rate for thru-route traffic as its delivered bandwidth is
lower than its neighboring nodes (1a and 1c). A lower β of
0.125 achieves a slightly fairer schedule than higher β, which
is different from what the simulator predicts.

Figure 21 shows the actual transmission rate of each node.
The data shows that ARC is much more effective in adapt-
ing the traffic to the multihop channel capacity without any
global knowledge of the network. Almost all the nodes send
below this capacity, rather than over-committing the chan-
nel. CSMA scheme alone performs much worse. Almost
all nodes over-commit the channel, especially nodes deep in
the network where the number of neighbors they can hear
is small. However, in the cell of node 2, where most of
the nodes are capable of hearing each other, CSMA scheme
alone is quite effective as it lowers the send rate of 3a,3b,and
3c to a level close to the multihop channel capacity.

Figure 23 shows the actual dynamics of the rate control
mechanism in lowering the transmission rate of nodes 1a, 1b,
and 3c. Node 1a’s send probability has greater oscillation
than Node 1b. This is expected because node 1b’s α is much
smaller than 1a’s α since 1b has to deliver traffic from its
nine children. Node 1a has only its own traffic to handle.
Node 3c’s amplitude of oscillation lies between that of 1a
and 1b. This is the correct behavior, since it has to deliver
traffic from only two children.

Mechanism Aggregate Energy
Bandwidth Efficiency
(packet/s) (mJ/packet)

ARC(0.05, 0.125) 1.99 15.76
ARC(0.05, 0.25) 2.45 15.29
ARC(0.05, 0.5) 2.27 15.20
D CONST FIX 3.56 16.76

Table 7: Summary of aggregate bandwidth and en-
ergy efficiency measurement. The energy efficiency
metric is the average amount of energy spent in
CSMA listening and packet transmission per packet
received by the base station.

Table 7 shows the aggregate bandwidth delivered by each
scheme. The CSMA scheme achieves the highest aggregate
bandwidth because it give preference to nodes near the base
station. The simulator predicts that increase of β will in-
crease aggregate bandwidth. Table 7 shows the opposite.
As β increases, aggregate bandwidth actually decreases. In
fact, Figure 22 shows the yield of each node, which suggests
that a lower beta achieves higher yield for each packet sent,
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Figure 23: Dynamics of transmission probabilities
of node 1a, 1b, and 3c over time. (Empirical)



and therefore, result in higher aggregate bandwidth. Fi-
nally, Table 7 shows the listening and transmission energy
cost per packet received by the base station. The CSMA
scheme bares the highest energy cost per packet delivered.
In ARC, differences in β do not have a significant impact.
The reality of cell overlaps and interference in the multi-
hop scenario is probably the main cause of the discrepancy
between simulation and empirical measurements.

7. CONCLUSION
The paper has shown how the application scenario, resource
limitation, and network traffic characteristics in sensor net-
works differ from conventional computer networks and ex-
plained why existing MAC protocols are not suitable in this
regime. We have defined multihop fairness and energy ef-
ficiency in bandwidth delivery to base station to be appro-
priate metrics in evaluating MAC protocols for sensor net-
works, and we based our design on these goals. A com-
prehensive study has been performed in understanding the
appropriate carrier sensing mechanism. The conclusion is
that random delay should be introduced prior to any trans-
mission, with backoff acting as a phase shift for the period-
icity of the application. A new, simple adaptive rate con-
trol scheme for achieving the desired metrics in a multihop
network has been proposed and compared with conventional
contention based schemes. The adaptive rate control scheme
together with the new CSMA mechanism provides an ef-
fective media access control without explicit control pack-
ets. Simulation have shown that our proposed mechanism
is effective in achieving fairness while maintaining good ag-
gregate bandwidth with reasonable energy efficiency. Our
adaptive scheme is extremely efficient in energy for low traf-
fic situation which is the common case in sensor networks.
These simulation results are further supported by real im-
plementation on our tiny network sensor platform.
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Abstract
Accurate and scalable simulation has historically been a key
enabling factor for systems research. We present TOSSIM, a
simulator for TinyOS wireless sensor networks. By exploiting the
sensor network domain and TinyOS’s design, TOSSIM can capture
network behavior at a high fidelity while scaling to thousands of
nodes. By using a probabilistic bit error model for the network,
TOSSIM remains simple and efficient, but expressive enough to
capture a wide range of network interactions. Using TOSSIM, we
have discovered several bugs in TinyOS, ranging from network bit-
level MAC interactions to queue overflows in an ad-hoc routing
protocol. Through these and other evaluations, we show that
detailed, scalable sensor network simulation is possible.

1. INTRODUCTION
Development of the right simulation tools has been a key

step in systems research progress for several areas. In general,
simulation can provide a way to study system design alternatives
in a controlled environment, explore system configurations that are
difficult to physically construct, and observe interactions that are
difficult to capture in a live system.

A debate often emerges over how much fidelity is required
to observe critical phenomena, since simulation cost typically
increases quickly with the level of detail. Several times in the
past, we have seen a tool that captured the essential elements of
the area of study; these tools dramatically accelerated progress in
emerging research areas. For example, SimOS [24] used binary
rewriting techniques to provide enough detail and yet enough speed
and flexibility to allow workload-driven evaluation of machine
architectures and operating systems for multiprocessors by running
whole programs.ns-2 [2], using an object approach, provided a
common toolbox for studying a wide range of network protocols
and implementations against various traffic models. Proteus [5]
provided broad feedback on the design of parallel programs.

We believe that developing the right simulation tools will be
especially important for sensor network research. Not only does
this area address issues of architecture, operating systems, network
protocols, and distributed in-network processing, it does so in a
highly application-specific manner. Additionally, sensor network
systems are closely connected to the physical world; this adds
noise, variation, and uncertainty to execution. We need simulation
tools that will allow studying entire applications, including the
operating system and the network stack. These tools must handle
very large numbers of nodes with sufficient detail that the subtle
interactions caused by unpredictable interference and noise can be
observed.

Many researchers have concluded that it is intractable to address
this collection of requirements simultaneously and have, instead,
employed very abstract simulations for studying behavior at scale
and detailed simulations for individual nodes.ns-2 has been
adapted to provide a rough analog of sensor network behavior to
evaluate protocols against synthetic workloads [4, 23, 29].

Usually, the algorithm representations evaluated through simula-
tion are quite different from those of a real implementation. While
these simulation approaches are valuable, the lesson from SimOS,
Proteus, and numerous similar tools, is that it is very important
to have a vehicle that allows study of the actual implementation
of algorithms at scale running real applications [5, 24]. This is
especially true in new areas where there are not years of experience
in what can be safely abstracted without sacrificing accuracy. Also,
if simulation and deployment programming environments are very
different, having an accurate simulator can inhibit deployments:
one has to implement algorithms twice.

In this paper, we investigate how we might exploit the charac-
teristics of the sensor network domain to obtain a scale, fidelity,
and completeness that would be intractable in a general purpose
context. Specifically, we consider the simulation of TinyOS sensor
networks. TinyOS, developed at UC Berkeley, is a sensor network
operating system that runs on custom ’mote’ hardware [12]. Over
one hundred groups worldwide use it, including several companies
within their products. Many published systems [8, 14], proto-
cols [11, 20, 26, 28, 31] and applications [15, 17, 18, 29] have
been built on TinyOS. Providing a TinyOS simulation environment
would help all of these efforts.

A TinyOS simulator has four key requirements:

• Scalability: The simulator must be able to handle large
networks of thousands of nodes in a wide range of config-
urations. The largest TinyOS sensor network that has ever
been deployed was approximately 850 nodes; the simulator
must be able to handle this and the much larger systems of
the future.

• Completeness:The simulator must cover as many system
interactions as possible, accurately capturing behavior at
a wide range of levels. Algorithm and network protocol
simulations are helpful, but the reactive nature of sensor
networks requires simulating complete applications.

• Fidelity: The simulator must capture the behavior of the
network at a fine grain. Capturing subtle timing interactions
on a mote and between motes is important both for evalu-
ation and testing. The simulator must revealunanticipated
interactions, not just those a developer suspects.



• Bridging: The simulator must bridge the gap between
algorithm and implementation, allowing developers to test
and verify the code that will run on real hardware. Often,
algorithms are sound but their implementations are not.

To investigate whether these four requirements could be met at
once, we built TOSSIM, a discrete event simulator. Compiling un-
changed TinyOS applications directly into its framework, TOSSIM
can simulate thousands of motes running complete applications.
By only replacing a few low-level TinyOS systems that touch
hardware, it can capture mote behavior at a very fine grain, allowing
a wide range of experimentation. Taking advantage of several
characteristics of TinyOS sensor networks enables achieving this
fidelity at scale. As individual motes have limited storage and CPU
resources, TOSSIM can simulate many of them at once. TinyOS’s
event-driven execution maps well to a discrete event simulation,
requiring a very simple simulation engine. Whole-system compila-
tion can be used to integrate entire applications into the simulation
infrastructure. By seamlessly supporting the PC-based TinyOS
tool-chain, TOSSIM allows developers to easily transition between
running an application on motes and in simulation. To improve its
usefulness to TinyOS developers, TOSSIM has mechanisms that
allow GUIs to provide detailed visualization and actuation of a
running simulation.

This paper has three contributions. First, it addresses a critical
need in sensor network development: scalable, controlled and
accurate simulation of these non-deterministic systems. Second,
by taking advantage of characteristics of the sensor network do-
main, TOSSIM provides insight on how to resolve the tensions
between scalability, completeness, fidelity, and bridging. Finally,
by describing and evaluating a concrete implementation, TOSSIM,
this paper shows that such a simulator can be built.

Section 2 summarizes the aspects of TinyOS relevant to simula-
tion. Section 3 presents TOSSIM’s architecture, implementation,
and capabilities. Section 4 evaluates TOSSIM’s accuracy and
performance. We address relevant prior work in Section 5, discuss
our results and future work in Section 6, and conclude with
Section 7.

2. TINYOS
The event-driven nature of sensor networks means that testing

an individual mote is insufficient. Programs must be tested at
scale and in complex and rich conditions to capture a wide range
of interactions. Deploying hundreds of motes is a daunting task;
the focus of work shifts from research to maintenance, which is
time-consuming due to the failure rate of individual motes. A
simulator can deal with these difficulties, by providing controlled,
reproducible environments, by enabling access to tools such as
debuggers, and by postponing deployment until code is well
tested and algorithms are understood. In this section, we provide
background on TinyOS, presenting points of its design that are of
particular interest for simulation.

TinyOS is an operating system specifically designed for sensor
networks. It has a component-based programming model, provided
by the nesC language [9], a dialect of C. TinyOS is not an OS in
the traditional sense. It is a programming framework for embedded
systems and set of components that enable building an application-
specific OS into each application.

A TinyOS program is a graph of components, each of which is
an independent computational entity. Each TinyOS component has
a frame, a structure of private variables that can only be referenced
by that component. Components have three computational abstrac-
tions: commands, events, and tasks. Commands and events are

Figure 1: Simplified nesC Component Graph of the Sense-
ToRfm TinyOS Application. The networking stack dominates
the left side, while timers and sensors are on the right.

mechanisms for inter-component communication, while tasks are
used to express intra-component concurrency.

A commandis typically a request to a component to perform
some service, such as initiating a sensor reading, while anevent
signals the completion of that service. Events may also be
signaled asynchronously, for example, due to hardware interrupts
or message arrival. From a traditional OS perspective, commands
are analogous to downcalls and events to upcalls. Commands and
events cannot block: rather, a request for service issplit phase
in that the request for service (the command) and the completion
signal (the corresponding event) are decoupled. The command
returns immediately and the event signals completion at a later
time.

Rather than performing a computation immediately, commands
and event handlers may post atask, a function executed by the
TinyOS scheduler at a later time. This allows commands and events
to be responsive, returning immediately while deferring extensive
computation to tasks. While tasks may perform significant compu-
tation, their basic execution model is run-to-completion, rather than
to run indefinitely. This allows tasks to be much lighter-weight than
threads. Tasks represent internal concurrency within a component
and may only access that component’s frame. The TinyOS task
scheduler uses a non-preemptive, FIFO scheduling policy.

TinyOS abstracts all hardware resources as components. For
example, calling thegetData() command on a sensor compo-
nent will cause it to later signal adataReady() event when
the hardware interrupt fires. While many components are entirely
software-based, the combination of split-phase operations and
tasks makes this distinction transparent to the programmer. For
example, consider a component that encrypts a buffer of data.
In a hardware implementation, the command would instruct the
encryption hardware to perform the operation, while a software
implementation would post a task to encrypt the data on the CPU.
In both cases an event signals that the encryption operation is
complete.

Figure 1 contains a simplified component graph of a simple
application, SenseToRfm, that periodically samples the light sensor
and broadcasts the value in a network packet. The nodes of the
graph are components and the edges are interfaces. The network
stack dominates the left side of the graph, while the sensing stack
is on the right side. ADC, ClockC , UART, SlavePin and



task void packetReceived() {
TOSMsgPtr tmp;
state = IDLE STATE;
tmp = signal Receive.receive((TOS Msg*)rec ptr);
if(tmp != 0) rec ptr = tmp;
call ChannelMon.startSymbolSearch();

}

Figure 2: TinyOS MicaHighSpeedRadioM Receive Task Code

SpiByteFifo are example hardware abstraction components.
Upward arrows represent event flow, downward arrows represent
command flow, and large triangles represent interrupts.

Figure 2 shows sample nesC code for a packet reception task,
taken fromMicaHighSpeedRadioM . The task signals there-
ceive event on theReceive interface, calls thestartSym-
bolSearch command on theChannelMon interface, and uses
two frame variables,rec ptr andstate . It uses the return value
of the receive event to perform a buffer swap for its next receive
buffer.

TinyOS commands and events are very short, due to limited
code space and a finite state machine style of decomposition.
The rich event processing model means an event or command
call path can traverse several components. Understanding all of
the possible control flows can be difficult, especially when many
executions are asynchronous. Our experience with TinyOS has
shown that while failure bugs are usually quickly found, bugs that
produce operational but aberrant behavior, such as low channel
utilization, are far more difficult to discover; on the surface they are
indistinguishable from transient network conditions. Additionally,
while individual components are usually sound, they are written
as separate entities; this ignores the possible interactions that can
result from complex compositions.

The TinyOS component model allows us to easily change the
target platform from mote hardware to simulation by only replacing
a small number of low-level components. The event-driven execu-
tion model can be exploited for efficient event-driven simulation,
and the whole program compilation process can be re-targeted
for the simulator’s storage model and native instruction set. As
individual mote resources are very small, we can simulate many of
them within the simulator’s address space. The static component
memory model of TinyOS simplifies state management for these
large collections. Setting the right level of simulation abstraction
can accurately capture the behavior and interactions of TinyOS
applications; the challenge is to remain scalable and efficient. In the
next section, we present TOSSIM, our solution to this challenge.

3. TOSSIM
TOSSIM captures the behavior and interactions of networks of

thousands of TinyOS motes at network bit granularity. Figure
3 shows a graphical overview of TOSSIM. The TOSSIM archi-
tecture is composed of five parts: support for compiling TinyOS
component graphs into the simulation infrastructure, a discrete
event queue, a small number of re-implemented TinyOS hardware
abstraction components, mechanisms for extensible radio and ADC
models, and communication services for external programs to
interact with a simulation.

TOSSIM takes advantage of TinyOS’s structure and whole
system compilation to generate discrete-event simulations directly
from TinyOS component graphs. It runs the same code that
runs on sensor network hardware. By replacing a few low-level
components (e.g., those shaded in Figure 3), TOSSIM translates
hardware interrupts into discrete simulator events; the simulator
event queue delivers the interrupts that drive the execution of

Figure 3: TOSSIM Architecture: Frames, Events, Models,
Components, and Services

a TinyOS application. The remainder of TinyOS code runs
unchanged.

TOSSIM uses a very simple but surprisingly powerful abstrac-
tion for its wireless network. The network is a directed graph,
in which each vertex is a node, and each edge has a bit error
probability. Each node has a private piece of state representing
what it hears on the radio channel. This abstraction allows testing
under perfect transmission conditions (bit error rate is zero), can
capture the hidden terminal problem (for nodesa,b,c, there are
edges(a, b) and(b, c) but no edge(a, c)), and can capture many of
the different problems that can occur in packet transmission (start
symbol detection failure, data corruption, etc.).

The simulator engine provides a set of communication services
for interacting with external applications. These services allow
programs to connect to TOSSIM over a TCP socket to monitor
or actuate a running simulation. Details of the ADC and radio
models, such as readings and loss rates, can be both queried and
set. Programs can also receive higher level information, such as
packet transmissions and receptions or application-level events.

TOSSIM supports the TinyOS tool-chain, making the transitions
between simulated and real networks easy. Compiling to native
code allows developers to use traditional tools such as debuggers in
TOSSIM. As it is a discrete event simulation, users can set debug-
ger breakpoints and step through what is normally real-time code
(such as packet reception) without disrupting operation. It also
provides mechanisms for other programs to interact and monitor a
running simulation; by keeping monitoring and interaction external
to TOSSIM, the core simulator engine remains very simple and
efficient.

3.1 Compiler Support
Closing the gap between simulation and deployment, we modi-

fied the nesC compiler (ncc ) to support compilation from TinyOS
component graphs into the simulator framework. With the change
of a compiler option, an application can be compiled for simu-
lation instead of mote hardware, and vice versa. This compiler
integration is also a key element to providing scalability and fidelity
simultaneously. In the TinyOS memory model, component frames



nesC TinyOS Code Mote C Code TOSSIM C Code
result_t StdControl.init(){ result_t Counter$StdControl$init(void){ result_t Counter$StdControl$init(void){

state = 0; Counter$state = 0; Counter$state[tos_state.current_node] = 0;
return SUCCESS; return SUCCESS; return SUCCESS;

} } }

Figure 4: nesC Code from Counter Component with Resulting Mote and TOSSIM C Code

constitute the entire in-memory storage of a program. In TOSSIM,
component variables are replaced with an array of them, one copy
for each simulated mote. All frame variable references index into
the variable’s array, based on which mote is currently “running.”
Figure 4 shows a snippet of TinyOS code, the resulting C code
for a mote, and the resulting code for simulation. This C code
is compiled to the simulator instruction set rather than the mote
instruction set.

3.2 Execution Model
A simulator event queue sits at the core of TOSSIM. Interrupts

are modeled through simulator events, which are distinct from
TinyOS events. A simulator event calls an interrupt handler in
hardware abstraction components. The interrupt handler signals
TinyOS events and calls TinyOS commands, just as it would on
a mote. These TinyOS events and commands post tasks and cause
further simulator events to be enqueued, driving execution forward.

TOSSIM keeps time at mote instruction clock cycle granularity:
4MHz. All simulator events are timestamped and processed in
global time order. When the simulation starts, motes are given
randomized and staggered times at which their boot sequence is
called, to prevent artificial synchronization. Every TOSSIM event
occurs at a specific virtual time and runs instantly in regards to the
virtual clock. There is a notion of delta time1 for event execution,
similar to VHDL simulators [1]. This allows code within a handler
to have a temporal ordering, as well as providing a total order on
events occurring at a certain virtual instant.

Each simulator event is associated with a specific mote. After
running a simulator event, the scheduler executes the tasks on that
mote’s TinyOS task queue, following the FIFO run-to-completion
model of the normal TinyOS scheduler. When the core loop
executes a simulator event, it sets global state to indicate which
mote is currently running, which is used by frame variable refer-
ences. Once control transfers outside of a hardware abstraction
component, TOSSIM executes standard TinyOS code.

After each simulator event, TOSSIM runs the task queue of the
mote associated with the event until the queue is empty. Following
the TinyOS model, TOSSIM runs each task to completion, without
preemption. This concurrency model is identical to the TinyOS
one, with one exception: interrupt handlers, being discrete events,
cannot preempt tasks. Section 6 discusses this in greater depth.

3.3 Hardware Emulation
TinyOS abstracts each hardware resource as a component. By

replacing a small number of these components, TOSSIM emulates
the behavior of the underlying raw hardware. These include
the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), the Clock, the transmit
strength variable potentiometer, the EEPROM, the boot sequence
component, and several of the components in the radio stack.

The low level components that abstract sensors or actuators
also provide the connection point for the simulated environment.

1An infinite amount of delta time adds up to zero virtual time. That
is, events do not occur simultaneously, being ordered in delta time,
but also do not take any virtual time to execute [3].

For example, the simulated ADC still provides the standard split
phase interface to the application graph; calling thegetData()
command on the TOSSIM ADC component will cause it to signal
a dataReady() event later, just as mote hardware does. Under
simulation, however, an external function provides the ADC read-
ing.

The radio transceiver is effectively a sensor/actuator pair, but it is
handled specially. A TOSSIM network model is a shared resource
that captures the inter-mote interactions. Each bit transmission
engages the model, which changes the state of the channel observed
by receive events on other nodes. By modeling at the bit level,
TOSSIM allows users to develop, test, and evaluate low level
network protocols in addition to high level applications, and
everything in-between. We discuss in depth how TOSSIM models
the network later, in Section 3.7. By controlling these models,
developers can simulate a wide range of environments. Section 3.6
describes one tool for doing so.

3.4 Sample Execution
Figure 5 contains a sample execution that demonstrates the

workings of TOSSIM. A simple program,SenseToLeds , is
running on a single mote. This program has a 1Hz timer that
samples the light sensor and displays the three high order bits of
the reading on the mote LEDs. Since simulator time is kept in
terms of a 4MHz clock, the timer events are four million ticks apart,
and the 50µs ADC capture takes 200 ticks between request and
interrupt. In Figure 5 TOSSIM-specific execution is shown in plain
text, while unchanged TinyOS execution is shown in italics. This
sample execution shows how a small number of TOSSIM events
results in the series of TinyOS events and commands comprising
an entire (albeit very simple) application.

3.5 Radio Models
TOSSIM provides mechanisms for TinyOS developers to choose

the accuracy and complexity of the radio model as necessary for
their simulations. The models are external to the simulator, which
can remain simple and efficient.

TOSSIM support consists of a directed graph of bit error prob-
abilities. Each edge(u, v) in the graph represents the error rate
when moteu sends tov, and is distinct from the edge(v, u);
this allows accurate simulation of asymmetric links. Bit errors
are independent. Link probabilities can be specified by the user
and changed at runtime. Transmission events propagate to the
simulated input channel of each connected node. Each mote has
its own local view of the network channel. The network does not
model RF cancellation. If a bit error occurs, TOSSIM flips the
transmitted bit.

As an example, consider moteT transmitting to moteR on an
error-free channel. On each of its bit events,T transmits a 0 or 1.
This transmission modifies internal state ofR, representing what it
hears over the air. On each of its bit events,R reads this state, and
passes the heard bit up to a TinyOS component.

TOSSIM also has two built-in special case radio-models for what
we have observed to be common needs. The first,simple , places
all of the motes in a single radio cell, with error-free transmission.
simple is very useful when testing protocols for correctness in the



Time (4MHz ticks) Action
3987340 Simulator event is dequeued and handled at time 3987340.

The clock interrupt handler is called, signaling the application Timer event.
The application’s Timer handler requests a reading from the ADC.

The ADC component puts a simulator ADC event on the queue with timestamp 3987540.
The interrupt handler completes; the clock event re-enqueues itself for the next tick.

3987540 Simulator ADC event is dequeued and handled at time 3987540.
The ADC interrupt handler is called, signaling an ADC ready event with a sensor value.

The application event handler takes the top three bits and calls LEDs commands.
The ADC interrupt handler completes.

7987340 Simulator event is dequeued and handled at time 7987340.
The clock interrupt handler is called, signaling the application Timer event.
. . . execution continues as above

Figure 5: Sample Execution

absence of any multi-hop or hidden terminal behavior. The second,
static , is a static undirected graph of error-free connections; this
allows testing protocol correctness in the multihop case.

3.6 Communication Services
TOSSIM provides mechanisms that allow PC applications to

drive, monitor, and actuate simulation by communicating with
TOSSIM over TCP/IP. Drawing on the abstractions of TinyOS,
the simulation-application protocol is a command/event interface.
TOSSIM signals events to applications, providing data on a running
simulation. Examples of events sent from TOSSIM are debug
messages added by developers in TinyOS source code, radio
and UART packets sent, and sensor readings. Applications call
commands on TOSSIM to actuate a simulation and modify its
internal state. Commands include operations to change radio link
probabilities and sensor reading values, turn motes on and off, and
inject radio and UART packets. The communication protocol is
abstract so that developers can write their own systems that hook
into TOSSIM in new ways, if needed. The monitoring/actuation
hooks and statements are removed when compiling for a mote.

3.6.1 TinyViz
TinyViz, the TOSSIM visualization tool, illustrates the capabil-

ities of TOSSIM’s communication services. TinyViz is a Java-
based graphical user interface for TOSSIM, allowing simulations
to be visualized, controlled, and analyzed. TinyViz provides visual
feedback on the simulation state and mechanisms for controlling
the running simulation, e.g., modifying ADC readings and radio
loss probabilities. TinyViz provides a plugin interface allowing
developers to implement their own application-specific visualiza-
tion and control code within the TinyViz engine. Figure 6 shows a
screenshot.

The core TinyViz engine, by itself, does very little besides man-
aging the event/command interface to TOSSIM. Users interact with
a simulation by loadingpluginsthat provide desired functionality.
The TinyViz engine publishes TOSSIM events to loaded plugins.
This allows, for example, a network plugin to visualize network
traffic as motes receive messages. Plugins can also send commands
to TOSSIM, actuating a simulation. For example, when a user
turns off a mote in the visualization, the control plugin sends the
corresponding power off command to TOSSIM.

TinyViz has a set of default plugins that provide basic debugging
and analysis capabilities. Two of these, the network and control
plugins, were described above. Further examples include a plugin
that displays in list format all debug messages and another that
graphically displays the data in radio and UART packets. A sensor
plugin that displays mote sensor values in the GUI allows the user
to set individual mote sensor values during simulation; this plugin
can be extended to more complicated sensor models. A radio model
plugin changes radio connectivity based on distances between

motes in the GUI and graphically displays link probabilities,
providing basic mechanisms for experimenting with how networks
behave under change.

The basic TinyViz plugins are simple, but provide visualizations
rich enough to debug and analyze a sensor network. The debug
message plugin can examine internal mote state, and a breakpoint
plugin can pause TOSSIM on user-specifiable events, so a user
can drop into a debugger. In larger contexts, routing pattern
visualizations can reveal algorithm behavior.

Using the simple models provided by TOSSIM, developers can
write more powerful TinyViz plugins. For example, one can model
in-network obstructions such as metal barriers by changing bit
error rates. A plugin can model failures by turning motes off at
scripted times. Plugins can also use simulation data to examine and
analyze application behavior. Using the communication services of
TOSSIM, TinyViz allows a user to take an omniscient view of a
large network, examining internal mote in a running simulation.

3.7 Data Link Layer
The most complex system TinyOS provides is its networking

stack. Composed of 12 components, the networking stack uses
CSMA and single error correction/double error detection data
encoding with a full-packet CRC. As perhaps the single most
important shared resource of a sensor network, it deserves special
attention in a simulator. In order for TOSSIM to be useful for
studying data link and physical protocols and accurately capture
interactions between applications and low-level protocols, it must
simulate the behavior of the TinyOS networking stack at high
fidelity.

Emulating the behavior of the hardware at the component level
offers insight into the subtle interactions of the networking stack
not captured in other simulations, bridging algorithmic simulation
and implementation. In contrast, emulating the stack at the packet-
level does not allow observations of the delicate interactions in
mote communication. Furthermore, it is not clear that emulating
the actual radio hardware provides additional insight into the
behavior of the stack as our implementation does, while such an
implementation would significantly reduce the simulator’s scala-
bility.

We provide a detailed description of the TinyOS protocol stack,
followed by an explanation of how TOSSIM simulates it. The
description illustrates the importance of bit-level simulation for
capturing the complexity of the TinyOS networking stack. Some
of our evaluations in Section 4 illustrate how high-level protocol
failures can be due to interactions with very low-level data-link
protocol details; these failures can only be discovered by capturing
the network at a high fidelity. Instead of worrying about modeling
each possible error in the networking stack (e.g., detection failure,
encoding failure, synchronization failure, acknowledgment failure,
etc.), a developer need only provide a single probability.



Figure 6: TinyViz connected to TOSSIM running an object tracking application. The right panel shows sent radio packets, the left
panel exhibits radio connectivity for mote 15 and network traffic. The arrows represent link quality and packet transmissions.

3.7.1 TinyOS Networking: AM and Below
The TinyOS packet abstraction is an Active Message [25]. AM

packets are an unreliable data link protocol, and the TinyOS
network stack handles media access control and single hop packet
transmission. Active Messages provide precise timestamps as well
as synchronous data-link acknowledgments. TinyOS provides a
namespace of up to 256 AM message types, each of which can
be associated with a separate software handler.

Figure 7 shows the different phases of packet transmission and
reception. The sender first enters a CSMA delay period, listening
for an idle channel. The sender then transmits a packet start
symbol at 10Kbps, which a receiver samples for at 20Kbps. As
the following data is transmitted at 40Kbps, after the start symbol
the receiver must synchronize to the sender at a finer granularity.
The sender pauses for a few bit times after the start symbol, then
transmits a one bit. The receiver, after the start symbol, polls
the channel to identify the falling edge denoting the sender pause.
Once it has done so, it polls again, this time for the next rising edge,
using an input capture register to take a precise timestamp. These
two spin loops take roughly 400-600µs. The receiver adjusts its
radio clock so that its 40Kbps data sample rate is synchronized with
the sender’s signal. The sender starts transmitting encoded packet
data, which the receiver decodes into a packet buffer.

Once the packet data has been read in, the sender transmits a
pulse of ones for the receiver to use for measuring signal strength.
After this strength pulse, the sender transitions into receive mode
and the receiver transitions into send mode. The sender introduces
a short pause in its timing as part of this phase shift; as the receiver
was sampling after the sender actually transmitted a bit, the sender
must shift its sampling point to be after the receiver. The receiver
then transmits a short bit pattern indicating acknowledgment; if the
sender hears it, it marks the sent packet as acknowledged before
passing it back in a send done event. The receiver checks the packet
CRC, discarding corrupted packets. If the packet is addressed for

Figure 7: TinyOS Packet Sending/Reception

the receiver or the broadcast address, the networking stack signals
a reception event of the proper AM type.

3.7.2 Network Simulation
The TinyOS stack uses three network sampling rates at different

phases of packet reception and transmission: 40Kbps for data,
20Kbps for receiving a start symbol, and 10Kbps for sending a start
symbol. In TOSSIM, adjustments to radio bit-rates are made by
changing the period between radio clock events. The combination
of bit sampling and bit-rate changes nearly captures the entire stack.
There is one exception: the pair of spin loops to synchronize a
sender signal, the one place where TinyOS breaks its event-driven
methodology.

Under simulation, we maintain the event-driven concept by
ignoring the first spin loop (for the zero) and handling the second
(for the one) with additional state. Whenever a mote transmits the
synchronization bit, it checks if any of the motes that can hear it
are in the synchronization listening state. If it finds such a mote, it
enqueues a radio event for the receiver representing the occurrence
of the input capture.
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Figure 8: Empirical and Corresponding Simulated Packet Loss
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This implementation results in an almost perfect simulation of
the TinyOS networking stack at a bit level; TOSSIM accurately
simulates the hidden node problem and can simulate errors at all
phases of packet reception. When two nodes have interfering
transmissions, a third listening node will just see the union of
the two sender’s bits, leading to both signals being corrupted.
Additionally, delay arises when motes repeatedly enter CSMA
wait because they continue to hear a signal on the channel.
A single bit error during the data phase can be handled with
the data encoding, but a single bit error during start symbol
detection will prevent reception and a single bit error during
acknowledgment transmission will cause it to fail. This granularity
changes the methodology with which one normally approaches
network simulation. For example, instead of modeling latency,
by modeling the network itself TOSSIM simulates contention and
backoff, which are causes of latency.

4. EVALUATION
We evaluate how well TOSSIM meets the four core needs of

a sensor network simulator: fidelity, completeness, bridging, and
scalability. To evaluate its fidelity and completeness, we used
Surge, a sample application that comes packaged with TinyOS.
Surge is a simple send/report program; nodes periodically collect
sensor readings and route them to a base station, which collects
and graphically displays them for the user. We discuss the Surge
protocol in greater depth in Section4.4.1.

4.1 Fidelity: Radio Noise
We have developed a tool that generates radio loss graphs from

physical topologies, based on empirical loss data gathered from
a real-world network. The empirical data is from a network of
twenty-six motes, placed in a line, spaced at regular two foot
intervals, with the TinyOS radio set at a medium power setting
(50 out of 100). Each mote transmitted two hundred packets, with
each other mote keeping track of the number of packets heard.
Figure 8(a) shows a plot of this empirical data as loss rates over
distance.

To generate lossy models, we took this empirical data and
generated Gaussian packet loss probability distributions for each
distance. Given a physical mote topology, the tool generates packet
loss rates for each mote pair by sampling these distributions. The
tool translates packet error rates into independent bit error rates.
Figure 8(b) shows the results of the experiment used to gather loss
data when run in TOSSIM.

This model is by no means perfect. Instead, it demonstrates
that the simple bit-error mechanism provided by TOSSIM allows
the implementation of complex models. For example, instead of
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Figure 9: Packet CRC Failure Rates in Surge for Three
Network Densities and Varying Sensing Frequencies.Each
line shows a different network density, specified by the spacing
between nodes in a 5x5 grid.

sampling from these distributions, loss rates could be generated
by functions of distance, set to be constant, or derived from other
experimental data. TOSSIM remains uncommitted to a specific
model, allowing developers to choose one that fits their needs.
Protocols can be tested for correctness with error-free models, and
also tested in the presence of packet loss.

4.2 Fidelity: Packet-level Interactions
Simulating network contention, the hidden terminal problem,

and packet corruption are important requirements for TOSSIM. To
evaluate whether the very simple networking model of TOSSIM
can capture all of these complex interactions, we simulated Surge
running at a range of sampling frequencies, from once per second
to once every nine seconds. We simulated each frequency in a 5x5
grid network, at three network densities. The densest network had
the 25 motes spaced 10 feet apart (a 40’ by 40’ area), while the
sparsest had them spaced at 20 feet (an 80’ by 80’ area). For each
simulation, we calculated the percentage of packets that were lost
due to CRC failures. Figure 9 shows the results.

Two factors are at play in this study. The first is transmission
rate. As the network send rate increases, so does the probability of
collision. The second is network density. While the densest (single
cell) networks do not suffer from the hidden terminal problem,
neither do the sparsest (in which nodes have no neighbors). Real
networks, of course, are more complex than this: cells are not
simple and discrete. These two factors can be seen in the simulation
results; the densest network (10 foot spacing) has the highest packet
loss due to CRC failures, and that loss is most acute at the highest
transmission rate.

If one thinks of a sensor network as a graph, then the hidden
terminal problem occurs when there are three verticesa, b, andc,
with edges(a, b) and(b, c) (but no(a, c)). Botha andc transmit at
the same time, corrupting each other’s signals atb. If, for a vertex
v, one assumes each neighbor has an independent probability
of transmitting, then as the degree ofv increases, so does the
probability that two neighbors will transmit concurrently. In other
words, the more neighbors a node has (that cannot hear each other),
the greater the chance they will interfere with one another. Of
course, in the real world it is more complex: neighbors can often
hear each other. Also, as a network becomes sparser, there will



be more CRC failures due to long, lossy links; additionally, more
packets will be dropped due start symbol detection failure.

Higher network densities and sensing rates increase the possibil-
ity of the packet collisions. A network with 10-foot spacing and a
1Hz sampling rate caused the worst corruption rate. This complex
behavior, caused by the interaction of a network of motes’ packet
encoding, the MAC, and hidden terminal problem all emerge from
TOSSIM’s simple network probability graph.

4.3 Fidelity: Subtle Race Conditions
The ability to simulate a large number of motes at a very fine

granularity allowed us to uncover subtle bugs and race conditions
in TinyOS code. Here we discuss one race condition we discovered
in the TinyOS radio stack, involving a rare timing case. Until
TOSSIM, the bug had been unnoticed, even though the stack had
been in use by many research groups for over six months. We
discovered the bug while testing applications in TOSSIM, verified
its existence with its author, and fixed it.

This race condition occurred in the media access control com-
ponent of the TinyOS radio stack,ChannelMonM , which is
responsible for both sensing an idle channel (when sending pack-
ets) and for detecting the packet start symbol (when receiving
packets). The idle channel and start symbol detection operations
are concurrent and share a buffer of recently received bits. Before
sending a packet,ChannelMonM attempts to detect whether the
radio channel is idle, and performs a random backoff if not.
Before performing backoff,ChannelMonM wrote bits into the
shared buffer, possibly corrupting incoming bits being monitored
by the start symbol detection code. The author of the offending
component said the bug was a hold-over from an older, since-
discarded MAC algorithm.

The bug fix was simple – removing the offending write. This
bug was never detected in real deployments because it occurs very
rarely, and causes packet loss that is indistinguishable from radio
noise. Simulating the radio at the bit level allows these fine-grained
timing issues to manifest in the simulation environment; they would
be not be possible to detect or analyze with a higher-level, packet-
level simulation.

4.4 Completeness: Surge
To evaluate whether TOSSIM can capture the wide range of

interactions that occur in a TinyOS program, we present Surge
as an example. We describe the Surge routing protocol in depth.
Using TOSSIM, we discovered a significant flaw in the protocol,
caused by an interaction of its routing cycle detection algorithm,
retransmission policy, and the false negatives from the AM-level
synchronous acknowledgments. Each of these policies are part of
a separate TinyOS component:MultiHopRouteM , Queued-
SendM, andMicaHighSpeedRadioM , respectively. TOSSIM
was able to accurately capture this interaction, allowing us to
analyze the complete Surge application and determine the causes
of Surge’s behavior in the real world.

4.4.1 Surge
The Surge protocol forms a dynamic spanning tree, rooted at a

single node. Nodes route packets to the root. Each mote maintains
the network address of its parent in the tree as well as its depth.
Nodes select their parent by eavesdropping on received messages;
they attempt to use the parent with the lowest depth in the tree and
best estimated link quality. Nodes select a new parent when the link
quality falls below a certain threshold. Surge suppresses cycles in
the routing by dropping packets that revisit their origin. A cycle’s
lifetime is limited by the sampling rate. When a node in a cycle
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Figure 10: Send queue length over time for two motes in the
Surge network: send queues often overflow.
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Figure 11: Send queue length for two motes in the Surge
network over time, with cycle and duplicate suppression fixes:
send queues do not overflow.

takes a reading and sends it, the node will promptly discover and
break the routing cycle.

Surge uses AM acknowledgments to provide a form of reliable
transport. Nodes attempt to retransmit unacknowledged packets
several times, and estimate the link quality to their parent as
the fraction of messages that are acknowledged. Surge has been
used in several applications and demonstrations. However, as
far as we know, it had not been methodically analyzed in terms
of performance or behavior. While running Surge in a test
deployment, we observed a wide range of anomalous behaviors
and troubling end-to-end reliability. We tried instrumenting the
network in different ways, but were unable to get to the bottom of
the problem; among other things, we did not know what to look for.
Finally, after several days of fruitless effort, we turned to TOSSIM
to gain some insight on the cause of Surge’s behavior.

4.4.2 Simulation Environment
We used 5x5 mote grids with the lossy network model shown

in Figure 8. Motes use the Surge protocol to route periodic sensor
readings to the base station, located in one corner of the grid. We
simulated grid spacings of 10, 15 and 20 feet to evaluate a range of
network densities. We limited radio range to 50 feet. In the 10 foot
case, most nodes can hear each other (although opposite corners
cannot, for example), and in the 20 foot case, most packets will
require several hops through the network. To separate the issue
of network contention from the protocol, we configured Surge to
sense at a low rate: once every ten seconds. In each case we
simulated 15 virtual minutes, and longer simulations (2.5 virtual
hours) validated that this represents steady-state behavior and not
initial network startup.



4.4.3 Surge Analysis
Initial evaluation of the Surge protocol in TOSSIM uncovered

a high end-to-end loss rate, even in the presence of many good
network links. Given that channel utilization was low (each node
generates only 1 packet every ten seconds), this seemed unlikely
to be due to channel contention. After looking at a few packet
traces, we suspected a problem with the packet send queue on each
mote, which holds up to 16 packets awaiting transmission. When
this queue overflows, packets are dropped, so a burst of activity
in the network could cause increased loss. By instrumenting the
length of the send queue in TOSSIM, we determined that this was
in fact a problem. Figure 10 shows plots of the send queue length
for two motes in the network at increasing distances from the base
station. Surge concentrates traffic near the root of the spanning
tree, and the mote closer to the base station frequently exhibits
queue overflow. Given that the network generates packets at a very
low rate, it seemed unlikely that the network should have so many
packets in a queue at once due to bursts of communication.

Looking at transmission data, we determined the cause of the
large number of packets to be an interaction between the re-
transmission policy and AM-level acknowledgments. Sometimes,
a mote would successfully receive a packet, but the subsequent
acknowledgement would be corrupted; the sender would see a
false negative in the acknowledgment field of the packet buffer
and retransmit. Bit errors in the radio channel were the cause
of these false negatives. The Surge protocol has no build-in
duplicate suppression; when a receiver receives a retransmission,
it enqueues the packet in its forwarding queue along with the first
copy. Essentially, every packet can duplicate at each hop in the
network. This causes a possibly exponential increase in the copies
of a packet over the number of hops.

While problematic, this duplication was not sufficient to disrupt
a network by itself. For example, over a 4 hop network, a average
replication factor of 1.5 would only result in 4 duplications over the
complete traversal of the network. This is troublesome, but given
the rate at which Surge was generating packets, should have been
easy to handle.

An additional flaw in the protocol caused this duplication to over-
whelm the network and overflow send queues. Surge suppresses
cycles by dropping packets that revisit their origin. However, a
packet originating at a node outside of a cycle will traverse it many
times, until the routing protocol breaks the cycle. In the presence of
even a short-lived cycle, a single packet can traverse ten or fifteen
hops back and forth between two nodes. The possibly exponential
growth from per-hop duplication occurs, send queues overflow, and
the network saturates.

4.4.4 Fixing Surge
We instrumented the send queue to keep track of its maximum

depth and redeployed Surge in our real-world network to validate
that these queue overflows occur. They did. We implemented two
changes to Surge to prevent this behavior. The first was duplicate
suppression in the send queue; the second was to incorporate a
more aggressive cycle detection algorithm that drops packets which
do not traverse up the tree. Incorporating both of these fixes, we re-
ran our simulations. Figure 11 shows the send queue length with
the fixed protocol, which exhibits no cases of queue overflow.

The ability to instrument sensor network applications at different
levels demonstrates TOSSIM’s value for analyzing complex sys-
tems. This degenerate behavior in Surge was the result of low-
level interactions between the link layer acknowledgment scheme,
network-layer retransmission policy, and routing protocol. This
problem would have been difficult to resolve using an abstract
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Figure 12: Scalability of TOSSIM on three applications as a
function of the number of motes. Each simulation ran for ten
virtual seconds.

simulation of the networking stack; as with theChannelMonM
bug, low-level simulation of the actual TinyOS code was needed.

4.5 Completeness: TinyDB
Other research groups have used TOSSIM to test and evaluate

their work. One example is TinyDB [17], a sensor query engine that
runs on TinyOS developed by the Telegraph group at UC Berkeley.
TinyDB provides an SQL-based interface to the sensor network,
allowing users to pose declarative queries.

TinyDB uses a wide range of algorithms to route data tuples to
query roots, aggregate sensor data to reduce traffic, and compute
statistics over subregions of a network. Much of this processing
occurs within the sensor network itself, reducing the amount of
radio traffic by an order of magnitude compared with full collection
and out-of-network processing.

The Telegraph group has used TOSSIM extensively in the design
and evaluation of TinyDB; they report that it provides a useful
environment for prototyping new features. Using TOSSIM and
the lossy radio model, they have examined TinyDB’s behavior and
performance in networks of hundreds of nodes, a daunting task in
the real world.

4.6 Bridging
TOSSIM compiles directly from TinyOS code; building a simu-

lation instead of a mote image merely requires changing the single
platform parameter tomake (i.e., make sim instead ofmake
mica ). Besides the small number of components that TOSSIM
replaces to emulate interrupts and other hardware abstractions, all
of the simulation code (especially application code) is identical to
that which runs on a mote. By supporting the TinyOS PC tool-
chain, users can transition between a simulation and real-world net-
work by changing a single option in SerialForwarder, the TinyOS
network access proxy server program. Users can step through
simulation code with traditional debuggers without disrupting mote
execution. All of these things combine to provide developers the
ability to carefully test and analyze the implementations that will
run on mote hardware.

4.7 Scalability
We evaluate TOSSIM’s scalability using three different appli-

cations with varying degrees of complexity. Because of the bit-



level resolution of the radio stack simulation, performance of a
simulation is based largely on the amount of communication, rather
than on the complexity of the application logic itself. Hence,
while these applications are simple, their simulation performance
accurately represents that of larger applications.

The first application,CntToLeds , displays the bottom three
bits of a 4 Hz counter on the mote’s three LEDs. This application
does not use the networking stack, and therefore represents the
best case of simulation performance. The second application,
RfmToLeds , displays the value contained in a received radio
packet on the LEDs. This application performs only listening,
and does not send any radio packets; its performance demonstrates
the overhead of the receive side of the radio stack. The third
application,CntToRfm , transmits the value of the 4 Hz timer as a
radio message, and displays the value of received timer messages
on the LEDs. This application represents a busy network scenario
involving both sending and receiving of messages.

Figure 12 shows the performance of these three applications as a
function of the number of simulated nodes. In each case, 10 virtual
seconds of execution time were simulated on a 1.8 GHz Pentium
4 machine with 1GB of memory running Linux 2.4.18. The
memory footprint of motes is very small, so memory consumption
is not a limiting factor in our simulations. For a network of
10000 motes running theCntToRfm application, approximately
4 MB of memory is required. Dense network configurations can
lead to greater memory requirements.

As the figure shows, simulation time is mostly linear in the num-
ber of nodes, simulating the radio stack at the bit level introduces
significant complexity. The network-inactive application scales
extremely well, and 8192 motes can be simulated in 12.5 sec. The
network-intensive application, on the other hand, requires about
2.75 hours to simulate 8192 motes. Much of this overhead is
due to the MAC layer used in our radio stack; a TDMA scheme
would allow motes to sample the channel infrequently, yielding a
significant performance improvement.

5. PRIOR WORK
Simultaneously meeting all of the requirements posed to a sensor

network simulator is difficult. Several other sensor network simu-
lators have been proposed, but none meet all of the requirements as
TOSSIM does.

ns-2 [2] is the predominant discrete event simulator used in net-
work systems. It simulates networks at the packet level, and allows
a wide range of heterogeneous network configurations. Complex
models to determine packet loss rates from physical topologies are
written in Tcl or C, separate from a protocol implementation.ns-
2 is, as its name suggests, a network simulator, while TOSSIM is a
TinyOS simulator that provides a network model.

Numerous sensor network research efforts have evaluated algo-
rithms with simulations usingns-2 . For example, research on
geographic hash tables used a 50-200 node simulation with an
802.11 MAC[23]. Simulations for the PSFQ routing protocol used
25 nodes with 2Mbps links[26]; there are other examples of an
802.11 MAC being used inns-2 to simulate sensor networks[30],
although initial evidence indicates it is inappropriate[13].

Additionally, ns-2 does not model application behavior. For
trace driven simulations of layered protocols, this is appropriate. In
sensor networks, however, protocols and applications interact; for
example, protocol layers are often crossed or ignored to provide
time-dependent aggregation of sensor readings, following a model
of integrated layer processing instead of strict layering [6].ns-2 is
inappropriate to model this sort of behavior; whilens-2 is a much
more general network simulator, TOSSIM simulates applications,

the network, and their interaction, thereby providing a degree of
fidelity, bridging, and completeness thatns-2 cannot.

SensorSim[19] is built on top of anns-2 802.11 network model
using DSR. SensorSim is intended for the heavy-weight WINS [22]
platform, and requires applications writers to use SensorWare Tcl
scripts. It uses similar techniques to achieve different goals than
TOSSIM; for example, it closely tracks energy usage based on data
taken from real-world WINS nodes.

EmStar [7] provides a flexible environment for transitioning
between simulation and deployment for iPAQ-class sensor nodes
running Linux. Users have three options: running many virtual
nodes on a single host with a simulated network, running many
virtual nodes on a single host with each virtual node bridged to a
real-world one for networking, and running a single real node on a
host with a network interface.

TOSSF[21], a simulator developed at Dartmouth, compiles
TinyOS code into the SWAN[16] framework for wireless simula-
tion. TOSSF borrows many techniques used in TOSSIM. However,
TOSSF translates to a very different target simulation framework.
TOSSF uses dynamic function binding and frame allocation to
allow different mote applications to run at once. It includes
idealized radio propagation models; in contrast, TOSSIM contains
models derived from empirically gathered data. TOSSF seeks to
scale to tens or hundreds of thousands of nodes, but there currently
are not yet any published evaluations of its scalability, fidelity, or
completeness. In contrast, TOSSIM has been in use by several
groups (such as the Telegraph group at UC Berkeley) for over six
months.

TOSSIM simulates not only the network, but also the execution
of each node; the distributed nature of sensor networks makes this
aspect of TOSSIM similar to work in processor simulation. Many
of the same issues arise, such as the trade-off between performance
and inter-CPU timing accuracy, which in the case of a sensor
network is inter-mote timing and performance. Systems such as
Embra [27](part of SimOS [24]) emulate binary code; TOSSIM
compiles directly to native code instead, as the relative simplicity of
mote hardware allows accurate simulation at the component level.

Proteus allowed the user to configure the relative fidelity and
resulting performance of the separate components in a multipro-
cessor, such as interrupts, instruction quanta, and networking[5].
Work with Tango Lite demonstrated that trace-based simulations
were only worthwhile if execution was timing independent[10],
something which is obviously not the case with an event-driven
sensor network.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
By exploiting several characteristics of TinyOS and the sensor

network domain, TOSSIM can provide a scalable, high-fidelity
simulation. As individual motes are resource-constrained, TOSSIM
can simulate large numbers of them. Event-driven execution effi-
ciently maps to event-driven simulation. The TinyOS component
model provides an easy way to capture the execution of entire
applications by re-implementing a few low-level abstractions. The
component model also allows TOSSIM to use the same code
that will run on motes, so developers to test their algorithm
implementations. By representing a network as a bit error graph,
TOSSIM can capture many of the subtle interactions seen in reality
while keeping configuration and simulation simple.

Because TOSSIM can replace arbitrary TinyOS components, it
has a flexible level of abstraction. A desire for extremely high
fidelity motivated our choice for where the simulation/TinyOS
boundary lies, but this boundary and the models beneath it can be
easily changed. For example, while we designed TOSSIM to be



a closed TinyOS mote simulator, its architecture turns out to be
much more flexible than we anticipated, allowing a user to trade
off between fidelity and performance.

For example, the performance measurements in Section 4.7
are from simulating the network at the bit level. As a simple
experiment, we wrote a simulator version of the TinyOS packet-
level radio component,RadioCRCPacket . This simulator im-
plementation models packet loss due to bit errors (using the lossy
model), but does not model packet collision or MAC delays.
Using this higher-level abstraction, simulating 8192 motes running
RfmToLeds for 10 virtual seconds takes approximately 25 real-
world seconds; in comparison, as shown in Figure 12, simulating
this at the bit level approximately takes an hour. By allowing users
to replace any part of the application component graph, TOSSIM
provides flexibility in the spectrum of fidelity and performance.

Researchers at UCLA, drawing on their experiences with Em-
Star [7], are exploring connecting real-world motes to the TOSSIM
networking model by replacing TinyOS networking components
with a bridge to real motes. In this system, when a TOSSIM mote
sends a packet, the TOSSIM engine tells a real-world counterpart
mote to send a packet, and when a real-world mote receives a
packet, it signals its TOSSIM counterpart with the received packet.
This would allow debugging and analysis of high-level application
implementations on a PC with a real-world network. Other groups
have modified TOSSIM so that multiple running copies can com-
municate through a network proxy, allowing developers to program
palmtop PCs in TinyOS, including even an AM interface over
802.11. This is useful when experimenting with heterogeneous
networks that have a few powerful motes, without having to design
and fabricate new hardware platforms.

The comparatively low mote bandwidth allows TOSSIM to
simulate protocols at bit granularity. As Figure 12 showed, network
activity is the principal simulation cost. Real-world motes are also
limited by network activity, but for a different reason: energy. In an
interesting turn of different but parallel constraints, optimizing an
application for energy consumption will also speed its simulation.

An important issue is whether TOSSIM’s techniques are limited
to a specific OS running on certain hardware, or can be generalized
to a broader class of sensor network platforms. There is also the
question of how TOSSIM can be improved. We consider three
points: modeling CPU time, modeling energy, and supporting
thread-based execution models.

TOSSIM’s run-instantly execution model does not capture CPU
time. Since interrupts are discrete events, TOSSIM does not model
preemption and the resulting possible TinyOS data races. Achiev-
ing this degree of fidelity would require either interpretation of
mote binaries or instrumenting them to correlate PC ISA operations
with mote ones and maintaining cycle counts. While using such
techniques would be feasible for a small number of motes, it would
limit scalability. We are exploring possible ways to provide similar
degrees of fidelity while avoiding most of the costs. Additionally,
current versions of nesC perform compile-time data race checks,
greatly reducing this class of bugs, and therefore limiting the utility
of such functionality.

Another thing that TOSSIM currently does not capture is energy
consumption. Initial work deploying sensor networks has shown
there to often be a large disparity between expected and real power
draw [18]. However, simulation can provide comparative results
for analyzing algorithms. Providing energy data requires adding
hooks to the simulator implementations of hardware abstraction
components, to keep track of changes in their energy states. The
importance of energy in sensor network systems makes it one of
the next intended additions for TOSSIM.

7. CONCLUSION
TinyOS’s event-based execution maps easily to discrete event

simulation. Unfortunately, it is unlikely that TOSSIM would
be effective for simulating thread-based systems; the cost of the
large number context switches (even if in user-land) would be
prohibitive. Additionally, maintaining accurate time across motes
and interrupt modeling in the presence of possible spin loops
would require the same techniques as capturing preemption – a
tremendous performance cost.

We tackled the problem of testing and analyzing sensor net-
work applications, and have demonstrated that it is possible to
build scalable, high fidelity simulations of full sensor network
applications. The number of bugs and flaws we found in core
TinyOS services suggests that simulation should be an important
phase in application development, and the ease with which one can
transition between deployments and simulation means doing so is
not prohibitive. Our hope is that TOSSIM will be of great use to
the sensor network community, enabling research in this new and
wide domain.
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Abstract

Recently, increasing research attention has been directed toward
wireless sensor networks: collections of small, low-power nodes,
physically situated in the environment, that can intelligently de-
liver high-level sensing results to the user. As the community
has moved into more complex design efforts—large-scale, long-
lived systems that truly require self-organization and adaptivity
to the environment—a number of important software design is-
sues have arisen. The data reduction process is critical for meet-
ing energy and channel capacity constraints by preventing raw
sensor time-series from being delivered. However, the lack of
raw data prevents the data reduction process itself from being
evaluated. Simulation is difficult to apply; the network’s phys-
ical situatedness makes it sensitive to subtleties of sensors and
wireless communication channels that are difficult to model. A
second problem that arises is that the traditional layered pro-
tocol stack, designed to emphasize conceptual abstraction and
reusability, has too high of an efficiency cost in this domain where
efficiency is paramount.

In this paper, we describe EmStar, a Linux-based software
framework that addresses these issues. EmStar’s novel execu-
tion environment encompasses pure simulation, true in-situ de-
ployment, and a hybrid mode that combines simulation with real
wireless communication and sensors situated in the environment.
Each of these modes run the same code and use the same config-
uration files, allowing developers to seamlessly iterate between
the convenience of simulation and the reality afforded by physi-
cally situated devices. We also describe a modular programming
model that allows domain knowledge in one module to affect the
modules around it, without sacrificing the advantages of reusabil-
ity and abstraction that strict layering provides. Using several
case studies, we show how EmStar has been applied to building
real sensor network services.
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1 Introduction

The recent proliferation of small, low-power hardware platforms
that integrate sensing, computation, and wireless communication
has led to widespread interest in the design of wireless sensor
networks. Such networks are envisioned to be large-scale, dense
deployments in environments where traditional centrally-wired
sensors are impractical. For example, ubiquitous wiring is infea-
sible for microclimate studies [3, 13], groundwater contaminant
monitoring, precision agriculture, and condition-based mainte-
nance of machinery in complex environments.

A primary factor in the design of such sensor network sys-
tems is their finite energy source. As communication is the pri-
mary consumer of energy [14], and the low power budget of
the nodes precludes communication beyond a short distance, re-
search has been focused on maximizing local processing and
minimizing the overhead of collaboration. Emerging designs al-
low users to task the network with a high-level query such as
“notify me when a large region experiences a temperature over
100 degrees” or “report the location where the following bird call
is heard” [8, 12].

The use of local processing, hierarchical collaboration, and
domain knowledge to convert data into increasingly distilled and
high-level representations—or, data reduction—is key to the en-
ergy efficiency of the system. In general, a perfect system will
reduce as much data as possible as early as possible, rather than
incur the energy expense of transmitting raw sensor values fur-
ther along the path to the user. For a system designer, there is
an unfortunate paradox intrinsic to this ideal: the data that must
be discarded to meet the energy and channel capacity constraints
are necessary for the evaluation and debugging of the data reduc-
tion process itself. How can a designer evaluate a system where,
by definition, the information necessary for the evaluation is not
available?

A second paradox arises in the structure of the software it-
self. As in any software system, it is important to promote code
reuse. In sensor networks, the difficulty we described in eval-
uating a system’s correctness makes it especially important to
reuse algorithms that are known to be correct. However, the com-



munication efficiency required has made it difficult to construct
a traditional strictly-layered network stack. For example, rout-
ing is often influenced by higher layers such as data aggregation
[8], user queries [12], and time synchronization [6]. Traditional
abstractions such as TCP’s end-to-end reliable and congestion-
responsive streams, which have served Internet development so
well, do not address the desire in sensor networks to encourage as
much hop-by-hop processing of data as possible (e.g., aggrega-
tion and filtering). How can we create reusable components, be-
yond basic device drivers, when application and domain knowl-
edge seems to seep into every layer?

As sensor network research has moved out of its infancy, its
focus has started to shift away from short-lived, hand-configured
demonstrations and toward the creation of real applications: long-
lived, larger-scale sensor systems that must be robust and truly
adaptive to their environment. This shift has shown the para-
doxes in sensor network software design to be serious stumbling
blocks.

This paper describes EmStar, our new Linux-based software
framework that addresses the difficulties in creating robust soft-
ware in the sensor network domain. Broadly speaking, its con-
tributions fall into two areas. First, EmStar’s execution environ-
ments address the problem of visibility into an in-situ system.
EmStar provides a spectrum of run-time platforms—a pure sim-
ulation, a true distributed deployment, and two hybrid modes
that combine simulation with real wireless communication and
sensors in the environment. Each of these modes run the same
code and use the same configuration files, allowing developers to
seamlessly iterate between the convenience of simulation and the
reality afforded by physically situated devices (Section 2).

Second, EmStar’s programming model aims to promote soft-
ware reusability while being more flexible than a strictly layered
stack. As we will describe in Section 3, EmStar’s modules may
be flexibly interconnected using standardized interfaces; connec-
tions can be a flow of packets, stream data, state updates, or con-
figuration commands. Our model also lets applications’ domain
knowledge affect modules that are common across applications,
without making application-specific changes to those modules.

Section 4 describes several case studies of services developed
using EmStar. Related work is reviewed in Section 5, and in
Section 6 we describe our conclusions and future work.

2 Execution Environments

EmStar provides a diverse set of execution platforms, ranging
from pure simulation to fully distributed in-situ operation. The
same code and configuration files are used on each platform,
making it possible for a developer to move seamlessly among
the available modes. This is central to our approach of easing
the path from concept to deployment and back again. We will
describe each point along this spectrum in detail, but their char-
acter varies chiefly along two axes, as depicted in Figure 1:

• Scale—The number of nodes in the sensor network, and
their geographic extent.

Reality

S
ca

le

Pure Simulation

Data Replay

Portable Array

Deployment

Ceiling Array

Figure 1: The spectrum of EmStar execution environments. Points
along the arc allow high visibility into the system, enabling detailed
analysis and improvement of its behavior. By understanding both the
effects of scale (via simulation) and the effects of the real environment
(via the ceiling and portable arrays), developers are more likely to create
software that works properly when deployed on a large scale in the real
world.

• Reality—The similarity of the platform, and the nature of
its inputs, to a deployment in the application’s intended
target environment.

By definition, the most realistic possible platform is an au-
tonomous wireless sensor network, including both hardware and
software, deployed in its real environment. In contrast, a pure
simulation is not realistic. For example, the behavior of the com-
munication channel and sensor inputs are based on models that
can never capture the full complexity of the real world. The range
of hardware failure modes seen in harsh environments is also dif-
ficult to anticipate, and thus difficult to simulate.

Of course, for a sensor network to be deployed, it must even-
tually deal with reality. Unfortunately, reality imposes signifi-
cant obstacles to understanding the behavior of the network in
detail. Such an understanding is central to the development of
algorithms and software. The most fundamental problem is the
paradox we described in Section 1: the network’s raison d’être is
to filter, reduce, and summarize data in situations where transmit-
ting complete sensor time-series to a central location for analysis
is impossible. However, the discarded time-series are needed to
evaluate whether the state of the environment was accurately re-
flected by the final, high-level sensing result. A simulation makes
such an analysis possible because it offers complete visibility
into a system—allowing the developer to save every sensor in-
put and the state of intermediate computations at every node, if
necessary.

This and other advantages of simulation make it a vital tool,
but it has a critical drawback: its essential lack of reality can lead
developers astray. Real communication channels in complex en-
vironments (e.g., indoors, or in dense foliage) are notoriously
difficult to model accurately [7]. Connectivity is unpredictable
and has been shown to vary significantly on both short and long
timescales. The difference between the real and simulated chan-
nels can make it easy to write software that works only in the
simulator. Software written in the sheltered environment of a de-
terministic channel, or in a simulator that has an overly simplistic
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noise model, often breaks when exposed to the real world for the
first time.

For example, consider software that reliably delivers packets
to the neighbors within a node’s local radio range. In a real chan-
nel, a transient environmental effect might allow the delivery of a
few packets from a far-away, normally unreachable neighbor. A
developer that has never experienced these dynamics may write
software that permanently adds a node to a neighbor-list when-
ever a packet is received. This algorithm may work in a sim-
ulator with a deterministic channel, or with a channel that pro-
duces packet loss on short timescales. In the real channel, a node
will endlessly retransmit packets to a neighbor that will never
acknowledge them.

EmStar is, in part, an attempt to balance the usefulness of
a simulator with the need to write software that works in real-
ity. To this end, we have implemented a spectrum of execution
environments that fall on different points in the Scale/Reality
space shown in Figure 1. EmStar allows developers get the ba-
sics of an algorithm working in a controlled environment (sim-
ulation); then, understand both the effects of scale (via a large
simulation) and the effects of the real environment (via the ceil-
ing and portable arrays). Code that has been debugged using all
the modes has a good chance of working in a real-world deploy-
ment, where it must both be scalable and deal with the effects
of the real environment. While deployed code may not work im-
mediately, an immense amount of real progress can be made in a
much more friendly environment.

In the following sections, we will describe each of EmStar’s
execution environments in more detail.

2.1 True Distributed Deployment

In a real deployment, autonomous and untethered nodes are de-
ployed in a real environment, running a real application. Each
node has a low-power radio and sensors, and runs an EmStar
software stack. The scale of the deployment typically is limited
by the hardware available. In most of our development, the goal
is to reach this state.

For deployment “in the wild,” our current prototype platform
is the Compaq iPAQ 3760, which is a handheld, battery-powered
device normally meant to be used as a personal organizer (PDA).
The iPAQ provides a reasonable balance of cost, availability in
quantity, and functionality. It has a 206MHz Intel StrongARM-
1110 processor, 64MB of RAM, and 32MB of persistent FLASH.
Our iPAQs use the “Familiar” distribution of Linux [1]. Each
iPAQ is attached via a serial port to a Berkeley Mote [9], which
is used as a low-power wireless transceiver and sensor interface.

[ Although large and power-hungry relative to our ultimate
desired target platform, the iPAQ serves as a reasonable stand-
in until a smaller and lower-power equivalent “system-on-chip”
is available. In addition, the Linux-based devices are only one
layer of our tiered architecture—larger, more computationally
endowed nodes are deployed in conjunction with smaller, less
capable but more numerous nodes. The smaller nodes, which
can’t do much buffering or computation, have simple software

Sensors

Time
Synchronization

Sensor Driver

Radio

Radio Driver

Sensor Network Application

Compaq iPAQ or PC104 Hardware

Berkely Mote Sensor/Radio Platform

Figure 2: A block diagram of a simple EmStar software stack. Each
block represents a Linux process. Arrows indicate flows of packets,
state, or other information. Details of the inter-process communication
are described in Section 3.

for feeding data to and being tasked by the larger nodes. They, in
turn, do the more complex aggregation, signal processing, rout-
ing, and so forth. ]

As we will discuss in Section 3, each component of the Em-
Star stack is represented by a process with its own address space.
The collection of processes is managed by emrun, which starts
each process in the proper dependency order based on a config-
uration provided by the user. In a real deployment, the stack
includes device drivers that provide interfaces to real physical
channels, such as the network and sensors. Typically, there are
several layers of common services on top of the physical in-
terfaces, such as sensor calibration, neighbor discovery, routing
and data dissemination protocols, time synchronization, acoustic
ranging, and 3D multilateration. One or more sensor applications
are at the top of the stack (Figure 2).

If a process terminates unexpectedly (e.g., due to a bug), it is
automatically restarted; other modules in the stack can then re-
connect to the failed module without losing their own state. This
provides an important element of robustness in deployed systems
where users are not available to manually recover from errors or
restart failed processes. emrun is also responsible for configur-
ing the verbosity of debug output of each process, and collecting
the output into a temporary in-memory buffer. The buffer can be
queried via the network if a high-level error is observed.

In this configuration, none of the elements of the system are
tethered to an infrastructure, making true distributed deployment
possible. However, as we discussed earlier, this same property
makes the system difficult to control, observe, and debug. In ad-
dition, using real hardware has many logistical hurdles: program-
ming, power, packaging, the coupling of sensors to the environ-
ment, and other hardware vagaries combine to add a lot of noise
to the experimental process when dealing with a large number of
nodes. In the early stages of an application’s development, it is
an obfuscating distraction that prevents developers from focusing
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Figure 3: The structure of emsim in pure simulation mode. For each
node, an instance of emrun is launched, creating a stack such as the one
in Figure 2. However, instead of physical devices, simple radio chan-
nel and sensor input models moderate each node’s interactions with the
physical world. The channel simulator provides interfaces that emulate
the behavior of the real device drivers. This allows the same services and
applications run on top of the simulated device drivers without modifi-
cation.

on the essence of the problem at hand. Parallel work by multiple
developers is also difficult; most labs do not have enough deploy-
able hardware for more than one developer to simultaneously test
a large-scale deployment.

2.2 Pure Simulation

At the other end of the platform spectrum is emsim, a pure sim-
ulation environment. In this mode, multiple copies of emrun are
started, each of which launches a copy of the same stack that is
run in a real deployment. Each instance represents one simulated
node, and is run in its own sandbox. As in reality, the nodes must
interact via the “environment” and are not allowed to share state
directly. Instead of using real radios and sensors, emsim provides
a channel simulator that models the (simplified) behavior of the
environment, based on a simulator configuration that defines as-
pects of the nodes such as their position and radio power. The
channel simulator provides interfaces that match those of the real
device drivers (Figure 3). The same services and applications can
therefore run unchanged using the simulated device drivers.

Because the simulated and real platforms both run the same
user code, read the same configuration files, and provide the same
interfaces to the operating system and physical devices, devel-
opers are forced to think through and implement every detail
of their algorithms early in the development process. Unlike
more traditional simulators, developers are prevented from tak-
ing shortcuts or making unrealistic assumptions that later prevent
the code from running on a real system. (The move to reality
isn’t always completely transparent, however. One group using
EmStar recently developed a float-point signal correlator which
worked fine on the x86-based simulator. When deployed on an
iPAQ, they found it ran very slowly—the StrongARM does not

have hardware floating point support.)
The main advantage of the simulator is that it offers complete

visibility into the system being tested. Nodes running in simula-
tion can easily log “distributed” events in their global temporal
order. Practically infinite space is available for saving sensor “in-
puts,” debugging messages, the intermediate results of computa-
tions, or any other information useful for understanding the sys-
tem’s behavior. As we will describe in Section 3, the EmStar pro-
gramming model also allows interactive inspection of much of
the system’s internal state while the simulation is running. Since
the simulator is a full-fledged desktop workstation, it is easy to
use complex debuggers, visualization tools, memory checkers,
and so forth.

In addition to visibility, simulators offer exceptional control.
Unlike code running on distributed iPAQs, centrally simulated
nodes can be instantly “placed” in any topology, or a random
topology, via a configuration file. Systematic testing of a range
of scenarios is easy, including configurations that might not be
feasible to actually deploy due to cost or other constraints. Fur-
thermore, while the real environment is constantly in flux, a sim-
ulation can be made completely deterministic; this is useful be-
cause many problems are easy to fix once they are consistently
reproducible.

Simulations are also attractive because of their accessibility.
The small, low-power nodes appropriate for real deployments
have not yet been commoditized. It is still prohibitively expen-
sive to give each developer enough real nodes to perform exper-
iments on a significant scale. In contrast, a simulation machine
is (currently) much more accessible than actual sensor network
hardware; it is cheap, ubiquitous, and easy to use. This allows
many developers to work in parallel rather than contending for
limited real hardware. It also opens sensor network development
to a much wider audience—enabling, for example, remote devel-
opment, undergraduate and high school class projects, and tin-
kering by hobbyists. emsim is also useful because it can simu-
late larger numbers of nodes (hundreds) than may be available
in reality—allowing developers to see the effects of scale long
before it is possible to do so in the real world.

Of course, the disadvantage of simulation is that it does not
capture every aspect of the real world that can affect the out-
come. This is an important problem in sensor networks; their
function is often intimately tied to the world in which they are
physically situated. However, early in the development of a new
algorithm, subtle effects of the radio or sensor channels are often
invisible compared to the basic problems encountered when writ-
ing any new software. When code is first written, even a trivial
channel model will reveal fundamental design flaws and proto-
col bugs, sanity-check the offered load against the channel ca-
pacity, and let developers find common software problems such
as memory overruns, broken interfaces, and plain coding errors.
Inexperienced developers tend to spend particularly long dealing
with these sorts of issues. In our experience, using the simulator
makes the process much faster.

Because of the simplicity of our channel models (Figure 4),
algorithms that are sensitive to the subtleties of the channel are
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Figure 4: Two of the emsim channel models. Not shown is the “deterministic circle” model, in which nodes less than 8 meters apart can exchange
packets with 100% reliability, while nodes separated by longer ranges can never exchange packets. While unrealistic, the determinism is helpful for
debugging fledgling applications. left) The “normal noise” model is somewhat more realistic: as nodes are separated by greater distances, the loss
rate gradually increases. It also has a basic model of the mote’s potentiometer (POT) on transmit range. right) “Empirical average” is a statistical
model based on experiments with real motes. We used connectivity data that were collected at various ranges and potentiometer settings as part of
the ASCENT project [4].

not as well served by emsim. For example, our simulator would
be a poor tool for testing a module that tries to deduce the range
between two nodes based on radio signal strength. However,
much of the supporting code surrounding channel-dependent al-
gorithms can be effectively developed and tested in simulation—
such as the network protocols and statistical algorithms required
for a group of nodes to automatically schedule ranging experi-
ments, share their deduced ranges, discard outliers, and synthe-
size what remains into a consistent, shared coordinate system.

Once EmStar code works in emsim, development can con-
tinue by using the modes that incorporate real channels, as we
will describe in the coming sections. Debugging code while deal-
ing with the vagaries of real RF propagation is slower and more
difficult. However, since the code has already been vetted in the
simulator, far less total time is required.

2.3 The Ceiling Array

Roboticist Rodney Brooks has famously observed, “The world
is its own best model.” This guidance is also apt for sensor net-
works which, like robots, are physically situated. The research
community’s past efforts have shown it is very difficult to model
RF propagation for short-range, low-power radios in complex en-
vironments [7]. Indoor models are notorious because reflection,
diffraction, and scattering are caused by both the structure itself
and the objects inside it. Yet, our channel models are simplistic—
instead of trying to predict these effects with great fidelity, the
goal of our simulations is only to be good enough to support basic
software development. In EmStar, realistic channels come from
the ceiling array—a platform that uses the world as its channel
model.

We permanently mounted a uniform array of 54 motes to the
ceiling of our lab. The motes are all wired for power and have a

Time
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Sensor Network Application

Time
Synchronization

Sensor Network Application

Simulated Node 1 Simulated Node n

Workstation-Class Simulator Hardware

…

Radio Radio

Radio and Sensor Array Mounted on Ceiling

SensorSensor

Sensor DriverRadio Driver Sensor DriverRadio Driver

Figure 5: The structure of emcee—a hybrid mode that combines sim-
ulation with real channels. As with emsim, multiple instances of emrun
are run, including real device drivers. The drivers are attached to 54
Berkeley motes permanently mounted on the lab ceiling. emcee lets de-
velopers experience real channel characteristics in a mode that is as easy
to use and debug as a pure simulation.

serial-port connection back to a central simulation machine. As
in a real deployment, each mote is programmed to be a wireless
transceiver and sensor interface board. emcee, the ceiling array
control program, is similar in most ways to emsim—all the in-
stances of the node stack are run centrally. However, the channel
simulator module is not used; instead, each simulated node is
mapped to one of the motes on the ceiling. When a node sends a
packet, it is transmitted and received by real motes, through the
real channel (Figure 5).

The usefulness of the ceiling array relative to the simula-
tor stems from the complexity of the real channel. The envi-
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ronment causes distortion and multipath fading; the effects in-
clude spatially correlated packet loss, asymmetric links, and non-
monotonically degrading connectivity as range increases. Changes
in the environment (e.g., motion of people and objects, electrical
devices turning on and off, cell phone calls) also cause a variety
of time-varying effects.

Figure 6 shows two of the experiments we performed on the
ceiling array channel. For connectivity between a pair of nodes
at fixed locations, the channel exhibits both short- and long-term
time dependencies (left). Independent of the other effects, there
are also spatial dependencies (right) with adjacent nodes demon-
strating correlated losses, and different spatial regions showing
significantly different behavior. While any one of these metrics
may be easily simulated, it is difficult to capture all the vari-
ous dimensions of RF propagation dynamics working together—
especially when many of the dimensions are unknown, and many
are uncharacterized.

The ease-of-use of the ceiling array has been a crucial feature.
Applications that work in emsim can be tested on the ceiling ar-
ray just by typing emcee instead. Because the motes are perma-
nently programmed, powered, wired, and mounted, the ceiling
array shields developers from most of the difficulty in dealing
with large numbers of small devices, while still bringing impor-
tant aspects of reality to bear. The hybrid simulations have many
of the same advantages of emsim: simulated nodes run centrally,
so debugging is facilitated by complete visibility into the sys-
tem and a rich set of debugging and visualization tools. When
the overhead of testing code on a real channel is so low relative
to simulation, developers tend to test their code against the real
channel early and often.

Developers can control the mapping of simulated nodes to
physical motes, so varying topologies can be achieved by using
different subsets of the ceiling motes. Of course, the diversity
of topologies is constrained by the fixed locations of the motes.
This is a limitation relative to the pure simulator, where arbitrary
topologies are possible. In addition, while many simulator ma-
chines are available, there is only one ceiling array; contention
for its use can be a problem. These kinds of constraints naturally
arise when moving from a purely virtual to partially physical sys-
tem.

Another important limitation of the ceiling array is that it rep-
resents one particular channel, and is not representative of all
channels. RF propagation in our lab has interesting and impor-
tant dynamics not seen in the simulator, but not all offices are
the same, and none of them are likely to reflect the behavior of
nodes in a forest or desert. This limitation is the motivation for
our portable array.

2.4 The Portable Array

Software-wise, the portable array is identical to the ceiling array:
it uses emcee to run simulated instances of the stack centrally,
and connects each instance to a mote that is wired to the simula-
tor. However, instead of using a server attached to motes perma-
nently mounted on the ceiling, the portable array uses a laptop

and “loose” battery-powered motes that can be placed anywhere.
The portable array is useful for exposing applications to the

characteristics of the intended deployment environment, while
using a platform that still has most of the conveniences of pure
simulation. Such experience can be invaluable—the communi-
cation channel and sensor responses can differ significantly in
an area of sparse trees vs. an area with dense low brush. The
portable array allows developers to confront these issues before
the system is deployed in an inaccessible area with limited diag-
nostic output.

The disadvantages of the portable array are mostly practical.
Unlike the ceiling array, which is always ready at the touch of a
button, use of the portable array involves a trek to a foreign envi-
ronment with a box full of motes and hundreds of feet of cable.
These logistical concerns are not trivial: research in wireless sen-
sor networks exists because of the desire to observe environments
where a large-scale deployment of wired sensors is infeasible.

The inconvenience of deploying the portable array is the price
paid for an almost completely realistic in-situ deployment that
still has the complete visibility of a simulation. It also prevents
the portable array from growing to a large number of radio and
sensor interfaces. For this reason, the portable array differs from
true deployment in one key area, as we saw in Figure 1: scale.

2.5 Data Replay

The final EmStar platform, Data Replay mode, has not yet been
used externally and is part of our future work. However, we will
describe it briefly to show how it will fit into the spectrum of
other platforms.

In the existing platforms, nodes run with either a channel that
is completely simulated (as with emsim), or a real channel (as
with emcee, or a real deployment using only emrun). Data re-
play mode will add a new dimension: the sensor inputs will be
recorded or taken from other sources such as existing seismic
arrays or vehicle transportation data. Later, these stored sensor
time-series will be played back in real-time to an otherwise simu-
lated set of nodes. Data replay mode is essentially a trace-driven
simulation, where the trace is a time-series of sensor values.

Data Replay mode will be valuable to help develop algo-
rithms that have dependencies on the behavior of sensors, in
cases where the sensors have already been well-characterized.
For example, the seismology community keeps databases of time-
series data from seismometers, annotated with global timestamps
and positions. This kind of data will be used to feed a simulated
seismometer as part of an EmStar simulation, facilitating devel-
opment of algorithms for automatic event detection and localized
collaboration.

3 Programming Model

In the design of EmStar and applications, we have developed an
approach which has been a good fit to the wireless embedded
systems space. We have previously alluded to the requirements
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of these applications, which can be summarized as three general
categories: reactivity, robustness, and modularity.

Reactivity is important to these applications; they must be
able to respond to dynamics in both the system and the environ-
ment. System dynamics include the number of nodes operating
at any given time, how much power or buffer space they have
remaining, and other more specific information about the state
of the system. Environmental dynamics include variations in the
radio environment, as well as variations in the environment that
might affect a sensing application.

Robustness is especially important to these applications be-
cause wireless embedded systems are much more difficult to man-
age centrally. When developing distributed systems where net-
work bandwidth is not a scarce resource, a centralized manage-
ment approach is often the most expedient solution. While cen-
tralized management can be done through a debugging harness
(such as a second, wired network), the characteristics of wireless
networking mean that a deployed system must survive without
it. Therefore, in order to iterate between development and de-
ployment, local mechanisms will be required that keep individual
systems running.

Modularity is critical to the development of any complex
system, and EmStar is no exception. What is somewhat differ-
ent about EmStar is the difficulty of separating the system into
clearly defined layers. For example, many applications do not
use an end-to-end routing layer. Instead, packets often need to be
reprocessed at every hop along the way, for example so that sim-
ilar data can be aggregated or summarized. This does not mean
that there is no utility in having a routing module; rather that this
module will need a richer interface that enables the application
to provide input to the routing decisions. The impact of this kind
of design is that the number and complexity of the inter-module
dependencies grows.

Given these requirements, we will now describe the facilities
we have developed in support of these requirements.

3.1 FUSD–A Framework for User-Space Devices

To support IPC mechanisms for modular and robust design, we
developed FUSD, a Framework for User-Space Devices.1 FUSD
(pronounced fused) is essentially a microknerel core implemented
on top of the monolithic Linux kernel; it allows device-file call-
backs to be proxied into user-space and implemented by user-
space programs instead of kernel code. Such device drivers can
create device files that look and act just like any normal file un-
der /dev; other user-space processes can open a FUSD driver’s
device and execute system calls on the file descriptor, just as with
a normal kernel-implemented device.

Of course, as with almost everything, there are trade-offs.
User-space drivers can be significantly slower and higher-latency
than kernel drivers because they require three times as many trips
through the kernel, and additional memory copies, per user sys-
tem call (see Figure 7). User-space drivers can not receive inter-
rupts, and do not have the full power to modify arbitrary kernel
data structures as kernel drivers do. Despite these limitations, we
have found user-space device drivers to be a powerful program-
ming paradigm with a wide variety of uses, as we will see in the
next section.

FUSD drivers are conceptually similar to kernel drivers: a set
of callback functions called in response to system calls made on
file descriptors by user programs. FUSD’s C library provides a
device creation function, fusd register(), which is similar to the
kernel’s devfs register chrdev() function. fusd register() accepts
the device name and a structure full of pointers. Those point-
ers are callback functions which are called in response to cer-
tain user system calls—for example, when another process tries
to open, close, read from, or write to the driver’s device. The
callback functions are generally written conform to the standard
definitions of POSIX system call behavior. In many ways, the

1FUSD was developed by the authors, in part with support from Sensoria
Corporation.
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user-space FUSD callback functions are identical to their kernel
counterparts.

The proxying of kernel system calls is implemented using
a combination of a kernel module and cooperating user-space
library. The kernel module implements a device, /dev/fusd,
which serves as a control channel between the two. When a pro-
gram calls fusd register(), it uses this channel tell the kernel mod-
ule the name of the device being registered. The kernel module,
in turn, registers that device with the kernel proper using devfs.
devfs and the kernel don’t know anything unusual is happening;
it appears from their point of view that the registered devices are
simply being implemented by the FUSD module.

Later, when the kernel makes a callback due to a system call
(e.g. when the character device file is opened or read), the FUSD
kernel module’s callback blocks the calling process, marshals the
arguments of the callback into a message and sends it to user-
space. Once there, the library half of FUSD unmarshals it and
calls whatever user-space callback the FUSD driver passed to
fusd register(). When that user-space callback returns a value,
the process happens in reverse: the return value and its side-
effects are marshaled by the library and sent to the kernel. The
FUSD kernel module unmarshals this message, matches it with
a corresponding outstanding request, and completes the system
call. The calling process is completely unaware of this trickery;
it simply enters the kernel once, blocks, unblocks, and returns
from the system call—just as it would for any other blocking
call.

One of the primary design goals of FUSD is stability. A
FUSD driver can not corrupt or crash any other part of the sys-
tem, either due to error or malice. Of course, a buggy driver may
corrupt itself (e.g., due to a buffer overrun). However, strict error

checking is implemented at the user-kernel boundary which pre-
vents drivers from corrupting the kernel or any other user-space
process—including other FUSD drivers, and even the processes
using the devices provided by the errant driver.

3.2 IPC in EmStar

Using FUSD, we have built a broad class of inter-process com-
munication mechanisms by varying the semantics of the user-
space drivers’ responses to POSIX system calls. For example,
our audio server can return stream data (audio time-series af-
ter time synchronization and convolution) by implementing a
read() system call that delivers the next chunk of data, just
as in the kernel’s audio device driver. Packet-based IPC is also
easy: the drivers for our radio devices define the semantics of
read() to always return exactly one packet, starting from the
packet boundary, similar to the recvfrom() system call. For re-
mote procedure calls, a client can open a server’s device, write a
command and marshalled argument list, and later read back any
results of the call. Event notification for any of these types of
IPC (e.g., next packet is available, or RPC call has completed) is
implemented using select()—FUSD-based servers can trigger
file descriptors to become readable or writable. This capability
was easily integrated into an event system, GLib, that enables
dynamic registration of events in response to the status of file
descriptors.

FUSD itself allows the construction of devices with arbitrary
semantics. However, in our work on EmStar we have found that a
relatively select set of device semantics accounted for most of our
needs. We have called these device types status devices, packet
devices, and command devices.

Status devices provide a view into the current state of some
aspect of a module, with notification on state change. For exam-
ple, our radio device drivers maintain state variables about the
radio’s configuration, and statistics on the number of packets re-
ceived and transmitted. This information about the current radio
state is exposed through a status device. To access this status in-
formation, a client simply opens the device file and reads from it.
Status devices can return either binary data (e.g., C structures),
which is useful for IPC, or human-readable (ASCII) data, which
is useful for interactive debugging.

In addition to reporting the status, the modules can notify
clients when the status changes. This is an important feature for
building reactive systems, because it allows changes seen by one
module to quickly propagate to others. In the case of radio sta-
tus, clients often want to receive notification of changes to radio
configuration parameters, such as the radio being off or its MTU
changing, so that they can adapt their behavior accordingly.

Whenever a module decides to notify its status-device clients
of a change, the clients’ file descriptors become readable accord-
ing to select(). The client receives the new information on its
next read. The semantics of what constitutes a change requiring
notification, and which clients are notified, is defined by the mod-
ule. For instance, changes to the packet transmission statistics do
not trigger notification, while changes to the MTU do.
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An important feature of status devices is that they do not
guarantee to deliver all “intermediate” states, only the most re-
cent state at the time of the read. That is, if the state changes sev-
eral times but the client fails to read in those intermediate times,
its eventual read will only see the most recent state.

Packet devices provide an interface to a stream of messages
in and out of a module. For example, packet devices are used
by our radio device drivers to deliver packets to modules that use
the radio, and accept packets for transmission from them. Packet
devices implement per-client input and output queues, along with
a standard API to configure and query configuration such as the
maximum queue length. Packet devices also support per-client
packet filtering.

Command devices provide a way to configure a module.
Clients open command devices and write simple configuration
strings that are parsed in a module-specific way. For example,
the radio potentiometer on a Berkeley mote can be changed by
writing POT=55 to its device driver. Of course, commands can
be written programmatically by another module, or interactively
(e.g., using echo) from the command-line. Command devices
are also an easy way for the client to trigger events in the server.

To simplify implementation of servers, most of the server
side details of these three IPC mechanisms are implemented by
libraries. Adding a new status device to provide a new debugging
output only requires a call to a constructor and the definition of a
callback function to generate the status output.

On the client side, the interface is fairly simple – at the low-
est level it is all POSIX calls such as open(), read(), write() and
select(). However, it has been useful to have helper libraries that
make it easy to integrate device clients into the GLib event sys-
tem. These libraries also enable new features supporting robust-
ness. For instance, the client library opens the device, registers
the event, and waits for data to be ready. In the event that the
server crashes, the client will see the file descriptor close unex-
pectedly. In this case, emrun restarts the failed process, as we
described in Section 2.1. The client library will automatically
reopen the device and reread it, transparently to the client ap-
plication. This “crashproofing” feature makes the system much
more resilient to programming errors that might otherwise cause
much of the system to restart, or worse, become non-functional.

3.3 Modularity in EmStar

Reactive systems are often complex, and understanding complex
systems requires modularity. In EmStar we follow the UNIX
doctrine of building a system from the combination of many
small processes. These small processes communicate through
the IPC mechanisms we described above. As we described in
Section 2.1, emrun is responsible for process management, which
includes starting each processes in its correct dependency order,
restarting failed process, collecting log messages, and so forth.

Having many small processes has numerous advantages in
terms of modularity and robustness, but one of the biggest po-
tential problems is transparency into the operation of the system:
what are all those processes doing? In EmStar, the same mech-

anisms that provide IPC also allow interactive inspection of the
system’s state.

As we mentioned earlier, status devices can provide state ei-
ther as binary IPC or as human-readable output. The two modes
are synchronized, and any number of clients can read simultane-
ously and get copies of the same information. This makes it very
easy for a developer to see exactly what information is flowing
along any IPC pathway in the system, using a tool no more com-
plex than cat. We have found this to be a major improvement
in system visibility over other IPC mechanisms. For example,
with socket-based IPC, it is difficult for a user or debug pro-
cess to get a copy of the information flowing from one process
to another, and the information may be in binary format. Beyond
plain cat, more complex debug programs (e.g., EmView, the vi-
sualizer) gather state from many status interfaces and synthesize
it into a more comprehensive display. In addition, using echo,
users can interactively change the configuration of modules via
command devices and observe the resulting behavior.

Another issue that crops up with many interdependent pro-
cesses is the potential for circular dependencies. emrun checks
to ensure the module dependency graph is acyclic. However,
in some cases, this can prevent the correct IPC channels from
forming if the desired flow of information between modules is
inherently cyclical. While this at first appears to be a serious
limitation, there is usually a straightforward solution. Typically
this problem is avoided by more finely decomposing the func-
tionality of the modules, allowing two clients to both configure a
common server and receive notification when the server has been
reconfigured.

To give a concrete example of this idea, recall our example
of a radio with a status device that reports whether the radio is
asleep or awake. Processes that use the radio (e.g., neighbor dis-
covery, or routing algorithms) need to know whether the radio
is awake before sending a message. Suppose now that a par-
ticular application has a module that tries to conserve power by
duty-cycling the radio, using specialized knowledge of the appli-
cation domain. When it commands the radio to turn off, it also
indirectly communicates that information to all the processes us-
ing radio—because the radio status changes. The users of the
radio don’t need an explicit meta-data channel to the application-
specific module. In fact, the radio clients don’t even need to know
that the application module exists.

This example also demonstrates a key facet of our approach
for preserving modularity and code re-use, while still allowing
specialized domain knowledge to affect otherwise generic mod-
ules. In this example, the domain-specific knowledge was en-
capsulated in the power-conserving module (the reasons why the
radio is turned off) while the more generic information (that the
radio is off) was transmitted to clients that could use that infor-
mation.
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4 Case Studies

In this section, we describe several examples of sensor network
services that were developed using EmStar. Each was initially
developed using emsim, allowing new developers to become fa-
miliar with the framework and run sample applications without
the need for real sensor hardware. Later, as the basics were
fleshed out, developers began to iterate between the simulator
and initial experimentation with the ceiling array. Finally, as im-
plementation seemed to be complete, one of the groups set up a
portable array in a nearby wooded area.

While the efficacy and “user-friendliness” of a software de-
velopment environment are difficult to quantify, we feel that these
examples suggest, anecdotally, that EmStar makes the process of
developing software for sensor networks more efficient. In addi-
tion, the visibility into the system that EmStar provides let devel-
opers iterate on their designs based on meaningful feedback—
including quantitative metrics that would not be available in a
pure wireless system. Such an approach made developers more
confident that the software’s inner workings would be correct
once the code was executed in a pure wireless environment. This
was appreciated as an improvement over black-box development
that relies on a high-level “it seems to work” judgment.

4.1 Reliable NeighborCast

Network-wide flooding is commonly used in sensor networks
by query distribution protocols [8, 12]. While flooding is of-
ten thought of as sufficiently reliable due to its inherently high
redundancy, our initial experience with motes in an earlier out-
door deployment showed that even flooded queries tend to get
lost due to spatio-temporal correlation of link interference and
fading conditions. While many link-layer retransmission proto-
cols exist for wireless unicast traffic, reliable broadcasts to a set
of local neighbors are usually not considered. We therefore used
EmStar to develop Reliable NeighborCast, or RNC. This case
study presents an initial implementation of RNC, and our exper-
inces with EmStar.

The algorithm for improving reliability is simple. RNC adds
small sequence numbers to packets. Since it is impractical to ex-
pect a separate acknowledgment from each of the receivers indi-
vidually, we use an asynchronous acknowledgment mechanism.
Each node keeps the sequence numbers of the packets it most
recently received from its neighbors. Periodically, each node
broadcasts this state. When the aggregate acknowledgments are
received by a sender, it can re-send any packets that the receiver
is missing.

We wanted to debug the details of the algorithm in a simula-
tion. emsim prevented us from taking shortcuts, such as implic-
itly sharing global information between physically distributed
nodes or using global time. While the initial implementation re-
quired more time than a less realistic simulation, it allowed us to
eliminate algorithmic bugs and run a sanity check (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8: The top curves display the average delivery rate over a single
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The bottom curves are plotted against the right Y -axis and show the
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axis. Results include simulation and ceiling array.

Single-hop RNC

Our simulation consisted of nodes in a 3×3 grid, all within radio
range of each other. All nodes broadcast periodic messages and
recorded statistics about the messages received from other nodes.
As we increased the acknowledgment rate with respect to the
data rate, the reliability increased. Simulation results verified
the correctness of the basic functionality. However, it was still
unclear if persistent retransmissions would increase contention
and cause loss due to collisions on a real channel, thus potentially
altering the results radically.

We then ran the same set of experiments on the ceiling array.
This is when the time invested into a complete implementation
of all the interfaces paid off: we did not have to make any code
changes to repeat the above experiment on real hardware and a
real channel. The results are shown in Figure 8. Even though the
absolute values of the reception ratio were different between the
simulation and the ceiling array, the trends were clearly the same
for both.

As we mentioned earlier, in practice fading and/or interfer-
ence are often correlated in time and space. This encouraged us
to look at the performance of our mechanism over time. We con-
ducted two longer-term experiments in different locations and
compared the results. One experiment was performed on the
lab ceiling array; the other was performed on a lawn outside the
building using a portable array. The results of these experiments
are shown in Figure 9. The graph on the left shows the perfor-
mance on the ceiling array. There was clearly much less variance
in the results. The graph on the right shows that interference was
much less uniform in the outdoor experiment; in particular, two
dips in the delivery rate correspond the cell phone calls received
by the person performing the experiment. The low delivery rate
in the beginning of the experiment is a consequence of small ad-
justments to node locations.
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Figure 9: Single hop delivery rate and retransmissions over time. left) Ceiling array results. right) Portable array results. The outdoor portable
array clearly has more variance in reception and an order of magnitude increase in the number of retransmissions.
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The use of the portable array exposed the undesirable behav-
ior of our simple retransmission scheme in the presence of an
unstable channel. The lack of an adaptive back-off mechanism
resulted in excessive retransmissions in the experiment outdoors.

Flooding with RNC

The above experiments allowed us to verify RNC’s performance
within a single neighborhood. The next step was to verify that
the improvement in the reliability within a neighborhood would
improve the performance of flooding in a multi-hop network.

Figure 10 shows that RNC improved the performance of pure
flooding, especially for longer paths. The Y-axis shows the ratio
of the delivery rate achieved by RNC-assisted flooding to that of
plain flooding; values greater than 1 indicate improvement. The
simulation results agree with the results from our ceiling array.

EmStar made all of these configurations easy. Flooding, RNC,
and the underlying datalink device (whether simulated or real)

all communicate using interchangeable interfaces. This made it
trivial to test different configurations, just by changing how the
modules are interconnected. Our test application could run using
the plain radio; using the flood daemon, which sent packets to the
radio; using RNC, which sent packets to the radio; or, using the
flood daemon, which sent packets to RNC, which sent packets to
the radio. Each stack configuration could be used on the ceiling
array or in the simulator.

4.2 Adaptive Topology Control

Much sensor net research focuses on conserving energy, a vital
resource in this domain. A powered-on, idle radio is a signif-
icant waste of energy; as hardware is optimized, it is expected
to become the dominant source of waste [14]. However, in a
redundantly dense deployment of nodes, a large subset may be
able to power their radios off, while those that remain on still
maintain a usable (e.g., connected) topology. A number of adap-
tive topology schemes have been developed to achieve this goal
[4, 5, 15, 18].

In this case study, we investigate the effectiveness of two
such schemes—ASCENT [4] and CTC [18]. With CTC, each
node measures connectivity within a two-hop radius by sending
heartbeat messages, and chooses a few nodes with large energy
reserves to maintain the topology when the radios of other nodes
are powered off. ASCENT measures connectivity with all one-
hop neighbors by sending heartbeat messages and by gathering
connectivity statistics of all data traffic (even traffic not addressed
to a node). It locally decides to power on or off additional radios
based on the channel dynamics and the degree of connectivity
required by the application.

We implemented ASCENT and CTC using a number of fine-
grained modules, so that other developers could re-use as much
of our work as possible. The first is the LinkStats module, which
adds a monotonically increasing sequence number to each packet
sent by any process on the node. It monitors such packets ar-
riving from other nodes, and maintains detailed packet statistics
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Figure 11: CTC on the ceiling testbed and in small and large-scale sim-
ulations. Though the results differ from the simulator quantitatively, the
trends are the same. We achieved the expected result on a real channel
though most of the development was done in the ease of simulation.

for high precision connectivity measurements without increas-
ing channel use (but, slightly reducing the maximum data pay-
load). The second module is Neighbor Discovery, which sends
and receives heartbeat messages, and maintains a list of active
neighbors. Third, to evaluate both schemes, we created a module
that acts as a simulated battery for each node. It counts pack-
ets sent and received, idle time, and radios powering on and off;
energy is deducted from an initial supply accordingly. It runs in
two modes: either it merely tracks energy usage or it actually
shuts off a node when that node runs out of energy. Finally, we
created the ASCENT and CTC protocol implementations them-
selves, which use information provided by the other modules.
However, by modularizing our implementation, other applica-
tions can (for example) measure their own energy use, or take
advantage of our detailed connectivity statistics, even if they are
not using the ASCENT or CTC algorithms per se.

Because ASCENT and CTC exploit redundant nodes, vary-
ing node density (i.e. the number of nodes within one radio range)
should affect the outcome. For this reason, in our experiments we
vary density and measure by how much both ASCENT and CTC
extend network lifetime. To create different densities, a fixed
number of nodes were randomly distributed in areas of various
sizes. Data traffic was generated at random from any node in the
network, and flooding was used as the routing algorithm.

Our first simulator experiments used 30 nodes and the sim-
ple “deterministic circle” propagation model; this was primarily
for development, and we do not show the results here. After
the code was debugged, we ran CTC simulations using one of
the non-deterministic channel models (emp state, similar to the
emp avg model shown in Figure 4). We did not use the sim-
ulator’s channel contention model. Figure 11 plots the number
of nodes using CTC that still have energy remaining over time,
and clearly shows that network lifetime increases as a function
of density.

Our simulation results seemed reasonable, but they rely on
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Figure 12: ASCENT on the ceiling testbed and in a large-scale simula-
tion. The differences between the simulator and the real experiments are
not significant, in particular when using the collision model in the simu-
lator. The trends as we increase density are the same in both simulation
and real experiments.

the accuracy of the channel model. Because ASCENT and CTC
measure connectivity, it is important to experiment on a chan-
nel that more closely resembles those in the real world. Further,
we had not been using the contention model; packet collisions, a
harsh reality of the real world, thus did not occur in our simula-
tions. For these reasons, we used the ceiling array for our next
experiment. EmStar made it trivial to set up this experiment—the
code did not even need to be re-compiled and utility scripts aided
in adjusting the transmit power of the radios in order to vary node
density. As Figures 11 and 12 show, our results hold when using
a real channel with collisions.

Based on these initial experiments, we are confident that the
simulator’s channel model was not wholly different from reality—
at least, for the purposes of our specific case study, although fur-
ther improvement could be achieved. Satisfied with the simula-
tor’s predictive power, our next step was to see if our results held
at a larger scale. We thus went back to the simulator and ran ex-
periments on a network of 100 nodes, still with varied density.
Figures 11 and 12 show that even at a larger scale, network life-
time is improved at higher densities for both ASCENT and CTC,
respectively.

After performing the ceiling experiments and large scale sim-
ulations, we wanted to verify that the quantitative differences
were in fact due to collisions. We went back to the simulator
and ran experiments with varied density and using the collision
model. Figure 12 shows that the results of the simulation with
collisions are much closer to the results of the ceiling experi-
ments. This result can be explained as follows. During ASCENT
initialization, all the nodes have their radios on and they gather
connectivity information. At high densities, and with flooding as
our routing algorithm, the amount of channel contention is large,
and the packet losses perceived by the nodes are high. Under
these conditions, ASCENT is forced to increase the number of
nodes with the radios on to maintain a usable topology, thus in-
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creasing energy consumption.
Using EmStar, our ASCENT and CTC experiments were sim-

plified because the same code (in fact, the same binary file) could
be tested with the un-modelled quality of a real channel, as well
as with the scale necessary for any useful deployment but only
available in a simulator. It also allowed us to easily go back and
forth between experiments and simulations to analyze the differ-
ent factors that affect our algorithms.

Because both protocols were evaluated using the same tools
(and, in the case of the ceiling array, motes in the same phys-
ical locations), it is possible to draw a meaningful comparison
between them based on our experiments. We can see from the
figures that CTC and ASCENT perform similarly at low densi-
ties using the ceiling array. At simulated large densities with-
out simulated collisions, CTC lifetime improvement grows more
slowly than ASCENT. However, ASCENT is more susceptible to
the effects of collisions, as we explained earlier.

Having EmStar will allow us to further test the algorithms us-
ing different scenarios and metrics. We plan to further evaluate
both algorithms at large densities with collisions, as well as mea-
suring performance of the algorithms using other metrics such as
path quality.

5 Related Work

Many recent simulator and emulator projects have illustrated the
philosophy of running simulations with the same code as is used
on real systems. In many ways, EmStar is similar to the Netbed
project (based on Emulab [17]), which aims to provide a single
system and configuration interface for code running in pure sim-
ulation, in network emulation mode, and distributed across the
Internet. Similarly, ModelNet [16] runs real user code on “edge”
nodes, and simulates Internet core routers. These systems are
meant for Internet development, where the only interaction with
the “environment” is a wired communication channel, and thus
easier to emulate without resorting to physical interfaces. In con-
trast, EmStar’s execution platforms include physically situated
modes because the sensor domain requires it.

TOSSIM [11] is notable because it is used in the sensor net-
work community for testing the same TinyOS code as runs on
motes before the motes are deployed. However, the combination
of TinyOS and TOSSIM has only two modes: pure simulation
and real deployment. EmStar adds intermediate modes such as
the ceiling and portable arrays, which provide a combination of
simulator-like visibility with a real channel.

Pure simulators play a very valuable but different role than
EmStar. For example, ns-2 [2] has been optimized to handle very
large simulations, offers scripting of scenarios far complex than
currently possible in emsim, and has a number of detailed wire-
less channel models that are good enough for evaluating many
protocols. However, ns-2 does not run real code; this is an im-
portant drawback if the goal is to deploy code, or use simulation
to track down a bug observed in code that has already been de-
ployed. In addition, most pure simulators do not provide support

for physical interfaces such as sensors.
Though meant for different domains (sensor networks vs. In-

ternet routers) EmStar is similar to Click [10] in its design phi-
losophy and programming model. Click and EmStar both let de-
velopers create protocol stacks by creating a graph composed of
small modules that have standard interfaces. If Click code is run
in the kernel, it allows interactive inspection and modification of
state using devices in the /proc filesystem. Similarly, EmStar
allows debugging using Status Devices, as we described in Sec-
tion 3.2. In contrast, we use our FUSD microkernel extension to
facilitate this feature for user-space code. In addition, FUSD lets
our interfaces be more expressive: in addition to packets, inter-
faces can be programmed with stream, remote procedure call, or
event-notification semantics.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The sensor network community has moved out of its infancy and
is now embarking on more serious design efforts—large-scale,
long-lived systems that truly require self-organization and adap-
tivity to the environment. A number of important software design
issues have arisen that are unique to this domain. First, the use of
local processing, hierarchical collaboration, and domain knowl-
edge to convert data into distilled, high-level representations—or,
data reduction—is key to meeting the energy and channel capac-
ity constraints of the system. However, the data that are discarded
are necessary for the evaluation and debugging of the data reduc-
tion process itself. A second problem is that a traditional layered
protocol stack, which is designed to emphasize conceptual ab-
straction and reusability, has too high of an efficiency cost in this
domain where efficiency is paramount.

In this paper, we described EmStar, an environment for devel-
opment of Linux-based wireless sensor network software. Em-
Star provides a modular programming model that allows domain
knowledge in one module to affect the modules around it, with-
out sacrificing the advantages of reusability and abstraction that
strict layering provides. Services may be flexibly interconnected
using standard interfaces; the connections can transmit a flow of
packets, stream data, state updates, or configuration commands.

EmStar code may be run on a diverse set of execution plat-
forms; each run the same code and use the same configuration
files, making it easy for developers to seamlessly iterate among
all the modes. In addition to a true distributed deployment plat-
form, EmStar provides a number of development modes that fa-
cilitate debugging and evaluation:

• Pure simulation—Simple models of the communication
and sensor channels define (for example) the effective range
of each packet and the input of sensors. Simulation of-
fers complete control over and visibility into the system
being tested. For example, systematic testing of scenarios
is possible, and behavior can be made deterministic so as to
make problems more consistently reproducible. Many de-
velopers can work in parallel; simulators are ordinary PCs,
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which (currently) are more ubiquitous than the specialized
hardware used in sensor networks.

• Ceiling array—We permanently mounted an array of low-
power wireless transceivers on the ceiling of our lab, all
wired back to a simulator-class machine. As in pure simu-
lation, ceiling array node instances are run centrally. How-
ever, instead of using a channel model, the simulated nodes
communicate by sending and receiving real packets through
the real channel. This lets developers experience real chan-
nel dynamics without sacrificing the ease of development
afforded by the simulator.

• Portable array—A portable version of the ceiling array
allows radio and sensor interfaces to be taken to the real
environment that will be used for deployment. Logisti-
cal limitations prevent large-scale testing, but this mode is
valuable because it provides high visibility into a system
running in its actual target environment.

EmStar allows developers get the basics of an algorithm work-
ing in a controlled environment (simulation); then, understand
both the effects of scale (via a large simulation) and the effects of
the real environment (via the ceiling and portable arrays). Code
that has been debugged using all the modes has a good chance
of working in a real-world deployment, where it must both be
scalable and deal with the effects of the real environment. While
deployed code may not work immediately, an immense amount
of real progress can be made in a much more friendly environ-
ment.

In the future, there are still a number of important features
we would like to incorporate into EmStar:

Non-realtime simulations—Currently, pure simulations run
in real-time. Faster-than-realtime simulations would be useful to
speed up the process of performing many simulations with vary-
ing configurations. Slower-than-realtime simulations are also use-
ful in support of very large simulations, where the resources of
the simulation machine (CPU speed, memory capacity and band-
width, etc.) are less than to the sum of the resources of the nodes
being simulated.

Parallel simulations—Although emsim can make full use of
multiple processors on an SMP machine, we would like to enable
larger simulations by allowing them to be split across multiple
computers. We hope to apply a partitioning scheme similar to
that described in ModelNet [16].

Data replay mode—As we mentioned in Section 2.5, Data
Replay mode has not yet been widely used, and will complete
our spectrum of execution environments. This mode will be espe-
cially useful for domains in which large databases of time-series
data are already available (e.g., seismology).

Hybrid simulation and reality—Currently, EmStar platforms
require that nodes either be all simulated or all real. We would
like to enable hybrid modes that combine both types of nodes,
allowing the study of scale and real channel characteristics in a
single experiment.

Physically situated sensors in emcee—So far, development
on the ceiling and portable arrays has focused on reacting to char-
acteristics of the real communications channel. We would like to
use these tools to develop algorithms that are reactive to real dy-
namics seen in physically situated sensors, as well.

We anticipate that these improvements will be useful, but ul-
timately our ambition is to implement a fully-fielded system that
has grown up in the EmStar development environment. Two such
systems are in development: a 100-node tiered-architecture mi-
croclimate array, and a 50-node collaborative multi-hop seismic
array. We are working with our partners in the natural sciences
to create a system that is both scientifically useful and advances
the state of the art in sensor system design.

Project URL

Code and documentation for EmStar can be found at the URL:
http://cvs.cens.ucla.edu/emstar
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U,ì�çCînëz×qûÆönë�ßNÚ@ì�Ù¥×Wé´ØÆé�ì±ÝoöÃæ�×qì±æ�æ±îÃé Þ�ë£ØNÞzì�ßCÛ}ßSà°ÖnßNï ÞzÖn×»×MÛÃ×MëzçSèönëzßNÚ@ì±Ù¥×Wë°ì±é¹Ü�ßSÛÃÛn×WÜ�Þ�×WÙ'ÞzßqÝ&înæ�Þ�ì±önæ±×Q×MÛÃ×MëzçSè!ÜMßSÛÃé�înÝd×Më£éWðKóKØCÜ£ÖßSíq�f×WÜ^Þ¦ì�Û½ÞzÖn×qýÃçCînë�×iûÆë�×Wönë�×6é ×WÛ=ÞzéQÙ¥ì�þ�×Mëz×MÛ=Þ&Ýdß¥Ù¥înæ±×WéQì±Ýdönæ±×�êÝd×MÛ=Þ�×6Ù!ØCé#é�×MöDØ�ë£ØNÞ�×2ßSí��f×6Ü^Þ£é#ì±ÛÆä@×MÛÃé�ßSë^ä@ì±Ý�ð,ÕUÖn×cæ±ì�ÛÃ×WéUÙ¥ë£ØTï°Ûí4×�Þfï�×M×MÛ�ÞzÖn×&×WÛn×MëzçSè'Ü�ßCÛÃé îÃÝo×Wëzé2Ø�ÛÃÙ'ÞzÖn×&×WÛn×MëzçSè!önëzßNÚ=ì�Ù¥×WëIì�ÛýÃçCînë�×}û0ë�×1�Ã×WÜ�Þ!ÞzÖn×½ì�Û=Þ�×WëzØCÜ^Þzì�ßCÛÃéií4×�Þfï�×M×WÛ�ÞzÖn×�Þfï#ßDð
óKØCÜ£ÖÜ�ßCÛÃé�înÝd×Më&ÜWØ�Û½Ûnß�Þzì�àÇè�Þ�ÖÃ×Mì±ëQöDßNï�×Më&îÃé�ØSçS×qÜ£ÖÃØSÛnçS×dÞzß�Þ�Ön×»×WÛ¥ê×MëzçSè¦önëzßNÚ=ì�Ù¥×WëWõSØSÛÃÙoÞ�ÖÃ×I×MÛn×Wë�çCè&önëzßNÚ@ì±Ùn×MëKÜWØ�Ûdë�×WöDßCë Þ#íÃØSÜ£÷&Þ�Ön×



Ø�ÝdßCînÛ=ÞKß�àuëz×MÝqØ�ì±Ûnì±ÛnçQ×MÛÃ×MëzçSèQÞzß´Þ�ÖÃ×I×MÛn×Wë�çCèoÜMßSÛÃé�înÝd×Më£éWð�ÕUÖn×àÇßSæ±æ±ßNï°ì�Ûnçqé�×WÜ�Þ�ì±ßSÛ'ínë�ì±×'�DèiÙ¥×WézÜ�ëzì±íD×6éU×WØSÜ£Ö'Ýdß¥Ù¥înæ±×´ì�Û'ýÃçCînë�×cûDð

2q�
r�s���s�-�w�����,�T1����x

E ñUØNÞ�Þ�×Wë�è»âÆß¥Ù¥×Wæ$J8ÕUÖÃ×Qñ�Ø�Þ Þz×MëzèiâÆß¥Ù¥×Mæ[é�ì±Ý&înæ�ØNÞz×Wé°Ø�Û'×MÛÃ×MëzçSèé Þ�ßSë£Ø�çC×ÆÜ�ßSÝdö4ßSÛn×WÛ=Þ»àÇßSë'Ø¾é ×WÛÃé ßCëWð ÕUÖn×�Ýoß¥Ù¥×Wæ2é Þ�ßCë�×6é»Ø}ýnêÛnì�Þ�×'Ø�ÝdßSînÛ=Þoß�à°×MÛn×Wë�çCèSõ:Ø�ÛDÙ½Þ�Ön×!ëzØ�Þ�×iØ�Þ&ï°Önì�Ü£Ö¾Þ�ÖÃ×i×MÛÃ×MëzçSèì�é»Ù¥ë£Ø�ì±Ûn×WÙ0ì�é»önëzßSö4ßSë�Þ�ì±ßSÛÃØSæ�Þ�ß¾ÞzÖn×�Ø�çCçSëz×Mç=ØNÞ�×!öDßNï�×MëqßSàcÞ�Ön××MÛÃ×MëzçSèiÜMßSÛÃé�înÝd×Më£éMð
E HIØCÙ¥ì±ß¦âÆß¥Ù¥×Wæ$J8ÕUÖn×THIØCÙ¥ì�ßdâÆß¥Ù¥×Wæ�é�ì±Ý&înæ�ØNÞz×WéUØ&ë£ØSÙnì�ß¦íDß=Ø�ë£ÙÝqØSÙ¥×UßSàDÚNØ�ëzì�ßCîÃé`HVU�ÜMì�ë£Ü�îÃì�Þ£é�ì±ÛÃÜMæ�îÃÙnì�ÛnçQØ2ÞzëzØSÛÃé�ÜM×Mì±ÚS×WëWõNØ�ÛdØ�Ýoêönæ±ì�ýD×Më6õKØ�ÛÃÙ�Ø�Û�ØSÛCÞz×MÛnÛDØnð¾ÕUÖn×!ØSÝdßSînÛ=Þ¦ßSà¹ö4ßNï#×Wë¦Ù¥ë£ØTï ÜMØSÛÙ¥ì�þ4×WëcíÃØSé�×WÙÆßCÛ�ï°ÖÃØ�Þ�Ýdß¥Ù¥×&Þ�Ön×dë£ØSÙ¥ì±ß»ì�é2ßCöD×WëzØ�Þ�ì±Ûnç»ì±Û[ðQÕUÖn×
HIØCÙ¥ì�ßcâÆß¥Ù¥×Wæ¥ì±é,îÃé�×WÙ¦í@ècÞ�Ön×}AI×MÞfï#ßCë�÷ZPKë�ßSÞ�ß¥Ü�ßCæ@ä=Þ£ØSÜ£÷´ì±Ûoä@×WÛ¥êé�ßSëVUnîÃÛÃÜ^Þzì�ßCÛ�âÁß@Ùn×Mæ�àÇëzßSÝ ýDçSînëz×Tbnð
E áQP"R âÆß¥Ù¥×Mæ�J�ÕUÖn×cáQPSR âÆß¥Ù¥×WæÃé ì±Ý&îÃæ±Ø�Þ�×Wé:Þ�Ön×°ö4ßNï#×Wë:îÃézØ�çS×ß�àUÞzÖn×'áQPSR&ð�ÕUÖn×»ö4ßNï�×Më´îÃézØ�çC×qï°ì�æ±æ#Ù¥×WöD×WÛÃÙ½ÝdßCé Þ�æ±è�ßCÛ½Þ�Ön×Ü�æ±ß¥Ü£÷»é ö4×M×6Ù!ØSÛÃÙiÞ�Ön×cßSö4×Më£ØNÞzì�ßCÛiÝdß¥Ù¥×�ß�à�ÞzÖn×&áQPSR&ðDã2Ûn×2ïUØTèÞ�ß¾Ýd×6ØSé�înë�×'ÞzÖnì±éiöDßNï�×MëqîDé�ØSçS×Sõ�ì�édÞ�ßÊÜMßSînÛ=ÞqÞ�ÖÃ×ÆÛ=îÃÝ&í4×Më»ßSàÜ�æ±ß¥Ü£÷»Ü�è¥Ü�æ±×Wé�ßSà�Ù¥ì�þ4×Wë�×WÛCÞUÞ£ØSé�÷@é�ò,ë�ßCî¥Þ�×�înö�ÙnØNÞz×WéWõDáQHIá Ü£Ön×WÜ£÷=êì±ÛnçÃõné�ì�çCÛÃØ�æ�önëzß¥Ü�×6é�é�ì�ÛÃçÃõ=×�ÞzÜSð�ðÉô�[ ë�ßCînçSÖi×Wé Þ�ì±ÝdØ�Þ�×cß�à�Þ�Ön×´ÜMæ�ß¥Ü£÷Ü�è¥ÜMæ�×6é�ÜWØ�Û&í4×UØSézé ì±çSÛn×6ÙcÞ�ß�×WØCÜ£Ö´ÞzØCé ÷´ØSÛÃÙ´ÞzÖn×°áQP"R%âÁß@Ùn×Mæ¥ÜMØSÛëz×'�Ã×6Ü^Þ:Þ�ÖÃ×°öDßNï�×Më:îÃézØ�çC×#ï°ÖÃ×MÛn×WÚS×Më.ÞzÖn×Wé�×UÞzØCé ÷¥é:ØSë�×UîÃé�×WÙuð.ÕUÖn×áQPSRGâÆß¥Ù¥×Wæ4ï°ì±æ±æuíD×cîÃé�×WÙií=èdÞzÖn×�ï°ÖnßSæ±×�é�ö4×WÜ^Þzë�îÃÝ ß�à�ßCí��f×WÜ�Þzéì±ÛÆä¥×MÛÃé�ßSëVUÃînÛÃÜ^Þzì�ßCÛÆâÆß¥Ù¥×Mæ�àÇëzßSÝ
ýÃçSînëz×Zb¥ð
E ä@×WÛÃé�ßSë Y ×MÚ@ì�Ü�×¹âÆß¥Ù¥×WæVò�e�×MßCönÖnßSÛÃ×Sõ=å¸Û¥àÇëzØcëz×WÙ[õ=âÆì�Ü�ëzßSöÃÖnßSÛn×Tô�JÕUÖn×6é ×�Ø�ëz×»ÞzÖn×�öDßNï�×MëoîÃézØ�çS×!Ýdß@Ùn×Mæ�é¦ßSà2é�×MÛÃé�ßSëdÜ�ßCÝoö4ßSÛÃ×MÛ=ÞzéÞ�ÖDØNÞiÙ¥×MÞ�×WÜ�Þ»Ú@ì�ínë£ØNÞzì�ßCÛÃéWõ#é�ßSînÛÃÙ%ïUØTÚS×WéWõKØSÛÃÙ�ì±Û¥àÇë£Ø}ë�×6Ù�æ±ì�çCÖ=ÞWðÕUÖn×!ä¥×MÛÃé�ßSë Y ×MÚ@ì�Ü�×iâÆß¥Ù¥×Wæ8ì�éQîÃé�×WÙ}í@è�ÞzÖn×!ä@×WÛÃé�ßSë�P8ëzß�Þzß¥Ü�ßSæä=Þ£ØSÜ£÷»ßSà�ÞzÖn×&ä@ß�à¿ÞfïUØ�ëz×TUnînÛÃÜ�Þ�ì±ßSÛÆâÆß¥Ù¥×WæuàÇë�ßCÝ ýÃçCînë�×�bnð
[�Þ¦Ü�înëzëz×MÛ=ÞQéfÞ£Ø�çS×dßSà�ßCînëQÙ¥×MÚC×Mæ±ßSönÝd×WÛCÞQ×Mþ4ßCë Þ´ÞzÖn×»ñUØNÞ�Þ�×MëzèâÆß¥Ù¥×WæVòe×MÛn×Wë�çCèiönëzßNÚ@ì±Ù¥×Wë£ôUØSÛÃÙ!Þ�Ön×�HIØSÙnì�ß»âÆß¥Ù¥×WæVòe×MÛn×Wë�çCè!ÜMßSÛ¥êé�înÝd×Më^ôcì±é&ì�Ýdönæ±×MÝd×WÛCÞz×WÙuð�å¸Û¾ÞzÖn×qàÇßCæ�æ±ßNï°ì�ÛÃçÁé ×6Ü^Þ�ì±ßSÛDéMõ,ï#×»Ùn×�êézÜ�ëzì�í4×�Þ�Ön×6é ×cÞfï�ßdÝoß¥Ù¥×Wæ±éUì±Û�ÝdßSëz×cÙn×�ÞzØSì�æ�éWð

���T���#���= 1¡�¢�£u¤K¥¦ '§
ÕUÖn×ÆíÃØNÞ�Þ�×Wë�è%ì±éoÞzÖn×�é�ßSæ±×�é�ßSîÃëzÜM×'ßSà2×WÛn×MëzçSèÊì±Û0Þ�Ön×�P.ßNï#×WëâÆß¥Ù¥×WæBð}á#îÃë�ëz×MÛ=Þ�æ±èSõ,ÞzÖn×iíÃØ�Þ Þz×Mëzè�ì�é&Ýdß¥Ù¥×Wæ�×6ÙÊØSé¦ØÆínîÃÜ£÷C×�Þ&ßSà×MÛÃ×MëzçSèSõ@ï°Önì�Ü£Öiì�éUÙ¥ë£Ø�ì±Ûn×WÙ!ØNÞ°Ø&ë£ØNÞz×¹×K�=îÃØSæ4Þ�ß¦Þ�Ön×�Þ�ßSÞzØSæ�ØSçSçCë�×MêçCØ�Þ�×�öDßNï�×MëUßSà,Ø�æ±æu×MÛÃ×MëzçSè»Ü�ßCÛÃé�înÝd×Më£éMð.ÕUÖn×´ñUØNÞ Þz×Mëzè»âÆß¥Ù¥×Mæuì�éì±ÝoöÃæ�×WÝo×WÛ=Þ�×WÙ¦ØSé,Ø�ÛQßCí��f×WÜ�Þ�ì±Ûoä@×WÛÃé�ßSë^ä@ì�Ý�ð.ä@ì�ÛDÜ�×°ä@×MÛÃé�ßSë^ä@ì±ÝFì�éØ�Û}×MÚC×MÛ=ÞQÙ¥ëzì�ÚC×MÛ½é ì±Ý&înæ�ØNÞzßSë6õ�Þ�Ön×»ñUØ�Þ Þ�×Wë�èÁâÁß@Ùn×Mæ:ì�éQÙ¥×Wé�ì±çSÛn×6ÙÞ�ß�ÖÃØ�ÛÃÙnæ�×ÁÚNØSë�ì±ßSîÃé»×MÚS×WÛ=ÞzéWð�á#înëzëz×MÛ=Þ�æ±èSõ�Þ�ÖÃ×�ñUØNÞ�Þ�×Mëzè%âÁß@Ùn×MæÖÃØSÛÃÙ¥æ±×Wé�Þ�ÖÃ×càÇßSæ±æ�ßNï°ì±ÛnçoÞ�Önëz×M×c×WÚS×MÛ=Þ£éMð

E ñUØNÞ�Þ�×Wë�è'á#ÖDØ�ÛnçC×TP.ßNï�×MëTòeñIáQP�ôKóKÚS×MÛ=Þ�J8ÕUÖn×&ñIáQP ó8ÚS×WÛ=ÞUì�éÜ�ëz×WØ�Þ�×6ÙÊí@è¾Þ�ÖÃ×'×WÛn×MëzçSèÊÜMßSÛÃé�înÝd×Më£é¦Þ�ß½Ü£ÖÃØ�ÛÃçS×!Þ�Ön×Wì�ëqë£ØNÞz×!ßSàö4ßNï#×Wë�Ù¥ë£ØTï´ð`L Ön×MÛÃ×MÚS×WëKÞzÖn×´ñUØNÞ Þz×Mëzè»âÆß¥Ù¥×Mæ�ëz×WÜM×Mì±ÚS×Wé�Øoñ°áQPó8ÚC×MÛ=ÞWõuì�Þ´ë�×6ÜMØSæ±ÜMînæ±Ø�Þ�×6éIÞzÖn×oÞ�ß�Þ£Ø�æ.ö4ßNï#×WëcÙnëzØTï àÇëzßSÝ�×6ØSÜ£ÖÁ×WÛ¥ê×MëzçSèQÜMßSÛÃé�înÝd×Më:ØSÛÃÙ¦ÜMßSÝdönî¥Þz×Wé,ÞzÖn×UÞ�ì±Ýd×UØ�Þ:ï°Önì±Ü£Ö¦Þ�ÖÃ×°íÃØNÞ�Þ�×Mëzè

ï°ì±æ�æ,íD×oÜ�ßCÝoöÃæ�×MÞ�×Mæ±è�Ù¥×Mönæ±×�Þz×WÙuð�ÕUÖn×¦ñUØ�Þ Þ�×Wë�è�âÆß¥Ù¥×Wæ�îÃé�×Wé¹Þ�Önì�éíÃØ�Þ Þ�×Wë�èqÙ¥×Wönæ±×�Þ�ì±ßSÛiÞ�ì±Ýd×¹Þzß¦Ü�ëz×WØ�Þ�×¹Þ�Ön×cñUØNÞ Þz×Mëzèj¨�×MëzßXH°×6ØSÜ£Ön×6Ùó8ÚC×MÛ=ÞWð
E ñUØNÞ�Þ�×Wë�èM¨4×MëzßuH°×6ØSÜ£Ön×6Ù[òeñV¨0H2ôQó8ÚC×MÛ=ÞKJqÕUÖn×'ñV¨0H ×MÚC×MÛ=Þ¦ì�éîÃé�×WÙ�Þ�ß�ì±ÛÃÙ¥ì�ÜMØNÞz×dï°Ön×MÛ�Þ�Ön×q×WÛn×MëzçSèÁé Þ�ßCë�×6ÙÁì±Û�ÞzÖn×qíÃØ�Þ Þ�×Wë�èÆì�éÜ�ßCÝdönæ�×MÞ�×Wæ�èqÙ¥ë£Ø�ì±Ûn×WÙ[ð.ÕUÖÃ×2ñV¨0H`×WÚS×WÛCÞ�ì±é�Ü�ëz×WØ�Þ�×6Ùqí@è¦ÞzÖn×cñ�Ø�Þ êÞ�×Wë�èqâÆß¥Ù¥×WæD×WÚS×Wë�è&Þ�ì±Ýo×2Þ�ÖÃ×¹íÃØ�Þ Þ�×Wë�èdÝdß¥Ù¥×Mæ4ÖÃØSÛÃÙ¥æ±×Wé:ÞzÖn×cñ°áQP×MÚC×MÛ=ÞWð
E ñUØNÞ�Þ�×Wë�èGÕUÖnë�×6é ÖÃßSæ�Ù�HI×WØSÜ£ÖÃ×WÙ�òeñUÕ}H¹ôÆóKÚS×WÛCÞ�JFÕUÖn×%ñ�Õ}H×MÚC×MÛ=Þ2ì�é�é ì±Ýdì�æ�Ø�ë2Þ�ß'ñ}¨�H�×MÚC×MÛ=ÞWðcÕUÖn×¦Ùnì�þ�×Mëz×MÛÃÜM×oÜMßSÝd×WéIàÇë�ßCÝÞ�ÖÃ×QàeØSÜ�ÞIÞ�ÖDØNÞ2ñUÕ}H ×MÚC×MÛ=Þ¹ì�éIì±ÛÃé�×Më�Þ�×WÙ�ï°ÖÃ×MÛ�Þ�ÖÃ×&×MÛÃ×MëzçSèiæ±×MÚC×Mæß�à,Þ�ÖÃ×´íÃØNÞ�Þ�×Mëzè»ëz×WØCÜ£Ön×WéUØdÜ�×Wë Þ£Ø�ì±ÛiÞzÖnë�×6é ÖÃßSæ�Ùuð
����©���¥#ª�¤�£u¤K¥¦ '§
ÕUÖn×jHIØSÙ¥ì±ß�âÆß¥Ù¥×Mæ8ì�é�ßSÛn×dßSàKÞ�ÖÃ×o×WÛn×MëzçSèÁÜMßSÛÃé�înÝd×Më£éWð¦ÕUÖn×

HIØCÙ¥ì�ß¾âÆß¥Ù¥×Wæ¹Ü�æ±ßCé�×Mæ±è¾ëz×Wé�×MÝ&íÃæ�×6éoÞ�Ön×OHVU Ýdß@Ùnînæ�×Áé�ÖnßNï°Û0ì�ÛýÃçCînë�×Qünð8ÕUÖn×�Þfï#ßdÝdß¥Ù¥înæ±×WéUÞzÖÃØNÞIÝqØ�÷C×cînö'Þ�Ön×�HIØCÙ¥ì±ßdâÁß@Ùn×MæØ�ëz×:ÞzÖn×KÞzëzØSÛÃézÜ�×Mì±ÚS×Wë�Ø�ÛDÙcÞ�Ön×UØ�Ýdönæ±ì�ýÃ×Më6ð�ÕUÖn×KÞ�ßSÞzØ�æ=ö4ßNï#×Wë�Ù¥ë£ØTïß�à.ÞzÖn×QÝdß¥Ù¥×Mæ�ì±éIÞ�Ön×&ÜMßSÝ¦ínì�ÛÃ×WÙ�ö4ßNï#×Wë¹Ù¥ë£ØTï`àÇëzßSÝ(×WØSÜ£Ö�Ýdß¥Ù@êînæ±×SðiÕUÖÃ×dàÇînÛÃÜ^Þzì�ßCÛ½à ò¿ÿÃô^õ,ï°Ön×Wë�×dÞzÖn×qÚNØ�ëzì±ØSínæ�×8^ ÿ�^[ì±é´Þ�Ön×iÙÃØNÞzØë£ØNÞ�×#ß�à¥ÞzÖn×QH�U'é�ì±çSÛÃØSæBõNØ�öÃönë�ßTÿ¥ì±ÝqØNÞ�×6éuÞzÖn×Kö4ßNï#×Wë�ÜMßSÛÃé�înÝdö¥Þ�ì±ßSÛë£ØNÞ�×oß�à#Þ�Ön×oÞzëzØSÛÃé�ÜM×Mì±ÚS×WëWð�[¹æ�ÞzÖnßSînçCÖ�ÞzÖn×oà ò¿ÿÃô2ì±écÛÃß�ÞQØ!é�ì±ÝoöÃæ�×àÇînÛÃÜ�Þ�ì±ßSÛ[õ.ï�×iØSézé�înÝd×qÞ�ÖÃØ�ÞQÞ�ÖÃ×!ÙnØ�ÞzØÆë£ØNÞz×qì±é¦ØÆÝqØ#�fßSëQàeØSÜ^ÞzßSëÜ�ßCÛ=Þ�ëzì�ínînÞ�ì±Ûnç'Þ�ß�Þ�ÖÃ×dÞ�ë£Ø�ÛÃézÜ�×Wì�ÚC×MëcöDßNï�×Më´ÜMßSÛÃé�înÝdö¥Þ�ì±ßSÛ½ï°Ön×Wë�×Önì±çSÖn×Wë�ÙnØ�ÞzØ°ë£ØNÞz×8ï°ì±æ�æ=æ�×6ØSÙ�ÞzßIÖnì±çSÖn×Wë�ö4ßNï#×Wë�Ü�ßCÛÃé îÃÝoönÞ�ì±ßSÛiø�ùSùMúVðÕUÖn×°àÇîÃÛÃÜ^Þzì�ßCÛ»çDòeè¥ô8Ù¥×WézÜ�ëzì�í4×Wé8Þ�Ön×2öDßNï�×Më#Ü�ßSÛDé înÝdö¥Þzì�ßCÛqëzØ�Þ�×°ßSàÞ�ÖÃ×�ØSÝoöÃæ�ì�ýÃ×Më�ï°ì�Þ�Öu^ è0^@ë�×Wönë�×6é ×WÛ=Þ�ì±Ûnç´Þ�ÖÃ×¹ÞzëzØSÛÃé Ýdì�é�é�ì±ßSÛqö4ßNï#×WëWð
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Abstract 

Broadcasting is a common operation in a network to resolve 
many issues. In a mobile ad hoc network (MANET) in par- 
ticular, due to host mobility, such operations are expected 
to be executed more frequently (such as finding a route to 
a particular host, paging a particular host, and sending an 
alarm signal). Because radio signals are likely to overlap 
with others in a geographical area, a straightforward broad- 
casting by flooding is usually very costly and will result in 
serious redundancy, contention, and collision, to which we 
refer as the broadcast storm problem. In this paper, we iden- 
tify this problem by showing how serious it is through anal- 
yses and simulations. We propose several schemes to reduce 
redundant rebroadcasts and differentiate timing of rebroad- 
casts to alleviate this problem. Simulation results are pre- 
sented, which show different levels of improvement over the 
basic flooding approach. 
Keywords: broadcast, communication, mobile ad hoc net- 
work (MANET), mobile computing, wireless network. 

1 Introduction 

The advancement in wireless communication and economi- 
cal, portable computing devices have made mobile comput- 
ing possible. One research issue that has attracted a lot of 
attention recently is the design of mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET). A MANET is one consisting of a set of mo- 
bile hosts that may communicate with one another and roam 
around at their will. No base stations are supported in such 
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an environment. Due to considerations such as radio power 
limitation, channel utilization, and power-saving concerns, a 
mobile host may not be able to communicate directly with 
other hosts in a single-hop fashion. In this case, a multihop 
scenario occurs, where the packets sent by the source host 
are relayed by several intermediate hosts before reaching the 
destination host. 

Applications of MANETs occur in situations like battle- 
fields or major disaster areas where networks need to be de- 
ployed immediately but base stations or fixed network in- 
frastructures are not available. Unicast routing in MANET 
has been studied in several articles [6,7, 14, 15,231. A work- 
ing group called “manet” has been formed by the Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF) to study the related issues 
and stimulate research in MANET [21]. 

This paper studies the problem of sending a broadcast 
message in a MANET. Broadcasting is a common operation 
in many applications, e.g., graph-related problems and dis- 
tributed computing problems. It is also widely used to re- 
solve many network layer problems. In a MANET in partic- 
ular, due to host mobility, broadcastings are expected to be 
performed more frequently (e.g., for paging a particular host, 
sending an alarm signal, and finding a route to a particular 
host [6, 14, 15,231). Broadcasting may also be used in LAN 
emulation [2] or serve as a last resort to provide multicast 
services in networks with rapid changing topologies. 

In this paper, we assume that mobile hosts in the MANET 
share a single common channel with carrier sense multiple 
access (CSMA), but no collision detection (CD), capability. 
Synchronization in such a network with mobility is unlikely, 
and global network topology information is unavailable to 
facilitate the scheduling of a broadcast. So one straight- 
forward and obvious solution is broadcasting by flooding. 
Unfortunately, in this paper we observe that serious redun- 
dancy, contention, and collision could exist if flooding is 
done blindly. First, because the radio propagation is omni- 
directional and a physical location may be covered by the 
transmission ranges of several hosts, many rebroadcasts are 
considered to be redundant. Second, heavy contention could 
exist because rebroadcasting hosts are probably close to each 
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other. Third, collisions are more likely to occur because the 
RTSKTS dialogue is inapplicable and the timing of rebroad- 
casts is highly correlated. 

Collectively, we refer to these problems associated with 
flooding as the broadcast storm problem. Through analy- 
ses and simulations, we demonstrate how serious the storm 
is. Two directions to alleviate this problem is to reduce the 
possibility of redundant rebroadcasts and differentiate the 
timing of rebroadcasts. Following these directions, we de- 
velop several schemes, called probabilistic, counter-bused, 
distance-bused, locution-bused, and cluster-bused schemes, 
to facilitate MANET broadcasting. Simulation results are 
presented to study the effectiveness of these schemes. 

To the best of our knowledge, the broadcast storm prob- 
lem has not been addressed in depth for MANET before. It is 
however worth of summarizing some results for broadcast- 
ing that are for other environments. Works in [3,4,9, 10, 11, 
201 assume a packet-radio network environment. Most of 
these results rely on time division multiple access (TDMA, 
which requires timing synchronization) and certain levels of 
topology information. Their goal is to find a slot assign- 
ment. Obtaining an optimal assignment has been shown to 
be NP-hard [9]. The broadcast scheduling problem studied 
in [8, 16,24, 251, although carries a similar name, is not in- 
tended to solve the problem addressed in this paper. Its goal 
is to assign a contention-free time slot to each radio station. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
defines and analyzes the broadcast storm problem. Mecha- 
nisms to alleviate the storm are proposed in Sections 3. Sim- 
ulation results are in Section 4 and conclusions are drawn in 
Section 5. 

2 Preliminaries 

2.1 Broadcasting in a MANET 

A MANET consists of a set of mobile hosts that may com- 
municate with one another from time to time. No base sta- 
tions are supported. Each host is equipped with a CSMAICA 
(carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance) [ 191 
transceiver. In such environment, a host may communicate 
with another directly or indirectly. In the latter case, a mul- 
tihop scenario occurs, where the packets originated from the 
source host are relayed by several intermediate hosts before 
reaching the destination. 

The broadcastproblem refers to the sending of a message 
to other hosts in the network. The problem considered here 
has the following characteristics. 

l The broadcast is spontaneous. Any mobile host can 
issue a broadcast operation at any time. For reasons 
such as the host mobility and the lack of synchroniza- 
tion, preparing any kind of global topology knowledge 
is prohibitive (in fact this is at least as hard as the 
broadcast problem). Little or no local information may 
be collected in advance. 

l The broadcast is unreliable.’ No acknowledgement 
mechanism will be used.2 However, attempt should 
be made to distribute a broadcast message to as many 
hosts as possible without paying too much effort. The 
motivations to make such an assumption are (i) a host 
may miss a broadcast message because it is off-line, 
it is temporarily isolated from the network, or it ex- 
periences repetitive collisions, (ii) acknowledgements 
may cause serious medium contention (and thus an- 
other “storm”) surrounding the sender, and (iii) in many 
applications (e.g., the route discovery in [6, 14, 15, 
23]), a 100% reliable broadcast is unnecessary. 

In addition, we assume that a host can detect duplicate 
broadcast messages. This is essential to prevent endless flood- 
ing of a message. One way to do so is to associate with each 
broadcast message a tuple (source ID, sequence number) as 
that in [6,23]. 

Finally, we comment that we do not confine ourselves to 
the broadcasting of the same message.3 In this paper we fo- 
cus on the flooding behavior in MANET - the phenomenon 
where the transmission of a packet will trigger other sur- 
rounding hosts to transmit the same (or modified) packet. 
We shall show that if flooding is used blindly, many redun- 
dant messages will be sent and serious contention/collision 
will be incurred. Our goal is to solve broadcast with effi- 
ciency in mind. 

2.2 Broadcast Storm Caused by Flooding 

A straight-forward approach to perform broadcast is byfiod- 
ing. A host, on receiving a broadcast message for the first 
time, has the obligation to rebroadcast the message. Clearly, 
this costs n transmissions in a network of it hosts. In a 
CSMAICA network, drawbacks of flooding include: 

Redundant rebroadcasts: When a mobile host de- 
cides to rebroadcast a broadcast message to its neigh- 
bors, all its neighbors already have the message. 

Contention: After a mobile host broadcasts a mes- 
sage, if many of its neighbors decide to rebroadcast 
the message, these transmissions (which are all from 
nearby hosts) may severely contend with each other. 

Collision: Because of the deficiency of backoff mech- 
anism, the lack of RTSKTS dialogue, and the absence 
of CD, collisions are more likely to occur and cause 
more damage. 

‘A more strict one is rdiuhlr hmudcust [I, 221, whose goal is to ensure all hosts re- 
ceive the message. High-level acknowledgements between hosts are exchanged. Such 
protocols are typically accomplished at the application layer and is out of the scope 
of this paper. However, the result in this paper may serve as an underlying facility to 
implement reliable broadcast. 

?he MAC specification in IEEE 802. I1 [ 191 does not request acknowledgement 
on receipt of broadcast packets. 

‘For instance, the routing protocols in [6, 14, 15, 231 rely on broadcasting a UDP 
packet called mutewqurst to search for a route from a source to a particular destina- 
tion. When propagating such a request. a host generally appends its ID to the message 
so that appropriate routing information can be collected. 
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(4 (b) 
Figure 1: Two optimal broadcasting schedules in MANETs. 
Connectivity between hosts is represented by links. White 
nodes are source hosts, and gray nodes are relay hosts. 

Collectively, we refer to the above phenomena as the broad- 
cast storm problem. The following discussion shows how 
serious the storm is through analyses. 

2.2.1 Analysis on Redundant Rebroadcasts 

We first use two examples to demonstrate how much redun- 
dancy could be generated. In Fig. l(a), it only takes two 
transmissions for the white node to broadcast a message, 
whereas four transmissions will be carried out if no attempt 
is made to reduce redundancy. Fig. l(b) shows an even seri- 
ous scenario: only two transmissions are sufficient to com- 
plete a broadcast as opposed to seven transmissions caused 
by flooding. 

The following analysis shows that rebroadcasts are very 
costly and should be used with caution. Consider the sim- 
ple scenario in Fig. 2, where host A sends a broadcast mes- 
sage, and host B decides to rebroadcast the message. Let 
SA and Sn denote the circle areas covered by A’s and B’s 
transmissions, respectively. The additional area that can ben- 
efit from B’s rebroadcast is the shaded region, denoted as 
&-A. Let r be the radii of SA and Sn, and d the distance be- 
tween A and B. We can derive that (&-A I= ISn I- lS~nn I= 
SC? - INTC(d), where INTC(d) is the intersection area of 
the two circles centered at two points distanced by d, 

INTC(d) = 4 J,;, mdx. 

When d = r, the coverage area I&-AI is the largest, which 
equals rc? - INTC(r) = ?( !j + 2 ) M 0.617~3. This shows a 
a surprising fact that a rebroadcast can provide only 0 N 6 1% 
‘additional coverage over that already covered by the previ- 
ous transmission. 

Also, we would like to know the average value of rc? - 
INTC(d). Supposing that B can randomly locate in any of 
A’s transmission range, the average value can be obtained by 
integrating the above value over the circle of radius x cen- 

Figure 2: Analysis on the extra area that can benefit from 
a rebroadcast: A sends a broadcast packet and B decides to 
rebroadcasts the packet. 
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Figure 3: Analysis on redundancy: the expected additional 
coverage EAC(k) (divided by Xr2) after a host heard a broad- 
cast message k times. 

tered at A for x in [0, r]: 

J *2~-[~r2-INWx)l dx~041np 0 7cr2 

Thus, after the previous broadcast, a rebroadcast can cover 
only additional 41% area in average. 

Now consider the scenario of having received a broadcast 
message twice: if host C decides to rebroadcast after it heard 
A’s and B’s broadcasts. The area that can benefit from C’s 
rebroadcast is SC-(A”B). Through simulations (by randomly 
generating A and B on C’s transmission range with grid es- 
timation), we found that in average lS~-t~Un)l M 0.19719. 
This shows an even dimmer prospect of hoping rebroadcasts 
to propagate the message to new hosts. 

In general, we would like to know the benefit of a host re- 
broadcasting a message after heard the message k times. The 
result can be easily obtained from simulation by randomly 
generating k hosts in a host X’s transmission range and cal- 
culating the area covered by X excluding those already cov- 
ered by the other k hosts. Denote this value by EAC(k) (EAC 
stands for expected additional coverage). Fig. 3 shows our 
simulation result. As can be seen, when k > 4, the expected 
additional coverage is below 0.05%. 
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Figure 4: Analysis on contention: the probabilities of having 
k contention-free hosts among II receiving hosts. 

2.2.2 Analysis on Contention 

To address the contention problem, consider the situation 
where host A transmits a broadcast message and there are n 
hosts hearing this message. If all these hosts try to rebroad- 
cast the message, contention may occur because two or more 
hosts around A are likely to be close and thus contend with 
each other on the wireless medium. 

Let’s analyze the simpler case of n = 2. Let hosts B and 
C be the two receiving hosts. Let B randomly locate at A’s 
transmission range. In order for C to contend with B, it must 
locate in the area SA,-,B. So the probability of contention is 
]S~nn]/&. Let x be the distance between A and B. Inte- 
grating the above formula over the circle of radius x from 0 
to r, the expected probability of contention is 

Clearly, the contention is expected to be higher as n in- 
creases. We derived a simulation by randomly generating n 
hosts in A’s transmission range. We observe the probabil- 
ity cf(n, k) that k hosts among these n hosts experience no 
contention in their rebroadcasting (cf stands for contention- 
free). The results are shown in Fig. 4. We can see that 
the probability of all n hosts experiencing contention (i.e., 
cf (n,O)) increases quickly over 0.8 as n 2 6. So the more 
crowded the area is, the more serious the contention is. On 
the other hand, the probability of having one contention-free 
host (i.e., cf (n, 1)) drops sharply as n increases. Further, 
it is very unlikely to have more contention-free hosts (i.e., 
cf (n, k) with k 2 2). Note that having k = n - 1 contention- 
free hosts implies having n such hosts, so cf (n,n - 1) = 0. 

2.2.3 Analysis on Collision 

In a MANET, there is no base station or access point. There- 
fore, in this paper we exclude the use of the point coordinate 
function (PCF) described in the IEEE 802.11 MAC speci- 
fication [ 191, and study mainly the behavior under the dis- 
tributed coordinate function (DCF). 

The CSMAKA mechanism requires a host to start aback- 
of procedure right after the host transmitted a message, or 
when a host wants to transmit but the medium is busy and 
the previous backoff has been done. To perform a backoff, a 
counter is first set to an integer randomly picked from its cur- 
rent backoff window. If the channel clear assessment (CCA) 
mechanism of the host detects no channel activity during the 
past slot (a fixed period), the counter is decreased by one. 
When the counter reaches zero, the backoff procedure is fin- 
ished. 

Now consider the scenario where several neighbor hosts 
hear a broadcast from host X. There are several reasons for 
collisions to occur. First, if the surrounding medium of X 
has been quiet for enough long, all X’s neighbors may have 
passed their backoff procedures. Thus, after hearing the 
broadcast message (and having passed the DIFS period), they 
may all start rebroadcasting at around the same time. This 
is especially true if carriers can not be sensed immediately 
due to such as RF delays and transmission latency. Second, 
because the RTSKTS forewarning dialogue is not used in 
a broadcast transmission, the damage of collision is more 
serious. Third, once collision occurs, without collision de- 
tection (CD), a host will keep transmitting the packet even 
if some of foregoing bits have been garbled. And the longer 
the packet is, the more the waste. 

The above problem is not addressed in the ordinary IEEE 
802.11 MAC activities, possibly because the one-to-many 
behavior is not considered therein. For all the above reasons, 
we believe that the broadcast storm problem deserves serious 
studies in a MANET environment. 

3 Mechanisms to Reduce Redundancy, Contention, and 
Collision 

One approach to alleviate the broadcast storm problem is to 
inhibit some hosts from rebroadcasting to reduce the redun- 
dancy, and thus contention and collision. In the following, 
we present five schemes to do so. These schemes differ in 
how a mobile host estimates redundancy and how it accu- 
mulates knowledge to assist its decision. Except the last 
scheme, which relies on some local connectivity informa- 
tion, all schemes operate in a fully distributed manner. 

3.1 Probabilistic Scheme 

An intuitive way to reduce rebroadcasts is to use probabilis- 
tic rebroadcasting. On receiving a broadcast message for 
the first time, a host will rebroadcast it with probability P. 
Clearly, when P = 1, this scheme is equivalent to flooding. 
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Note that to respond to the the contention and collision 
problems addressed in Section 2.2.3, we should insert a small 
random delay (a number of slots) before rebroadcasting the 
message. So the timing of rebroadcasting can be differenti- 
ated. 

3.2 Counter-Based Scheme 

When a host tries to rebroadcast a message, the rebroadcast 
message may be blocked by busy medium, backoff proce- 
dure, and other queued messages. There is a chance for the 
host to hear the same message again and again from other 
rebroadcasting hosts before the host actually starts transmit- 
ting the message. 

In Section 2.2.1 we have shown that EAC(k), the ex- 
pected additional coverage after heard the message k times, 
is expected to be lower when k increases. We can prevent a 
host from rebroadcasting when the expected additional cov- 
erage of the host’s rebroadcast becomes too low. This is what 
the counter-based scheme is based on. Specifically, a counter 
c is used to keep track of the number of times the broad- 
cast message is received. A counter threshold C is chosen. 
Whenever c 2 C, the rebroadcast is inhibited. The scheme is 
formally derived below. 

Sl. 

s2. 

s3. 
s4. 

S5. 

3.3 

Initialize counter c = 1 when a broadcast message msg 
is heard for the first time. In S2, if msg is heard again, 
interrupt the waiting and perform S4. 
Wait for a random number of slots. Then submit msg 
for transmission and wait until the transmission actu- 
ally starts. 
The message is on the air. The procedure exits. 
Increase c by one. If c < C, resume the interrupted 
waiting in S2. Otherwise c = C, proceed to SS. 
Cancel the transmission of msg if it was submitted in 
S2. The host is prohibited from rebroadcasting msg. 
Then exits. 

Distance-Based Scheme 

In the previous scheme, a counter is used to decide whether 
to drop a rebroadcast or not. In this scheme, we will use the 
relative distance between hosts to make the decision. 

For instance, suppose host H heard a broadcast message 
from S for the first time. If the distance, say d, between H 
and S is very small, there is little additional coverage H’s 
rebroadcast can provide. If d is larger, the additional cov- 
erage will be larger. In the extreme case, if d = 0, the ad- 
ditional coverage is 0 too. Earlier, we have analyzed the 
relationship between the distance d and the additional cov- 
erage rcr2 - INTC(d). So this can be used as a metric by H 
to determine whether to rebroadcast or not. 

Now, suppose that before a rebroadcast message is actu- 
ally sent, host H has heard the same message several times. 
Let dmin be the distance to the nearest host from which the 

same message is heard. Then H’s rebroadcast will provide 
additional coverage no more than nr2 - INTC(d,,,i,). In our 
distance-based scheme, we will use dmin as the metric to 
evaluate whether to rebroadcast or not. If dmin is smaller than 
some distance threshold D, the rebroadcast transmission of 
H is cancelled. The scheme is formally derived below. In 
Section 4, we will test several possible values of D. 

Sl. 

s2. 

s3. 
s4. 

SS. 

When a broadcast message msg is heard for the first 
time, initialize dmi,, to the distance to the broadcasting 
host. If d,,,i,, < D, proceed to S5. In S2, if msg is heard 
again, interrupt the waiting and perform S4. 
Wait for a random number of slots. Then submit msg 
for transmission and wait until the transmission actu- 
ally starts. 
The message is on the air. The procedure exits. 
Update dmin if the distance to the host from which tn.rg 
is heard is smaller. If dmin < D, proceed to S5. Other- 
wise, resume the interrupted waiting in S2. 
Cancel the transmission of msg if it was submitted in 
S2. The host is inhibited from rebroadcasting msg. 
Then exits. 

Below, we comment on how to obtain the distance in- 
formation. One possibility is to estimate from the signal 
strength on which a message is received. Specifically, let 
Pt and P, be the power levels on which a message is sent and 
received, respectively. According to [26], Pr = P,(a)“cz, 
where n, ci , and c2 are constants related to physical environ- 
ment, the carrier’s wavelength, and antenna gains, respec- 
tively. Since P, and Pt can be measured, the distance d can 
be estimated from this formula. 

Having understood the relationship between the distance 
and the power, we can even directly replace the role of dis- 
tances by signal strengths by establishing a signal-strength 
threshold. As a comment, we note that signal strength in- 
formation was also used in [12] to facilitate routing in a 
MANET. 

3.4 Location-Based Scheme 

Earlier we have used the number of times that a broadcast 
message has been heard or the distances to sending hosts as 
our rebroadcasting metrics. If we can acquire the locations 
of those broadcasting hosts, it is even possible to estimate the 
additional coverage more precisely. Such an approach may 
be supported by positioning devices such as GPS (Global 
Positioning System) receivers [17]. We note that location 
information was also used to facilitate route discovery in a 
MANET [5, 181. 

Without loss of generality, let a host’s location be (0,O) 
(here we use q-coordinate to facilitate our presentation; in 
fact, devices such as GPS receivers can provide 3-D loca- 
tions in longitude, latitude, and altitude). Suppose a host has 
received the same broadcast message from k hosts located at 
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Figure 5: Scenarios of using convex polygons to determine whether to rebroadcast or not. (a) Host X is within the triangle 
formed by three sending hosts. (b) X is outside of the polygon. (c) Analysis of maximum loss of additional coverage on using 
the polygon test. 

(xl>Yl),(-xz,Y2)r... , (y,yk). We can calculate the additional 
area that can be covered if the host rebroadcasts the message. 
Let AC((m,yd, (QY~), . . . , (y,yk)) denote the additional 
coverage divided by x3. Then we can compare this value to 
a predefined coverage threshold A (0 < A < 0.61) to deter- 
mine whether the receiving host should rebroadcast or not. 
The scheme is formally derived below. 

Sl. 

s2. 

s3. 
s4. 

S5. 

When a broadcast message m.rg is heard for the first 
time, initialize AC to the additional coverage provided 
by the host’s rebroadcast. If AC < A, proceed to S5. 
In S2, if m.rg is heard again, interrupt the waiting and 
perform s4. 
Wait for a random number of slots. Then submit msg 
for transmission and wait until the transmission actu- 
ally starts. 
The message is on the air. The procedure exits. 
Update AC. If AC < A, proceed to S5. Otherwise, re- 
sume the interrupted waiting in S2. 
Cancel the transmission of msg if it was submitted in 
S2. The host is inhibited from rebroadcasting msg. 
Then exits. 

One obstacle in using the above scheme is the cost of 
calculating AC, which is related to calculating many inter- 
sections among several circles. This problem is difficult al- 
ready when there are four circles. One possibility is to use a 
grid-filling approximation to estimate its value. 

An alternative is using a convex polygon to determine 
whether a rebroadcast should be carried out or not. For in- 
stance, suppose host X received a broadcast message three 
times from hosts A, B, and C. In Fig. 5(a), it shows that if X 
is in the convex polygon formed by A, B, and C, the addi- 
tional coverage of X’s rebroadcast is small or even none. On 
the contrary, as shown in Fig. 5(b), if X is not in the polygon, 
it is likely that the rebroadcast will provide more additional 
coverage (shaded area). As a result, we can allow the host to 
rebroadcast only if it is not located within the convex poly- 
gon. 

The following is to justify the reason of the above convex 
approximation through geometry calculation. We show that 

if the polygon test prevents a host (X) from rebroadcasting 
(X is within the polygon), at most 22% of coverage will be 
lost in the extreme case. Observe that the additional cover- 
age will be the largest when X is located on some boundary 
of the polygon. Let A and B be the two end points of that 
boundary. We see that the additional coverage will be the 
largest if A and B are each separated from X by the trans- 
mission range r as illustrated in Fig. 5(c). It is not hard to 
find that the size of shaded area in Fig. 5(c) is 

Now it is reasonable to say that if a host is in the convex 
polygon formed by the locations of previously sending hosts, 
the additional coverage that the host can provide is well be- 
low 22%. 

3.5 Cluster-Based Scheme 

The above schemes are based on statistical and geometric 
modeling to estimate the additional coverage of a rebroad- 
cast. In the following, we show how to develop an approach 
based on graph modeling. Specifically, we will adopt the 
clustering concept by [15] to derive our scheme. Note that 
the clustering technique has been used to solve other prob- 
lems in MANETs (e.g., traffic coordination [13], routing 
[ 131, and fault-tolerance [ 11). 

We first summarize the cluster formation algorithm pro- 
posed in [15]. It is assumed that a host periodically sends 
packets to advertise its presence. Thus any host can deter- 
mine its connectivity with other hosts on its own. Each host 
has a unique ID. A cluster is a set of hosts formed as fol- 
lows. A host with a local minimal ID will elect itself as a 
cluster head. All surrounding hosts of a head are members 
of the cluster identified by the head’s ID. Within a cluster, a 
member that can communicate with a host in another cluster 
is a gateway. To take mobility into account, when two heads 
meet, the one with a larger ID gives up its head role. Fig. 6 
shows an example of a clustered MANET. 
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Figure 6: An example of a clustered MANET. Clustering 
provides a host the connectivity information of its surround- 
ings. 

Now back to our broadcast storm problem. We assume 
that clusters have been formed in the MANET and will be 
maintained regularly by the underlying cluster formation al- 
gorithm. In a cluster, the head’s rebroadcast can cover all 
other hosts in that cluster if its transmission experiences no 
collision. Apparently, to propagate the broadcast message to 
hosts in other clusters, gateway hosts should take the respon- 
sibility. But there is no need for a non-gateway member to 
rebroadcast the message. Our cluster-based scheme is for- 
mally developed as follows. 

Sl. 

s2. 

When the broadcast message m.sg is heard, if the host 
is a non-gateway member, the rebroadcast is inhibited 
and the procedure exits. Otherwise, the host is either a 
head or a gateway. Proceed to S2. 
Use any of the probabilistic, counter-based, distance- 
based, and location-based schemes to determine whether 
to rebroadcast or not. 

4 Performance Simulation 
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Note that the above scheme is derived by incorporating 
the schemes developed earlier into it. Step Sl is to elimi- 
nate non-gateway members from rebroadcasting. As a clus- 
ter may still have many gateway members, step S2 then fur- 
ther utilizes other knowledge (such as additional coverage) 
to reduce the number of rebroadcasts. 

We have developed a simulator using C++. Central to the 
simulator is a discrete-event engine designed to simulate sys- 
tems that can be modeled by processes communicating through 
signals. A simplified version of MAC specification in IEEE 
Std 801.11 is referenced to simulate CSMAKA behavior 
among hosts. 

The parameters that are fixed in our simulations are the 
transmission radius (500 meters), the packet size (280 bytes), 
the transmission rate (IM bits per second), and DSSS physi- 
cal layer timing (PLCP overhead, the slot time, DIFS, back- 
off window size, as suggested in IEEE Std 801.11). 

A geometric area called a map which contains one hun- 
dred mobile hosts is simulated. A map can be of size 1 x 1, 
3 x 3,5 x 5,7 x 7, or 10 x 10 units, where a unit is of length 
500 meters (equal to the transmission radius). The arrival 

rate is one broadcast per second, and the broadcasting host 
is randomly picked. 

The performance metrics to be observed are: 

l REachability (RE): the number of mobile hosts receiv- 
ing the broadcast message divided by the total num- 
ber of mobile hosts that are reachable, directly or indi- 
rectly, from the source host. 

l Saved ReBroadcast (SRB): (r - t)/r, where r is the 
number of hosts receiving the broadcast message, and 
t is the number of hosts actually transmitted the mes- 
sage. 

l Average latency: the interval from the time the broad- 
cast was initiated to the time the last host finishing its 
rebroadcasting. 

The simulation results of the probabilistic, counter-based, 
distance-based, and location-based schemes are shown in 
Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9, and Fig. 10, respectively. Each point 
in these figures represents our result obtained from a sim- 
ulation run containing 10,000 broadcast requests. Fig. 7(a) 
shows the observed RE and SRB associated with the proba- 
bilistic scheme. In a small map (which implies a dense host 
distribution), a small probability P is sufficient to achieve 
high reachability, while a larger P is needed if the host dis- 
tribution is sparse. The amount of saving (SRB) decreases, 
roughly proportionally to (1 - P), as P increases. Also, the 
performance of broadcasting by flooding can be found at 
the position where the probability P = 1. Fig. 7(b) shows 
the broadcast latency at various P values. Interestingly, a 
MANET with sparse hosts tend to complete broadcasting in 
a faster speed than one with denser hosts. 

Fig. 8 shows the performance of the counter-based scheme. 
From Fig. 8(a), we can see that the reachability RE in fact 
reaches about the same level as that of the flooding scheme 
when the counter threshold C 2 3. However, various levels 
of saving (SRB) can be obtained over the flooding scheme, 
depending on the density of hosts in a map. For instance, the 
scheme in higher density maps (e.g., 1 x I, 3 x 3, or 5 x 5) 
can offer 27 - 67% saving at C = 3, while in lower den- 
sity maps (e.g., 7 x 7, 9 x 9, or 11 x 11) 8 N 20% saving. 
When C is larger (say 6) and the map is sparse (say 11 x 1 l), 
the amount of saving decreases sharply. This is because the 
number of neighbors of a host tends to be small (2.4 neigh- 
bors per host in an 11 x 11 map), and thus it is less likely that 
a host will receive the same broadcast message more than C 
times. So a threshold C of 3 or 4 is an appropriate choice. 

The performance of the distance-based scheme is shown 
in Fig. 9. Note that the values of threshold D in the fig- 
ure are chosen purposely in a way so as to make a reason- 
able comparison between the distance-based scheme and the 
counter-based scheme. We mainly use the additional cover- 
age as our measurement. For instance, when C = 2, we know 
that EAC(2) x 0.187 from Fig. 3. So we should choose 
a value of D to match the value of addition coverage, i.e., 
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Figure 7: Performance of the probabilistic scheme. (a) Probability P vs. reachability RE (shown in lines) and saved rebroadcast 
SRB (shown in bars). (b) Probability P vs. average latency. 
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Figure 8: Performance of the counter-based scheme. (a) Counter threshold C vs. reachability RE (shown in lines) and saved 
rebroadcast SRB (shown in bars). (b) Counter threshold C vs. average latency. 
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Figure 9: Performance of the distance-based scheme. (a) Distance threshold D vs. reachability RE (shown in lines) and saved 
rebroadcast SRB (shown in bars). (b) Distance threshold D vs. average latency. 
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Figure 10: Performance of the location-based scheme. (a) Coverage threshold A vs. reachability RE (shown in lines) and saved 
rebroadcast SRB (shown in bars). (b) Coverage threshold A vs. average latency. 
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Figure 11: The result of cluster-location-based scheme. (a) The coverage threshold A vs. SRB and RE. (b) The coverage 
threshold A vs. average latency. 

(d- -INTC(D))/(d) R 0.187. This gives a D = 147. The 
other D values along the x-axis in Fig. 9 are derived in a sim- 
ilar way. 

By comparing Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 9(a), we see that al- 
though the distance-based scheme can provide a better reach- 
ability, not much of rebroadcasts are saved. In fact, the SRB 
values are worse than those of the counter-based scheme. 
This also incurs a higher broadcast latency than that of the 
counter-based scheme, as shown in Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 9(b). 
The reason that the distance-based scheme saves less among 
of rebroadcasts than the counter-based scheme does is as fol- 
lows. In the distance-based scheme, a host may have heard 
a broadcast message so many times but still rebroadcast the 
message because none of the transmission distances are be- 
low a given distance threshold, where the rebroadcast would 
have been canceled if the counter-based scheme is used. 

Fig. 10 illustrates the performance of the location-based 
scheme at various threshold values of A. Note that the values 
of A in the figure are chosen purposely for a similar reason 
as that described in the distance-based scheme. Overall, this 
scheme reveals the best performance in all aspects over all 
other schemes because it utilizes the exact information to 
calculate the additional coverage. It provides high levels of 
reachability, while remaining a good amount of saving. Even 
in sparse maps, it still provides a relatively higher level of 
saving. Because of the saving, the broadcast latency is also 
the best among all schemes. 

Fig. 11 shows the performance of the cluster-based scheme 
where the location-based scheme is incorporated in its step 
S2. Compared to the original location-based scheme, the 
cluster-based scheme apparently saves much more rebroad- 
casts and leads to shorter average broadcast latencies. Un- 
fortunately, the reachability is unacceptable at sparser areas 
(such as 7 x 7, 9 x 9, and 11 x 11 maps). This is probably 
because when the number of hosts participating in rebroad- 

Figure 12: An example of hidden terminal problem in the 
cluster-based scheme. Hosts A, C, and D are gateways, B 
and E are heads. Non-gateway members are not shown. 

casting is reduced (mostly by step Sl of the cluster-based 
scheme), the collisions caused by the hidden terminal prob- 
lem will significantly reduce the chance of successful trans- 
missions. For example, Fig. 12 illustrates a scenario where 
a broadcast message was propagated through gateway A to 
head B. After B rebroadcast the message, gateways C and D 
will try to rebroadcast the message. Unfortunately, because 
C and D can not hear each other, the two rebroadcasts from 
C and D are very likely to collide at E. Such loss of a mes- 
sage may significantly reduce the reachability, especially in 
a sparse map. 

It is also worth mentioning that there is an anomaly that 
the average latencies in the 1 x 1 map is pretty low (see 
Fig. 11(b)). This is because in our simulations there are in 
average only 1.2 cluster heads in the map, and thus when 
there is only one head, the broadcast will be completed very 
quickly because there is no gateway. 

We have also studied how our schemes perform under 
different load conditions. We varied the arrival rates at 1, 
20,40,60, 80, and 100 broadcasts per second. Due to space 
limit, only the result of the location-based scheme in a 5 x 5 
map is shown in Fig. 13. From the figure, we observe that a 
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Figure 13: Performance of the location-based scheme in a 5 x 5 map under different load conditions. (a) Coverage threshold A 
vs. RE (shown in lines) and SRB (shown in bars). (b) Coverage threshold A vs. average latency. 

heavier load will result in a lower reachability. This is proba- 
bly due to heavier collisions. At higher load, the reachability 
even degrades as the coverage threshold A becomes smaller, 
which contradicts with our intuition. This is because when 
the threshold A is low, less rebroadcasts are saved, which 
leads to more collisions. This also suggests that one consider 
dynamically adjusting the threshold A so that the scheme can 
adapt to different load conditions. 

5 Conclusions 

This paper has identified an important issue in a MANET, 
the broadcast storm problem. We have demonstrated, through 
analyses and simulations, how serious this problem could 
be. Several schemes, namely probabilistic, counter-based, 
distance-based, location-based, and cluster-based schemes, 
have been proposed to alleviate this problem. Simulation 
results based on different threshold values are presented to 
verify and compare the effectiveness of these schemes. As 
compared to the basic flooding approach, a simple counter- 
based scheme can eliminate many redundant rebroadcasts 
when the host distribution is dense. If location informa- 
tion is available through devices such as GPS receivers, the 
location-based scheme is the best choice because the scheme 
can eliminate even more redundant rebroadcasts under all 
kinds of host distributions without compromising the reach- 
ability. Future research could be on how to incorporate these 
schemes with other MANET protocols, such as reliable broad- 
cast, multicast, and routing protocols. 
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Abstract A new class of networked systems is emerg-
ing that involve very large numbers of small, low-power,
wireless devices. We present findings from a large scale
empirical study involving over 150 such nodes operated
at various transmission power settings. The instrumen-
tation in our experiments permits us to separate effects
at the various layers of the protocol stack. At the link
layer, we present statistics on packet reception, effective
communication range and link asymmetry; at the MAC
layer, we measure contention, collision and latency; and
at the application layer, we analyze the structure of trees
constructed using flooding. The study reveals that even a
simple protocol, flooding, can exhibit surprising complex-
ity at scale. The data and analysis lay a foundation for a
much wider set of algorithmic studies in this space.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A new class of networked systems is emerging that in-
volve very large numbers of small, low-power, wireless
devices distributed over physical space. Today, numer-
ous investigations in wireless sensor networks are utiliz-
ing hundreds of battery powered nodes that are perhaps
a cubic inch in size [18], [27]. Laboratory studies have
demonstrated nodes of a few cubic millimeters in volume,
and we can certainly imagine many scenarios of compu-
tational fabrics, surfaces, and floating dust [5], [6]. The
sheer number of devices involved in such networks and
the resource constraints of the nodes – energy, storage,
and processing – motivate us to explore extremely simple
algorithms for discovery, routing, multicast, and aggre-
gation. These algorithms should be localized, use mini-
mal state, adapt to changes in structure, and have mini-
mal communication cost. Our experience has been that
these algorithms, while easy to build, often exhibit com-
plex global behavior in real world settings. In particu-

lar, phenomena that may be side issues in typical wireless
LAN environments become quite significant.

There are many instances of large-scale systems that
exhibit unpredictable behavior when faced with unex-
pected operating conditions. Synchronization in periodic
signals in the internet leading to patterns of loss and decay
(Floyd and Jacobson [38]); biological ecosystems exhibit
remarkable robustness to variations in weather and preda-
tion, but catastrophic sensitivity to genetic mutation or a
new virus (Carlson and Doyle ( [37])); unexpected cascad-
ing failures in power grid systems; pathological routing
oscillations resulting from route flapping at a single BGP
router ( [39]), are all well-known examples of such behav-
ior. We show that as we scale wireless sensor networks, it
becomes increasingly important to anticipate such behav-
ior, and therefore attempt to understand them. We demon-
strate this behavior with a simple protocol, flooding, that
is often considered easy to use because of its simplic-
ity. While trivial from the perspective of protocol design,
complexity is introduced by interactions between different
parts of the system: vagaries of radio propagation at very
low power levels , typical non-idealities in hardware, radio
processing and protocol choices. Coupling between these
components is difficult to, and therefore not modeled, and
can result in unanticipated behavior in large scale wireless
sensor networks.

Many theoretical studies in the space assume a circular
connectivity model ([12], [40]). Our data demonstrates
that even a simple flooding algorithm entails complex
large-scale behavior that such models fail to capture. To
the best of our knowledge, there has been no systematic
experimental study that analyzes how underlying network
characteristics manifest themselves in protocol behavior
at scale. The contribution of this paper is twofold. First,
we provide a wealth of detailed empirical data from stud-
ies of relatively large scale, dense wireless network con-
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figurations. Our data suggests the need to revisit currently
used models of connectivity in such networks. Second,
we provide a systematic analysis of factors influencing
the global behavior by separating them out each primary
level: the link layer, medium access layer, and application
layer. These experimental data and analysis lay a founda-
tion for a much wider set of algorithmic studies.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we mo-
tivate complex behavior exhibited by flooding at scale.
We discuss the experimental platform in Section IV and
describe our experiments, our methodology for examin-
ing the results and the need for useful metrics in Section
V. This sets up our discussion of the experimental results
showing link layer effects (Section VI), medium access
layer effects (Section VII), and application layer effects
(Section VIII). We highlight some of the related work in
Section III. We discuss the implications of this study for
the design of protocols for large scale wireless networks
in Section IX.

II. M OTIVATING SCENARIO

Flooding is a one of the simplest, most widely used, and
well studied protocol for dissemminating data in many
systems. A message initiated from a source is rebroad-
casted by neighboring nodes and extends outward, hop by
hop, until the entire network is reached. Such algorithms
underly many sophisticated protocols, particularly in large
scale wireless sensor networks, in which there may be a
need for unattended operation. For example, they are used
for single source-destination route discovery in reactive
and hybrid ad hoc routing protocols [8], [9], [10]; for ex-
ploration in directed diffusion [36]; for multi-hop broad-
cast [2]; for forming discovery trees [15]; for issuing net-
work commands such as “sleep,” “wake up”; for changing
network-wide parameters such as transmit power, and for
multihop time synchronization [20].

Algorithm 1: Flooding-based Tree Construction
if message received for the first timethen

Set Parent on Tree = Source of message;
Change Source field to MyId;
Increment HopCount field;
Rebroadcast Packet;

Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm for a flooding-based
tree construction protocol. As seen in this schema, each
node chooses the first node that it hears the message from,
as its parent on a routing tree. The resulting tree con-
nects all nodes that have participated in the flooding, and
is rooted at the origin of the message. Under idealized set-
tings, one would expect a flood to ripple outward from the
source in an orderly, uniform, fashion. Our results from a

large-scale implementation of this protocol on real hard-
ware show, however, that the global behavior of this sim-
ple protocol can be surprisingly complex. We now present
a motivating example to support this point.

Figure 1 shows a sequence of snapshots from traces of
an experiment to illustrate how a flood propagated over
time1. 160 nodes are laid out in a 12x13 square grid on the
ground as indicated by dots and a flood originates from the
base station located at the coordinates (5,0). When a node
receives the flood message, it immediately rebroadcasts
once and squelches further retransmissions. Redundancy
is expected as every node responds in this manner.

There are several noteworthy indicators of non-uniform
flood propagation. Instead of extending outward step-by-
step, some links show regions where the flood actually
extends backward geographically towards the source. We
call thesebackward links. An example of this can be seen
in Figure 1(b) - the link between the node located at (6,3)
and the node located at (6,2) is a backward link; Fig-
ure 1(c) also shows numerous backward links. In some
instances, a message is received over a large distance and
creates what we call along link, such as the links from
the source near (5,0) to nodes at (1,1) and (2,3) in Fig-
ure 1(a). Finally, some nodes are missed by the flood even
though neighboring nodes transmit messages, such as the
node near (3,4) in Figure 1(c). We refer to these nodes
asstragglers. If we look at the tree structure that evolves
as the flooding proceeds, we notice that it exhibits a high
clusteringbehavior: most nodes in the tree have few or no
descendants, while a significant few have many children.

Metric Definition
Straggler Node that misses a transmission, even though

it would be expected to receive a packet with
high probability

Backward Link Link in which the recipient of the flood is
closer from the base station than the transmit-
ter

Long link Link that is significantly longer than expected
at given transmit power level

Clustering Number of nodes attached to a single point on
the data gathering tree

TABLE I
FLOODING METRICS

This simple example illustrates how flooding can ex-
hibit complex behavior in a realistic setting. There are a
number of factors across different layers that impact the
dynamics of flooding. For example, the long links show
that the cell region for each node is far from a simple disc
(a link level effect), and the stragglers are very likely left

1The unmarked nodes in Figure 1 correspond to failed nodes in the
experiment
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Fig. 1. Snapshots from a single run of flooding on the experimental testbed

behind due to MAC-level collisions. In the following sec-
tions, we dissect the contributions of different layers to
the behavior of flooding at scale. Our experimental ob-
servations provide valuable input into the design of more
sophisticated multicast mechanisms for large scale wire-
less networks.

III. R ELATED WORK

There is currently a dearth of experimental measure-
ments on the scaling of ad-hoc and sensor network proto-
cols. Prior experimental studies in this area have tended
to focus on routing in wireless ad-hoc networks without
addressing scaling for lack of large enough infrastructure.
For example, [3] describes an experimental ad-hoc net-
work with eight mobile nodes consisting of laptops and
802.11 cards driven around in a 300 x 700 m area. This
test-bed is used to provide some results on the perfor-
mance of dynamic source routing (DSR). Similarly, [4]
describes an experimental testbed involving one desktop
and five laptops with 802.11 cards, used to test the perfor-
mance of the ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV)
routing protocol. In [21], the performance of data aggre-
gation in directed diffusion is tested on a sensor network

consisting of 14 PC/104 nodes equipped with Radiometrix
RPC modems. Some experimental work has sought to
validate and test medium access protocols. An 11-node
experimental setup using Berkeley motes is used to ana-
lyze the performance of an adaptive rate control mecha-
nism for medium access in sensor networks in [23]. In
[22], a small experimental setup consisting of 5 Berkeley
motes is used to validate the performance of the proposed
S-MAC protocol. Another small-scale experiment involv-
ing Berkeley motes for signal strength measurements is
described in [24].

Most previous work on analyzing the behavior of rout-
ing protocols in large-scale wireless sensor networks has
been done in simulation [25][36]. These studies are not
entirely satisfactory because the realistic modelling of
link-layer characteristics in simulation settings is a very
challenging problem, and the final validation of the proto-
col performance has to be in real settings.

Flooding is also the subject of [2] which investigates
the “broadcast storm” problem associated with flooding,
showing both analytically and through simulations ineffi-
ciencies such redundancy, MAC-level contention and col-
lision. In contrast, our work examines the impact of link
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layer non-idealities on the dynamic behavior of this pro-
tocol.

Significant research studies have addressed various as-
pects of the MAC layer: improving channel utiliza-
tion, proportional fairness, energy efficiency, and collision
avoidance. While these are critical issues, little published
work has systematically evaluated the coupling between
subtle effects at the link layer and MAC layer behavior, in
dense, large-scale low-power wireless networks.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM

The nodes used in these experiments are shown in Fig-
ure 3. Each node has a 4 MHz Atmel [16] processor with
8 kB of programming memory, and 512 B of data mem-
ory. The node is equipped with a 916 MHz, single chan-
nel, low power radio from RFM [17], capable of deliver-
ing 10 kbps of raw bandwidth using on off keying (OOK)
modulation. The transmission power of the radio is dy-
namically tunable with different potentiometer (pot) set-
tings as shown in Figure 2. For the rest of this paper, we
use the mapping in Table II to refer to the potentiometer
setting.
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Fig. 2. RF output power at different power settings.

Potentiometer Setting Strength
60 Very High
63 High
66 Medium
69 Low
72 Very Low

TABLE II
MAPPING BETWEEN HARDWARE POTENTIOMETER SETTING AND

LEGEND

To avoid undesirable effects on transmission power due
to unregulated voltage supply from the batteries, all nodes

Fig. 3. The Rene Mote: a hardware platform for wireless networking

are equipped with fresh AA batteries before conducting
all experiments. Furthermore, all nodes have the same an-
tenna length with uniform vertical orientation. We should
note, however, that perfect calibration of the radio hard-
ware on our experimental nodes is difficult and thus even
with the same nominal hardware settings, actual transmit
power on different nodes can vary [31].

The TinyOS [18] platform provides the essential run-
time system support. It includes a complete network stack
with bit-level forward error correction, 16-bit CRC er-
ror checking, medium access control, network messaging
layer, non-volatile storage, and timing capability. The de-
fault packet size is 38 bytes long, with a payload of 30
bytes. The medium access control protocol [23] is a vari-
ant of the simple carrier sense multiple access (CSMA)
protocol [32]. It waits a random duration before each
transmission and goes into random backoff if the channel
is busy. The delay and backoff durations are randomly
picked from a fixed interval between 6ms and 100ms.
During backoff, the radio is actually powered off to save
energy, but the tradeoff is that no communication is possi-
ble during that period. Unlike many MAC protocols such
as IEEE 802.11 [34] which will drop packet transmission
after a maximum number of backoffs, this MAC protocol
keeps trying until it finds a clear channel.

V. DESCRIPTION OFEXPERIMENTS&
METHODOLOGY

To understand the dynamics of flooding, we conducted
two separate sets of experiments. For both experiments,
we used a flat grid distribution of nodes, to be represen-
tative of uniformly dense sensor deployments. The sen-
sor nodes were deployed on the ground, which would be
the case for applications such as building monitoring, or
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if sensors dropped from airplanes. The first set of ex-
periments focused on understanding the characteristics of
links among all nodes in a large test bed. The second set
focused on studying the dynamics of flooding over a simi-
lar test bed. Table III summarizes these two sets of exper-
iments.

A. Experiment Set 1

For these experiments, 185 nodes were laid out over an
flat, open parking structure in a regular grid, with a grid
spacing of 2 feet. The goal was to map the connectiv-
ity characteristics between all nodes at 16 different radio
transmit power settings, in which nodes transmitted in se-
quence in response to commands sent by a base-station.
The base-station issued commands to all nodes to con-
trol the experiment periodically and ensured that only one
node would transmit at a time to eliminate collisions. For
each transmit power setting, each node transmitted twenty
packets, one node at a time. All packets were sent in
sequence, 100ms apart. Receivers logged the transmit-
ter’s ID, sequence number, and transmit power setting,
which were embedded in the packet payload, into their
local EEPROM storage.

Prior to the experiment, nodes were subject to a diag-
nostic test to detect unresponsive and failed nodes, and
broken antennas. Sixteen of the nodes were removed,
bringing the number down to 169, which was arranged in
a13×13 grid. A total of about 54000 (20×16×169) mes-
sages were transmitted in the system, allowing us to con-
struct a map of packet reception statistics at each power
level. Some of these power levels(pot setting< 60) were
beyond the useful extent of the map, and results from
these settings are omitted from the analysis. This entire
set of experiments was conducted over a four-hour period.

B. Experiment Set 2

The second set of experiments involved 156 nodes over
an open parking structure, under identical settings as the
first. No obstacles were present in the immediate vicinity.
The nodes were laid out in a13 × 12 grid, again with a 2
ft. separation. The base-station was placed in the middle
of the base of the grid. The base-station initiated flooding
periodically, with the period long enough to let the flood
settle. Each node would rebroadcast a message only once
upon first reception of a new flood. Eight different trans-
mit power settings were chosen and 10 non-overlapping
floods were issued at each setting.

Both the application and MAC layers logged necessary
information to reconstruct the flooding message propaga-
tion. At the application layer, the identifier of the node

from which a message had been received was logged.
Since we used globally unique identifiers for each node,
this gave us a causal ordering of message propagation [7],
which was used to reconstruct the propagation tree. At the
MAC layer, timing information was crucial for us to ex-
tract metrics such as backoff time and collisions. While
absolute time-synchronization [19] was an option, this
proved to be unnecessary for our needs. To obtain tim-
ing information, the MAC layer stored two locally gener-
ated timestamps, with granularity 16µs. The first times-
tamp recorded the total amount of time that a message
was stored on a node before being retransmitted. The sec-
ond timestamp recorded the interval for which the node
was in backoff mode. The fact that flood propagation
through a large network occurs quite quickly is our ally,
since clock skew and drift is small during the flooding pe-
riod. However, we still had to contend with receiver de-
lay (as noted in [19]), which we reduced to a minimum by
recording timestamps at the link layer. Thus, we restricted
reconstruction errors to under a bit-time per hop, which is
100 µs at10 kbps.

C. Analysis of Experiments

Our methodology in analyzing the vast quantity of data
collected during the experiments is to decompose the be-
havior into layers, analyze them independently with dif-
ferent metrics, and combine the analysis as a composite to
explain the global behavior.

At the link layers, we attempt to quantitatively define
and measure the effective communication radius at a given
transmit power in a real setting. We explore packet re-
ception statistics over distance, define what constitutes a
bidirectional link and an asymmetric link, and measure
these effects. At the medium access control level, we use
timing information to identify metrics that capture both
end-to-end properties of the flood propagation, and local
properties such as contention and collision. At the ap-
plication layer, we analyze the resulting structure of the
flood. As a composite of this analysis, we reconstruct the
process of the message propagation and explain how the
interactions across levels lead to the final global behavior.
A comprehensive understanding of the characteristics of
the radio, effective communication range, packet recep-
tion behavior, extent of asymmetry, and MAC layer be-
havior provides guidance for algorithms designed to work
under similar large scale wireless sensor networks.

VI. L INK LAYER ANALYSIS

Our first step towards analyzing the data is to develop
a set of metrics that will help us understand the basic link
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Experiment Network Number of Transmit Comments
Set Size Power Settings
1 169 16 Packet reception statistics at different power levels over a grid
2 150 8 Flooding at different power levels over a grid

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF THE TWO SETS OF EXPERIMENT

characteristics of the testbed. These metrics include node-
to-node packet reception rate with respect to distance, cell
radius coverage with respect to different radio transmis-
sion power setting, and the degree of link asymmetry.

A. Packet Reception Statistics
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Fig. 4. Contour of probability of packet reception from a central node
at two different transmit power settings

A fundamental metric while evaluating link-layer con-
nectivity is packet throughput. In our experiments, pack-
ets that fail to pass CRC checking are considered lost. The
distribution of packet reception rate over distance is quite
non-uniform, as Figure 4 shows. In fact, individual con-
tours clearly exhibitdirectionality, with propagation being
better at some directions than others. This non-uniformity
is also observed in Figure 5, which shows the variation of
packet reception rate with distance. Although packet re-
ception falls off quite rapidly with distance, the plots have
a heavy tail i.e. there is anon-zero probabilityof receiv-
ing a packet at a long distance from the transmitter. Both

these observations clearly indicate the presence of long-
links (Table I), that result in greater propagation in some
directions than others.
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Fig. 5. Probability of packet reception over distance with different
transmission power settings.

Another observation from these curves is that the
throughput is lower than 100% even at short distances
from the transmitter. This is due to two factors: increased
fading rate due to deployment on the ground [35], and
insufficient signal processing and forward error correc-
tion due to the limited computational and energy resources
available on this platform.

B. Measuring the Connectivity Radius

Algorithm designers often conceptualize these systems
in terms of the connectivity radius and the notion of a cir-
cular connectivity cell. Many analytical results involve
working with circular cells, since this simplifies analysis
and allows a geometric approach.

Our definition of connectivity radius is based on a
packet-reception threshold. A guiding argument for
choosing this threshold would be to treat a link as a “good
link” if we can use forward error correction(FEC) and
other techniques to improve the raw packet throughput
to adequate levels. Correspondingly, a “bad link” would
be regarded as one which cannot possibly be salvaged by
such means, as it offers very poor throughput. Using these
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Fig. 7. Distribution of bidirectional and asymmetric links over distance.
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criteria, and based on Figure 5 we take the threshold for
a “good link” to be 65% and the corresponding threshold
for a bad link to be 25%, to give us a reasonable num-
ber of “good” neighbors per node. Figure 6 shows that
there is a linear variation of the connectivity radius with
the transmit power setting on the mote.

C. Asymmetric Links

Asymmetric links arise relatively infrequently in sparse
wireless networks, such as typical 802.11 LAN and ad-
hoc configurations, and are often filtered out by protocol
levels [1], [30]. However, with a large field of low-power
wireless nodes such asymmetric links are very common,
even if all nodes are set to have the same transmit power.
Our experiments allow us to quantify asymmetric links
and understand their behavior. The definitions used for
a “good” and “bad” link in Section VI-B is used in de-
veloping this metric. Anasymmetric linkis defined as
one which has a “good” link in one direction and a “bad”

link in the other. Abidirectional link is one which has
a good link in both directions. An analysis over the data
reveals that for the range of transmit power settings stud-
ied, approximately 5-15% of all links are asymmetric, the
percentage increasing with decreasing transmit power set-
ting.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of bi-directional and
asymmetric links over distance. At short distances from
the transmitter, a negligible percentage of links are asym-
metric, but this percentage grows significantly with in-
creasing distance, especially at lower power settings. The
dotted vertical line shows the connectivity radius calcu-
lated as per section VI-B for the particular transmit power.

At the fading edge of a connectivity cell, small dif-
ferences between the nodes in transmit power and recep-
tion sensitivity become significant, resulting in asymme-
try. The aggregate effect of the small differences in the ra-
dios and hardware, as mentioned in Section IV, and slight
differences in energy levels of the nodes contribute sig-
nificantly to link asymmetries in this regime (discussed
further in Section IX).

VII. M EDIUM ACCESSLAYER ANALYSIS

We now turn to the dynamics and MAC layer effects
during message propagation. We examine three metrics
that capture different aspects of the propagation: maxi-
mum backoff interval, reception latency and settling time.

Maximum backoff interval captures the interference
within each cell, since the node the transmits last has
backed off multiple times as a result of contention. Re-
ception latency and settling time are end-to-end metrics:
reception latency captures the time taken for all nodes in
the network to receive the flood, and settling time is the
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Power #Expts MaxBackoff Reception Latency (s) Settling Time (s)
Interval(s) 95% 100% 95% 100%

Very High 7 3.265± 0.169 1.285± 0.302 2.958± 0.767 3.842± 0.330 5.145± 1.171
High 8 2.773± 0.099 1.569± 0.278 2.558± 0.393 3.663± 0.125 4.553± 0.384
Medium 7 2.587± 0.075 1.688± 0.307 2.870± 0.712 3.469± 0.172 4.786± 0.74
Low 4 2.202± 0.073 1.861± 0.476 2.853± 0.814 3.258± 0.185 4.056± 0.826
Very Low 4 1.302± 0.057 2.174± 0.235 2.192± 1.139 2.985± 0.161 3.611± 0.473

TABLE IV
MAXIMUM BACKOFF INTERVAL , RECEPTION LATENCY, SETTLING TIME, WITH CORRESPONDING95% AND 100%CONFIDENCE

INTERVALS AT DIFFERENT TRANSMIT POWER SETTINGS.
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Fig. 9. Timeseries of packet transmission and reception

amount of time taken by all nodes to transmit the packet,
and therefore settle down. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) illus-
trate the two metrics at different transmit power settings.
The reception latency is typically lower than the settling
time, the difference between them being dependent on the
transmit power level of the radio. The three metrics can
be related as follows:

max(MaxBackoffTime, ≤ Settling ≤ MaxBackoffTime + (1)

ReceptionLatency) Time ReceptionLatency

The above relation has a simple explanation: the set-
tling time is at least as long as the time until the node
with the longest backoff time has retransmitted a packet
or the last node receives a packet. It is bounded above by
the case that the last node to receive the flood propagation
also chooses the maximum backoff interval.

The 95% values of the parameters (Table IV) follow
Equation 1 as expected and vary predictably with the
transmit power setting. Interestingly, however, the 100%
values of the metrics show significant deviation from the
norm. In fact, Figure 8 shows that at different transmit
power levels, the time taken for 100% of the nodes to re-
ceive the flood is almost equal, although this hardly re-

flects the significant differences between the curves. Sim-
ilarly, in Figure 9(b), the last 5% of the nodes take as much
time to receive their packets as the first 95%. We hypoth-
esize that these nodes typically constitute backward links
that are observed in flooding behavior. The deviation in
the last 5% results from a combination of nodes being
missed by the flood on its outward propagation, and the
flood rebounding off the boundary of the network (edge
effect). To further validate our claim, we look at colli-
sions.

A. Collision

Measuring collisions is a difficult problem, since a
packet could be dropped due to packet-loss rather than
collisions. To distinguish collisions from other possibili-
ties, we use an approximate measure combining link layer
and MAC layer metrics. The connectivity radius in Fig-
ure 6, gives us a rough idea of the size of a communica-
tion cell. We use this metric to estimate the number of
nodes that are within communication range of each trans-
mitter, and therefore should receive the packet. Timing in-
formation at the MAC level provides additional informa-
tion about nodes that were transmitting within each others
transmission period, potentially causing collisions. These
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Fig. 10. Histogram showing distribution of colliding transmitters, distribution of stragglers and cumulative distribution of backward links over
time

metrics give us an estimate of the number of nodes that
should receive the packet, but do not since they lie within
overlapping cells of colliding tranmsitters.

Figure 10 shows the relation between number of collid-
ing transmitters, stragglers and backward links. Collisions
are frequent at the initial stages of the flood, and leave
behind many stragglers. These stragglers miss the propa-
gation in the early stage of the flood and form backward
links from a later reception. At higher transmit power
setting, each node has a larger communication cell, and
the number of hidden terminals (reflected by stragglers) is
larger. This results in a larger number of backward links
being generated, as the flood rebounds to capture strag-
glers.

VIII. A PPLICATION LAYER ANALYSIS

We use two metrics to characterize the application
level characteristics of the tree constructed from flooding:
Node Level and Cluster-Size.

Node Levelis defined as the number of hops between
the base-station and a node on the tree. Figure 11 shows
that the distribution varies widely around the mean. At
the upper left, nodes that were physically close to the
base-station were many more hops away from it than their
peers and in the lower right, nodes far away from the base-
station were few hops from it. Both these observations can
be easily explained given observations at link and MAC
layers; the former by backward links, and the latter by
long links.

Cluster-Sizeis defined as the number of children at-
tached to a particular parent on the tree, and is a property
of the parent selection algorithm that we use. Our simple
parent selection mechanism is for each receiver to select
the source of the first message it received as its parent.

Figure12 shows a histogram (in logscale) of the cluster
sizes for various runs. Evidently, the distribution shows
that there is a significant likelihood of large clusters at
various transmit power settings. This observation can be
explained by a combination of link and MAC layer behav-
ior. Long links cause the flood to propagate further along
certain directions than others. Nodes at the end of long
links see a clear channel, and more importantly a clear
field of nodes that have not been reached by the flood.
The former results in low MAC layer backoff intervals,
and correspondingly faster flood propagation along long
links, and the latter results in the transmission reaching a
large number of uncovered nodes. The combined behav-
ior is observed at the application layer as high clustering.

High clustering can be both a blessing and a curse. On
one hand, it implies that most nodes in the network are
fewer hops away from the base station, which saves en-
ergy in routing data. On the other hand, Section VI-C
shows that these long links are more likely to be asym-
metric than others, resulting in a fragile data-collection
tree.

IX. D ISCUSSION ANDCONCLUSION

Our experiments have numerous implications, from
modeling dense large scale networks, to vertically inte-
grated experimental methodology.

A. Flooding: the bigger picture

We have identified the complexities in simple flooding
by examining contributions from the various layers. Re-
call the scenario presented in Section II where we dis-
cussed four notable effects: long links, backward links,
stragglers and clustering. The incidence of long links
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Fig. 12. Cluster size histogram in log log scale.

is explained in our link-layer discussion (Section VI-A).
Figure 5 shows that while packet reception decreases with
distance, it has a fairly long tail. With many nodes, it
is likely that a given transmission will reach some nodes
far away. Stragglers can be explained by collision ef-
fects caused at the MAC layer (Section VII-A). Backward
links can be explained as a combination of the effect of
long links and collisions. Long links resulted in the flood
propagating faster in certain directions, and rebounding
to fill areas where the propagation was slower or where
stragglers remained, forming backward links. The oppor-
tunistic, earliest-first, parent selection mechanism at the
application layer, results in highly clustered trees (Sec-
tion VIII).

B. Modeling Link Layer characteristics for Sensor Net-
works

Our experiments reveal several interesting effects at the
link-layer: highly irregular packet reception contours ,
nodes in deep fades (Figure 4), directionality in transmis-
sion resulting in long links (Figure 5) and greater asym-
metry in long links (Figure 7). Some of these can be
modeled by well-known RF-propagation models. For in-
stance, a shadowing model with high noise variance can
generate a non-uniform packet reception plot. Other fea-
tures such as directionality in transmission, result from
spatially correlated behavior, where nodes along certain
directions consistently have better throughput to a trans-
mitter. Such features cannot be captured by gaussian mod-
els of noise. Current models, while sufficient for proto-
col designs in sparse, mobile networks, might need to be
expanded to include a wider range of parameters while
testing sensor network protocols, where the density of de-
ployment could result in spatially correlated RF charac-
teristics. Parameters that might be irrelevant in high cost,
high power systems have relevance in our setting. Small

differences in radio hardware, synchronization at differ-
ent nodes, and energy levels often cause dramatic varia-
tions that are not captured in current models. At scale,
however, these small differences manifest themselves and
impact protocol behaviors in various ways that are cur-
rently not tested in simulations. We believe that simula-
tors to study scaling behavior of sensor network protocols
should include a wider range of parameters and operating
scenarios, thereby fully testing protocol behavior.

C. Impact on Protocol Design in low-power, large-scale
systems

Sensor network deployments are expected to be ad-
hoc and in potentially difficult environments, precluding
highly engineered designs such as cellular networks. In-
stead, protocols should be designed to be self-organizing
and robust to widely varying deployment scenarios: envi-
ronmental effects, density of deployment, antenna orienta-
tion, radio calibration etc. Our empirical study points out
that in a large scale wireless system operating at very low
power, small environmental effects, and deviations from
the norm, can have a huge impact on protocol behavior.
Protocol designers should, therefore, remember that cir-
cular or probabilistic models are insufficient for fully un-
derstanding complex system interactions.

Our experimental study suggests that asymmetric links
are indeed likely to be significant in large scale, sensor
networks and that robust protocols must deal appropri-
ately with asymmetric links through mechanisms such as
the use of a sub-routing layer to provide bidirectional ab-
straction [30]. Some of the ad hoc routing protocols pro-
posed in the literature, such as DSR [8] and ZRP [9], can
route using asymmetric links; however there are others,
such as AODV [10] and TORA [11], that either assume
that all links are symmetric or filter out asymmetric links.
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Design Lessons from an Unattended Ground Sensor System

Abstract:

In a still-developing space such as distributed embedded systems, few
things present better learning opportunities than pulling the thread
through a complete vertically integrated application.  This talk
discusses some of the lessons learned during a 2 1/2 year development
project within the SHM program at DARPA.  The goal of this program was
to demonstrate a fully autonomous, fully self-configuring, ad-hoc
deployable, 100-node Unattended Ground Sensor (UGS) network with the
capability to physically redistribute the sensor nodes to maintain
coverage in response to node loss.  This project justified years of
rhetoric in the sensor network community: robustness, adaptivity, and
distributed in-network processing paradigms were first-order
requirements.

There is a paper in preparation specifically about this system, but i
don't think it is finished enough to be released.  (I am currently
checking with the author) However, I have identified some other
relevant reading:

*** The GALORE system (which has many components in common)

Locating tiny sensors in time and space: A case study (also available
as PDF) Lewis Girod, Vladimir Bychkovskiy, Jeremy Elson, and Deborah
Estrin In Proceedings of the International Conference on Computer
Design (ICCD 2002), Freiburg, Germany. September 16-18 2002. Invited
paper.

<http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/Publications/papers/iccd-2002.pdf>

(There is also a poster from a Mobicom demo that describes GALORE here:
<http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/~girod/talks/mobicom-poster.ppt>)

*** More detail on TOF acoustic ranging:

Robust range estimation using acoustic and multimodal sensing Lewis
Girod and Deborah Estrin In Proceedings of the IEEE/RSJ International
Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS 2001), Maui,
Hawaii, October 2001.

http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~culler/cs294-f03/girod.txt (1 of 2)1/4/2007 2:40:48 PM
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<http://lecs.cs.ucla.edu/Publications/papers/IROS-2001.ps>

*** Some detail on the network assembly algorithm

Scaleable Self-Assembly for Ad Hoc Wireless Sensor Networks Katayoun
Sohrabi, William Merrill, Jeremy Elson, Lewis Girod, Fredric Newberg,
and William Kaiser, 2002 IEEE CAS Workshop on Wireless Communications
and Networking, Pasadena, CA, Sept 2002.

<http://dsp.jpl.nasa.gov/cas/full/sohrabi.pdf>

W. Merrill, L. Girod, J. Elson, K. Sohrabi, F. Newberg, and W. Kaiser,
Proceedings of the IEEE CAS Workshop on Wireless Communications and
Networking, Pasadena, CA, Sept. 6, 2002.

<http://dsp.jpl.nasa.gov/cas/full/merrill.pdf>

*** Classic system design intuition -- not new but relevant to this
work

Hints for Computer System Design, B.W. Lampson
ACM Operating Systems Rev. 15, 5 (Oct. 1983), pp 33-48. 

<http://research.microsoft.com/~lampson/33-Hints/WebPage.html>
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Locating tiny sensors in time and space: A case study
Lewis Girod, Vladimir Bychkovskiy, Jeremy Elson, and Deborah Estrin

Department of Computer Science
University of Califnornia, Los Angeles USA 90095�

girod,vladimir,jelson,destrin � @lecs.cs.ucla.edu

Abstract— As the cost of embedded sensors and actuators drops, new
applications will arise that exploit high density networks of small devices
capable of a variety of sensing tasks. Although individual devices may
have limited functionality, the true value of the system comes from the
emergent behavior that arises when data from many places in the system
is combined. This type of data fusion has a number of requirements, but
two of the most important are: 1) synchronized time, precise enough to
resolve movement in the sensed phenomenon (e.g., sound); and 2) known
geographic locations, on a similar scale to the sensors’ size and deploy-
ment density. However, the installation cost of a localization system with
sufficient granularity is considerable, because of the large amount of effort
required to deploy such a system and make all the measurements required
to tune it. In this paper, we describe a system based on COTS compo-
nents that incorporates our novel time synchronization and acoustic rang-
ing techniques. The result is a low-cost, readily available platform for dis-
tributed, coherent signal processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in miniaturization and low-cost, low-power design
have led to active research in large-scale, highly distributed systems
of small, wireless, low-power, unattended sensors and actuators [2].
The vision of many researchers is to create sensor-rich “smart environ-
ments” through planned or ad-hoc deployment of thousands of sensors,
each with a short-range wireless communications channel, and capa-
ble of detecting ambient conditions such as temperature, movement,
sound, light, or the presence of certain objects.

In almost any distributed sensor application, there are two critical
pieces of infrastructure:

1) Time synchronization, precise enough to resolve significant
movement in the sensed phenomenon; and

2) Spatial localization, with resolution similar to the nodes’ size
and deployment density.

There are many examples of sensor network tasks that require both
synchronized time and known sensor locations: for example, to in-
tegrate a time-series of proximity detections into a velocity estimate
[3]; to measure the time-of-flight of sound for localizing its source
[6]; to distribute a beamforming array [13]; or to suppress redundant
messages by recognizing that they describe duplicate detections of the
same event by different but nearby sensors [9].

While spatial localization of nodes is possible to implement
manually—by carefully measuring and “hard-coding” the locations of
the sensors—systems that discover location autonomously are advan-
tagous for reasons of convenience, cost, and application to ad-hoc de-
ployment scenarios.

In this paper, we discuss the development of a system, based on
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components, which is capable of au-
tomatic localization and time synchronization with sufficient precision
(on the order of 10cm and ����� sec) to support distributed, coherent
signal processing. Our system’s time synchronization is an implemen-
tation of Reference-Broadcast Synchronization (RBS), described more
fully in [4]. Localization is based on an underlying ranging system that
works by timing the flight of a wideband acoustic pulse, described in
[5].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe the hardware platforms that compose our testbed. We give
an overview of the software components of our system in Section III.
A more detailed description of the subsystems is found in Section IV
(time synchronization) and Section V (acoustic ranging and localiza-
tion). Finally, in Section VI, we describe our conclusions and future
work.

II. HARDWARE PLATFORMS

Although Moore’s law predicts that hardware for sensor networks
will inexorably become smaller, cheaper, and more powerful, techno-
logical advances will never prevent the need to make tradeoffs. Even
as our notions of metrics such as “fast” and “small” evolve, there will
always be compromises: nodes will need to be faster or more energy-
efficient, smaller or more capable, cheaper or more durable.

Instead of choosing a single hardware platform that makes a par-
ticular set of compromises, we believe an effective design is one that
uses a tiered platform consisting of a heterogeneous collection of hard-
ware. Small, cheap, and computationally limited nodes (“motes”, after
the Berkeley Smart Dust project [10]) can be used more effectively by
augmenting the network with larger, faster, and more expensive hard-
ware (“bases”). An analogy can be made to the memory hierarchy
commonly found in desktop computer systems. CPUs typically have
an expensive but fast on-chip cache, backed by slower but larger L2
cache, main memory, and ultimately on-disk swap space. This or-
ganization, combined with a tendency in computation for locality of
reference, results in a memory system that appears to be as large and
as cheap (per-byte) as the swap space, but as fast as the on-chip cache
memory. In sensor networks, where localized algorithms are a pri-
mary design goal [9], similar benefits can be realized by creating the
network from a spectrum of hardware ranging from small, cheap, and
numerous, to large, expensive, and powerful.

A. Motes

The smallest nodes in our testbed are the “COTS Mote,” originally
developed at U.C. Berkeley [10], [7] and now commercially avail-
able from Crossbow Technologies1 . It is equipped with a low-power,
4MHz, 16-bit microprocessor (Atmel 90LS8535), with 8K of pro-
gram memory and 512 bytes of SRAM. An integrated RF Monolithics
916.50 MHz transceiver (TR1000) provides narrowband wireless con-
nectivity at 19.2Kbps. Communication with a directly attached host
is possible via a serial port. A number of GPIO pins, A/D, and D/A
converters are also available for I/O purposes.

The original COTS Mote is pictured in Figure 1. Different versions
of the basic design have various combinations of sensors: temperature,
light, humidity, acceleration, and so forth. In our localization testbed,
we use a locally developed variation of the mote, the “acoustic mote,”
on which one of the D/A converter outputs is attached to an audio
amplifier circuit and speaker.
�
http://www.xbow.com
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Fig. 1. Pister’s “COTS Mote”, developed at U.C. Berkeley

The motes’ operating environment is TinyOS [8], [7], a small, event-
based operating system developed specifically for the mote by Hill,
et.al. at U.C. Berkeley.

B. Bases

Although the motes have advantages (small, cheap, low-power,
long-lived), they have very limited capabilities. For example, it is im-
possible to do anything more than the most basic forms signal pro-
cessing: the mote is too slow to process a time series in real-time, and
doesn’t have enough memory to buffer more than a few dozen samples
for offline analysis. We have found that it is possible to implement
much richer applications if there are a few larger, more computation-
ally endowed nodes available in the network as well.

Our bases are Compaq iPAQ 3760s, which are handheld, battery-
powered devices normally meant to be used as PDAs. We selected
the iPAQ because it has reasonable battery life, has the peripherals
needed by our project, supports Linux, is readily available, and is us-
able right off the shelf.2 The iPAQ has a 137MHz Intel StrongARM-
1110 processor, 32MB of RAM and 32MB of FLASH for persistent
storage. The standard model also comes equipped with a built-in
speaker and microphone which we use for acoustic ranging, as we will
see in Section V. Finally, the iPAQs have a serial port, and a PCM-
CIA bus, for which a wide variety of peripherals are available. All
of our iPAQs have spread-spectrum wireless Ethernet cards (802.11b
direct sequence, 11Mbit/sec), making them capable of communicating
at higher bandwidth, longer range, and with greater reliability than the
motes.

Our testbed’s iPAQs use the StrongARM port of the Linux operating
system (the “Familiar” distribution [1]). This combination of hardware
and operating system provides a powerful and convenient development
environment similar to a standard desktop operating system.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Ultimately, the goal of our system is to first establish a coordinate
system defined by the positions of the iPAQs at startup, then continu-
ously monitor the position of the motes within this coordinate system.
We assume the iPAQs are initially placed around a room “at random”
but then remain in fixed locations, or move rarely. The iPAQs form an
ad-hoc infrastructure, while the smaller motes are assumed to be con-
stantly in motion—perhaps attached to people or objects that are being
tracked as they move through the environment.

The functional components of the localization system are shown in
Figure 2. Localization is based on an acoustic ranging system that
uses a wideband pseudonoise sequence to measure the time of flight of
sound from one point to another (bottom panel). Ranging is first used
to determine iPAQ-to-iPAQ distances and federate an iPAQ coordinate
system; this mode uses both the iPAQ’s speaker and microphone (cen-
ter panel). Once the coordinate system has been established, ranging
�
Previous incarnations of our tetsbed [3] were based on harware platforms

that we integrated ourselves from components; we have since learned not to
underestimate the value of a platform that comes with its own integrated power
supply, enclosure, I/O, etc.
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Fig. 2. High-level System Diagram. At the lowest layer, a ranging system
generates pairwise range values. These ranges are propagated to a cluster head
that runs an optimization algorithm to construct a consistent coordinate system
and reject the many forms of error in the source data. Once a coordinate system
has been computed, the system can localize devices in the region.

from an acoustic mote’s emitter to the iPAQs’ microphones is used to
localize motes within this coordinate system (top panel).

Many existing acoustic ranging systems use a somewhat ad-hoc
time synchronization strategy that assumes there is a tight coupling
between the acoustic and RF components in the system. Those sys-
tems are designed to generate an acoustic pulse and an RF synchro-
nization packet at exactly the same time. We have found this to be a
poor design choice for a number of reasons—for example, the system
tends to be more complex due to tight inter-module dependencies, and
ranging experiments are vulnerable to individual lost packets. In con-
trast, our system contains a separate module that continuously main-
tains timebase conversion metrics among all the components in the
system, providing this information to the ranging system when neces-
sary. By abstracting this part of the system away, the overall design is
simplified and the system becomes much more robust to packet loss.
In addition, the precision of the synchronization is improved: by av-
eraging over many packet observations, outliers can be rejected and
clock skew corrections are possible.

We mentioned in the previous section that motes use narrowband
900MHz radios to communicate with each other, while the iPAQs use
802.11b wireless Ethernet cards. To bridge the gap between these two
domains, several of the iPAQs are configured with a “MoteNIC”—that
is, a mote attached to the iPAQ via the serial port. Such motes can act
as a network interface visible to processes running on the iPAQ (under
Linux). These iPAQs are then capable of routing information between
the mote and iPAQ domains.

IV. TIME SYNCHRONIZATION

The time synchronization module is responsible for computing pa-
rameters that relate the phase and frequency of all of the system’s
clocks to one another. This is, perhaps, a more complex task than it
might seem—in addition to being a distributed system, it is a hetero-
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Fig. 3. Our hardware configuration, where multi-hop timesync is required to
relate the acoustic mote’s timebase to the iPAQs.

geneous one. Specifically, there are three types of components in the
system whose clocks run independently and must be reconciled:

> The system clock in each mote
> The system clock in each iPAQ
> Each iPAQ’s codec sample clock
The synchronization service builds up a table of conversion parame-

ters that relate many of the different clocks in the system to each other.
A series of conversions may be necessary to convert a timestamp in
one timebase to a timestamp in another. For example, consider the
configuration shown in Figure 3. iPAQ 1 is configured as a gateway
node, i.e., with a MoteNIC as described in Section III. Imagine that
we wish to measure the time of flight of a sound from an acoustic mote
to iPAQ 2. This means we need to relate the timebase of the acoustic
mote to the timebase of iPAQ 2’s codec sample clock. This requires a
series of 4 conversions:

1) Network time synchronization (via mote radios) from the acous-
tic mote’s clock to mote clock in iPAQ 1’s MoteNIC

2) Intra-node synchronization from iPAQ 1’s mote clock to iPAQ
1’s system clock

3) Network time synchronization from iPAQ 1 to iPAQ 2 (via
802.11)

4) Intra-node synchronization from iPAQ 2’s system clock to iPAQ
2’s clodec sample clock

The methods for intra-node and network time synchronization will
be discussed in detail below. On each iPAQ, those synchronization
methods populate a table of conversion parameters between the clocks
in the system, annotated with an estimate of the RMS error of each
conversion. Given the parameters that make up this graph, the series
of parameters that make up the minimum-error conversion between the
desired source and destination timescales is automatically computed,
using a weighted shortest-path search algorithm.

A. Network time synchronization

In our system, network time synchronization (mote-to-mote and
iPAQ-to-iPAQ) is performed using an implementation of Reference-
Broadcast Synchronization, or RBS, described in more detail in [4].
Briefly, the fundamental property of RBS is that it synchronizes a set
of receivers with one another, as opposed to traditional protocols in
which senders synchronize with receivers. In this way, the largest
sources of nondeterministic latency are removed from the critical path.
This results in significantly better-precision synchronization than algo-
rithms that measure round-trip delay. The residual error is often a well-
behaved distribution (e.g., Gaussian), so precision of the phase offset
estimate can be significantly improved by sending multiple reference
broadcasts.
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Fig. 4. Typical linear regression to recover relative phase and skew between
two nodes in the system using RBS. Each point represents the phase offset
between two nodes as implied by the value of their clocks after receiving a
reference broadcast. A node can compute a least-squared-error fit to these ob-
servations (diagonal line), and thus convert time values between its own clock
and that of its peer. The vertical impulses (read with respect to the ?'@ axis)
show the distance of each point from the best-fit line.

Our RBS daemon simultaneously acts in both “sender” and “re-
ceiver” roles. Every 10 seconds (slightly randomized to avoid un-
intended synchronization), each daemon emits a pulse packet with a
sequence number and sender ID. The daemon also watches for such
packets to arrive; it timestamps them and periodically sends a report
of these timestamps back to the pulse sender along with its receiver
ID. The pulse sender collects all of the pulse reception reports and
computes clock conversion parameters between each pair of nodes that
heard its broadcasts. These parameters are then broadcast back to lo-
cal neighbors. The RBS daemons that receive these parameters make
them available to users. (RBS never sets the nodes’ clocks, but rather
provides a user library that converts UNIX timevals from one node
ID to another.)

Complex disciplines exist that can lock an oscillator’s phase and
frequency to an external standard [11]. However, we selected a very
simple yet effective algorithm to correct skew: a least-squares linear
regression on the time series of phase differences between nodes, after
automatic outlier rejection. This offers a fast, closed-form method for
finding the best fit line through the phase error observations over time.
The frequency and phase of the local node’s clock with respect to the
remote node can be recovered from the slope and intercept of the line.

An example of such a linear regression on real data from our system
is shown Figure 4. Each regression is based on a window of the 30
most recent pulse reception reports. Outliers are rejected based on an
adaptive threshold equal to 3 times the median fit error of the set of
points not yet rejected. (Early versions used a more traditional “3 A ”
approach, but the standard deviation was found to be too sensitive to
gross outliers.) The remaining points are iteratively re-fit, and the out-
lier threshold recomputed, until no further points are rejected. If more
than half the points are rejected as outliers, the fit fails.

Motes and iPAQs both participate in this scheme separately. That
is, iPAQs synchronize with each other using 802.11 broadcasts, while
motes synchronize with each other using their narrowband radio
broadcasts. The basic scheme is the same on both motes and iPAQs,
except that motes do not compute their own conversion parameters, as
iPAQs do—they forward all of their broadcast reception reports to an
iPAQ for post-processing instead.

In practice, iPAQ-to-iPAQ synchronization via 802.11 has an error
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of � ��� � � sec; this is limited primarily by the iPAQ’s 1 � sec clock
resolution. Motes use slower (19.2kbit/sec) radios with a bit time of
53 � sec; nevertheless, RBS achieves 10 � sec error through averaging
and outlier rejection. A detailed performance study of RBS can be
found in [4].

Of course, motes and iPAQs can not directly observe each other’s
broadcasts since they use different radios (different frequencies, dif-
ferent MAC layers, etc.). An extra piece is needed to relate the mote
timescales with the iPAQ timescales. This is where intra-node syn-
chronization comes into play.

B. Intra-node synchronization

As we discussed at the beginning of this section, each iPAQ can con-
sist of three separate clocks: 1) the system clock; 2) the audio codec’s
sample clock, and 3) if the iPAQ has a MoteNIC attached via serial
port, the mote’s system clock. In addition to supporting RBS as de-
scribed above, our time service daemon also supports synchronization
between components within a system. The system’s device drivers pe-
riodically inject pairs of time values into the time daemon, where each
pair represents the value of two of the system’s clocks at the same in-
stant. This allows the clocks to be related. There are two types of
intra-node synchronization in our system:

> iPAQ to MoteNIC. One of the output pins of the serial port is
attached to an interrupt-generating input on the MoteNIC. Peri-
odically, the iPAQ raises its output high and records the time ac-
cording to its CPU clock. The MoteNIC timestamps the resulting
interrupts according to its internal clock, and reports the times-
tamps back to the iPAQ via the serial link. Once the MoteNIC
device driver receives this interrupt time back from the MoteNIC,
it injects the pair of time values into the time daemon. Each of
these points represents a single mapping of the iPAQ’s system
clock timescale to the MoteNIC’s system clock timescale.

> iPAQ to codec sample clock. Cheap consumer-grade audio codecs
such as the variety typically sound in a low-end PC or handheld
device tend to have nondeterminstic latency bounds when they
are asked to start recording or playback. It is important to mini-
mize these effects—delay between the time we ask the codec to
start sampling and the time it actually starts contribute directly
to errors in the time-of-flight measurement. We have found that
this problem can be avoided by running the codec continuously,
timestamping each block of audio data as it arrives. Our system
includes an “audio server” that continuously records, buffering
the most recent 10 seconds of input and making it available to the
acoustic ranging process. With the help of a modification to the
Linux kernel’s codec device driver, the audio server also times-
tamps each DMA transfer from the codec’s chipset as it arrives.
It then injects synchronization pairs into the time daemon, each
consisting of an audio sample number and corresponding system
clock time when the DMA transfer completed.

As these time pairs are fed to the time synchronization daemon, it
computes conversion parameters that allow the iPAQ CPU clock to
be related to the MoteNIC and codec clocks. The daemon uses the
same linear least-squares regression and outlier rejection as it does for
RBS. This makes it very robust against outliers due to (for example)
an occasional late DMA transfer or late interrupt on the mote.

These intra-node parameters allow us to complete the synchroniza-
tion chain: from acoustic mote to MoteNIC (via RBS); MoteNIC to
attached iPAQ 1 (via pairs synchronization); iPAQ 1 to iPAQ 2 (via
RBS over 802.11), and finally iPAQ 2 to its codec sample clock (via
pairs synchronization). The exact synchronization path is computed
automatically, transparently to users of the time sync service. This sig-
nificantly simplifies the localization service, as we will describe in the
next section.

V. LOCALIZATION

The localization subsystem consists of two main components. First,
the acoustic ranging component estimates the distances between nodes
in the network. Next, a coordinate system is constructed using the
range estimates. The following sections describe each of these com-
ponents in more detail.

A. Acoustic Ranging

Our acoustic ranging system, described in more detail in [5], uses a
wideband pseudonoise sequence to measure the time of flight of sound
from one point to another. In the current implementation, the detec-
tor is implemented in software, and requires considerable memory and
CPU time (far beyond the capabilities of a Mote). However, the high
process gain of the detector enables long ranges, accurate phase de-
termination, and excellent noise and multipath immunity. The use of
wideband coded signals has two positive effects. The first advantage
is that the frequency diversity of the wideband ranging signal enables
it to work well in a variety of environments. Because we use audible
sound, the wavelengths of sound making up the signal spans from a
meter to a centimeter, increasing the resilience of the signal to scatter-
ing. The second advantage is that different emitters can select orthog-
onal codes that can be detected even when they collide. This enables
a drastic reduction in the system complexity, as it reduces the need for
tight coordination and sychronization.

Because of the limited capabilities of the Mote as an emitter, we
emit a position-modulated pulse train by toggling a digital output pin.
Passed through the filter of a speaker, each pulse results in a decaying
oscillation. The psedonoise code is represented by variations in the
inter-pulse spacing, with an overall rate that is low enough to allow
most of the oscillations to decay during each gap. The advantage of
this scheme is that, even without exercising control over the dynamics
of the speaker, precise timing on the Mote can reproduce the pulse
timing with high precision, yielding a high degree of phase accuracy.

The bottom panel of Figure 2 shows how the ranging system works.
Timebase conversion metrics between the sender and receiver are
maintained by the synchronization service we described in Section IV.
To compute the range between two devices, one device sends a mes-
sage to the other, advertising that it is planning to emit an acoustic
signal with a given code at a particular time, referenced in terms of its
local timebase. Using the conversion metrics, the receiver can know
approximately when to start listening. The audio DSP’s are then sam-
pled, and the resulting time series is compared with a locally generated
reference signal using a sliding correlator.

In a sliding correlator, the correlation of two signals is computed at
different relative phase offsets. Figure 6 shows a graph of correlation
as a function of “lag”. By analysing this correlation function, we can
estimate the most probable time of arrival of the ranging signal. The
maximum value of the correlation function indicates the time of arrival
of the strongest component of the signal. Figure 5 shows a portion
of the observed signal, aligned with the reference signal at the “best”
offset.

Echoes and other environmental distortions result in many succes-
sive peaks, among which the earliest peak represents the most di-
rect path. The directional nature of speakers and microphones means
that the maximum value of the correlation function often represents a
strong reflection; for example, if the speaker is pointed at the ceiling.
To resolve this problem, we use an adaptive noise threshold function
based on a low-pass filter of the correlation function. We use this low-
pass filter to select the earliest “cluster” of peaks, by finding the first
region in which the low-pass filter crosses a fixed threshold of 1.5 times
the RMS average of the correlation function. Within that region, we
select the first peak after the low-pass filter crosses the RMS average.
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This algorithm tends to locate the first peaks from the region in which
the power level abruptly increases.

Using the timebase conversion metrics and the offset of the earliest
peak in the correlation function, the time of flight can be calculated.
Given a model for the speed of sound in air, the time of flight can
be converted to a distance. Since the speed of sound varies based on
temperature and humidity, a value from a temperature sensor may be
integrated into the model to get a more accurate distance estimate.

Once distance estimates are collected, multiple trials are combined
statistically into a mean and variance, with outlier rejection. However,
as we will see below, in general outliers cannot be completely filtered
at this layer: long ranges resulting from detection of reflections in ob-
structed conditions typically exhibit a low variance.

B. Coordinate system construction

The middle layer in Figure 2 represents the configuration phase of
the system. Although we refer to a “configuration phase”, we plan
to apply the soft-state design philosophy of treating exceptional cases
through the same code paths as typical cases. In such an implementa-
tion, there is no distinct state in which configuration is occurring, but
rather there is a period of time where a larger number of nodes are join-
ing the system. However, in the current version configuration is done

once at the time of system startup. Future protocol enhancements will
support online reconfiguration as the node population changes.

To construct a coordinate system we combine range data from nodes
in a given region of space into a single consistent coordinate system.
Range data between nodes in the region is collected at a single aggre-
gation point, and an initial coordinate system is accreted around that
point. This accretion process is performed iteratively using a “mass
and spring” model. The process starts with a fully connected, non-
coplanar set of four points, selected to be near (possibly including) the
aggregation point. These four points form the kernel of the new co-
ordinate system. Note that there is a mirror-image ambiguity in con-
structing this system, that cannot be resolved without some kind of
3-D physical geometry, such as a device with three microphones that
is solid and does not transmit acoustic energy.

Using the mass-spring system, an initial configuration of nodes is
determined. This initial configuration is iteratively improved using
non-linear regression to reach a solution that minimizes Gaussian mea-
surement error.

Unfortunately, measurement error is not the only type of error that
appears in range data. Several other types of error are present:

> Quantization error on the order of a sample.
> Excess path length caused by clutter, diffraction around objects

in the environment, and travelling along surfaces.
> Error caused by the accurate detection of reflections in the case

that line-of-sight is obstructed.

Because the conditions that cause excess path length tend to be cor-
related to the environment, these errors are generally very difficult to
remove. Both the spring system and studentized residuals (as sug-
gested in [12]) can be used to detect and eliminate them, although
both of these techniques can fail in the presence of multiple ranges
exhibiting correlated error.

Figure 7 shows the result of the configuration step with ten receiver
devices, compared against ground truth. In the figure, the ’+’ symbols
are ground truth, and the ’x’ symbols are the receivers. The RMS
position error (average per node) in this set of nodes is 11.5cm. The
ten receivers are positioned around our lab; none of their positions are
known a priori. After placing the receivers, we took measurements to
establish “ground truth”. Then, each of the ten receivers performed ten
acoustic ranging trials, outliers were removed, and the average value of
the trials was computed. Thus the ten receivers form a fully connected
range graph. In addition to the receivers, several “observation points”
are also factored into the minimization. To generate these observations
we placed a Mote in various spots in our lab, and took several trials.

In order to relate the coordinate system to our ground truth, we se-
lected an additional four “observation points” and defined their coor-
dinates in terms of our ground truth measurements.

C. Providing a Location Service

The third layer of our system is the interface that small devices such
as motes use to query the system for their location. Unlike those in
the configuration step, the algorithms used in this layer are intended
to provide faster responses, with an end to supporting the real-time
requirements of mobile nodes.

These algorithms consider the locations of the infrastructure nodes
to be fixed. The algorithm selects the receivers most relevant to po-
sitioning the new node and performs a local optimization to estimate
coordinates for the target.

To test our prototype implementation, we performed an experiment
to use the infrastructure we just configured. After forming the initial
coordinate system, we then placed a mote in several other locations
and used the network of receivers to measure its location. The results
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Fig. 8. Positions of receivers and other observed devices. In both diagrams,
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of these measurements are shown in Figure 8. The RMS position error
in this set of nodes is 9.2cm.

In order to evaluate the performance of our localization system, we
compared the results produced by our system to our ground truth mea-
surements. For each position that our system estimated, we computed
the distance between the computed value and ground truth. A his-
togram of these values is shown in Figure 9. This histrogram plots po-
sition error on the X axis, and shows the percentage of measurements
exhibiting less than that amount of error on the Y axis.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

As the size and cost sensors and actuators has fallen, it has become
feasible to build distributed sensor nodes capable of being embedded
in the environment at high density. In this paper, we present a practical
system capable of exploiting that density, achieving 10 � sec time syn-
chronization and 10cm spatial localization on a low-cost, low-power,
ad-hoc deployable sensor network. This is possible on COTS hardware
by making using of novel techniques, including Reference-Broadcast
Synchronization and wideband acoustic ranging. We look forward to
continuing to develop the platform’s capabilities in support of a variety
of applications for high-resolution distributed data fusion.
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The Paradox Of Commoditization

Trying To Save What Is Inevitably Lost, We Lose What Could 
Otherwise Be Gained 

The monopoly control of customers by Legacy networks is destroying the 
economic benefits that could be obtained from the on going pervasive and 
inexorable commoditization of telecom and information technology. We face a 
paradox. While we have eyes, we cannot see. 

We act as though we could wish away what is happening to new products and 
prices. But the fact is that the on-going commoditization of technology cannot be 
undone. Products will continue to get better but they will also continue to fall in 
price. In the face of these dynamics jobs will melt away. The only growth in the 
industry will be come from a variety of education, customer support, strategic 
evaluation and consulting positions. The only additional growth can come from use 
of the technologies in an open architecture that preserves the freedom to innovate. 

If we adopt the mind set that commoditized telecom and IT is basic infrastructure, 
we can struggle to keep the infrastructure open. In doing so we shall also keep open 
a seedbed of new economic development and new creativity and technology. In 
addition to a foundation for new business, this course will also support opportunity 
for further growth in customer support and education. But, if, as seems currently 
more likely, we follow the course of permitting the legacy industry a closed 
monopoly in order to save itself, we prolong the current agony and forego what 
economic development and growth could flourish in an open environment. 
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We are witnessing the commoditization of the entire industry. It is not just telecom. 
It is telecom and all of information technologies. Both industries are finally 
maturing across the board. While new products are appearing, they cost less and do 
more. They bring a different kind of economic value. We are no longer likely to see 
the creation of any new industry giant like a Cisco or Microsoft. Open in 
architecture and cheap to produce the new products are staggering the industry 
precisely because they are one or more orders of magnitude less expensive than the 
closed and proprietary systems they replace. 

While most new products are still designed in North America, Japan, or Europe, 
the majority of their components are made and assembled in Asia. There RAM is a 
commodity endlessly replicated in multi billion dollar "fabs." Around the 'corner' in 
Taiwan and other areas, commodity disk drives are mass-produced. A terabyte in 
the pocket is not far off. Commodity open source Linux and open source web 
services stand ready to do battle against Microsoft's closed systems. 

When new software is needed, it may be designed in North America or Europe. But 
the code is written in Bangalore, or Moscow, or Shanghai. Hua wei is sued by 
Cisco for doing what is in effect a commodity knock off. Back 'home" a handful of 
folk do the integration, first of the software, and then of the firmware and prototype 
hardware. They ship the result back to Bangkok or Kuala Lumpur for replication 
and assembly. Container ships bring the boxes back to ports like Yokahama, 
Newark, or Antwerp for sale on the shelves of Best Buy and Comp USA and other 
warehouse retailers. Prices are driven inexorably downward. 

This new, cheap and powerful hardware and software is being installed in networks 
with fiber cores terminating in monopoly controlled copper local loops. If the 
network is the Stupid network, in other words if it is an open access end-to-end 
Internet, boxes running commodity Ethernet can switch and route packetized 
information as appropriate. With the addition of a VoIP gateway card, the same 
devices can achieve vast cost savings by turning voice telephony into an 
application that rides alongside other digitized and commoditized applications such 
as email, web services, and television. 

But most networks are not open Internets. They are copper based networks with 
last miles subject to a monopoly controlled, content centric approach. They are 
bastions of legacy technology using an infrastructure far more complex and 10 to 
100 times more expensive than that of the Stupid network. The legacy telco 
network is one where the monopoly must cut its own throat to try to compete with 
open architecture Internet upstarts that would take away its more profitable 
business customers. In other words, while the prices it receives for its services 
plummet, it must write down the value of its plant and equipment to a level where, 
given its smaller income, it cannot maintain its current cost and employment 
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structure and sustain the ability to pay its debt. 

When voice no longer rides on the TDM transport that was especially designed to 
carry it and is just a packet-encapsulated application on an IP network, the new 
central office is no longer a building housing five million dollars worth of 
equipment. It fits on a desktop using SIP, SIP proxy servers, and ENUM databases. 
It costs well under five thousand dollars and delivers an entire range of services not 
possible to derive from now obsolete TDM hardware costing a thousand times 
more. 

Commoditization Makes More Job Losses Inevitable 

If telecom in the United States has lost 500,000 jobs in the past three years, with 
the inevitable demise of the LECs, it will lose another 500,000. Attrition in 
computer hardware and software should cause 500,000 more positions to 
evaporate. What is left will be administrative, financial product planning and 
marketing. Unfortunately, in this brave new world the marketers will be figuring 
out how sell $100 products in Best Buys rather than $100,000 systems to 
enterprises. 

As a result of this upheaval, customers will be left even more on their own. They 
will need help to figure out how to put the products together and assess what 
combination of products most effectively meets their needs. Until everything is 
truly plug-and-play and automatically-configured when attached to the network, 
education of the customer on product capability and system integration is the 
remaining critical area of competition. It is also the only bright spot for future 
industry employment. 

Commoditization dictates competition. But now that the companies are in trouble, 
competition on the part of the legacy, monopoly-owned, circuit-switched side of 
the telecom business is being allowed to disappear. Until the legacy companies go 
bankrupt and swap out their obsolete equipment, there can be no benefit to anyone 
from commoditization. 

The innovation and cost performance benefits of commoditization are all on the 
side of the open access, end-to-end, packet-based inter-networks. So far such 
networks in competition with each other for market share cannot make a profit. 

The mind-set of the political and regulatory system cannot comprehend the 
resulting paradox where the most productive and advanced networks cannot make 
money because founded on commodity technology, they can be cheaply cloned 
with cookie cutter reliability. Staring into the headlights of the onrushing train 
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wreck, it is blinded by fear of the destruction of shareholder equity and putting 
people out of work. It is seduced by the complaints of the incumbents who are 
selling the false premise: "Give us monopoly and we will have incentive to build." 
Determined to protect legacy interests, it consequently tilts the playing field in the 
US against the commodity players and against innovation. 

The truth is that, even with monopoly, will they not build. They will instead die, 
unless somehow, they managed to get use of the packet-switched, commodity-
based technology successfully outlawed. 

To our great misfortune we do not yet understand that Commoditization has turned 
telecom and information technology into a basic enabling infrastructure like the 
electric, the water, the sewer and the highway grids. This new commoditized, 
powerful, and cheap technology can be used to deliver value and new jobs through 
preserving for everyone the ability to tinker and to innovate. Commoditization has 
removed the incentive for value creation from the monopoly network and left it 
with only the incentive to squeeze every penny of return for as long as it can 
prevent encroachment. 

The Legacy networks can and do use the new IP, commodity technology. But they 
are prevented by their debt obligations from being able to acquire enough of it. 
Furthermore, even if they could implement it extensively, their business model 
assumes a monopoly over access to transport. Because they must do it all, they are 
paradoxically denied its fullest advantage. The find themselves with no choice but 
to use packet switching and VoIP in an effort to sustain their traditional way of 
doing things. Protecting what they have, they lose what gains the new inexpensive 
equipment could offer. 

For example they would seek to offer international VoIP over their own dedicated 
network while a new competitor can dispense with the sunk cost of maintaining a 
physical network by simply renting access to an Internet that others maintain. Since 
the competition has only to rent access to transport and run voice as an application 
on that transport, it can offer service that is unencumbered by legacy costs. The 
business model of control of applications and customers prevents productive 
investment. 

The paradox of commoditization leaves us with our uninhibited creativity as our 
only new source of economic development and growth. If all we do is drive prices 
down while maintaining the old structures, all we do is drive more people out of 
work. Failure to understand this leaves the legacy networks in power and able to 
preserve their obsolete assets by killing creativity, innovation, and experimentation. 
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The backyard tinkerer has for the past century been the principal source of wealth 
in the United States. In the inexorable transition to a new commodity-based world, 
given current policy, we are exporting the freedom to be a tinkerer to Canada, 
Sweden, Japan and Korea. Having to compete in a global economy, we are 
sacrificing the viability of our resulting economic infrastructure in a foolish attempt 
to shore up legacy networks that can no longer serve as adequate means of 
competition. 

Lessons carried home from Spring 2003 Voice on the Network where most were 
upbeat and pitching in to spread the new application 

April 7, 2003 

Shortened Executive Summary

Find out how to order single copy ($400) or group license ($800) for just the April 
- June 2003 issue. 

Choose Both the Technology and its Organizational 
Structure, pp. 1-4 

Ascertaining how to build a new and sustainable telecommunications infrastructure 
is not just a matter of choosing a cost effective sustainable technology. Every bit as 
important is choosing and implementing the business model and organizational 
structure in which a technology will be operated. Voice over IP is, as this issue of 
the COOK Report demonstrates in great detail, a technology that is being 
implemented throughout the telecommunications world in very different ways. 
VoIP can be done in such a way with H.323 and Megaco as to attempt to preserve 
the vertically integrated control of the carriers. it can also be done with SIP in such 
a way as to move unprecedented control over their communications into the hands 
of users at the edge. 

According to Googin's Law the network may be either a valuable monopoly or a 
valueless commodity. In VoIP the argument rests in part on whether of not VoIP 
via SIP is run over an application neutral transport layer. This is the most cost 
effective approach, but it is also on that will deprive companies of the ability to 
control their customers. 

A regulated circuit switched telephony environment with little technology 
innovation meant that tariffs (prices) could be set with little regard for actual cost 
of operation. In this safe world the Internet becomes a Trojan Horse. It permits 
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communication that is based on a totally different technology foundation. The 
combination of the availability of the Internet cloud and continued technology 
innovation means that the old world of different tariffs for voice and data is not 
sustainable. The cost of transmitting data is getting ever cheaper. The new seismic 
shock is now that voice and data are becoming from an economic point of view, the 
same. The impact on telco revenues will be major. 

Analysts also had better begin to look at the impact of commoditization. If voice is 
just an application like email or web services, then an innovative company like an 
ITXC can compete against the incumbents by doing a VoIP overlay of the existing 
Internet rather than building an entire network from scratch. We received today 
(April 7, 2003) from Tsering Gayltsen Sherpa the first VoIP phone call from base 
camp at Mt. Everest. The future belongs to the users and not to the huge telco and 
cable cos. The only question is how long the transition to the user-provisioned 
future will take. 

Technical Protocol Issues pp. 5 - 17 

Schulzrinne: The important distinction is whether a network is application-neutral 
or not. SIP designers have taken the position that if you want QoS, security and the 
like - great, but these are not specific to voice services, multimedia services or even 
SIP-initiated services in general. To the extent that NGN represents a vertically 
integrated, application-specific network, it has nothing to do with protocols, but 
rather with a fundamental notion of what the Internet (or packet communications in 
general) should look like. 

As a side note, I find the smart/dumb distinction less than illuminating, except that 
it captures the notion of an application-neutral transport mechanism. Even in an 
open network, providers can offer lots of 'smart' network services - after all, a full-
fledged SIP proxy running scripts, Java servlets and CPL probably does more per-
call processing than your average 4ESS or 5ESS switch. [Editor's Note: The Stupid 
Network has nothing against smart services as long as they are located in edge 
based devices under the control of end users.] NGN is not the next-generation 
Network, it is the Nothing-Goes-Network (except the set of applications blessed by 
a carrier). 

Shockey: Thank you very much Henning that phrase completely encapsulates what 
I've been trying to describe to Gordon and many others as the carrier-centric vs 
application-centric framework. 

I think we are getting to the crux of the matter here. The Internet was designed as a 
application neutral transport layer. Delivering real time voice is only an 
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application. SIP was designed as a application. H.323 was designed as a service. 

The stunning economic efficiencies of the application neutral transport (aka 
Internet) continue to push into the economic center of carriers business models. 
What concerns me is the anarchy this is clearly unleashing. Carriers' revenue 
models are totally dependent on the classic voice service. If that starts to collapse, 
as I believe we are now seeing, the first instances of the "Perfect Storm" of the last 
two years of the telecom industry become "Apocalypse Now". 

Sip Characteristics, pp. 18 -22 

You can decide to move that hosting service wherever you please because you have 
control of your DNS records. The same thing is true for VoIP. As long as you have 
control of your DNS records, you can point them to your SIP services. Move the 
services and changes the pointer. As you choose where you get web services you 
can also use your DNS to choose where and how you get your SIP services. 

SIP a Key Component, p. 22 

Shockey and Rosenberg: "SIP was designed with certain assumptions in mind. First 
was scalability: Since users could reside anywhere on the Internet, the protocol 
needed to work wide-area from day one. Users could be invited to lots of sessions, 
so the protocol needed to scale in both directions. 

Carrier Walled Garden SIP, p. 25

Editor's Note: The carriers are well cognizant of SIP and are planning their own 
implementations. At the end of February it became clear that at least one of the 
ILECs - Verizon - was flirting with a walled garden use of SIP - sliced and diced in 
keeping with the company's fiduciary responsibilities to maintain as long as 
possible the ILEC's control over its customers. 

QoS Not needed for VoIP, p. 29

On February 10 on NANOG, Woodcock: QoS is completely unnecessary for VoIP. 
Doesn't appear to make a bit of difference. Any relationship between the two is just 
FUD from people who've never used VoIP. Namely the folks who don't want end-
users doing their own VoIP because it means lost revenue on circuit-switched 
networks. 

Evslin & ITXC, p. 33
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Evslin: With the old N squared minus one topology, demands of connecting every 
switch to every other switch your costs rise dramatically as the network increased 
in size. On the other hand, if I connect my switches to the Internet, I have only to 
connect them to a cloud rather than directly to every other switch on the face of the 
planet. I have an "n" cost instead of an "n squared" cost and I also have a simpler 
network. What many carriers also don't understand is that if two switches are 
connected to each other, the ports on the switch are dedicated to that connection. If 
it is nighttime in New York and London and no one is talking through those 
switches, those ports are wasted. 

Alaskan VoIP, p. 40 

Westlund: That is correct. Amstrong had a great vision. He is gone but we are in a 
position now where we can begin to implement what he failed at. That is to 
integrate cable properties and be able to use cable telephony to cover the last mile. 
We have been looking at multiple options including a PCS wireless license that 
give us a way to cover the last mile when a cataclysm hits. 

We do voice over IP as part of the transport protocol within cable telephony. 

Black Market VoIP, p. 44

A bright guy (multiple University degrees) with a large family discovered that he 
can buy some cell phone SIMS, some GSM radio gear, some VoIP gateways and 
some satellite gear and insert all the "local" calls he wants into the cell phone 
system of the his home country. Except that the calls originate from half way 
around the world. With a friend in New York and in London, they approach some 
carriers and offer to terminate 4 T1s of calling capacity to their city for $0.175 per 
minute. The carrier says, you pay for equipment and we will send you the minutes. 
They agree and the adventure begins. [snip] 

At 20,000 minutes per day on each of 4 T1s, they see $10,000 per day gross 
margin. They immediately set aside $4,000 that will cover sales commissions and 
other costs in New York. But even $6,000 per day is a respectable figure by New 
York or by London standards. 

Shortly the local crime-family discovers the illegal profits and they reach an 
agreement to pay some of their new-found wealth to protect themselves from being 
turned in to the local authorities 

Legal By Pass in Europe, p. 46
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In Europe it is perfectly legal for a company to go out and buy equipment that 
provides access to the cell phone system in order to provide by pass of some of the 
very high tariffs that apply when you call from wireline to cell phone and from one 
cell phone company to another. Even the carriers that are used by the cell phone 
companies are promoting the sale of these machines that provide this special 
access. [Snip] 

Japan & Broadband (1) p. 50 

It is indeed a victory of the unbundling policy of MPHPT [Ministry of Public 
Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications]. The FCC's new 
"deregulation" policy is doomed because the ILECs will not deploy DSL in a way 
such that it cannibalizes their telephone business. We should ask why Japan's 
policy worked while the American 1996 Act resulted in the massacre of CLECs? 
[snip] 

Japan Broadband (2), p. 56 

COOK Report: Was Softbank the only player that really knew how to take 
advantage of the bargain price for copper and fiber in NTT's network? 

Aizu: Softbank, or its subsidiary, Yahoo Broadband (BB) is by no means the only 
game in town. The ADSL game is quite intertwined with the game between the 
Ministry and NTT. This is still part of the long lasting war over the breakup of 
NTT. [snip] 

NTT Fiber to the Home. p. 60 

I live in the suburb of Yokohama, 30 miles south of Tokyo. My house was more 
than 3.2km (2 miles) away from the local exchange and the ADSL line( 8Mbps 
Service) connected only at 600kbps(down). So, it was a relatively easy decision my 
switching to FTTH although there was a 30,000 yen(U.S.$250) installation fee and 
my monthly fee would increase by 3000 yen (U.S.$25). 

Broadband in Korea, p. 62 

Aizu writes: "When it comes to broadband deployment, it is clear that East Asian 
countries, not northern European countries, are leading the world. Among them, 
Korea is by far the most advanced. As of April 2002, Korean broadband 
subscribers reached close to 8 million or 16.7% of the population and almost half 
of its households. Considering that Korean household Internet penetration was less 
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than 5%, with 731,000 subscribers in 1996, the rapid growth of the Internet in 
general and of broadband in particular in Korea is quite significant." [Editor's Note: 
On February 23 Kilnam Chon added "As of December 2002, Korean broadband 
subscribers numbered more than 10 million or 22% of the population and around 
75% of its households.] 

FCC Feb 20 Decisions, p. 67 

We are telling anyone who depends on the PSTN in this country to do his or her 
business that he or she is stuck with what the telco gives. Powell has given us 
privately owned toll roads instead of an open infrastructure of interstate high ways. 

Googin's Law and the FCC Decision 

Scott Berry (a telecom consultant based in Darien, CT): Let me take it one step 
further, and clarify my earlier comment: The only way a commercial enterprise will 
invest is if there is a monopoly. Without the monopoly, their investment becomes 
worthless (a commodity). There are only two ways to play the game *at low risk*--
ensure a monopoly beforehand, or plan on a commodity. The former is the ILEC 
plan, and the latter is the Municipal Fiber model. [Snip.] 

Computer II and III, p. 73 

On February 25, 2003 Francois Menard wrote to Cybertelecom mail list: My 
understanding of what the FCC has released is that all that has been said to date 
means little yet to the imposition of computer I/II/II rules for access to the 
underlying infrastructure on a state-by-state level at a tariffed rate. I am being told 
that "just and reasonable rates" are however out of the window. Because of FCC 
preemption, ILECs would only have to file rates when they are non-dominant 
carriers (not subject to just and reasonable conditions). 

Spectrum, p. 78

Editor's Introduction: Although thinking about spectrum is growing much more 
sophisticated than was the case in the old property rights regime of the eighties and 
early 90s, keeping it relevant to the performance of increasingly sophisticated 
technology is very difficult. One of the key fora for this task in the Open Spectrum 
mailing list founded last year by Larry Lessig, Yochai Benkler, David Reed and 
Dewayne Hendicks. 

Edge Based v6, p. 84
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Editor's Note: Our publication of an extensive discussion on the problems and 
prospects of IPv6 on February 3 kicked up a fuss. As a result of some 'letters to the 
Editor, we sent the 17 pages to Jim Bound who is Chair IPv6 Forum Technical 
Directorate and Chair North American IPv6 Task Force. We asked Jim to review 
and comment on it. On reading the material Jim found that by and large he agreed 
with what we had published. An unexpected dividend however was further 
discussion between Francois Menard and especially between Jim Bound and Bob 
Frankston. It became clear that Jim was not aware of Bob Frankston and David 
Reed's work in pushing the concept of Edge Based v6. (Maybe we should publish 
this under a Department of "Pot Stirring and Weaving?") It was quite fascinating to 
facilitate the further discussion below and observe the results. We had speculated in 
our last issue as to how the ideas of Edge v6 could be moved forward. The 
discussion below, that the participants have graciously consented to our publishing, 
shows some possible paths. [snip] 

Evaluation of the Future, p. 87

With Moore's law and a host of associated corollaries preceding apace, the very 
investment requirements for telecom are being reshaped. WorldCom's physical 
switching infrastructure, acquired for 45 billion dollars five years ago, has just been 
revalued post bankruptcy at 10 billion. Investments of the size undertaken by 
WorldCom in a single huge company won't happen in the future. No one can afford 
them. What is not understood is that no one will need to be able to afford them. 
What is also not well understood is that we don't know how to evaluate the 
economic impact of the decisions being made. This article will illuminate the 
economic regulatory complexities of an industry caught in chaotic transition. 

Roadmap for Decision Making, p. 89

COOK Report: The problem we face is that we don't know how to value the 
changes taking place in telecommunications nor can we adequately value the role 
of telecom in our economy as a whole. 

Not only is telecom a huge and vital industry but because it is now such a basic part 
of our economic infrastructure, getting the answers right about telecom means not 
only getting a sick industry straightened out but it means getting something that is 
the foundation for our entire economy fixed. The basic economy that can be built 
on an end-to-end IP network is going to differ in significant way from what can be 
built on the archaic circuit-switched network. 

The problems before us show not just the importance of a single industry. Instead 
at a meta level they impact the entire economy. In this context, the tools that we 
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have to make judgments about the economic impact of the choices before us are 
too keyed to the top down central command model of a traditional circuit switched 
smart network infrastructure. We are asking how to protect the business models or 
profits of the incumbents, and we are very likely asking the wrong questions. 

Paradox of Commoditization, p. 102 

The monopoly control of customers by Legacy networks is destroying the 
economic benefits that could be obtained from the on going pervasive and 
inexorable commoditization of telecom and information technology. We face a 
paradox. While we have eyes, we cannot see. 
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Abstract. In-network query processing is critical for reducing network
traffic when accessing and manipulating sensor data. It requires plac-
ing a tree of query operators such as filters and aggregations but also
correlations onto sensor nodes in order to minimize the amount of data
transmitted in the network. In this paper, we show that this problem
is a variant of the task assignment problem for which polynomial algo-
rithms have been developed. These algorithms are however centralized
and cannot be used in a sensor network. We describe an adaptive and
decentralized algorithm that progressively refines the placement of op-
erators by walking through neighbor nodes. Simulation results illustrate
the potential benefits of our approach. They also show that our place-
ment strategy can achieve near optimal placement onto various graph
topologies despite the risks of local minima.

1 Introduction

Sensor networks are a promising platform for a new generation of monitoring
applications [4]. In the recent years, research has shown that clusters of densely
deployed sensor nodes arranged in a multi-hop network allow for improved sens-
ing (via collaborative signal processing [17]) and improved energy efficiency [14].
Because data transmission is orders of magnitude more costly than processing
on a sensor node [14], data processing should be pushed inside the sensor net-
work whenever it reduces the amount of data to be transmitted [7]. The term
in-network processing has been tossed to denote data processing that takes place
inside the network [6].

It is now generally admitted that access to data in a sensor network should
be declarative [5]: Users formulate queries to access the data they are interested
in. The exact definition of these queries is an open issue. We take a database
perspective and consider that a query is a tree of operators that aggregate,
correlate or filter data streams [2,3,16]. In this paper we tackle the issue of
operator placement for in-network query processing, i.e., on which sensor nodes
should query operators be placed?

We give an example to illustrate the importance of operator placement. A
user is correlating detections obtained from two distinct regions (in the context

F. Zhao and L. Guibas (Eds.): IPSN 2003, LNCS 2634, pp. 47–62, 2003.
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of animal monitoring or vehicle observation): The user should be notified when-
ever similar targets are detected in the two distinct regions within a given time
window. For the sake of simplicity we consider that one node generates detec-
tions in each region1. A correlation operator is pushed inside the network. This
operator takes as input the detections from the two regions and generates an
output whenever a similar target has been detected in the two regions within a
given time window. A gateway node is the sink that consumes the data generated
by the correlation operator.

Let us now discuss the ideal placement for the correlation operator, i.e. the
operator placement that minimizes the amount of data transmitted in the net-
work. Consider that initially both regions produce detections that are not corre-
lated and that one region produces more detections than the other. The correla-
tion operator is very reductive (it does not output data). Intuitively, its optimal
placement is on the shortest path between the two nodes that generate detec-
tions, and closer to the node that produce more data (see Figure 1(a)). The
exact position of the correlation operator depends (i) on the rate at which data
is produced by the operator and both sources, as well as (ii) on the path length
between the sources, the operators and the sink. In a second configuration, the
detections are somewhat correlated. As a result, the correlation operator pro-
duces more data and its optimal placement is closer to the sink (see Figure 1(b)).

correlation

sink

Region A

Region B

(a) Inequal number of detections
in each region – Low correlation

Region B

sink

correlation

Region A

(b) Equal number of detections
in each region – Low correlation

Fig. 1. Examples of Operator Placements

The optimal placement of the correlation operator corresponds to the solution
of a task assignment problem: The problem is to find the mapping of operators
to sensor nodes that minimizes the amount of data transferred over the network.

1 Possibly, a collaborative signal processing algorithm generates detections and elects
a representative node in each region. At different points in time, different nodes
might be elected to produce the detections.
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We give a more formal problem definition in Section 2. Even though polynomial
algorithms exists for some versions of the task assignment problem, they cannot
be used for our purpose because:

1. We do not assume global knowledge about the sensor network. The algo-
rithms that solve the task assignment problem are centralized and require
complete topological information [1]. It would be expensive in terms of data
transfer and quite inaccurate for a central site to maintain this information.
In addition, the amount of information maintained on each node should be
minimal because of memory limitation, In order to limit maintenance over-
head, this information should be local - each node should only maintain
information about close-by nodes. As a result, we need to devise a decentral-
ized solution where each node maintains local information.

2. The placement of an operator needs to be recomputed as the conditions in
the network change. In our example, the optimal placement of the correla-
tion operator changes as the correlation between the detection evolves, but
also as the number of detections produced in each region changes. It would
be inefficient to place an operator on a sensor node once and for all. In our
example, if the correlation operator is permanently placed at the sink node
while the detections from both regions are not correlated, then data is trans-
mitted all the way to the sink for no result. It would have been more efficient
to compute the correlation as close to the sources as possible. Our solution
must thus be adaptive.

In this paper, we propose a decentralized and adaptive solution to the op-
erator placement problem. In our solution, sensor nodes continously refine the
placement of operators in order to minimize the amount of data transferred over
the network. While one node is active executing an operator, a set of candidate
nodes, that we denote tentative nodes, estimate the cost of running this operator
(the cost is a function of the amount of data received and produced by a node).
At regular intervals estimated costs are compared with the actual cost measured
on the active node and execution is transferred to the node with the lowest cost.

We first give a formal problem definition and then we detail our contributions:

– We define neighbor exploration: a decentralized exploration strategy that
continously refine the placement of operators towards the nodes with mini-
mal costs.

– We describe a decentralized and adaptive algorithm that implements the
neighbor exploration strategy based on the notions of active and tentative
nodes.

– We present simultation results that illustrate the potential benefits of our
approach.

Our simulation results show that our approach is viable. However, they do
not allow us to lead a complete study. A key question that we do not tackle in this
paper concerns the overhead generated by our decentralized algorithm - in terms
of messages exchanged. Another interesting question concerns the reactivity of
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our approach (how fast it can adapt to changing conditions – e.g., data rate, data
correlation). In order to study these issues, we have implemented our solution
on top of directed diffusion [6]. We are currently running experiments using NS.
Our initial results are very promising.

2 Problem Statement

Before we proceed to the formal problem definition, let us state our assumptions:

1. Queries are long-running: They are submitted to the system and run until
the user decides to interrupt query execution. In our work, we assume that
the (collaborative) signal processing algorithms that produce sensor data are
implemented and deployed separately from the queries formulated by users
to access these data.

2. We define a query as a tree of operators2. The leaves of the trees correspond
to the source nodes, i.e., the nodes that return data on behalf of the (collabo-
rative) signal processing algorithms that produce data streams. The internal
nodes of the trees are correlation, filtering, aggregation, or duplicate elimi-
nation operators that take as input one or several data streams and output
another data stream. The root of the query tree is an operator that takes one
data stream as input and forwards it; typically this root operator is placed
on a gateway node that we denote sink in the rest of the paper. Note that
we assume that there is one fixed sink per query. Relaxing this assumption
is an interesting topic for future work.

Let us now proceed to the formal problem definition. We aim at placing
operators on sensor nodes in order to minimize data transfer in the network. We
consider a sensor network to be a directed graph where vertices represent sensor
nodes and where edges represent communication links, and a query as a tree of
operators. We define:

1. An oriented sensor network graph (SNG) as
a) ζ - a set of sensor nodes. In the rest, p and q are elements of ζ.
b) π - a set of communication links connecting the nodes in ζ. We denote

(p, q), the link between nodes p and q, an element of π.
c) wpq - a weight is a positive integer associated with the link (p, q) of π

2. An oriented query tree (QT) as
a) η - a set of operators. In the rest, operators i and j are elements of η.
b) λ - a set of communication dependencies connecting the operators. We

denote (i, j), the link between operators i and j, an element of λ. We
denote i as the child and j as the parent in this communication link.
Because QT is an oriented query tree, each operator has zero, one or
more children and at most one parent.

c) dij - a weight associated with the link (i, j) of λ
2 Possibly such a tree of operators is generated from a declarative query language [2,

16]
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wpq denotes the unit cost of communicating data through the link (p, q).
This cost might for example vary with the battery power of the sensor node.
We define the cost of a path P = {(p, x), · · · , (y, q)} between node p and q as
Cp(P ) =

∑
e∈P we – note that x and y are nodes in ζ. We denote the cheapest

path between p and q by Pmin(p, q).
dij denotes the rate at which data is transmitted between operator i and j.

Because queries are long-running, the rate at which an operator produces data
might vary in time (e.g., more detections are produced or a correlation operator
produces more data as its input become more correlated).

The transfer cost of sending data between operator i on node p and opera-
tor q on node j may be denoted by a function Spq(dij) defined by Spq(dij) =
Cp(Pmin(p, q)) · dij , i.e., the transfer cost is a function of the path cost and the
amount of data sent through the path.

A placement of a query tree onto a sensor network graph may be expressed
as a mapping, i.e., a set M = {(i, p), ...} where every operator i ∈ η is assigned
to a node p ∈ ζ.

The placement problem can now be stated as the assignment of operators
onto nodes that minimizes the following global cost:

∑

(i,j)∈λ

xipxjqSpq(dij) (1)

subject to
∑

p∈ζ

xip = 1,∀i ∈ η,∀p ∈ π : xip ∈ {0, 1} (2)

where xip = 1, if operator i is assigned to node p, and xip = 0, otherwise.
Equation (2) ensures that each operator is assigned to exactly one node of the
network.

This problem of operator placement is an instance of the task assignment
problem. The task assignment problem considers the problem of assigning a set
of tasks onto a network of processors. The general task assignment problem is
known to be NP-complete. Bokhari [1] has devised an O(mn2) algorithm for the
case where the set of tasks is tree-structured, which is the case of our query tree
(m denotes the number of taks and n the number of processors in the network).
This algorithm is centralized; as a consequence it cannot be used in a sensor
network.

3 Placement Strategy

We aim at defining a decentralized and adaptive algorithm for the placement
of a query tree onto a sensor network. More precisely, our objective could be
stated as follows: Given an initial arbitrary placement of operators, our goal
is to define a decentralized algorithm that progressively refine the placement of
operators towards an optimal placement.
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It can be shown that the optimal placement of a query tree is composed of
local optimal placements for each operator in the query tree. By local optimal
placement we mean an assignment of operator i on node p that minimizes the
amount of data that i receives from its children and transmits to its parent3. We
omit the proof of this result because of lack of space.

This notion of local optimal placement constitutes an objective for the place-
ment of individual operators. Now the question is: How can a decentralized
algorithm move individual operators to their local optimal placement? Before
we detail our algorithm in the next section, we give here the intuition behind
our placement strategy.

If we disregard the limitations imposed by the sensor network topology in
terms of operator placement and shortest paths, we may imagine that operators
could be placed anywhere in a euclidean space. Data could be transferred along
straight lines between operators. Transfer cost would be proportional to the
distance between operators (multiplied by the transfer rate).

We could then view the transfer cost between two operators as a force pulling
the operator towards one another. From the laws of physics we know that the
equilibrium is the center of gravity of n particles. The net force determining the
direction of the movement is the sum of the individual force vectors acting on the
body. As the body moves in the direction dictated by the net force it reaches the
optimal position through the shortest path (a straight line). The net force (and
cost) will decrease monotonically along this path. In the equilibrium the net force
acting on the body is zero and the cost is minimal. This equilibrium constitutes
the local optimal operator placement. This analogy with forces has previously
been used by Heiss and Schmitz [8] to develop a decentralized algorithm that
achieves dynamic load balancing in a multicomputer system.

To understand the usefulness of these observations we now restrict operator
positioning and possible paths between operators to those of a Manhattan graph
(Figure 4(a)). Such a graph is a simplified but useful idealization of a wireless
ad-hoc sensor network and is often used in analytic models (e.g. [15]). Possible
operator positions are confined to the vertices of the graph. Assuming equal
weights on links and equal data rates, the cheapest paths between operators
corresponds to the path with the minimal Manhattan distance.

If an operator is not in the optimal position, there will exist a cheapest path
between the operator and its local optimal position along which operator place-
ment becomes progressively cheaper. An operator can reach its local optimal
placement by walking this cheapest path. In a Manhattan graph, an operator
initially placed on an arbitrary node will thus progressively reach its local opti-
mal placement by greedily moving to the neighbor with lowest estimated cost.
We call this placement strategy neighbor exploration.

We use the neighbor exploration as the placement strategy for the decentral-
ized algorithm that we present in the next section. Note that in a sensor network
with an arbitrary graph topology, the neighbor exploration policy might reach

3 Recall that we denote i as the child and j as the parent in any communication link
between operators (i, j) ∈ λ
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local minima different from a global optimum. We present simulation results in
Section 5 that show that our algorithm performs well in sensor networks with
various graph topologies despite the potential pitfall of local minima.

4 Adaptative and Decentralized Operator Placement

Let us assume that an operator assignment has been defined for a given oper-
ator. We denote the node on which the operator is placed and executed, the
active node. The sink and the sources constitute special active nodes. They run
operators that respectively consume and produce data, they are involved in the
algorithm and their placement is fixed.

As we have seen in the introduction, any assignment may become subopti-
mal. In order to adapt to changing conditions (e.g., data rate, data correlation),
our decentralized algorithm implements the neighbor exploration strategy: It (i)
evaluates the cost incurred by the execution of the operator at the active node,
(ii) estimates the cost for alternative assignments of the operator, (iii) compares
the cost on the active node and on alternative nodes, and (iv) transfers the
operator to the node with lowest cost that thus becomes the new active node.

4.1 Decentralized Cost Computation

We define the cost of an operator j assigned to node q as:

Co(j, q) =
∑

(i,j)∈λ

(Co(i, p) + Spq(dij)) (3)

where variables and functions are as defined in Section 2.
Since equation (3) is recursive, the cost of an operator includes the accumu-

lated cost of all operators delivering data for the operator. The cost of the query
tree – defined in equation (1) - is the cost of the root operator.

A node needs the cost of the child operators in order to evaluate the cost of
an operator. As a consequence child operators send cost messages to their parent
operator along the data path. The term Spq(dij) represents the cost of sending
data between the child and parent operator. This cost may be accumulated while
the cost message travels the path between node p and q if we assume (i) that
the cost wxy of sending data to a neighbor y is available at every node x and (ii)
that we include the data rate dij with each cost message. The following equation
states that the cost may be calculated by summing the product of the data rate
with the link cost of each hop in the path4:

Spq(dij) = Cp(Pmin(p, q)) · dij =
( ∑

e∈Pmin

we

)

· dij =
∑

e∈Pmin

(we · dij) (4)

4 Note that though equation (3) refers to node mappings for technical reasons, in-
formation about the actual mapping on the child operator is not necessary for the
parent to perform the cost calculation.
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As a matter of fact the accumulated cost may simply be added to the cost
of the child operator as the cost message travels to the parent operator, since
the parent operator is only interested in the total sum. Cost messages flowing
from each child to parent operator contain the accumulated cost and the data
rate, e.g., the message sent by node i on node p to operator j on node q is:
(Co(i, p), dij). Any operator in the query tree will have information about the
cost attributed by each of its sub-trees and will be able to calculate and forward
its own cost.

4.2 Exploration

Exact data rates are necessary to calculate cost. The data rate of a given operator
does not depend on its placement (but on the rate of the input data streams
and on their contents). As a consequence the data rate calculated by operators
on active nodes may be used for calculating costs on alternative nodes5

The idea is simply to have the active operators communicate their data rates
to alternative nodes so that cost can be computed. Since there is a set of al-
ternative nodes associated to each active node that only serve to probe the
solution space for better alternatives we shall term them tentative nodes. These
tentative nodes execute tentative operators responsible for the cost calculation.
Cost is computed in the same way as for the active node. Cost messages flow
from children (both active and tentative) to parents (both active and tentative)
operators, while data flows from active children to active parent operators.

To explore the space of tentative nodes, we need to define:

1. An exploration policy for choosing what nodes should be elected tentative
nodes. The sheer complexity of the solution space prohibits considering more
than a tiny fraction, so the policy must choose the tentative nodes based on
heuristics that will increase the probability of including an optimal, or at
least better assignment in the face of data rate variations. Following our
neighbor exploration strategy, only immediate neighbors of an active node
are considered as its associated tentative nodes.

2. We also need an adaptation policy for choosing a new active node among the
tentative nodes explored. We only consider two possible actions: either to
continue query execution using the active node or switching to a new active
node. Following our neighbor exploration strategy, the adaptation policy sim-
ply greedily picks the cheaper tentative node as the new active position since
this would be closer to the optimal position than more expensive neighbors.

The close proximity of tentative nodes means that the communication over-
head incurred by the transmission of data rates between the active and tentative
nodes will be minimal. No tentative node is more than one hop away so multi-
hop path establishment will not be necessary. If the MAC layer supports message
5 Alternative methods would consist in executing several instances of the same opera-

tor, which would be costly if complete data streams were duplicated, and inaccurate
if cost was estimated using a non-representative fraction of a data stream.
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multicasting all tentative nodes may receive information from the active node
using only one transmission.

The cost of an operator relative to its neighbors depends on the incoming as
well as outgoing transfer cost. Since the outgoing transfer cost is not available
until the transfer has actually been made through a path between the operator
and its parent, it is natural to have the parent operator make decisions on active
child operator assignments, i.e. the adaptation policy is executed by the active
parent nodes.

correlation

Tentative node

Active node

Routing nodesink

aggraggr

Data

Cost msgsarea of exploration

area of exploration

area of exploration

Fig. 2. Tentative and active Nodes

Figure 2 illustrates the flow of cost messages and data between active and
tentative operators in the context of a complex query tree composed of an op-
erator correlating the output of two aggregation operators.

4.3 Node Switching

At any point in time, there is only one active instance of each operator. The
cost information received by the active parent operator allows it to implement
the adaptation policy. When a tentative child operator instance has a lower
estimated cost than the active child, the active operator may initiate a node
switch. This switch consists of recursive signaling down two subtrees. Active
operators in the active subtree must be informed that data flow is to cease. The
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cheaper tentative operator, on the other hand, must be informed that active
dataflow is to start. The cheaper tentative operator will propagate this signal to
its cheapest child instances. When the signal reaches the leaves, the leaf operators
then begin to send data through the new active path. We shall term the two
signal types activation and deactivation respectively.

There is one more issue to active plan switching: we need to support operator
state transfer. Long-running operators on continuous data streams often need
historic or accumulated information for their operation. Aggregation operators
may keep a sliding window of values [13,16] and correlation operators usually
store two sets of tuples that are probed and updated when new tuples arrive [2].
For the transition to be seamless such information must be transferred between
the old and new active operators. Since we have already assumed that data rates
can be communicated from the active operator to tentative operators, the same
channel may be used for operator state transfer6.

Operator state transfer could also be used to replicate the state of the active
operator so that tentative nodes could take over in case the active node fails or
runs out of energy. Designing an efficient fault tolerant placement of operators
is a topic for future work.

4.4 Summary

Our algorithm, based on the exchange of cost messages and data between active
and tentative operators, is adaptive and decentralized. It is adaptive because the
placement of active operators is continuously refined depending on the estimated
cost on their associated tentative nodes. It is decentralized because decisions are
taken at the level of each operator. The information maintained on each node
is local: active nodes merely maintain information about their children. Cost
messages are transmitted in the network in addition to the data streams. The
frequency at which cost messages are exchanged is a parameter of our algorithm
(resulting in a trade-off between the responsivity of operator placement and the
transmission overhead).

Note that our algorithm does not dictate how data should be routed between
operators. We can thus use any routing protocol that relies on logical naming
of nodes; we are currently implementing our algorithm on top of directed diffu-
sion [6], using the filter mechanism to implement cost computation.

Figure 3 summarizes the exchanges between active and tentative operators
(both parents and children) in our neighbor exploration policy:

– An active operator is defined as the instance of an operator which is actually
executed; it receives input data streams, process them and generates an
output data stream. An active operator is located on an active node.

6 The design of efficient mobile operators is beyond the scope of this paper. Topics for
future work include the design of operators requiring minimal internal states, and
the design of efficient mechanisms supporting the marshalling/unmarshalling of the
internal state and ensuring the continuity of execution while an operator is being
moved from one node to another.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the communications between active and tentative operators

– A tentative operator is associated to an active operator in order to explore
the cost of execution on alternative nodes (called tentative nodes). A ten-
tative operator computes cost messages and transmits them to its parent.
In order to compute cost, tentative operators receive data rate from their
associated active node.

– Given the cost obtained from its children (both tentative and active), an
active parent operator can decide to switch execution to a new active child
operator. It then sends a deactivation message to the current active child
operator and an activation message to the newly chosen active child operator.
The current active child operator transfers its state to the new chosen active
child operator.

5 Simulation Results

Our objective was to verify that the neighbor exploration strategy for operator
placement is viable in sensor networks with various topologies. We focus on the
placement of a single operator towards its local optimal placement, which is the
basis of the neighbor exploration strategy.

The results we present in this section are essentially a proof-of-concept. We
have now implemented our decentralized and adaptive algorithm on top of di-
rected diffusion in order to measure the overhead incurred by our approach.
This implementation allows us to experiment with the placement of complex
query trees (with several operators) and with the adaption of the placement
to changing conditions in the sensor network. Initial results confirm the good
performances suggested by the simulations.

5.1 Simulation Framework

Topologies. Three types of basic network topologies were used in the simu-
lations: (i) the maximal planar graph (MPG), (ii) the Manhattan graph (MG)
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and (iii) controlled random graphs (CRG)7. These graphs represent both ab-
stract and realistic sensor network topologies.

The topologies were gradually degraded in terms of connectivity. This was
done in one of two ways: (i) for the MPG and MG by removing a percentage of
the nodes at random and (ii) for CRG by increasing the area in which a number
of nodes were deployed thereby reducing the number of reachable neighbors
gradually (fig.4). The CRG was produced by spreading a fixed number of nodes
across a square area at random. When placing a node we try to ensure that the
distance to any other node is at least half of the reach of the node. This is to
avoid unrealistically close nodes. If we don’t succeed in a few attempts we place
the node anywhere. The x and y dimensions of the area is calculated as:

√
n ·R · f

where R is the reach of node radios and f is a factor varied between 0.55 and
0.90. A number of topologies where the area is gradually increased this way
produce quite realistic random networks with decreasing density (10 to <3.8
neighbors) (fig.4). At higher values of f connected networks becomes harder to
generate and less realistic.

(a) Manhat-
tan graph
with 25%
holes

(b) Generated
random graph
dense (f=0.60)

(c) Generated
random graph
less dense
(f=0.90)

Fig. 4. Network Topologies

Query Plan. The query plan used for the simulations consists of two fixed
sources, a correlation operator and a fixed sink at which the result is delivered.
The two sources are equally productive and the correlation operator half as
productive as the sources. We consider this to be slightly more challenging than
having different rates of the source operators because the equal pull from the
sources may get the operator stuck in a local optima, i.e., the operator could be
stuck on one side of a hole in topologies with a source on either side of the hole.
7 We term these graphs controlled random because we tried to avoid unrealistically

close nodes during generation.
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Simulator. For each type of topology and density, we generated 30 network
instances with 225 nodes each. We ran 100 simulations on each network instance
with random initial placements of the fixed sources and sink.

In order not to favor our scheme we have disregarded “easy” adaptation
scenarios where the optimal assignment was less than 4 hops away from the
initial operator assignment. In particular this does away with the trivial case
where the operator is already in the optimal position.

For each run the cost of the optimal assignment, the assignment achieved
through adaptation as well as the cost of data extraction was calculated. By
data extraction we denote the case without in-network processing: each source
sends the data it produces to the sink and data is processed outside the sensor
network. These results were averaged for each topology type and density type
and used for depicting the cost development of a topology as density decreases.
This should provide a good statistical picture of the adaptation behaviour for a
given topology and density.

The optimal assignment of the operator was found by performing an ex-
haustive search for cheapest position. Doing so was feasible because only one
operator was at play. With complex query trees the mapping complexity would
have required a more efficient method like that of Bokhari [1].

5.2 Results

Quality of Operator Placement. Figure 5(a) shows the cost of data extrac-
tion and the cost of optimal assignment together with the cost of the assignment
achieved through neighbor exploration.

At high densities perfect or near-perfect adaptation is achieved. The dense
random graphs are very likely to have Manhattan subgraphs explaining the
initial coinciding graphs of optimal and adapted assignment costs.

The somewhat surprising findings are that our simple scheme does very well
even in the least dense topologies. In no case is the average cost deviation greater
than 10% of the optimal cost.

The slightly increasing tendency of the curves is caused by longer average
inter-operator shortest paths as the networks get less connected. I.e. the direct
way to a neighbor operator becomes less direct. These longer paths result in
higher data transfer costs.

Since average measures says little about worst-cases, we also depict the con-
stituents of the cost achieved through adaptation grouped by percentual devia-
tion from the optimal cost on Figure 5(b)).

Even for the topologies of lowest density more than 70 % of the cost is
attributed by adaptations deviating less than 10 % from the optimal assignment.
We obtained equally good results with MG and MPG topologies but we omit
the figures because of space constraints.

In our simulations the extraction cost was approximately twice the optimal
cost due to the network size, the specific number of operators, their produc-
tivity and selectivity. We have been conservative with these parameters not to
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favor our approach unreasonably. Still our results indicate that in-network query
processing is very promising.

6 Related Work

The notion of in-network processing in a sensor network was first introduced in
order to opportunistically eliminate duplicates in the context of directed diffu-
sion [6]. Intanagonwiwat et al. [11] extended this work by constructing a routing
tree where paths are shared as much as possible to increase the possibilities of
eliminating duplicates. The potential benefits of in-network duplicate elimina-
tion have also been studied from a theoretical perspective [12]. By comparison,
we consider queries that embed richer application-level data processing (corre-
lations, filters, aggregates). Those query trees are fixed a priori, which imposes
a strong constraint on the routing tree. Also the cost function that we consider
for operator placement includes the rate at which data is transmitted across
operators in addition to the length of the path between those operators.

Madden et al. [13] were the first to study in-network query processing. They
focused on simple aggregation queries, whose execution can be distributed over
an arbitrarily large set of operators. They defined both (i) aggregate operators
adapted to motes with limited ressources running tinyOS, and (ii) a routing
strategy that imposes a spanning tree onto the network: data is aggregated at
every internal node in the routing tree. Note that they assume that queries
are submitted in a declarative, SQL-like form. The placement of the query tree
is constrained by the characteristics of the routing tree. We have taken the
alternative approach where the routing tree is constrained by the query tree and
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where data is processed only at a few nodes. Our approach is particularly relevant
when the query contains holistic aggregates such as correlations or median [13]
or materialization operators such as storage points [9].

Recently, Yao and Gehrke [16] have devised a general framework for in-
network query processing. Each query is decomposed into flow blocks determining
a set of sensor nodes that elect a leader on which a query fragment is executed.
They applied this strategy to queries complex aggregates (with group by clauses)
as well as joins (similar to our correlation operator). Our approaches are very
much complementary in the sense that they defined a general framework for the
optimization of declarative queries into query trees that could be a way to gen-
erate our query tree. Also, our algorithm could be seen as an election protocol,
particularly well-suited for the adaptive placement of flow block leaders.

7 Conclusion

The problem of operator placement is crucial for in-network query processing.
We showed that it was a variant of the task assignment problem and we described
an adaptive and decentralized algorithm based on the neighbor exploration strat-
egy: the placement of operators is progressively refined from neighbor node to
neighbor node until a local optimal placement is reached. Simulation results
stress the potential benefits of in-network query processing. They also show that
neighbor exploration can achieve near optimal placement of a single operator
with various graph topologies, despite the risks of local minima.

Future work includes a complete performance study of our algorithm. We
have implemented it on top of directed diffusion and we have started to run
experiments using NS. These experiments include a measure of the communica-
tion overhead introduced by our algorithm, as well as measures of the quality
of adaptation with changing network conditions for single operators as well as
complex query trees.

Other topics for future work are the design of query operators that can be
moved from node to node with minimal overhead as well as the design of fault
tolerant operator placement algorithms.
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COUGAR: The Network Is The Database

Overview

The widespread distribution and availability of small-scale sensors, actuators, and 
embedded processors is transforming the physical world into a computing platform. 
Sensor networks that combine physical sensing capabilities such as temperature, light, or 
seismic sensors with networking and computation capabilities will soon become 
ubiquitous. Applications range from environmental control, warehouse inventory, and 
health care to scientific and military scenarios.  
 
Existing sensor networks assume that the sensors are preprogrammed and send data to a 
central frontend where the data is aggregated and stored for offline querying and analysis. 
This approach has two major drawbacks. First, the user cannot change the behavior of the 
system dynamically. Second, communication in today's networks is orders of magnitude 
more expensive than local computation; thus in-network storage and processing can vastly 
reduce resource usage and extend the lifetime of a sensor network. 

Research

Sensor nodes come in a variety of hardware configurations, from nodes connected to the 
local LAN attached to permanent power sources to nodes communicating via wireless 
multi-hop RF radio powered by small batteries, the types of sensor nodes following 
resource constraints: 

●     Communication: The wireless network connecting the sensor nodes provides 
usually only a very limited quality of service, has latency with high variance, 
limited bandwidth, and frequently drops packets. 

●     Power consumption: Sensor nodes have limited supply of energy, and thus energy 
conservation needs to be of the main system design considerations of any sensor 
network application. 

●     Computation: Sensor nodes have limited computing power and memory sizes. This 
restricts the types of data processing algorithms on a sensor node, and it restricts 
the sizes of intermediate results that can be stored on the sensor nodes. 

●     Uncertainty in sensor readings: Signals detected at physical sensors have inherent 
uncertainty, and they may contain noise from the environment. Sensor malfunction 
might generate inaccurate data, and unfortunate sensor placement (such as a 
temperature sensor directly next to the air conditioner) might bias individual 
readings. 
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We investigate two unique approaches to sensor networks. First, we will use a database 
approach to unite the seemingly conflicting requirements of scalability and flexibility in 
monitoring the physical world. The objective of this research is to build a new distributed 
data management layer that scales with the growth of sensor interconnectivity and 
computational power on the sensors over the next decades. Our system will reside directly 
on the sensor nodes and create the abstraction of a single processing node without 
centralizing data or computation. The system will provide scalable, fault-tolerant, flexible 
data access and intelligent data reduction, and its design involves a confluence of novel 
research in database query processing, networking, algorithms, and distributed systems.  
 
Second, we believe that due to the heavily resource-constrained environment of sensor 
networks, cross-layer optimizations allow interesting opportunities for the preservation 
of resources. Due to the regularity of query processing patterns we believe that we can 
design query-layer specific routing algorithms that are optimized --- not for general point-
to-point communication --- but for the more regular types of communication patterns that 
are generated by a query layer. Investigation of such cross-layer optimizations is the 
second major goal of this research.  
 
From a research standpoint, the central issues are the following: 

1.  Sensor networks as a distributed database system. What is the impact of storing 
data in the networks for later querying? How do we optimize and process 
declarative queries involving sensor data? Sensors have limited battery power and 
the wireless network has limited bandwidth and quality of service; query execution 
has to take these constraints into account. 

2.  Cross-layer optimizations. How can we expose structure that originates in the data 
management layer to the routing layer? Should we design a data management layer 
that is optimized for a given routing layer, or should we optimize the routing layer 
given the data management layer? What are suitable interfaces that enable this tight 
coupling?

 

BOOM 2003

BOOM is a showcase for student research at Cornell.  See the BOOM 2003 website for 
more information. 

People

Jay Ayres (Junior, Computer Science)  
Nick Gerner (Sophomore, Computer Science)  
Joel Ossher (Freshman, Computer Science)  
Lin Zhu (Senior, Computer Science)

Sensoria Node Demo

The Sensoria Demo shows how Sensoria nodes can be used to track moving objects.  
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A Tracking GUI is used to specify simulated motion tracks, and then the main COUGAR 
GUI detects these motion tracks and display them onscreen. In addition, we will describe 
how the Sensoria nodes can be used in conjunction with Mica motes to form a large sensor 
network. 

The demonstration slides are available here. 

Mica Mote Demo

This demo shows how a network of Mica motes can be used to retrieve environmental 
data such as light and temperature readings.  
 
One important feature of our network is its use of geographical routing, where each mote 
knows its neighbors and is able to efficiently direct messages to those neighbors. The 
network includes a protocol for the motes to continuously poll its neighbors to see if a link 
in the network has been broken.  
 
Another feature is the usage of in-memory databases on each of the motes. Tables in these 
databases can be used to store a mote's neighbors, recent sensor readings that can be 
aggregated, or a mote's location. The database system is extremely flexible, allowing for 
future functionality additions. 

The demonstration slides are now online here. 
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●     Graduate students: Yong Yao
●     Faculty: Al Demers, Johannes Gehrke, Rajmohan Rajaraman (Northeastern 
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●     Philippe Bonnet (faculty at the University of Copenhagen)
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ABSTRACT
The dynamic and lossy nature of wireless communication
poses major challenges to reliable, self-organizing multihop
networks. These non-ideal characteristics are more problem-
atic with the primitive, low-power radio transceivers found
in sensor networks, and raise new issues that routing pro-
tocols must address. Link connectivity statistics should be
captured dynamically through an efficient yet adaptive link
estimator and routing decisions should exploit such connec-
tivity statistics to achieve reliability. Link status and rout-
ing information must be maintained in a neighborhood ta-
ble with constant space regardless of cell density. We study
and evaluate link estimator, neighborhood table manage-
ment, and reliable routing protocol techniques. We focus
on a many-to-one, periodic data collection workload. We
narrow the design space through evaluations on large-scale,
high-level simulations to 50-node, in-depth empirical exper-
iments. The most effective solution uses a simple time aver-
aged EWMA estimator, frequency based table management,
and cost-based routing.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks:]: Network
Protocols

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Design, Implementation

Keywords
Sensor Networks, Multihop Routing, Reliability, Link Esti-
mation, Neighborhood Management

1. INTRODUCTION
The routing problem for sensor networks differs substan-

tially from that of traditional ad-hoc wireless networks be-
cause sensor nets typically involve many resource constrained
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nodes that are densely connected by low-power radios and
operate in aggregate over multiple hops to achieve some
application-specific communication pattern. In the more
traditional setting, we typically assume 802.11 links, ab-
stracting away the underlying physical layer and MAC pro-
tocol, and collections of independent pair-wise connections,
abstracting the application. In sensor nets we have the op-
portunity and the requirement to consider a larger design
space, because factors from below and above potentially in-
teract heavily with routing. For example, a basic notion like
shortest path is only well-formed relative to some definition
of a connectivity graph describing which nodes can commu-
nicate over a single hop. For an actual sensor network, the
connectivity graph is discovered by nodes observing commu-
nication events and sharing this information. Moreover, con-
nectivity is not a simple binary relation, but a statement of
the likelihood of successful communication. A nearby node
may be in communication most of the time, but not always,
depending on interference, congestion, and other sources of
loss. Communication may occur less reliably with nodes far
away, but there are many distant nodes and a few of them
are likely to have strong connectivity. Generally, many of
the links are lossy and the loss rate may change dynami-
cally with environmental factors or due to contention aris-
ing from the highly correlated behavior of the application.
Thus, routing algorithms for sensor nets should take into ac-
count these underlying factors and be evaluated in concert
with the lower level estimation mechanisms under realistic
loads.

In this paper, we explore connectivity analysis, neighbor-
hood management, and routing on dense sensor networks
with simple, low-power radios and limited storage. To ground
the application context, we consider a basic data gathering
communication pattern, where a large collection of nodes
route periodically sampled data over multiple hops to an in-
dividual sink. This might be one directed diffusion flow
along a simple gradient or a single selection query. To
ground the hardware and physical configuration factors, we
focus on large sensor fields of Berkeley TinyOS motes [13]
spread roughly as a uniform grid over a large, essentially
unobstructed, indoor space.

Our study is conducted in four stages. Section 2 presents
an empirical characterization of the links experienced on this
platform. We measure the loss rates for many different pairs
of nodes at a range of distances. This yields a model where
both the mean link quality and variance in quality are a



function of distance. For large collections of nodes, this
simple model exhibits qualitatively the irregular connectiv-
ity patterns that have been observed in real deployments [8].

Section 3 investigates simple, efficient estimators for de-
termining these link probabilities. Here, a node can estimate
the quality of the link from other nodes passively by collect-
ing statistics on packets it happens to hear, or by actively
probing. Many link estimators have been proposed for vari-
ous wireless channels and transport protocols, and we want
to identify one that reacts quickly to changes in link rate,
yet is stable with small error or bias, and requires little stor-
age and computation. To explore this subset of the design
space, we employ a synthetic loss rate generator for which
the underlying probability is known. This narrows the op-
tions to a few choices that are examined on empirical traces.
We find that a new exponentially weighted average of win-
dowed averages is most attractive. This option is used for
the remaining simulation and empirical evaluations.

Section 4 explores how to manage a finite, typically small,
neighborhood table in which connectivity and routing infor-
mation is kept. Given the observed link characteristics, we
expect that in a large, dense sensor field, each node will
have a few good neighbors and many low quality links to
other nodes. In order to build an estimation of a link, the
statistical history for the remote node must be in the neigh-
borhood table and it must stay there long enough to obtain
meaningful statistics. Connectivity varies with changes in
environmental conditions and mobility, so when a packet
arrives from a node that is not in the small neighborhood
table, how do we determine whether to allocate a slot to
it and which entry to evict to do so? This problem is re-
lated to on-line frequency determination, where the goal is
to identify the most important entries in a stream using a
buffer that is roughly the size of the entries of interest. We
find that an insertion policy with adaptive down-sampling
and an eviction policy that preserves the most frequently
occurring nodes is able to retain a large fraction of the best
neighbors in the table.

With these mechanisms in place, Section 5 builds a frame-
work for cost-based distributed route formation over the
neighborhood structure and investigates various forms of
shortest-path and minimum transmission routing. In the
case of a single data gathering flow, route formation reduces
to maintaining a next-hop neighbor, or parent, forming a
routing tree directed at the sink. Routing is accomplished
by transmitting data along each such hop toward the sink,
possibly retransmitting packets when losses occur. Underly-
ing issues of parent selection, cost propagation, cycle avoid-
ance, duplication elimination, and queue management are
addressed in formulating the routing framework.

Section 6 evaluates a wide range of routing alternatives
in terms of hop distribution, path reliability, and stability
of the routes on large networks. It proceeds in three levels
of fidelity. To develop intuition on the trade-offs involved,
an initial analysis is performed on probabilistic connectiv-
ity graphs, where the link quality of each edge is selected
from a probability distribution based on empirical charac-
terization. Packet level simulations on 100-node networks
are performed on several routing algorithms to capture ad-
ditional fidelity, dynamic behavior, and contention arising
from aggregate traffic. This analysis narrows the options
that are selected for in-depth empirical evaluation on a 50-
node network in a large indoor space. Each of numerous

empirical runs takes about three hours in a building foyer,
performed during times when pedestrian traffic is low.

Overall, this study provides a wealth of data on the in-
teractions across the system layers involved in the routing
problem for sensor networks, as well as presenting new, sim-
ple routing techniques. It also exhibits an empirical method-
ology for slicing through this very large design space, which
is both application dependent and unconstrained by link-
level standards. Although our evaluation is on stationary
networks, our design is capable of adapting to network dy-
namics, mobility, or obstructions.

2. EMPIRICAL LINK CHARACTERISTICS
The starting point for development of a practical topol-

ogy formation and routing algorithm is an understanding of
the loss behavior of the link under various circumstances.
Previous studies have indicated that radio connectivity is
imperfect and non-uniform, even in ideal settings [3, 4, 8].
Rather than carry along a detailed model of the platform or
the propagation physics, we seek a simple characterization
of the channel that can be used in topology formation.

2.1 Hardware Platform
The hardware platform is the Berkeley Mica mote run-

ning TinyOS. Each sensor node consists a 4MHz Atmel mi-
croprocessor with 128kB of programmable memory and 4kB
of data memory. The network device is a RF Monolithics
916MHz, amplitude shift keying (ASK) RF transceiver, ca-
pable of delivering up to 40 kbps; it emits less than a milli-
watt of RF power [14]. The RF transmit power can be tuned
in software, with 0 being the maximum and 100 being the
minimum. A node can be configured as a base station to
route over standard serial port interface by attaching an ex-
tra hardware board. The base station serves as the traffic
sink. TinyOS [15] provides a programming environment and
a complete network stack on this platform. Its active mes-
sage layer provides a connectionless packet abstraction, with
a normal packet size being about 30 bytes. A DC-balanced
SECDED scheme is used for encoding each byte. A 16-bit
CRC is computed over the entire packet to determine suc-
cessful packet reception. A link-level acknowledgment can
be sent by the receiver for each packet successfully received.
A simple CSMA-based MAC is employed [22]; it adds a ran-
dom delay before listening for an idle channel and backs off
with a random delay over a predefined window when the
channel is busy.

2.2 Empirical Observations
To characterize the empirical link quality on this plat-

form, we measured loss rates between many different pairs
of nodes at many different distances. To do this efficiently a
sequence of sensor nodes is arranged linearly with a spacing
of 2 feet. Each node is scheduled to transmit 200 packets
at a given power level at 8 packets/s; at any time, there is
one transmitter and the remaining nodes count the number
of packets successfully received from the transmitter. Thus,
for a single transmitter, we obtain numerous measurements
at different distances.

Figure 1(a) shows a scatter plot of how link quality varies
over distance for a collection of nodes on the ground in an
open tennis court for a power level of 50. A number of other
settings show analogous structure. As expected, for a given
power setting there is a distance within which essentially all
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(b) After 20 minutes, the sender is moved
from 15 ft to 8 ft from the receiver and re-
mained stationary for four hours.

Figure 1: Empirical results illustrating variations in
reception probability.

nodes have good connectivity. The size of this effective re-
gion increases with transmit power. There is also a point
beyond which essentially all nodes have poor connectivity.
However, very distant nodes occasionally do transfer pack-
ets successfully. In the transitional region between these
points, the average link quality falls off smoothly, but in-
dividual pairs exhibit high variation. Some relatively close
pairs have poor connectivity, while some distant pairs have
excellent connectivity. A fraction of pairs have intermediate
loss rates and asymmetric links are common in the transi-
tional region; similar results have also been reported in [3].

The next question is whether link quality is stable when
nodes are immobile. With a fixed source sending to a re-
ceiver at a given distance, we would like to observe how
link quality changes over time. Figure 1(b) shows a situ-
ation where a transmitter sends 8 packets/s in an indoor
environment for a period of 20 minutes at a distance of 15
feet and then is moved closer to the receiver where it re-
mains stationary for four hours. We see that link quality
can undergo abrupt changes. At each distance the mean
link quality is relatively stable, and intermediate between
the present/absent extremes. Furthermore, there is signif-
icant variation in the instantaneous link quality. For ex-
ample, the link quality exhibits a mean of about 65% with
about 10% swing, using a sample size of 240 packets.

If we apply this link characterization to a large field of
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Figure 2: Cell connectivity of a node in a grid with 8-
foot spacing as generated by our link quality model.

nodes, we expect a small, somewhat irregular region of nodes
that share good connectivity. Some more distant nodes are
expected to also have good connectivity. Many nodes over
a large, very irregular region will have limited, but non-
zero connectivity. Many of the intermediate nodes will have
asymmetric connectivity. This is the behavior observed in
deployments [8]. If all nodes transmit periodically, a node
will receive packets frequently from each of its good neigh-
bors, but it will also receive numerous packets from many
more remote nodes.

These observations suggest a simple means of capturing
probabilistic link behavior in simulations while abstracting
away the complex sources of loss. We compute the mean and
variance in Figure 1(a) to create a link quality model with
respect to distance. For each directed node pair at a given
distance, we associate a link probability based on the mean
and variance extracted from the empirical data, assuming
such variance follows a normal distribution. Each simulated
packet transmission is filtered out with this probability. An
instance showing how this model captures a node’s connec-
tivity cell is shown in Figure 2; it matches well with empirical
observation. This model of link quality is used for all sim-
ulation studies below, allowing more of the design space to
be explored while incorporating some of the most significant
variations observed in practice.

3. LINK ESTIMATION
Individual nodes estimate link quality by observing packet

success and loss events. Higher-level protocols use these es-
timations to build routing structures. We seek to find an
estimator that reacts quickly to potentially large changes in
link quality, yet is stable, has a small memory footprint, and
is simple to compute. Reacting to changes quickly allows
higher-level protocols to adapt to environmental changes
and mobility. However, estimations must also be fairly sta-
ble; if they fluctuate wildly, the routing topology is un-
likely to stabilize and routing problems, such as cycles and
stranded nodes, will be common. The memory footprint of
the estimator must be small, because we have limited storage
in which to represent the neighborhood, and its computa-
tional load should be small, since only limited processing is
available and it costs energy.

For sensor networks, the broadcast nature of the wireless
medium allows passive estimation to be performed simply by
snooping on the channel; losses can be inferred by tracking



the link sequence number in the packets from each source.
Estimation through snooping comes at a cost, since the node
listens for packets that are not necessarily addressed to it,
but in many cases the packets are received anyways. Various
low-power listening mechanisms exist [21] that would enable
snooping at a much lower cost. An alternative approach
is to use received signal strength as an indication of link
quality. However, the use of forward error correction and
uncertainties involved in such measurements suggest that
signal strength can be a poor indicator on link quality [4].
We focus on snooping techniques.

A subtlety in the passive estimation approach is that no
loss information is detected between successful packet re-
ceptions. In particular, if a node disappears, its estimate
should degrade to zero. One resolution of this issue is to as-
sume a minimum data transmission rate for each node, as is
the case in many sensor net applications. This also provides
better interpolation for links with high loss rate.

Passive probing to estimate link quality for wired and
power-rich wireless networks is well established. It is widely
deployed over the Internet in protocols such as Internal Gate-
way Routing Protocol (IGRP) [12] and Enhanced IGRP
(EIGRP) [1]. Link quality is measured as the percent of
packets that arrived undamaged on a link. It is reported
by the network interface hardware or firmware, and is cal-
culated as a moving average. In IGRP, packet loss is not
silent, since each packet comes in on a particular link, with
both sender and receiver known a priori. Incoming packets
are always detected and damaged packets are losses. For
wireless networks, the channel is a broadcast medium and
packets can be damaged or totally missed by the receiver.
Furthermore, the link error dynamics are expected to be
very different for low power wireless radios.

Many link estimation techniques exist [23], so we desired
to test many of the established candidates under conditions
similar to our sensor network. The resource constraints sig-
nificantly limit the amount of processing and storage that
can be used for estimations, so complex techniques, such as
linear regression or Kalman filters, are likely to be imprac-
tical. We studied several simple and efficient candidate es-
timators including: exponentially weighted moving average
(EWMA), moving average, time weighted moving average,
and packet loss/success interval with EWMA. Each of these
estimators has tuning parameters that allow them to be
made either more agile or more stable. We also introduced
a new estimator, window mean with EWMA (WMEWMA).
WMEWMA(t, α) computes an average success rate over a
time period Packets Received in t

max(Packets Expected in t,Packets Received in t)
and

smoothens the average with an EWMA. The tuning param-
eters are t and α, where t is the time window represented in
number of message opportunities and α ∈ [0, 1] controls the
history of the estimator. In each case, a minimum message
rate is assumed and a periodic timer event is provided so the
estimator can infer losses prior to the next packet reception.

To study this relatively large design space systematically,
we created a simple synthetic model that generates link
loss characteristics similar to our empirical traces, i.e., a
Bernoulli loss process between discrete changes to the mean
loss rate. In addition to efficient simulations, the estimator
error is well defined. The leading candidates were also tested
on empirical traces, using the simple EWMA estimator as a
basis for comparison. The details of the link estimator study
can be found in [23].
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Figure 3: WMEWMA(t = 30, α = 0.6) with stable
setting using empirical traces.

We tuned each estimator for two settings: stable and ag-
ile. For stable estimators, we aim to minimize the settling
time, which is the length of time for the estimator to con-
verge within ±10% of the actual value and remain within
this error bound. For agile estimators, we aim to minimize
the mean squared error while meeting a crossing time, i.e.,
requiring that the estimators reach ±10% of the actual value
within 40 packet opportunities. With such tuned estimators,
we compare settling time, crossing time, mean square error,
and coefficient of variance, as well as memory resources and
computational requirement.

Based on this study, we found that WMEWMA performs
best overall. The storage requirement is constant for all tun-
ings. The link quality estimation at both extremes (0% and
100%) is accurate and has a small settling time. The worst
case is when link quality is close to 50%. Figure 3 shows
how WMEWMA performs on an empirical trace with a sta-
ble setting tuned in simulation. It is clear that WMEWMA
tracks the empirical trace fairly well. The degree of over-
shoot and undershoot is higher than the tuning objective of
10% in simulation. This is expected since empirical traces
have larger variances than our simulated traces.

We found that all of the agile estimators yielded poor esti-
mations with large mean square error and variances. There-
fore, agile estimations should only be used to detect signifi-
cant changes of link quality, such as node disappearance.

For stable estimators, we found that decreasing the set-
tling time increases the degree of overshoot and undershoot.
A ±10% noise margin already requires a settling time on the
order of 100 packets. This suggests a limit on how rapidly
routes can adapt to link quality changes, especially when
the message rate is low. Nonetheless, the actual traffic rate
is greater than the data generation rate of a node due to
forwarded traffic, especially near the sink.

Based on this evaluation, we can narrow the design space
and use a stable WMEWMA link estimator underneath the
routing protocols studied below.

4. NEIGHBORHOOD TABLE MANAGEMENT
A node performs neighbor discovery by recording infor-

mation about nodes from which it receives packets, either as
a result of passive monitoring or active probing. Link esti-
mation is used to determine which nodes should be consid-
ered neighbors in the distributed connectivity graph. How-
ever, in a dense network, a node may receive packets from



many more nodes than it can represent in its neighbor ta-
ble. How does a node determine, over time, in which nodes
it should invest its limited neighbor table resources to main-
tain link statistics? The problem is that if a node is not in
the table, there is no place to record the link information, so
there is no way for it build up its link quality and become a
neighbor. Controlling the transmission power to adjust cell
density is often an application-specific or deployment pa-
rameter since it affects overall network hop count, latency,
channel utilization, network lifetime, and quality of links.
For example, [20] adjusts the transmit power to control the
topology and minimize energy required to transport data.

Neighborhood management essentially has three compo-
nents: insertion, eviction, and reinforcement. For each in-
coming packet upon which neighbor analysis is performed,
the source is considered for insertion or reinforcement. If
the source is represented in the table, a reinforcement op-
eration may be performed to keep it there. If the source
is not present and the table is full, the node must decide
whether to discard information associated with the source
or evict another node from the table. We seek to develop a
neighborhood management algorithm that will keep a suf-
ficient number of good neighbors in the table regardless of
cell density. Ultimately, the goodness criteria should reflect
which nodes are most useful for routing. For example, we
would want to discard nodes with low-quality links, as they
are poor routing neighbors. With a link quality distribu-
tion as indicated by Figure 1(a), a node in a field of sensors
will hear from many more weakly connected, distant nodes,
than from well-connected ones. However, a node should hear
from the well-connected nodes more frequently, since few of
their packets are lost. The management algorithm should
prevent the table from being polluted by many low utility
neighbors and allow new valuable neighbors to enter.

This problem has aspects in common with cache manage-
ment and with statistical estimation techniques in databases.
There is a growing body of work in gathering statistics on In-
ternet packet streams using memory much smaller than the
number of distinct classes of packets. Heuristics are used
in [7] to identify a set of most frequently occurring packet
classes. Two algorithms are presented in [10] to identify all
values with frequency of occurrence exceeding a user speci-
fied threshold. A sliding window approach is used in [5] that
can be generalized to estimate statistical information of a
data stream. Finally, [6] showed a simple FREQUENCY al-
gorithm that estimates frequency of Internet packet streams
with limited space. We first consider table management that
seeks to retain a stable subset of high-quality links and then
specialize this approach for routing.

4.1 Neighborhood Management Policy
We focus on passive neighborhood discovery, where nodes

snoop on periodic data messages. Each table entry contains
link estimation and routing data. When a node is evicted
from the table, its link estimation is lost. Insertions are per-
formed if the table is not full, while evictions are performed
only if the table is full.

4.1.1 Insertion Policy
Upon hearing from a non-resident source, we must deter-

mine whether to insert it. No historical information can be
used, since there is no table entry allocated. In some cases
it might be possible to use geographic information or signal

strength associated with the packet, but geographic data
is often absent and does not account for obstructions and
signal strength is highly variable, so we look for a simple
statistical method. The insertion policy should avoid over-
running the neighbor table with a high rate of insertion so
a stable set of neighbors can be established. Probabilistic
down-sampling is the usual technique for controlling inser-
tion rate.

A down-sampling scheme with a fixed probability is sim-
ple, but setting a right value for every node is difficult since
the number of potential neighbors can vary significantly.
We employ an adaptive down-sampling scheme that sets the
probability of insertion to be the ratio of the neighbor table
size, T , to the number of distinct neighbors, N . We assume
that it is possible to only consider periodic messages, such as
beacons, for insertion, so all N neighbors generate a roughly
equal discovery rate. For data collection, we may consider
originating packets and ignore forwarding packets. On av-
erage, at most T entries can be inserted into the table for
every N messages received, giving all nodes a chance to get
established. To estimate N , there exists much prior work in
the database literature to estimate the number of distinct
values over a continuous stream [9]. However, in the case
when periodic beacons are present, we simply count the av-
erage number of beacons received between beacons from a
particular node.

The insertion policy should reinforce good neighbors that
are in the table. We use the sticky policy described in [10].
At insertion time, if the node is already in the table, the
adaptive down-sampling mechanism is bypassed and an ac-
tion is performed to reinforce this node. The specific action
depends on the eviction policy. Finally, the insertion policy
can also take into account other goodness metrics in making
its insertion decision, such preferring potential parents and
children to siblings in the routing graph.

4.1.2 Eviction and Reinforcement Policy
We consider several candidate eviction policies. The sim-

plest approach is merely round robin through the table. No
reinforcement is performed. Drawing on cache management
techniques, we may also consider FIFO, Least-Recently Heard
(LRH), or CLOCK algorithm approximations to LRU. For
FIFO, eviction is based on order of entry, so no reinforce-
ment is performed. For LRH, the resident entry is made
most recently heard. For the CLOCK algorithm, reinforce-
ment sets the reference bit to 1. On eviction, the table is
scanned, clearing reference bits, till an unreferenced entry
is found. A simple policy found in estimating the most fre-
quent values over a stream using limited space is the FRE-
QUENCY algorithm[6]. It keeps a frequency count for each
entry in the table. On insertion, a node is reinforced by
incrementing its count. A new node will be inserted in the
table if there is an entry with a count of zero; otherwise,
the count of all entries is decremented by one and the new
candidate is dropped.

4.2 Evaluation
The management policy should retain as many good neigh-

bors in the table as possible. To evaluate the different poli-
cies, we first measure the yield, i.e., the fraction of good
neighbors that are found in the table more than 75% of the
time. A good neighbor is defined to be a node with link
quality greater than 75%.
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Figure 4: A center node in a 80x80 grid with 4 feet
spacing using our empirical link model can have up
to 207 neighbors with very different link quality dis-
tribution.

The nodes are placed uniformly as a grid. We use the
probabilistic link model for connectivity derived from Fig-
ure 1(a) and simulate each node transmitting 100 packets
with no routing. Using 80x80 grid with 4 feet spacing, so
that the effective region covers nodes within 3 grid points
in either direction, we consider a typical node near the cen-
ter in a dense network. It has 207 potential neighbors, i.e.,
nodes from which it hears at least one packet. Figure 4
shows the link quality distribution of this node’s cell. As
expected, many nodes fall in the transitional distance with
unreliable links. About 30% of the nodes have link quality
greater than 75%. Repeating the study for different grid
spacings shows that this ratio remains roughly constant as
the number of potential neighbors ranges from 20 to 200.

To compare table management policies, we fix the table
size and measure the yield as the node density is increased.
Figure 5 shows how the different policies perform at differ-
ent densities with a table size of 40 entries. As expected, all
policies perform well when the table holds all the potential
neighbors. When the number of good neighbors exceeds the
table size, i.e., when the potential neighbors is three times
the table size, the cache based policies are unable to hold
onto a subset of good neighbors. FREQUENCY retains 20
neighbors, or 50% yield, even at high densities. Further ex-
periments varying the table size show that this policy main-
tains over 30% yield for table sizes ranging from half to three
times the number of good neighbors.

We conclude that FREQUENCY is very effective in main-
taining a subset of good neighbors over a fixed-size table,
even for densities much greater than the table size. For ex-
ample, with a table of 32 entries, this policy yields at least
10 good neighbors at all measured densities.

Besides frequency count, the neighborhood management
policy can also take into account other goodness metrics
in selecting its neighbors such as routing cost, lifetime of
a neighbor, scheduling issues, or aggregation opportunity.
In this study, we take the basic goodness criteria and focus
mostly on the frequency metric. In the evaluation of routing
protocols in Section 6, we augment the route table manage-
ment policy further by taking into account routing cost as
the goodness metric. Basically, we avoid maintaining sibling
nodes (nodes with roughly the same routing cost) since they
are likely to find their own routing paths.
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Figure 5: Number of good neighbors maintainable
at different densities with a table size of 40 entries.

5. ROUTING PROTOCOL
The primary focus of this section is to explore the de-

sign issues for routing protocols that exploit connectivity
determined by lower level link estimations to form a routing
topology. Many wireless routing protocols assume connec-
tivity by hearing certain packets[2, 16, 17, 18, 19]. For exam-
ple, ROUTE REQUEST and ROUTE REPLY messages are
often building blocks for creating a routing structure. How-
ever, Figure 1(a) suggest that long unreliable links are likely
to influence these protocols and result in building paths with
poor end-to-end reliability. On hardware similar to ours, a
flood-based routing protocol, where the source of the first
message heard in each time epoch is chosen as parent, has
been shown at scale to form convoluted trees with many
long and unreliable links [8]. It is essential that the qual-
ity of a link be established before it is selected for routing
and that this selection is not undermined by contention. We
consider connectivity based on link estimation. Various pro-
tocols utilize this information to formulate the specific cost
metrics for which they optimize.

Our study focuses on the data-collection (many-to-one)
routing scenario, as it is the most basic communication pat-
tern for sensor networks and brings forward the issues that
need to be considered in any pattern. We first provide an
overview of our proposed routing protocol framework. We
then discuss several underlying design choices and propose
a set of cost metrics for routing.

5.1 Protocol Implementation Framework
Figure 6 captures the high level interactions of all the

components implementing our routing protocols. Each node
maintains estimates of inbound (reception) link quality. Rout-
ing should be based on outbound (transmission) link, so this
information needs to be propagated back to the neighbors.
The core component is the neighbor table which contains
status and routing entries for neighbors; its fields include
MAC address, routing cost, parent address, child flag, re-
ception (inbound) link quality, send (outbound) link quality,
and link estimator data structures. Below the routing layer,
all packets on the channel are snooped by the estimator,
with insertions controlled by the neighbor table manager.

The routing protocols are distributed distance-vector based
approaches implemented by the parent selection component.
Parent selection is run periodically to identify one of the
neighbors for routing; it may also broadcast (locally) a route
message. The route messages include parent address, esti-
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mated routing cost to the sink, and a list of reception link
estimations of neighbors. When a route message is received
from a node that is resident in the neighbor table, the cor-
responding entry is updated. Otherwise, the neighbor table
manager decides whether to insert the node or drop the up-
date. Data packets originating from the node, i.e., outputs
of local sensor processing, are queued for sending with the
parent as the destination. Incoming data packets are se-
lectively forwarded through the forwarding queue with the
current parent as destination address. The corresponding
neighbor table entry is flagged as a child to avoid cycles
in parent selection. Duplicate forwarding packets are elimi-
nated. When cycles are detected on forwarding packets, par-
ent selection is triggered with the current parent demoted
to break the cycle.

5.2 Underlying Issues
Parent Selection: Many distance-vector based algorithms
can be implemented in this framework, using different cost
metrics to guide routing. The cost of a node is an abstract
measure of distance; it may be number of hops, expected
number of transmissions, or some other estimate of energy
required to reach the sink. When scheduled to run, the
routing algorithm accesses the neighbor table and extracts a
set of potential parents. A neighbor is selected as a potential
parent only if its cost is less than the current cost of the node.
A node may switch to a new parent if one is sufficiently
smaller in cost by some margin than the current parent.
It may also switch to a new parent if the link quality to
the current parent drops below some threshold, if the sink
is unreachable through the current parent, or if a cycle is
detected.

When connectivity to the current parent worsens, its link
estimation will automatically degrade over time, allowing
the selection of a new parent. This is in contrast to tradi-
tional link detection technique found in [17, 18, 19], which
counts the number of transmission failures, and is better
suited to handle semi-lossy links. If connectivity to the cur-
rent parent is lost and no potential parents are available, the
node declares it to have no parent, disjoins from the tree,
and sets its routing cost to infinity.

Rate of Parent Change: Regardless of the routing al-
gorithm, routes can be changed whenever the parent selec-
tion algorithm is scheduled to run. For fast adaptation, it is
tempting to schedule the parent selection component to eval-

uate new routes for every route update received from neigh-
boring nodes. However, a domino effect of route changes is
likely to be triggered across the entire network, especially
when routing costs are very sensitive. To achieve a stable
topology, routes are evaluated on a periodic basis, rather
than upon receiving a route update, except when a cycle is
detected.

Packet Snooping: Given the wireless network is a broad-
cast medium, a lot of information can be extracted by snoop-
ing. Link estimation is one example. At the routing level,
since each node is a router, snooping on forwarding packets
allows a node to learn about all its children, which is use-
ful to prevent cycle formation. Furthermore, snooping on a
neighboring node’s messages is a quick way to learn about
its parent, which decreases the chance of stale information
causing a direct two-hop cycle. The same technique can also
be used to prune children quickly in the case of a network
partition. When a node with an unreachable route receives
a forwarding message from its child, it will NACK by for-
warding the child’s message with a ’NO ROUTE’ address.
All neighboring nodes, including its children, snooping on
this packet can quickly learn about an unreachable route.
In fact, this naturally provides feedback deep down into the
tree, in effect solving the counting-to-infinity problem.

Cycles: For many-to-one routing over relatively stationary
sensor networks, we believe that it is better to use simple
mechanisms to mostly avoid loop formation and to break
cycles when they are detected, rather than to employ heavy
weight protocols with inter-nodal coordination. DSDV [18]
provides an attractive approach to avoid cycles for mobile
networks, but it requires sequence number propagation and
sequence number settling time tuning, which may differ in
each deployment.

We rely on techniques similar to poison-reverse or split-
horizon [11]. By monitoring forwarding traffic and snooping
on the parent address in each neighbor’s messages, neighbor-
ing child nodes can be identified and will not be considered
as potential parents. We only need to maintain this infor-
mation for nodes in the neighbor table. Route invalidation
when a node becomes disjoint from a tree and tree pruning
by ’NACKing’ children’s traffic are used to alleviate stale
information, which leads to cycles.

With these simple mechanisms, cycles may potentially oc-
cur and must be detected. Since each node is a router and a
data source, cycles can be detected quickly when a node in
a loop originates a packet and sees it returning. This mech-
anism works as long as queue management policy avoids
letting forwarding traffic suppress originated traffic. (Oth-
erwise, packets may get stuck in a loop in the middle of a
route without detection.) This level of fairness is an appro-
priate policy in any case. Once a cycle is detected, discard-
ing the parent by choosing a new one or becoming disjoint
from the tree will break it. Alternatively, a Time-To-Live
field can be added, but we did not use it in our evaluation.

Duplicate Packet Elimination: Duplicate packets can be
created upon retransmission when the ACK is lost. Without
duplicate packet elimination, these will be forwarded, possi-
bly causing more retransmissions and more contention, plus
they waste energy. To avoid duplicate packets, the routing
layer at the originating node appends the sender ID and an
originating sequence number in the routing header. To sup-
press forwarding duplicate packets, each parent retains the



most recent originator ID and originating sequence number
in child entries in the neighbor table. This approach relies on
in-order packet delivery during retransmission and assumes
that the neighbor table is able to track children. Alterna-
tively a recent originator cache could be employed[16].

Queue Management: Nodes high in the tree forward
many more messages than they originate. Care must be
taken to ensure that forwarding messages do not entirely
dominate the transmission queue, since it would prevent the
node from originating data and undermine cycle detection.
We separate the forwarding and originating messages into
two queues so that upstream bandwidth is allocated accord-
ing to a fair sharing policy. The policy that we implemented
is very simple. With the assumption that originating data
rate is low compare to that of forwarding messages, we give
priority to originating traffic. For data collection it is possi-
ble to estimate the ratio of forwarding to originating packets
by counting the descendents of each parent, but a general
treatment of fair queuing is beyond the focus of this study.

Relationship to Link Estimation: Link estimation and
routing are not entirely independent. Link failure detection
based on fixed number of consecutive transmission failures
can be ineffective over semi-lossy links. An estimation of the
link quality yields a much better judgment of link failure.
With bi-directional link estimations, routing over asymmet-
ric links can be avoided. The stability and agility of link
estimation can directly affect the stability of the routes and
the rate of route adaptation, especially when the estima-
tions are combined to form a distance metric describing a
path. Therefore, the final tuning of the link estimator must
be done while observing its effect on routing performance.

5.3 Routing Cost Metrics
The traditional cost metric for distance-vector routing is

hop count. In power-rich networks with highly reliable links,
retransmissions are infrequent and hop count adequately
captures the underlying cost of packet delivery to the des-
tination. However, with lossy links, as found in many sen-
sor networks, link-level retransmission is critical for reliable
transport, as each hop may require one or more retransmis-
sions to compensate for the lossy channel. If link quality
is not considered in route selection, the real cost of packet
delivery can be much larger than the hop count. Neverthe-
less, shortest path routing can still be useful in unreliable
networks, given that poor links are filtered out from route
selections. A simple technique is to apply shortest path
routing only to links that have estimated link quality above
a predetermined threshold. This has an effect of increasing
the depth of the network, since reliable links are likely to
be shorter. However, cell density and physical deployment
may result in a connectivity graph where the set of above-
threshold links fail to connect the network.

With links of varying quality, a longer path with fewer
retransmissions may be better than a shorter path with
many retransmissions. An alternative approach is to use
the expected number of transmissions along the path as the
cost metric for routing. That is, the best path is the one
that minimizes the total number of transmissions (includ-
ing retransmissions) in delivering a packet over potentially
multiple hops to the destination. We call this the Mini-
mum Transmission (MT) metric. In considering the ex-
pected number of transmissions of a link, it is important

to determine link quality for both directions since losing
an acknowledgment would also trigger a useless retransmis-
sion. For each link the MT cost is estimated by the prod-
uct 1

link qualityforward
x 1

link qualitybackward
, which is also pro-

posed in [4]. The distance-vector algorithm computes over-
all cost of a path in the same manner as hop count with
these weighted hops. In addition to optimizing for some-
thing closer to the true cost, MT eliminates the need for
predetermined link thresholds. However, the stability of MT
routing is potentially an issue, since the MT metric utilizes
link estimations in a non-linear fashion. Thus, for MT a
substantial noise margin should be used in parent selection
to enhance stability.

Another cost metric is path reliability, which is a product
of link qualities along the path. It is used in [24] to optimize
end-to-end success rate without link retransmission. It has
a tendency to yield long paths. We do not study this metric
as our protocols take advantage of link retransmissions.

6. EVALUATION
Having established the framework for concrete implemen-

tations of a variety of routing protocols and the underlying
building blocks, this section seeks to compare and evaluate
a suite of distance-vector routing protocols in the context of
data collection over a large field of networked sensors. We
proceed through three levels of evaluation. The ideal be-
havior of these protocols, with perfect link estimation and
no traffic effects, is assessed on large (400 node) networks
using a simple analysis of network graphs with link qual-
ities obtained from our probabilistic link characterization.
The dynamics of the estimations and the protocols is then
captured in abstract terms using a packet-level simulator. A
wide range of protocols is investigated on 100-node networks
under simulation. This narrows the set of choices and sheds
light on key factors. The best protocols are then tested on
real networks of 50 nodes in greater detail.

6.1 Protocols
The set of routing protocols under evaluation include:

I Shortest Path (SP and SP(t)) protocols are the
conventional distance-vector approach where each node
picks a minimum hop-count neighbor and sets its hop-
count to one greater than its parent. For SP a node is
a neighbor if a packet is received from it. For SP(t) a
node is a neighbor if its link quality exceeds threshold
t. Thus, shortest path routing is performed within a
sub-graph of high quality links. Based on Figure 1(a),
we consider two values for t. With t = 70%, we consider
only links in the effective region, while leaving a signifi-
cant noise margin for the estimators. With t = 40%, we
allow most of the good links in the transitional region,
resulting in larger, less regular cells.

II Minimum Transmission (MT) uses the protocol de-
scribed in Section 5 with the expected number of trans-
missions as its cost metric. Since the cost is built upon
estimations, to enhance stability, a new path is used if
the new cost is lesser by a noise margin.

III Broadcast is a naive flooding based protocol. The root
periodically floods the network; a node chooses a parent
based on the source address of the first flooding message



that it receives in each epoch. The broadcast protocol
essentially captures reverse path routing as found in
protocols such as DSR [17].

IV Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV)
uses destination based sequence numbers to avoid cycle
formation [18]. We adopt DSDV into our framework
and preserve the essence of the protocol; parent is cho-
sen based on the ’freshest’ sequence number from the
root while maintaining a minimum hop count when pos-
sible. Similar to SP, DSDV ignores link quality and con-
siders all nodes it hears as neighbors. Since our DSDV
protocol evaluates routes on a periodic basis, except
when a node is disjoint from the network, we naturally
support sequence number settling for DSDV. A fixed
number of consecutive packet losses to the next hop is
used for link failure detection. When link failure is de-
tected, a node is disjoint from the network and declares
route unreachable to its neighbor over periodic route
messages and originated traffic.

6.2 Evaluation Metrics
We define four important metrics for evaluating the per-

formance of these protocols.

I Hop Distribution measures routing depth of nodes
throughout the network, which reflects both end-to-end
latency and energy usage.

II Path Reliability is the product of link quality along
the path from each node in the network. It approx-
imates the end-to-end reliability of a routing path in
the absence of retransmission.

III End-to-End Success Rate is the number of packets
received at the sink for a node divided by the num-
ber originated. A maximum number of link retransmis-
sions is performed at each hop. Losing packets before
reaching the sink not only wastes energy and network
resources, but also degrades the quality of application.
Another subtle issue is fairness. Nodes far away from
the sink are likely to have a lower end-to-end success
rate than nodes that are close. The breakdown of suc-
cess rate by hop or distance should show this behavior.

IV Stability measures the total number of route changes
in the network over a period of time, which indicates
the stability of the routing topology. A stable topology
should make higher-level operations, such as scheduling
or aggregation, easier to design and implement.

6.3 Network Graph Analysis
The first method of evaluation is graph analysis. Given

a static, connectivity graph with probabilistic link qualities
of all edges derived from inter-node distance, we compute
optimal trees for each routing algorithm based on different
cost metrics. We only consider SP, SP(t), and MT since
only the cost metrics, rather than the means of determin-
ing them, matter at this level of analysis. Without packet
level dynamics, only hop distribution and path reliability are
meaningful. Nonetheless, this high level analysis enables us
to explore large scale networks; given perfect information, it
also establishes optimistic bounds on routing costs.

We analyze a network of 400 nodes, organized as a 20x20
grid with 8 feet spacing. The sink node is placed at the
corner to maximize network depth. Connectivity informa-
tion is derived from data shown in Figure 1(a). Without the
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Figure 7: Graph analysis results for a 400 node net-
work with 8 feet grid size.

±10% estimation error due to perfect information, we study
SP (50%) instead of 40%.

Figure 7(a) shows the hop-count distribution for four pro-
tocols. SP yields a very shallow network, while the rest yield
deeper networks with wider hop distribution. With most
nodes being 2 and 3 hops away from the root in a network
of 160-foot extent, many of the links must cover 40 to 50
feet. This suggests they are at the border of the transitional
and clear region of Figure 1(a) and have very low quality.

Figure 7(b) shows the path reliability for these protocols.
Indeed, reliability for SP drops below 5% for nodes of dis-
tance greater than 50 feet. Protocols that utilize link qual-
ity estimates yield much higher path reliability by taking
more, higher quality hops. SP(70%) only considers links in
the effective region. The lowest path reliability for two and
three hop in SP(70%) is (0.7)2 = 49% and (0.7)3 = 34.3%.
SP(50%) takes advantage of links in the transitional region
for fewer, longer hops, but reliability is hindered as a result.
MT takes reliability into account and performs best with-
out the need to set a threshold. This higher path reliability
comes with a tradeoff of a slightly higher hop count for MT,
as shown in Figure 7(a).

6.4 Packet Level Simulations
We turn to packet level simulations to further understand

the dynamic behavior of the routing protocols and their in-
teractions with link estimation and neighbor table manage-
ment. We built a custom discrete time, event-driven net-
work simulator in MATLAB and implemented the current



network stack found in the TinyOS sensor node operating
system. The low level details of retransmissions and me-
dia access are captured by the simulator, while the radio
connectivity model is based on Figure 1(a).

To capture the effect of collisions, we performed an empir-
ical study similar to that in Section 2 using three nodes at a
time (a sender, a receiver, and a collider that also transmits)
at various distances. In general, noticeable interference is
observed only if a collider is within the transitional region
of the receiver. Almost no reception is possible if the col-
lider is within the effective region of the receiver. We use
the following model to approximate this behavior in simula-
tion. Assume pi,j is the probability of successful reception
for node i to receive j’s message. Let node b be the receiver
and node a be the sender. The probability for b to receive a’s
message given there are k colliders equals pb,a∗

∏
i∈k 1−pb,i.

We use this simulator to analyze a 100-node network,
placed as a 10x10 grid with 8 foot spacing, with the sink
node located at the lower left corner of the grid. The sim-
ulation time for each experiment is 2000 seconds. Each
node offers a load of periodic traffic at 10s/data packet and
20s/route packet. For protocols that utilize link estimations,
WMEWMA is used with stable settings. We simulated all
the protocols, except SP, since graph analysis has shown its
poor performance confirming our experience in practice. For
MT, we additionally consider the effect of using the FRE-
QUENCY algorithm to manage a neighbor table of only
twenty entries. We call this case MTTM. Other cases use a
table large enough to hold all neighbors.

Figure 8 shows the resulting hop distributions. These
agree with graph analysis fairly well considering that this
network has half the physical extent in each dimension of
that used in graph analysis. SP(40%), Broadcast, and DSDV
all have a tight distribution, but wider than SP in graph
analysis. SP(70%) and MT yield wider spreads in hop dis-
tribution and generally take more hops. For DSDV, about
15% of the nodes have no routes or infinite hops at the end of
the simulation; these nodes have become disjoint from the
network as a result of link failures or unreachable routes.
Without link quality information, long, unreliable links are
likely to be selected for routing and these are likely to ex-
perience link failures, causing nodes and their children to
become disjoint from the network.

Figure 9 shows the average actual path reliability obtained
by accumulating the link qualities of each packet that moves
through the network. The top graph includes the proto-
cols that utilize only high quality links in route formation.
These yield relatively high path reliability even at 100 feet.
The differences are much smaller than those under graph
analysis. This appears because variations in link estimation
eliminate some of the long, unstable links in SP(70%).

Although SP(40%) exploits link estimates in determining
the next hop, a higher tolerance of lossy link yields poor
performance similar to DSDV and Broadcast, as indicated in
the lower graph. Protocols having similar hop distributions
yield similar path reliability over distance; a higher majority
hop count yields higher path reliability over distance.

Figure 10 shows the stability over time of the routing
structures due to stochastic variations in packet loss and
the associated estimation error. Broadcast and DSDV are
highly unstable. Broadcast is unstable because its parent se-
lection mechanism is opportunistic. DSDV suffers because
poor links trigger link failure detection, which cause nodes
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Figure 8: Hop distribution from simulations.
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Figure 9: Path reliability over distance from simu-
lations.

to join and disjoin from a tree. The other protocols yield
stable routing trees. MTTM is the most stable because the
number of alternative parents in the neighbor table is re-
duced, while still presenting some good parents.

Figure 11 shows that given a maximum of two link layer
retransmissions, end-to-end success rate is close to 90% for
protocols that utilize high quality links. SP(40%) suffers
non-negligible packet loss. DSDV suffers from nodes joining
and disjoining from the network, while Broadcast performs
very poorly even with retransmissions.

In all of the simulation runs, no cycles occurred. Further-
more, MTTM yields no significant difference in overall per-
formance; it maintains an adequate number of good choices
for route formation to succeed.

6.5 Empirical Study of a Sensor Field
Our simulation results allow us to further narrow down

our evaluation space and focus on SP(40%), SP(70%), and
MT in realistic settings. We implement these protocols and
the WMEWMA link estimator on the TinyOS platform.
Our first realistic test-bed is a 50-node network placed as a
5x10 grid with 8 foot spacing in the the foyer of the Hearst
Mining building on the UC Berkeley campus. The nodes
are placed on cups 3 inches above the ground, since ground
reflection can significantly hinder the range of these radios.
The sink node is placed in the middle of the short edge of
the grid to avoid the potential interference from the metal
building supports at the corners of the grid. It is attached to
a laptop computer over a serial port interface for data collec-
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Figure 10: Stability from simulations.
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Figure 11: End-to-End success rate over distance
from simulations.

tion. A typical run lasts about three hours and is performed
at night when pedestrian traffic is low.

We found that to set the radio transmission power levels
appropriately and to understand behavior of the protocols,
we had to repeat the connectivity vs. distance study of
Figure 1(a) in this indoor setting. We deployed a 10-node
line topology network diagonally across the foyer with 8 foot
inter-node spacing. To have several hops while preserving
good neighbor connectivity, we wanted to find the lowest
power setting such that the effective region would cover the
grid spacing. Figure 12 shows the reliability scatter plot for
a low transmit power setting. The fall off is more complex,
presumably due to various multipath effects, even though
the space is quite open. At 8 feet, most of the links are above
90%. It is apparent that a significant number of reliable,
long links exists, with a few of them covering more than
half of the network extent.

We performed the data collection experiments with this
power setting for SP(70%), SP(40%), and MT. The max-
imum number of link retransmissions is two. The link es-
timator setting for WMEWMA is (t = 30, α = 0.5). We
used a neighbor table size of 30 in all our 50-node exper-
iments. The traffic load is 30s/data packet and 60s/route
packet per node. To expedite the warm up phase of the es-
timator, the route update rate is 10s/route packet for the
first 10 minutes. We also explore effect of tripling the data
rate and route update rate on MT, without any rate control,
to deliberately drive the network into congestion.

Figure 13(a) shows the hop distribution for SP(40%) and
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Figure 12: Indoor reception probability of all links
of a network in a line topology at low transmit power
setting (70) in the foyer.

MT. SP(70%) is not shown because it failed to construct
a viable routing tree. The distributions for SP(40%) and
MT are quite similar and both surprisingly shallow, given
that the transmission strength was set to just cover the grid
spacing. Also MT is the shallower of the two, unlike in sim-
ulation. To see why this occurs, a contour plot of hop-count
over the grid is shown in Figure 13(b). The sink node is
located at (1,3). Three nodes in column 9 are at one hop,
even though nodes in column 6 are at three hops. These are
long, stable links with good connectivity. Similarly, nodes
in column 4 are at 1 hop, while nodes in column 3 are at 2
hops. This contour plot represents an aggregation of evolv-
ing routing tree over the run of the experiment, so the nodes
in column 9 are usually at the first level of the tree and the
nodes at (3,6) and (3,7) are generally deep in the tree, but
their parents may be neighbors in any direction.

For the congested case, we see a reduction in reliability of
links in the upstream direction, causing more nodes to take
more hops. The curve for MT Congested shifts to the right.

To see why SP(70%) fails to form a routing tree, even
though Figure 12 suggests that average link quality to neigh-
boring nodes should be around 90%, we had each node in-
clude link estimates to and from the parents under MT in
its data packets. These average estimations are shown in
Figure 14. (This information is not available for SP(70%)
because few nodes could deliver information.) Similar data
is also observed for SP(40%). They vary right around 70%,
for all nodes whose next hop is not the sink node. (For
nodes connected to the sink, the upward link is much less
reliable than the downward link.) When interference from
other traffic is present, the average link quality decreases.
The threshold in SP(70%) is no longer sufficient to main-
tain a connected subgraph.

SP(40%) experiences a similar thresholding problem at
high data rates that cause the network to become congested.
We observed that congestion prunes the tree built by SP(40%)
due to the link quality dropping below the threshold. Pack-
ets are not forwarded, reducing the contention; SP(40%)
rebuilds the network as congestion goes away and this cycle
repeats. MT avoids these problems by picking the best avail-
able paths, without an arbitrary threshold. Notice also that
by tracking the link quality, routing protocols can success-
fully avoid routing over asymmetrical links. The rest of the
study only focuses on SP(40%), MT, and MT Congested.
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Figure 13: Hop count analysis for indoor 50-node
field.

Figure 15 shows the end-to-end success rate versus dis-
tance of MT and SP(40%). MT delivers roughly 80% of
the originated data consistently throughout the sensor field.
This indicates that each of the underlying components of the
protocol, including link estimation, parent management and
queue management are working together effectively. The
success rate of SP(40%) is lower, but is still much more ro-
bust than the simulations would suggest. Even though this
protocol considers links that are estimated at 40%, it ap-
pears that many of the links it chooses are in fact of much
higher quality.

To further test the robustness of MT, we examine its be-
havior under a high enough load to cause substantial con-
gestion in the network. At 3 times the data origination and
route update rate, the success rate drops to roughly 50%.
The network is delivering 1.4 times the absolute data rate
to the sink. Even under congestion, the success rate is only
slightly impacted by distance and network depth.

The average number of link retransmissions per packet de-
livered to the base station is about 1 along the entire path
for MT, SP(40%), and MT Congested. With the average
next hop link quality of 70%, we would expect a higher data
success rate. To probe this issue further we extracted the
link quality for nodes sending to the base station throughout
the run. The quality in sending to the base station is only
50% and drops to 40% for the congested case. This can be
seen in Figure 14; nodes 16 and 25 are depth 1 most of the
time and exhibit a low parent link quality. We have previ-
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Figure 15: End-to-end success rate over distance in
the foyer.

ously observed on this platform that traffic over the serial
port reduces quality of RF reception at the base station.

To see the effect on nodes deeper in the network, we exam-
ine a three-hop node and look at the difference between its
estimated number of transmissions to reach the base station
and the number of transmissions that actually occurred for
packets that arrive at the base station. With the estimated
number of transmissions being six, one retransmission is ex-
pected on average on each hop of a three-hop path. However,
the packets that reached the base station only experience one
retransmission along the entire path. This suggests that two
retransmissions per hop are ineffective in moving the packet
along the path. With a maximum of three retransmissions
per hop, the end-to-end success rate is greater than 90%.

Our data also shows that the cost of the path, which is
composed of three different link estimations over three hops,
is very stable. The fluctuations are ±1, which suggests
they are changes in hop count. This data supports that
our WMEWMA estimator performs well on real networks.

Figure 16 shows the stability of routing tree with MT
and MT Congested. For MT after an early formation stage,
the network is fairly stable. However, we see a substantial
change about every 1,000 seconds. The stability of SP(40%),
not shown, is similar to MT. MT Congested exhibits much
greater instability. It does operate at three times the data
rate and route update rate, so the time-scale is effectively
compressed, but the underlying cause of the volatility is the
fluctuations of link quality due to contention. We return
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foyer.

to this issue below in analyzing more detailed results from
another test-bed.

In all of our experiments, no cycles were detected, suggest-
ing that simple cycle avoidance mechanisms are sufficient for
relatively immobile networks. The policy on multiplexing
between originating traffic and forwarding traffic appears to
be a smaller factor in these experiments, as the forwarding
queues in all the nodes are almost empty. Furthermore, even
at this low power setting, the number of potential neigh-
bors is quite large. For example, the base station ended up
recording twenty six neighbors, which is half the network.
This reinforces the need for neighborhood management.

6.6 Irregular Indoor Network
We repeated a similar set of experiments with 30 nodes

scattered around an indoor office space of 1,000 ft2. We did
not perform any a priori analysis of connectivity and dis-
tance relationship in this environment. We simply placed
nodes on handy spots and set the transmit power to max-
imum. Although this is a smaller scale network, the office
test-bed provides a back channel that allows us to periodi-
cally archive information within each node.

In this setting, SP(70%) also failed to form a routing tree.
Figure 17 shows the end-to-end success rate of the algo-
rithms. MT can achieve 90% success rate over six hops,
with an average of 1 retransmission. SP(40%) performed
the same, with an average of 1.3 retransmissions. The ac-
tual results are also not too different between the protocols.
MT Congested has a sharp drop on end-to-end success rate
and has almost 0% from a 6 hop node.

To understand the dynamics due to congestion, we exam-
ine how link estimations over the same pair of nodes behave
differently under different channel utilization in Figure 18.
The estimation under congested traffic is unstable due to
interference from collisions and hidden node problems. Pe-
riods of contention lower the estimation quite significantly.
This creates global instability on the routing tree as it at-
tempts to adapt; such behavior is captured in Figure 19.
This is consistent with the congested behavior that we ob-
served in the open foyer experiments.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This study has shown that link quality estimation and

neighborhood management are essential to and tightly cou-
pled with reliable routing in sensor networks. WMEWMA is
a simple, memory efficient link estimator that reacts quickly,
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Figure 17: End-to-end success rate versus hop in an
office environment.
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Figure 18: Link estimation of a node to its neighbor
over time in an office environment.

yet is stable enough for path characterization in cost-based
routing. The FREQUENCY algorithm performs well in
maintaining a subset of good neighbors in a constrained
neighbor table regardless of cell density. Minimum expected
transmissions is an effective metric for cost-based routing,
it does not require a predefined link quality threshold and
is robust under varying connectivity characteristics. The
combination of these techniques has been shown empirically
to yield high end-to-end success rate in sizable networks on
a resource-constrained platform. This study focuses on a
data collection workload using the Mica platform, but the
techniques and the methodology are relevant to many other
communication patterns and to other platforms.

Our empirical study crosses several system layers and il-
lustrates interactions among global network structure, high-
level protocols, and the underlying low-level issues. The
empirical data should shed light on application deployment
by illustrating the tradeoffs among transmit power, inter-
nodal spacing for data sampling, average and maximum
network hop count, and overall network load. We delib-
erately put the network into congestion in our study, but
effective methods, such as [22], exists to alleviate such is-
sues in practice. Although new generations of radios will
have different connectivity characteristics from the one that
we sampled, the observed three-region structure is expected
to persist; link estimation, neighborhood table management,
and reliability-based cost metrics are likely to remain as core
underlying issues for reliable routing in sensor networks.
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ABSTRACT
Wireless sensor networks promise fine-grain monitoring in
a wide variety of environments. Many of these environ-
ments (e.g., indoor environments or habitats) can be harsh
for wireless communication. From a networking perspec-
tive, the most basic aspect of wireless communication is the
packet delivery performance: the spatio-temporal charac-
teristics of packet loss, and its environmental dependence.
These factors will deeply impact the performance of data
acquisition from these networks.

In this paper, we report on a systematic medium-scale
(up to sixty nodes) measurement of packet delivery in three
different environments: an indoor office building, a habitat
with moderate foliage, and an open parking lot. Our findings
have interesting implications for the design and evaluation of
routing and medium-access protocols for sensor networks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless
communication; C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Perfor-
mance attributes, Measurement techniques

General Terms
Measurement, Experimentation

Keywords
Low power radio, Packet loss, Performance measurement

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication has the reputation of being no-

toriously unpredictable. The quality of wireless communica-
tion depends on the environment, the part of the frequency
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spectrum under use, the particular modulation schemes un-
der use, and possibly on the communicating devices them-
selves. Communication quality can vary dramatically over
time, and has been reputed to change with slight spatial
displacements. All of these are true to a greater degree for
ad-hoc (or infrastructure-less) communication than for wire-
less communication to a base station. Given this, and the
paucity of large-scale deployments, it is perhaps not surpris-
ing that there have been no medium to large-scale measure-
ments of ad-hoc wireless systems; one expects measurement
studies to reveal high variability in performance, and one
suspects that such studies will be non-representative.

Wireless sensor networks [5, 7] are predicted on ad-hoc
wireless communications. Perhaps more than other ad-hoc
wireless systems, these networks can expect highly variable
wireless communication. They will be deployed in harsh,
inaccessible, environments which, almost by definition will
exhibit significant multi-path communication. Many of the
current sensor platforms use low-power radios which do not
have enough frequency diversity to reject multi-path prop-
agation. Finally, these networks will be fairly densely de-
ployed (on the order of tens of nodes within communica-
tion range). Given the potential impact of these networks,
and despite the anecdotal evidence of variability in wireless
communication, we argue that it is imperative that we get
a quantitative understanding of wireless communication in
sensor networks, however imperfect.

Our paper is a first attempt at this. Using up to 60 Mica
motes, we systematically evaluate the most basic aspect of
wireless communication in a sensor network: packet delivery.

Particularly for energy-constrained networks, packet de-
livery performance is important, since that translates to net-
work lifetime. Sensor networks are predicated using low-
power RF transceivers in a multi-hop fashion. Multiple
short hops can be more energy-efficient than one single hop
over a long range link. Poor cumulative packet delivery per-
formance across multiple hops may degrade performance of
data transport and expend significant energy. Depending
on the kind of application, it might significantly undermine
application-level performance. Finally, understanding the
dynamic range of packet delivery performance (and the ex-
tent, and time-varying nature of this performance) is impor-
tant for evaluating almost all sensor network communication
protocols.

We study packet delivery performance at two layers of
the communication stack (Section 3). At the physical-layer
and in the absence of interfering transmissions, packet de-



livery performance is largely a function of the environment,
the particular physical layer coding scheme, and perhaps
individual receiver characteristics. We place a simple lin-
ear topology, with a single sender, in three different envi-
ronments: an office building, a local habitat, and an open
parking lot. For these three environments, we study the effi-
cacy of packet delivery under different transmit powers and
physical layer codings.

At the medium access layer, interfering transmissions con-
tribute to poor packet delivery performance. Many MAC
layers contain mechanisms, such as carrier sense and link-
layer retransmissions, to counteract these effects. We study
the efficacy of such mechanisms in our three environments
discussed above.

Our measurements (Sections 4 and 5) uncover a variety
of interesting phenomena. There are heavy tails in the dis-
tributions of packet loss, both at the physical layer and at
the MAC layer. In our indoor experiments at the physical
layer, for example, fully half of the links experienced more
than 10% packet loss, and a third more than 30%. At the
physical layer, this variability can be characterized by the
existence of a gray area within the communication range
of a node: receivers in this gray area are likely to experi-
ence choppy packet reception, and in some environments,
this gray area is almost a third of the communication range.
The gray area is also distinguished by significant variabil-
ity in packet reception over time. Relatively sophisticated
physical layer coding schemes are able to mask some of the
variability, but with a loss in bandwidth efficiency. At the
MAC layer, link-layer retransmissions are unable to reduce
the variability; packet losses at the MAC layer also exhibit
heavy tails. Moreover, the efficiency of the MAC layer is low:
50% to 80% of communication energy is wasted in overcom-
ing packet collisions and environmental effects. Finally, in
our harsher environments, nearly 10% of the links exhibit
asymmetric packet loss.

Taken together, this appears to paint a somewhat pes-
simistic picture of wireless communication for sensor net-
works. However, we contend that there might be a sim-
ple set of mechanisms that can greatly improve packet de-
livery in the environments that sensor networks are tar-
geted for. Such topology control1 mechanisms would care-
fully (i.e., through measurement of actual performance) dis-
card poorly performing neighbors or neighbors to whom
asymmetric links exist. This represents a departure from
traditional lower-layer design, where decisions are made at
packet granularity (collision avoidance using RTS/CTS or
link-layer retransmissions). At least for static (non-mobile)
sensor networks, because pathological loss performance de-
pends upon spatial positioning (cf. our gray area), it is
meaningful to make decisions at the granularity of links to
neighbors.

2. RELATED WORK
There is very little work that has extensively evaluated

packet delivery performance on dense ad hoc wireless sen-
sors. Woo et al. [23] examine a packet loss trace between

1Our use of this term is slightly different from its use in the
literature. Topology control in the ad-hoc context has meant
the adaptation of transmit powers to enable higher spatial
reuse [17], and some sensor networks work has used this
term to denote mechanisms that selectively turn off nodes
to reduce density and/or increase lifetime [24, 3, 2].

a pair of motes to construct packet loss models to evalu-
ate link quality estimators. Zhao et al. [26] describe results
from a measurement on a testbed of 26 motes and show the
existence of links with high packet loss and link asymmetry.
Most related to our work is that of Ganesan et al. [6], where
packet loss is studied on a large-scale (approximately 180
motes) testbed grid on an unobstructed parking lot. That
research also focuses on the loss and asymmetry of packet
delivery at both the link layer and the MAC layer. In this
paper, our study of packet delivery performance has more
control of the topology that allows us to more carefully ex-
amine spatial and temporal characteristics. Moreover, our
study examines packet delivery performance in harsher en-
vironments (indoor and habitat). We also examine different
physical-layer encoding schemes and a wider variety of per-
formance characteristics.

Measurements of infrastructure based wireless networks
have been studied in [13, 21]. However, those studies fo-
cus more on the patterns of user mobility and their impact
on traffic. Maltz et al. [15] describes a full scale testbed
constructed for studying ad-hoc routing protocols. More re-
cently, De Couto et al. [4] finds high variability in link qual-
ity, both on a wireless local network and a roof-top radio
frequency network. They argue the given such variability,
the widely accepted shortest path routing criterion is not
enough. This class of measurement work is clearly comple-
mentary to ours since it focuses on a different kind of radio
environment and different deployment densities than ours.

Finally, signal strength measurement has been used to
understand different aspects of radio propagation proper-
ties such as modeling path loss for in-door environment [20].
The SpotON system [8] measures signal strength from low
power radio transceivers to improve precision in localization
systems. Our measurements of signal strengths are comple-
mentary, designed to examine the efficacy of signal strength
estimation as an indication of link quality.

3. OVERVIEW, METRICS AND METHOD-
OLOGY

In this paper, we take a first step towards understand-
ing the performance of wireless communication in environ-
ments and at the densities that we expect sensor networks
to be deployed. The primary aspect of wireless communi-
cation performance of interest to us is packet delivery per-
formance. More precisely, our primary measure of perfor-
mance is packet loss rate (the fraction of packets that were
transmitted within a time window, but not received) or its
complement, the reception rate.

There are many, many factors that govern the packet de-
livery performance in a wireless communication system: the
environment, the network topology, the traffic patterns and,
by extension, the actual physical phenomena that trigger
node communication activity. It is difficult to isolate these
phenomena in order to study the impact of different factors
on packet delivery performance. Rather, we take a some-
what mechanistic view in this paper, and look at the packet
delivery performance at two different layers in the network-
ing stack: the physical layer and the medium-access layer.

We do this in a systematic fashion, in the sense that we
exert some control over network topology, traffic generation,
and the timing and duration of our experiments. Our exper-
iments are not entirely controlled, however, since our mea-
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ments I

surements are subject to external factors, such as vagaries
in the environment. This is deliberate, since (at least in
part), we wish to understand how environmental factors af-
fect communication.

Given our goal of understanding packet delivery in sensor
networks, we employ a commonly-used sensor network plat-
form: the Mica mote [10], its RF Monolithics radio [19], and
the networking stack as implemented in TinyOS [9]. Clearly,
this is a moving target; as the platform continues to evolve,
the radio and the various protocols will continue to change.
We address this by not making fine distinctions that could
be invalidated by incremental improvements in the existing
platform, and by pointing out which of our observations are
likely to be affected by changes in technology.

In the following subsections, we discuss these experiments
in a bit more detail.

3.1 Packet Delivery at the Physical Layer
The physical layer of most wireless networking stacks has

two simple functions: framing and bit error detection or
correction. These two functions are affected by many differ-
ent factors. First, environmental characteristics can cause
multi-path signal reception, or signal attenuation. Second,
the spatial separation between sender and receiver can de-
termine the received signal strength. Finally, minor varia-
tions in receiver and sender circuitry or in battery levels can
adversely affect these functions of the physical layer.

To measure packet delivery at the physical layer, we use
the following general setup. We place approximately sixty
nodes in a chain topology. The precise pattern of node sep-
aration in this chain topology is discussed later. There is a
single sender: the node at the head of the chain sends out
a message periodically, and all other nodes receive. This
simple setup measures the impact of the environment and
the spatial separation between sender and receiver. It does
not measure individual receiver or sender diversity; in fact,
we are interested in the collective behavior or distributions
of performances. We show that these distributions are not
qualitatively affected by sender or receiver variations (we do
this by permuting the physical setup).

We then place this setup in, and take measurements from,
three different environments: an office building, a natural
habitat, and an empty parking lot. The first two have been
proposed as target environments for sensor networks, and
the last represents a relatively benign environment that pro-
vides some calibration and context for our results.

With this setup, we can study several interesting ques-

tions: How does packet loss vary across environments? What
is the spatial dependence on packet loss behavior? How
are environmental effects and spatial dependence masked
by different physical coding (error correction and detection)
schemes? Are there spatial correlations in packet delivery?
What are the temporal characteristics in packet delivery?

Note that even with such a carefully defined methodology,
we will have only obtained a few data points on packet deliv-
ery performance. We do not claim that our experiments or
our environments or the particular conditions under which
we conducted our experiments are “typical” in any way. But
we are fairly confident that our experimental conditions were
not pathological either; we repeated some of our experiments
at different times and did not observe any qualitative differ-
ences in our results. If anything, the actual behavior of these
environments is likely to be worse than that reported in the
paper, since we were careful to choose quiet times (e.g., late
nights in the indoor environment) for experimentation.

3.2 Packet Delivery at the MAC Layer
The medium-access layer has two functions2 that impact

packet delivery performance: arbitrating access to the chan-
nel, and (optionally) some simple form of error detection.
In addition to factors that impact the physical layer, and
hence the performance of medium-access, two factors affect
the medium-access layer. First, the application workload
(and, in the case of sensor networks, the sensed environ-
ment) determines the traffic generated by nodes and hence
the efficacy of channel access. Second, the topology (or,
equivalently, the spatial relationship between nodes) affects
how many nodes might potentially contend for the channel
at a given point in time.

To understand packet delivery performance as observed
at the MAC layer, we use the following general setup. We
place sixty nodes in a somewhat ad-hoc fashion, but at den-
sities that we expect of sensor network deployments. Each
node periodically generates a message destined to one of its
neighbors; the periodicity of this message generation defines
an artificial workload. We then place this setup in three en-
vironments as before, and measure several aspects of packet
delivery performance.

The particular medium-access layer we choose is the de-
fault MAC that is implemented in TinyOS (henceforth called

2Other functions, such as node addressing, are orthogonal
to the performance of packet delivery. Many traditional
medium-access layers are also interested in fairness, a sub-
ject we do not evaluate in this paper.



the TinyOS MAC). It incorporates a simple collision avoid-
ance scheme, and has a link-layer acknowledgment scheme
to which we added a retransmission mechanism that enables
us to study the efficacy of link-layer error recovery. Of this
MAC, we then ask the following questions: What is the over-
all packet delivery performance observed by the applications
upon MAC layer? Given such a density, what is capability of
the MAC layer deal with interference introduced by simul-
taneous transmission? What is the efficiency of the MAC
layer?

More than our physical layer experiments, there are many
caveats to be aware of in our medium-access layer experi-
ments. First, the TinyOS MAC is quite simplistic in that
it does not include virtual carrier sense mechanisms like
RTS and CTS for hidden-terminal mitigation. Our con-
clusions are somewhat limited by this; we intend to address
this shortcoming by evaluating against S-MAC [25] when
a stable implementation becomes available. We note, how-
ever, that many deployments of sensor networks using the
TinyOS MAC are already under way; our performance mea-
surements can give some understanding of behavior observed
in the field in these and other deployments planned for the
near future. As we discuss later, our results also give some
insight into the design of future MAC layers for sensor net-
works. Second, we investigate one topology (or one node
density) that we expect to be somewhat typical. We have
no experimental data to justify this, but in our indoor office
deployment, our network size corresponds to roughly one
node per office.

Despite these caveats, we believe that there are many
lessons to be leaned from our experiments, as we discuss
in Sections 4 and 5.

3.3 Instrumentation
Before we discuss the experiments, we discuss our ex-

perimental platform and the experimental instrumentation.
This, together with a description of the actual experiments
in later sections, should help convince the reader both of
the logistical difficulty of conducting any kind of systematic
study in these networks, as well as the care we have taken
(to the extent possible).

We use Mica motes [10] in this study as the experimental
platform. It is widely available and has been used in wire-
less sensor network research. Each Mica mote has a 4MHz
Atmel processor(128K EEPROM and 4KB RAM), 512KB
flash memory, and an ASK (amplitude shift keying) low
power 433 Mhz radio [19]. We installed an omni-directional
whip antenna to replace the built-in trace antenna on motes.
In our experiments, the radio has a nominal throughput
of 20Kbps. The low-level radio interface also supports the
measurement of received signal strength, in a manner we de-
scribe later. Finally, the Micas come with an event-driven
operating system called TinyOS [9]. TinyOS’s networking
stack includes a default physical layer that supports single-
error correction and double bit error detection (SECDED)
capabilities. On top of this, its default MAC layer imple-
ments a simple CSMA/CA scheme, together with link-layer
acknowledgments.

To simplify experimental control and data collection, we
used or wrote several pieces of instrumentation and exper-
imentation software. The first such software module is a
simple traffic generator. Driven by a clock which has an
accuracy of one millisecond, the traffic generator repeatedly

sends out packets tagged with a sequence number. The ex-
act periodicity depends on the experiment. A second mod-
ule allows us to upload experimental parameters (such as
packet sending rate, experiment duration) wirelessly to all
motes within the radio range. We do this using a laptop
connected to a mote’s interface board. To store information
about received data, we use the logger component built into
TinyOS. At the end of an experimental run, we collect the
motes and download the data from the logger to a central
database.

In order to study the impact of more physical layers than
the default one that comes with TinyOS, we implemented
two schemes: a simple 4-bit/6-bit (or 4b6b) coding and a
Manchester coding. We describe these schemes in greater
detail in a later section. In order to study the correlation
between packet loss and signal strength, we implemented a
careful signal strength measurement module, whose details
we reveal later. The TinyOS MAC delivers an acknowledg-
ment; we added an optional re-transmission mechanism to
understand the efficacy of link-layer ARQ (Automatic Re-
peat Request) to the MAC layer. Finally, in some cases, we
used randomized intervals for packet generation based upon
a precomputed set of random numbers. This allowed us
to use different distributions (e.g., exponential) for packet
generation times than that allowed by the uniform random
number generator available on the motes.

One of practical challenges in our experiments was to ef-
ficiently reprogram so many motes and download log con-
tent from them. We reduced the frequency of programming
motes by parameterizing the experiments as much as possi-
ble. In addition, we implemented a simple negotiation pro-
tocol such that reprogramming and downloading is as simple
as ”plug-and-play” on multiple programming boards on mul-
tiple PCs. Together with audible feedback of the download
progress, this reduces human intervention as much as possi-
ble and expedites the process of conducting experiments.

4. PACKET DELIVERY AT THE PHYSICAL
LAYER

Our first set of experiments analyzes packet delivery per-
formance at the physical layer. In this section, we discuss
the methodology we use for our experiments, and then de-
scribe various aspects of packet delivery performance at the
physical layer.

4.1 Detailed Methodology
The topology for this set of experiments consisted of ap-

proximately 60 motes, most of which were placed in a line
at 0.5m apart. Guided by results from preliminary experi-
ments, we intentionally removed some nodes from near the
transmitter and placed more nodes at a finer granularity
(0.25m apart) close to the edge of the communication range,
giving us finer resolution in that region. Our node placement
was therefore slightly non-uniform, and we are careful to ac-
count for this in our analysis. Finally, because we conducted
experiments over several days, we were careful to mark node
positions so that nodes could be precisely placed.

The traffic pattern for this experiment consisted of the
node at one end of the line transmitting one packet per sec-
ond, each with a monotonically increasing sequence number.
All the other nodes merely received packets and recorded re-
ceived packets in local storage. In order to purely measure
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packet delivery at the physical layer, we had to disable the
TinyOS MAC layer. Because we have a single transmitter,
the MAC layer’s carrier-sense and collision avoidance strat-
egy is effectively non-operational. However, we had to mod-
ify TinyOS’s MAC so that its acknowledgment mechanism
could be optionally disabled.

Using this basic setup, we varied three factors in our ex-
periments: the choice of environments, the physical layer
coding schemes, and the transmit power settings.

We chose three environments for experimentation:

• I is an office building. The choice of this environment
is motivated by in-building sensing applications [16].
In this office building, we placed our setup in a long
hallway (2 meter by 40 meter) (Figure 1). This hall-
way poses a particularly harsh wireless environment,
because of significant likelihood of multi-path reflec-
tions from the walls. This particular placement does
not result in signal attenuation through walls or other
obstacles, but may suffer from interference with other
electronic devices (this is a somewhat remote possibil-
ity; we were operating the radios in the 433MHz band,
which is allocated for amateur radio use in the US).

• H is a 150m by 150m segment of a local state park
(Figure 2). The choice of this environment is moti-
vated by several recent efforts that seek to monitor
habitats [1]. To conduct our experiment, we chose
a downhill slope with foliage and rocks. As with I,
multi-path due to scattering from foliage and rock would
contribute to a fairly harsh wireless communication in
this environment as well.

• Finally, O is a large, spacious parking lot (150m by
150m). Compared to the our two environments, it is
relatively benign (no obstacles, and multi-path only
due to ground reflections). O provides some context
for interpreting our other environments; it is hard to
envision a sensor net in an open parking lot since there
would be no interesting phenomena to sense.

Many of our experiments were conducted on different days.
In conducting our experiments, we tried to keep the envi-
ronment’s gross characteristics as consistent as possible (in
addition to making sure we were able to replicate placement
exactly, using markers). For example, in I, we kept all the
doors along the hallway closed, and conducted our experi-
ments at late night hours, to minimize (but of course, not
completely eliminate) interference from human activity. In
this sense, our measurements from I and H report their
“quiescent” state.

The second factor we varied in our experiments was the
physical layer coding scheme. The default TinyOS SECDED
coding encodes each byte into 24 bits. SECDED can detect
2 bit errors and correct one bit error. By contrast, the 4-
bit/6-bit (or 4b6b) scheme encodes one 8-bit byte into 12
bits, with the capability of detecting 1 bit error out of 6
bits. The well-known Manchester coding scheme encodes
each byte into 16 bits, with capability of detecting erro-
neous bit out of 2 bits. All of these coding schemes are
DC-balanced. Of these schemes, 4b6b is the least error tol-
erant, followed by Manchester and SECDED. However, it is
the most bandwidth efficient, using the fewest extra encod-
ing bits.

Finally, the motes have hardware that allows discrete con-
trol of transmit powers. Specifically, the motes have a poten-
tiometer that regulates the voltage delivered to the trans-
mitter. Rather than explore the entire range of transmit
power settings, we chose three qualitatively different set-
tings: high (potentiometer 0), medium (potentiometer 50),
and low (potentiometer 90).

Each experiment takes approximately 8 hours, though in
the following sections, the analysis is based on the data in a
window from hour 2 to hour 4. This allowed us to have an
analyzable data set; we also examined other time windows
and found the results to be in qualitative agreement.

4.2 Aggregate Packet Delivery Performance
Our basic metric for packet delivery performance is packet

loss: the fraction of packets not successfully received (i.e.,
passed CRC check) within some time window, where the
time window will be clear from the context.

Sometimes, we measure its complement, the packet recep-
tion rate. We measure packet loss by analyzing the sequence
numbers received at each receiver.

We first discuss a very gross measure of overall packet
delivery performance to summarize our findings. For each
experiment, we plot the distribution of packet loss within a
two hour frame (i.e., 7200 transmitted packets) across all
the receivers. Such a metric can bring out the variability
(or conversely the uniformity) of packet loss radially from a
node.

Figures 4 through 6 illustrate the aggregate packet deliv-
ery performance for different environments, coding schemes
and transmission power settings. Several interesting obser-
vations emerge from these graphs. These observations pro-
vide fodder for a more detailed analysis of packet loss. (The
actual distributions plotted in all of these graphs is likely to
be slightly different than if we had had more sample points
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closer to the source, as described in Section 4.1. However,
the observations that we make below will hold in a qualita-
tive sense.)

Almost all of these graphs show the existence of a signif-
icant tail in the distribution. In all graphs at least 20% of
the nodes had at least 10% packet loss, and at least 10%
of the nodes had greater than 30% packet loss. In later
sections, we try to understand the possible causes for this
distribution.

Figure 4 shows that different environments can be signifi-
cantly different. Notice, first, that in plotting these graphs,
we have used the least error tolerant coding scheme (4b6b).
Our intent in doing this was to expose as close to worst case
packet delivery performance as we could obtain. This gives
us some measure of the harshness of the communication en-
vironment. I is harshest for packet delivery; of our 60 nodes,
almost 30 experienced a greater than a 10% loss rate and 20
over 30% over a 2-hour time window. H isn’t that much bet-
ter, with about 20 nodes experiencing over 10% loss. Even
in the “benign” O, about eight nodes experience more than
10% loss.

Our next set of plots (Figure 5) depict the packet loss
distribution for different transmit power settings. At lower
transmit powers, the packet delivery performance improves
significantly. At the lowest transmit power, the packet dis-
tribution of the in-door environment starts to resemble that
of O at the highest transmit power. We are not exactly sure
why this is, but note that lower transmission power implies
a shorter communication range. The reduced spatial extent
of communication may reduce the likelihood of multi-path,
contributing to better performance.

Finally, in our harshest environment and at highest trans-
mit power, the differences between coding schemes (Figure
6) is quite evident. SECDED coding has a noticeably lower
incidence of high packet loss. This is not surprising, given its
resilience to packet losses, and its error correction capabil-
ity. What is surprising is that the other two schemes seem
to statistically indistinguishable, even though Manchester
coding is more tolerant to bit corruption.

While these distributions indicate significant packet loss
pathologies, particularly indoors and in a habitat, they are
coarse measures at best. In the next few sections, we look
at more detailed measures of packet delivery performance.

4.3 Spatial Characteristics of Packet Delivery
In the previous section, we have observed some patholog-

ical packet loss behavior in our experiments. We now ex-
amine the spatial characteristics of loss in our experiments.

Specifically, for our linear topology experiments, we ask the
question: How does reception rate vary with distance from
the transmitter?

We visualize packet delivery as a function of distance by
plotting the packet reception rate at each receiver over a 2
hour window, as before. In Figures 7 through 9), the re-
ception rate is plotted as solid vertical bars. In addition,
we plot, using gray boxes, those packets that were received
completely, but did not pass the CRC (i.e., were corrupted).
The remaining packets were those for which it was not pos-
sible to detect the start symbol of the physical layer frame.
Because the placement of node is not strictly uniform, we
mark the existence of each node by a dot on the top region
of each graph.

Figure 7 plots the spatial reception profile for I and 4b6b
coding at maximum transmit power. For our harshest en-
vironment and our least capable physical layer, one no-
tices a very interesting phenomenon. There are two distinct
regimes of reception rate: up to a certain distance from the
sender, even in I, packet reception rates are uniformly high.
Beyond this, however, there exists a gray area in which re-
ception rate varies dramatically; some nodes see near 90%
successful reception, while neighboring nodes sometimes see
less than 50% reception rate.

More interesting than the existence of the gray area is
the extent of the gray area. In Figure 7, the width of the
gray area is almost one third the total communication range,
while for the habitat (Figure 9) it is one-fifth! This is surpris-
ing, because while it has been known (at least anecdotally)
that nodes at the “edge” of the communication range often
see erratic packet reception, we are not aware of any lit-
erature that has suggested that this “edge” is significantly
thick in some environments. Of our three environments,
only in O is the gray area relatively thin (about 10% of the
communication radius). However, as we have argued, O is
uninteresting from a sensor network perspective, since it is
relatively featureless.

Going back to our discussion of Section 4.2, we now un-
derstand that the links that see pathological packet loss are
those that are in the gray area. Gray area symptoms also
persist at lower transmit power settings. We have omitted
these graphs for brevity. In a later section, we study how
well different physical layer codings are able to mask the
extent of the gray area. As we shall also see later, the tem-
poral variation of packet reception is significant for nodes in
the gray area.

Multi-path signal delivery constitutes a plausible expla-
nation for the gray area phenomenon. Close to the trans-
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mitter, the direct signal is strong enough, and the reflected
or scattered signals attenuated enough that reception rates
are consistently high. Further away from the transmitter,
the direct signal is weaker, and the reception rates depend
upon the exact placement of nodes; at some nodes the sig-
nals destructively combine to ensure poor reception rates,
while at others they combine constructively. It also makes
intuitive sense that, in more severe multi-path environments
such as I, the physical extent of this phenomenon would be
larger. It is difficult to precisely establish this hypothesis,
but we did additional experiments to gain confidence in this
assertion. In these experiments, we first empirically found
the gray area corresponding to one transmitter; then, we
placed a single receiver at different locations a few inches
from each other. Sure enough, we found significant variabil-
ity in packet reception rate across these locations.

An interesting question to ask is: How much of what we
observe is an artifact of the particular radio that we use?
We believe that our observations are not so much an ar-
tifact of the particular radio we use, but of the class of
radios into which the RFM radio falls. Low-power radios
without frequency diversity, we conjecture, are all likely
to have similar multi-path rejection capabilities, although
they may have widely different ranges if they use differ-
ent modulation schemes (the Chipcon radio on the newer
motes uses frequency shift keying and is reported to have
a longer reach). Thus, unless sensor network nodes start
using spread spectrum radios (which may use higher power
transceivers and which are difficult to architect in an ad-
hoc setting because they require fairly complex lower layer
self-organization mechanisms that manage frequency or code
acquisition), we believe the existence of the gray area will
continue to hold qualitatively in these networks.

The width of the gray area has fairly deep implications for
sensor networks. Sensor networks are designed to provide
fine-grain monitoring of physical phenomena, which implies
dense deployment in possibly harsh environments. The ex-
istence of a gray area implies that the likelihood of links
falling into the gray area is high. For example, consider H
where the width of the gray area is 1/5th of the communi-
cation range. If we assume uniform deployment of sensor
nodes around a given node, it follows that about 9/25th (or
nearly a third) of a node’s neighbors are likely to be in the
gray area!

The existence of links with heavy packet loss can im-
pact protocol performance in sensor networks. Consider
the example of routing a message by selecting the next hop
from neighboring nodes. Certainly selecting a shortest path

merely according to geographical distance or hop count is
not sufficient. Such routing decisions tend to include long
range links with high packet loss, which could result in poor
end-to-end packet delivery3. In addition, including neigh-
bors with high packet loss can also frequently trigger resets
in soft-state or keep-alive mechanisms [11]. This fluctuation
of system state not only leads to less consistent services, but
also incurs heavier overhead and energy dissipation.

All of this suggests that, more than for other kinds of
networks, nodes need to carefully select neighbors based on
measured packet delivery performance. This kind of topology
control is crucial in sensor networks, and is different from
the kinds of topology control studied in the literature (power
control [17], or density adaptation [24, 3, 2]).

4.4 Signal Strength and Packet Delivery
In the previous section, we saw how nodes in the gray area

had unpredictable, and sometimes pathological reception
rates. This suggested that sensor network protocols should
detect (through measurement), and avoid using, poorly per-
forming neighbors. Given this, a natural question to ask is:
What kind of measurement strategy works for estimating
poor quality links? This section discusses whether signal
strength measurements can be used to estimate link quality.
Such a technique is attractive because it can provide a sim-
ple technique for measuring link quality. (Of course, such
a measurement would be made at the receiver and would
somehow have to be communicated to the sender, which
would then decide to not use the link.)

In other wireless environments, received signal strength
provides a coarse indication of connectivity. For example,
the received signal strength (and thus the estimated SNR) is
provided by many 802.11-compatible devices as one primary
metric to select preferred access points. It is not immedi-
ately obvious from this that signal strength can be used to
determine whether a link will observe pathological reception
rates.

Mica motes have a very simple functionality to provide re-
ceived signal strength information: The RFM radio receiver
provides the baseband output which rides on a DC level of
approximately 1.1V. A decay in received signal causes the
baseband modulation peak-to-peak amplitude to drop from
a maximum of 685mV by approximately 10mV/dBm. The
baseband output from the radio is directly routed to a 10bit
A/D converter on the microprocessor. Note there is no inte-

3This observation has also been made for 802.11 links in [4],
but that work does not remark on the existence of a gray
area.
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grator nor sample-and-hold circuit on the mote as suggested
in [19, 8]. Thus, the reading from the A/D converter is the
instantaneous voltage level of baseband signal.

We slightly modified the TinyOS radio communication
stack, so that after transmitting the last byte of every packet,
the transmitter sends out an 8-bit stream of alternating 0s
and 1s. This last byte is not subject to any physical layer
coding. Upon the receiving of the last byte of data packet,
the receiver starts the A/D converter to continuously col-
lect 10 samples of the baseband level every 15 microsec-
ond, which covers approximately 3 bits of transmission at
20Kbps. This guarantees that at least one 0 and one 1 bit
are covered. The maximum value of the samples is taken
as the indication of signal strength. (We tried several other
metrics, such as average and min, but found that the max
value obtained most consistently matched our expectation
of a signal strength measurement).

We now validate that what we have measured plausibly
captures signal strength. The signal strength decay along
distance can be summarized with a well known path loss
model [20], where s0 is the reading of the signal strength
at the unit distance, n is the path loss exponent, ∆ADC =
1.707 is the reading change in A/D converter when signal
strength changes 1dBm.

s(d) = s0 −
∆ADC

dBm
∗ n ∗ 10 ∗ log d (1)

We fit this model to the observed data, and notice a good
fit (Figure 10 shows the fit for I; values for other environ-
ments and other transmit power settings also yield qualita-
tively similar results and we omit these for space reasons),
validating that indeed what we measure plausibly indicates
signal strength. The exponents in Figure 11 are consistent
with typical path loss environments in the range of 2 to 3.

We now return to the question of how well signal strength
can be used to predict pathological loss behavior. Figure 12
depicts the correlation between signal strength and packet
loss for the in-door environment at highest transmit power
(other environments and transmit powers show similar be-
havior). It is generally true that high signal strength corre-
sponds to low packet loss. For example, in our figure, links
with a packet loss of less than 5% all have a signal strength
greater than 550. However, the converse is not true; not all
links with a signal strength greater than 550 correspond to
low loss; some very pathological links have signal strengths
higher than this threshold.

Thus, while it is seductive to assume that one can assess
packet loss purely from signal strength alone, this may not
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work very well. At low signal strength, we suspect that in-
dividual receiver characteristics and local noise dominates,
leading to significant variability in packet delivery perfor-
mance.

4.5 Coding Schemes
Physical layer coding schemes provides resilience to bit er-

ror in packet transmission. Given our finding that there ex-
ists a noticeable gray area in packet reception (Section 4.3),
we now ask the question: can sophisticated physical layer
coding schemes mask this gray area? We have already seen
that in an aggregate sense (Figure 6), SECDED performs
noticeably better than 4b6b and Manchester coding given
its error correction capabilities. The performance difference
between these schemes is also evident from Figure 16, which
plots the theoretical packet loss rate for a 36 byte packet as
a function of bit error rate, for our various schemes.

Figures 13-15 show the spatial profiles of packet loss for
our three coding schemes. Clearly, SECDED alleviates some
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of the variability in the gray area although it does not elim-
inate the gray area completely. However, this comes at
a price. SECDED reduces the effective bandwidth signif-
icantly, coding one bit into three. In the sensor network
context, this translates to a relatively low energy-efficiency.
Figure 17 shows the theoretical bandwidth (computed using
a simple model of the three schemes) provided by these three
schemes. By comparing Figure 16 with Figure 17, we notice
that for packet loss rates of up to 50% (or 5% in SECDED
coding), 4b6b is more bandwidth efficient than SECDED.
Contrary to intuition, SECDED does not increase the com-
munication range. Packet reception is initiated if and only if
a start symbol is detected. Thus the communication range
is decided by the robustness of start symbol which is the
same in those coding schemes.

This discussion suggest an interesting possibility. Given
that the links of pathological loss are in the gray area, we
can be more bandwidth efficient by using topology control
(that prevents the use of pathological links), together with
a more bandwidth efficient coding scheme. Of course, this
possibility needs to be examined through actual implemen-
tation and experimentation, and depends on the efficacy of
the topology control schemes.

4.6 Spatial Correlation
In this section, we examine whether there is any spatial

correlation of packet loss among individual receivers: are
two receivers in our linear topology likely to see similar loss
patterns? If losses were correlated, that might be impor-
tant from a modeling/simulation perspective (most simula-
tions assume independent losses), or from a protocol design
perspective (for example, if losses were independent, nodes
could attempt to retrieve lost packets from nearby receivers
rather than the source).

We formally define the packet delivery correlation coeffi-
cient between between two receivers i and j as:

Ri,j =

∑n
k=1

xikxjk − nx̄ix̄j

[
∑n

k=1
x2

ik − nx̄i
2]1/2[

∑n
k=1

x2

jk − nx̄j
2]1/2

(2)

where xik = 1 if the kth packet is successfully received by
node i, otherwise xik = 0. x̄i is the reception rate of n
pakcets. This metric reflects the correlation in packet deliv-
ery both from packet loss and successful reception. Figure
18-20 plot the correlation coefficient between each pair of
distinct nodes, as a function of the distance of the transmit-
ter to each of the nodes (a 3-dimensional plot). For each
environment, the graph is plotted based on 7200 packets (in
2 hours) transmitted with high power with 4b6b coding.

The plot shows significantly different correlation charac-
teristics for different environments. Interestingly, I and O
show noticeably higher correlated packet loss than H. How-
ever, these two environments have different patterns of loss
correlation. In O, the correlations between nearby nodes
are relatively strong almost everywhere except those near
the transmitter. I, on the other hand, shows an noticeable
peak region in the middle of communication range.

We do not precisely understand the reasons for these dif-
ferences (and in particular for the low correlation in the
habitat), but we have some hypotheses. A more careful ex-
amination of I reveals three regimes of correlation. Close to
the source, the correlation between nearby receivers is mini-
mal. In this region, we expect the direct signal is strong, and
any packet loss is primarily due to strong local interference
at receivers. Further away packet loss in the middle of the
gray area shows relatively stronger correlation. When the
signal is weaker, such fluctuation of environmental noise is
more likely to cause correlated packet loss at nearby nodes.
At the edge of the communication range, the signal strength
is very weak due to direct path loss and can be different at
nearby nodes due to severe multi-path cancellation. The en-
vironmental noise dominates so that a packet can only be
successful received when the signal instantaneously becomes
stronger. We also conjecture that the in-building has pos-
sible intermittent stronger interference from other devices
which can be regional, which may also contribute to the
difference between in-door and out-door environments.

However, overall, the highest correlation coefficient value
is less than 0.7, indicating very moderate correlations, espe-
cially in the gray area. To a first order approximation, we
conclude that at the physical layer, independent losses are a
reasonable assumption. Of course, at the MAC layer, losses
due to colliding transmissions can induce correlations.

4.7 Temporal Characteristics of Packet Deliv-
ery

In this section, we discuss one last aspect of packet deliv-
ery at the physical layer: How does packet loss vary with
time, and what are the spatial characteristics of this varia-
tion? This question attempts to quantify how much variabil-
ity there is within the environment, over our measurement
window, and where the effect of this variability is felt.

If we compute average packet loss over a 40 second inter-
val, Figure 21 shows that in a 2 hour window, packet delivery
performance can be quite different at different times. A re-
ceiver near the edge of the communication range can have a
packet reception rate that varies between 20% to 60%! Con-
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versely, over this averaging interval, a receiver close to the
transmitter has little or no variability in reception rate.

Figure 22 describes the computed standard deviation of
average reception rate over a 40 sec time window, computed
from data taken over 2 hours for each receiver at the speci-
fied distance. (We have also plotted—but do not include—
the standard deviation when packet loss is averaged over
larger windows of 10s and 80s; those plots are similar to
the ones shown here). These plots all have an interesting
pattern. Radiating outward from the sender, the reception
rate variance is low for all receivers up to some distance.
Beyond a certain distance, the variance increases suddenly,
and successive nodes see distinctly different packet reception
variance. This again is a very graphic illustration of the gray
area phenomenon we identified in Section 4.3. It indicates
not only that some nodes in the gray area can see patholog-
ical loss, but that those nodes also see time varying packet
loss. This has an important implication for schemes that
perform topology control by excluding low quality wireless
links. It is important for such schemes to continuously mea-
sure link quality, since reception rates can vary significantly
over larger time-scales.

Finally, Figure 23 shows that the SECDED coding can
mask packet delivery variability at most of the receivers. As
such its gray area is smaller, but not non-existent.

4.8 Sensitivity of our Results

Transceiver Characteristics
Other work has observed that different transceivers can have
significantly different characteristics [8, 22]. We ask: Are our
results sensitive to the particular set of receiver placements
we chose? To verify this, we conducted the same experi-
ments using a different permutation of the transceivers: We
obtain qualitatively the same results; for example, Figures
7 and 13 are from two different permutations but show the
very similar behavior in ”gray area”. While transceiver char-
acteristics may well affect individual behavior (and indeed
may affect RF ranging accuracy), they don’t seem to impact
the ensemble results we present here.

Impact of the radio
It might be argued that our results are an artifact of the
particular radio on the motes. We are not able to directly
verify with the generation of motes with a frequency shift
key radio. However, based on the result in a sparse mea-
surement [12], we conjecture that our results will continue

to hold for low-power baseband radios–that unless the sensor
nodes transition to wide-band radios, the multi-path rejec-
tion characteristics are likely to remain the same. Also note
that our radios were in the 433 MHz ISM band. Using a
916 MHz ISM band, we might see slightly different attenu-
ation characteristics, but our qualitative conclusions should
be unchanged.

5. PACKET DELIVERY AT THE MEDIUM
ACCESS LAYER

Thus far, our measurements have been with a single trans-
mitter to study the packet delivery performance on the phys-
ical layer with a null MAC. In this section, we pop up a level
in the stack and examine the packet delivery observed with
the TinyOS MAC layer, under different traffic loads and en-
vironments. The intent here is to examine packet delivery
performance that sensor network applications will see in the
relatively dense deployments.

5.1 Detailed Methodology
For the medium-access layer experiments, many aspects

of our experimental methodology are similar to that of our
physical layer experiments. We conducted experiments in
the same three environments (I, H and O as described
in Section 4.1), and our instrumentation infrastructure was
very similar. Since our interest was in measuring the MAC
layer performance we did not vary the physical layer coding
schemes (except for one experiment designed to test the sen-
sitivity of our results) More substantively, our MAC layer
experiments differed in two other aspects: the topology, and
the traffic pattern.

Unlike the regular placement of nodes in the physical layer
experiments the Section 4, we placed nodes in a somewhat
ad-hoc fashion but at densities we expect of sensor network
deployments.

For the in-building environment I, we placed 62 motes
in the hallways as illustrated in Figure 3. The placement
is ad-hoc but at the granularity of one mote per office. To
us, this represents a realistic deployment in the sense that
any sensor network in that building has to have a density
of at least one sensor per office. With careful measurement
of the deployment configuration, the experiments were also
repeated on approximately the same topology on the out-
door parking lot environment O. However, it was difficult
to recreate the same topology for the habitat environment
H, where the terrain is irregular. Furthermore, the commu-
nication range in the habitat environment is considerably
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shorter than the other two. For the habitat, therefore, we
placed nodes on a 4 by 12 grid with an approximate 0.75m
spacing between neighboring nodes. For each environment,
we carefully marked the position for each node so the deploy-
ment can be recreated for experiments on different dates.

Despite the fact that the topologies are not identical in
three environments, our goal was to obtain a reasonably
dense deployment. Based on some preliminary experiments,
we set the transmit power to medium (a potentiometer set-
ting of 50) which resulted in node degrees between 15 to 18
for I, 17 to 20 for O, and between 6 to 8 for H, and the
diameter of the topology in hop count (3 to 4 hops in each
case).

The traffic pattern is very simple: each node sends roughly
k packets per second with an exponentially distributed inter-
packet interval (to avoid synchronization). The traffic load
on the network can be adjusted by changing the average load
k. This traffic pattern is not intended to model application
traffic; sensor networks are still in their infancy, and it is
unclear what traffic models will be meaningful. Rather, our
goal is design a simple tunable workload using which we
can examine the both how simultaneous transmissions (at
high loads) and environmental characteristics (at low loads)
affect MAC layer mechanisms.

Each node unicasts its packets to its neighbors in a round-
robin fashion. Periodically, each node broadcasts a packet
so that all nodes can construct their neighbor lists. Nodes
log received packets in the mote’s flash memory. Each ex-
periment is executed long enough such as that at least of 200
packets are transmitted to each neighbor. Most experiments
last at least two hours.

The TinyOS MAC protocol uses a CSMA/CA protocol.
It has no virtual carrier sense (RTS/CTS), but will backoff
for a random time whenever it detects a concurrent trans-
mission in the carrier. The TinyOS MAC provides a link
layer acknowledgment; upon successful reception, the re-
ceiver sends a 4-byte acknowledgment packet to the sender.
The default MAC layer does not take advantage of this in-
formation. We added a layer to retransmit the packet im-
mediately when no acknowledgment is received, up to a tun-
able limit which we set to 3. We did this after noticing the
variability in packet reception in our physical layer exper-
iments, to see how well a link-layer loss recovery scheme4

could mask the vagaries in wireless communication. Finally,

4Although, for ease of exposition, we present our results as
a link-layer loss recovery scheme, what we are really mea-
suring is the efficacy of simple ARQ schemes (with bounded
number of retransmissions) at any layer to overcome the
packet loss rates seen in our various environments.

the physical layer we chose uses the 4b6b coding, given its
high bandwidth efficiency. We later consider whether a dif-
ferent choice of physical layer coding (such as SECDED)
would have produced a different result.

In the following sections, we describe several different met-
rics of packet delivery performance at the MAC layer.

5.2 Aggregate Packet Delivery Performance
Our first metric is the distribution of packet loss across all

links, shown in Figures 24 through 26. We say a packet is
lost at the MAC layer only if our link-layer recovery scheme
fails to deliver the packet. Packet losses could be due to
corruption at the physical layer or due to collisions.

There are two distinct regimes in I (Figure 24): low-
load (up to approximately 1 pps) and high-load (above 1
pps). Note that 3 pps is close to the nominal capacity of
the 20Kbps radio channel for 36-byte packets encoded with
4b6b scheme transmitted on a network with average degree
of 15. Even at a low load of 0.5 pps, we note that there is a
significant heavy-tail in the distribution: around 35% of the
links with packet loss worse than 50%. This indicates that
even a reasonable link layer loss recovery is unable to mask
the high packet losses one sees in the harsher environments.
Predictably this behavior worsens with load: more than 50%
of the links observe 50% packet loss under traffic load of 2
pps. Also, the habitat results are qualitatively similar, even
though the densities were much lower.

It would be very interesting to distinguish packet losses
due to collision of simultaneous transmissions from those
due to environmental noise. However, we have found it dif-
ficult to design experiments to do this. We have attempted
to correlate packet loss to simultaneous transmission. One
way to do this, perhaps, is to time-stamp each transmission
and then infer that a lost packet at a receiver might have
been caused by simultaneous transmissions. This needs fine-
grain clock synchronization, which is not available in current
TinyOS. Even so, we cannot be absolutely certain that the
transmissions actually collided at the receiver (for example,
at the instant those packets were sent, the propagation char-
acteristics may have changed and the receiver may not have
been within range of one of the senders).

Thus, the range of losses that one sees in these environ-
ments translates to pessimistic packet delivery performance.
We argue that the incapability of the TinyOS MAC with
retransmission results from the nature of dense deployment
together with the relatively high occurrence of pathologi-
cal connectivity. Certainly, a more capable MAC-layer with
a virtual carrier sense (e.g., S-MAC) can eliminate many
hidden-terminal effects that occur in dense deployments.
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distribution (I)

Unfortunately, we could not validate this since no stable
implementation of such a MAC exists for the motes. In ad-
dition, we believe that topology control mechanisms which
reject poorly performing links can greatly improve MAC-
layer performance.

5.3 Packet Delivery Efficiency
Packet loss distributions tell only part of the story. Recall

that our MAC has link-layer error recovery. In this section,
we try to measure the useful work done by the system in
the presence of such an error recovery scheme. For a given
link, we measure the useful work done over that link using
a metric we call efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of
the distinct packets received and the packets transmitted
including retransmission.

We intend to capture the efficiency of link layer retrans-
mission, so our definition does not count the overhead from
coding schemes or preamble for packets. Note that the effi-
ciency metric does not measure channel utilization. Rather,
because it measures the useful work done as a fraction of
total work done, it gives us some indication of the energy
wasted by the system in overcoming packet losses.

Like the packet loss distributions, distributions of effi-
ciency for different environments (for example Figure 27 for
I) show heavy tails. The performance is fairly pessimistic.
In Figure 27 at light loads nearly 50% of the links have an
efficiency of 70% or higher, but at heavy loads, nearly 50%
of the links have an efficiency of less than 20%. The habitat
environment is a little more benign with higher efficiency.
This is evident in the average efficiency curves (Figure 28
as well. With increasing load, the average efficiency drops
from 50% down to 20%. It also shows that coding with
SECDED scheme in I does improve the efficiency, however
the advantage is reduced at higher workload. In addition,
coding overhead is doubled in SECDED scheme thus the
actual goodput (i.e., effective bandwidth times efficiency) is
actually less than with 4b6b coding.

Thus, depending on the load, anywhere between half and
80% of the communication energy is wasted on repairing lost
transmissions. Even under lightly loaded conditions, the
prevalence of pathological links dramatically reduces the ef-
ficiency of the system. This, to us, is a colossal expenditure
of energy in these systems and warrants an investment of
effort in the development of a good MAC layer for sensor
networks.

5.4 Asymmetry in Packet Delivery
The final aspect of MAC layer performance that we ex-

plore is asymmetry in packet delivery. Asymmetry occurs

when a node can transmit to another node but not vice
versa. The existence of asymmetry in wireless communica-
tion is well-known [4, 6, 26]. However its extent is less well
understood, particularly in densely deployed wireless net-
works. In this section, we examine the asymmetry in packet
delivery using a packet loss difference metric for a link pair
between i and j, defined as follows:

Dasym = |Pi←j − Pj←i| (3)

Notice that we are measuring the asymmetry observed at the
MAC layer, which is complicated by possible packet collision
in addition to environmental factors. However, on the other
hand, the measurement is more “realistic” in a sense that it
reflects what application experiences in reality.

Figure 29 shows distribution of packet delivery asymmetry
in I. Asymmetric links are quite common. More than 10%
of link pairs have packet loss difference > 50%, even for
light loads where one expects fewer collisions contributing
to packet loss. The results for the habitat (not shown) are
similar.

A possible explanation for asymmetry is the difference in
transceiver calibration (slightly different transmit powers,
or differences in receiver circuitry). We have experimentally
observed that for a given transmitter, different receivers ex-
hibit slightly different reception rates at the same spatial
separation. The reverse is also true; with a fixed receiver,
different transmitters result in different reception rates at
the same spatial separation. However, these differences are
not enough to quantitatively explain our observed asymme-
try. More extensive experimentation is needed to establish
the cause of asymmetry.

Such asymmetric links are well-known for their impact
on routing [18] and network aggregation [11, 14, 26]. The
fraction of asymmetric links is high enough that topology
control mechanisms should, we argue, carefully target such
links, in addition to rejecting links exhibiting pathologically
performing links.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described results from a collec-

tion of measurement experiments designed to understand
the packet delivery performance in dense sensor network de-
ployments under realistic environments. Our findings quan-
tify the prevalence of “gray areas” within the communica-
tion range of sensor radios, and indicate significant asym-
metry in realistic environments. We have not yet been able
to devise experiments that indisputably establish causes for
these findings (although we have plausible conjectures, such



as multi-path, and have ruled out other causes, such as
transceiver calibration); we leave this for future work. While
our measurements indicate that the performance in these en-
vironments is fairly pessimistic, we believe simple topology
control mechanisms will go a long way towards improving
performance.

Our work has several other contributions. It provides
some insights for modeling packet loss. As well, our mea-
surement data can be useful as trace-driven simulation in-
put to sensor network simulations. Finally, our experimental
methodology itself is a first step towards a set of systematic
techniques to study the performance of sensor networks in
various environments.
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Abstract

Recent advances in miniaturization and low-cost, low-
power design have led to active research in large-scale
networks of small, wireless, low-power sensors and ac-
tuators. Time synchronization is critical in sensor net-
works for diverse purposes including sensor data fusion,
coordinated actuation, and power-efficient duty cycling.
Though the clock accuracy and precision requirements
are often stricter than in traditional distributed systems,
strict energy constraints limit the resources available to
meet these goals.

We present Reference-Broadcast Synchronization, a
scheme in which nodes send reference beacons to their
neighbors using physical-layer broadcasts. A reference
broadcast does not contain an explicit timestamp; in-
stead, receivers use its arrival time as a point of reference
for comparing their clocks. In this paper, we use mea-
surements from two wireless implementations to show
that removing the sender’s nondeterminism from the
critical path in this way produces high-precision clock
agreement (1.85± 1.28µsec, using off-the-shelf 802.11
wireless Ethernet), while using minimal energy. We also
describe a novel algorithm that uses this same broad-
cast property to federate clocks across broadcast do-
mains with a slow decay in precision (3.68± 2.57µsec
after 4 hops). RBS can be used without external refer-
ences, forming a precise relative timescale, or can main-
tain microsecond-level synchronization to an external
timescale such as UTC. We show a significant improve-
ment over the Network Time Protocol (NTP) under sim-
ilar conditions.

∗In Proceedings of the Fifth Symposium on Operating Systems De-
sign and Implementation (OSDI 2002), Boston, MA. December 2002.
Also published as UCLA Computer Science Technical Report 020008.

1 Introduction

Time synchronization is a critical piece of infrastructure
for any distributed system. For years, NTP (the Net-
work Time Protocol) [24] has kept the Internet’s clocks
ticking in phase. However, a new class of networks is
emerging. Recent advances in miniaturization and low-
cost, low-power design have led to active research in
large-scale networks of small, wireless, low-power sen-
sors and actuators [1]. These networks require that time
be synchronized more precisely than in traditional Inter-
net applications—sometimes on the order of 1µsec—due
to their close coupling with the physical world and their
energy constraints. For example, precise time is needed
to measure the time-of-flight of sound [9, 22]; distribute
a beamforming array [34]; form a low-power TDMA ra-
dio schedule [2]; integrate a time-series of proximity de-
tections into a velocity estimate [4]; or suppress redun-
dant messages by recognizing duplicate detections of the
same event by different sensors [13]. In addition to these
domain-specific requirements, sensor network applica-
tions often rely on synchronization as typical distributed
systems do: for secure cryptographic schemes, coordi-
nation of future action, ordering logged events during
system debugging, and so forth.

Many network synchronization algorithms have been
proposed over the years, but most share the same basic
design: a server periodically sends a message containing
its current clock value to a client. Our work explores a
form of time synchronization that differs from the tradi-
tional model. The fundamental property of our design is
that it synchronizes a set of receivers with one another,
as opposed to traditional protocols in which senders
synchronize with receivers. In our scheme, nodes pe-
riodically send messages to their neighbors using the
network’s physical-layer broadcast. Recipients use the
message’s arrival time as a point of reference for com-
paring their clocks. The message contains no explicit
timestamp, nor is it important exactly when it is sent. We
call this Reference-Broadcast Synchronization, or RBS.



In this paper, we use measurements from two wire-
less implementations to show that removing the sender’s
nondeterminism from the critical path in this way results
in a dramatic improvement in synchronization over us-
ing NTP. We also present an algorithm that allows time
to be propagated across broadcast domains without los-
ing the reference-broadcast property. In this way, nodes
in a multi-hop network can form a highly precise rela-
tive timescale, or maintain microsecond-level synchro-
nization to an external timescale such as UTC.

The most significant limitation of RBS is that it requires
a network with a physical broadcast channel. It can not
be used, for example, in networks that employ point-to-
point links. However, it is applicable for a wide range of
applications in both wired and wireless networks where
a broadcast domain exists and higher-precision or lower-
energy synchronization is required than what NTP can
typically provide.

The organization of this paper is as follows: We first re-
view related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe
the design of traditional time synchronization protocols
in more detail, and contrast it to the RBS design philoso-
phy. In Section 4, we describe the basic building blocks
of RBS, including estimation of phase offset (§4.1) and
clock skew (§4.2). We also present empirical data from
two wireless implementations of single-hop RBS (§4.3–
§4.5). In Section 5, we present a novel algorithm for
extending RBS across broadcast domains with slow pre-
cision decay. We also describe empirical results from a
multi-hop RBS implementation (§5.3). In Section 6, we
describe applications from three research groups that use
RBS. Finally, we offer our conclusions and describe our
plans for future work in Section 7.

2 Related Work

A landmark paper in computer clock synchronization is
Lamport’s work that elucidates the importance of virtual
clocks in systems where causality is more important than
absolute time [18]. Though Lamport’s work focused on
giving events a total order rather than quantifying the
time difference between them, it has emerged as an im-
portant influence in sensor networks. Many sensor ap-
plications require only relative time, for example timing
the propagation delay of sound [9], and thus absolute
time may not be needed.

Over the years, many protocols have been designed
for maintaining synchronization of physical clocks over

computer networks [5, 10, 24, 30]. These protocols all
have basic features in common: a simple connection-
less messaging protocol; exchange of clock information
among clients and one or more servers; methods for mit-
igating the effects of nondeterminism in message de-
livery and processing; and an algorithm on the client
for updating local clocks based on information received
from a server. They do differ in certain details: whether
the network is kept internally consistent or synchronized
to an external standard; whether the server is considered
to be the canonical clock, or merely an arbiter of client
clocks, and so on.

Mills’ NTP [24] stands out by virtue of its scalability,
self-configuration in large multi-hop networks, robust-
ness to failures and sabotage, and ubiquitous deploy-
ment. NTP allows construction of a hierarchy of time
servers, multiply rooted at canonical sources of external
time.

Synchronization to an external timescale is typically
provided by the Global Positioning System (GPS), a
constellation of satellites operated by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Defense [16]. Commercial GPS receivers can
achieve accuracy of better than 200nsec relative to UTC
[20]. However, GPS requires a clear sky view, which
is unavailable in many application areas—for example,
inside of buildings, beneath dense foliage, underwater,
on Mars, or behind enemy lines where GPS is jammed.
In addition, receivers can require several minutes of set-
tling time, and may be too large, costly, or high-power
to justify on a small, cheap sensor node.

Perhaps most closely related to our work are the Ce-
siumSpray system [32] (the foundations of which were
described by Verı́ssimo and Rodrigues [31]), and the
802.11-based broadcast synchronization described by
Mock et al. [27]. Their systems, like ours, make use
of the inherent properties of broadcast media to achieve
superior precision. However, their methods require all
nodes to lie within a single broadcast domain; multiple
domains can not be federated, except by depending on an
out of band common view of time (e.g., GPS). In con-
trast, RBS incorporates a novel multi-hop algorithm; in
Section 5, we show it can maintain tight time synchro-
nization across many hops through a wireless network
without external infrastructure support. In addition, we
have fully decoupled the sender from the receiver—only
synchronizing receivers with one another, even when
relating the timescale to an external timescale such as
UTC. CesiumSpray retains a dependence on the rela-
tionship between sender and receiver when synchroniz-
ing nodes to UTC.
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Liao et al. describe a system for synchronizing interfaces
on a system-area network, Myrinet, with microsecond
accuracy [19]. Although the precision bound in this sys-
tem is similar to ours, their results depend on the use
of an underlying network that offers latency and deter-
minism guarantees in fixed topologies. In contrast, our
scheme works over a much broader class of networks,
over a much wider area, and does not require a tight cou-
pling between the sender and its network interface.

Similarly, on Berkeley Mote hardware, Hill et al. re-
port 2µsec precision for receivers within a single broad-
cast domain [11]; Ganeriwal et al. report 25µsec-per-hop
precision across multiple hops [7]. Both of these re-
sults are achieved by tightly integrating the MAC with
the application, and building a deterministic bit-detector
into the MAC layer. RBS does not require that the ap-
plication be collapsed into the MAC, and indeed will
be shown in Section 4.4 to work on commodity hard-
ware (802.11). However, their work is complementary
to ours, as our focus is not on building deterministic de-
tectors, but rather making the best use of existing de-
tectors. By leveraging Hill’s 0.25µsec-precision bit de-
tector, RBS could achieve several times the precision of
their scheme, based on their 2µsec jitter budget analysis.

3 Traditional Synchronization Methods

Before discussing RBS in detail, we describe how exist-
ing time synchronization protocols typically work, and
their usual sources of error.

Many synchronization protocols exist, and most share a
basic design: a server periodically sends a message con-
taining its current clock value to a client. A simple one-
way message suffices if the typical latency from server
to client is small compared to the desired accuracy. A
common extension is to use a client request followed
by a server’s response. By measuring the total round-
trip-time of the two packets, the client can estimate the
one-way latency. This allows for more accurate synchro-
nization by accounting for the time that elapses between
the server’s creation of a timestamp and the client’s re-
ception of it. NTP is a ubiquitously adopted protocol for
Internet time synchronization that exemplifies this de-
sign.

3.1 Sources of Time Synchronization Error

The enemy of precise network time synchronization is
non-determinism. Latency estimates are confounded by
random events that lead to asymmetric round-trip mes-
sage delivery delays; this contributes directly to synchro-
nization error. To better understand the source of these
errors, it is useful to decompose the source of a mes-
sage’s latency. Kopetz and Schwabl characterize it as
having four distinct components [17]:

• Send Time—the time spent at the sender to con-
struct the message. This includes kernel protocol
processing and variable delays introduced by the
operating system, e.g. context switches and system
call overhead incurred by the synchronization ap-
plication. Send time also accounts for the time re-
quired to transfer the message from the host to its
network interface.

• Access Time—delay incurred waiting for access to
the transmit channel. This is specific to the MAC
protocol in use. Contention-based MACs (e.g., Eth-
ernet [23]) must wait for the channel to be clear
before transmitting, and retransmit in the case of
a collision. Wireless RTS/CTS schemes such as
those in 802.11 networks [14] require an exchange
of control packets before data can be transmitted.
TDMA channels [29] require the sender to wait for
its slot before transmitting.

• Propagation Time—the time needed for the mes-
sage to transit from sender to receivers once it has
left the sender. When the sender and receiver share
access to the same physical media (e.g., neighbors
in an ad-hoc wireless network, or on a LAN), this
time is very small as it is simply the physical prop-
agation time of the message through the media. In
contrast, Propagation Time dominates the delay in
wide-area networks, where it includes the queuing
and switching delay at each router as the message
transits through the network.

• Receive Time—processing required for the re-
ceiver’s network interface to receive the message
from the channel and notify the host of its arrival.
This is typically the time required for the network
interface to generate a message reception signal.
If the arrival time is timestamped at a low enough
level in the host’s operating system kernel (e.g., in-
side of the network driver’s interrupt handler), the
Receive Time does not include the overhead of sys-
tem calls, context switches, or even the transfer of
the message from the network interface to the host.
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Existing time synchronization algorithms vary primarily
in their methods for estimating and correcting for these
sources of error. For example, Cristian observed that
performing larger numbers of request/response experi-
ments will make it more likely that at least one trial will
not encounter random delays [5]. This trial, if it occurs,
is easily identifiable as the shortest round-trip time. NTP
filters its data using a variant of this heuristic.

Our scheme takes a different approach to reducing er-
ror. Instead of estimating error, we exploit the broadcast
channel available in many physical-layer networks to re-
move as much of it as possible from the critical path.
Our contributions in this paper stem from the observa-
tion that a message that is broadcast at the physical layer
will arrive at a set of receivers with very little variability
in its delay. Although the Send Time and Access Time
may be unknown, and highly variable from message to
message, the nature of a broadcast dictates that for a par-
ticular message, these quantities are the same for all re-
ceivers. This observation was also made by Verı́ssimo
and Rodrigues [31], and later became central to their Ce-
siumSpray system [32].

The fundamental property of Reference-Broadcast Syn-
chronization is that a broadcast message is only used
to synchronize a set of receivers with one another, in
contrast with traditional protocols that synchronize the
sender of a message with its receiver. Doing so re-
moves the Send Time and Access Time from the criti-
cal path, as shown in Figure 1. This is a significant ad-
vantage for synchronization on a LAN, where the Send
Time and Access time are typically the biggest contrib-
utors to the nondeterminism in the latency. Mills at-
tributes most of the phase error seen when synchroniz-
ing an NTP client workstation to a GPS receiver on the
same LAN (500µsec–2000µsec in his 1994 study [25])
to these factors—Ethernet jitter and collisions.

To counteract these effects, an RBS broadcast is always
used as a relative time reference, never to communicate
an absolute time value. It is exactly this property that
eliminates error introduced by the Send Time and Ac-
cess Time: each receiver is synchronizing to a reference
packet which was, by definition, injected into the physi-
cal channel at the same instant. The message itself does
not contain a timestamp generated by the sender, nor is it
important exactly when it is sent. In fact, the broadcast
does not even need to be a dedicated timesync packet.
Almost any extant broadcast can be used to recover tim-
ing information—for example, ARP packets in Ethernet,
or the broadcasted control traffic in wireless networks
(e.g., RTS/CTS exchanges or route discovery packets).

3.2 Characterizing the Receiver Error

Previously, we described the four sources of latency in
sending a message. Two of these—the Send Time and
Access Time—are dependent on factors such as the in-
stantaneous load on the sender’s CPU and the network.
This makes them the most nondeterministic and difficult
to estimate. As described above, RBS eliminates the ef-
fect of these error sources altogether; the two remaining
factors are the Propagation Time and Receive Time.

For our purposes, we consider the Propagation Time to
be effectively 0. The propagation speed of electromag-
netic signals through air is close to c,1 and through cop-
per wire about 2

3 c. For a LAN or ad-hoc network span-
ning tens of feet, propagation time is at most tens of
nanoseconds, which does not contribute significantly to
our µsec-scale error budget. (In sensor networks, the er-
ror budget is often driven by the need to sense phenom-
ena, such as sound, that move much more slowly than
the RF-pulse used to synchronize the observers.) In ad-
dition, RBS is only sensitive to the difference in prop-
agation time between a pair of receivers, as depicted in
Figure 1.

The length of a bit gives us an idea of the Receive Time.
For a receiver to interpret a message at all, it must be
synchronized to the incoming message within one bit
time. Latency due to processing in the receiver electron-
ics is irrelevant as long as it is deterministic, since our
scheme is only sensitive to differences in the receive time
of messages within a set of receivers.2 In addition, the
system clock can easily be read at interrupt time when
a packet is received; this removes delays due to receiver
protocol processing, context switches, and interface-to-
host transfer from the critical path.

To verify our assumptions about expected receiver er-
ror, we turned to our laboratory’s wireless sensor net-
work testbed [4]. Specifically, we tested the Berkeley
Mote, a postage-stamp sized narrowband radio and sen-
sor platform developed by Pister et al. at Berkeley [15].
Motes use a minimal event-based operating system de-
veloped by Hill et al. specifically for that hardware plat-
form called TinyOS [12]. We programmed 5 Motes to
raise a GPIO pin high upon each packet arrival, and at-
tached those signal outputs to an external logic analyzer
that recorded the time of the packet reception events.
An additional Mote emitted 160 broadcast packets over

1A convenient rule of thumb is 1nsec/foot.
2It is important to consider effects of any intentional nondetermin-

ism on the part of a receiver, such as aggregation of packets in a queue
before raising an interrupt.
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Figure 1: A critical path analysis for traditional time synchronization protocols (left) and RBS (right). For traditional
protocols working on a LAN, the largest contributions to nondeterministic latency are the Send Time (from the
sender’s clock read to delivery of the packet to its NIC, including protocol processing) and Access Time (the delay
in the NIC until the channel becomes free). The Receive Time tends to be much smaller than the Send Time because
the clock can be read at interrupt time, before protocol processing. In RBS, the critical path length is shortened to
include only the time from the injection of the packet into the channel to the last clock read.
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Figure 2: A histogram showing the distribution of inter-
receiver phase offsets recorded for 1,478 broadcast pack-
ets, grouped into 1µsec buckets. The curve is a plot of
the best-fit Gaussian parameters. (µ = 0,σ = 11.1µsec,
confidence=99.8%)

the course of 3 minutes, with random inter-packet de-
lays ranging from 200msec to 2 seconds. For each pulse
transmitted, we computed the difference in the pulse’s
packet reception time for each of the 10 possible pair-
ings of the 5 receivers. Some pulses were lost at some
receivers due to the normal vagaries of RF links. A total
of 1,478 pairings were computed.

A histogram showing the distribution of the receivers’
phase offsets is shown in Figure 2. The maximum phase
error observed in any trial was 53.4µsec. The Mote’s
radios operate at 19,200 baud and thus have a bit time
of 52µsec. This correspondence supports our reasoning
that a receiver’s jitter is unlikely to be much greater than
a single bit time, as long as the receiver electronics have
a deterministic delay between packet reception and host

notification.

The phase offset distribution appears Gaussian; the chi-
squared test indicates 99.8% confidence in the best fit
parameters—µ = 0,σ = 11.1µsec. This is useful for
several reasons. As we will see in later sections, a
well-behaved distribution enables us to significantly im-
prove on the error bound statistically, by sending mul-
tiple broadcast packets. In addition, Gaussian receivers
are easy to model realistically in numeric analyses. This
facilitates quick experimentation with many different al-
gorithms or scenarios whose systematic exploration is
impractical, such as examining the effects of scale.

4 Reference-Broadcast Synchronization

So far, we characterized the determinism of our receiver
hardware. We now turn to the question of using that
receiver to achieve the best possible clock synchroniza-
tion.

We should note that our research does not encompass the
question of how to build a more deterministic receiver.
This is best answered by those who design them. Plans
for forthcoming revisions of the Mote’s TinyOS are re-
ported to include better phase lock between a receiver
and incoming message. Instead, we ask: How well can
we synchronize clocks with a given receiver? How is the
precision we can achieve related to that receiver’s jitter?

In this section, we build up the basic RBS algorithm for
nodes within a single broadcast domain. (Applying RBS
in multihop networks will be considered in Section 5.)
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First, we consider how RBS can be used to estimate the
relative phase offsets among a group of receivers. Next,
we describe a slightly more complex scheme that also
corrects for clock skew. We also describe implemen-
tation of RBS on both Berkeley Motes and commod-
ity hardware, and quantify the performance of RBS vs.
NTP. Finally, we describe how the combination may be
used to achieve post-facto synchronization.

4.1 Estimation of Phase Offset

The simplest form of RBS is the broadcast of a single
pulse to two receivers, allowing them to estimate their
relative phase offsets. That is:

1. A transmitter broadcasts a reference packet to two
receivers (i and j).

2. Each receiver records the time that the reference
was received, according to its local clock.

3. The receivers exchange their observations.

Based on this single broadcast alone, the receivers
have sufficient information to form a local (or rela-
tive) timescale. Global (or absolute) timescales such
as UTC are important, and we will see in Section 5.4
how RBS can be extended to provide them. However,
in this section we will first consider construction of lo-
cal timescales—which are often sufficient for sensor net-
work applications. For example, if node i at position (0,
0) detects a target at time t = 4, and j at position (0, 10)
detects it at t = 5, we can conclude that the target is mov-
ing north at 10 units per second. This comparison does
not require absolute time synchronization; the reference
broadcast makes it possible to compare the time of an
event observed by i with one observed by j.3

The performance of this scheme is closely related to
three factors:

1. The number of receivers that we wish to synchro-
nize (n). We assumed above that n = 2; how-
ever, collaborative applications often require syn-
chronization of many nodes simultaneously. As the
set grows, the likelihood increases that at least one
will be poorly synchronized. We define the group

3Our prototype implementation never sets the local clock based on
reference broadcasts; instead, it provides a library function for times-
tamp conversion. That is, it can convert a time value that was generated
by the local clock to the value that would have been generated on an-
other node’s clock at the same time, and vice-versa.

dispersion as the maximum phase error between
any of the

(n
2

)
pairs of receivers in a group.

2. The nondeterminism of the underlying receiver, as
we discussed in Section 3.2.

3. Clock skew in the receivers, as their oscillators all
tick at different rates. A single reference will pro-
vide only instantaneous synchronization. Immedi-
ately afterward, the synchronization will degrade as
the clocks drift apart. Precision will therefore decay
as more time elapses between the synchronization
pulse and the event of interest. Typical crystal os-
cillators are accurate on the order of one part in 104

to 106 [33]—that is, two nodes’ clocks will drift
1–100µsec per second.

We will see in the next section how clock skew can be
estimated. However, assume for the moment that we al-
ready know the clock skew and have corrected for it.
Let us instead consider what is required to correct for
the nondeterminism in the receiver. Recall from Figure 2
that we empirically observed the Mote’s receiver error to
be Gaussian. We can therefore increase the precision of
synchronization statistically, by sending more than one
reference:

1. A transmitter broadcasts m reference packets.

2. Each of the n receivers records the time that the ref-
erence was observed, according to its local clock.

3. The receivers exchange their observations.

4. Each receiver i can compute its phase offset to any
other receiver j as the average of the phase offsets
implied by each pulse received by both nodes i and
j. That is, given

n: the number of receivers

m: the number of reference broadcasts, and

Tr,b: r’s clock when it received broadcast b,

∀i ∈ n, j ∈ n: Offset[i, j] =
1
m

m

∑
k=1

(Tj,k −Ti,k). (1)

Because this basic scheme does not yet account for
clock skew (a feature added in §4.2), it is not yet im-
plementable on real hardware. We therefore turned to
a numeric simulation based on the receiver model that
we derived empirically in Section 3.2. In each trial, n
nodes were given random clock offsets. m pulse trans-
mission times were selected at random. Each pulse was
“delivered” to every receiver by timestamping it using
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the receiver’s clock, including a random error matching
the Gaussian distribution parameters shown in Figure 2
(σ = 11.1). An offset matrix was computed as given in
Equation 1. Each of these O(n2) computed offsets was
then compared with the “real” offsets; the maximum dif-
ference was considered to be the group dispersion. We
performed this analysis for values of m = 1 . . .50 and
n = 2 . . .20. At each value of m and n, we performed
1,000 trials and calculated the mean group dispersion,
and standard deviation from the mean. The results are
shown in Figure 3.

This numeric simulation suggests that in the simplest
case of 2 receivers (the lower curve of Figure 3a), 30
reference broadcasts can improve the precision from
11µsec to 1.6µsec, after which we reach a point of di-
minishing return.4 In a group of 20 receivers, the dis-
persion can be reduced to 5.6µsec. Figure 3b shows a
3D view of the same dataset for all receiver group sizes
from 2 to 20. This view also shows that larger numbers
of broadcasts significantly mitigate the effect of larger
group size on precision decay.

4.2 Estimation of Clock Skew

So far, we have described a method for estimating phase
offset assuming that there was no clock skew—that is,
that all the nodes’ clocks are running at the same rate.
Of course, this is not a realistic assumption. A complete
description of crystal oscillator behavior is beyond the
scope of this paper;5 however, to a first approximation,
the important characteristics of an oscillator are:

• Accuracy—the agreement between an oscillator’s
expected and actual frequencies. The difference is
the frequency error; its maximum is usually spec-
ified by the manufacturer. The crystal oscillators
found in most consumer electronics are accurate to
one part in 104 to 106.

• Stability—An oscillator’s tendency to stay at the
same frequency over time. Frequency stability can
be further subdivided into short-term and long-term
frequency stability. Short-term instability is pri-
marily due to environmental factors, such as vari-
ations in temperature, supply voltage, and shock.
Long-term instability results from more subtle ef-
fects, such as oscillator aging.

411µsec is the expected average result for a single pulse delivered to
two receivers; this is the standard deviation of the inter-receiver phase
error, found in Section 3.2, upon which the analysis was based.

5[33] has a good introduction to the topic and pointers to a more
comprehensive bibliography.

The phase difference between two nodes’ clocks will
change over time due to frequency differences in the
oscillators. The basic algorithm that we described ear-
lier is not physically realizable without an extension that
takes this into account—in the time needed to observe
30 pulses, the phase error between the clocks will have
changed.

Complex disciplines exist that can lock an oscillator’s
phase and frequency to an external standard [26]. How-
ever, we selected a very simple yet effective algorithm
to correct skew. Instead of averaging the phase offsets
from multiple observations, as shown in Equation 1, we
perform a least-squares linear regression. This offers
a fast, closed-form method for finding the best fit line
through the phase error observations over time. The fre-
quency and phase of the local node’s clock with respect
to the remote node can be recovered from the slope and
intercept of the line.

Of course, fitting a line to these data implicitly assumes
that the frequency is stable, i.e., that the phase error is
changing at a constant rate. As we mentioned earlier, the
frequency of real oscillators will change over time due,
for example, to environmental effects. In general, net-
work time synchronization algorithms (e.g., NTP) cor-
rect a clock’s phase and its oscillator’s frequency error,
but do not try to model its frequency instability. That is,
frequency adjustments are made continuously based on a
recent window of observations relating the local oscilla-
tor to a reference. Our prototype RBS system is similar;
it models oscillators as having high short-term frequency
stability by ignoring data that is more than a few minutes
old.

4.3 Implementation on Berkeley Motes

To test these algorithms, we first built a prototype RBS
system based around the Berkeley Motes we described
in Section 3.2. In the first configuration we tested, 5
Motes periodically broadcasted a reference pulse with a
sequence number. Each of them used a 2µsec resolu-
tion clock to timestamp the reception times of incoming
broadcasts. We then performed an off-line analysis of
the data. Figure 4a shows the results of a typical ex-
periment after automatic rejection of outliers (described
below). Each point is the difference between the times
that the two nodes reported receiving a reference broad-
cast, plotted on a timescale defined by one node’s clock.
That is, given

Tr,b: r’s clock when it received broadcast b,
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Figure 4: An analysis of clock skew’s effect on RBS. Each point represents the phase offset between two nodes
as implied by the value of their clocks after receiving a reference broadcast. A node can compute a least-squared-
error fit to these observations (diagonal lines), and thus convert time values between its own clock and that of its
peer. a) Synchronization of the Mote’s internal clock. The vertical impulses (read with respect to the y2 axis) show
the distance of each point from the best-fit line. b) Synchronization of clocks on PC104-compatible single-board-
computers using a Mote as NIC. The points near x = 200 are reference pulses, which show a synchronization error of
7.4µsec 60 seconds after the last sync pulse.

for each pulse k that was received by receivers r1 and r2,
we plot

x =Tr1,k

y =Tr2,k −Tr1,k

For visualization purposes, the data are normalized so
that the first pulse occurs at (0,0). The diagonal line
drawn through the points represents the best linear fit
to the data—i.e., the line that minimizes the RMS error.
The vertical impulses, read with respect to the right-hand
y axis, show the distance from each point to the best-fit
line.

The residual error—that is, the RMS distance of each

point to the fit line—gives us a good idea of the qual-
ity of the fit. We can reject outliers by discarding the
point that contributes most to the total error, if its error
is greater than some threshold (e.g. 3σ). In this experi-
ment, the RMS error was 11.2µsec. (A more systematic
study of RBS synchronization error is described in later
sections.)

The slope of the best-fit line defines the clock skew,
when measured by receiver r1’s clock. We can see, for
example, that these two oscillators drifted about 300µsec
after 100 “r1 seconds.” The line’s intercept defines the
initial phase offset. When combined, we have sufficient
information to convert any time value generated by r1’s
clock to the value that would have been generated by
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r2’s clock at the same time. We will see in Section 5.4
that “r2” may also be an external standard such as UTC.
However, even the internally consistent mapping is use-
ful in a sensor network, as we saw in Section 4.1.

In a second test configuration, we used Motes as “net-
work interfaces” rather than as stand-alone nodes. Motes
were connected via a 9600-baud serial link to PC104-
based single-board-computers running the Linux oper-
ating system. In some sense, this makes the problem
more difficult because we are extending the path be-
tween the receiver (the Mote) and the clock to be syn-
chronized (under Linux). We modified the Linux kernel
to timestamp serial-port interrupts, allowing us to ac-
curately associate complete over-the-air messages with
kernel timestamps.

In this second test, shown in Figure 4b, one “Mote-NIC”
sent reference broadcasts to two receivers for two min-
utes. Each reception was timestamped by the Linux ker-
nel. After one minute of silence, we injected 10 ref-
erence pulses into the PC’s parallel port; these pulses
appear at the right of the figure. We computed the best-
fit line based on the Mote-NIC pulses, after automatic
outlier rejection. There was a 7.4µsec residual error be-
tween the estimate and the reference pulses.

4.4 Commodity Hardware Implementation

The performance of RBS on Berkeley Motes was very
encouraging. However, it is reasonable to wonder if its
success was due to the algorithm itself or simply the fact
that it was implemented on a tightly integrated radio and
processor platform. In addition, we were curious about
the relative performance of RBS and NTP. To answer
these questions—and provide RBS on a platform more
generally available to users—we implemented RBS as a
UNIX daemon, using UDP datagrams instead of Motes.
We used a commodity hardware platform that is part
of our testbed: StrongARM-based Compaq IPAQs with
Lucent Technologies 11Mbit 802.11 wireless Ethernet
adapters. Our IPAQs run the “Familiar” Linux distri-
bution6 with Linux kernel v2.4. In this test, all the wire-
less Ethernet adapters are connected to a wireless 802.11
base station.

To make the comparison as fair as possible, we first
implemented RBS under the same constraints as NTP:
a pure userspace application with no special kernel or
hardware support, or special knowledge of the MAC
layer (other than that it supports broadcasts). Like NTP,

6http://www.familiar.org

our Linux RBS daemon uses UDP datagrams sent and
received via the Berkeley socket interface. Packet re-
ception times are recorded in userspace by using the
standard gettimeofday() library function (and under-
lying system call). The daemon records the time after
learning that a new packet has arrived via an unblocked
select() call. The IPAQ’s clock resolution is 1µsec.

Our RBS daemon simultaneously acts in both “sender”
and “receiver” roles. Every 10 seconds (slightly random-
ized to avoid unintended synchronization), each daemon
emits a pulse packet with a sequence number and sender
ID. The daemon also watches for such packets to arrive;
it timestamps them and periodically sends a report of
these timestamps back to the pulse sender along with its
receiver ID. The pulse sender collects all of the pulse re-
ception reports and computes clock conversion parame-
ters between each pair of nodes that heard its broadcasts.
These parameters are then broadcast back to local neigh-
bors. The RBS daemons that receive these parameters
make them available to users. RBS never sets the nodes’
clocks, but rather provides a user library that converts
UNIX timevals from one node ID to another.

The clock conversion parameters are the slope and inter-
cept of the least-square linear regression, similar to the
examples shown in Figure 4. Each regression is based
on a window of the 30 most recent pulse reception re-
ports. In practice, a small number of pulses are outliers,
not within the Gaussian mode shown in Figure 2, due
to random events such as concurrent serial and Ether-
net interrupts. These outliers are automatically rejected
based on an adaptive threshold equal to 3 times the me-
dian fit error of the set of points not yet rejected. (Early
versions used a more traditional “3σ” approach, but the
standard deviation was found to be too sensitive to gross
outliers.) The remaining points are iteratively re-fit, and
the outlier threshold recomputed, until no further points
are rejected. If more than half the points are rejected as
outliers, the fit fails.

To test the synchronization accuracy, we connected a
GPIO output from each of two IPAQs to an external
logic analyzer. The analyzer was programmed to re-
port the time difference between two pulses seen on each
of its input channels. We wrote a Linux kernel module
that accepts a target pulse-time from a userspace appli-
cation, then emits a GPIO pulse when the local clock
indicates that the target time has arrived. By implement-
ing the pulsing service inside the kernel, with interrupts
disabled shortly before the target time arrives, there is
virtually no phase error between the GPIO pulse and the
node’s clock. In other words, the kernel module ensures
that error between the pulses as seen by the logic ana-
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lyzer is entirely due to the nodes’ clock synchronization
error, not an artifact of the test. (This kernel module
purely facilitates testing; it was not used to help the syn-
chronization of either NTP or RBS.)

Using this experimental framework, we tested three dif-
ferent synchronization schemes:

• RBS—Our reference broadcast synchronization. A
third IPAQ was used as a pulse sender to facilitate
synchronization between the two test systems. NTP
was off during this test.

• NTP—The standard NTP package, version 4.1.1a,
ported to our IPAQs. The ntpdate program was
first used to achieve gross synchronization. Then,
the ntpd daemon was run, configured to send syn-
chronization packets every 16 seconds (the max-
imum frequency it allows). The clients were al-
lowed to synchronize to our lab’s stratum 1 GPS-
steered NTP server for several hours at this high
sampling frequency before the test began. The NTP
server was on the wired side of our network (i.e.,
accessed via the wireless base station).

• NTP-Offset—In our test, RBS has a potentially un-
fair advantage over NTP. Although NTP maintains
a continuous estimate of the local clock’s phase er-
ror with respect to its reference clock, it also lim-
its the rate at which it is willing to correct this
error. This is meant to prevent user applications
from seeing large frequency excursions or discon-
tinuities in the timescale. Our initial RBS imple-
mentation has no such restriction. Since our test
only evaluates phase error, and does not give any
weight to frequency stability, it might favor RBS.
To eliminate this possible advantage, we created
NTP-Offset synchronization. This was similar to
the NTP method; however, during each trial, the
test application queried the NTP daemon (using the
ntpq program) for its current estimate of the local
clock’s phase error. This value was subtracted from
the test pulse time.

For each of these synchronization schemes, we tested
two different traffic scenarios:

• Light network load—The 802.11 network had very
little background traffic other than the minimal load
generated by the synchronization scheme itself.

• Heavy network load—Two additional IPAQs were
configured as traffic generators. Each IPAQ sent

a series of randomly-sized UDP datagrams, each
picked uniformly between 500 and 15,000 bytes (IP
fragmentation being required for larger packets).
The inter-packet delay was 10msec. The cross-
traffic was entirely among third parties—that is, the
source and destination of this traffic were neither
the synchronization servers nor the systems under
test. The average aggregate offered load of this
cross-traffic was approximately 6.5Mbit/sec.

Each of the six test scenarios consisted of 300 trials, with
an 8 second delay between each trial, for a total test time
of 40 minutes per scenario. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 5. In the light traffic scenario, RBS performed more
than 8 times better than NTP—an average of 6.29±6.45
µsec error, compared to 51.18±53.30µsec for NTP. 95%
of RBS trials had an error of 20.53µsec or better, com-
pared to a 131.20µsec bound for 95% of NTP trials.

Much of the 6.29µsec error seen with our userspace
RBS implementation is due to the jitter in software—
the code path through the network stack, the time re-
quired to schedule the daemon, and the system calls
from userspace to determine the current time. We will
see in the next section that significantly better precision
can be achieved using packet timestamps acquired inside
the kernel’s network interrupt handler.

In our heavy traffic scenario, the difference was even
more dramatic. As we discussed in Section 3, NTP is
most adversely affected by path asymmetries that con-
found its latency estimate. When the network is under
heavy load, it becomes far more likely that the medium
access delay will be different during the trip to and from
the NTP server. RBS, in contrast, has no dependence
on the exact time packets are sent; variable MAC delays
have no effect. While NTP suffered more than a 30-fold
degradation in precision (average 1,542µsec, 95% within
3,889µsec), RBS was almost completely unaffected (av-
erage 8.44µsec, 95% within 28.53µsec). The slight
degradation in RBS performance was due to packet loss,
which reduced the number of broadcast pulses available
for comparison with peers. Several instances of RBS
phase excursion were also observed when a packet con-
taining a clock parameter update was lost, forcing clients
to continue using aging data.

Surprisingly, the NTP-Offset method almost uniformly
performed more poorly than plain NTP. The cause was
not clear, but we suspect this was due to the inter-packet
jitter in the 802.11 MAC. The low-pass filter built into
NTP’s clock discipline algorithm was better suited to
model the high-jitter network than the more responsive
online phase estimator.
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Network Load Synchronization Mean Error Std Dev 50% Bound 95% Bound 99% Bound
Light RBS 6.29 6.45 4.22 20.53 29.61
Light NTP 51.18 53.30 42.52 131.20 313.64
Light NTP-Offset 204.17 599.44 48.15 827.42 4334.50

Heavy RBS 8.44 9.37 5.86 28.53 48.61
Heavy NTP 1542.27 1192.53 1271.38 3888.79 5577.82
Heavy NTP-Offset 5139.08 6994.58 3163.11 15156.44 38897.36

Figure 5: Synchronization error for RBS and NTP between two Compaq IPAQs using an 11Mbit 802.11 network.
Clock resolution was 1µsec. All units are µsec. “NTP-Offset” uses an NTP-disciplined clock with a correction based
on NTP’s instantaneous estimate of its phase error; unexpectedly, this correction led to poorer synchronization. RBS
performed more than 8 times better than NTP on a lightly loaded network. On a heavily loaded network, NTP further
degraded by more than a factor of 30, while RBS was virtually unaffected.

4.5 RBS using 802.11 and Kernel Timestamps

In the previous section, we described the performance
of RBS when implemented as a userspace application.
This provided a fair comparison with NTP. However, for
practical use in our testbed, we give RBS the additional
advantage of packet timestamps acquired in the network
interface’s interrupt handler. Timestamping at interrupt-
time, before the packet is even transferred from the NIC,
significantly reduces jitter and is a standard feature of
the Linux kernel. The metadata is accessible by reading
packets using the LBNL packet capture library, libpcap
[21], instead of the usual socket interface.

Using kernel timestamps, the performance of RBS im-
proved considerably, to 1.85± 1.28µsec (see Figure 8),
from 6.29±6.45µsec in the user-space implementation.

We believe this result was primarily limited by the 1µsec
clock resolution of the IPAQ, and that finer precision can
be achieved with a finer-resolution clock. In our future
work, we hope to try RBS on a such a platform: for
example, using the Pentium’s TSC, a counter which runs
at the frequency of the processor core (e.g., 1GHz).

4.6 Application to Post-Facto Synchronization

Sensor network nodes are wireless and unattended; their
finite energy becomes a dominating factor in their de-
sign. It is often not feasible to keep the processor or
radio powered continuously. Such a “deep sleep” con-
founds traditional protocols like NTP that keep the clock
synchronized at all times. We therefore have previ-
ously proposed post-facto synchronization [6]. In this
scheme, nodes normally stay in a low power state, with
unsynchronized clocks, until a event of interest occurs.
Only after such an event are the clocks reconciled. This
prevents energy from being wasted on achieving unnec-
essary synchronization.

An interesting facet of the RBS clock skew estimator is
that it is is also an effective form of post-facto synchro-
nization. After an event of interest, nodes can power
their radios up and exchange sync pulses until the best-
fit line that relates nodes’ clocks to each other has been
computed satisfactorily (e.g., the RMS error has fallen
below some threshold). Our experiment shown in Fig-
ure 4b suggests this line can be used to precisely extrap-
olate backwards, estimating what the phase offset was at
a time in the past, such as when the event occurred.
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4.7 Summary of Advantages of RBS

So far, we have built up the basic RBS algorithm, show-
ing how reference broadcasts can be used to relate a
set of receivers’ clocks to one another. Over time,
we can estimate both relative phase and skew. On
Berkeley Motes, RBS can synchronize clocks within
11µsec, with our relatively slow 19,200 baud radios.
On commodity hardware—Compaq IPAQs using an 11
Mbit/sec 802.11 network—we achieved synchronization
of 6.29± 6.45µsec, 8 times better than NTP under the
same conditions. Using kernel timestamps, precision
nearly reached the clock resolution—1.85±1.28µsec.

The advantages of RBS include:

• The largest sources of nondeterministic latency can
be removed from the critical path by using the
broadcast channel to synchronize receivers with
one another. This results in significantly better pre-
cision synchronization than algorithms that mea-
sure round-trip delay.

• Multiple broadcasts allow tighter synchronization
because residual errors tend to follow well-behaved
distributions. In addition, multiple broadcasts al-
low estimation of clock skew, and thus extrapola-
tion of past phase offsets. This enables post-facto
synchronization, saving energy in applications that
need synchronized time infrequently and unpre-
dictably.

• Outliers and lost packets are handled gracefully; the
best fit line in Figure 4 can be drawn even if some
points are missing.

• RBS allows nodes to construct local timescales.
This is useful for sensor networks or other applica-
tions that need synchronized time but may not have
an absolute time reference available. Absolute time
synchronization can also be achieved, as we will
describe in Section 5.4.

The primary shortcoming of RBS as we have described
it thus far is that it can only be used to synchronize a set
of nodes that lie within a single physical-layer broadcast
domain. We address this limitation in the next section.

1

3

2

A
4

6

B
7

5

Figure 6: A simple topology where multi-hop time syn-
chronization is required. Nodes A and B send sync
pulses, establishing two locally synchronized neighbor-
hoods. Receiver 4 hears both A and B, and can relate
nodes in either neighborhood to each other.

5 Multi-Hop Time Synchronization

RBS as we have described it until now has used broad-
casts to coordinate a set of receivers that lie within a sin-
gle broadcast domain. A natural question that arises is
how this technique might be extended so as to coordinate
receivers whose span is larger than a single physical-
layer broadcast. For example, the extent of wireless
sensor networks is usually much larger than the broad-
cast range of any single node. In traditional LANs, the
broadcast domain of an Ethernet is limited; LANs are
interconnected with routers, bridges, or other gateways
that do not propagate broadcasts at the physical layer.

In these scenarios, an extension to basic RBS can be
used to synchronize a group of nodes that lie beyond the
range of a single broadcast. Consider the example topol-
ogy shown in Figure 6. The lettered nodes, A and B,
both send a sync pulse. A and B can not hear each other,
but each of them are heard by 4 receivers. Receivers
that are in the same neighborhood (i.e., have heard the
same sync pulse) can relate their clocks to each other,
as described in previous sections. However, notice that
receiver 4 is in a unique position: it can hear the sync
pulses from both A and B. This allows receiver 4 to
relate the clocks in one neighborhood to clocks in the
other.

5.1 Multihop Clock Conversion

To illustrate how the conversion works, imagine that we
wish to compare the times of two events that occurred
at opposite ends of the network—near receivers 1 and
7. Nodes A and B both send synchronization pulses,
at times PA and PB. Say that receiver 1 observes event
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E1 2 seconds after hearing A’s pulse (e.g., E1 = PA +2).
Meanwhile, receiver 7 observes event E7 at time PB −4.
These nodes could consult with receiver 4 to learn that
A’s pulse occurred 10 seconds after B’s pulse: PA = PB +
10. Given this set of constraints:

E1 = PA +2

E7 = PB −4

PA = PB +10

=⇒ E1 = E7 +16

In this example, it was possible to establish a global
timescale for both events because there was an intersec-
tion between A’s and B’s receivers.

This technique for propagating timing information has
many of the same benefits as in the single-hop case. A
traditional solution to the multi-hop problem might be
for nodes to re-broadcast a timing message that they
have previously received. In contrast, our technique
never depends on the temporal relationship between a
sender and a receiver. As in the single-hop case, re-
moving all the nondeterministic senders from the criti-
cal path reduces the error accumulated at each hop, as
we will show in Section 5.3.

For simplicity, the example above spoke of sending “a
pulse.” Naturally, the phase and skew relationship be-
tween receivers in a neighborhood can be determined
more precisely by using a larger number of pulses, as
we described in Section 4. To take advantage of this in-
formation, our RBS prototype does not literally compare
pulse reception times, as suggested by the constraints
in the equations above. Instead, it performs a series of
timebase conversions using the best-fit lines that relate
logically-adjacent receivers to each other. Adopting the
notation Ei(R j) to mean the time of event i according to
receiver j’s clock, we can state the multihop algorithm
more precisely:

1. Receivers R1 and R7 observe events at times E1(R1)
and E7(R7), respectively.

2. R4 uses A’s reference broadcasts to establish the
best-fit line (as in Figure 4a) needed for convert-
ing clock values from R1 to R4. This line is used to
convert E1(R1) to E1(R4).

3. R4 similarly uses B’s broadcasts to convert E1(R4)
to E1(R7).

4. The time elapsed between the events is computed
as E1(R7)−E7(R7).

This algorithm is conceptually the same as the simpler
version. However, each timebase conversion implicitly
includes a correction for skew in all three nodes.

5.2 Time Routing in Multihop Networks

In Figure 6, there was a single “gateway” node that we
designated for converting timestamps from one neigh-
borhood’s timebase to another. However, in practice,
no such designation is necessary, or even desirable. It
is straightforward to compute a “time route”—that is,
dynamically determine a series of nodes through which
time can be converted to reach a desired final timebase.

Consider the network topology in Figure 7a. As in Fig-
ure 6, the lettered nodes represent sync pulse senders;
numbered nodes are receivers. (This distinction between
senders and receiver roles is purely illustrative; in reality,
a node can play both roles.) Each pulse sender creates a
neighborhood of nodes that have known phase offsets by
virtue of having received pulses from a common source.
These relationships are visualized in Figure 7b, in which
nodes with known clock relationships are joined by
graph edges. A path through this graph represents a se-
ries of timebase conversions. For example, we can com-
pare the time of E1(R1) with E10(R10) by transforming
E1(R1) → E1(R4) → E1(R8) → E1(R10).

It is possible to find a series of conversions automati-
cally, simply by performing a shortest-path search in a
graph such as in Figure 7b. In addition, the weights
of the graph edges can be used to represent the qual-
ity of the conversion—for example, the residual error
(RMS) of the linear fit to the broadcast observations. A
minimum-error conversion between any two nodes can
be found using a weighted-shortest-path search such as
Dijkstra’s or Bellman-Ford.

Of course, such shortest-path algorithms do not scale to
large networks due to their dependence on global infor-
mation. Although there is precedent for such systems
(e.g., the Internet’s early link-state routing algorithms),
a more localized approach is needed if the method is to
scale. To this end, there is an interesting alternative: time
conversion can be built into the extant packet forwarding
mechanism. That is, nodes can perform successive time
conversions on packets as they are forwarded from node
to node—keeping the time with respect to the local clock
at each hop. This technique, also suggested by Röemer
[28], is attractive because it requires only local computa-
tion and communication. Instead of flooding clock con-
version parameters globally, they can be distributed us-
ing a tightly scoped broadcast. In addition, the quality
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Figure 7: A more complex (3-hop) multihop network topology. a) The physical topology. Beacons (lettered nodes),
whose transmit radii are indicated by the larger shaded areas, broadcast references to their neighbors (numbered
nodes). b) The logical topology. Edges are drawn between nodes that have received a common broadcast, and
therefore have enough information to relate their clocks to each other. Receivers 8 and 9 share two logical links
because they have two receptions in common (from C and D).

of time synchronization across each link can be incorpo-
rated into the link metric used by the routing algorithm,
ensuring that routing is not completely orthogonal to the
quality of the time conversions available.

5.3 Measured Performance of Multihop RBS

In a multihop topology where a series of timestamp con-
versions are required, as described in the previous sec-
tion, each conversion step can introduce synchronization
error. We now consider the cumulative effects of such
errors as the path length grows.

We saw in Section 3.2 that the synchronization error in-
troduced by a reference broadcast is Gaussian. In ad-
dition, each of the per-hop contributions to the error
are independent because the phase and skew estimates
at each hop are based on a different set of broadcasts.
Therefore, we expect that total path error—a sum of in-
dependent Gaussian variables—will also follow a Gaus-
sian distribution. If the average per-hop error along the
path is σ, then we expect7 the average path error for an
n-hop path to be σ

√
n. This bound is pleasing in that it

grows slowly, and implies that we can synchronize nodes
across many hops without significant decay in precision.

We tested the precision of multihop RBS using the IPAQ
and 802.11-based testbed we described in Section 4.4,
including the in-kernel packet timestamping discussed
in Section 4.5. We configured 9 IPAQs in a linear topol-

7From the variance’s identity that var(x + y) = var(x) + var(y);
variance=σ2.

1 32A B C DD4 53

Hops Mean Error Std Dev 50% 95% 99%
1 1.85 1.28 1.60 4.51 5.85
2 2.73 1.91 2.41 6.49 7.74
3 2.73 2.42 2.22 6.93 9.92
4 3.68 2.57 3.18 8.26 10.70

Figure 8: top) The topology used to test cumulative er-
ror when RBS is used in a multihop network. bottom)
Measured performance of multihop RBS, using kernel
timestamping, on IPAQs using 11 MBit/sec 802.11. All
units are µsec.

ogy, alternating between 5 (numbered) receivers and 4
(lettered) beacon emitters, as shown in Figure 8. Each
receiver could hear only the nearest sender on its left
and right. The test procedure was the same as we de-
scribed in Section 4.4—in 300 trials, two IPAQs were
commanded to raise a GPIO pin high at the same time. A
logic analyzer reported the actual time differences. We
tested a 1-hop, 2-hop, 3-hop and 4-hop conversion, by
testing the rise-time difference between nodes 1–2, 1–3,
1–4, and 1–5, respectively.

The results, shown in Figure 8, generally seem to follow
our σ

√
n estimate. The average 4-hop error was 3.68±

2.57µsec, which is nearly σ
√

4, normalizing σ to be the
average 1-hop error.
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5.4 Synchronization with External Timescales

So far, we have spoken entirely of creating local, in-
ternally consistent timescales. Although relative syn-
chronization is sufficient for many applications, oth-
ers require absolute time as measured by an external
reference such as UTC. Reference timescales are typ-
ically distributed via governmentally sponsored radio
systems such as the short-wave WWVB station [3] or the
satellite-based Global Positioning System [16]. Com-
mercially available receivers for these systems can syn-
chronize computers by providing them with a “PPS”
(pulse-per-second) signal at the beginning of each sec-
ond. The seconds are numbered out of band, such as
through a serial port.

RBS provides a natural and precise way to synchronize
a network with such an external timescale. For exam-
ple, consider a GPS radio receiver connected to one of
the nodes in a multihop network such as the one in Fig-
ure 7. GPS time simply becomes another node in that
network, attached via one edge to its host node. The PPS
output of the receiver can be treated exactly as normal
reference broadcasts are. That is, the host node times-
tamps each PPS pulse and compares its own timestamp
with the pulse’s true GPS time. The phase and skew of
the host node’s clock relative to GPS time can then be
recovered using the algorithms described in Section 4.
Other nodes can use GPS time by finding a multihop
conversion route to it through the host node, using the
algorithm we described in Section 5.2.

6 Application Experience

To date, our RBS implementation has been applied,
both within and without our research group, in three
distributed sensor network applications requiring high-
precision time synchronization. Each uses RBS-
synchronized clocks to precisely measure the arrival
time of acoustic signals. Most audio codecs sample
the channel at 48KHz, or ≈ 21µsec per sample. As
we have seen in previous sections, the precision nomi-
nally achieved by RBS is significantly better. Distributed
acoustic sensors have thus been able to correlate their
acoustic time-series down to individual samples. This
has been useful in a number of contexts.

Our group has developed a implemented a centimeter-
scale localization service for Berkeley Motes based on
acoustic time-of-flight ranging [8]. A set of IPAQs set

around the room first establish their own positions within
a relatively coordinate system by ranging to one an-
other. Each IPAQ emits an audible “chirp” which has
an encoded pseudonoise sequence [9]. IPAQs run a
matched filter over their incoming audio data to find
the most likely audio sample indicating arrival of the
chirp. 802.11-based RBS corrections are then applied
to convert this into the equivalent sample number in
the sender’s timebase, allowing time of flight and there-
fore range to be computed. Once this startup phase is
complete, our “acoustic Motes,” specially equipped with
small amplifiers and speakers, periodically emit a simi-
lar pseudonoise chirp; IPAQs in the region each compute
their ranges to the Mote, and can localize it by trilaterat-
ing. In this case, RBS is used to synchronize all Motes
in the system to each other. A special “MoteNIC”—a
Mote physically attached to an IPAQ—provides transla-
tions between the Mote and IPAQ time domains.

Merrill et al. describe Sensoria Corporation’s use of
RBS in their implementation of a distributed, wireless
embedded system capable of autonomous position lo-
cation with accuracy on the order of 10cm [22]. This
system was built under the auspices of the DARPA
SHM program and has been field tested at Fort Leonard
Wood, Missouri, in configurations of up to 20 nodes.
Their application is also notable because it represents
a third hardware and radio platform on which RBS has
been successfully implemented. Sensoria’s “WINS NG”
node is based around the Hitachi SH4 processor running
Linux 2.4. Each node has two low-power 56Kbit/sec
hybrid TDMA/FHSS radios with an RS-232 serial inter-
face to the host processor. As with our 802.11 imple-
mentation, the firmware of this radio was opaque, mak-
ing schemes that rely on tricks at the MAC layer impos-
sible.

Finally, blind beamforming on acoustic signals has been
studied by Yao et al. for a number of years [35]. Their
group had previously restricted their empirical studies to
centralized systems, as they did not have a platform ca-
pable of synchronizing distributed audio sampling with
sufficient precision. Recently, Wang et al. reported their
first experience building a distributed beam-forming ap-
plication on IPAQs using our RBS daemon [34].

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we explored a form of time synchroniza-
tion, Reference-Broadcast Synchronization, that pro-
vides more precise, flexible, and resource-efficient net-
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work time synchronization than traditional algorithms.
The fundamental property of our design is that it syn-
chronizes a set of receivers with one another, as op-
posed to traditional protocols in which senders synchro-
nize with receivers. In addition, we have presented a
novel multi-hop algorithm that allows this fundamental
property to be maintained across broadcast domains.

In our scheme, nodes periodically send beacon messages
to their neighbors using the network’s physical-layer
broadcast. Recipients use the message’s arrival time as a
point of reference for comparing their clocks. The mes-
sage contains no explicit timestamp, nor is it important
exactly when it is sent.

RBS has a number of properties that make it attrac-
tive. First, by using the broadcast channel to synchro-
nize receivers with one another, the largest sources of
nondeterministic latency are removed from the critical
path. This results in significantly better-precision syn-
chronization than algorithms that measure round-trip de-
lay. The residual error is often a well-behaved distribu-
tion (e.g., Gaussian), allowing further improvement by
sending multiple reference broadcasts. The extra infor-
mation produces significantly better estimates of relative
phase and frequency, and allows graceful degradation in
the presence of outliers and lost packets.

The RBS clock skew estimate also supports extrapola-
tion of past phase offsets. This enables nodes to syn-
chronize post-facto, saving energy in applications that
need synchronized time infrequently and unpredictably.

We presented a quantitative study that compared an RBS
implementation to a carefully tuned installation of GPS-
steered NTP. Both used IPAQ PDAs with 802.11 wire-
less Ethernet. We found that the average synchroniza-
tion error of RBS was 6.29± 6.45µsec, 8 times better
than that of NTP in a lightly loaded network. A heav-
ily loaded network further degraded NTP’s performance
by a factor of 30 but had little effect on RBS. With ker-
nel timestamping hints, RBS achieved an average error
of 1.85±1.28µsec, which we expect was limited by the
IPAQ’s 1µsec clock resolution.

Our multihop scheme allows locally coordinated
timescales to be federated into a global timescale, across
broadcast domains. Precision decays slowly—the aver-
age error for an n-hop network is proportional to

√
n.

In our test of kernel-assisted RBS across a 4-hop topol-
ogy, average synchronization error was 3.68±2.57µsec.
RBS-federated timescales may also be referenced to an
external standard such as UTC if at least one node has
access to a source of reference time.

We have implemented RBS on a variety of hardware
platforms, where it has proven to be robust and reliable
for both performance measurement and in support of real
applications. However, there is still much work to be
done. Some important scaling issues have not yet been
explored, such as automatic, dynamic election of the set
of nodes to act as beacon senders. If there are multiple
beacon-senders in a single neighborhood, RBS can make
use of redundant information to improve precision; how-
ever, it quickly reaches the point of diminishing return
where the system would be better off conserving band-
width instead. We would like understand just how much
extra precision is afforded by this redundancy.

In addition, we would like to quantify a number of per-
formance questions more fully: precision vs. both the
bandwidth used for beacons, and their frequency; mini-
mum time to acquire synchronization to within a given
precision bound; post-facto synchronization precision
vs. time elapsed from event to reference pulses; and pre-
cision with different data filtering algorithms. We would
like to quantify the performance of RBS when used for
external (UTC) synchronization over multiple hops, vs.
using NTP in the same topology.

We are confident that these techniques are widely ap-
plicable, based on our experience with Berkeley Motes
running TinyOS, Linux-based IPAQs, PCs, and Senso-
ria’s WinsNG radios. Each has quirks that have taught
us important lessons about RBS, so we would like fur-
ther with experience with RBS with a wider range of
hardware platforms, network interfaces, operating envi-
ronments, and applications. Many of our collaborators
in the sensor network community have research interests
that require precise time synchronization: collaborative
signal processing, acoustic ranging, object tracking, co-
ordinated actuation, and so forth. We look forward to
evaluating the utility of RBS in support of these applica-
tions.
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Abstract

This paper describes the Network Time Protocol (NTP), which is designed to distribute time
information in a large, diverse internet system operating at speeds from mundane to lightwave. It uses
a symmetric architecture in which a distributed subnet of time servers operating in a self-organizing,
hierarchical configuration synchronizes local clocks within the subnet and to national time standards
via wire, radio or calibrated atomic clock. The servers can also redistribute time information within
a network via local routing algorithms and time daemons.

This paper also discusses the architecture, protocol and algorithms, which were developed over
several years of implementation refinement and resulted in the designation of NTP as an Internet
Standard protocol. The NTP synchronization system, which has been in regular operation in the
Internet for the last several years, is described along with performance data which shows that
timekeeping accuracy throughout most portions of the Internet can be ordinarily maintained to within
a few milliseconds, even in cases of failure or disruption of clocks, time servers or networks.

Keywords: network clock synchronization, standard
time distribution, fault-tolerant architecture, maximum-
likelihood principles, disciplined oscillator, internet pro-
tocol.

1.  Introduction

Accurate, reliable time is necessary for financial and
legal transactions, transportation and distribution sys-
tems and many other applications involving widely dis-
tributed resources. How do hosts in a large, dispersed
networking community know what time it is? How ac-
curate are their clocks? In a recent survey involving
94,260 hosts of the Internet system, 20,758 provided
local time using three time-transfer protocols [24]. About
half of the replies had errors greater than two minutes,
while ten percent had errors greater than four hours. A
few had errors over two weeks. Most local clocks are set
by eyeball-and-wristwatch to within a minute or two and
rarely checked after that. Many of these are maintained
by some sort of battery-backed clock-calendar device
using a room-temperature quartz oscillator that may drift
as much as a second per day and can go for weeks
between manual corrections. For many applications, es-
pecially distributed internet applications, much greater
accuracy and reliability is required.

This paper presents an overview of the architecture,
protocol and algorithms of the Network Time Protocol
(NTP) used in the Internet system to synchronize clocks
and coordinate time distribution. The Internet consists of
over 100,000 hosts on over 1500 packet-switching net-
works interconnected by a similar number of gateways.
In this paper the capitalized Internet refers to this par-
ticular system, while the uncapitalized internet refers to
any generic system of multiple networks interconnected
by gateways. While the Internet backbone networks and
gateways are carefully engineered for good service, op-
erating speeds and service reliability vary considerably
throughout the system. This places severe demands on
NTP, which must deliver accurate and reliable time in
spite of component failures, service disruptions and pos-
sibly mis-engineered implementations.

In the remainder of this introductory Section 1, issues in
the requirements, approaches and comparisons with pre-
vious work are discussed. The architecture of the NTP
synchronization system, including the primary reference
sources and distribution mechanisms, is described in
Section 2. An overview of the NTP protocol and modes
of operation is given in Section 3. Section 4 describes the
algorithms used to improve the accuracy of measure-
ments made over Internet paths and to select the best
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from among a set of available clocks for synchronization.
Section 5 describes a local-clock design based on a type
of phase-lock loop and capable of long-term accuracies
to the order of a few milliseconds. The international NTP
synchronization system of time servers now operating in
the Internet is described and its performance assessed in
Section 6. Section 7 discusses further development and
issues for future research. This paper itself is an updated
and condensed version of [23].

1.1. Definitions

In this paper the stability of a clock is how well it can
maintain a constant frequency, the accuracy is how well
its time compares with national standards and the preci-
sion is how precisely time can be resolved in a particular
timekeeping system. The offset of two clocks is the time
difference between them, while the skew is the frequency
difference between them. The reliability of a timekeep-
ing system is the fraction of the time it can be kept
operating and connected in the network (without respect
to stability and accuracy). Local clocks are maintained
at designated time servers, which are timekeeping sys-
tems belonging to a synchronization subnet, in which
each server measures the offsets between its local clock
and the clocks of its neighbor servers or peers in the
subnet. In this paper to synchronize frequency means to
adjust the clocks in the subnet to run at the same fre-
quency, to synchronize time means to set them to agree
at a particular epoch with respect to Coordinated Univer-
sal Time (UTC), as provided by national standards, and
to synchronize clocks means to synchronize them in both
frequency and time.

1.2. Performance Requi rements

Internet transmission paths can have wide variations in
delay and reliability due to traffic load, route selection
and facility outages. Stable frequency synchronization
requires stable local-clock oscillators and multiple offset
comparisons over relatively long periods of time, while
reliable time synchronization requires carefully engi-
neered selection algorithms and the use of redundant
resources and diverse transmission paths. For instance,
while only a few offset comparisons are usually adequate
to determine local time in the Internet to within a few
tens of milliseconds, dozens of measurements over some
days are required to reliably stabilize frequency to a few
milliseconds per day. Thus, the performance require-
ments of an internet-based time synchronization system
are particularly demanding. A basic set of requirements
must include the following:

1. The primary reference source(s) must be synchro-
nized to national standards by wire, radio or cali-
brated atomic clock. The time servers must deliver
continuous local time based on UTC, even when
leap seconds are inserted in the UTC timescale.

2. The time servers must provide accurate and precise
time, even with relatively large delay variations on
the transmission paths. This requires careful design
of the filtering and combining algorithms, as well as
an extremely stable local-clock oscillator and syn-
chronization mechanism.

3. The synchronization subnet must be reliable and
survivable, even under unstable network conditions
and where connectivity may be lost for periods up
to days. This requires redundant time servers and
diverse transmission paths, as well as a dynamically
reconfigurable subnet architecture.

4. The synchronization protocol must operate continu-
ously and provide update information at rates suffi-
cient to compensate for the expected wander of the
room-temperature quartz oscillators used in ordi-
nary computer systems. It must operate efficiently
with large numbers of time servers and clients in
continuous-polled and procedure-call modes and in
multicast and point-to-point configurations.

5. The system must operate in existing internets in-
cluding a spectrum of machines ranging from per-
sonal workstations to supercomputers, but make
minimal demands on the operating system and sup-
porting services. Time-server software and espe-
cially client software must be easily installed and
configured.

In addition to the above, and in common with other
generic, promiscuously distributed services, the system
must include protection against accidental or willful
intrusion and provide a comprehensive interface for net-
work management. In NTP address filtering is used for
access control, while encrypted checksums are used for
authentication. Network management presently uses a
proprietary protocol with provisions to migrate to stand-
ard protocols where available.

1.3. Discussion of Approaches

There are many ways that time servers distributed
throughout a large geographic area can synchronize
clocks to UTC. In North America the U.S. and Canada
operate broadcast radio services with a UTC timecode
modulation which can be decoded by suitable receivers.
One approach to time synchronization is to provide
timecode receivers at every site where required. How-
ever, these receivers are specialized, moderately expen-
sive and subject to occasional gross errors due to
propagation and equipment failures. A comprehensive
summary of radio synchronization techniques can be
found in [4].

The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) (formerly National Bureau of Standards), re-
cently announced a computer time service available to
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the general public by means of a standard telephone
modem [26]. The service is intended for use by personal
workstations to set clock-calendars, for example, but
would not be suitable for a large population of clients
calling on a frequent, regular basis without further redis-
tribution.

In principle, it is possible to use special network facilities
designed for time synchronization, such as timecode
rebroadcasts on a dedicated FM or TV subcarrier or cable
system. For many years AT&T has synchronized digital
switching equipment to the Basic Synchronization Ref-
erence Frequency (BSRF), which consists of a master
oscillator synchronized to UTC and a network of dedi-
cated 2048-kHz links embedded in the transmission
plant. AT&T and other carriers are planning to use the
Global Positioning System and the LORAN-C ra-
dionavigation system to synchronize switches in various
areas of the country. However, neither of these methods
would be economically viable for widespread deploy-
ment in a large, diverse internet system.

Current network clock synchronization techniques have
evolved from both linear systems and Byzantine agree-
ment methodologies. Linear methods for digital tele-
phone network synchronization are summarized in [16],
while Byzantine methods for clock synchronization are
summarized in [15]. While reliable clock synchroniza-
tion has been studied using agreement algorithms [15],
[33], in practice it is not possible to distinguish the
truechimer clocks, which maintain timekeeping accu-
racy to a previously published (and trusted) standard,
from the falseticker clocks, which do not, on other than
a statistical basis. In addition, the algorithms discussed
in the literature do not necessarily produce the most
accurate and precise time on a statistical basis and may
produce unacceptable network overheads and instabili-
ties in a large, diverse internet system.

In an internet system involving many networks and gate-
ways a useful approach is to equip a few strategically
located hosts or gateways with timecode receivers or
calibrated atomic clocks and coordinate time distribution
using a suitable protocol. Various Internet protocols have
been used to record and transmit the time at which an
event takes place, including the Daytime protocol [28],
Time protocol [29], ICMP Timestamp message [7] and
IP Timestamp option [34]. The Unix 4.3bsd time daemon
timed uses an elected master host to measure offsets of a
number of slave hosts and send periodic corrections to
them [11]. While addressing no particular protocol archi-
tecture, the schemes proposed in [6] have features in
common with NTP, including master-slave synchroniza-
tion with provisions for failures and changing system
load. However, none of these protocols includes engi-
neered algorithms to compensate for the effects of statis-
tical delay variations encountered in wide-area networks

and are unsuitable for precision time distribution
throughout the Internet.

It became evident, as the algorithms used in NTP evolved
over a nine-year period of experiment and stepwise
refinement, that accurate and reliable internet time syn-
chronization can be achieved only through an integrated
approach to system design, including the primary refer-
ence sources, time servers, synchronization subnets, pro-
tocols and synchronization mechanisms which are at the
heart of this paper. From an analytical point of view the
distributed system of NTP time servers operates as a
hierarchically organized subnet of loosely coupled time
servers which exchange periodic update messages con-
taining precision timestamps to adjust local oscillator
phase and frequency. The principal features of this de-
sign, described in more detail later in this paper, can be
summarized as follows:

1. The synchronization subnet consists of a self-organ-
izing, hierarchical network of time servers config-
ured on the basis of estimated accuracy, precision
and reliability.

2. The synchronization protocol operates in connec-
tionless mode in order to minimize latencies, sim-
plify implementations and provide ubiquitous
interworking.

3. The synchronization mechanism uses a symmetric
design which tolerates packet loss, duplication and
mis-ordering, together with filtering, selection and
combining algorithms based on maximum-likeli-
hood principles.

4. The local-clock design is based on a type II, adap-
tive-parameter, phase-lock loop with corrections
computed using timestamps exchanged along the
arcs of the synchronization subnet.

5. Multiply redundant time servers and multiply di-
verse transmission paths are used in the synchroni-
zation subnet, as well as engineered algorithms
which select the most reliable synchronization
source(s) and path(s) using weighted-voting proce-
dures.

6. System overhead is reduced through the use of dy-
namic control of phase-lock loop bandwidths, poll
intervals and association management.

2.  Time Standards and Distribution

Since 1972 the time and frequency standards of the world
have been based on International Atomic Time (TAI),
which is currently maintained using multiple cesium-
beam clocks to an accuracy of a few parts in 1012 [1].
The International Bureau of Weights and Measures uses
astronomical observations provided by the U.S. Naval
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Observatory and other observatories to determine cor-
rections for small changes in the mean solar rotation
period of the Earth, which results in Coordinated Univer-
sal Time (UTC). UTC is presently slow relative to TAI
by a fraction of a second per year, so corrections in the
form of leap seconds must be inserted in TAI from time
to time in order to maintain agreement. The U.S. and
many other countries operate standard time and fre-
quency broadcast stations covering most areas of the
world, although only a few utilize a timecode modulation
suitable for computer use.

The NTP system consists of a network of primary and
secondary time servers, clients and interconnecting
transmission paths. A primary time server is directly
synchronized to a primary reference source, usually a
timecode receiver or calibrated atomic clock. A secon-
dary time server derives synchronization, possibly via
other secondary servers, from a primary server over
network paths possibly shared with other services. Under
normal circumstances clock synchronization is deter-
mined using only the most accurate and reliable servers
and transmission paths, so that the actual synchroniza-
tion paths usually assumes a hierarchical configuration
with the primary reference sources at the root and servers
of decreasing accuracy at increasing levels toward the
leaves.

Following conventions established by the telephone in-
dustry, the accuracy of each time server is defined by a
number called the stratum, with the reference level (pri-
mary servers) assigned as one and each succeeding level
towards the leaves (secondary servers) assigned as one
greater than the preceding level [2]. Using existing sta-
tions and available timecode receivers with computed
propagation-delay corrections, accuracies in the order of
a millisecond can be achieved at the network interface of
a primary server. As the stratum increases from one, the
accuracies achievable will degrade depending on the
network paths and local-clock stabilities. 

The synchronization subnet is organized using a variant
of the Bellman-Ford distributed routing algorithm to
compute the minimum-weight spanning trees rooted at
the primary reference sources [3]. The distance metric is
determined first by stratum, then by total roundtrip path
delay to the root, called the synchronization distance.
The timekeeping quality at a particular peer is deter-
mined by a sum of weighted offset differences, called the
dispersion. The total dispersion to the root due to all
causes is called the synchronization dispersion.

3.  Network Time Protocol

The Network Time Protocol (NTP), now established as
an Internet Standard protocol [22], is used to organize
and maintain a set of time servers and transmission paths
as a synchronization subnet. NTP is built on the Internet

Protocol (IP) [8] and User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
[27], which provide a connectionless transport mecha-
nism; however, it is readily adaptable to other protocol
suites. It is evolved from the Time Protocol [29] and the
ICMP Timestamp Message [7], but is specifically de-
signed to maintain accuracy and reliability, even when
used over typical Internet paths involving multiple gate-
ways and unreliable networks.

There are no provisions for peer discovery, configuration
or acquisition in NTP itself, although some implementa-
tions include these features. Data integrity are provided
by the IP and UDP checksums. No circuit-management,
duplicate-detection or retransmission facilities are pro-
vided or necessary. The protocol can operate in several
modes appropriate to different scenarios involving pri-
vate workstations, public servers and various network
configurations. A lightweight association-management
capability, including dynamic reachability and variable
poll-interval mechanisms, is used to manage state infor-
mation and reduce resource requirements. Optional fea-
tures include message authentication based on
crypto-checksums and provisions for remote control and
monitoring. Since only a single NTP message format is
used, the protocol is easily implemented and can be used
in a variety of operating-system and networking environ-
ments.

In NTP one or more primary servers synchronize directly
to external reference sources such as timecode receivers.
Secondary time servers synchronize to the primary serv-
ers and others in the synchronization subnet. A typical
subnet is shown in Figure 1a, in which the nodes repre-
sent subnet servers, with normal stratum numbers deter-
mined by the hop count to the root, and the heavy lines
the active synchronization paths and direction of timing
information flow. The light lines represent backup syn-
chronization paths where timing information is ex-
changed, but not necessarily used to synchronize the
local clocks. Figure 1b shows the same subnet, but with
the line marked x out of service. The subnet has re-con-
figured itself automatically to use backup paths, with the
result that one of the servers has dropped from stratum 2
to stratum 3.

The following subsections contain an overview of the
data formats, entities, state variables and procedures used
in NTP. Further details are contained in the formal speci-
fication [22]. The specification is based on the imple-

1

2 2

3 3 3

1

2 3

3 3 3

(a) (b)

x

Figure 1. Subnet Synchronization
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mentation model illustrated below, but it is not intended
that this model be the only one upon which a specifica-
tion can be based. In particular, the specification is
intended to illustrate and clarify the intrinsic operations
of NTP and serve as a foundation for a more rigorous,
comprehensive and verifiable specification.

3.1. Determining Time and Frequency

Figure 2 shows the overall organization of the NTP
time-server model. Timestamps exchanged between the
server and possibly many other subnet peers are used to
determine individual roundtrip delays and clock offsets,
as well as provide reliable error estimates. Figure 3
shows how the timestamps are numbered and exchanged
between server A and peer B. Let Ti, Ti−1, Ti−2, Ti−3 be
the values of the four most recent timestamps as shown
and let a = Ti−2 − Ti−3 and b = Ti−1 − Ti. Then, the
roundtrip delay δi and clock offset θi of B relative to A at
time Ti are:

δi = a − b    and    θi = 
a + b

2
 .

In the present NTP version (2) errors due to local-clock
resolution and skew are minimized by the control-feed-
back design shown in Figure 2. In practice, errors due to
stochastic network delays dominate; however, it is not
usually possible to characterize network delays as a
stationary random process, since network queues can
grow and shrink in chaotic fashion and arriving customer
traffic is frequently bursty.

Nevertheless, it is a simple exercise to calculate bounds
on network errors as a function of measured delay. The
true offset of B relative to A is called θ in Figure 3. Let x

denote the actual delay between the departure of a mes-
sage from A and its arr ival  at B. Therefore,
x + θ = Ti−2 − Ti−3 ≡ a. Since x must be positive in our
universe, x = a − θ ≥ 0, which requires θ ≤ a. A similar
argument requires that b ≤ θ, so surely b ≤ θ ≤ a. This
inequality can also be expressed

b = 
a + b

2
 − 

a − b
2

 ≤ θ ≤ 
a + b

2
 + 

a − b
2

 = a ,

which is equivalent to

θi − 
δi

2
 ≤ θ ≤ θi + 

δi

2
 .

In other words, the true clock offset must lie in the
interval of size equal to the measured delay and centered
about the measured offset.

Each NTP message includes the latest three timestamps
Ti−1, Ti−2 and Ti−3, while the fourth timestamp Ti is
determined upon arrival of the message. Thus, both the
server and the peer can independently calculate delay
and offset using a single message stream. This can be
described as a symmetric, continuously sampled, time-
transfer method similar to those used in some digital
telephone networks [25]. Among its advantages are that
the transmission times and received message orders are
unimportant and that reliable delivery is not required.
Obviously, the accuracies achievable depend upon the
statistical properties of the outbound and inbound data
paths. Further analysis and experimental results bearing
on this issue can be found below and in [5], [19] and [20].

As shown in Figure 2, the computed delays and offsets
are processed in the data filters to reduce incidental
timing noise and the most accurate and reliable subset
determined by the peer-selection algorithm. The result-
ing offsets of this subset are first combined on a
weighted-average basis and then processed by a phase-
lock loop (PLL). In the PLL the combined effects of the
filtering, selection and combining operations are to pro-
duce a phase-correction term, which is processed by the
loop filter to control the local clock, which functions as
a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). The VCO fur-
nishes the timing (phase) reference to produce the times-
tamps used in the above calculations.

Data Filter

Data Filter

Data Filter

Peer Selection
Clock

Combining
Loop Filter

VCO

Network

Phase-Locked Oscillator

Figure 2. Network Time Protocol

θ

Ti−3 Ti

Ti−2 Ti−1

A

B

Figure 3. Measuring Delay and Offset
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3.2. Modes of Operation

NTP time servers can operate in one of three service
classes: multicast, procedure-call and symmetric. These
classes are distinguished by the number of peers in-
volved, whether synchronization is to be given or re-
ceived and whether state information is retained. The
multicast class is intended for use on high speed LANs
with numerous workstations and where the highest ac-
curacies are not required. In the typical scenario one or
more time servers operating in multicast mode send
periodic NTP broadcasts. The workstation peers operat-
ing in client mode then determine the time on the basis
of an assumed delay in the order of a few milliseconds.
By operating in multicast mode the server announces its
willingness to provide synchronization to many other
peers, but to accept NTP messages from none of them.

The procedure-call class is intended for operation with
file servers and workstations requiring the highest ac-
curacies or where multicast mode is unavailable or inap-
propriate. In the typical scenario a time server operating
in client mode sends an NTP message to a peer operating
in server mode, which then interchanges the addresses,
inserts the requested timestamps, recalculates the check-
sum and optional authenticator and returns the message
immediately. By operating in client mode a server an-
nounces its willingness to be synchronized by, but not
provide synchronization to a peer. By operating in server
mode a server announces its willingness to provide syn-
chronization to, but not be synchronized by a peer.

While the multicast and procedure-call classes may suf-
fice on LANs involving public time servers and perhaps
many private workstation clients, the full generality of
NTP requires distributed participation of a number of
time servers arranged in a dynamically reconfigurable,
hierarchically distributed configuration. This is the mo-
tivation for the symmetric modes (active and passive).
By operating in these modes a server announces its
willingness to synchronize to or be synchronized by a
peer, depending on the peer-selection algorithm. Sym-
metric active mode is designed for use by servers oper-
ating near the leaves (high stratum levels) of the
synchronization subnet and with pre-configured peer
addresses. Symmetric passive mode is designed for use
by servers operating near the root (low stratum levels)
and with a relatively large number of peers on an possibly
intermittent basis.

When a pair of servers operating in symmetric modes
first exchange messages, a loosely coupled connection
or association is created. Each server creates an instan-
tiation of the NTP protocol machine with persistent state
variables; however, the main purpose of the protocol
machine is not to assure delivery but to preserve times-
tamps and related information. In symmetric modes the

servers refresh reachability status as each message is
received and dissolve the association and recover state
storage if this status has not been refreshed for a consid-
erable time.

3.3. Data Formats

All mathematical operations assumed in the protocol are
two’s-complement arithmetic with integer or fixed-point
operands. Since NTP timestamps are cherished data and,
in fact, represent the main product of the protocol, a
special format has been established. An NTP timestamp
is a 64-bit unsigned fixed-point number, with the integer
part in the first 32 bits and the fraction part in the last 32
bits and interpreted in standard seconds relative to UTC.
When UTC began at 0h on 1 January 1972 the NTP clock
was set to 2,272,060,800.0, representing the number of
standard seconds since this time at 0h on 1 January 1900
(assuming no prior leap seconds).

This format allows convenient multiple-precision arith-
metic and conversion to other formats used by various
protocols of the Internet suite. The precision of this
representation is about 232 picoseconds, which should
be adequate for even the most exotic requirements. Note
that since some time in 1968 the most significant bit of
the 64-bit field has been set and that the field will
overflow some time in 2036. Should NTP be in use in
2036, some external means will be necessary to qualify
time relative to 1900 and subsequent 136-year cycles.
Historic timestamped data of such precision and requir-
ing such qualification will be so precious that appropriate
means should be readily conceived.

Timestamps are determined by copying the current value
of the local clock to a timestamp variable when some

LI VN Mode Precision

Synchronizing Distance 

PollStratum

Synchronizing Dispersion

Transmit Timestamp (64 bits)

Reference Timestamp (64 bits)

Originate Timestamp (64 bits)

Receive Timestamp (64 bits)

Authenticator (optional) (96 bits)

Figure 4. NTP Packet Header
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significant event occurs, such as the arrival of a message.
In some cases a particular variable may not be available,
such as when the server is rebooted or the protocol is
restarted. In these cases the 64-bit field is set to zero,
indicating an invalid or undefined value. There exists a
232-picosecond interval, henceforth ignored, every 136
years when the 64-bit field will naturally become zero
and thus be considered invalid.

3.4. State Variables

Following is a summary description of the important
variables and parameters used by the protocol. In the
symmetric modes a set of state variables is maintained
for each association. In other modes these variables have
a fleeting persistence lasting only until the reply message
has been formulated and sent. Further discussion on
some of these variables is given later in this paper. A
complete description is given in [22].

Figure 4 shows the NTP packet-header format, which
follows the IP and UDP headers. Following is a short
description of the various fields.

Leap Indicator (LI). Warns of an impending leap second
to be inserted or deleted in the UTC timescale at the
end of the current day.

Version Number (VN). Identifies the present NTP ver-
sion (2).

Mode, Stratum, Precision. Indicate the current operating
mode, stratum and local-clock precision.

Poll Interval (Poll). The current desired interval between
NTP messages sent. Each server uses the minimum
of its own poll interval and that of the peer.

Synchronization Distance, Synchronization Dispersion.
Indicates the total roundtrip delay and total disper-
sion, respectively, to the primary reference source.

Reference Clock Identifier, Reference Timestamp. Iden-
tifies the type of reference clock and the time of its
last update; intended primarily for management
functions.

Originate Timestamp. The peer time when the last re-
ceived NTP message was originated, copied from its
transmit timestamp field upon arrival (Ti−3 above).

Receive Timestamp. The local time when the latest NTP
message was received (Ti−2 above).

Transmit Timestamp. The local time when this NTP
message was transmitted (Ti−1 above).

Authenticator (optional). The key identifier and en-
crypted checksum of the message contents.

The NTP protocol machine maintains state variables for
each of the above quantities and, in addition, other state
variables, including the following:

Addresses and Ports. The 32-bit Internet addresses and
16-bit port numbers of the server and peer, which
serve to identify the association.

Peer Timer. A counter used to control the intervals
between transmitted NTP messages.

Reachability Register. A shift register used to determine
the reachability status of a peer.

Filter Register. A shift register used by the data-filtering
algorithm, where each stage stores a tuple consisting
of the measured delay and offset associated with a
single delay/offset sample.

Delay, Offset, Dispersion. Indicate the current roundtrip
delay, clock offset and filter dispersion produced by
the data-filtering algorithm.

Synchronization Source. Identifies the peer currently
used to synchronize the local clock, as determined
by the peer-selection algorithm.

Local Clock. The current local time as derived from the
local clock.

3.5. Procedures

The significant events of interest in NTP occur upon
expiration of a peer timer, one of which is dedicated to
each association, and upon arrival of an NTP message.
An event can also occur as the result of an operator
command or detected system fault, such as a primary
reference source failure. This subsection briefly summa-
rizes the procedures invoked when these events occur.

The transmit procedure is called when a peer timer
decrements to zero. When this occurs the peer timer is
reset and an NTP message is sent including the addresses,
variables and timestamps described above. The value
used to reset the timer is called the poll interval and is
adjusted dynamically to reflect dispersive delays and
reachability failures.

The receive procedure is called upon arrival of an NTP
message, which is then matched with the association
indicated by its addresses and ports. This results in the
creation of a persistent association for a symmetric mode
or a transient one for the other modes. Following a set of
sanity checks the raw roundtrip delay and raw clock
offset sample are calculated as described previously. A
weighted voting procedure described in Section 4 deter-
mines the best in a sequence of raw samples and also an
error estimator called the filter dispersion. The final
values of roundtrip delay, clock offset and filter disper-
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sion are determined using the minimum-filter algorithm
described in Section 4.

The update procedure is called when a new set of esti-
mates becomes available. A weighted voting procedure
described in Section 4 determines the best peer, which
may result in a new synchronization source, and also an
error estimator called the select dispersion. If the syn-
chronization source is the peer for which the estimates
have just been produced, the estimated offset is used to
adjust the local clock as described in Section 5. If due to
a significant discrepancy the local clock is reset, rather
than gradually slewed to its final value, the procedure
expunges all timing information, resets the poll intervals
and re-selects the synchronization source, if necessary.
A new synchronization source will be determined when
the data filters fill up again and the dispersions settle
down.

3.6. Robustness Issues

It has been the experience of the Internet community that
something somewhere in the system is broken at any
given time. This caveat applies to timecode receivers,
time servers and synchronization paths, any of which can
misbehave to produce a bogus timestamp popularly
known as a timewarp. The very nature of time synchro-
nization requires that it be extremely robust against time-
warps and capable of operation even when major
breakdowns or attempted break-ins occur. This subsec-
tion describes some of the measures taken to deal with
these problems, including reachability, authentication
and poll control.

As shown previously, reliable time synchronization does
not require reliable message delivery; however, in order
to minimize resource requirements, resist using very old
data and manage the memory resources required, a sim-
ple reachability protocol is used in which a peer is
considered unreachable if no messages are received dur-
ing eight consecutive poll intervals. In the active modes
the peer is marked unreachable, but polls continue;
while, in the passive modes the association is dissolved
and its resources reclaimed for subsequent use.

Special sanity checks are provided to avoid disruptions
due to system reboot, protocol restart or malfunction. For
instance, if the transmit timestamp of a message is iden-
tical to one previously received, the message is a dupli-
cate or replay and may contain bogus data. Since
precision timestamps are difficult to spoof, the originate
timestamp makes a fairly effective one-time pad. If a
message contains an originate timestamp that does not
match the transmit timestamp of the last message trans-
mitted, the message is either out of order, from a previous
association or bogus. Additional checks protect against
using very old time information and from associations
not completely synchronized.

Where security considerations require the highest level
of protection against message modification, replay and
other overt attacks, the NTP specification includes op-
tional cryptographic authentication procedures. The pro-
cedures are used to insure an unbroken chain of
authenticated associations within the synchronization
subnet to the primary servers. An authenticator, consist-
ing of a key identifier and encrypted checksum, is com-
puted using the DES encryption algorithm [9] and DES
cipher block-chaining method [10]. Some implementa-
tions incorporate special provisions to compensate for
the delays inherent in the encryption computations.

Careful consideration was given during design to factors
affecting network overheads. Some of the present In-
ternet time servers operate with over 100 peers and a few
operate with many more than that. Therefore, it is impor-
tant that the longest poll intervals consistent with the
required accuracy and stability be used. When reachabil-
ity is first confirmed and when dispersions are high it is
necessary to use a relatively wide PLL bandwidth, which
requires a poll interval no greater than about a minute.
When the association has stabilized and dispersions are
low, the PLL bandwidth can be reduced to improve
stability, which allows the poll interval to be increased
substantially. In the present design the poll interval is
increased gradually from about one minute to about 17
minutes as long as the filter dispersion is below an
experimentally determined threshold; otherwise, it is
decreased gradually to its original value.

4.  Filtering, Selection and Combining Opera-
tions

At the very heart of the NTP design are the algorithms
used to improve the accuracy of the estimated delays and
offsets between the various servers, as well as those used
to select a particular peer for synchronization. The com-
plexity of these algorithms depends on the statistical
properties of the transmission path, as well as the accura-
cies and precisions required. Since Internet paths often
involve multiple hops over networks of widely varying
characteristics, it is not possible to design one set of
algorithms optimized for a particular path. Another fac-
tor considered is to avoid the use of multiply/divide
operations in favor of simple shifts in order to facilitate
implementation on dedicated microprocessors.

A good deal of research has gone into mechanisms to
synchronize clocks in a community where some clocks
cannot be trusted. Determining whether a particular
clock can be trusted is an interesting abstract problem
which can be attacked using methods such as described
in [14], [15], [18] and [31]. A number of algorithms for
filtering, smoothing and classifying timekeeping data
have been described in the literature [1], [6], [12], [13],
[19], including convergence algorithms, which attempt
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to reduce errors by repeatedly casting out statistical
outlyers, and consistency algorithms, which attempt to
classify subsets of clocks as trusted or not by comparing
statistics such as mean and variance. The NTP data-fil-
tering algorithm, which attempts to improve the offset
estimate for a single clock, given a series of observations,
belongs to the former class. The NTP peer-selection
algorithm, which attempts to find the best (i.e., the most
reliable) clocks from a population, belongs to the latter
class.

4.1. Data-Filtering Algorithm

Interactive convergence algorithms use statistical clus-
tering techniques such as the fault-tolerant average
(FAT) algorithm of [12], the CNV algorithm of [17], the
majority-subset algorithm of [19], the non-Byzantine
algorithm of [30] and the egocentric algorithm of [31].
A variation on the FAT algorithm suggested in a recent
paper [6] attempts to bound the offset errors when read-
ing a remote clock by casting out readings where the
measured roundtrip delay is above a specified value. This
algorithm has features in common with the NTP data-fil-
tering algorithm, but does not take advantage of the
improved accuracy possible using a statistical analysis
such as described in this section.

The NTP data-filtering algorithm, which has been
evolved over several years of experimentation and expe-
rience with Internet paths, is designed specifically to
provide high accuracy together with low computational
burden. Recall that the roundtrip delay δ and clock offset
θ are computed from the four most recent timestamps.
Without making any assumptions about the delay distri-
butions due to packet queueing in either direction along
the path, but assuming the skew between the server and
peer clocks is relatively small, let (δ, θ) represent the
delay and offset when the path is otherwise idle and thus
the true values. The problem is to produce an accurate
estimator (δ̂, θ̂) from a sample population (δi, θi) col-
lected for the path over an appropriate interval under
normal traffic conditions.

The approach used in the design of the data-filtering
algorithm was suggested by the observation that packet-
switching networks are most often operated well below
the knee of the throughput-delay curve, which means that
packet queues are mostly small with relatively infrequent
surges. In addition, the routing algorithm most often
operates to minimize the number of packet-switch hops
and thus the number of queues. Thus, not only is the
probability that an NTP packet finds a busy queue in one
direction relatively low, but the probability of packets
from a single exchange finding busy queues in both
directions is even lower. Therefore, the best offset sam-
ples should occur at the lowest delays,

This observation suggests the design of a minimum filter,
which selects from the n most recent samples (δi, θi),
(δi−1, θi−1), ..., (δi−n+1, θi−n+1) the sample with lowest
delay δj and produces (δj, θj) as the estimator (δ̂, θ̂).
Several experiments were made to evaluate this design
using measurements between NTP primary servers, so
that delays and offsets could be determined inde-
pendently of the measurement procedure itself [24]. The
experiments were performed over several paths involv-
ing ARPANET, NSFNET and various LANs and using
minimum filters and various other algorithms based on
median and trimmed-mean statistics. The results show
consistently lower errors for the minimum filter when
compared the other algorithms. Perhaps the most dra-
matic result with the minimum filter is the greatly re-
duced maximum error under conditions of high levels of
network traffic.

The delay/offset characteristics of a typical Internet path
are illustrated in Figure 5, which is a scatter diagram
plotting θ versus δ points for a path between primary
servers on the east and west coasts over an interval of
about a week. This particular path involves seven net-
works and twelve gateways and is among the most
complex in the NTP synchronization subnet. Under low-
traffic conditions the points are concentrated about the
apex of the wedge and begin to extend rightward along
the extrema lines as the network traffic increases. As the
traffic continues to increase, the points begin to fill in the
wedge as it expands even further rightward. This behav-
ior is characteristic of typical Internet paths involving
ARPANET, NSFNET and regional networks. From
these data it is obvious that good estimators (δ̂, θ̂) are
points near the apex, which is exactly what the minimum
filter is designed to produce.

In the reference implementation, samples (δi, θi) are
shifted into an eight-stage shift register from one end,
causing old samples to shift off the other. Then, all eight
samples are placed on a temporary list and sorted in order
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of increasing δ. The first sample on the list (δ0, θ0)
represents the estimators (δ̂, θ̂), which are recorded for
each peer separately for later processing by the selection
and combining algorithms.

The filter dispersion is interpreted as a quality indicator,
with increasing values associated with decreasing qual-
ity and weight in the selection and combining algorithms.
A good estimator which counts samples near the apex of
the wedge most heavily and is easily computable is the
weighted differences of the θi in the sorted temporary list
relative to θ0. Assume the list has n > 1 entries (n = 8 in
this case) with (δj, θj) (j = 0, 1, ..., n − 1) samples in order
of increasing δi. The filter dispersion ε is defined

ε = ∑ 
j = 0

n − 1

|θj − θ0| v
 j ,

where v is an experimentally adjusted weight factor,
v = 0.5 in the reference implementation. The filter dis-
persion is recorded for each peer separately for later
processing by the selection and combining algorithms.

4.2. Peer-Selection and Combining Algorithms

The single most important contributing factor in main-
taining high reliability with NTP is the peer-selection and
combining algorithms. When new offset estimates are
produced for a peer or are revised as the result of timeout,
this mechanism is used to determine which peer should
be selected as the synchronization source and how to
adjust the local-clock, stratum and related variables.

Interactive consistency algorithms are designed to toler-
ate faulty clock processes which might indicate grossly
inconsistent offsets in successive readings or to different
readers. These algorithms use an agreement protocol
involving successive rounds of readings, possibly re-
layed and possibly augmented by digital signatures. Ex-
amples include the fireworks algorithm of [12] and the
optimum algorithm of [33]. However, these algorithms
as described require an excessive burden of messages,
especially when large numbers of clocks are involved,
and require statistically awkward assumptions in order
to certify correctness.

While drawing upon the technology of agreement algo-
rithms, the NTP peer-selection algorithm is not strictly
one of them, but an adaptation based on maximum-like-
lihood statistical principles and the pragmatic observa-
tion that the highest reliability is usually associated with
the lowest stratum and synchronization dispersion, while
the highest accuracy is usually associated with the lowest
stratum and synchronization distance. A key design as-
sumption is that truechimers are relatively numerous and
represented by random variables narrowly distributed
about UTC in the measurement space, while falsetickers

are relatively rare and represented by random variables
widely distributed throughout the measurement space.

The peer-selection algorithm begins by constructing a
list of candidate peers sorted first by stratum and then by
synchronization dispersion. To be included on the can-
didate list a peer must pass several sanity checks de-
signed to detect blatant errors and defective
implementations. If no peers pass the sanity checks, the
existing synchronization source, if any, is cancelled and
the local clock free-runs at its intrinsic frequency. The
list is then pruned from the end to a predetermined
maximum size and maximum stratum.

The next step is designed to detect falsetickers or other
conditions which might result in gross errors. The candi-
date list is re-sorted in the order first by stratum and then
by synchronization distance. Let m > 0 be the number of
candidates remaining in the list and let θj be the offset of
the jth candidate. For each j (0 ≤ j < m) the select disper-
sion εj relative to candidate j is defined

εj = ∑ 
k = 0

m − 1

|θj − θk| w
 k ,

where w is a factor experimentally adjusted for the
desired characteristic (see below). Then discard the can-
didate with maximum εj or, in case of ties the maximum
j, and repeat the procedure. The procedure terminates
when the maximum select dispersion over all candidates
remaining on the list is less than the minimum filter
dispersion of any candidate or until only a single candi-
date remains.

The above procedures are designed to favor those peers
near the beginning of the candidate list, which are at the
lowest stratum and lowest delay and presumably can
provide the most accurate time. With proper selection of
weight factor w, outlyers will be discarded from the end
of the list, unless some other entry disagrees significantly
with respect to the remaining entries, in which case that
entry is discarded. For example, with w = 0.75 as used in
the reference implementation, a single stratum-2 server
at the end of the candidate list will swing the vote
between two stratum-1 servers that disagree with each
other. While these outcomes depend on judicious choice
of w, the behavior of the algorithm is substantially the
same for values of w between 0.5 and 1.0.

The offsets of the peers remaining on the candidate list
are statistically equivalent, so any of them can be chosen
to adjust the local clock. Some implementations combine
them using a weighted-average algorithm similar to that
described in [1], in which the offsets of the peers remain-
ing on the list are weighted by estimated error to produce
a combined estimate. In these implementations the error
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estimate is taken to be the reciprocal of synchronization
dispersion.

The update procedure also sets the local stratum to one
greater than the stratum of the selected peer. In addition,
the server synchronization distance - the sum of the total
roundtrip delays to the root of the synchronization sub-
net, as well as the server synchronization dispersion - the
sum of the total dispersions to the root of the synchroni-
zation subnet, are calculated and recorded in a system
state variable. All three of these quantities are included
in the NTP message header.

5.  Local-Clock Design

Precision timekeeping requires an exceptionally stable
local oscillator reference in order to deliver accurate time
when the synchronization path to a primary server has
failed. Furthermore, the oscillator and control loop must
maintain accurate time and stable frequency over wide
variations in synchronization path delays. In the NTP
local-clock model the fundamental system time refer-
ence, or logical clock, increments at some standard rate
such as 1000 Hz and can be adjusted to precise time and
frequency by means of periodic corrections determined
by NTP, a timecode receiver or a calibrated atomic clock.

The model shown in Figure 6 can be described as a
type-II, adaptive-parameter, phase-lock loop (PLL),
which continuously corrects local oscillator phase and
frequency variations relative to received updates. The
difference between the peer time and server time
TB − TA; that is, the offset θ shown in Figure 3, is proc-
essed by the phase detector PD to produce the output
Vd. The filtering, selection and combining algorithms
shown in Figure 2 operate as a variable delay network to
produce the output Vs. The loop filter produces the output
Vc, which is used to adjust the frequency of the voltage-
controlled oscillator VCO in order to reduce the offset
θ.

Using familiar techniques of analysis [32], the (open-
loop) transfer function of the PLL can be approximated
as

F(s) = 
ωc

2

s2τ2
 (1 + 

sτ
ωz

) e−sT ,

where ωc is the gain (crossover frequency), ωz the corner
frequency of the lead network (necessary for PLL stabil-
ity), T is the data-filter delay and τ is a parameter used
for bandwidth control. Simulation of the entire PLL with
the variables and constants specified in [22] results in the
following characteristics: At the widest bandwidth
(smallest τ) and a 100-ms phase change the PLL reaches
zero error in 39 minutes, overshoots 7 ms in 54 minutes
and settles to less than 1 ms in about six hours.

Bandwidth control is necessary to match the PLL dynam-
ics to varying levels of timing noise due to the intrinsic
stability of the local oscillator and the prevailing delay
variances in the network. On one hand, the PLL must
track room-temperature quartz oscillators found in com-
mon computing equipment, where the frequency may be
accurate to only .01 percent and may vary several parts-
per-million (ppm) as the result of normal room-tempera-
ture variations. On the other hand, after the frequency
errors have been tracked for several days, and assuming
the local oscillator is appropriately compensated, the
loop must maintain stabilities to the order of .01 ppm.
The NTP PLL is designed to adapt automatically to these
regimes by measuring the dispersions and adjusting τ
over a five-octave range. Design details are discussed in
[22] and performance assessed in [24].

6.  NTP in the Internet System

The penetration of NTP in the Internet has steadily
increased over the last few years. It is estimated that well
over 2000 hosts presently synchronize local clocks to
UTC using NTP and the Internet primary servers. In this
section an overview of the various NTP implementations
and subnet configurations is presented along with an
evaluation of performance expected in routine operation.

The Fuzzball [21] is a software package consisting of a
fast, compact operating system and an array of applica-
tion programs for network protocol development, testing
and evaluation. It usually runs on a DEC LSI-11 personal
workstation, which functions as an experiment platform
capable of millisecond timing accuracies and supports
several types of timecode receivers and precision time-
bases. Since NTP and its forebears were developed and
tested on the Fuzzball, the present implementation is the
reference one for the NTP specification. An implemen-
tation of NTP for Unix systems was built by Michael
Petry and Louis Mamakos at the University of Maryland.
An implementation of NTP for Unix systems and for a
dedicated Motorola 68000 microprocessor was built by
Dennis Ferguson at the University of Toronto. Both Unix
implementations adjust the local-clock phase and fre-
quency using kernel primitives designed for this purpose
and support various types of timecode receivers. Other

VCO 

TB

TA
Filtering, Selection and

Combining

Loop Filter

Vs

Vc

PD
+

–

Vd

Figure 6. Phase-Lock Loop Model
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implementations are in progress at Hewlett-Packard
Laboratories, University College London and University
of Delaware.

The NTP primary synchronization subnet now operating
in the Internet consists of over two dozen Fuzzball and
Unix primary time servers located in the U.S., Canada,
the United Kingdom and Norway. All servers are syn-
chronized to UTC via radio or satellite. Two servers use
calibrated atomic clocks and two use LORAN-C timing
receivers as precision timebases. Six servers are con-
nected directly to national backbone networks, including
NSFNET and ARPANET, and are intended for ubiqui-
tous access, while the remainder are connected to re-
gional networks and intended for regional and local
access. All primary servers continuously exchange NTP
messages with most of the other primary servers, which
provides an exceptional level of redundancy and protec-
tion against failures. For instance, if a timecode receiver
fails, a primary (stratum-1) server synchronizes via NTP
to the nearest primary peer and continues operation as a
secondary (stratum-2) server. If a primary server turns
falseticker, discrepancies become apparent to its NTP
peers, which then deselect the server as the result of the
algorithms described previously.

The NTP secondary synchronization subnet presently
includes an estimated total of over 2000 secondary time
servers using some thousands of transmission paths on
hundreds of networks. A secondary server operating at
stratum n > 1 ordinarily operates with at least three peers,
two at stratum n − 1 and one or more at stratum n. In the
most robust configurations a set of servers agree to
provide backup service for each other, so run NTP with
some of the stratum-(n − 1) servers and some of the other
stratum-n servers in the same set. In a typical example
configuration used at the University of Illinois and the
University of Delaware the institution operates three
stratum-2 campus servers, each operating with two out
of six different stratum-1 primary servers and with each

other. The three campus servers in turn provide synchro-
nization for several stratum-3 department servers, each
operating with all three campus servers. Department
servers, many of which also function as file servers, then
deliver time to possibly hundreds of stratum-4 worksta-
tions in client/server or multicast modes.

As part of normal operations the Fuzzball time servers
monitor delay and offset data from each of their peers.
Periodically, these data are collected and analyzed to
construct scatter diagrams, time-series diagrams and dis-
tribution functions. Scatter diagrams such as Figure 5
have proven exquisitely sensitive indicators of network
performance and possible malfunctions. Time-series dia-
grams showing absolute offsets such as Figure 7, con-
structed from the same data as Figure 5, are useful for
assessing algorithm performance and systematic errors.
Distribution functions plotted on log-log axes such as
Figure 8, also constructed from the same data, are useful
in evaluating the performance of data-filtering algo-
rithms. The figure shows the absolute raw offsets (upper
curve) and filtered offsets (lower curve), from which it
is apparent that the maximum error after the filter is less
than about 30 ms for all but about one percent of the
samples and less than about 50 ms for all samples. A
companion paper [24] contains an extended discussion
of performance issues and concludes that, using the
adaptive-parameter PLL model described above together
with the new combining algorithm, timing accuracies to
a few milliseconds and frequency stabilities to a few
milliseconds per day are regularly achieved.

7.  Future Directions

The IRIG-H timecode format established in 1970 and
used since then by NBS/NIST radio broadcast services
does not include either year information or advance
notice of leap-second insertion. Currently, this informa-
tion must be provided at the primary servers by other
means. It is reported (personal communication) that this
information will soon be available in at least some radio
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services. In fact, the recently introduced NIST telephone
time service [26] already includes both the year and
advance leap-second information.

The current mechanism of time delivery using dedicated
radio systems and multifunction radionavigation and
land-resources satellite systems requires relatively ex-
pensive timecode receivers subject to occasional disrup-
tion due to propagation path or radio failure. A plan once
proposed by NIST using national television networks for
time transfer has been generally thwarted by the growing
use of buffered frame regeneration at the local stations.
However, the growing penetration of cable television
systems suggests a new opportunity for time distribution,
such as providing incentives for cable operators to re-
broadcast WWV, for example. An agenda should be
pursued to promote the installation of NTP primary
servers with Internet connectivity at various national
standards laboratories. In fact, a pilot project is now in
operation at the Norwegian Telecommunications Ad-
ministration Research Establishment, in which Fuzzball
primary NTP servers are synchronized directly to the
Norwegian national standards.

As experience accumulates, improvements are being
made continuously to the filtering and selection algo-
rithms described in this paper. Recent improvements
now being tested include engineered budgets for reading
errors and skew-error accumulation, as well as an im-
proved peer-selection algorithm based on the work of
Marzullo and Owicki [18]. The goal is to provide reliable
timing and timing-error information while preserving
correctness, stability and accuracy. There may also be
room for additional improvements in the offset-combi-
nation algorithm recently introduced, for example, as
well as methods to compensate for asymmetric delays
commonly found on Internet paths. Other improvements
being considered include automatic subnet configuration
and dynamic activation of peer associations when other
peer associations become unreachable. These features
are intended to reduce the network overhead when a large
number of possible peers are available, but only a few
are needed for reliable synchronization.

At present, NTP support is available only for Fuzzball
and Unix systems. Support is needed for other systems,
including mainframes and personal workstations of vari-
ous manufacture. While NTP has been evolved within
the Internet protocol suite, there is obvious application
to the OSI protocol suite, in particular the protocols of
the connectionless (CNLS) branch of that suite. Perhaps
the most attractive methodology would be to integrate
NTP functions directly into the ES-IS and IS-IS routing
functions and network management systems.
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An Integrated Congestion Management Architecture for Internet Hosts

Energy-efficient Communication Protocols for Wireless Microsensor Networks 
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Proc. Hawaaian Int'l Conf. on Systems Science, January 2000. 

Wireless distributed microsensor systems will enable the reliable monitoring of a variety of 
environments for both civil and military applications. In this paper, we look at communication protocols, 
which can have significant impact on the overall energy dissipation of these networks. Based on our 
findings that the conventional protocols of direct transmission, minimum-transmission-energy, multi-
hop routing, and static clustering may not be optimal for sensor networks, we propose LEACH (Low 
Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy), a clustering-based protocol that utilizes randomized rotation of 
local cluster base stations (cluster-heads) to evenly distribute the energy load among the sensors in the 
network. LEACH uses localized coordination to enable scalability and robustness for dynamic networks, 
and incorporates data fusion into the routing protocol to reduce the amount of information that must be 
transmitted to the base station. Simulations show that LEACH can achieve as much as a factor of 8 
reduction in energy dissipation compared with conventional routing protocols. In addition, LEACH is 
able to distribute energy dissipation evenly throughout the sensors, doubling the useful system lifetime 
for the networks we simulated. 
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significantcontributions to the application of information systems technology. 
Many have been republished in various journals,transactions and magazines, 
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reviewed by peopleactively involved in each paper's subject area.  

Advanced seminars, tutorials, workshops, special presentations are available 
for conference registrants at no additionalcost. Each is designed to be an 
intensive short course to serve as a survey of the state-of-the-art knowledge 
in eachsubject area, and to lay the foundation for some of the related paper 
sessions in the conference. Printed and electronicversions of the proceedings 
are also included in the registration fee. Comments and feedback from each 
HICSSconference indicate that the carefully structured conference format 
continues to be professionally rewarding andstimulating to everyone who 
attends. 

Because HICSS is a nonprofit activity funded entirely by registration fees, all 
participants and speakers are expected tohave their organization bear the 
costs of their expenses and registration. HICSS is sponsored by the 
University of Hawai'iCollege of Business Administration.  

Proceedings:  Proceedings of the Hawai`i International Conference on 
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Abstract 

Networked sensors-those that coordinate amongst them- 
selves to achieve a larger sensing task-will revolutionize 
information gathering and processing both in urban envi- 
ronments and in inhospitable terrain. The sheer numbers of 
these sensors and the expected dynamics in these environ- 
ments present unique challenges in the design of unattended 
autonomous sensor networks. These challenges lead us to 
hypothesize that sensor network coordination applications 
may need to be structured differently from traditional net- 
work applications. In particular, we believe that localized 
algorithms (in which simple local node behavior achieves a 
desired global objective) may be necessary for sensor net- 
work coordination. In this paper, we describe localized al- 
gorithms, and then discuss directed diffusion, a simple com- 
munication model for describing localized algorithms. 

1 Introduction 

Integrated low-power sensing devices will permit remote ob- 
ject monitoring and tracking in many different contexts: in 
the field (vehicles, equipment, personnel), the office building 
(projectors, furniture, books, people), the hospital ward (sy- 
ringes, bandages, IVs) and the factory floor (motors, small 
robotic devices). Networking these sensors-mpowering 
them with the ability to coordinate amongst themselves on a 
larger sensing task-will revolutionize information gathering 
and processing in many situations. Large scale, dynamically 
changing, and robust sensor colonies can be deployed in in- 
hospitable physical environments such as remote geographic 
regions or toxic urban locations. They will also enable low 
maintenance sensing in more benign, but less accessible, en- 
vironments: large industrial plants, aircraft interiors etc. 

To motivate the challenges in designing these sensor net- 
works, consider the following scenario. Several thousand 
sensors are rapidly deployed (eig., thrown from an aircraft) 
in remote terrain. The sensors coordinate to establish a 
communication network, divide the task of mapping and 
monitoring the terrain amongst themselves in an energy- 
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efficient manner, adapt their overall sensing accuracy to the 
remaining total resources, and re-organize upon sensor fail- 
ure. When additional sensors are added or old sensors fail, 
the sensors re-organize themselves to take advantage of the 
added system resources. 

Several aspects of this scenario present systems design 
challenges different from those posed by existing computer 
networks (Section 2). The sheer numbers of these de- 
vices, and their unattended deployment, will preclude re- 
liance on broadcast communication or the configuration cur- 
rently needed to deploy and operate networked devices. De- 
vices may be battery constrained or subject to hostile en- 
vironments, so individual device failure will be a regular or 
common event. In addition, the configuration devices will 
frequently change in terms of position, reachability, power 
availability, and even task details. Finally, because these 
devices interact with the physical environment, they, and 
the network as a whole, will experience a significant range 
of task dynamics. 

The WINS project [l] has considered device-level com- 
munication primitives needed to satisfy these requirements. 
However, these requirements potentially affect many other 
aspects of network design: routing and addressing mech- 
anisms, naming and binding services, application architec- 
tures, security mechanisms, and so forth. This paper focuses 
on the principles underlying the design of services and appli- 
cations in sensor networks. In particular, since the sensing 
is inherently distributed, we argue that sensor network ap- 
plications will themselves be distributed. 

Many of the lessons learned from Internet and mobile 
network design will be applicable to designing sensor net- 
work applications. However, this paper hypothesizes that 
sensor networks have different enough requirements to at 
least warrant re-considering the overall structure of appli- 
cations and services. Specifically, we believe there are sig- 
nificant robustness and scalability advantages to designing 
applications using localized algorithms-where sensors only 
interact with other sensors in a restricted vicinity, but nev- 
ertheless collectively achieve a desired global objective (Sec- 
tion 3). We also describe directed diffusion, a promising 
model for describing localized algorithms (Section 4). 

Our research project is starting to investigate the design 
of localized algorithms using the directed diffusion model. 
These ideas were developed in the context of a DARPA 
ISAT study, chaired by one of the authors (Estrin). The 



idea of applying directed diffusion to this problem domain 
is due to Van Jacobson, based on experiences with reliable 
multicast [2) and adaptive Web caching design. 

2 Sensor Network Challenges 

By early next century, sensor integration, coupled with un- 
ceasing electronic miniaturization, will make it possible to 
produce extremely inexpensive sensing devices. These de- 
vices will be able to monitor a wide variety of ambient 
conditions: temperature, pressure, humidity, soil makeup, 
vehicular movement, noise levels, lighting conditions, the 
presence or absence of certain kinds of objects, mechanical 
stress levels on attached objects, and so on. These devices 
will also be equipped with significant (i.e., comparable to 
today’s high-end portable computers) processing, memory, 
and wireless communication capabilities. 

Emerging low-level and low-power wireless communica- 
tion protocols will enable us to network these sensors. This 
capability will add a new dimension to the capabilities of 
sensors: Sensors will be able coordinate amongst themselves 
on a higher-level sensing task (e.g., reporting, with greater 
accuracy than possible with a single sensor, the exact speed, 
direction, size, and other characteristics of an approaching 
vehicle). 

Networking inexpensive sensors can revolutionize infor- 
mation gathering in a variety of situations. Consider the fol- 
lowing scenarios, arranged in increasing order of complexity: 

l Each item of inventory in a factory warehouse or office 
complex has, attached to it, a tag. Stick-on sensors, 
discreetly attached to walls, or embedded in floors and 
ceilings, track the location history and use of items. 
The sensor network can automatically locate items, 
report on those needing servicing, analyze long-term 
correlations between workflow and wear, report unex- 
pected large-scale movements of items or significant 
changes in inventory levels. Some systems today (for 
example, those based on bar-codes) provide inventory 
tracking; full sensor-net based systems will eliminate 
manual scanning and provide more data than simply 
location. 

l Thousands of disposable sensors are densely scattered 
over a disaster area. Some of them fall into regions af- 
fected by the disaster, say a fire-these sensors are de- 
stroyed. The remaining sensors collectively map these 
affected regions, direct the nearest emergency response 
teams to affected sites, or find safe evacuation paths. 
Disaster recovery today is by comparison very human 
intensive. 

l Every vehicle in a large metropolis has one or more at- 
tached sensors. These sensors are capable of detecting 
their location; vehicle sizes, speeds and densities; road 
conditions and so on. As vehicles pass each other, they 
exchange information summaries. These summaries 
eventually diffuse across sections of the metropolis. 
Drivers can plan alternate routes, estimate trip times, 
and be warned of dangerous driving conditions. Wn- 
like the centralized systems sometimes seen today, one 

based on local communication would scale as the num- 
ber of vehicles grows and provide much greater local 
detail. 

These futuristic scenarios bring out the two key require- 
ments of sensor networks: support for very large numbers 
of unattended autonomous nodes and adaptivity to environ- 
ment and task dynamics. 

Many large-scale networks exist today; the Internet is a 
prime example. Sensor networks present a fundamentally 
more difficult problem, though, because the ratio of com- 
municating nodes to users is much greater. Each personal 
computer on the Internet has a user who can resolve or at 
least report all manner of minor errors and problems. Thii 
human element allows the Internet to function with much 
less robust software. Sensor networks, by comparison will 
exist with the ratio of thousands of nodes per user (or more). 
At such ratios, it is impossible to pay special attention to 
any individual node. Furthermore, even if it were possible to 
consider each node, sensors may be inaccessible, either be- 
cause they are embedded in physical structures, or thrown 
into inhospitable terrain. Thus, for such a system to be ef- 
fective, it must provide ezception-free, unattended operation 
(the term exception-free is due to Mark Weiser). 

It is not completely true that there are no large scale 
unattended systems today. Automated factories, for ex- 
ample, may contain hundreds of largely unsupervised com- 
puters. This example illustrates the second requirement of 
sensor networks: they operate and must respond to very dy- 
namic environments. Automated factories are deployed with 
very careful planning and react to very few external events. 
Sensor networks instead will be deployed in a very ad hoc 
manner (possibly thrown down at random). They will suffer 
substantial changes as nodes fail due to battery exhaustion 
or accident, new nodes are added, nodes move or are carried. 
User and environmental demands also contribute to dynam- 
ics as what is being sensed moves and what is considered 
interesting changes. Thus sensor networks must automati- 
cally adapt to changes in environment and requirements. 

One hypothesis for the overall design of a sensor net- 
work is that it is sufficient to design sensor network ap- 
plications using Internet technologies coupled with ad-hoc 
routing mechanisms. In such a design, each sensor node is 
an Internet-capable device (has one or more IP addresses) 
and can run applications and services. When deployed, sen- 
sor nodes establish an ad-hoc network amongst themselves; 
thereafter, application instances running on each node can 
communicate with each other. Applications, aided by direc- 
tory and resource discovery services, are structured much 
the same way as traditional Internet applications. 

We believe, however, that sensor network requirements 
are different enough from those of traditional wired and 
wireless networks to warrant considering a different design. 
This design has the following features: 

Data-Centric Unlike traditional networks, a sensor node 
may not need an identity (e.g., an address) ‘. That 
is, sensor network applications are unlikely to ask the 
question: What is the temperature at sensor #27? 
Bather, applications focus on the data generated by 

‘In some situations, for example, for querying a specific faulty 
sensor, the ability to address an individual sensor is clearly necessary. 
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sensors. Data is named by attributes and applications 
request data matching certain attribute values. So, 
the communication primitive in this system is a re- 
quest: Where are nodes whose temperatures recently 
exceeded 30 degrees? This approach decouples data 
from the sensor that produced it. This allows for more 
robust application design: even if sensor #27 dies, 
the data it generates can be cached in other (possi- 
bly neighboring) sensors for later retrieval. 

Application-Specific Traditional networks are designed 
to accommodate a wide variety of applications. We 
believe it is reasonable to assume that sensor networks 
can be tailored to the sensing task at hand. In partic- 
ular, this means that intermediate nodes can perform 
application-specific data aggregation and caching, or 
informed forwarding of requests for data. This is in 
contrast to routers that facilitate node-to-node packet 
switching in traditional networks. 

If we admit this architecture, how might we design appli- 
cations on top of a sensor network that provided this kind of 
communication? Recall that sensor network applications of 
interest to us are those in which sensor nodes coordinate to 
perform a higher-level sensing task (e.g., Is it time to order 
more inventory? At what speed and in what direction was 
that elephant traveling?). Clearly, this kind of coordination 
can be structured in a centralized manner. Individual sen- 
sors report their data to a central node, which then performs 
the computation required for the application. This central- 
ized structure is a bad choice for several reasons: it provides 
a single point of failure, it can be energy inefficient, and it 
doesn’t scale to large networks. 

We hypothesize that sensor network coordination appli- 
cations are better realized using localized algorithms. We 
use this term to mean a distributed computation in which 
sensor nodes only communicate with sensors within some 
neighborhood, yet the overall computation achieves a de- 
sired global objective. What is the rationale for using local- 
ized algorithms in sensor networks? Since the sensors them- 
selves are physically distributed, it is not unnatural to design 
sensor networks using distributed algorithms. Furthermore, 
localized algorithms have two attractive properties. First, 
because each node communicates only with other nodes in 
some neighborhood, the communication overhead scales well 
with increase in network size. Second, for a similar reason 
these algorithms are robust to network partitions and node 
failures. We are just beginning the work of validating this 
hypothesis through design and experimentation. 

In the next section, we describe the challenges posed by 
the design of localized algorithms in data-centric, application- 
specific sensor networks. 

3 Localized Algorithms for Coordination 

Clustering allows sensors to efficiently coordinate their local 
interactions in order to achieve global goals. In particular, 
localized clustering can contribute to more scalable behavior 
as number of nodes increase, improved robustness, and more 
efficient resource utilization for many distributed sensor co- 
ordination tasks. One such sensor coordination task is the 
election of extremal sensors to form the widest baseline for 

locating external objects. Especially when this “triangula- 
tion” is performed frequently, it may be more energy efficient 
for cluster heads alone, rather than all the sensors in the net- 
work, to participate in this election. Data aggregation is a 
second example of the use of clustering. Consider an office 
environment where sensors monitor the location of various 
tagged objects such as projectors and books. Cluster-heads 
could summarize the objects located in their clusters to pro- 
vide a less detailed view to distant nodes. The disseminated 
summary information can then be used to locate objects 
such as the nearest projector or a missing book. 

We first present a localized clustering algorithm and later 
discuss an application that makes use of the clustered sen- 
sors to efficiently pinpoint the location of objects. We as- 
sume that a link level procedure is run on each sensor that 
adjusts the transmission power and thus the communica- 
tion range to a minimum value that maintains full network 
connectivity. The clustering algorithm then elects cluster- 
head sensors such that each sensor in the multi-hop network 
is associated with a cluster-head sensor as its parent. The 
parent-child relationships are established only between sen- 
sors that are able to communicate with each other thus pre- 
venting inconsistencies due to asymmetric communication. 
The clusters adapt to network dynamics and changing en- 
ergy levels of nodes. For simplicity, we describe a two-level 
cluster formation algorithm in this paper. The algorithm 
can be recursively applied to build a cluster hierarchy. 

In our algorithm, we associate sensors at a particular 
level with a radius. The radius specifies the number of phys- 
ical hops that a sensor’s advertisements will travel. Sensors 
at a higher level are associated with larger radii than those 
at lower levels. All sensors start off at the lowest level of 0. 
Each sensor then sends out periodic advertisements to sen- 
sors within radius hops. The sensor advertisements carry 
the sensor’s hierarchical level, parent ID (if any) and re- 
maining energy of the sensor. Sensors then wait for a cer- 
tain wait time that is proportional to their radius in order 
to allow advertisements from various sensors to reach each 
other. At the end of the above wait period, a level 0 sen- 
sor starts a promotion timer if it does not have a parent. 
The promotion timer is set to be inversely proportional to 
the sensor’s remaining energy and the number of other sen- 
sors from whom level 0 advertisements were received. This 
would cause sensors located in relatively dense regions and 
with higher remaining energy to have smaller timeout val- 
UeS. 

When the promotion timer expires, a sensor promotes it- 
self to level 1 and starts sending periodic advertisements at 
the level 1 radius. In these advertisements, the newly pro- 
moted sensor lists its potential child sensors that consists 
of the level 0 sensors whose advertisements it previously re- 
ceived. Only the level 0 sensors that appear in this potential 
children list can choose the level 1 sensor to be their parent. 
This ensures that parent-child relationships are established 
only between sensors that can see each other’s advertise- 
ments and thus are able to communicate with each other. A 
level 0 sensor picks the closest potential parent that it sees 
to be its parent. Once a level 0 sensor picks a parent, it can- 
cels its promotion timer if running and thus drops out of the 
election process. After promotion, the level 1 sensors start 
a wait timer proportional to their new larger radius. At the 
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Figure 1: Object 7Gngulation in Sensor Networks: The high-level task of this sensor network is to accurately pinpoint the location of 
the object (represented by a dark square). Under certain assumptions, there exists a localized algorithm which can do this, which may 

be non-optimal under certain circumstances. 

end of the wait period, the level 1 sensor may demote itself 
if it does not have any child sensors or if its energy level is 
less than a certain threshold function of its children’s en- 
ergy (e.g., less than 50% of the maximum energy among its 
children). All level 0 and level 1 sensors periodically enter 
the wait state. Thus, any change in network conditions, or 
in sensor energy levels results in m-clustering with bounded 
delay. 

Many clustering proposals can be found in the literature. 
However, they do not adequately address the primary con- 
straints of the wireless sensor networks environment. Some 
proposals [3, 41 exhibit non-localized behavior where nodes 
need to communicate with other distant node(s) to elect 
leaders. The Landmark hierarchy [5] a and other localized 
clustering proposals [6, 71 suggest significant improvements 
but do not handle two key design constraints: asymmetric 
communication in the network and limited energy of sen- 
sors. Asymmetric communications may cause a sensor in 
the network to have inconsistent information about its own 
cluster. For example, a chiid sensor might choose a partic- 
ular cluster-head to be its parent (thereby joining its clus- 
ter) even though the cluster-head cannot see advertisements 
from the child sensor (due to the child’s advertising radius 
being smaller than the longer reverse path to the parent). 
Energy-insensitive design may lead to quick depletion of en- 
ergy levels of sensors thus reducing the life of the network. 

We next illustrate an application of the clustering algo- 
rithm in pinpointing object locations. Consider the scenario 
shown in figure. This figure depicts a sensor network orga- 
nized into clusters where no single level 1 cluster encom- 
passes all sensors. The only active sensors in the network 
are the cluster-head sensors (the shaded ones) that detect 
an object (the dark square). Each sensor can determine the 
general direction of the object. The task of this sensor net- 
work is to pinpoint, in an energy-efficient manner, the exact 
location of the object. To accurately determine the loca- 
tion of the object, we need the widest possible measurement 
baseline. To achieve energy efficiency, we need the fewest 
number of sensors participating in this triangulation. That 
is, for the network shown in Figure l(a), we would like to 
design a localized algorithm that results in cluster-heads A 
and B participating in the triangulation. 

Assume that each sensor can determine its position in 
a-space, and that each sensor can specify the approximate 
direction of the object relative to its own location. Then, 
there exists a simple rule whereby each cluster-head sensor 

‘Recursive application of our algorithm leads to the construction 
of a Landmark hierarchy 

can locally determine (based on information from neighbour 
cluster-heads alone) whether it should participate in the tri- 
angulation computation: If all the neighboring cluster-heads 
of a cluster-head sensor lie on the same side of a line drawn 
between the sensor and the object, then that cluster-head 
sensor elects itself as a participant in the computation. By 
thii rule, for example, the cluster-head X in Figure l(a) 
does not elect itself to be a participant. This rule will elect 
the cluster-head sensor at each extremity (or more than one 
if those sensors are aligned with respect to the object) Once 
elected, these extremal sensors report their readings to an 
external observer. 

To implement this rule, a single message exchange be- 
tween neighboring cluster-head nodes suffices. The above 
cluster-based approach for base-line estimaton has several 
nice properties. First, because these sensor algorithms use 
only local information, they should have generally lower en- 
ergy consumption than those that entail global communi- 
cation. Intuitively, these algorithms have the potential to 
demonstrate scaling complexity such that the overhead of 
the algorithm run at each sensor node is a sublinear func- 
tion of the total number of sensor nodes, and is proportional 
to the local population density. Second, the algorithm is ro- 
bust to link or node failures and network partitions. As we 
show below, however, it could be slightly inefficient when 
these pathologies occur. Third, because all communication 
is inherently localized, mechanisms for self-configuration can 
be simpler than for other networks. This enables rapid de- 
ployment and robust unattended operation. Finally, local 
communication and per-hop data filtering can avoid trans- 
mitting large amounts of data over long distances, thereby 
preserving node energy resources. Node energy resources are 
also better utilized since the cluster-heads adapt to chang- 
ing energy levels. Essentially, the sensors in a cluster take 
turns at being the cluster-head based on their current energy 
levels thus leading to more efficient energy usage. 

The previously described rules achieve our objective: elect- 
ing sensors that form the longest-baseline for triangulation. 
So, what is hard about designing such localized algorithms? 
This simplified algorithm can be non-optimal under certain 
terrain conditions. For example, if some cluster-head sensors 
are behind obstacles and cannot see the object, while their 
neighbor cluster-heads can, the rule can cause several sen- 
sors to elect themselves (Figure l(b)). One way to alleviate 
the impact of such conditions might be to allow a cluster- 
head to switch on some number of child sensors in its cluster 
to do object location. A cluster-head can then communicate 
to its neighbour cluster-heads that it detects an object if any 
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of its selected child sensors detect the object. A cluster-head 
that is elected to participate in the triangulation can report 
back readings from the extremal child sensor in its cluster 
that detects the object. 

The preceding paragraph shows by example the difficulty 
of designing localized algorithms. Localized algorithms are 
hard to design for two main reasons. First, local algorithms 
must provide a desired global behavior with at best indirect 
global knowledge. Thus the process of crafting local algo- 
rithms from the global behavior is akin to the process of con- 
verting a centralized algorithm to a completely distributed 
one. The resulting rules often bear little resemblance to 
the original distributed computation. Second, some kinds 
of localized algorithms are parametrically sensitive; differ- 
ent choices of algorithm parameters can lead to radically 
different kinds of global behavior. An example of this is the 
reaction-diffusion systems studied by Turing [8]. It is dif- 
ficult to design localized algorithms that both empirically 
adapt to a wide range of environments and converge to the 
desired global behavior over that entire range. 

We believe that the following two-pronged approach can 
be used to overcome these difficulties. 

l First, develop intuition for localized algorithms by de- 
signing and prototyping some algorithms. A class of 
algorithms pertinent to sensor networks that we plan 
to explore are adaptive fidelity algorithms. An adap- 
tive fidelity algorithm is one where the quality (fi- 
delity) of the answer can be traded against battery 
lifetime, network bandwidth, or number of active sen- 
sors. (Of course, the resulting fidelity must still fall 
within acceptable bounds.) One illustration of this 
idea is shown in Figure 2. Consider, as before, a 
sensor network that determines the exact location of 
sensed objects. Now, instead of every cluster-head sen- 
sor participating in the baseline determination, some 
cluster-head sensors turn themselves off to conserve 
power (the grayed sensors in Figure 2(a)). This has the 
effect of a smaller baseline and, consequently, lower fi- 
delity triangulation. Subsequently, as some of the cur- 
rently active sensors “die” (due to battery failure or 
accidents, shown with dotted lines), new cluster-heads 
are elected and their neighbor cluster-heads take over 
and continue the baseline determination for other ob- 
jects (Figure 2(b)). If designed correctly, this can re- 
sult in only slightly degraded baseline determination 
but a sensor network with nearly double the lifetime. 

l Second, develop techniques for characterizing the per- 
formance of localized algorithms. Localized algorithms 
exhibit good robustness and scaling properties. To 
achieve these properties, however, these algorithms may 
sacrifice resource utilization or sensing fidelity, respon- 
siveness, or immunity to cascading failures. It is desir- 
able to develop a methodology that can characterize 
these tradeoffs. 

4 Directed Diffusion 

Localized algorithms have many desirable properties in the 
context of sensor networks. However, these algorithms are 
hard to design and characterize. It would be convenient to 

define a set of abstractions that describe the communica- 
tion patterns underlying many localized algorithms. In this 
section, we briefly explore one such set, directed diffusion. 

A sensor network based on directed diffusion exhibits the 
following properties. Each sensor node names data that it 
generates with one or more attributes. Other nodes may 
express interests, based on these attributes. Network nodes 
propagate interests. Interests establish gradients that direct 
the diffusion of data. As it propagates, data may be locally 
transformed at each node. We explain these concepts with 
the aid of the simple scenario shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 shows a sensor network in which each node can 
detect motion (and possibly other information) within some 
vicinity. One or more sink nodes may query the sensor net- 
work for motion information from a particular section of the 
terrain (e.g., from the southeast quadrant). One goal of the 
sensor network is to robustly compute a data dissemination 
path from source to sink. The following four paragraphs de- 
scribe this path finding algorithm using the diffusion model. 

Attribute-based naming is the first characteristic of di- 
rected diffusion systems. In our example, each sensor names 
data that it generates using a single attribute motion, which 
has a geographic location (e.g., latitude/ longitude, or rel- 
ative location with respect to some landmark) as its value. 
In general, motion data may be described using several at- 
tributes: (type=seismic, id=12, timestamp=99.01.22/21:08:15, 
location=75N/120E, footprint= vehicle/wheeled/over-40-ton). 
As this example shows, an attribute’s value may also have 
a hierarchical structure. 

A sink (such as the node a in Figure 3(a)) may query for 
motion information by disseminating an interest. Syntacti- 
cally, an interest is simply a range of values for one or more 
attributes. In our example, the node a specifies south-east 
quadrant as the value of the motion attribute in its inter- 
est. More generally, interests may have complex structure 
(type=seismic, timestamp=99.01.22/*, location=70-80N/lOO- 
140E). 

Each node disseminates interests based on the contents 
of the interest. In our example, intermediate nodes send the 
interest towards the neighbor in the direction of the south- 
east quadrant. Conceptually, the path of interest propaga- 
tion sets up a reverse data path for data that matches the 
interest. Then, when nodes x and y in the southeast quad- 
rant detect motion, the motion signature travels towards a 
along data propagation path. 

In the diffusion model, we say that this data propagation 
path has an associated gradient. The notion of gradient is 
useful when, for robustness, each intermediate node propa- 
gates the interest towards multiple neighbors (Figure 3(b)). 
We say that the “strength” of the interest is different to- 
wards different neighbors, resulting in source-to-sink paths 
with different gradients. In its simplest form, a gradient is 
a scalar quantity. Negative gradients inhibit the distribu- 
tion of data along a particular path, and positive gradients 
encourage the transmission of data along the path. The 
value of a particular gradient may have application-specific 
semantics. In our motion sensing scenario, for instance, if 
a node has two outgoing paths, one with a gradient of 0.8 
and another with a gradient of 0.4, then the node may send 
twice as much detail along the higher gradient path than 
along the lower. 
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Figure 2: Adaptive Fidelity Algorithms: These localized algorithms selectively turn off some sensors to conserve system resources. As 
individual sensors die, others take their place. This technique extends network lifetime while possibly reducing sensing fidelity. 

Although not described in our scenario, the diffusion 
model allows intermediate nodes to cache or locally tt-ans- 
form (e.g., aggregate) data. This aspect of the model lever- 
ages the application-specificity that is possible in sensor net- 
works. Caching and aggregation can increase the efficiency, 
robustness and scalability of coordination. Locally cached 
data may be accessed by other users with lower energy con- 
sumption than if the data were to be resent end to end. 
Intermediate node storage increases availability of the data, 
thereby improving robustness. Finally, intermediate nodes 
can increase the scalability of coordination by using cached 
information to carefully direct interest propagation. 

The diffusion model’s data naming and local data trans- 
formation features capture the datai-centricity and application- 
specificity inherent in sensor networks (Section 2). The 
model allows for neighbor-to-neighbor interest propagation 
and local data transformation rules; these elements cap- 
ture the communication patterns expected of localized al- 
gorithms. Finally, gradients model the network-wide results 
of these local interactions. We believe that the diffusion 
model can be used to describe not only other data dissemina- 
tion patterns (shortest path multicast trees, energy-efficient 
spanning tree multicast), but also other coordination algo- 
rithms (such as the triangulation example of Section 3). 

To the extent that diffusion primitives help set up com- 
munication paths between nodes in sensor networks, they 
play the role of the routing system in traditional data net- 
works. Because we expect most sensor applications to be 
localized, we think sensor networks are unlikely to incor- 
porate a reactive routing system like that found in today’s 
Internet. Instead, we expect the routing function in a sen- 
sor network to be tightly integrated with the application. 
Applications will use a combination of proactive and reac- 
tive schemes [9, 10, 11, 12, 13,141 to achieve energy-efficient 
communication. 

5 Related Work 

Several projects have already demonstrated the feasibility 
of low power integrated sensors [l, 15, 16, 171 and MEMS- 
based microsensors [ 181. 

Different contexts have been proposed for the application 
of small-scale networks of devices for sensing and actuation 
tasks. 

Various process control and automation tasks in facto- 
ries have traditionally used networks of embedded systems 
known as control network [19] to efficiently perform their 
monitoring tasks. These control networks today consist of 

a centralized processor coordinating the communication be- 
tween many tens of sensors and actuators. 

Simple networks of integrated sensors have been pro- 
posed for military awareness situations [l]. These networks 
schedule sensor transmission using TDMA methods, and 
provide for automatic discovery of neighbors and cooper- 
ative detection by sensors. 

The Piconet [20] project is developing a prototype em- 
bedded network. Piconet is a low-rate (about 40 Kb/s), low- 
range (5 meters) ad-hoc radio network. Sensors can use the 
Piconet module to enable wireless connectivity. The project 
has designed a low level radio protocol for communication 
between various embedded objects. They have also proto 
typed some interesting home and office information discov- 
ery applications [21]. 

Embedded networks have long been used for personal 
location, equipment tracking, or information gathering. Ac- 
tive badges [22], the ParcTab [23], the ORL location sys- 
tem [24], the Pinpoint Positioning System (LPS) [25], and 
the Factoid [26] are all examples of this class of networked 
sensors. 

The Ubiquitous Computing project at Xerox PARC [27] 
explored a generalized version of these applications: seam- 
less integration of computing devices into the environment. 
Finally, the MIT smart room project [28] and the Forest of 
Sensors project [29] analyze data from video images to make 
inferences about the presence or absence of various objects 
or people. 

Several research efforts provide insights into the design 
of coordination algorithms for sensor networks. 

Biological Systems: The reaction-diffusion models for 
morphogenesis [8] describe the mechanism by which the ini- 
tially homogeneous human cells eventually differentiate them- 
selves to form various tissues and organs. Models of ant 
colonies (301 are based on the fact that the almost blind 
ants seem to be able to find shortest paths to destinations 
using the pheromone trails deposited by other ants as the 
only information. These contain some elements of the diffu- 
sion model: localized interactions that lead to the formation 
of network gradients. 

Distributed robotics: Of relevance here are coordination 
protocols being designed for troops of low-cost robots to ex- 
plore and acquire maps of unknown environments (311. In 
these schemes, the robots move about in a partially ran- 
dom fashion and cooperate with each other by transferring 
the collected information when they meet. After the robots 
complete their exploratory run, they deliver their partial 
maps to a host computer that then derives a complete map 
of the area. 
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Figure 3: Diffusion for path finding: This illustrates the basic diffusion constructs: data naming, interests that set up gradients, data 
diffusing along gradients. 

Amorphous Computing: Coore et al. [6] present dis- 
tributed algorithms to organize unstructured processing el- 
ements into a hierarchy of cooperative groups, called an AC 
hierarchy. However adaptation to network failures has not 
been discussed. 

Internet Multicast and Web Caching: The design of In- 
ternet multicast tools [32] has led to significantly improved 
understanding of robust application design. Specifically, 
techniques such as lightweight sessions and soft state man- 
agement are also applicable in the sensor network context. 
In adaptive Web caching schemes [33], cache servers self- 
organize themselves into overlapping multicast groups. The 
mesh of overlapping groups form a scalable, implicit hierar- 
chy that is used to diffuse popular web content towards the 
demand. These techniques are relevant because frequently 
queried information in sensor networks also needs to be ef- 
ficiently diffused to the interested users. 

Perhaps most directly relevant to sensor networks is on- 
going work on ad-hoc networks. Ad-hoc networks refer to 
self-organizing networks of mobile wireless nodes that do 
not depend on any fixed infrastructure. A central focus 
of the work on ad-hoc networks has been the design of 
proactive [Q, 10, 111 and reactive [12] routing protocols, and 
combinations thereof [13, 141. Proactive routing protocols 
continuously compute routes to all nodes so that a route 
is already available when a packet needs to be sent to a 
particular node. Such continuous route computation may 
energy-inefficient. Reactive routing protocols on the other 
hand start a route computation process only when a packet 
needs to be sent to some other node. However, they may 
redundantly flood requests throughout the network. A com- 
bination proactive and reactive scheme may overcome these 
disadvantages, but may still not perform as effectively as 
schemes that use application knowledge to route data and 
queries. 
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ABSTRACT 
Advances in processor, memory and radio technology will 
enable small arid cheap nodes capable of sensing, communi- 
cation and computation. Networks of such nodes can coor- 
dinate to perform distributed sensing of environmental phe- 
nomena. In this paper, we explore the directed diffusion 
paradigm for such coordination. Directed diffusion is data- 
centric in that all communication is for named data. All 
nodes in a directed diffusion-based network are application- 
aware. This enables diffusion to achieve energy savings by 
selecting empirically good paths and by caching and pro- 
cessing data in-network. We explore and evaluate the use 
of directed diffusion for a simple remote-surveillance sensor 
network. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In the near future, advances in processor, memory and ra- 
dio technology will enable small and cheap nodes capable of 
wireless communication and significant computation. The 
addition of sensing capability to such devices will make dis- 
tr ibuted microsensing--an activity in which a collection of 
nodes coordinate to achieve a larger sensing task---possible. 
Such technology can revolutionize information gathering and 
processing in many situations. Large scale, dynamically 
changing, and robust sensor networks can be deployed in in- 
hospitable physical environments such as remote geographic 
regions or toxic urban locations. They will also enable low 
maintenance sensing in more benign, but less accessible, en- 
vironments: large industrial plants, aircraft interiors etc. 

To motivate our research, consider this simplified model of 
how such a sensor network will work (we refine this model in 
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Section 2). One or more human operators pose, to any node 
in the network, questions of the form: "How many pedestri- 
ans do you observe in the geographical region X?", or "Tell 
me in what direction that vehicle in region Y is moving". 
These queries result in sensors within the specified region be- 
ing tasked to start collecting information (Section 2). Once 
individual nodes detect pedestrians or vehicle movements, 
they might collaborate with neighboring nodes to disam- 
biguate pedestrian location or vehicle movement direction. 
One of these nodes might then report the result back to the 
human operator. 

Motivated by robustness, scaling, and energy efficiency re- 
quirements, this paper examines a new data dissemination 
paradigm for such sensor networks. This paradigm, which 
we call directed diffusion I, is data-centric. Data generated 
by sensor nodes is named by attribute-value pairs. A node 
requests data by sending interests for named data. Data 
matching the interest is then "drawn" down towards that  
node. Intermediate nodes can cache, or transform data, and 
may direct interests based on previously cached data (Sec- 
tion 3). 

Using this communication paradigm, our example might 
be implemented as follows. The human operator's query 
would be transformed into an interest that  is diffused to- 
wards nodes in regions X or Y. When a node in that  region 
receives an interest, it activates its sensors which begin col- 
lecting information about pedestrians. When the sensors 
report the presence of pedestrians, this information returns 
along the reverse path of interest propagation. Intermediate 
nodes might aggregate the data, e.g., more accurately pin- 
point the pedestrian's location by combining reports from 
several sensors. An important  feature of directed diffusion 
is that  interest and data propagation and aggregation are 
determined by localized interactions (message exchanges be- 
tween neighbors or nodes within some vicinity). 

Directed diffusion is significantly different from IP-style com- 
munication where nodes are identified by their end-points, 
and inter-node communication is layered on an end-to-end 
delivery service provided within the network. In this paper, 
we describe directed diffusion and illustrate one instantia- 
tion of this paradigm for sensor query dissemination and 
processing. We show that  using directed diffusion one can 

1 
V a n  J a c o b s o n  s u g g e s t e d  s o m e  o f  t h e  i n i t i a l  i d e a s  t h a t  l a t e r  l e d  t o  t h e  d e s i g n  of  

d i r e c t e d  d i f f u s i o n .  
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realize robust multi-path delivery, empirically adapt to a 
small subset of network paths, and achieve significant en- 
ergy savings when intermediate nodes aggregate responses 
to queries (Section 4). 

2. DISTRIBUTED SENSOR NETWORKS 
Before we describe directed diffusion, we must describe the 
expected architectures of sensor networks. To do this, we 
first describe the expected capabilities of sensor nodes. It 
is not unreasonable to expect the following features in a fu- 
ture sensor node: A matchbox sized form factor, battery 
power source, an power-conserving processor clocked at sev- 
eral hundred Mhz, program and data memory amounting to 
several tens of MBytes, a radio modem that employs some 
form of diversity coding [10], and an energy efficient MAC 
layer based on, for example, TDMA [22]. As such, this node 
would be capable of running a possibly stripped-down ver- 
sion of a modern operating system; examples of such oper- 
ating systems include Windows CE and #CLinux. 

Such a node could have one or more sensors. Examples of 
such sensors include seismic geophones, infrared dipoles and 
electret microphones for acoustic sensing. The analog-to- 
digital conversion system on such nodes might produce upto 
70 ksamples per second, at upto 12 bit resolution. For rea- 
sons of power conservation, some of the common signal pro- 
cessing functions may be offioaded into a low-power ASIC. 
In this way, the main processor need be woken up only when 
events of interest occur. Finally, a sensor node may possess 
a fully-functional GPS receiver. 

Because of their compact form factor and their potential 
low cost, it might be possible for a densely--within tens of 
feet of each other--packed cluster of such sensor nodes to 
be deployed, in a possibly unplanned fashion, near the phe- 
nomena to be sensed--e.g., at busy intersections, or in the 
interior of large machinery. The advantage of such sensor 
networks is that,  even with relatively cheap sensors, these 
nodes can obtain high SNR (given that  the signal gener- 
ated by any physical phenomena rapidly attenuates with 
distance). Furthermore, given the spatial density of these 
deployments, an individual sensor node may not have to 
frequently perform multi-target resolution (i.e. distinguish 
between different targets such as individuals and vehicles). 
Such multi-target resolution can involve complex deconvo- 
lution algorithms requiring non-trivial processing capability 
[21]. 

By contrast, today's sensor deployments fall into two cate- 
gories. Large, complex sensor systems are usually deployed 
very far away from the phenomena to be sensed, and em- 
ploy complex signal processing algorithms to separate tar- 
gets from environmental noise. Alternately, a carefully en- 
gineered network of sensors is deployed in the field, but in- 
dividual sensors do not possess computation capability, in- 
stead transmitt ing t ime series of the sensed phenomena to 
one or more nodes which perform the data reduction and 
filtering. 

Should future sensor networks resemble sensor deployments 
of old? In particular, should sensor nodes transmit time 
series of data to some central node which performs the tar- 
get resolution? One key consideration in sensor networks--  

energy efficiency--dictates otherwise. Because sensors are 
likely to be battery-powered, and because sensor networks 
will be expected to have lifetimes of several days (with possi- 
bly prolonged lulls in activity), conserving battery resources 
is a crucial requirement. This means that  short-range hop- 
by-hop communication is preferred over direct long-range 
communication to the destination. Coincidentally, such hop- 
by-hop communication also provides a form of communica- 
tion diversity in helping communicate around obstacles [21]. 
Energy efficiency also implies that it is infeasible to trans- 
mit time-series data across the network, even hop-by-hop. 
As [21] shows, performing local computation to reduce data 
before transmission can obtain orders of magnitude energy 
savings. 

These energy efficiency considerations, coupled with the likely 
availability of processing power and communication capa- 
bility in sensor nodes, argues for a different organization 
of a sensor network. In this organization, individual nodes 
reduce the sampled waveform generated by a target (e.g., 
a pedestrian or a vehicle) into a relatively coarse-grained 
"event" description. This description usually contains a 
"codebook v a l u e ' - - a n  event code--for the target, a times- 
tamp, a signal amplitude, and a degree of confidence in the 
estimate. Nodes can then exchange these event descriptions 
with their neighbors--who are also likely to have observed 
the ta rget - - to  refine the estimation, t ransmitt ing only a 
short description back to a human operator. 

Informally, with such an organization, a sensor network be- 
gins to look like a distributed computing system. What  com- 
munication primitives can be employed in such unat tended 
sensor networks? While it is not infeasible to design these 
sensor networks using IP and ad-hoc routing, the central 
thesis of this paper is that  a different set of communication 
primitives can lead to more efficient sensor data dissemina- 
tion. 

Consider a simple sensor network for remote surveillance of 
a region. In practice, such a network might consist of sev- 
eral hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes deployed within 
that region. In some cases, the sensor field may be deployed 
in a regular fashion (e.g. a 2-dimensional lattice, or a linear 
array) within that  region. More generally, however, commu- 
nication and networking protocols cannot assume structured 
sensor fields. 

A user of this remote surveillance network would be able to 
contact (using, perhaps a long-range radio link) one of the 
sensors in the field, and pose the following task: "Every I 
ms for the next T seconds, send me a location estimate of 
any four-legged animal in subregion R of the sensor field". 
In general, the network may support a variety of task types. 
However, sensor networks are task-specific--unlike general 
purpose communication networks, the task types are known 
at the time the sensor network is deployed 2. We leverage 
this important  observation in our design. 

Using hop-by-hop wireless communication and routing mech- 
anisms described in Section 3, this task is conVeyed to sensor 
nodes in the subregion R of the sensor field. Each node then 

2 
More accurately, sensor networks may be reprogrammable and the tasks they 

support may change slowly over time. 
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tasks its sensors to collect samples, and matches the sam- 
pled waveform against a locally-stored library. If the node 
detects a waveform typical of a four-legged animal, it gen- 
erates 1/ I  event descriptions a millisecond, each of which 
contains the following items: its own location, a codebook 
• value corresponding to the animal, the intensity of the sig- 
nal, and a degree of confidence in its estimation. Sensors 
within region R may coordinate to pick the best estimate. 
This estimate "packet" is then routed back towards the task 
originator. 

The focus of this paper is the design of dissemination mech- 
anisms for tasks and events. We describe this dissemination 
mechanism in the context of the sensor network described 
above, but  with support for multiple concurrent task ini- 
tiations of the type specified above. We later argue tha t  
our overall approach, directed diffusion, applies more gener- 
ally to other kinds of distributed sensor coordination. We 
face several challenges in designing these mechanisms. First, 
these mechanisms must scale to several thousands of sensor 
nodes in the sensor field. Second, sensor nodes may fail, 
may lose battery power, or may be temporarily unable to 
communicate due to environmental factors. The dissemina- 
tion mechanisms must be robust to such failures. Finally, 
wireless communication even over relatively short distances 
consumes significant energy. The dissemination mechanisms 
must minimize energy usage. 

3. DIRECTED DIFFUSION 
Directed diffusion consists of several elements. Data is named 
using attribute-value pairs. A sensing task (or a subtask 
thereof) is disseminated throughout the sensor network as 
an interest for named data. This dissemination sets up gra- 
dients within the network designed to "draw" events (i.e., 
data  matching the interest). Events start flowing towards 
the originators of interests along multiple paths. The sensor 
network reinforces one, or a small number of these paths. 
Figure 1 illustrates these elements. 

In this section, we describe these elements of diffusion with 
specific reference to a particular kind of sensor network--  
one that supports the task described in Section 2. Such a 
network performs location tracking. As we shall see, sev- 
eral design choices present themselves even in the context 
of this specific instantiation of diffusion. We elaborate on 
these design choices while describing the design of our sen- 
sor network. Our initial evaluation (Section 4) focuses only 
a subset of these design choices. 

3.1 Naming 
In directed diffusion, task descriptions are named by, for 
example, a list of attribute-value pairs that  describe a task. 
The animal tracking task described in Section 2 might be 
described as (this is a simplified description, see Section 3.2 
for more details): 

type = four-legged animal // detect animal location 
interval = 20 ms // send back events every 20 ms 
duration = I0 seconds II .. for the next 10 seconds 
rect = [-100, i00, 200, 400] // from sensors within rectangle 

For ease of exposition, we choose the subregion representa- 
tion to be a rectangle defined on some coordinate system; 

in practice, this might be based on GPS coordinates. 

Intuitively, the task description specifies an interest for data  
matching the attributes. For this reason, such a task de- 
scription is called an interest. The data sent in response 
to interests are also named using a similar naming scheme. 
Thus, for example, a sensor that  detects an animal might 
generate the following data (see Section 3.3 for an explana- 
tion of some of these attributes): 

t y p e  = f o u r - l e g g e d  animal  / /  
i n s t a n c e  = e l e p h a n t  / /  
location = [125, 220] // 

intensity = 0.6 // 

confidence = 0.85 // 

timestamp = 01:20:40 // 

t ype  of animal seen 
instance of this type 

node location 
signal amplitude measure 
confidence in the match 
event generation time 

Given a set of tasks supported by a sensor network, then, 
selecting a naming scheme is the first step in designing di- 
rected diffusion for the network. For our sensor network, we 
have chosen a simple attribute-value based interest and data  
naming scheme. In general, each at t r ibute has an associated 
value range. For example, the range of the type at tr ibute is 
the set of codebook values representing mobile objects (vehi- 
cles, animal, humans). The value of an at tr ibute can be any 
subset of its range. In our example, the value of the type 
at tr ibute in the interest is that  corresponding to four-legged 
animals. 

There are other choices for at tr ibute value ranges (e.g., hi- 
erarchical) and other naming schemes (such as intentional 
names [1]). To some extent, the choice of naming scheme 
can affect the expressivity of tasks, and may impact perfor- 
mance of a diffusion algorithm. In this paper, our goal is 
to gain an initial understanding of the diffusion paradigm. 
For this reason, we defer the exploration of possible naming 
schemes to future work. 

3.2 Interests and Gradients 
The named task description of Section 3.1 constitutes an 
interest. An interest is usually injected into the network at 
some (possibly arbitrary) node in the network. We use the 
term sink to denote this node. 

Given our choice of naming scheme, we now describe how 
interests are diffused through the sensor network. Suppose 
tha t  a task, with a specified type and r ec t ,  a d u r a t i o n  
of 10 minutes and an i n t e r v a l  of 10ms, is instantiated at 
a particular node in the network. The i n t e r v a l  parame- 
ter specifies an event data rate; thus, in our example, the 
specified data rate is 100 events per second. This sink node 
records the task; the task state is purged from the node after 
the time indicated by the d u r a t i o n  attribute. 

For each active task, the sink periodically broadcasts an in- 
terest message to each of its neighbors. This initial interest 
contains the specified r e c t  and d u r a t i o n  attributes, but 
contains a much larger i n t e r v a l  attribute. Intuitively, this 
initial interest may be thought of as exploratory; it tries 
to determine if there indeed are any sensor nodes that de- 
tect the four-legged animal. To do this, the initial interest 
specifies a low data rate (in our example, 1 event per sec- 
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Figure 1: A s impl i f i ed  s c h e m a t i c  for d i r e c t e d  di f fus ion.  

ond) a. In Section 3.4, we describe how the desired data rate 
is achieved by reinforcement. Then, the initial interest takes 
the following form: 

type = four-legged animal 

interval = is 

rect = [-i00, 200, 200, 400] 

timestamp = 01:20:40 

expiresAt = 01:30:40 

/ /  hh:n:sg 

Before we describe how interests are processed, we empha- 
size that the interest is periodically refreshed by the sink. 
To do this, the sink simply re-sends the same interest with 
a monotonically increasing timestamp attribute. This is nec- 
essary because interests are not reliably transmitted through- 
out the network. The refresh rate is a protocol design pa- 
rameter that trades off overhead for increased robustness to 
lost interests. 

Every node maintains an interest cache. Each item in the 
cache corresponds to a distinct interest. Two interests are 
distinct, in our example, if their type attr ibute differs, their 
i n t e r v a l  attribute differs, or their r e c t  attributes are (pos- 
sibly partially) disjoint. Interest entries in the cache do 
not contain information about the sink. Thus, interest state 
scales with the number of distinct active interests. Our def- 
inition of distinct interests also allows interest aggregation. 
Two interests 11 and /2, with identical types, completely 
overlapping r e c t  attributes, can, in some situations, be rep- 
resented with a single interest entry. 

An entry in the interest cache has several fields. A timestamp 
field indicates the timestamp of the last received matching 
interest. The interest entry also contains several g r a d i e n t  
fields, up to one per neighbor. Each gradient contains a data  
r a t e  field requested by the specified neighbor, derived from 
the i n t e r v a l  at tr ibute of the interest. It also contains a 
duration field, derived from the timestamp and exp i r e sh t  
attributes of the interest, and indicating the approximate 
lifetime of the interest. 

3 
T h i s  is  n o t  t h e  o n l y  c h o i c e ,  b u t  r e p r e s e n t s  a p e r f o r m a n c e  t r a d e o f f .  S i n c e  t h e  

l o c a t i o n  o f  t h e  s o u r c e s  is  n o t  p r e c i s e l y  k n o w n ,  i n t e r e s t s  m u s t  n e c e s s a r i l y  b e  d i f -  
f u s e d  o v e r  a b r o a d e r  s e c t i o n  o f  t h e  s e n s o r  n e t w o r k  t h a n  t h a t  c o v e r e d  b y  t h e  
p o t e n t i a l  8 o u r c e s .  A s  a r e s u l t ,  i f  t h e  s i n k  h a d  c h o s e n  a h i g h e r  i n i t i a l  d a t a  r a t e ,  a 
h i g h e r  e n e r g y  c o n s u m p t i o n  m i g h t  h a v e  r e s u l t e d  f r o m  t h e  w i d e r  d i s s e m i n a t i o n  o f  
s e n s o r  d a t a .  H o w e v e r ,  w i t h  a h i g h e r  i n i t i a l  d a t a  r a t e ,  t h e  t i m e  t o  a c h i e v e  h i g h  
f i d e l i t y  t r a c k i n g  is  r e d u c e d .  

When a node receives an interest, it checks to see if the in- 
terest exists in the cache. If no matching entry exists (where 
a match is determined by the definition of distinct interests 
specified above), the node creates an interest entry. The 
parameters of the interest entry are instantiated from the 
received interest. This entry has a single gradient towards 
the neighbor from which the interest was received, with the 
specified event data rate. In our example, a neighbor of the 
sink will set up an interest entry with a gradient of 1 event 
per second towards the sink. For this, it must be possible to 
distinguish individual neighbors. Any locally unique neigh- 
bor identifier may be used for this purpose. Examples of 
such identifiers include 802.11 MAC addresses [7], or Blue- 
tooth [10] cluster addresses. If there exists an interest entry, 
but  no gradient for the sender of the interest, the node adds 
a gradient with the specified value. It also updates the en- 
try's timestamp and d u r a t i o n  fields appropriately. Finally, 
if there exists both an entry and a gradient, the node simply 
updates the timestamp and d u r a t i o n  fields. 

In Section 3.3, we describe how gradients are used. When a 
gradient expires, it is removed from its interest entry. Not 
all gradients will expire at the same time. For example, if 
two different sinks express indistinct interests with different 
expiration times, some node in the network may have an in- 
terest entry with different gradient expiration times. When 
all gradients for an interest entry have expired, the interest 
entry itself is removed from a cache. 

After receiving an interest, a node may decide to re-send the 
interest to some subset of its neighbors. To its neighbors, 
this interest appears to originate from the sending node, al- 
though it might have come from a distant sink. This is 
an example of a local interaction. In this manner, interests 
diffuse throughout the network. Not all received interests 
are re-sent. A node may suppress a received interest if it 
recently re-sent a matching interest. 

Generally speaking, there are several possible choices for 
neighbors (Figure 3). The simplest alternative is to re- 
broadcast the interest to all neighbors. This is equivalent 
to flooding the interest throughout the network; in the ab- 
sence of information about which sensor nodes are likely to 
be able to satisfy the interest, this is the only choice. This 
is also the alternative that we simulate in Section 4. In our 
example sensor network, it may also be possible to perform 
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geographic routing, using some of the techniques described 
in the literature [14]. This can limit the topological scope 
for interest diffusion, thereby resulting in energy savings. 
Finally, in an immobile sensor network, a node might use 
cached data (see Section 3.3) to direct interests. For exam- 
ple, if in response to an earlier interest, a node heard from 
some neighbor A data sent by some sensor within the region 
specified by the r e c t  attribute, it can direct this interest to 
,4, rather than broadcasting to all neighbors. 

Figure 2(a) shows the gradients established in the case where 
interests are flooded through a sensor field. Unlike the sim- 
plified description in Figure l(b),  notice that  every pair of 
neighboring nodes establishes a gradient towards each other. 
This is a crucial consequence of local interactions. When a 
node receives an interest from its neighbor, it has no way of 
knowing whether that  interest was in response to one it sent 
out earlier, or is an identical interest from another sink on 
the "other side" of that  neighbor. Such two-way gradients 
can cause a node to receive one copy of low data rate events 
from each of its neighbors. However, as we show later, this 
technique can enable fast recovery from failed paths or re- 
inforcement of empirically better paths (Section 3.4), and 
does not incur persistent loops (Section 3.3). 

Note that  for our sensor network, a gradient specifies both 
a data rate and a direction in which to send events. More 
generally, a gradient specifies a value and a direction. The 
directed diffusion paradigm gives the designer the freedom 
to attach different semantics to gradient values. We have 
shown two examples of gradient usage. Figure 1 (c) implicitly 
depicts binary valued gradients. In our sensor networks, 
gradients have two values that  determine event reporting 
rate. In other sensor networks, gradient values might be 
used to, for example, probabilistically forward data along 
different paths, achieving some measure of load balancing 
(Figure 3). 

In summary, interest propagation sets up state in the net- 
work (or parts thereof) to facilitate "pulling down" data 
towards the sink. The interest propagation rules are local, 
and bear some resemblance to join propagation in some In- 
ternet multicast routing protocols [9]. One crucial difference 
is that  join propagation can leverage unicast routing tables 
to direct joins towards sources, whereas interest propagation 
cannot. 

In this section, we have described interest propagation rules 
for a particular type of task. More generally, a sensor net- 
work may support many different task types. Interest prop- 
agation rules may be different for different task types. For 
example, a task type of the form "Count the number of dis- 
t inct four-legged animals in rectangle R seen over the next T 
seconds" cannot leverage the event data rate as our example 
does. However, some elements of interest propagation are 
similar to both: the form of the cache entries, the interest 
re-distribution rules etc.. As part of our future research, we 
hope to cull these similarities into a diffusion substrate at 
each node, so that  sensor network designers can use a library 
of interest propagation techniques (or, for that  matter, rules 
discussed in the subsequent sections for data processing and 
reinforcement) for different task types. 

3.3 Data Propagation 
A sensor node that is within the specified r e c t  processes 
interests as described in the previous section. In addition, 
the node tasks its local sensors to begin collecting samples. 
In this paper, we do not discuss the details of target recog- 
nition algorithms. Briefly, these algorithms simply match 
sampled waveforms against a library of pre-sampled, stored 
waveforms. This is based on the observation that  a four- 
legged animal has a different acoustic or seismic footprint 
than, for example, a human being. The sampled waveform 
may match the stored waveform to varying extents; the al- 
gorithms usually associate a degree of confidence with the 
match. Furthermore, the intensity of the sampled waveform 
may roughly indicate distance of the signal origin, though 
perhaps not direction. 

A sensor node that  detects a target searches its interest 
cache for a matching interest entry. In this case, a matching 
entry is one whose r e c t  encompasses the sensor location, 
and the type of the entry matches the detected target type. 
When it finds one, it computes the highest requested event 
rate among all its outgoing gradients. The node tasks its 
sensor subsystem to generate event samples at this highest 
data rate. In our example, this data rate is initially 1 event 
per second (until reinforcement is applied, Section 3.4). The 
source then sends to each neighbor for whom it has a gradi- 
ent, an event description every second of the form: 

type = four-legged animal // type of animal seen 
instance = elephant /I instance of this type 
location = [125, 220] / /  node location 
intensity = 0.6 // signal amplitude measure 
confidence = 0.85 // confidence in the match 
timestamp = 01:20:40 // local time when event was generated 

This data message is, in effect 4, unicast individually to the 
relevant neighbors. 

A node that  receives a data message from its neighbors at- 
tempts to find a matching interest entry in its cache. The 
matching rule is as described in the previous paragraph. If 
no match exists, the data message is silently dropped. If 
a match exists, the node checks the data cache associated 
with the matching interest entry. This cache keeps track of 
recently seen data items. It has several potential uses, one 
of which is loop prevention. If a received data message has 
a matching data cache entry, the data message is silently 
dropped. Otherwise, the received message is added to the 
data cache and the data message is re-sent to the node's 
neighbors. 

By examining its data cache, a node can determine the data 
rate of received events s. To re-send a received data mes- 
sage, a node needs to examine the matching interest entry's 
gradient list. If all gradients have a data rate that  is greater 
than or equal to the rate of incoming events, the node may 
simply send the received data message to the appropriate 
neighbors. However, if some gradients have a lower data 
rate than others (caused by selectively reinforcing paths, 

4 
T h e  e x a c t  m e c h a n i s m  u s e d  ia a f u n c t i o n  of  t h e  r a d i o ' s  M A C  l a y e r  a n d  c a n  h a v e  

a s i g n i f i c a n t  i m p a c t  o n  p e r f o r m a n c e  ( S e c t i o n  4 . 4 ) .  
5 

I n  o u r  s i m u l a t i o n s  in  S e c t i o n  4,  a s  a s i m p l i f i c a t i o n ,  w e  i n c l u d e  t h e  d a t a  r a t e  in  
t h e  e v e n t  d e s c r i p t i o n s .  
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Figure 2: I l lustrating different aspects  o f  diffusion. 

Section 3.4), then the node may downconvert to the appro- 
priate gradient. For example, consider a node that  has been 
receiving da ta  at 100 events per second, but  one of its gradi- 
ents (e.g., set up by a second sink originating an indistinct 
task with a larger i n t e r v a l )  is at 50 events per second. In 
this case, the node may only t ransmit  every al ternate event 
towards the corresponding neighbor. Alternately, it might 
interpolate two successive events in an application-specific 
way (in our example, it might choose the sample with the 
higher confidence match). 

Loop prevention and downconversion illustrate the power of 
embedding application semantics in all nodes (Figure 3). Al- 
though this design is not pert inent  to tradit ional  networks, 
it is feasible with application-specific sensor networks. In- 
deed, as we show in Section 4.4, it can significantly improve 
network performance. 

3.4 Reinforcement 
In the scheme we have described so far, the sink initially 
diffuses an interest for a low event-rate notification (1 event 
per second). Once sources detect a matching target,  they 
send low-rate events, possibly along multiple paths,  towards 
the sink. After the sink star ts  receiving these low da ta  
rate events, it reinforces one part icular  neighbor in order 
to "draw down" higher quality (higher da ta  rate) events. In 
general, this novel feature of directed diffusion is achieved by 
data driven local rules. One example of such a rule is to re- 
inforce any neighbor from which a node receives a previously 
unseen event. To reinforce this neighbor, the sink re-sends 
the original interest message but  with a smaller i n t e r v a l  
(higher da ta  rate): 

t y p e  = f o u r - l e g g e d  a n i m a l  

i n t e r v a l  = lOms  

r e c t =  [ - 1 0 0 ,  2 0 0 ,  2 0 0 ,  4 0 0 ]  

timestamp = 01:22:35 

expiresAt = 01:30:40 

When the neighboring node receives this interest, it no- 
tices that  it already has a gradient towards this neighbor. 
Furthermore, it notices tha t  the sender's interest specifies 
a higher da ta  rate than before. If this new da ta  rate is 
also higher than that  of any existing gradient (intuitively, if 
the "outflow" from this node has increased), the node must 
also reinforce at least one neighbor. How does it do this? 

The node uses its da t a  cache for this purpose. Again, the 
same local rule choices apply. For example, this node might 
choose that  neighbor from whom it first received the latest  
event matching the interest. Alternatively, it might choose 
all neighbors from which new events 6 were recently received 
(this is the alternative we evaluate in Section 4). Through 
this sequence of local interactions, a pa th  is established from 
source to sink transmission for high da ta  rate events. 

The local rule we described above, then, selects an empir- 
ically low delay path (Figure 2(b) shows the path  tha t  can 
result when the sink reinforces the path).  It is very reac- 
tive to changes in pa th  quality; whenever one path  deliv- 
ers an event faster than others, the sink a t tempts  to use 
this pa th  to draw down high quality data.  However, be- 
cause it is triggered by receiving one new event, this could 
be wasteful of resources. More sophisticated local rules are 
possible (Figure 3), including choosing tha t  neighbor from 
which the most events have been received, or tha t  neigh- 
bor which consistently sends events before other neighbors. 
These choices t rade off reactivity for increased stability; ex- 
ploring this tradeoff requires significant experimentation and 
is the subject  of future work. 

The algorithm described above can result in more than one 
pa th  being reinforced. For example, if the sink reinforces 
neighbor A,  but  then receives a new event from neighbor B,  
it will reinforce the pa th  through B 7. If the pa th  through B 
is consistently bet ter  (i. e., B sends events before A does), we 
need a mechanism to negatively reinforce the path  through 
A. 

One mechanism for negative reinforcement is to t ime out all 
high da ta  rate gradients in the network unless they are ex- 
plicitly reinforced. Wi th  this approach, the sink would peri- 
odically reinforce neighbor B, and cease reinforcing neighbor 
A. The path  through A would eventually degrade to the low 
data  rate. Another approach, and one tha t  we evaluate in 
this paper,  is to explicitly degrade the path  through A by 
re-sending the interest with the lower da ta  rate. When A re- 
ceives this interest, it degrades its gradient towards the sink. 
Furthermore, if all its gradients are now low da ta  rate, A 

6 
T h e  s t a t e m e n t  " r e in fo rce  a n e i g h b o r  f r o m  w h i c h  n e w  e v e n t s  a r e  r ece ived"  i m -  

p l ies  t h a t  we r e in fo rce  t h a t  n e i g h b o r  o n l y  if i t  is s e n d i n g  l o w  d a t a  r a t e  e v e n t s .  
O b v i o u s l y ,  we do n o t  n e e d  to  r e i n f o r c e  n e i g h b o r s  t h a t  a r e  a l r e a d y  s e n d i n g  t r a f f i c  
a t  t h e  h i g h e r  d a t a  r a t e .  
7 

T h i s  p a t h  m a y  or  m a y  n o t  b e  c o m p l e t e l y  d i s j o i n t  f r o m  t h e  p a t h  t h r o u g h  n e i g h -  
b o r  A.  
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Diffusion element Design Choices 
• Flooding 

Interest Propagation * Constrained or directional flooding based on location 
• Directional propagation based on previously cached data 
• Reinforcement to single path delivery 

Data Propagation • Multipath delivery with selective quality along different paths 
• Multipath delivery with probabilistic forwarding 
• For robust data delivery in the face of node failure 

Data caching and aggregation • For coordinated sensing and data reduction 
• For directing interests 
• Rules for deciding when to reinforce 

Reinforcement • Rules for how many neighbors to reinforce 
• Negative reinforcement mechanisms and rules 

F i g u r e  3: D e s i g n  Space  for Di f fus ion  

negatively reinforces those neighbors that  have been send- 
ing data to it at a high data rate. This sequence of local 
interactions ensures that  the path through A is degraded 
rapidly, but at the cost of increased resource utilization. 

To complete our description of negative reinforcement, we 
need to specify what local rule a node uses in order to de- 
cide whether to negatively reinforce a neighbor or not. Note 
that this rule is orthogonal to the choice of mechanism for 
negative reinforcement. One plausible choice for such a rule 
is to negatively reinforce that  neighbor from which no new 
events have been received (i.e., other neighbors have consis- 
tently sent events before this neighbor) within a window of 
N events or time T. The local rule we evaluate in Section 4 
is based on a time window of T, chosen to be 2 seconds in 
our simulations. Such a rule is a bit conservative and en- 
ergy inefficient. For example, even if one event in ten was 
received first from neighbor A, the sink will not negatively 
:reinforce that  neighbor. Other variants include negatively 
reinforcing that  neighbor from which fewer new events have 
been received. Significant experimentation is required be- 
fore deciding which local rule achieves an energy efficient 
global behavior. 

In describing reinforcement so far, we may have appeared 
to implicitly describe a single-source scenario. In fact, the 
rules we have described work with multiple sources. To see 
this, consider Figure 2(c). Assume initially that all initial 
gradients are low data rate. According to this topology, data 
from both sources reaches the sink via both of its neighbors 
C and D. If one of the neighbors, say C has consistently 
lower delay, our rules will only reinforce the path through 
C (this is depicted in the figure). However, if the sink hears 
B's  events earlier via D, but  A's  events s earlier via C, the 
sink will a t tempt to draw down high quality data streams 
from both neighbors (not shown). In this case, the sink gets 
both sources' data from both neighbors, a potential source 
of energy inefficiency. Reinforcement rules that  avoid this is 
the subject of future work. 

Similarly, if two sinks express identical interests, our interest 
propagation, gradient establishment and reinforcement rules 
work correctly. Without  loss of generality, assume that  sink 
Y in Figure 2(d) has already reinforced a high quality path 

S N o t e  t h a t  in  d i r e c t e d  d i f f u s i o n ,  t h e  8 ink  w o u l d  n o t  b e  a b l e  t o  a ~ s o c i a t e  a s o u r c e  
w i t h  a n  e v e n t .  T h u s ,  t h e  p h r a s e  " A ' s  e v e n t s "  is  s o m e w h a t  m i s l e a d i n g .  W h a t  w e  
r e a l l y  m e a n  is  t h a t  d a t a  g e n e r a t e d  b y  A t h a t  iv d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e  in  c o n t e n t  f r o m  
d a t a  g e n e r a t e d  b y  B .  

to the source. Note however, that other nodes continue to 
receive low data rate events. When a human operator tasks 
the network at sink X with an identical interest, X can 
use the reinforcement rules to achieve the path shown. To 
determine the empirically best path, X need not wait for 
data--rather ,  it can use its data cache to immediately draw 
down high quality data towards itself. 

So far, we have described situations in which reinforcement 
is triggered by a sink. However, in directed diffusion, inter- 
mediate nodes on a previously reinforced path can apply the 
reinforcement rules. This is useful to enable local repair of 
failed or degraded paths. Causes for failure or degradation 
include node energy depletion, and environmental factors af- 
fecting communication (e.g., obstacles, rain fade). Consider 
Figure 2(e), in which the quality of the link between the 
source and node C degrades and events are frequently cor- 
rupted. When C detects this degradation--either by notic- 
ing that the event reporting rate from its upstream neigh- 
bor (the source) is now lower, or by realizing that  other 
neighbors have been transmitt ing previously unseen loca- 
tion est imates-- i t  can apply the reinforcement rules to dis- 
cover the path shown in the figure. Eventually, C negatively 
reinforces the direct link to the source (not shown in the fig- 
ure). Our description so far has glossed over the fact that  a 
straightforward application of reinforcement rules will cause 
all nodes downstream of the lossy link to also initiate re- 
inforcement procedures. This will eventually lead to the 
discovery of one empirically good path, but  may result in 
wasted resources. One way to avoid this is for C to inter- 
polate location estimates from the events that  it receives so 
that  downstream nodes still perceive high quality tracking. 
We are currently investigating other approaches. 

3.5 Discussion 
In introducing the various elements of directed diffusion, we 
also implicitly described a particular usage--interests set 
up gradients drawing down data. The directed diffusion 
paradigm itself does not limit the designer to this particular 
usage. Other usages are also possible, such as the one in 
which nodes may propagate data in the absence of interests, 
implicitly setting up gradients when doing so. This is useful, 
for example, to spontaneously propagate an important  event 
to some section of the sensor field. A sensor node can use 
this to warn other sensor nodes of impending activity. 

Our description points out several key features of diffusion, 
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and how it differs from traditional networking. First, diffu- 
sion is data-centric; all communication in a diffusion-based 
sensor network uses interests to specify named data. All 
communication in diffusion is neighbor-to-neighbor, unlike 
the end-to-end communication in traditional data networks. 
In other words, every node is an "end" in a sensor net- 
work. Second, there are no "routers" in a sensor network. 
Each sensor node can interpret data and interest messages. 
This design choice is justified by the task-specificity of sen- 
sor networks. Sensor networks are not general-purpose com- 
munication networks. Third, sensor nodes do not need to 
have globally unique identifiers or globally unique addresses. 
Nodes, however, do need to distinguish between neighbors. 
Finally, in an IP-based sensor network, for example, sensor 
data collection and processing might be performed by a col- 
lection of specialized servers which may, in general, be far 
removed from the sensed phenomena. In our sensor network, 
because every node can cache, aggregate, and more gener- 
ally, process messages, it is possible to perform coordinated 
sensing close to the sensed phenomena. 

Diffusion is clearly related to traditional network data rout- 
ing algorithms. In some sense, it is a reactive routing tech- 
nique, since "routes" are established on demand. However, 
it differs from other ad-hoc reactive routing techniques in 
several ways. First, no at tempt is made to find one loop- 
free path between source and sink before data transmission 
commences. Instead, constrained or directional flooding is 
used to set up a multiplicity of paths, and data messages 
are initially sent redundantly along these paths. Second, 
soon thereafter, reinforcement attempts to reduce this mul- 
tiplicity of paths to a small number, based on empirically 
observed path performance. Finally, a message cache is used 
to perform loop avoidance. The interest and gradient setup 
mechanisms themselves do not guarantee loop-free paths be- 
tween source and sink. 

Why this peculiar choice of design? At the outset of this 
research, we consciously chose to explore path setup al- 
gorithms that establish network paths using strictly local 
(neighbor-to-neighbor) communication. The intuition be- 
hind this choice is the observation that physical systems 
(e.g., ant colonies [5]) that build up transmission paths us- 
ing such communication scale well and are extraordinarily 
robust. However, using strictly local communication im- 
plies that path setup cannot use global topology metrics; 
local communication implies that, as far as a node knows, 
the data that it received from a neighbor came from that 
neighbor 9. This can be energy efficient in highly dynamic 
networks when changes in topology need not be propagated 
across the network. Of course, the resulting communication 
paths may be sub-optimal. However, the energy inefficiency 
due to path sub-optimality can be countered by carefully 
designed in-network aggregation techniques. Overall, we be- 
lieve that this approach trades off some energy efficiency for 
increased robustness and scale. 

Finally, it might appear that the particular instantiation 
that we chose, location tracking, has limited applicability. 
We believe, however, that such location tracking captures 
many of the essential features of a large class of remote 

9 
T h e  l o c a t i o n  i n f o r m a t i o n  in a d a t a  m e s s a g e  m i g h t  r e v e a l  o t h e r w i s e ,  h u t  t h a t  

information still doesn't contain topology metrics. 

surveillance sensor networks. We emphasize that, even though 
we have discussed our tracking network in some detail, much 
experimentation and evaluation of the various mechanisms is 
necessary before we fully understand the robustness, scale 
and performance implications of diffusion in general, and 
some of our mechanisms in particular. The next section 
takes an initial step in this direction. 

4. EVALUATING DIRECTED DIFFUSION 
In this section, we report on some results from a prelimi- 
nary performance evaluation of our location tracking sen- 
sor network. We use packet-level simulation to explore, in 
some detail, the implications of some of our design choices. 
This section describes our methodology, compares the per- 
formance of diffusion against some idealized schemes, then 
explores impact of network dynamics on simulation. 

4.1 Goals, Metrics, and Methodology 
We implemented our animal tracking instance of directed 
diffusion in the ns-2 [2] simulator. Our goals in conducting 
this evaluation study were four-fold: First, place the per- 
formance of diffusion in the context of idealized schemes, 
such as flooding and omniscient multicast (described be- 
low). This serves as a sanity check for the intuition be- 
hind directed diffusion. Second, understand the impact of 
dynamics--such as node fa i lu res -~n  diffusion. Third, ex- 
plore the influence of the radio MAC layer on diffusion per- 
formance. Finally, study the sensitivity of directed diffusion 
performance to the choice of parameters. 

We choose two metrics to analyze the performance of di- 
rected diffusion and to compare it to other schemes: Av-  
e rage  d i s s ipa t ed  e n e r g y  measures the ratio of total dis- 
sipated energy per node in the network to the number of 
distinct events seen by sinks. This metric computes the 
average work done by a node in delivering useful tracking 
information to the sinks. The metric also indicates the over- 
all lifetime of sensor nodes. A v e r a g e  de lay  measures the 
average one-way latency observed between transmitt ing an 
event and receiving it at each sink. This metric defines the 
temporal accuracy of the location estimates delivered by the 
sensor network. We study these metrics as a function of sen- 
sor network size. 

In all our experiments, we operate the sensor network in a 
regime far from overload. Thus, our sensor nodes do not 
experience congestion. We do this to simplify our under- 
standing of the results. Exploring the behavior of diffu- 
sion under congestion is the subject of future research. In 
passing, we note that there exist plausible approaches (such 
as in-network data rate downconversion or aggressive data 
quality reduction through aggregation) for dealing with con- 
gestion in diffusion-based sensor networks. 

Despite this focus on uncongested operating regimes, di- 
rected diffusion can incur event losses, particularly under 
dynamics. In these situations, another metric for the per- 
formance of diffusion, is the event delivery ratio. This is the 
ratio of the number of distinct events received to the number 
originally sent. A similar metric was used in earlier work to 
compare ad-hoc routing schemes [4]. 

To completely specify our experimental methodology, we 
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need to describe the sensor network generation procedure~ 
our choice of radio parameters, and our workload. The fol- 
:[owing paragraphs do this. 

:In order to study the performance of diffusion as a func- 
tion of network size, we generate a variety of sensor fields 
of different sizes. In each of our experiments, we study five 
different sensor fields, ranging from 50 to 250 nodes in in- 
crements of 50 nodes. Our 50 node sensor field generated 
by randomly placing the nodes in a 160m by 160m square. 
Each node has a radio range of 40m. Other sizes are gen- 
erated by scaling the square and keeping the radio range 
constant in order to approximately keep the average density 
of sensor nodes constant. For each network size, our results 
are averaged over three different generated fields. 

The ns-P simulator implements a 1.6 Mbps 802.11 MAC 
layer. Our simulations use this MAC layer. This is not a 
completely satisfactory choice of MAC layer, since there are 
compelling energy efficiency reasons for selecting a TDMA- 
style MAC for sensor networks rather than one based on 
channel acquisition using RTS/CTS [21]. Briefly, these rea- 
sons have to do with energy consumed by the radio during 
idle intervals; with a TDMA-style MAC, it is possible to 
put the radio in standby mode during such intervals. By 
contrast, an 802.11 radio consumes as much power when it 
is idle as when it receives transmissions. To more closely 
mimic realistic sensor network radios [13], we altered the 
ns-2 radio energy model such that the idle time power dissi- 
pation was about 35mW, or nearly 10% of its receive power 
dissipation (395mW), and about 5% of its transmit  power 
dissipation (660mW). In Section 4.4, we analyze the impact 
of a MAC energy model in which listening for transmissions 
dissipates as much energy as receiving them. 

Finally, in most of our simulations, we use a fixed workload 
which consists of five sources and five sinks. All sources 
are randomly selected from nodes in a 70m by 70m square 
within the sensor field. Sinks are uniformly scattered across 
the sensor field. Each source generates two events per sec- 
ond. The low data rate for directed diffusion was chosen 
to be one event in 50 seconds. Events were modeled as 64 
byte packets, interests as 36 byte packets. Interests were 
periodically generated every 5 seconds, and the interest du- 
ration was 15 seconds. We chose the window for negative 
reinforcement to be 2 seconds. 

4.2 Comparative Evaluation 
Our first experiment compares diffusion to two idealized 
schemes for data dissemination in networks. In the f lood- 
ing  scheme, sources flood all events to every node in the 
network. Flooding is a watermark for directed diffusion; 
if the latter is not significantly more energy efficient than 
flooding, it cannot be considered viable for sensor networks. 
In the o m n i s c i e n t  m u l t i c a s t  scheme, each source trans- 
mits its events along a shortest-path multicast tree to all 
sinks. We do not simulate the tree construction protocols. 
Rather, we centrally compute the distribution trees and do 
not assign energy costs to this computation. Omniscient 
multicast approximately indicates the performance achiev- 
able in an IP-based sensor network. We use this scheme 
to give the reader some intuition for how our mechanism 
choices impact performance. 

Figure 4(a) shows the average dissipated energy per packet 
as a function of network size. Omniscient multicast dissi- 
pates a little less than a half as much energy perpacke t  
per node than flooding. It achieves such energy efficiency 
by delivering events along a single path from each source 
to every sink. Directed diffusion has noticeably better en- 
ergy efficiency than omniscient multicast. For some sensor 
fields, its dissipated energy is only 60% that of omniscient 
multicast. As with omniscient multicast, it also achieves 
significant energy savings by reducing the number of paths 
over which redundant  data is delivered. In addition, diffu- 
sion benefits significantly from in-network aggregation. In 
our experiments, the sources deliver identical location esti- 
mates, and intermediate nodes suppress duplicate location 
estimates. This corresponds to the situation where there is, 
for example, a single four-legged animal within the specified 
sub-region. 

Why then, given that  there are five sources, is diffusion not 
nearly five times more energy efficient than omniscient mul- 
ticast? First, both schemes expend comparable--and non- 
negligible---energy listening for transmissions. Second, our 
choice of reinforcement and negative reinforcement results 
in directed diffusion frequently drawing down high quality 
data along multiple paths, thereby expending additional en- 
ergy. Specifically, our reinforcement rule that reinforces a 
neighbor who sends a new (i.e., previously unseen) event 
is very aggressive. Conversely, our negative reinforcement 
rule, which negatively reinforces neighbors who only consis- 
tently send duplicate (i.e., previously seen) events, is very 
conservative. 

Figure 4(b) plots the average delay observed as a function 
of network size. Directed diffusion has a delay comparable 
to omniscient multicast. This is encouraging. To a first ap- 
proximation, in an uncongested sensor network and in the 
absence of obstructions, the shortest path is also the lowest 
delay path. Thus, our reinforcement rules seem to be find- 
ing the low delay paths. However, the delay experienced by 
flooding is almost an order of magnitude higher than other 
schemes. This is an artifact of the MAC layer: to avoid 
broadcast collisions, a randomly chosen delay is imposed on 
all MAC broadcasts. Flooding uses MAC broadcasts exclu- 
sively. Diffusion only uses such broadcasts to propagate the 
initial interests. On a sensor radio that  employs a TDMA 
MAC-layer, we might expect flooding to exhibit a delay com- 
parable to the other schemes. 

4.3 Impact of Dynamics 
To study the impact of dynamics on directed diffusion, we 
simulated node failures as follows. For each sensor field, 
repeatedly turned off a fixed fraction of nodes for 30 sec- 
onds. These nodes were uniformly chosen from the sensor 
field, with the additional constraint that  an equal fraction 
of nodes on the sources to sinks shortest path trees was 
also turned off for the same duration. The intent was to 
create node failures in the paths diffusion is most likely to 
use, and to create random failures elsewhere in the network. 
Furthermore, unlike the previous experiment, each source 
sends different location estimates (corresponding to the sit- 
uation in which each source "sees" different animals). We 
did this because the impact of dynamics is less evident when 
diffusion suppresses identical location estimates from other 
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sources. We could also have studied the impact of dynamics 
on other protocols, but,  because omniscient multicast  is an 
idealized scheme tha t  doesn' t  factor in the cost of route re- 
computation,  it is not entirely clear tha t  such a comparison 
is meaningful. 

Our dynamics experiment imposes fairly adverse conditions 
for a da ta  dissemination protocol. At any instant,  10 or 
20 percent of the nodes in the network are unusable. Fur- 
thermore, we do not permit  any "settling time" between 
node failures. Even so, diffusion is able to maintain reason- 
able, if not stellar, event delivery (Figure 5(c)) while incur- 
ring less than 20% additional average delay (Figure 5(b)). 
Moreover, the average dissipated energy actually improves, 
in some cases, in the presence of node failures. This is a 
bit counter-intuitive, since one would expect tha t  directed 
diffusion would expend energy to find alternative paths. As 
it turns out, however, our negative reinforcement rules axe 
conservative enough that  several high-quality paths are kept 
alive in normal operation. Thus, at the levels of dynam- 
ics we simulate, diffusion doesn' t  need to do extra  work. 
The lower energy dissipation results from the failure of some 
high-quality paths. 

We take these results to indicate that  the mechanisms in 
diffusion are relatively stable at the levels of dynamics we 
have explored. By this we mean tha t  diffusion does not, 

under dynamics, incur remarkably higher energy dissipation 
or event delivery delays. 

4.4 Impact of Various Factors 
To explain what contributes to directed diffusion's energy 
efficiency, we now describe two separate experiments.  In 
both of these experiments, we do not simulate node failures. 
First,  we compute the energy efficiency of diffusion with and 
without aggregation. Recall from Section 4.2 tha t  in our 
simulations, we implement a simple aggregation strategy, 
in which a node suppresses identical da ta  sent by different 
sources. As Figure 6(b) shows, diffusion expends nearly 5 
times as much energy, in smaller sensor fields, as when it 
can suppress duplicates. In larger sensor fields, the ratio 
is 3. Our conservative negative reinforcement rule accounts 
for the difference in the performance of diffusion without 
suppression as a function of network size. Wi th  the same 
number of sources and sinks, the larger network has longer 
al ternate paths. These al ternate paths  axe t runcated by neg- 
ative reinforcement because they consistently deliver events 
with higher latency. As a result, the larger network expends 
less energy without suppression. We believe tha t  suppres- 
sion also exhibits the same behavior, but  the energy differ- 
ence is relatively small. 

The second mechanism whose benefits we quantify is neg- 
ative reinforcement. This mechanism prunes off higher la- 
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tency paths, and can contribute significantly to energy sav- 
ings. In this experiment, we selectively turn off negative re- 
inforcement and compare the performance of directed diffu- 
sion with and without reinforcement. Intuitively, one would 
expect negative reinforcement to contribute significantly to 
energy savings. Indeed, as Figure 6(a) shows, diffusion with- 
out negative reinforcement expends nearly twice as much 
energy as when negative reinforcement is employed. This 
suggests that  even our conservative negative reinforcement 
rules prune off paths which deliver consistently higher la- 
tency. 

In the absence of negative reinforcement or suppression, dif- 
fusion's delay increases by factors of three to eight (the 
graphs are not included for lack of space). This is an ar- 
tifact of the 802.11 MAC layer. In diffusion, da ta  traffic is 
t ransmit ted  using MAC unicast. As more paths are used 
(in the absence of negative reinforcement), or more copies 
of da ta  axe sent (without suppression), MAC-layer channel 
contention increases, resulting in backoffs and subsequent 
delays. 

Finally, we evaluate the sensitivity of our comparisons (Sec- 
tion 4.2) to our choice of energy model. Sensitivity of diffu- 
sion to other factors (numbers of sinks, size of source region) 
is discussed in greater detail  in [11]. 

In our comparisons, we selected radio power dissipation pa- 
rameters to more closely mimic realistic sensor radios [13]. 
We re-ran the comparisons of Section 4.2, but  with power 
dissipation comparable to the AT~zT Wavelan: 1.6W trans- 
mission, 1.2W reception and 1.15W idle. In this case, as 
Figure 6(c) shows, the distinction between the schemes dis- 
appears. In this regime, we are bet ter  off flooding all events. 
This is because idle t ime energy utilization completely dom- 
inates the performance of all schemes. This is the reason 
why sensor radios t ry  very hard to minimize listening for 
transmissions. 

5. RELATED WORK 
To our knowledge, dis t r ibuted sensor networks have not been 
extensively studied in the networking literature. However, 
our work has been informed and influenced by a variety of 
other research efforts, which we now describe. 

Distr ibuted sensor networks are a specific instance of ubiq- 
uitous computing as envisioned by Weiser [24]. Early ubiq- 
uitous computing efforts, however, did not approach the is- 
sues of scalable node coordination, focusing more on issues 
in the design and packaging of small, wireless devices. More 
recent efforts, such as WINS [22] and Piconet [3] have be- 
gun to consider networking and communication issues for 
small wireless devices. The WINS project has made signifi- 
cant progress in identifying feasible radio designs for low- 
power environmental sensing. Their project has focused 
also on low-level network synchronization necessary for net- 
work self-assembly. Our directed diffusion primitives pro- 
vide inter-node communication once network self-assembly 
is complete. Although the Piconet project  is more focused 
on enabling home and office information discovery, their ap- 
plication designs have some similarity to the da ta  caching 
and aggregation tha t  diffusion employs. 

In addition, recent work has pointed out some of the advan- 
tages of diffusion-like application-specificity in the context of 
sensor networks [15]. Specifically, this work showed how em- 
bedding application semantics in flooding can help achieve 
energy-efficiency. Directed diffusion explores some of these 
same ideas in the context of more sophisticated dis t r ibuted 
sensing algorithms. 

Some of the inspiration for directed diffusion comes from 
biological metaphors,  such as reaction-diffusion models for 
morphogenesis [23], and models of ant colony behavior [5]. 

Directed diffusion borrows heavily from the l i terature on ad- 
hoc unicast routing. Specifically, it is a close kin of the class 
of several reactive routing protocols proposed in the litera- 
ture [12, 20, 19]. Of these, it is possibly closest to [19] in 
its a t tempt  to localize repair of node failures, and its deem- 
phasis of optimal routes. The differences between ad-hoc 
routing and directed diffusion have already been discussed 
in Section 3.5. 

Many of the techniques developed for improving ad hoc rout- 
ing performance can be directly applied to directed diffusion. 
In this class, we include techniques tha t  reduce the impact  of 
broadcast  storms [17], techniques that  localize route queries 
based on geographical information [14] or based on route 
history [6]. Directed diffusion has the addit ional degree of 
freedom in being able to use application semantics to achieve 
further efficiency 

Directed diffusion is influenced by the design of mult icast  
routing protocols. In particular,  propagation of reinforce- 
ments and negative reinforcements are similar to joins and 
prunes in shared-tree construction [9]. The initial interest 
dissemination and gradient setup is similar to data-driven 
shortest-path tree setup [8]. The difference, of course, is tha t  
where Internet protocols rely on underlying unicast routing 
to aid tree setup, diffusion cannot. Diffusion can, however, 
do in-network processing of da ta  (caching and aggregation) 
unlike existing multicast  routing schemes. 

The in-network processing feature of directed diffusion bears 
some resemblance to router assist for localized error recov- 
ery in reliable multicast  [16, 18]. These schemes allow min- 
imal router functionality tha t  allows specialized forwarding 
modes for certain kinds of data. Directed diffusion carries 
this idea further, leveraging the task specificity of sensor 
networks to embed application knowledge in network nodes. 

Finally, interest dissemination, da ta  propagation and caching 
in directed diffusion are all similar to some of the ideas used 
in adaptive Web caching [25]. In these schemes, caches self- 
organize themselves into a hierarchy of cooperative caches 
through which requests for pages are effectively diffused. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper,  we described the directed diffusion paradigm 
for designing dis t r ibuted sensing algorithms. There are sev- 
eral lessons we can draw from our preliminary evaluation of 
diffusion. First ,  directed diffusion has the potential  for sig- 
nificartt energy efficiency. Even with relatively unoptimized 
pa th  selection, it outperforms an idealized tradi t ional  da t a  
dissemination scheme like omniscient multicast.  Second, dif- 
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fusion mechanisms are stable under the ranges of network 
dynamics considered in this paper. Finally, for directed dif- 
fusion to achieve its full potential, however, careful attention 
has to be paid to the design of sensor radio MAC layers. 

Directed diffusion has some novel features--data-centric dis- 
semination, reinforcement-based adaptation to the empiri- 
cally best path, and in-network data aggregation and caching. 
To our knowledge, no previous networking work has de- 
signed and evaluated a data distribution mechanism incor- 
porating these features. There is a good reason for th i s - -  
these features may not be justifiable in the context of tra- 
ditional networks. However, as we show here, these features 
can enable highly energy-efficient and robust dissemination 
in dynamic sensor networks, while at the same time mini- 
mizing the per-node configuration that is characteristic of 
today's networks. 

As we have emphasized before, this work represents an ini- 
tim foray into the design of diffusion mechanisms. Our 
remote surveillance network represents a non-trivial explo- 
ration of this design space. Even for this network, we have 
not explored the entire space of alternative designs. To draw 
a simple analogy, we are with sensor networks where we were 
with the Internet about 3 decades ago. 
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ABSTRACT 
In most distributed systems, naming of nodes for low-level com- 
munication leverages topological location (such as node addresses) 
and is independent of any application. In this paper, we investigate 
an emerging class of distributed systems where low-level commu- 
nication does not rely on network topological location. Rather, 
low-level communication is based on attributes that are external 
to the network topology and relevant to the application. When 
combined with dense deployment of nodes, this kind of named 
data enables in-networkprocessing for data aggregation, collabo- 
rative signal processing, and similar problems. These approaches 
are essential for emerging applications such as sensor networks 
where resources such as bandwidth and energy are limited. This 
paper is the first description of the software architecture that sup- 
ports named data and in-network processing in an operational, 
multi-application sensor-network. We show that approaches such 
as in-network aggregation and nested queries can significantly af- 
fect network traffic. In one experiment aggregation reduces traffic 
by up to 42% and nested queries reduce loss rates by 30%. Al- 
though aggregation has been previously studied in simulation, this 
paper demonstrates nested queries as another form of in-network 
processing, and it presents the first evaluation of these approaches 
over an operational testbed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In most distributed systems, naming of nodes for low-level corn- 
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munication leverages topological location (such as node addresses) 
and is independent of any application. Typically, higher-level, 
location-independent naming and communication is built upon these 
low-level communication primitives using one or more levels of 
(possibly distributed) binding services that map higher-level names 
to topological names and sometimes consider application-specific 
requirements. 

An example of this is the Internet where IP addresses provide 
the low-level names suitable for routing. IP addresses are assigned 
topologically: the addresses for nodes that are topologically prox- 
imate are usually drawn from the same address prefix [18]. (By 
topology, we mean logical connectivity as distinct from physical 
geography.) This topological assignment is essential for sealing 
the routing system and was carried forward into IPv6 [30]. DNS 
provides a text-based hierarchical node naming system [26] that 
is implemented using IP. Above this system, the web and search 
engines provide a document and object naming system, and con- 
tent distribution networks add geographic or application-level con- 
straints. As an alternative, systems such as Jini [35] and INS [1] 
layer different approaches for resource discovery above IP for net- 
works of devices. 

In this paper, we investigate an emerging class of distributed 
systems where low-level communication does not rely on network 
topological location. Rather, low-level communication is based 
on names that are external to the network topology and relevant to 
the application; names can be based on capabilities such as sensor 
types or geographic location. Such an approach to naming al- 
lows two kinds of efficiencies. First, it eliminates the overhead 
of communication required for resolving name bindings. Sec- 
ond, because data is now self-identifying, it enables activation of 
application-specific processing inside the network, allowing data 
reduction near where data is generated. 

These two benefits do not apply to the Internet as a whole, 
where, by comparison, bandwidth is plentiful, delay is low, and 
throughput (router processing capability) is the primary constraint. 
Technology trends suggest, however, that these conditions are re- 
versed in wireless sensor networks. Sensor networks are predi- 
cated on the assumption that it will be feasible to have small form- 
factor devices containing significant memory resources, process- 
ing capabilities, and low-power wireless communication, in addi- 
tion to several on-board sensors. In sensor networks processing 
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time per bit communicated is plentiful (CPUs are fast and band- 
widths low), but bandwidth is dear. For example, in one scenario 
Pottie and Kaiser observe that 3000 instructions could be executed 
for the same energy cost of sending a bit 100m by radio [29]. This 
environment encourages the use of computation to reduce commu- 
nication. In that context, fewer levels of naming indirection and 
the use of in-network, application-specific message processing (as 
opposed to opaque packet forwarding) are essential to the design 
of sensor networks. 

Our thesis, then, is that the resource constraints of wireless sen- 
sor networks can be better met by an attribute-based naming sys- 
tem with an external frame of reference than by traditional ap- 
proaches. There have been many attribute-based naming schemes, 
but most build over an underlying topological naming scheme 
such as IP [28, 10, 6, 38, 4, 27, 1, 20, 22]. Multiple layers of nam- 
ing may not be a bottleneck with a few or even tens of nodes, but 
the overhead becomes unreasonable with hundreds or thousands 
of nodes that vary in availability (due to movement and failures). 
However, constrained, application-specific domains such as sen- 
sor networks can profit by eliminating multiple layers and naming 
and routing data directly in application-level terms. Efficient at- 
tribute naming,is based on external frames of reference such as 
pre-defined attributes and geography. Pre-defined sensor types re- 
duce the levels of run-time binding and geographic-aided routing 
reduces resource consumption. 

In addition to attribute-based naming, application-specific, in- 
network processing is essential in resource-constrained sensor net- 
works. As suggested by the above trade-off between computa- 
tion and communication, application-specific caching, aggrega- 
tion, and collaborative signal processing should occur as close as 
possible to where the data is collected. Such processing depends 
on attribute-identified data to trigger application-specific filters, 
pre-defined attributes and data types to allow pre-deployment of 
these filters, and hop-by-hop processing of the data. This kind of 
processing is similar to Active Networks [34], but differs by op- 
erating in the constrained, bandwidth-poor environment of sensor 
networks where an integrated, application-specific solution is ap- 
propriate. 

As an illustration of attribute-based naming and in-network pro- 
cessing in a sensor network, consider a wireless monitoring sys- 
tem with a mixture of light or motion sensors (constantly vigilant 
at low-power), and a few higher-power and higher-bandwidth sen- 
sors such as microphones or cameras. To conserve energy and 
bandwidth the audio sensors would be off (or not recording) at 
most times, except when triggered by less expensive light sen- 
sors. Instead this computation can be distributed throughout the 
network. Queries (user requests) are labeled with sensor type (au- 
dio or light) known to the system at design time. Queries diffuse 
through the network to be handled by nodes with matching sen- 
sors in the relevant geographic region. The application will hear 
from whatever relevant sensors respond. Moreover, the decision 
of one sensor triggering another can be moved into the network 
to be handled directly between the light and audio sensors. The 
alternative Interuet-based architecture would have a central direc- 
tory of active sensors and a central application that interrogates 
this database, monitors specific sensors, and then triggers others. 
Our goal is to eliminate the communication costs of maintaining 
this central information to provide more robust and long-lived net- 
works in spite of changing communications, moving nodes, and 
limited battery power. (We explore exactly how these approaches 

work in Section 5 and quantify potential savings in Section 6.) 
In this paper, we demonstrate that there exists a simple archi- 

tecture that uses topology-independent naming for low-level com- 
munications to achieve flexible, yet highly energy efficient appli- 
cation designs. The key contributions of this work are therefore: 

• Identifying the building-blocks of this architecture, specifi- 
cally an attribute-based naming scheme with flexible match- 
ing rules grounded in a shared framework of attributes (such 
as sensor types and geography). 

* Showing how this approach to naming enables application- 
specific, in-network processing such as localized data aggre- 
gation, and to quantify these benefits in a running system. 

In previous work [23], we have discussed the low-level commu- 
nication primitives that constitute directed diffusion. This work 
focused on understanding the design space of the network proto- 
cols underlying directed diffusion. It also evaluated their perfor- 
mance through simulation, finding that scalability is good as num- 
bers of nodes and traffic increases. However, this work did not 
develop the software architecture necessary for realizing attributes 
and in-network processing in an operational system (for example, 
it employed a simplified attribute scheme and hard-coded aggrega- 
tion methods). In addition, simulations necessitate approximating 
environmental effects such as radio propagation, and many param- 
eters of those simulations were not set to match the sensor net- 
working hardware that is only now becoming available. By con- 
trast, this paper evaluates the design questions concerning naming 
and in-network processing encountered in deploying a sensor net- 
work, and it presents the first experimental results of data diffu- 
sion in a testbed (reflecting the details of an implementation such 
as non-idealized radios, propagation, MAC protocols, etc.). 

Numerous early systems have developed attribute-based nam- 
ing systems, for general use [28, 10, 6], as an approach to soft- 
ware design [9, 4, 27, 17, 25] and for sensor networks [1, 22]. Our 
work is unique in that it replaces rather than augments the underly- 
ing networking routing layers, and that it provides matching rules 
that allow efficient implementation and yet are expressive enough 
to cover a wide range of applications, and provides in-network 
processing. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Our work builds on prior work in attribute-based naming, in- 

network processing, and sensor networks. 

2.1 Attribute-based naming systems 
There has been a large amount of work on attribute-based nam- 

ing, both for general purpose use over Internet-style networks, for 
special domains (such as the web), and as an internal structuring 
mechanism for services. 

Research and industry have developed numerous attribute-based 
naming systems layered on top of general-purpose networks. Uni- 
vers and yellow-pages naming at the University of Arizona [6, 28] 
were designed to provide service discovery for groups of comput- 
ers (for example, print to an unloaded postscript-capable printer). 
Like our work, they include attributes and operators, but they build 
over standard Interact protocols for communications. Commercial 
attribute-based naming systems such as X.5OO [10] and LDAP [38] 
also operate over Internet or Internet-like routing and provide a 
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primarily hierarchical organization. Dependence on IP-level ad- 
dressing and routing limits adds substantial overhead when ap- 
plying these systems to highly resource-constrained environments 
such as sensor networks. (For example, some approaches to ser- 
vice location for smart spaces require services for IP assignment, 
IP-level routing, host name lookup, and service registration and 
lookup.) With end-to-end processing only, these systems also do 
not provide in-network processing. 

As an alternative to providing attribute-based naming for end- 
user use, several systems have proposed attribute-based communi- 
cations for structuring distributed systems. Linda proposed struc- 
turing distributed programs using several CPUs around an attribute- 
indexed common memory called a tuple space [9]. For the S/Net 
implementation this was the basic communication mechanism, but 
proposed implementations assume uniform and rapid communi- 
cations between all processors. Later systems such as ISIS [4] 
and the Information Bus [27] provide a "publish and subscribe" 
approach where information providers publish information and 
clients subscribe to attribute-specified subsets of that information. 
These systems are designed to be robust to failure, but again as- 
sume reasonably fast, plentiful, and expensive communications 
between nodes. These approaches are not directly applicable to 
resource-constrained sensor networks. They do not use application- 
specific, in-network processing since all processes are reasonably 
close to each other; when they do use processing (such as at a 
wide-area gateway) it is manually configured. 

More specific still is work that proposes attribute-based primi- 
fives as solutions to specific problems. SRM first suggested us- 
ing named data as the fundamental data unit for reliable mul- 
ticast communication, and it demonstrated this approach with a 
distributed whiteboard [17]. Our work is inspired by these ap- 
proaches, but it differs by providing a wider range of matching 
operators (rather than just equality), adding in-network processing 
to leverage CPU-communications trade-offs for sensor networks, 
and operating directly over low-level (hop-by-bop) communica- 
tions protocols instead of the Intemet multicast infrastructure. 

2.2 In-network processing 
Recent work in active networks [34] and active services [2] 

has examined ways to provide in-network processing for the In- 
teract. Sample applications include information transcoding, net- 
work monitoring, and caching. This work is built over an Internet- 
like infrastructure, often augmented with an extended run-time en- 
vironment, and assumes nodes are individually addressable. We 
instead build directly over hop-by-hop communications primitives 
and identify data instead of nodes. Our work differs from active 
services in that we assume that communications costs between 
nodes vary greatly while currently proposed active services as- 
sume roughly equivalent distances between all service-providing 
nodes. We differ from active networks primarily in the target 
domain: we target sensor networks where bandwidth is limited, 
energy is expensive, and compute power is comparatively plenti- 
ful and inexpensive. Instead, active networks typically considers 
Internet-like domains where bandwidth is plentiful, the ratio of 
compute power to bandwidth is much lower, and energy is not an 
issue. All of these approaches distribute application-specific code 
throughout the network, raising questions about code safety and 
portability. These problems are not central to some sensor net- 
works (such as those that are devoted to a single application), but 
more complex networks would benefit from active-networks-style 

execution environments to support in-place upgradability. 
Recent work on adaptive web caching [25] and peer-to-peer file 

sharing systems such as Freenet [12] explore application-specific, 
hop-by-hop processing. Unlike active networks and our work, 
these approaches emphasize protocols designed for a particular 
application. In addition, our work runs directly over hop-by-hop 
communication rather than over a virtual network layered over the 
Interact. 

2.3 Sensor-network-specific systems 
Sensor networking research has seen increasing activity in the 

last few years, with advances in sensor node and radio hardware [33, 
29]. This work has been instrumental in clarifying the trade-off 
between computation and communication and the need for in- 
network processing. Our focus on in-network processing is moti- 
vated by this work. This work is however based on topographically- 
addressed sensor nodes; the primary difference in our work is the 
use of attribute-based naming for structure and data diffusion for 
communication. 

Interact ad hoe routing (Broch et al. survey several protocols [7] 
such as DSR and AODV) can also be used in sensor networks. 
Since ad hoe routing recreates IP-style addressing, it would re- 
quire some kind of directory service to locate sensors, unlike our 
approach where they are named by attributes. Ad hoe routing does 
not support in-network processing. 

Jini is an example of a resource discovery system built over 
Internet protocols [35]. It provides a directory service and uses 
Java to distribute processing to user nodes, making it well suited 
to a local-area network with high bandwidth and multicast. By 
contrast, we distribute the directory across the network and al- 
low application-specific processing at intermediate system nodes, 
addressing problems of resource-constrained, multi-hop wireless 
networks. The Ninja Service Discovery Service [ 15] locates XML- 
named objects through a network of collaborating servers but again 
targets high bandwidth local-area resources. 

The Piconet work has presented fundamental advances in energy- 
conserving network communications for networks of devices [3]. 
Their work focuses on statid hierarchies of networked devices, 
concentrators, and hosts. While similar to our tiered architec- 
ture with full and micro-diffusion, they do not consider attribute- 
named data or dynamic in-network processing. 

SPIN evaluates several variants of flooding for wireless sensor 
networks [20]. Data in SPIN is identified by application-specific 
metadata that appears to assume individual sensors are address- 
able. We instead use attributes to name data alone; globally unique 
identifiers are not used. SPIN does not consider application-specific 
in-network processing. 

The Intentional Naming System is an attribute-based name sys- 
tem operating in an overlay network over the Interact [1]. Its use 
of attributes as a structuring mechanism and a method to cope with 
dynamically locating devices is similar to our approach in motiva- 
tion and mechanism. The primary difference is that we assume 
that attribute-based communication (data diffusion) is the basic 
communications primitive (above hop-by-hop messaging), while 
they construct an overlay network over an IP-based Internet. Ar- 
chitecturally this implies that we distribute name matching across 
many small communications nodes while they manage names at a 
few resolvers that cooperatively manage parts of the namespace. 
Finally, the details of matching are different in the two systems. 
Their work provides a sophisticated hierarchical attribute match- 
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ing procedure. Our approach is much more modest by comparison 
(targeting smaller embedded devices) but adds comparative oper- 
ators in addition to equality. 

LEACH analyzes the performance of cluster-based routing mech- 
anism with in-network data compression [19]. They emphasize 
how intermediate-range communication via cluster-heads and how 
compression can reduce energy consumption. Their in-network 
compression is one example of the kind of in-network processing 
that we would like to support. They do not specify how flows and 
opportunities for aggregation would be activated, while our work 
focuses on the naming mechanisms that allow such activity. 

DataSpace describes an attribute based naming mechanism for 
querying physical objects that produce and store local data [22]. 
The DataSpace is divided into smaller administrative and logical 
datacubes, which are logically grouped into dataflocks. Dataflocks 
are addressed at the network level through IPv6 multicast addresses 
that correspond to their geographic coordinates, and their values 
for certain attributes that serve as network indices. Query results 
may involve aggregation of more specific queries addressed to 
sub-datacubes. At a high-level their naming approach is similar 
to ours, but instead of mapping attributes and geometry to a very 
large number of multicast groups we route directly on attributes 
themselves without this indirection. In addition, they do not ex- 
plore in-network processing. 

The COUGAR device database system proposes distributing 
database queries across a sensor network as opposed to moving all 
data to a central site [5]. Sensor data is represented as an Abstract 
Data Type attribute, the public interface to which corresponds to 
specific signal processing functions supported by a sensor type. 
They then perform joins or aggregation in the network as speci- 
fied by a centrally computed query plan. Their work is common 
with ours in its emphasis on in-network processing, and our study 
of nested queries (Section 5.2) was inspired by their work. The 
primary difference between their work in ours is how placement 
of in-network processing is determined. We emphasize the use of 
filters and nested queries to enable either ad-hoe or sensor-specific 
placement of in-network processing, while COUGAR centrally 
translates the query and assigns processing to the distributed sys- 
tem, incurring overhead to centrally collect network information 
for query optimization. 

Declarative Routing from MIT's Lincoln Labs is closest to our 
work [14]. The publish/subscribe-oriented API we use was de- 
fined in collaboration with them [13] and they have developed 
an independent implementation. The primary difference between 
their work and ours is our focus on in-network processing. We 
evaluate their work more completely in Section 4.2. 

3. ARCHITECTURE 
Our communications architecture is based on three components: 

directed diffusion, matching rules, and filters. Directed diffusion 
is used to disseminate information in the distributed system. Data 
is managed as a list of attribute-value-operation tuples. Matching 
rules identify when data has arrived at its destination, or if inter- 
mediate filters should process the data. This approach to naming 
comes together to provide an external framework relevant to the 
application. These components balance the generic services of 
diffusion and matching rules with application-provided attributes 
and filters. We next describe each of these components. 

3.1 Directed Diffusion 
Directed diffusion is a data communication mechanism for sen- 

sor networks [23]. Data sources and sinks use attributes to identify 
what information they provide or are interested in. The goal of 
directed diffusion is to establish efficient n-way communication 
between one or more sources and sinks. Directed diffusion is a 
data-centric communication paradigm that is quite different from 
host-based communication' in traditional networks. To describe 
the elements of diffusion, we take the simple example of a sensor 
network designed for tracking animals in a wilderness refuge. 

Suppose that a user in this network would like to track the 
movement of animals in some remote sub-region of the park. In 
directed diffusion, this tracking task represents an interest. An 
interest is a list of attribute-value pairs that describe a task us- 
ing some task-specific naming scheme (we describe the details of 
these attributes in the next section). Intuitively, attributes describe 
the data that is desired by specifying sensor types and possibly 
some geographic region. They are then used to identify and con- 
tact all relevant sensors. We use the term sink to denote the node 
that originates an interest and therefore is the destination of data. 

The interest is propagated from neighbor-to-neighbor towards 
sensor nodes in the specified region. A key feature of directed dif- 
fusion is that every sensor node is task-aware---by this we mean 
that nodes store and interpret interests, rather than simply forward- 
ing them along. In our example, each sensor node that receives an 
interest remembers which neighbor or neighbors sent it that in- 
terest. To each such neighbor, it sets up a gradient. A gradient 
represents both the direction towards which data matching an in- 
terest flows, and the status of that demand (whether it is active or 
inactive and possibly the desired update rate). After setting up a 
gradient, the sensor node redistributes the interest to its neighbors. 
When the node can infer where potential sources might be (for ex- 
ample, from geographic information or existing similar gradients), 
the interest can be forwarded to a subset of neighbors. Otherwise, 
it will simply broadcast the interest to all of its neighbors. 

When a sensor node that matches the interest is found, the appli- 
cation activates its local sensors to begin collecting data. (Prior to 
activation we expect the riode's sensors would be in a low-power 
mode). The sensor node then generates data messages matching 
the interest. In directed diffusion, data is also represented using 
an attribute-based naming scheme. A sensor node that generates 
such an event description is termed a source. 

Data is cached at intermediate nodes as it propagates toward 
sinks. Cached data is used for several purposes at different levels 
of diffusion. The core diffusion mechanism uses the cache to sup- 
press duplicate messages and prevent loops, and it can be used to 
preferentially forward interests. (Since the diffusion core is pri- 
marily interested in an exact match, as an optimization, hashes 
of attributes can be computed and compared rather than complete 
data.) Cached data is also used for application-specific, in-network 
processing. For example, data from detections of a single object 
by different sensors may be merged to a single response based on 
sensor-specific criteria. 

The initial data message from the source is marked as explora- 
tory and is sent to all neighbors for which it has matching gra- 
dients. If the sink has multiple neighbors, it chooses to receive 
subsequent data messages for the same interest from a preferred 
neighbor (for example, the one which delivered the first copy of 
the data message). To do this, the sink reinforces the preferred 
neighbor, which, in turn reinforces its preferred upstream neigh- 
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Figure 1: A simplified schematic for directed diffusion. 

bor, and so on. Finally, if a node on this preferred path fails, sen- 
sor nodes can attempt to locally repair the failed path. The sink 
may also negatively reinforce its current preferred neighbor if  an- 
other neighbor delivers better (lower latency) sensor data. This 
negative reinforcement propagates neighbor-to-neighbor, remov- 
ing gradients and tearing down and existing path if it is no longer 
needed [23]. Negative reinforcements suppress loops or duplicate 
paths that may arise due to network dynamics. 

After the initial exploratory data message, subsequent messages 
are sent only on reinforced paths. Periodically the source sends 
additional exploratory data messages to adjust gradients in the 
case of network changes (due to node failure, energy depletion, 
or mobility), temporary network partitions, or to recover from lost 
exploratory messages. Recovery from data loss is currently left 
to the application. While simple applications with transient data 
(such as sensors that report their state periodically) need no addi- 
tional recovery mechanism, we are also developing retransmission 
scheme for applications that transfer large, persistent data objects. 

Even this simplified description points out several key features 
of diffusion, and how it differs from traditional networking. First, 
diffusion is data-centtie; all communication in a diffusion-based 
sensor network uses interests to specify named data. Second, all 
communication in diffusion is neighbor-to-neighbor or hop-by- 
hop, unlike traditional data networks with end-to-end communi- 
cation. Every node is an "end" in a sensor network. A corollary to 
this previous observation is that there are no "routers" in a sensor 
network. Each sensor node can interpret data and interest mes- 
sages. This design choice is justified by the task-specificity of 
sensor networks. Sensor networks are not general-purpose com- 
munication networks. Third, nodes do not need to have globally 
unique identifiers or globally unique addresses for regular opera- 
tion. Nodes, however, do need to distinguish between neighbors. 
Fourth, because individual nodes can cache, aggregate, and more 
generally, process messages, it is possible to perform coordinated 
sensing close to the sensed phenomena. It is also possible to per- 
form in-network data reduction, thereby resulting in significant 
energy savings. Finally, although our example describes a partic- 
ular usage of the directed diffusion paradigm (a query-response 
type usage, see Figure 1), the paradigm itself is more general than 
that; we discuss several other example applications in Section 5. 

3.2 Attribute Tuples and Matching Rules 
Diffusion messages and application interests are composed of 

attribute-value-operation tuples. Attributes are identified by unique 

one-way match: 
given two attribute sets A and B 
for each attribute a in A where a.op is a formal { 

matched = false 
for each attribute b in B where a.key = b.key and b.op is an actual 

if ¢.val compares with b.val using a.op, then matched = true 
if not matched then return false (no match) 

} 
return true (successful one-way match) 

Figure 2: Our  one-way matching algorithm. 

keys drawn from a central authority. (In practice we implement 
these as simple 32-bit numbers and assume out-of-band coordi- 
nation of their values, just as Internet protocol numbers are as- 
signed.) Attributes implicitly have a data format (integers and 
floating point values of different sizes, strings, and uninterpreted 
binary data are currently supported). 

The operation field defines how data messages and interests in- 
teract. Operations are the usual binary comparisons (EQ, NE, LE, 
GT, LE, GE, corresponding to equality, inequality, less than, etc.), 
"EQ_ANY" (which matches anything), and IS. "IS" allows users 
to specify an actual 0iteral or bound) value, while all the other op- 
erations specify formal (a comparison or unbound) parameters for 
comparison. A one-way match compares all formal parameters of 
one attribute set against the actuals of the others (Figure 2). Any 
formal parameter that is missing a matching actual in the other 
attribute set causes the one-way match to fail (for example, "con- 
fidence GT 0.5" must have an actual such as "confidence IS 0.7" 
and would not match "confidence IS 0.3", "confidence LT 0.7", 
or "confidence GT 0.7"). Two sets of attributes have a complete 
match if one-way matches succeed in both directions. In other 
words, attribute sets A and B match if the one-way match algo- 
rithm succeeds from both A to B and B to A. 

This matching style is similar to the rules used in other attribute- 
based languages (for example, Linda [9] and INS [1]), but we add 
two-way matching and a range of operators in addition to equality. 
When multiple attributes and operators are present they are effec- 
tively "anded" together; all formals must be satisfied for a match 
to be successful. This approach strikes a balance between ease of 
implementation and flexibility. The simple bounded set of opera- 
tors can be implemented in tens of lines of code and yet supports, 
for example, rectangular regions. 
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To see how diffusion and attribute matching interact, we con- 
tinue the example from Section 3.1 where a user asks a sensor 
network to track four-legged animals. The user's query translates 
into an interest with the attributes (type EQ four-legged-animal- 
search, interval IS 20ms, duration IS 10 seconds, x GE-100,  x LE 
200, y GE 100, y LE 400). Also, an implicit "class IS interest" 
attribute is added to identify this message as an interest (as op- 
posed to data). This interest specifies five conditions: detection of 
animals in a particular region specified by a rectangle. It also pro- 
vides information about how frequently data should be returned 
and how long the query should last. 

Sensors in the network are programmed with animal search rou- 
tines (either by pre-programming at deployment time or by down- 
loading mobile code). Such sensors would watch for interests 
in animals by expressing interests about interests with attributes 
(class EQ interest, type IS four-legged-animal-search, x IS 125, 
y IS 220). When the user's interest arrives at the sensor it would 
activate its sensor using the parameters provided (duration and in- 
terval) and reply if it detects anything. 

When the sensor detects something the data message would in- 
elude attributes (type IS four-legged-animal-search, instance IS 
elephant, x IS 125, y IS 220, intensity IS 0.6, confidence IS 0.85, 
timestamp IS 1:20, class IS data). This message satisfies the orig- 
inal interest. It encodes as attributes additional information about 
what was seen and what confidence the sender has in its detection. 

This example illustrates the details of a specific query. It shows 
how named data provides a convenient way of encoding informa- 
tion, and how geometry and weU-known attributes allow simple 
matching rules work for this application. Although this example 
uses several attributes, some applications may use only a subset of 
these methods, omitting geographic constraints (in a small sensor 
network) or using a single attribute (when there is only one sensor 
type). We have found that these primitives provide good building 
blocks for a range of applications; we describe these in Section 5. 

Although matching is reasonably powerful, it does not perfectly 
cover all scenarios or tasks. Simple matching in these cases can 
approximate what is required, and application-specific code can 
further refine the choice. For example, perfect rectangles aligned 
with the coordinate system are insufficient to describe arbitrary 
geometric shapes. Non-rectangular shapes can be accomplished 
either by multiple queries, or by using the smallest bounding rect- 
angle and having the application ignore requests inside the rect- 
angle but outside the required region. Similarly, applications can 
use general attributes that are clarified with sub-attributes or pa- 
rameters (type IS animal-search, subtype IS four-legged). Filters 
(described nex0 also allow applications to influence processing. 

3.3 Filters 
Filters are our mechanism for allowing application-specific code 

to run in the network and assist diffusion and processing. Appli- 
cations provide filters before deployment of a sensor network, or 
in principle filters could be distributed as mobile code packages at 
run-time. Filters register what kinds of data they handle through 
matching; they are then triggered each time that kind of data en- 
ters the node. When invoked, a filter can arbitrarily manipulate the 
message, caching data, influencing how or where it is sent onward, 
or generating new messages in response. Filters have access to in- 
ternal information about diffusion, including gradients and lists o~f 
neighbor nodes. 

Filters are typically used for in-network aggregation, collabora- 

tive signal processing, caching, and similar tasks that benefit from 
control over data movement. In addition to these applications, we 
have found them very useful for debugging and monitoring. 

Continuing our example, a filter can be used to suppress con- 
current detections of four-legged animals from different sensors. 
It would register interest in detection interests and data with at- 
tributes (type IS four-legged-animal-search). It could then record 
what the desired interval is, then allow exactly one reply every 
interval units of time, suppressing replies from other sensors. A 
more sophisticated filter could count the number of detecting sen- 
sors and add that as an additional attribute, or it could generate 
some kind of aggregate "confidence" rating in some application- 
specific manner. In this example filtering may discard some data, 
but by reducing unnecessary communication it will greatly extend 
the system's operational lifetime. 

We describe some application of filters in Section 5, and quan- 
tify the benefits of aggregation in one scenario in Section 6.1. 

4. IMPLEMENTATIONS 
There are currently three implementations of all or part of this 

architecture. Our current reference implementation SCADDS dif- 
fusion version 3 provides all components. MIT-Lincoln Labs has 
implemented "declarative routing" that provides attribute match- 
ing but no filters [14]. Both of these implementations run on Linux 
on desktop PCs and PC/104-based sensor nodes [11] (embedded 
x86 machines, ours with a 66MHz CPU and 16MB of RAM and 
flash disk, Figure 3(a)), and on WlNSng 1.0 sensor nodes [29] 
(Windows-CE-based nodes with custom low-power radios, Fig- 
ure 3(b)). We have also implemented micro-diffusion, a bare sub- 
set of these services designed to run on Motes with tiny 8-bit pro- 
cessors and only 8KB of memory (Figure 3(c)). 

Source code to our implementations can be found on our web 
site http : //WWW. isi. edu/scadds. 

All of our implementations build upon a simple radio API that 
supports broadcast or unicast to immediate neighbors. Neighbors 
must have some kind of identifier, but it is not required to be 
persistent. We can use I~ersistent identifiers (for example, Eth- 
emet MAC addresses) or 'operate with ephermally assigned iden- 
tifiers [16]. 

4.1 Basic diffusion APIs 
Our reference implementation includes C++ Network Routing 

APIs summarized in Figure 4 (see [13] for a complete specifica- 
tion and example source code). The APIs define a publish/subscribe 
approach to data handling. To receive data, nodes subscribe to par- 
ticular set of attributes. A subscription results in interests being 
sent through the network and sets up gradients. A callback func- 
tion is then invoked whenever relevant data arrives at the node. 

Applications that generate information publish that fact, and 
then send specific data. The attributes specified in the publish call 
must match the subscription. If there are no active subscriptions, 
published data does not leave the node. As a further optimization 
sensor nodes may wish to avoid generating data that has no takers. 
In this case the application would subscribe for subscriptions and 
would be informed when subscriptions arrive or terminate. 

Filter-specific APIs are shown in Figure 5. A filter is primarily 
a callback procedure (the c b  specified in addFflter) that is called 
when matching data arrives. Rather than operate only on attribute 
vectors, filters are given direct access to messages that include 
identifiers for the previous and next immediate destinations. We 
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(a) Our PC/104 node (b) WINSng 1.0 node (c) UCB Rene Mote 

Figure 3: Diffusion operational platforms. 

handle NR::subscribe(NRAttrVec *subscribeAttrs, 
const NR::Callback * cb); 

int NR::unsubscrlbe(handle subscriptionhandle); 
handle NR::p~blish(NRAttrVec *publishAttrs); 
int NR::unpublish(handle publication_handle); 
int NR::send(handle publication_handle, 

NRAttrVec *sendAttrs); 

Figure 4: Basic diffusion APL 

handle addFilter(NRAttrVec *filterAttrs, 
int16_t priority, FilterCallback *cb); 

int NR::removeFilter(handle filter_handle); 
void sendMessage(Message *msg, handle h, 

int16_t agent id = 0); 
void sendMessageToNext(Message *msg, handle h); 

Figure 5: Filter APIs. 

are currently evaluating using this additional level of control to 
optimize diffusion, for example using geographic information to 
avoid flooding exploratory interests. We expect these interfaces to 
be extended as we gain more experience with how filters are used 
and what information they require. 

Finally, these APIs have been designed to favor an event-driven 
programming style, although they have been successfully used in 
multi-threaded environments such as WlNSng 1.0. We have tar- 
geted event-driven programming to avoid synchronization errors 
and to avoid the memory and performance overheads of multi- 
threading. Evidence is growing that event-driven software is well 
suited to embedded programming, particularly on very memory- 
constrained platforms [21]. 

Also we allow filters and applications to run in the same or dif- 
ferent memory address spaces from each other and the diffusion 
core. Single-address space operation is necessary for very small 
sensor nodes that lack memory protection and as a performance 
optimization. Multiple address spaces may be desired for robust- 
ness to isolate filters of different applications from each other. 

4.2 MIT-LL declarative routing 
Dan Coffin helped define the basic diffusion APIs (Figure 4 

and [13]) and developed an independent implementation in MIT- 
Lincoln Lab's Declarative Routing system [14]. In principle all 
applications that do not depend on filters will run over either im- 
plementation. This level of portability has been demonstrated with 
Comell's query proxy [5] that runs over both implementations, l 

Declarative routing and data diffusion are far more similar than 
they are different. Both name data rather than end-nodes. Differ- 
ences are in how routes and transmission are optimized, both by 
applications and the core system. The primary difference is that 
declarative routing does not include filters to allow applications 
to directly influence diffusion. We see filters as a critical nee- 
essary component to enable general in-network data processing. 
Second, Lincoln Lab's declarative routing includes direct support 
for energy and geography-aided routing so that routes are selected 
to avoid energy-poor nodes and generally move "towards" a tar- 
get geographic area. In our current implementation interests and 
exploratory messages are flooded through the network before gra- 
dients are set up for direct communication. We are currently ex- 
ploring using filters to op t in~e  diffusion (avoiding flooding) with 
geographic information [39]. 

4.3 Micro-diffusion 
Micro-diffusion is a subset of our approach implemented on 

very small processors (8-bit CPU, 8KB memory). It is distin- 
guished by its extremely small memory footprint and a comple- 
mentary approach for deployment to our full system. 

Micro-diffusion is a subset of our full system, retaining only 
gradients, condensing attributes to a single tag, and supporting 
only limited filters. As a result it adds only 2050 bytes of code and 
106 bytes of data to its host operating system. (By comparison, 
our full system requires a daemon with static sizes of 55KB code, 
8KB data, and a library at 20KB code, 4KB data.) Micro-diffusion 
is implemented as a component in TinyOS [21] that adds 3250B 
code and 144B of data (including support for radio and a photo 
sensor), so the entire system runs in less than 5.5KB of memory. 
Micro-diffusion is statically configured to support 5 active gradi- 
ents and a cache of 10 packets of the 2 relevant bytes per packet. 

XNo changes were required to our diffusion implementation, al- 
though the port required one change to the application to accom- 
modate a ease where MIT's implementation was less strict about 
attribute matching. 
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Although reduced in size, the logical header format is compatible 
with that of the full diffusion implementation and we are imple- 
menting software to gateway between the implementations. Al- 
though we do not currently provide filters in micro-diffusion, they 
are an essential component of enabling in-network aggregation in 
diffusion, and we plan to add them. We intend to leverage on the 
ability to reprogram motes over the air [21] to program filters dy- 
namically. 

Motes and micro-diffusion can be used in regions where there is 
need for dense sensor distribution, such as distributing photo sen- 
sors in a room to detect change in light or temperature sensors for 
fine grained sensing. They provide the necessary sensor data pro- 
cessing capability, with the ability to use diffusion to communicate 
with less resource-constrained nodes (for example, PC/104-class 
nodes). Motes can also be used to provide additional multi-hop 
capability under adverse wireless communication conditions. 

We thus envisage deployment of a tiered architecture with both 
larger and smaller nodes. Less resource-constrained nodes will 
form the highest tier and act as gateways to the second tier. The 
second tier will be composed of motes connected to low-power 
sensors running micro-diffusion. Most of the network "intelli- 
gence" is programmed into the first tier. Second-tier nodes will 
be controlled and their filters programmed from these more capa- 
ble nodes. 

4.4 Implementation discussion 
We draw two observations from our experiences with these im- 

plementations. First, the range of diffusion implementations sug- 
gests that both the ideas and the code are portable since there 
are three independent implementations (our main implementation, 
micro-diffusion, and MIT-LL's declarative muting) and our pri- 
mary implementation runs on multiple platforms (PC/104s and 
WINSng 1.0 as of June 2001, with ports in progress to two new 
radios and platforms). The requirements for diffusion are quite 
modest in terms of CPU speed (a 15MHz 32-bit processor is suf- 
ficien0, memory (a few megabytes supports diffusion, an OS, and 
applications), and radio (10--20kb/s bandwidth is sufficient). Sev- 
eral low-power radio designs have packet sizes as small as 30B. 
We require moderate size packets (100B or more) and use code 
for fragmentation and reassembly when necessary. Second, micro- 
diffusion demonstrates that it is possible to implement a subset of 
diffusion on an embedded processor. A common preconception 
is that fully custom protocols are needed for embedded systems; 
these observations suggest that use of diffusion should not be pre- 
cluded due to size or complexity. 

5. APPLICATION TECHNIQUES FOR 
SENSOR NETWORKS 

We next consider application techniques in more detail. These 
techniques illustrate how topology-independent low-level naming 
and in-network processing can be used to build efficient applica- 
tions for sensor networks. The first approach we examine is filter- 
driven data aggregation, an example of how in-network processing 
can reduce data traffic to conserve energy. We also consider two 
approaches to provide nested queries where one sensor cues an- 
other. Finally, we briefly describe several other applications that 
have been implemented. 

5.1 In-network data aggregation 
An anticipated sensor application is to query a field of sensors 

and then take some action when one or more of the sensors is acti- 
vated. For example, a surveillance system could notify a biologist 
if an animal enters a region. Coverage of deployed sensors will 
overlap to ensure robust coverage, so one event will likely trig- 
ger multiple sensors. All sensors will report detection to the user, 
but communication and energy costs can be reduced if this data is 
aggregated as it returns to the user. Data can be aggregated to a 
binary value (there was a detection), an area (there was a detec- 
tion in quadrant 2), or with some application-specific aggregation 
(seismic and infrared sensors indicate 80% chance of detection). 

Although details of aggregation can be application-specific, the 
common systems problem is the design of mechanisms for es- 
tablishing data dissemination paths to the sensors within the re- 
gion, and for aggregating responses. Consider how one might 
implement this kind of data fusion in a traditional network with 
topologically-assigned low-level node names. First, in order to 
determine which sensors are present in a given region, a binding 
service must exist which, given a geographical region, lists the 
node identifiers of sensors within that region. Once these sensors 
are tasked, an election algorithm must dynamically elect one or 
more network nodes to aggregate the data and return the result to 
the querier. 

Instead, our architecture allows us to realize this using oppor- 
tunistic data aggregation. Sensor selection and tasking is achieved 
by naming nodes using geographic attributes. As data is sent 
from the sensors to the querier, intermediate sensors in the re- 
turn path identify and cache relevant data. This is achieved by 
running application-specific filters. These intermediate nodes can 
then suppress duplicate data by simply not propagating it, or they 
may slightly delay and aggregate data from multiple sources. We 
are also experimenting with influencing the dynamic selection of 
aggregation points to minimize overall data movement. 

Opportunistic data aggregation benefits from several aspects of 
our approach. Filters provide a natural approach to inject applica- 
tion-specific code into the network. Attribute naming and match- 
ing allow these filters to re'main inactive until triggered by relevant 
data. A common attribute set means that filters incur no network 
costs to interact with directory or mapping services. 

In prior work we analyzed the performance of diffusion with 
and without aggregation through simulation [23]. In Section 6.1 
we evaluate our implementation of this over real sensor nodes and 
validate our initial results with laboratory tests. 

5.2 Nested queries 
Real-world events often occur in response to some environmen- 

tal change. For example, a person entering a room is often corre- 
lated with changes in light or motion, or a flower's opening with 
the presence or absence of sunlight. Multi-modal sensor networks 
can use these correlations by triggering a secondary sensor based 
on the status of another, in effect nesting one query inside another. 
Reducing the duty cycle of some sensors can reduce overall en- 
ergy consumption (if the secondary sensor consumes more energy 
than the initial sensor, for example as an accelerometer triggering a 
GPS receiver) and network traffic (for example, a triggered imager 
generates much less traffic than a constant video stream). Alter- 
natively, in-network processing might choose the best application 
of a sparse resource (for example, a motion sensor triggering a 
steerable camera). 
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Figure 6: Two approaches to implementing nested queries. 
Squares are initial sensors, gray circles are triggered sensors, 
and the large circle is the user. Thin dashed lines represent 
communication to initial sensors; bold lines are communica- 
tion to the triggered sensor. 

Figure 6 shows two approaches for a user to cause one sensor 
to trigger another in a network. In both cases we assume sensors 
know their locations and not all nodes can communicate directly. 
Part (a) shows a direct way to implement this: the user queries the 
initial sensors (small squares), when a sensor is triggered, the user 
queries the triggered sensor (the small gray circle). The alterna- 
tive shown in part (b) is a nested, two-level approach where the 
user queries the triggered sensor which then sub-tasks the initial 
sensors. This nested query approach grew out of discussions with 
Philippe Bonnet and embedded database query optimization in his 
COUGAR database [5]. 

The advantage of a nested query is that data from the initial sen- 
sors can be interpreted directly by the triggered sensor, rather than 
passing through the user. In monitoring applications the initial 
and triggered sensors would often be quite close to each other (to 
cover the same physical area), while the user would be relatively 
distant. A nested query localizes data traffic near the triggering 
event rather than sending it to the distant user, thus reducing net- 
work traffic and latency. Since energy-conserving networks are 
typically low-bandwidth and may be higher-latency, reduction in 
latency can be substantial, and reductions in aggregate bandwidth 
to the user can mean the difference between an overloaded and 
operational network. The challenges for nested queries are how to 
robustly match the initial and triggered sensors and how to select 
a good triggered sensor if only one is desired. 

Implementation of direct queries is straightforward with attribute- 
addressed sensors. The user subscribes to data for initial sensors 
and when something is detected he requests the status of the trig- 
gered sensor (either by subscribing or asking for recent data). Di- 
rect queries illustrate the utility of predefined attributes identifying 
sensor types. Diffusion may also make use of geography to opti- 
mize routing. 

Nested queries can be implemented by enabling code at each 
triggered sensor that watches for a nested query. This code then 
sub-tasks the relevant initial sensors and activates its local trig- 
gered sensor on demand. If multiple triggered sensors are accept- 
able but there is a reasonable definition of which one is best (per- 
haps, the most central one), it can be selected through an elec- 

tion algorithm. One such algorithm would have triggered sensors 
nominate themselves after a random delay as the "best", inform- 
ing their peers of their location and election (this approach is in- 
spired by SRM repair timers [17]). Better peers can then dispute 
the claim. Use of location as an external frame of reference de- 
fines a best node and allows timers to be weighted by distance to 
minimize the number of disputed claims. 

In Section 6.2 we evaluate laested queries with experiments in 
our testbed. 

5.3 Other applications 
In addition to these approaches we have explored at ISI, our 

system has been used by several other research efforts. 
Researchers at ComeU have used our system to provide commu- 

nication between an end-user database and application that repre- 
sents and visualizes a sensor field and query proxies in each sen- 
sor node [5]. This application used attributes to identify sensors 
running query proxies and to pass query byte-codes to the prox- 
ies. They also originated the idea of using a nested approach for 
nested queries. Future work includes understanding what network 
information is necessary for database query optimization and al- 
ternative approaches for nested queries. 

Researchers at BAE Systems and Pennsylvania State University 
have used our system for collaborative signal processing. BAE 
systems contributed signal processing code and systems integra- 
tion, while PSU provided sensor fusion algorithms [8]. The com- 
bined system used our system to communicate data between sen- 
sors using named data and diffusion. At the time our filter archi- 
tecture was not in place; interesting future work is to evaluate how 
sensor fusion would be done as a filter. 

6. EVALUATION 
The approaches described in this paper are useful if they can 

be efficiently implemented and improve the energy-efficiency of 
distributed systems such as sensor nets. In Section 5 we described 
several applications that employ these teelmiques. In this section, 
we measure the benefits of/tggregation and nested queries and 
verify raw matching performance. 

6.1 Aggregation benefits 
In Section 5.1, we argued that it is relatively easy to build sen- 

sor network applications using attribute-based naming, and in- 
network filters. In earlier work, we have observed that in-network 
aggregation is important to the performance of data diffusion [23]. 
In this section, we validate these results with an actual implemen- 
tation of a simple surveillance application using attribute-based 
names and filters. 

We examined in-network aggregation in our testbed of 14 PC/104 
sensor nodes distributed on two floors of ISI (Figure 7). These sen- 
sors are connected by Radiometrix RPC modems (off-the-shelf, 
418 MHz, packet-based radios that provide about 13kb/s through- 
put) with 10dB attenuators on the antennas to allow multi-hop 
communications in our relatively confined space. The exact topol- 
ogy varies depending on the level of RF activity, and the network 
is typically 5 hops across. 

To evaluate the effect of aggregation we placed a sink on one 
side of the topology ("D" at node 28) and then placed data sources 
on the other side ("S" at nodes 25, 16, 22, and I3), typically 4 hops 
apart. All sources generate events representing the detection of 
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Figure 7: Node positions in our sensor testbed. Light nodes 
(11, 13, 16) are on the 10th floor; the remaining dark nodes 
are on the 11th floor. Radio range varies greatly depending on 
node position, but the longest stable link was between nodes 20 
and 25. 
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Figure 8: Bytes sent from all diffusion modules, normalized to 
the number of distinct events, for varying numbers of sources. 

some object at the rate of one event every 6 seconds. For ex- 
periment repeatability events are artificially generated, rather than 
taken from a physical sensor and signal processing. Each event 
generates a 112 bytes message and is given sequence numbers 
that are synchronized at experiment start. 2 All nodes were con- 
figured with aggregation filters that pass the first unique event and 
suppress subsequent events with identical sequence numbers. Al- 
though this scenario abstracts some details of a complete sensor 
network (for example, real signal processing may have different 
sensing delays), we believe it captures the essence of the network- 
ing component of multi-sensor aggregation. 

We would like to compare the energy expended per received 
event. Unfortunately, we cannot measure that directly for two rea- 
sons. First, we do not have hardware to directly measure energy 
consumption in a running system. Second, we have previously 
observed that choice of MAC protocol can completely dominate 
energy measurements. In low power radios, MAC protocols that 
do not sleep periodically are dominated by the amount of time 
spent listening, regardless of choice of protocol. Thus energy- 
conscious protocols like PAMAS [32] or TDMA are necessary for 
long-lived sensor networks. We are currently experimenting with 
power-aware MAC approaches. 

Although we currently cannot measure energy consumption on 
an appropriate MAC, we can estimate the effectiveness of reduc- 
ing traffic for MACs with different duty cycles. A simple model 
of energy consumption is: 

Pa = dpttt + prG + pst,  

where p and t define the relative power and time spent listen- 
ing, receiving, and sending and d is defined as the required lis- 
ten duty cycle (the fraction of time the radio must be listening to 
receive all traffic destined to it). We found our sensor network 
contained pockets of severe congestion, but in the aggregate, ra- 
dios listen:rcceive:send times were about 1:3:40. Relative energy 

ZAn operational sensor network would use timestamps instead of 
sequence numbers. Both require synchronization, but time can 
be synchronized globally with GPS or NTP. We use sequence 
numbers because at the time of this experiment we had not syn- 
chronized our clocks. Experimentally, other than synchronization 
overhead, sequence numbers and timestamps are equivalent. 

consumption of listen:receive:send has been measured at ratios 
from 1:1.05:1.4 to 1:2:2.5 [37]. For simplicity, assume energy 
consumption ratios of 1:2:2. With these parameters, energy us- 
age for nodes with a duty cycle of 1 arc completely dominated by 
energy spent listening. At duty cycle of 22% half of the energy is 
spent listening. Duty cycles of 10% begin to be dominated by send 
cost. Duty cycle for most radios today is 100%, but TDMA radios 
such as in WINSng nodes [29] may have duty cycles of 10-15% 
for non-base-stations. This analysis illustrates the importance of 
energy-conserving MAC protocols. 

Since we cannot directly measure energy per event, Figure 8 
measures bytes sent from diffusion in all nodes in the system nor- 
realized to the number of distinct events received. Each point in 
this graph represents the mean of five 30-minute experiments with 
95% confidence intervals. Performance with one source is basi- 
cally identical with and without suppression (this form of aggre- 
gation). As expected, suppression requires less data per event with 
multiple sources than experiments without suppression. With sup- 
pression the amount of traffic is roughly constant regardless of 
the number of sources. This application-specific data aggregation 
shows the benefit of in-network processing. It also shows that dif- 
fusion is useful for point-to-multipoint communication, since traf- 
fic represents both data and control traffic. Comparing traffic with 
and without suppression shows that suppression is able to reduce 
traffic by up to 42% for four sources. The network exhibits very 
high loss rates at that level of traffic. Our current MAC is quite un- 
sophisticated, performing only simple carrier detection and lack- 
ing RTS/CTS or ARQ. Since all messages are broken into several 
27-byte fragments, loss of a single fragment results in loss of the 
whole message, and hidden terminals are endemic to our multi- 
hop topology, this MAC performs particularly poorly at high load. 
We are currently working on a better MAC protocol. 

We can confirm these results with a simple traffic model. We 
approximate all messages as 127B long and add together interest 
messages (sent every 60s and flooded from each node), reinforce- 
ment messages (sent on the reinforced path between the sink and 
each source), simple data messages (9 out of every 10 data mes- 
sages, sent only on the reinforced path, and either aggregated or 
not), and exploratory data messages (1 out of every 10 data mes- 
sages, sent from each source and flooded in turn from each node, 
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again possibly aggregated). If data messages are not aggregated, 
each source incurs the cost of the full path, while if data messages 
are aggregated after the first hop each incurs one hop cost to the 
aggregation point and then one message will travel on to the sink. 
Summing the message cost and normalizing per event we expect 
aggregation to provide a fiat 990B/event independent of the num- 
ber of sources, and we expect bytes sent per event to increase from 
990 to 3289B/event without aggregation as the number of sources 
rise from 1 to 4. 

The shape of this prediction matches our experimental results, 
but in absolute terms it underpredicts the B/event of aggregation 
and overpredicts the 4-source/no-aggregation case. We believe 
these differences are due to MAC-layer collisions in the experi- 
ment that tend to drive bytes-per-event to the middle. Only 55- 
80% of events generated in the experiment were delivered to the 
sink, so bytes-per-event in less congested portions of the exper- 
iment (with one source or aggregation) is high because traffic is 
normalized over fewer events. On the other hand, with four sources 
and no aggregation, we believe collisions happen very near the 
data sources and so the aggregate amount of data sent is lower 
that predicted. In addition, we sometimes observe longer paths in 
experiment than we expected. 

These experimental measurements of aggregation are also use- 
ful to validate our previous simulation experiments that consider a 
wider range of scenarios. Previous simulation studies have shown 
that aggregation can reduce energy consumption by a factor of 3-  
5 x in a large network (50-250 nodes) with five active sources and 
five sinks (Figure 6b from [23]). Although care must be used in 
comparing energy to bytes sent, a 3-5-fold energy savings with 
five sources is much greater than the 42% (or 1.7-fold) traffic sav- 
ings we observe with four sources. The primary reason for this 
difference is differences in ratio of exploratory to data messages 
in these systems. Exploratory messages (called low-data rate mes- 
sages in [23]) are used to select good gradients and so are flooded 
to all nodes. Data messages (called high-rate messages in [23]) 
are sent only on reinforced gradients forming a path between the 
sources and sinks. In simulation the ratio of exploratory to data 
messages sent from a source was about 1:100 (exploratory mes- 
sages were sent every 50s, data every 0.5s, messages were mod- 
eled as 64B packets). In our testbed this ratio was about 1:10 
(exploratory messages every 60s, data every 6s, with messages 
of roughly the same size). Increasing this ratio in experiment 
was not possible given our small radio bandwidth (13kb/s rather 
than 1.6Mb/s in simulation) while keeping reasonable experimen- 
tal running times. This large difference in ratios is consistent with 
the large difference in energy or traffic savings. 

A potential disadvantage of data aggregation is increased la- 
tency. The effect of aggregation on latency is strongly dependent 
on the specific, application-determined aggregation algorithm. The 
algorithm used in these experiments does not affect latency at all, 
since we forward unique events immediately upon reception and 
then suppress any additional duplicates (incurring only the addi- 
tional negligible cost of searching for duplicates). Other aggre- 
gation algorithms, such as those that delay transmitting a sensor 
reading with the hope of aggregating readings from other sensors, 
can add some latency. Understanding aggregation and sensor fu- 
sion algorithms is an important area of future work. 

Although we have quantified the benefits of in-network aggre- 
gation in a specific application, aggregation is one example of 
in-network processing. Other examples range from simple data 
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Figure 9: Percentage of audio events successfully delivered to 
the user. 

caching to collaborative signal processing. As our experiments 
show, not only do attribute matching and filters make aggregation 
and similar services easy to provide, they also enable noticeable 
performance improvements. 

6.2 Nested query benefits 
In Section 5.2 we suggested that nested queries could reduce 

network costs and latency, and we argued that nested queries could 
be implemented using attributes and filters. To validate our claim 
about the potential performance benefits of this implementation 
we measure the performance of an application that u s e s  nested 
queries against one that does not. 

The application is similar to that described in Section 5.2 and 
Figure 6: a user requests acoustic data correlated with (triggered 
by) light sensors. We reuse our PC/104 testbed shown in Fig- 
ure 7 placing the user "U" at node 39, the audio sensor ",¢' at 
node 20, and light sensors "L" at nodes 16, 25, 22, and 13. It is 
one hop from the light sensobs to the audio sensor, and two hops 
from there to the user node. To provide a reproducible experiment 
we simulate light data to change automatically every minute on 
the minute. Light sensors report their state every 2s (no special 
attempt is made to synchronize or unsynchronize sensors). Audio 
sensors generate simulated audio data each time any light sensor 
changes state. Light and audio data messages are about 100 bytes 
long. 

Figure 9 shows the percentage of light change events that suc- 
cessfully result in audio data delivered to the user. (Data points 
represent the mean of three 20-minute experiments and show 95% 
confidence intervals.) The total number of possible events are the 
number of times all light sources change state and a successful 
event is audio data delivered to the user. These delivery rates 
do not reflect per-hop message delivery rates (which are much 
higher), but rather the cumulative effect of sending best-effort data 
across three or five hops for nested or flat queries, respectively. 

This system is very congested, and as described above (Sec- 
tion 6.1), our primitive MAC protocol exaggerates the impact of 
congestion. Missing events translate into increased detection la- 
tency. Although a sensor network could afford to miss a few events 
(since they would be retransmitted in the next time the sensor is 
measured), these loss rates are unacceptably high for an opera- 
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Set A: interest Set B: data 
class IS interest class IS data 
task EQ"deteetAnimal" task IS "deteetAnimar' 
confidence GT 50 confidence IS 90 
latitude GE 10.0 latitude IS 20.0 
latitude LE 100.0 longitude IS 80.0 
longitude GE 5.0 target IS "4-leg" 
longitude LE 95.0 
target IS "4-leg" 

Figure 10: Attributes used for matching experiments. 

tionai system. 
However, this experiment sharply contrasts the bandwidth re- 

quirements of nested and fiat queries. Even with one sensor the 
flat query shows significantly greater loss than the nested query 
because both light and audio data must travel to the user. Both 
flat and nested queries suffer greater loss when more sensors are 
present, but the one-level query falls off further. Comparing the 
delivery rates of nested queries with one-level queries shows that 
localizing the data to the sensors is very important to parsimo- 
nious use of bandwidth. In an uncongested network we expect 
that nested qu&ies would allow operation with a lower level of 
data traffic than one-level queries and so would allow a lower ra- 
dio duty cycle and a longer network lifetime. 

6.3 Run-time costs of matching 
Attribute matching is used in all communication between sen- 

sots, filters, and applications in our system. Although technol- 
ogy trends suggest rapid improvement in processor performance, 
price, and size, sensor nodes may chose to hold performance con- 
stant and leverage technology through reduced price and size, so 
run-time performance must be considered. A second constraint is 
memory storage, particularly in very small implementations. 

To evaluate matching performance we examined the cost of 
matching data from a sensor. The basic matching in that case com- 
pares an 8-element interest against a 6-element data (attributes are 
shown in Figure 10). To evaluate the cost of larger data objects 
we increased the number of attributes in the data from 6 to 30 at- 
tributes. This experiment was done on our PC/104 sensor node 
with a 66MHz AMD 486-class CPU. To evaluate the cost of a sin- 
gle match we measured cost of many matches (5000 for matching 
or 10,000 for the non-matching case) in a loop and normalized, re- 
peating this experiment 1000 times to avoid undue system effects 
such as interrupts. The order of attributes in each set is random- 
ized each experiment. We also show 95% confidence intervals, al- 
though they are always less than 5% of the mean. Although mem- 
ory caching will eanse this approach to underestimate the cost of 
a match, the basic trends it identifies should be applicable to oper- 
ational systems. 

Our expectation is that the cost of matching is linear with the 
number of elements. This is confirmed in Figure 11 that shows 
the cost of matching as the number of attributes in one attribute 
set increases in different ways. The two lowest lines (no-match/IS 
and no-match/EQ) show the case where one of the attributes in 
set A is not matched by those in set B (specifically, the confidence 
value in set B is changed from 90 to 10). Because the two-way 
matching algorithm tests the formals in set A first, the incremental 
cost of additional attributes in set B is fairly small in this case, 
and it is insensitive to the type of attribute added. If the failing 
formal was in set B we would expect the cost to be higher (mid- 
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Figure 11: Matching performance as the number of attributes 
grow. 

way between the measured data). 
The two higher lines (match/IS and match/EQ) show the cost 

of matching when all attributes succeed. The difference in cost 
of additional attributes in these lines shows the cost of additional 
matching. In the match/EQ line all additional attributes are for- 
reals (additions of the "class EQ interest" attribute), so each new 
attribute must be matched against set A. For match/IS, additional 
attributes are actuals (repetitions of 'extra IS "lot" ') that must be 
examined but do not require searching. 

Although our current implementation is completely unoptimized, 
the absolute performance of these operations is quite reasonable. 
At 500#s/match for small attribute sets our quite slow PC/104 
can match 2000 sets per second. Although quite slow by Inter- 
net router standards, this is reasonable for sensor networks where 
we expect high-level events to happen with frequencies of 10Hz 
or less. 

Finally, these measurements suggest several potential optimiza- 
tions to matching perforrdance. Segregating actuals from formals 
can reduce search time (since formals cannot match other formals 
there is no need to compare them). Attributes could be statically or 
dynamically optimized to move the attributes least likely to match 
to the front. We plan to explore these kinds of optimizations in the 
future. 

6.4 Experiment Discussion 
These experiments have provided new insight into sensor net- 

work operation, building substantially on our prior simulation stud- 
ies [23]. 

These experiments are first examination of nested queries and 
matching performance. They suggest that the CPU overhead of 
matching should not be a constraint for reasonably powerful sen- 
sor nodes and that nested queries can greatly reduce contention by 
localizing data movement. 

These experiments have explored low-bandwidth operation. Pre- 
vious simulation studies of sensor networks often have not used 
the low-bandwidth radios we see in actual sensor-network hard- 
ware. Protocols and scenarios behave qualitatively different at 
10--20kb/s for sensor networks rather than the 3-12Mb/s common 
to wireless 802.11 LANs. Even with our early operational expe- 
rience in small-scale demonstrations and testing, we did not ap- 
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preciate the difficulty of operating a 14-node sensor network at a 
relatively high utilization. Our observations suggest two areas of 
future work: first, sensor networks must adapt to local node den- 
sides (we are beginning to explore this area [11]). Second, more 
work is needed to understand how diffusion's parameters map to 
different needs, particularly the trade-offs between overhead and 
reliability present in the frequency of exploratory messages, in- 
terests, and reinforcements. Finally, the diffusion applications we 
currently use operate in an open loop; feedback and congestion 
control are needed. 

Two aspects of radio propagation proved unexpectedly difficult. 
First, some experiments seemed to show asymmetric links (com- 
munication was fine in one direction but poor or impossible in 
the other). Diffusion does not currently work well with asymmet- 
ric links; we are considering how to best revise it. Second, some 
links provided only intermittent connectivity. A future direction 
for diffusion might send similar data over multiple paths to gain 
robustness when faced with low-quality links. Current simulation 
models, even with statistical noise, do not adequately reflect these 
observed propagation characteristics. 

Finally, we were generally happy with our approach to attribute 
naming and filters. It was reasonably easy to build and adapt our 
sample applications and debugging software. 

7. FUTURE WORK 
This work describes our current approach to constructing robust 

distributed sensor networks for a few applications. It suggests sev- 
eral areas for future work including enhancing our testbed and pro- 
tocols, applying them to additional applications, and understand- 
ing how to build sensor networks. 

We have several planned changes to our testbed hardware. Most 
importantly, we plan to move to a different radio by RF Mono- 
lithics and to use a UCB Mote as the packet controller. The packet- 
level controller of our Radiometrix RPC was very helpful for rapid 
development, but this revised approach will give us complete con- 
trol over the MAC protocol. 

We have now explored diffusion performance both in simula- 
tion and with testbed experiments. In-network aggregation shows 
qualitatively the same results in both evaluations (Section 6.1). A 
next step is to use the experiments to parametrize the simulations. 

In this work we were repeatedly challenged by the difficulty 
in understanding what was going on in a network of dozens of 
physically distributed nodes. Our current environment augments 
the radio network with a separate wired network for experimen- 
tal data collection, but much more work is needed in developing 
analysis tools for these networks. Tools are needed to report the 
changing radio topology, observe collision rates and energy con- 
sumption, permit more flexible logging, and accurately synchro- 
nize node clocks. We have begun work on in-network monitoring 
tools [40], but more work is needed. 

Appropriate MAC protocols for sensor networks is a continu- 
ing challenge. In spite of published work in this area [3, 33] and 
ongoing activities, a freely available, energy aware MAC protocol 
remains needed. We and others are currently exploring altema- 
fives here; we hope solutions will be forthcoming. 

A balance of control and data traffic is particularly important in 
bandwidth-constrained systems such as sensor networks. Several 
known techniques to constrain control traffic exist for soft-state 
protocols in wired networks [24, 31, 36]; these approaches need 

to be applied to our system. 
We have explored two applications of sensor networks and col- 

laborated on other applications, but many other applications re- 
main. One interesting direction is to explore how collaborative 
signal processing interacts with in-network processing and filters. 

Finally, although we focus on wireless sensor networks, the 
techniques we develop are also relevant to wired sensor networks. 
Wired connections greatly reduce bandwidth constraints and and 
eliminate power constraints, but attribute-based naming can re- 
duce system complexity by decoupling data sources and sinks, and 
in-network processing may reduce latency and improve scalabil- 
ity. Although prior systems have separately used these abstrac- 
tions for virtual information systems, a future direction is to apply 
them to large, wired sensor networks that are coupled with the 
physical world. 

8. CONCLUSION 
This paper has described an approach to distributed systems 

built around attribute-named data and in-network processing. By 
using attributes with external meaning (such as sensor type and 
geographic location) at the lowest levels of communication, this 
approach avoids multiple levels of name binding common to other 
approaches. Attribute-named data in tnm enables in-network pro- 
cessing with filters, supporting data aggregation, nested queries 
and similar techniques that are critical to reduce network traffÉc 
and conserve energy. We evaluated the effectiveness of these tech- 
uiques by quantifying the benefits of in-network processing for 
data aggregation and nested queries. In one experiment we found 
that aggregation reduces traffic by up to 42% and nested queries 
reduces loss rates by 15-30%. Although aggregation has previ- 
ously been studied in simulation, these experiments are the first 
evaluation of these techniques in an operational testbed. These 
approaches are important in the emerging domain of wireless sen- 
sor networks where network and power resource constraints are 
fundamental. 
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onal, nor equally applicable to every system, the classi-
fication axes we present do form a reasonable approach
to characterizing or evaluating location systems.

The Global Positioning System is perhaps the most
widely publicized location-sensing system. GPS pro-
vides an excellent lateration framework for determin-
ing geographic positions. The worldwide satellite
constellation has reliable and ubiquitous coverage and,
assuming a differential reference or use of the Wide
Area Augmentation System, allows receivers to com-

C O V E R  F E A T U R E

Location
Systems for
Ubiquitous
Computing

T
o serve us well, emerging mobile computing
applications will need to know the physical
location of things so that they can record
them and report them to us: What lab bench
was I standing by when I prepared these tis-

sue samples? How should our search-and-rescue team
move to quickly locate all the avalanche victims? Can
I automatically display this stock devaluation chart
on the large screen I am standing next to? 

Researchers are working to meet these and similar
needs by developing systems and technologies that
automatically locate people, equipment, and other tan-
gibles. Indeed, many systems over the years have
addressed the problem of automatic location sensing.
Because each approach solves a slightly different prob-
lem or supports different applications, they vary in
many parameters, such as the physical phenomena used
for location determination, the form factor of the sens-
ing apparatus, power requirements, infrastructure ver-
sus portable elements, and resolution in time and space.

To make sense of this domain, we have developed a
taxonomy to help developers of location-aware appli-
cations better evaluate their options when choosing 
a location-sensing system. The taxonomy may also 
aid researchers in identifying opportunities for new
location-sensing techniques.

LOCATION SYSTEM PROPERTIES
A broad set of issues arises when we discuss and clas-

sify location system implementations. These issues are
generally independent of the technologies or techniques
a system uses, as described in the “Location-Sensing
Techniques” sidebar.  Although certainly not all orthog-

This survey and taxonomy of location systems for mobile-computing appli-
cations describes a spectrum of current products and explores the latest
research in the field.

Jeffrey 
Hightower
Gaetano 
Borriello
University of
Washington

Location-Sensing Techniques
When attempting to determine a given location,

we can choose from three major techniques:

• Triangulation can be done via lateration, which
uses multiple distance measurements between
known points, or via angulation, which mea-
sures angle or bearing relative to points with
known separation.

• Proximity measures nearness to a known set of
points.

• Scene analysis examines a view from a partic-
ular vantage point.

Location system implementations generally use one
or more of these techniques to locate objects, people,
or both. A report describing these techniques in
detail can be found at www.cs.washington.edu/
research/portolano/papers/UW-CSE-01-07-01.pdf.
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pute their location to within 1 to 5 meters (http://
www.garmin.com/aboutGPS/). Aircraft, hikers,
search-and-rescue teams, and rental cars all 
currently use GPS. Given its celebrity, we use
GPS as a running example to introduce our clas-
sifiers.

Physical position and symbolic location
A location system can provide two kinds of

information: physical and symbolic. GPS pro-
vides physical positions. For example, our
building is situated at 47°39′17″ N by
122°18′23″ W, at a 20.5-meter elevation. In
contrast, symbolic location encompasses ab-

stract ideas of where something is: in the kitchen, in
Kalamazoo, next to a mailbox, on a train approach-
ing Denver.

A system providing a physical position can usually
be augmented to provide corresponding symbolic loca-
tion information with additional information, infra-
structure, or both. For example, a laptop equipped with
a GPS receiver can access a separate database that con-
tains the positions and geometric service regions of
other objects to provide applications with symbolic
information.1 Linking real-time train positions to the
reservation and ticketing database can help locate a pas-
senger on a train. Applications can also use the physi-
cal position to determine a range of symbolic infor-
mation. For example, one application can use a single
GPS physical position to find the closest printer, while
another may link it with calendar information to pro-
vide information about that person’s current activity.

The distinction between physical position and sym-
bolic location is more pronounced with some tech-
nologies than others. GPS is clearly a physical-
positioning technology. Point-of-sale logs, bar code
scanners, and systems that monitor computer login
activity are symbolic location technologies mostly
based on proximity to known objects. However, some
systems such as Cricket can be used in either mode,
depending on their specific configuration.

The resolution of physical-positioning systems can
have implications for the definitiveness of the sym-
bolic information they can be used to derive. For
example, knowing where a person is inside a build-
ing, to within 10 meters, may be ineffective in placing
that person in a specific room because of the position
of walls within that 10-meter range. Purely symbolic
location systems typically provide only very coarse-
grained physical positions. Using them often requires
multiple readings or sensors to increase accuracy—
such as using multiple overlapping proximity sensors
to detect someone’s position within a room.

Absolute versus relative
An absolute location system uses a shared reference

grid for all located objects. For example, all GPS
receivers use latitude, longitude, and altitude—or their
equivalents, such as Universal Transverse Mercator
coordinates—for reporting location. Two GPS re-
ceivers placed at the same position will report equiv-
alent position readings, and 47°39′17″ N by
122°18′23″ W refers to the same place regardless of
GPS receiver.

In a relative system, each object can have its own
frame of reference. For example, a mountain rescue
team searching for avalanche victims can use hand-
held computers to locate victims’ avalanche trans-
ceivers. Each rescuer’s device reports the victims’
position relative to itself.

An absolute location can be transformed into a rel-
ative location—relative to a second reference point,
that is. However, a second absolute location is not
always available. In reverse, we can use triangulation
to determine an absolute position from multiple rela-
tive readings if we know the absolute position of the
reference points. But we often can’t know these posi-
tions if the reference points are themselves mobile.
Thus, the absolute versus relative distinction denotes
primarily what information is available and how the
system uses it rather than any innate capabilities.

Localized location computation
Some systems provide a location capability and

insist that the object being located actually computes
its own position. This model ensures privacy by man-
dating that no other entity may know where the
located object is unless the object specifically takes
action to publish that information. For example, orbit-
ing GPS satellites have no knowledge about who uses
the signals they transmit. Online map servers such as
Expedia (http://maps.expedia.com) and old-fashioned
road atlases and print maps also fall into this category.

In contrast, some systems require the located object
to periodically broadcast, respond with, or otherwise
emit telemetry to allow the external infrastructure to
locate it. The infrastructure can find objects in its
purview without directly involving the objects in the
computation. Personal-badge-location systems fit into
this category, as do bar codes and the radio frequency
identification tags that prevent merchandise theft,
track shipments, and help identify livestock in the 
field (http://www.sensormatic.com and http://www.
axsi.com). Placing the burden on the infrastructure
decreases the computational and power demands on
the objects being located, which makes many more
applications possible due to lower costs and smaller
form factors.

The policy for manipulating location data need not
be dictated by where the computation is performed.
For example, system-level access control can provide
privacy for a movement history in a personal-location
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system while still allowing the infrastructure to per-
form the location computation. Doing so, however,
imposes a requirement of trust in the access control.

Accuracy and precision
A location system should report locations accu-

rately and consistently from measurement to mea-
surement. Some inexpensive GPS receivers can locate
positions to within 10 meters for approximately 95
percent of measurements. More expensive differen-
tial units usually do much better, reaching 1- to 3-
meter accuracies 99 percent of the time. These
distances denote the accuracy, or grain size, of the
position information GPS can provide. The percent-
ages denote precision, or how often we can expect to
get that accuracy.

Obviously, if we can live with less accuracy, we may
be able to trade it for increased precision. Thus, we
really must place the two attributes in a common frame-
work for comparison. To arrive at a concise quantita-
tive summary of accuracy and precision, we can assess
the error distribution incurred when locating objects,
along with any relevant dependencies such as the nec-
essary density of infrastructural elements. For exam-
ple, “Using five base stations per 300 square meters of
indoor floor space, location-sensing system X can accu-
rately locate objects within error margins defined by a
Gaussian distribution centered at the objects’ true loca-
tions and having a standard deviation of 2 meters.”

Sensor fusion seeks to improve accuracy and preci-
sion by integrating many location or positioning sys-
tems to form hierarchical and overlapping levels of
resolution. Statistically merging error distributions is
an effective way to assess the combined effect of mul-
tiple sensors.

The ad hoc sensor networking and smart dust com-
munity (http://www.darpa.mil/ito/research/sensit)
often addresses the related issue of adaptive fidelity. A
location system with this ability can adjust its preci-
sion in response to dynamic situations such as partial
failures or directives to conserve battery power.

Often, we evaluate a location-sensing system’s
accuracy to determine whether it is suitable for a par-
ticular application. Motion-capture installations that
support computer animation (http://www.ascension-
tech.com) feature centimeter-level spatial position-
ing and precise temporal resolution, but most
applications do not require this level of accuracy.
GPS tags might suffice for species biologists con-
cerned about the position of a migrating whale pod
to a precision of 1 square kilometer. A personal loca-
tion system for home or office applications might
need enough accuracy to answer the query, “Which
room was I in around noon?” but not “Where, to
the nearest cubic centimeter, was my left thumb at
12:01:34 p.m.?”

Scale
A location-sensing system may be able to

locate objects worldwide, within a metropolitan
area, throughout a campus, in a particular build-
ing, or within a single room. Further, the number
of objects the system can locate with a certain
amount of infrastructure or over a given time
may be limited. For example, GPS can serve an
unlimited number of receivers worldwide using
24 satellites plus three redundant backups. On
the other hand, some electronic tag readers can-
not read any tag if more than one is within range.

To assess the scale of a location-sensing sys-
tem, we consider its coverage area per unit of
infrastructure and the number of objects the
system can locate per unit of infrastructure per
time interval. Time reflects an important con-
sideration because of the limited bandwidth available
in sensing objects. For example, a radio-frequency-
based technology can only tolerate a maximum num-
ber of communications before the channel becomes
congested. Beyond this threshold, either latency in
determining the objects’ positions will increase or a
loss in accuracy will occur because the system calcu-
lates the objects’ positions less frequently.

Systems can often expand to a larger scale by
increasing the infrastructure. For example, a tag sys-
tem that locates objects in a single building can oper-
ate on a campus by outfitting all campus buildings
and outdoor areas with the necessary sensor infra-
structure. Hindrances to scalability in a location sys-
tem include not only the infrastructure cost but also
middleware complexity—it may prove difficult to
manage the larger and more distributed databases
required for a campus-sized deployment.

Recognition
For applications that need to recognize or classify

located objects to take a specific action based on their
location, an automatic identification mechanism is
needed. For example, a modern airport baggage han-
dling system needs to automatically route outbound
and inbound luggage to the correct flight or claim
carousel. A proximity-location system consisting of
tag scanners installed at key locations along the auto-
matic baggage conveyers makes recognition a simple
matter of printing the appropriate destination codes
on the adhesive luggage check stickers. In contrast,
GPS satellites have no inherent mechanism for recog-
nizing individual receivers.

Systems with recognition capability may recognize
only some feature types. For example, cameras and
vision systems can easily distinguish the color or shape
of an object but cannot automatically recognize indi-
vidual people or a particular apple drawn from a
bushel basket.
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A general technique for providing recognition capa-
bility assigns names or globally unique IDs (GUID) to
objects the system locates. Once a tag, badge, or label
on the object reveals its GUID, the infrastructure can
access an external database to look up the name, type,
or other semantic information about the object. It can
also combine the GUID with other contextual infor-
mation so it can interpret  the same object differently
under varying circumstances. For example, a person
can retrieve the descriptions of objects in a museum in
a specified language. The infrastructure can also
reverse the GUID model to emit IDs such as URLs that
mobile objects can recognize and use.2

Cost
We can assess the cost of a location-sensing system in

several ways. Time costs include factors such as the instal-
lation process’s length and the system’s administration
needs. Space costs involve the amount of installed infra-
structure and the hardware’s size and form factor.

Capital costs include factors such as the price per
mobile unit or infrastructure element and the salaries
of support personnel. For example, GPS receivers need
an antenna of sufficient size for adequate satellite
reception and may need a second antenna to receive
the land-based differential signal. Support personnel
at the US Air Force GPS command station must reg-
ularly monitor the status of the GPS satellites. Further,
building and launching the satellites required a major
capital investment by the US government. 

A simple civilian GPS receiver costs around $100
and represents the incremental cost of making a new
object positionable independently of its global loca-
tion. A system that uses infrared beacons for broad-
casting room IDs requires a beacon for every room in
which users want the system to find them. In this case,
both the infrastructure and the object the system
locates contribute to the incremental cost.

Limitations
Some systems will not function in certain environ-

ments. One difficulty with GPS is that receivers usu-
ally cannot detect the satellites’ transmissions indoors.
This limitation has implications for the kind of appli-
cations we can build using GPS. For example, because
most wired phones are located indoors, even if its accu-
racy and precision were high enough to make it con-
ceivable, GPS does not provide adequate support for
an application that routes phone calls to the land-line
phone nearest the intended recipient. A possible solu-
tion that maintains GPS interaction yet works indoors

uses a system of GPS repeaters mounted at the edges of
buildings to rebroadcast the signals inside.

Some tagging systems can read tags properly only
when a single tag is present. In some cases, colocated sys-
tems that use the same operating frequency experience
interference. In general, we assess functional limitations
by considering the characteristics of the underlying 
technologies that implement the location system.

A SURVEY OF LOCATION SYSTEMS
We can use our taxonomy to survey some of the

research and commercial location technologies that
are representative of the location-sensing field. Table
1 summarizes the properties of these technologies. In
the table, the open circles indicate that the systems can
be classified as either absolute or relative, and the
checkmarks indicate that localized location compu-
tation (LLC) or recognition applies to the system.
Physical-symbolic and absolute-relative are paired
alternatives, and a system is usually one or the other
in each category.

Active Badge
The first and arguably archetypal indoor badge

sensing system, the Active Badge location system,
which was developed at Olivetti Research Laboratory,
now AT&T Cambridge,3 consists of a cellular prox-
imity system that uses diffuse infrared technology.
Each person the system can locate wears a small
infrared badge like that shown in Figure 1. The badge
emits a globally unique identifier every 10 seconds or
on demand. A central server collects this data from
fixed infrared sensors around the building, aggregates
it, and provides an application programming interface
for using the data.

The Active Badge system provides absolute loca-
tion information. A badge’s location is symbolic, rep-
resenting, for example, the room—or other infrared
constraining volume—in which the badge is located.
The Cambridge group also designed one of the first
large software architectures for handling this type of
symbolic location data.4

As with any diffuse infrared system, Active Badges
have difficulty in locations with fluorescent lighting
or direct sunlight because of the spurious infrared
emissions these light sources generate. Diffuse infrared
has an effective range of several meters, which limits
cell sizes to small- or medium-sized rooms. In larger
rooms, the system can use multiple infrared beacons.

Active Bat
In more recent work, AT&T researchers have devel-

oped the Active Bat location system, which uses an
ultrasound time-of-flight lateration technique to pro-
vide more accurate physical positioning than Active
Badges.5 Users and objects carry Active Bat tags. In

Figure 1. Olivetti
Active Badge (right)
and a base station
(left) used in the sys-
tem’s  infrastructure.



Table 1. Current location sensing technologies.

Accuracy and  
precision if  

Technology Technique Physical Symbolic Absolute Relative LLC Recognition available Scale Cost Limitations
GPS Radio time- • • � 1-5 meters 24 satellites Expensive Not indoors

of-flight (95-99 worldwide infrastructure
lateration percent) $100 receivers

Active Diffuse • • � Room 1 base per Administration Sunlight and
Badges infrared size room, badge costs, cheap fluorescent light

cellular per base per tags and bases interfere
proximity 10 sec with infrared

Active Bats Ultrasound • • � 9 cm 1 base per 10 Administration Required  
time-of-flight (95 percent) square meters, costs, cheap ceiling
lateration 25 computations tags and sensor grid 

per room per sec sensors
MotionStar Scene • • � 1 mm, 1 ms, Controller per Controlled Control unit

analysis, 0.1° (nearly scene, 108 sen- scenes, expen- tether, precise
lateration 100 percent) sors per scene sive hardware installation

VHF Angulation • • � 1° radial Several Expensive 30-140 nautical 
Omini- (≈ 100 transmitters per infrastructure, miles, line of
directional percent) metropolitan inexpensive sight
Ranging area aircraft receivers
Cricket Proximity, • ° ° � 4 × 4 ft. ≈ 1 beacon $10 beacons No central

lateration regions per 16 and receivers management
(≈ 100 square ft. receiver
percent) computation

MSR RADAR 802.11 RF • • � 3-4.3 m 3 bases per 802.11 network Wireless NICs
scene analysis (50 percent) floor installation, required
and ≈ $100 wireless
triangulation NICs

PinPoint 3D-iD RF lateration • • � 1-3 m Several bases Infrastructure Proprietary, 
per building installation, 802.11

expensive interference
hardware

Avalanche Radio signal • • Variable, 1 transceiver ≈ $200 per Short radio 
Transceivers strength 60-80 per person transceiver range, 

proximity meter unwanted signal
range attenuation

Easy Living Vision, • • � Variable 3 cameras Processing Ubiquitous 
triangulation per small power, install- public

room ation cameras cameras
Smart Floor Physical • • � Spacing of Complete Installation of Recognition

contact pressure sensor grid sensor grid, may not scale
proximity sensors per floor creation of to large

(100 percent) footfall populations
training dataset

Automatic ID Proximity • ° ° � Range of Sensor per Installation, Must know
systems sensing location variable sensor locations

phenomenon hardware costs
(RFID 
typically <1m)

Wireless 802.11 • • � 802.11 cell Many bases 802.11 Wireless NICs
Andrew proximity size, (≈ per campus deployment, required, RF cell

approx. 100 m ≈ $100 wireless geometries
indoor, 1 km
free space) NICs

E911 Triangulation • • � 150-300 m Density of Upgrading Only where cell
(95 percent) cellular phone coverage exists

infrastructure hardware or
cell infrastructure

SpotON Ad hoc • • � Depends on Cluster at $30 per tag, Attenuation less
lateration cluster size least 2 tags no infrastructure accurate than 

time-of-flight
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response to a request the controller sends via
short-range radio, a Bat emits an ultrasonic
pulse to a grid of ceiling-mounted receivers. At
the same time the controller sends the radio fre-
quency request packet, it also sends a synchro-
nized reset signal to the ceiling sensors using a
wired serial network. Each ceiling sensor mea-
sures the time interval from reset to ultrasonic
pulse arrival and computes its distance from the
Bat. The local controller then forwards the dis-
tance measurements to a central controller,
which performs the lateration computation.
Statistical pruning eliminates erroneous sensor
measurements caused by a ceiling sensor hear-
ing a reflected ultrasound pulse instead of one
that traveled along the direct path from the Bat
to the sensor. 

The system, as reported in 1999, can locate
Bats to within 9 cm of their true position for 95 per-
cent of the measurements, and work to improve the
accuracy even further is in progress. It can also com-
pute orientation information given predefined knowl-
edge about the placement of Bats on the rigid form of
an object and allowing for the ease with which ultra-
sound is obstructed. Each Bat has a GUID for address-
ing and recognition. 

Using ultrasound time of flight this way requires a
large fixed-sensor infrastructure throughout the ceil-
ing and is rather sensitive to the precise placement of
these sensors. Thus, scalability, ease of deployment,
and cost are disadvantages of this approach.

Cricket
Complementing the Active Bat system,6 the Cricket

Location Support System uses ultrasound emitters to
create the infrastructure and embeds receivers in the
object being located. This approach forces the objects
to perform all their own triangulation computations.
Cricket uses the radio frequency signal not only for
synchronization of the time measurement, but also to
delineate the time region during which the receiver
should consider the sounds it receives. The system can
identify any ultrasound it hears after the end of the
radio frequency packet as a reflection and ignore it. A
randomized algorithm allows multiple uncoordinated
beacons to coexist in the same space. Each beacon also
transmits a string of data that describes the semantics
of the areas it delineates using the short-range radio.

Like the Active Bat system, Cricket uses ultrasonic
time-of-flight data and a radio frequency control sig-
nal, but this system does not require a grid of ceiling
sensors with fixed locations because its mobile
receivers perform the timing and computation func-
tions. Cricket, in its currently implemented form, is
much less precise than Active Bat in that it can accu-
rately delineate 4 × 4 square-foot regions within a

room, while Active Bat is accurate to 9 cm. However,
the fundamental limit of range-estimation accuracy
used in Cricket should be no different than Active Bat,
and future implementations may compete with each
other on accuracy. 

Cricket implements both the lateration and prox-
imity techniques. Receiving multiple beacons lets
receivers triangulate their position. Receiving only one
beacon still provides useful proximity information
when combined with the semantic string the beacon
transmits on the radio. 

Cricket’s advantages include privacy and decentral-
ized scalability, while its disadvantages include a lack
of centralized management or monitoring and the com-
putational burden—and consequently power burden—
that timing and processing both the ultrasound pulses
and RF data place on the mobile receivers. 

RADAR
A Microsoft Research group has developed

RADAR,7 a building-wide tracking system based on
the IEEE 802.11 WaveLAN wireless networking tech-
nology.

RADAR measures, at the base station, the signal
strength and signal-to-noise ratio of signals that wire-
less devices send, then it uses this data to compute the
2D position within a building. Microsoft has devel-
oped two RADAR implementations: one using scene
analysis and the other using lateration.

The RADAR approach offers two advantages: It
requires only a few base stations, and it uses the same
infrastructure that provides the building’s general-pur-
pose wireless networking. Likewise, RADAR suffers
two disadvantages. First, the object it is tracking must
support a wireless LAN, which may be impractical on
small or power-constrained devices. Second, general-
izing RADAR to multifloored buildings or three
dimensions presents a nontrivial problem.

RADAR’s scene-analysis implementation can place
objects to within about 3 meters of their actual posi-
tion with 50 percent probability, while the signal-
strength lateration implementation has 4.3-meter
accuracy at the same probability level. Although the
scene-analysis version provides greater accuracy, sig-
nificant changes in the environment, such as moving
metal file cabinets or large groups of people congre-
gating in rooms or hallways, may necessitate recon-
structing the predefined signal-strength database or
creating an entirely new database.

Several commercial companies such as WhereNet
(http://www.widata.com) and Pinpoint (http://www.
pinpointco.com) sell wireless asset-tracking packages,
which are similar in form to RADAR. Pinpoint’s 3D-
iD performs indoor position tracking using propri-
etary base station and tag hardware to measure radio
time of flight. Pinpoint’s system achieves 1- to 3-meter

Electromagnetic
sensing is the 

position-tracking
technology behind

much of the
research and many
of the products that

support virtual 
reality and motion

capture for
computer animation.



accuracy and, by virtue of being a commercial prod-
uct, offers easier deployment and administration than
many research systems. 

The 3D-iD system suffers the disadvantage that
each antenna has a narrow cone of influence, which
can make ubiquitous deployment prohibitively expen-
sive. Thus, 3D-iD best suits large indoor space settings
such as hospitals or warehouses. It has difficulty inter-
operating with the 802.11 wireless networking infra-
structure because of radio spectrum collision in the
unregulated Industrial, Scientific, and Medical band.

MotionStar magnetic tracker
Electromagnetic sensing offers a classic position-

tracking method.8 The large body of research and
products that support virtual reality and motion cap-
ture for computer animation often offer modern incar-
nations of this technology. For example, Ascension
offers a variety of motion-capture solutions, includ-
ing Flock of Birds and, shown in Figure 2, the
MotionStar DC magnetic tracker.9 These tracking sys-
tems generate axial DC magnetic-field pulses from a
transmitting antenna in a fixed location. The system
computes the position and orientation of the receiving
antennas by measuring the response in three orthog-
onal axes to the transmitted field pulse, combined with
the constant effect of the earth’s magnetic field.

Tracking systems such as MotionStar sense precise
physical positions relative to the magnetic transmit-
ting antenna. These systems offer the advantage of
very high precision and accuracy, on the order of less
than 1 mm spatial resolution, 1 ms time resolution,
and 0.1° orientation capability. Disadvantages include
steep implementation costs and the need to tether the
tracked object to a control unit. Further, the sensors
must remain within 1 to 3 meters of the transmitter,
and accuracy degrades with the presence of metallic
objects in the environment.

Many other technologies have been used in virtual
environments or in support of computer animation.
A CDMA radio ranging approach has been sug-
gested,10 and many companies sell optical, infrared,
and mechanical motion-capture systems. Like Motion-
Star, these systems are not designed to be scalable for
use in large, location-aware applications. Rather, they
capture position in one precisely controlled environ-
ment.

Easy Living
Several groups have explored using computer vision

technology to figure out where things are. Microsoft
Research’s Easy Living provides one example of this
approach. Easy Living uses the Digiclops real-time 3D
cameras shown in Figure 3 to provide stereo-vision
positioning capability in a home environment.11

Although Easy Living uses high-performance cameras,

vision systems typically use substantial amounts of
processing power to analyze frames captured with
comparatively low-complexity hardware.

State-of-the-art integrated systems12 demonstrate
that multimodal processing—silhouette, skin color,
and face pattern—can significantly enhance accuracy.
Vision location systems must, however, constantly
struggle to maintain analysis accuracy as scene com-
plexity increases and more occlusive motion occurs.
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Figure 2. MotionStar DC magnetic tracker, a precision system used in motion capture
for computer animation, tracks the position and orientation of up to 108 sensor points
on an object or scene. Key components include (left and right) the magnetic pulse
transmitting antennas and (center) the receiving antennas and controller. Image cour-
tesy of Ascension Technology Corporation.

Figure 3. Digiclops color 3D camera, made by Point Grey
Research and used by the Microsoft Research Easy Living
group to provide stereo-vision positioning in a home environ-
ment. Image courtesy of Point Grey Research Inc.
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The dependence on infrastructural processing power,
along with public wariness of ubiquitous cameras, can
limit the scalability or suitability of vision location sys-
tems in many applications.

Smart Floor
In Georgia Tech’s Smart Floor proximity location

system, embedded pressure sensors13 capture footfalls,
and the system uses the data for position tracking and
pedestrian recognition. This unobtrusive direct phys-
ical contact system does not require people to carry a
device or wear a tag. However, the system has the dis-
advantages of poor scalability and high incremental
cost because the floor of each building in which Smart
Floor is deployed must be physically altered to install
the pressure sensor grids.

E911
The US Federal Communications Commission’s

E911 telecommunication initiatives require that wire-
less phone providers develop a way to locate any
phone that makes a 911 emergency call (http://
www.fcc.gov/e911). E911 is not a specific location-
sensing system, but we include it because the initia-
tives have spawned many companies that are
developing a variety of location systems to determine
a cellular phone’s location.

Location systems developed to comply with the
E911 initiatives will also support new consumer ser-
vices. For example, a wireless telephone can use this
technology to find the nearest gas station, post office,
movie theater, bus, or automated teller machine. Data
from many cellular users can be aggregated to iden-
tify areas of traffic congestion. Many business specu-
lators tout this model of mobile consumerism, or
m-commerce, as being the “next big thing.”

To comply with E911, vendors are exploring sev-
eral RF techniques, including antenna proximity,
angulation using phased antenna arrays, lateration via
signal attenuation and time of flight, as well as GPS-
enabled handsets that transmit their computed loca-
tion to the cellular system (http://www.airbiquity.
com). To meet the FCC requirement, positioning must
be accurate to within 150 meters for 95 percent of
calls with receiver-based handset solutions such as
GPS, or to within 300 meters with network-transmit-
ter-based approaches.

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Location sensing is a mature enough field to define

a space within a taxonomy that is generally populated
by existing systems, as Table 1 shows. As such, future
work should generally focus on lowering cost, reduc-
ing the amount of infrastructure, improving scalabil-
ity, and creating systems that are more flexible within
the taxonomy. This does not imply, however, that loca-
tion sensing is a solved problem or that further
advancements are simply a matter of rote technology
improvement. Rather, location sensing is now enter-
ing an exciting phase in which cross-pollination with
ideas from other computer science and engineering
disciplines motivates future research.

Sensor fusion
Defined as the use of multiple technologies or loca-

tion systems simultaneously to form hierarchical and
overlapping levels of sensing, sensor fusion can pro-
vide aggregate properties unavailable when using loca-
tion systems individually.

For example, integrating several systems with dif-
ferent error distributions may increase accuracy and
precision beyond what is possible using an individual
system. The more independent the techniques, the
more effectively they can be combined.

An example of current sensor fusion research, mul-
tisensor collaborative robot localization and map
building presents a problem usually divided into two
subproblems:

• tracking location as the environment changes or
the robot moves, and

• determining robot location from a zero-knowl-
edge start state.

Figure 4. Robots have
many onboard sen-
sors for use in local-
ization, multirobot
collaboration, and
zero-knowledge map
building.

Figure 5. Prototype 
SpotON radio tag.
These tags use radio
signal attenuation to
perform ad hoc later-
ation. Ad hoc clusters
of tags cooperate to
factor out measure-
ment errors for all tag
positions. 



Autonomous robots, such as those shown in Figure
4, employ a myriad of onboard sensors including
ultrasound and laser range finders, inertial trackers,
and cameras. The robots use Markov and Bayesian
statistical techniques and multirobot collaboration to
accomplish sensor fusion.14 These techniques provide
important starting points for combining location sys-
tems for ubiquitous computing.

Ad hoc location sensing
This approach to locating objects without drawing

on the infrastructure or central control borrows ideas
from the ad hoc networking research community. In
a purely ad hoc location-sensing system, all of the enti-
ties become mobile objects with the same sensors and
capabilities. To estimate their locations, objects coop-
erate with other nearby objects by sharing sensor data
to factor out overall measurement error. In this way,
a cluster of ad hoc objects converges to an accurate
estimate of all nearby objects’ positions. Objects in
the cluster are located relative to one another or
absolutely if some objects in the cluster occupy known
locations.

The techniques for building ad hoc systems include
triangulation, scene analysis, or proximity. The work
of Lance Doherty and colleagues15 and Nirupama
Bulusu and colleagues16 explores ad hoc proximity sys-
tems that consider variants of the following question:
Given a set S of tiny sensor devices and a proximity
model of radio connectivity, such as a sphere or circle
with a fixed radius, if we know that s0 … sn, si ⊂ S are
subsets of sensors in proximity to one another, how
accurately can we infer the relative location of all sen-
sors in set S?

Doherty and colleagues present an algorithmic
approach to this problem as well as a framework for
describing error bounds on the computed locations.
Bulusu and colleagues extend this basic connectivity
notion by adding an ideal theoretical model of out-
door radio behavior and a regular grid of reference
nodes at known locations.

The SpotON system implements ad hoc lateration
with low-cost tags. SpotON tags use radio signal
attenuation to estimate intertag distance.17 They
exploit the density of tags and correlation of multiple
measurements to improve both accuracy and preci-
sion. Figure 5 shows a prototype SpotON tag.

Sensing object locations with no fixed infrastruc-
ture represents a highly scalable and low-cost
approach. In the future, infrastructural systems could
incorporate ad hoc concepts to increase accuracy or
reduce cost. For example, it might be possible for a
system like Active Bat to use a sparser ceiling-mounted
ultrasound receiver grid if Bats could also accurately
measure their distance from other Bats and share this
information with the infrastructure.

Location-sensing-system accuracy: A challenge
Comparing the accuracy and precision of different

location sensing systems can be an arduous task because
many system descriptions lack a concise summary of
these parameters. We therefore suggest that future quan-
titative evaluations of location-sensing systems include
the error distribution, summarizing the system’s accu-
racy and precision and any relevant dependencies such
as the density of infrastructural elements. For example,
“Using five base stations per 300 square meters of
indoor floor space, location-sensing system X can accu-
rately locate objects within error margins defined by a
Gaussian distribution centered at the objects’ true loca-
tion and a standard deviation of 2 meters.” We strongly
encourage the location-sensing research and develop-
ment community to investigate how to best obtain and
represent such error distributions.

In addition to its comparison value, researchers
could use a location-sensing system’s accurately
described error distribution as partial input for simu-
lating a system—even a hypothetical one. Prototyping
an application with a simulator avoids the cost of pur-
chasing, deploying, and configuring a hardware infra-
structure when the goal is simply to evaluate the
suitability of a certain location-sensing system.
Preliminary work on this idea has begun. For exam-
ple, Markus Bylund and Fredrik Espinoza have built
a simulator for a campus-sized position-sensing sys-
tem that uses a Quake III gaming arena.18

R esearchers can apply our taxonomy to evaluate
the characteristics of the location system a par-
ticular application needs, or they can use it to

help determine the suitability of an existing location
system for that application. With decreasing costs of
silicon and wireless connectivity, location systems will
become increasingly common. Increased attention
and effort will foster improvements in various aspects
of the design space. We offer our approach to com-
paring these systems to help researchers make better
choices for the location systems they use in ubiqui-
tous applications. ✸
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Abstract

This paper presents the design, implementation, and evaluation of
Cricket, a location-support system for in-building, mobile, location-
dependent applications. It allows applications running on mobile
and static nodes to learn their physical location by using listeners
that hear and analyze information from beacons spread throughout
the building. Cricket is the result of several design goals, including
user privacy, decentralized administration, network heterogeneity,
and low cost. Rather than explicitly tracking user location, Cricket
helps devices learn where they are and lets them decide whom to
advertise this information to; it does not rely on any centralized
management or control and there is no explicit coordination be-
tween beacons; it provides information to devices regardless of their
type of network connectivity; and each Cricket device is made from
off-the-shelf components and costs less than U.S. $10. We describe
the randomized algorithm used by beacons to transmit information,
the use of concurrent radio and ultrasonic signals to infer distance,
the listener inference algorithms to overcome multipath and inter-
ference, and practical beacon configuration and positioning tech-
niques that improve accuracy. Our experience with Cricket shows
that several location-dependent applications such as in-building ac-
tive maps and device control can be developed with little effort or
manual configuration.

1 Introduction

The emergence of network-enabled devices and the promise of
ubiquitous network connectivity has made the development of per-
vasive computing environments an attractive research goal. A com-
pelling set of applications enabled by these technology trends are
context-aware, location-dependent ones, which adapt their behav-
ior and user interface to the current location in space, for which they
need to know their physical location with some degree of accuracy.
We have started seeing the commercial deployment of such appli-
cations in outdoor settings (e.g., Hertz’s NeverLost navigator on
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rental cars [13]), where location information is obtained via wide-
area technologies like the Global Positioning System (GPS) [11]
or using the cellular infrastructure. We believe that the widespread
deployment of location-dependent applications inside office build-
ings and homes has the potential to fundamentally change the way
we interact with our immediate environment, where computing ele-
ments will be “ubiquitous” [20] or “pervasive” [9, 5]. In particular,
our work will enable a new class of location-based applications and
user interactions in the context of Project Oxygen at MIT [16].

The design and deployment of a system for obtaining location and
spatial information in an indoor environment is a challenging task
for several reasons, including the preservation of user privacy, ad-
ministration and management overheads, system scalability, and the
harsh nature of indoor wireless channels. The degree of privacy of-
fered by the system is an important deployment consideration, since
people often value their privacy highly. The administrative overhead
to manage and maintain the hardware and software infrastructure
must be minimal because of the potentially large number (possibly
several thousands in a building) of devices and networked services
that would be part of the system, and the communication protocols
must be able to scale to a high spatial density of devices. Finally, in-
door environments often contain substantial amounts of metal and
other such reflective materials that affect the propagation of radio
frequency (RF) signals in non-trivial ways, causing severe multi-
path effects, dead-spots, noise, and interference.

Our goal is to develop a system that allows applications running
on user devices and service nodes to learn their physical location.
Once this information is obtained, services advertise themselves to
a resource discovery service such as the MIT Intentional Naming
System (INS) [3], IETF Service Location Protocol [18], Berkeley
Service Discovery Service [8], or Sun’s Jini discovery service [14].
User applications do not advertise themselves unless they want to
be discovered by others; they learn about services in their vicin-
ity via an active map that is sent from a map server application,
and interact with services by constructing queries for services at
a required location. By separating the processes of tracking ser-
vices and obtaining location information, multiple resource discov-
ery systems can be accommodated. By not tracking users and ser-
vices, user-privacy concerns are adequately met. We emphasize that
our goal is a location-support system, rather than a conventional
location-tracking system that tracks and stores location information
for services and users in a centrally maintained database.

Over the past many months, we have designed and implemented
Cricket, a location-support system for building-wide deployment in
the context of Project Oxygen, and have conducted several experi-
ments with it. We have integrated it with INS for resource discov-
ery, and an active map application, which together enable location-



dependent applications (and users) to discover and interact with
services. This paper describes our design goals (later in this sec-
tion), system architecture and algorithms (Section 2), implementa-
tion (Section 3), experimental results (Section 4), applications (Sec-
tion 5), and a detailed comparison with previous location-tracking
systems (Section 6).

The design of Cricket was driven by the following specific goals,
which followed from the nature of our applications and from de-
ployment considerations:

� User privacy. Whenever a system for providing location in-
formation to clients has been deployed in the past, the issue
of user privacy has arisen. This is because many previous sys-
tems were location tracking systems, where a database kept
track of the locations of all the entities, including users in the
system. To address this concern, we designed a location sup-
port system, which allows clients to learn their location with-
out centralized tracking in order to construct location-specific
queries for resources.

� Decentralized administration. Our goal is widespread
building-wide deployment. We believe that it is not possible
to deploy and administer a system in a scalable way when all
control and management functions are centralized. Our de-
sign is decentralized—the “owner” of a space in a building
(e.g.,the occupant of a room) configures and installs a loca-
tion beacon that announces the identity of that space (some
character string) and each beacon seamlessly integrates with
the rest of the system. Location receiver hardware, called a
listener, is attached to every device of interest to a user. Lis-
teners use an inference algorithm to determine the space in
which they are currently located by listening to beacon an-
nouncements. There is no need for a central entity to keep
track of each individual component in the system.

� Network heterogeneity. A wide variety of network technolo-
gies exist in most building environments. In our own labora-
tory, devices and users connected over 10/100 Mbps Ethernet,
three different types of indoor wireless LANs, cellular digital
packet data (CDPD), infrared, public telephone, and power-
line using X10 [21]. Independent of which technology they
use to serve or gain access to information, many services and
clients can benefit from learning their location in an automatic
way, and we would like to accommodate them. In our design,
we achieve this by decoupling the Cricket system from other
data communication mechanisms.

� Cost. Achieving building-wide deployment requires cost-
effective components. We use commercial, off-the-shelf, inex-
pensive components in Cricket, setting and meeting the goal
of less than U.S. $10 per location beacon and listener. Our de-
sign involves no custom hardware and is small enough to fit
in one’s palm.

� Room-sized granularity. Our goal is a system where spatial
regions can be determined to within one or two square feet,
so as to distinguish portions of rooms. This requires the abil-
ity to demarcate and determine boundaries between regions
corresponding to different beacons.

Cricket uses a combination of RF and ultrasound to provide
a location-support service to users and applications. Wall- and

ceiling-mounted beacons are spread through the building, publish-
ing location information on an RF signal. With each RF advertise-
ment, the beacon transmits a concurrent ultrasonic pulse. The lis-
teners receive these RF and ultrasonic signals, correlate them to
each other, estimate distances to the different beacons using the dif-
ference in RF and ultrasonic signal propagation times, and there-
fore infer the space they are currently in. We describe the details of
the technologies, the system parameters and configuration, and the
algorithms and protocols used in Cricket. The beacons use a decen-
tralized randomized transmission algorithm to minimize collisions
and interference amongst each other. The listeners implement a de-
coding algorithm to overcome the effects of ultrasound multipath
and RF interference. We investigate the performance of three de-
coding algorithms and find that picking the location corresponding
to the beacon with minimum statistical mode performs the best,
maximizing the likelihood of making the correct choice. We also
discuss some practical deployment considerations when using ul-
trasound hardware, and some location-dependent applications we
have developed using Cricket.

2 System architecture

Cricket uses beacons to disseminate information about a geo-
graphic space to listeners. A beacon is a small device attached to
some location within the geographic space it advertises. Typically,
it is obtained by the “owner” of the location (e.g., the occupant of a
room in an office or home, or a building administrator) and placed
at an unobtrusive location like a ceiling or wall. Cricket does not at-
tach any semantics to the space advertised by the beacon; any short
string can be disseminated, such as the name of a server to contact
to learn more about the space or a name resolver for the space to
discover resources. Cricket beacons are inexpensive and more than
one of them can be used in any space for fault-tolerance and better
coverage.

To obtain information about a space, every mobile and static node
has a listener attached to it. A listener is a small device that listens to
messages from beacons, and uses these messages to infer the space
it is currently in. The listener provides an API to programs running
on the node that allow them to learn where they are, so that they can
use this information to appropriately advertise themselves and their
location to a resource discovery service.

The listener can be attached to both static and mobile nodes. For
example, when a user attaches a new static service to the network
(e.g., a printer), she does not need to configure it with a location
or other any attribute; all she does is attach a listener to it. Within
a few seconds, the listener infers its current location from the set
of beacons it hears, and informs the device software about this via
the API. This information can then be used in its own service ad-
vertisements. When a mobile computer has a listener attached to it,
the listener constantly listens to beacons to infer its location. As the
computer (e.g., a hand-held computer carried by a person) moves
in a building, the navigation software running on it uses the listener
API to update its current location. Then, by sending this informa-
tion securely to a map server (for example), it can obtain updates
to the map displayed to the user. Furthermore, services appear as
icons on the map that are a function of the user’s current location.
The services themselves learn their location information using their
own listener devices, avoiding the need for any per-node configura-



tion.

The only configuration required in Cricket is setting the string for
a space that is disseminated by a beacon. The specific string is a
function of the resource discovery protocol being used, and Cricket
allows any one of several possibilities (in Section 5 we describe our
implementation platform and integration with INS). Cricket also
provides a way by which the owner of a room can securely set and
change the space identifier that is sent in the advertisements. This is
done by sending a special message over the same RF channel that
is used for the advertisements, after authenticating the user via a
password. At this stage, we have chosen to allow this change only
from within physical proximity of the room or location where the
beacon is located. This makes the system somewhat more secure
than if we allowed this to be done from afar.

The boundaries between adjacent spaces can either be real, as in a
wall separating two rooms, or virtual, as in a non-physical partition
used to separate portions of a room. The precision of the system
is determined by how well the listener can detect the boundary be-
tween two spaces, while the granularity of the system is the small-
est possible size for a geographic space such that boundaries can be
detected with a high degree of precision. A third metric, accuracy is
used to calibrate individual beacons and listeners; it is the degree to
which the distance from a beacon, estimated by a listener, matches
the true distance. While our experiments show that the distance ac-
curacy of our hardware is smaller than a few inches, what matters
is the precision and granularity of the system. These depend on the
algorithms and the placement of beacons across boundaries. Our
goal is a system with a close-to-100% precision with a granularity
of a few feet (a portion of a room).

The rest of this section describes the design of Cricket, focusing on
three fundamental issues: (i) mechanism for determining the loca-
tion (the beacon-listener protocol), (ii) the listener algorithms and
techniques for handling beacon interference, and (iii) beacon con-
figuration and positioning.

2.1 Determining the location

At the beginning we were hopeful that a purely RF-based sys-
tem could be engineered and made to work well, providing lo-
cation information at the granularity of a room, and ideally, por-
tions of rooms. Our approach attempted to limit the coverage of
an RF transmitter to define the granularity of a geographic-space,
and using received signal strength to infer best location. Despite
many weeks of experimentation and significant tuning, this did not
yield satisfactory results [7]. This was mainly because RF propaga-
tion within buildings deviates heavily from empirical mathematical
models (e.g., see also [6]), and in our environment, the correspond-
ing signal behavior with our inexpensive, off-the-shelf radios was
not reproducible across time.

We therefore decided to use a combination of RF and ultrasound
hardware to enable a listener to determine the distance to bea-
cons, from which the closest beacon can be more unambiguously
inferred. We achieve this by measuring the one-way propagation
time of the ultrasonic signals emitted by a beacon, taking advan-
tage of the fact that the speed of sound in air (about 1.13 ft/ms at
room temperature) is much smaller than the speed of light (RF) in
air. On each transmission, a beacon concurrently sends information
about the space over RF, together with an ultrasonic pulse. When

the listener hears the RF signal, it uses the first few bits as training
information and then turns on its ultrasonic receiver. It then listens
for the ultrasonic pulse, which will usually arrive a short time later.
The listener uses the time difference between the receipt of the first
bit of RF information and the ultrasonic signal to determine the dis-
tance to the beacon. Of course, the value of the estimated distance
is not as important as the decision of which the closest beacon is.

The use of time-of-flight of signals to measure distance is not a new
concept. GPS uses the one-way delay of radio waves from satellites
to estimate distance, while radio-altimeters in aircrafts use the time
for an electromagnetic signal to reflect off the ground to determine
altitude. Collision avoidance mechanisms used in robotics [17] de-
termine the distance to obstacles by measuring the time-of-flight of
an ultrasonic signal being bounced off them.

It is also possible to measure the distance using the relative veloc-
ity of two signals. It is common practice to use the time elapsed
between observing a lightning (electromagnetic waves) and accom-
panied thunder (sound) to estimate the distance to the lightning.
The Bat system (detailed in Section 6) uses this idea to determine a
mobile transmitter’s position in space, where an array of calibrated
receivers measure the time of flight of an ultrasonic signal emitted
by a mobile transmitter in response to an RF signal from a base
station sent to the transmitter and all the receivers.

2.2 Reducing interference

While Cricket has the attractive property that its decentralized bea-
con network is easy to configure and manage, it comes at the ab-
sence of explicit coordination. There is no explicit scheduling or
coordination between the transmissions of different beacons that
may be in close proximity, and listeners do not transmit any infor-
mation to avoid compromising privacy. This lack of coordination
can cause RF transmissions from different beacons to collide, and
may cause a listener to wrongly correlate the RF data of one bea-
con with the ultrasonic signal of another, yielding false results. Fur-
thermore, ultrasonic reception suffers from severe multipath effects
caused by reflections from walls and other objects, and these are or-
ders of magnitude longer in time than RF multipath because of the
relatively long propagation time for sound waves in air. In fact, this
is one of the reasons it is hard to modulate data on the ultrasonic
signal, which makes it a pure pulse. Thus, the listener’s task is to
gather various RF and ultrasound (US) samples, deduce and corre-
late the fRF,USg pairs that were sent concurrently by the different
beacons, and choose the space identifier sent from the pair with the
closest distance.

We decided not to implement a full-fledged carrier-sense-style
channel-access protocol to avoid collisions in order to maintain
simplicity and reduce overall energy consumption. Instead, we han-
dle the problem of collisions using randomization. Rather than us-
ing a fixed or deterministic transmission schedule, beacon transmis-
sion times are chosen randomly with a uniform distribution within
an interval [R1; R2]ms. Thus, the broadcasts of different beacons
are statistically independent, which avoids repeated synchroniza-
tion and prevents persistent collisions. The choice of random in-
terval is governed by the number of beacons we typically expect
will be within range of each other and the time it takes for the
transmitted information to reach the listeners, which depends on
the message size and link bandwidth. In our implementation, we



use an average frequency of four times per second distributed in
[150; 350]ms. A smaller frequency increases the amount of time be-
fore a statistically significant location inference can be made, while
a higher frequency increases the probability of collisions. We plan
to extend this technique to include a listening component that will
allow each beacon to infer the number of beacons in its proximity
and appropriately scale the beaconing frequency.

We minimize errors due to RF and ultrasonic interference among
beacons by two methods: (i) proper selection of system parameters
to reduce the chance of false correlations, and (ii) listener inference
algorithms based on statistical analysis of correlated fRF,USg sam-
ples.

2.2.1 System parameters

In addition to transmitting a string corresponding to the space, each
beacon transmits a unique identifier. The combination of the loca-
tion string and identifier is unique across the entire system. This
allows the listener to correlate the RF and ultrasonic beacon signals
correctly.

The raw line-of-sight range of our ultrasonic transmitter-receiver
pair is around 50 feet, when both the transmitter and the receiver are
facing each other. However, by mounting the ultrasonic transmitters
carefully, as described in Section 3.3, we are able to reduce the
effective range to around 30 feet in the absence of any obstacles.
The line-of-sight range of the RF transmitter-receiver pair is about
80 feet, which drops to about 40 feet when there is an obstacle (e.g.,
a wall). Since RF can travel farther than an ultrasonic transmission
and can also travel through certain obstacles, it is almost impossible
for a listener to receive an ultrasonic signal without receiving the
corresponding RF signal.

We discovered that one way to reduce the occurrence of false cor-
relations is to use a relatively sluggish RF data transmission rate!
Instead, if we used a high-bandwidth RF channel, the data identify-
ing a space would reach a listener before the ultrasound pulse was
detected. I.e., if S is the size in bits of the message sent over the RF
channel with a transmission rate of b bits/s, and � is the maximum
propagation time for an ultrasonic signal in air between a beacon
and a listener, a value of b < S=� would mean that the ultrasonic
signal corresponding to a given RF message would arrive while the
S message bits are still being received. Together with the fact that
the range of our ultrasound is smaller than our RF, this establishes
that any potentially correlated ultrasound pulse must arrive while
an RF message is being received. In the absence of interfering bea-
con transmissions, this check suffices to do the correct correlation.
The specific parameters used in our implementation are described
in Section 3.

We now proceed to investigate the different interference scenarios
that are possible.

2.2.2 Interference scenarios

To better understand the effects of interference and multipath (due
to reflected signals) on distance estimation, we characterize the dif-
ferent RF and ultrasonic signals that a listener can hear. Consider
the RF and ultrasonic signals sent by a beacon A and an interfering
beacon I . The listener potentially hears the following signals:

� RF-A. The RF signal from A.

US-I

US-A

RF-A

RF-I

RFs overlap

Figure 1: RF-A:US-I interaction, with US-A arriving after US-I.
The two RF transmissions overlap in time at the listener.

� US-A. The direct ultrasonic signal from A.

� US-RA. The reflected ultrasonic signal from A.

� RF-I. The RF signal from I .

� US-I. The direct ultrasonic signal from I .

� US-RI. The reflected ultrasonic signal from I .

We only need to consider the cases when a US pulse arrives while
some RF signal is being received. The reception of the first ultra-
sonic signal US-A, US-RA, US-I, or US-RI while RF-A is being
received will cause the listener to calculate the distance to A using
the time interval between the detection of RF-A and the particular
ultrasonic signal. This is because the listener, after receiving the RF
signal from a beacon, waits for the first occurrence of an ultrasonic
pulse to determine the distance. All subsequent ultrasonic recep-
tions that arrive during this RF message are ignored. Of course, if
the direct signal US-A is the first one to be received, the listener
correctly estimates the distance to A. However, the wrong correla-
tion of any other ultrasonic signal with RF-A could be problematic.

Case 1: RF-A:US-RA. This combination with the reflected ultra-
sonic signal from A causes the estimated distance to be larger than
the actual distance to A. This situation can occur only if the di-
rect signal US-A was never received by the listener. However, the
problems caused by this to the system can be reduced by prop-
erly aligned beacons (Section 3.3), as well as using multiple inde-
pendent beacons per geographic space. In addition, in our experi-
ence, we have found that the ability of the ultrasonic waves to bend
around obstacle edges (diffraction) makes this a relatively infre-
quent occurrence since the direct signal is usually detected before
the reflected one.

Case 2: RF-A:US-I. This is the combination of RF-A with the di-
rect ultrasonic signal from an interfering beacon I , which arrives
before the ultrasonic signal US-A. Since an ultrasonic pulse can
only be received by a listener while the corresponding RF data



packet is being received, RF-I should also be in transit to the lis-
tener. Hence RF-A and RF-I should overlap at the listener as shown
in Figure 1.

If RF-A and RF-I are comparable in signal strength, they will col-
lide, causing the listener to ignore this event because both RF mes-
sages will be corrupted. On the other hand, if the signal strength of
RF-I is substantially larger than RF-A, the two may not collide and
the listener will end up calculating the correct distance to beacon I .

The only situation that leads to a wrong distance estimate is when
the signal strength of RF-I is much smaller than RF-A, causing the
listener to use the RF-A:US-I combination to determine the dis-
tance to A. We reduce the chances of this event by using RF sig-
nals with longer range than US signals. This generally ensures a
strong RF reception whenever the corresponding ultrasonic signal
is received (hence the receipt of US-I, in general ensures a strong
RF-I).

Case 3. RF-A:US-RI. This occurs when a stray reflected signal
from an interfering beacon I appears before US-A. As before, this
can lead to wrong distance estimates as well.

Although cases 2 and 3 may lead to incorrect distance estimates,
our use of randomization reduces the repeated calculation of wrong
estimates. If there are a large number of beacons in close proximity
to each other, there can be a non-negligible number of wrong dis-
tance estimates at the receivers. At this point, we have engineered
our system to ensure that there are not more than five or six beacons
that are within range of each other at any location.

In addition, listeners do not simply use the first sample pair they get
to infer their best location. Rather, they collect multiple samples
and use an inference algorithm for this.

2.2.3 Beacon position inference

We develop and compare three simple algorithms to determine
which the closest beacon is, overcoming the interference problems
of the previous section: Majority, MinMean, and MinMode. In our
analysis of these algorithms, the distance estimate is rounded to the
nearest ten inches and the data put into different bins according
to how frequently they occur. This is done for each beacon sepa-
rately. Furthermore, isolated stray samples are eliminated from the
analysis; a small threshold number of consistent values (two, in our
implementation) are needed before the corresponding sample is in-
cluded for analysis.

� Majority. This is the simplest algorithm, which pays no at-
tention to the distance estimates and simply picks the beacon
with the highest frequency of occurrence in the data set. This
algorithm does not use ultrasonic signals for determining the
closest beacon, but as we find in our experiments, this does
not perform well. We investigate this primarily for compari-
son with the other algorithms.

� MinMean. Here, the listener calculates the mean distance
from each unique beacon for the set of data points within the
data set. Then, it selects the beacon with the minimum mean
as the closest one. The advantage of this algorithm is that it
can be computed with very little state, since a new sample up-
dates the mean in a straightforward way. The problem with
this algorithm is that it is not immune to multipath effects that

Room A Room B

Beacon BBeacon A Listener

Figure 2: The nearest beacon to a listener may not be in the same
geographic space.
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Figure 3: Correct positioning of beacons.

cause the distance estimates to display modal behavior; where
computing a statistic like the mean (or median) is not reflec-
tive of any actual beacon position.

� MinMode. Since the distance estimates often show significant
modal behavior due to reflections, our approach to obtaining a
highest-likelihood estimate is to compute the per-beacon sta-
tistical modes over the past n samples (or time window). For
each beacon, the listener then picks the distance correspond-
ing to the mode of the distribution, and uses the beacon that
has the minimum distance value from among all the modes.
We find that this is robust to stray signals and performs well
in both static and mobile cases.

Section 4 discusses the results of our experiments. We note that
these are by no means the only possible algorithms, but these are
representative of the precision attainable with different degrees of
processing at the listeners.

2.3 Beacon positioning and configuration

The positioning of a beacon within a room or space plays a non-
trivial role in enabling listeners to make the correct choice of their
location. For example, consider the positioning shown in Figure 2.
Although the receiver is in Room A, the listener finds the beacon
in Room B to be closer and will end up using the space identifier
advertised by the latter.

One way of overcoming this is to maintain a centralized repository
of the physical locations of each beacon and provide this data to
listeners. Systems like the Bat essentially use this type of approach,



where the central controller knows where each wall- or ceiling-
mounted device is located, but it suffers from two problems that
make it unsuitable for us. First, user-privacy is compromised be-
cause a listener now needs to make active contact to learn where
it is (observe that in Cricket, a listener is completely passive). Sec-
ond, it requires a centrally managed service, which does not suit our
autonomously managed environment particularly well.

Fortunately, there is a simple engineering solution to this problem
that preserves privacy and is decentralized. Whenever a beacon is
placed to demarcate a physical or virtual boundary corresponding to
a different space, it must be placed at a fixed distance away from the
boundary demarcating the two spaces. Figure 3 shows an example
of this in a setting with both real and virtual boundaries. Such place-
ment ensures that a listener rarely makes a wrong choice, unless
caught within a small distance (1 foot in our current implementa-
tion) from the boundary between two beacons advertising different
spaces. In this case, it is often equally valid to pick either beacon as
the closest.

3 Implementation

In this section, we describe the implementation of Cricket. We de-
scribe the system parameters and hardware configuration, the API
provided by the listener to applications running on the attached
node, and some deployment issues with ultrasonic hardware.

3.1 System parameters and hardware

The message size of a beacon RF transmission is 7 bytes long in our
implementation, and the RF transmission rate of our radios is 1200
bits/s. It therefore takes about 47 ms for the message to completely
reach a listener, during which time an ultrasonic pulse can travel at
most about 47 feet. The typical range of our RF radios is about 30
feet in the building. No listener can therefore be farther away than
this to detect which space it is in.

Cricket is implemented using inexpensive, off-the-shelf, simple
hardware parts that cost less than U.S. $10 per beacon and listener.
The beacon consists of a PIC micro-controller running at 10MHz,
with 68 bytes of RAM and 1024 words of program memory. It uses
a low-power SAW resonator-based RF transmitter and a single-chip
RF receiver, both operating in the 418 MHz unlicensed band [10]
with amplitude modulation. The final component is an ultrasonic
transmitter operating at 40kHz. All of these are assembled on a
small board and mounted on a ceiling or high on a wall.

The listener is only slightly more complicated. It has an identical
micro-controller, a single-chip RF receiver, and an ultrasonic re-
ceiver with a single-chip tone-detector circuit, instead of the corre-
sponding transmitters. It also has a TTL to RS-232 signal converter
by which it interfaces to the host device, e.g., a laptop, hand-held
computer, or any other service like a printer, camera, television, etc.
This interface uses the standard RS-232 protocol at 9600 bits/s.

We measured the power consumption of a beacon, since the peri-
odic transmission of an RF signal and ultrasonic pulse will eventu-
ally run the battery down. Although we did not explicitly design the
hardware for low power consumption, we find that it is quite effi-
cient, dissipating 15 mW of power during normal operation (when
it sends an RF and US signal every 250 ms on average). Currently,
each Cricket beacon uses a single 9 Volt re-chargeable battery. We

Figure 4: The radiation pattern of an ultrasonic transmitter.

plan to use a solar cell with a backup re-chargeable battery in the
future.

3.2 Listener API

A part of the software implemented for receiver nodes, called the
LocationManager, runs on the host device that has the listener hard-
ware attached to the serial port. The LocationManager listens on the
serial port for any data coming from the listener hardware. In our
implementation, the MinMode listener inference algorithm to an-
alyze distance estimates is also implemented within the Location-
Manager, since this provides greater flexibility. The listener sends
both the location information and the measured distance to the cor-
responding beacon, to the LocationManager for each valid RF re-
ception.

Asynchronous to the reception of distance estimates and listener
computations, applications running on the host device connect to
the LocationManager and retrieve current location information us-
ing a datagram socket (UDP) interface. In fact, this allows for the
possibility of obtaining this information from a remote node else-
where on the network, which might be useful for some applications.
We have not yet taken advantage of this facility in our applications.

3.3 Ultrasound deployment issues

As described in Section 2, ultrasonic interference at the receiver can
lead to incorrect distance measurements. It is therefore important to
reduce ultrasonic leakage to other locations while trying to provide
full coverage to the location served by a Cricket beacon. We achieve
this by proper alignment of the ultrasonic transmitters.

Figure 4 shows the radiation pattern of the ultrasonic transmitter
used in the Cricket beacons. This is shown in (r; �) polar coordi-
nates, where r corresponds to the signal strength in dB and � corre-
sponds to the offset in degrees from the front of the ultrasonic trans-
mitter. From the radiation pattern, it can be seen that the direction in
which the ultrasound transmitter faces (0Æ) has the maximum sig-
nal strength, while the signal strength drops to 1% (-20 dB) of the
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Figure 5: Correct alignment of a Cricket ultrasonic transmitter.

maximum value at �50Æ away from the 0Æ direction.

We align the ultrasonic transmitter such that the direction of its peak
signal strength is at 45Æ to the horizontal. The beacon is mounted
such that the ultrasonic transmitter faces the location intended to be
covered by the beacon. This causes the amount of ultrasonic energy
transmitted toward distant locations to be small compared to where
it is intended. This alignment is easily accomplished by positioning
the transmitter at an angle of 45Æ to the circuit board of the beacon
and mounting the board flat on the ceiling or wall of the room, as
shown in Figure 5.

We use the velocity of sound in air to measure distances from bea-
cons to receivers.The velocity of sound depends on environmen-
tal factors such as the ambient temperature and humidity. Within
a building, these properties can exhibit both temporal and spatial
variations. Temporal variations occur at different time-scales such
as time of day and season of the year. We avoid errors due to such
temporal variations using relative rather than absolute distances in
determining location (i.e., the primary goal of the listener is to de-
termine which the closest beacon among a set of choices is).

Spatial variations in temperature and humidity due to effects like
direct sunlight falling in different sections of a room, the presence
of heaters and air conditioners within a room, or the use of hu-
midifiers within a room can affect ultrasound-based distance mea-
surements. We reduce the errors caused by such spatial variations
by positioning the beacons and aiming for only relatively coarse-
grained location information. For instance, supposing that beacons
are always kept 2 feet away from a boundary, the distance recorded
from a transmitter in an adjoining room has to decrease by � 4
feet for a receiver to mistakenly assume that the adjoining room
is closer. This would require a large variation of temperature and
humidity along the path, which is highly unlikely under normal cir-
cumstances (the temperature coefficient of the velocity of sound in
air is 2 ft/sec per degree-Celsius).

4 feet

x

d1d2

Listener

Beacon A Beacon B

6 feet

Figure 6: Setup for experiment 1, evaluating boundary perfor-
mance.

4 Experiments

We conducted several experiments to investigate the performance
of Cricket. The first experiment examines the listener performance
near location boundaries, and shows that we can achieve a loca-
tion granularity of 4 � 4 feet. The second experiment is aimed at
investigating the robustness of the system to interference amongst
beacons, and the evaluates the performance of the three location
inference algorithms presented in Section 2.2.3 for static listeners.
The third experiment examines the performance of the three decod-
ing algorithms when a listener is mobile.

4.1 Boundary performance

Figure 6 shows the setup for this experiment. The aim of this ex-
periment is to investigate the the ability of the listener to detect the
boundary, which determines the precision of the system.

Two beacons, A and B, advertising different location strings were
placed 4 feet apart on the ceiling, giving rise to a virtual bound-
ary in the middle. Distance samples (in the form of ultrasonic pulse
propagation time) were taken at 0.5-feet intervals along the x di-
rection as shown in the figure, starting from the center. Figure 7
shows the results of this experiment, plotting the average and the
standard deviation of the ultrasonic propagation times from the two
beacons as a function of the displacement from the boundary x.
This shows that when the listener is more than about 1 foot away
from the boundary, the closest beacon can be determined accurately
from the estimated distances, thus enabling the listener to determine
its location accurately. Furthermore, the difference of the two aver-
age distances increases as the listener moves away from the bound-
ary, which causes the probability of making a wrong decision by
the listener to decrease as it moves away from the boundary.

This also shows that we can easily achieve a location granularity
of 4 � 4 feet, by placing the beacons in a 4 � 4 feet grid. Which,
effectively divided the region in to 4�4 feet cells. In the future, we
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Figure 7: Average and standard deviation (the errorbars) of ultra-
sonic propagation time as a function of the horizontal displacement
of a listener from the boundary of two beacon regions. When the
displacement is over about 1 foot, the errorbars do not overlap.

plan to carry out more detailed experiments to measure the accuracy
of our hardware, and the precision and granularity of the system as
the density of beacons increases.

4.2 Static performance

In the second experiment, we examine the robustness of Cricket
against interference amongst nearby beacons. It shows that it is in-
deed possible to achieve good system performance, despite the ab-
sence of any explicit coordination amongst the beacons. We also
compare the performance of the three listener inference algorithms
presented in Section 2.2.3.

Figure 8 shows the setup for this experiment. Beacons B1 and B2
provide location information within room X . Beacons B3 and B4
provide location information for rooms Y and Z. All these bea-
cons are within the range of each others ultrasonic transmissions.
To provide RF interference with no corresponding ultrasonic sig-
nals (since the range of RF exceeds that of ultrasound in Cricket),
we use beacons I1 and I2 that have their ultrasonic transmitters
disabled.

All the beacons were attached to the ceiling with the ultrasonic
transmitters facing their respective spaces as described in Sec-
tion 2.3. We gathered distance samples at locations R1 and R2 for
a static listener. Observe that R1 is closer to the interfering sources
I1 and I2 than to the legitimate beacons for the room, correspond-
ing to the presence of severe RF interference. In contrast, R2 is
only 1 foot away from the boundary separating the rooms X and
Y , showing the performance close to a boundary.

Interference Source I1 I2
Interference at R1 0.0% 0.0%
Interference at R2 0.3% 0.4%

Table 1: Degree of interference at R1 and R2 caused by I1 and I2,
showing the effectiveness of the randomized beacon transmissions
and system parameters.
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Figure 8: Setup for experiment 2, evaluating the robustness of
Cricket in the presence of interfering beacons.

First, we determined the degree of interference caused by I1 and
I2 by collecting 1000 samples of distance estimates at R1 and R2
and counting the number of values corresponding to each RF source
(beacon or interferer). When the listener was at R1, somewhat far-
ther from the interfering sources, there were no distance samples
corresponding to the interfering RF sources. On the other hand, at
R2 we received a total of only 7 samples corresponding to both I1
and I2, despite the fact that R2 is closer to I1 and I2 relative to the
legitimate beacons. Table 1 summarizes these results.

The samples corresponding to I1 and I2 are due to the incorrect
correlation of these RF signals with ultrasonic pulses from other
beacons in the vicinity of the listener. However, the randomized
transmission schedule together with proper system parameters re-
duces the occurrence of such interference to a very small fraction
of the total. This validates our claims in Section 2.2 and our design.

We now investigate the performance of the three inference algo-
rithms, Majority, MinMean, and MinMode, when the listener is at
R1 andR2. Here, we compute the error rate (in percent) in inferring
the location by these three inference algorithms, varying the num-
ber of distance samples used for inference. The results, shown in
Figure 9 (for position R1) and Figure 10 (for position R2), demon-
strate that both MinMean and MinMode perform very well even
when the sample size is small, even for the case when a listener
(R1) is close to a boundary.



Figure 9: Error rates at Position 1.

Figure 10: Error rates at Position 2.

4.3 Mobile performance

This experiment is aimed at determining the system performance
when the listener is mobile. For a mobile listener, being able to ob-
tain accurate location information within a short time is important.
Figure 11 shows the configuration of the beacons and the path fol-
lowed by the mobile user while taking measurements. The listener
was moved through each boundary at approximately the same speed
each time, emulating a user’s typical walking speed in a building.
Each time the listener crossed a boundary, a transition event and a
timestamp was logged. Once through the boundary, the listener re-
mained stationary for a short period of time to determine how long
it takes to stabilize to the correct value, and then the experiment was
repeated again through the next boundary. When analyzing the data,
we used the logged transition event to determine the user’s actual
location with respect to the location being reported by the listener.
Note that in this experiment, the listener is always located relatively
close to the boundaries.

Figure 12 shows the location error-rate at the listener for the experi-
ment. The error-rate is calculated over the time period during which
the listener moves around a location, after crossing a boundary. The
MinMode performs the best among the three inference algorothms.

B1

B2 B3

B5

B4

Location A Location B

Location C

Figure 11: Setup for experiment 3, evaluating the mobile perfor-
mance of Cricket.

Figure 12: Error rates for a mobile Cricket listener.

From the results, it is evident that larger time intervals provide bet-
ter results over smaller intervals, which is not surprising since a
larger interval gives the algorithm more samples samples to work
with. Another interesting point is that MinMean and MinMode both
perform about the same over small time windows. As the time in-
terval gets smaller the probability that a distance value sample con-
taining only a single value per beacon increases. A small number of
samples causes both the mean and the mode to be the roughly the
same.

5 Applications

This section describes how user applications can obtain location
information and use it to gain access to nearby services. As men-
tioned earlier, there are a number of resource discovery systems that
can be used along side Cricket. We have implemented several ap-
plications using the resource discovery facility provided by the In-
tentional Naming System (INS), which handles service and device
mobility within the naming system [2, 3].



5.1 Using virtual spaces in INS

INS uses the concept of a virtual space (vspace), which is a col-
lection of applications/services that can communicate with each
other [15]. Each vspace has a set of name resolvers that resolve
name requests for entities in that vspace; each entity is described
using an intentional name, which is a hierarchical collection of
application-defined attributes and values.

The overhead for creating a vspace in INS is small. For our location-
dependent applications, we create a vspace for every location of
interest (e.g., a room or a floor of a building) and identify it by a
string. Each beacon advertises the name of the vspace of the cor-
responding location, and each listener uses this name to bootstrap
into its environment by contacting INS and learning about the other
existing services in that vspace.

Users and devices can also register their intentional names with the
vspace for that location, which enables other entities in that vspace
to detect their presence. This way the user can easily determine all
the services that are located in their vspace. A user does not neces-
sarily have to be limited to only one vspace at a time, and can select
arbitrary services to use. For example, one vspace can correspond
to the set of printers in a building while another corresponds to the
services located on a specific floor. A user can determine the least
loaded printer by querying the printer vspace, or the physically-
closest, least-loaded printer by querying the vspace representing the
particular floor of the building.

5.2 Floorplan

The Floorplan is an active map navigation utility that uses Cricket
and a map server to present a location-dependent “active” map to
the user, highlighting her location on it as she moves. It also dis-
plays the set of services that are located in the vicinity of the user,
which are dynamically updated as the user moves. Floorplan loads
map images from the map server, which also provides the values
of (x; y) coordinate on the map corresponding to the user’s current
vspace position. As the user moves around the building, the listener
infers its location and asks the map server to provide the location on
the map. Floorplan also learns about various services in the vspace,
and contacts those services and downloads a small icon represent-
ing each service. These icons are displayed on the map; when the
user clicks on an icon, Floorplan uses INS to download a control
script or program for the application represented by that icon, and
load the controls into a new window so the user can control the ap-
plication. Figure 13 shows an active map displayed by Floorplan;
we see that the user (represented by the dot) is in room 503. It also
displays four services it has found in the environment (space) :an
MP3 service (represented by the speaker icon) in room 503, a TV
service (represented by the TV icon) in room 504, and two printers
(represented by the printer icons) in room 517. Using this, a user
with no knowledge of her environment or software to control ser-
vices within it can bootstrap herself with no manual configuration.

6 Related work

There are various solutions available today for device tracking and
location discovery. For example, active and passive electromagnetic
and optical trackers are sometimes used for tracking and tagging
objects. Unfortunately, these tend to be expensive, and the perfor-

mance of electromagnetic trackers is affected by the presence of
metallic objects in the environment. Furthermore, these products
do not usually preserve user privacy.

The rest of this section discusses three systems that influenced var-
ious aspects of Cricket, and compares their relative benefits and
limitations. Table 2 summarizes the following discussion.

6.1 The Bat system

In the BAT system, various objects within the system are tagged by
attaching small wireless transmitters. The location of these trans-
mitters are tracked by the system to build a location database of
these objects [1, 12].

The system consists of a collection of mobile or fixed wireless
transmitters, a matrix of receiver elements, and a central RF base
station. The wireless transmitter consists of an RF transceiver, sev-
eral ultrasonic transmitters, an FPGA, and a microprocessor, and
has a unique ID associated with it. The receiver elements consist
of an RF receiver, and an interface for a serial data network. The
receiver elements are placed on the ceiling of the building, and are
connected together by a serial wire network to form a matrix. This
network is also connected to a computer, which does all the data
analysis for tracking the transmitters.

The RF base station orchestrates the activity of transmitters by pe-
riodically broadcasting messages addressed to each of them in turn.
A transmitter, upon hearing a message addressed to it, sends out
an ultrasound pulse. The receiver elements, which also receive the
initial RF signal from the base station, determine the time interval
between the receipt of the RF signal and the receipt of the corre-
sponding ultrasonic signal, from which they estimate the distance to
the transmitter. These distances are then sent to the computer which
performs the data analysis. By collecting enough distance readings,
it is possible to determine the location of the transmitter with an
accuracy of a few centimeters, and these are keyed by transmitter
address and stored in the location database.

Bat derives its accuracy from a tightly controlled and centralized
architecture that tracks users and objects. In contrast, Cricket is
highly decentralized and there is no central control of any aspect
of the system, which preserves user privacy, is simpler, and reduces
management cost. The differences in design goals between Bat and
Cricket lead to radical differences in architecture, although the use
of ultrasound and RF is common to both systems.

6.2 The Active Badge system

The Active Badge1 system was a predecessor to the Bat system, and
tracks objects in an environment to store in a centralized location
database [19]. Objects are tracked by attaching a badge, which pe-
riodically transmits its unique ID using infrared transmitters. Fixed
infrared receivers pick up this information and relay it over a wired
network. The walls of the room act as a natural boundary to in-
frared signals, thus enabling a receiver to identify badges within its
room. A particular badge is associated with the fixed location of the
receiver that hears it.

Like the Bat system, the object tracking nature of Active Badge

1Active Badge is a registered trademark of Ing. C. Olivetti & C.,
S.p.A.



Figure 13: Floorplan map.

System Bat Active Badge RADAR Cricket

User privacy No No Possible, with Yes
user computation

Decentralized No No Centralized RF Yes
signal database

Heterogeneity of networks Yes Yes No Yes
Cost High High No extra component Low (U.S. $10)

cost, but only works component cost
with one network

Ease of deployment Difficult; requires Difficult; requires RF mapping Easy
matrix of sensors matrix of sensors

Table 2: Qualitative comparison of other location-tracking systems with Cricket.

system may introduce privacy concerns among users. Infrared also
suffers from dead-spots, which Cricket and Bat are relatively im-
mune to because they use ultrasound.

6.3 RADAR

The RADAR system implements a location service utilizing the in-
formation obtained from an already existing RF data network [4]. It
uses the RF signal strength as an indicator of the distance between
a transmitter and a receiver. This distance information is then used
to locate a user by triangulation.

During an off-line phase; the system builds a data base of RF signal
strength at a set of fixed receivers, for known transmitter positions.
During the normal operation, the RF signal strength of a transmit-
ter as measured by the set of fixed receivers, is sent to a central
computer, which examines the signal-strength database to obtain
the best fit for the current transmitter position.

In contrast to these three projects, Cricket has different design
goals: it has to handle network heterogeneity and privacy concerns,
and have low management cost. It eliminates all central repositories
of control or information, leading to an autonomously administered
building-wide service via delegation. The beacons advertising lo-
cation information are self-contained and do not need any infras-
tructure for communication amongst themselves. Together with the

use of inexpensive, off-the-shelf hardware, this makes deployment
easy and cost-effective. In summary, Cricket is a location-support
service, not a location-tracking one.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the design, implementation, and eval-
uation of Cricket, a location-support system for mobile, location-
dependent applications. Cricket is the result of five design goals:
user privacy, decentralized administration, network heterogeneity,
low cost, and portion-of-a-room granularity. Its innovative aspects
include the use of beacons with combined RF and ultrasound sig-
nals in a decentralized, uncoordinated architecture. It uses indepen-
dent, randomized transmission schedules for its beacons and a re-
ceiver decoding algorithm that uses the minimum of modes from
different beacons to compute a maximum likelihood estimate of lo-
cation. We described some deployment considerations based on our
preliminary experience with Cricket and presented a comparison
with three important past systems, showing that our design goals
led to a different design and properties from past systems.

We are encouraged by our experience with Cricket to date and the
ease with which location-dependent applications like active map
and location-based services can be implemented. We have demon-
strated that it is possible to implement a location-support system



that maintains user privacy and has no centralized control.
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ABSTRACT
The recen t adv ances in radio and em beddedsystem tech-
nologies ha ve enabled the proliferation of wireless micro-
sensor net w orks.Suc h wirelessly connected sensors are re-
leased in many div erse en vironments to perform various mon-
itoring tasks. In many suc h tasks, location aw areness is in-
heren tly one of the most essen tial system parameters. It
is not only needed to report the origins of events, but also
to assist group querying of sensors, routing, and to answer
questions on the netw ork co verage.In this paper we presen t
a no vel approach to the localization of sensors in an ad-
hoc net w ork.We describe a system called AHLoS (Ad-Hoc
Localization System) that enables sensor nodes to discover
their locations using a set distributed iterative algorithms.
The operation of AHLoS is demonstrated with an accuracy
of a few centimeters using our prototype testbed while scal-
abilit y and performance are studied through simulation.

Keywords
location discovery, localization, wireless sensor netw orks

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Sensor Networks and Location Discovery
No w ada ys, wireless devices enjoy widespread use in numer-
ous div erse applications including that of sensor netw orks.
The exciting new �eld of wir eless sensor networks breaks
aw ay from the traditional end-to-end communication of voice
and data systems, and introduces a new form of distributed
information exchange. Myriads of tiny embedded devices,
equipped with sensing capabilities, are deplo yed in the en-
vironment and organize themselves in an ad-hoc netw ork.
Information exchange among collaborating sensors becomes
the dominant form of communication, and the netw ork es-
sentially beha vesas a large, distributed computation ma-
chine. Applications featuring such netw ork eddevices are
becoming increasingly prevalen t, ranging from environmen-
tal and natural habitat monitoring, to home netw orking,

medical applications and smart battle�elds. Net w ork ed sen-
sors can signal a machine malfunction to the control cen ter
in a factory , or alternatively w arn about smoke on a remote
forest hill indicating that a dangerous �re is about to start.
Other wireless sensor nodes can be designed to detect the
ground vibrations generated by the silen t footsteps of a cat
burglar and trigger an alarm.

Naturally, the question that immediately follows the actual
detection of events, is: wher e? Where are the abnormal vi-
brations detected, where is the �re, which house is about to
be robbed? T o answer this question, a sensor node needs
to possess knowledge of its physical location in space. Fur-
thermore, in large scale ad-hoc netw orks, knowledge of node
location can assist in routing [5] [6], it can be used to query
nodes o ver a specic geographicalarea or it can be used to
study the coverage properties of a sensor netw ork [31].Addi-
tionally, we envision that location aw areness developed here
will enjoy a wide spectrum of applications. In tactical envi-
ronments, it can be used to track the movements of targets.
In a smart kindergarten [32] it can be used to monitor the
progress of c hildren by trac king their interaction with toys
and with each other ; in hospitals it can keep trac k of equip-
ment, patien ts,doctors and nurses or it can drive con text
aw are services similar to the ones described in [4], [29].

The incorporation of location aw arenessin wireless sensor
netw orks is far from a trivial task. Since the netw ork can
consist of a large number of nodes that are deployed in an
ad-hoc fashion, the exact node locations are not known a-
priori. Unfortunately, the straigh tforw ard solution of adding
GPS to all the nodes in the netw ork is not practical since:

� GPS cannot work indoors or in the presence of dense
vegetation, foliage or other obstacles that bloc k the
line-of-sigh t from the GPS satellites.

� The pow er consumption of GPS will reduce the bat-
tery life on the sensor nodes thus reducing the e�ective
lifetime of the entire netw ork.

� The production cost factor of GPS can become an issue
when large numbers of nodes are to be produced.

� The size of GPS and its antenna increases the sensor
node form factor. Sensor nodes are required to be
small and inobstrusive.
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To this end, we seek an alternative solution to GPS that
is low cost, rapidly deployable and can operate in many di-
verse environments without requiring extensive infrastruc-
ture support.

Figure 1: WINS Sensor Node from RSC

1.2 Our Work
We propose a new distributed technique that only requires a
limited fraction of the nodes (beacons) to know their exact
location (either through GPS or manual con�guration) dur-
ing deployment and that nevertheless can attain network-
wide �ne-grain location awareness. Our technique, which
we call AHLoS (Ad-Hoc Localization System), relieves the
drawbacks of GPS as it is low cost, it can operate indoors
and does not require expensive infrastructure or pre-planning.
AHLoS enables nodes to dynamically discover their own lo-
cation through a two-phase process, ranging and estimation.
During the ranging phase, each node estimates its distance
from its neighbors. In the estimation phase, nodes with un-
known locations use the ranging information and known bea-
con node locations in their neighborhood to estimate their
positions. Once a node estimates its position it becomes a
beacon and can assist other nodes in estimating their posi-
tions by propagating its own location estimate through the
network. This process iterates to estimate the locations of
as many nodes as possible.

The �rst part of our work examines the ranging challenges.
Since almost all ranging techniques rely on signal propaga-
tion characteristics, they are susceptible to external biases
such as interference, shadowing and multipath e�ects, as
well as environmental variations such as changes in tem-
perature and humidity. These physical e�ects are diÆcult
to predict and depend greatly on the actual environment in
which the system is operated. It is therefore critical to char-
acterize the behavior of di�erent ranging alternatives exper-
imentally in order to determine their usefulness in sensor
networks. To justify our rangining choice we performed a de-
tailed comparison of two promising ranging techniques: one
based on received RF signal strength and the other based on
the Time of Arrival (ToA) of RF and ultrasonic signals. Our
experiments of distance discovery with RF signal strength
were conducted on the WINS wireless sensor nodes [12] (�g-
ure 1) developed by the Rockwell Science Center (RSC). To
perform our evaluation of ToA, we have designed and im-
plemented a testbed of ultrasound-equipped sensor nodes,

called Medusa (from Greek mythology - a monster with
many heads) nodes (�gure 2). To address the variation of
propagation characteristics of ultrasound from place to place
AHLoS estimates the propagation characteristics on the y
in the actual deployment environment. The second part of
our work uses the ranging techniques described above, to
develop a set of distributed localization algorithms. Node
positions are estimated using least squares estimation in an
iterative multilateration process. This ability of AHLoS to
estimate node locations in an ad-hoc setting with a few cen-
timeters accuracy is demonstrated on a testbed comprised
of �rst generation Medusa nodes. Error propagation, sys-
tem scalability and energy consumption are studied through
simulation.

Figure 2: Medusa experimental node

1.3 Paper Organization
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section we
provide some background on localization and we survey the
related work. Section 3 presents the evaluation of our two
candidate ranging methods: Received signal strength and
time of arrival. Section 4 describes the localization algo-
rithms and section 5 is a short study on node and beacon
node placement. In section 6 we discuss our implementation
and experiments. Section 7 discusses the tradeo�s between
centralized and distributed localization and section 8 con-
cludes this paper.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Background
The majority of existing location discovery approaches con-
sist of two basic phases: (1) distance (or angle) estimation
and (2) distance (or angle) combining. The most popular
methods for estimating the distance between two nodes are:

� Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) tech-
niques measure the power of the signal at the receiver.
Based on the known transmit power, the e�ective prop-
agation loss can be calculated. Theoretical and empiri-
cal models are used to translate this loss into a distance
estimate. This method has been used mainly for RF
signals.
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� Time based methods (ToA,TDoA) record the time-
of-arrival (ToA) or time-di�erence-of-arrival (TDoA).
The propagation time can be directly translated into
distance, based on the known signal propagation speed.
These methods can be applied to many di�erent sig-
nals, such as RF, acoustic, infrared and ultrasound.

� Angle -of -Arrival (AoA) systems estimate the an-
gle at which signals are received and use simple geo-
metric relationships to calculate node positions.

A detailed discussion of these methods can be found in [20].
For the combining phase, the most popular alternatives are:

� The most basic and intuitive method is called hyper-
bolic tri-lateration. It locates a node by calculating
the intersection of 3 circles (�gure 3a).

� Triangulation is used when the direction of the node
instead of the distance is estimated, as in AoA systems.
The node positions are calculated in this case by using
the trigonometry laws of sines and cosines (�gure 3b).

� The third method is Maximum Likelihood (ML) esti-
mation (�gure 3c). It estimates the position of a node
by minimizing the di�erences between the measured
distances and estimated distances. We have chosen
this technique as the basis of AHLoS for obtaining the
Minimum Mean Square Estimate(MMSE) from a set
of noisy distance measurements.
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Figure 3: Localization Basics a) Hyperbolic tri-
lateration, b) Triangulation, c) ML Multilateration

2.2 Related Work
In the past few decades, numerous localization systems have
been developed and deployed. In the 1970s, the automatic
vehicle location (AVL) systems were deployed to determine
the position of police cars and military ground transporta-
tion vehicles. A set of stationary base stations acting as
observation points use ToA and TDoA techniques to gen-
erate distance estimates. The vehicle position is then de-
rived through multilaterations, using Taylor Series Expan-
sion to transform a non-linear least squares problem to a

linear [7][8]. Similar approaches can also be found in mili-
tary applications for determining the position of airplanes.

In 1993, the well-known Global Positioning System (GPS)
[34] system was deployed, which is based on the NAVSTAR
satellite constellation (24 satellites). LORAN [28] operates
in a similar way to GPS but uses ground based beacons
instead of sattelites. In 1996, the U.S Federal Communica-
tions Commission (FCC) required that all wireless service
providers give location information to the Emergency 911
services. Cellular base stations are used to locate mobile
telephone users within a cell [9][10]. Distance estimates are
generated with TDoA. The base station transmits a bea-
con and the handset reects the signal back to the base
station. Location information is again calculated by mul-
tilateration using least squares methods. By October 2001,
FCC requires a 125-meter root mean square(RMS) accuracy
in 67% of the time and by October 2006 a 300-meter RMS
accuracy for 95% of the times is required.

Recently, there has been an increasing interest for indoor lo-
calization systems. The RADAR system [1] can track the lo-
cation of users within a building. To calculate user locations
the RADAR system uses RF signal strength measurements
from three �xed base stations in two phases. First, a com-
prehensive set of received signal strength measurements is
obtained in an o�ine phase to build a set of signal strength
maps. The second phase is an online phase during which
the location of users can be obtained by observing the re-
ceived signal strength from the user stations and matching
that with the readings from the o�ine phase. This process,
eliminates multipath and shadowing e�ects at the cost of
considerable preplanning e�ort.

The Cricket location support system [4] is also designed for
indoor localization. It provides support for context aware
applications and is low cost. Unlike the systems discussed so
far, it uses ultrasound instead of RF signals. Fixed beacons
inside the building distribute geographic information to the
listener nodes. Cricket can achieve a granularity of 4 by 4
feet. Room level granularity can be obtained by the active
badge [22] system, which uses infrared signals. The next
development in this area on indoor localization is BAT [29]
[30]. A BAT node carries an ultrasound transmitter whose
signals are picked up by an array of receivers mounted on
the ceiling. The location of a BAT can be calculated via
multilateration with a few centimeters of accuracy. An RF
base station coordinates the ultrasound transmissions such
that interference from nearby transmitters is avoided. This
system relies heavily on a centralized infrastructure.

In the ad-hoc domain, fewer localization systems exist. An
RF based proximity method is presented in [21], in which
the location of a node is given as a centroid. This centroid is
generated by counting the beacon signals transmitted by a
set of beacons pre-positioned in a mesh pattern. A di�erent
approach is taken in the Picoradio project at UC Berkeley.
It provides a geolocation scheme for an indoor environment
[11], based on RF received signal strength measurements
and pre-calculated signal strength maps.

Our system, AHLoS, also belongs to the ad-hoc class. Al-
though uses RF and ultrasound transmissions similar to the
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Cricket and BAT Systems, it also has some key di�erences.
AHLoS does not rely on a preinstalled infrastructure. In-
stead, it is a fully ad-hoc system with distributed localiza-
tion algorithms running at every node. This results in a
exible system that only requires a small initial fraction of
the nodes to be aware of their locations. Furthermore, it
enables nodes to estimate their locations even if they are
not within range with the beacon nodes. From a power
awareness perspective, it also ensures that all nodes play an
equal role in the location discovery process resulting in an
even distribution of power consumption. The resulting lo-
calization system provides �ne-grained localization with an
accuracy of a few centimeters, similar to the BAT system
without requiring infrastructure support. Finally, unlike all
the systems discussed so far, AHLoS provisions for dynamic
on-line estimation of the ultrasound propagation character-
istics. This renders our approach extremely robust even in
the presence of changing environments.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
As a �rst step in our study, we characterize the ranging ca-
pabilities of our two target technologies: Received RF signal
strength using the WINS nodes and RF and ultrasound ToA
using the Medusa nodes.

3.1 Ranging Characterization
3.1.1 Received Signal Strength
The signal strength method uses the relationship of RF sig-
nal attenuation as a function of distance. From this rela-
tionship a mathematical propagation model can be derived.
From detailed studies of the RF signal propagation charac-
teristics[18], it is well known that the propagation charac-
teristics of radio signals can vary with changes in the sur-
rounding environment (weather changes, urban / rural and
indoor / outdoor settings). To evaluate signal strength mea-
surements we conducted some experiments with the target
system of interest, the WINS sensor nodes [12]. The WINS
nodes have a 200MHz StrongARM 1100 processor, 1MB
Flash, 128KB RAM and the Hummingbird digital cordless
telephony (DECT) radio chipset that can transmit at 15
distinct power levels ranging from -9.3 to 15.6 dBm (0.12 to
36.31 mW). The WINS nodes carry an omni-directional an-
tenna hence the radio signal is uniformly transmitted with
the same power in all directions around the node. As part
of the radio architecture, the WINS nodes provide a pair of
RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicators) resisters. RSSI
registers are a standard feature in many wireless network
cards [23]. Using these registers we conducted a set of mea-
surements in order to derive an appropriate model for rang-
ing. We performed measurements in several di�erent set-
tings (inside our lab, in the parking lot and between build-
ings). Unfortunately, a consistent model of the signal atten-
uation as a function of distance could not be obtained. This
is mainly attributed to multipath, fading and shadowing ef-
fects. Another source of inconsistency is the great variation
of RSSI associated with the altitude of the radio antenna.
For instance, at ground level, the radio range at the max-
imum transmit power level the usable radio transmission
range is around 30m whereas when the node is placed at
a height of 1.5m the usable transmission range increases to
around 100m. Because of these inconsistencies, we were only
able to derive a model for an idealized setting; in a football

�eld with all the nodes positioned at ground level. For this
setup we developed a model based on the RSSI register read-
ings at di�erent transmission power levels and di�erent node
separations.

A model (equation 1) is derived by obtaining a least square
�t for each power level. PRSSI is the RSSI register reading
and r is the distance between two nodes. Parameters X and
n are constants that can be derived as functions of distance
r for each power level. Averaged measurements and the
corresponding derived models are shown in �gure 4. Table
1 gives the X and n parameters for each case.

PRSSI =
X

rn
(1)
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Figure 4: Radio Signal Strength Radio Characteri-
zation using WINS nodes(power levels P=7,13)

Table 1: RSSI Ranging Model Parameters for WINS
nodes

Power Level dBm mW X n

7 2.5 1.78 21778.338 0.178186
13 14.4 27.54 25753.63 0.198641

With all the nodes placed on a at plane, signal strength
ranging can provide a distance estimate with an accuracy
of a few meters. In all other cases, this experiment has
shown that the use of radio signal strength can be very
unpredictable. Another problem with the received signal
strength approach is that radios in sensor nodes are low cost
ones without precise well-calibrated components, such as the
DECT radios in Rockwell's nodes or the emerging Bluetooth
radios. As a result, it is not unusual for di�erent nodes to
exhibit signi�cant variation in actual transmit power for the
same transmit power level, or in the RSSI measured for the
same actual received signal strength. Di�erences of several
dBs are often seen. While these variations are acceptable for
using transmit power adaptation and RSSI measurements
for link layer protocols, they do not provide the accuracy
required for �ne-grained localization. A potential solution
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would be to calibrate each node against a reference node
prior to deployment, and store gain factors in non-volatile
storage so that the run-time RSSI measurements may be
normalized to a common scale.

3.1.2 ToA using RF and Ultrasound
To characterize ToA ranging on theMedusa nodes we mea-
sure the time di�erence between two simultaneously trans-
mitted radio and ultrasound signals at the receiver (�gure
5).

Transmitter Receiver

Distance = (T2-T1) x S

T1

T2

Radio Signal

Ultrasound Pulse

Distance

Figure 5: Distance measurement using ultrasound
and radio signals

The ultrasound range on the Medusa nodes is about 3 me-
ters (approximately 11-12 feet). We found this to be a conve-
nient range for performing multihop experiments in our lab
but we note that longer ranges are also possible at higher
cost and power premiums. The Polaroid 6500 ultrasonic
ranging module [17] for example has a range of more than
10 meters (the second generation ofMedusa nodes will have
a 10-15 meter range). We characterize ToA ranging by us-
ing two Medusa nodes placed on the oor of our lab. We
recorded the time di�erence of arrival at 25-centimeter in-
tervals. The results of our measurements are shown in �gure
6. The x axis represents distance in centimeters and the y
axis represent the microcontroller timer counter value.
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Figure 6: Ulrasound Ranging Characterization

The speed of sound is characterized in terms of the micro-
controller timer ticks. To estimate the speed to sound as
a function of microcontroller time, we perform a best line
�t using linear regression (equation 2). s is the speed of
sound in timer ticks, d is the estimated distance between 2

nodes and k is a constant. For this model s = 0:4485 and
k = 21:485831.

t = sd+ k (2)

This ranging system can provide an accuracy of 2 centime-
ters for node separations under 3 meters. Like the RF sig-
nals, ultrasound also su�ers from multipath e�ects. Fortu-
nately, they are easier to detect. ToA measurement use the
�rst pulse received ensuring that the shortest path(straight
line) reading is observed. Reected pulses from nodes that
do not have direct line of sight are �ltered out using statis-
tical techniques similar to the ones used in [30].

3.2 Signal Strength vs. ToA ranging
On comparing the two ranging alternatives, we found that
ToA using RF and ultrasound is more reliable than received
signal strength. While received signal strength is greatly af-
fected by amplitude variations of the received signal, ToA
ranging only depends on the time di�erence, a much more
robust metric. Based on our characterization results we
chose ToA as the primary ranging method for AHLoS. Simi-
lar to RF signals, the ultrasound signal propagation charac-
teristics may change with variations in the surrounding en-
vironment. To minimize these e�ects, AHLoS dynamically
estimates the signal propagation characteristics every time
suÆcient information is available. This ensures that AHLoS
will operate in many diverse environments without prior cal-
ibration. If the sensor network is deployed over a large �eld,
the signal propagation characteristics may vary from region
to region across the �eld. The calculation of the ultrasound
propagation characteristics in the locality of each node en-
sures better location estimates accuracy. Table 2 summa-
rizes the comparison between signal strength and ultrasound
ranging. One possible solution we are considering for our
future work is to combine received signal strength and ToA
methods. Since the received signal strength method has
the same e�ective range as the radio communication range,
it can be used to provide a proximity indication in places
where the network connectivity is very sparse for ToA local-
ization to take place. The ultrasound approach will provide
�ne grained localization in denser parts of the networks. For
this con�guration, we plan to have the Medusa boards act
as location coprocessors for the WINS nodes.

4. LOCALIZATION ALGORITHMS
Given a ranging technology that estimates node separation
we now describe our localization algorithms. These algo-
rithms operate on an ad-hoc network of sensor nodes where
a small percentage of the nodes are aware of their positions
either through manual con�guration or using GPS. We re-
fer to the nodes with known positions as beacon nodes and
those with unknown positions as unknown nodes. Our goal
is to estimate the positions of as many unknown nodes as
possible in a fully distributed fashion. The proposed loca-
tion discovery algorithms follow an iterative process. After
the sensor network is deployed, the beacon nodes broadcast
their locations to their neighbors. Neighboring unknown
nodes measure their separation from their neighbors and
use the broadcasted beacon positions to estimate their own
positions. Once an unknown node estimates its position,
it becomes a beacon and broadcasts its estimated position
to other nearby unknown nodes, enabling them to estimate
their positions. This process repeats until all the unknown
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Table 2: A comparison of RSSI and ultrasound ranging
Property RSSI Ultrasound

Range same as radio communication range 3 meters (up to a few 10s of meters)
Accuracy O(m), 2-4m for WINS O(cm), 2cm for Medusa
Measurement Reliability hard to predict, multipath and

shadowing
multipath mostly predictable,time
is a more robust metric

Hardware Requirements RF signal strength must be avail-
able to CPU

ultrasound transducers and ampli-
�er circuitry

Additional Power Requirements none tx and rx signal ampli�cation
Challenges large variances in RSSI readings,

multipath, shadowing, fading ef-
fects

interference, obstacles, multipath

nodes that satisfy the requirements for multilateration ob-
tain an estimate of their position. This process is de�ned
as iterative multilateration which uses atomic multilatera-
tion as its main primitive. In the following subsections we
provide the details of atomic and iterative multilateration.
Furthermore, we describe collaborative multilateration as an
additional enhanced primitive for iterative multilateration
and we provide some suggestions for further optimizations.

4.1 Atomic Multilateration
Atomic multilateration makes up the basic case where an
unknown node can estimate its location if it is within range
of at least three beacons. If three or more beacons are avail-
able, the node also estimates the ultrasound speed of prop-
agation for its locality. Figure 7a illustrates a topology for
which atomic multilateration can be applied.

The error of the measured distance between an unknown
node and its ith beacon can be expressed as the di�erence
between the measured distance and the estimated Euclidean
distance (equation 3). x0 and y0 are the estimated coordi-
nates for the unknown node 0 for i = 1; 2; 3:::N , where N is
the total number of beacons, and ti0 is the time it takes for
an ultrasound signal to propagate from beacon i to node 0,
and s is the estimated ultrasound propagation speed.
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Figure 7: Multilateration examples

fi(x0; y0; s) = sti0 �
p
(xi � x0)2 + (yi � y0)2 (3)

Given that an adequate number of beacon nodes are avail-
able, a Maximum Likelihood estimate of the node's position
can be obtained by taking the minimum mean square esti-
mate (MMSE) of a system of fi(x0; y0; s) equations (equa-
tion 4). Term � represents the weight applied to each equa-
tion. For simplicity we assume that � = 1.

F (x0; y0; s) =
NX
i=1

�
2
f(i)2 (4)

If a node has three or more beacons a set of three equa-
tions of the form of (3) can be constructed yield an over-
determined system with a unique solution for the position
of the unknown node 0. If four or more beacons are avail-
able, the ultrasound propagation speed s can also be esti-
mated. The resulting system of equations can be linearized
by setting fi(x0; y0; s) = equation 3, squaring and rearrang-
ing terms to obtain equation 5.

�x2i � y
2
i =

(x20 + y
2
0) + x0(�2xi) + y0(�2yi)� s

2
t
2
i0

(5)

for k such equations we can eliminate the (x20 + y20) terms
by subtracting the kth equation from the rest.

�x2i � y
2
i + x

2
k + y

2
k = 2xo(xk � xi)

+2y0(yk � yi) + s
2(tik

2 � ti0
2)

(6)

this system of equations has the form y = bX and can be
solved using the matrix solution for MMSE [25] given by
b = (XTX)�1XT y where
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X =

2
6664

2(xk � x1) 2(yk � y1) tk0
2 � tk1

2

2(xk � x2) 2(yk � y2) tk0
2 � tk2

2

...
...

...
2(xk � xk�1) 2(yk � yk�1) tk0

2 � tk(k�1)
2)

3
7775

y =

2
6664
�x21 � y21 + x2k + y2k
�x22 � y22 + x2k + y2k

...
x2k�1 � y2k�1 + x2k + y2k

3
7775

and

b =

2
4 x0

y0
s2

3
5

Based on this solution we de�ne the following requirement
for atomic multilateration.

Requirement 1. Atomic multilateration can take place
if the unknown node is within one hop distance from at least
three beacon nodes. The node may also estimate the ultra-
sound propagation speed if four or more beacons are avail-
able.

Although requirement 1 is necessary for atomic multilater-
ation, it is not always suÆcient. In the special case when
beacons are in a straight line, a position estimate cannot be
obtained by atomic multilateration. If this occurs, the node
will attempt to estimate its position using collaborative mul-
tilateration. We also note that atomic multilateration can
be performed in 3-D without requiring an additional beacon
[33].

4.2 Iterative Multilateration
The iterative multilateration algorithm uses atomic multilat-
eration as its main primitive to estimate node locations in
an ad-hoc network. This algorithm is fully distributed and
can run on each individual node in the network. Alterna-
tively, the algorithm can also run at a single central node or
a set of cluster-heads, if the network is cluster based. Fig-
ure 8 illustrates how iterative multilateration would execute
from a central node that has global knowledge of the net-
work. The algorithm operates on a graphG which represents
the network connectivity. The weights of the graph edges
denote the separation between two adjacent nodes. The al-
gorithm starts by estimating the position of the unknown
node with the maximum number of beacons using atomic
multilateration. Since at a central location all the the entire
network topology is known so we start from the unknown
node with the maximum number of beacons to obtain better
accuracy and faster convergence (in the distributed version
an unknown will perform a multilateration as soon as in-
formation from three beacons). When an unknown node
estimates its location, it becomes a beacon. This process
repeats until the positions of all the nodes that eventually
can have three or more beacons are estimated.

boolean iterativeMultilateration (G)
(MaxBeaconNode, BeaconCount)  unknown
node with most beacons

while BeaconCount � 3
setBeacon (MaxBeaconNode)
(MaxBeaconNode, BeaconCount)  unknown
node with most beacons

Figure 8: Iterative Multilateration Algorithm as it
executes on a centralized node

A drawback of iterative multilateration is the error accu-
mulation that results from the use of unknown nodes that
estimate their positions as beacons. Fortunately, this error
accumulation is not very high because of the high precision
of our ranging method. Figure 9 shows the position errors
in a simulated network of 50 Medusa nodes when 10% of
the nodes are initially con�gured as beacons. The nodes are
deployed on a square grid of side 15 meters. The simulation
considers two types of errors: 1) ranging errors and 2) bea-
con placement errors. In both cases a 20mm white Gaussian
error is used. In both cases the estimated node positions are
within 20 cm from the actual positions.
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Figure 9: Iterative Multilateration Accuracy in a
network of 50 nodes and 10% beacons

4.3 Collaborative Multilateration
In an ad-hoc deployment with random distribution of bea-
cons, it is highly possible that at some nodes, the condi-
tions for atomic multilateration will not be met; i.e. an
unknown node may never have three neighboring beacon
nodes therefore it will not be able to estimate its position
using atomic multilateration. When this occurs, a node may
attempt to estimate its position by considering use of loca-
tion information over multiple hops in a process we refer
to as collaborative multilateration. If suÆcient information
is available to form an over-determined system of equations
with a unique solution set, a node can estimate its position
and the position of one or more additional unknown nodes
by solving a set of simultaneous quadratic equations. Fig-
ure 7b illustrates one of the most basic topologies for which
collaborative multilateration can be applied. Nodes 2 and 4
are unknown nodes, while nodes 1,3,5,6 are beacon nodes.
Since both nodes 2 and 4 have three neighbors (degree d = 3)
and all the other nodes are beacons, a unique position es-
timate for nodes 2 and 4 can be computed. More formally,
collaborative multilateration can be stated as follows: Con-
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sider the ad-hoc network to be a connected undirected graph
G = (N;E) consisting of jN j = n nodes and a set E of n�1
or more edges. The beacon nodes are denoted by a set B
where B � N and the set of unknown nodes is denoted by
U where U � G. Our goal is to solve for

xu; yu 8u � U by minimizing

f(xu; yu) = Diu �
p
(xi � xu)2 + (yi � yu)2 (7)

for all participating node pairs i; u where i � B or i � U
and u � U . Subject to:
xi; yi are known if i � B, and every node pair i; u is a
participating pair. Participating nodes and participating
pair are de�ned as follows:

Definition 1. A node is a participating node if it is ei-
ther a beacon or if it is an unknown with at least three par-
ticipating neighbors.

In �gure 7b if collaborative multilateration starts at node
2, node 2 must have at least three participating neighbors.
Nodes 1 and 3 are beacons therefore they are participating.
Node 4 is unknown but has two beacons: nodes 5 and 6.
Node 4 is also connected to node 2 thus making both of
them participating nodes.

Definition 2. A participating node pair is a beacon-unknown
or unknown-unknown pair of connected nodes where all un-
knowns are participating.

In this formulation, the nodes participating in collabora-
tive multilateration make up a subgraph of G, for which an
equation of the form of 7 can be written for each edge E
that connects a pair of participating nodes. To ensure a
unique solution, all nodes considered must be participating.
In �gure 7b for example, we have �ve edges thus a set of
�ve equations can be obtained. In some cases other cases ,
we may have a well-determined system of n equations and
n unknowns such as in the case shown �gure 7c. We can
easily observe however, that node X can have two possible
positions that would satisfy this system therefore the solu-
tion is not unique and node X is not a participating node. If
the above conditions are met, the resulting system of non-
linear equations can be solved with optimization methods
such as gradient descend [26] and simulated annealing [27].

The algorithm in �gure 10 provides a basic example of how
a node determines whether it can initiate collaborative mul-
tilateration. The parameter node denotes the node id from
where the search for a collaborative multilateration begins.
The second parameter callerId holds the node id of the node
that calls the particular instance of the function. isInitia-
tor is a boolean variable that is set to true if the node was
the initiator of the collaborative multilateration process and
false otherwise. This is used to set the limit ag that drives
the recursion.

boolean isCollaborative (node, callerId, isInitiator)
if isInitiator==true limit  3
else limit  2
count  beaconCount(node)
if count � limit return true
for each unknown neighbor i not previously visited
if isCollaborative (i, node, false) count++
if count == limit return true

return false

Figure 10: Algorithm for checking the feasibility for
collaborative multilateration

Collaborative multilateration can be used to assist iterative
multilateration in places of the network where the beacon
density is low and the requirement for atomic multilateration
is not satis�ed. Figure 11 illustrates how iterative multi-
lateration would call collaborative multilateration when the
requirement for atomic multilateration is not met.

boolean iterativeMultilateration (G)
(MaxBeaconNode, BeaconCount)  unknown
node with most beacons

while BeaconCount � 3
setBeacon (MaxBeaconNode)
(MaxBeaconNode, BeaconCount)  unknown
node with most beacons

while isCollaborative (MaxBeaconNode, -1, true)
set all nodes in collaborative set as beacons
(MaxBeaconNode, BeaconCount)  unknown
node with most beacons

while BeaconCount � 3
setBeacon (MaxBeaconNode)
(MaxBeaconNode, BeaconCount)  unknown
node with most beacons

Figure 11: Enhanced Iterative Multilateration

Collaborative multilateration can help in situations where
the percentage of beacons is low. This e�ect is shown in
�gure 12. This scenario considers a sensor �eld of 100 by
100 and a sensing range of 10 and two network sizes of 200
and 300 nodes. As shown in the �gure, if the percentage of
beacons is small, the number of node locations that can be
resolved is substantially increased with collaborative mul-
tilateration. This result also shows how network density is
related to the localization process. In the 300 node network,
more node locations can be estimated than in the 200 node
network with the same percentage of beacons. This is due
to the higher degree of connectivity. The e�ects of node and
beacon placement on the localization process is studied in
more detail in section 5.

4.4 Further Optimizations
The accuracy of the estimated locations in the multilater-
ation algorithms described in this section may be further
improved with two additional optimizations. First, error
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Figure 12: E�ect of collaborative multilateration top, 300 nodes, bottom 200 nodes

propagation can be reduced by using weighted multilatera-
tion. In this scheme, beacons with higher certainty about
their location are weighted more than beacons with lower
certainty during a multilateration. As new nodes become
beacons, the certainty of their estimated location can also
be computed and used as a weight in future multilaterations.
Additionally, by applying collaborative multilateration over
a wider scope, the accumulated error can be reduced. The
solution methodology and further evaluation of these opti-
mizations are part of our future work and will be the subject
of a future paper.

5. NODE AND BEACON PLACEMENT
The success of the location discovery algorithm depends on
network connectivity and beacon placement. In this section,
we conduct a brief probabilistic analysis to determine how
the connectivity requirements can be met when nodes are
uniformly deployed in a �eld. Based on these results, we
later perform a statistical analysis to get an indication on
the percentage of beacons required. When considering node
deployment, the main metric of interest is the probability
with which any node in the network has a degree of three or
more, assuming that sensor nodes are uniformly distributed
over the sensor �eld. In a network of N nodes deployed in a
square �eld of side L, the probability P (d) of a node having
degree d is given by the binomial distribution in equation 8
and the probability PR being in transmission range.

P (d) = P
d

R:(1� PR)
N�d�1

:

 
N � 1

d

!
(8)

PR =
�R2

L2
(9)

For large values of N tending to in�nity, the above bino-
mial distribution converges to a Poisson distribution. When
taking into account that � = N:PR we get equation 10, the

probability of a node have degree of three or more can be
calculated. Also, an indication of the number of nodes re-
quired per unit area can be calculated in terms of �. Table
3 shows the number of nodes required to cover a square �eld
of size L = 100 and range R = 10 as well as the probabil-
ity for a node to have degree greater than three or four for
di�erent values of �. These probabilities are obtained from
equation 11.

P (d) =
�d

d!
:e
�� (10)

P (d � n) = 1�
n�1X
i=0

P (i) (11)

Table 3: Probability of node degree for di�erent �
values

� P(d � 3) P(d � 4) nodes/10,000m2

2 0.323324 0.142877 39
4 0.761897 0.56653 78
6 0.938031 0.848796 117
8 0.986246 0.95762 157
10 0.997231 0.989664 196
12 0.999478 0.997708 235
14 0.999906 0.999526 274
16 0.999984 0.999907 314
18 0.999997 0.999982 353
20 1 0.999997 392

The connectivity results in �gure 13 show the probabilities of
a node having 0,1,2 or 3 and more neighbors. In addition to
node connectivity, we determine percentage of initial bea-
con nodes required for the convergence of the localization
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Figure 13: Connectivity result for a 100 x 100 �eld
and sensor range 10

algorithm by statistical analysis. Using the same network
setup as before, we report the percentage of nodes that es-
timate their locations while varying the percentage of nodes
and beacons. The results in �gure 14 are the averages over
100 simulations. The �gure shows the percentage of bea-
cons required to complete the iterative multilateration pro-
cess using only atomic multilaterations. We note that the
percentage of required beacons decreases as network den-
sity increases. Also as the network density increases, the
transitions in the required number of beacons become much
sharper since the addition of a few more beacon nodes rein-
forces the progress of the iterative multilateration algorithm.
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Figure 14: Beacon Requirements for di�erent node
densities

6. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMEN-
TATION

6.1 Medusa Node Architecture
TheMedusa node design (�gure 2) is based on the AVR 8535
processor [13] which carries 8KB of ash memory, 512 bytes
SRAM and 512 bytes of EEPROM memory. The radio we
use is the DR3000 radio module from RF Monolithics[14].
This radio supports two data rates (2.4 and 19.2 kbps) and
two modulation schemes (ASK and OOK). The ultrasound

circuitry consists of six (60 degree detect angle) pairs of
40KHz ultrasonic transducers arranged in a hexagonal pat-
tern at the center of the board (note that for experimental
purposes the Medusa node in �gure 2 has 8 transducers).
Each ultrasound transceiver is supported by a pair of solid
core wires at an approximate height of 15 cm above the
printed circuit board. We found this very convenient setup
for experimentation since it allows the transceivers to be ro-
tated in di�erent directions. The �rst generation board is
3" x 4" and it is powered by a 9V battery. The Medusa
�rmware is based on an event driven �rmware implementa-
tion suggested in [15]. The radio communication protocols
use a variable size framing scheme, 4-6 bit encoding [16]
and 16 bit CRC. The code for ranging is integrated in the
ad-hoc routing protocol described in the next subsection.

6.2 Location Information Dissemination and
Routing

In our experimental setup all measurements from the nodes
are forwarded to a PC basestation. To route messages to
the base station, we implemented a lightweight version of
the DSDV [19] routing algorithm, which we refer to as DS-
DVlite. Instead of maintaining a routing table with the
next hop information to every node, DSDVlite only main-
tains a short routing table that holds next hop information
for the shortest route to gateway. Furthermore, this algo-
rithm drives the localization process by carrying the location
information of beacons, and by ensuring that the received ul-
trasound beacon signals originate from the same source node
as the radio signals. The ultrasound beacon signal transmis-
sion begins right after the transmission of the start symbol
for each routing packet. After this, the transmission of data
and ultrasound signals proceed simultaneously. By ensuring
that the duration of the data transmission is longer than the
ultrasound transmission, the receiver can di�erentiate be-
tween erroneous ultrasound transmissions from other nodes.
If the data packet is not correctly received because of a col-
lision with another transmission, it also implies a collision of
ultrasound signals hence the ultrasound time measurement
is discarded.

Figure 15: 9 node scenario
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6.3 Experimental Setup
Our experimental testbed consists of 9Medusa nodes and a
Pentium II 300MHz PC. One node is con�gured as a gateway
and it is attached to the PC through the serial port. Some
of the nodes are pre-programmed with their locations and
they act as beacons. All the nodes perform ranging and they
transmit all the ranging information to the PC that runs
the localization algorithms and displays the node positions
on a sensor visualization tool. The node positions on the
sensor visualization tool are updated at 5-second intervals.
Figures 16 and 15 show some snapshots of node locations.
The beacons are shown as black dots, the unknown nodes
are white circles and the node position estimates are shown
as gray dots. In all of our experiments all the node position
estimates for each unknown node always fall within the 3"
x 4" surface area of the Medusa boards.

Figure 16: 5 node scenario

6.4 Power Characterization
In the previous subsection we veri�ed the correct operation
of our localization system. Our experimental setup will pro-
vide a reasonable solution for a small network but as the
network scales, the traÆc to the central gateway node will
increase substantially. Before we can evaluate the trade-
o�s between estimating locations at the nodes and estimat-
ing locations at a central node we �rst characterize power
consumption of the Medusa nodes at di�erent operational
modes. Using an HP 1660 Logic Analyzer, a bench power
supply and a high precision resistor we characterized the
RFM radio and the AVR microcontroller on the Medusa
nodes.
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Figure 17: Power and Energy Relationships and
Measurement Setup

The measurement setup and power/energy relationships are

shown in �gure 17. The power consumption for di�erent
modes of the AVR microcontroller are shown in table 4.
The power consumption for the di�erent modes of the RFM
radio are shown in �gure 18 and table 5.

Table 4: AVR 8535 Power Characterization
AVR Mode Current Power

Active 2.9mA 8.7mW
Sleep 1.9mA 5.9mW

Power Down 1�A 3�W
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Figure 18: RFM Radio power consumption at dif-
ferent operational modes

7. TRADEOFFS BETWEEN CENTRALIZED
AND DISTRIBUTED SCHEMES

One important aspect that needs to be determined is whether
the location estimation should be done in a centralized or
distributed fashion. In the former case, all the ranging mea-
surements and beacon locations are collected to a central
base station where the computation takes place and the re-
sults are forwarded back to the nodes. In the latter, each
node estimates its own location when the requirements for
atomic multilateration are met. For the AHLoS system, we
advocate that distributed computation would be a better
choice since a centralized approach has several drawbacks.
First, to forward the location information to a central node,
a route to the central node must be known. This implies the
use of a routing protocol other than location based routing
and also incurs some additional communication cost which
is also a�ected by the eÆciency of the existing routing and
media access control protocols. Second, a centralized ap-
proach, creates a time synchronization problem. Whenever
there is a change in the network topology the node's knowl-
edge of location will not instantaneously updated. To cor-
rectly keep track of events, the central node will need to
cache node locations to ensure consistency of event reports
in space and time. Third, the placement of the central node
implies some preplanning to ensure that the node is easily
accessible by other nodes. Also, because of the large volume
of traÆc to and from the central node, the battery lifetime
of the nodes around the central node will be seriously im-
pacted. Fourth, the robustness of the system su�ers. If
the routes to the central node are broken, the nodes will
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Table 5: RFM Power Characterization
Mode Power

Level
OOK Modulation ASK Modulation

2.4Kbps 19.2Kbps 2.4Kbps 19.2Kbps
mW mA mW mA mW mA mW mA mW

Tx 0.7368 4.95 14.88 5.22 15.67 5.63 16.85 5.95 17.76
Tx 0.5506 4.63 13.96 4.86 14.62 5.27 15.80 5.63 16.85
Tx 0.3972 4.22 12.76 4.49 13.56 4.90 14.75 5.18 15.54
Tx 0.3307 4.04 12.23 4.36 13.16 4.77 14.35 5.04 15.15
Tx 0.2396 3.77 11.43 4.04 12.23 4.45 13.43 4.77 14.35
Tx 0.0979 3.13 9.54 3.40 10.35 3.81 11.56 4.08 12.36
Rx - 4.13 12.50 4.13 12.50 4.13 12.50 4.13 12.50
Idle - 4.08 12.36 4.08 12.36 4.08 12.36 4.08 12.36
Sleep - 0.005 0.016 0.005 0.016 0.005 0.016 0.005 0.016

not be able to communicate their location information to
the central node and vice versa. Finally, since all the raw
data is required, the data aggregation that can be performed
within the network to conserve communication bandwidth
is minimal. One advantage of performing the computation
at a centralized location is that more rigorous localization
algorithms can be applied such as the one presented in [35].
Such algorithms however require much more powerful com-
putational capabilities than the ones available at low cost
sensor nodes. Overall, a centralized implementation will not
only reduce the network lifetime but it will also increase its
complexity and compromise its robustness. On the other
hand, if location estimation takes place at each node in a
distributed manner the above problems can be alleviated.
Topology changes will be handled locally and the location
estimate at each node can be updated at minimal cost. In
addition, the network can operate totally on location based
routing so the implementation complexity will be reduced.
Also since each node is responsible for determining its loca-
tion, the localization is more tolerant to node failures.

To evaluate energy consumption tradeo�s between the cen-
tralized and distributed approaches we run some simulations
on a typical sensor network setup. In our scenario the cen-
tral node is placed at the center of a square sensor �eld.
Furthermore, we assume the use of an ideal, medium access
control(MAC) and routing protocols. The MAC protocol is
collision free and the routing protocol always uses the short-
est route to the central node. The total number of bytes
transmitted by all the nodes during both distributed and
centralized localization is recorded. The network size var-
ied with the network density kept constant by using a value
of � = 6 or 117 nodes for every 10,000m2 (from table 3).
The simulation setup considers the same packet sizes as the
implementation on the medusa nodes. For the centralized
system each node forwards the range measurements between
all its neighbors. If the node is beacon it also forwards its
location information (this is 96 bits long which is equiva-
lent to a GPS reading). Once the location is computed, the
central node will forward the results back to node the cor-
responding unknown nodes. In the distributed setup, each
node transmits a short beacon signal (radio and ultrasound
pulse) followed by the senders location if the sender is a
beacon. In both cases, the simulation runs for one full cycle
of the localization process(until all feasible unknown node

positions are resolved). The average number of transmitted
bytes for each case are shown in �gures 19 and 20 for 10%
and 20% beacon density respectively. The results shown in
the �gure are averages of over 100 simulations with random
node placement following a uniform distribution.
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Figure 19: TraÆc in distributed and centralized im-
plementations with 10% beacons

Figure 21 shows the average energy consumption per node
for the Medusa nodes when the radio transmission power
is set to 0.24mW. This result is based on the power char-
acterization of the Medusa nodes from the previous sec-
tion. We also node that the energy overhead for the ultra-
sound based ranging is the same for both centralized and
distributed schemes therefore it is not included in the en-
ergy results presented here. These results show that in the
distributed setup has six to ten times less communiocation
overhead than the centralized setup. Another interesting
trend to note is that in the centralized setup, network traf-
�c increases as the percentage of beacon nodes increases. In
the distributed setup however, the traÆc decreases as the
percentage of beacon nodes increases. This decrease in traf-
�c is mainly attributed to the fact that most of the times
the localization process can converge faster if more beacon
nodes are available; hence less information exchange has to
take place between the nodes.
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Figure 21: Average energy spent at a node during localization with a) 10% beacons, b) 20% beacons
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Figure 20: TraÆc in distributed and centralized im-
plementations with 20% beacons

8. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new localization scheme for wireless
ad-hoc sensor networks. From our study we found that the
use of ToA ranging is a good candidate for �ne-grained lo-
calization as it is less sensitive to physical e�ects. Received
RF signal strength ranging on the other hand is not suit-
able for �ne-grained localization. Furthermore, we conclude
that our �ne-grained localization scheme should operate in
a distributed fashion. Although more accurate location esti-
mations can be obtained with centralized implementation, a
distributed implementation will increase the system robust-
ness and will result in a more even distribution of power
consumption across the network during localization. Fur-
thermore, the implementation of our testbed proved to be
an indispensable tool for understanding and analyzing the
strengths and limitations of our approach. Although our
system performed very well for our experiments, we rec-
ommend the use of a more powerful CPU on the on the

sensor nodes for the following reasons. First, RF and ul-
trasound ToA ranging requires the use of a dedicated high
speed timer. In our implementation the 4MHz AVR micro-
controller is dedicated to localization and this is suÆcient.
If however, the microcontroller is expected to perform ad-
ditional tasks at the same time a higher performance pro-
cessor is highly recommended. Based on our experience, we
are currently developing a second generation of theMedusa

nodes. These nodes will be capable of performing hybrid
ranging by introducing the fusion of both ultrasonic ToA
ranging and received signal strength RF ranging. Finally,
in this initial study we found that the accuracy of iterative
multilateration is satisfactory for small networks but needs
to be improved for larger scale networks. To this end, as
part of our future work we plan to extend our algorithms
to achieve better accuracy by limiting the error propagation
across the network.
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Macro-Calibration in Sensor/Actuator Networks

KAMIN WHITEHOUSE and DAVID CULLER
Computer Science, UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

Abstract. We describe an ad-hoc localization system for sensor networks and explain why traditional calibration methods are inadequate
for this system. Building upon previous work, we frame calibration as a parameter estimation problem; we parameterize each device and
choose the values of those parameters that optimize the overall system performance. This method reduces our average error from 74.6%
without calibration to 10.1%. We propose ways to expand this technique to a method of autocalibration for localization as well as to other
sensor network applications.

Keywords: calibration, sensor networks, parameter estimation

1. Introduction

Sensor networks present new challenges in calibration. Many
sensors today have an easy, built-in calibration interface, such
as police traffic radars that use a tuning fork [4]. Others are
factory calibrated and built to remain calibrated for long pe-
riods of time, such as industrial quality accelerometers [5].
Sensor systems have also traditionally used only a small num-
ber of sensors. In robotics, for example, even “Multi-sensor”
systems consist of only a handful of sensors [19]. Even cur-
rently deployed sensor “networks”, such as the SeaKeepers
Society Ocean Monitoring System, are of the macro variety,
where each sensor is individually managed [13].

As a result of this, most sensor-systems are built for micro-
calibration, in which each device is individually tuned in a
carefully controlled environment.

Sensor networks, however, demand a new method of cal-
ibration. Individual calibration of hundreds or thousands
of devices can be problematic, especially when many small
or low-power devices have no calibration interface. Fur-
thermore, devices often need to be calibrated in partially
unobservable and dynamic environments, or may even be un-
observable themselves. They are also often general-purpose
devices that need to be calibrated differently for each applica-
tion.

The demand for macro-calibration has become real in our
ad-hoc localization system for sensor networks. The devices
we use are so integrated into the system that we cannot easily
observe them for calibration. Even if they could be observed,
there are too many devices to manage each one individually.
They do not have calibration interfaces and even if they did it
would be unclear how to use them to calibrate, for example,
an acoustic device for distance estimation.

We explore macro-calibration by framing calibration as
a general parameter estimation problem. For each device,
we choose calibration parameters that optimize the overall
system response, instead of the individual device responses.
There are many benefits to this technique. First, it frees us
from the need to directly observe and calibrate each and every
device; we only need to observe the overall system response.

Second, it provides a calibration interface to those devices
that do not already have one. This interface is specific to our
application instead of specific to the device. Finally, it sug-
gests a method of autocalibrating distance estimates without
actually knowing the true distances between the nodes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces our ad-hoc localization system and its calibration
problems. Section 3 formalizes calibration in the traditional
sense and explains why it is inadequate for localization. Sec-
tion 4 discusses two micro-calibration techniques for localiza-
tion while section 5 describes a method of macro-calibration.
Sections 6 and 7 evaluate and compare these three methods.
Section 8 describes an extension of this calibration technique
to an autocalibration method for localization. Section 9 sug-
gests ways to extend this work to other sensor network appli-
cations.

2. Ad-hoc localization and the calibration problem

Localization becomes a much more difficult problem in the
context of ad-hoc sensor networks. Almost all localization
systems existing today rely heavily on infrastructure to pro-
vide known positions and distances. GPS and Active Bats
from AT&T use known positions to anchor the system in co-
ordinate space [8,12]. Cricket from MIT uses known dis-
tances to automatically calibrate for temperature and humid-
ity, which affect the speed of sound [16]. Some localization
systems also leverage deployment time to help with calibra-
tion. For example, Microsoft’s RADAR [1] can use location
fingerprinting, which is the process of characterizing every lo-
cation in the environment for effects such as RF attenuation.
Many other localization systems also rely heavily on special-
ized hardware. GPS, for example, uses atomic clocks for time
synchronization while Active Bats uses an array of ultrasonic
receivers.

In contrast, ad-hoc localization systems have no infrastruc-
ture to provide known distances or positions. They also can-
not rely on having any deployment time and are limited to
using small, low-power components.
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To investigate ad-hoc localization, we have built an ad-hoc
localization system called Calamari [17] that aims to con-
sume as few resources as possible, including energy, com-
putational power, and componentry. Calamari estimates the
distance between nodes using a fusion of RF received sig-
nal strength information (RSSI) and acoustic time of flight
(TOF), both of which are relatively cheap in all regards.

In RSSI ranging, one node transmits a clean RF carrier fre-
quency of 916.5 MHz and another node samples the received
signal strength. Since the nodes already have radios for com-
munication, this is a low-power method of ranging at almost
no computational cost that requires no additional hardware.

TOF ranging in Calamari uses more power and requires
special hardware but yeilds more accurate distance estimates
than RSSI. The transmitter sends short simultaneous RF and
acoustic pulses while the receiver compares the time of ar-
rival of both pulses. Since light and sound travel at different
speeds, the time difference on arrival (TDOA) reveals the dis-
tance between the transmitter and receiver. By using a com-
pletely analog solution instead of digital signal processing,
this normally computationally intense ranging method is now
virtually free.

The mass-produced, analog components used in Calamari
provide a cheap, low-power solution but also introduce high
variability between nodes, which means that we need sophis-
ticated calibration in order to obtain reasonable results.

For example, a radio may transmit at up to twice the power
of another radio, leading to distance errors of up to 100%.
Variations in transmitter frequency also affect the observed
RSSI, as seen in figure 1 which shows the RSSI values of one
receiver as the transmission frequency was varied over the
range of transmitter frequencies. The variations in acoustic
hardware are similar. With all the different types of hardware
variation, the distance estimates from two different transmit-
ter/receiver pairs can vary by as much as 300%, as seen in
figure 4.

These figures are representative of the tradeoff between
needing to heavily engineer a system and needing to heavily
calibrate it. The rest of this paper shows how we solve these

Figure 1. Received signal strength over frequency. All transmitters have
slightly different frequencies, which will affect received signal strength read-

ings as seen here.

calibration problems instead of adding extra specialized hard-
ware, using expensive digital signal processing, or adding in-
frastructure. Unfortunately, as we see in the next section, tra-
ditional calibration is not an adequate solution and we need to
find more powerful techniques.

3. Traditional calibration

Device calibration is the process of forcing a device to con-
form to a given input/output mapping. This is often done by
adjusting the device internally but can equivalently be done
by passing the device’s output through a calibration function
that maps the actual device response to the desired response.
In this paper, we will focus on the latter method because it is
easily compared to the methods used in macro-calibration.

A more formal description of calibration is this: each de-
vice has a set of parameters β ∈ R

p. The purpose of cal-
ibration is to choose the correct parameters for each device
such that they, in conjunction with a calibration function, will
translate any actual device output r into the corresponding de-
sired output r∗. The calibration function must therefore be of
the form

r∗ = f (r, β). (1)

In traditional calibration, we observe the device in a con-
trolled environment and map its observed output r to the de-
sired output r∗, perhaps using a form of regression or even
simply a lookup table.

To see why traditional calibration is inadequate for Cala-
mari, let us try to use it to calibrate our ranging system. As-
sume we have a transmitter and receiver that give distance
estimates d1, d2, and d3 at known distances d∗

1 , d∗
2 , d∗

3 . Ac-
cording to the traditional calibration framework, we need to
generate a function with parameters β that map the estimates
to the true distances. Let us try doing this with linear regres-
sion. First, we assume that r∗ is a linear function of r , giving
us the following calibration function:

r∗ = β1 + β2r. (2)

Plugging in our three distance estimates and their known
distances, we get a system of equations which we can easily
solve for our parameters β1 and β2:

d∗
1 = β1 + β2d1, (3)

d∗
2 = β1 + β2d2, (4)

d∗
3 = β1 + β2d3. (5)

These parameters, along with our linear calibration function,
can then be used with any future distance estimate dt to esti-
mate the true distance d∗

t .
While traditional calibration does successfully give us a

mapping from our actual response to our desired response,
neither parameter belongs to either the transmitter or the re-
ceiver, but rather both belong to the transmitter/receiver pair.
We will call this pairwise calibration since we must repeat
this process for every such pair. This is clearly undesirable
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because the cost of pairwise calibration is order n2 where n

is the number of nodes in the system. Furthermore, we must
manage n2 sets of parameters.

We would prefer to calibrate each transmitter and each re-
ceiver individually as we would for, say, a thermometer or
magnetometer. That is, we would like to use an order n cal-
ibration method. The problem is that, under the traditional
calibration framework just described, we need to know both
the device response r and the desired response r∗. However,
the values of r and r∗ in ranging are inherently tied to both
the transmitter and receiver.

In Calamari, as we can see, traditional calibration can do
pairwise calibration but cannot calibrate individual transmit-
ters or receivers; there is only one response from the system
and it cannot separate the effect of the transmitter from the
effect of the receiver. We will call this the separation prob-
lem. In the following sections, we discuss three methods to
overcome the separation problem: iterative, mean, and joint
calibration.

4. Towards avoiding the separation problem

The separation problem is not specific to Calamari, but to the
calibration of all sensor/actuator pairs. We realize the impor-
tance of it when we see that all calibration is between sen-
sor/actuator pairs. It is usually insignificant when calibrating
temperature sensors with room temperature, but might not be
when calibrating, for example, magnetometers with a set of
magnets.

4.1. Iterative calibration

The first attempt we see to circumvent the separation problem
comes from the ad-hoc localization literature. SpotON [9]
uses low-power radio transceivers in an RSSI ranging system
very similar to the RSSI component of Calamari. To cali-
brate, SpotON observes that the separation problem could be
avoided if we had at least one calibrated transmitter or re-
ceiver. As a solution, it simply declares one transmitter Tr
to be the reference transmitter and uses it to calibrate all re-
ceivers. It then uses one reference receiver Rr to be the refer-
ence receiver and calibrate all transmitters.

This procedure effectively iterates traditional calibration,
so we will call it iterative calibration. In both iterations there
is only one uncalibrated device in each pair. When a mea-
surement from the pair is in error, the error is attributed to the
uncalibrated device, thereby getting past the separation prob-
lem.

More precisely, let di be the distance between receiver Ri

and the reference transmitter and let βi be that receiver’s cali-
bration parameters. For each such receiver, we have a system
of equations of the form

d∗
i = f (di, βi) (6)

which we can solve for βi . We now choose a reference re-
ceiver Rr and the distance from it to each transmitter Tj is dj .

For each such transmitter, we have a system of equations of
the form

d∗
j = f

(
dj , βj , β̂r

)
(7)

which we can solve for βj , where β̂r is the set of parameters
for the reference receiver that was learned in the first itera-
tion. Note that the parameters of each receiver are derived
only from the distance estimates between it and the reference
transmitter, and vice versa for each transmitter.

An interesting part of the SpotON technique is that the re-
ceivers are not actually adjusted at all. Instead, each receiver
is parameterized in terms of the Seidel and Rappaport RF path
loss model. There are two main advantages to using this para-
meterization. First, the receiver sensitivity cannot be adjusted
in hardware anyway. Second, and more importantly, the pa-
rameterization can be arbitrarily accurate. In fact, Hightower
et al. take advantage of Gaussian noise in their data by effec-
tively using least-squares log-linear regression over 100 read-
ings. This technique is expanded upon in the present work.

There is one serious problem with iterative calibration as
applied to SpotON. RSSI is effected by the difference in fre-
quency of the transmitter and receiver, as seen in figure 1.
The farther the transmission frequency is from the center fre-
quency of the receiver, the more the incoming signal will be
attenuated by the receiver. This means that a receiver’s cali-
bration parameters are only valid for a single frequency: that
of the transmitter used to calibrate it. Iterative calibration
does not actually avoid the separation problem at all; cali-
bration parameters are only known to be valid for one trans-
mitter/receiver pair.

4.2. Mean calibration

Let us propose one more attempt to avoid the separation prob-
lem. Here, we assume that variations in the devices are
Gaussian distributed. By doing so, we can calibrate all re-
ceivers to the mean of the transmitters, or vice versa. Let us
call this method mean calibration. In mean calibration one
collects calibration data for each receiver using all transmit-
ters as calibrating devices. The parameters learned for the
receiver will not be coupled to any particular transmitter and
will also minimize the expected error for that receiver in the
least-squares sense, assuming that the sample of transmitters
used represents the true transmitter population.

More precisely, let di,j be the distance between receiver
Ri and transmitter Tj . For each receiver, we have a system of
equations of the form

d∗
i,j = f (di,j , βi) (8)

which we can solve for βi . Notice that, unlike iterative cal-
ibration, the parameters βi are not related to any particular
transmitter. If we use least squares techniques to solve the
system of equations, we are in fact calibrating each receiver
to the mean of all transmitters.

Mean calibration trivially avoids the separation problem
by not calibrating the transmitters at all. While this system
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minimizes expected error for the receiver, however, it is un-
likely that it minimizes error for the system as a whole since
the transmitters have not been calibrated. In the next section,
we describe a method that directly minimizes the error of the
entire system.

5. Calibration in Calamari

Both methods that we have seen so far are micro-calibration
processes. They directly observe each device and build a
mapping from r to r∗ to directly optimize that device’s re-
sponse. In this section, we will describe a method of macro-
calibration that calibrates each device by optimizing the over-
all system response instead of the individual device responses.

The method has three steps:

1. Parameterize each individual device and model the sys-
tem response as a whole using these parameters.

2. Collect data from the system as a whole.

3. Choose the parameters for the individual devices such
that the behavior of the entire system is optimized.

How does this technique choose parameters for individ-
ual devices while only observing the system response? By
observing trends in the transmitter/receiver pairs, we can at-
tribute errors in the system to the individual nodes that are
likely to cause them. In other words, if all distance estimates
made with a particular transmitter are slightly high, we can
blame that transmitter. By looking at the entire system re-
sponse at once, we can allocate blame optimally amongst the
nodes.

5.1. The parameterization

We choose parameters for the devices based on our physical
understanding of their interactions. We focus here on TOF
ranging, although the parameterization is nearly identical for
RSSI.

In Calamari, an acoustic pulse of roughly 15 ms is trans-
mitted along with a 25 ms radio packet. When the micro-
phone receives the acoustic pulse, the phase lock loop (PLL)
of the tone detector attempts to identify the signal. When the
PLL response and the microphone response are high enough
in combination, an interrupt is fired which is time-stamped
by the processor. This time stamp is compared with the time
stamp of the radio packet. The difference in time is multiplied
by the nominal speed of sound to obtain a distance estimate.

Several variations in the hardware strongly effect the TOF
readings:

Bias – the times for the sounder and microphone to start os-
cillating, BT and BR, may vary due to variations in the
diaphragms.

Gain – the volume of the sounder and the sensitivity of the
microphone, GT and GR, affect the speed with which the
PLL detects the signal.

Frequency – the difference in sounder frequency and tone
detector center frequency, |FT − FR|, has a near-linear af-
fect on the effective received volume.

Orientation – the relative orientations of the sounder and
microphone, OT and OR, will affect the volume with
which the acoustic tone is received through some non-
linear function fO(·).
We therefore arrive at the following complete model of the

system response for a transmitter/receiver pair:

d∗ = BT + BR + GTd + GRd

+ |FT − FR|d + fO(OT,OR)d, (9)

where d is the distance estimate and d∗ is the true distance
between the pair.

5.2. Choosing the parameters

Assuming we have collected data from our system, we may
choose values for the device parameters such that our sen-
sor model above matches the data we collected. To simplify
the process, we will remove the non-linear parameters for fre-
quency and orientation and allow both of these factors to be
built into the error term. Our simplified but less accurate sen-
sor model becomes:

r∗ = BT + BR + GTr + GRr. (10)

Each pair of collected values r and r∗ together with this
model form an equation with four variables. We collect one
sample from each pair in our network, giving us 4n variables
in n2 − n equations, where n is the number of nodes. This
system of equations will generally over-constrain the values
of all device parameters.

More precisely, let di,j be the distance between receiver
Ri and transmitter Tj . For each transmitter and receiver, we
have a system of equations of the form

d∗
i,j = f (di,j , βi, βj ). (11)

We cannot solve these equations for either βi or βj because
there is no unique solution; there is no way to know if error
should be attributed to the transmitter or receiver parameters.
However, we can use all pairs of nodes to create a system of
n2 − n equations, which we can solve for all 4n parameters.
Notice that, unlike iterative calibration and mean calibration,
we do not calibrate each device by solving a system of equa-
tions for that device. Instead, we calibrate the entire system at
once by solving a system of equations that relates that system.
No parameter of a receiver or transmitter is tied to any device
other than that particular receiver or transmitter.

We can use least-squares [2,15] to solve this system of
equations by converting it into matrix notation

Ax = b. (12)

Let x be an array of our device parameters and let each row
of A be the coefficients from our model of one data sample b.
For example, if our first two distance estimates were d1,2 and
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d1,3 coming from transmitter/receiver pairs (1, 2) and (1, 3),
the first two rows of the A and b matrices would be as follows:

A =



1 0 . . . 0 1 0 . . . d1,2 0 . . . 0 d1,2 0 . . .

1 0 . . . 0 0 1 . . . d1,3 0 . . . 0 0 d1,3 . . .

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.




and

b =



d∗
1,2

d∗
1,3
...


 ,

where

x =




BT1
...

BTn

BR1
...

BRn

GT1
...

GTn

GR1
...

GRn




.

Collecting k distance estimates from our system, we create
these matrices and solve for x, where A is a k × 4n matrix,
b is a k × 1 matrix and x is a 4n × 1 matrix.

As you can see, this method only uses the estimated dis-
tances given by the transmitter/reciever pairs. The actual re-
sponse of any particular transmitter or receiver was never ob-
served, yet every transmitter and receiver has its own parame-
ters. One big advantage to this method is that any new nodes
added to the network will not have to be pairwise calibrated
with each existing node but only with a sample of transmitters
and receivers.

In the next two sections we empirically evaluate this
method and compare it with the methods previously de-
scribed.

6. Experimental setup

In this section we describe the exact hardware and methodol-
ogy used to collect data and evaluate these calibration meth-
ods.

Calamari is built on the MICA sensor platform [10].
The MICA mote is essentially an Atmel 103 microcon-
troller in conjunction with a RFM TR1000 radio transceiver
and is about the size of two AA batteries, as seen in fig-
ure 3. Connected to each mote is a MICA sensor board
[18] which, among other things, contains a Sirius PS14T40A
4.3 kHz sounder and a Panasonic WM-62A microphone,
whose band-passed output is wired to a National Semicon-
ductor LMC567CM tone detector whose center frequency is
set to about 4.5 kHz.

Figure 2. Experimental testbed consists of a 8 × 4 grid of 32 nodes at 30 cm
spacing.

Figure 3. MICA sensor board mounted on a mote.

In our experiments we use 32 nodes in a 30 cm × 30 cm
grid. The motes are situated atop a large table in an 8 × 4
formation spanning a total area of 210 cm × 90 cm, as seen
in figure 2. All motes are in the same orientation. Both the
sounder and microphone point directly upwards. The sounder
is located in the center of the board while the microphone is
in one corner, as seen in figure 3.

Although this experimental setup does not test all combi-
nations of paired distances and relative orientations, it does
provide a nice sampling of that space. A total of 24 distances
ranging from 30 cm to 210 cm are measured using this setup.
While all motes are in the same orientation on the table, they
are not all in the same orientation relative to each other. A to-
tal of 992 transmitter/receiver pairs are used, although each at
only one distance and orientation. The acoustic transmission
frequencies are distributed evenly from 4.2 kHz to 4.5 kHz
while the tone detector center frequencies are distributed be-
tween 4.4 kHz and 4.6 kHz.
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Figure 4. Uncalibrated TOF readings are always greater than the true distance
and are highly erroneous due to transmit- and receive-delays.

To generate the data, each transmitter sent several local-
ization beacons allowing all other nodes to make a single dis-
tance estimate. Each node therefore generated up to 31 dis-
tance estimates, all of which are plotted against their corre-
sponding true distances in figure 4. It is visually apparent that
the uncalibrated distance estimates are very poor; the average
error is 74.6%.

Note that all distance estimates are greater than or equal
to the true distance. This is because a signal will never be
received faster than the speed of sound although it may be
detected well after it initially arrives.

7. Evaluation

For comparative purposes, we use linear regression to map
the distance estimates to their true distances in what we call
uniform calibration since it characterizes all transmitters and
receivers in a uniform way with a single set of parameters,
not accounting for individual variations among the devices.
The average error is 21% with uniform calibration, as seen in
figure 5.

In this section we evaluate and compare the three methods
of parameter estimation: iterative calibration, mean calibra-
tion, and joint calibration. To make the evaluations compara-
ble, we use the same parameters and calibration function in
all cases and evaluate them using the same data. Recall that
our calibration function is

r∗ = BT + BR + GTr + GRr. (13)

By convention, we will assume an uncalibrated node has
parameters B = 0, G = 1/2. This gives us the reasonable
model of two uncalibrated nodes:

r∗ = 0 + 0 + 1

2
r + 1

2
r. (14)

Figure 5. Uniform calibration is essentially linear regression. It accounts for
the fact that transmit- and receive-delay exists, but does not account for the

values of delay associated with each transceiver.

7.1. Iterative calibration

For iterative calibration we chose an arbitrary node to be the
reference transmitter, which we call transmitter A, that we
will use to calibrate all receivers. We assign it parameters
BT = 0 and GT = 1/2. Then, for each receiver R, we gener-
ate the matrices below with all distance estimates d1, . . . , dk

collected from transmitter A and receiver R. We then solve
for the receiver parameters BR and GR using least-squares:

x =




0
1

2
BR
GR


 , A =




1 d1 1 d1
1 d2 1 d2
...

...
...

...

1 dk 1 dk


 , b =




d∗
1

d∗
2
...

d∗
k


 .

We then chose an arbitrary reference receiver which we
call receiver B and use it to calibrate all transmitters. This
iteration is identical to the first except that we solve instead
for BT and GT using the x matrix below, where B̂B and ĜB
are values of the parameters learned for receiver B in the first
iteration:

x =



BT
GT
B̂B
ĜB


 .

Now that all calibration parameters have been set, we use
these parameters along with our calibration function (13) to
calibrate all of our readings. The calibrated readings are
shown in figure 6, where the average error was reduced from
21% in uniform calibration to 19.7% in iterative calibration.
Notice in particular that, although the overall error was re-
duced, many estimates were not affected and that several oth-
ers actually got worse.

7.2. Mean calibration

Mean calibration is identical to the first iteration in iterative
calibration except that we use all transmitters instead of just
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Figure 6. Iterative calibration attempts to address differences in transceivers,
but suffers from error propagation.

Figure 7. Mean calibration calibrates each receiver to the mean of all trans-
mitters or each transmitter to the mean of all receivers. This approach works
better than iterative calibration but does not allow one to calibrate both re-

ceivers and transmitters.

one standard transmitter. All transmitters are to remain uncal-
ibrated, so we assign them parameters BT = 0 and GT = 1/2.
For each receiver R, we generate the same matrices as the
first iteration of iterative calibration above but use the dis-
tance estimates d1, . . . , dk collected from all transmitters and
receiver R. We then solve for the receiver parameters BR and
GR using least-squares.

Having calibrated all receivers, we plot the calibrated dis-
tance estimates in figure 7, where the average error is reduced
from 19.7% in iterative calibration to 16.0% in mean calibra-
tion.

7.3. Joint calibration

Using the method of joint calibration as described in sec-
tion 5, we obtain the results in figure 8, where the average
error has been reduced from 16.0% in mean calibration to
10.1% in joint calibration.

Figure 8. Joint calibration assigns parameters to each device such that overall
system performance is optimized.

8. Parameter management

Calamari uses what we call a piggy-backing protocol in that
localization beacons are fundamentally tied to radio commu-
nication packets. When a node sends a radio packet, it op-
tionally also sends an acoustic pulse. There are three ad-
vantages to this system. First, all radio messages are already
timestamped on arrival, giving us a foundation for TOF read-
ings at no additional cost. Second, since the RF range is larger
than the acoustic range, we do not have beacon collision prob-
lems. If the beacon is accompanied by a radio packet, we can
identify the source; if it is not, there must have been a packet
collision and therefore potentially a beacon collision, so we
ignore all acoustic information. The third advantage to the
piggy-backing protocol is that we do not have to worry about
scheduling localization beacons. We essentially hand the
problem off to the wireless networking community; as they
increase the throughput of wireless networks, we automati-
cally see more efficient beacon scheduling. Notice that the
corresponding disadvantage is that a communication-starved
node is also location-starved.

Another benefit of using this piggy-backing protocol is ef-
ficient management of our calibration parameters. Each de-
vice maintains its own calibration parameters and sends them
in the payload of each localization beacon along with its cur-
rent position estimate. Storing the parameters in a distributed
manner allows the network to change and grow dynamically
with no overhead cost for management or infrastructure. Fur-
thermore, each node can autonomously adjust its own calibra-
tion parameters over time, perhaps using techniques such as
autocalibration as described in the next section.

9. Autocalibration

The reason why joint calibration is so much more successful
than iterative and mean calibration is that it used a more gen-
eral parameter estimation technique where regression in the
strict sense failed. This method can in fact be extended to
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arbitrarily complex parameter estimation. One such example
is proposed in this section, where we frame calibration as a
constrained optimization problem.

In the previous sections, we manually calibrated the de-
vices in the sense that we had a carefully controlled envi-
ronment; we knew the true distance between each node. Let
us define autocalibration as calibration in an uncontrolled en-
vironment; we do not know the true distance between each
node.

Many sensor systems have incorporated an automatic cal-
ibration mechanism, perhaps for the motors of a robotic arm
[14] or for an electronic compass. However, autocalibration
invariably requires specialized hardware, such as the use of
gyroscopes [11] or cameras.

Instead of using extra hardware in Calamari, we will use a
priori information about localization to try to infer our device
parameters.

The first peice of a priori information is that in Calamari
every transmitter/receiver pair is also a receiver/transmitter
pair. In other words, there are two distance estimates for each
pair of motes. One way to select parameters is to select those
that maximize the consistency of the responses between these
symmetric pairs. This is to say, for nodes i and j , we want:

d∗
ij = d∗

ji, (15)

where d∗
ij = BTi + BRj + GTi dij + GRj dij .

The second peice of a priori information is that all distance
estimates must satisfy the triangle inequality. In other words,
for any three nodes i, j , and k that are all connected:

d∗
ij + d∗

jk − d∗
ik � 0. (16)

Together, these two hooks into the problem give us a con-
strained optimization problem: maximize consistency while
satisfying the triangle inequality. To prevent the degener-
ate case where all parameters equal zero, we must add two
more terms to the objective function:

∑
i (GTi − 1)2 and∑

i (GRi − 1)2. A quadratic programming formulation arises:

Minimize∑
i<j

(
d∗
ij − d∗

ji

)2 +
∑

i

(GTi − 1)2 +
∑

i

(GRi − 1)2

subject to d∗
ij + d∗

jk − d∗
ik � 0 ∀ trianglei,j,k .

Notice that if we actually knew some distance d̂ij , the
known distance could easily replace the estimate d∗

ij in the
quadratic program above. This would allow us to easily take
advantage of anchor nodes or pre-calibrated nodes.

Furthermore, if we knew all distances this quadratic pro-
gram would reduce to minimizing the squared error between
all distance estimates and their corresponding true distances.
This would effectively reduce the program to the least-squares
approach used in joint calibration.

It is worthwhile to note that distance-based constraints
were previously known to be useful in the localization litera-
ture [6]. However, that paper differs from this work in that it
maps out the convex set of feasible locations for localization

purposes whereas the constraints above map out the convex
set of feasible distances for calibration purposes.

10. Future work

While joint calibration is a fine solution for manual calibra-
tion, work in autocalibration is clearly experimental. Cali-
bration as constrained optimization will probably only work
under certain network geometries where the device parame-
ters are actually over-constrained. There are also complexity
issues with this technique since each clique of size n in the
network has

(
n
3

) · 23 constraints based on the triangle inequal-
ity alone. Further, numerical issues may prevent the program
from being solvable at all; a quadratic program is convex if
and only if the coefficient matrix is positive semidefinite [3,5].
Current work includes solving these issues as well as arriving
at a linear approximation to the quadratic program.

Frequency and orientation affect our distance estimates
enough that another natural extension of this work is to use
more sophisticated machine learning techniques that can han-
dle non-linear parameters. For example, we could build a be-
lief network using empirical data that describes the behavior
of the system over the entire parameter space. Then, we could
us any probabilistic reasoning method such as MCMC to infer
the bias, volume, frequency, and orientation of all the devices.

11. Generalizing calibration as parameter estimation

Calibration as parameter estimation can be generalized to
other sensor network applications. In fact, we have already
seen it used in once: time synchronization for sensor net-
works, which we view here as a method of calibrating time
sensors. The method proposed by Elson and Estrin [7] com-
pares clock values of different clocks upon the arrival of an
RF reference broadcast. The broadcast arrives at all clocks
simultaneously, allowing us to compare values from the same
time instance. This method, in fact, generalizes to the calibra-
tion of any sensors in the presence of a uniform yet constantly
changing stimulus. For example, reference broadcasts would
be useful for the relative calibration of temperature sensors in
the presence of perfectly uniform, constantly changing tem-
perature.

In this work, the clocks are not actually adjusted at all but
are parameterized in terms of skew and offset and a calibra-
tion function is used to translate between the values of differ-
ent clocks. Similar to Hightower et al. [9], Elson and Estrin
take advantage of Gaussian noise in their data by effectively
using least-squares linear regression over multiple readings.
This technique was expanded upon in joint calibration and is
generally useful when a higher degree of calibration is desired
than can be realized by the device.

Joint calibration might be useful to general applications
needing relative calibration. Iterative calibration is currently
the de facto standard for relative calibration, which is the
method of choosing one sensor as the standard and calibrat-
ing all other sensors against it. This method may cause prob-
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lems, for example, with light sensors that respond to each
light source differently, perhaps due to their different fre-
quencies. It also may be problematic when calibrating mag-
netometers to specific magnets whose orientations might be
slightly askew. Using joint calibration will prevent the spe-
cific device used for calibration from affecting the calibration
parameters of the light sensor or magnetometer.

Autocalibration as described in this paper may be most
useful to other sensor network applications. This is especially
true because autocalibration is often a requirement when us-
ing sensors with drift or when one needs to calibrate for an un-
known environment. For example, the drift of a temperature
sensor might be controlled by constraining its response rel-
ative to other nearby temperature sensors. The environment
of a field of magnetometers could be automatically calibrated
for if all devices were getting extra high or low readings.

Finally, constraint-based methods could serve as a mathe-
matical framework for finding faulty or malicous sensors or
anomolies in the sensor field. In such cases, the set of feasi-
ble solutions to the constrained optimization problem would
be the empty set. For example, if estimating the position of a
magnet in the presence of ambient magnetic anomolies, there
would be no position of the magnet that would give rise to
such a magnetic field. Similarly, there may be no set of cal-
ibration parameters that would cause a temperature sensor
to give a certain pattern of erroneous readings, so the sen-
sor must be either faulty or malicious. Finally, in the case
of localization, the triangle inequality can be used to identify
multi-path problems. The multi-path readings from a partic-
ular transmitter would violate the triangle inequalities used
in our constrained optimization program, and there would be
not set of calibration parameters that would explain why that
transmitter behaves well with some nodes and poorly with
others.

12. Summary and conclusions

Micro-calibration is inadequate for the calibration of hun-
dreds or thousands of general-purpose devices, perhaps with
no calibration interfaces, that may be in an uncontrolled
or unobservable environment or may even be unobservable
themselves. Sensor networks demand a method of macro-
calibration.

Calibration as generalized parameter estimation may be
taking one step in that direction. It gives us a calibration inter-
face to devices that do not already have one and allows us to
calibrate general-purpose devices for specialized tasks, such
as ranging.

Another advantage of calibrating in software is that we can
leverage the redundancy and distributed computational power
of sensor networks to have the network calibrate itself. This
makes it feasible to calibrate even very large networks.

Finally, the most important benefit of calibration as para-
meter estimation is that we can use arbitrarily sophisticated
parameter estimation techniques to take advantage of redun-
dancy and a priori knowledge about our application to cali-

brate in otherwise impossible conditions. These include un-
known or unobservable environments, or even simply sepa-
rately calibrating a sensor and an actuator system where nei-
ther device is already calibrated.
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Collaborative Signal and Information Processing:
An Information Directed Approach
Feng Zhao, Jie Liu, Juan Liu, Leonidas Guibas, and James Reich

Abstract— This article describes information-based ap-
proaches to processing and organizing spatially distributed,
multi-modal sensor data in a sensor network. Energy con-
strained networked sensing systems must rely on collabora-
tive signal and information processing (CSIP) to dynami-
cally allocate resources, maintain multiple sensing foci, and
attend to new stimuli of interest, all based on task require-
ments and resource constraints. Target tracking is an essen-
tial capability for sensor networks and is used as a canoni-
cal problem for studying information organization problems
in CSIP. After formulating a CSIP tracking problem in a
distributed constrained optimization framework, the paper
describes IDSQ and other techniques for tracking individual
targets as well as combinatorial tracking problems such as
counting targets. Results from simulations and experimen-
tal implementations have demonstrated that these informa-
tion based approaches are scalable and make efficient use of
scarce sensing and communication resources.

Keywords— Sensor networks, distributed sensing, collabo-
rative signal and information processing, information utility,
constrained optimization, target tracking.

Category: Collaborative Signal Information processing,
Target Classification and Tracking

I. Sensor Network Applications, Constraints,

and Challenges

Networked sensing offers unique advantages over tra-
ditional centralized approaches. Dense networks of dis-
tributed networked sensors can improve perceived signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) by decreasing average distances from
sensor to target. Increased energy efficiency in communi-
cations is enabled by the multi-hop topology of the net-
work [22]. Moreover, additional relevant information from
other sensors can be aggregated during this multi-hop
transmission through in-network processing [13]. But per-
haps the greatest advantages of networked sensing are in
improved robustness and scalability. A decentralized sens-
ing system is inherently more robust against individual
sensor node or link failures, because of redundancy in the
network. Decentralized algorithms are also far more scal-
able in practical deployment, and may be the only way to
achieve the large scales needed for some applications.

A sensor network is designed to perform a set of high-
level information processing tasks such as detection, track-
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ing, or classification. Measures of performance for these
tasks are well defined, including detection, false alarms or
misses, classification errors, and track quality. Commercial
and military applications include environmental monitor-
ing (e.g., traffic, habitat, security), industrial sensing and
diagnostics (e.g., factory, appliances), infrastructure pro-
tection (e.g., power grid, water distributions), and battle-
field awareness (e.g., multi-target tracking).

Unlike a centralized system, however, a sensor network
is subject to a unique set of resource constraints such as
limited on-board battery power and limited network com-
munication bandwidth. In a typical sensor network, each
sensor node operates untethered and has a microprocessor
and limited amount of memory for signal processing and
task scheduling. Each node also is equipped with one or
more of acoustic microphone arrays, video or still cameras,
IR, seismic, or magnetic sensing devices. Each sensor node
communicates wirelessly with a small number of local nodes
within the radio communication range.

The current generation of wireless sensor hardware
ranges from shoe-box sized Sensoria WINS NG sensors [20]
with an SH-4 microprocessor to matchbox sized Berkeley
motes with an 8-bit microcontroller [12]. It is well-known
that communicating one bit over the wireless medium con-
sumes far more energy than processing the bit. For the
Sensoria sensors and Berkeley motes, the ratio of energy
consumption for communication and computation is in the
range of 1,000–10,000. Despite the advances in silicon fab-
rication technologies, wireless communication will continue
to dominate the energy consumption of embedded net-
worked systems for the foreseeable future [8]. Thus, min-
imizing the amount and range of communication as much
as possible, for example, through local collaboration, data
compression, or invoking only the nodes that are relevant
to a given task, can significantly prolong the lifetime of a
sensor network and leave nodes free to support multi-user
operations.

Traditional signal processing approaches have focused on
optimizing estimation quality for a fixed set of available re-
sources. However, for power-limited and multi-user decen-
tralized systems, it becomes critical to carefully select the
embedded sensor nodes that participate in the sensor col-
laboration, balancing the information contribution of each
against its resource consumption or potential utility for
other users. This approach is especially important in dense
networks, where many measurements may be highly redun-
dant, and communication throughput severely limited. We
use the term “collaborative signal and information process-
ing” (CSIP) to refer to signal and information processing
problems dominated by this issue of selecting embedded
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sensors to participate in estimation.
This paper uses tracking as a representative problem to

expose the key issues for CSIP — how to dynamically de-
termine what needs to be sensed, who should sense, how of-
ten the information must be communicated, and to whom.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II will
introduce the tracking problem and present a set of design
considerations for CSIP applications. Sections III and IV
will analyze a range of tracking problems that differ in the
nature of the information being extracted, and describe
and compare several recent contributions that adopted in-
formation based approaches. Section V will discuss future
directions for CSIP research.

II. Tracking as a Canonical Problem for CSIP

Tracking is an essential capability in many sensor net-
work applications, and is an excellent vehicle to study in-
formation organization problems in CSIP. It is especially
useful for illustrating a central problem of CSIP: dynam-
ically defining and forming sensor groups based on task
requirements and resource availability.

From a sensing and information processing point of view,
we define a sensor network as a tuple, Sn = 〈V,E, PV , PE〉.
V and E specify a network graph, with its nodes V , and
link connectivity E ⊆ V ×V . PV is a set of functions which
characterizes the properties of each node in V , including
its location, computational capability, sensing modality,
sensor output type, energy reserve, and so on. Possible
sensing modalities includes acoustic, seismic, magnetic, IR,
temperature, or light. Possible output types include infor-
mation about signal amplitude, source direction-of-arrival
(DOA), target range, or target classification label. Simi-
larly, PE specifies properties for each link such as link ca-
pacity and quality.

A tracking task can be formulated as a constrained op-
timization problem Tr = 〈Sn, T g, Sm,Q,O,C〉. Sn is the
sensor network specified above. Tg is a set of targets, spec-
ifying for each target the location, shape (if not a point
source), and signal source type. Sm is a signal model
for how the target signals propagate and attenuate in the
physical medium. For example, a possible power attenu-
ation model for an acoustic signal is the inverse distance
squared model. Q is a set of user queries, specifying query
instances and query entry points into the network. A sam-
ple query is “Count the number of targets in region R”. O
is an objective function, defined by task requirements. For
example, for a target localization task, the objective func-
tion could be the localization accuracy, expressed as the
trace of the covariance matrix for the position estimate.
C = {C1, C2, ..., } specifies a set of constraints. An exam-
ple is localizing an object within a certain amount of time
and using no more than a certain quantity of energy. The
constrained optimization finds a set of feasible sensing and
communication solutions for the problem that satisfy the
given set of constraints. For example, a solution to the
localization problem above could be a set of sensor nodes
on a path that gathers and combines data and routes the
result back to the querying node.
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Fig. 1. A tracking scenario, showing two moving targets, X and
Y , in a field of sensors. Large circles represent the range of radio
communication from each node.

In wireless sensor networks, some of the information
defining the objective function and/or constraints is only
available at run time. Furthermore, the optimization prob-
lem may have to be solved in a decentralized way. In addi-
tion, anytime algorithms are desirable because constraints
and resource availability may change dynamically.

A. A tracking scenario

We use the following tracking scenario (Figure 1) to bring
out key CSIP issues. As a targetX moves from left to right,
a number of activities are initiated in the network:
1. Discovery: Node a detects X and initializes tracking.
2. Query processing: A user query Q enters the network
and is routed towards regions of interest, in this case, the
region around node a. It should be noted that other types
of queries, such as long-running queries that dwell in a
network over a period of time are also possible.
3. Collaborative Processing: Node a estimates the target
location, possibly with help from neighboring nodes.
4. Communication: Node a may hand off data to node b,
b to c, etc.
5. Reporting: Node d or f summarizes track data and
sends it back to the querying node.

Let’s now assume another target, Y , enters the region
around the same time. The network will have to handle
multiple tasks in order to track both targets simultane-
ously. When the two targets move close to each other, the
problem of properly associating a measurement to a tar-
get track, the so-called data association problem, becomes
tricky. In addition, collaborative sensor groups, as defined
earlier, must be selected carefully since multiple groups
might need to share the same physical hardware [18].

This tracking scenario raises a number of fundamen-
tal information processing problems in distributed infor-
mation discovery, representation, communication, storage,
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Storage and communication of target state information in a networked distributed tracker. Circles on the grid represent sensor
nodes, and some of the nodes, denoted by solid circles, store target state information. Thin, faded arrows or lines denote communication
paths among the neighbor nodes. Thin, dark arrows denote sensor hand-offs. A target moves through the sensor field, indicated by thick
arrows. (a) A fixed single leader node has the target state. (b) A succession of leader nodes are selected according to information such as
vehicle movement. (c) Every node in the network stores and updates target state information.

and querying: in collaborative processing, the issues of tar-
get detection, localization, tracking, and sensor tasking and
control; in networking, the issues of data naming, aggrega-
tion, and routing; in databases, the issues of data abstrac-
tion and query optimization; in human-computer interface,
the issues of data browsing, search, and visualization; in
software services, the issues of network initialization and
discovery, time and location services, fault management,
and security. In the rest of the paper, we will focus on
the collaborative processing aspects and touch other issues
only as necessary.

A common task for a sensor network is to gather informa-
tion from the environment. Doing this under the resource
constraints of a sensor network may require data-centric
routing and aggregation techniques which differ consid-
erably from TCP/IP end-to-end communication. Conse-
quently, the research community has been searching for
the right “sensor net stack” that can provide suitable ab-
stractions over networking and hardware resources. While
defining a unifying architecture for sensor networks is still
an open problem, we believe a key element of such an archi-
tecture is the principled interaction between the application
and networking layers. For example, Sec. III will describe
an approach that expresses application requirements as a
set of information and cost constraints so that an ad hoc
networking layer using, for example, the diffusion routing
protocol [13], can effectively support the application.

B. Design desiderata in distributed tracking

In essence, a tracking system attempts to recover the
state of a target (or targets) from observations. Informally,
we refer to the information about the target state distilled
from measurement data as a belief or belief state. An exam-
ple is the posterior probability distribution of target state,
as discussed in Sec. III. As more observation data are avail-
able, the belief may be refined and updated.

In sensor networks, the belief state can be stored cen-
trally at a fixed node, at a sequence of nodes through suc-
cessive hand-offs, or at a set of nodes concurrently. In the
first case (Figure 2(a)), a fixed node is designated to receive

measurements from other relevant sensors through commu-
nication. This simpler tracker design is obtained at the
cost of potentially excessive communication and reduced
robustness to node failure. It is feasible only for tracking
nearly stationary targets, and is in general neither efficient
nor scalable.

In the second case (Figure 2(b)), the belief is stored at
a node called the leader node, which collects data from
nearby, relevant sensors. As the phenomenon of inter-
est moves or environmental conditions vary, the leadership
may change hands among sensor nodes. Since the changes
in physical conditions are often continuous in nature, these
handoffs often occur within a local geographic neighbor-
hood. This moving leader design localizes communication,
reducing overall communication and increasing the lifetime
of the network. Robustness of this method may suffer from
potential leader node attrition, but this can be mitigated
by maintaining copies of the belief in nearby nodes and de-
tecting and responding to leader failure. The key research
challenge for this design is to define an effective selection
criterion for sensor leaders, to be addressed in Sec. III.

Finally, the belief state can be completely distributed
across multiple sensor nodes (Figure 2(c)). The inference
from observation data is accomplished nodewise, thus lo-
calizing the communication. This is attractive from the
robustness point of view. The major design challenge is
to efficiently infer global properties about targets, some of
which may be discrete and abstract, from partial, local in-
formation, and to maintain information consistency across
multiple nodes. Sec. IV addresses the challenge. Many is-
sues about leaderless distributed trackers are still open and
deserve much attention from the research community.

III. IDSQ: a CSIP approach to target tracking

Distributed tracking is a very active field, and it is be-
yond the scope of this paper to provide a comprehensive
survey. Instead, we will focus on the information pro-
cessing aspect of the tracking problems, answering ques-
tions such as what information is collected by the sensors,
how that information is aggregated in the network, and
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what high-level user queries are answered. This section de-
scribes information-driven sensor query (IDSQ), a set of
information- based approaches to tracking individual tar-
gets, and discusses major issues in designing CSIP solu-
tions. Next, Sec. IV presents approaches to other track-
ing problems, where the focus is more on uncovering ab-
stract and discrete target properties, such as target density,
rather than just their locations.

A. Tracking individual targets
The basic task of tracking a moving target in a sen-

sor field is to determine and report the underlying tar-
get state x(t), such as its position and velocity, based
on the sensor measurements up to time t, denoted as
z(t) = {z(0), z(1), · · · , z(t)}. Many approaches have been
developed over the last half century, including Kalman
filters, which assume a Gaussian observation model and
linear state dynamics, and, more generally, sequential
Bayesian filtering, which computes the posterior belief at
time t + 1 based on the new measurement z(t+1) and the
belief p(x(t)|z(t)) inherited from time t:

p(x(t+1)|z(t+1)) ∝ p(z(t+1)|x(t+1))·
∫

p(x(t+1)|x(t))·p(x(t)|z(t)) dx(t).

Here p(z(t+1)|x(t+1)) denotes the observation model, and
p(x(t+1)|x(t)) the state dynamics model. As more data is
gathered over time, the belief p(x(t)|z(t)) is successively
refined.

Kalman filters and many practical forms of Bayesian fil-
ters assume that the measurement noise across multiple
sensors is independent, which is not always the case. Algo-
rithms such as Covariance Intersection have been proposed
to combine data from sensors with correlated information.
While these methods have been successfully implemented
in applications, they were primarily designed for central-
ized platforms. Relatively little consideration was given
to the fundamental problems of moving data across sensor
nodes in order to combine data and update track informa-
tion. There was no cost model for communication in the
tracker. Furthermore, due to communication delays, sensor
data may arrive at a tracking node out of order compared
to the original time sequence of the measurements. Kalman
or Bayesian filters assume a strict temporal order on the
data during the sequential update, and may have to roll
back the tracker in order to incorporate “past” measure-
ment, or throw away the data entirely.

For multi-target tracking, methods such as Multiple Hy-
pothesis Tracking (MHT) [23] and Joint Probabilistic Data
Association (JPDA) [2] have been proposed. They ad-
dressed the key problem of data association, of pairing sen-
sor data with targets, thus creating association hypotheses.
MHT forms and maintains multiple association hypotheses.
For each hypothesis, it computes the probability that it is
correct. On the other hand, JPDA evaluates the associa-
tion probabilities and combines them to compute the state
estimate. Straightforward applications of MHT and JPDA
suffer from a combinatorial explosion in data association.
Knowledge about targets, environment, and sensors can be
exploited to rank and prune hypotheses [7], [21].

B. Information-based approaches

The main idea of information-based approaches is to base
sensor collaboration decisions on information content as
well as constraints on resource consumption, latency and
other costs. Using information utility measures, sensors in
a network can exploit the information content of data al-
ready received to optimize the utility of future sensing ac-
tions, thereby efficiently managing scarce communication
and processing resources. Distributed information filter as
described in [19] is a global method, requiring each sensor
node to communicate its measurement to a central node
where estimation and tracking are carried out. In this
method, sensing is distributed while tracking is central-
ized. Directed diffusion routes sensor data in a network
to minimize communication distance between data sources
and data sinks [9], [13]. This is an interesting way of or-
ganizing a network to allow publish-and-subscribe to occur
at a very fine grain level. A prediction-based tracking al-
gorithm is described in [3] which uses estimates of target
velocity to select which sensors to query. IDSQ [26], [5] for-
mulates the tracking problem as a more general distributed
constrained optimization that maximizes information gain
of sensors while minimizing communication and resource
usage. We describe the main elements of IDSQ here.

Given the current belief state, we wish to incrementally
update the belief by incorporating the measurements of
other nearby sensors. However, not all available sensors
in the network provide useful information that improves
the estimate. Furthermore, some information may be re-
dundant. The task is to select an optimal subset and an
optimal order of incorporating these measurements into our
belief update. Note that in order to avoid prohibitive com-
munication costs, this selection must be done without ex-
plicit knowledge of measurements residing at other sensors.
The decision must be made solely based upon known char-
acteristics of other sensors, such as their position and sens-
ing modality, and predictions of their contributions, given
the current belief.

Figure 3 illustrates the basic idea of optimal sensor se-
lection. The illustration is based upon the assumption that
estimation uncertainty can be effectively approximated by
a Gaussian distribution, illustrated by uncertainty ellip-
soids in the state space. In the figure, the solid ellipsoid
indicates the belief state at time t, and the dashed ellipsoids
are the incrementally updated belief after incorporating an
additional measurement from a sensor, S1 or S2, at the
next time step. Although in both cases, S1 and S2, the
area of high uncertainty is reduced by 50%, the residual
uncertainty of the S2 case is not reduced along the long
principal axis of the ellipse. If we were to decide between
the two sensors, we might favor case S1 over case S2, based
upon the underlying measurement task.

In distributed sensor network systems, we must balance
the information contribution of individual sensors against
the cost of communicating with them. For example, con-
sider the task of selecting among K sensors with measure-
ments {zi}K

i=1. Given the current belief p(x | {zi}i∈U ),
where U ⊂ {1, . . . ,K} is the subset of sensors whose mea-
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Fig. 3. Sensor selection based on information gain of individual sen-
sor contributions. The information gain is measured by the reduction
in the error ellipsoid. In the figure, reduction along the longest axis of
the error ellipsoid produces a larger improvement in reducing uncer-
tainty. Sensor placement geometry and sensing modality can be used
to compare the possible information gain from each possible sensor
selection, S1 or S2.

surement has already been incorporated, the task is to
choose which sensor to query among the remaining un-
incorporated set A = {1, · · · ,K} \ U . For this task, an
objective function as a mixture of information and cost is
designed in [5]:

O(p(x|z(t)
j )) = αφ(p(x|z(t)

j−1, z
(t)
j )) − (1 − α)ψ(z(t)

j ). (1)

Here φ measures the information utility of incorporating
the measurement z(t)

j from sensor j, ψ is the cost of commu-
nication and other resources, and α is the relative weighting
of the utility and cost. With this objective function, the
sensor selection criterion takes the form:

ĵ = arg max
j∈A

O (p (x | {zi}i∈U ∪ {zj})) . (2)

This strategy selects the best sensor given the current state
p(x | {zi}i∈U ). A less greedy algorithm has been proposed
in [17], extending the sensor selection over a finite look-
ahead horizon.

Metrics of information utility φ and cost ψ may take var-
ious forms, depending on the application and assumptions
[26]. For example, [5] considers the query routing problem:
assuming a query has entered from a fixed node, denoted
by “?” in Figure 4, the task is to route the query to the
target vicinity, collect information along an optimal path,
and report back to the querying node. Assuming the be-
lief state is well- approximated by a Gaussian distribution,
the usefulness of the sensor data (in this case, range data),
φ, is measured by how close the sensor is to the mean of
the belief state under a Mahalanobis metric, assuming that
close-by sensors provide more discriminating information.
The cost ψ is given here by the squared Euclidean distance
from the sensor to the current leader, a simplified model
of the energy expense of radio transmission for some en-
vironments. The optimal path results from the tradeoff
between these two terms. Figure 4 plots such a sample
path. Note that the belief is updated incrementally along

1   T

   ?

Fig. 4. Sensor querying and data routing by optimizing an objec-
tive function of information gain and communication cost, whose iso-
contours are shown as the set of concentric ellipses. The circled dots
are the sensors being queried for data along the querying path. “T”
represents the target position, and “?” denotes the position of the
query origin.

the information collection path. The ellipses in Figure 4
show a snapshot of the objective function that an active
leader node locally evaluates at a given time step.

For multi-modal non-Gaussian distributions, a mutual
information-based sensor selection criterion has been devel-
oped and successfully tested on real data [16]. The problem
is as follows: assuming that a leader node holds the current
belief p(x(t)|z(t)), and the cost to query any sensor in its
neighborhood N is identical (e.g. over a wired network or
using a fixed power level radio), the leader selects from N
the most informative sensor to track the moving target. In
this scenario, the selection criterion (2) takes the form:

ĵIDSQ = arg max
j∈N

I(X(t+1);Z(t+1)
j |Z(t) = z(t)), (3)

where I(·; ·) measures the mutual information in bits be-
tween two random variables. Essentially, this criterion se-
lects a sensor whose measurement z(t+1)

j , combined with

the current measurement history z(t), would provide the
greatest amount of information about the target location
x(t+1). The mutual information can be interpreted as
Kullback-Leibler divergence between the belief after and
before applying the new measurement z(t+1)

j . Therefore,
this criterion favors the sensor which on average gives the
greatest change to the current belief.

To analyze the performance of the IDSQ tracker, we
measure how the tracking error varies with sensor density
through simulation. Figure 5 shows that as the sensor den-
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Fig. 5. Experimental results (right figure) show how the tracking
error (vertical axis), defined as the mean error of estimated target
positions, varies with the sensor density (horizontal axis), defined
as the number of sensors in the sensor field. The left figure shows
snapshots of a belief “cloud” — the probability density function of
the location estimate — for different local sensor densities.

sity increases, tracking error, expressed as the mean error
of the location estimate, decreases, as one would expect,
and tends to a floor dominated by sensor noise. This indi-
cates that there is a maximum density beyond which using
more sensors gains very little in tracking accuracy.

The IDSQ tracker has been successfully tested in a
DARPA tracking experiment at 29 Palms, November 2001.
In the experiment, 21 Sensoria WINS NG wireless sensors
were used to collect acoustic data from moving vehicles.
Details of the results can be found in [16].

IV. Combinatorial Tracking Problems

The discussion of tracking so far has focused on localiz-
ing targets over time. In many applications, however, the
phenomenon of interest may not be the exact locations of
individual objects, but global properties regarding a collec-
tion of objects, for example, the number of targets, their
regions of influence, or their boundaries. The information
to be extracted in this case is more discrete and abstract,
and may be used to answer high-level queries about the
world-state or to make strategic decisions about actions to
take.

An expensive way to compute such global class proper-
ties of objects is to locate and identify each object in the
collection, determine its individual properties, and combine
the individual information to form the global answer, such
as the total number of objects in the collection. However,
in many cases, these class properties can be inferred with-
out accurate localization or identification of all the objects
in question. For example, it may be possible to focus on
attributes or relations that can be directly sensed by the
sensors. This may both make the tracking results more ro-
bust to noise and may simplify the algorithms to the point
where they can be implemented on less powerful sensor
nodes. We call these approaches combinatorial tracking.

A. Counting the number of targets

Target counting is an attempt to keep track of the num-
ber of distinct targets in a sensor field, even as they move,

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Target counting scenario, showing three targets in a sensor
field (a). The goal is to count and report the number of distinct
targets. With the signal field plotted in (b), the target counting
becomes a peak counting problem.

cross-over, merge, or split. It is representative of a class of
applications that need to monitor intensity of activities in
an area. To describe the problem, let us consider counting
multiple targets in a two-dimensional sensor field, as shown
in Figure 6. We assume that targets are point source acous-
tic signals and can be stationary or moving at any time,
independent of the state of other targets. Sensors mea-
sure acoustic power and are time synchronized to a global
clock. We assume that signals from two targets simply add
at a receiving sensor, which is reasonable for non-coherent
interference between acoustic sources.

The task here is to determine the number of targets in
the region. One way to solve the problem is to compute an
initial count and then update the count as targets move,
enter, or leave the region. Here, we describe a leader-based
counting approach, where a sensor leader is elected for each
distinct target. A leader is initialized when a target moves
into the field. As the target moves, the leadership may
switch between sensor nodes to reflect the state change.
When a target moves out of the region, the corresponding
leader node is deactivated. Note here the leader election
does not rely on accurate target localization, as will be
discussed later. The target count is obtained by noting
the number of active leader nodes in the network (and the
number of targets each is responsible for). Here we will
focus on the leader election process, omitting details of
signal and query processing.

Since the sensors in the network sense only signal energy,
we need to examine the spatial characteristics of target
signals when multiple targets are in close proximity to each
other. In Figure 6(b), the 3-D surface shown represents
total target signal energy. Three targets are plotted, with
two targets near each other and one target well separated
from the rest of the group.

There are several interesting observations to make here:
• Call the set of sensors who can “hear” a target the tar-
get influence area. When targets’ influence areas are well-
separated, target counting can be considered as a cluster-
ing and a cluster leader election problem. Otherwise, it
becomes a peak counting problem.
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Fig. 7. Target counting application implemented on Berkeley motes.
(a) 25 MICA motes with light sensors are placed on a perturbed grid
in a dark room. (b) Two light blobs emulating 1/r2 signal atten-
uation are projected onto the mote board. (c) The leader of each
collaboration group sends its location back to a base station GUI.

• The target signal propagation model has a large impact
on target “resolution”. The faster the signal attenuates
with distance from the source, the easier targets it is to
discern targets from neighboring targets based on the en-
ergy of signals they emit.
• Sensor spacing is also critical in obtaining correct tar-
get count. Sensor density has to be sufficient to capture
the peaks and valleys of the underlying energy field, yet
very densely-packed sensors are often redundant, wasting
resources.

A decentralized algorithm was introduced for the tar-
get counting task [10]. This algorithm forms equivalence
classes among sensors and elects a leader node for each
class based on the relative power detected at each sensor,
and counts the number of such leaders. The algorithm
comprises a decision predicate P which, for each node i,
tests if it should participate in an equivalence class and a
message exchange schema M about how the predicate P
is applied to nodes. A node determines whether it belongs
to an equivalence class based on the result of applying the
predicate to the data of the node as well as information
from other nearby nodes. Equivalence classes are formed
when the process converges. This protocol finds equiva-
lence classes even when multiple targets interfere.

This leader election protocol is very powerful yet
lightweight enough to be implemented on sensor nodes such
as the Berkeley motes. Figure 7 shows an experiment con-
sists of 25 MICA motes with light sensors. The entire appli-
cation, including code for collaborative leader election and
multi-hop communication to send the leader information
back to the base station, takes about 10K bytes memory
space on a mote.

Fig. 8. Simulation result showing contours for three point targets
in a sensor field. The contours are constructed using a distributed
marching squares like algorithm, and is updated as targets move.

B. Contour tracking

Contour tracking is another example of finding the influ-
ence regions of targets without locating them. For a given
signal strength, the tracking results are a set of contours,
each of which contains one or more targets.

As in the target counting scenario, let us consider a 2-D
sensor field and point source targets. One way of deter-
mining the contours is by building a mesh over distributed
sensor nodes via a Delaunay triangulation or a similar al-
gorithm. The triangulation can be computed offline when
setting up the network. Nodes that are connected by an
edge of a triangle are called direct neighbors. Given a mea-
surement threshold σ, which defines a σ-contour, a node is
called a contour node if it has a sensor reading above σ and
at least one of its direct neighbors has a sensor reading be-
low σ. For a sufficiently smooth contour and dense sensor
network, a contour can be assumed to intersect an edge
only once, and an triangle at exactly two edges, as shown
in Figure 8. By following this observation, we can traverse
the contour by “walking” along the contour nodes. Again,
purely local algorithms exist to maintain these contours as
the targets move.

C. Shadow edge tracking

Contour tracking can be viewed as a way to determine
the boundary of a group of targets. In an extreme case,
the group of targets can be a continuum over space, where
no single sensor alone can determine the global informa-
tion from its local measurement. An example of this is to
determine and track the boundary of a large object moving
in a sensor field, where each sensor only “sees” a portion
of the object. One such application is tracking a moving
chemical plume over an extended area using airborne and
ground chemical sensors.

We assume the boundary of the object is a polygon made
of line segments. Our approach is to convert the problem
of estimating and tracking a nonlocal (possibly very long)
line segment into a local problem using a dual-space trans-
formation [15]. Just as a Fourier transform maps a global
property of a signal, such as periodicity in the time domain,
to a local feature in the frequency domain, the dual-space
transform maps a line in the primal space into a point in
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Fig. 9. Primal-dual transformation, a one-one mapping where a point
maps to a line and a line maps to point (upper figure). The image of
a half-place shadow edge in the dual space is a point located in a cell
formed by the duals of the sensor nodes (lower figure).

the dual space, and vice versa (Figure 9). Using a primal-
dual transformation, each edge of a polygonal object can be
tracked as a point in the dual space. A tracking algorithm
has been developed based on the dual-space analysis and
implemented on the Berkeley motes [15]. A key feature of
this algorithm is that it allows us to put to sleep all sensor
nodes except those in the vicinity of the object boundary,
yielding significant energy savings.

Tracking relations among a set of objects is another form
of global, discrete analysis of a collection of objects, as de-
scribed in [11]. An example determining whether a friendly
vehicle is surrounded by a number of enemy tanks. Just
as in the target counting problem, the “am I surrounded”
relation can be resolved without having to solve the local
problems of localizing all individual objects first.

V. Discussions

We have used the tracking problem as a vehicle to dis-
cuss sensor network CSIP design. We have focused on the
estimation and tracking aspects and skipped over other im-
portant details, such as target detection and classification,
for space reasons.

Detection is an important capability for a sensor net-
work, as a tracker must rely on detection to initialize it-
self as new events emerge [25], [14]. Traditional detection
methods focused on minimizing false alarms or the miss
rate. In a distributed sensor network, the more challenging
problem for detection is the proper allocation of sensing
and communication resources to multiple competing de-
tection tasks spawned by emerging stimuli. This dynamic
allocation and focusing of resources in response to external
events is somewhat analogous to attentional mechanisms
in human vision systems, and clearly a future research di-
rection. More research should also be directed to the infor-
mation architecture of distributed detection and tracking,
and address the problems of “information double-counting”
and data association in a distributed network [18], [24].

Optimizing resources for a given task, as for example

in IDSQ, relies on accurate models of information gain and
cost. To apply the information-driven approach to tracking
problems involving other sensing modalities or to problems
other than tracking, we will need to generalize our models
for sensing and estimation quality as well as our models of
the tradeoff between resource use and quality. For exam-
ple, what is the expected information gain per unit energy
consumption in a network? One must make assumptions
about the network, stimuli, and tasks in order to build such
models. Another interesting problem for future research is
to consider routing and sensing simultaneously and opti-
mize for the overall gain of information.

We have not yet touched upon the programming issues
in sensor networks. The complexity of the applications,
the collaborative nature of the algorithms, and the plu-
rality and diversity of resource constraints demand novel
ways to construct, configure, test, and debug the system,
especially the software. This is more challenging than tra-
ditional collection-based computation in parallel process-
ing research because sensor group management is typically
dynamic and driven by physical events. In addition, the
existing development and optimization techniques for em-
bedded software are largely at the assembly level and do not
scale to collaborative algorithms for large-scale distributed
sensor networks. We need high-level system organizational
principles, programming models, data structures, and pro-
cessing primitives to express and reason about system prop-
erties, physical data, and their aggregation and abstrac-
tion, without losing relevant physical and resource con-
straints.

A possible programming methodology for distributed
embedded sensing systems is shown in Figure 10. Given
a specification at a collaborative behavioral level, software
tools automatically generate the interactions of algorithm
components, and map them onto the physical hardware of
sensor networks.

hardware

resource scheduling

packet delivery

ab
st

ra
ct
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n

node-level specification

phenomena, events,
collaboration model, ...

sensing modality,
comm. patterns, ...

message passing,
node tasking, ...

refinem
ent

synthesis
com

pilation

application-level specification

libraries, ...

Fig. 10. A programming methodology for deeply embedded systems.

At the top level, the programming model should be
expressive enough to describe application level concerns:
physical phenomena to be sensed, user interaction, and col-
laborative processing algorithms, without the need to man-
age node-level interactions. The programming model may
be domain specific. For example, SAL [27] is a language
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for expressing and reasoning about geometries of physi-
cal data in distributed sensing and control applications;
various biologically inspired computational models [1], [6]
study how complex collaborative behaviors can be built
from simple components. The programming model should
be structural enough to allow synthesis algorithms to ex-
ploit commonly occurring patterns and generate efficient
code. TinyGALS [4] is an example of synthesizable pro-
gramming models for event-driven embedded software.

Automated software synthesis is a critical step in
achieving the scalability of sensor network programming.
Hardware-oriented concerns such as timing and location
may be introduced gradually by refinement and configu-
ration processes. The final outputs of software synthesis
are operational code for each node, typically in forms of
imperative languages, from which the more classical oper-
ating system, networking, and compiler technologies can
be applied to produce executables. The libraries support-
ing node-level specifications need to abstract away hard-
ware idiosyncrasy across different platforms, but still ex-
pose enough low-level features for applications to take ad-
vantage of.

VI. Conclusion

This paper has focused on the collaborative signal and
information processing (CSIP) issues in designing and an-
alyzing sensor network applications. In particular, we have
used tracking as a canonical problem to expose important
constraints in designing, scaling, and deploying these sen-
sor networks, and described approaches to several tracking
problems that are at progressively higher levels with re-
spect to the nature of information being extracted.

From the discussions, it is clear that for resource-limited
sensor networks one must take a more holistic approach
and break the traditional barrier between the application
and networking layers. The challenge is to define the con-
straints from an application in a general way so that the
networking layers can exploit, and vice versa. An impor-
tant contribution of the approaches described in this paper
is the formulation of application requirements and network
resources as a set of generic constraints so that target track-
ing and data routing can be jointly optimized.
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Abstract--This article overviews the information-driven 
approach to sensor collaboration in ad hoc sensor networks. The 
main idea is for a network to determine participants in a “sensor 
collaboration” by dynamically optimizing the information utility 
of data for a given cost of communication and computation. A 
definition of information utility is introduced, and several 
approximate measures of the information utility are developed for 
reasons of computational tractability. We illustrate the use of this 
approach using examples drawn from tracking applications.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The technology of wirelessly networked micro-sensors 
promises to revolutionize the way we live, work, and interact 
with the physical environment. For example, tiny, inexpensive 
sensors can be “sprayed” onto roads, walls, or machines to 
monitor and detect a variety of interesting events such as 
highway traffic, wildlife habitat condition, forest fire, 
manufacturing job flow, and military battlefield situation.   
 
Because of its spatial coverage and multiplicity in sensing 
aspect and modality, a sensor network is ideally suited for 
tracking moving phenomena (e.g. moving vehicles or people) 
traversing the range of many sensors in a large area, 
monitoring a large number of objects or events simultaneously 
(e.g. forest fires or large animal herds), or detecting low-
observable events (e.g. stealthy, low signal-noise ratio sources, 
subject to loud distractors or other countermeasures). The 
detection, classification, and tracking of moving, non-local, 
low-observable events requires non-local collaboration among 
sensors. Aggregation of a multitude of sensor data can improve 
accuracy. Informed selective collaboration of sensors, in 
contrast to flooding data requests to all sensors, can reduce 
latency. Moreover, sensor collaboration can minimize 
bandwidth consumption (translating into energy savings) and 
mitigate the risk of network node/link failures. The longevity 
of a network depends on the rate the power is consumed 
performing computation and communication tasks at these un-
tethered, battery powered sensors. 
 
Therefore, one of the central issues for Collaborative Signal 
and Information Processing (CSIP) to address is energy-
constrained dynamic sensor collaboration   how to 
dynamically determine who should sense, what needs to be 
sensed, whom the information must be passed on to.  For non-
local spatio-temporal events due to motion or spatial 

 
 
1 Corresponding author. 

multiplicity of targets, sensor collaboration can dynamically 
invoke regions of a network informed by motion prediction as 
in tracking, or activate sensors around which there has been a 
significant change in physical measurement as in large-scale 
event monitoring (e.g. waking up sensors that are on the 
boundary of a forest fire). For low-observable events, sensor 
collaboration can selectively aggregate multiple sources of 
information to improve detection accuracy, or to actively 
probe certain nodes in order to disambiguate multiple 
interpretations of an event. 
 
Although the ideas introduced in this paper apply to a wide 
range of distributed detection, classification, and monitoring 
problems, we will focus on the tracking problem and use it as a 
running example to introduce the techniques of information-
driven dynamic sensor collaboration. We assume that each 
sensor has a local sensing and communication range; a 
physical phenomenon of interest has a local or non-local 
spatial extent. In addition, we assume that each node in the 
network can locally estimate the cost of sensing, processing, 
and communicating data to another node, and can monitor its 
power usage. The benefits of sensor collaboration can be 
measured as improvement in one or more of the following 
capabilities:  
 

1. Detection quality: Detection resolution, sensitivity, 
and dynamic range; misses and false alarms; response 
latency. 

2. Track quality: Tracking errors, track length, 
robustness against sensing gaps. 

3. Scalability: Size of network, number of events, 
number of active queries. 

4. Survivability: Robustness against node/link failures. 
5. Resource usage: Power/bandwidth consumption. 

 
The main idea of the information-driven approach is to base 
the decision for sensor collaboration on information 
constraints as well as constraints on cost and resource 
consumption. Using measures of information utility, the 
sensors in a network can exploit the information content of 
data already received to optimize the utility of future sensing 
actions, thereby efficiently managing the scarce 
communication and processing resources. The information-
driven approach to sensor querying and data routing builds on 
the work of directed diffusion routing [Intanagonwiwat et al. 
2000; Estrin et al. 1999] that has been successfully deployed 
for ad hoc sensor networks; it can enhance the diffusion 
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mechanism in directed diffusion to further reduce latency and 
resource usage. 

II. A TRACKING SCENARIO 
 To illustrate the main idea of the information-driven 
approach, we consider a task of tracking a moving vehicle 
through a two-dimensional sensor field (see Fig. 1). A user 
initiates the following query: “report the position of the 
vehicle every 5 seconds”. A few interesting features of the 
problem are worth noting. There is no road constraint, and 
therefore no prior knowledge of possible vehicle trajectories 
can be exploited. Second, the vehicle can accelerate or 
decelerate, in between the nearest sensors. Both of these 
render traditional closest-point-of-approach (CPA) based 
trackers difficult to apply. Third, many sensors can 
potentially make simultaneous observations and flood the 
network with the information. This requires the network to 
make intelligent decisions about who should sense and who 
should communicate and at what time. For the sake of 
simplicity, we focus on the sensor collaboration during the 
tracking phase, ignoring the detection phase and glossing 
over the details of routing the query into regions of interest. 
We further assume there is one leader node active at any 
moment, and its task is to select and route tracking 
information to the next leader. A multiple, simultaneous 
leader protocol can be analogously developed, and is beyond 
the scope of this paper. 
 

��� A user query enters the sensor network at node Q. 
2. Meta knowledge guides the query towards a region of 

potential events. 

��� Node a computes an initial estimate of vehicle state � ax , 
determines the next best sensor 

� , ) ,  ( )a iNext( b i neighbors aλ = ∈x , and hands off the 
state information to b. iλ is sensor characteristics for node 
i.�

4. Node b computes a new estimate by combining its 

measurement bz with the previous estimate � ax using, say a 

Bayesian filter: � � ; b a b Next c= ⊕ =x x z  

5. Node c computes: � � ; c b c Next d= ⊕ =x x z  

6. Node d computes: � � ; d c d Next e= ⊕ =x x z  

��� Node d sends current estimate back to the querying node Q.�

8. Node e computes: � � ; e d e Next f= ⊕ =x x z  

9. Node f computes: � � ; ...f e f Next= ⊕ =x x z  

10. Node f sends current estimate back to querying node. … 
 
As the above tracking scenario illustrates, sensor selection is a 
local decision. The decision must be based on a measure of 
information utility and cost, which can be locally evaluated 
and updated. The following section will overview the 
information-driven sensor querying (IDSQ) approach.  

III. IDSQ: INFORMATION DRIVEN SENSOR QUERYING AND 
DATA ROUTING 

We formulate the problem of distributed tracking as a 
sequential Bayesian estimation problem. Assuming that the 
state of a target we wish to estimate is x .2 Each new sensor 
measurement jz  is combined with the current estimate 

1 1( | , , )jp −x z z� , hereafter called belief state, to form a new 
belief state about the target being tracked 1 1( | , , , )j jp −x z z z� .  
The problem of selecting a sensor j that is likely to provide 
greatest improvement to the estimation at the lowest cost 
becomes an optimization problem. The objective function for 
this optimization problem can be defined as a mixture of both 
information gain and cost: 
 

Where φUtility is the information utility measure, φCost is the cost 
of communication and other resources, and α is the relative 
weighting of the utility and cost. We will refer to sensor l, 
which holds the current belief, as the leader node. This node 
might act as a relay station to the user, in which case the belief 
resides at this node for an extended time interval, and all 
information has to travel to this leader. In another scenario 
(such as in Fig.1), the belief itself travels through the network, 

 
2 We will use a superscript to denote the time stamp of the belief ( )tx . 

This is not to be confused with the use of a subscript to index sensors; for 
example, jx is the location of sensor j. 
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Figure 1. A tracking scenario illustrating how the decision of sensor 
collaboration is accomplished using a measure of information utility as well as
a measure of cost. Here, a vehicle moves through the sensor field from left to
right. A user query is initially routed from node Q to node a which performs an 
initial estimate of the vehicle position. The node a then selects the next sensor 
b which it believes will provide the best measurement for the next estimation
at a reasonable cost, and hands the current estimate to b. … This process of 
sensor-to-sensor hand-off continues as the vehicle moves through the field. 
Periodically, the state estimation is sent back to the user using a shortest path
routing algorithm such as directed diffusion routing. 

( )1 1( ( | , , )) ( ( | , , )) 1 ( )j Utility j Cost jM p pα ϕ α ϕ= ⋅ − −x z z x z z z� �
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and leadership is transferred from node to node through the 
network. Depending on the network architecture and the 
tracking task, either of these cases or a combination thereof 
can be implemented. The detailed mathematical derivation, 
along with algorithms for implementing the information-driven 
sensor querying and data routing, can be found in [Chu et al. 
2002]. In this article we will attempt to provide a more 
comprehensive overview of the approach and situate it in the 
context of the tracking applications. 
 
The first term in the objective function M(⋅) characterizes the 
usefulness of the data provided by the sensor j. For example, 
when the sensor (e.g., a microphone measuring acoustic 
amplitude) provides a range constraint, the usefulness of the 
sensor data can be measured by how close the sensor is to the 
mean of the belief state under the Mahalanobis metric. We will 
return to this in some detail when we describe different criteria 
for sensor selection later. The second term measures the cost 
of obtaining the information, characterized by link bandwidth, 
transmission latency, node battery power reserve, etc. In the 
case of a moving leader node, this is the cost of handing the 
current belief state off to sensor j, acquiring data at sensor j, 
and combining the data with the current belief.  In the case of a 
stationary leader node, this is the cost of requesting data from 
sensor j, acquiring the data and returning it to the leader to be 
incorporated into the belief state. In this case, the 
communication cost may be a function of the distance between 
sensor l and sensor j, as a crude measure of the amount of 
energy required to transmit the data from sensor j to sensor l. 
For example, with Mahalanobis distance as an information 
utility measure and Euclidean distance as an energy cost 
measure, the objective function becomes: 

where  � Tx , Σ̂ , jx , lx  are the mean of the target position, its 
covariance, the position of queried sensor, and the position of 
querying sensor, respectively. 
 
An example of using this objective function to query sensors 
and route data for a localization problem is illustrated in Fig. 
2. The task here is to determine which sensors have the most 
useful information and ship the information back to a fixed 
querying node, denoted by ‘?’ in the figure. It is important to 
note that incremental belief update during the routing 
dynamically changes both the shape and the offset of the 
objective function according to the updated values of �Tx  and 
Σ̂  at every node along the routing path. As the updated values 
of �

Tx  and Σ̂  are passed on to the next node, all routing 
decisions are still made locally. The plotted objective function 
in the figure represents a snapshot of the objective function 
that an active routing node locally evaluates at a given time 
step.  

IV. SENSOR SELECTION 
Given the current belief state, we wish to incrementally update 
the belief by incorporating measurements of other nearby 

sensors. However, among all available sensors in the network, 
not all provide useful information that improves the estimate. 
Furthermore, some information might be useful, but redundant. 
The task is to select an optimal subset and to decide on an 
optimal order of how to incorporate these measurements into 
our belief update. 
 
It has to be emphasized that, due to the distributed nature of 
the sensor network, this selection has to be done without 

explicit knowledge of the measurement residing at each 
individual sensor, in order to avoid communicating less useful 
information. Hence, the decision has to be made solely based 
upon the sensor characteristics such as the sensor position or 
sensing modality, and the predicted contribution of these 
sensors. 
 
Fig. 3 illustrates the basic idea of optimal sensor selection. The 
illustration is based upon the assumption that estimation 
uncertainty can be effectively approximated by a Gaussian 
distribution, illustrated by uncertainty ellipsoids in the state 
space. In the figure, the solid ellipsoid indicates the belief state 
at time t, and the dashed ellipsoids are the incrementally 
updated belief after incorporating an additional measurement 
from a sensor, S1 or S2, at the next time step. Although in both 
cases, S1 and S2, the area of high uncertainty is reduced by the 
same amount, the residual uncertainty in the case of S2 
maintains the longest principal axis of the distribution. If we 
were to decide between the two sensors, we might favor case 
S1 over case S2, based upon the underlying measurement task. 

( ) �( ) �( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1ˆT T
T Tj j j j l j lM α α−= − − − − − − −x xx x x Σ x x x x

 

1   

  

T

? 

 
 
Figure 2. Sensor querying and data routing by optimizing an objective 
function of information gain and communication cost, whose iso-
contours are shown as the set of concentric ellipses. This figure 
illustrates how a user query on the location of the target is being routed 
towards the maximum of the objective function  the center of the 
concentric ellipses   along the routing path. The circled dots are the 
sensors being queried for data along the path. ‘T’ represents the target 
position, with its covariance shown as a small red ellipse. ‘?’ denotes 
the position of the query origin. 
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S1 S2 

“Big” improvement! 
“Small” improvement! 

S1 

S2 

 
Figure 3. Sensor selection based on information gain of individual sensor 
contributions. The information gain is measured by the reduction in the error 
ellipsoid. In the figure, reduction along the longest axis of the error ellipsoid 
produces a larger improvement in reducing uncertainty. Sensor placement 
geometry and sensing modality can be used to determine the potential 
information gain to be provided by the two sensors S1 and S2. 
 
Although details of the implementation depend on the network 
architecture, the fundamental principles introduced in this 
article hold for both, the selection of a remote sensor by a 
leader node (e.g., a cluster head), as well as the decision of an 
individual sensor to contribute its data and to respond to a 
query traveling through the network. The task is to select the 
sensor that provides the best information among all available 
sensors that have not been incorporated. As has been shown in 
[Chu et al. 2002], this provides a faster reduction in estimation 
uncertainty, and usually incurs a lower communication 
overhead for meeting a given estimation error requirement, 
compared to blind or nearest-neighbor sensor selection 
schemes. 

V. INFORMATION UTILITY 
Information utility measures play a key role in the information-
driven approach to sensor selection. In this section, we first 
introduce an information-theoretic definition of the utility 
measure. We then describe several heuristic approximations to 
the measure that prove to be practically useful. 
 
Our goal is to predict the information utility of a piece of non-
local sensor data before obtaining the data. In practice, the 
prediction must be based on the currently available 
information: the current belief state, the characteristics of the 
sensor of interest which includes information such as the 
sensor position and sensing modality that can be established 
beforehand. 
 
We assume there are N sensors labeled from 1 to N and the 
corresponding measurements of the sensors are 1, , Nz z� . Let 

{ }1, ,U N⊂ �  be the set of sensors whose measurements have 
been incorporated into the belief. That is, the current belief is 

( | { } )i i Up ∈x z . The sensor selection task is to choose a sensor 
whose data has not been incorporated into the belief yet and 
which provides the most information3.  To be precise, let us 

 
3 For a moving target, each sensor can be reused without loss of generality. 

define an information utility function Utilityϕ  that assigns a 
value to each probability distribution. 
       
For the moment, we ignore the cost term in the objective 
function. The best sensor, defined by the earlier objective 
function, is given by  

 ˆ argmax ( ( |{ } { }))j V Utility i i U jj pϕ∈ ∈= x z z∪  
where V  is the set of sensors whose measurements are 
potentially useful.  
 
The following are possible definitions of the information 
utility function. 
 

A. Information-theoretic measure: entropy 
The information utility function ( )ϕ ⋅  evaluates the 
compactness of the belief state distribution. The natural choice 
of ( )ϕ ⋅  is the statistical entropy, which measures the 
randomness of a given random variable. Mathematically, the 
entropy is defined as 

( ) ( )log ( )p
x S

H x p x p x
∈

= −∑  

for a discrete random variable x. The equivalent mathematical 
quantity for a continuous random variable is 

( ) ( )log ( )p
S

H x p x p x dx= −∫  

In both of the entropy definitions, S denotes the support of the 
random variable. Generally speaking, the smaller the entropy 
is, the more certain we are about the value of the random 
variable. Therefore, the information utility measure based on 
the entropy can be defined as 

( ( |{ } { })) ( )i i U j pp H xϕ ∈ −x z z∪ � . 
The entropy-based definition, while mathematically precise, is 
difficult to compute in practice since we need to have the 
measurement before deciding how useful the measurement is. 
A more practical alternative is to estimate the usefulness of a 
measurement based only on characteristics of a sensor such as 
its location or sensing modality. 
 

B. Mahalanobis distance measure 
The idea of using Mahalanobis distance as a measure can be 
illustrated using Fig. 3. In the figure, the solid squares labeled 
S1 and S2 are sensors whose measurements can potentially 
improve the current belief state. Suppose each sensor’s 
measurement provides a range constraint. A new belief state, 
whose uncertainty is shown as dashed ellipse, is computed by 
combining the measurement with the current belief state, using 
Bayes rule. In the sensor configuration shown, S1 would 
provide better information than 2S  because S1 lies close to 
the longer axis of the uncertainty ellipse and S1’s range 
constraint would more perpendicularly intersect this longer 
axis. To favor the sensors along the longer axes of an 
uncertainty ellipsoid, we use Mahalanobis distance, a distance 
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measure normalized by the uncertainty covariance. Therefore, 
when the current belief can be well approximated by a 
Gaussian distribution, the utility function is 

� � �
1ˆˆ( , , ) ( ) ( )T

j j jϕ
−

= − − −x x Σ x x Σ x x  

where jx  is the position of sensor j,  and x̂  is the mean of the 
belief  (target position estimate). 
 
The Mahalanobis distance-based utility measure works well 
when the current belief can be well approximated by a 
Gaussian distribution or the distribution is very elongated, and 
the sensors are range sensors.  However, a bearing sensor 
reduces the uncertainty along the direction perpendicular to the 
target bearing.  For a general uncertainty distribution or 
bearing sensors, we must develop alternative information 
utility measures. 
 

C. Measures on expected posterior distribution 
The idea of using expected posterior distribution is to predict 
what the new belief state (posterior distribution) would look 
like if a simulated measurement of a sensor from the current 
belief state is incorporated. The utility of each sensor can then 
be quantified by the entropy or other measures on the new 
distribution from the simulated measurement.  
 
We use the tracking problem to derive an algorithm for 
evaluating the expected utility of a sensor. In the ideal case 
when a real new measurement is available, the new belief or 
posterior is evaluated using the familiar sequential Bayesian 
filtering: 

( 1) ( 1)

( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( | )

                ( | ) ( | ) ( | )

t t

t t t t t t t
j

p

C p p p d

+ +

+ + +

=

⋅ ⋅ ⋅∫

x z

z x x x x z x

where ( ) ( )( | )t tp x z  is the current belief given a history of the 

measurement up to time t: ( ) (0) ( ){ , , }t t=z z z� , ( 1) ( )( | )t tp +x x  

specifies the predefined dynamics model, and ( 1) ( 1)( | )t t
jp + +z x  

is the likelihood function from the measurement of sensor j. 
 
How do we compute the expected value of ( 1) ( 1)( | )t tp + +x z  

without having the data ( 1)t
j

+z  in the first place? The idea is to 
guess the shape of likelihood function from the current belief 
and the sensor position.  
 
Without loss of generality, the current belief is represented by 
a discrete set of samples on a grid of the state space.  This non-
parametric representation of the belief state allows to represent 
highly non-Gaussian distribution and nonlinear dynamics. 
Figure 4 shows an example of the grid-based state 
representation. The gray squares represent the likely position 
of the target as specified by the current belief. The brighter the 
square, the more likely the target is there. For a sensor i, given 
the observation model ( 1) ( 1) ( )( , )t t t

i ih+ +=z x w , where ( )t
iw is the 

sensor noise, we can estimate the measurement ( 1)t
i

+z  from the 
predicted belief and compute the expected likelihood function, 
that is,  

( 1)
( 1)

( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( )

( )

ˆ ( | ) ( , ) ( | )
t

t k
k

t t t t t
i ki k

vv S

p L v p
+

+

+ + + +

=∈

 
= ⋅ 

 
∑

xx

z x x x z

where the marginal likelihood is defined as 
( 1)( 1) ( 1) ( 1)ˆ( , ) ( ( ) | )tt t t

ki k i kL v p v++ + +=x z x x�  
and the prediction as 

 
( ) ( )

( )

( 1) ( )

( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( | )

( | ) ( | )
t tkt k

k

t t

t t t t
u uu S

p

p p

+

+
= =∈

   ⋅      
∑ x xx

x z

x x x z

�

 

 
Using the estimated likelihood function ( 1) ( 1)ˆ ( | )t t

ip + +z x  from 
sensor i, the expected posterior belief can be obtained as 
follows 

 ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( )ˆ ˆ( | ) ( | ) ( | )t t t t t t
ip C p p+ + + + += ⋅ ⋅x z z x x z  

We can then apply measures such as the entropy to the 
expected belief ( 1) ( 1)ˆ ( | )t tp + +x z , as an approximation to the 

true belief ( 1) ( 1)( | )t tp + +x z . This approach can apply to non-
Gaussian belief since the discrete approximation of the belief 
state assumes a general form. However, to compute the 
expected belief, we have conditioned the expected likelihood 
function on the predicted belief state. We will examine some 
of the consequences of this bias in the discussion section.  
 

j

L1 i

L3 i

L 3 j

L 1 j 
L 2 j 

i

L 2 i

 
Fig. 4.  The expected likelihood function for each sensor (i or j)  is a weighted 
sum of the marginal likelihood function conditioned at each grid point in the 
predicted belief distribution. The expected posterior can then be computed 
from this likelihood function. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
In this section, we present computational results from applying 
the information utility measures introduced in the last section 
to target localization and tracking problems. 
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A. Localizing a stationary target 
We compare the information-driven sensor selection with 
blind nearest neighborhood selection in the context of 
localizing a stationary target. Figure 5 shows two snapshots of 
the tracking algorithm based on the nearest neighborhood 
criterion (NN). Fig. 5(a) shows the posterior distribution after 
combining the data from the sensor at the middle of the linear 
array with the data from its two nearest neighbors. Using the 
NN criterion, the next best sensor is one of their nearest 
neighbors in the linear array. The new posterior distribution 
remains as a bimodal distribution (Fig. 5(b)) till the sensor at 
the upper-left corner of the sensor field is selected. 
 
In Fig. 6, the sensor selection is based on the Mahalanobis 
distance measure. Fig. 6(a) shows the posterior after 
combining the measurements from the same three sensors near 
the middle as in Fig. 5(a). The residual uncertainty, however, 
is elongated and thus the upper-left sensor is selected as the 
next sensor according to the Mahalanobis distance. The new 
measurement from that sensor effectively reduces the current 
uncertainty to a more compact region (Fig. 6(b); also compare 
Fig. 6(b) with Fig. 5(b)). 
 

   
(a)              (b) 

Fig. 5.  Sensor selection based on the nearest neighbor method. The 
estimation task here is to localize a stationary target labeled ‘∗ ’. Squares 
denote sensors.   (a) Select the nearest sensor ; (b) Incorporate the new 
measurement from the selected sensor. 
 

 
(a)              (b) 

Fig. 6.  Sensor selection based on the Mahalanobis distance measure of 
information utility. The localization problem is the same as that in Fig. 5. 
 

B. Tracking a moving target with non-Gaussian 
distribution 

We now illustrate how the information utility measures can be 
applied to a tracking problem. In our study, we assume a 
leader node (the square-enclosed dot in Fig. 7) carries the 
current belief state. The leader chooses a sensor with good 

information in its neighborhood according to the information 
measure, and then hands off the current belief to the chosen 
sensor (the new leader). 
 
As discussed earlier, the information-based approach to sensor 
querying and data routing selectively invokes sensors to 
minimize the number of sensing actions needed for a given 
accuracy and hence, latency and energy usage. It can optimize 
the use of multi-sensing-modality information (e.g., range and 
bearing sensing) to improve tracking accuracy. It can also 
handle non-constant target dynamics and is more general than 
the CPA-based method. 
                       

 
                        (a)                                                                (b) 
Fig. 7.  Tracking a moving target using an information-driven approach. A 
target is moving from the bottom of the field to the top. As the target moves 
through the field of sensors denoted by the dots, a subset of sensors are 
activated to carry the belief state. Each new sensor is selected according to an 
information utility measure on the expected posterior distribution of the new 
state. (a) Current belief distribution at time t. (b) New posterior distribution at 
time t+1, after incorporating a measurement from the selected sensor. 
 
Fig. 8 shows the performance of various trackers based on four 
different sensor selection criteria: nearest neighborhood (a)-
(b), minimizing Mahalanobis distance (c)-(d), minimizing 
entropy (e)-(f), and minimizing relative entropy (or 
maximizing Kullback-Liebler-distance (KL-distance) 
[Thomas&Cover 1991] between predicted belief and expected 
belief) (g)-(h). For each criterion, we also examine the effect 
of a simple heuristic that prevents each node from being 
selected more than N times. Since the target position 
estimation provided by a single range sensor is under-
constrained, it is desirable that the same sensor not be selected 
over and over again in order to maintain a certain amount of 
spatial diversity. In practice, the repeated use of information 
from a single sensor may also lead to over confidence in the 
final estimation due to correlations between consecutive 
measurements from the same sensor. 
 
The figures in the left column of Fig. 8 are the results without 
using the heuristic, and the ones in the right column with the 
heuristic. These empirical results indicate that two of the 
entropy-based utilities without the heuristic outperform the 
others by the huge margin of errors errors and confirm that the 
expected utility measure is a reasonable choice as information 
utility. On the other hand, it is observed that the Mahalanobis 
distance and the Nearest Neighborhood select the same set of 
sensors repeatedly and forces the target position estimation to 
be biased as a result. The heuristic, in this case, helps by 
preventing the same set of sensors from being selected 
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repeatedly while it actually hurts in the case of the entropy-
based measure. The larger error for the low sensor density in 
the Mahalanobis and the Nearest Neighborhood utility is 
because there are not enough sensors to work when the 
heuristic is used. 
 
Figure 9 shows a snapshot of a simulation run using the 
relative entropy as the utility measure.  
 
Table 1 summarizes the statistics from the simulation results 
shown in Fig. 8. A track is defined as lost when the final 
estimated position of the target is more than 15 meters away 
from the actual position. Fig. 10 graphs the estimated tracks 
for each choice of the information utilities, ordered in the same 
way as in Table 1, for sample runs with sensor density 60. 
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Fig. 8.   Experimental results showing how the tracking error, defined as the mean 
error of estimated target positions, varies with the sensor density, defined as the 
number of sensors in the sensor field.  The sensors are selected according to four 
different criteria, with or without using the max activation heuristic: (a) Nearest 
neighborhood. (b) Nearest neighborhood with the heuristic. (c) Mahalanobis 
distance. (d) Mahalanobis distance with the heuristic. (e) Entropy. (f) Entropy with 
the heuristic. (g) Relative entropy (KL-distance). (h) Relative entropy with the 
heuristic. 

 
Communication 
Range = 30 

 
Figure 9.  Snapshot of a typical simulation using the relative entropy measure 
to select sensors. The yellow dots are sensor nodes and the gray grids are 
current estimates on the target position. The pink-square-enclosed node is the 
current leader, and the green-square-enclosed nodes are its current neighbors. 
In this example, sensor density is 100, and the node communication range is 
set to30. 
 
 # Lost tracks/ 

total runs 
Mean error 

(a) Nearest neighbor 75/80 34.39 
(b) Nearest neighbor with heuristic 37/80 44.79 
(c) Mahalanobis distance 70/80 24.86 
(d) Mahalanobis distance with 
heuristic 32/80 44.20 
(e) Entropy 0/80 5.13 
(f) Entropy with heuristic 0/80 5.05 
(g) Relative entropy 0/80 8.09 
(h) Relative entropy with heuristic 2/80 10.79 
 
Table 1.  Statistics on tracker performance for different choices of the utility 
functions 
 
 
 

(a)        (b)       (c)        (d)       (e)        (f)        (g)        (h) 
 

Figure 10. Tracking results for different choices of the utility functions. The 
red lines are the actual tracks, and the blue-gray curves are estimated tracks. 
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VII. DISCUSSIONS 

A. Representation of belief state 
In our tracking example, the belief state is being passed from 
one leader to another. To efficiently implement the IDSQ 
tracking algorithm, it is important to design a compact 
representation of beliefs so as to minimize the communication 
requirement. 
 
While the parametric representation is the most compact form, 
it is limited to specific classes of distributions that can be 
modeled this way. At the other extreme, one can approximate 
an arbitrary distribution with a set of discrete samples. This 
forms the basis of many successful Monte Carlo based 
algorithms such as sequential Monte Carlo or Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo methods [Doucet et al. 2000]. One drawback of 
the non-parametric approaches is the large numbers of samples 
that are needed to represent the state space, and addressing this 
problem is a very active topic of current research. Somewhere 
between the parametric and particle sample based approaches 
lies the grid-based representation of beliefs. In this 
representation, each grid approximates the value of the belief 
at the grid location. When the state space is sparse, meaning 
many parts of the space have negligible probability masses, the 
grid can be efficiently encoded in a sparse representation to 
minimize storage requirement. Fig. 11 provides a pictorial 
description of the three representations. 
 

Particles Grid  Gaussian 
(Parametric) 

 
Figure 11. Representation of belief: parametric (e.g., Gaussian), non-
parametric (e.g., grid samples, particle samples).  

B. Sequential vs. concurrent information exchange 
In our discussion thus far, we have primarily focused on the 
case where a leader node selects the next leader to hand off the 
belief state information. While the idea is simple, this single 
node-to-node handoff may suffer information loss when the 
current leader/link incurs a failure. A more robust scheme uses 
a zone-to-zone hand-off where a group of sensors (in a zone) 
elect a leader and collectively maintain the belief state. The 
leader performs the normal node-to-node handoff to the next 
chosen leader of a cluster of sensors. But when the leader node 
fails, another sensor in the same cluster will step in as an 
acting leader, and the handoff continues. Pushing this idea to 
the extreme, every sensor may exchange information with 
another sensor in parallel, perhaps at the cost of consuming 
greater overall communication bandwidth. There are several 
possible types of information to exchange. Each sensor can 
send its own belief to a chosen next sensor, it can send its 
measurement to a neighbor sensor to whom the data is likely to 
be useful, or it can request other’s belief or measurement. 
 

The selection of which style of information exchange to deploy 
for a sensor net depends on how the information will be 
extracted and used (e.g. query types) and the level of desired 
robustness to failure and tolerance for latency. 
  

C. Query types 
In our straw-man tracking scenario (Fig. 1), we assumed that a 
user initiates a query about the location of a vehicle as a 
function of time. In other use cases, one might expect the 
network to possess some low-level awareness of the targets. 
When an event was detected and classified, the network can 
initiate a tracking task. As the network begins to activate 
sensors in a local region to maintain active belief states, the 
information about the current active regions and their event 
logs can help to guide user queries, which may enter the 
network at any point of the network, into the region of high 
information relevance. 
 
Beyond the single target tracking scenario, one might be 
interested in tracking a group of targets or relations among the 
targets [Guibas 2002]. In these cases, a user initiated high-
level query may, upon entering the network, break into several 
sub-queries, some of which are routed into regions where 
individual targets are present, and some of which coordinate 
the routing or interpretation of the first group of sub-queries. 
Complexities arise as targets merge, split, or cross-over. Sub-
queries may have to reconcile with each other periodically to 
maintain consistency. 
 
The taxonomy of query types, the nature of physical 
phenomenon being observed, and their corresponding in-
network processing styles are future topics of investigation. 
 

D. Bias in sensor selection 
The information utility measures we have introduced are 
approximate in nature. Mahalanobis distance is a heuristic for 
measuring the utility of range sensing data. In the presence of 
the finite-precision representation of probability distribution 
and possibly nonlinear utility functions, the sensor selection 
based on the expected posterior computed from predicted 
likelihood function may be strongly biased by the prior 
distribution. As the experimental results have shown, some of 
the cases where the track is lost are actually due to this bias. A 
poorly approximated prior may produce incorrect utility 
values, leading to the selection of less useful sensors 
eventually causing the tracking error to explode. 
 
Similar to the sequential Monte Carlo method (also known as 
particle filters) [Doucet et al. 2000], one way to reduce the 
effect of the poorly approximated priors on sensor selection is 
to design proposal distributions that draw on multiple 
information sources. 

E. Tracking robustness 
The quality of tracking is a complex function of several 
parameters: sensor placement density, sensing range, 
communication range, spatial extent of the physical 
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phenomenon being observed, target dynamics, S/N ratio. This 
paper has skimmed over the important issue of quantifying 
track quality. Another critical issue for robustness is 
handshake during information handoff from node to node. We 
expect future research will seek to understand the effect of 
these parameters on the behaviors of trackers and design 
robust communication protocols.  
 

F. Related work 
The idea of using information utility to manage sensing 
resources has been investigated in computer vision and 
robotics, e.g. active vision or active testing [Geman96]. Most 
of the approaches assume the selection is done centrally. 
[Manyika & Drrant-Whyte 1994] introduces expected utility 
measures for decentralized sensing systems based on local 
decision at each node; but the communication cost is not 
explicitly considered during the optimization. Likewise,  
[Byers 2000] uses a simple step or sigmoid function to 
describe utilities of each node, without explicit modeling of 
network spatial configuration. IDSQ generalizes these 
approaches to consider both network spatial configuration and 
communication cost in sensor selection. 
 
The issues of data storage, retrieval, and naming in sensor 
networks have been studied by the wireless networking, 
decentralized database, and distributed tracking communities. 
Directed data diffusion (e.g., [Intanagonwiwat et al. 2000]) 
uses a publish-subscribe mechanism to name data and pair data 
sources with data sinks, exploiting the network topologies.  
[Brooks et al. 2002] also uses data to guide sensor 
communication; in this case, prediction from tracking history 
is used to invoke sensors for future processing.  IDSQ builds 
on directed diffusion and allows local nodes to make routing 
decisions based on information gain and resource cost. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
We have formulated the problem of distributed tracking using 
wirelessly connected sensors as an information optimization 
problem and introduced several practically feasible measures 
of information utility. The information-driven approach to 
sensor querying and data routing balances the information gain 
provided by each sensor with the cost associated with 
acquiring the information. This way, the sensor network can 
seek to make an informed decision about sensing and 
communication in an energy constrained environment. 
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An Algorithm for Tracking Multiple Targets
DONALD B. REID, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract—An algorithm for tracking multiple targetsIn a cluttered algorithms. Clustering is the processof dividing the entire
environment Is developed.The algorithm Is capableof Initiating tracks, set of targets and measurementsinto independentgroups
accountingfor falseor m[~clngreports,andgroom setsof dSPeU&IIt ~or clusters~ Instead of solvin one lar e roblem a
reports~As eachmeasurementIs received,probabilities are~*uI~ted for ~ g g ~‘
thehypothesesthat themeasurement~ f~ ~ IUM)Wfl ~ number of smaller problems are solved in parallel. Fi-
in atarget file, or from a new target,or that themeasurementIs false. nally, it is desirable for an algorithm to be recursive so
Targetstatesareestimatedfrom each such da*a-as.soclatloohypothesis that all the previous data do not have to be reprocessed
using a1C~InlQnfilter. As meremeasurementsarereceived,the probabill- whenevera new data set is received.
ties of Joint hypothesesare calculatedrecursivelyusing all available The a! onthm can easurementsfro
inforv~~Hnsuchas densityof wiknown targets,densityof false~ g use m rn two ~.~er-
probability of ietectlon, ami location ~rtainty. mis ~iciiing tecii- cut generic types of sensors.The first type is capable of
nique allows correlation of a asurementwith Its a basedon sendinginformation which canbe used to infer the num-
subsequent,aswell asprevious,data.To keepthenumberof hypotheses ber of targets within the area of coverageof the sensor
reasonable,unlikelyhypothesesareeliminatedandhypotheseswith similar Radar is an example of this type of sensor Tius type of
targetestimatesarecombined.To mlnhnlie CO put5tlOnal ~ sensor enerates a data set consistin of
theentire setof targetsandme airementsIs divided Intodusters~ g g one or more
solvedindependentlyIn an illustrative exampleof aircraft~ the reports,andno target can originate more than one report
algorithmsuccessfullytrackstargetsoverawide rangesf per data set (The terms “data set” and “scan” are used

interchangeably in this paper to meana set of measure-
!. INTRODUCTION ments at the sametime. It is not necessarythatthey come

from a sensorthat scans.)The secondtypeof sensordoes

T HE SUBJECT of multitarget tracking hasapplication not contain this “number-of-targets” typeof information
in both military and civilian areas For instance,ap- A radar detector, for example, would not detecta target

plication areas include ballistic missile defense(reentry unless the target’s radar were on In this case,very little
vehicles), air defense(enemy aircraft), air traffic control can be implied about a target’s existenceor nonexistence
(civil air traffic), ocean surveillance (surface ships and by the fact that the target is not detected Also, for the
submarines),andbattlefield surveillance (ground vehicles secondtype of sensor,individual reportsare transmitted
and military units) The foremost difficulty in the apphca- andprocessedone at a time, instead of in a dataset The
tion of multiple-target tracking involves the problem of multiple-target tracking algorithm developed here
associating measurements with the appropriate tracks, accounts for these factors by using the detectionand
especially when there are missing reports(probability of false-alarmstatisticsof the sensors,the expecteddensity
detection less than unity), unknown targets (requiring of unknowntargets,and the accuracy of the target esti-
track initiation), andfalse reports (from clutter) The key mates
developmentof this paper is a method for calculatingthe A number of complicating factors not consideredin this
probabilities of variousdata-associationhypothesesWith paper include nonlinear measurements, nonlinear dy-
this development, the synthesis of a number of other namics, maneuvering targets (abrupt and unknown
features becomespossible change m target dynamics),requirement for an adaptive

In addition to the above data-associationcapabilities, algorithm (to account for unknown statistics), some
the algorithm developedin this paper containsthe desir- aspectsof multiple sensors(problems of sensorconfigura
able features of multiple-scan correlation, clustering, and tions, registration, and different types of mformation),
recursiveness Multiple-scan correlation is the capability and time-delayed or out-of-sequencemeasurementsThe
to use later measurementsto aid in prior correlations first four factors have alreadybeen investigated exten-
(associations)of measurementswith targets This feature sively in the single-targetcase,anddo not aid in illununat-
is usually found in batch-processing or track-splitting ing the multiple-target problem The inclusion of the last

two factors would greatly increasethe scopeof thispaper.
Manuscript receivedApril 25, 1978; revised June 21, 1979. ~ In addition, the real-world constraints involved in imple-

recommendedby J. L Speyer,Chairman of the StochasticControl menting thisalgorithm arenot explicitly considered.
Comnuttee.This WOrk was supportedby the Lockheed “Automatic
Multisensor/MuitisourceDataCorrelation” IndependentDevelopment References [IJ—[8] are the basic reference papers that

1~eauthoris with theLockheedPaio Alto ResearchLaboratoryPalo illustrate previously known techniques for solving the
Alto, CA 94304. ‘ multiple-target tracking problem. The scopeof each of

0018-9286/79/1200-0843$OO.75 ©1979IEEE
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Algorithm
Characteristics

Reference

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Multiple Targets No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Missing Measurements Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes
False Alarms (e.g.. Clutter Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Track Initiation No No No No Yes Yes No Yes
Sensor Data Sets (e.g..
Number-of-Targets Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No
Information)

Multiple-Scan Correlation Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Clustering No No Yes No No No No No
Recursive (i.e., Filter) Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No

these papersis summarized in Table 1. In addition, there
area number of good papers incorporated into and refer-
encedby these eight references which are not repeated
here. A more comprehensivesetof papers is included in
the recent survey paper by Bar-Shalom [9]. The algorithm
developed in this paper includes all the characteristics
shownin Table I.

Reference [1], by Singer et a!., is the culmination of
severalprevious papersby the authors. In this reference,
they develop an “N-scan filter” for one target. Whenever
a set of measurementsis received, a set of hypotheses is
formed as to the measurementthat was originatedby the
target. This branching processis repeatedwhenever a new
set of measurementsis received so that an ever-expanding
tree is formed. To keep the number of branches to a
reasonable number, all branches which have the last N
measurementsin commonarecombined. A simulation of
their filter was included in the paper. The significant
finding of their simulation was that, for N= 1, the N-scan
filter gavenear-optimalperformance. This is significant in
that the concept of track-splitting hasbeen immediately
discountedby others as being too expensive.

In [2], Bar-Shalom and Tse also treat a single target
with clutter measurements.They develop the “probabilis-
tic data association” filter that updates one target with
every measurement, in proportion to the likelihood that
the target originated the measurement.The filter is subop-
tinial in that track-splitting is not allowed (i.e., it is an
N= 0 scanfilter). In [3], Bar-Shalom extendsthis filter to
the multiple-target case.He separatesall the targets and
measurementsinto “clusters” which canthen be processed
independently. He then suggests a rather complicated
technique to calculate the probability of each measure-
ment originating from each target. Compared to his tech-
nique, the derivation in this paper reduces to a relatively
simple expression,asdiscussedin Section IV.

In [4], Alspach applies his nonlinear “Gaussian sum”
filter [101 to the multitarget problem. His conceptsare
similar to those above; however, it should be noted that
his filter is not optimal in that the density function he is
trying to estimate “does not containall the information
available in the measurementssinceat eachstagethe state
of the target giving rise to the nth measurementis condi-
tioned on only the nth measurement...”and not all

measurementsup to this stage. This paper is unique j~
estimating the type of target (a discrete state) as well a.s
the target’s continuous-valued states.

Reference[5], by Sittler, was publishedaheadof its time
and is included here eventhoughit is ten yearsolderthan
any of the other basic references. By using very simple

processes,Sittler illustrated most of the major Conceptsin
multitargettracking. In addition to track initiation, fal~
alarms,andmissingmeasurements,he includedthe possi-
bility of a target ceasingto exist (track termination),a
factor not covered in this paper. This possibility results in
several otherconcepts, such as track status. If data are
being receivedthat eliminatethe possibility of the track
beingdropped, then the track status is defined to be good.

In [6], Stein and Blackman implement and modernize
mostof the conceptssuggestedin [5]. As in [5], theyretain
the conceptof trackdropping,as well as track initiation.
and derive two gates around each target. In their im-
plementation, they choose a suboptimal sequential
method of processing the data. As each set of data is
received,only the most likely assignment of targets and
measurementsis selected.

In [7], Smith and Buechler very briefly present a
branching algorithm for multiple-target tracking. By
calculatingthe relativelikelihood of each branch, theyare
able to eliminate unlikely branches. In calculating the
likelihoods, they assumethat eachtarget is present(~D=

1) and do not account for false-alarm statistics. More
seriously, however, they apparently allow a target to be
associated with every measurement within its gate. If
measurementsarewithin severalgates,this leadsto setsof
data-associationhypothesesthat are not mutually exclu-
sive.,On the otherhand,thead hocprocedureof eliminat-
ing brancheswhose estimatesare less than a specified
distanceawaypartiallyremediesthis problem.

In [8], Morefield solvesfor the most likely data-associa-
tion hypothesis (as opposedto calculating the probabili-
ties of all the data-associationhypotheses).He doesso by
formulating the problem in the framework of integer
linearprogramming;as such,it is an interestingapproach.
His algorithm is basically a batch-processingtechnique.
Even thougha recursiveversion is included,it does not
guaranteeoptimality over several time intervals as the
batch-processingversion does.

For the remainderof this paper,it is assumedthateach
target is represented by a vector x of n statevariables
which evolveswith time accordingto known laws of the
form

x(k+ 1)=4)x(k)+rw(k) (I)

4) = the statetransition matrix
r= the disturbancematrix
w= a white noise sequenceof normal random

variableswith zero meanand covariance
Q.

TABLE I
SCOPE OF CURRENT PApuasP4MULTIPLE-TARGET TRACKING

where
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These state variables are related to measurementsz
~ccotdingto

z(k)Hx(k)+v(k) (2)

H = ameasurementmatrix
o= a white noise sequenceof normal random’

variableswith zeromeanandcovarianceR.

If the measurementscould be uniquely associatedwith
each target, then the conditional probability distribution
of the statevariables of each target is a multivariate
normal distribution given by the Kalman filter [11]. The
meani and covarianceP of this distribution evolve with
time betweenmeasurementsaccordingto the following
“time update” equations:

1(k+ l)=4)1(k~

F(k+ l)=4)P(k)4)T+rQr~T

Whena measurementis received,the conditional mean~
and covarianceP are given by the following “measure-
ment update” equations:

~(k) = 1(k)+ K[ z(k) — 111(k)]

fi(k)= ~~~iHr(HFHT+R)~HF

K= PHTR ~.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE ALG0IuTH1A

A flow diagramof the tracking algorithm is shownin
Fig. I. Most of the processing is done within the four
subroutines shown in the figure. The CLUSTR subroutine
associatesmeasurementswith previous clusters. If two or
more previously independent clUsters are associatedbe-
causeof a measurement,then the two clusters are com-
bined into a “super cluster.” A new cluster is formed for.
anymeasurementnot associatedwith a prior cluster. As
part of the initialization program, previously known
targets form their ownindividualclusters.

The HYPGEN subroutine forms new data-associationhy-
pothesesfor theset of measurementsassociatedwith each
cluster. The probability of eachsuch hypothesisis calcu-
lated and target estimatesare updated for eachhypothesis
of eachcluster.

Both the cj..usi’a and RYPGEN subroutinesuse the RE-
DUCE subroutine for eliminating unlikely hypothesesor
Combininghypotheseswith similar target estimates.Once
the set of hypothesesis simplified by this procedure,
Uniquely associatedmeasurementsare eliminated from the
hypothesis matrix by the MASH subroutine. Tentative
targets becomeconfirmedtargetsif they were the unique
Origin of the eliminnied measurement.

Receive New J~taSet

Perform Targel Time
Update

III. H’~i’omEsmsGENERATIONTECHNIQUE

The basic approach used in this paper is to generate a
setof data-associationhypothesesto account for all possi-
ble origins of everymeasurement.The filter in this paper
generatesmeasurement-orientedhypotheses,in contrast to

(4) target-oriented hypothesesdevelopedin [2] and [3). In the
target-orientedapproach, every possible measurement is
listed for each targetand vice versa for the measurement-
oriented approach. Although bothapproachesare equiv-
alent, a simplerrepresentationis possiblewith the target-
oriented approach if there is no requirementfor track
initiation. However, with a track initiation requirement,
themeasurement-orientedapproachappearssimpler.

L~tZ(k) ~ {Zm(k), m=l,2,---,Mk) denotethe set of
measurementsin datasetk; ZR ~ (Z(l),Z(2),. . . ,Z(k))
denote the cumulativeset of measurementsup through
dataset k; ~

2
k ~ ~ i=l,2,- - ik) denote the setof all

hypothesesat the time of data setk which associatethe
cumulativesetof measurementsZ” with targets or clutter;
and f~m denote the set’ of hypothesesafter the mth
measurementof adatasethasbeenprocessed.As a new
set~of measurementsZ(k + 1) is received,‘a new set of
hypotheses~k+ I is formed as follows: ~2°isinitialized by
setting (~O= ç~k~A newsetof hypothesesa” is repetitively
formedfor eachprior hypothesis~27’— andeachmeasure-
ment Zm(k + 1). Each hypothesisin this new set is the
joint hypothesisthat fl7’ ~‘is true and that measurement
Zm(k+ I) came from targetj. The valueswhich j may
assumeare0 (to denote that the measurement is a false
alarm), the value of any prior target, or a value one
greaterthan the current number of tentative targets(to
denote that the measurementoriginated from a new

where

I InitIalIzatIon

IA priori targets
REDUCE

Reduce number~]
hypotheses by
eltn,jnationor
combination.

CLUSTR
Form new clusters.
Identifying which targets I
*nd measurementsare
associatedsith each
cluster.

RYPGEP~

Form new set of hypo-
theses, calculate their
probabilities, and per—
form * targetmeasure-
ment update for each
hypothesisof etch
cluster.

MASH

Simplify hypothesis matrix
of eachcluster. Transfer
tentative targets with unity
probability to confirmed
targetcategory. Create
newclusters for confirmed
targetsno longer in hypo-
thesis,matrix.

(3)

Return for
next data set

F~top D
Fig. I. Flow diagramof multiple-targettrackingalgorithm.
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target).This techniqueis repeatedfor everymeasurement
in the new data set until the set of hypotheses~I”~~=
~ is formed.

Beforeanew hypothesisis created,the candidatetarget
must satisfy a set of conditions. First, if the target is a
tentativetarget,its existencemustbe implied by the prior
hypothesisfrom which it is branching.Second,acheck is
madeto ensure that each target is not associatedwith
more than one measurementin the current data set.
Finally, a target is only associatedwith ameasurementif
the measurementlies within the gate or validation region
of the target. If I and P are the meanandcovarianceof
the target estimatefor the prior hypothesis~ then the
covarianceof v = Zm — HI is given by

B=HPHT+R (5)

and the measurementZm lies within an “i~-sigma”valida-

tion region if

(Zm — H1)TB ~(Z~ I11)<ij2.

Note that the validation region also dependson the
measurementssince R is included in (5); however, for
simplicity, it is assumedthat all observationsin the same
datasethavethesamecovarianceR.

The representationof the hypothesesas a tree and as
storedin the computeris shownin Fig. 2 for a representa-
tive cluster of two targets and three measurements.For
the example,the prior targetsarenumberedI and 2, and
the new tentative targetsare numbered3, 4, and 5. The
threemeasurementsin the data set are numbered11, 12,
and 13. Notice, for example, that if target 2 is already
assignedto either measurement11 or 12, abranchassign-
ing it to measurement13 will not be formed since it IS

assumedthat one target cannot generate more than one
measurementifl a data set The set of hypothesesis
representedin a computerby atwo-dimensionalarray,the
“hypothesismatrix” which hasa row for eachhypothesis,
and a column for each measurement.The entry in the
array is the hypothesizedorigin of the measurementfor
that particularhypothesis In programmingthe automatic
hypothesisgenerationroutine,a simplification of the hy-
pothesismatrix occursif ‘the “prior hypothesisloop” is
placedinside the “measurementloop.” In this case,the
hypothesis matrix at one stage is just a subset of the
hypothesismatrix for the next stage as shown in the
figure. This follows the numberingschemefor hypotheses
usedin [1].

Althoughthere may be many hypothesesin a cluster, as
far as each target in the cluster is concernedthereare
relatively few hypotheses.As an example, the cluster
shown in Fig. 2 has 28 hypotheses;however, as far as
target 1 is concerned,it only hastwo hypotheses:either it
is associatedwith measurement11 or it is not associated
with any measurement.Similarly, targets2, 3, 4, and 5
have 4, 2, 2, and 2 target hypotheses,respectively.A

Target

~,easuremest

Configuration of MegetsandmeasurementS
0 example clubtlr

Origin of Measurement
(ii) (12) (ii)

ii *
y_~__0

/ N
/N

(6) /~t~o

/~

Fig. 2.

After 3
Metsuremeets

After 2
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After I

Mea surement Trr
21011

Li
0
i Ii

Ii
1°

_____I0
~i 4

12 0 5305
025

)l 2 5
3 2 5

II 4 5
~I 4 5
12 4 5

Hypothesismatrix
in csmputer

Hypotheses represenMd
as branches Of a tree

Representationof hypothesismatrix.

“hypothesisrelationshipmatrix” is createdfor eachtarget,
listing thoseclusterhypotheseswhich correspondto each
targethypothesis.Alternative target statesare then esti-
mated for each target hypothesisand not each cluster
hypothesis.The targetestimatesfor each hypothesisare
calculatedby usinga Kalmanfilter. Theconditionalprob-
ability distribution‘for the targetstatesis thenthe sum of
the individual estimatesfor eachhypothesis,weightedby
the probability of eachhypothesis

IV. PROBABILITY OF EACH HYPOTHESIS

The derivation for determining the probability of each
hypothesis dependson whether the measurementsare
from a type 1 sensoror type 2 sensor.A type 1 sensor iS

one that includesnumbers-of-targetstype inforfliatlon ~
well as informationon the locationof eachtarget.All the
measurementsin suchadatasetare consideredtogether.
In addition, an estimateof thenew targetdensitymustbe
maintainedto processmeasurementsfrom this tYPC of
sensor.A type 2 sensorsendsonly positive reports.One
measurementata time is processedfor this typeof senSof
and the new target density is not changedafter each
report.
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A. Type3 Sensor Assignment: The specific sourceof eachmeasurement
which has been assignedto be from some previously

Let p,k denotethe probability of hypothesis~ given known target.
measurementsup through time k, i.e., .

Also, it is worth noting that the pnor hypothesis~ -

pk ~e(~zk). (7) includes information ‘as to the number of previously

knowntargetsN~.(g) within theareaof coverageof the
We mayview l2~as the joint hypothesisformed from sensor.This numberincludesanytentativetargetswhose

the prior hypothesis~ —‘ and the associationhypothesis existenceis implied by that prior hypothesis,as well as the
for the currentdatasets~.The hypothesis4~involves the confirmed targetsfor that cluster. However,accordingto
hypotheticalassignmentof everymeasurementin thedata the currentdata-associationhypothesis,only NDT of these
setZ(k) with a target.We maywrite a recursiverelation- targetsaredetectedby the sensor.
ship for P,” by use of Bayes’equation It is assumedthat the number of previously known

targetsthat are detectedis given by a binomial distribu-
Ink — I ~“ ‘-~s’i— p(7,’z,\ ok — I tion, the numberof falsetargetsfollows a Poissondistrib-

‘
1

Vh ‘~‘°J/— I. ~. I ‘‘Vh’
g g ution and the number of new targets also follows a

P(’Ph ~ — I) P(~2~-‘) (8) Poissondistribution Wtth theseassumptions,the proba-
bility of the numbersNDT, Nm.., andNNT given £2~ is

wherefor brevity we have droppedthe conditioningon
pastdatathroughdata setk—i. The factorc is anormal- P(NDT,N,,.,NNTI~2~’)
izing factor found by summingthe numeratorover the
values of g andh. The first two termson the right-hand = ( ~‘~‘ )p~bnr(1 i’D) NDT) (10)
side(RHS) of the aboveequationwill now be evaluated. ~
The first termis the likelihood of themeasurementsZ(k), X FN,,,.( ~ V) FN,J~(I3NTV)
given the associationhypothesis,andis given by

where
MK

P(Z(k~12~“i’h) = II 1(m) (9) PD= probabilityof detection
rn—I fl5-1.=densityof falsetargets

where ‘ I
3

NT= density of previously unknown targets

f(m) = I / V if the mth measurementis from thathavebeendetected(i.e., theF,, term
clutter or a new target hasalreadybeenincludedin it)

= N(Zm — HI, B) if the measurementis from a F5(X)= the Poissonprobability distributionfor
confirmed targetor a tentativetarget whose n events when the average rate of
existenceis implied by the prior hypothesis eventsis A

I The total numberof measurementsis given by

V is the volume (or area)of the region coveredby the ill
MK—NDT+N~.+AYNT. ‘sensor and N(x,P)_denotes the ‘normal distribution

exp[— fx ~‘P- ixj/~/(2,r)h3)P) The values of x and B Of the MK measurements,therearemanyconfigurations
[through (5)] arethoseappropriatefor the prior hypothesis or ways m which we may assignN0~of them to prior

I targets,N~.of them to falsetargets,andNNT of them to
The secondterm on the RHS of (8) is the probability of new targets The numberof configurationsis given by

acurrent data-associationhypothesisgiven the prior hy- ~‘ ~ ‘‘M N ‘~ — N — N
pothesis~ Eachcurrentdata-associationhypothesis~J’h f K f K DT ( K DT FT

associateseach measurementin the data set with a \ N~~/\ NFT / \ NNT
specific source;as such,it includesthe following informa- The probability of a specific configuration, given NDT,
ion. Nm., andNNT, is then

Number: The numberof measurementsassociatedwith ,,j,” ~. ~Is~%...owigurationDT’~ ~ NTthe prior targets N~~(h),the numberof measurements
associatedwith false targetsN~.(h),and the numberof = 1 . (12)

measurementsassociatedwith new targetsNNI.(h). ( ~ \ ( Mg — ~
Configuration: Those measurementswhich are from \NDT)~ N~.

Previouslyknown targets,thosemeasurementswhich are
from false targets, and those measurementswhich are For a given configuration, there are many ways to
from new targets. assign the NDT designatedmeasurementsto the NTGT
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targets.The numberof possibleassignmentsis given by

NTGT!
(NTGT—NDT)L

The probability of an assignmentfor a given configura-
tion is therefore

(NTGT—NDT)!
P(Assignment~Configuration)= . (13)

NTGT.

Combining these last three equationsand simplifying,
we find that the probability of

P(ti/hl~7~~ NFT!NNT!

x P~’°~(l—

X F~.r(I3FrV)FNNT( PNTV)

Substitutingthis and(9) into (8), we find that

pk=! NFT!NNT! pNorIl .....p ~(Niv~Nor)
D ‘S° DIX.

x FN~.(I
3

fl.V)FN(flNTV)

NDT

X[llN(Zm_H1~B)] VNNNT~

wherefor easeof notation the measurementshave been
reorderedso that the first NDT measurementscorrespond
to measurementsfrom prior targets.Substitutingfor the
Poissonprocesses,the dependenceon V is eliminated!
Simplifying andcombining constantsinto c, we finally
have

pk_ !pllDr(l...... PD)(NrGT_NoT)I3;:rpI3;P

X{llN(Zm_HX_~B)JP5k~~I.(16)

This equationis the key developmentpresentedin this
paper.It is similar to (12) in the paperby Singer,Sea,and
Housewright[I], exceptit hasbeenextendedto the multi-
ple-targetcase.They haveaslightly differentapproachin
that theyareonly concernedwith sensorreturnswithin a
target validation region. If this approachis extendedto the
multiple-targetcase(as suggestedby Bar-Shalomin [3]),
considerabledifficulty ensuesin the derivation.Also, by
consideringareaoutsidevalidation regions,we now have
a trackinitiation capability.

This equationis used iteratively within the hypothesis
generationroutine to calculate the probability of each
data-associationhypothesis.Although it appearscom-
plicated,it is relativelyeasyto implement.If all theprior
hypothesesare first multiplied by (1— PDY”rGT, then as a
branchis createdfor eachmeasurementandits hypothe-
sized origin, the likelihood of the branch is found by

either multiplying the prior probability by eitherf3,,., ~
or P~N(Z,,,— Hi,B)/(l — ~D) as appropriate.After
such branchesaregeneratedthe likelihoodsare thenfor-
malized~

Concurrentlywith the abovecalculations,a calculatjo~
of I3N~ the densityof new (i.e., unknown) targets, is
performedwhenevera data set from a type 1 sensoris
received.The densityof new targetsPNT dependsUpon
the numberof timesthe areahasbeenobservedby a type
1 sensorand the possibleflux of undetectedtargetsinto
and out of the area.

The developmentof this paperhas implicitly assumed
that the probability distributionof the targetstatewould
be given by or approximatedby a normal distributi0~
after one measurement.If the measurementvector con.
tainsall the targetstatevariables,thenthe initial stateand
covarianceof a target are given by x= Zm and P R.

~l4’ However, in generalthis will not be true but the normal
‘ / distributionassumptionmight neverthelessbe made.For

example, if the target state is position and velocity and
only positionis given in the measurement,thenthe veloc-
ity might be assumedto benormallydistributedwith zero
mean and a standarddeviation equal to one-third the
maximum velocity of the target.

If the measurementsor other factorsare such that the
‘15’ assumptionof a normal distribution after onemeasure-
‘S ~‘ ment is not agood assumption,thenappropriatemodifi-

cationswould haveto be madeto the gatecriterion, the
hypothesisprobability calculationsand the Kalmanfilter
equations.As an example, consider the casewhereN
targets on aplane surface,generatetwo setsof line-of-
bearing(LOB) reportseachcontainingexactly N LOB’s
(i.e., F,,= 1, fl~.=O).The LOB’s intersect in N2 points,
correspondingto the N real targetsandN2 — N “ghosts.”
Sinceall thestatisticaldegrees-of-freedomin themeasure-
mentsare necessaryjust to determinelocation, thereare
no additionaldegrees-of-freedomremainingfor correlat-
ing oneLOB with another.Therefore,in this case,thereis
no gatecriterion for theseconddataset andeachof the
N2 pairsareequally likely.

B. Type2 Sensor

To calculatetheprobability thata single measuremeuit
from a type2 sensoris from a false target,a previoUSlY
known target, or a new target, let us assumethat it IS

selectedat randomfrom a setof NDT + NFT+ N~-pOSS’
ble measurements,wheretheprobabilityof NDT, N~1.,and
NNT is given by the RHS of (10). For a given Nnr NFT’
andNNT, the probability of the measurementbeing from
clutter, aprevioustarget, or a new target is given by the
ratio of NFT, NDT, and NNT to their sum. Given that a
measurementis from someprevioustarget,theprobabilitY
it is from a particular target is l/N~0~.FinallY, the
likelihood of the measurement,given the target Wh1C
originatedit, is 1 / V if it is from a falseor new targetE”
N(Z,,, — Hi, B~)if from a previoustarget.

Combining theseeffects, the likelthood of the meaSU~
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ment-given ~ NFT, and NNT is given by

e(Ml =JINDT,NFT,NNT)

V,

= NDTN(z_HxB)
NTGT

~
=—, j=NTGT+l.

V

1~j<N~~

(17)

The unconditional likelihood of the measurementis
foundby taking the expectedvalue of (17), namely,

j=0

N0~
=N N(Zm~HXL,,B~,)

TGT
= PDN(Zm- 1 ‘~j<N~~.

= =
13

NT’ j = N~+ I. (18)

If theselikelihoodsarenormalized,oneobtainsthe proba-
bility for each possibleorigin of the measurement.The
implementationis the sameas for (16) exceptthat only
one measurementat a time is processedfor .a type 2
sensorandthereareno (1 — PD) terms.

V. HY~omEsisREDUCTION TECHNIQUES

The optimal filter developedin the previoussection
requires an ever-expandingmemory as more data are
processed.For this reason,techniquàsareneededto limit
the numberof hypothesesso thatapracticalversioncan
be implemented.The goal is an algorithmwhich requires
aminimum amountof computermemoryandexecution
time while retainingnearlyall the accuracyof the optimal
filter. All the hypothesesmaybe consideredas branches
of a tree: the hypothesis reduction techniquesmay be
viewed as methodsof either pruning thesebranchesor
binding togetherbranches.

A. Zero-ScanAlgorithms

A zero-scanfilter allows only onehypothesisto remain
after processingeachdata set.The simplestmethod(and
thatprobablymostrepresentativeof currentpractice)is to
choosethemost likely dataassociationhypothesisanduse
a standardKalmanfilter to estimatetargetstates.This is
strictly a pruningoperation.An improvedvariationof this
is to still choosethe maximum likelihood hypothesisbut
to increasethecovariancein the Kalmanfilter to account
for the possibility of miscorrelations.Another approach,
developedin [2] and[3] anddenotedthe probabilisticdata
association(PDA) filter, is equivalentto combiningall the
hypothesesby making the targetestimatesdependon all
the measurements.

B. Multiple-ScanAlgorithms

In multiple-scanalgorithms,severalhypothesesremain
after processinga data set. The advantageof this is that
subsequentmeasurementsare used to aid in the correla-
tion of prior measurements.Hypotheseswhoseprobabili-
ties are increasedcorrespondto the casein which subse-
quent measurementsincreasethe likelihood of that data
association.The simplesttechniqueis againto prune all
the unlikely hypothesesbut keepall the hypotheseswith a
probability abovea specifiedthreshold.In [I], an N-scan
filter for the single-targetcasewas developedin which
hypothesesthat have the last N datascansin common
were combined.A remarkableconclusionof their simula-
tion was that with N only equal to one, near-optimal
performancewasachieved.

An alternative criterion for binding branchestogether
(i.e., combining hypotheses)is to combinethosehypothe-
ses which have similar effects. Generally, this criterion
would correspondto the N-scancriterion, but not always.
If hypotheseswith the last N datascansin commonare
combined, then hypothesesthat differentiate between
measurementsin earlier scansare eliminated.Examples
can be conceived[121 in which it is more important to
preserve earlier rather than later hypotheses.For this
reason,this paperusesthe criterion of combining those
hypotheseswith similar effects concurrently with the
criterion to eliminate hypotheseswith a probability less
than a specified amount a. For two hypothesesto be
similar, they must havethe samenumber of tentative
targetsandthe estimatesfor all targetsin eachhypothesis
must be similar, i.e., boththe meansandthe variancesof
eachestimatemust be sufficiently close. The meanand
covarianceof the resultingestimateis a combinationof
theindividual estimates.

C. Simplifying the HypothesisMatrix and
Initiating Confirmed Targets

By eliminating hypotheses,as in the previoussection,
the numberof rows in the hypothesismatrix is reduced.
This reductionmayalsoallow us to reducethe numberof
columns in the hypothesismatrix. If all the entries in a
column of the hypothesismatrix are the same,then that
measurementhasaun queorigin andthat columnmaybe
eliminated. This simple procedureis the only technique
used to simplify the hypothesismatrix of eachcluster. If
theuniqueorigin of the measurementis a tentativetarget,
then thattarget is transferredto theconfirmed targetfile.
In other words, the criterion for initiating a new con-
firmed targetis thata tentativetargethasa probabilityof
existing equal to one (after negligible hypotheseshave
beendropped).Oncethe hypothesismatrix hasbeensins-
plified as muchas possible,manyof the confirmedtargets
for thatclustermayno longerbe in thehypothesismatrix.
Thesetargetsmay then be removedfrom that clusterto
form new clustersof their own. In this way, clustersare
decomposedand preventedfrom becomingever larger
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arid larger through collisions. The featuresin this para-
graph havebeenincorporatedinto the MASH subroutine.

VI. CLUSTER FoIu~1AnoN

If the entire set of targets and measurementscan be
divided into setsof independentclusters[31, then a great
deal of simplification may result. Insteadof one large
trackingproblem.a numberof smallertracking problems
can be solved independently.Since the amountof com-
puter storageand computationtime grows exponentially
with the number of targets, this can have an important
effect in reducingcomputerrequirements.If every target
could be separatedinto its own individual cluster, these
requirementswould only grow linearly with the numberof
targets.

A clusteris completelydefinedby specifyingthe set of
targetsandmeasurementsin the cluster, andthe alterna-
tive data-associationhypothesis(in the form of the hy-
pothesismatrix) which relatesthe targets and measure-
ments.Included in this descriptionis the probability of
eachhypothesisanda targetfile for eachhypothesis.

As part of the program initialization, one cluster is
createdfor each confirmed target whose existence is
known a priori. Each measurementof the data set is
associatedwith a cluster if it falls within the validation
region [(6)] of any target of that cluster for any prior
data-associationhypothesisof that cluster. A new cluster
if formed for each measurementwhich cannot be
associatedwith any prior cluster. If any measurementis
associatedwith two or more clusters,then thoseclusters
arecombinedinto a “supercluster.”The set of targetsand
measurementsof the superclusteris the sum of those in
the associatedprior clusters.The numberof data-associa-
tion hypothesesof the superclusteris the productof the
number of hypothesesfor the associatedprior clusters.
The hypothesismatrix, probabilities of hypotheses,and
targetfiles mustbecreatedfrom thoseof their constituent
prior clusters.

It canbe verified that the probabilitiesof a set of joint
hypothesesformedby combining two or moreclustersis
the same whether calculatedby (16) for the combined
clusters,or by multiplying the probabilitiescalculatedby
this equationfor eachseparatecluster. This property, in
fact, was oneof the factorsfor choosingthe Poissonand
binomial distributions for describing the number of
targetsin (10).

VII. EXAMPLE TO ILLUSTRATE FILTER
CHARACTERISTICS

A simple aircraft tracking problemfrom [1] waschosen
for illustrating and evaluating the filter derived in the
previoussection.The stateof the aircraft is its position
andvelocity in the X andY directions.Measurementsof
positiononly are taken. Eachdimensionis assumedinde-
pendent,with identicalequationsof motion,measurement
errors,andprocessnoise, i.e.,

1 0 TO 0 0
0 1 0

000

T 0
0’ 1
1 0

0
0’
1

A. Track Initiation

In the first example.a set of five measurementsat five
different times is used to illustrate track initiation. For
this example. there are no initially known targets, the
initial density of unknown targetsis 0.5, the density of
falsereportsis 0.1, the probability of detectionis 0.9, and
both the processandmeasurementnoisehavevariancesof
0.04.The five measurementsareshownas trianglesin Fig.
3. The most likely hypothesis after processing each
measurementis that there is one target. The estimated
position,velocity, andIa errorcircle of thetargetfor that
hypothesisis also shown in the figure. As expected,the
estimatedpositionateach time lies betweenthe previously
projectedposition and the measuredposition. After the
first measurementis processed,thereis a5/6 probability
the measurementcamefrom a targetanda 1/6 probabil-
ity it camefrom a falsereport,since the relativedensities
are initially 5:1. The probability thereis atleastonetarget
increaseswith every measurementto 99 + percentafter
five measurements,at which point a confirmed target is
created.Thereis an interestingeffect afterfour measure-
mentsareprocessed.The most likely hypothesisis that all
four measurementscaine from the sametarget (p= 88
percent);the secondmost likely hypothesisis that the first
measurementcamefrom a falsereport,andtheremainrig
three measurementscame from the same target (p = 4
percent).Both of these hypothesesdeclarethat thereis
one target, andsince the estimatedstateof the target in
both casesis nearly equal the two hypothesesare auto-
maticallycombined.

B. Crossing Tracks

In the next example.we examinethe capability of the
filter to processmeasurementsfrom two crossingtargets.
One target starts in the upper left corner and moves
downwardto - the lower right while the othertarget st3Xt~
in the lower left corner and movesupwardto the upPer
right corner.The existenceof just one of the targetS IS

known a priori. The set of measurementsand the target
estimatescorrespondingto the most likely hypothesisa
shown in Fig. 4. The first two measurementsatthe top 0
the figure areprocessedas in the trackinitiation examPles
and the first two measurementsat the bottom Øj~C

processedas a trackmaintenanceproblem.At k3, how-
ever,the two clusters“collide” andasuperclustermade0

A Thisboth clusters and both measurementsis form~

H=Il 0 0 ~1[o 1 0 oj’
rqT 01

0 qTj’ R=[~ 0]. (19)
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1 2 3
x

4 5 6

Fig. 3. Exampleof track initiation.
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Fig. 4 Exampleof crossingtracks

collision is due to the fact that one of the hypothesesin
the top clusteris that the top measurementat k = I was
from atarget,but the nextmeasurementwas from clutter
Sinceweassumedaninitial variancein velocityof 1 0, the
above targetcould haveoriginated the measurementat
(3.2,2.9).After the measurementsareprocessed,however,
this possibility is so remote that it is ehnunatedAfter
eliminating all the othernegligible hypothesesat k = 3, the
superclusteris separatedinto two•clusters,corresponding
to the two targets.To processthe two measurementsat
k=4, the superclusterhas to be formed again. At this
time, the tentativetarget in the top of the figure becomes
a confirmedtarget. Two hypothesesremainafter process-
ing the measurementsat k=4; that the lower target
Originated the lower measurementand the higher target
Originated the higher measurement(p1= 60 percent) or
Vice versa(p2= 40 percent).The measurementsat k = 5
aresuchthattheyreducethedifferencein probabilitiesof
thesetwo hypotheses(to p1 = 54 percent,p2= 46 percent).

This is onecasein which later datadid not helpresolvea
prior data-associationhypothesis;in fact, the ambiguity
was increased.At k =5, the data-associationhypothesesat
k= 4 are the most significant andare preserved.(If the
N= 1 scan filter criterion was used, the hypothesesat
k= 4 would havebeeneliminated.)By the time measure-
ments at k = 6 are processed,the difference in the hy-
pothesesat k 4 is no longer importantsince the target
estimatesare now sosimilar. Fromthenon, we havetwo
separatetrackmaintenanceproblems.

C. High Target Density

The last exampleillustratesthe difficulty of associating
measurementsinto tracks~for amorecomplicatedarrange-
ment of measurements.This exampleis a single run from
the MonteCarlo programdescribedin the nextsection.In
this examplethere are five real targets, the existenceof
four of them is initially knownby the filter The a priori
location and velocity estimatesof these four targetsas
well asmeasurementsfrom thefirst six scansareshownin
Fig 5 Both the measurementnoiseandthe processnoise
are relatively large (q= r = 040) The data points are
showngroupedaccordingto themaximumlikelihooddata
associationhypotheses(exceptas notedbelow). In addi-
tion, thereare approximately15 otherfeasiblegroupings
of targets that are also possible arrangements.As
measurementsare processed,the probabilities of these
different groupings change.For example, at scan 4 the
most likely hypothesis is that measurement19 is
associatedwith target 1 andmeasurement18 is associated
with target2; however,on scan5 andsubsequentscans,
anothàhypothesisbecomesthe most likely andreverses
this assignment.The one targetunknownby the filter is
beingformedby measurements2, 8, and 14. Evenat scan
4 whenthereis only onemeasurementfor either target 3
or the new target, the most likely• hypothesisis that
measurements2, 8, and 14 area new targetandmeasure-
ments 5, 10, 16, and 20 are from target 3 At scan5,
however,the most likely hypothesisis that measurements
2, 10, and 14 (as well as 23) arefalse, and that measure-
ments5, 8, 16, and20 areassociatedwith target3 At scan
6 the likelihood that measurements2, 8, 14, 23, and 30
form a new target is increasedandby scan7 it is part of
the mostlikely hypothesisThis targetdoesnot becomea
confirmed target until scan9 In eachcase,the general
grouping of measurementscorrespondsto one of the
actualtargets.

VIII. Mowrn C~oSEMULATION

The independentfactors affecting filter performance
include both filter characteristics(e.g., the filter criteria
for eliminating or combining hypotheses)and environ-
mentalvariables,suchas targetdensity/3~-.,.,measurement
accuracyR, targetperturbancesQ, falsereport densities
fi~,anddatarate T, ‘

3
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Y
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Fig. 5. Tracking in a densetargetenvironment.

The probability or easeof making correctassociations
betweentargetsandmeasurementsappearsto be a key
factor in determining filter performance.As such, the
primary effect of many of the environmentalvariables
mentionedabove is in affecting this factor. The more
dense the targets and measurementsor the larger the
uncertaintyin their locations, the more difficult it is to
makethecorrectassociations.Thevariables~ fI,.,., and
P~determinethe densityof measurementsaccordingto

flM—flFT~’D fliT

and the variancebetweenmeasurementsandeliminated
targetlocations(justbeforean associationis to be made)
is given by

If we makethe approximationthatP~i reachesits steady-
state value as given by solving the Kalman filter equa-
tions, then P11 can be related to q, r, and 1’. ~D also
affectsP11 by affecting the averagetime betweenmeasure-
ments. In addition, the actual value of P~1would be
affectedby combininghypothesesso that the relationship
betweenP11 and q, r, and T must be consideredan
approximation.

An indication of the increasingdifficulty of association
with increasingtarget and measurementdensitiesand
uncertaintiesis given by the associationprobabilities
shown in Fig. 6. The figure shows the probability of not

associatingatargetwith ameasurement,andthe probabil-
ities of associatinga targetwith ameasurementcorrectly
andincorrectly, as the density-varianceproductincreases.
Thesecurvesmaybe viewedas the associationprobabili-
tiesof anN = 0 scanfilter in processingonescanof target
informationwhen the filter knows the numberof true
targetsand their prior locationsfrom the previous.scan,
and uses the following associationrules: a target is
associatedwith the closestmeasurementwithin its valida
tion region; if no measurementsare within validatiOn

(20) region (or such a measurementis assignedto another
target),thenno measurementis associatedwith the target.
The curves do not reflect the performanceof any filter
overmorethanonescan.

Thecurvesin Fig. 6 were generatedfor thecasewherea

(21) proportion ~D =0.9 of the true targets generateda
measurement,the relative densityof true targetsto false
measurementswas 5/I, andthe targetgatesizewas
Sinceonly 90 percentof targetsgeneratedmeasUrernea~~
the probability of correctly associatinga target with a
measurementis no greater than 90 percent.As the den-
sity-varianceproduct increases,this probabilitydecreases.
An even worse condition is the relatedincrease~nthe
probability of incorrectly associatinga target and a
measurement.Incorrectassociationcanhavea cascad1~~~
effecton tracking algorithmswhich do not account~orit.
The probability a target is not associatedwith a
measurementis initially 10 percentfor this set of CO11W
tions and also decreaseswith increasingdensitY~Vah1~
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numberof MonteCarlo runs weremadeto validate
filter and examine its performanceunder various

lditions. The areaundersurveillancewas 10 units by 10
ts. Unlessotherwisenoted,valuesof 13

iT=°.°
5

’ /3~.,.=
~ ‘~D~0.9, q0.04, r=0.04, and T= 1.0 were usedin
~eratingthe numberof targetsand the measurements.
e fraction of true targetsinitially known by the filter
~JNT 0.80. Theinitial valueof the densityof unknown
getsin the filter was given by

13
NT= /3iT(l fNT)~J,

h a lower limit of fl~,/4.
ti thefirst setof simulations,threeversionsof thefilter,
~respondingto values of the hypothesis elimination
:eriona=0.OI,a=0.l, anda=0.5,were run with the
isity-varianceproduct rangingfrom p=0.Ol to p=0.1.
e filter is mechanizedso that at leastonedata-associa-
i hypothesisis retainedfor eachclusterso thata= 0.5
respondsto the maximum likelihood zero-scanfilter.

.e density-varianceproduct was varied by increasing
th q andr the sameamount.The resultsof this simula-
a are summarized in Table II. Each data point
‘marizesresultsover 10 Monte Carlo runsat 10 time
~rvals,or a total of 100 comparisonsbetweenthe true

~etlocationsandthe estimatedtarget locations.There
not appearto be anyerror trendswith time for these
s for the abovevalues of PD, fNT’ etc. exceptfor an
~ in falsetargetswith time. -

•~sthedensity-varianceproductincreases,the difficulty
tnaking data-to-targetassociationincreases.This diffi-
:y causesan increasein the numberof hypothesesfor
a 0.01 filter. The effect of more drastic pruning
0.1) reducesthe numberof hypotheses.Increasesin
density-varianceproductdo not appearto increasethe
riber of hypothesesfor the heavily prunedcases(a=

anda= 0.5). The percentof targetstracked(ratio of
rect tracks to true numberof targets)appearedquite
Id for the first case;however,as the density-variance
duct increasedor as more hypotheseswere pruned,
percentagedropped.Thepercentof falsetargets(ratio

‘alse tracks to total numberof tracks)remainedmod-

TABLE II
REsuI.rsoeMo~raC~iu.oSIMUL&TION

Case Number 01Hypotheses
Percent
Targets
Tracked

P~cent
False

Targets

Normalized
Error

r ~ff04 ~001
.0.01)

10.52 97.3 2.9 0.920

g.r.004 a 11i
ID 0. ii) 7.67 97.1 3.8 0.922

• r P0.04 a ~0,5
•11Oi) 4.40 81.0 0.6 0.870

q.r.0.12, a 0.01
tP003

13.65 93.6 6.7 1.053

q.r.0.i2. 0.0.i
ID ~ 8.04 92.6 0.0 1.052

g.r.0.i2,a P0.5
ID. 0.03) 4.40 75.4 7.0 1.062

q.r.O.i2, a .0.01
(P •0.fl i6.41 89.1 7.7 1.055

q.r.0.4, a .0.1
I~ 0. 11

7.90 85.2 11.8 1.071

q.r.0.4, a .115
0.1) 4.40 75.0 0.5 1.043

q.r.0.04,a 0.1
ID ~

0.
OIItHl9hli~r~i)

7.76 99.3 5.8 0.937

q.r.0.i2~ a ~
(P -0.151 tHigh

3
NT~

8.05 94.3 6.2 1052.

q.r.0.4. a ~Q.1

(P.O.iIUhighb~
1

1
7.81 90.8 12.1

—

L~

eratefor all conditions.Under all conditions,the normal-
~22~ ized error (half the averagesquaredposition error in-
“ / verselyweightedby the filter’s estimatedvariancein posi-

tion) was approximatelyequalto one,indicating that the
actual accuracyof the filter agreedwith the accuracy
predictedby the filter. The filter was neitheroverconfi-
dentnorunderconfident.

All of the filter parametersare well-defined and
measurablequantitiesexceptthe new targetdensity fiNT’
which is scenario-dependent.A value of fiNT should be
chosenbasedupon the expectedrangeof targetdensities
and the relative importancethe user assignsto missing
real tracks versuscreatingfalse tracks. The higher I

3
NT’

the lesslikely the algorithmwill miss a real targetbut the
more likely it will create a false track. The last three
entriesin Table II are for the casewherethe valueof fiNT
used by the filter is twice what it should have been
accordingto (22).

To presentresultsof otherfactorswhich affect perfor-
mance(e.g.,PD,fNT, and$~.//3~-,.)would undulyincrease
the size of this paperand will not be doneexceptto say
that decreasesin F1, andfNT and increasesin fl,-,~/fliT
reduce performance. Also, the percentageof targets
trackedand the numberof false tracks are functionsof
the scannumberfor valuesof ~D’ JNT’ andflfl’/$iT not
usedin this simulation.

The algorithmwas codedin 1 500 lines of Fortranand
executed on a UNIVAC 1100 computer. Each of the
subroutinesshownin Fig. 1 took approximately300 lines
of Fortran,with the main programandothersubroutines
taking another300 lines. The core memoryrequirements
for an algorithm capableof handling 10 clustersand 30
targets(andincluding the MonteCarlo programfor gen-

o Ph?2

6. Theprobabilityof correctandincorrectdataassociationversus
measurementdensityx variance.
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eratingmeasurementsandevaluatingthe algorithm) was
approximately64K words. Ten Monte Carlo runs of 10
scanseachwere executedin 25—45s dependingupon the
particular case.To handlemoreclustersand targets,or to
reducememory requirements,the clusterandtargetinfor-
mation could be put on a disk file. However,disk access
time would then cause a large increase in the overall
executiontime of the program.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has developed a multiple-target tracking
filter incorporatinga wide rangeof capabilitiesnot previ-
ouslysynthesized,including trackinitiation, multiple-scan
correlation,andthe ability to processdata setswith false
or missing measurements.The primary contribution is a
Bayesianformulation for determiningthe probabilitiesof
alternativedata-to-targetassociationhypotheses,which
permitted this synthesis. In simulations of a simple
aircraft tracking problem,the filter demonstratedits capa-
bilities overawide rangeof targetdensitiesandmeasure-
ment uncertainties.The filter provedto be robustto errors
in the given filter parameters(e.g., unknowntarget den-
sity).
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Abstract – We outline a framework for collaborative signal processing in distributed sensor networks. The 
ideas are presented in the context of tracking multiple moving objects in a sensor field. The key steps involved in 
the tracking procedure include event detection, target classification, and estimation and prediction of target 
location. Algorithms for various tasks are discussed with an emphasis on classification. Results based on 
experiments with real data are reported which provide useful insights into the essential nature of the problems. 
Issues, challenges and directions for future research are identified. 

Keywords: collaborative signal processing, sensor networks, detection, target localization, classification, 
tracking  

1 Introduction 

Networks of small, densely distributed wireless sensor nodes are being envisioned and developed for a variety of 
applications involving monitoring and manipulation of the physical world in a tetherless fashion [1], [16], [17], 
[22], [23]. Typically, each individual node can sense in multiple modalities but has limited communication and 
computation capabilities. Many challenges must be overcome before the concept of sensor networks becomes a 
reality. In particular, there are two critical problems underlying successful operation of sensor networks: 
efficient methods for exchanging information between the nodes, and collaborative signal processing (CSP) 
between the nodes to gather useful information about the physical world. 

This paper describes the key ideas behind the CSP algorithms for distributed sensor networks being developed at 
the University of Wisconsin (UW). We also describe the basic ideas on how the CSP algorithms interface with 
the networking/routing algorithms being developed at Wisconsin (UW-API) [2]. We motivate the framework via 
the problem of detecting and tracking a single maneuvering target. This example illustrates the essential ideas 
behind the integration between UW-API and UW-CSP algorithms and also highlights the key aspects of 
detection and localization algorithms. We then build on these ideas to present our approach to tracking multiple 
targets that necessarily requires classification techniques. 

Tracking multiple targets via a wireless sensor network is a very challenging, multi-faceted problem and several 
research groups have tackled various aspects of it [3]-[8],[12],[13],[15],[18],[19],[21],[23],[25]. We consider the 
signal processing aspects of this problem under the constraints imposed by limited capabilities of the nodes as 
well as those associated with networking and routing. Consequently, in the present form, all our algorithms are 
based on processing a single sensing modality, such as seismic or acoustic. Furthermore, current detection and 
classification algorithms are based on single-node processing, whereas localization and tracking algorithms 
require collaboration between nodes. Our main emphasis in this paper is on target classification that is arguably 
the most challenging signal processing task in the context of sensor networks. We provide some numerical 
results based on real data that lend useful insights into the problem and help identify key issues and challenges. 
Finally, based on our findings we identify some promising directions for future research. 

In the following two subsections, we motivate the need for CSP in sensor networks and describe the notion of 
space-time cells for facilitating CSP. Section 2 discusses the overall framework for detecting and tracking a 
single target. Section 3 describes classification algorithms that we have investigated and reports our experiences 
with real data. Section 4 identifies some issues and challenges and Section 5 discusses some directions for future 
research. Section 6 provides some concluding remarks. 

 
1.1 Collaborative Signal Processing 
Power consumption is a critical consideration in a wireless sensor network.  The limited amount of energy stored 
at each node must support multiple functions, including sensor operations, on-board signal processing, and 
communication with neighboring  nodes.  Thus, one must consider power-efficient sensing modalities, low 
sampling rates, low-power signal processing algorithms, and efficient communication protocols to exchange 
information among  nodes. To facilitate monitoring of a sensor field, including detection, classification, 



identification, and tracking of targets, global information in both space and time must be collected and analyzed 
over a specified space-time region. However, individual nodes only provide spatially local information. 
Furthermore, due to power limitation, temporal processing is feasible only over limited time periods. This 
necessitates CSP --- collaboration between nodes to process the space-time signal.  A CSP algorithm can benefit 
from the following desirable features:  

Distributive processing – Raw signals are sampled and processed at individual nodes but are not directly 
communicated over the wireless channel. Instead, each node extracts relevant summary statistics from the raw 
signal, which are typically of smaller size. The summary statistics are stored locally in individual nodes and may 
be transmitted to other nodes upon request.  

Goal-oriented, on-demand processing – To conserve energy, each node only performs signal processing tasks 
that are relevant to the current query.  In the absence of a query, each node retreats into a standby mode to 
minimize energy consumption. Similarly, a sensor node does not automatically publish extracted information --- 
it forwards such information only when needed. 

Information fusion – To infer global information over a certain space-time region from local observations, CSP 
must facilitate efficient, hierarchical information fusion --- progressively lower bandwidth information must be 
shared between nodes over progressively large regions. For example, (high bandwidth) time series data may be 
exchanged between neighboring nodes for classification purposes. However, lower bandwidth CPA (closest 
point of approach) data may be exchanged between more distant nodes for tracking purposes.  

Multi-resolution processing – Depending on the nature of the query, some CSP tasks may require higher 
spatial resolution involving a finer sampling of sensor nodes, or higher temporal resolution involving higher 
sampling rates. For example, reliable detection may be achievable with a relatively coarse space-time resolution, 
whereas classification typically requires processing at a higher resolution. Multiresolution space-time processing 
using wavelets [24] may be fruitfully exploited in this context.  

1.2  Space-Time Sampling and Space-Time Cells 
 
Each object in a geographical region generates a time-varying space-time signature field that may be sensed in 
different modalities, such as acoustic, seismic or thermal. The  nodes sample the signature field spatially and the 
density of nodes should be commensurate with the rate of spatial variation in the field. Similarly, the time series 
from each sensor should be sampled at a rate commensurate with the required bandwidth. Thus, the rate of 
change of the space-time signature field and the nature of the query determines the required space-time sampling 
rate.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                     (a)                           (b)   
         
 
Figure 1: A schematic illustrating the notion of space-time cells. Vertical dimension depicts space and 
horizontal dimension depicts time. Different shades depict the variations in the space-time signature field. (a) 



Uniformly sized space-time cells. (b) Non-uniformly sized space-time cells to accommodate  variations in the 
space-time signature field. 
 
A moving object in a region corresponds to a peak in the spatial signal field that moves with time. Tracking an 
object corresponds to tracking the location of the spatial peak over time. To enable such tracking in a sensor 
network, the entire space-time region must be divided into space-time cells to facilitate local processing, as 
illustrated in Figure 1.  The size of a space-time cell depends on the velocity of the moving target and the decay 
exponent of the sensing modality. It should approximately correspond to a region over which the space-time 
signature field remains nearly constant. In principle, the size of space-time cells may be dynamically adjusted as 
new space-time regions are created based on predicted locations of targets. Space-time signal averaging may be 
done over nodes in each cell to improve the signal to noise ratio. We note that the assumption of constant 
signature field over a space-time cell is at best an approximation in practice due to several factors, including 
variations in terrain, foliage, temperature gradients and non-isotropic nature of source signal. However, such an 
approximation may be judiciously applied in some scenarios for the purpose of reducing intra-sensor 
communication as well to improve algorithm performance against noise.  

2 Detection and Tracking Framework 

In this section, we discuss detection and tracking of a single target in a distributed sensor network. The example 
illustrates the coordination between networking/routing protocols and CSP algorithms. One of the key premises 
behind the networking algorithms being developed at Wisconsin is that routing of information in a sensor 
network should be geographic-centric rather than node-centric [2]. In other words, from the viewpoint of 
information routing, the geographic locations of the nodes are the critical quantities rather than their arbitrary 
identities. In the spirit of space-time cells, the geographic region of interest is divided into smaller regions 
(spatial cells) that facilitate communication over the sensor network. Some of the nodes in each cell are 
designated as manager nodes for coordinating signal processing and communication in that cell. 
 

2.1 Single Target 
Figure 2 illustrates the basic idea of region-based CSP for detection and tracking of a single target. Under the 
assumption that a potential target may enter the monitored area via one of the four corners, four cells, A, B, C 
and D, are created by the UW-API protocols. Nodes in each of the four cells are activated to detect potential 
targets.  

 
Figure 2.  A schematic illustrating detection and tracking of a single target using UW-API and UW-CSP 
algorithms. 



Each activated  node runs an energy detection algorithm whose output is sampled at an a priori fixed rate 
depending on the characteristics of expected targets (see Section 2.3.1). Suppose a target enters Cell A. Tracking 
of the target consists of the following five steps: 

(a) Some and perhaps all of the nodes in Cell A detect the target. These nodes are the active nodes and Cell A is 
the active cell. The active nodes also yield CPA time information. The active nodes report their energy 
detector outputs to the manager nodes at N successive time instants.  

(b) At each time instant, the manager nodes determine the location of the target from the energy detector 
outputs of the active nodes. The simplest estimate of target location at an instant is the location of the node 
with the strongest signal at that instant. However, more sophisticated algorithms for target localization may 
be used (see Section 2.3.2). Such localization algorithms justify their higher complexity only if the accuracy 
of their location determination is finer than the  node spacing. 

(c) The manager nodes use locations of the target at the N successive time instants to predict the location of the 
target at M (< N) future time instants.  

(d) The predicted positions of the target are used by the UW-API protocols to create new cells that the target is 
likely to enter. This is illustrated in Figure 2 where the three dotted cells represent the regions that the target 
is likely to enter after the current active cell (Cell A in Figure 2). A subset of these cells is activated by the 
UW-API protocols for subsequent detection and tracking of the target.  

(e) Once the target is detected in one of the new cells, it is designated as the new active cell and the nodes in the 
original active cell (Cell A in Figure 1) may be put in the standby state to conserve energy. 

Steps (a) – (e) are repeated for the new active cell and this forms the basis of detecting and tracking a single 
target. For each detected target, an information field containing tracking information, such as the location of the 
target at certain past times, is usually passed from one active cell to the next one. This is particularly important 
in the case of multiple targets. Similar algorithms are being developed by other groups as well [3], [4]. 

2.2   Multiple Targets 
Figure 2 illustrates detection and tracking of a single target. If multiple targets are sufficiently separated in space 
or time, that is they occupy distinct space-time cells, essentially the same procedure as described in Section 2.1 
may be used: a different track is initiated and maintained for each target. Sufficient separation in time means that 
the energy detector output of a particular sensor exhibits distinguishable peaks corresponding to the CPAs of the 
two targets. Similarly, sufficient separation in space means that at a given instant the spatial target signatures 
exhibit distinguishable peaks corresponding to nodes that are closest to the targets at that instant. 

The assumption of sufficient separation in space and/or time may be too restrictive in general. In such cases, 
classification algorithms are needed that operate on spatio-temporal target signatures to classify them. This 
necessarily requires a priori statistical knowledge of typical signatures for different target classes. In this paper, 
we focus on single-node (no collaboration between nodes) classification based on temporal target signatures: a 
time series segment is generated for each detected event at a node and processed for classification. Some form of 
temporal processing, such as a fast Fourier transform (FFT), is performed and the transformed vector is fed to a 
bank of classifiers corresponding to different target classes. The outputs of the classifiers that detect the target, 
active classifiers, are reported to the manager nodes as opposed to the energy detector outputs.  Steps (a) – (e) in 
Section 2.1 are repeated for all the active classifier outputs to generate and maintain tracks for different 
classified targets. In some cases, both energy-based CPA information and classifier outputs may be needed. The 
ability to do spatially selective processing at each node via a small antenna array may also be needed in practice 
[13], [15]. 

2.3 Signal Processing Algorithms 
In this section, we briefly discuss the signal processing algorithms that underlie the tracking framework depicted 
in Figure 2. 



2.3.1 Detection 
Energy detection uses minimal a priori information about the target. The detector essentially computes a running 
average of the signal power over a window of pre-specified length. The output of the detector is sampled at a 
pre-specified rate. The window duration and sampling rate are determined by target characteristics, such as the 
signature bandwidth and the expected signature duration in the particular sensing modality. An event is detected 
when the detector output exceeds a threshold. Due to the inherent signal averaging, the noise component in the 
output of the detector may be modeled as a Gaussian random variable whose mean and variance can be 
determined from the statistics of the background noise. The threshold is dynamically adjusted according to the 
noise variance of detector output so that the detector maintains a constant false alarm rate (CFAR). If the 
detector output is below the current threshold, the signal is assumed to consist of noise only and these 
measurements are used to update the threshold. 

The output parameters from the energy detector that are communicated to the manager nodes consist of: 1) the 
onset time when the detector output exceeds the threshold, 2) the time of the maximum (CPA), 3) the detector 
output at CPA time, and 4) the offset time when the detector output falls below the threshold. For target 
localization purposes, the detector output at any desired instant within the offset and onset times may also be 
communicated. For classification purposes, the sensor time series for some fixed duration between the onset and 
offset times is used.  

2.3.2 Target Localization 
Determination of target locations at successive time instants is integral to tracking. Various algorithms, with 
varying levels of complexity, may be developed for this purpose [5], [6], [13], [14], [15]. Here, we briefly 
outline a simple algorithm for estimating target location at a particular instant by using energy measurements 
from multiple (4 or more) nodes.  Such an energy-based algorithm is a potentially attractive alternative for the 
following reasons:   

(a) A key requirement for accurate localization methods, such as those based on time-delay estimation is 
accurate synchronization among nodes [7]. However, accurate timing information comes at a rather high 
cost in wireless sensor networks --- synchronization afforded by relatively cheap hardware may not be 
accurate enough for such techniques. 

(b) Coherent localization methods, such as those using beamforming [6] also require additional assumptions, 
such as the plane wave (far field) approximation for the incoming wave. Such assumptions are often violated 
in sensor networks; for example, targets may be rather close to the nodes around CPA time.  Alternative 
methods that obviate such requirements may also be used, albeit at the cost of requiring more statistical 
information (see, e.g., [5],  [14], [15]). 

(c)  Exchange of time series data among nodes, as required by some algorithms, consumes too much energy to 
be feasible. 

Our energy-based target localization algorithm assumes an isotropic exponential attenuation for the target 
energy source: α−= ii )t(/)t(s)t(y rr , where yi(t) is the energy reading at the ith sensor, r(t) denotes  the 
unknown coordinates of the source with respect to a fixed reference, ri are the coordinates of ith sensor, s(t) is the 
unknown target signal energy, and α is the decay exponent which is assumed to be known (or estimated via 
experiments [20]). The algorithm first computes the ratios yi(t)/yj(t) for all pairs of sensors to eliminate the 
unknown variable s(t). Each ratio defines a circle on which r(t) may reside. In the absence of noise, it can be 
shown that for n sensor readings only n-1 of the total n(n-1)/2 ratios are independent, and all the corresponding 
circles intersect at a single point for 4 or more sensor readings. For noisy measurements, more than n-1 ratios 
may be used for robustness, and the unknown target location r(t) is estimated by solving a nonlinear least 
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with the ith ratio. A sample contour plot for the estimated target location determined by the algorithm is shown 



in Figure 3 for seismic time series. Accuracy of the position estimates depends on the accuracy with which the 
node locations and the attenuation exponent can be measured. A detailed sensitivity analysis is beyond the scope 
of this paper. 
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Figure 3. Illustration of energy based collaborative target localization using real seismic (noisy) data. Dots 
indicate node locations. Triangles indicate the 4 nodes being used in the position calculation. Dashed circles 
indicate loci of possible target locations based on the 6 ratios of sensor readings. Three different  points can be 
identified at which 3 of the 6 circles intersect, suggesting possible target locations.  Solid lines represent 
constant-value contours of the cost function. The center of the contour plots indicates estimated target location 
and is inside the region bounded by the 3 intersection points of  circles.   

2.3.3 Target Tracking 
Given target locations at time instants in the past, it is possible to fit the data samples into a dynamic model to 
predict future target locations [3], [4]. For a single moving target, sufficiently accurate tracking may be 
accomplished by fitting the data into a linear or polynomial model using a least square fit. Tracking is a 
complicated problem when multiple targets are present; targets tracks can cross paths resulting in the data-
association problem. Classification algorithms can provide a solution. 

2.3.4 Remarks  
We note that many of the assumptions made in the above sections may be violated in practice making the 
problem of target localization and tracking much more difficult. For example, the propagation decay constant 
may vary between sources of same modality. The signal strength may also be a function of direction depending 
on the location of the source within the target. Furthermore, there is interference between different targets in the 
case of multiple targets. Classification algorithms, in principle, should suppress interference from undesired 
sources. Small antenna arrays at each node to enable spatially selective processing could also be extremely 
beneficial. 

3 Target Classification 

As mentioned earlier, classification algorithms are needed in general for tracking multiple targets. Classification 
algorithms operate on time-series data associated with each detected event. Collaborative classification 
algorithms may operate on space-time signatures associated with each event over a number of nodes in a space-
time cell. Furthermore, space-time signatures corresponding to multiple modalities, such as, acoustic and 
seismic, may be combined for improved performance [8]. However, such collaborative classification puts a very 
significant burden on the network since time-series data from multiple nodes has to be transmitted to the 
manager nodes.  



In this paper, we focus on single-node classification algorithms that operate on time series segments associated 
with detected events. As we discuss in Section 4, the variability in temporal signatures from event to event for a 
particular target class poses a significant challenge in classifier design. In general, some a priori knowledge of 
the statistical characteristics of signatures for different target classes is required [8]. Some aspects of signature 
variability may be accounted for deterministically via nuisance parameters [11], [12], as briefly discussed in 
Section 5.3. While our focus is on single-node classification algorithms as a logical first step, collaborative 
processing may be necessary in practice for desired performance and we discuss such issues in Section 5.2. 

In this section, we explore the performance of three classification algorithms: k-nearest neighbor (kNN) 
classifier, maximum likelihood (ML) classifier using Gaussian data modeling, and Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) classifier. The emphasis is on results obtained from real seismic and acoustic data collected in SITEX00 
experiments performed in the DARPA SenseIT program. We report results for binary classification between 
wheeled and tracked vehicles. 
 

3.1 Spectral Features 
The choice of feature vectors on which the classifiers operate is critically important to their performance. The 
experiments with real data discussed in this section correspond to moving vehicles. Due to the dominant effect 
of rotating machinery (engine, gears, wheels, etc.) as well other periodic phenomena, such as tread-road impact, 
on acoustic and seismic signatures, spectra of time series suggest themselves as useful features. Our initial 
experimentation has shown that spectral characteristics of signatures vary significantly between target classes 
and hence may be fruitful for classification.  

We have explored two types of spectral features: 1) Non-parametric FFT-based power spectral density (PSD) 
estimates, and 2) Parametric PSD estimates using autoregressive (AR) modeling of time series. We explored AR 
modeling (with fewer parameters) primarily to improve the statistical reliability of the PSD estimates. However, 
due to space limitations, we report results based only on non-parametric PSD features. In our experiments to 
date, the performance with AR spectral features is slightly inferior. 

Figure 4 shows the seismic PSDs for three different vehicles (one tracked and two wheeled).  The sampling rate 
is 256Hz and the detected events consist of 3000, 2500, and 2000 samples for events 08020830, 08030800, and 
08040820, respectively. For each event, PSD estimates are based on averaging length 256 FFTs of 0.25 second 
(64 samples) zero-padded data segments, with an overlap of 32 samples between adjacent data segments. Only 
the positive 128 FFT points are plotted. As evident, the plots of the three vehicles show different dominant 
frequencies that may be exploited by classifiers. We note that additional time-averaging may be done to reduce 
the variance of PSD estimates by using shorter FFT segments, however this comes at the cost of smoothing 
spectral features (bias-variance tradeoff). 
 



 
Figure 4a: Seismic PSD of a wheeled vehicle (08020830 DW) 

        

 



 
                

Figure 4b: Seismic PSD of a tracked vehicle (08030800 AAV) 
 



 
Figure 4c: Seismic PSD of a wheeled vehicle (08040820 LAV) 

 
Figure 5 shows PSDs for the same three vehicles as in Figure 4 using wideband acoustic data collected by BAE 
and Xerox. The data is downsampled to 1024 Hz and the PSDs are generated by averaging length-1024 FFTs of 
0.25 second (256 samples) data segments. Only the positive 512 frequency points are plotted. It is worth noting 
that the spectra from the two data sets show different dominant spectral peaks for the wheeled vehicles (Figures 
5a and 5c), even though they supposedly correspond to the same event involving the same vehicle. This 
illustrates one of the challenges associated with classification --- variability in measurements --- discussed in 
more detail in Section 4. 
 
 



 
 

Figure 5a: Acoustic PSD of a wheeled vehicle (08020830 DW) 
 
 



 
 

Figure 5b: Acoustic PSD of a tracked vehicle (08030800 AAV) 
 
 



 
Figure 5c: Acoustic PSD of a wheeled vehicle (08040820 LAV) 

                        
 
 
 

3.2 Classification Algorithms 
 

In this section we briefly describe the three classifiers explored in this paper. Given a set of N-dimensional 
feature vectors {x; x ∈  ℜ N}, we assume that each of them is assigned a class label, ωc ∈  Ω ={ω1,ω2,…,ωm}, that 
belongs to a set of m elements. We denote by p(ωc) the prior probability that a feature vector  belongs to class 
ωc. Similarly, p(ωc|x) is the posterior probability for class ωc given that  x is observed.  

A minimum error classifier maps each vector x to an element in Ω such that the probability of misclassification -
-- the probability that the classifier label is different from the true label --- is minimized. To achieve this 
minimum error rate, the optimal classifier decides x has label ωi if p(ωi|x) > p(ωj|x) for all j ≠ i, ωi, ωj ∈  Ω. In 
practice, it is very difficult to evaluate the posterior probability in closed form.  Instead, one may use an 
appropriate discriminant function gi(x) that satisfies gi(x) > gj(x) if p(ωi|x) > p(ωj|x) for j ≠ i, for all  x. Then 
minimum error classification can be achieved as: decide x has label ωi if gi(x) > gj(x) for j ≠ i. The minimum 
probability of misclassification is also known as the Bayes error, and a minimum error classifier is also known 
as a Bayes classifier or a maximum a posterior probability (MAP) classifier.  Below, we briefly discuss three 
classifiers that approximate the optimal Bayes classifier.  



3.2.1 k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) Classifier 
The kNN classifier uses all the training features as the set of prototypes {pk}.  During testing phase, the distance 
between each test vector and every prototype is calculated, and the k prototype vectors that are closest to the test 
vector are identified. The class labels of these k-nearest prototype vectors are then combined using majority vote 
or some other method to decide the class label of the test vector. When k=1, the kNN classifier is called the 
nearest neighbor classifier. It is well-known [9] that asymptotically (in the number of training vectors), the 
probability of misclassification of a nearest neighbor classifier approaches twice the (optimal) Bayes error. 
Hence the performance of a nearest neighbor classifier can be used as a baseline to gauge the performance of 
other classifiers. However, as the number of prototypes increases, a kNN classifier is not very suitable for actual 
implementation since it requires too much memory storage and processing power for testing.  

3.2.2 Maximum Likelihood Classifier Using Gaussian Mixture Density Model 
In this classifier, the distribution of training vectors from the same class is modeled as a mixture of Gaussian 
density functions.  That is, the likelihood function is modeled as 

    p(x|ωi) ∝  Gi(x|θθθθi) = ∑ 
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where θθθθi = [mi1, …, miP, ΛΛΛΛi1, …, ΛΛΛΛiP] are the mean and covariance matrix parameters of the P mixture densities 
corresponding to class ωi. These model parameters can be identified by applying an appropriate clustering 
algorithm, such as the k-means algorithm [9], or the Expectation-Maximization algorithm [28] to the training 
vectors of each class. The discriminant function is computed as gi(x) = Gi(x|θθθθi)p(ωi) where the prior probability 
p(ωi) is approximated by the relative number of training vectors in class i. In the numerical examples we model 
the data as Gaussian rather than a Gaussian mixture (P=1). Furthermore, we use the maximum likelihood (ML) 
classifier (uniform prior probabilities). 

3.2.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classifier 
A support vector machine (SVM) is essentially a linear classifier operating in a higher dimensional space. 
Consider a binary classification problem without loss of generality. Let M

1ii )}({ =xϕ  be a set of nonlinear 
transformations mapping the N-dimensional input vector to an M-dimensional feature space (M > N). A linear 
classifier, characterized by the weights {w1,w2,…,wM}, operates in this higher dimensional feature space 
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kernel representing the SVM. In the numerical examples presented in this paper, we use a third degree 
polynomial kernel: 3

i
T

i )1(),(K += xxxx . In practice, the SVM discriminant function g(x) is computed using 
the kernel representation, bypassing the nonlinear transformation into the higher dimensional space [10]. The 
classifier design then corresponds to the choice of the kernel and the support vectors. By appropriately choosing 
the kernel, an SVM can realize a neural network classifier as well. Similar to neural networks, the training phase 
can take a long time. However, once the classifier is trained, its application is relatively easy. In general, a 
different SVM is trained for each class. The output of each SVM can then be regarded as an estimate of the 
posterior probability for that class and the MAP decision rule can be directly applied.  

3.3 Performance Assessment 



3.3.1 Cross Validation 
Performance assessment is a critical component of classifier design. In practice, the probability of 
misclassification must be evaluated empirically. The available feature vectors are divided into two sets: a 
training set that is used to train the classifier, and a testing set that is used to estimate its probability of 
misclassification. In the numerical results presented in the following sections, we use 3-way cross validation for 
performance assessment. The data is divided into three sets (F1, F2, F3) and three different sets of experiments 
are performed for performance assessment: 

 

A B C 
Training: F1 + F2; Testing: F3 Training: F2 + F3; Testing: F1 Training: F3 + F1; Testing: F2 

 

 The results are reported for binary classification between wheeled and tracked vehicles using both low-
bandwidth seismic and wideband acoustic data. 

3.3.2 Low Bandwidth Seismic Data 

We compare the performance of the three classifiers on low-bandwidth data from seismic sensors collected in 
the SITEX00 experiments. The sensor outputs were sampled at 256 Hz. The spectral feature vectors consist of 
the positive 64 samples of 128 length FFT corresponding to 0.5 second time series segments. There were two 
types of tracked vehicles and five types of wheeled vehicles in the data set. The three data sets for 3-way cross 
validation had the following numbers of  features in each: 

  
 F1 F2 F3 Total 
Tracked 73 73 74 220 
Wheeled 166 166 168 500 
Total 239 239 242 720 

 
 
The confusion matrices for the three classifiers are tabulated below. Vertical labels correspond to true labels 
whereas the horizontal labels correspond to the classifier labels. 
 
 
 
K-Nearest Neighbor (K = 1) 

 
 Tracked Wheeled 
Tracked 197 (89.55%) 23 (10.45%) 
Wheeled 24 (4.80%) 476 (95.2%) 

 
 

Maximum Likelihood (Gaussian Modeling) 
 

 Tracked Wheeled 
Tracked 203 (92.27%) 17 (7.73%) 
Wheeled 112 (22.4%) 388 (77.6%) 

 
SVM  

 
 

 Tracked Wheeled 



Tracked 207 (94.09%) 13 (5.91%) 
Wheeled 15 (3.0%) 485 (97.0%) 

 

As evident, the nearest neighbor and SVM classifiers perform quite well. The somewhat inferior performance of 
the ML classifier may be due to the fact that we do not account for prior class probabilities which are implicitly 
accounted for in the kNN and SVM classifiers. (Note that there are about twice as many wheeled feature vectors 
as tracked ones.) We note that similar performance has been reported by other researchers in related contexts 
using wavelet-based processing [18], [19]. 

3.3.3 Wideband Acoustic Data 
During SITEX00 experiments, research groups from BAE and Xerox PARC both recorded broadband acoustic 
data.  The BAE data was sampled at 10 KHz and the Xerox data was sampled at 20 or 40 KHz.  Both data sets 
were down-sampled to 5 KHz before applying the classification algorithms. Based on videotapes recorded 
during the experiment, each run (consisting of several events) was segmented into 5-second segments and each 
segment was manually labeled as tracked or wheeled (more accurate ground truth information was not 
available). 
 
For each labeled 5-second acoustic clip (sampled at 5 KHz), a 1000-point FFT is performed for each non-
overlapping segment of 1000 samples. This yields 25 1000-point FFT vectors for each 5-second segment. These 
vectors are then magnitude squared to yield PSD estimates at a resolution of 5 Hz per spectral bin.  Our study of 
the data indicated that most of the signal energy is confined to frequencies below 1 KHz. Thus, we used the 
Fourier coefficients corresponding to the first 200 positive spectral bins.  To further reduce the feature dimension 
and to improve statistical reliability, we extracted two types of spectral features from these non-parametric PSD 
estimates: 
 
Feature type 1. Non-overlapping sets of 4 adjacent spectral bins are averaged to yield a 50 by 1 feature vector 
with each entry representing the signal energy in a frequency band of 20 (5 × 4) Hz. 
 
Feature type 2. Non-overlapping sets of 10 adjacent spectral bins are averaged to yield a 20 by 1 feature vector 
with each entry representing the signal energy in a frequency band of 50 (5 × 10) Hz.  
 
Each feature vector is then level-shifted to make it average to zero and is normalized using the L∞ norm.  
 
The three data sets used in 3-way cross validation had the following number of features in each class: 

 
 F1 F2 F3 Total 

Tracked 324 306 329 959 
Wheeled 512 530 508 1550 

Total 836 836 837 2509 

The confusion matrices for the three classifiers are reported below.  
 
K-Nearest Neighbor (K = 1) 

 
 Tracked Wheeled 
Tracked 842 (87.80%) 117 (12.20%) 
Wheeled 89 (5.74%) 1461 (94.26%) 

 
Maximum Likelihood (Gaussian Modeling) 

 
 Tracked Wheeled 



Tracked 779 (81.23%) 180 (18.77%) 
Wheeled 171 (11.03%) 1379 (88.97%) 

 
SVM  

 Tracked Wheeled 
Tracked 887 (92.50%) 72 (7.5%) 
Wheeled 55 (3.55%) 1495 (96.45%) 

 

The SVM classifier again performs the best and ML classifier the worst. The performance of the ML classifier 
could be better if the prior class probabilities reflected the different number of vehicles in the two classes. 

4 Issues and Challenges 

Making CSP work in real sensor networks presents many hurdles. In this section, we describe some of the issues 
and challenges that we have encountered and identified in our experience with real data. In general the issues 
stem from some form of variability in measurements. We focus on three major sources of variability: 1) 
Uncertainty in space-time measurements, 2) Doppler effects due to motion, and 3) variability in experimental 
conditions. Such variability is particularly challenging in classification algorithms since they rely on statistical 
signal characteristics inferred from training data --- targets may exhibit significantly different characteristics 
during the test experiments as compared to the training phase.  Making the classifiers robust to such variability is 
critical for their successful application and is a very challenging task. 
 
4.1 Uncertainty in Temporal and Spatial Measurements 
 
Accurate timing synchronization between nodes and accurate estimates of their positions is critical to many CSP 
algorithms. For example, the accuracy of the target localization algorithm described in Section 2.3.2, and that of 
related algorithms for estimating target bearing [7], critically depends on such timing and location information. 
Similarly, relative locations of nodes are exploited for estimating time difference of arrival between nodes in 
bearing estimation and beamforming. Errors in node locations can lead to errors in timing information in such 
cases.  Sufficiently accurate timing and spatial information may not be available even when the sensor nodes are 
equipped with GPS receivers. Signal averaging within spatial cells may be used to improve the accuracy of 
timing and location information.  
 
4.2 Effect of Doppler on Spectral Signatures 
 An implicit assumption in the training of the classifiers discussed in Section 3 is that statistical characteristics of 
the target signatures do not change over the duration of the detected event. This assumption may not hold in 
practice. For example, gear shifts, acceleration and simply Doppler shifts due to motion can result in 
significantly varying spectral characteristics.  Doppler effects in acoustic and seismic signals are particularly 
significant due to relatively low speed of wave propagation.  

 

 



Figure 6.  A simple geometry for a moving source to illustrate Doppler effects. 

 

Consider the set up in Figure 6 to illustrate Doppler effects. A source emitting energy at frequency fo is moving 
at velocity ν parallel to the x-axis. The perpendicular distance between the source and the observer (sensor) is d.  
The sensor is located at a distance x along the axis. A simple calculation shows that the frequency perceived by 

the sensor is related to source frequency as 
α−

=
cos)v/v(1

f
f

0

0  where α is the angle between the x-axis and 

the line-of-sight between the source and the sensor.  
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Figure 7.  Plots of perceived frequency for acoustic signals as a function of source position for different values 

of d. 

Figure 7 plots the perceived frequency for acoustic data as a function of source position for different values of d. 
The source frequency is fo = 60 Hz, the sensor is located at 200=x m, and the source velocity is 20m/s. It is 
evident that the perceived frequency is equal to the source frequency at the CPA and variation in the perceived 
frequency gets sharper for smaller d. Similarly, the total frequency variation increases with speed. Actual data 
from experiments confirms similar spectral trends. Figures 8 and 9 show the short-time Fourier transform 
(STFT) plots of seismic and acoustic signals, respectively, for a vehicle moving past a node. The variation in 
perceived frequency, similar to that in Figure 7, is evident.  Note that the seismic signature is shorter in time due 
to faster signal decay with distance in ground. The perceived frequency variation in acoustic data could also be 
partly due to gear shifts. The important thing is that the changes in perceived frequency are significant at normal 
source speeds and thus must be taken into account. One possibility is to use the ratio of dominant frequencies as 
a feature to make classification algorithms robust to Doppler shifts. 
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Figure 8. STFT of a seismic signal due to a moving vehicle. 
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Figure 9. STFT of an acoustic signal due to a moving vehicle. 

 

4.3 Variability in Experimental Conditions  
 
Another, and more stringent, assumption in the classification algorithms discussed in Section 3 is that the signal 
characteristics for a particular target class are relatively consistent between different events involving the same 
target. This assumption is needed since data from prior experiments is used to train the classifiers for future 
experiments. However, many factors in practice violate this assumption, including varying conditions between 
different experiments, such as the node layout. For example, nodes closer to roads will experience sharper 
Doppler shifts than farther nodes, as illustrated in Figure 7. This variability may be the cause of differences in 
Xerox and BAE spectral signatures for the same vehicle, as illustrated in Figures 5a and 5c. The net effect of 
such variability is that each target class occupies more signal space dimensions, thereby requiring a sufficiently 
high dimensional signal representation for reliable classification. This may be another reason for the superior 
performance of the SVM classifier. Work by other researchers on the calibration of unattended sensors may be 
useful in attacking this problem [21]. 



5 Future Research 
We now briefly identify some avenues for future research in CSP for sensor networks based on our 
investigations and experiences with real data. Recall that of the algorithms discussed in this paper, only target 
localization and location prediction require collaborative processing. Detection and classification algorithms 
have been described for single-node processing. However, given the myriad of effects that can compromise the 
performance of signal processing algorithms in a sensor network, various forms of CSP may be necessary. As in 
all cases, there is a performance versus complexity tradeoff that is particularly acute in sensor networks since 
collaboration between nodes comes at the cost of exchanging information between them. 
 
5.1 Intra-sensor Collaboration: Modal Fusion 
 
One of the simplest and most feasible forms of CSP is to combine the information across different sensing 
modalities at each node. The information to be combined resides at one node and thus does not require 
communication over the network. For example, jointly processing acoustic and seismic signals may significantly 
enhance performance. Higher dimensional feature vectors obtained by concatenating the vectors for the two 
modalities may be used for classification. A lower complexity alternative may be to combine the decision 
statistics for different modalities.   
 
5.2 Inter-sensor Collaboration: Centralized Processing 
 
Another possibility for CSP is to effectively perform joint space-time processing across different nodes in a cell 
via manager nodes. Consider classification for illustration. All active nodes in a cell send the time series data 
corresponding to the detected event to the manager node. The manager node then jointly processes the time 
series data to classify the target. Temporally coherent processing would be possible when the relative timing of 
the different time series is known and exploited, such as in time-of-arrival based bearing estimation algorithms 
[7]. Similarly, spatially coherent processing may be possible if the relative locations of nodes are known and 
exploited. For example, distributed spatial beamforming may be effectively implemented in such cases to 
localize targets as well as to suppress interference from unwanted targets. Significant research in array 
processing and more recently in space-time processing for wireless communications could be fruitfully exploited 
in this context (see, e.g., [13],[26],[27]). 
 

5.3 Doppler Based Composite Hypothesis Testing 
Doppler shifts represent one important source of variability that can be explicitly modeled, at least for simple 
scenarios, as discussed in Section 4.2. We briefly discuss one approach based on a generalized likelihood ratio 
test (GLRT) [11]. In the presence of Doppler shifts, the target signature for the mth class can be modeled as a 
realization of a zero-mean wide-sense stationary process modulated by a time-varying instantaneous frequency, 

)(f mθ , parameterized by the vector, [ ]mmmm dvα=θ , corresponding to the scenario in Figure 6.   A GLRT 
classifier essentially operates as follows: First an ML estimate of the Doppler parameters, mθ̂ , is obtained for 
each hypothesis and then the posterior probability density functions corresponding to these estimates, 

)ˆ,|(p mm θxω , are used for deciding between the classes. Such a GLRT-based approach requires “alignment” of 
data to some fixed frequency during the training phase, which may be done in a variety of ways [25]. The 
aligned data may then be used to train any one of the three classifiers. Clearly, such algorithms require more 
computation and the performance-complexity tradeoff has to be carefully evaluated. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented the basic ideas behind a CSP framework for tracking multiple targets in a 
distributed sensor network. The key components of the framework include event detection, estimation and 
prediction of target location, and target classification. Most of the existing work is for tracking a single target 
and is based on a single sensing modality, such as acoustic or seismic. Tracking of multiple targets in general 



requires classification algorithms. Based on experimentation with real data, we have argued that spectral target 
signatures may yield accurate classification. However, variations in spectral signatures due to a variety of 
effects, including Doppler shifts, presents a significant challenge. We have provided some promising 
preliminary results on classifying between wheeled and tracked vehicles. The SVM classifier seems to be the 
most promising based on our initial experiments. 

The algorithms discussed in this paper primarily represent a snapshot of the ongoing work at Wisconsin on the 
extremely challenging problem of tracking multiple targets in a sensor network and are by no means the best 
approach. We are also working on incorporating insights and results obtained by other researchers. Results from 
this ongoing project, including code for implementing various algorithms, will be posted on our website 
http://www.ece.wisc.edu/~sensit/.  

In closing, distributed sensor networks are emerging as a powerful technology for remotely instrumenting and 
monitoring the physical world. However, the technology is in its infancy and many challenges need to be 
overcome before it becomes practically feasible. Several research groups around the country are tackling 
important pieces of the puzzle. The results and findings have been very promising and are leading to new 
research activity to advance the theory and practice of sensor networks.  
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we examine the role of very simple and noisy
sensors for the tracking problem. We propose a binary sen-
sor model, where each sensor’s value is converted reliably to
one bit of information only: whether the object is moving
toward the sensor or away from the sensor. We show that
a network of binary sensors has geometric properties that
can be used to develop a solution for tracking with binary
sensors and present resulting algorithms and simulation ex-
periments. We develop a particle filtering style algorithm for
target tracking using such minimalist sensors. We present
an analysis of a fundamental tracking limitation under this
sensor model, and show how this limitation can be overcome
through the use of a single bit of proximity information at
each sensor node. Our extensive simulations show low error
that decreases with sensor density.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sensor networks are systems of many small and simple

devices deployed over an area in an attempt to sense and
monitor events of interest or track people or objects as they
move through the area. In general, the sensors used (both
the sensor itself as well as any associated computing) are
very simple so that their cost remains low. Different sensing
modalities including temperature, sound, light and seismic
vibrations may be used in such a system depending on the
targets of interest.
For several of these sensing modalities, the sensor may

generate as little as one bit of information at each point in
time. For example, if the sensors are obtaining sound lev-
els, instead of using the absolute sound level (which may
cause confusion between loud near objects and quieter close
objects), the sensor may simply report whether the sound is
getting louder or quieter. Similarly for the seismic sensor,
an increase or decrease in intensity can be used. In these
systems, using a single bit of information allows for inex-
pensive sensing as well as minimal communication. This
minimalist approach to extracting information from sensor
networks leads to a binary model of sensor networks.
In this paper we investigate the computational power of

sensor networks in the context of a tracking application by
taking a minimalist approach focused on binary sensors.
The binary model assumption is that each sensor network
node has sensors that can detect one bit of information and
broadcast this bit to a base station. We examine the
scenario in which the sensor’s bit is whether an object is ap-
proaching it or moving away from it. We analyze this min-
imalist binary sensor network in the context of a tracking
application and show that it is possible to derive analyti-
cal constraints on the movement of the object and derive
a tracking algorithm. We also show that a binary sensor
network in which sensors have only one bit of information
(whether the object they sense is approaching or moving
away) will give accurate predictions about the direction of
motion of the object but do not have enough information
content to identify the exact object location. For many ap-
plications predicting directional information is enough—for
example in tracking a flock of birds, a school of fish, or a
vehicle convoy. However, it is possible to pin down the exact
location by adding a second binary sensor to each node in
the net. If we include a proximity sensor that allows each
node to report detecting the object in its immediate neigh-
borhood we can determine the direction and location of the
moving target.
This minimalist approach to sensor networks gives us in-
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sight into the information content of the tracking applica-
tion, because it gleans the important resources for solving
this task. By studying minimalist sensor networks we learn
that the binary sensor network model with one bit gives re-
liable direction information for tracking, but an additional
bit provided by a proximity sensor is necessary to pin down
exactly the object location. Minimalist approaches to un-
derstanding the information structure of tasks have been
used previously, for example in the context of robotics tasks
[6].
Our tracking algorithms have the flavor of particle filter-

ing [1] and make three assumptions. First, the sensors across
a region can sense the target approaching or moving away.
The range of the sensors defines the size of this region which
is where the active computation of the sensor network takes
place (although the sensor network may extend over a larger
area). The second assumption is that the bit of information
from each sensor is available in a centralized repository for
processing. This assumption can be addressed by using a
simple broadcast protocol in which the nodes sensing the
target send their id and data bit to a base station for pro-
cessing. Because the data is a single bit (rather than a
complex image taken by a camera) sending this information
to the base station is feasible. Our proposed approach is
most practical for applications where the target’s velocity is
slower than the data flow in the network, so that each bit
can actually be used in predictions. However, since the accu-
racy of our trajectory computation depends on the number
of data points, the predictions are not affected by the veloc-
ity of the target relative to the speed of communication. The
third assumption is that an additional sensor that supplies
proximity information as a single bit is available. Such a
sensor may be implemented as an IR sensor with threshold-
ing that depends on the desired proximity range, and can
also be derived from the same basic sensing element that
provides the original direction bit of information.

2. RELATED WORK
Target tracking is concerned with approximating the tra-

jectory of one or more moving objects based on some par-
tial information, usually provided by sensors. Target track-
ing is necessary in various domains such as computer vision
[7], sensor networks [13], tactical battlefield surveillance, air
traffic control, perimeter security and first response to emer-
gencies . A typical example is the problem of finding the
trajectory of a vehicle by bearings measurement, which is a
technique used by radars. Work in robotics has also con-
sidered tracking targets from moving platforms [11].
Several methods for tracking have been proposed. This in-

cludes Kalman filter approaches or discretization approaches
over the configuration space. A recent method that shows
great promise is particle filtering, which is a technique in-
troduced in the field of Monte Carlo simulations. The main
idea of particle filtering is to discretize the probability dis-
tribution of the object’s position rather than maintaining
the entire feasible position space. This is achieved by keep-
ing multiple copies (called “particles”) of the object each of
which has an associated weight. With every action (usu-
ally a sensor reading) a new set of particles is created from
the current one and the weights are updated. Any func-
tion about the object is then obtained as the weighted sum
of the function values at each particle. The seminal pa-
per in this domain is [9], which states the basic algorithm

and properties. Since then many papers have addressed this
topic; among the most important are the variance reduction
scheme [8] and the auxiliary particle filter [12]. A survey
of theoretical results concerning the convergence of particle
filter methods can be found in [5].
Probabilistic methods have also been used in robotics for

simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), in which
the robot attempts to track itself using the sensed position
of several landmarks. For example, in [10], particle filter
techniques were used for localization only when the tradi-
tional Kalman filter technique had failed. These algorithms
typically assume range and bearing information between the
landmarks and tracked vehicle, unlike the very simple sen-
sors considered here.
Sensor networks face two kinds of major problems. First,

efficient networking and energy-saving techniques are re-
quired. The sensors have to communicate with one an-
other or with a “base” to transmit readings or results of
the local computation. In [3], increasingly complex activa-
tion schemes are considered in an attempt to substantially
improve the network’s energy use with little loss in tracking
quality.
Second, we should be efficient in processing the informa-

tion gathered by sensors. In [2], Brooks, Ramanathan and
Sayeed propose a “location-centric” approach by dynami-
cally dividing the sensor set into geographic cells run by a
manager. In the case of multiple measurements, they com-
pare the data fusion (combine the data and then take a
single decision) versus the decision fusion (take many local
decisions and then combine them) approaches.
A distributed protocol for target tracking in sensor net-

works is developed in [4]. This algorithm organizes sensors
in clusters and uses 3 sensors in the cluster toward which
the target is headed to sense the target. The target’s next
location is predicted using the last two actual locations of
the target.
Our sensor model requires sending only one bit of informa-

tion to a central computer and thus the issues shown above
are not of capital importance. We rather focus on geometric
properties of the sensors configuration and on an algorithm
for solving this tracking problem.
We are inspired by this previous work and use the particle

filtering approach in the context of the binary sensor model.

3. THE BINARY SENSOR NETWORK MODEL
In the binary sensor network model, each sensor node con-

sists of sensors that can each supply one bit of information
only. In this section we assume that the sensor nodes have
only one binary sensor that can detect whether the object
is approaching (we will call such a sensor a plus sensor) or
moving away (we will call such a sensor a minus sensor).
We assume that the sensor range is such that multiple sen-
sors can detect this information and forward the bit to a
base station. We call this the active region of the sensor
network. Because the data is simple and consists of one
bit only, this assumption can be met through a protocol in
which the active sensors forward their id and data bit. The
sensor may be noisy and use thresholding and hysteresis to
detect movement and compute the direction bit. The ac-
tive region of the sensor network may change over time, but
since we assume that only the active sensors report data,
the computations are done relative to those sensors only.
We assume that the base station knows the location of each
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sensor. Without loss of generality, we assume from now on
that all the sensors can sense the object movement over the
same space.
In this section we characterize the geometry of the plus

sensors and minus sensors instantaneously first, and then
over time, using history information. We then relate this
characterization to constraints on the trajectory of the ob-
ject they sense, which will lead to the tracking algorithm
developed in the next section.
The tracking problem can be formulated as follows. Sup-

pose a set of m binary sensors S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sm} are
deployed within a bounded 2D area. Assume now that
an object U is moving inside the area along a curve Γ and
let X(t) be one of its parametric representations. Finally,
let the sensors sample the environment at regular intervals
of time, thereby producing a sequence of binary m-vectors

s ∈ {−1, 1}m (with s
(j)
i = +1/− 1 meaning U is approach-

ing/going away from sensor i at time tj). Then we would
like to provide an estimate of the trajectory X of U for the
given placement of the sensors.

3.1 The Instantaneous Sensor Network Ge-
ometry

Consider a single sample s ∈ {−1, 1}m of data, produced
at time t. We would like to determine sufficient and nec-
essary conditions for the location X of the target and the
direction of its movement V = X ′.
The key result reported as Theorem 2 shows that the lo-

cation of the tracked object is outside the convex hull of the
plus sensors and also outside the convex hull of the minus
sensors. We first show an important property of the plus
and minus sensors relative to the instantaneous velocity and
position of the object.

Lemma 1. Let i and j be two arbitrary sensors located
at positions Si and Sj and providing opposite information
about U at time t. Without loss of generality, let s(t)i = +1

and s
(t)
j = −1 (object U is decreasing its distance from

sensor i and increasing its distance from sensor j). Then
it must be the case that

Sj · V (t) < X(t) · V (t) < Si · V (t) ,
where · denotes the scalar product in R2.

Proof. Consider the situation as depicted in Fig. 1. Since
U is going away from sensor Sj then it must be that α > π/2.
Analogously, since U is approaching sensor Si, it must also
be that β < π/2. These two conditions translate into

(Sj −X) · dl < 0 and (Si −X) · dl > 0 ,

or in integral form
∫

Γ
(Sj −X) · dl strictly decreasing,

and
∫

Γ
(Si −X) · dl strictly increasing.

Replacing dl = X ′(τ )dτ our conditions become

∫ t

0
(Sj −X(τ )) ·X ′(τ )dτ strictly decreasing,

Xdl

α
β

S  − X S  − X

SS

ji

i j

−+

Figure 1: Necessary and sufficient conditions on X.

and
∫ t

0
(Si −X(τ )) ·X ′(τ )dτ strictly increasing.

But this amounts to saying that

(Si −X(t)) ·X ′(t) > 0 and (Sj −X(t)) ·X ′(t) < 0 ,

from which the claim follows. ✷

An immediate corollary of this lemma is the following con-
dition for the feasibility of a pair (X,V ):

max
j

{Sj · V | sj = −1} < X · V < min
i

{Si · V | si = +1}.

This velocity constraint can be used to derive a useful
sensor detection separation result that will result in further
object trajectory constraints.
Figure 2 shows the intuition behind the constraints com-

puted based on the sensor geometry. The current position
of the object is between the convex hull of the plus sensors
and the convex hull of the minus sensors and the object is
heading toward the convex hull of the plus sensors. History
information accumulated over time can be used to identify
the direction and position of the object within this region.
Next we present the theoretical results limiting the fea-

sible object-sensors configurations. Theorem 2 provides a
coarse approximation of the location of the tracked object,
namely that it has to be outside the minus sensors’ and plus
sensors’ convex hulls.

Theorem 2. Let s ∈ {+1,−1}m be a sample of the sen-
sor values at a time t. Let A = {Si | si = +1} and
B = {Sj | sj = −1} and C(A) and C(B) their convex hulls.
Then: C(A)∩C(B) = ∅ . Furthermore, X(t) 	∈ C(A)∪C(B).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that the first part of the
claim is false. Then C(A) ∩ C(B) 	= ∅. This implies that
there exists at least one sensor u ∈ B whose position Su falls
inside C(A). So Su must be a convex combination of the
vertices aj of C(A): Su =

∑
j αjaj , with αj ≥ 0,

∑
j αj =

1. Now, since su = −1, by Lemma 1 we must have:
(
∑

j

αjaj

)

· V (t) =
∑

j

αj(aj · V (t)) < X(t) · V (t) .
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On the other hand it must also be that
∑

j

αjaj ·V (t) ≥
∑

j

αj min
i

{ai·V (t)} ≥ ai0 ·V (t) > X(t)·V (t) ,

which is contradictory. We denote i0 = argmin
i

ai · V (t) .
To show the second part of the claim, assume that X(t) ∈

C(A). So, as before, X(t) can be expressed as a convex
combination of the vertices in C(A): X(t) =

∑
j αjaj and

by Lemma 1 it must be

X(t) · V (t) < min
j

{aj · V (t)}

or by substituting the convex combination

∑

j

αjaj · V (t) < min
j

{aj · V (t)},

which is again contradictory. ✷

The approximation given by Theorem 2 can be further
refined using the following result. Theorem 3 states that the
plus and minus convex hulls are separated by the normal to
the object’s velocity.

Theorem 3. Let s ∈ {+1,−1}m be a sample of the sen-
sors values at a certain time t. Let A = {Si | si = +1} 	= ∅,
B = {Si | si = −1} 	= ∅ and C(A), C(B) their respective
convex hulls. Then the normal �N to the velocity separates
C(A) and C(B) and V points to C(A).

Proof. We can suppose modulo a translation of the plane
that the current location X of the object is X = (0, 0). Let

m be the slope of the velocity and let �V = (v,m·v) where v ∈
R and assume without loss of generality that m /∈ {0,∞}.
Then the equation of the normal �N is: y = − 1

m
· x

Let S+ = (a+, b+) be an arbitrary “plus” sensor and
S− = (a−, b−) an arbitrary “minus” sensor. Then we have
to show that

(
a+

m
+ b+

)

·
(
a−

m
+ b−

)

< 0

i.e., any two opposite (i.e.,“plus” and “minus”) sensors lie on

different half-planes with respect to �N . What sensors report
can be translated as (S+−X) ·V > 0 or a+ ·v+b+ ·m ·v > 0
and respectively (S− −X) · V < 0 or a− · v+ b− ·m · v < 0.
By multiplying these relations we get that

(
a− · v + b− ·m · v) · (a+ · v + b+ ·m · v) < 0

and, by factoring each parenthesis by m · v,

m2 · v2 ·
(
a−

m
+ b−

)

·
(
a+

m
+ b+

)

< 0

and the claim follows. For the remaining part of the claim,
note that V points to the “plus” convex hull if and only if
S+ · V > 0 or

(
a+, b+

) · (v,m · v) > 0 or further a+ · v+ b+ ·
m · v > 0, which is what the sensors read. ✷

In our model which assumes that sensors are not influ-
enced by noise the only correct sensor reports have to re-
spect the constraints in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.

3.2 Linear Programming Perspective
In Section 3.1 we showed some instantaneous analytical

properties of trajectories tracked with binary sensors. The
proofs presented in that section are intuitive but not con-
structive. In this section we show how the tracking problem
can be formulated constructively in an equivalent fashion
using linear programming.
We wish to determine the current position of the tracked

object (denoted by (x0, y0)) and the slope of the normal
to its velocity (denoted by m0), based on the locations of
the plus and minus sensors. Unlike in classification theory,
we wish here to characterize the entire feasible region not
just one line (a separating hyperplane) in that region. We
know that the line of slope m0 passing through x0 (i.e., the
normal to velocity) separates the convex hulls of the “plus”
and “minus” sensors. Moreover the velocity points toward
the “plus” convex hull.

+
+

+

+

+

_

_
_

_

_

_

_

_
θ

X(x0,y0)

Si(xi,yi)

Sj(xj,yj)

Figure 2: This figure shows the intuition behind the
natural constraints on the velocity of the tracked ob-
ject that are grounded in the convex hull separation
result.

Let Si = (xi, yi) and Sj = (xj , yj) be, respectively, sensors
with information −, +. The constraints for the tracking
problem can be written as:

• −∞ < m0 < 0

✸ yi − y0 ≥ m0 · (xi − x0)

✸ yj − y0 ≤ m0 · (xj − x0)

• m0 = 0

✸ max yi ≤ y0 ≤ min yj

• ∞ > m0 > 0

✸ yi − y0 ≤ m0 · (xi − x0)

✸ yj − y0 ≥ m0 · (xj − x0)

• m0 = 0

✸ max xj ≤ x0 ≤ min xi

The above inequalities can be translated into linear inequal-
ities by introducing a new variable µ0 = m0 · x0. If m0

(the slope) is given then these cases can be reduced to case
m0 = 0 by a rotation of angle −θ where m0 = tan θ.
Case m0 = 0 is very convenient because of its simplicity.

The domain for y0 becomes an interval, the boundaries for
x0 being given by the bounded area between the convex
hulls.
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Figure 3: The geometry of the next object position
given current sensor values. The future object posi-
tion has to be inside the shaded area.

3.3 Incorporating History
We now extend the instantaneous characterization of the

tracked object over time, using history. Consider Figure 3.
Intuitively, future positions of the object have to lie inside
all the circles whose center is located at a plus sensor and
outside all circles whose center is located at a minus sensor,
where the radius associated with each sensor S is d(S,X)
where X is the previous object location (by d(A,B) we will
denote the distance between points A and B). This obser-
vation can be formalized as follows.

Proposition 4. Let t0 be a certain time and t1 > t0 such
that sensors S− and S+ report − and + respectively at all
times t,∀t0 < t < t1. Then ∀t0 < t < t1

d(X(t), S−) ≥ d(X(t0), S
−) (1)

d(X(t), S+) ≤ d(X(t0), S
+)

Proof. We prove the claim only for the minus sensor. The
other inequality follows by duality. Let

(S −X2(t)) ·X ′
2(t) = (S −X1(t)− A) ·X ′

1(t) =

= (S −X1(t)) ·X ′
1(t)− A ·X ′

1(t)

= (S −X1(t)) ·X ′
1(t)

We have that f(t0) = 0 and f ′(t) = 2·(X(t)−S−)·X ′(t) ≥
0 because S− reports − at any time t between t0 and t1,
which means that f is nondecreasing. Since f(t0) = 0, it
also follows that f(t) ≥ 0 ∀t0 ≤ t ≤ t1. ✷

4. TRACKING WITH A BINARY SENSOR
NETWORK

Section 3 gives constraints on the movement of the tar-
geted object. By also assuming that the object’s trajectory
lies inside the convex hull of all sensors, a tracking algorithm
can be developed. The following subsections describe this
algorithm and its limitations.

4.1 The Tracking Algorithm
We derive a solution for tracking with binary sensors us-

ing the constraints in Section 3 to obtain an algorithm with
the flavor of particle filtering. The key idea of the particle

filtering method is to represent the location density function
by a set of random points (or particles) which are updated
based on sensor readings and to compute an estimation of
the true location based on these samples and weights. Al-
gorithm 1 is a variant of the basic particle filter algorithm.
Rather than keeping an equally weighted sample set (as [9]
proposes), we use the idea in [8] where each particle has its
own weight. The algorithm keeps at each step a set of parti-
cles (or possible positions) with weights updated according
to the probability of going from the location at time k − 1
(denoted by xk−1

j ) to the location at time k (denoted by xk
j ).

This probability is approximated by p̂(yk|xk
j ). The first par-

ticle set is created by drawing N independent particles out-
side the convex hulls of the “plus” and “minus” sensors at
the time of the first sensor reading. Then, with each sensor
reading, a new set of particles is created as follows:

1. a previous position is chosen according to the “old”
weights

2. a possible successor is chosen for this position

3. if this successor respects acceptance criterion (which
is problem-specific and will be described in Subsec-
tion 4.2), add it to the set of new particles and com-
pute its weight.

The above sequence of steps is repeated until N new parti-
cles have been generated. The last step is to normalize the
weights so they sum up to 1.

Algorithm 1 Particle Filter Algorithm

Initialization: A set of particles (x1
j , w

1
j = 1

N
) for j =

1, . . . , N
k = 1
while yk (sensor readings) 	= ∅ (sensors still active) do
k = k + 1
repeat
choose j from (1, 2, . . . , N) ∼ (wk−1

1 , . . . , wk−1
N )

take xk
j = f̂k(x

k−1
j , yk)

if xk
j respects “goodness” criterion then

accept it as a new particle
end if

until N new particles have been generated
for j = 1 : N do
wk

j = wk−1
j ∗ p̂(yk|xk

j )
end for
Normalize vector (wk

1 , . . . , w
k
N )

end while

4.2 Implementation
In this section we describe some of the implementation

details behind Algorithm 1. The sensor readings are aggre-
gated as the bit vector reported by the sensors at time k
which is denoted by yk. The object’s movement f is ap-
proximated by taking xk

j (the new particle) inside the area
given by the following constraints:

• xk
j has to lie outside the “minus” and “plus” convex

hulls (from Theorem 2)

• xk
j has to lie inside the circle of center S+ and of radius

the distance from S+ to xk−1
j (from Proposition 4),
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where S+ can be any “plus” sensor at sampling times
k − 1 and k

• xk
j has to lie outside the circle of center S− and of

radius the distance from S− to xk−1
j (from Proposi-

tion 4), where S− can be any “minus” sensor at sam-
pling times k − 1 and k

The probability of the movement from xk−1
j to xk

j is approx-
imated by

p̂(yk|xk
j ) = pslope(x

k
j , yk) · pposition(x

k
j , yk)

where pslope is the ratio of possible slopes for the new posi-
tion xk

j and pposition is a number that quantifies the relative

location of the sensors, the old (xk−1
j ) and new (xk

j ) posi-
tions. More formally,

pposition = c ·
NS∏

i=1

ρ(Si, x
k−1
j , xk

j )

where c is a normalization constant, NS is the number of
sensors and

ρ(Si, x
k−1
j , xk

j ) =






1, if s
(k−1)
i 	= s

(k)
i

1, if s
(k−1)
i = s

(k)
i and

Si, x
k−1
j and xk

j respect (1)
d(Si,xk

j )

d(Si,xk−1
j )

, if s
(k−1)
i = s

(k)
i = 1 and

threshold <
d(Si,xk

j )

d(Si,xk−1
j )

≤ 1

d(Si,xk−1
j )

d(Si,xk
j )

, if s
(k−1)
i = s

(k)
i = −1 and

threshold <
d(Si,xk−1

j )

d(Si,xk
j )

≤ 1

The acceptance criterion for xk
j in Algorithm 1 is pposition >

threshold. A small value for threshold increases the esti-
mation error, whereas a large value for threshold (i.e. close
to 1) increases the number of tries for finding a new particle
(and thus the running time). A typical value for threshold
in our simulation is 0.8.

4.3 Experiments
To evaluate our approach, we implemented Algorithm 1

in MATLAB and performed extensive simulations on our
implementation. All trajectories are taken inside the [0, 1]×
[0, 1] square and thus the error measurements are relative to
this square. Several types of trajectories have been consid-
ered: linear trajectories, trajectories with random turns and
trajectories with “mild” turns (at each sensor readings the
direction of the tracked object can vary from the previous
one with at most π/6). All trajectories are piecewise lin-
ear and the distance traveled by the object between sensor
readings is almost constant. A typical simulation example
for a linear trajectory (denoted by triangles) can be seen
in Fig. 5. The distance traveled between sensor readings is
N(0.12, 0.02), i.e. drawn from a normal distribution with a
mean of 0.12 and a standard deviation of 0.02.
In Figure 4 we describe the accuracy of our tracking algo-

rithm. The plots show the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
for three different layouts of sensor networks and trajecto-
ries. The two lines in each plot represent different error
calculations for the same experiments, namely whether the
particles are weighted in the error calculation as they are in
the filtering algorithm. For these experiments, the sensors

were placed in a grid for the first plot (with 16, 25, 36,. . . ,
196, 225 sensors) and randomly for the other two (with 16,
25, 36,. . . , 100 sensors). The trajectories are random walks
in the first two plots (with “mild” turns) and linear in the
last plot. In all plots the distance traveled by the object is
N(0.12, 0.02). A simulation example can be seen in Fig 5.
The experiments described in the first and second plots were
run N1 = 50 times with random trajectories generated at
each run. The third experiment was run N2 = 50 times
on 5 different linear trajectories. In all experiments 200
particles were sampled at each sensor reading.
The data shows a decreasing trend for the estimation er-

ror as the number of sensors increases, especially in the third
case, where the trajectories are linear. However the error
can not be made arbitrarily small even with a large number
of sensors. The reason for this effect is explained graphi-
cally in Fig. 5, where three parallel trajectories are shown,
all of which are consistent with the obtained sensor readings.
Theorem 7 shows that certain sets of trajectories (including
trajectories on parallel lines that respect the conditions in
the theorem) can not be discerned by a binary sensor, re-
gardless of its placement. In Fig. 5, the real trajectory is
denoted by triangles and the trajectories parallel to it are
denoted by stars. The snapshots are taken at the time of
the last sensor reading, corresponding to the last point of
the trajectory. The “plus” sensors are given as squares and
the “minus” sensors as circles. The dots represent the cloud
of particles at each step. The second example illustrates the
major limitation of our model: binary sensors can only give
information about the movement direction of an object but
not about its’ position as it will be shown in Section 4.4. In
this example the actual trajectory starts and ends at point
0.75, 0.933 (up, at right). The direction of the estimated
trajectory gets approaches the actual movement direction,
but the estimated location is far from the actual location.

4.4 Model Limitation
Our simulation results suggest a natural limitation for the

binary sensor model. The information provided by a binary
sensor network can only be used to obtain reliable informa-
tion about the motion direction of the tracked object. The
results in this section show that certain pairs of trajectories
are indistinguishable for any binary sensor. We also de-
scribe such pairs of trajectories by presenting a constructive
method for producing them. In particular, we show that two
trajectories which always have parallel velocities obeying a
given constraint and are always a constant distance apart
cannot be differentiated under the binary sensor model.
Suppose two points, X(t) and Y (t), are moving so that

they are indistinguishable for all possible binary sensors in
the plane according to our binary sensor model.
Lemma 5 shows that the velocity vectors, X ′(t) and Y ′(t),

have to be parallel to each other and perpendicular to the
difference vector X(t)− Y (t).

Lemma 5. For all times, t, X ′(t) = dX(t)
dt

= γ(t)Y ′(t)
for some scalar function γ(t) > 0. Moreover, (X(t)−Y (t)) ·
X ′(t) = 0 for all times t.

Proof. Consider X(t) and X ′(t). The two half spaces
determined by the line going through X(t) and orthogonal
to X ′(t) partition sensors into two groups: the half space
into which X ′(t) points contains sensors that will detect X
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Figure 5: Simulation examples for Algorithm 1. The plus sensors are denoted by squares and the minus
sensors are denoted by circles. Also, the plus and minus convex hulls are figured. In the first example the
two trajectories figured by / are other possible trajectories consistent with sensor readings. In the second
example the estimated trajectory is figured by /.

approaching while the other half space of sensors will detect
X(t) moving away.
Consider the two half spaces thus partitioned by the other

point, Y (t) at time t as well. If the half spaces do not coin-
cide, the region R depicted in Fig. 6 a. will contain sensors
which detect X as moving away but Y as approaching at
time t, or vice versa. Therefore the half spaces must coincide

and so X ′(t) = dX(t)
dt

= γ(t)Y ′(t) for some scalar function
γ(t) > 0. The assertion that (X(t)−Y (t)) ·X ′(t) = 0 clearly
follows as well. ✷

Lemma 6, which is a corollary of Lemma 5, shows that
X(t) and Y (t) must be at a constant distance from each
other at all times. Let X(t) = Y (t) + a(t).

Lemma 6. ||a(t)||2 = a(t) · a(t) = constant.

Proof. By definition, X(t) = Y (t) + a(t) so that

a(t) ·X(t) = a(t) · (Y (t) + a(t)) = a(t) · Y (t) + ||a(t)||2.
Now differentiate both sides with respect to t to get (drop-
ping the time dependence of all vectors for simplicity)

a′ ·X + a ·X ′ = a′ · Y + a · Y ′ +
d||a||2
dt

.

Using the fact that a · X ′ = a · Y ′ = 0 from Lemma 1, we
get

a′ · (X − Y ) + a · (X ′ − Y ′) = a′ · a = d||a||2
dt

= 2a′ · a.

Thus d||a||2
dt

= a′ ·a = 0 at all times and so ||a|| is a constant.
✷

Theorem 7 puts together the results in the precedent lem-
mas and shows that the necessary indistinguishability con-
ditions are also sufficient.

Theorem 7. Two trajectories X(t) and Y (t) are indis-
tinguishable for all possible binary sensors in the plane if
and only if both the following conditions hold:

• X ′(t) = γ(t)Y ′(t), where γ(t) > 0 ∀t is a scalar func-
tion

• (X(t)−Y (t)) ·X ′(t) = 0 (or (X(t)−Y (t)) ·Y ′(t) = 0)

Proof.
If X(t) and Y (t) are indistinguishable for all possible bi-

nary sensors then Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 show that the two
conditions hold.
Suppose the above conditions hold. Let S be an arbitrary

sensor in the plane. S reports sgn((S − X(t)) · X ′(t)) for
X(t) and sgn((S − Y (t)) · Y ′(t)) for Y (t). We have

(S −X(t)) ·X ′(t) = (S − Y (t)− (X(t)− Y (t))) · (γ(t)Y ′(t))

= γ(t)((S − Y (t)) · Y ′(t)− (X(t)− Y (t)) · Y ′(t))

= γ(t)(S − Y (t)) · Y ′(t).

Because γ(t) > 0 at all times t we get that

sgn((S −X(t)) ·X ′(t)) = sgn((S − Y (t)) · Y ′(t))

which shows that X(t) and Y (t) are indistinguishable for
sensor S. As S is arbitrarily chosen we get that the two
trajectories are indistinguishable for any sensor. ✷

Theorem 7 implies that the two points must be moving
along a path determined by a radius of some circle at all
times, although the circle’s radius can change over time as
long as it is larger than ||a|| and even be infinite (which is
the degenerate case of moving along parallel lines). Fig. 6 b.
shows the transition from a straight, parallel trajectory to
following an arc of a circle. The transitions can happen
smoothly since the points can come to rest at the point of
transition and then start again.
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Figure 4: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of
tracking with different sensor network layouts and
number of sensors. The RMSE is based on the error
of all particles at a given time. The squares in each
plot denote the error based on weighting the parti-
cles equally in the error calculation while the circles
denote the error when the particles are weighted in
the error calculation according to their probabilities.

The following result shows that, under mild conditions,
given a parametric curve we can easily identify another curve
at arbitrary distance that is indistinguishable in our sensor
model. Before engaging in the proof we need to recall some
basic facts of the differential geometry of plane curves.

Definition 1. Let X(t) = (x1(t), x2(t)) be a twice dif-
ferentiable parameterized plane regular curve. The (signed)
curvature of X(t) at t is given by

k(t) =
x′

1x
′′
2 − x′′

1x
′
2

‖X ′‖3 .

Theorem 8. Let X(t) = (x1(t), x2(t)) be a parameter-
ized plane regular curve at least twice differentiable. Then,
for all α ∈ R+ such that k(t) < 1/α, there exists a param-
eterized plane curve Y (t) = (y1(t), y2(t)) indistinguishable
from X(t), such that ∀t ‖X(t) − Y (t)‖ = α.

Moreover, for all such α there exist at most two indistin-
guishable curves Y (t) from X(t) such that ‖X(t)− Y (t)‖ =
α.

Proof. We’ll first prove the existence of such a plane curve
by constructing it.
Since X is regular, i.e., X ′(t) 	= 0 for all t, the following

curve is well defined:

Y (t) = (x1(t), x2(t)) +
α

‖X ′(t)‖ (−x
′
2(t), x

′
1(t)) .

We can immediately observe that a(t) = Y (t) − X(t) =
α

‖X′(t)‖ (−x′
2(t), x

′
1(t)) verifies

• a(t) ·X ′(t) = α
‖X′(t)‖ (−x′

2(t), x
′
1(t)) · (x′

1(t), x
′
2(t)) = 0,

and

• ∀t ‖a(t)‖ = α.

Figure 6: An illustration of the indistinguishability
properties of our sensor model. Part a. shows that
the two velocities X ′(t) and Y ′(t) have to be paral-
lel and X(t) − Y (t) must be perpendicular to them.
Otherwise sensors in the shaded region R would give
different reports for X(t) and Y (t). Part b. shows an
example of two piecewise linear or circular trajecto-
ries that are indistinguishable by any binary sensor.

So it will be enough to show that Y ′(t) = γ(t) · X ′(t), for
some scalar function γ(t) > 0 or, equivalently, that

1. a(t) · Y ′(t) = 0, and

2. X ′(t) · Y ′(t) > 0.

In fact, condition 1 will tell us that X ′ and Y ′ lie along
parallel directions, whereas, condition 2 will ensure that the
two velocity vectors are not antiparallel. After dropping the
dependence upon t for convenience of notation we can write:

Y ′ = (x′
1, x

′
2)+

α

‖X ′‖ (−x
′′
2 , x

′′
1 )− α

‖X ′‖2

X ′

‖X ′‖X
′′(−x′

2, x
′
1) .

Let us first show the validity of condition 1 on the orthogo-
nality. We have:

a(t) · Y ′(t) = a(t) · (X ′(t) + a′(t)) = a(t) ·X ′(t) + a(t) · a′(t).
We already know that a(t) · X ′(t) = 0. As ||a(t)|| = α we
get that a(t) · a′(t) = 0. Hence, a(t) · Y ′(t) = 0.
Let us now verify the validity of condition 2 that depends

upon our constraint on the curvature. Expanding X ′Y ′ we
obtain:

X ′ · Y ′ = X ′ ·X ′ +X ′ · α

‖X ′‖ (−x
′′
2 , x

′′
1 )

−X ′ · α

‖X ′‖3X
′X ′′(−x′

2, x
′
1)

= ‖X ′‖2 +
α

‖X ′‖X
′(−x′′

2 , x
′′
1 )

= ‖X ′‖2 − α
x′

1x
′′
2 − x′′

1x
′
2

‖X ′‖
= ‖X ′‖2(1− αk) .
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And finally we can see that X ′Y ′ > 0 if and only if k < 1/α
as assumed1.
Let’s prove now that the curve constructed above is the

only twice differentiable curve Y at constant distance α from
X such thatX and Y are indistinguishable. Let Y be a plane
curve at constant distance α from X such that X and Y are
indistinguishable under our sensor model. By Theorem 7 we
get that (X(t)− Y (t)) ·X ′(t) = 0.
Let’s denote the unit normal vector to X at time t by

NX (t). From the definition of NX(t) we get that NX(t) ·
X ′(t) = 0. This means that the directions of vectors X(t)−
Y (t) and NX(t) are the same or, equivalently, that there ex-
ists a scalar function γ(t) such thatX(t)−Y (t) = γ(t)NX(t).
We also assumed that ||X(t) − Y (t)|| = α. Using this

we get ||γ(t)NX(t)|| = α or |γ(t)|||NX (t)|| = α or further
|γ(t)| = α because ||NX (t)|| = 1. As X and Y are twice
differentiable, X ′ 	= 0 and γ(t) = (X(t) − Y (t))/||X ′(t)||
we get that γ(t) is a constant, equal in absolute value with
α. We conclude our proof with the observation that we can
have at most two different curves Y (t). We have exactly two
curves if k(t) < −1/α also holds.
We may observe the following. Let α(s) be a curve pa-

rameterized by Arc Length and be n(s) the unit vector or-
thogonal to α′(s) at s. Then, by requiring that the basis
(α′(s), n(s)) is oriented as the canonical basis (e1, e2) we can
give a sign to the curvature by defining α′′(s) = k(s) · n(s).
Thus the sign of k provides information about whether

the curve is turning towards the normal vector n(s) (k > 0)
or away from it (k < 0). So, we need to be careful with
the interpretation of k < 1/α for if k < 0 the constraint
will be always verified. However this fact means that Y (t)
can be at arbitrary distance from X(t) only if it lies on the
positive direction of the normal vector n(s) (away from the
direction of the turn of X). In other words, our constraint
on the curvature says that the distance between the two
curves must always be lower than the largest of the two rays
of curvature. ✷

5. TRACKING WITH A PROXIMITY BIT
As Theorem 7 shows, there exist pairs of trajectories that

can not be distinguished by any binary sensor. We con-
clude that additional information is needed to disambiguate
between different trajectories and to identify the exact loca-
tion of the object. This can be realized by adding a second
binary sensor capable of providing proximity information
(such as an IR sensor) to each sensor node in the network.
If the object is detected within some set range of the prox-
imity sensor, that node broadcasts a message to the base
station. The range of the proximity sensor may be different
and much smaller than the range of the movement direction
sensor. It is useful to set the proximity range so that the sen-
sors are non-overlapping (this can be done by appropriate
thresholding) but this is not necessary. The base station will
approximate the location of the object in the region covered
by all the sensors reporting object detection. For simplicity
of presentation we assume for the rest of the session that
the detection range can be calibrated so that at most one
sensor detects the object at a time.

1The ray of curvature is by definition R = 1/|k|.

5.1 Algorithm and Implementation
Algorithm 2 describes the solution to tracking that uses

a motion direction bit and a proximity bit in each sensor
node. Algorithm 2 extends Algorithm 1 using the proximity
information. When a sensor node detects the object, the
ancestors of every particle which is not inside the range are
shifted as far as the last time the object was spotted by
proportional amounts. Note that this algorithm reduces to
Algorithm 1 when no proximity sensor is triggered, so it is
not necessary for the proximity sensors to cover the entire
region.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Binary Sensors with Range

Use Algorithm 1 as basis.
if sensor S sees the object then
for all accepted particles P not inside the range of S
do
Let P ′ (a new particle) be the intersection between
the range of S and semi-line (PS]
Let P1, . . . , Pk be the ancestors of P since the last
time the object was spotted.
for i = 1 to k do
Pi = Pi − (P − P ′)/(k + 1)

end for
end for

end if

5.2 Experiments
If we assume the sensors have the ability to report the

presence of the object in their proximity, then the metric
for the performance of the algorithms should be the rel-
ative error after the object is first spotted. Because we
expect trajectories to be winding over the area covered by
the sensor network we first ask how efficient the proximity
sensing is at detecting the object. More specifically, this
can be formulated as “After how many time steps is the ob-
ject first spotted given a sensor layout?”. Some simulation
results are shown in Fig. 7, that show how many trajectories
out of 100000 randomly generated trajectories have entered
a sensor range after k steps, where k goes from 1 to 800.
The total number of trajectories for each subplot is: 46111
(top, left), 83425 (top, right), 61173 (down, left) and 90235
(down, right). In each graph the remaining trajectories were
not spotted at all or were spotted after more than 800 read-
ings. The average length of a trajectory is about 146. The
trajectories were generated as follows: the distance traveled
between sensor readings is N(0.02, 0.001) and the changes
in direction are “mild” (that is, the direction can change
at most π/6 between sensor readings). The results are for
25 and 100 sensors. The starting position is randomly cho-
sen. Fig. 7(right) shows the results for a small range value
(where the ranges cover less than 10% of the whole area).
Fig. 7(left) shows the results for a large range value, (where
the ranges cover about 70% of the whole area). The graphs
suggest that the distribution of the amount of time that
passes until an object is first spotted is exponential.
Two simulation examples of Algorithm 2 are shown in

Fig. 9. On the first example, the object gets in the proximity
range of a sensor at readings time t = 5 (when all particles
can be seen to reset very close to the true object position)
and t = 11 (the last reading, near the top of the plot).
On the second example, the object gets in the proximity
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Figure 7: The graphs show on the x-axis the number of readings until the object gets first time in a sensor
range and on the y-axis the number of trajectories for a given number of readings elapsed.

range of a sensor at reading time t = 3 (near the center
of the plot). The real trajectory is denoted by triangles
and the estimated trajectory is marked with a thick dashed
line. The snapshot is taken at the time of the last sensor
reading, corresponding to the last point of the trajectory.
The “plus” sensors are given by squares and the “minus”
sensors by circles. The dots represent the particles after
the shifting step in Algorithm 2. We have repeated this
simulation over 200 example trajectories computed by 16 to
64 node sensor networks (1000 runs in total). The trajectory
approximated by the sensor network is very good, and has
root mean square error ranging between 0.15 (for a 16 node
sensor network) and 0.02 (for a 64 node sensor network). We
believe that for field tracking applications involving animals,
people, or cars, these are practical approximations. The
tracking performance after the proximity bit was added to
the model is shown the picture on the right in Figure 8. The
simulation conditions are similar to the ones for the picture
on the left, considering sensors placed in a grid or randomly
with random or linear trajectories.
Two error models were considered and they are explained

below.
Suppose r(k) is the actual position of the object, pi(k)

is the i-th particle generated by the algorithm and wi its
weight at reading time t out of n reading times.
First error model is the Root Mean Square Error RMSE

(denoted by squares), which calculates at each time step the
distance between the particle cloud centroid (regarded as an
estimator for the actual position) and the actual position of

the object. More precisely, RMSE calculates
√

1
n

∑
k E

2
k,

where

Ek = ||r(k)−
∑

i

wipi(k)||.

The other error model (what we call “average error”) cal-
culates at each time step the average distance from the par-
ticles in the cloud to the true position. In other words, the

average error is equal to 1
n

∑
k E

′
k where

E′
k =

∑

i

wi||r(k) − pi(k)||

Second error model gives a bigger error showing a signif-
icant variance within the particle cloud. The second error
model is more relevant if we think of each particle instead
of the particle cloud centroid as an estimator of the true
position of the object. In extreme cases such as all particles
being on a circle around the true position, RMSE can be 0
while the other error provides a better interpretation of the
tracking performance.
The data shows the same decreasing trend for the estima-

tion error as in the one-bit model, but the error is lower and
has a faster decreasing rate.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we studied the computational power of bi-

nary sensor networks with respect to the tracking applica-
tion. We take a minimalist stance and ask what can a simple
binary sensor compute given two different types of sensed
data. We assume that the nodes in the network have sen-
sors that can give one bit of information only. We derive
a geometric characterization for the tracking problem when
the sensor nodes provide one bit of information about the
object: is the object approaching or moving away from the
sensor? We show that this problem setup leads to a tracking
algorithm that gives good information about the direction
of movement of the object but that additional information
is needed to provide the exact location of the object. A
proximity sensor bit can provide this information and the
tracking algorithm can be extended to use this information.
The resulting error in trajectory prediction is low. Thus,
since broadcasting single bits over a network is feasible, and
the computation performed by the base station in response
to the sensor values is fast, we conclude that the binary
sensor model is a practical solution to certain tracking ap-
plications.
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Figure 9: Simulation examples for Algorithm 2.
In the first run, the object gets in a sensor range at sampling times 5 (position (0.3971, 0.5495)) and 11 (position
(0.5341, 0.9091)).
In the second run, the object gets in a sensor range only at sampling time 3 (position (0.495, 0.632)). The
plus sensors are denoted by squares and the minus sensors are denoted by circles. The actual trajectory is
denoted by triangles (the thin line) and the estimated trajectory by stars (the thick dashed line). In both
runs the sensor readings shown are taken at last step and only the sensors on the boundary of the minus and
plus convex hulls are shown.

Several important aspects of the binary model sensor model
remain open, and we plan to consider these in our future
work.
First, real world sensors are influenced by noise. We can

incorporate noise in our model by adding a Gaussian vari-
able ε to the signal strength gradient d

dt
Si(t) at sensor Si

and then quantize it as -1, 0 or 1. A 0 report at a cer-
tain time means that the sensor’s signal strength gradient
is below a certain threshold and thus not reliable enough,
which can also be regarded as a temporarily shutdown of the
sensor. The Gaussian variable ε has zero mean, but its vari-
ance should be determined from real data reflecting sensors’
characteristics.
Another way of dealing with noise is to ignore the informa-

tion given by “untrustworthy” sensors. We can decide which
sensors are not reliable at a certain time t by approximating
a sensor’s reading based on the sensors’ geometry.
One possible approach is to consider a snapshot of the

sensors at time t. Let V+ be the set of plus sensors visible
from the minus convex hull and V− the set of minus sensors
visible from the plus convex hull. Let G+ and G− be respec-
tively their centroids. Take E+ and respectively E− be the
points where line G+G− enters the plus and minus convex
hulls. Finally let M be the middle point of segment E+E−.
We take M as a very rough approximation of the object’s

location and the line E+E− as an approximation of the ob-
ject’s direction. Then we can write the measure of a plus
sensor’s S+ reliability as:

µ(S+) = d(S+,M) · cos(S+MG+),

where d(A,B) is the Euclidean distance between A and B.

For a minus sensor the measure is

µ(S−) = d(S−,M) · cos(S−MG−).

The measure approximates the sensor-dependent part of the
scalar product (S −X(t)) ·X ′(t), which can be written as

||S −X(t)|| · ||X ′(t)|| · cos (∠ (S −X(t),X ′(t)
))

A first observation is that for a sensor S+ the angle S+MG+

is rarely greater than π/2. Even then, it has to be that S+ is
close to the minus convex hull and the possible directions for
the object’s movement are very limited. In the presence of
noise one might want to discard such sensors anyway. This
measure only uses the frontier sensors, i.e. the ones that are
visible from the other convex hull. The non-frontier sensors
do not matter if the frontier sensor reports are accurate.
An interior sensor, for example, to the minus convex hull
cannot report + because then the plus and minus convex
hulls would be no longer disjoint, contradicting Theorem 2.
Considering the non-frontier sensors too would change the
centroid’s position without adding extra information. Fi-
nally, the measure is symmetric for plus and minus sensors.
So we can ignore (do not trust) a sensor if its measure is
below a certain threshold.
Another open question is the effectiveness of tracking rel-

ative to the amount of data available.
In the paper we start with the one-bit model and then

add a second bit for proximity. One would naturally be
concerned about how adding extra bits influences the track-
ing accuracy. If k bits are available, an interesting problem
is to find the best way to allocate these bits with respect to
direction and proximity. If the sensor density is high and
proximity is sampled often enough then direction can be
inferred from those two and so velocity and proximity are
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Figure 8: Tracking error for various network layouts
and number of sensors for systems with a proximity
bit at each sensor node. The squares represent the
RMSE error based on all the particles separately,
while the circles represent the average error calcu-
lated based on the weighted average of all particles.

not independent variables. This suggests that a compress-
ing scheme could be used to send more information over the
network. We thus get a new optimization problem having
as parameters the number of bits used, the sensor density
and the bits’ allocation scheme.
A possible drawback of our method is the centralized com-

putational structure. An approach for a decentralized solu-
tion is to have every sensor run a local particle filter using
only a subset of the information read by the other sensors.
The basic idea is that at each time step t every sensor S

requests information (the bits) only from the sensors that
are likely to flip based on its local information. S assumes
that the object moved on the same direction and traveled
the same distance between times t− 2 and t− 1 as between
times t − 1 and t (thus the predicted position at time t is
on the same line as the positions at time t − 2 and t − 1)
and only requests information from the sensors that would
flip based on this trajectory. In addition to this informa-
tion, the sensor requests information from a fixed number
of sensors randomly chosen. This is useful in order to have
control on trajectories that are not close to linear. The re-
maining sensors are assumed to remain unchanged. If the
sensor readings available at sensor S do not respect the nec-
essary conditions in Theorem 2 then the sensor updates its
information by requesting data from all the sensors. In the
beginning each sensor is assigned a different area as possible
starting location of the object. At first two time steps every
sensor gets the readings from all sensors so that the starting
information is accurate.
In the near future we will investigate how to implement

this algorithm using our Mote network testbed and how to
extend our algorithms to support multiple target tracking.
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ABSTRACT
Making effective use of the vast amounts of data gathered by large-
scale sensor networks will require scalable, self-organizing, and
energy-efficient data dissemination algorithms. Previous work has
identified data-centric routing as one such method. In an asso-
ciated position paper [23], we argue that a companion method,
data-centric storage (DCS), is also a useful approach. Under DCS,
sensed data are stored at a node determined by the name associated
with the sensed data.

In this paper, we describe GHT, a Geographic Hash Table system
for DCS on sensornets. GHT hashes keys into geographic coordi-
nates, and stores a key-value pair at the sensor node geographically
nearest the hash of its key. The system replicates stored data lo-
cally to ensure persistence when nodes fail. It uses an efficient
consistency protocol to ensure that key-value pairs are stored at the
appropriate nodes after topological changes. And it distributes load
throughout the network using a geographic hierarchy. We evaluate
the performance of GHT as a DCS system in simulation against two
other dissemination approaches. Our results demonstrate that GHT
is the preferable approach for the application workloads predicted
in [23], offers high data availability, and scales to large sensornet
deployments, even when nodes fail or are mobile.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:
H.3.4 [Systems and Software]: Distributed Systems

General Terms:
Algorithms, Design, Performance

1. INTRODUCTION
A sensornet is a distributed sensing network comprised of a large

number of small devices, each with some computational, storage
and communication capability. Such networks can operate in an
unattended mode to record detailed information about their sur-
roundings. They are thus well suited to applications such as lo-
cation tracking and habitat monitoring [4, 18]. As these networks
scale in size, so will the amount of data they make available. The
great volume of these data and the fact that they are spread across
the entire sensornet create the need for data-dissemination tech-
niques capable of extracting relevant data from within the sensor-
net. Moreover, communication between nodes requires the expen-

To appear in the First ACM International Workshop on Wireless Sensor
Networks and Applications (WSNA) 2002.

diture of energy, a scarce commodity for most sensornets. Thus,
making effective use of sensornet data will require scalable, self-
organizing, and energy-efficient data dissemination algorithms.

The utility of a sensornet derives primarily from the data it gath-
ers; the identity of the individual sensor node that records the data
tends to be less relevant. Accordingly, sensornet researchers have
argued for communication abstractions that are data-centric. Un-
der this model, data are “named” and communication abstractions
refer to these names rather than to node network addresses [1, 9].
The directed diffusion [10] data-centric routing scheme has been
shown to be an energy-efficient data dissemination method for sen-
sornet environments. In an associated position paper [23], we sug-
gest that a companion method, data-centric storage (DCS), will also
be useful. Under the DCS approach, the particular node that stores
a given data object is determined by the object’s name. Hence all
data with the same general name (e.g., “elephant sightings”) will
be stored at the same sensornet node (not necessarily the node that
originally gathered the data). The advantage of DCS then is that
queries for data with a particular name can be sent directly to the
node storing these named data, thereby avoiding the query flooding
typically required in data-centric routing proposals.

This paper outlines what we believe are three canonical dissem-
ination methods, one of which is data-centric storage. The three
methods have very different performance characteristics. Which
one is appropriate for a particular setting will depend on the nature
of the sensornet and its use. Consequently, we stress that our point
here is not that data-centric storage is always the method of choice,
but rather that under some conditions it will be preferable. In fact,
we expect that future sensornets will embody all of these (or simi-
lar) data-centric dissemination methods, and that users will choose
which to use according to the task at hand.

This paper serves two aims. Our first is to identify the circum-
stances where DCS is the preferred dissemination method. In a
related position paper [23], we lay out the context for this com-
parative study with a lengthy discussion of sensornet dissemination
algorithms and the settings in which they might be used. For com-
pleteness, we begin our paper with a brief review of this discussion.
This review also provides the needed context for the later compar-
ative simulations.

Our second aim is to present design criteria for scalable, ro-
bust DCS, and a DCS system that meets those criteria, the Geo-
graphic Hash Table (GHT). GHT is inspired by the new generation
of Internet-scale Distributed Hash Table (DHT) systems such as
Chord, CAN, Pastry, and Tapestry [6, 21, 24, 25]. In these systems,
a data object is associated with a key and each node in the system
is responsible for storing a certain range of keys. A name-based
routing algorithm allows any node in the system to locate the stor-
age node for an arbitrary key. This enables nodes to put and get



files based on their key, thereby supporting a hash-table-like inter-
face. GHT uses the GPSR geographic routing algorithm [13] as
the underlying routing system to provide a similar hash-table-like
functionality in sensornets.

Our paper has 7 sections. We start with a brief discussion of
data dissemination in sensornets in Section 2 and elaborate on the
DCS problem in Section 3. Section 4 presents the detailed design
of GHT which we evaluate in Section 5. We discuss related work
in Section 6 and conclude with a short discussion of future work in
Section 7.

2. CONTEXT
In this section we first state our basic assumptions about the class

of sensornets we consider. We then describe some basic concepts
used in organizing sensornet data and outline possible approaches
to data dissemination in sensornets.

2.1 Assumptions and Metrics
Projected sensornet designs in the literature [5] differ greatly in

their characteristics and intended use. In this paper, we focus on a
class of sensornets that is most relevant to the data dissemination
issues we address.

We consider large-scale sensornets with nodes that are spread out
over an area whose approximate geographic boundaries are known
to the network operators. We assume that nodes know their ge-
ographic location. This can be achieved through the use of GPS
or some other approximate but less burdensome localization tech-
nique [3, 8, 19, 20, 22]. This assumption is critical for our proposed
data-centric storage algorithm. However, we think it is a reasonable
assumption because in many cases the sensornet data are useful
only if the location of their source is known.

We assume that the sensornet is connected to the outside world
through a small number of access points, hence getting data from
a sensornet node to the outside world requires routing the data
through the sensornet to the access point. This assumption is not re-
quired by our DCS mechanism per se but is key to our comparison
of the different dissemination mechanisms.

Finally, we assume that energy is a scarce commodity for sensor-
net nodes [18] and so the data dissemination algorithms should seek
to minimize communication in order to extend overall system life-
time. While the mapping between communication and energy con-
sumption is complicated – depending greatly on the precise hard-
ware involved and the packet transmission pattern – in what follows
we will focus on two simplified metrics of energy consumption:

Total usage: The total number of packets sent in the sensornet

Hotspot usage: The maximal number of packets sent by any par-
ticular sensornet node

2.2 Sensornet Data
In this section, we present our terminology for the different types

of sensornet data and describe the operations we envisage will be
used to extract relevant data from a sensornet.

2.2.1 Observations and Events
We use the term observations to refer to the low-level readings

from these sensors and the term events to refer to pre-defined con-
stellations of low-level observations. For example, detailed tem-
perature and pressure readings might constitute observations, while
a particular combination of temperature and pressure observations
might define an “elephant-sighting” event.

Typically, the large volume of observations prohibits communi-
cating them directly to the outside world. Events are thus derived

by processing the low-level observations within the network and
users can then query for events. Once events have been detected,
users might want to access the low-level observations related to a
particular event. This is easily accommodated by having each event
notification include the event’s location, so that to gather additional
data one need only download the required observations from the
relevant sensors.

2.2.2 Tasks, Actions, and Queries
Users send instructions (by flooding or some other global dis-

semination method) to sensornet nodes to run certain local identi-
fication tasks. These tasks could be simple, such as taking temper-
ature readings, or complex, such as identifying an animal from a
collection of sensor readings. In essence, one can think of tasks as
downloaded code.

Once an event has been identified, nodes can take a number of
different actions. For example, actions might instruct a node on
where to store information for a particular event.

When event information is stored within the sensornet, queries
are used to retrieve this information from the network. How queries
are executed will depend on the actions nodes take upon event de-
tection.

2.3 Approaches to Data Dissemination
Data dissemination starts by flooding the tasks to the entire sen-

sornet. The tasks specify which events to detect, how to detect
them, and what actions to take upon detection. Upon detecting an
event, there are three basic actions a node can take which lead di-
rectly to three canonical data dissemination methods. These three
methods have a very different cost structure. In this section, we first
describe these canonical methods and then compare their costs ana-
lytically; in Section 5 we use simulation to perform a more detailed
comparison.

In the discussion that follows, we assume that tasks are long-
lived (i.e., that the tasking instructions remain in force for long
periods of time) and so the initial cost of issuing tasks is domi-
nated by the ensuing data processing.1 In evaluating communica-
tion costs we use the asymptotic cost of O(n) message transmis-
sions for floods and O(

√

n) for point-to-point routing where n is
the number of sensornet nodes.

2.3.1 Canonical Methods
When an event occurs, the detecting node has only three options

for where the event information can be stored: at external storage
outside the sensornet, within the sensornet at the detecting node
or within the sensornet at a node other than the detecting node.
These three storage actions lead to the following canonical data
dissemination methods:

External Storage (ES): Upon detection of events, the relevant data
are sent to external storage where they can be further pro-
cessed as needed. This entails a cost of O(

√

n) for each event
(to ship the information to the access point). There is no cost
for user queries since the event information is already exter-
nal.2

Local Storage (LS): Event information is stored locally (at the de-
tecting node) upon detection of an event; this incurs no com-
munication costs. Queries are flooded to all nodes at a cost

1Of course, there are situations where tasks are short-lived; for
these, the cost of flooding tasks dominates all other costs, so it
won’t matter much which of the approaches are used.
2If queries can be generated by internal nodes, they will incur a
cost of O(

√

n) to reach the external storage.



of O(n). Responses are sent back to the source of the query
at a cost of O(

√

n).

Data-Centric Storage (DCS): Here, after an event is detected the
data are stored by name (i.e., at a storage node that need not
be the same as the detecting node) within the sensornet. The
communication cost to store the event is O(

√

n). Queries are
directed to the node that stores events of that name, which
returns a response, both at a cost of O(

√

n).

The three approaches above certainly do not exhaust the design
space; see [23] for variants and combinations of the above.

2.3.2 Approximate Communication Costs
We now compare the performance of these methods using a sim-

ple analytical model. The cost structure for the canonical methods
is described by several parameters. We consider a sensornet with n
nodes equipped to detect T event types. We let Dtotal denote the to-
tal number of events detected, Q denote the number of event types
for which queries are issued, and Dq denote the number of events
detected for the types of events queried for. We assume there is no
more than one query for each event type, so there are Q queries in
total.

In comparing costs, we also consider the case where users only
care about a summary of the events rather than a listing of each
event; e.g., one might just want a count of the number of elephants
seen rather than a listing of each elephant sighting.

We compare costs using approximations for both the total num-
ber of packets in the sensornet and the packets arriving at the access
point.3 We assume that the packet count at the access point is a
good estimate of the hotspot usage, since we expect that the access
point to be the most heavily used area of the sensornet. With this
setup, the costs are as follows:

External Storage:
Total: Dtotal

√

n Hotspot: Dtotal

Local Storage:
Total: Qn+Dq

√

n Hotspot: Q+Dq

Data-Centric Storage:
Total: Q

√

n+Dtotal
√

n+Dq
√

n (list)
Total: Q

√

n+Dtotal
√

n+Q
√

n (summary)
Hotspot: Q+Dq (list) or 2Q (summary)

where (list) indicates a full listing of events is returned (requiring a
packet for each event) and (summary) indicates only a summary of
events is returned (requiring only one packet).

These calculations support a few relatively obvious points. First,
all other parameters being fixed, as n gets large the local storage
method incurs the highest total packet count. Second, external stor-
age always incurs a lower total message count than data-centric
storage, but the ratio 1 +

Q+Dq

Dtotal
is unlikely to be large if there are

many events detected (and, if there is at least one event detected of
each type, this ratio is bounded by 3). Third, if Dq � Q and events
are summarized, then data-centric storage has the lowest load (of
all three methods) on the access path. Fourth, if events are listed
and Dtotal � Dq then data-centric storage and local storage have
significantly lower access loads than external storage.

We conclude that data-centric storage is preferable in cases where
(a) the sensornet is large, (b) there are many detected events and not
all event types are queried, so that Dtotal � max[Dq,Q]. This per-
formance advantage increases further when summaries are used.
3While we assume a single access point, our discussion extends
easily to cases where there are a few access points.

However, if the number of events is large compared to the sys-
tem size, Dtotal > Q

√

n, and event lists (rather than summaries) are
used, then local storage may be preferable.

3. THE DCS PROBLEM
We have argued for the utility of a DCS service for sensornets.

Now we will define the data-centric storage problem in more de-
tail: the storage abstraction DCS provides, the design goals a ro-
bust, scalable DCS system must meet, and our geographic hashing
approach to DCS architecture that meets these design goals.

3.1 Storage Abstraction
Like the many distributed hash table systems before it [6, 21,

24, 25], DCS provides a (key, value)-based associative memory.
Events are named with keys. Both the storage of an event and its
retrieval are performed using these keys. DCS is naming-agnostic;
any naming scheme that distinguishes events that users of the sen-
sornet wish to identify distinctly suffices. The two operations DCS
supports are:

Put(k,v) stores v (the observed data) according to the key k, the
name of the data.

Get(k) retrieves whatever value is stored associated with key k.

3.2 Design Criteria for Scalable, Robust DCS
The challenge in any design for a DCS system is to meet scal-

ability and robustness criteria despite the system’s fundamentally
distributed nature. Sensornets represent a particularly challenging
environment for a distributed storage system:

Node failures may be routine; exhaustion of battery power and
permanent or transient failure in a harsh environment are problems
in any realistic sensornet deployment.

Topology changes will be more frequent than on traditional wired
networks. Node failures, node mobility, and received signal strength
variations in real radio deployments each independently cause neigh-
bor relationships among nodes to change over time.

System scale in nodes may be very great. Sensor nodes may
be deployed extremely densely (consider the limit case of smart
dust [11]), and may be deployed over a very wide physical region,
such that the total number of devices participating in the DCS sys-
tem may be on the order of 106 or more nodes.

Energy constraints will often be severe; nodes will operate from
battery power.

These challenges suggest several specific, important design crite-
ria for ensuring scalability and robustness in the distributed storage
system we envision:

Persistence: a (k,v) pair stored in the system must remain avail-
able to queriers, despite sensor node failures and changes in the
sensor network topology.

Consistency: a query for k must be routed correctly to a node
where (k,v) pairs are currently stored; if this node changes (e.g., to
maintain persistence after a node failure), queries and stored data
must choose a new node consistently.

Scaling in database size: as the number of (k,v) pairs stored in
the system increases, whether for the same or different ks, storage
should not concentrate at any one node.

Scaling in node count: as the number of nodes in the system
increases, the system’s total storage capacity should increase, and
the communication cost of the system should not grow unduly. Nor
should any node become a concentration point of communication.

Topological generality: the system should work well on a broad
range of network topologies.



3.3 GHT: A Geographic Hash Table
The DCS system architecture we describe in this paper to meet

the above-enumerated design criteria is GHT, a Geographic Hash
Table (GHT). The core step in GHT is the hashing of a key k into
geographic coordinates. Both a Put() operation and a Get() oper-
ation on the same key k hash k to the same location. A key-value
pair is stored at a node in the vicinity of the location to which its
key hashes. Choosing this node consistently is central to building
a GHT. If we assume a perfectly static network topology and a net-
work routing system that can deliver packets to positions, such a
GHT will cause storage requests and queries for the same k to be
routed to the same node, and will distribute the storage request and
query load for distinct k values evenly across the area covered by a
network.

The service provided by GHT is similar in character to those
offered by other distributed hash table systems [6, 21, 24, 25].
However, as is the case with those systems, much of the nuance
to the GHT system design arises specifically to ensure robustness
and scalability in the face of the many sorts of failures possible in a
distributed system. GHT uses a novel perimeter refresh protocol to
provide both persistence and consistency when nodes fail or move.
This protocol replicates stored data for key k at nodes around the
location to which k hashes, and ensures that one node is chosen
consistently as the home node for that k, so that all storage requests
and queries for k can be routed to that node. Yet the protocol is
efficient; it typically uses highly local communication, especially
on networks where nodes are deployed densely. By hashing keys,
GHT spreads storage and communication load between different
keys evenly throughout the sensornet. When many events with the
same key are stored, GHT avoids creating a hotspot of communica-
tion and storage at their shared home node by employing structured
replication, whereby events that hash to the same home node can
be divided among multiple mirrors.

4. ALGORITHMS
We proceed now to describe the algorithms that comprise GHT.

GHT is built atop GPSR [12, 13, 14], a geographic routing system
for multi-hop wireless networks. After briefly reviewing the fea-
tures of GPSR’s design relevant to GHT, we identify a previously
unexploited characteristic of GPSR that allows all packets destined
for an arbitrary location (unoccupied by a node) to be routed con-
sistently to the same node in the vicinity of that location. GHT
leverages this characteristic to route storage requests and queries
for the same key to the same node, despite the ignorance of the
hash function that maps keys into locations of the placement of
nodes in the network. We then describe algorithms and implemen-
tations of the perimeter refresh protocol and structured replication,
which allow GHT to achieve the DCS design criteria for scalability
and robustness discussed in the previous section.

4.1 GPSR
Under GPSR, packets are routed geographically. All packets are

marked with the positions of their destinations. All nodes know
their own positions, and the positions of the nodes a single hop
away from them. Using only this local knowledge, GPSR can route
a packet to any connected destination. There are two distinct algo-
rithms GPSR uses for routing: a greedy forwarding algorithm [7]
that moves packets progressively closer to the destination at each
hop, and a perimeter forwarding algorithm that forwards packets
where greedy forwarding is impossible.

The greedy forwarding rule is simple: a node x forwards a packet
to its neighbor y that is closest to the destination D marked in the
packet, so long as that neighbor is closer to D than x. Figure 1

shows an example of greedy forwarding; the dotted line represents
the radio range of node x, and the dashed line the circle centered at
D with radius xD.

Greedy forwarding fails when no neighbor is closer than x to the
destination. Figure 2 shows an example topology for greedy for-
warding failure. Here again, the dotted line shows x’s radio range
and the dashed line the circle centered at D of radius xD. The solid
lines show the links that exist, as dictated by radio range. Note
that two paths to D exist, but x cannot forward greedily on either of
them because both involve temporarily moving farther away than x
from the destination.

GPSR recovers from greedy forwarding failure using perimeter
mode, which amounts to forwarding packets using the right-hand
rule. Figure 3 demonstrates the right-hand rule: upon arriving on
an edge at node x, the packet is forwarded on the next edge coun-
terclockwise about x from the ingress edge. This process causes
packets to tour enclosed faces as shown; intuitively, it is useful for
circumnavigating regions where greedy forwarding fails, as in Fig-
ure 2. GPSR routes perimeter mode packets on a planar subgraph
of the network connectivity graph, in which there are no crossing
edges. A perimeter is a face of this planar graph. Bose et al. [2] also
present an algorithm that uses planar network subgraphs to recover
from greedy forwarding failure.

GPSR originates packets in greedy mode, but changes them to
perimeter mode when no neighbor of the forwarding node is closer
to the packet’s destination than the forwarding node itself. GPSR
returns a perimeter-mode packet to greedy mode when the packet
reaches a node closer to the destination than that at which the packet
entered perimeter mode (stored in the packet). As will be shown in
the next section, our GHT algorithms use perimeter mode in an-
other, novel, way to route packets that refer to the same storage key
to the same node.

4.2 The Home Node and Home Perimeter
GPSR was designed for a network model where a sender wishes

to transmit packets to a destination node with a known non-geographic
address; a sender must map the destination’s identifier to its cur-
rent location using a location database, such as GLS [16]. Under
GHT, however, the originator of a Put() or Get() packet does not
know the identifier of the node that is the eventual destination of
the packet. As sketched in Section 3.3, the originator of a Put()
or Get() for a key k hashes the name k into geographic coordinates
that are the destination of the packet for that operation. The hash
function is ignorant of the placement of individual nodes in the
topology; it merely spreads the different key names evenly across
the geographic region where the network is deployed. Thus, it is
quite likely that there is no node at the precise coordinates the hash
function produces. We define the home node for a GHT packet to
be the node geographically nearest the destination coordinates of
the packet. The home node serves as the rendezvous point for Put()
and Get() operations on the same key.

Because a GHT packet is not addressed to a specific node, but
rather only to a specific location, it is treated by GPSR as a packet
bound for a disconnected destination: no receiver ever sees the
packet addressed to its own identifier. We observe that GPSR will
route such a packet to the appropriate home node. GHT uses GPSR’s
perimeter mode to find these home nodes. Under GHT, the packet
enters perimeter mode at the home node, as no neighbor of the
home node can be closer to the destination. The packet then tra-
verses the entire perimeter that encloses the destination, before re-
turning to the home node [13]. We name this perimeter the home
perimeter. Under GHT, the home node knows to consume the
packet when it returns after this tour of the home perimeter.
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With only the home node binding mechanism we’ve described
thus far, GHT will work on static network topologies. Note that
when the network topology changes after node failures, deploy-
ment of new nodes, or mobility, the identity of the home node and
membership of the home perimeter may change. But for any snap-
shot of the network topology, there exist a home node and enclosing
home perimeter for every location in the network. To offer persis-
tence and consistency under the topological dynamics that sensor-
nets are sure to exhibit, GHT needs a protocol to replicate key-value
pairs, and re-associate them with the appropriate home node when
the topology changes.

4.3 Perimeter Refresh Protocol
GHT uses the perimeter refresh protocol (PRP) to accomplish

replication of key-value pairs and their consistent placement at the
appropriate home nodes when the network topology changes. Re-
call that GHT routes all packets on a tour of the home perimeter that
encloses a destination location. PRP stores a copy of a key-value
pair at each node on the home perimeter.

PRP distinguishes between the home node and other nodes on
the home perimeter, the replica nodes. A node becomes a home
node for a particular key when the Put() packet arrives after com-
pleting its tour of the home perimeter. (This condition is detectable
because GPSR writes the identity of the first edge a packet takes
on a perimeter into the packet; the perimeter has been toured pre-
cisely when the packet arrives in perimeter mode and would be
forwarded next on the same directed edge written in the packet as
the first perimeter edge taken.)

PRP generates refresh packets periodically using a simple timer
scheme. Every Th seconds, the home node for a key generates a
refresh packet addressed to the hashed location of that key. The
refresh contains the data stored for that key, and is routed exactly
as are Get() and Put() packets in GHT. Thus, the refresh packet will
take a tour of the current home perimeter for that key, regardless of
changes in the network topology since that key’s insertion.

When a refresh packet arrives at a node, there are two possibil-
ities: either the receiver is closer to the destination than the origi-
nator, in which case the receiver consumes the refresh packet and
initiates its own; or the receiver is not, in which case it forwards the
refresh packet in perimeter mode. In both cases, the receiver ap-
pends any additional key-value pairs it has stored for that key to the
refresh packet. When a refresh packet returns to its originator, and
that node was not previously the home node for that key, it con-
sumes the refresh packet, and transitions to being the home node
for that key. That is, the new home node sets its own refresh timer,
and subsequently originates refreshes for that key. This mechanism
provides the design goal of consistency: it ensures that the node
closest to a key’s hash location will become the home node for that
key and store that key’s data after topological changes.

When a replica node receives a refresh packet it didn’t originate,
it caches the data in the refresh, and sets a takeover timer for that
key, Tt . This timer is reset every time a refresh for that key from
another node arrives. Should the timer expire, the replica node initi-
ates a refresh for that key and its data, addressed to the key’s hashed
location. The replica nodes and takeover timer provide persistence
when nodes fail. When the home node for a key fails, its replica
nodes will note the absence of refreshes for that key from its home
node, and step forward to initiate refreshes. A replica node may or
may not itself be the new home node; the GHT routing procedure
causes the refresh to reach the new home node.

All nodes that hold data for a key, both home nodes and replica
nodes, expire keys they cache when the death timer, Td , expires.
The death timer is reset every time a node receives a refresh mes-
sage for that key, whether from itself or from another node. Clearly,
Td > Th and Tt > Th. That is, a home node expires a key-value
pair after failing to receive back multiple refreshes it originates,
and a replica node waits for multiple home node refresh intervals
to elapse before stepping forward to send a refresh for it. These
choices of timer values make the PRP robust against episodic loss
of its refresh packets. In the GHT system we evaluate herein,
Td = 3Th, and Tt = 2Th.

Figures 4 through 6 show an example of the operation of the PRP.
Here, key k hashes to location L. After a Put() of (k,v), node a
becomes the home node, and sends a refresh to L containing (k,v).
Figure 4 shows the home perimeter enclosing L after this refresh
has returned to a. Suppose that node a fails. After time Tt elapses,
during which node d receives no refreshes from node a, node d
sends a refresh to L containing (k,v), as shown in Figure 5. This
refresh is delivered to node f , which becomes the new home node
for (k,v). Figure 6 shows the network after f has sent a refresh that
has returned to it, and the replicas it has recruited along the new
home perimeter about L.

It is important to note that the PRP typically generates very lo-
cal network traffic. On dense networks, perimeters are quite short
(most perimeters in a dense network are three hops in length). When
a home node moves, the refreshes it generates won’t have far to
travel before reaching the home perimeter, under reasonable as-
sumptions of mobility rate and radio range (that is, that a node
doesn’t move many radio ranges in a period shorter than Th).

The PRP also includes a join optimization, which improves per-
formance on dynamic topologies. When a node A senses a new
neighbor B, A sends B all those event entries from its local database
for which B is closer to the event destination than A, and for which
A is the closest of its neighbors to that event destination. This op-
timization trades off increased communication for more rapid re-
establishment of a consistent home node when nodes fail or move.
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Figure 7: Example of Structured Replication with a 2-level de-
composition.

4.4 Structured Replication
Thus far, GHT stores all events with the same key in the same

place. If too many events with the same key are detected, that key’s
home node could become a hotspot, both for communication and
storage. GHT employs structured replication (SR) to address this
scaling problem. In SR we augment event names with a hierarchy
depth and use a hierarchical decomposition of the key space (simi-
lar to that used in GLS [16]). Let us name the single location GHT
hashes a key name into the root of that key. Now, for a given root
r and a given hierarchy depth d, one can compute 4d

− 1 mirror
images of r; d = 0 refers to the original GHT scheme without mir-
rors. For example, Figure 7 shows a d = 2 decomposition, and the
mirror images of the root point (3,3) at every level.

A node that detects an event now stores the event at the mir-
ror closest to its location, which is easily computable. Thus, SR
reduces the storage cost at one node for one key with n detected
events from O(

√

n) to O(
√

n/2d). GHT must now route queries to
all mirror nodes, however. It does so recursively; first it routes a
query to the root node, then from the root node to the three level-
1 mirror points. Each of these in turn forwards the query to the
three level-2 mirror points associated with them. This recursive

process continues until all mirrors are reached. Responses traverse
the same path as queries but in the reverse direction—up the hier-
archy toward the root. Thus, a single query incurs a routing cost
of O(2d√n) as compared with O(

√

n) for GHT without mirrors.
For an event i with Di detected instances and Qi queries the total
message cost of storing and retrieving this event information is ap-
proximately O(Qi2d√n + Di(

√

n/2d)) Thus, SR reduces the cost
of storage but increases the cost of queries. SR offers an interme-
diate solution between the local storage canonical method, where
storage is free but queries expensive, and GHT without SR, where
both are of moderate cost.4 We expect that SR will be useful for
frequently detected events. Note that the depth of the hierarchy (d)
can, and indeed should, be different for different event types.5

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we first evaluate the performance of our proposed

mechanism (Section 5.1) in ns-2 simulations of relatively small
systems of between 50 and 200 nodes. These simulations include
detailed models of a wireless network’s MAC and physical layer.
After verifying the correct functioning of GHT and measuring its
performance on static networks, we then consider the system’s be-
havior in simulations with both failing nodes and mobile nodes, to
test the system in the harsh sensornet environment.

After confirming the viability of our design, we then (Section 5.2)
verify the scaling arguments from Section 2.3.2 with simulations of
much larger-scale systems of up to 105 nodes that, in the interest
of computational tractability, do not model radio details, node fail-
ures, or mobility.

5.1 Small-Scale Networks, Wireless Details
We implemented GHT in ns-2 [17], which supports detailed sim-

ulation of mobile, wireless networks using IEEE 802.11 radios. In
these simulations, we seek to demonstrate GHT’s robustness on
real radios and dynamic topologies, where node failures and mo-
bility cause changes in nodes’ neighbors, and changes in the node
closest to a key’s hashed coordinates.

By modeling the full 802.11 MAC layer and physical layer, ns-
2 allows evaluation of a system’s performance on a bandwidth-
limited, contention-prone wireless medium. Our simulations use
a modified 802.11 radio with a 40-m radio range, rather than the
250-m radio range of IEEE-compliant hardware; this choice mir-
rors that made in the evaluation of directed diffusion in [10], in the

4Choosing d such that 2d =
√

n costs the same as local storage.
5One might, for example, encode the hierarchy level in the event
name so that d is globally known for each event type.



Node Density 1 node / 256 m2

Radio Range 40 m
GPSR Beacon Interval 1 s

GPSR Beacon Expiration 4.5 s
Planarization GG
Mobility Rate 0, 0.1, 1 m/s

Number of Nodes 50, 100, 150, 200
Simulation Time 300 s

Query Generation Rate 2 qps
Query Start Time 42 s
Refresh Interval 10 s

Event Types 20
Events Detected 10 / type

Table 1: GHT simulation parameters in ns-2 simulations.

interest of using parameters closer to those found in sensor radios.
Our radio model is realistic in its use of the 802.11 MAC protocol
for floor acquisition, and in its modeling of capture; these aspects
reflect the contention behavior of today’s commodity off-the-shelf
radios. However, we do not consider environmental noise or prop-
agation obstacles, and leave examination of their important effects
to a future implementation study.

In all our ns-2 simulations, there is a single querying node placed
in the upper-left corner of the simulated region. This node repre-
sents the access point where queries enter the sensor network. At
the start of a simulation, all events are inserted into the DHT once,
by sensors chosen uniformly at random; these are the sensors that
measured the inserted events. Queries are acknowledged and re-
tried until they succeed. At time 42 s, to allow the DHT to stabi-
lize, the querying node begins generating queries at a rate of 2 qps,
including both new and retransmitted queries.

Table 1 shows the parameters we used in our ns-2 simulations.
We present results that are averaged over multiple simulations; in
all cases, the variances of these runs are reasonable. Note that
node density remains constant in our simulations; as we increase
the number of nodes, we scale the region size such that node den-
sity does not change.6

In measuring GHT’s performance, we are concerned with the
availability of the data stored to queriers, and the load placed on
nodes participating in GHT, both in communication and storage of
events. To measure availability, we propose the metric of success
rate, measured after all events have been inserted into GHT: for a
workload of queries, we compute the mean over all queries of the
fraction of events returned in each response, divided by the total
number of events known to have been stored in the network for that
key. Because insertions and queries are both acknowledged, this
measurement focuses mainly on the ability of GHT to hold data
written to it.

To measure the storage load on nodes, we examine the maximum
number of events stored at any node, to capture the worst-case re-
quired storage; and the mean number of events stored across all
nodes in the network, to capture typical storage requirements. We
measure the communication load on nodes by counting the mean
number of messages forwarded by a node in a refresh interval, and
the mean number of refresh messages forwarded by a node in a re-
fresh interval; these message counts are averaged across all nodes
and refresh intervals in a simulation.

Note that we do not measure the routing protocol load placed on

6We do not investigate varying node densities in this work. Karp’s
thesis demonstrates the efficacy of perimeter-mode forwarding on
both dense and sparse networks [14].

Number Success Max Avg Total Refresh
of Nodes Rate (%) Storage Storage Msgs Msgs

50 100% 47.2 40.7 10.2 4.4
100 100% 11.9 10.0 2.6 1.1
150 99.8% 7.2 5.9 1.6 0.72
200 100% 5.8 4.6 1.2 0.53

Table 2: Performance of GHT on Static Networks. Results are
the means of three simulations.

f Success Max Avg Total Refresh
Rate (%) Storage Storage Msgs Msgs

0 83.3% 25.4 8.8 3.2 1.6
0.2 94.2% 24.9 10.3 3.4 1.8
0.4 97.3% 22.6 10.7 3.4 1.8
0.6 98.6% 17.4 10.3 3.1 1.6
0.8 99.7% 14.0 10.1 3.1 1.5
1.0 100% 16.2 14.5 3.9 1.6

Table 3: Performance of GHT. Stationary nodes, varied frac-
tion of nodes alternate between up and down states. Results
are the means of eight simulations.

the network by GPSR in our simulations; we are evaluating GHT,
not the underlying routing system, as is the practice in the evalua-
tion of DHT systems [6, 21, 24, 25]. GPSR generates a constant
volume of routing protocol traffic (beacons) per node, regardless
of system size in nodes [14]; this load is of lower order than that
generated by GHT, which sends packets on paths of length O(

√

n).
Moreover, there is no location database like GLS [16] used with
GHT, as GHT sends no traffic to node IDs.

5.1.1 Stable and Static Nodes
As one would expect, on static networks, where the topology

doesn’t change, GHT offers very nearly perfect availability of stored
events. At all network scales, essentially all queries are answered
with all events stored in the network. As the system scales in in-
creasing number of nodes, the unchanging number of events are
dispersed among a wider population of nodes, and thus both the
mean and maximum state requirements per node decrease. Sim-
ilarly, dispersion reduces the count of the mean number of for-
warded refresh messages; fewer nodes are on perimeters about a
point to which a (key, value) pair hashes, and so a smaller fraction
of nodes receives refresh messages for forwarding.

5.1.2 Static but Failing Nodes
We now demonstrate that GHT is robust in the presence of node

failures, despite the topology changes that result. All the results we
present in this section are for networks of 100 nodes.

Table 3 shows the performance of GHT under a failure model
where a configured fraction of nodes selected uniformly at random
alternate between failing and restarting. When a node fails, it loses
the contents of its database; it only reacquires its database contents
upon returning to operation and receiving refreshes from neighbors.
In these results, a node selected as unreliable remains up for a pe-
riod selected uniformly at random in [0,120] s, then goes down for
a period uniformly chosen in [0,60]. We denote by f the fraction
of nodes that remain up for the entire simulation.

As one would expect, the success rate decreases as f does. But
the decrease is slight, until all nodes cycle between available and
unavailable, at f = 0. The deterioration in the success rate is caused
by events that were not saved by the refresh mechanism when the
node holding them failed. Analysis of the simulation logs reveals
that the vast majority of queries and responses reach their destina-



Up/Down Success Max Avg Total Refresh
Time (s) Rate (%) Storage Storage Msgs Msgs

60/30 75.1% 18.6 6.0 2.9 0.93
120/60 84.7% 29.6 9.8 3.5 1.8
240/120 94.7% 45.9 15.2 4.7 3.1
480/240 95.7% 53.2 17.5 5.3 3.7

Table 4: Performance of GHT. Stationary nodes, all alternate
between up and down states of varied lengths. Results are the
means of four simulations.

Motion Success Max Avg Total Refresh
Rate (m/s) Rate (%) Storage Storage Msgs Msgs

0.1 96.8% 18.6 10.4 19.2 1.45
1 96.3% 52.2 22.5 17.4 4.10

Table 5: Performance of GHT on mobile networks. 0.1 and 1
m/s mobility. Results are the means of four runs for the 0.1 m/s
case, and twelve runs for the 1 m/s case.

tion successfully in a single transmission. Note that the maximum
number of events stored at a node decreases as more nodes become
reliable, while the mean number of events stored across all nodes
increases; these trends reflect the increased uniformity of the dis-
tribution of events across nodes, as the number of simultaneously
available nodes increases.

Table 4 shows the performance of GHT where f = 0 (that is,
where all nodes fail and restart repeatedly). Here, we vary the peri-
ods that nodes remain up and down. For an up/down time value of
x/y, a node remains up for a period chosen uniformly in [0,x], and
remains down for a period chosen uniformly in [0,y]. Simulation
times for this group of simulations only are not 300 s; we scale the
simulation time linearly with the up/down time; each simulation
lasts five times the length of a down time interval.

When nodes transition between up and down more frequently,
GHT’s ability to hold events is stressed more heavily, as the node
closest to an event’s destination position changes more frequently.
The success rate decreases very gradually at first, but progressively
more noticeably as the up/down periods shorten. The maximum
and average storage figures in these cases reflect that events dis-
appear from GHT when the join optimization and refreshes fail to
keep events alive in GHT.

5.1.3 Stable but Mobile Nodes
Table 5 shows how GHT performs on a mobile sensor network

of 100 nodes. In these simulations, nodes move using the random
waypoint model [17]; that is, in discrete steps, each to a point cho-
sen uniformly at random, at a rate chosen uniformly at random in
(0,M) m/s, where M is the maximum motion rate. They pause 60
s between motion steps. In these simulations, we use a timer to
cause GPSR to replanarize once every two seconds, which costs no
communication; only computation within a sensor node.

Under node mobility, GHT continues to offer robust persistence
for stored events, as demonstrated by the 96+% success rates in
Table 5. The cost of this robustness is in communication—note
the greater number of messages forwarded by GHT in the mobile
scenarios, vs. in the non-mobile ones. Under mobility, GPSR’s
perimeters change, and it’s possible for a packet walking a perime-
ter that changes underfoot to loop, until the packet exhausts its TTL
in hops [14]. We limit the TTL on refresh messages to ten hops in
the mobile simulations; they need not all walk the intended perime-
ter for refreshes to function properly, and the cost in congestion to
the network of forwarding them on far longer tours is significant.
In a more general implementation of GHT, a node can dynamically

determine the appropriate TTL to use, by periodically sending a re-
fresh with a small TTL, and expanding the TTL until the refresh
returns successfully. In these results, we elide this implementation
step, and fix the TTL at ten hops for refreshes. This value is longer
than the typical perimeter for the network density we simulate.

5.1.4 Discussion
As expected, GHT works well in sensornets with stable and static

nodes. But failures (and movement, in some cases) are inevitable,
and thus we are interested in the robustness of our design against
these factors. In our various robustness tests we subject our design
to very harsh environments. Our most generous run with failing
nodes uses mean cycle-times on the order of minutes, far worse
than we hope for most projected sensornet systems. And yet, as
long as the fraction of failing nodes isn’t overly high, or the cycle
times are tens of minutes, the system performs well. Similarly, the
extent and rate of movement in the mobile node case is significant;
nodes rest only a minute between movements, and the movements
are large excursions (half the size of the sensornet, on average), not
slight adjustments. Here, too, availability remains high.

Our GHT algorithm replicates a key-value pair at nodes in the
immediate vicinity of the home node. Localized replication of this
form is of little use if all the nodes in an area fail at the same time
(e.g., a fire destroys all nodes in a region). Resilience against these
clustered failures could be provided by storing each event multiple
times at dispersed locations (using multiple hash functions).

5.2 Comparative Study
The detailed ns-2 simulations verify the correctness and robust-

ness of the GHT system in a realistic wireless environment, includ-
ing MAC-layer behavior, packet loss, node dynamics, &c. How-
ever, they were limited to system sizes on the order of 100 nodes.
We now use less detailed simulations to compare the three canon-
ical mechanisms—external storage (ES), local storage (LS), and
data-centric storage (DCS)—in much larger systems. We built a
special-purpose simulator that assumes that nodes are stable and
stationary and that packet delivery to neighboring nodes is instan-
taneous and error-free. This simulator thus faithfully represents the
packet generation and forwarding behavior of the various canonical
mechanisms. We use this simulator to examine the number and pat-
tern of packet transmissions (as a measure of energy consumption)
as the size and nature of the sensornet and workload vary, to illumi-
nate the relative performance of the canonical data dissemination
algorithms. We do not count PRP packets in these simulations. The
length of a perimeter is purely determined by the density of the net-
work, and we only vary system scale in nodes, not density, in the
large-scale simulations.

We use two metrics to evaluate the performance: the total num-
ber of packets generated, and the hotspot usage, the maximum
number of packets transmitted by any single node. We don’t mea-
sure latency, as that is approximately the same across the algo-
rithms. Moreover, we assume that all other factors (such as the
fidelity of the data) are held fixed across the various algorithms.

The relevant system parameters are:
• n, the number of nodes in the system
• T , the number of event types
• Q, the number of event types queried for
• Di, the number of detected events of event type i

In this section we set T = 100 and Di = 100 for all i, and vary
n and Q. We present two basic tests. In test #1 we hold n fixed
(n = 10000) and vary Q. In test #2 we set Q = 50 and vary n; for
reasons we gave in Section 5.1, we hold the system density fixed
and increase the sensornet size as we increase n. All these results
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Figure 8: Total number of messages generated as Q, the number
of event types queried for, is increased. The number of nodes (n)
is held fixed at 10,000 nodes.
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node as Q, the number of event types queried for, is increased.
The number of nodes (n) is held fixed at 10,000 nodes.
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Figure 11: The maximum number of messages sent by any sin-
gle node as n, the number of nodes, is increased. The number of
event types queried for (Q) is held fixed at 50.

are averaged across ten different topologies, and ten runs on each
topology. In each of these tests, we show the results ES, LS, and
the following three versions of DCS:

Normal DCS (N-DCS): A query returns a separate message for
each detected event

Summarized DCS (S-DCS): A query returns a single message re-
gardless of the number of detected events

Structured Replication DCS (SR-DCS): We assume an optimal
level of SR (as described in Section 4.4) to provide a lower
bound. We assume summarization in this case.7

5.2.1 Test #1: Varying Q

The results from varying Q are shown in Figures 8 and 9. For
low Q, LS has low total and hotspot usage, but both quantities in-
crease linearly in Q, making LS a poor choice for systems with
many queries. External storage has a very high hotspot load and a
medium level of total usage, both independent of Q. Both variants
of DCS that use summarization have low total and hotspot usage,
but note that structured replication in SR-DCS reduces the total us-
age significantly. The hotspot and total usage of DCS without sum-
marization (N-DCS) increases linearly in Q, but the slope of the
7We omit structured replication without summarization in the in-
terest of brevity.

total usage is much lower than that of LS (but has a higher offset).
These results suggest that for low Q all methods but ES perform
reasonably well, with LS and SR-DCS being the best. For high
Q, SR-DCS is the clearly superior choice, followed by S-DCS. If
summarization is not allowed, then the choice is between the lower
hotspot usage of N-DCS and the lower total usage of ES.
5.2.2 Test #2: Varying n

The results from varying n appear in Figures 10 and 11. All of
the methods have reasonably similar behavior for total usage, but
LS starts off (at low n) with the lowest value, and ends up (at high
n) with the highest value. S-DCS and SR-DCS have the lowest
hotspot usage by far, but among methods without summarization
DCS and LS have similar performance. ES has the worst hotspot
load. Thus, at all but the lowest values of n (lower than around
n = 1000) the DCS variants are the superior choices. Recall that
these simulations use Q = 50, and so these conclusions are similar
to those in test #1 above.

These performance results are remarkably consistent with the ap-
proximate formulae presented in Section 2.3.2; the only significant
deviations arise in cases where the hotspot usage does not occur at
the access point. These simulations, while idealizing wireless link
behavior, were true packet-level simulations of these algorithms in
systems as large as n = 100,000. The formulae of Section 2.3.2
suggest that DCS is particularly appropriate as system size grows



and the number of events is far greater than the number returned
in queries (either because not all event types are queried for, or
because events are summarized in responses).

6. RELATED WORK
Directed diffusion [9, 10] is an example of data-centric routing—

routing based on the name of the data rather than on the identity of
the destination node. Unlike our proposed DCS mechanism, event
information in directed diffusion is stored locally at the detecting
node; as such, directed diffusion is closer to the local storage (LS)
model. Directed diffusion also provides additional mechanisms
for the reinforcement of high-quality data delivery paths and for
in-network aggregation (i.e., as the data is being routed to the re-
questor, it may be aggregated by intermediate nodes). Directed
diffusion doesn’t require geographic information; it uses flooding.

The Geographic Location System (GLS) used in GRID [16] can
be augmented to provide a DCS-like service. Geographic routing
delivers packets to locations, not addresses; thus, a packet sender
must be able to map a destination’s identifier to its geographic loca-
tion. GLS is a scalable location service that performs this mapping.
The location database is distributed across the nodes; each node
acting as the location server for a small number of other nodes.
The crux of the problem is that nodes must be able to find these
location server without knowing their geographic location. GLS
achieves this with a novel algorithm that uses a predefined hierar-
chical decomposition of the geographic space into nested grids and
a predefined ordering of node identifiers. Thus, what GLS enables
is routing to node identifiers. Moreover, an attempt to route to an
identifier Y for which no node exists terminates at the node with
identifier closest to Y as per the predefined ordering of identifiers.
Thus, we could use GLS to provide the DHT interface by hashing
event names to the node address space. The main drawback with
the above approach is that supporting the DHT interface requires
the location database to be built and maintained. While GLS pro-
vides this location database itself as a service, GHT avoids this level
of indirection and instead maps event names directly to locations.

The SCOUT [15] location tracking system might also be used
similarly. While SCOUT uses hierarchical addressing and routing
based on landmark routing, GHT uses GPSR, a flat routing algo-
rithm wherein nodes are addressed with geographic coordinates.

Although GHT was inspired by Distributed Hash Table systems
like Chord and CAN [6, 21, 24, 25], we did not adopt the rout-
ing algorithms used in these systems. These algorithms require
nodes to be interconnected in a fairly rigid manner. On the Internet,
node neighbor relationships are at the logical level; the underlying
IP routing system logically connects nodes that are not immediate
physical neighbors. It is not clear how (if at all) the node connectiv-
ity required by these DHT algorithms can be efficiently achieved in
a sensornet environment. GPSR allows us to achieve the required
hash-table functionality while working with only the true physical
connectivity between nodes.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented the design and evaluation of GHT, a DCS

system for sensornets built on geographic routing. We have pre-
dicted analytically and verified in simulations of networks of up to
100,000 nodes the cases where DCS offers reduced total network
load and hotspot network usage as compared with external stor-
age and local storage. Our analysis reveals that these benefits oc-
cur on sensornets comprised of large node populations, and where
many events are detected, but not all event types are queried. GHT
leverages the GPSR geographic routing system to offer an efficient

DCS service that maintains persistence of data when nodes fail or
move, while scalably spreading the load of (key, value) pairs evenly
throughout the sensornet.

Several avenues beg further investigation. Foremost among these
is the effect of varying node density. Under GHT, keys are uni-
formly hashed over the geographic space. Hence, as nodes are dis-
tributed increasingly non-uniformly, we expect the storage and for-
warding load across nodes to be correspondingly skewed. We are
investigating the consequent performance implications and devel-
oping mechanisms that can adapt to such non-uniformity.

To avoid hashing keys to points outside the sensornet, GHT re-
quires approximate knowledge of a sensornet’s boundaries.8 Our
work herein assumes foreknowledge of these boundaries (recorded,
e.g., when the network was first deployed). An open research prob-
lem is to devise scalable distributed algorithms to map these (pos-
sibly changing!) geographic boundaries.

Finally, our proposed design fundamentally requires that a node
know its own geographic position. While this assumption seems
reasonable for most sensornets, an open question is how one might
achieve DCS using only approximate geographic information, or
without any such information.
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ABSTRACT
Wireless sensor networks enable dense sensing of the environment,
offering unprecedented opportunities for observing the physical world.
Centralized data collection and analysis adversely impact sensor
node lifetime. Previous sensor network research has, therefore, fo-
cused on in network aggregation and query processing, but has done
so for applications where the features of interest are known a pri-
ori. When features are not known a priori, as is the case with many
scientific applications in dense sensor arrays, efficient support for
multi-resolution storage and iterative, drill-down queries is essen-
tial.
Our system demonstrates the use of in-network wavelet-based sum-
marization and progressive aging of summaries in support of long-
term querying in storage and communication-constrained networks.
We evaluate the performance of our linux implementation and show
that it achieves: (a) low communication overhead for multi-resolution
summarization, (b) highly efficient drill-down search over such sum-
maries, and (c) efficient use of network storage capacity through
load-balancing and progressive aging of summaries.

1. INTRODUCTION
Research in sensor networks has been targeted at numerous scien-
tific applications, including micro-climate and habitat monitoring
[1, 2, 3], earthquake and building health monitoring ([4]) and oth-
ers. Such networks are primarily intended for long-term deploy-
ment, to obtain data about previously unobservable phenomena for
detailed analysis by experts in the field. Data analysis in such ap-
plications often involves complex signal manipulation, including
modeling, searching for new patterns or trends, looking for correla-
tion structures etc. For instance, researchers interested in building
health monitoring hope to be able to correlate changing vibration
patterns of buildings to data about small earthquakes. Conventional
approaches to such monitoring have involved wired and sparsely
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deployed networks that transfer all data from sensors to a central
data repository for persistent storage.
Advances in wireless sensor network technologies have opened up
unprecedented opportunities for dense sensing of such phenomena.
However, the goals of providing a non-invasive, in situ, dense, long-
term deployment of sensing infrastructure has necessitated that sen-
sor nodes be cheap, wireless, battery-powered, and consume very
little power. An unfortunate consequence of the limited resources
of such nodes is that they are highly communication constrained,
severely limiting deployment lifetime if raw data were transmitted
to a central location (Table 1,[5]). For instance, as shown in Ta-
ble 1, a micro-climate monitoring network composed of motes can
be expected to last at most a couple of months even with optimized
communication schedules. Storage requirements adds an additional
dimension to optimize in such systems, since the storage capacity
of low-end sensor nodes (motes[6], smartdust[7]) will be limited
by cost and form factor. Storage requirements of such systems are
exacerbated by the fact that they are often envisaged to be long-
lived, and operate unattended for many years. Non-volatile storage
prices and form factor will no doubt reduce, yet, for long-lived sen-
sor nodes, the disparity between the sensor data sizes, and the sizes
of storage that they can be equipped with will continue to generate
the need to optimize for storage.
Existing techniques offer schemes for applications where the fea-
tures of interest and aggregation operators are well-defined (Fig-
ure 1). For instance, a Diffusion query suggested in [9] tracks the
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Application Sensors Expected Data
Rates

Data Require-
ments/Year

Expected Lifetime using Cen-
tralized Data Collection

Expected Time to Storage Limit
if all Raw data were stored lo-
cally at each node

Mote MK-2[8] Mote MK-2
Building Health Monitor-
ing [4]

Accelerometer 30minutes seismic
events per day per
sensor

8Gb/year few weeks few months few days 1 year

Micro-climate Monitor-
ing

Temperature,
Light, Precipi-
tation, Pressure,
Humidity

1 sam-
ple/minute/sensor

40Mb/year few months 1 year 1 months 25 years

Habitat Monitoring Acoustic, Video 10 minutes of audio
and 5 mins of video
per day

1 Gb/year few weeks few months few days 8 years

Table 1: Data Requirement estimates for Scientific Applications

movement of a bird with known signature. Such an event detec-
tion scheme can be augmented with in-network event storage us-
ing Data-Centric Storage (DCS [10]) such that related detections
are stored at predefined locations in the network. TAG [11] pro-
vides SQL-like semantics to define aggregates on a data collection
tree, so that operators at junctions can construct streaming data ag-
gregates such as histograms. While these techniques are all three
important to current and future sensing systems, they are not suf-
ficient for all applications. Diffusion and DCS require that queries
and associated processing be clearly defined a priori. While DCS
provides a storage framework, it is more concerned with placement
of named data at known locations, such that routing overhead is
low for queries. Storage is much less of a concern, since event de-
tections themselves are highly summarized representations of raw
sensor data, and therefore, not likely to be storage intensive. TAG
is a stream aggregation model, and relies on the knowledge of ag-
gregate operators such that these can be placed at junctions of a
data gathering tree. When details about queries and therefore the
aggregation operators, are not known a priori, such a stream model
is inappropriate.
Unlike querying frameworks that operate on known events, or pro-
posals for a continuous streaming data aggregation service, our goal
is to provide storage and search for raw sensor data in data-intensive
scientific applications. Constructing a storage and search system
that satisfies the requirements of data-rich, scientific applications is
a daunting task; the storage requirements are massive, and little a
priori information can be exploited to reduce these requirements.
Clearly, it is impossible for a sensor network to provide lossless,
persistent storage and querying that a centralized wired system can
provide. Our more modest goal, therefore, is to provide a lossy, pro-
gressively degrading storage model. We believe that such a model
might be necessary and sufficient for many scientific applications
for two reasons. First, a gracefully degrading storage model en-
ables a query and collect approach for fresh data where users can
precisely query recent data and selectively decide on important data
snippets that can then be collected losslessly for persistent offline
storage. Second, older data can be expected to be useful for identi-
fying long-term patterns, and anomalous occurrences. Thus, older
data can be stored more lossily, but with sufficient fidelity to satisfy
such long-term queries.
How do we provide distributed, progressively degrading storage in
a sensor network?
The key idea behind our system is spatio-temporal summarization:
we construct multi-resolution summaries of sensor data and store
them in the network in a spatially and hierarchically decomposed
distributed storage structure optimized for efficient querying. A
promising approach was introduced in [12], where multi-resolution

summarization using wavelets, and drill-down querying was pro-
posed. Summaries are generated in a multi-resolution manner, cor-
responding to different spatial and temporal scales. Queries on such
data are posed in a drill-down manner, i.e., they are first processed
on coarse, highly compressed summaries corresponding to larger
spatio-temporal volumes, and the approximate result obtained is
used to focus on regions in the network are most likely to contain re-
sult set data. Wavelet-based summarization can potentially benefit
query processing in three ways: (a) it produces a compact represen-
tation of data that highlights interesting features such as long-term
trends, edges and significant anomalies and is, therefore, useful for
general purpose query processing; (b) once generated, many spatio-
temporal queries can be satisfied with negligible communication
overhead by drill-down querying; and (c) aging (discarding) sum-
maries selectively gracefully degrades query performance over time
in storage-constrained networks.
In this paper, we address the performance issues of this scheme.
Specifically, given that storage is constrained, and communication
is expensive, can we intelligently store and lookup summaries so
as to maximize query accuracy? Our contribution in this paper is
twofold:

• We show that wavelet-based hierarchical summarization pro-
vides accurate responses to a broad spectrum of spatio-temporal
queries with low communication overhead. Although a pre-
liminary description of multi-resolution summarization was
presented in ([12]), in this paper, we present comprehensive
query surveys on an iPAQ-based implementation.

• Second, we show that in a storage-constrained environment,
graceful query degradation over time is achieved by networked
aging of summaries, such that more useful summaries are re-
tained longer. To our knowledge, no one has examined data
aging in the context of highly distributed sensor systems.

We present the design and implementation of DIMENSIONS on a
linux platform. To evaluate the performance of our system, we con-
sider queries posed on a geo-spatial dataset ([13]), which provides
precipitation data from a medium-scale sparse sensor network.

2. DIMENSIONS ARCHITECTURE
We describe the architecture of our system in three parts: (a) the hi-
erarchical wavelet processing that constructs lossy multi-resolution
summaries, (b) the expected usage of these summaries through drill-
down queries, and (c) the data aging scheme that determines how
summaries should be discarded, given node storage requirements.
This architectural description makes some assumptions, such as
grid placement of nodes, and a homogeneous network with nodes
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of similar capability. Such assumptions are not necessarily charac-
teristic of sensor networks, on the contrary, irregular deployments
may be frequently seen for reasons described in [14]. We discuss
these assumptions in more detail in a discussion section at the end
of this paper (Section 8).
Summarization and data aging are periodic processes, that repeat
every epoch. The choice of an epoch is application-specific, for in-
stance, if users of a micro-climate monitoring network ([1]) would
like to query data at the end of every week, then a reasonable epoch
would be a week. In practice, an epoch should at least be long
enough to provide enough time for local raw data to accumulate for
efficient summarization.

2.1 Multi-Resolution Summarization
Our goal is to construct a system can support a wide range of queries
for patterns in data. Therefore, we use a summarization technique
that is generally applicable, rather than optimizing for a specific
query. Wavelets have well-understood properties for data compres-
sion and feature extraction and offer good data reduction while
preserving dominant features in data for typical spatio-temporal
datasets ([15, 16]). As sensor networks mature and their applica-
tions become better defined, more specialized summaries can be
added to the family of multi-resolution summaries maintained in
such a framework.
Hierarchical construction (shown in Figure 2(a)) using wavelets in-
volves two phases. The first phase, temporal summarization, is
cheap since it involves only computation at a single sensor, and
incurs no communication overhead. This step consists of each node
compressing the time-series data by exploiting temporal redundancy
in the signal. Significant benefit can be expected from merely tem-
poral processing since a lot of sensor data is locally generated at
each node.
The spatial summarization phase constructs a hierarchical grid-based
overlay, and uses spatio-temporal wavelet compression to re-summarize
data at each level. Figure 2(a) illustrates its construction: at each
higher level of the hierarchy, summaries encompass larger spatial
scales, but are compressed more, and are therefore more lossy. At
the highest level (level 2), one or a few nodes have a very lossy
summary for all data in the network.

2.2 Drill-Down Querying
Drill-down queries on distributed wavelet summaries can dramat-
ically reduce the cost of search. The term is borrowed from the
data mining literature, where drill-down queries have been used to
process massive amounts of data. These queries operate by using a
coarse summary as a hint to decide which finer summaries to pro-
cess further. By restricting search to a small portion of a large data
store, such queries can reduce processing overhead significantly.
Our use of drill-downs is in a distributed context. Queries are in-
jected into the network at the highest level of the hierarchy, and
processed on a coarse, highly compressed summary corresponding
to a large spatio-temporal volume. The result of this processing is
an approximate result that indicates which regions in the network
are most likely to provide a more accurate response to the query.
The query is forwarded to nodes that store summaries for these re-
gions of the network, and processed on more detailed views of these
sub-regions. This procedure continues until the query is routed to
a few nodes at the lowest level of the hierarchy or until an accu-
rate enough result is found at some interior node. This procedure is
shown in Figure 2(b), where a drill-down query is forwarded to the
quadrants that are most likely to satisfy it.
Such hierarchical query processing offers multiple benefits. First,
when the target query result is sparsely distributed in a large net-
work, query results can be obtained in a few steps(O(log4 n), where
n is the number of nodes in the network). This benefit is provided
by other approaches that construct quad-trees ([17]), however, these
techniques can only answer a limited set of queries. Second, since
the data is processed and stored once, the up front cost of storage
can be amortized over multiple queries.

2.3 Networked Data Management
Hierarchical summarization and drill-down querying address chal-
lenges in searching for features in distributed sensor data. Provid-
ing a long-term storage and query processing capability requires
storing summaries for long deployment periods. In storage-constrained
networks (Table 1), however, resources have to be allocated for
storing new summaries by discarding older ones. The goal of net-
worked data management in our system is to discard summaries
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such that network storage resources are efficiently utilized, and grace-
ful quality degradation over time is achieved.
Two challenges need to be addressed to achieve long-term grace-
fully degrading storage. The first, simpler challenge, is to balance
storage load among nodes in the network. Clearly, a simple hier-
archical arrangement as shown in Figure 2(a) distributes load quite
unevenly. For instance, the highest level clusterhead (level 2) is
solely responsible for all the coarsest resolution data. In a homo-
geneous network, a node that is elected to be the root has no more
storage than any other node in the network, hence, such a proce-
dure leads to uneven storage distribution. Our approach to deal
with this problem is a simple probabilistic load-balancing mecha-
nism, whereby each node assumes the role of a clusterhead at any
level for a limited time frame. After each such time frame, a differ-
ent node is probabilistically chosen to perform the role. As a result
of such a load-balancing procedure, the responsibility of being a
clusterhead is shared among different nodes. The performance of
such a scheme depends on the node distribution, with uniform dis-
tribution of load in a regular setting. We address this topic further
in Section 8.
Once we have such a load-balancing mechanism that ensures uti-
lization of network storage capacity , we can ask the second, more
challenging question. How long should a summary be stored in
the network? In other words, how should we apportion the lim-
ited storage capacity in the network between different summaries.
We define the length of time for which a summary is stored in
the network as the age of a summary. Each summary represents
a view of a spatial area for an epoch, and its aging renders such a
view unavailable for query processing. For instance, storing only
the highest level (level 2) summary in Figure 2(c), provides a con-
densed data representation of the entire network and consequently
low storage overhead compared to finer summaries, but may not of-
fer sufficiently accurate query responses. Storing a level 1 summary
(finer) in addition to the level 2 one, enables an additional level of
drill-down, and offers better accuracy, but incurs more storage over-
head. Figure 2(c) shows a typical instance of gracefully degrading
storage, the coarsest summary being stored for the longest period of
time, and subsequent lower level summaries being stored for pro-
gressively shorter time periods. While the figure shows a global
assignment of summaries for ease of explanation, the final goal of
networked data management is to provide a storage partitioning be-
tween different summaries for each individual node such that the
resultant global allocation matches user requirements. Thus, an al-
gorithm to determine the age of summaries in the network has to
weigh three factors: (a) the distributed storage resources in the net-
work, (b) the storage requirements of different summaries, and (c)
the incremental query benefit obtained by storing the summary.
In this paper, we propose two storage allocation schemes: (a) an
offline progressive data aging algorithm that operates on training
data to determine system parameters for online operation, and (b)
an online greedy algorithm.

3. AGING PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a network with N nodes placed in a regular grid structure,
over which a k-level (k ≤ log4 N ) multi-resolution hierarchy is
constructed. The network is homogeneous, and each node samples
sensor data at a rate of γ bytes per epoch, and has storage capacity,
S, which is partitioned among summaries at different resolutions.
As described earlier, the system provides a load-balancing mech-
anism that distributes data approximately equally between nodes
in the network. Therefore, in the analysis, we will assume perfect

Symbol Parameter
S Local storage constraint
f(t) User-specified aging function
g(t) Provided step function
ri Size of each summary communicated from a

level i clusterhead to a level i+1 clusterhead.
Raw data is not communicated

Ri Total data communicated in the network be-
tween level i and level i + 1

si Storage allocated to a level i clusterhead for
storing summaries from level i − 1

Agei Aging Parameter for level i, i.e., duration in
the past for which a level i − 1 summary is
available at a level i clusterhead

N Number of nodes in the network
β Resolution bias of the greedy algorithm

Table 2: Parameters for the Aging Problem

load-balancing, i.e., each node has identical amount of storage al-
located to data at each resolution. We also assume that the network
is a perfectly dyadic grid, i.e., a square with side 2i, where i is an
integer.

3.1 Communication overhead
The communication rate at level i is given by ri, which determines
the communication between a clusterhead at level i and a cluster-
head at level i + 1. Raw, uncompressed sensor data has rate γ, r0

corresponds to temporally compressed data which is transmitted to
a clusterhead at level 1 from a level 0 node. Similarly, ri for i ≥ 1
corresponds to communication overhead at increasing spatial scales
of processing. The rate ri depends on the compression ratio chosen
for a summary at level i, ci, defined as the ratio between size of
compressed data transmitted from a clusterhead at level i to one at
level i + 1, and the total amount off raw data that the level i quad-
rant generates. The relation between rate, ri, and the compression
ratio that it corresponds to, ci, is thus:

ri =
4iγ

ci
(1)

since there are 4i nodes within each quadrant at level i, each gener-
ating γ bits, whose data is compressed by a factor ci by the cluster-
head for the quadrant.
To compute the total amount of data communicated in the entire
network from level i to level i + 1, Ri, we use the fact that there
are 4log4 N−i clusterheads at level i. Thus,

Ri = ri4
log4 N−i (2)

In this paper, we will assume that the compression ratios, and there-
fore, the rates, have been appropriately chosen for the sensor data
being studied. In practice, the relationship between lossy compres-
sion and query performance would need detailed study with the sen-
sor dataset in question. Our goal, however, is to obtain appropriate
aging parameters for a given choice of rates, ri.

3.2 Storage Overhead
The amount of storage required at any level is related to the total
amount of data communicated to it from the lower level. For in-
stance, a level 2 clusterhead receives summaries from four level 1
clusterheads, stores these summaries for future queries, and gener-
ages summaries of its own that are sent to level 3. We define si as
the amount of data that a level i + 1 clusterhead allocates for sum-
maries from level i. Since four clusterheads at level i send ri data
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to level i + 1, the amount of storage-per-epoch for a clusterhead
at level i + 1 to store level i summaries is 4ri. The corresponding
storage requirement over the entire network is Ri, which is the total
amount of data communicated from level i to level i + 1.

3.3 Query quality
Drill-down queries over this network can proceed hierarchically un-
til summaries are available for the requested data. For instance,
in the case of a 3-level hierarchy as shown in Figure 2(c), if only
the coarsest summary is available, the query terminates at the root,
if both the coarsest and finer summaries are available, it termi-
nates at level 1, and so on. We define the query accuracy if a
drill-down terminates at level i to be qi. Thus, in the hierarchy
in Figure 2(c), the query accuracy if only the coarsest resolution is
queried is q2, if the coarsest and finer resolutions are queried is q1,
and if all resolutions including raw data are queried is q0. In prac-
tice, q0 ≥ q1 ≥ ... ≥ qk, i.e., query quality increases with more
drill-down levels since finer data is being queried.

3.4 Approximating user-specified aging func-
tion

Let f(t) be a monotonically decreasing user-specified aging func-
tion which represents how much error a user is willing to accept
as data ages in the network. Such a function can be provided by a
domain expert who has an idea of the usage patterns of the sensor
network deployment. The solid curve in Figure 3 is one instance
of such a function, in which the user would like 90% query accu-
racy for data that is only a week old, and 30% accuracy for data
that is over a year old, with a monotonically decreasing accuracy in
between these two times.
We wish to approximate the user-defined aging function using a
step function, g(t), that represents query degradations due to sum-
maries being aged. As shown in Figure 3, the steps correspond to
time instants at which summaries of a certain resolution are aged
from the network. We represent this age of each summary by Agei.
The age of summaries generated at level i depends on two param-
eters: (a) the amount of storage apportioned at each level i + 1
clusterhead for summaries from level i, si, and (b) the amount of
data communicated from level i to level i + 1, Ri.
Since each node allocates si data to level i summaries and there
are N nodes in the network, the total networked storage allocated
to data from level i is Nsi. The total storage required for level
i summaries is Ri, given by Equation 2. Assuming perfect load-
balancing, the age of summaries generated at level i is:

Agei =
Nsi

Ri
=

4isi

ri
∀i ≥ 1 (3)

Age of the raw data, Ageraw is a special case, since it is not com-
municated at all. If sraw storage slots are allocated to each node
for raw data, the age of raw data, Ageraw = sraw

γ
.

The cost function that we choose is the instantaneous quality dif-
ference, qdiff (t), that represents the difference between the user-
specified aging function and the achieved query accuracy at time t
(shown in Figure 4). The minimum error aging problem can, then,
be defined as follows. Find the ages of summaries, Agei, at dif-
ferent resolutions such that the the maximum instantaneous quality
difference is minimized.

Min0≤t≤T (Max (qdiff(t))) (4)

under constraints:
Drill-Down Constraint: Queries are spatio-temporal and strictly
drill-down, i.e., they terminate at a level where no summary is
available for the requested temporal duration of the query. In other
words, it is not useful to retain a summary at a lower level in the hi-
erarchy if a higher level summary is not present, since these cannot
be used by drill-down queries.

Agei+1 ≥ Agei 0 ≤ i ≤ k

Storage Constraint: Each node has a finite amount of storage, which
limits the size of summaries of each level that it can store. The
number of summaries of each level maintained at a node ( si

4ri
) is an

integer variable, since a node cannot maintain a fractional number
of summaries.

Σ0≤i≤ksi ≤ S
si

4ri
= integer variable

Additional Constraints: In formulating the above problem, we con-
sider only drill-down queries and a network of homogeneous de-
vices with identical storage limitations. These constraints might
not always be true. For instance, queries may look at intermedi-
ate summaries directly, without drilling down. Previous research
has proposed a tiered model for sensor deployments ([18]), where
nodes at higher tiers have more storage and energy resources than
nodes at lower tiers. We do not consider such constraints in this
work, although some of these are straightforward extensions of our
problem.

Solving the Constraint Optimization Problem. For a mono-
tonically decreasing user-specified aging function, qdiff needs to be
evaluated only at a few points (as shown in Figure 4). The points
corresponds to the ages, Agei, for each of the summaries in the net-
work. As can be seen, the value of qdiff at all other points is greater
than or equal to the value at these points.
The minima of a maxima in Equation 4 can be easily linearized by
introducing a new parameter µ

Min0≤i≤n {µ} (5)

qdiff(Agei) ≤ µ ∀ i (6)

The complexity of the resulting optimization procedure depends on
the form of the user-specified aging function, f(t). For instance,
if this function is linear, the optimization can be solved using a
standard linear solver such as lp solve.

3.5 Desirable Parameters
While the emphasis in this paper is on solving the aging problem,
there are many parameters in the above formulation that impact the
performance of our system. We briefly describe some of the key pa-
rameters and desirable values for these parameters before address-
ing the aging problem in more detail.

• Data implosion: A significant concern with any data aggre-
gating tree is the implosion of data closer to the root. In our
multi-resolution hierarchy, the extent of implosion is deter-
mined by the rate, ri, which depends on the compression ra-
tio (ci) as shown in Equation 1. Since the numerator in Equa-
tion 1 grows exponentially with the level, slow growth in the
compression ratio (ci) will cause data implosion. An expo-
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nentially growing compression ratio can alleviate this con-
cern.

• Progressively improving query response: The choice of com-
pression rations, ci also depends on the query quality (qi)
provided by such a summary. For instance, consider an as-
signment of compression ratios where query quality does not
change significantly between on levels. Such an assignment
is not useful, since drill-downs cannot improve query qual-
ity. An effective choice of compression ratios would be one
where query quality progressively increases as a query drills
down the hierarchy. Such a choice makes it more effective to
progressively age summaries as shown in Figure 2(c).

• Load-balancing rate: A parameter that we ignore in the above
treatment is the rate of load-balancing, i.e.,, how frequently
must the system choose an alternate clusterhead to store data.
This load-balancing rate depends on the local storage allo-
cated to each level, si. For instance, if si is four epochs, then
the load-balancing rate for a level i clusterhead should be at
least once in four epochs. If not, recent data that is merely 4
epochs old is aged out of the system.

4. CHOOSING AN AGING STRATEGY
The constraint-optimization problem presented in Section 3 is straight-
forward to solve when all parameters are known. This brings up an
important question: How does one design an aging strategy with
limited a priori information?
Figure 5 shows different options that might be possible depending
on the availability of prior datasets for the application. In traditional
wired sensor networks, the entire dataset would be available cen-
trally, and could potentially be used to construct an optimal aging
strategy using the above-mentioned constraint-optimization proce-
dure1.
Distributed scenarios such as wireless sensor networks have to op-
erate with less information due to the overhead of centralized data
collection (Table 1). In some scientific applications, a data gather-
ing phase might precede full-fledged deployment (e.g.: James Re-
serve [1]), potentially providing training datasets. In other cases,
there might be available data from previous wired deployments (e.g.:
Seismic Monitoring [4]). These datasets can be used to train sensor
calibration, signal processing and in our case, aging, parameters
1The size of the dataset and the latency in estimating parameters us-
ing the entire dataset could preclude optimal aging even in a wired
instance of the problem.

prior to deployment. The usefulness of a training procedure de-
pends greatly on how well the training set represents the raw data
for the algorithm being evaluated. For instance, if the environment
at deployment has deviated considerably from its state during the
training period, these parameters will not be effective. Ultimately,
a training procedure should be on-line to continuously adapt to op-
erating conditions.
Systems, sometimes, have to be deployed without training data
and with little prior knowledge of operating conditions. For in-
stance, [19] describes sensor network deployments in remote loca-
tions such as forests. In the absence of training datasets, we will
have to design data-independent heuristics to age summaries for
long-term deployment.
The intent of this study is to see how to design algorithms for ag-
ing in two cases: with training data and without training data. For
the case when prior datasets are available, we use the optimization
problem to compute aging parameters, both for a baseline, omni-
scient scheme that uses full information, and for a training-based
scheme that operates on a limited training set. For deployments
where no prior data is available, we describe a greedy aging strat-
egy.

Omniscient Algorithm. An omniscient scheme operates on the
entire dataset, and thus, has full knowledge of the query error ob-
tained by drilling down to different levels of the hierarchy. The
scheme, then, computes the aging strategy by solving the optimiza-
tion function, presented in Section 3, for each query type. The
pseudo-code for such a scheme is shown in Algorithm 1. Omni-
science comes at a cost that makes it impractical for deployment
for two reasons: (a) it uses full global knowledge, which in a dis-
tributed sensor network is clearly impossible, and (b) it determines
optimal aging parameters for each query separately, whereas in
practice, a choice of aging parameters would need to satisfy all pos-
sible queries together.

for Each query in Q in set of QueryTypes do
qi = Query accuracy for Q obtained from entire dataset;
Solve constraint-optimization in Section 3;

Algorithm 1: Omniscient Algorithm Pseudocode

Training-based Algorithm. The training scheme differs from
the omniscient scheme in two ways: (a) data corresponding to a
brief training period is chosen for determining aging parameters,
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Level (i) Rate from level
i to level i + 1
(ri)

Storage
required
per-epoch
for data at
level i (4ri)

si (with
greedy al-
gorithm
β = 1)

Agei

Raw 1024 1024 0 0
0 (finest) 64 256 256 4
1 (finer) 16 64 128 8
2 (coarsest) 8 32 128 64

Table 3: Example of a greedy algorithm for a 16 node network

rather than the entire dataset, and (b) a single choice of aging pa-
rameters is determined for all query types being studied.
Ideally, the choice of a training period should be such that the pa-
rameters extracted from training set is typical of the data that is
sensed during system deployment. Often, however, practical limita-
tions such as deployment conditions, storage, communication band-
width and personnel limit the amount of training data.
Unlike the omniscient idealized algorithm, the training scheme can-
not choose aging parameters per-query. In a practical deployment,
a single allocation scheme would be required to perform well for
a variety of queries. Therefore, the training scheme uses the error
for different queries to compute a weighted cumulative error met-
ric as shown in Algorithm 2. The cumulative error can be fed to
the optimization function to evaluate aging parameters for different
summaries.

Data : wi: Weight for query type i;
Ei: Error for query type i from the training set

Result : Assignment of number of summaries of each level to store locally
/* Evaluate weighted cumulative error over all query types */

qi =
�

query types wiEi
Number of query types ;

Solve constraint-optimization in Section 3;

Algorithm 2: Training Algorithm Pseudocode

Greedy Algorithm. We now describe a simple greedy proce-
dure that can be used in the absence of prior datasets. This proce-
dure assigns weights to summaries according to a measure of ex-
pected importance of each resolution towards drill-down queries,
represented by the parameter resolution bias (β). Algorithm 3 shows
this allocation procedure: when available storage is larger than the
size of the smallest summary, the scheme tries to allocate sum-
maries starting with the coarsest one. The ratio of the coarsest sum-
maries to summaries that are i levels finer are βi. For instance, in a
three-level hierarchy (Table 3), a resolution bias of two means that
for every coarse summary that is stored, two of finer, and four of
the finest summaries are attempted to be allocated. This parameter
is used to control how gradually we would like the step function (in
Figure 3) to decay.

2 1 0 2 1 2 2

First Pass Second Pass Pass
Third

Pass
Fourth

Local Storage Capacity = 512 units

Figure 6: Local Resource Allocation using the Greedy Algo-
rithm (β = 1). 4 coarsest, 2 finer, and 1 finest summaries are
allocated

The greedy allocation procedure specifies how the per-node pa-
rameters si are determined for each resolution level i. The net-
worked age of each summary is determined from si using Equa-
tion 3, which translates the local storage time period to networked
storage time period.

Data : S: local storage capacity;
N : number of nodes in the network;
k: number of levels;
ri: the size of a summary at level i

Result : Assignment of number of summaries of each level to store locally
while at least the smallest summary can fit into the remaining storage space do

Assign Summaries starting from the coarsest;
for level i = k down to 1 do

if storage is available then
allocate βk−i summaries of level i;

Algorithm 3: Greedy Algorithm Pseudocode

For instance, consider a greedy allocation with resolution bias of 1
in a 64-node network with parameters provided in Table 3. There
are three levels in such a hierarchy, with every node storing raw
data, 16 clusterheads at level 1 storing summaries transmitted from
64 clusterheads at level 0, 4 at level 2 storing summaries from 16
level 1 clusterheads, and 1 clusterhead at level 3 storing summaries
from 4 clusterheads at level 2. Consider an instance where the lo-
cal storage capacity is 512 units and the sizes of each summary are
as shown in Table 3. The greedy allocation scheme allocates sum-
maries starting with the coarsest level as shown in Figure 4. In the
first pass, one of each summary except raw data is allocated, in the
second, one coarsest and one finer summary is allocated, and in the
third and fourth, one coarsest summary is allocated. Thus, a to-
tal of 128 bytes for coarsest, 128 bytes for finer, and 256 bytes for
finest summary are allocated at each node. The age of summaries
at various levels can be computed using the parameters provided in

Table 3 on Equation 3. For instance, Age0 is 40s0
r0

= 256
64 = 4

epochs.
This aging sequence is shown in Figure 7(b). The resulting alloca-
tion favors the coarsest summary more than the finer ones. Thus,
the network supports long-term querying (256 epochs), but with
higher error for queries that delve into older data. Raw data is aged
very quickly, therefore, queries after four epochs will be unable to
query raw data. Similarly, other allocations can be considered un-
der the same resource limitations. Figure 7(a) shows an allocation
that balances favors duration over detail, whereas the allocation in
Figure 7(c) favors detail over duration.

5. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we describe the implementation of DIMENSIONS
on a linux-based network emulation platform ([20]). There are three
major components to our system (shown in Figure 8): the wavelet
transform coding used to construct the summaries, the local storage
implementation that allocates storage to summaries from different
levels, and the distributed quad-tree, which provides a system ab-
straction to support hierarchical storage and drill-down search.

Wavelet Codec. The wavelet codec software is based on a high-
performance transform-based image codec for gray-scale images
(freeware written by Geoff Davis ([21]). We extended this coder to
perform 3D wavelet decomposition to suit our application. For our
experiments, we use a 9/7 wavelet filter, uniform quantizer, arith-
metic coder and near-optimal bit allocator. The 9/7 filter is one of
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Figure 8: Implementation Block Diagram

the best known for wavelet compression, and especially for images.
While the suitability of different filters to sensor data requires fur-
ther study, this gives us a reliable initial choice of wavelet filter.

Local Storage. Local storage is implemented as circular buffers
over berkeleydb (standard in glibc). Each summary is indexed by
the level, quadrant, and epoch to which it corresponds. Every query
on a summary involves first decompressing the summary, and then
processing the query on the summary.
The parameters of the local storage are determined using an ag-
ing strategy, that partitions the local storage between different sum-
maries.

Drill-down Queries. Our implementation considers four types
of queries (shown in Table 4) that involve different extents of spatio-
temporal processing that evaluate both advantages and limitations
of wavelet compression. The GlobalYearlyEdge and LocalYear-
lyMean queries explore features for which wavelet processing is
typically well suited. The Max queries (GlobalDailyMax, Globa-
lYearlyMax) looks at the Max values at different temporal scales.
The GlobalYearlyMax query looks at the maximum yearly precipi-
tation in the entire network, while the GlobalDailyMax queries for
the daily global maximum. Wavelet processing does not preserve
maxima very well in practice.
Both the LocalYearlyMean query and the two Max queries are pro-
cessed as regular drill-down queries. The query is processed on the
coarsest summary to compute the quadrant to drill-down, and is for-
warded to the clusterhead for the quadrant. The GlobalYearlyEdge
query tries to find nodes in the network through which an edge
passes, and involves a more complex drill-down sequence. This

Type Query
GlobalDailyMax What is the maximum daily precipitation for

year X?
GlobalYearlyMax What is the maximum annual precipitation for

year X?
LocalYearlyMean What is the mean annual precipitation for year

X at location Y?
GlobalYearlyEdge Find nodes along the boundary between low

and high precipitation areas for year X

Table 4: Spatio-temporal queries posed on Precipitation
Dataset

query is first processed by the highest-level cluster-head, which has
a summary covering the spatial extent of the entire network. The
cluster-head uses a standard canny edge detector to determine the
edge in its stored summary, and fills a bitmap with the edge map.
The query and the edge bitmap are then forwarded to all quadrants
that the edge passes through. The cluster-heads for these quadrants
run a canny detector on their data, and update the edge bitmap with
a more exact version of the edge. The drill-down stops when no
edge is visible, and the edge bitmap is passed back up, and com-
bined to obtain the answer to the query.

Aging function. For our current implementation, we make two
relaxing assumptions for the aging function (f(t)) that make the
constraint-optimization problem described in Section 3 easier to
solve, (a) f(t) is monotonically decreasing, thus qdiff needs to be
evaluated only at a few points, and (b) f(t) is linear, thus standard
linear optimization tools such as lp solve can be used. Both of these
restrictions are not fundamental, and can be changed depending on
the problem being studied. Our choice merely represents a possible
choice of aging functions rather than an exhaustive list.
In this study, we consider linear aging functions of the form,

f(t) = 1 − αt (7)

The parameter α can be varied depending on the rate at which the
user would like the aging function to decay. A large α would gen-
erate a rapidly decaying aging function.

Distributed Quad Tree. The local storage partitioning dis-
cussed in the previous section allocates some portion of the storage
at each node to summaries for each level. The Distributed Quad
Tree (DQT) describes the routing and cluster-head selection scheme
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that assigns summaries to each node in the network such that the al-
located networked storage is appropriately utilized.
The DQT is a routing overlay that decomposes the network space
hierarchically into quadrants, and assigns a rendezvous node to
each quadrant in the manner suggested by GHT’s structured repli-
cation ([22]). By using a geographical hash function, a globally
shared convention for selecting nodes, the construction of the tree
overlay requires no setup communication, eliminating the overhead
of clusterhead election and global consensus. In this sense, it is a
good choice for energy constrained sensor networks.
GHT specifies a geographic hashing scheme that translates a glob-
ally known constant and a bounding rectangle into geographic coor-
dinates. It relies on an underlying geographically informed routing
protocol that understands the semantics “route to the node that is
geographically closest to location (x,y)” to select and deliver mes-
sages to rendezvous nodes. The extension of GPSR that is presented
in [22] is such a protocol.
Our implementation differs from the above in two ways. First, in
our current implementation, we used a link-state geographic routing
protocol enhanced to support GPSR semantics. Since the popula-
tion of link-state routing tables require the dissemination of each
node’s link state to every other, it may provide adequate routing
for relatively small networks, but it is not a scalable solution for the
long run. We therefore plan to port the GPSR and its GHT enhance-
ment to our architecture. Second, DQT supports a time varying ver-
sion of the geographic hash so that the particular nodes chosen for
rendezvous in the DQT overlay change at a specified frequency.

6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Since available dense wireless sensor network datasets lack suffi-
cient temporal and spatial richness , we use a geo-spatial precipita-
tion dataset [13] for our current performance studies. This dataset
provides a 15 x 12 grid of daily precipitation data for forty five
years, where adjacent grid points are 50 kilometers apart. Both the
spatial and temporal sampling are much lower than what we would
expect in a typical sensor network deployment (Table 1). While the
data sizes and scale would be expected to be larger in practice, this
dataset has edges and exhibits spatio-temporal correlations, both of
which are useful to understand and evaluate our algorithms. While
such geo-spatial datasets are readily available, further research has
to be done to understand if such datasets are representative of sen-
sor datasets such as at James Reserve ([1]). In all our experiments,
we replayed this dataset.
Since the spatial scale of the dataset is low, it is not feasible to use
wavelet processing along the spatial axis. In practice, a grid of size,
at least 30x30 would be required before spatial wavelet process-
ing can be expected to be effective. For the given dataset, there-
fore, multi-resolution datasets were constructed by repeated tem-
poral processing.

6.1 Communication Overhead
Communication overhead over a multi-resolution hierarchy is gov-
erned by the rates, ri, that are determined as shown in Equation 1.
The problem of selecting optimal rates, ri, for a particular dataset is
outside the scope of this paper. Our objective is to choose a repre-
sentative set of parameters that determine the communication over-
head, i.e., the compression ratios at each level, ci, and the amount
of data per epoch, γ, such that the rates, ri increase slowly with the
level of the hierarchy.

Hierarchy level
(i)

Num Cluster-
heads (Nc)

Compression
Ratio

Rate (ri) Total
Data
(Ncri)

Raw 180 1 2190 (γ) 394.2K
0 to 1 180 5.97 367.1 66.08K
1 to 2 48 11.91 689.1 33.08K
2 to 3 12 23.46 1400.1 16.8K
3 to 4 4 50.9 2933.5 11.73K

Table 5: Communication Rate per Level

We select the parameters as follows:

• γ = 3epochs ∗ 365samples/epoch ∗ 2bytes/sample =
2190bytes. To construct summaries, we used an epoch of
three years i.e., the summary construction process repeats ev-
ery three years. The choice of a large time-period was due to
the temporal infrequency of samples. Each node in the net-
work would have 1095 samples to process every three years,
enough to offer reasonable temporal compression benefit. In
a typical deployment (Table 1), where nodes generate more
data, the epoch would be much shorter.

• c0 : c1 : c2 : c3 = 6 : 12 : 24 : 48. As described in
Section 3.5, compression ratios should be chosen such that
the exponential effect of aggregating data is mitigated. Our
choice of compression parameters has two features that mit-
igate the increase in data, (a) temporal compression ratio of
6 means that approximately 367 bytes are communicated by
each node at level 0, instead of 2190 bytes, and (b) the com-
pression ratios increase by a factor of two instead of four (in
Equation 1), thus, data implosion towards the root is less se-
vere.

The total communication overhead for summaries at each
level is shown in Table 5. The first row (Raw data) corre-
sponds to uncommunicated data. The results from the codec
were within 4% the input compression parameters. The stan-
dard deviation results from the fact that the dimensions of the
grid are not perfectly dyadic (power of two) and therefore,
some clusterheads aggregate more data than others.

6.2 Query Performance
We now evaluate the performance of drill-down queries over the
multi-resolution dataset constructed as described above. Our goal
in this section is to demonstrate the search features of the system
and prove our claim that multi-resolution storage can be useful for
a broad variety of queries.
To evaluate performance, each of the queries shown in Table 4 was
posed over the dataset. For yearly queries (GlobalYearlyEdge and
and GlobalYearlyMax), there were 45 instances each, since there
are 45 years of data. For the GlobalDailyMax query, the results are
averaged over 16801 instances (one for each day), and for Glob-
alYearlyMean, the queries were averaged over 8100 queries (180
nodes x 45 years).
The query accuracy for a drill-down query that terminates at level
i (qi) is measured as the fraction error i.e., the difference of the
measured drill-down result and the real result over raw data over
the real result (measured - real/real). Figure 6.2 shows the variation
of query quality for queries defined in Table 4 for different levels of
drill-down.
Performance for LocalYearlyMean, GlobalYearlyMax and Local-
DailyMax queries are very similar, as shown in Figure 6.2. All of
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Figure 9: Query error decreases as they drill-down to lower lev-
els of hierarchy. Summaries at lower levels typically contribute
less to reducing query error than higher level summaries.

them have an error of 40-50% if only the coarsest (level 4) sum-
maries are queries, but reduce rapidly to almost 0% when the drill-
down proceeds to the lowest level. Even one or two levels of drill-
down significantly improve error, for instance, querying level 3 in
addition to level 4 reduces error to under 20%, and querying level 2
as well reduces error to less than 5%.
For the GlobalYearlyEdge query, we measure error as the fraction
of nodes missed from the real edge. This query exhibits a different
trend from other queries, with lower error by querying the coars-
est level, and less benefit due to further drill-downs. Thus, in Fig-
ure 6.2, the error is 15% when only the coarsest (level 4) summaries
are queried. The error reduces to 11% with an additional level of
drilldown, however, further drill-downs do not improve the result.
This trend is consistent with what one would expect for edge de-
tection, the edge is more visible in a lower resolution (and conse-
quently, higher level) view, and becomes more difficult to observe at
lower levels of the hierarchy. In a larger network, with more levels,
improvement might be observed using drill-down. Additionally, a
more relaxed definition of query error can be considered, for in-
stance, only nodes that are not nearest neighbors of the real edge
are considered erroneous. The edge error is seen to be less than 2%
with such a definition.
The communication overhead of in-network processing of these
queries is extremely low as well. Even with false positives, the total
query overhead of a GlobalYearlyEdge query is less than 10% of the
network. Other drill-down queries such as GlobalYearlyMax and
LocalDailyMax drill-down query only around 5% of the network.
This performance results from hierarchical processing of queries,
and for many queries that require a single answer (mean,max,min),
the overhead is only O(log4N) (one branch probed per level), i.e.,
only around 5% of the network is queried for the result.
These results demonstrate a key advantage of multi-resolution stor-
age. While there is an initial overhead of communicating sum-
maries (described in Section 6.1), this overhead can be amortized
over many queries posed by the users.

6.3 Performance of Aging Strategies
As shown in the previous section, different summaries contribute
differently to the overall query quality, with the top-level summary
contributing maximum. For instance, in the case of the GlobalDai-
lyMax query, query error reduces by 50% by storing only the level

α Omniscient Training Greedy
Duration
(β=0.5)

Balanced
(β=1)

Detail
(β=2)

0.01
(fast)

13.6% 14.8% 20.6% 13.7% 13.9%

0.0033 15.0% 15.9% 25.3% 16.0% 16.0%
0.002
(slow)

18.2% 19.2% 28.6% 20.0% 26.1%

Table 7: Comparison of between omniscient, training and
greedy schemes. Training is within 1% of the omniscient
scheme. The greedy algorithm shows significant variability to
the choice of β, however, the balanced resolution bias performs
within 2% of the omniscient scheme.

4 summary. Adding an additional level of summaries decreases
error by 15%, and so on till storing raw data results in 0% error.
This trend motivates the aging problem, which allocates storage to
different summaries based on their marginal benefit to query pro-
cessing, and their storage utilization. In this section, we will look at
the impact of aging summaries based on their relative importance.
Since raw data adds little to the overall query result (Figure 6.2),
we will assume that nodes store only summaries at various levels
and not raw data.
The parameter, α, in Equation 7 is varied between 0.01 and 0.002,
and determines whether the user would like a fast decay of query
accuracy over time, or a slower decay.
We evaluate the three aging schemes, using the globally omniscient
scheme as a baseline to compare the more practical training-based
and greedy schemes. In this comparison, we increase the amount
of local storage allocated to each node in the network from 0KB to
100KB, in steps of 4KB blocks. As with the previous section, our
metric for error is qdiff (Equation 4).

Omniscient Strategy: Establishing a Lower Bound for
Query Error
The omniscient scheme uses the query error for each query on the
entire dataset (Figure 6.2) to determine the optimal choice of ag-
ing parameters for each query type. As shown in Table 6, the error
from the coarsest summaries ranges from 30% to 50% for differ-
ent queries. As the local storage capacity increases, however, the
optimal algorithm performs dramatically better, until 0% error is
achieved when all levels can be drilled down. This behavior is also
shown in Figure 10, which shows the performance of this scheme
for the GlobalYearlyMax query on one instance of a user-specified
linear aging function (α = 0.002). In networks composed of nodes
with low local storage capacities, the error is high since only the
coarsest summaries can be stored in the network .

Evaluating Training using Limited Information
In our evaluation, we use a training period of two epochs of data
(10% of total deployment time) to predict the query accuracy for
the entire dataset. Summaries are constructed over the training set,
and all queries in Table 4 are posed over these summaries. Ideally,
the error obtained from the training set would mirror error seen by
the omniscient scheme.
How effectively does the the training dataset represent the entire
dataset? Table 6 shows that the predicted error from the training set
is typically within 5% of the query quality seen by the omniscient
scheme, but is almost 10% off in the worst case (GlobalDailyMax
query over level 4 summaries). Also, in the case of the GlobalYear-
lyEdge query, the error seen from the training dataset is consistently
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Level till which drilled
down

GlobalYearlyMax GlobalDailyMax LocalYearlyMean GlobalYearlyEdge Cumulative
Training
Error

Omniscient Training Omniscient Training Omniscient Training Omniscient Training
1 1.6% 1.2% 3.2% 6.6% 1.0% 1.0% 11.2% 7.5% 5.4%
2 5.5% 5.0% 7.2% 8.9% 5.9% 6.1% 11.2% 7.5% 9.2%
3 16.9% 12.2% 17.6% 12.9% 20.9% 21.0% 11.2% 7.5% 17.9%
4 38.6% 32.2% 40.8% 30.4% 48.4% 49.8% 15.6% 7.5% 39.9%

Table 6: Comparing the error in Omniscient (entire) Dataset vs Training (first 6 years) Dataset
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Figure 10: Comparison of Omniscient, Training and Greedy
strategies for GlobalYearlyMax query(α = 0.002)

off of the average result. Thus, the training set is moderately repre-
sentative of the entire dataset.
To compute the cumulative error using Algorithm 2, we use equal
weights for all queries. When usage statistics of sensor networks
become available, application-specific weighting schemes can be
used. This cumulative error can be fed to the optimization function
to evaluate aging parameters for different summaries.
The first column in Table 7 shows the difference between the per-
formance of training and the optimal schemes. These results are ag-
gregate results over a range of storage sizes (0 - 100KB) and query
types (shown in Table 4). Training performs exceedingly well, and
in fact is on average less than 1% worse than the optimal solution.
These results are very encouraging since it suggests that even with
moderately representative training datasets, very good performance
can be observed.
Having seen the aggregate result, we look at a single run in Fig-
ure 10, that shows how the performance varies as the amount of
storage allocated to a node is increased. Figure 10 shows the result
of such a resource allocation for the GlobalYearlyMax query. As
expected, increasing the storage size reduces error for all schemes.
Notably, the training curve follows the omniscient storage alloca-
tion curve very closely (almost indistinguishably). Similar results
were obtained for other queries as well.

Greedy Algorithm
We use three settings for resolution bias (β), a low resolution bias
(β = 0.5), that favors duration over detail, a medium bias (β =
1), that balances both duration and detail, and a high bias (β = 2),
that favors detail over duration.
As seen in Table 7, varying the settings of resolution bias for the
greedy heuristic significantly changes the performance of the greedy
heuristic. When α is large, the user-specified aging function has

a steep slope. In this case, a low resolution bias (duration) per-
forms poorly since it prefers coarser summaries much more than
finer ones. In contrast, when α is small and the user-specified aging
function has a gradual slope, a high resolution bias (detail) performs
exceedingly bad, since allocates more storage to finer summaries,
thereby reducing duration. In both cases, the balanced summary
assignment performs well, and has a worst-case performance of
around 5% in comparison with the omniscient scheme, and 4% in
comparison with the training scheme.
This result can be understood by looking at the relationship be-
tween resolution bias, β, and the slope of the user-specified aging
function, α. A low value of resolution bias (duration) results in
more storage being apportioned to coarser summaries, thus bias-
ing towards very long duration, but low accuracy. The maximum
user error (max(qdiff))is observed for queries that look at recent
data, where the user expects high accuracy, but the system can only
provide coarse summaries. Thus, such an allocation performs well
when the user-specified aging function requires very long duration
storage (eg: α = 0.002), but badly for short duration storage (eg:
alpha = 0.05). In contrast, a higher value for resolution bias (de-
tail) allocates significant storage to finer summaries. The error is
low for queries on recent data, but the age of all summaries is lim-
ited as well. Queries on old data will result in a large max(qdiff)
because summaries will be unavailable in the network for old data.
Thus, as we vary the resolution bias, β between these extremes, we
get different results from the greedy algorithm. An ideal choice of β
is seen to be β = 1 (balanced), which lies between these extremes,
and results in more gradual aging of summaries.
This hypothesis also explains Figure 10. For a user-specified aging
function that favors duration (α = 0.002), the greedy algorithm
with detail bias consistently has high error, whereas balanced and
duration bias perform significantly better.

6.4 Performance of the Distributed Quad-Tree
To quantify the benefit provided by our load-balanced DQT im-
plementation, we compare the multi-hop communication and stor-
age overhead of propagating data up the tree using rotating hash
nodes against having nodes fixed at the centers of their covering
rectangles. The study was done in the Emstar simulation frame-
work ([20]), on a 8x8 grid topology, where each node has at most 8
neighbors. Each node generates the amount of data provided in Ta-
ble 5, and picks a different hash location periodically as described
in Section 5. Root nodes rotate at a rate of once every 10 epochs.
A tree node i levels below the root rotates at a frequency 2−i times
that of the root.
Table 8 shows that that a load-balanced hierarchy reduces storage
used per node by a factor of three, while having similar communica-
tion requirements as a fixed hierarchy. In addition, the standard de-
viations for both communication and storage reduce approximately
by a factor of 2, showing that the scheme balances these parame-
ters among nodes well. Communication load for the load-balanced
scheme is not entirely balanced (standard deviation is non-zero) be-
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Scheme Storage per node Communication per node
Avg StdDev Avg StdDev

Fixed Hierarchy 0.045 0.022 0.0154 0.014
Load-balanced Hierarchy 0.015 0.004 0.015 0.006

Table 8: Comparison of Load-balanced hierarchy to fixed hier-
archy

cause of limitations of a finite grid, and nodes in the middle of the
grid (or at the center of any ad-hoc network), being subjected to
more multi-hop communication overhead than other nodes. In an
longer simulation on a larger scale network, we would expect the
communication load to be more uniformly balanced in the network.
Similarly, in the case of storage overhead, the hash function is prob-
abilistic, and there is a finite probability of the same node being
selected more (or less) than the expected number of times. In an
irregular network, storage balancing would depend on the spatial
density of node deployment as well, a problem that we are pursuing
as part of future work.
How does this impact aging parameters of the system? Consider an
example where a node were to store summaries for a certain level
for 8 epochs. If the frequency of rotating clusterheads were chosen
to be once every 8 epochs, there is a finite probability that the same
node is hashed to twice within the aging period, thus, resulting in
the loss of summaries. Such a situation can be mitigated by choos-
ing the rotation period to be faster than the number of summaries
stored at each node. For instance, if the frequency of rotation is
once every 2 epochs, then, better storage balancing can be achieved.
In practice, since nodes will store many summaries, faster rotation
will also balance communication load better.

7. RELATED WORK
We briefly describe the rationale behind our design choice to use
wavelets, and proceed to describe a broad spectrum of related work.

Survey of Data Compression and Representation Tech-
niques. Techniques for data and signal compression abound. Typ-
ical lossless data compression techniques include Huffman, arith-
metic encodings, the Lempel-Ziv coder, etc. These techniques re-
duce data by a factor of two to ten in practice, and rarely provide the
compression ratios of hundreds that we would like in our system.
Lossy schemes, on the other hand, can be tuned to compress data to
fit communication requirements in sensor networks.
Wavelets decompose the data recursively into various time and fre-
quency scales, and provides a good representation of both time and
frequency content in a signal. This flexibility has been the primary
reason behind the popularity of wavelets in signal and image com-
pression, time-series data mining, and approximate querying [23,
24]. Wavelet compression tends to preserve interesting features
such as edges and succinctly captures long-term behavior, and con-
sequently provides a data representation ideal for spatio-temporal
querying. Its benefit for edge and boundary detection stems from
two properties: (a) subband coding preserves sharp changes at var-
ious scales, thus providing a good representation of edges and (b)
multi-scale techniques are useful to detect edges that may be visible
at different spatio-temporal scales.
The easily distributable nature of wavelet transforms and the com-
pact support is also exploited in [25] to address the sensor broadcast
problem. While the reasons for using wavelets are similar, this work
addresses a different problem from ours.

Distributed Data Storage. Distributed databases and data stor-
age have been extensively studied in the context of the wide-area In-
ternet. Aging of web-pages is particularly important for web-cache
performance and has, therefore, been explored by researchers (eg:
[26]). While similar in motivation, these systems differ from ours
in many significant respects: (a) web pages are not known to ex-
hibit spatial correlations, (b) they are designed for a much more
resource-rich infrastructure, and (c) bandwidth, while limited, is a
non-depletable resource unlike energy.
Data Centric Storage (DCS [10]) is a system that extends primitives
used in the peer-to-peer Content Addressable Networks system to
provide a geographic hash table (GHT [22])-based high-level event
storage in sensor networks. DCS assumes that an event description
exists a priori, and therefore, event detections can computed in a
distributed manner within the network. The system is responsible
for storing these detections (called observations) in a distributed
framework for easy access. DIMENSIONS is designed for data
mining, and does not assume a priori knowledge of event signa-
tures. Thus, it involves mining massive spatio-temporal datasets,
which is not the focus of DCS. The distributed storage aspects of
our system have similarities to the techniques used in DCS, and we
extend this scheme in our DQT implementation.

Data Mining. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) deal with
data that exhibits spatio-temporal correlations, but the processing is
centralized, and algorithms are driven by the need to reduce search
cost, typically by optimizing disk access latency. Some of these
approaches ([23, 24, 27]) propose the construction of wavelet syn-
opses, for fast processing of range-sum queries. Many of the tech-
niques proposed for approximate querying and data mining have in-
formed the coding techniques that we choose in our system. An in-
teresting example of a distributed infrastructure for wide-area data
mining of sensor data is Astrolabe [28], which proposes a hierarchi-
cal data mining approach that is similar in motivation and design to
DIMENSIONS. Astrolabe hierarchically aggregates data, and uses
a drill-down approach. There are three key differences between
Astrolabe and our work: (a) Astrolabe is a generic platform, and
does not specify an aggregation function to use, while our system is
built upon being able to do multi-resolution wavelet processing in a
distributed framework. (b) Astrolabe is designed for the wide-area
Internet and therefore assumes less stringent bandwidth constraints.
It uses bimodal multicast as the communication framework, which
ensures very high reliability, but incurs high communication over-
head. (c) The storage constraints are not as stringent in a wired
network and are, therefore, not addressed.

Sensor Network Databases. In recent years, many database
mechanisms have been extended to sensor network data querying.
Systems such as Diffusion [9], Cougar [29] and TinyDB [11] use
in-network processing techniques. Diffusion provides a general
framework for routing and in-network processing. It’s query mech-
anism is simply to flood an interest to all network nodes. Its ef-
ficiency comes in the way it is designed to process matching data
in a hop-by-hop fashion on the return path, potentially reducing
redundancy while transforming the data from raw time series infor-
mation into a more compact and semantically richer representation.
When multiple data sources respond to a query, Diffusion exploits
the property that data generated from spatially proximal nodes is
likely to be correlated. While Diffusion takes a dynamic approach
to in-network processing, where data can be combined anywhere
along the routing path, Cougar proposes a static model, where a
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centrally computed query plan decides where to place joins within
the network. Finally, TinyDB provides a platform for resource-
constrained devices, and provides a programming interface to cre-
ate new queries, and inject them into the network. The above ap-
proaches operate under the assumption that event description is
known a priori, and that queries are explicitly defined for these
event descriptions. Our system is designed to look for and find
patterns in data.
An extension to TinyDB, [30], suggests the use of wavelets for con-
structing histogram summaries of sensor data. Histograms lose in-
formation of the temporal and spatial instant when a data sample
was collected. Thus, while such an approach can be efficient when
the goal is to gather a histogram of sensor data, it would be ineffec-
tive for our objective i.e., to look for events at different granularities,
and multi-resolution data collection.

Quantization. The aging problem that we discuss is similar in
spirit to non-uniform quantization that is ubiquitous in signal pro-
cessing. Given a finite number of bits to represent each sample,
the goal of non-uniform quantization is to construct a step function
such that an error metric is minimized. The aging problem that we
discuss is an instance of quantization applied in a distributed frame-
work, and to a specific dataset.

8. DISCUSSION
Our work is preliminary, and there are many aspects that need to be
considered such as the impact of irregularity, considering correla-
tion statistics in storage overhead, and finer progressive aging.

Impact of irregularities. Irregularities in spatio-temporal sam-
pling of data impacts numerous aspects of our design. Along the
spatial axis, our architectural description currently assumes that
nodes in the network are arranged in a grid, or otherwise uniformly
deployed. Along the temporal axis, data from different areas in the
network would need to be synchronized before our techniques can
be used. While techniques such as [31] and [32] can be used to
create a globally synchronized timebase, such a mechanism might
not always be available or cost-effective. Two aspects of our system
would need to be modified in the event of irregular spatio-temporal
deployment:

• The wavelet processing approach that we use currently oper-
ates on regularly spaced datasets. We are exploring the use of
interpolated wavelet processing ( [33]) to relax this assump-
tion.

• The simple load-balancing mechanism that we use currently
works well on uniformly deployed networks, but clearly needs
to be extended in an irregular spaced deployment. As we de-
scribe in [14], skewed storage load distribution would result
in the irregular case.

Data Correlation Statistics. In this work, we make the as-
sumption that summaries at the same level are of equal size.
We impose two restrictions on the creation and storage of sum-
maries in our current work that might change in future versions.
First, we assume that all summaries at the same level are of equal
size. While this constraint has the advantage of making commu-
nication balanced between different parts of the network, this may
not be ideal for query accuracy, since it ignores the actual varia-
tions in the data in different regions of the network. In future work,

we will consider error-based configurations, that look at correlation
statistics to determine the amount of data to be transmitted at each
level.

Finer Progressive Aging. We assume that summaries are not
progressively degraded by nodes that store them. This restriction
can be relaxed, and can result in more graceful quality degradation
by degrading in smaller steps. Such a mechanism can be introduced
quite easily into the aging strategies that we discuss in this paper.
We do not discuss how to determine the ideal hierarchy depth for
a particular application. A hierarchy with a large number of levels
might not be useful since the high-level summaries might be too
coarse for useful query processing. For medium scale networks,
such as the one that we consider, the number of levels (log4 N )
is presumably low (less than 5). For a much larger network, this
question would need to be addressed.

9. CONCLUSION
Ideally, a search and storage system for sensor networks should
have the following properties: (a) low communication overhead, (b)
efficient search for a broad range of queries, and (c) long-term stor-
age capability. In this paper, we present the design and evaluation
of DIMENSIONS, a system that constructs multi-resolution sum-
maries and progressively ages them to meet these goals. This sys-
tem uses wavelet compression techniques to construct summaries
at different spatial resolutions, that can be queried efficiently using
drill-down techniques. We demonstrate the generality of our sys-
tem by studying the query accuracy for a variety of queries on a
wide-area precipitation sensor dataset.
A significant contribution of this work is extending our system to
storage-constrained large-scale sensor networks. We use a com-
bination of progressive aging of summaries, and load-sharing by
cluster-rotation to achieve long-term query processing under such
constraints. Our proposal for progressive aging includes schemes
that are applicable to a spectrum of application deployment con-
ditions: a training algorithm where training sets can be obtained,
and a greedy algorithm for others. A comparison shows that both
the training and greedy scheme perform within 2% of an optimal
scheme. While the training scheme performs better than the greedy
scheme in practice, the latter performs within 1% of training for an
appropriate choice of aging parameters. We demonstrate the load-
sharing properties of our system in a sensor network emulator. In
our future work, our primary focus will be deploying our system in
a real sensor network deployment scenario.
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ABSTRACT
The widespread deployment of sensor networks is on the
horizon. One of the main challenges in sensor networks is to
process and aggregate data in the network rather than wast-
ing energy by sending large amounts of raw data to reply to
a query. Some efficient data dissemination methods, partic-
ularly data-centric storage and information aggregation, rely
on efficient routing from one node to another. In this paper
we introduce GEM (Graph EMbedding for sensor networks),
an infrastructure for node-to-node routing and data-centric
storage and information processing in sensor networks. Un-
like previous approaches, it does not depend on geographic
information, and it works well even in the face of physical
obstacles. In GEM, we construct a labeled graph that can
be embedded in the original network topology in an efficient
and distributed fashion. In that graph, each node is given a
label that encodes its position in the original network topol-
ogy. This allows messages to be efficiently routed through
the network, while each node only needs to know the labels
of its neighbors.
To demonstrate how GEM can be applied, we have devel-

oped a concrete graph embedding method, VPCS (Virtual
Polar Coordinate Space). In VPCS, we embed a ringed
tree into the network topology, and label the nodes in such
a manner as to create a virtual polar coordinate space. We
have also developed VPCR, an efficient routing algorithm
that uses VPCS. VPCR is the first algorithm for node-
to-node routing that guarantees reachability, requires each
node to keep state only about its immediate neighbors, and
requires no geographic information. Our simulation results
show that VPCR is robust on dynamic networks, works well
in the face of voids and obstacles, and scales well with net-
work size and density.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Protocols; H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]:
Miscellaneous
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1. INTRODUCTION
The widespread deployment of sensor networks is on the

horizon. Networks of thousands of miniature sensors may
present an economical solution to some of our challenging
problems: real-time traffic monitoring, safety monitoring
(structural, fire, and physical security monitoring), mili-
tary sensing and tracking, measurement of seismic activity,
real-time pollution monitoring, wildlife monitoring, wildfire
tracking, etc. However, these sensor networks introduce
new research challenges. On one hand, large sensor de-
ployments could provide an unprecedented volume of mea-
surements across wide areas. On the other hand, because
such deployments are likely to consist of devices with lim-
ited computation, memory, storage, communication range,
and most importantly, battery power, many traditional tools
and techniques do not apply to sensor networks. The lack of
tools and techniques to enable communication among sensor
nodes and retrieval of useful information from sensor net-
works limits the use of sensor networks and impedes large
sensor network deployments.
One crucial problem in sensor networks is how to retrieve

sensed data. Previous solutions can be classified into three
categories [31]: local storage, external storage, and the data-
centric approach. In local storage, each node keeps the data
it senses locally. To retrieve data in local storage, a query
must be flooded through the network, causing nodes with
data relevant to the query to send data back to the base
station. In external storage, data is sent to the base station
without waiting for a user to send a query. While external
storage saves having to flood the network with a query, it
may waste energy when data that the user is not interested
in is sent to the base station.
In the third approach, data-centric storage[31, 34], events

are named, and sensors cooperate locally to detect named
events, such as elephant sightings. When a node detects a
named event, it determines what node is responsible for that
name, and then stores the data at that node. Which node is
responsible for storing a type of data is typically determined
by taking a hash of the name, and mapping that hash onto
a node in the network. When a user wishes to query the
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network, he can send the query only to the node or nodes
responsible for the data relevant to the query. Note that
in this approach, queries do not need to be flooded through
the network, nor does data that the user does not ask about
get sent to the base station. Additionally, the query may be
partially processed at the nodes storing the data, allowing
a small message consisting of aggregated data to be sent to
the base station instead of all individual records relevant to
the query.
Data-centric storage was first explored in distributed hash

tables designed for internet use, such as CAN[31], Chord[35],
Pastry[33], and Tapestry[38]. These systems are not suit-
able for sensor networks, because routing is done through
an overlay network. Each hop in the overlay network can
be several hops in the actual network. As a result, it is
necessary to have an underlying routing mechanism in addi-
tion to the overlay routing. More importantly, packets may
cross the physical network multiple times, wasting energy
and bandwidth1. The only previous system which provides
data-centric information processing and aggregation in sen-
sor networks is GHT [31]. Instead of using an overlay net-
work, GHT uses the geographic coordinates of the sensor
motes to map them onto a 2-dimensional distributed hash
table. It uses a geographic routing algorithm, GPSR [18],
to route from one node to another. Geographic routing has
several desirable properties: nodes can route to each-other
knowing only the coordinates of their immediate neighbors,
it is possible to perform broadcasts constrained to a ge-
ographic region, and dealing with node failures is largely
trivial. Unfortunately, such an approach may not apply to
many sensor networks. First, this approach requires each
sensor node to know its exact geographic location. Current
methods of determining geographic location[3, 7, 10, 12, 28]
consume much energy and may not be possible in many
sensor network scenarios. Second, GPSR works best when
geographic locality accurately represents network topology.
For many sensor networks, geographic locality may differ
significantly from network topology. For example, physical
obstacles can easily prevent two geographically close nodes
from communicating directly, causing them to be far apart
in the network topology. Third, GPSR’s perimeter-mode
forwarding does not work in three-dimensional topologies,
such as may be found in an office building.
In this paper we propose Graph EMbedding for sensor

networks, or GEM. The GEM framework provides an effi-
cient infrastructure for data-centric information processing
and storage by jointly addressing the issues of routing and
mapping from data names to nodes. In GEM, we label the
sensor nodes in a distributed and efficient manner such that
(1) Nodes can efficiently route messages addressed to la-
bels, knowing only the labels of their neighbors, and (2)
we can efficiently map data names to labels, in order to do
data-centric storage. By using graph embedding and a node
labeling method, GEM enables efficient node-to-node com-
munication and data-centric aggregation and storage.
GEM is a new systematic approach to provide infras-

tructure support for node-to-node communication and data-
centric applications in sensor networks. Our approach does
not rely on geographic information. When geographic infor-
mation is imprecise, or when geographic locality differs from

1There has been work in constructing overlay networks close
to the network topology, such as [30], which could alleviate
this effect.

the network topology, our approach has significant advan-
tages over previous work such as GPSR [18] and GHT [31].
To demonstrate how GEM can be applied, we have de-

veloped VPCS (Virtual Polar Coordinate Space), a graph
embedding technique that embeds a virtual polar coordi-
nate space onto the network topology. The VPCS works
correctly when constructed without any regard to physical
layout, though we have developed two techniques to im-
prove performance by aligning the virtual space with the
network topology. The first scheme requires nodes to find
the distances between themselves and their neighbors, but
the second scheme (which we show to be more effective)
does not require this capability. We have also developed
VPCR (Virtual Polar Coordinate Routing), an algorithm
for routing within the virtual polar coordinate space. We
could build data-centric applications such as data-centric
routing, data-centric storage, and data-centric aggregation
using VPCS, and enable general node-to-node communica-
tion using VPCR. VPCS and VPCR are extremely light
weight. Our experiments and evaluations show that VPCR
is extremely efficient in terms of both total energy usage and
hotspot energy usage.
Our contributions are as follows:

• We introduce the GEM framework, in which a graph
is labeled in a manner to provide efficient routing and
data-centric storage, and is then embedded in actual
sensor network topologies.

• We have developed VPCS, an instance of GEM that
embeds a ringed tree into the network topology, using
a virtual polar coordinate system. VPCS is efficient
to construct and is robust to network dynamics such
as node failures and additions.

• We have developed VPCR, a routing algorithm that
makes use of VPCS. VPCR is the first node-to-node
routing algorithm that requires each node to keep state
only about its immediate neighbors and requires no
geographic information. VPCR routes packets along
nearly the shortest path, adapts to network dynamics
well, and scales to large networks.

We begin by further examining graph embedding in Sec-
tion 2. Next we describe an instance of GEM, VPCS, in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4 we describe how VPCS can be used to
enable VPCR, an efficient node-to-node routing algorithm.
In Section 5 we show how VPCS heals itself after node fail-
ures and accommodates node additions. In Section 6 we
evaluate VPCS and the routing performance of VPCR, and
show that they scale well to increasing network sizes and
densities, and continue to work in the face of network dy-
namics and irregular topologies. Next we cover a few re-
maining issues and potential areas of future work in Section
7. In Section 8 we discuss related work. Finally, we conclude
in Section 9. Acknowledgments to those who have helped
make this work possible are in Section 10.

2. THE GEM FRAMEWORK
Graph embedding is a technique in graph theory in which

a guest graph G, is mapped into a host graph H. It has been
applied to many different problems[32]. In particular, it has
been used to map one interconnection network on another[4,
13, 19, 20], e.g. to simulate one topology using another. In
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GEM, we use graph embedding to take a network topology
that is convenient to work with, and map that onto real
network topologies.
Graph embedding is defined in [32] as follows. An embed-

ding of the graph G (the guest graph), consists of two map-
pings: (1) The node-assignment function α maps the set of
nodes in G one-to-one into the set of nodes in H. (2) The
edge-routing function ρ assigns to each edge {u, v} ∈ E(G)
a path in H that connects nodes α(u) and α(v).
In GEM, we apply the idea of graph embedding to sensor

networks in two steps. First, we must choose a labeled guest
graph G that can be used for efficient routing and data-
centric storage. The second step is to embed the guest graph
G on the actual sensor network topology, H.
Choosing a Guest Graph The first step is to choose a

guest graph that we can use for efficient routing and data-
centric storage. The graph should have the following prop-
erties:

• Routing: The labeled graph G should have the prop-
erty that it enables nodes to route messages efficiently
from one label to another label when each node only
knows the labels assigned to its neighbors. Thus, the
labels of nodes implicitly contain information about
the network topology.

• Mapping for distributed hash table: We can develop a
function f that efficiently maps a key k to a label in
the label space L.

• Low embedding overhead: We must be able to embed
the graph G into the topology H in a distributed man-
ner, and without incurring unnecessary overhead. For
details, see the embedding step, below.

• Fault tolerance: Nodes in the sensor network will fail-
either the guest graph must be able to route around
failed nodes, or it must be feasible to dynamically re-
construct the graph embedding to repair the guest
graph.

The second step is to develop an embedding to efficiently
simulate the guest graph G using the actual network topol-
ogy, H. There are several metrics for graph embeddings[32],
but the one we will focus on optimizing is dilation. To put it
simply, we wish for the edge-routing function ρ to map the
edges in G to paths that are as short as possible inH. Ideally,
each edge in G would simply be mapped to a corresponding
edge in H. However, when the appropriate connection does
not exist in H, the edge must be simulated by a path.
We show that using graph embedding in this manner could

serve as an underlying infrastructure and enable many ap-
plications efficiently:
Enabling Data-Centric Storage To support data-centric

storage, a data item of a certain name k, can be mapped
to a label f(k) and then routed to and stored at the node
with that label. A querier for data of that name can like-
wise compute f(k) and send a query to the same node. Be-
cause the labeled graph G is embedded in the connectivity
graph H, routing in the label space can be almost as efficient
as shortest-path routing in the original network topology
graph. This is significantly different from the distributed
hash table work for distributed systems over the Internet,
as we mentioned in the introduction.

Enabling Node-to-Node Routing To enable general
node-to-node routing, we can implement a lookup mecha-
nism to find a node’s current label using data-centric stor-
age. Assume that a node has a permanent identifier n, and
its label is L(n). Node n can store its label in the distributed
hash table, at the node corresponding to f(n) in the same
manner that it would store a piece of data. When another
node wishes to communicate with n, it can send a lookup re-
quest to the node with label f(n), retrieving n’s label L(n).
Once the node has n’s label L(n), it can address messages to
L(n) and they will be routed through the embedded graph
to n.

3. VPCS (VIRTUAL POLAR COORDINATE
SPACE)

In order to demonstrate how graph embedding can be ap-
plied in sensor networks, we have designed and developed
Virtual Polar Coordinate Space, or VPCS. In VPCS, we
embed a ringed tree2 graph into the network topology. We
do this by assigning each node a level, which is the number
of hops to the root of the tree, and a virtual angle range,
which uniquely identifies a node within a level. We also
develop efficient mechanisms which enable us to assign the
virtual angles to be consistent with the network topology.
As a result, the labels can be thought of as defining a vir-
tual polar coordinate space. In Section 4 we show that this
property enables us to use greedy forwarding to achieve ef-
ficient routing.

3.1 Building the Virtual Polar Coordinate Space:
The Basic Scheme

The first step to build the virtual polar coordinate space,
or VPCS, is to embed a ringed tree. Essentially, we can
follow the well known algorithm to build a spanning tree.
The cross-links to make the tree a ringed tree largely take
care of themselves3.
To build the spanning tree, we first choose a root node.

Any node may perform this role, though a base station
would be a logical choice if there is one present. The root
broadcasts a message stating that it is at level 0 of the tree.
Any nodes that are within radio range of the root become
children of the root. These nodes then each broadcast a
message advertising that they are at level 1 of the tree. The
root node hears these messages and marks the senders as its
children. Nodes that haven’t joined the tree yet that hear
these messages make the sender their parent. If a node hears
more than one such message, it may pick any of the senders
as its parent. One logical choice in this case is to choose the
parent whose message was received with the greatest signal
strength. This process continues recursively until all nodes
reachable from the base station have joined the tree.
After the tree is built, information about the size of each

subtree is propagated back upward towards the root. Leaf
nodes initiate this by reporting to their parent a subtree size

2The ringed tree is a type of x-tree. X-trees and ringed
trees were first proposed in [9]. An x-tree is a tree with
extra connections added for more efficient and load-balanced
routing. In the ringed tree, cross-edges are added to connect
“adjacent” nodes of the same level: siblings and “cousins”.
3Nearby nodes of the same level can form cross-links, though
some nodes that would have cross-links in a proper ringed
tree will not be within radio range of each other.
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of one. When a node has received a message from each of
its children reporting its subtree size, it adds one for itself
and reports its subtree size to its parent.
Once the root of the tree has received the subtree size

of each of its children, it has enough information to begin
assigning virtual angles. To begin, the root is assigned the
entire angle range being used. In a geometric polar coor-
dinate system this would be 0 to 2π. However, we wish to
be able to subdivide the range many times without dealing
with fractions, so a range such as 0 to 216 −1 or 0 to 232 −1
is more appropriate.
The root then assigns each child a subset of its range. The

size of the subset assigned to each child is proportional to
the size of that child’s subtree. For example, if the children
have subtrees of sizes 10, 20, and 15, they should be as-
signed 10

45 ,
20
45 , and

15
45 of the angle range respectively. This

balancing gives larger (wider) subtrees a wider angle range
to match. It also helps to ensure that the angle space is not
exhausted before reaching all the leaves of the tree. Each
child then assigns each of its children a subset of its angle
range, continuing recursively until every node is assigned an
angle range. For an example of this numbering, see Figure
1(a).
The energy cost for this construction is fairly low. All

together, each node must send three messages during the
construction of the virtual space. Each node sends a message
when building the tree, another when propagating the size
of the subtrees, and a third when assigning virtual angle
ranges.

3.2 Consistency Requirements
In order for VPCS to function correctly, the following con-

ditions must hold:

1. Each node must have a parent (except the root node).

2. Each node must be assigned a level equal to its parent’s
level plus one.

3. Each node must be assigned a virtual angle range that
is a subset of its parent’s virtual angle range.

4. No node may have two children with overlapping angle
ranges.

It is clear that the algorithm in Section 3.1 satisfies the
above consistency requirements. As we will later show, these
conditions enable effective routing and data-centric storage.

3.3 Aligning VPCS with Network Topology
Without Geographic Information

The method described so far for assigning the virtual
space is sufficient to provide reliable node to node routing, as
described in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2. However, in order
to take advantage of the extra cross-links in the ringed-tree
structure, we need to label the nodes in such a way that a
node can know which cross-link it should use, if any. To
accomplish this, we attempt to align the virtual coordinate
space more closely with the network topology. Specifically,
if one were to follow a “ring” along a level of the tree, the
angles should be strictly increasing or decreasing (until they
wrap around). For an illustration of this, see Figure 1(b).
We show in Section 4.3 how this allows us to use the cross
links to perform more efficient routing.

To perform this alignment in a distributed fashion, each
parent must determine the order of its children in the ring.
There are potentially many ways to do this; we describe two
ways below. The naive scheme requires nodes to be able to
find the distances between themselves and their neighbors,
and use that information to build a local coordinate system.
The improved scheme does not rely upon any localization
assumptions, and achieves better results.
Naive Scheme: Using distance information First we

explore the case where nodes can estimate the distance be-
tween themselves and their neighbors. Some previously pro-
posed range finding techniques are by observing radio signal
attenuation[3], or by measuring the arrival time difference
between radio and ultrasonic pulses[28]. Each node can then
use this information to determine the coordinates of each of
its neighbors in a local coordinate system, as described in
[8]. It can then put its children in order by geometric angle.
Unfortunately, as we show in the evaluation, even small

errors in the distance estimates prevent the children from
being ordered correctly. Additionally, subtrees may occa-
sionally cross, in which case it would make more sense to
consider the angle to the child’s entire subtree, rather than
just the angle to the child itself.
Improved Scheme: Using a global coordinate sys-

temWe now describe how to use a global coordinate system
to solve both these problems, and how one can be built with-
out localization data.
We build a global coordinate system by using triangula-

tion from the root and two other reference nodes. The root
node uses some simple heuristics to select the other refer-
ence nodes such that the three nodes are not colinear, and
are not too close together. In order for each node to calcu-
late its position, it needs to know its distance to each refer-
ence node, and the distances between the reference nodes.
Instead of measuring distances directly as in the local coor-
dinate system method, we measure distances as the number
of network hops on the shortest path between nodes. We
first build a temporary spanning tree from each of the two
reference nodes. Every node then knows its distance in net-
work hops from each reference node: it is equal to the node’s
level in the reference node’s spanning tree. One of the ref-
erence nodes can then send the distance between itself and
the other reference node to the root node. The root node
then floods the network with the distances in network hops
between itself and the two other reference nodes. Using this
information, each node can calculate its position in the net-
work.
Note that because the distances are measured in network

hops, the resulting position estimates are not highly accu-
rate, and have a coarse granularity. This makes it impracti-
cal for nodes to order their children by the angles to children
themselves. In fact, because of the low granularity of this
method, some siblings are likely to have exactly the same co-
ordinates. We solve this problem by sorting the children by
the angles to their centers of mass. The center of mass can
be thought of as the point in the “center” of a node’s sub-
tree. We define a node’s center of mass as the average of the
coordinates in that node’s subtree, including its own. A leaf
node’s center of mass is simply its own coordinates. A non-
leaf node’s center of mass is the average x and y coordinates
of the centers of mass of each of its children, weighted by
the sizes of their subtrees. Sorting children by the angles to
their centers of mass helps solve the problem of inaccuracy,
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cross-links

Figure 1: Sample angle range assignments.

because the errors in each node’s individual coordinates will
tend to average out in the center of mass. It also helps solve
the problem of low granularity, because siblings’ centers of
mass will be further apart in the coordinate system than the
nodes themselves.
In Section 6, we show that this scheme, which uses no geo-

graphic information performs better than the naive scheme,
which assumed that nodes could find the distances to their
neighbors.

4. VPCR: A ROUTING ALGORITHM FOR
VPCS

In this section we describe VPCR, a routing algorithm
built on VPCS. VPCR routes from any node to any point
in the VPCS, where a point is defined by a level and angle.
In order to simplify the description of VPCR, we first de-
scribe the naive-tree routing algorithm, which does not use
the cross-links of the ringed tree structure. We next discuss
smart-tree routing, which is obtained by some simple opti-
mizations to the naive-tree algorithm. Finally, we describe
Virtual Polar Coordinate Routing algorithm (VPCR), which
uses greedy forwarding to take advantage of the ringed tree’s
cross-links.
All three algorithms are guaranteed to be correct so long

as the underlying VPCS meets the consistency requirements
listed in Section 3.2. Each successive algorithm introduces
performance optimizations over the previous one.

4.1 Naive Tree Routing
In previous work, spanning trees have been used to per-

form node to base station routing[21]. In these algorithms,
a spanning tree is built with the base station at the root.
For a message to be routed to the base station, each node
passes the message to its parent until it reaches the base
station. In this manner, a message can be sent to the base
station from any node in the network, using the minimum
number of hops.
Using VPCS, this algorithm can easily be extended to ac-

complish node to node routing. Each message is first routed
up the tree until it reaches an ancestor of the destination. It
is then routed down the tree to the destination. At each hop,
the current node can determine whether the destination is

in its subtree by checking whether the destination virtual
angle is within its angle range, and if the destination level is
greater than the current level. If not, then the destination is
not in the node’s subtree, so the packet is forwarded to the
node’s parent. If the destination is in the node’s subtree,
it uses the same method to determine which child’s subtree
the destination is in, and forwards the message to that child.
This procedure is illustrated in Figure 2(a).
Note that in this algorithm, once a packet reaches an an-

cestor of the destination, the path from that ancestor to the
destination is the shortest path possible. The inefficient part
of the algorithm is in having to route up the tree to reach an
ancestor of the destination. Hence, the paths can be made
shorter if we can avoid routing up the tree as much as pos-
sible, and instead route laterally through the tree to get to
an ancestor of the destination. Not only will this make the
paths shorter, it will also prevent nodes high in the tree from
becoming traffic hot spots.

4.2 Smart Tree Routing
The first optimization we describe is the smart tree algo-

rithm. In cases where the naive tree algorithm says to route
up the tree, the smart tree algorithm first checks nearby
nodes to see if any of them are an ancestor of the desti-
nation, or the destination itself. If so, it forwards to that
node. In Figure 2(b), the smart tree algorithm saves a hop
by doing this.
This method can be further improved if each node keeps

state about its neighbors’ neighbors, or 2-hop neighbors. In
this case, instead of only checking its set of neighbors for an
ancestor of the destination, a node can check its set of 2-hop
neighbors. If a suitable destination is found that is 2 hops
away, the packet can be forwarded to one of the neighbors
that can reach the 2-hop neighbor.
In the more general case, each node can maintain state

about all nodes up to n-hops away. We will refer to this set
of nodes as a node’s neighborhood. Routing performance can
be expected to improve substantially with larger neighbor-
hoods. However, the amount of state that must be stored
and maintained at each node grows exponentially with n. In
the extreme case that the entire network is in each node’s
neighborhood, a packet will always be routed along the short-
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Figure 2: A packet is routed from S to D using the three routing algorithms. Smart Tree and VPCR use a
1-hop neighborhood.

est path, but every node is storing the topology of the entire
network.

4.3 Virtual Polar Coordinate Routing
The smart tree optimization only provides shortcuts once

the packet reaches a node that is near an ancestor of the
destination. For nodes that are far away, it is still likely
that a packet will need to be routed several hops up the
tree before it reaches a node that can take advantage of the
smart tree optimization. VPCR attempts to use the cross-
links in the ringed tree to route laterally through the tree,
even when the current node doesn’t explicitly know about
an ancestor of the destination. It does this by assuming
that the virtual angles are assigned to be strictly increasing
or decreasing along the ringed tree’s rings. This ordering
can be accomplished as described in Section 3.3. When this
is the case, each node’s label can be thought of as defining
a space in a virtual polar coordinate system, as illustrated
in Figure 1(b).
The Virtual Polar Coordinate Routing algorithm, or VPCR,

uses this polar coordinate space for more efficient routing.
When the smart tree algorithm would be forced to route up
the tree, VPCR checks to see if any nodes in its neighbor-
hood (see Section 4.2) have an angle range that is closer4 to
the destination angle than the current node’s angle range. If
so, the packet is greedily forwarded closer to the destination
angle range. Figure 2(c) shows how this can achieve signifi-
cantly shorter path lengths than the naive tree or smart tree
algorithms.
Sometimes the packet will reach a local minimum, where

no nodes in the current neighborhood have a closer angle
range to the destination than the current node. This hap-
pens when there is a cross link missing in the embedded
ringed tree5. When this happens, we can use the tree struc-
ture to find a path to use in place of the missing link. In
practice, we accomplish this by simply routing to the node’s
parent when the packet is at a local minimum. Eventually
the packet will reach a node where the cross-link is not bro-
ken, and greedy forwarding can continue, or it will reach an

4We define the distance between an angle range R and an
angle A to be the distance between A and the angle in R
that is closest to it. If A is contained in R, then the distance
is zero.
5The link may be missing either because there is physically
a break in the ring- two consecutive nodes in the ring aren’t
close enough to have a link, or because nodes were assigned
angles in the incorrect order (see Section 3.3)

ancestor of the destination, in which case it can simply be
routed back down the tree to the destination.
If the VPCS is well aligned with the network topology,

the result will be that packets will follow a curve from the
source to the destination. For short angular distances, such
a curve is not much longer than a straight line. However,
for angles larger than about 115◦, the distance to travel to
the origin and then to the destination (i.e. up the tree to
the root, and then back down), is shorter than such a curve.
Therefore in our current implementation we forward up the
tree in such cases rather than trying to follow the curve.
Correctness An important property of this algorithm is

that as long as the VPCS is consistent (as defined in Section
3.2), packets will always reach their destinations. When a
node using VPCR cannot find a nearby node whose angles
are closer to the destination angle, it routes to its parent.
This will always cause it to eventually reach an ancestor of
the destination, at which point it can follow the tree down
to the destination.
Loop-free Another important property of VPCR is that

routing loops are impossible. At any particular routing step,
the packet is never routed to a node whose angle range is
further from the destination angle than the current range.
It will only greedily forward to a node whose angles are
closer to the destination angle than the current node’s an-
gles. When it fails to find such a node, it routes to its parent.
Because the parent’s angle range is a superset of the current
node’s angles, it is no further from the destination angle
than the current node. Note that the parent cannot forward
the packet back to the child, because the child’s angles can
be no closer to the destination than the parent’s.

5. DYNAMIC ISSUES IN VPCS
The topology of a sensor network may change over time.

In particular, nodes may fail, and new nodes may be added.
When either of these things happen, the VPCS must be
modified to remain consistent.
When making changes to the VPCS, the consistency re-

quirements in Section 3.2 must be enforced. In addition
to these requirements, there are two goals to keep in mind
when modifying the VPCS: stability, and alignment with
the network topology.
Stability Depending on how node to node communica-

tion is used, virtual coordinate changes can be expensive. In
the case of data-centric storage, virtual coordinate changes
can lead to having to move stored data from one node to
another. Additionally, the coordinate changes themselves
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require communication with every node whose coordinates
must change, which uses energy. Therefore, it is desirable to
make as few changes as possible to the VPCS while keeping
it consistent.
Alignment with Network TopologyWhen routing us-

ing VPCR, the more closely the VPCS reflects the network
topology, the more effective its greedy forwarding will be. If
changes to the VPCS damage this relationship, VPCR rout-
ing performance will suffer to some degree. Hence, it is also
desirable to preserve any correlation between the VPCS and
the network topology.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to achieve both of these goals.

One way to preserve the alignment with the network topol-
ogy would be to ’reboot’ some or all of the network. That is,
starting from some point sufficiently high in the tree, erase
all parent child relationships and addresses assigned. Then,
begin the algorithm described in Section 3.1 to rebuild that
subtree. This is likely the best way to keep the VPCS coor-
dinates correlated with physical space, but it requires many
nodes to be assigned new virtual coordinates. As mentioned
above, this is expensive in itself, and can also be expensive
for applications running on top of VPCS. Because of this
expense, this method is unlikely to be acceptable except in
cases where the topology changes very infrequently. In that
case, improved routing performance may offset the cost of
having to rebuild part of the VPCS when the topology does
change.
The algorithms we have implemented put more emphasis

on minimizing the number of nodes that must be assigned
new addresses than on preserving the correlation between
VPCS and physical space. As a result, relatively few nodes
should have to change their addresses after the failure or
addition of a node, but the correlation between VPCS and
physical space may degrade after repeated changes.

5.1 Dealing with Node Failures
Individual sensor nodes tend to be unreliable. The most

common reason for failure is likely to be energy depletion,
though some may fall prey to a hostile environment. In any
case, for VPCS to be a practical solution, it must be able to
deal with failures with minimum overhead.
When a node P fails, its children are left without a parent,

violating consistency requirement 1 (See Section 3.2). In the
simplest case, each orphaned child C can find another node
P ′ that is connected to the tree to use as a parent. When
C makes P ′ its parent, consistency requirement 3 will be
violated, because P ′’s angle range will not contain C’s angle
range. To fix this, P ′ must add C’s angle range to its own.
The parent of P ′ must do the same. This continues up the
tree up to the lowest common ancestor between the failed
node P and the new parent P ′.
At this point, the lowest common ancestor between P

and P ′ has two children with overlapping angle ranges (an
ancestor of P , and an ancestor of P ′), violating consistency
requirement 4. To fix this, it takes C’s angle range away
from the child that was an ancestor of the failed node P .
That node must do the same, onward back down the tree
until the parent of P removes the angle range from its own6.

6In some cases, this will result in a node having no angle
range left. When this happens, the parent of the node with
no angle range must take away some of the angle range from
one of its other children’s subtrees and give it to the node.

Last, in order to satisfy consistency requirement 2, the
(previously) orphaned child C must set its level to the level
of its new parent P ′, plus one. Its children must do the
same, recursing the change through its subtree.
Sometimes an orphaned child will not be able to reach

a connected node to make its new parent, but one of its
descendants will be able to. In this case, that descendant
must reverse the portion of the tree between itself and the or-
phaned child. That is, its parent must become its child, and
that reversal must continue until it reaches the orphaned
child. While changing the parent-child relationships, the
angle ranges must be kept consistent. To do this, the con-
nected descendant (now the root of the disconnected sub-
tree) takes the angle range of the orphaned child. It then
assigns its (previous) parent the new angle range, minus the
angle ranges of its other children. The (previous) parent
follows the same procedure. Again, this process continues
until it reaches the orphaned child7.
Once the tree reversal has been performed, the new root

of the disconnected subtree makes the connected node its
parent, and performs the rest of the reconnection algorithm
as already described.
The last case possible is that no nodes in the disconnected

subtree can reach a connected node. In this case the subtree
is partitioned from the network, and there is physically no
way to rejoin it.
Issues There are a couple potential problems with the al-

gorithm as described so far. The first problem is that some
nodes may end up with discontinuous angle ranges. For ex-
ample, if a node has the range 50-100, and the range 60-70
is taken away, it is left with 50-59 and 71-100. While this
is acceptable for VPCS and VPCR, it makes the storage of
neighbor angle ranges more complex. The angle range for
any one node could be made up of any number of discontin-
uous sets.
The other problem is that during the tree repair algo-

rithm, another node involved in the algorithm may fail. Un-
less care is taken in the implementation of the repair algo-
rithm, this could cause the VPCS to become inconsistent. It
may be possible to use something akin to a two phase lock-
ing algorithm, though the details of this are left as future
work.
If the angle ranges become heavily fragmented, or if the

VPCS becomes inconsistent, the affected subtree can simply
reboot itself. That is, the parent-child relationships can be
deleted, and the angles and levels assigned to each node
forgotten. The root of the rebooted subtree can then simply
rerun the initial setup algorithm to put that part of the tree
back into a fresh state.

5.2 Adding Nodes
For many applications, it is desirable to be able to add

new nodes into the network. Some reasons for adding new
nodes are to replace failed nodes, to improve sensor coverage
area, or to incorporate new types of sensors.
In order for a new node to become part of the VPCS,

it must join the tree and be assigned a level and angle
range. As with failures, we have chosen to make the process
of adding new nodes inexpensive rather than emphasizing

7This step can also leave a node with no angle range. When
this happens, some angle range must be taken away from a
sibling’s subtree.
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keeping the virtual coordinate space consistent with physi-
cal coordinates.
When new nodes are added to a VPCS network, they must

join the routing tree and be assigned a level and angle range.
In order to do this, the new node first chooses a parent from
its set of neighbors. The parent assigns the new node a level
equal to its own plus one. The parent then assigns the new
node an angle range by first taking away part of the angle
range from one of its other children. That child must take
away that angle range from its child that it is assigned to
as well. Thus, this change recurses down the tree to a leaf
node8.
If the new node is able to find a connected node to use

as a parent, and can also reach a node that was previously
partitioned from the network, the previously disconnected
node may connect via the new node. In this case, the new
node becomes its parent. The new node assigns angle ranges
to any children gained in this manner in the same way as
when the tree is first built: it attempts to put the children in
order by angle, and then assigns each a subset of its angles,
in sizes proportional to each child’s subtree.

6. EVALUATION OF VPCS AND VPCR
In this section we will evaluate the performance of the

routing algorithms that we have presented.
Simulation Parameters The parameters used for our

experiments are listed in the following table:
Range 40 m
Network Size 400 m x 400 m
Density Avg Degree 15
Nodes 509
Neighborhood 2 hops
In order to show that VPCR is effective for routing in

large networks, we chose a network size relatively large in
relation to the nodes’ radio range. A packet sent along one
side of the network would necessarily have to travel at least
10 hops. A packet sent from one corner of the network to
the other would have to travel at least 15 hops. We chose
a network density such that each node has an average of 15
neighbors. This ensures that randomly generated topologies
tend to be well connected.
We set the neighborhood size to be 2 hops for the smart

tree and VPCR algorithms. Recall from Section 4.2 that the
neighborhood is the set of nearby nodes that each node keeps
routing information about. Larger neighborhoods improve
routing performance at the cost of additional state. We
show in Section 6.9 that a 2 hop neighborhood provides a
good balance between routing performance and the amount
of state that must be maintained at each node.
Simulation Procedure We obtained these results using

a custom simulator developed by the authors. The simulator
assumes an ideal radio model and an ideal MAC layer; if
two nodes are within radio range, they can communicate
without packet loss. All results were obtained by running
the test on 5 randomly generated topologies and averaging
the results. In each topology, each node is placed randomly
except the root of the tree, which is placed at the center

8Another possibility is for each node to reserve some angle
space during the initial setup, so that if it gains a new child
it doesn’t have to take any space away from another child.
However, we did not examine this approach in detail because
the reserved space will cause a data-centric storage system
to be biased towards low-level nodes in the tree.

of the network9. When a randomly generated topology had
fewer than 95% of the nodes reachable from the root, it was
thrown away and replaced by another.
In our VPCR simulations we used both the local coor-

dinate system and global coordinate system methods, de-
scribed in Section 3.3. In the results labeled “VPCR, LC
w Dist Info” we use the naive scheme of Section 3.3, which
assumes the nodes can find the distance between neighboring
nodes, and uses that information to build a local coordinate
system at each node. In the results labeled “VPCR, GC
w/o Dist Info” we use the improved scheme, which does
not assume that nodes can find the distance between neigh-
boring nodes. Instead it uses selected reference nodes to
build a coarse grained global coordinate system. For these
experiments we place two reference nodes at the edge of the
network, 90 degrees apart.

6.1 Near Shortest Path Performance
Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution function for

how many extra hops each packet takes over the shortest
possible path. Note that using the global coordinate method
of ordering, VPCR routes 75% of its packets with 0 or 1 extra
hops. Even without using the ringed tree’s cross-links, the
smart tree algorithm routes 70% of its packets with 0 or 1
extra hops.

6.2 Scalability to Large Networks
Next we examine how well VPCR scales with the size of

the network. For this test, we increased the number of nodes
while holding the density constant. Because the average
path length grows as the network gets bigger, we measure
the average dilation rather than the number of hops over
the shortest path. The dilation of a packet is defined as
the number of hops actually taken divided by the number
of hops on the shortest path. Figure 4 shows the average
dilation in networks from 10 to 2000 nodes. Because all
the variations of VPCR are tree-based, the overhead grows
logarithmically with the size of the network.

6.3 Comparison with GPSR
Figure 5 compares the routing algorithms we have devel-

oped with GPSR. This figure shows what fraction of packets
travel how many additional hops over the shortest path. The
test parameters and GPSR results were taken from [18]. The
network is 2250 m by 450 m, and contains 112 nodes hav-
ing radio ranges of 250 m. It is important to note that in
the GPSR simulation, nodes were moving using the random
waypoint model, while in our simulations nodes remained
stationary. We used the results with the least mobility for
this comparison, in which the pause time was 120 s.
All but the naive tree algorithm do quite well here. One

interesting thing to note is that the smart tree algorithm
does slightly better than VPCR for these network parame-
ters. This is because the network is not much wider than
the node radio range. Thus, a message being forwarded up

9We have tested the routing algorithms that we have de-
scribed to verify that they function correctly regardless of
where the root of the tree is placed. However, placing the
root at the center of the network minimizes the depth of the
ringed tree that is built, which improves the performance
of tree-based routing. Because VPCR uses the ringed tree’s
cross-links, this choice has a smaller impact on its perfor-
mance than on the performance of the Naive and Smart
Tree algorithms.
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Figure 3: CDF of extra hops over
the shortest path.
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Figure 4: Dilation as network
size is increased.
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Figure 5: Histogram of extra
hops taken over shortest path.
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Figure 6: Average extra hops for varying network
density.

the tree is likely to reach a node in the neighborhood of
the destination before having to go up to an ancestor of the
destination. It is difficult for VPCR’s greedy forwarding to
do much better than this, and occasionally it will make a
mistake. Even so, very few packets travel more than one
extra hop over the shortest path for either algorithm.

6.4 Scalability to Network Density
Figure 6 shows how the different algorithms perform at

different network densities. Here the network density is
measured in average degree, which is the average number
of neighbors each node has. For this experiment the size
of the network was kept constant at 400 x 400 meters, and
the number of nodes was varied to alter the density. This
experiment shows that network density has little effect on
the performance of VPCR or its variations.

6.5 Load Balancing
One problem with the naive tree algorithm is that it tends

to route a lot of packets through nodes high in the tree.
Given that each node has a finite amount of energy, this
is likely to cause those nodes to become exhausted fairly
quickly, resulting in the root of the tree becoming cut off
from the rest of the network. The smart tree and VPCR
algorithms attempt to refrain from routing up the tree as
much as the naive tree algorithm, so those algorithms should
not suffer from this problem quite as much.
In order to evaluate VPCR’s load balancing, we routed

packets to and from random nodes as in earlier tests, but
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Figure 7: Network Lifetime

allowed each particular node to forward only 200 packets be-
fore failing. Figure 7 shows the number of live nodes reach-
able from the root of the tree as packets are sent through
the network and nodes fail. As expected, the nodes reach-
able in the naive tree network drops off quite rapidly as the
nodes high in the tree fail. The smart tree and VPCR net-
works last considerably longer, though neither lasts as long
as a network where all packets are routed along the shortest
path. In future work, VPCR could be modified to incor-
porate energy awareness, which could provide better load
balancing than shortest path routing.

6.6 Adaptability to Dynamic Networks
Adding and removing nodes tends to adversely affect the

tree in several ways. As the angle space is rearranged to keep
the tree consistent, the virtual polar coordinate space may
become less consistent with the network topology. Addition-
ally, when a node chooses a new parent, it tries to minimize
the number of nodes that have to be reassigned virtual polar
coordinates, which may result in branches of the tree going
in odd directions and overlapping one another.
In order to determine the effects of repeatedly adding and

removing nodes from the tree, we performed the following
experiment. Starting with a freshly built tree, we first ran-
domly choose 20% of the nodes to fail. After performing
the tree repair algorithm, we measure the average number
of extra hops of packets routed in that network. We then
randomly place the same number of new nodes in the net-
work and have them join the tree. The average number of
extra hops is measured again at this point. This process was
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Figure 8: Average extra hops as
nodes fail and are replaced.
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Figure 9: Histogram of number
of nodes relabeled after a node
fails.
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Figure 10: Histogram of number
of nodes relabeled after a node is
added.

repeated for 50 iterations. The results are shown in Figure
8.
Routing performance degrades for the first 10 iterations,

at which point it levels off. This is because our current
repair and addition algorithms put more emphasis on mak-
ing repairs cheap than on keeping the VPCS aligned with
the network topology. This means that the correlation be-
tween physical coordinates and the virtual polar coordinates
breaks down after repeated repairs. Additionally, many fail-
ures at once can result in voids in the network. This causes
the tree to have to ’wrap around’ these voids. Even when
new nodes are added to fill these voids, these abnormalities
in the tree remain.
In order to verify that the repair and addition algorithms

are light-weight, we also measured how many nodes had to
be relabeled during this experiment. Figure 9 shows a his-
togram of the number of nodes that needed to be relabeled
after each failure. 35% of the node failures didn’t require
any nodes to be relabeled to repair the tree. The median
number of nodes that needed to be relabeled was 3, though
there were outliers in the data where up to the entire net-
work needed to be relabeled. Figure 10 shows a histogram
of the number of nodes that needed to be relabeled to ac-
commodate each new node added to the tree. 99% of the
node additions didn’t require any nodes to be relabeled. The
most nodes that had to be relabeled for any addition was
13.
For applications where there are many packets being routed,

and nodes fail relatively infrequently, it may be desirable to
use a more heavy-weight repair algorithm to ensure that
routing stays as efficient as possible.

6.7 Irregular Network Layouts
In many real applications, sensor nodes will not be de-

ployed evenly and in an open area. There can be barriers
blocking radio transmission, or equivalently, large voids. In
order to test VPCR’s performance in the presence of these
irregularities, we simulated two types of voids. The first
type of void goes in a line from the center of the network
(the root), outward towards the perimeter. Figure 11 shows
VPCR’s performance as this void grows until it reaches the
perimeter of the network. This type of void has very little
effect on the performance of VPCR.
Next we simulated a void that is parallel to the y axis

of the network. Figure 12 shows VPCR’s performance as
this void grows until it reaches both edges of the network.
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Figure 11: Performance in the presence of a void
that extends radially through the network.

Performance degrades slightly here, because this type of void
adversely affects how the spanning tree is built.

6.8 Effect of Inaccurate Distance Information
on Routing in Scheme I

When using distance information to build local coordinate
systems (scheme I in Section 3.3), inaccurate distance infor-
mation leads to inaccurate coordinate systems, which can
lead to the VPCS not being well aligned with the network
topology. Figure 13 shows how well VPCR performs when
the local coordinate system method is being used, for vary-
ing accuracies of distance estimates. The fraction of error
here is the fraction of the radio range. Since we are using a
radio range of 40m, an error of 10% means that estimated
distances are randomly off by up to 4 m. The results of this
simulation show that VPCR’s greedy forwarding is beneficial
until the error gets worse than 10%. At that point, greedy
forwarding makes enough mistakes such that the smart tree
algorithm tends to yield shorter paths.
Note that this issue is irrelevant to scheme II, which does

not assume that nodes can find the distances between each
other.

6.9 Choosing the Neighborhood Size
Figure 14 shows the effect of different size neighborhoods

on VPCR. Each additional hop added to the network size
appears to give diminishing returns. While the 2-hop neigh-
borhood performs much better than a 1-hop neighborhood,
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Figure 12: Performance in the presence of a void
that extends vertically from one side of the network
to the other.
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Figure 13: VPCR performance using local distance
information vs the accuracy of that information.

3 and 4 hop neighborhoods provide a relatively small im-
provement. This suggests that a 2-hop wide neighborhood
may be optimal, since it provides the greatest performance
improvement for the least additional state at each node.

7. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Load Balancing for Data-centric Storage
When using VPCS for data-centric storage, it is impor-

tant to balance where data is stored among the nodes. The
simplest goal is to design the mapping function from data
name to node such that one node is as likely as any other to
be assigned. In VPCS, we map a name to a node by hashing
the name, and mapping that hash to a level and angle. The
data is then assigned to the node that covers that point in
the virtual space. If there is no node at that level and angle,
then the highest level node that covers that angle is respon-
sible for the data. For proper load balancing to occur, each
node should have a similarly sized piece of the virtual space.
We achieve this goal in two ways. First, there are fewer

nodes at low levels of the tree than high levels of the tree.
We offset this by biasing the hash function such that the
probability of a level being chosen is proportional to the
number of nodes at that level. The bias can be determined
by actually counting the number of nodes at each level of
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Figure 14: Dilation when different size neighbor-
hoods are used.

the tree, though an estimate will often be good enough. Sec-
ond, when assigning angles, nodes with larger subtrees get a
proportionally larger piece of the angle space. This causes a
problem because nodes with large subtrees get a larger piece
of the virtual space, and are therefore more likely to be as-
signed data to store. However, this problem is somewhat
offset because a node with no children takes responsibility
for any data that maps to its angle range and level greater
than or equal to its own.

7.2 Node Mobility
In some sensor networks, sensors may move over time.

The simplest way to handle this is to use the current VPCS
healing mechanisms. When a node loses contact with its
parent, the child can treat the parent as having failed, and
use the algorithm in Section 5.1 to recover. This method
should be sufficient if nodes move slowly or infrequently
enough that neighbor relationships don’t change often. It
is also possible that, in some scenarios, most nodes will re-
main stationary and only a few nodes are mobile. When
this is the case, the mobile nodes can refrain from taking
on children. This makes the repair mechanism very cheap
when a mobile node moves; the parent of the mobile node
simply deletes that node as a child, and the mobile node can
find a new parent at its new location.

7.3 Improved Routing in the Ringed Tree
The ringed tree graph type has been studied in graph

theory and in system architecture. It is meant to be used
for load balanced, failure tolerant, and efficient routing. We
are currently researching the ringed tree itself more closely
in hopes of finding a routing algorithm that better achieves
these goals. In particular, if the routing algorithm itself were
tolerant to node failures, we may not need to perform the
tree repair algorithm described in Section 5.1. If such an
algorithm is found, we can use graph embedding to more
closely model the ringed tree structure in VPCS, and thus
gain these benefits.

7.4 Multiple Trees
Because VPCR is tree-based, nodes near the root of the

tree tend to have to route more traffic than other nodes.
This imbalance can be alleviated by using several smaller
spanning trees rather than one large one. In this case, each
node’s label would consist of a tree identifier in addition
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to a level and virtual angle range. Within each tree, each
node would have to know which trees border its own. In
order to determine how to route a message to a neighbor
tree, we can use data-centric storage within the tree to map
tree id’s to the labels of nodes that border those trees. In
order to route to a node several trees away, it may be fea-
sible for every node to know the higher level topology and
use it to determine the shortest path. For example, suppose
there is a 5000 node network consisting of 10 trees of 500
nodes each. It is not unreasonable for each node to store
the neighbor relationships for 10 trees, though it would ob-
viously be infeasible to store the neighbor relationships for
5000 individual nodes.
Another possibility is to have n trees, each with different

roots, that each span the entire network. That is, each node
would belong to all n trees. When a node wishes to send a
message to another node, it could pick any of these trees to
route the message through. This would help alleviate the
hot spot at the roots of the trees. However, it still needs to
be worked out how this method would interact with data-
centric storage. One possibility would be for the mapping
function f to specify a tree in addition to a label (see Sec-
tion 2). However, this would not utilize the full benefit of
multiple trees, since data and queries of a particular name
would always be routed through the same tree.

7.5 Other Graph Types
It may be beneficial to investigate other graph types. A

tree is useful because its hierarchical structure makes it easy
to design a light weight routing algorithm that is guaranteed
to be correct. Unfortunately, the hierarchical nature tends
to overload nodes that are at low levels of the tree. An-
other possibility may be to use a grid. A grid would do
away with the hierarchical nature, which could mean better
load balancing. However, a grid would be more difficult to
construct without geographic information, and guaranteed
routing correctness would be more difficult, if not impossi-
ble.

8. RELATED WORK
Routing Algorithms Rao et al. independently proposed

another algorithm for performing node to node routing with
only neighbor information, without geographic location in-
formation[29]. This paper describes an algorithm in which
a virtual coordinate system is built by having nodes on the
perimeter of the network determine their positions relative
to each other. They then use an iterative relaxation algo-
rithm for other nodes to determine their coordinates. Once
the coordinate system is built, they use greedy forwarding
to perform all the routing. This approach has the advantage
that node failures and node mobility are more easily dealt
with. It also has demonstrated routing performance on par
with geographic routing where the physical coordinates are
known. However, there is a relatively large set-up overhead
for the perimeter nodes to find their relative positions, and
to perform several iterations of the relaxation algorithm.
There has also been work on informative labeling schemes.

The idea of labeling each node such that the distance be-
tween two nodes could be determined using only their la-
bels was proposed in [24]. In particular, a distance labeling
scheme for n-vertex trees was proposed, using O(log3n) bit
labels. Compared to our labeling mechanism, the distance
information given by this method is more precise, at the

cost of labels whose length grows with the size of the net-
work. The idea of labeling schemes that carry various types
of information was further examined in [25]. Several pa-
pers have explored tradeoffs in routing algorithms between
label size, memory requirements at each node, and routing
performance[1, 2, 11, 23, 36].
Several papers have proposed other solutions to routing

in wireless sensor networks. Many of these do not address
node to node routing. Instead they assume that the only
communication necessary will be nodes sending results to
the base station, and the base station flooding the network
with queries. Examples of this type of algorithm are Mini-
mum Cost Forwarding[37], and LEACH[14]. Other routing
algorithms have been proposed for sensor networks which
do support node to node routing, but assume that sensors
can find their precise locations. The first such algorithms
proposed are GPSR[18] and GEDIR+FACE2[5]. More gen-
eral ad-hoc routing protocols could also be used in sensor
networks, but they have a cost associated with establishing
and maintaining routes. The costs in terms of state kept at
each node and routing update messages are too high to scale
well in a large sensor network. Broch et. al. provide a survey
of several ad hoc routing protocols[6], including DSDV[26],
TORA[22], DSR[16][17], and AODV[27].
Data Dissemination Several data dissemination proto-

cols have also been examined. [34] introduces the concept of
data-centric storage, as well as describing the simpler con-
cepts of local and external storage. This work is continued in
[31], which describes GHT, a data-centric storage system for
sensor networks built on top of GPSR[18]. Directed diffu-
sion[15] and TAG[21] are more advanced forms of external
storage which incorporate some in-network aggregation of
data.

9. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed Graph Embedding for sensor

networks. GEM can be used to solve a number of prob-
lems in sensor networks, including data-centric storage and
general node to node routing. We have demonstrated how
the concept of graph embedding can be used to build a Vir-
tual Polar Coordinate System in a sensor network, and how
Virtual Polar Coordinate Routing can be used to efficiently
route within a VPCS. VPCR is the first solution to node
to node routing and data-centric storage that requires each
node to keep state only about its neighbors, and does not
require geographic information. It is robust to dynamic net-
works, works well in the face of voids and obstacles, and
scales well with network size and density. We hope that our
graph embedding approach provides a new perspective for
building sensor network applications.
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discussing our hardware and software platform and our target
application, we review useful models of computation and then
suggest a mixed model for design, analysis, and synthesis of con-
trol algorithms within sensor networks. We present a hierarchical
model composed of continuous time-trigger components at the low
level and discrete event-triggered components at the high level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sensor networks (SNs) are gaining a role of importance
in the research community. Embedded computers are well
settled in our lives, in our houses, in our cars, and in our work
environments.

Embedded systems, by definition, interact with the phys-
ical world. They are sensors, actuators, and controllers which
are programmed to perform specified functions. As the range
of applications grows, the need arises to network several em-
bedded systems to perform incrementally complex tasks. The
automotive domain is an excellent example. Here several
embedded systems interact to provide a safe, comfortable
driving experience.
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Recent developments in MEMS technology have provided
us with a wealth of cheap, customizable, embedded sensor
systems capable of wireless communication among each
other. The advantage of wireless SNs is enormous—de-
ploying and maintaining a network of thousands of nodes
is impractical considering the thousands of miles of wire
that would be needed for the connections. Several hardware
platforms are available, developed by both startups [1]–[3]
and universities [4].

Applications in various fields of research are being
developed. Interesting ongoing projects include extensive
experimentation of structural response to earthquakes [5],
habitat monitoring [6], and intelligent transportation systems
[7]. Other important fields of applications include home and
building automation and military applications. Self-config-
urable, ubiquitous, easy to deploy, secure, undetectable SNs
are an ideal technology to employ in intelligence operations
and war scenarios for detecting movements of enemy troops
and artillery, and for monitoring and managing friendly
resources.

The research community has quickly acknowledged the
importance of large-scale ad hoc networks and has developed
several services to support applications. Time services [8]
provide the network with a globally consistent notion of time;
localization services [9] allow computing nodes to acquire
their coordinates relative to each other; routing services [10],
[11] reliably deliver packets while dynamically adapting to
the ever-changing network topology; and tracking services
[12], [13] follow objects moving through the network.

System design and implementation on such a versatile
platform introduces a series of issues. The longevity of these
networks requires a stable software platform capable of
self configuration, self upgrade, and adaptation to changing
environmental conditions. Another set of issues arises when
an SN is used for control applications. This is the thrust of
this paper. Throughout our discussion, we will see several
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keys issues presenting themselves time and time again:
location determination, time synchronization, reliable com-
munication, power consumption management, cooperation
and coordination, and security.

The goal of our research is to design robust controllers for
distributed systems that violate typical control assumptions.
Designed controllers will be evaluated on a distributed con-
trol application testbed. Among the wealth of available ap-
plications, we have selected a pursuit–evasion game (PEG)
application. In our particular application, the SN is deployed
in the environment where the game is played and cooperates
with the pursuers’ team.

This application includes many interesting research
problems in the areas of tracking, control design, security,
and robustness. For a PEG, the SN must be capable of
multiple-vehicle tracking that can distinguish pursuers from
evaders. Furthermore, the network needs to have a dynamic
routing structure to deliver information to pursuers in
minimal time. Since the game will be played in a distributed
fashion, distributed sensing, control, and actuation need to
be accounted for during controller design. To prevent the
evader’s team from intercepting sensitive information, the
network must provide security features. Finally, since any
one node of an SN can fail, control algorithms should show
graceful performance degradation.

II. PEGS

The framework of PEGs captures fundamental features for
modeling multiagents in cooperative robotics and has been
an active area of research in the past decades. In this section,
we give a brief overview of the research history on PEGs,
describe the advantages of adding SNs to standard PEGs, and
enumerate additional issues that arise when using SNs.

A. PEG Overview

PEGs are a mathematical abstraction arising from
numerous situations which addresses the problem of con-
trolling a swarm of autonomous agents in the pursuit of one
or more evaders. Typical examples are search and rescue
operations, surveillance, localization and tracking of moving
parts in a warehouse, and search and capture missions. In
some cases, the evaders are actively avoiding detection, as
in capture missions, whereas in other cases their motion is
approximately random, as in rescue operations.

Different versions of PEGs have been analyzed according
to different frameworks and assumptions. Deterministic
PEGs on finite graphs have been extensively studied [14],
[15]. In these games, the playing field is abstracted to be a
finite set of nodes, and the allowed motions for the pursuers
and evaders are represented by edges connecting nodes. An
evader is captured if both the evader and one of the pursuers
occupy the same node. One of the most important problems
arising from this framework is the computation of thesearch
number, i.e., the smallest number of pursuers necessary to
capture a single evader in a finite time, regardless of the
escaping policy adopted by the evader. It has been shown
that this problem is NP-hard [15], [16]. This approach is

limited only to worst case motions of the evaders, and it
is in general overly pessimistic. A great deal of research
has focused on how to reduce a continuous space into a
discrete number of regions, each to be mapped into a node
of the graph, so that the game on the reduced graph is
equivalent to the original game in the continuous space. For
example, LaValleet al.proposed a method of decomposing
the continuous space into a finite number of regions for
knownpolygonal environments [17] and simply connected,
smooth-curved, two-dimensional (2-D) environment [18].

Another active area of research deals with PEGs where
the environment isunknown. In this framework, an addi-
tional map-learningphase is required to precede the pursuit
phase. The map-learning phase is, by itself, time-consuming
and computationally intensive even for simple 2-D rectilinear
environments [19]. Moreover, inaccurate sensors complicate
this process and a probabilistic approach is often required
[20].

Finally, a recent approach to PEGs has dealt with com-
bining map learning and pursuit into a single problem. This
is done in a probabilistic framework to avoid the conserva-
tiveness inherent in worst case assumptions on the motion
of the evader. A probabilistic framework also naturally takes
into account inaccurate sensor readings, uncertaina priori
map of terrain, and evaders motion policies [21], [22].

B. SNs in PEGs

The use of an SN can greatly improve the overall perfor-
mance of a PEG. Pursuers have a relatively small detection
range. They usually employ computer vision or ultrasonic
sensors, providing only local observability over the area of
interest. This constraint makes designing a cooperative pur-
suit algorithm harder because lack of complete observability
only allows for suboptimal pursuit policies (see Fig. 1). Fur-
thermore, a smart evader is difficult to catch unless appropri-
ately detected.

Communication among pursuers may be difficult over a
large area. Lack of communication, even partially, among
pursuers is a major disruption for any pursuit policy. Because
of the expense of unmanned vehicles, it is unrealistic to de-
ploy a large number of them to continuously monitor a large
region.

With SNs, complete visibility of the field and communica-
tion over a long radius is possible (see Fig. 2). Global pursuit
policies can then be used to efficiently find the optimal solu-
tion regardless of the level of intelligence of the evader. Also,
with an SN, the number of pursuers needed is likely a func-
tion exclusively of the number of evaders and not to the size
of the field.

This distributed PEG (DPEG) scenario exposes a number
of issues fundamental to any SN. Resolving these issues is
complicated by the desire to make the solutions robust even
in a dynamic ad hoc network.

Time—The notion of time presents two distinct problems.
First, coordinating sensing and actuating in the physical
world requires either a sense of global time or the ability
to resolve different time measurements to a meaningful
representation. Second, many existing design techniques
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Fig. 1. PEG: what pursuers really see.

Fig. 2. PEG: SN increases visibility.
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assume that the computation of control and the processing
of sensing and actuation occur within a negligible amount
of time, thus requiring new design and analysis techniques
for SNs.

Communication—It is expected that a network of motes
will span a spatial area significantly greater than a single
mote’s maximum communication area. For a mote to send
a message to another, distant mote, intermediate motes must
be able to relay the message. Additionally, because motes
can go offline without warning, the underlying communica-
tion protocol must be robust to network changes.

Location—Sensing and actuating events in the physical
world must be paired with the relative or absolute location
of the mote to be useful to control algorithms. That location
must be assumed, provided, or deduced.

Cooperation—Tasks that require the combined effort of
two or more motes, such as any form of distributed sensing or
distributed computing, require protocols and structures that
provide handshaking, coordination, and possibly hierarchy.

Power—Energy is a valued resource in an SN. Service and
performance guarantees provided by an SN must be balanced
against overall power consumption.

Security—To prevent numerous potential abuses of an SN,
a communication security layer must provide known guaran-
tees for access control, message integrity, and confidentiality.

When developing control applications on an SN platform,
we are particularly interested with issues related to time,
communication, and location. We will focus on these issues
throughout.

C. DPEGs

To start our DPEG scenario, the motes composing the SN
are deployed onto the playing field in a sleep state. The mote
SN then goes through an initialization and calibration stage
for bootstrapping their provided services. The pursuers and
evaders then enter the playing field and remain within the
field for the duration of the game.

The SN provides a variety of services to both pursuers
and other sensor motes: time synchronization, localization,
moving entity (pursuer or evader) estimation, etc. For the
purpose of the game, the sole goal of these services is to pro-
duce estimates on the positions, velocity, and identity of en-
tities in the playing field. This information is time-stamped
and routed to all pursuers in the playing field. The pursuers
have onboard computation facilities comparable to a laptop
computer. We may choose to have the pursuers communicate
through a separate robust channel to coordinate to capture the
evader when and if that channel is available.

When all evaders are captured (a capture occurs when a
pursuer is “close enough” to it), the game ends. A base sta-
tion is outside the playing area and provides logging and vi-
sualization services.

III. I MPLEMENTATION

Our implementations span hardware, software, and var-
ious application scenarios to explore and demonstrate dis-
tributed control via SNs. In the hardware section, we discuss

our current embedded network devices. Then, in the software
section, we review our new programming language, oper-
ating system (OS), and system service architecture. Finally,
we survey our current and future testbeds for interacting and
learning at the whole-system level.

A. Hardware

The hardware platform developed by the TinyOS group at
Berkeley consists of numerous, small, extendable embedded
network devices. Each device has limited power, computa-
tion, and storage resources—significantly limited when com-
pared to modern desktop computer systems. The goal of each
hardware platform is to provide computation, sensing, actu-
ation, and communication resources embedded in miniature
packaging. By making the conscious design decision to sig-
nificantly limit the resources available per mote, we leave the
door open for reaching the goal of dust-sized devices.

The current platforms are designed to be both modular
and flexible, providing ease in retargeting motes to new and
unanticipated applications while allowing for significant
code reuse. Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the base computa-
tion modules. In particular, the most recent transition from
the Rene2/Dot to Mica (see Fig. 4) gave at least a fourfold
increase in program memory, RAM, and radio transmission
rate. All motes have otherwise had some form of a 4-MHz,
8-b Atmel microcontroller and an RFM TR1000 radio.

Add-on boards for the motes may be designed for general-
purpose sensing or targeted toward a particular application.
For instance, the weather sensing board has humidity, baro-
metric pressure, infrared, temperature, and light sensors, and
is used for experiments on Great Duck Island [23] in Maine.
And a motor/servo and whisker/accelerometer board were
developed for COTS-BOTS [24] (see Fig. 5) for controlling
off-the-shelf miniature cars. We also have various general-
purpose sensor boards that have some combination of pho-
todiodes, temperature sensors, magnetometers, accelerome-
ters, microphones, and sounders.

The overall modularity of these devices comes at the cost
of size. A device targeted at large-scale deployment can do
away with the add-on connector and supporting circuitry. The
resulting space savings in the current platforms easily allows
for a final form-factor with diameter smaller than a quarter.

All together, the hardware platforms have been sufficient
to meet the needs of both research and experimentation.

B. System Services

We build our embedded software with NesC [25], a new,
open-source programming language developed at Berkeley.
NesC extends the standard C language with semantics and
syntax for component-based architectures. Component be-
haviors are described with bidirectional interfaces that either
provide commands or require the dependent to handle events.
Components are statically wired together to form a whole
program or system, which, when compiled with a whole-
program compiler, allows for greater optimizations and ef-
ficiency. Whole programs also match well with formal anal-
ysis tools for verifying system functionality.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of motes from the Berkeley TinyOS group.

Fig. 4. Mica mote[2 � 1 � (3=4) ] with attached weather
board module.

Berkeley’s open-source embedded OS, TinyOS [26],
provides basic system services, such as communication
and simple process scheduling, and access to hardware
components, such as sensors and actuators. It is specifically
designed for extremely resource-limited devices that have
only a few kilobytes of memory. TinyOS is written in NesC
using a component-based architecture with layered access to
hardware resources, which provides robustness, flexibility,
and extensibility.

Using NesC and TinyOS as building blocks, we have been
working with a number of other groups on the NEST project
funded by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) to develop a coherent architecture of system ser-
vices to help solve fundamental SN stumbling issues. The

Fig. 5. COTS-BOTS developed by S. Bergbreiter and K. Pister.

crucial services we have currently identified are estimation,
grouping, localization, power management, routing, service
coordination, and time synchronization. We feel that these
components will facilitate a large set of rich and adaptive
applications.

To address time issues within an SN, we propose a time
synchronization application programming interface (API)
that supports two time management protocols: a global
Network Time Protocol (NTP)-like synchronization pro-
tocol, and a local time protocol with the means to transform
time readings between individual motes. It is expected that
NTP-like global synchronization will offer lower precision
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time measurements, but otherwise provide an immediately
available global time on the mote. Local transformations
between individual mote “time zones” have the advantages
of higher precision between pairs of motes, being able to
back-calculate synchronized times for past events, and guar-
antees monotonicity in local time by not directly modifying
the local clock [8]. Various applications can have vastly
different time synchronization requirements, and we feel
these two methodologies together can more adequately
serve a broad set of applications.

To address communication issues within an SN, we pro-
pose a general routing framework that supports a number of
routing methodologies. First, because SNs primarily sense
and interact with phenomena in the physical world, routing
to geographic regions is expected to be the common case.
Second, to assist in routing packets around physical obsta-
cles, routing based on geographic direction is expected to
be useful. Third, the more obvious case of routing to sym-
bolic network identifiers is reserved for dynamically routing
to physically moving destinations within the network. Fi-
nally, the general case of constraint-based routing provides
means to route based on arbitrary criteria, such as power
level, sensor values, and so on.

To resolve the physical location of motes in an SN [9],
we propose a top-to-bottom localization framework. A lo-
calization service requires a broad set of coordination and
processing stages between motes: coordinated sensors and
actuators, group data management, and computation. Sepa-
rating localization into a number of distinct components that
work together allows for an amount of heterogeneity in the
SN that may be necessary given the limited resources of the
motes.

The issue of coordination between motes needs to be ad-
dressed. We propose both application-specific grouping al-
gorithms and general-purpose grouping services. A group
management service must provide means to send and re-
ceive data from a group, the ability to join and leave a group,
and leader election. For tracking a moving evader in a PEG
scenario, decisions to join and leave groups can be tied to
sensor readings. This simplifies the handshaking and deci-
sion process, allowing for overall lower overhead. There are
concerns that these services in the general case impose sig-
nificant overhead on an SN.

Issues of power management are on the agenda but are cur-
rently unaddressed in the architecture. Issues of security are
being solved at the OS level, providing transparent authenti-
cation, encryption, and concealment.

Our methodology for creating an infrastructure for these
services is to first specify a set ofprototypesthat define ab-
stract programming interfaces for classes of components and
services. Developers then createcomponentsthat instantiate
an algorithm using one or more prototypes. Some compo-
nents may behave asserviceswhose execution and behavior
are managed by a central coordinator. Finally, interaction be-
tween components must be formalized by specifyingproto-
colsandtypes. Fig. 6 illustrates this methodology in a sample
architecture that shows the interactions and protocols be-
tween components, services, a service coordinator, sensors,

Fig. 6. Sample component architecture demonstrating the design
methodology.

and radio channel. Fig. 7 further shows the relationship be-
tween these services, components, TinyOS, and a DPEG ap-
plication layer.

C. Testbeds

Our current experimental platform is functional but lim-
ited when compared to the scope of a full DPEG scenario. It
is the result of a focused effort to produce a solution for a set
of particular goals rather than to provide a general frame-
work. To that end, it exists more as a proof that a highly
constrained DPEG solution is achievable and that NesC and
TinyOS provide a suitable platform for development.

Fig. 8 shows the setup for that platform. A human re-
motely controls a miniature car, and the SN remotely controls
a pan–tilt–zoom camera to track the car. Because we have not
yet integrated a self-localization service on the motes, the SN
is a uniform grid of 25 motes, where each mote presumes its
location given its network address. Each mote shares its lo-
cation with its local neighborhood, which is necessary both
for position estimation and geographic-based routing. When
a mote detects change in its local magnetic field, it broad-
casts its readings to its local neighbors and records similar
broadcasts from other, nearby motes. In this way, local be-
haviors are expected; currently, we are not attempting to ag-
gregate readings from the entire network to produce a single,
global estimate. The mote with the highest reading is im-
plicitly elected the leader, who calculates a position estimate
from its cached neighborhood readings. That estimate is sent
via reliable geographic-based multihop routing to a base sta-
tion mote, which relays it to a camera mote. The camera mote
performs the actuation necessary to point toward the esti-
mated location.

What we would like to do is to use the SN software archi-
tecture to implement this scenario in a more versatile, gen-
eral framework. We are looking forward to a more complete,
outdoor PEG scenario, shown in Fig. 9. Beyond that sce-
nario, we look forward to expanding our understanding of
whole-system behavior through formalism and parameteri-
zation of distributed SNs.

IV. M ETHODOLOGY

Our initial DPEG implementation has provided valuable
insight into the pressing issues that a control design method-
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Fig. 7. Relationship between proposed services and components.

Fig. 8. Indoor sensor-based tracking testbed.

Fig. 9. Outdoor DPEG testbed.

ology must address, and we will use these ideas to inform our
proposed design methodology. In this section, we will first
review existing design approaches that address the issues of
scalability and distribution. During this discussion, we will
be interested in extracting the essence of existing algorithms
while abstracting away the particular choice of model. Fol-
lowing this, models of computation (MOCs) will be explored
that are useful for describing such systems. Finally, we will
discuss our proposed design methodology that will be ap-
plied to the next DPEG implementation.

A. Scalability and Distributed Control

Distributed control systems are an integral part of our
world and have been studied in many different contexts,
ranging from biology to artificial intelligence to control
systems. Naturally occurring distributed systems such as
ants searching for food, bacteria foraging, and the flight
formations of some birds have been well studied by biolo-
gists and are beginning to receive more attention from other
communities interested in distributed algorithms. Indeed,
the artificial intelligence community has considered such
systems in more abstract terms for several years. Addition-
ally, the continuous time control community has addressed
many of the features that distinguish distributed control
systems from classical centralized control systems.

Nature provides us with several good examples of dis-
tributed control in action. For example, schooling in fish
[27] and cooperation in insect societies [28] exhibit complex
collective patterns arising from rather simple individual be-
havior. These social behaviors have been argued to improve
food search, predator avoidance, and colony survival for
the species as a whole rather than for the individual. Some
researchers have been turning to such examples to gain
insight into these naturally optimized distributed algorithms.
Investigating bacteria foraging ofE. coli, Passino [29]
has developed a distributed optimization algorithm. The
algorithm models howE. coli bacteria move in a solution
as they collectively search for nutrients and avoid toxins to
reach an optimal state where the collection of bacteria is
satisfied with their surroundings.

The artificial intelligence community has addressed such
systems under the title of distributed agents for several years
[30]. Some researchers in this community have developed
approaches such as free market systems [31] that mimic our
own trade system. In this architecture, each agent, which
could be a robot with a specialized ability, bids on a par-
ticular task based on its cost function which combines the
robot’s reward and effort. It is even possible for robots to be-
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Fig. 10. Section of a distributed continuous control MOC with sensing, actuation, and
communication jitter. Shaded blocks represent a time delay.

come leaders who bid on tasks and then subcontract the task
out to several other robots.

The continuous control community has wrestled with dis-
tributed systems for many years in the realm of process con-
trol and has independently addressed many of the caveats of
distributed systems, such as jitter compensation and sched-
uling. Martíet al. [32] have identified the types of jitter that
can occur in distributed systems and investigated compensa-
tion techniques. Their method first analyzes whether online
or offline compensation is needed. If online compensation is
feasible, then the parameters of the control law are dynam-
ically updated according to the next time the controller will
be executed. Other researchers have reformulated the typical
scheduling problem as a dynamic system so that the tech-
niques of control theory may be applied [33]. In [34], a cen-
tralized scheduling rule is replaced with local instantiations
of integral controllers that are shown to drive the state to a
viable solution.

B. Models of Computation

The impossibility of characterizing these systems within
the classical control framework raises the need to select
one or more MOCs in order to accurately analyze dis-
tributed control problems in SNs. Our hope would be that
such a combination captures the continuously changing
dynamics of the environment, the distribution of resources,
and the discrete nature of the hardware. To address this
issue more specifically, we investigate several common
MOCs, including discrete events, continuous dynamical
systems, discrete-time dynamical systems, hybrid automata,
synchronous reactive languages, and dataflow models. For
each of these, we consider its advantages and its drawbacks
with respect to control applications within SNs.

Continuous time dynamical systems[35], [36] are a well-
studied formal model. Key properties such as stability and
reachability can be deducted using available analytical and
numerical methods. Controllers can be designed to meet de-
sired specifications. Additionally, they are familiar to the
control community and, hence, preferred for control appli-
cations. However, for distributed control applications in SNs,
this theory is not able to capture communication delays, time
skew between clocks, or discrete decision making. Since all
the variables are continuous, it is difficult to model such dis-
crete phenomena. Additionally, controllers must be imple-
mented on microprocessors, and control must be piecewise
constant.

To describe the controller’s piecewise constant nature, we
turn todiscrete time dynamical systems[35], [36]. However,
we are again limited to characterizing systems without mode
changes. Additionally, this MOC assumes periodic activation
of the controller with instantaneous computation of the con-
trol law which is not preserved by the underlying platform.
This model does not directly address sensing and actuation
jitter, but it can be taken into account by augmenting with
time delays between the plant and the controller. This ap-
proach assumes that the control law is computed synchro-
nously on each node everyseconds, but different sensing
and actuation jitters are allowed for each node. This model
is useful when we assume that the process scheduler running
on each node can ensure synchronous operation. Addition-
ally, the system can be modified to distribute control compu-
tation across nodes with state communication between them,
as shown in Fig. 10.

The multimodal nature of such systems can be described
by a hybrid automaton[37]. These systems nicely account
for both the “continuous flow” and discrete jumps of such
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systems. Note that “continuous flow,” or just flow, in a
hybrid automaton may be modeled by either differential
equations or difference equations. They allow the system
to evolve according to the flow with occasional discrete
transitions. Additionally, with each discrete transition, the
equations governing the flow are allowed to change. Differ-
ence equations allow such a model to capture the piecewise
constant nature of the controller. Mode changes can then
be characterized by the discrete dynamics, where all the
discrete properties of our application must be encoded. The
discrete dynamics are similar to finite-state machines in that
encoding many discrete variables leads to a discrete state
explosion problem and quickly becomes unmanageable for
SNs.

To consider MOCs more appealing for algorithms, we can
considerdiscrete event systems[38]. Such a model works
well for mode changes or task scheduling and characterizes
the hardware platform nicely, as well. It also allows for the
system to be event-triggered, which is often the case in SNs.
However, it does not support continuous variables, and given
the discrete nature of variables we again run up against a state
explosion problem when modeling a large number of nodes.
Finally, such systems generally do not correlate time steps of
the model with real time.

Dataflow [39] MOCs are intended to describe data trans-
formations. In particular, they are useful for characterizing
several communicating processes. However, this paradigm is
awkward for control, since it generally considers the relation-
ship between sequences of inputs and sequences of outputs,
rather than the evolution of the output for each input signal
in turn. In general, when composing several dataflow models
in a feedback loop, the result may not be deterministic [40].

Another set of common modeling paradigms aresyn-
chronous reactive languages, such as Signal [41], Lustre
[42], and Esterel [43]. These languages support a broad
range of formal verification tools to aid in debugging.
Additionally, it is possible to generate code for the platform
directly from the synchronous reactive language. However,
we again find that there is no relation between time steps
of the language and real time. Furthermore, synchronous
reactive systems presume the existence of a global clock
and that time steps—and, hence, the computation of fixed
points—happen instantaneously. This MOC is not appro-
priate because it is not congruent with the event triggered
nature of SNs. Finally, such a model can be counterintuitive,
since it searches for a fixed point at every step.

C. Design Approaches

In the previous two sections, we described different
approaches to address scalability and synchronus/asyn-
chronous systems. Our approach to scalability for DPEGs
will rely heavily on distributed processing of sensors read-
ings in order to get good estimates of positions and velocities
of both evaders and pursuers. The control of each pursuer
dynamics is performed within the pursuer itself based on
network readings, but higher level coordination will be

distributed between all the pursuers to maximize robustness
to adversarial attack. In order to address the issues arising
from the fact that DPEGs include synchronous and asyn-
chronous dynamics, severalad hocsolutions are available.
To compensate for nonuniform time delays, one approach is
to buffer the incoming data for a certain amount of time such
that most of the data has arrived. With this approach, the
problem has been reduced to the classical control problem
of driving a system with a fixed time delay. However, this
result comes at the price of suboptimal performance. As
for missing data, the most common solutions are either
using the most recent data regardless of its exact time of
arrival, or estimating the most probable measurement that
is consistent with previous measurements and the dynamics
of the system.

Some issues related to the event-triggered nature of dis-
tributed control have been addressed by the hybrid system
control community. Here, the idea is to develop a formalism
that combines the best of control theory and state machine
theory [44]–[46]. Although few analytical results are avail-
able today, this rather intuitive and promising approach is an
active area of research.

Time synchronization research for SNs has been intense,
yielding promising results [8]. In our model, we confidently
assume that sensor readings come with an accurate time
stamp. Also, we assume that sensors know their location
in space. A localization service ensures that the nodes in
a deployed network can compute their location relative to
each other [9]. With these two assumptions, we use the
standard control formalism with SNs. A choice of a model
is critical to the design of controllers for such systems. In
dealing with complex applications such as DPEGs, control
must be exercised at several levels, and a hierarchical
system seems to be the natural modeling choice. A graphical
representation is shown in Fig. 11.

At the low level, the continuous time dynamics of the
system need to be captured. Since the implemented con-
trollers are digital, the model is discretized to yield a discrete
time control system. At this level, the system is time based,
in the sense that time triggers each transition. At each time
step, an observation, generated from a sensor reading, needs
to be provided to the controller, which will in turn produce
an input to the dynamics of the system via an actuator.
In standard control problems, the sensors are physically
attached to the plant; therefore, it is assured to receive a
sensor reading at each time step. In the case of SNs, the
sensing is distributed. This means that it may take some time
for the observation to reach its destination, since packets
over the network are subject to delay and loss. Additionally,
the control law needs some information about the plant to
compute the next input, which will heavily rely on state
estimation, prediction, and smoothing. In the absence of an
observation, we will make use of the model alone to provide
state estimation for control. In this way, late packets can
be used to improve current estimate. Several methods can
be used for estimation, from Kalman to particle filtering. A
graphical representation of the low-level controller is shown
in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 11. A hierarchical system representation.

Fig. 12. Low-level controller.

Fig. 13. The proposed design methodology.

At the higher level, the system is event based. In this do-
main, the control reacts to one or more events, sequences of
which are called behaviors. Events are detected by the SN
and transmitted to a discrete controller that generates the ap-
propriate reaction. Each reaction is then transmitted to the
lower level by changing the control objective to agree with
the new specifications. Once again, events occur in an asyn-
chronous fashion, making formal analysis difficult. To work
with such events, we implement the system using a syn-
chronous reactive language, where behaviors can be verified
and mapped to our asynchronous platform, making sure the
verified properties are preserved. The problem of mapping
behaviors from different domains has been tackled in sev-
eral different ways. We follow the approach of Benveniste
[47] by designing controllers in a synchronous fashion, ver-
ifying the behavior, and then desynchronizing the algorithm
to be implemented on the asynchronous target architecture.
The advantage of this approach also includes the possibility

of automatically generating embedded code directly from a
high-level specification language, thus enormously speeding
up the development phase. A graphical representation of the
design flow is shown in Fig. 13.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an overview of research activ-
ities dealing with distributed control in SNs. We introduced
SNs and related research issues. We then presented our hard-
ware and software platforms while proposing an open ar-
chitecture to help develop rich distributed applications. We
presented an overview of the theoretical issues facing re-
searchers interested in using SNs for distributed control ap-
plications. We identified key properties that cause classical
control theory to fail. We suggested a general approach to
control design using a hierarchical model composed of con-
tinuous time-triggered components at the low level and dis-
crete event-triggered components at the high level. In the
future, we will focus on implementation, verification, and
testing of our methodologies in distributed control systems
on our proposed DPEG testbed.
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Abstract

In this paper we present a self-stabilizing program for solving a

pursuer-evader problem in sensor networks. The program can
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1 Introduction

Due to its importance in military contexts, pursuer-
evader tracking has received significant attention [3,4,
15, 16] and has been posed by the DARPA network
embedded software technology (NEST) program as a
challenge problem. Here, we consider the problem
in the context of wireless sensor networks. Such net-
works comprising potentially many thousands of low-
cost and low-power wireless sensor nodes have re-
cently became feasible, thanks to advances in micro-
electromechanical systems technology, and are being
regarded as a realistic basis for deploying large-scale
pursuer evader tracking.

Previous work on the pursuer-evader problem is
not directly applicable to tracking in sensor networks,
since these networks introduce the following chal-
lenges: Firstly, sensor nodes have very limited com-
putational resources (e.g., 8K RAM and 128K flash
memory); thus, centralized algorithms are not suitable
for sensor networks due to their larger computational
requirements. Secondly, sensor nodes are energy con-
strained; thus, algorithms that impose an excessive
communication burden on nodes are not acceptable
since they drain the battery power quickly. Thirdly,
sensor networks are fault-prone: message losses and
corruptions (due to fading, collusion, and hidden node
effect), and node failures (due to crash and energy ex-
haustion) are the norm rather than the exception. Thus,
sensor nodes can lose synchrony and their programs
can reach arbitrary states [13]. Finally, on-site mainte-
nance is not feasible; thus, sensor networks should be
self-healing. Indeed, one of the emphases of the NEST
program is to design low-cost fault-tolerant, and more
specifically self-stabilizing, services for the sensor net-
work domain.

In this paper we present a tunable and self-
stabilizing program for solving a pursuer-evader prob-
lem in sensor networks. The goal of the pursuer is to
catch the evader (despite the occurrence of faults) by
means of information gathered by the sensor network.
The pursuer can move faster than the evader. However,
the evader is omniscient —it can see the state of the
entire network— whereas the pursuer can only see the
state of one sensor node (say the nearest one). Note

that this model captures a simple, abstract version of
problems that arise in tracking via sensor networks.

Tunability. We achieve tunability of our program
by constructing it to be a hybrid between two or-
thogonal programs: an evader-centric program and a
pursuer-centric program.

In the evader-centric program, nodes communicate
periodically with neighbors and dynamically maintain
a “tracking” tree structure that is always rooted at the
evader. The pursuer eventually catches the evader by
following this tree structure to the root: the pursuer
asks the closest sensor node who its parent is, then pro-
ceeds to that node, and thus, reaches the root node (and
hence the evader) eventually.

In the pursuer-centric program, nodes communi-
cate with neighbors only at the request of the pur-
suer: When the pursuer reaches a node, the node resets
its recorded time of a detection of an evader to zero
and directs the pursuer to a neighboring node with the
highest recorded time.

The evader-centric program converges and tracks
the evader faster, whereas the pursuer-centric program
is more energy-efficient. In the hybrid program we
combine the evader-centric and pursuer-centric pro-
grams:

1. We modify the evader-centric program to limit
the tracking tree to a bounded depth � to save
energy.

2. We modify the pursuer-centric program to exploit
the tracking tree structure.

The hybrid program is tuned for tracking speed or
energy efficiency by selecting � appropriately. In par-
ticular, for the extended hybrid program in Section 6,
the tracking time is ���������	��
������������������
 steps,
and at most � communications take place at each pro-
gram step, where � denotes the diameter of the net-
work, � is the ratio of the speed of the evader to that
of the pursuer, and � is the number of sensor nodes
included in the tracking tree.

Self-stabilization. In the presence of faults, our
program recovers from arbitrary states to states from
where it correctly tracks the evader; this sort of fault-
tolerance is commonly referred to as stabilizing fault-
tolerance. In particular, starting from any arbitrary
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state, the tracking time is � � � � � ��� � ��
 � � �
� ����� � � 
 steps for our extended hybrid program.

Organization of the paper. After presenting the
system and fault model in the next section, we present
an evader-centric program in Section 3 and a pursuer-
centric program in Section 4. In Section 5, we present
the tunable, hybrid program combining the previous
two programs. We present an efficient version of the
hybrid program in Section 6. Finally, we discuss re-
lated work and make concluding remarks in Section 7.

2 The Problem

System model. A sensor network consists
of a (potentially large) number of sensor nodes
(called motes). Each mote is capable of receiv-
ing/transmitting messages within its field of communi-
cation. All motes within this communication field are
its neighbors; we denote this set for mote � as ������� � .
We assume the ����� relation is symmetric and induces
a connected graph. (Protocols for maintaining bicon-
nectivity in sensor networks are known [8].)

Problem statement. Given are two distinguished
processes, the pursuer and the evader, that each re-
side at some mote in the sensor network. Each mote
can immediately detect whether the pursuer and/or the
evader are resident at that mote.

Both the pursuer and the evader are mobile: each
can atomically move from one mote to another, but the
speed of evader movement is less than the speed of the
pursuer movement.

The strategy of evader movement is unknown to the
network. The strategy could in particular be intelli-
gent, with the evader omnisciently inspecting the en-
tire network to decide whether and where to move. By
way of contrast, the pursuer strategy is based only on
the state of the mote at which it resides.

Required is to design a program for the motes and
the pursuer so that the pursuer can “catch” the evader,
i.e., to guarantee in every computation of the network
that eventually both the pursuer and the evader reside
at the same mote.

Programming model. A program consists of a set
of variables, mote actions, pursuer actions, and evader

actions.
Each variable and each action resides at some mote.

Variables of a mote � can be updated only by � ’s mote
actions. Mote actions can only read the variables of
their mote and the neighboring motes. Pursuer actions
can only read the variables of their mote. The evader
actions can read the variables of the entire program,
however, they cannot update any of these variables.

Each action has the form:�
guard 	 ��
 �

assignment statement 	
A guard is a boolean expression over variables. An

assignment statement updates one or more variables.
A state is defined by a value for every variable in

the program, chosen from the predefined domain of
that variable. An action whose guard is true at some
state is said to be enabled at that state.

We assume maximal parallelism in the execution of
mote actions. At each state, each mote executes all ac-
tions that are enabled in that state. (Execution of mul-
tiple enabled actions in a mote is treated as executing
them in some sequential order.) Maximal parallelism
is not assumed for the execution of the pursuer and
evader actions. Recall, however, that the speed of ex-
ecution of the former exceeds that of the latter. For
ease of exposition, we assume that evader and pursuer
actions do not occur strictly in parallel with mote ac-
tions.

A computation of the program is a maximal se-
quence of program steps: in each step, actions that are
enabled at the current state is executed according to the
above operational semantics, thereby yielding the next
state in the computation. The maximality of a compu-
tation implies that no computation is a proper prefix of
another computation.

We assume that each mote has a clock, that is
synchronized with the clocks of other motes. (Real
time advances with each program step, in a non-Zeno
sense.) This assumption is reasonably implemented at
least for Mica motes [11]. Later, in Section 7, we show
how our programs can be modified to work without the
synchronized clocks assumption.

Notation. In this paper, we use � , � , and  to de-
note motes. We use ������� � to denote the variable �����
residing at � . We use to separate the actions in a
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program and ������� to denote that � is assigned to an
element of set � .

Each parameter in a program ranges over the �����
set of a mote. The function of a parameter is to de-
fine a set of actions as one parameterized action. For
example, let � be a parameter whose value is 0, 1, or
2; then an action ���
	 of mote � parameterized over �
abbreviates the following set of actions:

���
	��� �����
 ���
	��� ��� � 
 ���
	��� ��� � 

where ����	��� ����� 
 is ���
	 with every occurrence of �
substituted with � .

We describe certain conjuncts in a guard in English:�
Evader resides at ��� and

�
Evader detected at ��� . The

former expression evaluates to true at all states where
the evader is at � whereas the latter evaluates to true
only at the state immediately following any step where
the evader moves to mote � , and evaluates to false in
the subsequent states even if the evader is still at � .

We use � to denote the number of motes in the sen-
sor network, � the diameter of the network, and � the
distance between the pursuer and evader. Finally, we
use � to denote the ratio of the speed of the evader to
that of the pursuer.

Evader action. In each of the programs that we
present in this paper, we use the following evader ac-
tion.

�
Evader resides at ���
� 
 Evader moves to  ,

���� � ����� � ������� �"! � �#�$�

When this action is executed, the evader moves to
an arbitrary neighbor of � or skips a move. This no-
tion of nondeterministic moves suffices to capture the
strategy of an omniscient evader.

Recall from the discussion in the problem statement
that, when the evader moves to a mote, the mote im-
mediately detects this fact (i.e., the detection actions
have priority over normal mote actions and are fired
instantaneously).

Fault model. Transient faults may corrupt the
program state. Transient faults may also fail-stop or
restart motes (in a manner that is detectable to their

neighbors); we assume that the connectivity of the
graph is maintained despite these faults.

A program % is stabilizing fault-tolerant iff start-
ing from an arbitrary state % eventually recovers to a
state from where its specification is satisfied.

3 An Evader-centric Program

In this section we present an evader-centric solution
to the pursuer-evader problem in sensor networks. In
our program every sensor mote, � , maintains a value,
	'& � � , that denotes the latest timestamp that � knows for
the detection of the evader. Initially, for all � , 	(& � ���
� . If � detects the evader, it sets 	'& � � to its clock’s
value. Every mote � periodically updates its 	'& � � value
based on the 	(& values of its neighbors: � assigns the
maximum timestamp value it is aware of as 	(& � � . We
use )�� � (read parent of � ) to record the mote that �
received the maximum timestamp value. Note that the
parent relation embeds a tree rooted at the evader on
the sensor network. We refer to this tree as the tracking
tree.

In addition to above variables, we maintain a vari-
able * � � at each mote � to denote the distance of �
from the evader. In the case where 	'& � � is equal to
	'& values of � ’s neighbors, � uses the * values of the
neighbors to elect its parent to be the one offering the
shortest distance to the evader. Thus, the actions for
mote � (parameterized with respect to neighbor � ) in
the evader-centric program is as follows.

�
Evader resides at ���
� 
 )�� �+�,� � ; 	(& � �+�,��� .-/� � � � ; * � �+�,�0�

	'& � � 12	(& � �43 �5	(& � �+�6	(& � �47 * � �����98:* � � 

� 
 )�� �+�,� � ; 	'& � �;�,�4	'& � �,)�� � 
 ;

* � ���,��* � �,) � � 
�� �

Once a tracking tree is formed, the pursuer follows
this tree to reach the evader simply by querying its
closest mote for its parent and proceeding to the parent
mote. Thus, the pursuer action is as follows.

�
Pursuer resides at �#� � 
 Pursuer moves to )�� �
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3.1 Proof of correctness

As the following example illustrates, if the evader is
moving it may not be possible to maintain a minimum
distance spanning tree.

e

next state e

However, we can still prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The tracking tree is a spanning tree
rooted at the mote where the evader resides.

Proof. From the synchronized clocks assumption
and the privileged detection action,

�
Evader resides

at �#� , it follows that the mote � where the evader
resides has the highest timestamp value in the net-
work. Observe from the second mote action that the
)�� � variable at every mote � embed a logical tree struc-
ture over the sensor network. Cycles cannot occur
since ��� � � 	'& � � 1 �;�9* � �,)�� � 
284* � � 
 1. Since
��� ����	'& � � 16����	'& � �,)�� � 
 1 	(& � � 
 , the network is con-
nected, and the mote � where the evader resides has
the highest timestamp value in the network, it follows
that there exists only one tree in the network and it is
rooted at � .

Corollary 2. The tracking tree is fully constructed
in at most � steps.

Proof. Within at most � steps all the motes in
the network receives a message from a mote that is al-
ready included in the tracking tree (due to the maximal
parallelism model and the second mote action). From
Theorem 1 it follows that a tracking tree covering the
entire network is constructed.

Lemma 3. The distance between the pursuer and
evader does not increase once the constructed tree in-
cludes the mote where the pursuer resides.

1A formula �������
	��� ��	��� ��� denotes the value obtained
by performing the (commutative and associative) ��� on the �� �
values for all � that satisfy �� � . Where �� � is true, we omit �� � . As
a special case, where ��� is conjunction, we write ������	��� ��	��� ���
which may be read as “if �� � is true then so is �� � ”.

Proof. Once the constructed tree includes the mote
��� where the pursuer resides, there exists a path
���� �"!# � � �� ��� such that ��� � � �28 �%$ � � ) � �'& �
� &)(*� 
 and the evader resides at � � . At each program
step, any mote �"& in this path may choose to change
its parent, rendering a different path between the pur-
suer and the evader. However, observe from the second
mote action that, �"& changes its parent only if the new
parent has a shorter path to the evader (higher times-
tamp implies shorter path since the mote where evader
resides has the highest timestamp and motes execute
under maximal parallelism model).

At any program step, if the evader moves to a neigh-
boring mote, the pursuer, being faster than the evader,
also moves to the next mote in the path. Thus, the net
effect is that the path length can only decrease but not
increase.

Theorem 4. The pursuer catches the evader in at
most � � �$� �,+�������� � ��
.- steps.

Proof. Since the initial distance between the evader
and the pursuer is � , after � program steps the track-
ing tree includes the mote at which the pursuer re-
sides. Within this period, the evader can move to
at most � hops away, potentially increasing the dis-
tance between the evader and pursuer to �$� . From
Lemma 3, it follows that this distance cannot increase
in the subsequent program steps. Since the pursuer
is faster than the evader, it catches the evader in at
most �$� �/+���������� � 
.- steps (follows from solving
� �10 ���)0 � �$� 
 for 0 ).

3.2 Proof of stabilization

In the presence of faults variables of a mote � can
be arbitrarily corrupted. However, for the sake of sim-
plicity we assume that even in the presence of faults
the following two conditions hold:

1. always 	'& � �2$ � .- � � � �
2. always

� )�� ��� � ��� ��� � ! � �#� ! �43 �$�
The first condition states that the timestamp for the

detection of evader at mote � is always less than the
local clock at � (i.e., 	'& � � cannot be in the future). The
second condition states that the domain of )�� � is re-
stricted to the set

� ������� � ! � �#� ! �43 �$� where )�� � � 3
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denotes that � does not have any parent. These are both
locally checkable and enforceable conditions; in order
to keep the program simple we will not include the
corresponding correction actions in our presentation.

Lemma 5. The tracking tree stabilizes in at most
� steps.

Proof. Since we have always 	(& � �%$ � .- � � � � , even
at an arbitrary state (which might be reached due to
transient faults) the mote where the evader resides has
the highest timestamp value in the network. From
Corollary 2 and Theorem 1 it follows that a fresh track-
ing tree is constructed within at most � steps and
this tracking tree is a spanning tree rooted at the mote
where the evader currently resides.

Theorem 6. Starting from an arbitrarily corrupted
state, the pursuer catches the evader in at most � �
� � � ������� � � 
 .

Proof. The proof follows from the proofs of Lemma
5 and Theorem 4.

3.3 Performance metrics

The evader-centric program is not energy efficient
since every mote communicates with its neighbor at
each step of the program. That is, � �"� communi-
cations occur each step, where � denotes the average
degree of a mote. The communications can be treated
as broadcasts, and hence, the number of total commu-
nications per step is effectively � .

On the other hand, the tracking time and the conver-
gence time of the evader-centric program is fast: start-
ing from an arbitrarily corrupted state it takes at most
� � � � � � ����� ��� 
 steps for the pursuer to catch the
evader.

4 A Pursuer-centric Program

In this section we present a pursuer-centric solu-
tion to the pursuer-evader problem in sensor networks.
Here, similar to the evader-centric program, every sen-
sor mote, � , maintains a value, 	(& � � , that denotes the
latest timestamp that � knows for the detection of the
evader. Initially, for all � , 	'& � � � � . If � detects the
evader, it sets 	'& � � to its clock’s value.

In this program, motes communicate with neigh-
bors only at the request of the pursuer: When the pur-
suer reaches a mote � , � resets 	(& � � to zero and directs
the pursuer to a neighboring mote with the highest
recorded time (we use ��� � 	 � � to denote this neighbor).
Note that if all 	(& values of the neighbors are the same
(e.g., zero), the pursuer is sent to an arbitrary neighbor.
Also, if there is no pursuer at � , ��� � 	�� � is set to

3
(i.e.,

undefined).
Thus, the actions for mote � in the pursuer-centric

program is as follows:

�
Evader detected at ���
��
 	(& � � �,��� .- � � � �

�
Pursuer detected at � �
��
 ��� � 	 � � ��� � � ��� � ������� �07

	'& � �+��� ��� � � 	'& � ��  � ������� ��� 
 � ;
	(& � � �,���

The pursuer’s action is as follows.

�
Pursuer resides at �#�

��
 Pursuer moves to ��� � 	 � �

4.1 Proof of correctness

Lemma 7. If the pursuer reaches a mote � where
	'& � � 1 � , the pursuer catches the evader in at most
� � � ����� � � 
 steps.

Proof. If the pursuer reaches a mote � where 	'& � ��1
� , then there exists a path between the pursuer and the
evader that is at most of length � . This distance does
not increase in the following program steps (due to
maximal parallel execution semantics and the program
actions).

In [6], it is proven that during a random walk on a
graph the expected time to find � distinct vertices is� �.��� 
 . However, a recent result [12] shows that by
using a local topology information (i.e., degree infor-
mation of neighbor vertices) it is possible to achieve
the cover time

� �.� ! .-	����
 for random walk on any
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graph. Thus, we have:

Lemma 8. The pursuer reaches a mote � where
	'& � �+1:� within

� �.� ! .- ����
 steps.

Theorem 9. The pursuer catches the evader within� �.� ! .- ��� 
 steps.

4.2 Proof of stabilization

Since each mote � resets 	(& � � to zero upon a de-
tection of the pursuer, arbitrary 	(& � � values eventually
disappear, and hence, the pursuer-centric program is
self-stabilizing.

Theorem 10. Starting from an arbitrary state, the
pursuer catches the evader within

� �.� ! .- ����
 steps.

4.3 Performance metrics

The pursuer-centric program is energy efficient. At
each step of the program only the mote where the pur-
suer resides communicates with its neighbors. That is,
� communications occur at each step.

On the other hand, the tracking and the conver-
gence time of the pursuer-centric program is slow:� �.� ! .- ��� 
 steps.

5 A Hybrid Pursuer-Evader Program

In the hybrid program we combine the evader-
centric and pursuer-centric approaches:

1. We modify the evader-centric program to limit
the tracking tree to a bounded depth � to save
energy.

2. We modify the pursuer-centric program to exploit
the tracking tree structure.

We limit the depth of the tracking tree to � by
means of the distance, * , variable.

�
Evader resides at � �
� 
 ) � �+�,� � ; 	'& � ���,��� 5- � � � � ; * � ���,���

* � ����� $ � 7
�5	'& � � 12	(& � �43 �5	'& � ���6	(& � �;7 * � � � �98:* � � 
 

� 
 ) � �+�,� � ; 	(& � � �,�4	(& � �,)�� � 
 ;

* � �+�,�0* � �,)�� � 
����

By limiting the tree to a depth � we lose the ad-
vantages of soft-state stabilization: there is no more
a flow of fresh information to correct the state of the
motes that are outside the tracking tree. To achieve sta-
bilization, we add explicit stabilization actions. Next
we describe these two actions.

For the case where the initial graph has cycles, each
cycle is detected and removed by using the bound on
the length of the path from each process to its root pro-
cess in the tree. To this end, we exploit the way that
we maintain the * variable: � sets * � � to be * � �,) � � 
�� �
whenever )�� � � ������� � and * � �,)�� � 
 � � $ � . The net
effect of executing this action is that if a cycle exists
then the * � � value of each process � in the cycle gets
“bumped up” repeatedly. Within at most � steps, some
* � �,)�� � 
 reaches � , and since the length of each path in
the adjacency graph is bounded by � , the cycle is de-
tected. To remove a cycle that it has detected, � sets )�� �
to
3

(undefined) and * � � to � , from whereon the cy-
cle is completely cleaned within the next � steps. Note
that this action also takes care of pruning the tracking
tree to height � (e.g., when the evader moves and as
a result a mote � with * � � � � becomes � � � away
from the evader).

Mote � also sets ) � � to
3

(undefined) and * � � to �
if )�� � is not a valid parent (e.g. * � � �� * � �,)�� � 
 � � or
	'& � �+1:	'& � �,)�� � 
 or �,)�� � � �47 * � � �� �
 ).

We add another action to correct the fake tree roots.
If a mote � is spuriously corrupted to )�� � � � 7 * � � �
� , this is detected by explicitly asking for a proof of the
evader at � .

Thus the stabilization actions for the bounded
length tracking tree is as follows.

)�� � �� 3 7
� �,)�� � � �47 * � � �� �
�3 	'& � ��1 	'& � �,)�� � 

3 * � � ���* � �,)�� � 
���� 3 * � �,)�� � 
�� � � � 

��
 ) � �+�,� 3

; * � ���,� �

)�� ��� �47 * � � ��� 7 �
�

Evader resides at ���
��
 ) � �+�,� 3

; * � ���,� �

We modify the mote action in the pursuer-centric
program only slightly so as to exploit the tracking tree
structure.
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�
Pursuer detected at ���
� 
 if ()�� � �� 3

) then ��� � 	�� ���,� )�� �
else
��� � 	�� �+��� � � � � � ��� ��� �07
	'& � � � � ��� � � 	(& �  �  � ������� �#� 
 � ;

	(& � �+�,���

Finally, the pursuer action is the same as that in Sec-
tion 4.

5.1 Proof of correctness

The following lemmas and theorem follow from
their counterparts in Sections 3 and 4.

Lemma 11. The tracking tree is fully constructed
in at most � steps.

Below � denotes the number of motes included in
the tracking tree.

Lemma 12. The pursuer reaches the tracking tree
within

� � �.� � � 
 ! .-	���.� � � 
 
 steps.

Theorem 13. The pursuer catches the evader
within

� � �.� � � 
 ! .-	���.� � � 
 
 steps.

5.2 Proof of stabilization

Lemma 14. The tracking tree structure stabilizes
in at most � � steps.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 5 and the discussion
above about the stabilization actions of the hybrid pro-
gram.

Theorem 15. Starting from an arbitrary state, the
pursuer catches the evader within

� � �.��� � 
 ! .- � �.� �
� 
 
 steps.

5.3 Performance metrics

The hybrid program for the motes can be tuned to be
energy efficient. At each step of the program at most
� � � communications take place.

The hybrid program can also be tuned to track and
converge faster. The random walk now takes

� � �.� �
� 
 ! .- � �.� � � 
 
 steps to find the tracking tree. From
that point on it takes � �� ������� ��
 steps for the pursuer
to catch the evader.

6 An efficient version of the hybrid program

In this section we present an efficient version of
the hybrid program. To this end, we first present an
extended version of the pursuer-centric program, and
then show how this extended pursuer-centric program
can be incorporated into the hybrid program.

Extended pursuer-centric program. In the ex-
tended version of the pursuer-centric program, instead
of the random walk prescribed in Section 4, the pur-
suer uses agents to search the network for a trace of the
evader. The pursuer agents idea can be implemented
by constructing a (depth-first or bread-first) tree rooted
at the mote where the pursuer resides. If a mote � with
	'& � �+1 � is included in this pursuer tree, the pursuer is
notified of this result along with a path to � . The pur-
suer then follows this path to reach � . From this point
on, due to Lemma 7, it will take at most � � ������� � ��

steps for the pursuer to catch the evader.

This program can be seen as an extension of the
original pursuer-centric program in that instead of a
1-hop tree construction (i.e., the mote � where the pur-
suer resides contacts ������� � ) embedded in the original
pursuer-centric program, we now employ a � -hop tree
construction. To this end we change the original pur-
suer program as follows. The mote � where the pur-
suer resides sets ��� � 	 � � to

3
if none of its neighbors

has a timestamp value greater than 0, instead of set-
ting ��� � 	�� � to point to a random neighbor of � . The
pursuer upon reading a

3
value for the ��� � 	 variable,

starts a tree construction to search for a trace of the
evader. Note that by using a depth � , the pursuer tree
is guaranteed to encounter a mote � with 	'& � �+1 � .

Several extant self-stabilizing tree construction pro-
grams [1, 7, 9] suffice for constructing the pursuer tree
in � steps and to complete the information feedback
within another � steps. Also since the root of the
pursuer tree is static (root does not change dynami-
cally unlike the root of the tracking tree), it is possible
to achieve self-stabilization of pursuer tree within �
steps in an energy efficient manner. That is, in contrast
to the evader-centric tracking tree program where all
motes communicate at each program step, in the pur-
suer tree program only the motes propagating a (tree
construction or information feedback) wave need to
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communicate with their immediate neighbors.

Extended hybrid program. It is straightforward
to incorporate the extended version of the pursuer-
centric program into the hybrid program. The only
modification required is to set the depth of pursuer
tree to be � � � hops instead of � hops. Note that
� � � hops is enough for ensuring that the pursuer
will encounter a trace of the evader (i.e., pursuer tree
will reach a mote included in the tracking tree).

6.1 Performance metrics

The extension improves the tracking and the con-
vergence time of the pursuer-centric program from� �.� ! .- ��� 
 steps to � � � � � � ����� � ��
 steps ( � �
steps for the pursuer tree construction and informa-
tion feedback, and � steps for the pursuer to follow
the path returned by the pursuer tree program). The
extended pursuer-centric program remains energy effi-
cient; the only overhead incurred is the one-time invo-
cation of the pursuer tree construction.

In the extended hybrid program, it takes at most � �
��� ����
 steps for the pursuer to reach the tracking
tree. (Compare this to

� � �.� � � 
 ! .- � �.� � � 
 
 steps
in the original hybrid program.) From that point on it
takes ��� ������� � � 
 steps for the pursuer to catch the
evader. At each step of the extended hybrid program
at most � communications take place, however, due to
the pursuer tree computation, a one time cost of � �
��� � ��
 is incurred.

1-pursuer 0-evader scenario. The evader-centric
program is energy efficient in a scenario where there
is no evader but there is a pursuer in the system: no
energy is spent since no communication is needed. On
the other hand, the pursuer-centric program performs
poorly in this case: at each step the pursuer queries the
neighboring motes incurring a communication cost of
� . The hybrid program, since it borrows the pursuer
action from the pursuer-centric program, also performs
badly in this scenario.

The extended pursuer-centric program fixes this
problem by modifying the pursuer tree construction to
require that an answer is returned only if the evader
tree is encountered. That is, if there is no evader in the
network, the pursuer tree program continues to wait

for the information feedback wave to be triggered, and
hence, it does not waste energy.

0-pursuer 1-evader scenario. By enforcing that
pursuers authenticate themselves when they join the
network and notify the network when they leave, a
similar improvement in the energy-efficiency is ob-
tained.

7 Discussion and related work

In this paper we have investigated a pursuer-evader
game for sensor networks. More specifically, we have
presented a hybrid, tunable, and self-stabilizing pro-
gram to solve this problem. We proved that the pursuer
catches the evader even in the presence of faults.

For the sake of simplicity, we have adopted a
shared-memory model; our results are still valid for
message passing memory model. Note that the seman-
tics of the message-passing program would be event-
based execution (e.g., upon receiving a message or de-
tecting the evader), rather than maximal parallelism.

Asynchronous program. Even though we as-
sumed an underlying clock synchronization service,
it is possible to modify the evader-centric program
slightly to obtain an asynchronous version. The mod-
ification is to use, at every mote � , a counter vari-
able ���  � � that denotes the number of detections of the
evader that � is aware of, instead of 	(& � � that denotes
the latest timestamp that � knows for the detection of
the evader. When � detects the evader, instead of set-
ting 	(& � � to � .-/� � � � , � increases ���  � � by one.

The extended pursuer program is also made asyn-
chronous in a straightforward manner, since the idea
of pursuer agents (a tree rooted at the pursuer) is read-
ily implemented in the asynchronous model.

Implementation. We have implemented the asyn-
chronous version of the evader-centric program on the
Berkeley’s Mica mote platform [11] for a demonstra-
tion at the June 2002 DARPA–NEST retreat held in
Bar Harbor, Maine. In our demonstration, a Lego
Mindstorms

���

robot serving as a pursuer used our
program to catch another Lego Mindstorms robot serv-
ing as an evader, in a 4 by 4 grid of motes subject to a
variety of faults. We have recently ported the code to
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nesC [10]; the source code is available at www.cis.
ohio-state.edu/˜demirbas/peDemo.

Energy efficiency. We have demonstrated that our
program is tunable for tracking speed or energy effi-
ciency. Our program is also be tunable for stabiliza-
tion speed or energy efficiency. The periodicity of soft-
state updates for stabilization should be kept low if the
faults are relatively rare in the network. For example,
in the absence of faults, the first action (i.e.,

�
Evader

resides at ��� action) need not be executed unless the
evader moves to a different mote. Similarly, the sta-
bilization actions (actions 3 and 4 of the hybrid pro-
gram) can be executed with low frequency to conserve
energy.

Another way to improve the energy-efficiency is
to maintain the tracking tree over a small number of
motes. For example, hierarchical structuring can be
employed to maintain tracking information with accu-
racy proportional to the distance from the evader. Also
maintaining the tracking tree in a directional manner
and only up to the location of the pursuer will help
conserve energy.

Related work. Several self-stabilizing programs
exist for tree construction ([1, 7, 9] to name a few).
However, our evader-centric program is unique in the
sense that a spanning tree is maintained even though
the root changes dynamically.

In our program, we choose to update the location
of the evader immediately. In [5], three strategies for
when to update the location the evader (time-based,
number of movements-based, and distance-based) are
evaluated with respect to their energy efficiency.

Relating to the idea of achieving energy efficiency
by using a small number of nodes, Awerbuch and Pe-
leg [3] present a local scheme that maintains tracking
information with accuracy proportional to the distance
from the evader2. They achieve this goal by maintain-
ing a hierarchy of .-	� � regional directories (using the
graph-theoretic concept of regional matching) where
the purpose of the � ’th level regional directory is to en-
able a pursuer to track the evader residing within � &
distance from it. They show that the communication
overhead of their program is within a polylogarithmic
factor of the lower bound. Loosely speaking, their re-

gional matching idea is an efficient realization of our
pursuer-centric program and their forwarding pointer
structure is analogous to our tracking tree structure.

By way of contrast, their focus is on optimizing
the complexity during the initialized case, whereas
we focus on optimizing complexity during stabiliza-
tion as well. That is, we are interested in (a) track-
ing that occurs while initialization is occuring; in
other words, soon after the evader joins the system,
and (b) tracking that occurs from inconsistent states;
in other words, if the evader moves in an unde-
tectable/unannounced manner for some period of time
yielding inconsistent tracks. Their complexity of ini-
tialization is

� � � .- ��� � 
 where
�

is the number of
edges in the graph and � is the number of nodes.
Thus, brute force stabilization of their structure com-
pletes in

� � � .-	� � � 
 time as compared with the � �
steps it takes in our extended hybrid program.

We have recently found that [14] if we restrict the
problem domain to tracking in planar graphs, it is pos-
sible to optimize the tracking time in the presence of
faults as well as the communication cost and tracking
time in the absence of faults. A topology change trig-
gers a global initialization in Awerbuch and Peleg’s
program since their � -regional matching structure de-
pends on a non-local algorithm that constructs sparse
covers [2]. Assuming that the graph is planar (nei-
ther [3] nor this paper assumes planarity), we present
in [14] a local and self-stabilizing clustering algorithm
for constructing the � -regional matching structure,
and hence, we are able to deal with topology changes
locally.

Future work. We have found several variations
of the pursuer-evader problem to be worthy of study,
where we change for instance the communication time
between motes, the communication model to be mes-
sage broadcast instead of shared memory, the numbers
of pursuers and evaders, the range of a move, and the
semantics of computation to be interleaving instead of
maximal parallelism.

Especially of interest to us are general forms of the
tracking problem where efficient solutions can be de-

2 We thank Nancy Lynch for bringing this paper to our atten-
tion.
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vised by hybrid control involving traditional control
theory and self-stabilizing distributed data structures
(such as tracking trees and regional directories).
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NV`Q`VIWJ[iK_	PKm´X	I iK_	jljlUQJ[UVPWX{J[UV�WcK_	J[UVLtUVPWX3S3� »aY�I´LtN×Ç%IKJ�moIKNV^%S{NVJ[U
NV`QdK_	UVgoUVi _	P X	dK_%S�]WNV]KUQJs�oH�_	JsSBX%hoIKcWJ�PKUQY�S.UVPaS._.PWm `VIKgoUVJ[NQmWUtNV^	moIKJ[_	X	dKL
IKcWX	]KUVJ[j�IKJ[LnS�IKX	dKUQJ�SBX	NVX	UQq[IKjlq[X	dKUQq[NVJ[XASBIW^	cKX	_	IKPaS _	P|X	UVJ[LnS+IWjnUQPKUVJ[moR
`VIWPaSBUQJ[gWNQX	_.IWPahWUQPKUQJ[mWR+zKNQ^.NQPK`QUpNVPWi�`VIWLOLtcKPW_.`QNVX	_	IKP�IWgWUQJ[dKUQNVi�Y�dKUVP
_	XaJ[cKP�S�_	P�PWIKPWq[iK_	jljlUQJ[UVPKX	_	NVX	UQi�LtIKiWU�� � UQ`VIKPWiahrX.dW_%S�]KNQ]KUQJ�_%S�X	dKUtjl_	JsSBX
X	I{]KJ[IW]KI�SBU1iK_	jlj�UVJ[UVPWX	_.NQX	UVi¨SBcWJ[gWUQ_	^.^	NQPK`VU�jlIKJ¥SBUQPaSBIWJ+PWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z�SkY�_	X.d
Lt_.PW_	LONQ^�IKgoUVJ[dKUQNVi��
»adKU¥J[UVLtNV_	PKiWUVJ�IWjpX	dKU�]WNV]WUVJp_%StIWJ[mWNQPK_	uVUQiÀN�StjlIW^	^.IWY�S  � UV`QX	_.IWPÀªiK_%SB`QcaS�S.U�S�]KJ[UVgo_	IKc�S�J[U�SBUVNQJ[`Vd´J[UQ^.NQX	UVi´X	I´X	dKU�SBUQPaSB_	PKmÁ`VIKgoUVJ[NQmWU
]KJ[IWzK^	UVL�jlIWcKPKiO_	P5SBUQPaSBIWJaPKUVX	Y�IKJ[Z©S�� � UV`VX	_	IKP § iWU�SB`QJ[_.zWU�SCX	dWU�iKU�SB_	mWP
IKj~IWcKJkSBUVP�SB_	PKm�`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWU�]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^<Y�_	X.dWIKcWX<iK_	jlj�UVJ[UVPWX	_.NQX	_.IWPa� � UV`VX	_	IKP
� UVwoX.UQPKi�S�X	dKUxiKU�SB_	mWP X	I ]KJ[IWgW_	iKUxiW_.j�jlUVJ[UQPKX	_	NVX	UViySBcWJ[gWUQ_.^	^	NVPW`VU��
� UV`VX	_	IKP�¡ÀmW_	goU�SnN{zWJ[_	UVj5iKU�SB`VJ[_	]WX._	IWP�IKj�zWN�SBUQ^	_.PWU�S�X	I|Y�dK_	`Qd}Y�U
`VIWLO]WNVJ[U1IWcKJ Y�IWJ[Z�h<_	PW`V^	cKiW_.PWm�X	Y�IÀIKX	dKUQJASBX	NVX	UVq[IWjlq[X	dKUQq[NVJ[X�SBUVP�SB_	PKm
`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�]KJ[IKX	IW`VIK^%S�� � UV`QX	_.IWP��:]WJ[IKgo_	iKU�S�N5iWUVX	NV_	^	UVi�]WUVJ[jlIWJ[LONQPK`VU
UVgoNV^	cWNVX	_	IKPtNVPKit`VIWLO]WNVJ[_%SBIWPa�~³�U�`QIKPK`Q^	cKiKU�X	dKU�]KNQ]KUVJ©_.P � UV`VX	_	IKP��a�

% ! �& ' ��& � � ( # �� �° S.UVX(IKj�J[U�SBUVNQJ[`VdO_3S3SBcKU�SCPKUQUViaS�X.IOzKU�NViKiWJ[U�S�S.UVikzWUVjlIWJ[U�SBcWJ[gWUQ_	^.^	NQPK`VUQq
zKN�SBUViÀNV]W]K^	_	`VNVX	_	IKP�S�SBcW`Vd�N�SOLt_.^	_	X	NVJ[R�X	J[NV`QZW_	PKm:NVPWiÀUQPKgo_	J[IKPKLtUVPWX	NV^
LtIKPK_	X	IKJ[_	PWm�zKUV`QIKLtU X.UQ`VdWPK_	`VNQ^.^	Rej�UVN�S._.zW^	UÉNQPKi�UQ`VIKPWIKLt_	`VNV^	^	R
]KJ[NQ`VX	_	`VNQ^3���~UQ`VUQPKX	^	R©haS.UVgoUVJ[NV^�SB`QdKUVLtU�S<NQJ[Up]KJ[IW]KI�SBUVi�X	I�NQiKiWJ[U�S�S<X	dKU
SBUQPaSB_	PKm�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU}]WJ[IKzK^	UQLË_	PÁSBUVP�SBIKJ1PWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z�S3� �[PÁ« ¦�� ¬ h�jlcK^	^SBcWJ[gWUQ_.^	^	NVPW`VU�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�_3SASBcW]K]KIWJ[XpzKR�N:PWIKiWUVqsSB`QdKUViWcK^	_	PKm¨S.`VdKUQLOU
zKN�SBUVi�IKP{IWjljlq[iKcWX	RÀUQ^._	mo_	zK_	^	_.X	R:J[cK^	U�S3h-Y�dW_.`Qd�NQ^.^	IWY�SOPWIKiKU�SOX	I�X	cKJ[P
X	dKUQL�SBUQ^	gWU�StIKj�jkN�S�^	IKPWm�N�S�X.dWU�PKUV_	modKzWIKJ[_	PKm�PWIKiKU�S�`QNVP�`VIWgWUQJkX	dKU
NVJ[UQN5jlIKJtX	dKUQL��µ»adK_%S�J[cK^	U5mWcWNVJ[NQPKX	UVU�S ¦ ¢K¢W¤ SBUVP�SB_	PKm1`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWU5N�S
^	IKPWmON�SCPKIOgWIW_.iOUVwo_%SBX%S���Â�IWY�UVgoUVJshsX.dW_%SCJ[cK^	U�cWPKiKUQJ[U�SBX	_	LtNVX	U�S©X	dKU�NVJ[UVN
X	dKNQX<X	dKU�PWUV_	mWdWzKIWJ�PWIKiKU�S�`VNVP5`QIKgoUVJsh�Y�dW_	`Vd5^	UVNQiaS�X	I5UVwo`VU�S3S�UQPKUVJ[moR
`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX	_.IWPa�x�[P�«çªWª ¬ h�SBcKJ[goUV_	^	^	NVPW`VU�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU1_%SkNV`QdK_	UVgoUVi{zWRÀN]KJ[IWzK_	PKmkLOUQ`VdKNQPK_%SBLn�t�[P�X	dK_%S�SBIW^.cWX	_.IWPah"NVj�X.UQJ-N+S.^.UQUV]W_.PWm�PKIWiKU�Y�NQZWU�S
cK]�h�_	X�zWJ[IKNQiK`VN�SBX%S�N�]WJ[IKzK_	PWm1LOU�S�SBNQmWU5Y�_.X	dW_.P�N5`QUVJ[X	NV_	P�J[NQPKmoU5NVPKi
Y�NQ_	X3S�jlIWJ�N�J[UQ]K^	RC�A�[j�PKI5J[UQ^	Rn_%S�J[UV`VUQ_	gWUQi5Y�_	X	dK_	P5N�X	_.LtUVIWcKX%h�_	X<Y�_	^	^
X	NVZoUkX	dKUkJ[U�SB]WIKPaS._.zW_	^._	X	R+IKjtSBcWJ[gWUQ_.^	^	NVPW`VUpcWPKX	_	^-_	X�iKUQ]K^	UVX	U�S<_	X%S<UVPWUVJ[moRC�
�[P�X	dW_3S�SBIK^	cKX	_	IKP�hOX	dKU|]KJ[IKzW_	PKm�J[NVPKmoU�NVPKi�Y�NQZWUQcK]�J[NVX	U�`VNVP�zKU
NVi£Ç%caSBX	UVitX	IONQjljlUQ`VX�X	dKU�iKUQmWJ[UQU�IWj©`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�_	PKiW_	J[UV`VX	^	RC��Â�IWY�UVgoUVJshsX.dW_%S
]KJ[IWzK_	PKmoq[zKN�SBUVi�NQ]K]WJ[IKNV`Qd�dKN�S�PWI�mWcWNVJ[NQPKX	UVU�IWP¨SBUVP�SB_	PKmÀ`VIKgoUVJ[NQmWU
NVPWi�zK^	_	PKin]KIK_	PWX3S�`QNVP5IK`Q`VcWJs�A��cWJpSBIW^	cKX	_	IKP5_%S�iK_	jljlUQJ[UVPKX-jlJ[IKL�X.dWU�SBU
SBIW^.cWX	_.IWPaS�_	P|X.dWUvSBUQPaSBUÀX	dKNVX _	X�`VNQP|PWIKX�IWPK^	R
	��W¶K¸�¶��� ����SBUVP�SB_	PKm
`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�X	I1N�`QUVJ[X	NV_	P1moUVIWmWJ[NQ]KdK_	`�NQJ[UVN�h©zKcKX�_	X�`QNVP1NQ^%SBI1NViWNV]WX�X	dKU
iKUQmWJ[UQU IKj�`VIKgoUVJ[NQmWU X	I�X	dKNVX<NVJ[UVN�h(cW]�X.I�X	dKU ^	_	LO_	X	NVX	_	IKP�_	Lt]KIaS.UViAzKR
X	dKU�PKcWLOzWUVJ�IWj~SBUQPaSBIWJ�PKIWiKU�S(]KJ[U�SBUVPWX3�
²�PKUQJ[mWR¨zKNQ^	NVPK`Q_	PKm�_3SANVPKIWX	dKUVJ�J[U�SBUQNVJ[`Vd�_%S�SBcWU|NQiKiKJ[U�S�SBUQi6_	P�X.dW_%S
]KNQ]KUQJs�p« ¦�� ¬ NQPKi5« ªWª ¬ IKPW^.Rt`VIWPaSB_	iWUVJ�X	dKU�LtUVX	J[_	`�_	PpX	UVJ[LnS©IKjaX	dKU�X.IWX	NV^NVLtIKcWPKX-IKj�UVPWUVJ[moRn`VIWPaSBcWLOUQi5J[UVmoNVJ[iW^.U�S�S~IKj�X.dWU iK_%SBX	J[_	zKcKX	_	IKP�IWj�X	dKU
UVPWUVJ[moR�NVLtIKPWmvX	dKUµPKIWiKU�S3�y³�U�NVJ[mocKU�X	dKNQXncWPKzKNQ^	NVPK`QUVivUQPKUVJ[moR
iK_%S�S._.]WNVX	_	IKP�`VNVc�SBU�S�SBIKLtUkPWIKiKU�S-X	IniW_.UkLOcW`Vd�jlN�SBX	UVJ�X	dKNQP�IKX	dKUQJsS<iKI�h
X	dKUQJ[UVjlIWJ[U�h�X	dWU�dWNV^	jlq[^	_	jlU�IWj�X	dKU+PKUQX	Y�IKJ[Z�_%S�iWJ[NVLtNVX	_	`VNQ^.^	R5J[UQiKcK`QUVi¥_.P
X	dKU1cWPKq[zWNV^	NVPW`VUVi�NV]K]WJ[IKNQ`Vda���~U�SBUQNVJ[`VdÀdKN�SONViWiKJ[U�S3SBUViÀX.dWU�UQPKUVJ[moR
zKNQ^	NVPK`QUk_%S�SBcWUkjlJ[IWL6iW_	jljlUVJ[UQPKX�N�S.]KUV`QX%S-IKj�S.UVPaS.IKJ~PKUQX	Y�IKJ[Z©S�� � ¯©²�²��
« ¦ ¢ ¬ zKNV^	NQPK`VU�S�X	dKU+X	J[NVjlj�_.`+zKR5PWIKPWq[iKUVX	UQJ[LO_	PK_%SBX	_	`VNQ^	^.R5j�IKJ[Y�NQJ[iK_	PKm�X	dKU]KNQ`VZoUVX�X	dKJ[IWcKmod¼LtcK^	X	_	]K^	U�J[IKcKX	U�S���� ° Hy« ªK¢ ¬ ]KUQJ[jlIKJ[LnS�^	UQNViKUQJJ[IKX	NQX._	IWPpNVLtIKPWmkX	dKU�PWIKiKU�S�_.P�SB_	iKU�N�go_	J[X.cWNV^CmWJ[_	iah"_	P�IKJ[iWUVJ�X	I�zKNV^	NQPK`VU
UVPWUVJ[moR�`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX._	IWPa�
�~U�S.UVNVJ[`QdOIWPOPWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z�X.IW]KIW^.IWmWR�`QIKPWX.J[IW^-SBcK`QdkN�S � ¯ ° ® « � ¬ hQ¿a² ° �~Â« ¦ ¢ ¬ NVPWi�� ° H « ªK¢ ¬ NViWiKJ[U�S�SBU�S�X	dKUM]KJ[IWzK^	UVL IWj¼]WJ[IKgo_	iK_	PKm
`VIWLOLtcKPW_	`VNVX	_	IKPA`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�Y�_	X.dW_	P¥NQP�UVPWUVJ[moR�`VIKP�SBUVJ[goNVX	_	IKP¥`VIWPKX	UVwoX%�
»adKU�SBU�dKNQgWU�N�SB_	LO_	^	NVJ-jl^	NVgoIKJ-N�SaX.dWU�S.cKJ[goUV_	^	^.NQPK`QUO`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoUt]KJ[IKzW^	UVLn�
H�IKJ~UVwoNVLt]K^	U�hW¿a² ° �~Âx« ¦ ¢ ¬ ]KNVJ[X	_	X	_	IKPaS<NkPKUVX	Y�IKJ[Zn_	PWX.In`V^	caSBX	UQJsS<NVPKi

J[NQPKiKIWLO^	R¥J[IKX	NVX	U�S�X	dWU�`V^	caS.X.UQJ�^.UQNViWUVJ�_	P1IKJ[iWUVJ�X	I1UVgoUVPW^.RAiK_%SBX	J[_	zKcWX	U
X	dKU�UQPKUQJ[mWRO`VIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKP�NQLOIWPKmpX	dWU+SBUVP�SBIKJsS�� � ¯ ° ® « � ¬ _%S�NQPKIKX	dWUVJJ[NQPKiKIWLO_	uQUVixNV^	moIKJ[_	X	dKL Y�dWUVJ[U¨PKIWiKU�S�LtNVZoU¨^.IW`VNQ^1iKUQ`V_%SB_	IKP�S�IWP
Y�dKUVX	dWUVJ�X.IAS.^.UQUV]�IWJ-X	I�Ç%IK_	P�N�zKNQ`VZozKIWPKU�PKUQX	Y�IKJ[Zk_.P�IWJ[iKUQJ-X	I�J[UViWcK`QU
UQPKUVJ[moR�`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX	_.IWPa�~»adKU�LONÔÇ%IKJ�iW_.j�jlUVJ[UQPK`VU�zKUQX	Y�UVUQPOX	dWIaSBU�NVPKiOX	dK_%S
Y�IKJ[Z�_%S�X	dWNVX�`QIKLtLOcWPK_	`VNQX._	IWP+`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWU�`VIWPaSB_	iWUVJsS�IWPK^	R�`VIWPKPWUV`VX	_	go_.X	R
zWUVX	Y�UQUVPAX.dWUnPWIKiKU�S��À�[P¥`VIKPWX	J[N�SBX%h�SBcWJ[gWUQ_	^.^	NQPK`VU��sSBUVP�SB_	PKmo��`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU
NQiKiKJ[U�S�SBU�SkX.dWU1`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU1]KJ[IWzK^	UVLfX	I{UVgoUVJ[R:]KdWR©S._.`QNV^t]KIW_.PWXO_	P{X	dWU
X	UVJ[J[NQ_	Pa� ° S�NAJ[U�SBcK^	X%haPKUVYfSB`QdKUQiKcK^	_	PKm�_%S�J[UV�WcK_	J[UVi�X	I�jlIKJ[`QU�S.IKLtU
PWIKiKU�S�SBX	NVR NQY�NVZoUkj�IKJtSBcWJ[gWUQ_.^	^	NVPW`VUp]WcKJ[]WIaSBU�S<UVgoUVP�X	dKIWcKmod�X	dKUQR�NQJ[U
PWIKX�]KNQJ[X	_.`Q_	]KNVX	_	PKm�_	PtiKNVX	N�jlIKJ[Y�NVJ[iW_.PWm��
Æ~U�SB_	iKU�S�X	dKU�NQjlIKJ[UQLOUQPKX	_	IKPWUVi�Y�IWJ[Z5_.P�`QIKLtLOcWPK_	`VNQX._	IWPANQPKiÀSBUQPaSB_	PKm
`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU�X	dKNQX<`VIWPaSBUQJ[gWU�S�UVPKUQJ[mWRCh�Y�IWJ[Z�_	P5UVPWUVJ[moR�`VIWPaSBUQJ[gWNQX._	IWPAj�IKJ
moUVPWUVJ[NV^�SBUQPaSBIWJ�PWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z�S<dWN�S<zWUVUVPn`VIKP�SB_	iKUQJ[UVi�NQX-goNVJ[_	IKc�S�^.UQgWUQ^%S~IWj
X	dKU�`QIKLtLOcWPK_	`VNQX._	IWP}S.X.NQ`VZ©�}HCJ[IWL´X	dKU�zKIWX.X	IWL´X.I�X	dKU�X	IK]�h�SB]KUQ`V_	NV^
dWNVJ[iKY�NVJ[Uf« ¦ ¡ ¬ _%S�iWU�SB_	moPKUQi´Y�_	X	d´LOcW^.X	_	]K^	U�UQPKUVJ[moRÁiW_%S�SB_	]KNQX._	IWPSBUQX	X._	PWm�S��MÃ ° �f^	NQRoUQJ¥]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^%SniKUQgWUQ^	IK]KUQi�jlIWJAUQPKUQJ[mWR�SBNVgo_	PKm©S
LtIaSBX	^	R�X	NQZWU�NQiKgoNVPKX	NQmWU�IWj+IWgWUQJ[dKUQNVJ[_	PKmÀNVPKivSB`VdWUViKcW^	_.PWm�X	I{NQ^.^	IWY
PWIKiKU�S�X	IfSB^	UVUQ]xY�dK_	^	U¨X	dKUVR6NVJ[UvPWIKX�X	J[NQPaSBLt_	X.X	_	PKm�IKJ:J[UV`VUQ_	gW_	PKm
LtU�S�S.NVmoU�S�« � ¬ « ¦K¦ ¬ � ° X�X	dKUnPKUVX	Y�IKJ[Z�NQPKi1J[IWcKX	_	PKmA^	NVRrUVJsS�h<SBIK^	cKX	_	IKP�SNQJ[U:iW_	gWUQJsSB_	jl_	UVia����NVX	N�]K^	NQ`VUVLtUVPWX5SB`QdKUQLOU�SA« § ¬ Lt_.PW_	LO_	uVU�UQPKUQJ[mWRNQ^.IWPKm:X	dKU�X	J[NQPaSBLt_%S�SB_	IKP:]KNQX.d:X	dKJ[IWcKmodÀiWNVX	N¥`QNV`QdK_	PKm©�¨�[P}« ¦ � ¬ h��t��~NQLONQPKNVX	dWNVP¾UQX3�nNQ^%��NVi£Ç3c�SBX�`VIWLOLtcKPW_.`QNVX	_	IKP¼J[NVPKmoU�iWRrPKNVLt_	`VNQ^.^	R
zWN�SBUQi�IKP�X	dWU�PKIWiKU�iWUVPaS._.X	R¨X	I�`QIKPaS.UVJ[goU}UVPWUVJ[moR¨`VIKP�SBcKLtUVi6_	P
X	J[NVP�SBLt_3S3SB_	IKPa�~ÃAH��µ« ¦ � ¬ zKR�»aNQZWNQmW_(UVX%�QNQ^%�QcaSBU�SCN�Lt_	PK_	LtNV^(dKIW]k]KNQX	dX	IµJ[UViWcK`VU�X	dKU�X	IKX	NQ^pPKcWLOzWUVJ+IKj X	J[NVPaS.LO_%S�SB_	IWPaS��f«çª ¦ ¬ SBUVX%SpJ[IKcWX.U�SNQ`V`VIWJ[iK_	PKm5X	I�X	dKU UVPWUVJ[moR�J[UVLtNV_	PW_.PWm5NVX�PWIKiWU�S~NV^	IKPWm5X.dWNVX�]WNVX	dah(NVPWi
« ¦ ¢ ¬ c�SBU�S�LtUV`VdWNVPW_3S.L�S�X	I:SBNVgoU�UVPWUVJ[moRnX	dKJ[IWcKmod5X	dKU iK_%SBX	J[_	zKcWX._	IWPAIWjLtU�S�S.NVmoU�S�NVLtIKPWmpgWNQJ[_	IKcaS�]WNVX	daS�jlJ[IWLxSBIKcWJ[`VU�X	I�iKU�SBX	_	PKNVX	_	IKP�� ° X�X	dWU
NQ]K]K^	_	`VNQX	_.IWP1^	NVRrUVJsh©X	dWUn]KJ[IWX	IK`VIW^%S�_	PK`VIWJ[]KIWJ[NVX	UnJ[IWcKX	_	PKm�SBUVLtNVPWX._	`�S�X	I
jlIWJ[L�moJ[IKcW]aS<NVPWi5J[IKX	NVX	U�^	UVNQiKUQJsSBdK_	]5J[U�S.]KIKP�SB_	zK_	^	_	X._	U�S�h�NV^	^	IKY�_	PWm�PKIWPKq
^	UVNQiKUQJ-PWIKiKU�S�X.IAS.^.UQUV]�NQPKi `VIWPaSBUQJ[gWU�X	dKUQ_.J-UVPWUVJ[moR�« � ¬ �kHC_	PWNV^	^	R©hãiKNQX	NNQmWmoJ[UVmoNVX	_	IKP�X	UQ`VdKPW_	�KcKU�S�_.P�SB_	iKU�X	dKU�PWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z�NVPWi5NV]W]K^	_	`VNVX	_	IKP5^	NQRoUQJsS
NQ^3S.I�]WJ[IKgo_	iKUµUVPWUVJ[moR�`VIWPaSBUQJ[gWNQX._	IWP�j�UVNVX	cWJ[U�S5_.PvzWIKX	dvNV]W]K^	_	`VNQX._	IWP
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UQwWUQ`VcKX	U�S�X	dKU�jlIK^	^	IKY�_	PKm�Y�IWJ[ZW_	PKm�SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U E �Kº�F��&G~¶IH��>J �s·�¶�� �	¹ K �MLN+�O�¹�PQ.�� 0,RS+ 365 798�: T ¶��IF 	Kº��>J�� ºUJDV ���Ô·�¶��
�	¹ K �WLN+XOn¹2PY. � 0MPZ+[; 89= T
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 � �� + 	 � � � 	 ��[X�SBdKIWcK^	i�zWU{PKIWX.UQi�X	dKNQX�X	dKU�jlIK^	^	IKY�_.PWm|X	Y�I}J[cK^	U�S�dKIW^.i|jlIKJ5X	dWU
SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U ¦ �È»adWUtX	cW]K^	U��-+©h<.��10�h\+ 365 798�: h�+<; 89= �-jlIKJ-UVNV`Qd PKIKiWU�_3Sa`VdWIaSBUQP�iWcKJ[_	PKm

X	dKU�_	PK_	X	_	NV^	_	uVNVX	_	IKPO]KdWN�SBU�NVPKiOiKIWU�SCPWIKX(`VdWNVPKmoU�iWcKJ[_	PKmtX	dKU�Y�dKIW^	U
SBUQPaSB_	PWm6]WdKN�S.U�hOcWPK^	U�S�SAJ[U�SB`QdKUViWcK^	_	PKm�_%S¥J[UV�WcK_	J[UVi6jlIKJ1j�NVcK^	X	q
X	IK^	UQJ[NVPK`QU�]WcKJ[]WIaSBU�S��

ªW�È»a_	LtUOiWcKJ[NVX	_	IKP+»	] ^ _a`
b�NVPKi�»	c�`
d�SBdKIWcK^	inzWUk_	PnX	dKUO_	PKX	UVJ[goNV^�« ¢ahC+r�
NQPKi�jlcWJ[X.dWUVJ[LtIKJ[U�hãX	dWU+SBcKL�IWje+@365 798�:sNVPWiX+ ; 89=VhrY�dK_	`Vd _%S�X	dWUtX	_	LtU
iWcKJ[NVX	_	IKP�j�IKJtN5PKIKiWU5X	I�Y�IKJ[Z�iKcKJ[_	PWm1UVNQ`Vd1J[IWcKPKi�h~SBdKIWcK^	i1zWU
^	U�S3S�X	dKNQPOIWJ�UV�WcKNV^�X	I?+©�

�	�
�	��f�#&��g g �a�"!Bhi)>jU* �lk?m(�Dm	no��ga�����op q q r s t�u@v q w u4x y
�[P�IWcKJtNV]K]WJ[IKNQ`Vdah�Y�U5`VIKgoUVJtX	dKU�X	NQJ[mWUQX�NQJ[UVN�Y�_.X	d1NngW_	J[X	cKNQ^pSB�WcKNQJ[U
moJ[_	ia��³�U�iKU�SB`VJ[_	zKU�dKIWY�X	Ik`QdKIKI�SBU�X	dWU�cKPW_	X�moJ[_	i5SB_	uQU�^	NVX	UVJa_	P�SBUV`QX._	IWP
§ � � � ¦ � ® IWY�Y�U�iKU�SB`VJ[_	zKU�X	dKU�]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^�X	dKNVX�iKUQ`V_	iKU�S©X	dKU SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U�j�IKJUQNV`Vd�SBUQPaSBIWJ�PKIWiKU+X.I¥mWcWNVJ[NQPKX	UVU�X.dWNVX�UVNQ`Vd¥mWJ[_	i�]WIK_	PKX�_	P�X	dWUnX	NVJ[moUVX
NQJ[UVN�_%S�`VIWgWUQJ[UVi�zKRONVXC^.UQN�SBXCIKPWU�Y�IKJ[Zo_	PKmpPWIKiWU�NVX©NQPKROX._	LtU�NVPWi�Y�_	X	d
Lt_	PK_	LOcWL}UQPKUVJ[moRt`VIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKP���Â�UVJ[U�Y�U�IKPW^	RO`QIKPaS._.iWUVJ�X	dKU�UQPKUQJ[mWR
`QIKPaS.cKLtUVi�zWR�X	dKU5SBUVP�SB_	PKmnj�cKPK`QX	_.IWPahaSBInX.dWU�UVPWUVJ[moRn`VIWPaSBcWLOUQi5zKR�N
PWIKiKUt_%S�]WJ[IK]KIWJ[X	_.IWPKNQ^aX.I+_	X%S�Y�IWJ[ZW_	PWm+X	_	LtUOjlIWJ�UVNQ`Vd+J[IKcWPKiahoY�dK_	`Qdn_%S
�[» ] ^ _ `NbIz » c�`
d �s� ¯CNVJ[NVLtUVX	UQJ{+D|aY�dK_	`Vd�_%S-X	dKUkiWcKJ[NQX._	IWPnIKj<UVNV`QdnJ[IWcKPKi�h



_%SC]KJ[UQq[iKUQX.UQJ[LO_	PWUVikNQPKiOZWUQ]KX(`VIWPaSBX	NVPWX(NV`VJ[I�S�SCNQ^.^(X	dKU�PKIWiKU�S©_	P�SB_	iKU�X	dKU
SBUQPaSBIWJtPWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z��{³�U�iW_%SB`Vc�S�S�dKIWY�X	I�SBUQX�X.dW_%S�]KNQJ[NVLtUVX	UVJ�_	P�LtIKJ[U
iKUQX	NV_	^�_	P�SBUQ`VX	_	IKP § � � � ªa�
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 � 	 � � �  � � * �  � � � / �° j�X.UQJ�X.dWU�PKIWiKU�S�`VIWLO]W^.UQX	Un^	IK`QNV^	_	uVNVX	_	IKP¥NVPWi�X	_	LOU1SBRrPK`VdWJ[IKPW_.uQNVX	_	IKP�h
X	dKUQRtUQNV`QdkzKJ[IWNViW`VN�S.X�N�zKUQNV`VIWPk�[N�J[NVPKiWIKL�Ç%_.X	X	UVJ�_	PpX	J[NVP�SBLt_3S3SB_	IKPpX	_	LOU
_%S<NViWiKUVinX.InNVgoIK_	i�`VIW^	^._%SB_	IWPK�s��»adK_%S<zKUQNV`QIKP�dWN�S<X	dKUp_	PWjlIKJ[LtNVX	_	IKP5IWj
_	X%Sa^	IW`VNVX	_	IKP�NQPKi�N�J[NVPWiKIWLO^	Rp`QdKIaS.UVP X	_.LtU�J[UVjlUQJ[UVPW`VU�]KIW_.PWXC.��10��k»adKU
J[UVj�UVJ[UVPW`VU:X	_.LtU}SBdKIWcK^	i|zWUÀcWPK_	jlIWJ[LO^	R�`VdWIaSBUQPµNVLtIKPKm�« ¢�h�»a��NVPKi
jlIW^.^	IWY�S-NQPn_	iKUQPKX	_	`VNV^�_	PKiWUV]WUVPKiWUVPWX-iW_3S.X.J[_	zWcKX	_	IKP��[_	_	iK�s� ° `Q`VIWJ[iK_	PKm�X.I
X	dKU:N�S�S.cKLt]KX	_	IKP�IKjniW_	J[UV`VX�`QIKLtLOcWPK_	`VNQX	_.IWP|Y�_	X.dW_	P|ªWJsh�UQNV`VdµPWIKiKU
Y�_	X	dK_	P5X	dKU�iW_%SBX	NVPK`QU�IKj�ªKJ�IKj�X	dKU¥SBUQPKiW_.PWm5PKIWiKU¥SBdKIWcK^	i�J[UV`QUV_	gWU X	dKU
zKUQNV`QIKPa�{H�IKJ�UVwoNVLt]K^	U�_	P1H�_	mWcWJ[U�ªah©PWIKiWU�S ° h�ÆvNVPKi¥�vY�_	^	^�dKUVNQJ
UVNQ`Vd�IKX	dWUVJs� ° j�X.UQJkUQgWUQJ[R�PKIWiKU5zWUVNV`QIKP�S�X	dWU5X._	LtU5J[UVjlUQJ[UVPW`VU5]KIW_	PKX
.��10�hVUVNQ`Vd�PWIKiKU�LtNV_	PWX.NQ_	PaS�N�PKUQ_.modKzWIKJ�X	NVzK^	U�Y�_.X	d�X	dKU�_	PWjlIKJ[LtNVX	_	IKP�IWj
^	IK`QNVX	_	IKPaS�NQPKi�X	_	LOU5J[UQjlUVJ[UQPK`VU5]WIK_	PKX%S�IKj�_	X%S�PKUV_	modKzWIKJsS�Y�_	X	dK_	P1ªWJ��[S
iK_%SBX	NQPK`VU���H�IKJaUVwoNVLt]K^	U�hQPKIWiKU ° Y�_	^	^CZoUVUQ]p_	PKjlIWJ[LONQX._	IWPpNVzWIKcKX�PKIWiKU�S
ÆthQ��NQPKik_	X%SBUQ^.j©_.PON�X	NVzW^	U���� �[S�zKUVNQ`VIWPk_%SC_	mWPWIKJ[UQi5SB_	PK`QU�_	X�_3S©IWcKX%SB_	iKU
X	dKU�ªKJ��[S(iK_%SBX	NVPW`VU�IKj ° �
Æ~UVj�IKJ[U�iK_%SB`QcaS�S._.PWmpX	dKU+SBUQPaSB_	PWmp`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�IKj�X.dWU�UVPKX	_	J[U�NVJ[UQN�hãY�U�jl_	JsSBX
jlIW`VcaSaIKP dWIKYµX	I+]WJ[IKgo_	iKU�SBUVP�SB_	PKm�`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU�jlIKJ-N�S._.PWmW^	UtmWJ[_	i+]KIW_.PWX%�
Â�UQJ[U5Y�U5`VIWPaSB_	iWUVJtPKIKiWU ° NVPWi�mWJ[_	i�]KIW_	PKX�w�SBdKIWY�P�_	P�HC_	mocKJ[U5ª��
��zWgW_	IKc�SB^	RCh©NV^	^�X	dWU�SBUVP�SBIKJ�PWIKiKU�S�Y�dWIaSBU�S.UVPaS._.PWm�NQJ[UVN�S�`QIKgoUVJ�moJ[_.i
]KIW_	PKX�w�NQJ[Ut_	P+X	dKUtªKJ��[S�iW_%SBX	NVPK`QUOIWj<PWIKiKU ° �r»adKUQJ[UVjlIWJ[U�hoPWIKiWU ° dKN�S
X	dKUO_.PWjlIKJ[LtNVX	_	IKP�IKj�X	dWUV_	J~^	IK`VNQX	_.IWPaS-NQPKi�X._	LtUkJ[UQjlUVJ[UQPK`VUO]KIW_.PWX%S-_	Pn_	X%S
PKUQ_	mWdWzKIKJ�X.NQzK^	U���³�_	X	d{SBcW`VdA_	PKjlIWJ[LONQX._	IWP¥PWIKiKU ° S.IKJ[X%S�X	dKI�SBUnX	_	LOU
J[UVj�UVJ[UVPW`VU+]KIW_.PWX%S�_	P¥N�SB`VUQPKiW_.PWm�IKJ[iKUQJ�NVPWi¥^	NQR©S�IKcKX�NQ^.^��¨J[UQjlUVJ[UQPK`VU
X	_	LOU�SA_	PK`Q^.cWiK_	PKm¨_	X%SAIWY�P�J[UVjlUQJ[UVPK`QU|X	_	LtU�]WIK_	PKXn�sSBUVUµH�_.mocKJ[U § �s�
� � cK]K]WIaSBUkX.dWNVX-X.dWU�X	IKX	NV^-PKcKLtzKUQJ�IWjOSBUVP�SBIKJ�PKIWiKU�S�Y�dK_	`Vd5`QNVP5`VIWgWUQJ
moJ[_.it]KIW_	PKX�w�_%S����s�
³�_	X	dKIKcWX-^	I�S�S<IKj~moUVPWUVJ[NV^	_	X	RChaSBcK]W]KIaS.U�PKIKiWU ° dKN�S~X	dWU�_.X	d5J[UQjlUVJ[UQPK`VU
X	_	LOU . � 0ã�[_.�sh�PKIKiWU�Æ�dWN�SOX	dKUA�[_	q ¦ �[X	d:J[UVjlUQJ[UVPK`QU¥X	_	LtU .��10ã�[_	q ¦ �kNVPKi
PKIWiKU5��dKN�S�X	dWU5�[_ z<¦ �[X	d1J[UQjlUVJ[UQPK`QU�X	_.LtUY.��10ã�[_ z<¦ �s�{»adKUQP1X	dKU�X	_	LOU
_	PKX	UVJ[goNV^ +4365 798�:sNVPWi X.dWU�X._	LtU�_.PWX	UVJ[goNV^i+ ; 89=�j�IKJ�moJ[_	i�]WIK_	PKXaw NVJ[UnSBUQXazKR
IKcWJ¥NQ^	mWIWJ[_.X	dWL±X	I�« .�� 0r�[_	�AqQ. � 0ã�[_.q ¦ � ¬ �.ª}X.I�« .�� 0r�[_ z<¦ ��qQ.��10ã�[_	� ¬ �	ª�hJ[U�S.]KUV`QX	_.goUV^	RC��»adWUVJ[U5NQJ[U5X.Y�I�SB]KUQ`V_	NV^�`VN�SBU�S�jlIWJtX	dWUZ+[; 89= NVPWi + 365 798�:
`VNQ^	`VcK^	NQX._	IWPaS ¦ � �[j�PKIKiWU ° dWN�SaX	dKU�SBLtNV^	^	U�SBX�J[UQjlUVJ[UQPK`QUtX	_	LtUtNQLOIWPKm�NQ^.^��{PKIWiKU�S

X	dKNQX�`VNQP�`VIWgWUQJOmoJ[_	i1]KIW_.PWX��+h©X	dWUVP1X	dKUnX._	LtU�_	PKX	UVJ[goNV^l+ 365 798�: _%S
�[» z . � 0ã� ¦ �[qN.��10�L � T �9�	ª�NQPKiÀX.dWU�X	_	LOU¥_	PKX	UVJ[goNV^ +<; 89= _%St�N.�� 0r�[ªW�[q
.��10�L�� T �9�.ª��

ªK� �[j�PKIWiKU ° dKN�S�X.dWU�^	NVJ[moU�SBX-J[UVjlUQJ[UVPK`QU�X	_.LtU�NVLtIKPWm�NV^	^	��PKIWiKU�S
X	dKNQX�`VNQP�`VIWgWUQJOmoJ[_	i1]KIW_.PWX��+h©X	dWUVP1X	dKUnX._	LtU�_	PKX	UVJ[goNV^l+ 365 798�: _%S
�N.��10ã� ® �[qN.��10�L ��
�� T �9�	ªnNVPWinX	dKUOX	_.LtUk_	PWX.UQJ[gWNQ^A+[; 89= _%S-�[» z .�� 0r� ¦ �[q
.��10�L � T �9�	ªa�
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 �  � � � �  � � �»aIÀcKPKiWUVJsSBX	NQPKi�X	dWU�]KJ[IW`VUQiKcKJ[U¥zKUQX.X	UQJsh-Y�U¥UVwo]K^	NV_	P�dWIKY�X	IÀiWUV`V_	iWU
PWIKiKU�S.`VdKUQiKcW^.U�SpjlIKJ+N�`VUQJ[X.NQ_	P�mWJ[_	i�]KIW_	PKXtw�X	dKJ[IWcKmod{NVP{UQwWNQLO]W^	U
SBdWIKY�P�_	P�HC_	mocKJ[U § � � cK]K]WIaSBU�X	dWU�iKcKJ[NQX	_.IWP5IKj�UVNQ`Vd5J[IWcKPKi +�_3S § ¢
Lt_	PKcKX	U�S�NQPKi IKPW^.RkPKIKiWU�S ° hãÆ�NQPKi+�{`VNQP�]WJ[IKgo_.iWUO`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWUtX	I�moJ[_	i
]WIK_	PKX�w©� ® IKiKU�S ° hsÆ1NQPKik��`QdKIWIaSBU�J[UVjlUQJ[UVPK`QU�X	_	LOUA.��10�gWNQ^	cKU�S � h ¦ ª
NQPKipªWªahVJ[U�S.]KUV`QX	_.goUV^	RC� ° `Q`VIKJ[iW_	PKmkX	IpIWcKJ�NV^	moIKJ[_	X	dKLnhãPWIKiWU�ÆÀY�_.^	^�SBUVX
X	dKUW+4365 798�:BgoNV^	cKU�X	Ik� ¦ ªWq � �9�	ªA@ � NQPKi�SBUVX(X	dKUW+ ; 89=�gWNQ^	cKU�X	Ip�[ªWªKq ¦ ªW�9�	ªB@
¡}X	I�`VIWgWUQJÀX	dWUvdKNV^	j�moNV]�zKUQX	Y�UVUQP�X	dKUvJ[UVj�UVJ[UVPW`VU�X	_	LtU�]KIW_.PWX%S��
�~IWPaSBUQ�KcKUQPKX	^	RChsX	dKU�]KNQJ[NVLtUVX	UVJaX	cK]W^	U��-+Ch�.��10�hI+@365 798�: hI+ ; 89=×�aj�IKJaÆ�_%SC� § ¢�h
¦ ªah � h(¡s�sh"Y�dK_	`Vd�LtUVNQPaS�PKIWiKU�ÆvSBX	NQR©SaNVY�NVZoU�jlIKJ-� �Iz ¡s�<Lt_	PKcWX.U�S�IWcKX
IWj�X	dKU § ¢�Lt_	PKcKX	U�S�]KUQJ[_.IWi�� � LO_	PKcWX	U�S�zWUVjlIWJ[UnNVPWi�¡ LO_	PKcWX	U�S�NQjlX	UVJ
X	_	LOUnJ[UVjlUQJ[UVPK`QU�]KIW_	PKX ¦ ªK�s� � _	LO_	^	NVJ[^	RCh©X	dKU�]WNVJ[NVLtUVX	UQJtX	cW]K^	U�S�jlIWJ °
NQPKit�1NVJ[U�� § ¢�h � h �ah � ��NQPKit� § ¢ah£ªKª�hK¡Kh �K�s�
�[X�SBdKIWcK^	i�zWUpPKIWX.UQi�X	dKNQX�SBcW`Vd�N5SB`VdWUViKcW^	UpjlIKJ�N�S._.PWmW^	U�moJ[_	i5]KIK_	PWX<_%S
IW]KX	_	LONQ^t_	P:X	UVJ[LnStIKjOUVPWUVJ[moR�`VIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKP�h�SB_	PW`VUAX.dWU¥X	IWX.NQ^�NVY�NVZoU
X	_	LOUOjlIKJ~NQ^	^�X	dWJ[UVUkPWIKiWU�S-_%S<UV�WcKNQ^-X	I�X	dKUkiKcKJ[NQX	_.IWP�IKj~X	dWUpJ[IKcWPKi�� § ¢
Lt_	PKcKX	U�SC_	PkX	dKU�UVwoNVLt]K^	UV�s� ° PKR�IKX	dWUVJ�SB`QdKUViWcK^	U�hVY�dK_	`VdkdKN�S©^	U�S�S©X	IKX	NV^
NQY�NVZoU�X	_.LtU�hrY�_	^	^a_	PKX	J[IKiWcK`VUtNtzK^	_	PKi+X._	LtUOIWP�X	dWNVXamoJ[_.i+]KIW_	PKX%� � _	PK`QU
X	dKUQJ[Uk_%S-PWInIKgoUVJ[^	NQ]nNVLtIKPWm�X	dWUpPKIWiKU2�[S<Y�IKJ[Zo_	PKm�S.`VdKUQiKcW^.U�S<jlIKJ�moJ[_	i
]WIK_	PKX�w�NVPWiOX	IWX.NQ^�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�X	_	LOU�UV�KcWNV^%SCX	dKU�iKcWJ[NVX	_	IKPkIWj�X	dKU�J[IKcKPWiahQ_	X
_%SaUVN�S.R�X.I+`VIWPK`Q^.cWiKUtX	dKNVXaNQXaNVPWR�X._	LtU�hrmWJ[_	i+]KIK_	PWXaw+_%S�`VIKgoUVJ[UQi�zWR�NVX
^	UVN�SBX�IKPWU�PWIKiWU2�[S<S.`VdKUQiKcW^.U��
»adWUpSBNQLOU�]KJ[IW`VUQiKcKJ[U�_%S�`QNVJ[J[_	UVitIKcWX�jlIKJ�UQgWUQJ[R�mWJ[_	it]KIW_.PWX%���[PtX	dKU�UVPKi�h
UQgWUQJ[R�PKIWiKU5dWN�S�N:SBUVX�IKj�SB`QdKUViWcK^	U�S�jlIWJONQ^	^�X	dKU5moJ[_	i�]KIK_	PWX3S�_	X�`VNQP
`QIKgoUVJs� � _	PK`QUÀ_	X�_%S+_	Lt]KI�S�SB_	zK^	U:jlIKJ�N:PKIWiKU:X	I|UQwWUQ`VcKX	U�LtcK^	X	_.]W^	U
SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U�SvSB_	LOcW^.X	NQPKUVIWcaSB^	RChn_	XÀ_%S�PWUV`VU�S�SBNQJ[R¼X	I¾`QJ[UVNVX	U�N¾SB_	PKmo^	U
_	PKX	UQmWJ[NQX.UQi¥SB`VdWUViKcW^	U�� ® IWY�Y�U�iKU�S.`VJ[_	zKU�dKIWYµNOPWIKiKUt`VIWLOzW_	PKU�S�X	dK_%SSBUQXCIWj J�CED�/F� V �/J�0"ºK¸ 	W¸r¹ F�·aº�¹ ��� J�_	PKX	IpN SB_	PWmW^	UeJ�C8D��>F�� V ��0"ºW¸ � D��¶K¸ �Q¶
_	X�`VNQPO`QIKgoUVJs�
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 � � �  � � � � � � � � � � � 	 �° j�X.UQJ�UVNV`Qd�PKIWiKUp`QNV^	`VcW^	NVX	U�S<_	X%S�SB`VdWUViWcK^	U�S<jlIWJ�NV^	^-moJ[_	i5]KIW_.PWX%S~_	X-`VNVP
`VIWgWUQJshK_	X-`QJ[UVNVX	U�S~NQP5_	PKX	UVmoJ[NVX	UVi:S.`VdKUQiKcW^.U��-+ChI.��10�h +4365 798�: h	+ ; 89=×�s�A»adKU
_	PKX	UVmoJ[NVX	UQi�+ 365 798�: IWj�PKIWiKU ° _%S-X	dKUk^	NQJ[mWU�SBX�IKPKUONVLtIKPWm�NQ^.^A+ 365 798�: X	_	LOU
_	PKX	UVJ[goNV^%S�IKj<PWIKiWU ° jlIKJ<NV^	^aX	dKUkmoJ[_	in]WIK_	PKX%S-X	dKNQX�PKIKiWU ° `VNVP�`VIWgWUQJs�
� _.Lt_	^	NVJ[^	RChVX.dWU�_	PKX	UVmoJ[NVX	UQipX	_.LtU�_	PKX	UQJ[gWNQ^ + ; 89=-IWjaPKIKiWU ° _%SaX	dWU�^.NQJ[mWU�SBX
IKPWU�NQLOIWPKm�X	dKUl+[; 89= X	_	LOU�_	PKX	UVJ[goNV^%S(IKj©PWIKiWU ° jlIKJ©NV^	^(mWJ[_	ik]WIK_	PKX%SCX	dWNVX
PKIWiKU ° `VNQP�`QIKgoUVJs�6»adWUVJ[UVj�IKJ[U�h�X	dKUA_.PWX	UVmoJ[NVX	UVi}SB`VdWUViWcK^	U¥IWjkUQNV`Vd
PKIWiKU5_%S�X	dKU5cKPW_	IKP�IKj�_	X%S�SB`VdWUViWcK^	U�S�jlIWJ�NV^	^�X	dWU�mWJ[_	i1]WIK_	PKX%S�_	X�`VNVP
`VIWgWUQJs�A¯CJ[UVgo_.IWcaSB^	RCh�Y�U�dWNVgoU�`VIKPW`V^	cKiWUVi5X	dKNQX<N�mo_	gWUQPAmoJ[_	i�]KIK_	PWX�_%S
`VIWgWUQJ[UVipj�cK^	^	RO_	PpX	_	LOU�zKRtNVX�^.UQN�SBX�IKPWU�PKUQ_	mWdWzKIKJ[_	PWmpPKIWiKU2�[S�SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U��
»adKc�SOY�_	X	d�X	dWU�`VNQ^	`VcK^	NQX.UQiÀ_	PWX.UQmWJ[NQX	UVi}SB`VdWUViKcW^	U�StIWjkNQ^.^�X	dWU{SBUQPaSBIWJ
PKIWiKU�S�h�NQX�NVPKR�X	_	LtUÀNQPKR�moJ[_.i�]KIW_	PKX�_%S+`QIKgoUVJ[UVi�zKR�NQX�^	UVN�S.X�IKPKU
NVY�NVZoUVPÀSBUQPaSBIWJ�PKIWiKU���»aI¥`Q^.NQJ[_	jlR5X	dK_%S�_	PKX	UQmWJ[NQX._	IWP¥]WJ[IK`VU�S�S�j�cKJ[X	dKUQJsh
H�_.mocKJ[U � SBdKIWY�S�dWIKY:X	IO`QNV^	`VcW^.NQX	U�X	dKU�_.PWX	UVmoJ[NVX	UVi�SB`VdWUViKcW^	U�IKPON�PWIKiKU
NV`Q`VIWJ[iK_	PKm�X	IO_	X%S<S.`VdKUQiKcW^.U�S�jlIWJ�NkSBUVX�IWj©moJ[_.it]KIW_	PKX%S��
® IWX.U X	dKNQX�LtNVPKR:S.UVPaS.IKJ�PWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z�S�NVJ[U+iKUV]W^	IKRrUViAY�_	X	d¥N+J[UVN�SBIKPWNVzW^.UiKUQPaSB_	X	R5S.I�X.dWNVXCY�dKUQP�UVgoUVJ[ROPKIKiWU�_%SaY�IKJ[Zo_	PKm©hãX	dWUtY�dKIW^.U�X	NVJ[moUVX©NVJ[UVN
_%SÀS.UVPaS.UVi¨zKR�X	dWU�S.UVPaS._.PWmvPKIWiKU�S5Y�_	X	dKIWcKX�zW^	_.PWi¨dKIK^	U�S�NQPKivIKcWJ
NV]W]KJ[IWNV`Vd mocKNQJ[NVPKX	UQU�SaN ¦ ¢K¢W¤�SBUVP�SB_	PKm `VIWgWUQJ[NVmoUONQXaNVPKR�X	_	LtUOiWcKJ[_	PKm
X	dKU�SBUVP�SB_	PKm�]KdWN�SBU�� ° PKIKX	dWUVJ�PWIKX	UVY�IKJ[X	dKR5]WIK_	PKX~_%S�X	dWNVX%h�_	P�IWJ[iKUQJ�X.I
]KJ[UQgWUQPKX�X	dKU�PWIKiKU�S�NVX©X	dWU�UViKmoU�IKj�X	dKU�PWUVX	Y�IWJ[ZpjlJ[IWL�Y�IWJ[ZW_	PKmkNV^	^©X	dKU
X	_	LOU�hsY�dWUVPtY�UkSB]KUQ`V_	jlR�X	dKU�X	NVJ[moUVX�NQJ[UVN�h£Y�U�PKUQUVitX.ItUVwo`V^	cWiKU�X	dWU�UViWmWU
IKj~X	dWUpPKUQX.Y�IKJ[Z©��»adKUVPnY�_	X	d5UVPKIWcKmod5iKUQPaSB_	X	RCh�_	X-_3S�dW_.modK^	R�]KJ[IKzWNVzW^.U
X	dKNQX©NVPWRkmoJ[_	i�]KIK_	PWX©_	P�X	dKU+SB]WUV`V_	jl_	UQi�X.NQJ[mWUQX©NQJ[UVN�`VNQP�zKU+SBUQPaSBUQi�zKRONVX
^	UVN�SBX�X	Y�ItPKIKiWU�S(Y�dKUQPONQ^	^�PKIKiWU�S(NVJ[U�NVY�NQZWU��
��PWU{LO_	modKX+NVJ[mocKU{X	dWNVX+_.PWX	cK_	X	_.goUV^	R6SBcW`Vd}_	PWX.UQmWJ[NQX	_.IWP}X	dKJ[IWcKmod}X	dKU
cKPW_	IKPpIWj�SB`VdWUViKcW^	U�S©jlIWJ�UQNV`QdpmWJ[_	ip]WIK_	PKXCY�IWcK^	i�^	UVNVi�X	I�N�]WU�S�SB_	Lt_%SBX	_.`
J[U�S.cK^	X<Y�_.X	d5goUVJ[R�^.IWPKm�Y�IKJ[Zo_	PKm5iKcWJ[NVX	_	IKP��(Â�IWY�UQgWUQJsh(X	dK_%S~_%S�PWIKX�X	dKU
`VN�SBU����[PkjlNQ`VX%hQN�PWIKiWU�caS.cKNV^	^	R�dKN�SCX	dKU SBNQLOU�SB`VdWUViKcW^	U�jlIKJ�moJ[_	ip]KIW_.PWX%S
PKUQNVJ�X	IOUVNV`QdkIWX.dWUVJshQY�dK_	`VdOY�_	^	^(PKIKX(_	PK`QJ[UVN�SBU�X	dKU�^	UVPKmoX	dkIWj�_	PKX	UVmoJ[NVX	UVi
+ 365 798�: NVPKi +[; 89= Y�dKUQP1X	dKU�cWPK_	IKP1IW]KUQJ[NVX	_	IKP1X	NVZoU�S�]W^	NV`VU��{»adK_%S�dKN�S
zKUQUVPnSBdKIWY�Pt_	POX	dKUkSB_	LtcK^	NVX	_	IKP��
��cWJpNV]W]KJ[IKNQ`Vd:dKN�SnSBUQgWUQJ[NV^�LtN×Ç%IKJONViWgWNQPKX	NVmoU�S�jlIKJ�SBUVP�SBIKJOPKUQX.Y�IKJ[Z
iKUQ]K^	IKRrLtUVPWX ¦ � �~IKLtLtcKPK_	`QNVX	_	IKPkIWgWUQJ[dKUQNVik_	POIKcKJaNQ]K]WJ[IKNV`Qdp_%S©LO_	PW_.Lt_	uVUQia��HCIWJ

X	dKU�NV]W]KJ[IKNQ`Vd�iKU�SB`VJ[_	zKUQi6NQzKIWgWU�htUVNQ`Vd�PKIWiKU�PKUVUQiaS5IKPW^.R}X.I
zKUQNV`QIKP�IWPKU�LtU�S�S.NVmoU}Y�_	X	dKIWcKX�`VIWPaSB_	iWUVJ[NVX	_	IKP6IKj1`QIK^	^	_%SB_	IKPaS3�
�~IKLt]KNQJ[UVi�X	I�NV]K]WJ[IKNQ`VdKU�S�X	dWNVX�N�PKIWiKU�zKUQNV`QIKPaS�UVNQ`Vd�X	_	LOU5_	X
Y�NQZWU�S-cK]1« ªKª ¬ IWJ~jlIKJ~UQNV`Vd�J[IKcWPKi�« ¦� ¬ hKX	dKUpUQPKUVJ[moR+`VIKP�SBcKLtUVizKR�IWcKJ�NQ]K]WJ[IKNV`Qd �[S(`VIKLtLtcKPK_	`QNVX	_	IKPt_3S(LOcW`Vdt^	U�S�S��

ªW�È»adWU5J[NVPKiWIKL¼X._	LtU�J[UVj�UVJ[UVPW`VU�]WIK_	PKX�Y�_	X	d1cWPK_	jlIKJ[L¼iK_%SBX	J[_	zKcWX._	IWP
`QIKPKX	J[_	zKcWX	U�S�X	I}X	dWUÀUQPKUVJ[moR�zKNQ^	NVPK`QUÀNQLOIWPKmµX	dKU:PKIWiKU�S3� ° P
IW]KX	_	LO_	uVNQX	_.IWP¾IKPÁX.dW_%S��[iK_%SB`Vc�S�SBUQi¾^	NVX	UVJ[�µ`VNQP¾UVPWdKNQPK`VU6X	dK_%S
UQPKUVJ[moRrq[zKNQ^.NQPK`Q_.PWm�jlUVNQX.cWJ[U�UQgWUQPOLtIKJ[U��

§ �È��cWU�X	I�X.dWU�IK]WX._	LtNV^CUVPKUQJ[mWRO`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX._	IWP+]WJ[IK]WUVJ[X	RpjlIWJ<N�SB_	PKmo^	U
moJ[_	iÀ]WIK_	PKX'G×h�X	dKUAX	IKX	NV^�UQPKUQJ[mWR1`QIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKP�IKjtIKcWJkNQ]K]KJ[IWNV`Qd
_	PK`QJ[UVN�SBU�S(gWUQJ[RnS.^.IWY�^	R�Y�_	X	dkX	dKU�_	PK`VJ[UQN�SBU�IKj�PWIKiWU�iKUQPaSB_	X	RC� ° S�N
J[U�SBcK^	X%h�X	dKU�SBRCSBX	UVLx^	_	jlUVX	_	LtUn_	PK`QJ[UVN�S.U�S�]WJ[IK]KIWJ[X	_.IWPKNQ^.^	R�Y�_	X	d�X	dWU
_	PK`QJ[UVN�SBU¥_	P�PKIWiKU�iKUQPaSB_	X	RC�}³�UÀSBdKIWY�X	dW_3S�_	P�X.dWU�UVgoNV^	cKNQX._	IWP
SBUQ`VX	_	IKP��

° ^.X	dWIKcKmodkX	dWU�^	UVPWmWX	dkIWj�Y�IWJ[ZW_	PWmOX	_	LOU�jlIKJaUQNV`QdkPKIWiKU�LtNVRtiK_	jlj�UVJ�iKcWU
X	ItJ[NVPKiWIKLtPKU�S�S�hsX	dWU�]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^�_%S�SBX	_	^	^�j�NV_	Ja_	PkX	dKUpSBUVP�SBU�X	dKNQX(PKIkPWIKiWU�_%S
mo_	gWUQPO]WJ[_.IWJ[_	X.R�X	ItY�IWJ[Zt^	IWPKmoUVJ�IWJ�SBdKIWJ[X	UVJs�
�[X�`VNQPpzKU�UQN�SB_	^	RnSBUVUQPpjlJ[IKL|X	dKU�NQzKIKgoU�iWU�SB`QJ[_.]WX	_.IWPpX	dKNQXCUQgWUQP�Y�dKUQP�NVX
X	dKU�_	PK_	X	_	NV^	_	uVNVX	_	IKP�]KdWN�SBUÁSBIWLOU�PKIWiKU¨_%S�PWIKX1iW_3S.`VIKgoUVJ[UQixzKR�_	X%S
PWUV_	mWdWzKIWJsS�h�IKPK`QU�X	dKUVJ[U�NQJ[U�UVPWIKcKmod5PKIWiKU�S~X	I�`VIWgWUQJ�X	dKU X	NVJ[moUVX<NVJ[UVN�h
X	dKU ¦ ¢K¢W¤�SBUQPaSB_	PWm�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�_3S�SBX	_	^	^<mocKNQJ[NVPKX	UQUVia��Â�IKY�UVgoUVJsh�_	X<LtNVR
`QNVcaS.U�IWX.dWUVJ�PWIKiWU�S�X	ItY�IWJ[ZtcWPKPWUV`VU�S�SBNQJ[_.^	R�^	IKPWmWUQJs�
»adWU�]KJ[IWX.IW`VIW^rÇ%caS.XCiWU�SB`QJ[_.zWUVip]WJ[IKgo_	iKU�S©N�mWcWNVJ[NVPWX	UVU�IWj ¦ ¢K¢W¤ SBUQPaSB_	PKm
`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU�NVX-NVPWRnX	_	LOU�jlIWJ�X	dWU�X.NQJ[mWUQX<NQJ[UVN�� ° `QZWPWIKY�^	UQiKmo_.PWm�X	dKNQX�_	P
SBIWLOU�SB_	X	cKNQX._	IWPaS�h�jlcK^	^5`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU|zWR�SB_	PKmo^	U�SBUQPaSBIWJ1PKIWiKU�SA_%S�PWIKX
UQPKIKcWmWdAX	I¥IWzKX	NV_	PAdK_	mod¥`QIKPKj�_.iWUVPW`VU+_.PAiKUQX	UV`VX	_	IKP�h�IWcKJ�zKN�SB_	`niWU�SB_	moP
`QNVP¾zWU�UVN�SB_	^.R�UVwoX	UVPWiKUViÁX.IÁ]KJ[IKgo_	iKU6N 	��W¶K¸�¶��� ���>F¾iWUVmoJ[UVU�IWj
`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU�jlIKJ�N�mWUQIKmoJ[NV]WdK_	`�NVJ[UQN�Y�_	X	d�gWUQJ[RvSBLtNV^	^kIWgWUQJ[dKUQNVi��sSBUQU
SBUQ`VX	_	IKP � �s�

) ! 0 � 	 �  
 � � " � � � 	 � �»adW_3S SBUQ`VX	_	IKP�`QIKLt]K^	UVX	U�S�IWcKJtNV]K]WJ[IKNQ`Vd�Y�_	X	d�SBUQgWUQJ[NV^�iWU�SB_	moP�_%S�SBcKU�S
`QIKPK`QUVJ[PW_.PWmOmoJ[_	ikmoJ[NVPWcK^	NVJ[_	X	RChV`V^	IK`QZ5SBZoUVYphV_.J[J[UQmWcW^	NVJ�SBUVP�SB_	PKmO]KNVX	X	UVJ[P�S
NQPKitPKIKiWU�j�NV_	^	cKJ[U�S3�
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��PWU�LtNVR�NQJ[mWcWU�X	dKNQX�_	POIKcKJa]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^(iKU�SB`VJ[_	]WX._	IWPahQX	dKUQJ[U�`QNVPkzWU�SBLtNV^	^
SBUQPaSB_	PWm�dWIK^	U�S�zKUQ`VNQcaSBU�Y�U�IWPK^	R{mocKNVJ[NQPKX	UVU�moJ[_	i�]WIK_	PKXk`VIKgoUVJ[NQmWU�h
_	PaS.X.UQNViAIKj�N�moJ[_	i¥NQJ[UVN���Â�UQJ[U�Y�U�Y�_.^	^~UQwW]W^.NQ_	P¥Y�dKR5X	dK_%S�NQ]K]KJ[IWNV`Qd
SBX	_	^	^�LtNVZoU�S�S.UVPaS.U��{³�UniWUVPKIWX	UnX	dKU�cKPK_	X�moJ[_.i{SB_	uVU�N�SAFa�À³�UnNQ^3S.I
iWUVjl_	PKU�N�`QIKP�SBUVJ[goNVX	_	gWU¥SBUQPaSB_	PWm5NVJ[UVN IWj�N¥SBUQPaSBIWJ�PKIWiKU N�S~N¥SBLtNV^	^	UVJ
`QIKPK`QUVPWX.J[_	`5`Q_.J[`Q^	U5X.dWNVP�_	X%S�NV`VX	cWNV^�S.UVPaS._.PWm�NQJ[UVN�_	P1IWJ[iKUVJ�X	I1dWNVPKiW^	U
X	dK_%S(]KJ[IKzW^	UVLµNVPWiOIWX.dWUVJ�_%S�S.cKU�S3�
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G Â�IKY�UQgWUQJshrX	dWUt_	PWX.UQmWJ[NQX	UVi¥SB`VdWUViWcK^	U�_3S�SBcWzKq[IK]WX	_.LtNV^©iKcKU�X	I Y�IWJ[ZW_	PKm
SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U�J[UViWcKPKiWNVPW`VR�NVLtIKPWm�PKIKiWU�S��



H�J[IKLÁj�_.mocKJ[U�¡KhC_	X�`VNQP�zKU�UVN�SB_	^.RÀSBUQUVP¥X.dWNVX�X	dKU�X.NQJ[mWUQX�NVJ[UVN�_%S�jlcK^	^	R
`VIWgWUQJ[UVi1zWR¥X	dWU�SBUVP�SBIKJ�PWIKiKU�S���NQ`VX	cKNQ^pSBUQPaSB_	PWm�NVJ[UQN�S�N�S�^.IWPKmAN�S ¦ �
UVNQ`Vd�mWJ[_	i�]WIK_	PKX�_%S<_.P�SB_	iKUpX	dWUp`VIWPaSBUQJ[gWNQX._	goU�SBUQPaSB_	PKm�NVJ[UQNpIKj~NQX-^	UVN�SBX
IKPWU+SBUVP�SBIKJ�PKIWiKU�hãNQPKi�ªW�-X	dKU�iW_	jljlUVJ[UQPK`QU�zKUVX	Y�UVUVP X	dKU�NQ`VX	cKNQ^�SBUVP�SB_	PKm
J[NViW_	caS

����� ���	�
 NQPKi¨X	dKUµ`VIWPaSBUQJ[gWNQX._	goU6SBUVP�SB_	PKmvJ[NViW_	caS �������� ��� ��	� �� _%S
moJ[UVNVX	UQJ�X	dKNQP ��� ��»adKUQP{X	dKU1]WJ[IKzW^.UQLÅIWj�`VIKgoUVJ[_	PWm�X	dKU1Y�dKIW^.U
X	NVJ[moUVX~NQJ[UVN+Y�_	X	d¥NQ`VX	cKNQ^tSBUVP�SB_	PKm�NVJ[UQN�S�J[UQiKcW`VU�S�X	I¥X	dKNQX�IKj�`QIKgoUVJ[_	PKm
X	dKU�moJ[_	i�]KIW_	PKX%S¥Y�_	X	d�`QIKP�SBUVJ[goNVX	_	gWU�SBUVP�SB_	PKm�NVJ[UQN�S��Ë³�_	X	d´S.cK`Vd
IKz�SBUVJ[goNVX	_	IKP�S�h5Y�UxiKUQ`V_	iKUxX	dKUxcK]W]KUQJ}zKIWcKPWi�IWj|X	dWU�mWJ[_	i�SB_	uVU
NV`Q`VIWJ[iK_	PKm�X	IOX	dWU�jlIW^	^.IWY�_	PKm�J[cW^.U�S��
¦ � �[j�Y�U5c�SBU5X	dKU5NV`QX	cKNV^pSBUVP�SB_	PKm1J[NQiK_	caS�X	I�`VNQ^	`VcK^	NQX.UnX.dWU�PKIWiKU�S��

Y�IWJ[ZW_	PWm5SB`QdKUViWcK^	U�S3hVX.dWU�moJ[_.i5SB_	uVUeFAS.dKIKcW^	ipzKU S.LONQ^.^	UQJ�X	dWNVPpX	dKU
SB_	uVUnIKj�X	dKU�IWzsÇ%UV`QX%S�Y�U�Y�NVPWX�X.I¥iKUQX.UQ`VX%h�SBI¥X	dKNVX�X	dKU�SBUnIWzsÇ%UV`QX%S
Y�_	^	^�PKIWX�jl_	X�_	POX	dKU�moNV]tNVLtIKPKm�X	dKU�moJ[_.it]KIW_	PKX%S��

ªK� �[j5Y�U�caSBU{N�`VIKP�SBUVJ[goNVX	_	goU¨SBUVP�SB_	PKm|J[NViK_	c�S�h�X	dKU{moJ[_	ixSB_	uVU F
SBdWIKcK^	itzKUkSBLtNV^	^	UVJ�X	dKNQP ��� � � !#"#$ � % � &#' (&  ' )#&#*,++ - �

° X<X.dWU¥SBNVLtU X._	LtU�h�N ^.IWY�UQJ�zKIWcKPWiAj�IKJ�X	dWU+moJ[_	iÀSB_	uVU�SBdKIWcK^	i¥zWU1S.UVX
Y�_	X	dt`VIKP�SB_	iKUQJ[NVX	_	IKPtIKj©`QIKLt]KcWX.NQX	_.IWPKNQ^�`VIaS.X��sSBUVU § � ��� ¦ �s�
��X	dKUQJnjlNQ`VX	IKJsS�^	_	ZWU�X	dKU�_	LO]WJ[UV`Q_3S._.IWPµIKj ^	IK`VNQX	_.IWP�_	PKjlIWJ[LONQX._	IWP�NVPKi
_	J[J[UVmocK^	NVJ[_	X	RnIWj�X	dWU�S.UVPaS._.PWm5NVJ[UQN�StSBdKIWcK^	i�NV^%SBI�zKU `VIWPaSB_	iWUVJ[UVi�Y�dKUVP
Y�U�iKUQ`V_	iKU�X	dKU�`VIWPaSBUQJ[gWNQX._	goUpS.UVPaS._.PWm�J[NViK_	c�S��
�[P�X.dWU|J[UQLONQ_	PK_	PKm¨]KJ[IWX	IK`VIW^�iKU�SB`VJ[_	]WX._	IWPah�Y�UµiKI¨PKIWX�iK_%SBX	_	PKmocK_%SBd
zKUQX	Y�UVUQPO`QIKPW`VUV]WX%S�IKjCmWJ[_	it]KIW_.PWX�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�NQPKitNVJ[UVN�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU��
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��cWUOX	I+X.dWUO]WJ[UV`Q_3S._.IWP�^	_	Lt_.X%S�IKj�S.RoPW`VdWJ[IKPK_	uQNVX	_	IKP+NV^	mWIWJ[_	X.dWL�S�jlIKJ~J[UQNV^
SBUQPaSBIWJ�PKUQX.Y�IKJ[Z6SBRCSBX	UVLnS�h�X.dWUVJ[U�_%S NQ^	Y�NVRCSASBIKLtU|SBRrPK`QdKJ[IKPW_	uVNVX	_	IKP
SBZoUVYp��³�dKUVP�PWIKiKU�S�X	J[R�X	I�X	J[_	mWmoUVJpSBIKLtU UVgoUVPKX%S~NVX�X	dWU1SBNQLOU+X	_	LOU�h
X	dKU�NV`QX.cWNV^5X	_	LOU�X	dKU�UVgoUVPWX�_%S�X	J[_	mWmoUVJ[UQi¨IKP¨UVNQ`Vd¨PKIWiKUµY�_	^	^�zKU
iK_	jlj�UVJ[UVPWXaiKcWUOX	I+X.dWU�S.RoPW`VdWJ[IKPK_	uQNVX	_	IKP�SBZWUQY�����cKJ~]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^�_%S-zKN�SBUVi
IKP SBRrPK`VdWJ[IKPW_.uQNVX	_	IKP�h SBI Y�U LtcaSBX `QIKLt]KUVP�SBNVX	U jlIKJ�X	dKU
SBRrPK`QdKJ[IWPK_	uVNQX._	IWP�SBZoUVY{X	IpLtNVZoU�X	dKU S.`VdKUQiKcW^.U�S�SBUVNQLO^	U�S3S��t³�U�iWUVjl_	PKU
X	dKU�LONQwW_	LtcKL6SBZoUVY:IKj�X	dWU�Y�dWIK^	U�S.UVPaS.IKJaPKUQX	Y�IKJ[ZtN�S�»/.[���[PkIWJ[iKUQJaX.I
zKJ[_	iWmWU�X	dKU�mWNQ]aSC`QNVcaS.UVikzWR�X.dWU�SBRrPW`VdKJ[IWPK_	uVNQX	_.IWP5SBZoUVYphQY�U�IKPW^.R�PWUVUVi
X	I¥UQwWX	UQPKiAX.dWU1S.`VdKUQiKcW^.U+IKj�UVNQ`VdAPKIKiWU�j�IKJ�» . �	ªA_	P�zKIWX	d�iK_	J[UQ`VX	_	IKPaS3�
»adK_%S�`VIWLO]WUVPaS.NVX	_	IKP�NVjlj�UV`VX%S�X	dKU�]KUQJ[jlIKJ[LtNVPW`VU�IKjtX	dKU�]KJ[IWX.IW`VIW^3�}�[P
IKJ[iWUVJ�X	ItLO_	PW_.Lt_	uVU�X	dKU�_.Lt]KNQ`VX�IWj©X	dK_%S�]WUVJ[jlIWJ[LONQPK`QU�iKUQmWJ[NQiKNQX._	IWPahQ_	X(_%S
jlNQgWIWJ[NVzK^	U�X	I�_.PW`VJ[UQN�SBU�X	dKU�X	_	LOU�iKcWJ[NVX	_	IKP +1jlIWJkUVNQ`Vd�J[IKcWPKi���»adKU
J[UVN�SBIKP�_%S�X	dKNQX©Y�dWUVP »/.(_3Sajl_	woUViahãX	dKU�^	IKPWmWUQJ<N�J[IKcWPKi _%S�hrX	dWUt^	IWY�UVJ-_%S
X	dKU�`QIKLt]KUVP�SBNVX	_	IKP5IWgWUQJ[dKUQNVi5`VIWLO]WNVJ[UQi5X.I5X	dWU+iWcKJ[NQX._	IWPAIWj�N J[IWcKPKi
IKJ�X	dKUAS.`VdKUQiKcW^.U�S�jlIKJ�N�J[IKcWPKia��H�IKJ�UVwoNVLt]K^	U�h�SBcW]K]WIaSBU�»	] ^ _ `Nb z »	c6`Nd�_%S
§ ¢�Lt_	PKcWX.U�S�hã_.j�Y�U�NQ^.^	IWY�S.RoPW`VdWJ[IKPK_	uQNVX	_	IKP¥SBZoUVYµX	I+zWU ¦ S.UV`VIWPKi�hrX	dKU
]KUQJ[jlIKJ[LtNVPW`VU�Y�_	^	^�zWU�iKUQmWJ[NQiKUQip^	U�S�S©X	dKNQPp¢a� ¦ ¤���Â�IKY�UQgWUQJsh"+�SBdWIKcW^.i
PKIWX|zWUÁgoUVJ[R ^	NVJ[moU�h¥Y�dK_	`VdfLONQR ^.UQNVifX.IfcKPWzKNV^	NQPK`VUQiÅUQPKUVJ[moR
`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX	_.IWPa�
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�[PkX	dWU�iKU�SB`VJ[_	]WX._	IWPkIKj©X.dWU�]KJ[IWX	IK`VIW^%hVY�U�N�S�SBcKLtU�X	dKNQXCX	dWU SBUVP�SB_	PKmONVJ[UVN
IKj+UVNQ`VdµPKIWiKU�_%SpcKPW_.j�IKJ[Lt^.RÀN�J[UVmocK^	NVJ+`V_	J[`Q^.U�h�NVPKi�X	dWU�PKIKiWU�SpNVJ[U
iKUQ]K^	IKRrUQi�_	PnNOX	Y�IKq[iW_	LOUQPaSB_	IKPWNV^�²�cK`Q^._	iWUVNVP�]K^	NVPWU���Â�IKY�UQgWUQJshW_	j�Y�U
J[UVgo_	UVY|X.dWUk]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^�iKU�SB`VJ[_	]KX	_	IKP�hW_	X�_3S�`V^	UVNQJ~X.dWNVX�X	dKU�SBUpN�S3SBcKLt]KX	_	IKP�S
NVJ[UOPKIWX�LtNVPWiKNQX.IWJ[RC��³�UkiWUVjl_	PKUONkPWIKiKU"�[S�SBUQPaSB_	PKm+PKUQ_	mWdWzKIKJsS�N�S-X	dKU
PKIWiKU�S<X.dWNVX-`VNVP:S.UVPaS.U�NVX<^	UQN�SBX-NASBcKzWq[NVJ[UVN�IWj�_.X%S�SBUQPaSB_	PKmnNVJ[UVN��A��cWJ
]KJ[IWX	IK`VIW^(Y�IKJ[Z©SCN�SC^	IKPKmON�S©X	dKU�SBUVP�SB_	PKmkPWUV_	modKzKIWJsS©NVJ[U�NQY�NQJ[U�IKjaUQNV`Vd
IKX	dWUVJ��[SÊS.UVPaS._.PWm NVJ[UVN�hxX	dWJ[IKcKmod ]KJ[UQq[UVwo_3S.X._	PWm�ZWPWIKY�^	UQiKmoUÉIWJ
`VIWLOLtcKPW_	`VNVX	_	IKP�Y�_.X	d�SBLtNV^	^~IKgoUVJ[dWUVNVi�h�PWI¥LtNVX	X	UVJ�Y�dKUQJ[U�X	dKU+PKIWiKU�S

NQJ[U�iWUV]K^	IWRoUQiONQPKitY�dWUVX	dKUQJ�X	dKUkSBUVP�SB_	PKm�NVJ[UQN�S�IWj©PWIKiKU�S�NQJ[U�J[UVmocK^	NQJaIKJ
cWPK_	jlIKJ[Ln��²�goUVPkY�_	X.dWIKcWX�]WJ[UV`Q_3S.U�_	PKjlIWJ[LONQX	_.IWPkNQzKIKcWX-SBUVP�SB_	PKmkNQJ[UVN�S©IKJ
PWIKiKUO^	IK`VNQX	_.IWPaS�hoY�Uk`QNVP�caSBUONk`VIWPaSBUQJ[gWNQX	_.goU5S.UVPaS._.PWm�J[NQPKmoUpX	I�LtNVZoU
SBcWJ[U�IWj~SBUQPaSB_	PWmt`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWU��
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�[P�X	dW_3S�S.cKzaS.UV`VX	_	IKP�h�Y�U{]WJ[IK]WIaSBU{N�LOUQ`VdKNQPK_%SBLyX.I}]KJ[IKgo_	iKU{j�NVcK^	X
X	IK^	UQJ[NVPK`QU´Y�_	X	d�X	dKU´zKN�SB_	`´]KJ[IWX.IW`VIW^}X	dKNQX|mocKNQJ[NVPKX	UQU�S}N ¦ ¢K¢K¤
`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU���³�U�N�S�S.cKLtU�NVPKROX	Y�I PKIWiKU�SaiKI PWIKX�jlNQ_	^�NVX�X	dWUnS.NVLtUtX	_	LtU
NQPKiAY�dKUQP�SBIWLOU�PKIWiKUnj�NV_	^%S�hC_	X�Ç3c�SBXOSBX	IK]�S�Y�IWJ[ZW_	PKm�SB_	^	UVPWX.^	RC� ° jlX	UVJ
UQNV`VdvPWIKiWU�`VNV^	`QcK^	NVX	U�Sn_	X%Sn_	PKX	UVmoJ[NVX	UQixSB`VdWUViWcK^	U�h�_	X+zKJ[IKNQiK`QN�SBX+X	dK_%S
SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U�X	I _.X%S�ªKJ�PWUV_	mWdWzKIWJsS�� ³�dWUVP+NOPWIKiWUO_%S�Y�IKJ[Zo_	PKm©ho_	X�SBUVPWiaS�N
dWUVNVJ[X	zWUVNVX�SB_	mWPWNV^�]WUVJ[_	IKiW_.`QNV^	^	R�X	I¥_	X%S�Y�IKJ[Zo_	PKm�PKUQ_.modKzWIKJsS�Y�_	X	dK_	P¥X	dWU
ªWJ5J[NVPKmoU���²�NQ`Vd�Y�IWJ[ZW_	PKmµPWIKiKU:ZoPKIKYpS+X	dKU}SB`QdKUViWcK^	U�S IKj�_.X%S ªKJ
PWUV_	mWdWzKIWJsStNVPWi�UVwo]KUV`QX%S�dWUVNVJ[X	zWUVNVX�SB_	mWPWNV^%S�j�J[IKL´X	dKU�Y�IWJ[ZW_	PWm�IKPKU�S
NQLOIWPKmASBcW`Vd PKUQ_.modKzWIKJsS�� ° jlX	UVJ-NtPWIKiWUtiWUVX	UV`QX%S�X	dKUtjlNQ_.^	cWJ[UOIWj<IKPWUOIWj
_	X%S�PWUV_	modKzKIWJsS�X	dWJ[IKcKmodxdKUQNVJ[X	zKUQNVX�X	_	LtUVIKcWX%h�_	X¥Y�NVZoU�S1cW]�NV^	^�_	X%S
PWUV_	mWdWzKIWJsS<X.dWNVX�NVJ[UpNQ^%SBI5X	dKU�ªKJ�PKUQ_	mWdWzKIKJsS�IWj�X	dWU�jlNV_	^	UVi5PWIKiKU��A»adWU
Y�NVZoUVcK]:LtUV`VdWNVPW_3S.L�`QNVP:zKUANV`QdK_	UVgoUVi:X	dKJ[IKcWmWd:UV_	X	dKUQJpNAdKNVJ[iWY�NQJ[U
Y�NVZoUVcK]�`Q_.J[`QcK_	X�IWJkNÀSBIKj�X.Y�NVJ[UÀSBIW^.cWX	_.IWPa�a»adKUQP�X.dWU�SBU5ªWJOPWUV_	modKzKIWJsS
J[UQ`VNV^	`QcK^	NVX	U�X	dKU+SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U�SaY�_	X.d�X	dWU�ZWPWIKY�^	UQiKmoU�X.dWNVXCX.dWU�]KJ[IKzW^	UVLtNVX	_	`
PWIKiKU�jlNV_	^	UVi���³�_	X	dkX	dKU�PKUVY�SB`VdWUViWcK^	U�S�hsX.dWU�X	NVJ[moUVX�NVJ[UQN�_%S©mWcWNVJ[NQPKX	UVUQi
X	I�zKU�j�cK^	^	Rp`VIWgWUQJ[UVi zKRpY�IKJ[Zo_	PKm�PKIWiKU�S��<SBUQPaSB_	PWm�NVJ[UVN�S��ã�[P+UQwW`QdKNQPKmoU
jlIWJµX.dWU�jlNQcK^	X�X	IK^	UVJ[NQPK`VU6jlUVNQX	cKJ[U�h+X.dWU�`QIKLtLOcWPK_	`VNQX._	IWPÁIKgoUVJ[dWUVNQi
_	PK`QJ[UVN�SBU�S-SB_	mWPW_.j�_.`QNVPWX.^	R�iWcKU�X.ItX	dKU�dKUQNVJ[X	zKUQNVX�SB_	moPKNV^%S��
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H�_	mWcWJ[U �tmW_	goU�S(NpSB_	Lt]K^	U�]KJ[IKIWj©X	InSBdKIWYÀX	dKNQX�NV^	^�SB^	UVUQ]K_	PKm�ªWJaPKUV_	modKzWIKJ
IWj�N jlNQ_.^	UQiAPWIKiWU E `VNVP�zWU�NQY�NVZoUVPWUViAcK]AzKR5NQX~^.UQN�SBX~IWPKU+Y�IWJ[ZW_	PKm
PWIKiKU�X	dWNVX<_%S�NV^%SBI5PWIKiWU E �[S�ªWJ�PWUV_	mWdWzKIWJs�A»adKUQJ[U NVJ[U X	Y�I�`VN�SBU�S  ¦ �SBcW]K]WIaSBU N¥SB^	UVUQ]K_	PKm5PWIKiKU76�_%S~_	PaSB_	iKU X	dKU¥SBUQPaSB_	PWm5NVJ[UVN IWj�PWIKiKU E �
³�U�UVwoX	UVPWi+X	dWUt^	_	PKU�SBUQmWLtUVPWX�X	dKNQXa`VIKPWPKUQ`VX%S E NQPKi86�� ° ]KIK_	PWX:9kIWP
X	dKU�UQwWX	UQPKiKUQi5^	_.PWUASBUVmoLtUVPKX-_%S~goUVJ[R�`V^	IaS.U�h�zKcWX<IKcWX%SB_	iKU�IKj�PKIWiKU E �[S
SBUQPaSB_	PWmkNVJ[UQN���»adKUQJ[U�LtcaSBX�zKU S.IKLtU�Y�IWJ[ZW_	PKmOPKIWiKU7;5X	dKNQXC_%S~SBUQPaSB_	PKm
]WIK_	PKX<9(� �[X:`QNVP¼zKU�UQN�SB_	^	R�SBUQUVP�X.dWNVX�PWIKiKU,;Å_%S:_	P�X	dKU�ªKJ
PWUV_	mWdWzKIWJ[dKIKIWi IKj�PKIKiWU E hãNVPWi X.dWU�iK_%SBX	NVPW`VU�IKj=;¥NQPKi76�_%S�^	U�S3S�X	dKNQP
ªWJ SBIAX.dWNVX~PWIKiKU>;�`QNVPAY�NVZoU+cK]APKIKiWU?6��ÀªW� � cW]K]WIaSBU�N�SB^	UVUQ]K_	PKm
PWIKiKU@6�_%S<IKcWX%SB_	iKUpIWj~PKIKiWU E �[S�SBUVP�SB_	PKm�NVJ[UVN�hKY�U�`QIKPKPWUV`QX E NQPKiA6
Y�_.X	d5N�^	_	PKUASBUQmWLtUVPWX%�A³�U�`VdWIKI�SBU�]KIW_.PWXB9¥SBI5X	dWNVXC9+_%S�IWP�X.dWU ^._	PWU
SBUQmWLtUVPWX�NVPKi¥_%S�gWUQJ[R�`V^	IaSBU�hCzKcWX�IKcKX%SB_	iWUnIKj E �[SkSBUVP�SB_	PKmA`VIKgoUVJ[NQmWU��
»adWUVJ[U�LOc�SBX�zKUkSBIKLtU�Y�IKJ[Zo_	PKm�PKIWiKU@;nX	dKNQX�`VIKgoUVJsS(]KIW_.PWXD9(���[X(`VNQPkzWU
UQN�SB_	^	R5SBUQUVP�X	dKNQXE;�_%Sa_	P�X	dKU�ªWJ<PKUQ_	mWdWzKIKJ[dWIKIWi+IWj E NVPKi X	dKU�iW_3S.X.NQPK`QU
IWjE;nNQPKiF6�_3S(^	U�S�S(X.dWNVPtªKJ�S.IOX	dKNQX/;n`VNQPOY�NVZoU�cW]G6��
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²�NV`Qd5PKIKiWU2�[S�_	PKX	UVmoJ[NVX	UQi:SB`VdWUViKcW^	U�_3S�X	dKUAS.cK]KUQJ�SBUQX�IKj�_	X%SOSB`QdKUQiKcK^	U�S
jlIWJ~LONQPKR+mWJ[_	i�]WIK_	PKX%S����[X�_3S<]WIaS�S._.zW^	UpX	dKNVX�X	dKUp_	PWX.UQmWJ[NQX	UVi�SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U�S
NVJ[U�LtIKJ[U¨X	dKNVPfSBcWjljl_	`V_	UQPKX1X	Ix]KJ[IWgW_	iKU¨X	dKU¨`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU¨mWcWNVJ[NQPKX	UVU��
»adKUQJ[UVjlIWJ[U�h<Y�U1LONQZWU�NµSBUV`QIKPWi{]KN�S�SkIK]WX._	Lt_	uVNVX	_	IKP�X.I�J[UViKcW`VU¥X.dW_%S
Zo_.PWi�IKj�J[UViWcKPWiKNVPW`VRC�t�[P�IWJ[iKUQJ-X	IASB_	Lt]K^	_	jlRkX	dKU�iWU�SB`QJ[_	]KX	_	IKPah"Y�UtIWPK^	R
iKU�SB`VJ[_	zWU�X.dWU�IK]WX._	Lt_	uVNVX	_	IKP�j�IKJ�N ¦ ¢K¢W¤�iKUQmWJ[UQU�IKj�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�� ° jlX	UVJ<N
SBUQPaSBIWJÀPWIKiKUv`QNV^	`VcW^	NVX	U�S1X	dKUv_	PKX	UQmWJ[NQX.UQi�SB`VdWUViWcK^	U�hp_	X�SBUQPKi�S�X.dW_%S
_	PKX	UVmoJ[NVX	UQi�S.`VdKUQiKcW^.U�X	Iµ_	X3S�PKUQ_	mWdWzKIKJsSpY�_.X	dW_.P�X	dWU�iK_%SBX	NVPW`VU�IKj ªWJs�
³�dKUQP¨SBIWLOU1PWIKiWU1jl_	PKi�SOIKcWXtX	dWNVX�_	Xt_%SOX	dWU�IKPWU�Y�_.X	dÀX.dWU�^	IKPWmWU�SBX
SB`QdKUViWcK^	U�h�Y�dK_	`Vd5dWN�S~X.dWU ^.NQJ[mWU�SBX�» ] ^ _ `Nb z » c6`Nd goNV^	cKU `VIWLO]WNVJ[UQiAX	I�_	X%S
ªKJ:PKUQ_	mWdWzKIKJsS3hk_.XAY�_	^	^AJ[UV`VNQ^	`VcK^	NQX.U}N�PKUQY SB`VdWUViWcK^	U�� »adKU}PKUVY
SB`QdKUViWcK^	U5S.dKJ[_	PKZ©S-» ] ^ _a`
b NVPKi�» c�`
d gWNQ^.cWU�S-N�S-LtcK`Vd�N�S-]WIaS�S._.zW^	U�hKY�dW_	^.U
SBX	_	^	^�mocKNQJ[NVPWX.UQUV_	PKm ¦ ¢W¢K¤�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoUpjlIKJ�NQ^.^�X	dKUpmoJ[_	i�]KIW_	PKX%S<X	dKUpPWIKiKU
_%S¥NVzW^	U}X	I´SBUQPaSBU��Ë»adKUQP�_	X�zKUQNV`VIWPaS¥X	dWU}PKUQY SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U|X.I�_	X%S
PKUQ_	mWdWzKIKJsS�Y�_.X	dW_.P�ªKJ��[S�iK_%SBX	NQPK`VU��{²�NQ`Vd1PWIKiWU�X	dKNVX�dKN�S�X	dKU�^	IKPWmWU�SBX
SB`QdKUViWcK^	U�NVLtIKPWm�X	dKU�PWIKiKU�S�_.P5X	dWU�ªKJ�J[NVPKmoU�X	dKNQX<dKNQgWU�PWIKX-cK]KiWNVX	UVi
X	dKUQ_.J:S.`VdKUQiKcW^.U�S�J[UV`QNV^	`VcW^	NVX	U�S�X	dWUvSB`QdKUViWcK^	U�NQPKi�zKUQNV`VIWPaS _.X%S PKUVY
SB`QdKUViWcK^	U��v³�dKUQPÀX	dWUVJ[UA_3S�N¥`QIKPWjl^	_.`QX�IKjOzKUVNQ`VIWPaS�haX	dKU�`VIWPKjl^	_	`VX	_	PKm
PKIWiKU�S©LONQZWU�c�SBU�IWjaN�J[NVPWiKIKL|zKNQ`VZoq[IKjlj�SB`QdKUQLOU�X	IASBUQPKi�X	dKU�zWUVNV`QIKP�S
NVmoNV_	PONVPKiONVgoIK_	ip`QIKPKj�^._	`QX3S3���[PkX.dWU�UVgoNV^	cWNVX	_	IKP�SBUQ`VX	_	IKP�hVY�U SBdWIKY{X	dWNVX
X	dKUkSBRCSBX	UVLµ]KUQJ[jlIKJ[LtNVPW`VU�_	LO]WJ[IKgoU�S�Y�_	X.dtX	dK_%S�IW]KX	_	LO_	uQNVX	_	IKPa�
�	���	�
f�� )	*ag �
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° S.UVPaS.IKJ�PKUQX	Y�IKJ[ZC�[S�^	_	jlUVX	_	LtUn_%S�NVj�jlUV`QX.UQi�zWRAzWIKX	d�X	dWUnX	IKX	NV^�UQPKUVJ[moR
`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX	_.IWP�IKj�NV^	^�X	dKU¥SBUQPaSBIWJ�PKIWiKU�S�NQPKi�X	dKU+gWNQJ[_.NQX	_.IWP¥IWj�UQPKUVJ[moR
`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX	_.IWPk]WUVJacKPW_	X�X	_	LtU�zKR�UQNV`VdOPKIWiKU����[PkN SBUQPaSBIWJ�PKUVX	Y�IKJ[ZkX	dWNVX
dKN�S�dW_.modKUQJ�goNVJ[_	NVPW`VU�_.PtUVPWUVJ[moR�`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX._	IWPahKS.IKLtU�PKIWiKU�SCJ[cKPOIKcKX(IWj
UVPWUVJ[moRkLtcK`Qd�UVNVJ[^	_	UVJ�X	dKNQP�IKX	dKUQJsSaiWIa�k»adWUVP zK^	_	PKi dKIW^	U�SaY�_	^	^�NV]W]KUVNQJ
_	PkX	dKU�X	NVJ[moUVX(NVJ[UQN�hQIWJaNVPKIWX	dKUVJ�S.`VdKUQiKcW^._	PWmO]WJ[IK`VU�S�S�SBdWIKcW^.ikzKU�NQ]K]K^	_	UVi
X	IxUV^	_	LO_	PKNQX	U�X	dWU�zW^	_.PWixdKIK^	U�S�� ��_	goUVP�X	dKU�SBNQLOUvX	IWX.NQ^�UQPKUVJ[moR
`VIWPaSBcWLOUQiah£X.dWU�^	U�S�SC_%SCX	dKU�gWNQJ[_.NQX	_.IWPkIWj�UVPWUVJ[moRt`QIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKPO]KUVJacWPK_	X
X	_	LOU�hsX	dKU�^	IKPKmoUVJ©X.dWU�PWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z�^.N�SBX%S�Y�_.X	dtjlcK^	^�SBUQPaSB_	PWmt`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWU��
²�PKUQJ[mWRp`QIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKP goNVJ[_	NVPW`VU�_	P+IWcKJ-]KJ[IKX	IW`VIK^©`VNVP zWUONQX.X	J[_	zKcWX	UVi+X.I
NVXn^.UQN�SBXnX.Y�I¨J[UVN�S.IKPaS3�ÍHC_	JsSBX%h�iKcKUµX	I¨X	dKU�J[NVPWiKIWLOPWU�S�S�IKj�PWIKiKU
iKUQ]K^	IKRrLtUVPWX3h�S.IKLtU�PKIWiKU�S©LtNVRtdKNQgWU�jlUVY�UVJ�PKUQ_.modKzWIKJsS©X	dKNQP�IKX	dKUQJsS�_.P
X	dKU�J[NQPKmoU�IKj�ªKJsh(SBI�X	dKUQRpdKNQgWU�X	I Y�IWJ[Z�^.IWPKmoUVJ-X.dWNVP IKX	dWUVJsSaiKIa�k»adW_%S
cKPWzKNQ^.NQPK`QUn_%S�_	PKX	J[_	PaSB_	`�jlIKJ�N�`VUVJ[X	NQ_.P¥iKUQ]K^	IKRrLtUVPKX�NQPKi�^	_	X	X	^.U�`VNQP�zKU
iKIWPKUOX.I�iKUQNV^�Y�_	X	dnX	dK_%S-]WJ[IKzW^.UQL��+»adKU5S.UV`VIWPKi�J[UVN�S.IKPn_%S<iWcKUpX	I�X	dKU
J[NVPWiKIWLOPWU�S�S~IKj�J[UVjlUQJ[UVPW`VU X	_.LtU�� ° S�NQP�UVwoNVLt]K^	U�h�_	jpSBUQgWUQJ[NV^tSBUQPaSBIWJ
PKIWiKU�SO`VNQP�NV^	^�SBUQPaSBU¥N�moJ[_.i:]KIW_	PKX%h�NQPKi:X.dWUV_	JpJ[UQjlUVJ[UQPK`VUAX	_	LOU�StNVJ[U
SBUQ^.UQ`VX	UVi�goUVJ[RO`V^	IaS.U�X.I�UQNV`Qd�IKX	dKUQJshãX	dWUVJ[U�LtcaSBX�zWU�NVP UVwoX	J[NVIKJ[iW_	PKNVJ[_	^	R
^	IKPWmASB`VdWUViKcW^	UtIWj-IWPKU�IKj�X	dKU�PKIWiKU�S�jlIWJ<X	dK_%SamWJ[_	i ]KIW_	PKX�`QIKLt]KNVJ[UQi X.I
IKX	dWUVJsS��fÂ�UVJ[U�Y�U�]WJ[IK]KI�SBU�NQP|UQwWX	UQPaSB_	IKP�X	I�S.LOIWIKX	d|X	dWUÀUQPKUVJ[moR
`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX	_.IWP}goNVJ[_	NVX	_	IKP|`VNQcaSBUQi}zKRµX	dKUÀJ[NVPWiKIKLtPKU�S�S+IWjnJ[UQjlUVJ[UQPK`VU
X	_	LOU�SBUV^	UQ`VX	_	IKPa�b�[PaS.X.UQNVi�IKj¥`VNV^	`QcK^	NVX	_	PKm¨N�SB_	PKmo^.U�SB`QdKUViWcK^	U�h�Y�U
`VNQ^	`VcK^	NQX.U Ã SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U�SMjlIWJÍUQNV`Vd PWIKiKU NQ`V`VIWJ[iK_	PKm�X	I�Ã
_	PKiWUV]KUQPKiWUVPKX	^	R5S.UV^	UV`QX.UQi�J[NVPWiKIKL}J[UVjlUQJ[UVPK`QU�X	_.LtU�SC.��10tjlIKJ�UVNQ`Vd PKIWiKU��
° XtX	dKU1_	PW_.X	_	NV^	_	uVNQX	_.IWP{]KdWN�SBU�h<UVNQ`Vd{PWIKiKU�zKUVNQ`VIWPaSk_	X%SkÃËJ[UQjlUVJ[UQPK`VU
X	_	LOU�S,.��10¥X.I�_	X%S�ªKJtPKUV_	modKzWIKJsS��µ»adKU5_	X	d��[_�_%S�zKUVX	Y�UVUVP ¦ NQPKi�ÃA�
SB`QdKUViWcK^	U�_%S�`VNQ^	`VcK^	NQX.UQi1Y�_	X	d1X	dKUn_.X	d¥J[UVjlUQJ[UVPK`QUnX	_	LOU�IKj�UQNV`Qd�PKIWiKU��
»adKUQP¥NQX~UVNQ`VdAJ[IKcKPWi�_	P�X	dWU�SBUQPaSB_	PKmA]KdWN�SBU�hCX	dKU�PKIKiWU�S�`QdKIWIaSBU�IKPKU
SB`QdKUViWcK^	U `VIWPaSBUQ`VcKX	_	goUV^	RC��³�U+Y�_	^.^�SBdKIWY�_	P�X	dKU+UVgoNV^	cKNQX	_.IWP{S.UV`VX	_	IKP
X	dKNQX�X.dW_%S�UVwoX	UVP�SB_	IKPtiKUV`QJ[UVN�SBU�S(X.dWU�goNVJ[_	NQX._	IWPO_	PtUVPKUQJ[mWR�`QIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKP��
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 � � 	 � 5 ! � �� � � � �  � � �  � � � � � � � 	 � �  .  � � �� UVP�SB_	PKm `VIWgWUQJ[NVmoUONQPKi+`VIKLtLtcKPK_	`QNVX	_	IKPn`QIKPWPKUV`QX	_.go_	X	R+NQJ[UkX	Y�I�LONÔÇ%IKJ
X	NVJ[moUVX%S~jlIKJ�UVPWUVJ[moRoq[UQjljl_	`V_	UQPKX�NQ]K]KJ[IWNV`QdKU�S~jlIWJ�SBUQPaSBIWJ�PKUQX	Y�IKJ[Z©S��1H�IKJ
�WcK_	X	U6N�jlUVYÌJ[IKcWX	_.PWmx]KJ[IKX	IW`VIK^%S�^._	ZoU¾« ¦ ¢ ¬ h+X	dKU¨`QIKLtLOcWPK_	`VNQX._	IWP`QIKPKPWUV`QX._	go_	X.R�_%S�zKN�S.UVi+IKP+X.dWUkUQwW_%SBX	UVPW`VUOIKj�NOPKUVwoX�dKIW]n`V^	I�SBUVJ~X	InX	dWU
iWU�SBX	_	PKNQX._	IWPa� � NVR�Y�U Y�NVPWX�X	IÀSBUVPWiAN LtU�S�S.NVmoU+j�J[IKL�N¥SBIKcWJ[`VU X	I�N
iWU�SBX	_	PKNQX._	IWPkNVPWikX	dKUpSBIKcWJ[`VU�`VNVPWPKIWX�J[UQNV`QdpX	dKU�iWU�SBX	_	PKNQX._	IWPp_	PpIKPWU�dKIW]
�[H�_	mWcWJ[U �K��_.P5N¥SBUQPaSBIWJ�PWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z5Y�dKI�SBU ¦ ¢W¢K¤�SBUQPaSB_	PKm5`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWU _%S
mocKNQJ[NVPKX	UQUVi�Y�_	X	d�IKcWJ-]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^%�t¿aUQX©c�Sa`QIKP�SB_	iKUVJ�X	dKU�^	IK`QNVX	_	IKP ° X.dWNVX
_%S�gWUQJ[Rn`Q^.I�SBU�X	Iah�zKcWX<IWcKX<IWj�X.dWUASBUVP�SB_	PKm�`Q_	J[`V^	U�IKj�X	dKUASBIWcKJ[`QU+PWIKiWU
NQPKitIKPtX.dWU�^	_	PKUkSBUQmWLtUVPWX�`VIKPWPKUQ`VX	_	PKm�X	dKU�S.IKcKJ[`QU�NQPKikX	dWU�iKU�SBX	_	PKNVX	_	IKP��
�[P+IKJ[iWUVJ�X	I+`VIKgoUVJ<X.dW_%S�^	IK`QNVX	_	IKPahrX	dKUVJ[UtLtcaSBX�zKUONVPWIKX	dKUQJ~PKIKiWUk_	PnX	dWU
iWN�SBdWUVi+`V_	J[`V^	UkY�_	X.d�X	dKUkJ[NQiK_	caS�Js��³�Uk`QNVP�S.UVUkX	dWNVX�NVPWR+PWIKiWUk_	PaSB_	iWU
X	dKU�iWN�SBdWUVi `V_	J[`V^	U�_%S�`Q^	IaSBUQJ<X	I X.dWUOiWU�SBX	_	PKNQX	_.IWP�X	dWNVP+X.dWU�S.IKcKJ[`QUOPWIKiWU
SBI+X	dKNQXa_.Xa`QNVP�SBUVJ[goUtN�S�X	dWUOPWUVwoXadKIK]��o»adWcaS�hrX.dWUOUQwW_%SBX	UQPK`VUOIKj�NOPKUQwWX
dWIK]n`Q^	IaSBUQJ~X.I�X	dKUkiWU�SBX	_	PKNQX	_.IWPn_%S-mocKNQJ[NVPKX	UQUVinY�dKUQPnN ¦ ¢K¢W¤�SBUQPaSB_	PKm
`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU}_%S¥]WJ[IKgo_	iKUVi�hOY�dW_	`Vd�_%S¥N|mWIWIKi�jlUVNQX	cKJ[U�X.dWNVX:SBcW]K]WIKJ[X%S
`QIKLtLOcWPK_	`VNQX._	IWPO`QIKPKPWUV`QX._	go_	X.RC�

) ! 5 * � � � � � � � � �� � � � �  � � �»adW_3S�SBUQ`VX	_	IKP ]KJ[IWgW_	iWU�SaX.dWU�X.dWUVIWJ[UVX	_	`VNV^©NVPKNQ^	R©S._3SaIKj�IKcWJ<NQ^.moIKJ[_	X	dKLvj�IKJ
N�zKUQX.X	UQJ�cKPWiKUVJsS.X.NQPKiW_.PWm�IKj©X	dWU�]WUVJ[jlIWJ[LONQPK`VU�_%S�SBcWU�S��
�	�('"���)� �	n&jU*a�*� � g S ?�(m	* S � �1�
»adWUALtN×Ç%IWJk`VIWLO]W^	UVwo_.X	R1_	PWgWIW^.goUVi�_	P�X	dKU5]WJ[IK]WIaSBUQi�]KJ[IKX	IW`VIK^�_%S�X	dWU
`QIKLt]KcKX	NQX._	IWPKNV^:`VIWLO]W^	UVwo_.X	RC�T�[PÁX	dWU�jlIW^.^	IWY�_	PKm�iK_%SB`QcaS�SB_	IWPah�Y�U
NQPKNV^	RruVU�X.dWUµSBX	UV]�SkX	dKU�]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^�X	NVZoU�SOX	IÀ`VNV^	`QcK^	NVX	U�X	dWU�_	PKX	UVmoJ[NVX	UQi
SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U�jlIKJ©NpSB_	PWmW^	U�PKIKiWU��
»adWU�jl_	JsSBX-SBX	UV]O_%SCX	Ik`VNQ^	`VcK^	NQX.U�X	dKU�S.`VdKUQiKcW^.U�SCjlIWJaUVNV`QdkmoJ[_	ik]KIW_	PKX%��³�U
ZoPKIWY�X	dWNVX�X	dKU�PWcKLtzKUVJ-IKj�mWJ[_	i ]KIW_	PKX%S�_	P+X.dWUOPWIKiWU2�[S�S.UVPaS._.PWm NVJ[UVNt_%S
NQzKIKcWX�+KJ
,N�	i-,£hsNVPKi�SBcK]W]KI�SBU�X	dKNQX(N�SB_	PKmo^	U�moJ[_	ik]KIW_	PKX(`VNQPkzKUpSBUVP�SBUViOzKR
��PKUVNQJ[zKRpPWIKiWU�SaIKP NVgoUVJ[NQmWU�hrY�dK_	`Vd iKUQ]KUQPKiaSaIKP PWIKiKU�iWUVPaS._.X	RC�kH�IKJ
UQNV`VdOmWJ[_	iO]KIK_	PWX3hsN�PKIWiKU SBdWIKcW^.ikiKUV`Q_	iKU�_	ja_	XC_%S©_	PpX	dKU�SBUVP�SB_	PKmkNQJ[UVN�IWj
UQNV`VdvPWIKiWU�_.P}X.dWU{ªKJ�J[NQPKmoU�h�Y�dW_	`Vd�_	PKgoIK^	goU�S�."�0/K¸21
3 F�1¥iW_3S.X.NQPK`QU
`QIKLt]KcKX	NQX._	IWPaS��xHCIWJ�UQNV`Vd�moJ[_	i�]KIW_.PWX%h~NQ^	^kX	dKU�SBU�PKIWiKU�S4��J[UQjlUVJ[UQPK`QU
X	_	LOU�S�NQJ[U�SBIWJ[X.UQiahCY�dK_	`Vd¥X	NVZoU�S C8� V º	��¨zWN�SB_	`�S.X.UQ]aS�h�Y�dKUQJ[Un`�_3S�N
SBLtNV^	^+`VIWPaSBX	NVPWX%��»adWU¨SB`QdKUViWcK^	U{jlIWJ�N{mWJ[_	i�]WIK_	PKX+_%SniKUQ`V_	iKUQi�_	P
PWUVmo^._	mo_	zK^	U{X	_	LOU���¿aN�SBX%h�_	X�X	NVZoU�Snª�+KJ
,N�	i-,�`QIKLt]KNQJ[_3S.IKP}X	I|mWUQX+X	dWU
_	PKX	UQmWJ[NQX.UQi�SB`QdKUViWcK^	U�jlIWJ-X	dW_3S�PWIKiKU��"HCIWJ-_	PaS.X.NQPK`QU�h"_	P�N�`VUVJ[X	NQ_.PAS.UVPaS.IKJ
PWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z�h"Y�U�`QdKIWIaSBU�F N�S�¸23���4�NVPWi ��N�S ¦ ¢ah"X	dKU�zWN�SB_	`+SBX	UV]�S�_.X©X.NQZWU�S
X	Ik`QNV^	`VcW^	NVX	U�X	dKU�_	PKX	UVmoJ[NVX	UVi�SB`VdWUViWcK^	U�_%SC_	PkX	dWU�IKJ[iWUVJaIWj�LONQmWPW_	X.cWiKU�IWj
X	UVPµX	dKIWcaSBNQPKi��Á�[P�N�X	Rr]K_	`VNQ^pdKNQJ[iKY�NVJ[U�]K^	NVX	jlIWJ[LÌ«Ô¡ ¬ h�X	dWU:UQPKUQJ[mWR`QIKPaS.cKLtUVi�j�IKJ�X	UVP�SOIKjpX	dWIKcaS.NVPKi�SOIKjkzKN�S._.`¥`VNQ^.`QcK^	NVX	_	IKP�SO_%SO_	PÀX	dWU
SBNQLOU�IWJ[iKUVJ�IKj+LONQmWPW_	X.cWiKU�IKj+X	J[NVP�SBLO_	X	X	_	PKm�N|SB_	PKmo^	U:zW_	X3htSBIµ_	Xp_%S
PWUVmo^._	mo_	zK^	U�`QIKLt]KNQJ[UVitX.It`VIWLOLtcKPW_	`VNVX	_	IKPtIKgoUVJ[dWUVNQia�
»adWU´LOUQLOIWJ[R±SB]WNV`QU¾IK`Q`VcK]W_	UVi jlIWJ¨`VNV^	`QcK^	NVX	_	PKmfX.dWU¾_	PKX	UVmoJ[NVX	UQi
SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U�_%S:`VIWLO]WIaSBUQi¼IWj ¦ �5.��ÍUVPKX	J[_	U�S�IKPxNQgWUQJ[NVmoU�j�IKJ�X	dWU
PWUV_	mWdWzKIWJ[dKIKIWi�X.NQzK^	U�h�ªK� �1LtUVLtIKJ[R�cWPK_	X%S�j�IKJ SBIWJ[X	_.PWm�X.dWU�J[UQjlUVJ[UQPK`QU



X	_	LOU�S�IWP�NVgoUVJ[NQmWU�NQPKi § �+ª�+WJ , �	i , LOUQLOIWJ[R�cKPW_	X3SpjlIWJ1S.X.IWJ[_	PKm{X	dKU
SB`QdKUViWcK^	U�S�jlIKJkmWJ[_	i�]KIW_.PWX%S��}»aRr]K_	`VNQ^.^	RChaX.dWU�LOUQLOIWJ[R1caSBNQmWU�IWjOX	dKU
]KJ[IWX	IK`VIW^�IKP�UQNV`Vd�PWIKiKU�_%S�_.P�X	dKU�IWJ[iKUVJtIKj�LtNVmoPK_	X	cKiWU5IKj���zKRrX	U�S3h
Y�dW_	`Vdt_3S-SBcK_	X	NVzW^	U�jlIWJ�J[U�S.IKcKJ[`QU�zWIKcWPKiKUQi�S.UVPaS.IKJ�PWIKiKU�S�^	_	ZWUk«Ô¡ ¬ �
�	�('"�
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�[P�X	dKUvzWN�SB_	`viKU�SB_	mWP�hpUVNV`Qd�PKIWiKUvIKPW^	R�zKUQNV`QIKPaS�IWPK`QU��[Y�_	X	dKIWcKX
`VIWPaSB_	iWUVJ[NVX	_	IKP IWj½`QIK^	^	_3S._.IWPaSB�½_	P�X	dWU _	PW_.X	_	NV^	_	uVNQX	_.IWP ]KdWN�SBU�h
iK_%S�S.UVLt_.PWNVX	_	PKm�X	dKUÁ_	PWjlIKJ[LtNVX	_	IKPfNVzKIWcKXµ_	X%S�J[UVj�UVJ[UVPW`VU�X	_.LtU�NVPKi
^	IK`QNVX	_	IKPa����cWJ[_	PKmkX	dWU SBUVP�SB_	PKmO]KdKN�SBU�hVX	dWUVJ[U�_%S©PKIkPKUVUQi�X	IASBUVPWi�UVwoX.J[N
LtU�S�SBNQmWU�SpjlIKJ+`VIWIKJ[iK_	PWNVX	_	IKPa�x�[P�X	dKUµSBUQ`VIWPKi{J[IWcKPKi�IK]KX	_	Lt_.uQNVX	_	IKP�h
UVNQ`Vd�PKIWiKU zKUQNV`QIKPaS~X	dKJ[UQU+LtU�S3SBNVmoU�S~_	PKiK_	`QNVX	_	PKm5X	dKU J[UVj�UVJ[UVPW`VU X	_	LOU�h
X	dKU _	PKX	UVmoJ[NVX	UQi�S.`VdKUQiKcW^.U+NVPWi¥X	dWU�cW]KiKNQX	UVi�SB`VdWUViKcW^	U���»aRo]W_	`VNV^	^	RCh�N�S
LtUVPKX	_	IKPWUVi�h<X.dWU1UVPWUVJ[moRÀ`QIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKP{j�IKJ¥SBUVPWiK_	PKmÀIKJ J[UV`QUV_	go_.PWmÀN
SB_	PKmo^	U�zK_	X�_%S©IKPpX	dKU�SBNVLtU�IKJ[iWUVJ�IKj�LtNVmoPK_	X	cKiKU�N�S�J[cKPKPW_	PKmpX	dKIWcaSBNQPKi�S
IKj�_	PaSBX	J[cW`VX	_	IKPaS3�k�[P+J[UQNV^�SBUQPaSBIWJ�PKUQX	Y�IKJ[Z©S�hrX.dWUOJ[UQX	J[NVPaS.LO_%S�SB_	IWPaS�c�SBUVi
X	I�iKUQNV^©Y�_	X.d�`QIKPWX.UQPKX	_	IKP�LtNVZoU�X	dKU�UVPWUVJ[moRp`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX	_.IWP jlIKJ�SBUVPWiK_	PKm
NµLOU�S�SBNQmWUµUVgoUVP¨dW_.modKUQJs�Í»adKUQJ[UVjlIWJ[U�h�X.dWUµgWUQJ[R�jlUVY�PWcKLtzKUQJ¥IWj
LtU�S�SBNQmWU�S�X	J[NQPaSBLt_	X.X	UQi+_	P IKcWJ<]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^a_%S�]WJ[UVjlUQJ[NVzK^	UtjlIKJ<LO_	PK_	Lt_	uV_	PKm
UVPWUVJ[moR�`VIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKPÀNVPWiÀUQwWX	UVPWiK_	PKm|SBRCSBX	UQL�^	_	jlUQX._	LtU�� ° PWR�UVwoX.J[N
UVPWUVJ[moR `VIKP�SBcKLtUVifzKR `VIWLO]W^	_.`QNVX	UVif`VIWLO]WcKX	NVX	_	IKPf_3SµPKUQmW^	_	mW_	zW^.U
`VIWLO]WNVJ[UQi�X.I�X.dWU�UVPWUVJ[moR¾S.NVgoUVi�zWR6iWUV`VJ[UQN�SB_	PWm�`VIWLOLtcKPW_	`VNVX	_	IKP
IKgoUVJ[dWUVNQia�
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� " - - & �& � �" ��" # � ��[Xa_%S-UVN�SBR X	InLtIKiK_	jlR IWcKJ~zKN�SB_	`k]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^�X	IniKUQNV^�Y�_	X	dniW_	jljlUVJ[UQPKX	_	NVX	UVi
SBUQPaSB_	PKm `QIKgoUVJ[NVmoUtY�dKUQP�X	dWUVJ[UtNVJ[UtiK_	jljlUQJ[UVPKXaJ[UQ�KcW_.J[UQLOUQPKX%S�hCSBX	NVX	_	`VNV^	^	R
IKJ�iKRrPWNVLt_.`QNV^	^	RC�O�[P X.dWU�zKN�S._.`�NQ^.moIKJ[_	X	dKLnhãX.dWU�LO_	iKiW^	Ut]WIK_	PKX©zKUVX	Y�UVUVP
X	Y�IpJ[UQjlUVJ[UQPK`QU�X	_.LtU�S©_%S~SBUQ^	UV`VX	UQipN�S©X	dKU�SBX	NVJ[X �	UVPKik]KIK_	PWXCIWj�N+S.`VdKUQiKcW^.U
jlIWJ�N�moJ[_	iO]WIK_	PKX%�~»adKNQX�_%SCX	I�SBNVRChQ» ] ^ _ `Nb NVPWik» c6`Nd NVJ[U�`VdKI�SBUVPON�SCdWNV^	j�IWj
X	dKU1_	PWX.UQJ[gWNQ^%SkzKUVX	Y�UVUVP�X.Y�I{J[UVj�UVJ[UVPW`VU¥X._	LtU�S�h�J[U�SB]WUV`VX	_	goUV^	RC�6�[jpY�U
Y�NQPKX�X	I�NVisÇ%c�SBX�X	dKU�iKUQmWJ[UQU:IWj1S.UVPaS._.PWm�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU:X	IµNVPµNQJ[zK_	X	J[NVJ[R
iKUQmWJ[UQU���hrX	dWUtIWPK^	Rp`QdKNVPWmWU�_	P X	dKU�]KJ[IWX.IW`VIW^aJ[UV�KcW_	J[UVi+_3S�X	I�UQwWX	UVPWi�IWJ
SBdWJ[_.PWZ »	] ^ _ `NbKNQPKi+»	c�`
d<]KJ[IW]KIKJ[X	_	IKPWNV^	^	RCho_%� U�� hW»	] ^ _ `Nb�NQPKi�»	c�`Nd�S.dKIKcW^	inzKU
LtcK^	X	_.]W^	_.UQinzWR��a���[X�`VNVP�zKUOUVN�S._.^	R¥SBUQUVPnX	dWNVX�Y�_	X	d�NV^	^�X	dKU�SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U�S
jlIWJ�UVNQ`VdAmWJ[_	iA]KIK_	PWX~LOcW^.X	_	]K^	_	UViAzKR��ah�X	dKU+NVmomWJ[UQmWNQX	U1SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U+IKj�N
SBUQPaSBIWJ�PWIKiKU�_%S�NV^%SBI�LtcK^	X	_	]K^	_	UVi�zKR��a��»adKUVJ[U _%S~IKPKU `QIKPaS.X.J[NQ_	PKX�jlIWJ
X	dKU�UVwoX.UQPaSB_	IWP  _	j�X	dKU�S.cKL}IWjaX	dKU�_	PKX	UQJ[gWNQ^3S©LtcK^	X	_	]K^	_	UVipzWR���_%S©moJ[UVNQX.UQJX	dKNQP�X.dWU�J[IKcWPKi�iKcWJ[NVX	_	IKP�»�h"Y�U+S.dKIKcW^	iASBdKJ[_	PKZkX.dWU�LOcW^	X._	]W^._	UQJ�SBI�X	dWNVX
» ] ^ _a`
b z » c6`Nd iWIKU�S(PKIWX�UVwo`VUVUQiOX	dWU�J[IWcKPKit_	PKX	UVJ[goNV^%�
ÃAIKJ[UvjlIWJ[LONQ^.^	RChpNvPKIWiKU2�[S1Y�IKJ[Zo_.PWm SB`QdKUViWcK^	UvjlIWJ:iW_	jljlUVJ[UQPKX	_	NVX	UVi
`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�_%S©iKUQX.UQJ[LO_	PWUVipzWROX	dKU�X	cW]K^	U��-+©h/.��10�h2+@365 798�:�h2+ ; 89=�h	�+�sh"NQPKipN
PKIWiKU�UVwoUV`QcKX	U�S(X.dWU�j�IK^	^	IKY�_	PWmtY�IKJ[Zo_	PKm�SB`VdWUViWcK^	U E �WºIF� G~¶�H��>J �£·1¶ ���.¹ K �YLN+�O�¹ P�.��10WR�+ 365 798�: O
���<¶�IF�¹ ��	Wº��>J
� ºlJ[V � �×·n¶�� �	¹ K �WLN+XOn¹2PY. � 0MPZ+[; 89= O�� T
»adKUk_.PWX	UVPKiWUVi�iWUVmoJ[UVU�IWj�`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWU���]KJ[IWgW_	iWU�S�N�mWcWNVJ[NQPKX	UVU�X	dKNQX<X	dKU
NVgoUVJ[NQmWUnPKcKLtzKUQJ�IKj�Y�IWJ[ZW_	PWm�PKIWiKU�S�X.dWNVXkSBUVP�SBUnUQNV`Qd�moJ[_.i¥]KIW_.PWX�_.P
UVNQ`VdµJ[IKcWPKiµ_%S NQXp^	UVN�SBX��h�cK]�X	I�X	dKU�^	_	Lt_.X	NQX._	IWP�_.Lt]KI�SBUVi�zWR�X	dKU
PKcWLOzWUVJ�IKj�S.UVPaS.IKJ�PKIKiWU�S�]KJ[U�SBUVPWX%� � ]KUV`Q_	jl_	`VNV^	^	RCh"Y�dKUQP�� _3S�ª�hãNQX©NQPKR
X	_	LOU�hQUVNQ`VdkmoJ[_	ik]WIK_	PKX(_%S�SBUQPaSBUQikzKR�NQX�^	UQN�SBX(ªkY�IKJ[Zo_	PKmtPKIKiWU�S���³�dKUVP
NVPWR�SB_	PKmo^	U�PKIKiWU�jlNV_	^%S�hãX.dWU�X.NQJ[mWUQX�NVJ[UQN�_3S�SBX	_	^	^�jlcK^	^	Rp`QIKgoUVJ[UVi��kHCIWJ�NVP
�:gWNQ^.cWU�IKX	dKUQJkX	dKNQP ¦ NQPKi�ªah�X	dKU5PWcKLtzKUVJtIKj�Y�IKJ[Zo_.PWm1PKIWiKU�S�X	dWNVX
SBUQPaSBU�N�SB]WUV`V_	jl_	`�mWJ[_	ik]WIK_	PKX(_%SCIWPK^	R�mWcWNVJ[NVPWX	UVUViO_	PkX	dKU�NQgWUQJ[NVmoU SBUQPaSBU��
»adK_%S~jlUVNQX	cKJ[U _%S�IKj�mWJ[UQNVX~_	Lt]KIKJ[X	NQPK`VU+jlIWJ�N�dW_	mWdW^.R:S.UV`VcWJ[UViANVJ[UQN����[P
jlNQ`VX%h�X	dK_%SniK_	jljlUQJ[UVPWX._	NQX._	IWP�LOUQ`VdWNVPK_%SBL�`VNQP}zWU�moUVPKUQJ[NV^	_	uVUQi}X	I}X	dKU
SB_	X	cKNQX._	IWPaS~Y�dKUQJ[U���_%SkSBLtNV^	^	UVJ�X.dWNVP ¦ ��Æ~R5iKIW_.PWmÀSBIah(IKcKJ�SBIK^	cKX	_	IKP
Y�_	^	^©]WJ[IKgo_	iKU�]KNQJ[X	_.NQ^©`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU�_	P�X	_.LtU�X	I�X	dKU�X	NVJ[moUVX�NQJ[UVN�NVPWi jlcKJ[X	dKUQJ
J[UViWcK`QU�S�X	dWU�X	IKX	NQ^�UVPKUQJ[mWR�`QIKP�SBcKLtUVi��

�[XASBdWIKcW^.i�zKU:PKIWX	UVi�X.dWNVX�X	dK_%S iK_	jljlUQJ[UVPKX	_	NVX	_	IKP�LtUV`VdWNVPW_3S.L�`VNVPµzWU
NQ]K]K^	_	UVi�Y�_.X	d�goUVJ[RµSBLtNV^	^�IWgWUQJ[dKUQNVia� ° jlX	UVJtX	dKU:SBUQPaSBIWJOPWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z1_%S
iWUV]K^	IWRoUQiahVX	dKU�SBUVP�SBIKJ�PKIWiKU�S©NVJ[U�]WJ[IKmoJ[NVLtLOUQi�SBIpX	dKNQXCNQPKRtmWJ[_	i�]WIK_	PKX
IWj�X	dWU�X.NQJ[mWUQX©NQJ[UVN�_%S�`VIKgoUVJ[UQia��³�dKUVP�NQP�UVLtUVJ[moUVPW`VRpUQgWUQPKX�dWNV]K]WUVP�S�h
SBUQPaSBIWJ~PKIWiKU�S�_.P�X	dKUpY�dKIK^	U�S.UVPaS.IKJ�PKUQX.Y�IKJ[Z�IKJ�]KNQJ[X-IWj~X.dWUpPKUQX	Y�IKJ[Z
SBdWIKcW^.i¥J[NV_%SBU�X.dWUniWUVmoJ[UVUnIWj�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoUn_	LtLOUQiK_	NVX	UV^	RC�ÀH�IKJ�UQwWNQLO]W^.U�h
Y�dKUVP5NAS.UVPaS.IKJ�PKUVX	Y�IKJ[Z�c�SBUVi5jlIWJpS.cKJ[goUV_	^	^.NQPK`QU�iKUVX	UQ`VX%S�NQP�_.PWX	J[cKiKUQJsh
LtIKJ[U�PWIKiWU�S�SBdWIKcK^	i1zWU�NVY�NVZoUVPWUVi1X	I1NQ`VdK_	UQgWU�N�LOIWJ[Un]WJ[UV`V_%SBU�NVPWi
J[UQ^._	NQzK^	U�X	J[NQ`VZo_.PWm�IKj�X	dKU�_	PKX	J[cKiWUVJs�À»adWUnIKzWgW_	IWcaS�NQiKgoNVPKX	NQmWU�IKj�IWcKJ
SB`QdKUQLOUA_%StX	dKNQX �Kº�¸ �/J�CED��>F�� V.¹ �	 � DW¸�º��	�D����Q¶�CVº�a¹ ��	|¹ J+¸ ����a¹ ¸ �/Fa�
��PWU `VNVP�iW_3S3SBUVLt_	PKNVX	U X	dKU iKUQmWJ[UQU IKj�`VIKgoUVJ[NQmWU���X	IAX	dKU+X.NQJ[mWUQX~NVJ[UQN
NQPKi¾PWIKiKU�SvSB_	LO]W^	R¼UQwW]WNVPKi¼X	dKUV_	J�SB`QdKUQiKcK^	U�SÀNV`Q`VIKJ[iW_	PKm�X.I¼X	dK_%S
]WNVJ[NVLtUVX	UQJkX	I�]KJ[IKgo_	iKU5dW_.modKUQJOiWUVmoJ[UVU5IWjt`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWU5Y�_.X	dWIKcKX�jlcKJ[X	dWUVJ
zWUVNV`QIKPtUVwo`VdWNVPKmoU��
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zWN�SBUQ^._	PWU�S©jlJ[IWL�J[UV`QUVPKXC]KcWzK^	_	`VNVX	_	IKP�S�« ¦� ¬ «çªWª ¬ NVJ[U�`VIWPaSB_	iWUVJ[UVi�_	P�IWcKJUQgWNQ^.cWNVX	_	IKP��
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�� � � � �Â�UQJ[U�Y�U}mW_	goU�X	dKU�cW]K]KUQJ�zKIKcWPKi6NVPKi6^	IKY�UQJ�zKIWcKPKi6IKj1UQPKUQJ[mWR
`QIKPaS.cKLt]KX	_	IKP�]WUVJ�cKPW_.X�X	_	LOUpj�IKJ�N ¦ ¢K¢W¤¾`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�IKj�N�X	NVJ[moUVX-NVJ[UVN��
³�U�caSBU�X	dKUQL�N�S�zWN�SBUQ^._	PWU�S��~»adKU�cK]W]KUVJ©zKIKcWPKit_%S�X	J[_	gW_	NV^(NQPKikdWNV]W]KUVP�S
Y�dKUVP NQ^.^©X.dWU�SBUVP�SBIKJ-PKIKiWU�S�NVJ[UtY�IKJ[Zo_	PKm NV^	^aX	dKUtX	_	LOU�� H�IKJ�iW_	jljlUVJ[UQPKX
dWNVJ[iKY�NVJ[Ut]K^	NVX	jlIWJ[L�S3hoX	dKUtUVPWUVJ[moR�`VIKP�SBcKLtUVi�zKR NkY�IKJ[Zo_	PKm+PKIKiWUk]WUVJ
cWPK_	X�X	_	LOU�goNVJ[_	U�S�SB_	mWPW_	jl_	`VNVPWX	^.RC�kH�IKJ�moUVPWUVJ[NQ^._	X	RChoY�UOiWUVPKIWX	UO_	XaN�S�IKPWU
cWPK_	X�IWj�UVPWUVJ[moR¥`QIKPaS.cKLt]KX	_	IKP�� c � � I�X.dWUncW]K]KUQJ�zKIWcKPKi¥IKj�UQPKUQJ[mWR
`QIKPaS.cKLt]KX	_	IKP�zKR6N�SBUVP�SBIKJ:PKUQX	Y�IKJ[Z�`VIKLt]KI�SBUVi�IWj ® PWIKiWU�S�_%S
X	J[_	gW_	NQ^.^	R ® � c ��»adWUÀ^	IWY�UVJnzKIKcWPKi�IKj�UVPKUQJ[mWR�`QIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKP�IKj�N
SBUQPaSBIWJ�PKUQX	Y�IKJ[Z+iK_	jlj�UVJsS-NQ`V`VIWJ[iK_	PKm+X	InX	dKUOiKUQ]K^	IKRrLtUVPKX�IWj�X	dKU5S.UVPaS.IKJ
PWIKiKU�S��kÂ�IWY�UVgoUVJshãY�U�NQJ[UtNQzK^	U�X	I+IWzKX	NV_	P N�X	dKUVIWJ[UVX	_	`VNQ^�^	IKY�UQJ�zKIWcKPWi
NQ^.X	dWIKcKmodt_.X�LtNVR�PWIKX�zWU�J[UQNV`VdWNVzW^.U�zKR�N�`VUQJ[X	NV_	P�S.UVPaS.IKJaPKUQX	Y�IKJ[Z©��»adWU
^	IKY�UVJ�zWIKcWPKit_3S(zKN�SBUVitIKPtX	dKU�jlIK^	^	IKY�_.PWm�X.dWUVIWJ[UVL ³�dWUVPµY�U�`VIWgWUQJnN�cWPK_	XkNQJ[UVN�Y�_	X	d�UV�WcK_	goNV^	UVPWXk`V_	J[`Q^.U�S�h�X	dKU�^	IKY�UVJ
zWIKcKPWi�IKj¨X	dKU´PWcKLtzKUVJ�IKj¨`Q_.J[`Q^	U�S�caSBUQi _%S ������ � � »adWU
`QIKJ[J[U�S.]KIKPWiK_	PKm ^	IKY�UQJ zKIKcWPKi jlIKJ UQPKUVJ[moR `VIWPaSBcWLO]WX._	IWP _%S

��	��� � "!$# hsY�dKUVJ[U ° _3S(X	dKUkSB_	uVU�IKj©X	dWU�X	NVJ[moUVX�NQJ[UVN��
��UQX	NV_	^%S�IKjCX	dK_%S�X	dKUQIKJ[UQL�`QNVPtzKU�jlIKcWPKit_	P�« ¦ � ¬ �

1 ! % �	 � � � 	 � � ( � � � � , � � � �� � � � �  � � � � �« ¦�� ¬ NVPKi1« ªKª ¬ NQJ[UkX	dKUOjl_	JsSBX-Y�IKJ[Z©S<X	I�NViWiKJ[U�S3S<X.dWU�SBUQPaSB_	PKm�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU]WJ[IKzK^	UQL�_	PnSBUVP�SBIKJ©PKUVX	Y�IKJ[Z©S��O« ªWª ¬ ]KJ[IW]KI�SBU�S(N�LtUV`QdKNVPW_%SBL|zWN�SBUQikIWP]WJ[IKzK_	PWmtj�IKJ�UQPKUVJ[moRrq[UVjlj�_.`Q_	UVPKX-SBUQPaSB_	PWmO`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU�j�IKJ�SBUQPaSBIWJaPKUVX	Y�IKJ[Z©S��
�[P¼X.dWU6LtUV`QdKNQPK_%SBLnh�SB^	UVUQ]K_	PKmxPWIKiKU�S:Y�NVZoU6cW]¼NQ`V`VIWJ[iK_	PKmxX	I�N
iWRoPWNVLt_	`VNV^	^	R�`QdKNQPKmo_.PWm1Y�NQZWUQcK]�J[NQX.U���³�dWUVP1N�PWIKiWU�Y�NQZWU�S�cK]ah©_	X
zWJ[IKNViW`VN�SBX%S-Nk]WJ[IKzK_	PWm�LtU�S�S.NVmoU����[j�X	dWUVJ[Uk_%S-NQPKR Y�IWJ[ZW_	PWm�PWIKiKUk_.PnN
J[NQiK_	caS�IKj�J�`QUVPWX.UQJ[UVi¥NVX�X	dKUnY�NVZoUVcW]�PKIWiKU�hCX	dKUnY�IKJ[Zo_	PKmAPKIKiWUnY�_.^	^
zWJ[IKNViW`VN�SBX~N�J[UQ]K^	R5NVPWi¥X	dWU�NQY�NVZoUVPWUViAPKIWiKU+Y�_	^	^~J[UV`VUQ_	gWU+_	X3���[j�X	dWU
NQY�NVZoUVPWUVi PKIWiKUtiKIWU�S�PWIKXaJ[UQ`VUV_	goUONQPKR�J[UQ]K^	R�_	P�Nt`VUQJ[X.NQ_	P�NQLOIWcKPKXaIWj
X	_	LOU�hVX	dKU�PWIKiKU�SBY�_	X	`VdWU�S©_	PKX	IpY�IKJ[Zo_.PWmkLtIKiWU���»adKU�PWIKiWU�_	PpY�IWJ[ZW_	PKm
LtIKiWU�`VIWPKX	_	PKcKIWcaSB^	RnSBUVP�SBU�S©_	X%S~SBUQPaSB_	PKmONVJ[UQN�cKPWX._	^C_.XCjlNV_	^%S�IKJ�J[cKP�SaIWcKX
IWj�UVPWUVJ[moRC��« ¦�� ¬ SBdWIKYpS�X	dKNVXOSBcW`Vd¥Nn]KJ[IWzK_	PKmoq[zKN�SBUVi¥LOUQ`VdWNVPK_%SBL�_%SPWIKX<NQzK^	U�X	I5UVP�SBcKJ[U�X	dKU�IWJ[_	mW_	PKNQ^�SBUQPaSB_	PWm�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�NVPKi�NQgWIW_.i�zW^._	PWi
dWIK^	U�S��+�[X�NQ^%SBIn]WIK_	PKX%S-IWcKX�X	dKNVX�NQ^.X	dWIKcKmodnzWR iKUV`QJ[UVN�SB_	PKm+X.dWUp]KJ[IWzK_	PKm
NQJ[UVN�hsX.dWU�]WJ[IKzK_	PWmOzWN�SBUQikLtUV`VdWNVPW_3S.L|`QNVPkLt_	PK_	Lt_.uQU�X	dKU�NVJ[UQN�IKjazW^._	PWi
dWIK^	U�S�Ä�_	X�ZoUVUQ]aS+LtIKJ[U:PKIWiKU�S+Y�IWJ[ZW_	PWm�`QIKLt]KNQJ[UVi�X.I�X	dKU|SB]WIKPaS.IKJ
`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoUVq[zWN�SBUQi�S.`VdKUQLOU�_	P�« ¦� ¬ ��Â�UVPK`QU�h£LOIWJ[U�UQPKUVJ[moR�`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX._	IWP



_%S-J[UV�WcK_	J[UVin_.P�«çªWª ¬ ��»adKUQJ[UVjlIWJ[U�hK_	P�X	dKUpUQgWNQ^	cKNVX	_	IKP�SBUV`QX._	IWP�Y�UpIWPK^	R`VIWLO]WNVJ[U�IKcWJ�]KJ[IWX.IW`VIW^�Y�_	X	d�« ¦�� ¬ �
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� � � 	 �« ¦�� ¬ _3S(J[UVjlUQJ[J[UVitX	ION�S�X	dKUAJB·aº�IJ�ºW¸ �/FBCVº�� �V¸�¶	��&J�CED�/K ��_.POX	dK_%SC]KNQ]KUQJs�
�[X�]WJ[U�SBUQPKX%S�N+PKIWiKUQqsSB`VdWUViKcW^	_.PWm�LOUQ`VdKNQPK_%SBLxzKN�SBUViAIKPANVPAUV^	_	mo_.zW_	^._	X	R
J[cK^	U�� ° X�X.dWU5zKUQmW_	PKPW_	PKm1IWjtUQNV`Qd�J[IKcKPWiah�UVNQ`Vd�PWIKiKU5`QNV^	`VcW^	NVX	U�S�_	X%S
UV^	_	mo_.zW_	^._	X	R5jlIWJ�mWIW_.PWm¥X	I{SB^	UVUV]�� ° zWNV`QZWq[IWjlj�LtUV`VdWNVPW_3S.L¼_%S�c�SBUVi¥X.I
NVgoIK_	i�SBUQPaSB_	PWm1dKIW^.U�S�`VNVc�SBUVi�zKR�SB_	LOcW^.X	NQPKUVIWcaS�NQ`VX	_	IKPaS�IWj�LOcW^	X._	]W^.U
PKIWiKU�S�����cWJ�NQ]K]WJ[IKNV`QdpdKN�S©X	Y�IpNQiKgoNVPKX	NQmWU�S©IKgoUVJ�X	dK_%S©IKPWU���HC_	JsSBX%hVX	dKU
SBUQPaSBIWJ�PKIWiKU�S�IKPW^.R�PWUVUQi�X	I�SBUVPWi�NtjlUVY�LtU�S�SBNQmWU�S�jlIWJtSB`VdWUViWcK^	_	PKm+_.P
X	dKU+_	PK_	X	_.NQ^	_.uQNVX	_	IKPA]KdWN�SBU�h�Y�dW_	^.U+X	dKU�SB`VdWUVLtU�_	PA]KNQ]KUVJ�« ¦� ¬ J[UQ�KcK_	J[U�SzKJ[IWNViW`VN�S.X._	PWm{X	I�X.dWU�PKUQ_.modKzWIKJsSkNQXOX	dKU�zKUVmo_	PKPW_.PWm�IWj�UVNV`Qd{J[IKcWPKi��
° ^	X	dKIWcKmodOX	dWU�UQwWNQ`VX�J[U�S.cK^	X%S�iKUQ]KUQPKikIWPkX	dKUpSBRCSBX	UVL�SBUVX	X	_	PKm©S�hQ_	X(`VNQPkzKU
UVN�SB_	^	R�`QIKPW`V^	cKiWUVi}X	dWNVX X	dKU:]KUVJ[q[J[IWcKPWi|zWN�SBUQi|zWJ[IKNViW`VN�SBX�LOU�S�SBNQmWU�S
`VNQcaSBU6LOIWJ[U�IWgWUQJ[dKUVNQiÁX	dKNQPÁIWcKJsS�� � UQ`VIWPKiah Y�dWUVP�`VNV^	`QcK^	NVX	_	PKm
UV^	_	mo_.zW_	^._	X	R�jlIWJ�mWIW_	PKm�X	I�SB^	UQUV]ah£X	dKU�`VIKPWX	J[_.zWcKX	_	IKPOIKj�N�PKUV_	modKzWIKJaPKIWiKU"�[S
SBUQPaSB_	PKm�NQJ[UVN�X.ItX	dKUpSBUVP�SB_	PKmtNVJ[UVN�IKj�X	dWU�PKIWiKU�_.X%SBUQ^	j�_%S�SB_	LO]W^	_.j�_.UQikX	IkN
� S.]KIKP�SBIKJ[UQi�SBUV`QX	IKJ���h�Y�dK_	`Vd´_%S{LOcW`VdMS.LONQ^.^	UQJ�X	dWNVP¾X	dKU�NV`VX	cWNV^
`VIWPKX	J[_	zKcWX._	IWPah�U�SB]WUV`Q_.NQ^	^.RnY�dKUQP�X.dWU PKUV_	modKzWIKJ�PWIKiWU+_%S~gWUQJ[R�`V^	I�SBU X.I
X	dKUOPKIKiWUk_	X%SBUV^	j��[j�_.mocKJ[U � �s� � I�`VIWLO]WNVJ[UQi�Y�_	X	d�IKcWJ�]KJ[IKX	IW`VIK^%hKX	dKUQ_	JsS
PKUQUVi�S¼LOIWJ[UÍPWIKiKU�S¼X	IÊzWUÍNVY�NVZoU�Ä}X	dKUQJ[UVjlIWJ[U�hµLOIWJ[UyUQPKUVJ[moR
`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX	_.IWPOIW`V`QcKJsS��
3 ! & 9 �' $ ��" # � ��[PÊX	dW_3S�UVgoNV^	cKNQX._	IWP�SBUQ`VX	_	IKPah�Y�UÍiWUVLtIKP�SBX	J[NVX	UyX	dWUy_	Lt]KJ[IKgoUVi
]KUQJ[jlIKJ[LtNVPW`VU�moUVPWUVJ[NVX	UQi�zKRkIWcKJ�SB`VdWUVLtUt_	P X	UVJ[LnS�IWj ¦ �<X	IKX	NQ^�NVLtIKcWPKX
IKj©UVPKUQJ[mWR�`QIKPaS.cKLtUViahsªK�aUVPWUVJ[moR�gWNQJ[_.NQX	_.IWPkNQLOIWPKmtPKIKiWU�S�h § ��dKNQ^.j�q[^._	jlU
IKj�X	dKU�PWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z�NVPWi � ��SBUQPaSB_	PWm�`VIKgoUVJ[NQmWU�IWgWUQJ<X	_	LOU��kÃ¥IWJ[UVIKgoUVJshãY�U
Y�_	^	^�NV^%SBIpiWUVLtIKPaS.X.J[NQX	U�N+SBUVXCIKj�PKUQY�jlUVNQX.cWJ[U�S�jlIWcKPKi�_	P�IWcKJ�UVPKdWNVPW`VUVi
iK_	jlj�UVJ[UVPWX	_.NQX	UVinSBUVJ[go_	`VU�X.dWNVX�_%S�PWIKX�SBcW]K]WIKJ[X	UVitzKR�]WJ[UVgo_.IWcaS-SB`VdWUVLtU�S��
�[PAX.dWU�UQgWNQ^	cKNVX	_	IKPAY�U�iKI¥PKIKX�_	PK`Q^	cKiKU�`VIWLOLtcKPW_.`QNVX	_	IKP¥`VIaS.X�iWcKU�X.I
iKNQX	N�X	J[NVP�SBjlUVJ�zWUV`QNVcaS.U�_	X�_3StdK_	mWdW^	R:NQ]K]W^._	`QNVX	_	IKPvS.]KUV`Q_	jl_	`�� ° ^3S.IÀjlIWJ
SBIWLOU´NQ]K]K^	_	`VNQX	_.IWPaS�N�S�_	PKX	J[cWiKUVJ�iKUQX	UV`VX	_	IKP�h1iKNVX	N´X	J[NVP�SBjlUQJ�IWPK^	R
dKNQ]K]WUVPaS�Y�dWUVP�SBIWLOU�J[NQJ[U�UVgoUVPWX3SpNQJ[U�_3S3SBcKUQia��HCIWJ1S.cK`Vd�S.R©S.X.UQL�S3h
UVPWUVJ[moR+SB]KUQPKX�IWPOiWNVX	N�X	J[NQPaSBjlUQJ�_%S�J[UQ^.NQX	_.goUV^	R�_	PaS._.moPK_	jl_	`QNVPKX%�

3 !  � � � � � �  � � � �� � ,  
 � � � �  � � �³�U�J[cWP1IKcWJtzWN�SB_	`�]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^�NVPWi1UVwoX	UVPaS._.IWPaS�IWP1N�SB]WUV`Q_.NQ^�]KcKJ[]WIaSBU
SB_	LtcK^	NVX	IKJs���[PpIWcKJ�SB_	LtcK^	NVX	_	IKP�hVX.dWU SBUQPaSBIWJ�PWIKiWU�S©NVJ[U�iK_%SBX	J[_	zKcKX	UQi�_.P�N
¦ �W¢KL � ¦ �W¢KL SB�WcKNQJ[U1jl_	UV^	ia��»adWUµSBUVP�SB_	PKmÀJ[NVPKmoU1_%S ¦ ¢WLÅNQPKi{X	dKU
`VIWLOLtcKPW_	`VNVX	_	IKP�J[NVPKmoU1_%SOª�¡sLn�6»adKU{SBUVP�SBIKJ�PWIKiKU�SONVJ[U¥iKUQ]K^	IKRrUVi
Y�_	X	dxN¨cKPK_	jlIWJ[L iK_%SBX	J[_	zKcWX._	IWP�_	PWX.IxX	dKU¼SB�WcKNQJ[U�j�_.UQ^	ia�ÉH�IKJ:IKcWJ
]KJ[IWX	IK`VIW^%hsX	dKU�X	NVJ[moUVX�NVJ[UQN�_%S(X.dWU ¦ � ¢WLB� ¦ � ¢KL6SB�WcKNQJ[U�_	PkX	dKU�`VUQPKX	UVJaIWj
X	dKU+SB�WcKNQJ[U�jl_	UV^	i�X	I�]KJ[UVgoUVPWX©X	dKU�PWIKiWU�S�NVX�X	dWUtUQiKmoU�jlJ[IKLvY�IKJ[Zo_.PWm�NV^	^
X	dKUOX._	LtU���³�UOIKPW^.R+iKI�SBX	NVX	_%SBX	_.`�S<IKP�X	dWUp`VUQPKX	J[NV^ ¦ ¢W¢KL � ¦ ¢K¢WL�jl_	UQ^.i
X	I�UV^	_	LO_	PWNVX	U�X	dKU�UViWmWU�UVjljlUQ`VX%� ° ^	^tUVwo]KUVJ[_	LtUVPWX3SkNQJ[U1J[UV]WUVNQX.UQi ¦ ¢
X	_	LOU�S Y�_.X	d iK_	jlj�UVJ[UVPWX±J[NVPWiKIWL SBUVUQiaSbNVPKi iW_.j�jlUVJ[UQPKX±PWIKiKU
iKUQ]K^	IKRrLtUVPWX3S3��»adWU$�a¡£¤y`QIKPWjl_	iKUVPW`VU¥_.PWX	UVJ[goNV^%SOIKjkX.dWU�J[U�SBcK^	X%SONVJ[U
NVzWIKcWX�¡! ¦ ¢W¤�IWj©X	dKU�LtUVNVP�S��

3 ! % �� � � � � & � 	 � 
 � � �� � � 	 � . � �  � � � � ��[P X	dW_3S�UVwo]KUVJ[_	LtUVPWX3hAY�UÁ_	PWgWU�SBX	_.moNVX	U¼X.dWUÁUQPKUVJ[moR `VIWPaSBUQJ[gWNQX._	IWP
]WUVJ[jlIWJ[LONQPK`VU�_	P�X	UVJ[L�IKj�X	IWX.NQ^�UVPKUQJ[mWR�`QIKPaS.cKLtUVi�]WUVJ�cWPK_	X�IKj�X	_	LOU��
³�U�`QIK^	^	UV`QXÀJ[U�SBcK^	X%S�jlJ[IKL½IKcWJ�zWN�SB_	`�iWU�SB_	moPahnX	dKU´SBUV`QIKPKi¼]KN�S�S
IW]KX	_	LO_	uVNQX	_.IWPOIWj©IWcKJ�iWU�SB_	moPONQPKin« ¦� ¬ �[S<S.]KIKP�SBIKJ[UQik`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU�S.`VdKUQLOU��³�U�NQ^3S.I�`VIKLt]KNQJ[U�X	dKU+SB_	LtcK^	NVX	_	IKP�J[U�SBcK^	X%S�Y�_	X	d�X.dWU�^	IKY�UQJ-zWIKcWPKi NVPWi
X	dKU�cK]K]WUVJ zKIWcKPWiaS���»adWU�jlIW^.^	IWY�_	PKm:jl_	mWcWJ[U�SBdWIKYpSOX	dKU�S._.LtcK^	NQX._	IWP
J[U�SBcK^	X%S��
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 � � �� � � � � � �  � � � � 	 � � $ �  � � � , � � � 	 �H�J[IKLvH�_	mWcWJ[U ��hoY�UO`QNVP�SBUVUtX	dKNVXaIWcKJ�]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^a`QIKPaS.cKLtU�S�LtcK`Qd�^	U�S�S
UQPKUVJ[moRkX	dWNVPA« ¦�� ¬ �[S�SB]WIKP�SBIKJ[UQi+`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWU�SB`QdKUVLtU��ã»adK_%Sa_%S�iWcKU�X	I+X	dWUjlNQ`VX(X	dKNQX�_	POX.dWU�SB]WIKP�SBIKJ[UQi5SBUQ`VX	IKJazWN�SBUQi�SB`VdWUVLtU�hVX	dKU�`VIKPWX	J[_.zWcKX	_	IKPpIWj
IWPKU�Y�IWJ[ZW_	PWm�PKIKiWU�X.I NQPKIKX	dWUVJ<PWIKiWU2�[S�SBUVP�SB_	PKm�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�_3SaPKIWX�jlcW^.^	R
`QIKPaS._.iWUVJ[UQia�{»aI1zKUnLOIWJ[U�SB]KUQ`V_	jl_	`�h�X.dWU�SB]WIKP�SBIKJ[UQi�SBUQ`VX	IKJ�_%S�LtcK`Qd
^	U�S3SaX	dWNVP�X	dKU�NQ`VX	cKNQ^©`VIWPKX	J[_	zKcWX._	IWP��sSBUVU+¡W� ªK�s��³�dK_	^	Ut_	P IKcWJ<]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^%h
X	dKU�j�cK^	^<`QIKPKX	J[_	zKcWX	_.IWP5_%S~`QIKP�SB_	iKUVJ[UQi:SBI5X	dKU�J[UQiKcKPWiKNQPK`VR�_%S~J[UQiKcW`VUVi��
° PKIKX	dWUVJkiW_%SBX	_.PWmWcW_%SBdKUQi:j�UVNVX	cWJ[U5X.dWNVX�IKcKJt]KJ[IWX	IK`VIW^�]WJ[IKgo_.iWU�S�_%S�X.dWNVX
Y�_.X	d5X	dKU�_	PW`VJ[UVN�SBU�IKj�PWIKiKU�iWUVP�SB_	X.RCh�X	IKX	NV^-UVPWUVJ[moRn`VIWPaSBcWLOUQi�zKR�IWcKJ
]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^t`VdKNQPKmoU�SkgoUVJ[R:^	_.X	X	^	U����[P{`QIKPKX	J[N�SBX%h<X.dWUµSB]WIKPaS.IKJ[UVi�SBUV`QX	IKJ
zWN�SBUQiASB`VdWUVLtU+SBcKjlj�UVJsS�Y�dWUVP�iKUQPaSB_	X	Rk_	PW`VJ[UVN�SBU�S3�t»adK_%S�_%S�zWUV`QNVcaS.UtX	dWU
`Q^.I�SBUVJ©PKIKiWU�S(NVJ[U�X.ItUVNQ`VdtIKX	dKUQJshQX	dKU�LOIWJ[U�SBUQgWUQJ[U�NVPOcKPWiKUVJ[U�SBX	_	LONQX._	IWP
IWjASBUVP�SBIKJ `VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU1zKR:PKUQ_	mWdWzKIKJ[_	PWm�PKIWiKU�Sk_3S3� ° SON�J[U�SBcK^	X%h-IWcKJ
SB`QdKUQLOUtIKcWX.]WUVJ[jlIWJ[L�S�SB]KIWPaSBIWJ[UVi+`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�SB`QdKUQLOUtzKR�N�S�LtcK`Vd+N�S�N
¡£¢K¤�J[UViKcW`VX	_	IKPO_.POUVPWUVJ[moRt`QIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKPOY�dKUQPkX	dKU�iKUQPaSB_	X	R�_3S©NQzKIWcKX §
PWIKiKU�S-]KUQJ~J[qsSB�KcWNVJ[U��5��cKJOSB`VdWUVLtUpUVP�SBcKJ[U�S<X	dKNVX�X	dKU�S.R©S.X.UQL�^	_	jlUVX	_	LtU
Y�_.^	^�_.PW`VJ[UQN�SBU5PWUVNVJ[^	RA]KJ[IW]KIKJ[X	_	IKPWNV^	^	R¥Y�_	X.d�X.dWU�PKIWiKU�iWUVP�SB_	X.RAIKj�X	dWU
SBUQPaSBIWJ~PKUQX.Y�IKJ[Z©hWY�dW_	`Vdn_%S-iWU�SB_	J[NQzK^	UkjlIWJ�^.IWPKmoq[^	_.j�UVq[X	_	LOU�S.cKJ[goUV_	^	^.NQPK`QU
NQ]K]K^	_	`VNQX	_.IWPaS��
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 � � �� � � � � � �  � � ��[P+X	dK_%S�SB_	LtcK^	NVX	_	IKP�hoY�UO_	PKgoU�S.X._	moNVX	Ut]KUVJ[j�IKJ[LtNVPK`QUOIWj�UVPWUVJ[moR zKNV^	NQPK`VU��
³�U�LtUVN�SBcKJ[U�X	dKUAS.X.NQPKiWNVJ[i5iKUQgW_	NQX._	IWP5IKj�UVPWUVJ[moRn`VIWPaSBcWLOUQi5zKR�UQNV`Qd
PWIKiKU�_.PkIKcKJ�zWN�SB_	`�iWU�SB_	moPpNVPWip_	P�X.dWU�LOcW^	X._	]W^.U�J[IWcKPWi�UVwoX.UQPaSB_	IWP�Y�_	X	d
Ã @ ¦ ¢a� �~U�SBcW^	X3S�NVJ[U�`VIWLO]WNVJ[UVi�Y�_	X	d�X.dWU¼SB]KIWPaSBIWJ[UVix`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU
SB`QdKUQLOU��
H�_	mWcWJ[U ¦ ¢¥SBdKIWY�SaX.dWNVX�_	P+zKIWX.d+X	dKUnSB]KIWPaSBIWJ[UVi+`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�SB`QdKUQLOUtNVPWi
IWcKJ�SB`QdKUQLOU�h�X	dKU�NQgWUQJ[NVmoUAUQPKUQJ[mWR1`QIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKP�jlIWJkNÀSB_	PKmo^	UAPWIKiWU
J[UQiKcK`QU�S1Y�dWUVP�X	dKUvPWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z�iWUVPaS._.X	R�_	PK`VJ[UQN�SBU�S�� Â�IKY�UVgoUVJshkIWcKJ
SB`QdKUQLOUvJ[UQiKcK`QU�S1NVX¥NvLOcW`Vd�jlN�SBX	UVJ:J[NVX	UvX	dKNQP�X.dWUxSBUQ`VX	IKJ[q[zWN�SBUQi
SB`QdKUQLOU�� ³�dWUVP+X.dWUOPWIKiWUOiWUVPaS._.X	R�_%S-J[UQN�SBIWPKNVzW^	R+dW_	mWd����¥ª�PKIKiWU/��J[q
SB�WcKNQJ[UV�sh�IKcWJ�]KJ[IKX	IW`VIK^+IKcWX	]KUVJ[j�IKJ[LnSnX.dWU¨SB]WIKPaS.IKJ[UVi}gWUQ`VX	IKJ5zWN�SBUQi
SB`QdKUQLOU�Y�_	X	d¼J[UQmWNQJ[iaS�X.I�UVPWUVJ[moR�`VIWPaSBcWLO]WX._	IWP¼zWNV^	NVPW`VU�NVLtIKPKm
PWIKiKU�S���HCJ[IWL�H�_	mWcWJ[U ¦ ¢�hKY�Up`QNVP�NQ^3S.I�SBUVUkX.dWNVX-X.dWU�LOcW^	X._	]W^.U�J[IWcKPWi
UQwWX	UVP�SB_	IKP `VNQP UVjljlUQ`VX	_	gWUQ^	RpJ[UViWcK`VU�N�`VUQJ[X	NV_	P NVLtIKcKPWXaIKj-X.dWUOgoNVJ[_	NQX._	IWP
_	PtUVPKUQJ[mWR�`QIKP�SBcKLt]KX	_	IKP��
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3 ! 0 6 � � , = '  , 	 � � , � � + 	 � � 	 � � � � � ��[P�IKJ[iKUQJ�X	I|LtUVN�SBcKJ[U:X	dKU}SBRCSBX	UVLM^	_	jlUVX	_	LOU:UVwoX	UVP�SB_	IKPµiKcWU:X	IµIKcWJ
]KJ[IWX	IK`VIW^%h�Y�U iKUVj�_.PWU X.dWU dKNV^	jlq[^	_	jlU IKj�N¥SBUVP�SBIKJ�PKUQX.Y�IKJ[Z5N�S�X	dKU X	_	LOU
jlJ[IWL�X	dWU¥zWUVmo_.PWPK_	PKm�IWjkX	dKU�iKUQ]K^	IKRrLtUVPWX�cKPWX._	^�UQwWNQ`VX	^	R1dKNQ^	jOIWjOX	dKU
SBUQPaSBIWJaPKIKiWU�SCNQJ[U�SBX	_	^	^(NV^	_	gWU���³�U�N�S�SBcKLtU�X	dWNVX�X.dWU�^	_	jlUVX	_	LOU�IKjaN�PWIKiKU
Y�dWUVPANV^	Y�NQRCS�Y�IWJ[ZW_	PWmA_%S ¦ ¢K¢W¢�Lt_	PKcKX	U�S��À»adKU�J[IKcWPKi�iWcKJ[NQX._	IWP�Y�U
caS.UVit_.PnSB_	LtcK^	NVX	_	IKPt_%S ¦ ¢tLt_.PWcKX	U�S3�
³�U�SBUQUpjlJ[IWL�X	dKUpH�_	mWcWJ[U ¦K¦ X	dKNQX<X	dKU�iW_%SBX	_.PWmWcW_%SBdK_	PKmnjlUVNQX.cWJ[U�IKj�IKcWJ
NV]W]KJ[IWNV`Vd�_3S�X	dWNVX�X.dWU�SBRCSBX	UVL¼dKNQ^.j�q[^._	jlU�_	PK`VJ[UQN�SBU�S�PKUQNVJ[^	R�^	_.PWUVNQJ[^.R�N�S
X	dKU�PKIWiKU�iKUVP�SB_	X	R�_.PW`VJ[UQN�SBU�S�h:Y�dK_	^	UfX	dKUÍSB]WIKPaS.IKJ[UVi�NV]W]KJ[IWNV`Vd
_	PK`QJ[UVN�S.U�S�SB^	IKY�^.R�Y�dWUVP5X	dKU�PWIKiKU�iWUVP�SB_	X.R�_	PK`VJ[UQN�SBU�S��AH�IKJ�UVwoNVLt]K^	U�h
IKcWJaNV]W]KJ[IKNQ`VdO_.PW`VJ[UQN�SBU�SCX	dKU�dWNV^	jlq[^	_	jlU�IKjaX	dWU�PKUQX.Y�IKJ[ZOzKR ¦s§ ¢W¤�Y�dKUVP
PKIWiKU�iKUQPaSB_	X	R�_%S � ]WUVJaJ[qsSB�WcKNVJ[U���»adKUQJ[U�NQJ[U�X	Y�IOJ[UVN�S.IKPaS�`VIKPWX	J[_.zWcKX	_	PKm
X	I�X	dK_%Sn]KdWUVPWIKLtUVPKIWPa� H�_.JsS.X3h�X	dWUvSB]WIKPaS.IKJ[UVi|`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�NV]W]KJ[IWNV`Vd
`VIWPaSBcWLOU�S�LOIWJ[U�UVPWUVJ[moR¥IWP1NVgoUVJ[NQmWUnX.dWNVP1IWcKJ�NV]W]KJ[IWNV`Vd�� � UV`VIWPKi�h
X	dKUÀSBX	NVPWiKNQJ[i:iWUVgo_	NVX	_	IKP�NVLtIKPWm�PKIKiWU�S�_	P:X	dWU:SB]KIWPaSBIWJ[UVi�NV]W]KJ[IWNV`Vd
_	PK`QJ[UVN�S.U�S{SB_	moPK_	jl_	`VNQPKX	^	R¨N�S¥PWIKiKU|iKUQPaSB_	X	R¨_.PW`VJ[UQN�SBU�S¥�[HC_	mocKJ[U ¦K¦ �sh
Y�dW_	`Vdt^.UQNVi�S�X	I�S.IKLtU�PWIKiKU�S�iWRo_	PWmtj�N�SBX	UVJ©X.dWNVPtIKX	dKUQJsS��
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 	 � � . 	 � � � � 	 ���PWU1IKj�X	dKU�LOI�SBXO_	Lt]KIWJ[X.NQPKXtX	dK_	PKm©SkX	dKNVXtX	dKU1iWU�SB_	moPKUQJsSkIKj�SBUQPaSBIWJ
PKUQX	Y�IKJ[Z©S-NQJ[Uk_	PKX	UVJ[U�SBX	UVi�_.P�_%S�hWNVj�X.UQJ~Np`VUQJ[X	NV_	P�NVLtIKcWPKX�IKj~X	_	LOUkjlJ[IKL
Y�dWUVP:X	dKUAPKUVX	Y�IKJ[Z�_%S�iWUV]W^.IWRrUViahadKIWYxLOcW`Vd�IKjtX	dKU�X	NVJ[moUVX�NQJ[UVN�_%S
`VIWgWUQJ[UVipzWROX	dWU�Y�IWJ[ZW_	PKm�SBUVP�SBIKJsS3���[PkIKJ[iKUQJ�X.IkNVPaS.Y�UVJ�X	dK_%S��KcWU�SBX	_	IKP�h
Y�U�SB_	LOcW^.NQX	U¾X	dKU¾]WUVJ[`VUQPKX	NVmoUÁIWj�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoUÁNQjlX	UVJv`VUQJ[X	NV_	PÅX	_	LOU
_	PKX	UVJ[goNV^%S��+»adKUk]WUVJ[`QUVPKX	NQmWUOIKj�`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoUkX	NQZWU�S-`VNQJ[UpIKj~X	dKUk`VIKgoUVJ[NQmWU
_	P�zKIWX.d�X	_	LtU�NVPKiAS.]KNV`QU���HCIWJ-UQNV`Vd�moJ[_	i�]KIW_.PWX©_	P X	dKU�X	NVJ[moUVX�NQJ[UVN�hãY�U
`VdWIKI�SBU5SBUQgWUQJ[NV^�SBNQLO]W^._	PWm�X	_	LOU�S-iKcWJ[_	PKm+NpJ[IKcWPKia���[j~jlIWJOSBIKLtUp�[moJ[_.i
]KIW_	PKX%hoX	_	LOUQ��]KNQ_	JshoX	dKUtmWJ[_	i+]KIW_.PWXa_%S�SBUQPaSBUQinzKR¥SBIWLOUOY�IWJ[ZW_	PKm+PKIWiKU�h
Y�U+`VNQ^	^~X.dW_%S�]KNQ_	J�X	I¥zWU � gWNQ^._	i ����³�U�`QIKcKPWX�X.dWUnJ[NQX._	I¥IKj�X	dKU�gWNQ^	_.i
]KNQ_	JsS©NVLtIKPKmONV^	^©X	dWU�]KNV_	JsS�Y�_	X	d�zKIWX	d�IKcKJ�]KJ[IW]KI�SBUVi�]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^©NQPKi�X	dKU
SB]WIKPaS.IKJ[UVi¾SBUV`QX	IKJ�zKN�SBUVi¾SB`VdWUVLtU|iWU�SB`QJ[_	zKUVi�_	P¾« ¦� ¬ � ��_.j�jlUVJ[UQPKX

`QcKJ[goU�S1SBdWIKY�P|_	P�HC_	mocKJ[U ¦ ª�NVJ[U:IKzKX	NQ_.PWUVi�cKPWiKUVJniK_	jljlUQJ[UVPKX�PWIKiWU
iWUVPaS._.X	RC�k»adKU�`QcKJ[goU�SaY�_	X	d+X	dWUOdWIK^	^	IKY�LONQJ[ZWUQJsS�NVJ[UtX	dKUtJ[U�SBcW^	X3S�jlJ[IKL
X	dKU}SB]WIKPaS.IKJ[UViµ`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU|SB`VdWUVLtU�NVPKiµX	dKU�`QcKJ[goU�S�Y�_	X	d�X	dWU}S.IK^	_	i
LtNVJ[ZoUVJsS(NVJ[U�X.dWU�J[U�SBcK^	X%S�j�IKJ[LµIKcWJ�SB`VdWUVLtU��
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 	 � � . 	 � � � � 	 � �H�J[IKL�X	dKU5S._.LtcK^	NQX._	IWPnJ[U�S.cK^	X%S�hWY�U�SBUVUOX	dKNVX�IWgWUQJ�X	_	LtUpY�_	X	d�X	dKU�S.NVLtU
PWIKiKUniKUVP�SB_	X	R©h©X	dWU�X	NVJ[moUVX�NVJ[UVNn_3S�`QIKgoUVJ[UQi1LOIWJ[UnY�_.X	d¥IKcKJ�]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^
X	dKNQP�Y�_.X	d6X.dWU�SB]WIKP�SBIKJ[UQi6`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU�SB`VdWUVLtU��bHCIWJ1UVwoNVLt]K^	U�h�NVX
iWUVPaS._.X	R{IWj�ªµ]WUVJnJ[qsS.�KcKNQJ[U�h~_	XpX	NVZoU�NVzKIWcKX�¡s¢K¢W¢�LO_	PWcKX	U�SpjlIWJ�IWcKJ
SB`QdKUQLOUtX	I�iWUVmoJ[NViKUtX	I�uQUVJ[I�SBUVP�SB_	PKm `VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�hrY�dK_	^	UtX.dWU5SB]WIKP�SBIKJ[UQi
`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU�SB`QdKUQLOUpiWUVmoJ[NViWU�S�X	I5uVUVJ[I:S.UVPaS._.PWm�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�_	PkÇ3c�SBX § ¡s¢W¢
Lt_	PKcKX	U�S��
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�  , , 	 � 	 � �  � � 	 � � �� � . 	  � � � � � 	 ���PW^	_.ZoU�]WJ[UVgo_.IWcaS�SB`QdKUVLtU�S3hãIWcKJ�zKN�SB_	`�iKU�S._.moP�`VNQP�zKU�UQN�SB_	^	RkUQwWX	UVPWiKUQi
X	I�]KJ[IWgW_	iWU�iK_	jljlUQJ[UVPKX	_	NVX	UQiASBcKJ[goUV_	^	^	NVPK`QU�zKRp]WJ[IK]WIKJ[X	_	IKPKNQ^	^.Rk_.PW`VJ[UQN�SB_	PKm
X	dKUU+ 365 798�: NQPKiQ+<; 89= _	PKX	UQJ[gWNQ^©goNV^	cKU�S��tH�_	mWcWJ[U ¦s§ SBdWIKY�S�X	dKU+S._.LtcK^	NQX._	IWP
J[U�SBcK^	X%S�IKj�iW_.j�jlUVJ[UQPKX	_	NVX	UViy`VIKgoUVJ[NQmWUfY�_	X	dÍX	Y�IyiK_	jljlUQJ[UVPWX�PWIKiWU
iWUVPaS._.X	_	U�S3�
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�� � . 	  � � � � � 	 �H�J[IKL¼X.dWU�J[U�S.cK^	X%S�h©Y�U�`QIKPW`V^	cKiWUnX	dKNQX ¦ ��X	dKUnUQPKUQJ[mWR�`VIWPaSBcWLOUQi�]WUVJ
cWPK_	XaX	_.LtUt_.PW`VJ[UQN�SBU�S�^	_	PKUVNQJ[^	R�Y�dKUQP�X	dWUO]WNVJ[NVLtUVX	UQJ~IKj�iWU�SB_	J[UVi�iKUQmWJ[UQU
IWj:`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWU ��_	PW`VJ[UVN�SBU�S�NQPKi�ªW��X.dWU�UVPWUVJ[moR6`QIKP�SBcKLtUVi�cWPKiWUVJ
iW_.j�jlUVJ[UQPKX{PWIKiKUxiWUVPaS._.X	_	U�S�`VdWNVPWmWU�SµgoUVJ[R¾^	_	X	X	^.UxY�dKUVP X	dKU�PWIKiWU
iWUVPaS._.X	_	U�S<NQJ[UpdK_	mod�UVPWIKcWmWd��K»adK_%S<_%S�SBdKIWY�P�_	P�H�_	mWcWJ[U ¦s§ Y�dKUVJ[U�X	dWU
X	Y�It`VcWJ[gWU�S�PWUVNVJ[^	R�IWgWUQJ[^.NQ]OUQNV`QdkIKX	dWUVJs��»adW_3S�_.PWiKUQ]KUVPWiKUQPK`VU�zKUQX.Y�UVUQP
X	dKUA]KdWRCSB_	`VNV^�PWIKiWU¥iWUVPaS._.X	R�NQPKi:NV`VX	cWNV^�UQPKUVJ[moR1`QIKPaS.cKLtUVi�_%S��WcK_	X	U
iWU�SB_	J[NVzW^	U��
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�  , , 	 � 	 � �  � � 	 � � �� � . 	  � � � � � 	 ��[P�X	dK_%S�S._.LtcK^	NQX._	IWPahaY�UÀSBUVX�X.dWU�PKIKiWU�iKUVP�SB_	X	R1X	I:zWUÀ¡5]WUVJtJ , h�NVPKi
SBNQLO]W^.UOX	dKUkNQ`VX	cKNQ^�iKUVmoJ[UVUOIKj�`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWUOjlIKJ ¦ ¢W¢�� ¦ ¢K¢�moJ[_	i�]KIW_.PWX%S<_.P
X	dKU�`VUQPKX	UVJs�}�[P�NQiKiK_	X	_	IKP�X	I�X.dWU�]KJ[IKIWjOj�J[IKL�SBUQ`VX	_	IKP � haHC_	mocKJ[U ¦��
SBdWIKY�S�X	dKNVXaIWcKJ�S.`VdKUQLOUt`VNQP�mocKNQJ[NVPWX.UQUONtiKUQmWJ[UQUkIWj�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoUkX	InX	dKU
iKU�SB_	J[UViOgWNQ^.cWU �pj�IKJaX	dKU�X.NQJ[mWUQX(NVJ[UVN���HCIWJ�UVwoNVLt]K^	U�hV_	j ��_%S©ªahVX	dKUQPpY�U
mocKNVJ[NQPKX	UVU�X	dKNVX(NQ^.^(moJ[_	ik]KIW_	PKX%S©NVJ[U�`QIKgoUVJ[UQipzKRtLOIWJ[U�X	dKNQPpX	Y�I�SBUQPaSBIWJ
PKIWiKU�S~NQPKi5NASB_	PWmW^	U�jlNQ_.^	cWJ[U�PKIKiWU�Y�_	^	^<PWIKX<NQjljlUQ`VX<X	dWU�jlcK^	^<`QIKgoUVJ[NQmWU��
Â�IWY�UVgoUVJsh�X.dWU�mocKNQJ[NVPKX	UQUVi ��_3S�X	dKUALO_	PK_	LtcKL ]KI�S�SB_	zK^	UAiKUQmWJ[UQU¥IWj
`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoUpjlIWJ�UQNV`Qd�mWJ[_	i�]WIK_	PKX%����cWUpX	I�X	dKUp]WJ[IKX	IK`QIK^@�[S�J[UViKcWPKiWNVPK`QRCh
LtIaSBX�moJ[_.in]KIK_	PWX3S<NQJ[Up`VIWgWUQJ[UVi�zWR�NkdK_	mWdWUVJ�iKUQmWJ[UQUpX	dKNQP�X	dKUpiWU�SB_	J[UVi
iKUQmWJ[UQUOIWj<`QIKgoUVJ[NVmoU ����H�_.mocKJ[U ¦�� SBdKIWY�S-X	dKUOiK_%SBX	J[_	zKcWX._	IWPnIKj<NV`VX	cWNV^
iKUQmWJ[UQU5IKj�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU5jlIKJtX	dKU5moJ[_	i1]KIW_.PWX%S�Y�dKUQP1Y�UnNV]K]W^	R¥iW_.j�jlUVJ[UQPKX
iKU�SB_	J[UVi{iWUVmoJ[UVU�SkIKj�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU����6H�IKJ�UQwWNQLO]W^	U�Y�dWUVP � @|ª�h-Y�U
mocKNVJ[NQPKX	UVU�X	dWNVX<PWI5mWJ[_	i5]WIK_	PKX-dKN�S�NQPANQ`VX	cKNQ^�iKUQmWJ[UQU IKj�`VIKgoUVJ[NQmWU IWj
^	U�S�SnX	dWNVP�ª���³�U�NV`VZoPKIWY�^	UViWmWU�X.dWNVX+X	dKU{`QcKJ[J[UVPWX1S.IK^	cKX	_	IKP�IWPK^	R
mocKNVJ[NQPKX	UVU�S�N�S.UVPaS.IKJ�`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoUn^	IKY�UVJ�zWIKcKPWi�NQPKi�j�cKX	cKJ[U�Y�IKJ[ZAY�_	^	^
`VIWPKX	_	PKcWUÁX	IÅ_	PKgoU�S.X._	moNVX	UÁX	dWUÁ]KI�S�SB_	zK_	^	_	X	R�X	If]KJ[IKgo_	iKU¼N SBUQPaSBIWJ
`VIWgWUQJ[NVmoU�cW]K]WUVJ�zWIKcKPWiOj�IKJ�zWUVX	X	UVJ�UQPKUVJ[moR�`VIWPaSBUQJ[gWNQX	_.IWPa�
5 ! �# � �' $ �" # � ��[P X	dK_%Sµ]WNV]WUVJsh5Y�U�_	PKX	J[IKiWcK`QU�NVP´NViWNV]WX.NQzK^	U�SBUQPaSB_	PKmÁ`VIKgoUVJ[NQmWU
LtUV`VdWNVPW_3S.LËjlIWJ�iK_	jljlUQJ[UVPWX._	NQX.UQi¾S.cKJ[goUV_	^	^.NQPK`QU|_	PÁSBUVP�SBIKJ1PWUVX	Y�IWJ[Z�S3�
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ABSTRACT
Sensor networks promise viable solutions to many monitoring prob-
lems. However, the practical deployment of sensor networks faces
many challenges imposed by real-world demands. Sensor nodes
often have limited computation and communication resources and
battery power. Moreover, in many applications sensors are de-
ployed in open environments, and hence are vulnerable to physical
attacks, potentially compromising the sensor’s cryptographic keys.

One of the basic and indispensable functionalities of sensor net-
works is the ability to answer queries over the data acquired by the
sensors. The resource constraints and security issues make design-
ing mechanisms for information aggregation in large sensor net-
works particularly challenging.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework for secure informa-
tion aggregation in large sensor networks. In our framework certain
nodes in the sensor network, called aggregators, help aggregating
information requested by a query, which substantially reduces the
communication overhead. By constructing efficient random sam-
pling mechanisms and interactive proofs, we enable the user to
verify that the answer given by the aggregator is a good approxi-
mation of the true value even when the aggregator and a fraction of
the sensor nodes are corrupted. In particular, we present efficient
protocols for secure computation of the median and the average of
the measurements, for the estimation of the network size, and for
finding the minimum and maximum sensor reading. Our protocols
require only sublinear communication between the aggregator and
the user. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first on
secure information aggregation in sensor networks that can handle
a malicious aggregator and sensor nodes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sensor networks are becoming increasingly popular to provide

economical solutions to many challenging problems such as real-
time traffic monitoring, wildfire tracking, wildlife monitoring, or
building safety monitoring. In sensor networks, thousands of sen-
sor nodes collectively monitor an area. These large sensor networks
generate a substantial amount of data, yet the sensor nodes often
have limited resources, such as computation power, memory, stor-
age, communication, and most importantly, battery energy. The
large scale of sensor networks and the resource constraints make it
an important challenge to design and develop efficient information
processing and aggregation techniques to make effective use of the
data. Given a query, it may be unnecessary and inefficient to re-
turn all raw data collected from each sensor—instead, information
should be processed and aggregated within the network and only
processed and aggregated information is returned [13, 16]. In such
a setting, certain nodes in the sensor network, called aggregators,
collect the raw information from the sensors, process it locally, and
reply to the aggregate queries of a remote user. However, informa-
tion aggregation in sensor networks is made even more challenging
by the fact that the sensor nodes and aggregators deployed in hos-
tile environments may be compromised due to physical tampering.
Therefore, the processing and aggregation mechanisms need to be
resilient against attacks where the aggregator and a fraction of the
sensor nodes may be compromised.

Previous work in data aggregation assumes that every node is
honest [21, 10, 13, 16], with the exception of [15] (cf. Sec. 1.1). In
this paper, we address the problem of how to enable secure infor-
mation aggregation, such that the user accepts the data with high
probability if the aggregated result is within a desired bound, but
that the user detects cheating with high probability and rejects the
result if it is outside of the bound.

An attacker can perform a wide variety of attacks. For example,
once the attacker compromised the base station or the aggregators,



the attacker could perform a denial-of-service attack and stop re-
sponding to any queries. Since we assume that a compromised
node is under the full control of the attacker, there is nothing to
prevent the attacker from mounting such denial-of-service attacks.
However, in this paper we focus on another type of attack that we
call stealthy attack. In a stealthy attack, the attacker’s goal is to
make the user accept false aggregation results, which are signifi-
cantly different from the true results determined by the measured
values, while not being detected by the user. In particular, we want
to guarantee that if the user accepts a reported aggregation result
from the aggregators, then the reported result is “close” to the true
aggregation value with high probability; otherwise, if the reported
value is significantly different from the true value due to the misbe-
havior of the compromised aggregators and/or the sensors, the user
will detect the corruption and reject the reported aggregation result
with high probability. We stress that in the considered model the
corrupted sensors and aggregators may deviate from the protocol
in an arbitrarily malicious way, and our goal is to prevent the user
from accepting incorrect results.

More precisely, we propose the approach of aggregate-commit-
prove: in our setting, the aggregators not only perform the aggre-
gation tasks, but also prove that they perform these tasks correctly.
Specifically, to prevent the aggregators from cheating, we use cryp-
tographic techniques of commitments, and construct efficient ran-
dom sampling mechanisms and interactive proofs, which enable
the user to verify that the answer given by the aggregators is a good
approximation of the true value even when the aggregators and/or
a fraction of the sensor nodes may be corrupted.

In this paper we present the following contributions:

• We introduce the problem of secure information aggregation
in sensor networks, analyze the attack model and security
requirements.

• We propose the aggregate-commit-prove framework for de-
signing secure information aggregation protocols (Section 3).

• We put forward concrete protocols for securely computing
the median (Section 4), securely finding the minimum and
maximum values (Section 5), securely estimating (counting)
the number of distinct elements (and the network size) (Sec-
tion 6), and securely computing the average of measurements
(Section 7). Our protocols require only sublinear communi-
cation overhead between the aggregator and the user.

• We propose the approach of forward secure authentication
to ensure that even if an attacker corrupts a sensor node at
a point in time, it will not be able to change any previous
readings the sensor has recorded locally (Section 8).

1.1 Related work
Previous work in sensor network data aggregation has mainly

focused on how to aggregate information assuming every node is
honest [21, 10, 13, 16]. Hu and Evans have studied the problem of
information aggregation if one node is compromised [15], but their
protocol may be vulnerable if a parent and a child node in their
hierarchy are compromised.

Ergün et al. [12] studied the problem of approximate interactive
proofs, where a prover (the aggregator) proves to a verifier (the
home server) that the input data has some property. However, in
their model both the prover and the verifier can access the input
data, and the task of the prover is to assist the verifier, so that the
verifier doesn’t have to read the entire input. Some of their solu-
tions can be implemented directly in our model by simulating ver-
ifier’s access to the input: whenever verifier should read a part of

the input, he asks the prover to deliver the desired part. However,
in many cases the locations of the desired parts should be hidden
from the prover, hence a more expensive simulation is needed, e.g.,
using a private information retrieval protocol [7, 18].

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT: SECURE
INFORMATION AGGREGATION

2.1 Problem Setting
We consider the setting where a large number of sensors are de-

ployed in some area distant from a home server. Sensors perform
measurements and the home server would like to query statistics
of the measured values. However, sensors are usually simple, low-
powered devices which can communicate only within small range
of their location, and so they cannot report the measurements di-
rectly to the distant home server [17]. Thus, a resources-enhanced
base station is often used as an intermediary between the home
server and the sensor nodes.

We assume that certain nodes in the network would perform the
aggregation task. In the rest of the paper, we refer to the node that
performs the aggregation task the aggregator. The base station is
a natural candidate to perform the aggregation task, due to its en-
hanced computation and communication power. However, the issue
of deciding which nodes are the aggregators is out of the scope of
this paper and we simply assume that there exist some aggregators
in the network at a given time. Moreover, some sensor networks
may have multiple aggregators (For example, in TAG [21], each
non-leaf node is an aggregator). For simplicity, in most of this pa-
per, we only consider the case of a single aggregator. Nevertheless,
our techniques can be extended to multiple aggregators, as we dis-
cuss in Section 9.

2.2 Key Setup And Communication Model
We assume that each sensor has a unique identifier and shares

a separate secret cryptographic key with the home server and with
the aggregator [25]. The keys enable message authentication, and
encryption if data confidentiality is required. Note that the home
server and the aggregator do not need to store O(n) keys [25] — in-
stead each of them stores simply a master key KB and KA (for the
home server and the aggregator, respectively), and each sensor node
stores the shared keys MACKB

(node ID) and MACKA
(node ID),

where MAC is a secure message authentication code that is used
here as a pseudo-random function. A specific secure instantiation
of MAC is the HMAC construction by Bellare et al. [5]. Thus,
given a node ID, the home server (or the aggregator) can compute
its shared key with the sensor node by using its master key and
hence authenticate the sensor node’s message.

Since some sensors may be corrupted (cf. Section 2.3), the net-
work may become partitioned by the corrupted sensors, in which
case some uncorrupted sensors are able to communicate with each
other and/or with the aggregator only via routes through corrupted
sensors. When this happens, the corrupted sensors could always
play a denial-of-service attack and cut off the communication be-
tween two partitioned sensor networks and simply claim to one
partition that the other partition is not reachable. In such a case
an aggregator may at best be able to compute aggregated informa-
tion for one partition. Therefore, for simplicity, we assume that the
uncorrupted sensors form a connected component containing the
aggregator, meaning that the set of uncorrupted sensors can reach
each other via paths composed of only uncorrupted sensors.

We furthermore assume that the home server and base station
have a mechanism to broadcast authentic messages (e.g. queries)



into the network, such that each sensor node can verify the authen-
ticity of the message, for example using the TESLA broadcast au-
thentication protocol [24, 25].

2.3 Attack Model And Security Goals
We consider a setting with a polynomially bounded attacker,

which can corrupt some of the sensors as well as the aggregator.
Actions of a corrupted device are totally determined by the adver-
sary. In particular, the adversary can arbitrarily change the mea-
sured values reported by a corrupted sensor. However, we assume
that the adversary can corrupt at most a (small) fraction of all the
sensors.

An attacker can perform a wide variety of attacks. For exam-
ple, a corrupted aggregator could report some significantly biased
or fictive values (possibly totally independent of the measured val-
ues), instead of the real aggregates, and so provide the home server
with false information. Since in many applications the information
received by the home server provides a basis for critical decisions,
false information could have catastrophic implications. However,
we do not want to limit ourselves to just a few specific selected
adversarial strategies. Instead, we assume that the adversary can
misbehave in any arbitrary way, and the only limitations we put
on the adversary are its computational resources (polynomial in the
security parameter) and the fraction of nodes that it can corrupt.
In particular, we assume the Byzantine fault model [20] where a
compromised node is under the full control of the attacker.

In this setting, we focus on stealthy attacks, where the attacker’s
goal is to make the home server accept false aggregation results,
which are significantly different from the true results determined by
the measured values, while not being detected by the home server.
In this context, denial-of-service attacks such as not responding to
queries clearly indicates to the home server that something is wrong
and therefore is not a stealthy attack.

Our security goal is to prevent stealthy attacks. In particular,
we want to guarantee that if the home server accepts a reported
aggregation result from the aggregators, then the reported result is
“close” to the true aggregation value with high probability; other-
wise, if the reported value is significantly different from the true
value due to the misbehavior of the corrupted aggregators and/or
the sensors, the home server will detect the corruption and reject
the reported aggregation result with high probability.

2.4 Efficiency vs. Accuracy Tradeoff
The problems discussed in this paper have a straightforward (but

unfortunately very inefficient) solution: the aggregator forwards to
the home server all data and authentication information from each
sensor. Given all the data, the home server can verify authenticity
of each data item, and answer all the statistical queries locally.

However, we assume that the communication between the aggre-
gator and the home server is expensive, hence the trivial solution of
sending all the data is very inefficient, and our goal is to reduce
the amount of communication between the the aggregator and the
home server. On the other hand, communicating just the result of
a query is in many cases (e.g., for count, min/max, average, or me-
dian queries) very efficient, but it does not give the guarantee of
correctness. Moreover, for all the problems studied in this paper
we can show that in order to prove that the reported aggregation re-
sult is exact (with zero probability of error), we need at least linear
communication complexity (linear in the size of the network), i.e.,
we cannot do much better than sending all the data to the aggre-
gator. If we are willing to accept (a small) non-zero probability of
error, then theoretically general methods based on PCP techniques
could be applied [2, 19]. However, such methods would be very in-

efficient in practice. Hence, in order to achieve practical sublinear
communication complexity, we need to relax the accuracy require-
ments and accept approximative results.

Depending on the function f being computed by the aggrega-
tor, various notions of approximations are useful. Let f be a func-
tion of a1, . . . , an into real numbers, and let y = f(a1, . . . , an).
We say that ỹ is a multiplicative ε-approximation of y (or just ε-
approximation) if (1 − ε)y ≤ ỹ ≤ (1 + ε)y. We say that ỹ is an
additive ε-approximation of y if y − ε ≤ ỹ ≤ y + ε.

The difference between y and ỹ can be caused by various factors:

(1) Some sensors may be compromised and report wrong values
that will affect the aggregation result. If a corrupted sensor
simply reports a wrong value,1 it may be difficult to detect
the misbehavior since such a detection may require appli-
cation/semantics specific knowledge. However, depending
on the aggregation function, assuming that at most a certain
number of sensors are compromised, we can calculate the
bound on how much deviation from the correct result these
corrupted sensors can cause.

(2) In some scenarios, when the aggregator uses sampling tech-
niques to calculate the aggregation result, the sampling tech-
nique will introduce some estimation error. We can bound
the estimation error by adjusting the number of required sam-
ples.

(3) The aggregator may be compromised, and may try to cheat
by reporting wrong aggregation values. Without security
mechanisms, a corrupted aggregator can lie about the aggre-
gation result and report wrong values that are very far from
the true result.

Because the errors caused by the above three factors can be upper
bounded additively, and computing the bounds for factors (1) and
(2) is relatively straightforward, in the rest of the paper we mainly
focus on describing new techniques preventing the attacks of the
third kind (corrupted aggregator) and compute the corresponding
bounds. In particular, we propose efficient interactive proofs for
verification of the accuracy of the results reported by the aggrega-
tor.

In addition to the approximation error ε, which describes the
quality of a reported result, we also use a parameter δ, which upper
bounds the probability of not detecting a cheating aggregator (i.e.,
an aggregator reporting a result not within ε bounds). Formally,
we call such a protocol an (ε, δ)-approximation, meaning that the
protocol finds an ε-approximation with probability at least 1 − δ,
and runs in time polynomial in 1/ε and 1/(1 − δ). As long as δ is
bounded away from 1 by some constant fraction, the actual value of
δ is not essential, since by repeating a protocol O(log 1/δ) times,
we can make the probability arbitrarily small of being effectively
cheated, assuming the independence of each trial.

2.5 Notation and Conventions
In the remainder of this paper, n denotes the number of sensors,

S1, . . . , Sn, A denotes the aggregator, and B the home server. We
consider scenarios where the values measured by the sensors are
from some totally ordered set, and we denote by ai the value re-
ported by sensor Si. In fact, without loss of generality, we assume
that the values ai are integers from [m] = {1, . . . , m}.

For the complexity analysis, we assume that each element and
each hash value can be accessed in 1 step, and sending it costs 1

1However, a faulty value with a correct authentication tag, since we
assume that node compromise also results in key compromise.
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Figure 1: Merkle hash tree used to commit to a set of values.
The aggregator constructs the Merkle hash tree over the sen-
sor measurements m0, . . . , m7. To lower the size of verifica-
tion information, the aggregator first hashes the measurements
with a cryptographic hash function, e.g., v3,0 = H(m0), as-
suming that the size of the hash is smaller than the size of the
data. To construct the Merkle hash tree, each internal value of
the Merkle hash tree is derived from its two child nodes: vi,j =
H(vi+1,2j || vi+1,2j+1). The Merkle hash tree is a commitment
to all the leaf nodes, and given the authentic root node v0,0, a
verifier can authenticate any leaf value by verifying that the leaf
value is used to derive the root node. For example, to authen-
ticate the measurement m5, the aggregator sends m5 along with
v3,4, v2,3, v1,0, and m5 is authentic if the following equality holds:
v0,0 = H(v1,0 || H(H(v3,4 || H(m5)) || v2,3)).

unit of communication. Also, we assume that each computing a
hash value can be done in O(1) steps. Assuming that all measure-
ments may be different, in “real life” each element is actually at
least dlog me bits long.

Finally, we assume that the verifier knows the number of sensors
reporting the measurements (or a good estimate of this number).
This number can be given as a system parameter, or can be esti-
mated using our secure counting protocol, which we describe in
Section 6.

3. OUR GENERAL APPROACH:
AGGREGATE-COMMIT-PROVE

We propose a new approach, which we call aggregate-commit-
prove: aggregators help computing aggregation of sensor nodes’
raw data and reply to the home server with the aggregation result to-
gether with a commitment to the collection of data; the home server
and the aggregators then perform efficient interactive proofs such
that the home server will be able to verify the correctness of the
results (or detect cheating with high probability).

We show that such an approach improves both security and effi-
ciency. By letting the aggregator perform the aggregation, the raw
data does not need to be sent back to the home server but only
the aggregation result together with a (small) proof of correctness
is transfered over the expensive long-distance communication link.
By engaging with the aggregator in an interactive proof phase, the
home server will detect with high probability if the aggregator or
some sensor nodes are cheating.

More precisely, the solutions proposed in this paper consist of
three parts: computation of the result, committing to the collected

data and report back the aggregation result, and proving the cor-
rectness of the result.

• In the first part, the aggregator collects the data from sensors
and locally computes the aggregation result. As we discuss in
Section 2, each sensor shares a key with the aggregator, such
that the aggregator can verify the authenticity of each sen-
sor reading (preventing sensor impersonation, but not flawed
data from a corrupt sensor).

• In the second part, the aggregator commits to the collected
data. The commitment to the input data ensures that the ag-
gregator uses the data provided by the sensors, and that the
statement to be verified by the home server about the correct-
ness of computed results is meaningful. One efficient way
of committing to the data is a Merkle hash-tree construc-
tion [22, 23]. In this construction, all the collected data is
placed at the leaves of the tree, and the aggregator then com-
putes a binary hash tree starting from the leaf nodes: each
internal node in the hash tree is computed as the hash value
of the concatenation of the two child nodes. The root of the
tree is called the commitment of the collected data. Because
the hash function in use is collision resistant, once the ag-
gregator commits to the collected values, he cannot change
any of the collected values. Figure 1 gives an example of a
Merkle hash tree.

• In the third part, the aggregator and the home server engage
in a protocol in which the aggregator communicates the ag-
gregation result and the commitment to the server and proves
to the server that the reported results are correct using inter-
active proof protocols. The interactive proof usually contains
two steps:

1. The home server checks that the committed data is a
good representation of the true data values in the sensor
network.

2. The home server checks if the aggregator is cheating,
in the sense that the aggregation result is not (close to)
the correct result aggregated from the committed data
values.

Functions Covered in Our Framework: It follows immedi-
ately that any function approximable by naive uniform sampling
of the input values can be approximated securely in the proposed
framework, since the combination of commitments with authenti-
cation enables reliable uniform sampling. However, as we show in
the sequel, for some problems uniform sampling does not yield a
good approximation, or is still too expensive in terms of communi-
cation. In such cases we propose solutions which are significantly
better than the uniform sampling. Our techniques employ more
involved actions of the aggregator and/or sampling over specially
constructed probability spaces.

4. COMPUTING THE MEDIAN
In this section we study the problem of computing the median

of the measured values. Without loss of generality we assume that
all values ai are distinct—if they are not distinct, we can run the
protocol on the (distinct) pairs (ai, IDi), where IDi is a unique
identifier of the i-th sensor.

Note that the corrupted sensor nodes can always forge their val-
ues and hence try to deviate the aggregation result from the true
median. However, assuming that there are at most n′ corrupted



nodes, the corrupted nodes can cause the aggregated median to de-
viate at most n′ from the true median. If the aggregator cheats,
without security mechanism built-in, the aggregator can report ar-
bitrary value back to the home server. Therefore, in the rest of
the section, we focus on designing efficient protocols to detect the
aggregator cheating if the aggregator cheats more than a desired
bound.

As mentioned in the introduction, the problem can be trivially
solved by sending all the measurements to the home server. How-
ever, this solution is very inefficient in terms of communication
complexity. With the low-communication requirement in mind,
probably the most straightforward approach is to sample the mea-
surements and use the median of the sample as an estimate of the
true median. In the following, we first analyze this naive approach,
and then propose a more efficient solution. Note that here we as-
sume that the user knows the approximate size of the sensor net-
work. This can be achieved, for example, with a method presented
in Section 6.

4.1 Naive Approach: Median by Random
Sampling

Probably the simplest method for estimating the median using
sublinear communication complexity is random sampling: we take
a random sample of ` measured values and return the median of the
sample as an approximation of the median of all the measurements.

The computational cost and communication complexity of this
approach are clearly determined by the number of samples (`) re-
quired to achieve an estimate which with high probability is equal
to some element within εn of the actual median.

THEOREM 1. The median of a uniform sample of ` out of n

elements a1, . . . , an with probability at least 1 − (2/e2`ε2

) yields
an element whose position in the sorted sequence a1, . . . , an is
within εn of n/2.

Theorem 1 implies, that in order to achieve with probability close
to 1 a ε-approximation of the median it is sufficient to choose the
size of sample ` = O(1/ε2). However, Bar-Yossef et al. [3] show
that Ω(1/ε2) samples are also necessary for an ε-approximation of
the median.

4.2 Our Approach for Median
The naive sampling approach presented in the previous section

makes only minimal use of the capabilities of the aggregator A—
indeed, A only forwards messages from the sensors, without doing
any processing.

In this section we consider the interactive-proof approach, in
which A is more involved in the computation process. As we shell
see, this yields significant savings in the communication complex-
ity.

As mentioned in the general framework, we require that A com-
mits the measured values using a hash-tree construction. In this
case we additionally require that the sequence of the values com-
mitted to is sorted.

In the interactive proof, B obtains an alleged median amed and
verifies its correctness by checking (using two tests) that the se-
quence committed to indeed fulfills the requirements. More pre-
cisely, first B verifies that the committed sequence is sorted, that
all the elements in the sequence are distinct, and that all the ele-
ments come from different sensors. To achieve this, we need two
committed sequences, one sorted according to the measured val-
ues, and one sorted according to the sensor ids. We check that
both sequences are sorted using Sort-Check-II spot checker

from [11] with subsequent uniform sampling of pairs of neighbor-
ing elements (requiring O(log n/ε) and O(1/ε) samples, respec-
tively; cf. Section 7.1). Finally we use additional O(1/ε) samples
to check that both lists contain the same elements. Essentially, this
check picks random elements from one list, and verifies that they
are present in the other list [12].

In the second test B checks that amed is (close to) the median
of committed sequence. Here B picks elements from random posi-
tions2 in the committed sequence, and checks that elements picked
from the left half of the sequence are smaller than the reported me-
dian, and elements from the right half are larger than the median.
A pseudo-code description of this median-checking test is given
below.

procedure MedianCheck(n, amed, ε):
request an/2

if an/2 6= amed then
return REJECT

for i = 1 . . . (1/ε) do
pick j ∈R {1 . . . n} \ {n/2}
request aj

if j < n/2 and aj > amed then
return REJECT

if j > n/2 and aj < amed then
return REJECT

return ACCEPT

THEOREM 2. Procedure MedianCheck(n, amed, ε) requests
1/ε elements ai, runs in time O(t · 1/ε), where t is time required
to process a single request, and satisfies:

(1) if the measurements sequence is median-separated and amed

is equal to an/2, then the result is “ACCEPT”

(2) if amed is not present in the sequence, or its position p in the
sorted sequence satisfies

|p − n/2| > εn ,

then with probability at least 1 − 1/e > 1/2 the result is
“REJECT”

Theorem 2 together with the complexity of the first test imply
that by requesting in total only O(log n/ε) elements we can check
whether the reported value is an ε-approximation of the median,
and at the same time guarantee a constant probability of detecting
a cheating aggregator. In many scenarios we have log n � 1/ε,
and in such cases the proposed procedure uses significantly fewer
samples than random sampling to guarantee the same error bound.

Clearly, using the same techniques we can compute with low
communication complexity not only the median, but also arbitrary
quantiles.

5. SECURE COMPUTATION OF MIN/MAX
The problem of finding the minimum (or the maximum) value of

the measurements is a fundamental task in monitoring applications,
and protocols for solving it are useful not only as a stand-alone
primitives but also as a subprotocol for more complex aggregates.
In this section, we describe a secure min-discovery protocol that
enables the home server to find the minimum of the values reported
2In fact, this second test can use the samples from the first test. We
describe both tests separately for better modularity.



by the sensors. Then in Section 6 we show an example application,
namely how we use our secure min-discovery protocol as a build-
ing block to enable random selection of a node in the network and
secure counting the number of distinct elements and estimating the
network size.

Recall that in our setting some sensors may be corrupted, and
a corrupted sensor could always report a forged value which is
smaller than the smallest true value, which in general renders the
problem of finding the minimum value meaningless. Therefore,
here we focus on the scenarios where either a corrupted sensor can-
not lie about its value, or it is not in the interest of the adversary to
report smaller values. As an example for the first case, consider
the situation3 were the input value to be used by each sensor is
a MAC of the current time interval using its key shared with the
home server, and the home server is interested in finding out which
sensor has the smallest such MAC value. Note that assuming that
the current time interval is well-defined and each sensor has a reli-
able way to determine the current time interval, a corrupted sensor
cannot manipulate its own MAC value. An example for the sec-
ond case is a scenario where the adversary tries to hide the mere
existence of small measured values.

Following the “aggregate-commit-prove” method, in the first step
each node authenticates its input value and sends it to the aggrega-
tor, which computes the minimum value and commits to the set of
values reported by the sensor nodes. Without security considera-
tions, we could then simply have the aggregator to report the com-
puted minimum value back to the home server. However, this ap-
proach is insecure because the aggregator can for example hide the
smallest value and not report it. Using the method for computing
quantiles as described in Section 4, we could ensure that the value
the aggregator reported is among the εn smallest with high proba-
bility. Below we propose a new protocol, FindMin, for finding the
minimum value, which achieves a better bound. Assuming that an
uncorrupted sensor node holds the minimum value in the commit-
ted values mentioned above, the FindMin protocol will enable the
home server to find the minimum value in the committed values
with high probability. Zhao et. al. proposed a similar tree-based
approach for computing Min/Max value although their approach
assumes nodes well behave and does not consider adverserial at-
tacks [27].

5.1 The FindMin Protocol
The protocol works by first constructing a spanning tree in the

network of sensors, such that the root of the tree holds the mini-
mum element (procedure MinRootedTree), and then checking that
the tree was constructed properly (procedure FindMin).

The construction of the tree proceeds in iterations. Assume that
each sensor Si has a value ai. Throughout the protocol Si main-
tains also a tuple of state variables (pi, vi, idi), where pi holds
the ID of the current parent of Si in the tree being constructed, vi

holds the smallest value seen so far, and idi holds the ID of the
node whose value is equal to vi (we assume that whenever there is
a tie of the values, we break the tie by considering the node ID).

Each sensor node Si initializes its state as pi := Si, vi := ai,
and idi := Si. In each iteration Si broadcasts (vi, idi) to its neigh-
bors, and upon receiving the analogous messages from the neigh-
bors, Si picks the message with the smallest value (breaking ties
using the node ID). Let (v′, id′) denote the message with the small-
est value picked by Si, and let S′ be the sender of this message. Si

updates its state by setting pi := S′, vi := v′, and idi := id′. Then
the sensors proceed to the next iteration. The construction termi-

3This scenario will be used to estimate the network size as we will
show in Section 6.

nates after d iterations, where d is an upper bound on the diameter
of the network. A pseudo-code specification of the procedure Min-
RootedTree is given below.

procedure MinRootedTree(d):
/** code for sensor i **/
pi := Si /** current parent **/
vi := ai /** current minimum **/
idi := Si /** owner of current minimum **/
for i = 1 . . . d do

send (vi, idi) to all neighbors
receive (vj , idj) from neighbors
if vj < vi for some j then

pi := Sj

vi := vj

idi := idj

Our assumption that the uncorrupted sensors form a connected
component implies that after the construction of the tree terminates
the uncorrupted sensors all have the same smallest value and they
form a tree rooted at the node that is the owner of the smallest
value. For the checking protocol, each node Si authenticates its
final state (pi, vi, idi) from the construction protocol, using the
key shared with the home server, and sends the authenticated state
to the aggregator. The aggregator A checks the consistence of the
resulting tree with the values committed to initially. If the check is
successful, A commits to the list of all the nodes and their states,
finds the root of the resulting tree and reports the root-node to the
home server. Otherwise A reports the inconsistency and terminates
the protocol. The home server then randomly picks a node in the
committed list, and then traverses the path from the picked node
to the root, using the information provided in the state. During the
traversal the home server checks the consistency of the constructed
tree, using the provided authenticated states. If all the checks are
successful, then the home server B accepts the value reported by
the aggregator as the the minimum value, otherwise B rejects.

procedure FindMin(ε):
/** code for the home server **/
request construction of a tree using MinRootedTree
if tree construction failed then

return REJECT

request number n of the nodes in the tree
for i = 1 . . . (1/ε) do

pick j ∈R {1 . . . n}
request j-th node from the tree
follow path to the root
if path is inconsistent then

return REJECT

return ACCEPT

Formally, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 3. Assuming that no more than ε fraction of the sen-
sors are corrupted, and the minimum value in the committed val-
ues is from an uncorrupted sensor, and that all uncorrupted sen-
sors form a connected component of diameter at most d, procedure
FindMin requests O(d/ε) elements and satisfies:

(1) If all the sensors and the aggregator follow the protocol then
the home server ACCEPTs the result, which is equal to the
minimum of the values committed to initially.



(2) If the value reported by the aggregator is not equal to the
minimum of the values committed to initially, then the home
server REJECTs with probability at least 1 − ε.

Proof. (sketch) Note first that since all the sensors are initially re-
quired to commit to their values, they cannot change the values
during the protocol—any change having impact on the final result
will be detected because of the data authentication. Moreover, the
assumption that the uncorrupted sensors form a connected compo-
nent implies that the adversary cannot stop the propagation of the
minimum value in this component. On the other hand, if the aggre-
gator tries to cheat, the random sampling of a starting node for the
tree traversal will with probability at least 1 − ε hit the connected
component of the uncorrupted sensors, and so detect cheating.

6. COUNTING DISTINCT ELEMENTS
In this section we study the problem of counting the number µ of

distinct values in the measurements, i.e., the problem of determin-
ing the size of the set of all the measurements. Note that malicious
sensor nodes can always forge their measurements and hence influ-
ence the result of counting distinct elements. Assuming there are
at most n′ corrupted sensor nodes, then the corrupted sensor nodes
can cause the aggregation result to deviate at most n′ from the true
result. However, if the aggregator cheats, the aggregator can cheat
arbitrarily about the result. Therefore, in the rest of the section,
we focus in designing protocols where once the sensor values are
committed, how we can detect cheating from the aggregator if the
aggregator cheats more than certain bounds.

Ergün et al. [12] give a very efficient protocol for proving a lower
bound on the size of a set. While it is possible to use their solution
in our context, a direct implementation would require application
of PIR protocols [7, 18]. The reason for this requirement is the fact,
that in the protocol proposed by Ergün et al. it is essential that the
prover does not know the positions of randomly selected elements.
The application of PIR significantly increases the communication
complexity of the solution — the currently most efficient PIR pro-
tocol [18] imposes an additional factor of Ω(log4 n) per access of
a single element.

We propose two different protocols for estimating the number of
distinct elements. Our solutions are based on algorithms for space-
efficient approximation of the number of distinct elements in a data
stream [4, 14, 1], and on a novel technique for random selection
of the nodes of the network. In the following subsections we first
describe the basic tools used in our constructions, then we present
the proposed protocols, and finally we discuss their applications in
estimation of the network size.

6.1 Basic Tools

6.1.1 Space-Efficient Estimation of the Number of
Distinct Elements

In the setting of computation on data streams Flajolet and Mar-
tin [14] proposed a space-efficient technique for estimation of the
number of distinct elements in a stream. The key idea is to pick
a random hash function h : [m] → [0 . . . 1], apply it to all the
elements ai and keep the value v = minn

i=1 h(ai). Finally, the
number of distinct elements is estimated by the value µ′ = 1/v.

Alon et al. [1] have shown that in this algorithm pairwise in-
dependent hash functions are sufficient to achieve with probability
2/c an estimate µ′ satisfying µ/c ≤ µ′ ≤ cµ, for any c > 2.
Bar-Yossef et al. [4] further improved this method and presented
a (ε, δ)-approximation for µ. The basic idea for the improvement

is to maintain several (t = O(1/ε2)) elements ai on which a ran-
domly picked hash function h evaluates to the t smallest values.
This significantly improves the accuracy for the cost of increased
space complexity.

6.1.2 Random Selection of a Node
The second basic tool needed in our constructions is a method

for a selection of a node (sensor) at random. Note that even if the
home server has a list of IDs of the sensor nodes in the network, a
mere selection of a node from the list uniformly at random does not
solve the problem — the aggregator might be corrupted and deny
contact to the picked sensor by claiming that the picked node does
not respond. In such a case the home server has no way of deciding
what is faulty, the sensor or the aggregator.

We propose a new mechanism which enables the home server to
perform a random sampling in the sensor network and doesn’t suf-
fer from the above drawback. The main idea of the proposed Ran-
domSample procedure is as follows. The home server picks a ran-
dom hash function h and sends it to the aggregator. The aggregator
is then supposed to broadcast h with the sampling request. Each
sensor node then computes the hash value of its ID and the current
time interval. Then the whole network performs a MIN-discovery
protocol to discover the node with the smallest hash value. If a
corrupted sensor node happens to have the smallest hash value, it
could choose not to report its own value. However, a corrupted
sensor cannot report any fake value, since the value to be reported
by each sensor is uniquely determined by h, the ID of the sensor
and the current time interval. Moreover, if the smallest hash value
is computed by an uncorrupted sensor node, the attacker cannot
stop the uncorrupted sensor node to become the winner and be dis-
covered and reported back to the home server. Thus, because any
uncorrupted sensor node has equal probability of computing the
smallest hash value, this method enables the home server to sample
uniformly at random from the uncorrupted sensor nodes.

COROLLARY 1. Under assumptions of Theorem 3, with h de-
noting a function picked uniformly at random from a family of pair-
wise independent hash functions, the procedure RandomSample(h)
satisfies

(1) If all the sensors and the aggregator follow the protocol then
the home server ACCEPTs.

(2) If the home server ACCEPTs, then with probability at least
(1 − ε), for every honest sensor node S, the probability of
picking S as the sample is within 1/n and 1/(n(1 − ε)).

This random sampling technique has many applications. In par-
ticular, as shown below, it is very useful for counting distinct ele-
ments and computing the network size.

6.2 Method I: Counting Distinct Elements by
Distributed MIN-Computation

The described approach to the estimation of the number of dis-
tinct elements in a data stream can be viewed as a process of finding
a minimum, in which the same computation is performed for each
element: compute the hash-value and save it if it is smaller than
the current minimum. This observation immediately suggests that
the algorithm for the data stream [1] can be easily implemented in
a distributed way and reduced to the problem of finding the min-
imum. First the home station picks at random a hash function h
from an appropriate family, and through the aggregator announces
h to each sensor. Each sensor locally computes the hash value of



its element, and then participates in a protocol for finding the min-
imum hash value (cf. Section 5).

If we want to improve the accuracy, we can implement the al-
gorithm from [4], by keeping t smallest hash values instead of just
the single minimum. However, this improvement comes at a cost
of higher communication complexity.

6.3 Method II: Proving Bounds on the Num-
ber of Distinct Elements

The above method for counting distinct elements depend on the
random selection procedure from Section 6.1.2. In some applica-
tions the traffic in the sensor network needed by this selection pro-
cedure may be too high. In this section we present alternative, more
efficient methods for estimation of the number of distinct elements.
The efficiency gain comes at the price of relaxed accuracy guaran-
tees. In particular, the presented methods yield approximations of
lower & upper bounds, instead of approximation of the actual num-
ber of distinct elements. However, in a practical setting this is not
a real disadvantage — to get an accurate estimate we require the
aggregator to prove matching lower & upper bounds.

The proposed alternative approach to the counting of distinct el-
ements is in the spirit of other protocols proposed in this paper:
“aggregate-commit-prove”. Here the aggregator first collects all
the distinct values reported by the sensors, and subsequently com-
mits to the collected values.

6.3.1 A Lower Bound on the Number of Distinct
Elements

At the beginning of the protocol for estimating a lower bound
on the number of distinct elements the aggregator A commits to
the values reported by the sensors using a hash-tree construction.
A will then run an algorithm for counting distinct elements in a
stream by Bar-Yossef et al. [4], using hash functions specified by
the home server B.

Let H = {h| h : [m] → [M ]}, where M = m3, be a family
of pairwise independent hash functions [26], such that any function
h ∈ H has a short description (O(k) bits). After A commits to the
input, B computes an estimate for a lower bound on µ as follows.
B picks at random a hash function h from the family H and sends it
to A. Then A computes h(ai) for all i = 1 . . . n, and sends back to
B t elements (for appropriately chosen t), on which h evaluates to
the t smallest values. Then B checks the correctness of the received
elements and computes an estimate of µ as µ′ = tM/v, where v is
the t-th smallest value to which h maps the received elements.

Bar-Yossef et al. [4] show that with high probability µ′ is a good
approximation of the number of distinct elements. We can further
amplify the accuracy by repeating the protocol ` times and estimat-
ing µ with with the median of the ` resulting estimators µ′1, . . . , µ

′

`.
A pseudo-code description of the entire protocol is given below.

procedure DistinctLowerBound(n, m, ε, `):
t := d96/ε2e
M := m3

for j = 1 . . . ` do
pick hj ∈R H
send description of hj to A
request t elements ai on which hj evaluates to the t smallest
values
let v be the t-th smallest such value
set µ′j = tM/v

return µ′ = median(µ′1, . . . , µ
′

`)

Note that in the protocol B has no means to check that A has
evaluated the hash function on all the elements, and that the re-
ported elements evaluate indeed to the t smallest values. This is
a reason why the described protocol yields only a lower bound on
µ, not an estimate of µ. A malicious aggregator A can omit some
elements, or report elements which evaluate to larger values. How-
ever, such cheating results in an estimate µ′ smaller than µ, and so
µ′ will be still a valid estimate of a lower bound.

THEOREM 4. Procedure DistinctLowerBound(n, m, ε, `) re-
quests O(` · 1/ε2) elements ai and returns a value µ′ which with
probability at least 1 − (1/6)`/2 satisfies µ′ ≤ (1 + ε)µ.

6.3.2 An Upper Bound on the Number of Distinct
Elements

Consider the following sampling-based test: First A commits
to the multi-set S of all the elements, and additionally to a subset
S′ containing all distinct elements (without repetitions). A reports
µ′ = |S′| to B, and B verifies A’s claim by checking that all the
distinct elements from S are present in S′. In other words, the test
checks that µ′ is an upper bound on µ. The test works by random
sampling: the verifier B requests random element from S, and asks
A for an element with the same value present in S′.

Now, depending on an application, and in particular on the ratio
of µ′ to the total size of multi-set S, two different approaches can
be used for random sampling from S.

6.3.2.1 High Number of Distinct Elements.
In the case when the number of distinct elements is a significant

fraction of the number of all the elements, i.e., µ ≥ n/c for some
c ≥ 1, a simple sampling through the aggregator is sufficient —
pick a node at random, with uniform distribution over all nodes.

Note that this node-sampling procedure in this case is quite dif-
ferent from the one described in Section 6.1.2, and in particular is
much more efficient. A pseudo-code description of the entire pro-
tocol based on this simple sampling is given below.

procedure HighDistinctUpperBound(n, ε, `):
for i = 1 . . . ` do

pick j ∈R {1 . . . n}
request aj

request an element from S′ equal to aj

if any of the requests failed then
return REJECT

return ACCEPT

THEOREM 5. Procedure HighDistinctUpperBound(n, ε, `)
requests ` elements and satisfies:

(1) if S′ contains all the distinct elements from the input the re-
sult is “ACCEPT”.

(2) if µ′ < (1 − ε)µ then with probability at least 1 − e−`ε/c

the result is “REJECT”, assuming that µ ≥ n/c for some
constant c ≥ 1.

Theorem 5 implies that by taking ` = c/ε we can detect cheating
with constant probability. Therefore, if with such value of ` we
repeat the test O(log 1/δ) times, we get confidence at least 1 − δ.

Note that this method yields a significantly better estimate than
the approximation by sampling with a “trivial aggregator” A, which
only forwards the measurements collected from the sensors selected
by B [9, 3].



6.3.2.2 Low Number of Distinct Elements.
When the number of distinct elements is low in comparison to

the total size of S the simple sampling won’t work, because the
omitted elements not reported in S′ could be infrequent and so very
hard to find by sampling. However, a modest modification of the
random sampling protocol from Section 6.1.2 can fix this problem:
each node report a the hash value based on the value measured by
the node, not on its ID. This results in a distribution uniform on dis-
tinct values, not uniform on nodes. In other words, different nodes
with the same measured value will report the same hash values, and
by the properties of the hash function, each measured value will be
equally likely to be the minimum. The pseudo-code of this sam-
pling approach is given below.

procedure LowDistinctUpperBound(ε, `):
for i = 1 . . . ` do

apply RandomSample on measured values
request an element from S′ equal to the sampled value
if any of the requests failed then

return REJECT

return ACCEPT

The following theorem can be proved analogously to the Theo-
rem 5.

THEOREM 6. Procedure LowDistinctUpperBound(ε, `) re-
quests ` elements and satisfies:

(1) if S′ contains all the distinct elements from the input the re-
sult is “ACCEPT”.

(2) if µ′ < (1 − ε)µ then with probability at least 1 − e−`ε the
result is “REJECT”.

6.4 Estimating the Network Size
It is clear that the problem of estimating the size of the network

is a special case of counting the distinct elements. By assumption,
each sensor has a unique identifier hence the computation of the
size of the network is equivalent to counting of the number of dis-
tinct elements in the set of all sensor identifiers.

7. COMPUTING THE AVERAGE
In this section, we describe how to efficiently and securely com-

pute the average of sensor data. The sensor data can be sensor
measurements such as temperature reading or light intensity, or
can be information about a sensor node such as the remaining bat-
tery power or remaining storage space. Note that corrupted sen-
sors can always report forged values and hence deviate the aggre-
gation result from the true result. However, assuming that there
are at most n′ corrupted sensors and the difference between the
valid maximum measurement value and the valid minimum mea-
surement value is at most u, then the deviation caused by forged
values from the corrupted sensors will be at most un′/n where n is
the size of the sensor network. On the other hand, if the aggregator
cheats, without a good security mechanism, the aggregation result
may be arbitrarily far from the true result. Therefore, in the rest of
this section, we focus on designing protocols to ensure that if the
aggregator cheats more than a certain bound, the home server will
detect the aggregator’s cheating. Below we describe two different
protocols with different efficiency tradeoffs for this purpose.

7.1 Computing the Average by Counting Fre-
quencies

In this subsection, we describe how to compute the average by
counting frequencies of the sensor values. We first describe a spe-
cial case and then show that the special case can be generalized to
the general case.

In the special case when m � n, or more generally when the
range of the sensor values is small in comparison with the size of
the sensor network (e.g., poly-logarithmic in n), we can estimate
the average quite accurately by taking a small sample of all the
elements and returning the average of the sample. However, the
number of the samples needed to assure with constant probability a
good estimate for the average depends on the the underlying distri-
bution of the values, and in general is lower-bounded by Ω(1/ε2),
where mε is the desired additive error bound [8, 3].

As in the case of the computation of the median, the naı̈ve sam-
pling only minimally uses capabilities of the aggregator. Below we
present an alternative method for computing the average, in which
the aggregator is more involved. As we shall see, this approach,
which we call AverageByFrequency, is in some cases significantly
more efficient.

First the aggregator A collects all the (value, ID)-pairs (ai, IDi)
and commits to them. Then A computes an average ā and reports
it to B. In order to prove the correctness of ā, A sorts all the pairs
using the value as the main sorting key and the node ID as a sec-
ondary sorting key, and commits also to the sorted sequence. Then
B tests whether the two committed sequences contain the same ele-
ments by using sampling. If the test complete successfully, A sends
to B the occurrence-counts for each value 1 . . . m. A verifies the
correctness of the counts by deriving from them the positions in the
committed sorted sequence, and check the values in the committed
sorted sequence are well sorted using the method Sort-Check-
II spot checker from [11]. If also this check succeeds, B computes
the average directly from the occurrence-counts, and compares it
to ā. Summarizing, we obtain the following theorem. The Sort-
Check-II spot checker performs O(1/ε) binary searches on the
committed sequence to ensure that all but a ε fraction of the ele-
ments are sorted, which results in O(log n/ε) samples.

THEOREM 7. The procedure AverageByFrequency requests
O(log n/ε + m) elements and satisfies:

(1) If ā is equal to the average of the values a1, . . . , an, and the
aggregator follows the protocol, then B always ACCEPTs.

(2) If |ā − avg(a1, . . . , an)| > εm, then B REJECTs with prob-
ability ≥ 3/4 (for a suitable choice of constant parameters).

Note that in many scenarios we have typically log n � 1/ε —
in such cases the procedure AverageByFrequency uses significantly
fewer samples than random sampling to guarantee the same error
bound.

For the general case where m is large, we could split the range
[1, m] in intervals of exponential scale where the i-th interval is
[m/2i, m/2i−1]. And we can perform a protocol similar to the
above for each interval and achieve a lower bound and an upper
bound for the average.

7.2 Computing the Average by Counting Dis-
tinct Elements

We can reduce the problem of computing the average to the prob-
lem of determining the number of distinct elements in a set [12].
Without loss of generality, assume that the sensor values are inte-
gers. In particular, consider the set Ψ = {(i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤
j ≤ aj} (if aj = 0 then there will no j such that (i, j) ∈ Ψ. Thus,
Ψ contains only distinct elements and the cardinality of Ψ equals to



� n
i=1

ai. By using our protocol for counting the number of distinct
elements in Section 6, we could obtain a protocol to compute the
average. Note that the communication efficiency for the protocol to
compute the average is the same as the communication efficiency
for the protocol to compute the number of distinct elements.

8. FORWARD SECURE AUTHENTICATION
Consider the challenge of securely querying past data. For exam-

ple, an innocuous event in the past that later became interesting and
we may still want to place a query on that event. We could use the
same mechanisms we proposed in previous sections to run queries
on past data. However, we need to solve some additional security
issues to securely query past data. In particular, if a sensor is com-
promised at a certain time, the attacker should not be able to alter
the data collected in the past before the sensor was compromised.
We call this property forward secure authentication. We propose
an efficient mechanism to enable forward secure authentication.

As we described before, each sensor shares a key with the home
station. We assume that each sensor node and the home station
are loosely time synchronized and the time is divided into constant
time intervals. The length of the time interval can be minutes or
hours depending on the security requirements. To enable forward
secure authentication, each sensor updates its key shared with the
home station at the beginning of each time interval using a one-
way function and uses the updated key to compute the MAC on the
sensing data during that time interval.4 Thus, even when an attacker
compromises the sensor node in a later time interval, because of the
property of the one-way function, the attacker is unable to compute
the MAC key for the previous time interval, and hence will not be
able to alter the sensing data for previous time intervals.

A challenge of this approach is on how to efficiently store the
past data and authenticator, as well as the challenge that the verifier
either needs to compute many one-way functions for deriving the
current key of a node or that the verifier needs to store one key per
node.

Similar techniques have been used to achieve forward secure en-
cryption [6].

9. DISCUSSION: SECURE
HIERARCHICAL AGGREGATION

If the sensor network is too large, then one aggregator may not
be capable to handle the whole network. In this case, we may need
to use a hierarchical aggregator to enable the aggregation. Some
functions support hierarchical aggregation such as the Min/Max
and average computation where each aggregator can aggregate in-
formation for a subset of the nodes in the sensor network and then
the information of the aggregators can be aggregated to compute
the final result. However, some other functions such as computing
the median may not support hierarchical aggregation in the tradi-
tional way such as in [21]. However, if we allow each aggregator to
perform random sampling over the entire network, then the median
could be computed as the median of the medians computed by the
aggregators.

In the case of hierarchical aggregation, we could use our ap-
proaches to ensure the security of each step of the aggregation or
check the steps probabilistically.

We also plan to investigate other types of aggregation functions
and see how to secure them.

4A one-way function f is a function that it is easy to compute f(x)
given x, but it is difficult to compute a preimage x such that f(x) =
y given y.

10. CONCLUSION
It is a challenging task to securely aggregate information in large

sensor networks when the aggregators and some sensors may be
malicious. We propose the aggregate-commit-prove framework for
designing secure data aggregation protocols (Section 3). We pro-
pose concrete protocols within this framework for securely com-
puting the median (Section 4), securely finding the minimum and
maximum values (Section 5), securely estimating (counting) the
number of distinct elements (and the network size) (Section 6), and
securely computing the average of measurements (Section 7). Our
protocols require only sublinear communication between the ag-
gregator and the user. We also propose the approach of forward
secure authentication to ensure that even if an attacker corrupts a
sensor node at a point in time, it will not be able to change any
previous readings the sensor has recorded locally. To the best of
our knowledge, our protocols are the first ones that can handle the
problem that the aggregator and/or the sensor nodes may be ma-
licious. We anticipate that our paper introduces the problem of
secure information aggregation to the community and encourages
other researchers to consider this important problem.
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APPENDIX

A. PROOFS
Proof. (Theorem 1) Let X` be a random variable denoting the po-
sition of the median returned by the algorithm using ` samples. We

want to show that

Pr [|X` − n/2| > εn] ≤ e−2`ε2

.

First note that by symmetry we have

Pr [|X` − n/2| > εn] =

= Pr [(X` − n/2) > εn] + Pr [(n/2 − X`) > εn]

≤ 2Pr [(X` − n/2) > εn] .

Now, the event that (X`−n/2) > εn is equivalent to the event that
more than `/2 of the sampled elements have positions greater than
n/2+ εn. Let for i = 1 . . . `, Yi denote a random variable equal to
1 if the i-th sample has position greater than n/2+εn, and equal to
0 otherwise. Since we sample with uniform distribution, we have

Pr [Yi = 1] = 1/2 − ε

Pr [Yi = 0] = 1/2 + ε

Let S` =
� `

i=1
Yi. Clearly, E[S`] = `/2 − `ε. By the above

argument we get

Pr [(X` − n/2) > εn] = Pr [S` > `/2]

= Pr [S` > E[S`] + `ε]

≤ e−2`ε2

,

where the last inequality follows from Hoeffding bound.

Proof. (Theorem 2) The number of requests, running time and prop-
erty (1) follow immediately. For property (2), notice that if |p −
n/2| > εn, then there are at least εn values of j, which yield
REJECT. Hence with probability at most (1− ε)1/ε ≤ 1/e the for-
loop completes without rejection, i.e., the algorithm rejects with
probability at least 1 − 1/e.

Proof. (Theorem 4) First, and consider the special case when ` = 1.
Bar-Yossef et al. [4] bound the probability that the estimate µ′1 is
significantly larger than µ:

Pr � µ′1 > (1 + ε)µ � <
1

6
.

For ` > 1, the median of ` values µ′1, . . . , µ
′

` exceeds the bound
(1 + ε)µ if at least half of the estimates exceed the bound, hence

Pr [median(y1, . . . , y`) > (1 + ε)µ] < � 1

6 � l/2

,

and the claim follows.

Proof. (Theorem 5) Claim (1) is obvious: if all distinct elements
are present in S′, the prover A will always be able to return re-
quested elements. For claim (2) notice that if µ′ < (1 − ε)µ, then
there are at least µε elements in S which detect cheating and lead
to “REJECT”. By assumption µε ≥ εn/c for some c ≥ 1, so
the probability that a single sample detects cheating is at least ε/c.
Therefore, the probability of returning “ACCEPT” after ` samples is
at most (1 − ε/c)` ≤ e−`ε/c, which implies the claim.
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ABSTRACT
The current generation of sensor nodes rely on commodity
components. The choice of the radio is particularly impor-
tant as it impacts not only energy consumption but also
software design (e.g., network self-assembly, multihop rout-
ing and in-network processing). Bluetooth is one of the most
popular commodity radios for wireless devices. As a repre-
sentative of the frequency hopping spread spectrum radios,
it is a natural alternative to broadcast radios in the con-
text of sensor networks. The question is whether Bluetooth
can be a viable alternative in practice. In this paper, we
report our experience using Bluetooth for the sensor net-
work regime. We describe our tiny Bluetooth stack that
allows TinyOS applications to run on Bluetooth-based sen-
sor nodes, we present a multihop network assembly proce-
dure that leverages Bluetooth’s device discovery protocol,
and we discuss how Bluetooth favorably impacts in-network
query processing. Our results show that despite obvious
limitations the Bluetooth sensor nodes we studied exhibit
interesting properties, such as a good energy per bit sent
ratio. This reality check underlies the limitations and some
promises of Bluetooth for the sensor network regime.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer Systems Organization]: Computer-
Communication Networks—Wireless communication; C.2.2
[Computer Systems Organization]: Network Protocols;
C.3 [Computer Systems Organization]: Special-Purpose
and Application-Based Systems

General Terms
Design, Performance, Experimentation

Keywords
Bluetooth, sensor nodes, network self-assembly, mac layer
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is now possible to develop software for sensor networks

and to conduct experiments using sensor nodes readily avail-
able through research groups or commercial companies.
These sensor nodes, based on commercial off-the-shelf com-
ponents, guarantee a good trade-off between cost (of devel-
opment and production), reliability and performance. One
of the key differences between sensor nodes is their radio
component: it impacts not only energy consumption but
also software design (network self-assembly, multihop rout-
ing and in-network processing).

We can distinguish two types of radio components for
sensor nodes: those based on fixed frequency carriers, i.e.,
all sensor nodes within communication range compete for a
shared channel in order to transmit data, and those based on
spread-spectrum transmissions such as Bluetooth, i.e., sensor
nodes within communication range use separate channels to
transmit data. Roughly, the former type of radio favors con-
nectionless data broadcast while the latter favors connection
oriented communications. In this paper, we focus on the use
of Bluetooth modules as radio components for sensor nodes.

Bluetooth was initially designed as a cable replacement
technology. Does it make sense to consider it in the context
of sensor networks? Spread spectrum radios are serious can-
didates for sensor network usage because of their resilience
to interferences (notably in the free 2.4 GHz band). The
WINS prototypes from UCLA, for instance, relied on this
type of radio. The mass production of Bluetooth radios en-
sures robustness and decreasing costs. Bluetooth modules
are thus valid candidates, but how suited are they to the
sensor network regime?

• A Bluetooth module embeds both the physical layer
and the MAC layer through the three bottom layers of
the Bluetooth stack (baseband, link manager and host
controller interface). As a consequence there is no need
to implement a MAC layer as part of the sensor node
software. Is the Bluetooth MAC layer, based on chan-
nel reservation through frequency hopping, adapted to
the sensor network regime? How much of an overhead
is a Bluetooth module embedded on a sensor node?

• The Bluetooth protocol is complex with its six layers
and its drastic compliance requirements. Is it possi-
ble to define a stripped down version of the Bluetooth
software stack adapted to the footprint requirement of
a sensor node?

• Bluetooth’s multihop capabilities (scatternets) have
been announced for years. However these announce-



ments have not been backed up by product releases.
How can we establish a multihop network with Blue-
tooth based sensor nodes?

• A typical assumption in sensor networks is that each
sensor node can communicate with its neighbors to
collect information used for collaborative signal pro-
cessing, routing or in-network processing. Because
Bluetooth-based sensor nodes have to establish con-
nections before they send or receive data, a Bluetooth-
based sensor network can only be operational after a
self-assembly phase during which connections are es-
tablished. What is an appropriate network-assembly
algorithm relying on Bluetooth’s device discovery
mechanism?

• When two devices are connected, one of them is a mas-
ter and the other a slave. Nodes are arranged in clus-
ters composed of one master and up to seven slaves.
Slaves are following the hopping sequence dictated by
the master and they are only allowed to transmit data
once the master has contacted them. During network
assembly, the choice of masters and slaves is not neu-
tral. If node A is sending data to node B, what is
the impact of the choice of master and slave? What
is the impact of the number of slaves connected to the
master?

• Proposals for in-network query processing [11] assume
that the underlying radio supports connectionless data
broadcast. What is the impact of Bluetooth on these
proposals? In particular, they rely on the introduction
of time division multiplexing (TDM) at the application
level to synchronize the transmission and processing of
data across nodes. Does Bluetooth alleviate the need
for application based TDM?

Because we favour a pragmatic approach, we have decided
to experiment with actual Bluetooth-based devices in order
to study these questions. We chose the BTnodes developed
at ETH Zurich [10]. The BTnodes rely on an Atmel micro-
controller similar to the one used in the Berkeley motes [4].
Because no Bluetooth module currently supports scatter-
nets, we equipped the BTnodes with two radios in order to
enable multihop networking. Using two radios, it is possi-
ble to combine clusters of Bluetooth nodes into a multihop
topology. This decision was inspired by the dual-radio node
design from Sensoria [16]. The BTnodes are detailled in
Section 2.

In this paper, we report our experience with Bluetooth-
based sensor nodes. Specifically, we make the following con-
tributions:

1. We designed and implemented a tiny Bluetooth stack
for TinyOS. We decided to use TinyOS [9] and port
it to the BTnodes in order (a) to benefit from its pro-
gramming model for the design and implementation of
our stripped down Bluetooth stack and (b) to benefit
from the library of existing components. We measured
the code footprint as well as the throughput and the
energy consumption on the BTnodes running our Tiny
Bluetooth stack.

2. We developed a network assembly procedure that le-
verage Bluetooth’s device discovery protocol. Our pro-
cedure is inspired by BlueTree [20] and is adapted to

the configuration of the BTnodes with two radios. We
measured the latency and energy consumption of our
procedure.

3. We adapted the in-network query processing approach
of TinyDB for a Bluetooth-based sensor network. We
focused on the TDM scheme managed by TinyDB to
drive query processing on individual nodes.

Our results suggest that Bluetooth based sensor networks
could be appropriate for a niche of applications, such as
mounted operations in urban terrain, that necessitate heavy
data exchanges during a few criticial periods within a time-
frame of up to a week.

2. BTNODES
The BTnodes were developed by ETH Zurich in the con-

text of the Smart-Its project [15]. They are based on the
Atmel ATmega128L microcontroller - an 8 bit microcon-
troller (MCU) clocked at 7.4 MHz, with 4 KiB1 on chip
memory and an external memory chip of up to 64 KiB. The
MCU has digital and analog I/O ports that can be used to
connect external sensor devices through Molex plugs on the
edge of the board. The nodes are equipped with a Bluetooth
module (Ericsson ROK 101 007) together with an onboard
antenna. Two UARTs connect the MCU with the embedded
Bluetooth chip and one of the Molex plugs. Four leds can
be used for debugging purposes. The board also contains
a voltage regulator: the BTnode can be plugged to power
supplies ranging from 3.3 V to 12 V.

MCU Atmel ATmega128L at 7.372 MHz
Memory Built in: 128 KiB Flash, 4 KiB SRAM

4 KiB EEPROM
External: 64 KiB RAM

I/O 8 Channel 10-bit A/D-converter
2 programmable serial UARTS

Embedded Ericsson ROK 101 007
Radio

External BTTester
Radio (Ericsson ROK 101 007)

Figure 1: BTnodes characteristics

As explained in the Introduction, we used dual-radio nodes
for our experiments in order to assemble a multihop network.

1EIC standard 60027-2 defines KiB as 1024 bytes [6]
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Figure 2: Design and Implementation of the Tiny Bluetooth Stack

We thus connected an extra Bluetooth module to the BT-
node (via the Molex plug connected to an UART). For this
purpose, we used the BTtester (also from ETH Zurich), a
serial dongle based on the ROK 101 007 Ericsson chip (in-
cluding an onboard antenna and a monitoring led).

Figure 1 summarizes the characteristics of the BTnodes.
Further documentation can be obtained on the BTnode proj-
ect page [5].

The Bluetooth specification defines two software layers
abstracting the higher layers from the hardware character-
istics:

1. Physical Bus Driver: This layer abstracts the char-
acteristics of the physical bus; on the BTnodes the
UART connecting the MCU and the Bluetooth radio.

2. HCI Driver: This layer maps the interface of the
underlying HCI layer (the upper layer embedded on
the Bluetooth radio) into the programming model used
for implementing the higher layers.

3. TINY BLUETOOTH STACK
In this section, we report on the design and implemen-

tation of our Tiny Bluetooth stack. We compare it to the
ETH Bluetooth stack for the BTnodes and to existing com-
munication stacks developed for TinyOS.

3.1 Design
Our goal with the Tiny Bluetooth stack was to make it

possible for TinyOS programs2 to access a Bluetooth radio.

2We could reuse most existing components of TinyOS except
of course those abstracting hardware elements differentiat-
ing the BTnodes from the Mica and Rene motes, e.g., the
uarts, the leds, and the clock.

We are not interested in implementing a full-fledged Blue-
tooth stack: while the three lower timing sensitive layers
are embedded within the radio modules and thus a given,
the higher computation intensive layers (l2cap, sdp, profiles)
are essentially dealing with the connection of heterogeneous
devices (e.g., a mobile phone and a headset) without provid-
ing solutions to problems such as cross layer optimizations
or multihop routing, which characterize the sensor network
regime. The ability to connect to heterogenous devices is
not of paramount interest in sensor networks, which are
composed of sensor nodes tailored to operate together as
one unit. We thus decided not to implement those three
higher layers. Rather, we focus the Tiny Bluetooth stack on
the interface to the Bluetooth hardware and its mapping to
TinyOS. Network assembly and multihop routing are imple-
mented on top of the Tiny Bluetooth stack.

The Bluetooth specification distinguishes the Bluetooth
host, on which the three upper layers of the protocol are im-
plemented from the Bluetooth hardware on which the three
lower layers are implemented. The host and the hardware
are connected via a physical bus (e.g., USB, UART, RS232).
Figure 2(a) illustrates the connection of the Bluetooth host
and the Bluetooth hardware.

Our design is based on these hardware abstraction layers.
The Tiny Bluetooth stack is composed of two components:
HCI Packet that corresponds to the physical bus driver and
HCI Core that corresponds to the HCI driver. The interfaces
of both components are described in Figure 2(b) (we omit
the events associated to each TinyOS command according
to the asynchronous programming model).

TinyOS applications access the HCI Core component to
communicate via Bluetooth. The HCI Core component sup-
ports the main HCI commands related to (i) the initializa-
tion of the Bluetooth radio, (ii) the inquiries used for device



discovery, (iii) the connection establishment, (iv) the trans-
mission of data and (v) the reporting of errors. It relies on
the services of the HCI Packet layer that maps send com-
mands and receive events onto the UART component (a na-
tive TinyOS component slightly modified for the BTnodes).
We detail below the implementation of these components.

3.2 Implementation
The HCI Core component is responsible for making the

HCI interface available in the TinyOS programming model.
This task is facilitated by the fact that both HCI and TinyOS
are based on an asynchronous programming model. TinyOS
commands are naturally mapped onto HCI commands. HCI
events need to be dispatched into TinyOS events.

Figure 3 illustrates how events are handled: The UART
component generates an event for each byte it receives. This
event is handled by HCI Packet in the UART interrupt con-
text. Once a packet is constructed with bytes from the
UART, the HCI Packet event handler posts a task that in
turn generates an event (this way this event will not be pro-
cessed in the UART interrupt context). Once the HCI Core
component receives this event it posts a task whose goal is
to generate the appropriate TinyOS event given the nature
of the received packet.

The key aspect for the implementation of the Tiny Blue-
tooth stack, as for any TinyOS program, is memory manage-
ment. It must be simple in order to minimize code footprint
(i.e., we should avoid a complex allocation/deallocation
scheme) and it must optimize data footprint. As a conse-
quence we rely on statically allocated buffers reused across
components. We rely on the following two principles for the
management of these buffers [8]:

• transfer of ownership: one component hands owner-
ship of a buffer to another component.

• buffer trading: components switch buffers – a compo-
nent passes the ownership of a buffer to another com-
ponent and obtain the ownership of another in return.

In order to be able to take advantage of the buffer trad-
ing style of memory management, we design a buffer struc-
ture that is used throughout the Bluetooth subsystem. This
buffer structure, called gen packet, is inspired by Linux
socket buffers [17]. It defines a chunk of data as well as
a start and an end pointer that allow for easy header re-
moval/insertion. A sending application moves the start
pointer to use the trailing part of a buffer when filling in
the data chunk. A receiving application moves both the
start and the end pointers when a header is added or re-
moved. In this way no layer needs to copy any part of the
package before handing it off to an other module. Of course
this has the disadvantage that the buffer is required to be
big enough to store HCI Packets3

When exchanged across components a gen packet is typ-
ically typecast into a specific buffer type (for a given HCI
command or event). This typecasting allows passing buffers
between modules without copying from general to specific

3The maximum size for the data payload of an HCI packets
is 668 bytes. Depending on the nature of the data sent by the
application it might be possible to choose buffers of smaller
size in order to minimize memory footprint. The chosen
buffer size is communicated to the Bluetooth module that
segments all packets that would not fit in the buffer.
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Figure 3: Event Processing in Tiny Bluetooth

structures. Figure 4 show the generic packet as well as one
specific packet type.

In our example, on Figure 3, the UART component re-
ceives bytes that are simply passed by value to the HCI
Packet component. Bytes are accumulated into a gen pack-

et buffer. Those buffers are traded between the application,
the HCI Core and HCI Packet components. Once an HCI
Packet is done filling up a packet, it makes it accessible to
HCI Core and obtains an empty buffer in exchange. It can
thus start filling it with the bytes it obtains from the UART
as the previous buffer is being processed by HCI Core. Sim-
ilarly, once HCI Core is done processing an event it makes
it accessible to the application and obtains an empty buffer
in exchange so that the application does not have to copy a
buffer to process its contents. Similar mechanisms are used
when processing commands.

3.3 Related Work
Oliver Kasten [10] implemented a Bluetooth stack for the

BTnodes as part of the Smart-its software package. One of
their priorities was to make the BTnodes accessible from any
Bluetooth device. As a result, they implemented part of the
higher Bluetooth layers (link control, connection manage-
ment and profile). Our emphasis was different: we focused
on an efficient access to the Bluetooth radio for TinyOS ap-
plications deployed on BTnodes. Minimal support for het-
erogeneity could be added by implementing support for con-
nectionless l2cap packets in a component on top of the Tiny
Bluetooth stack.

The native TinyOS stack from UC Berkeley [18] as well
as S-MAC from ISI [19] both rely on a broadcast radio com-
ponent that support bit-level communication. As a result,
their stack (i) implement a CSMA mechanism for media
access control and (ii) implement byte as well as packet ab-
stractions on top of the radio itself. In comparison, our Tiny
Bluetooth stack is thin: it basically encapsulates the three
lower layers of the Bluetooth stack embedded in the radio
module. We compare the footprint of these stacks as well as
their performance in Section 6.

4. MULTIHOP NETWORK ASSEMBLY
Because Bluetooth is connection oriented, the BTnodes

need to be assembled into a multihop network before any



typedef struct { typedef struct {
uint8_t *end; uint8_t *end;

uint8_t *start; sniff_mode_cp *start;
uint8_t data[HCIPACKET_BUF_SIZE]; uint8_t data[HCIPACKET_BUFSIZE-sizeof(sniff_mode_cp)];

} __attribute__ ((packed)) gen_packet; sniff_mode_cp cp;

} __attribute__ ((packed)) sniff_mode_pkt;

Figure 4: Generic Packet Type (gen packet) and Example of a Specific Packet Type. The generic packet type

defines a buffer together with start and end pointers. The specific packet type, sniff mode packet, is used for

sending the HCI command that turns a connection into the power saving sniff mode. This specific packet

type defines a buffer of the same size as the generic packet but more structured (the buffer is composed of an

array of integers – meant to store a packet header – to which is concatenated a variable of type sniff mode cp

– that contains the HCI command definition and its arguments). The start pointer is of type sniff mode cp

so that a header can easily be added.

form of multihop routing can be established (e.g., a routing
tree for TinyDB as discussed in the next section).

4.1 Design
We must take into account the following characteristics of

our platform when designing a multihop network assembly
procedure:

1. Bluetooth Connection Establishment. Bluetooth con-
nections are established between a master and a slave.
The assembly procedure must establish the role of each
node with respect to a connection. Note that nodes
cannot exchange information before they have estab-
lished a connection. In addition, slaves cannot com-
municate with other slaves or overhear the communi-
cation taking place on other connections. As a result,
we cannot use protocols involving spontaneous com-
munication among neighbor nodes.

2. Dual Radio Approach. There are three possible con-
figurations for each dual-radio node: (i) a node can be
connected as slave on its two radios, (ii) a node can
be connected as slave on one radio and as master with
up to seven connections on the other radio, or (iii)
a node can be connected as master with up to seven
connections on both its radios.

3. Device Discovery Protocol. In order for two devices to
discover each other, they must be in two complemen-
tary states at the same time: Inquiry and inquiry scan.
The inquiring device continuously sends out is anybody
out there messages hoping that these messages (known
as ID packets) will collide with a device performing an
inquiry scan. To conserve power a device wanting to
be discovered usually enters inquiry scan periodically
and only for a short time known as the inquiry win-
dow. During this period, the device listens for inquiry
messages.

The main challenges for the assembly procedure are thus
(a) to pick up pairs of nodes that should be connected and
(b) to decide the attribution of slave and master for each
connection.

A first approach would be for the nodes to discover their
physical location (e.g., each node discovering its neighbors),
and to exchange this information with each other in order to
reach a decision concerning their configuration. Such an ap-
proach would allow to construct robust networks with mul-
tiple paths between nodes. Bluetooth however offers limited
support for such solutions. The device discovery protocol
can be used to discover neighbors, however connections need

to be established between pairs of nodes to distribute the
discovered information.

A second approach consists in configuring each node a
priori. Each node is configured with a radio operating as a
master and the other operating as a slave. This obliterates
the need for the discovery and information exchange phases
from the first approach. The second approach constitutes
a baseline. We chose to implement it on top of our Tiny
Bluetooth stack.

Our baseline solution, inspired by BlueTree [20] (discussed
below), is the following. When a node boots up, it enables
one of its radios (the slave radio) and starts looking for an-
other node to connect to. In this stage, the node will not
be discoverable/visible for other nodes; it considers itself an
orphan looking for a network. If it discovers other nodes, it
tries to connect to one of them as a slave4. If the connection
succeeds, it will consider itself member of the network, and
turn on its other radio (the master radio), making it discov-
erable and ready to accept connections from nodes that are
not currently members of the network.

If the connection as a slave fails, it is because the master
has reached its limit on the number of connection it can
accept (recall that a master can connect to seven slaves).
The node then tries to connect to one of the other nodes
it has found in its vicinity. If there is no such other nodes
ready to accept a connection then the node tries to connect
again to the first node it contacted. If a master connected
to seven slaves receives three repeated connection requests
from the same node N , then it disconnects one of its slaves
and accepts the connection from the node N . It has been
shown that when a master is connected to more than five
slaves, additional slaves are in connection range with at least
one of the connected slaves [20]. As a consequence, it is
probable that the disconnected node will find a node that it
can connect to in its vicinity.

When a node is disconnected from its parent (on its slave
radio), it does not try to find a new parent node to which
it could connect (because it is probable that it will try con-
necting to its own children). Instead, it disconnects in turn
all the connections on its master radio. As a consequence,
when a node is disconnected (due to a failure or because
a master has more than seven slaves), all nodes directly or
indirectly connected to this node will end up being discon-
nected. They start again as orphan nodes; the assembly
procedure is restarted, and a connected multihop network is
reconstructed (if at all possible). This is again part of our

4Note that when a node discovers another node it is by
default a master; connecting as a slave requires a role switch.



baseline approach, smarter solutions for the reconnection of
an orphan node would imply exchanging information across
nodes in order to reach an appropriate decision.

In order to bootstrap the assemply procedure, one of the
nodes, say a gateway, starts-up with its master radio turned
on, thus being discoverable for other nodes. Its slave remains
disabled, or is used to connect to the external world. The
network topology obtained with this assembly procedure is a
tree, that we call a connection tree, rooted at the gateway
node that starts-up the assembly procedure. Note that if we
assume that all nodes start-up with their slave radio enabled,
then the connection tree will be bushy: once a node activates
its master radio, all nodes in its vicinity will have a chance
to connect to it before they get a chance to connect to its
children.

It is desirable that a sensor network be accessible via sev-
eral gateways. One has a privileged role as the root of the
connection tree. Other gateways are connected as leaves
(they do not activate their master radio once they are con-
nected to the network via their slave radio). If the root of the
connection tree fails, then all the nodes disconnect and the
assembly procedure can restart with another gateway taking
the responsability of being root of the connection tree.

4.2 Related Work
Sohrabi et al. [16] describe two assembly procedures for

the Sensoria dual-radio nodes (equipped with proprietary
frequency hopping radios). The first procedure proceeds
as follows: the two radios of a node are tuned to two fixed
channels. During network assembly, messages are exchanged
on those channels to form clusters (in each cluster a node is
elected as a master while the other nodes are slaves). The
constraint that a node cannot be master on its two radios
ensures that the clusters constructed for the two radios are
different. Such overlapping clusters cover the entire network
with a high probability; but there is no control over the
topology of the connection tree. The second procedure relies
on a discovery phase during which one of the radios is tuned
to a control channel in order to broadcast information. Once
a node has received information about its neighbors it takes
a decision on its own role: a master remains tuned to the
control channel and exchange data to its slaves on its second
radio while a slave exchanges data on both its radios. Both
procedures rely on tuning one or both radios onto a fixed
channel so that nodes can broadcast information to their
neighbors. This is not possible with Bluetooth.

Basagni et al. [20, 2, 13] proposed a set of scatternet for-
mation protocols for Bluetooth devices: BlueTree, BlueStar,
BlueMesh. The basic protocol is BlueTree that constructs a
multihop network with a tree topology. BlueTree proceeds
in two phases. First, every node obtains information from
its neighbors (nodes spend enough time inquiring and re-
sponding to discover their neighbors). Second, a designated
node, the blueroot, initiates the construction of the BlueTree.
This node is assigned the role of a master and its neighbors
becomes its slaves. Recursively, each node that has become
a slave is assigned the role of master with respect to its un-
connected neighbors. The blueroot is thus the root of the
connection tree, all the intermediate nodes in the connection
tree are both slaves and masters, while the leaves are just
slaves. The constraint that one master cannot be connected
to more than seven slaves is handled via tree reorganization.
This work rely on the assumption that Bluetooth supports

scatternets (intermediate nodes are master and slaves on a
single radio). Our assembly procedure is an adaption of
the BlueTree protocol for the dual-radio configuration. The
main difference is that our approach does not include a dis-
covery phase, rather nodes can join the network at any time
(an unconnected node has its slave radio turned on and is
looking for a master).

5. IN-NETWORK QUERY PROCESSING
TinyDB developed at UC Berkeley and Intel Research [11,

12], processes declarative queries over sensor data within the
sensor network. The proposed query language allows user to
collect, filter and aggregate data produced in the sensor net-
work. In-network query processing proceeds in two phases.
First, the query is disseminated from a gateway node to
all appropriate sensor nodes inside the network. This first
phase results in the establishment of a routing tree rooted
at the gateway and spanning all the sensor nodes producing
data for the given query. Second, data is processed when
transmitted up the routing tree.

Each sensor node runs an instance of TinyDB, which is
responsible for (i) establishing and maintainting the rout-
ing tree, (ii) processing query fragments over data received
via the network or read on a local sensor and (iii) trans-
mitting processed data up the routing tree. Aggregates are
processed in a distributed manner: each node computes a
partial state record based on the values it reads and obtains
from its children. The partial state records are transmitted
and the actual aggregate value is obtained at the root of the
routing tree.

TinyDB is a TinyOS library. It relies on basic TinyOS
building blocks essentially for sending and receiving data
over the network, for setting the power saving mode, for
setting timer events and for reading sensor data.

TinyDB has been designed for the Mica motes [4], assum-
ing communication based on connection less broadcast on
a shared channel radio. The choice of a Bluetooth radio
challenges some of the assumptions that underly its design
and implementation. In the rest of this section, we discuss
the key issues when designing a version of TinyDB based
on our Tiny Bluetooth stack that we call BlueTinyDB for
convenience.

5.1 Topology Management
For each query, TinyDB constructs a routing tree rooted

at the gateway on which the query is submitted. The rout-
ing tree is constructed by having nodes pick one of their
neighbours as their parent.

This procedure for routing tree construction is very much
similar to the one we described in the previous section for
network self-assembly. The construction of the BlueTinyDB
routing tree consists in constructing a directed version of the
connection tree, with the edges oriented towards the gate-
way on which the query is submitted. The oriented edges
are maintained as a parent-child relationship (independent
from the master-slave relationship maintained by the self-
assembly component).

BlueTinyDB constructs the parent-child relationship while
disseminating a query. Each node retrieves the list of neigh-
bors from the self-assembly component. The node from
which the query is received becomes the parent, the other
neighbors become children, regardless of whether they are
master or slaves. There are two issues to be considered:



• There might be several gateways connected to a cluster
of nodes and there might be several queries submitted
to different gateways at the same time. Those queries
will share the same connections. It is thus desirable
that the connection tree is as bushy as possible, in
order to minimize the height of the routing trees, re-
gardless of the gateway to which a query is submitted.

• Madden et al. [12] have proposed Semantic Routing
Trees to restrict the distribution of a query to those
nodes who actually participate in a given query. The
idea is to maintain meta-data on each node to decide
whether the nodes accessed through a given child will
participate in the answer to the query (in which case
the query is distributed further to this child) or not (in
which case the query is not distributed to this child).
The fact that all routing trees share the same connec-
tion tree facilitates the collection and the maintenance
of this meta-data.

5.2 TDM at the Radio Level
TinyDB organizes a time division multiplexing (TDM)

scheme at the application level in order to organize the pro-
cessing and the transfer of data along the routing tree. The
design of the TDM scheme described by Madden et al. [11]
is driven by the following observations:

1. The output of a TinyDB query is a stream of values.
To each value is associated a time-stamp. Aggregates
are performed on values whose time-stamp belong to
a same time interval, or epoch. Because the processing
of an aggregate is distributed across a set of nodes, it
should be synchronized across nodes in order to ensure
that data is indeed processed within an epoch.

2. It is desirable to power down a node while it is not
processing or transmitting data.

TinyDB’s TDM scheme is implementated at the applica-
tion level as follows. First, the query is disseminated to-
gether with timing information that allow nodes (i) to syn-
chronize clocks and (ii) to set the timer that will drive the
TDM scheme. Then each node is put to sleep (i.e., the
microcontroller is forced into power saving mode using the
TinyOS Snooze command) until it is woken up by a timer
event. When a node is asleep, it cannot process sensor or
network data. Once a node is awake it receives data from its
children, reads sensor data, processes the query locally and
transmit the partial state record to its parent. The timers
are set on each node so that there is an overlap between the
intervals children are sending and parents are listening.

The main problem with this approach is the timer set-
up: How to assign time slots in the TDM scheme at the
application level? The duration of each slot depends on
the duration of an epoch (defined in the query), the height
of the tree (data produced during an epoch should be pro-
cessed together), the breadth of the tree (each node must
receive data from all its children before it transmits pro-
cessed data up the routing tree) and the density of nodes
(there can be collisions between nodes within transmission
range whether they are siblings in the routing tree or not).
The TDM scheme also relies on clock synchronization across
nodes, which is only approximate at the application level5.

5A child node uses the timing information contained in the

In addition, modifications of the routing tree should lead to
a modification of the slot duration on each node. In prac-
tice, the slot duration will be a rough estimate (e.g., the
duration of an epoch divided by the size of the tree) and the
control of the TDM scheme will be at best an approximate
leading to the loss of values that cannot be transmitted and
processed during a given epoch.

Using Bluetooth, it is possible to let the radio drive the
TDM scheme. Bluetooth relies on a TDM scheme at the
physical and MAC layers to implement the frequency hop-
ping transmission. It also provides a power saving mode that
allows reducing the duty cycles between connected devices:
the sniff mode. In sniff mode, two devices negociate specific
slots where communication can begin. If no communication
takes place at these sniff slots, the devices may spend the
time until the next sniff slot in low power mode. Otherwise,
communication takes place until one of the devices decides
to end the communication. A message sent from the host to
the Bluetooth module while the radio is in low power mode
will first be transmitted when a sniff slot is reached. A mas-
ter can enter the sniff mode for each individual connection it
manages. The period of the sniff slots is a parameter given
by an application when a connection enters the sniff mode.
The application has however no control over the timing of
the sniff slots.

BlueTinyDB relies on the sniff mode as follows. On each
node, all connections (to all children and to the parent) en-
ter sniff mode with a period equal to the epoch specified
in the query and the microcontroller is put in sleep mode.
Whenever the node receives data from a child, it updates the
partial state record for the given query. Once all data with a
same time-stamp have been received6, the rest of the query
is evaluated (the partial state record is consolidated, filter
predicates are applied) and the processed data is sent up the
routing tree. The processed data is actually sent only when
the sniff slot for the parent connection is encountered. Note
that BlueTinyDB does not explicitely set a timer to control
the TDM scheme; it is the Bluetooth radio that manages
timing through the sniff mode.

The use of the sniff mode to drive the TDM scheme in
BlueTinyDB raises the following issues:

• Because BlueTinyDB has no control over the timing
of the sniff slot, it cannot guarantee that data is trans-
mitted and processed from the leaves of the routing
tree up to the root within a single epoch. Process-
ing is thus pipelined across epochs. We thus relaxes
the initial constraint to process aggregates within an
epoch. This approach was suggested by Madden et al.
as an alternative to their TDM scheme [14].

• The microcontroller sleeps until it is woken up by in-
coming data received over the network (or possibly by
data produced by a local sensor). Depending on the
number of children, the microcontroller switches from
operational to power saving mode several times per
epoch. The duration of the intervals during which the
microcontroller is in power saving mode depend on the
timing of the sniff slots.

message from its parent (how long until the end of the epoch)
to synchronize its clock (+/− 1 ms).
6If a child fails to send data, it is simply ignored.



5.3 Separated Channels
TinyDB relies on the TinyOS MAC layer to avoid colli-

sions between nodes transmitting during the same interval.
Those collisions occur not only between parents and chil-
dren but between any two nodes who are in transmitting
range of each other. If the density of nodes is high, then
we can expect a high rate of collisions. As a consequence,
TinyDB monitors channel contention and adaptively reduces
the number of packets sent as contention rises.

The problem of channel contention is not acute in the
context of a Bluetooth radio. Each connection constitutes a
separated channel. There is only interference between pairs
of nodes hopping on the same frequency at a given point in
time. This is a marginal problem.

Note that separated channels are expected to boost the
performance of flooding as collisions are avoided between
parents and children as well as between branches of the rout-
ing tree.

Note however that separated channels do not permit the
snooping used in TinyDB to optimize the performance of
certain aggregate operators (such as MAX) or to compen-
sate for the loss of some messages.

6. EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Calibration of the BTnodes
The Tiny Bluetooth stack allows us to run experiments

with the BTnodes in order to calibrate them with respect
to throughput as well as energy consumption.

6.1.1 Code Footprint
Our first challenge was to squeeze a tiny version of the

Bluetooth stack within the BTnode. The code footprint for
our Tiny Bluetooth stack is less than 3 KiB. It is thus compa-
rable to the native TinyOS stack (approximately 2 KiB [9])
and one order of magnitude less than the Smart-its Blue-
tooth stack (approximately 30 KiB [15]).

In the dual radio configuration, we have duplicated the
Tiny Bluetooth stack for the sake of simplicity. The code
footprint of these stacks together with network assembly and
multihop routing is approximately 8 KiB. We estimate that
we can reduce the code footprint by 30 to 40% if we avoid
duplicating the stack. The data footprint (taking into ac-
count the non initialized variables—traditionnally denoted
as bss) is 1 KiB due to the packets statically allocated in
the Tiny Bluetooth stack.

Table 1 breaks down the code, bss (non initialized vari-
ables) and data (initialized variables)7 footprint for the dual-
radio configuration.

6.1.2 Throughput
Bluetooth specification promise high throughput. Can our

Tiny Bluetooth stack take advantage of this potential on the
BTnodes?

We measured throughput on point-to-point connection
between master and slave. Figure 5 shows the results we
obtained for all possible Bluetooth encodings and two pay-
load sizes.

7The distinction between initialized and non initialized vari-
ables is interesting as non initialized variables are not part
of the code uploaded to the nodes.

Description code bss data
Support & TinyOS core 1180 0
UART0 & interrupts 346 4
UART1 & interrupts 292 5
hciPacket0 604 155
hciPacket1 588 155
hciCore0 1624 159
hciCore1 1590 159
Assembly component 4796 1021 16
Total 11020 1658 16

Table 1: Code size breakdown (bytes)
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Bluetooth defines 6 encoding that correspond to the com-
bination of two levels of resistance to noise (due to differ-
ent levels of redundancy in the encoding – DM: high resis-
tance and DH: low resistance) and three configurations of
the TDM scheme (the node transmits for 1, 3 or 5 time
slots). The two payload sizes we consider are 20 bytes, i.e.,
enough to transport a few integers which is the case for
many sensor network applications, and 668 bytes which is
the maximum HCI packet size, i.e., enough to transport high
bandwidth traffic such as images or sounds.

For payloads of 20 bytes, the encoding used does not make
a significant difference. We achieve a throughput of about
5 KiB/sec. For the maximum payload of 668 bytes, through-
put is significantly higher: it varies from 6 to 35 KiB/sec.
Here, the number of slots used for transmission and the re-
sistance to noise have a significant impact. Our result shows
that the best throughput is achieved with 3 slots transmis-
sions (more data is transmitted than with 1 slot transmission
and there is less retransmissions than with 5 slots).

Note that the throughput we achieve is far from the the-
oretical max. First, our Tiny Bluetooth stack accesses the
Bluetooth module via the UART and the maximum through-



put supported by the UART is approximately 45 KiB/sec8.
Second, the Bluetooth module generates superfluous mes-
sages that take up bandwidth on the UART interface (hard-
coded Ericsson string events).

1 2 3
Aggregate 38.1 KiB/s 25.4 KiB/s 19.3 KiB/s
Pr. slave 38.1 KiB/s 12.7 KiB/s 6.4 KiB/s

Table 2: Throughput for an multipoint asymmet-

ric DM3 connection, aggregate and individual band-

width

Additional experiments have shown that slave to master
communication achieves a throughput which is very similar
to the master to slave communication shown in Figure 5.
This means that data can flow up the routing tree regardless
of whether individual connections are master-slave or slave-
master.

The master is responsible for allocating the channel band-
width for each slave in a multipoint connection. We setup
the master to connect to a number of slaves and send pack-
ets in round-robin order on each connection. We measured
the bandwidth on each connection. It would be expected
that the total bandwidth stays the same and that each slave
receives a fair share.

Table 2 shows that the aggregate bandwidth drops con-
siderably but that each slave receives a fair share of that
bandwidth. It is peculiar that the aggregate bandwidth
drops as much as 50 %—the lower layers of Bluetooth allow
the master to switch between slaves without any additional
overhead. Hence the ROK modules wastes in-air slots by
not sending meaningful data.

Madden et al. [12] write that it is reasonable to expect
that the Mica motes transmit approximately 500 bytes per
second. We thus achieve with the BTnodes a throughput,
which is between one and two orders of magnitude higher
for point-to-point connections and at the very least a factor
of two for multipoint connections.

6.1.3 Energy Consumption
The throughput results are encouraging; however energy

consumption is the key metric for the calibration of the BTn-
odes. We thus measured both current draw and voltage9 for
different regimes of our experimentation platform. Figure 6
summarizes our results.

Our first goal was to measure energy consumption for an
idle BTnode (in black on the figure). According to the man-
ufacturer [1], the 8 MHz MCU can use up to 12 mA at 5 V
(60 mW) in idle sleep mode. With a slightly lower clock
frequency, we observe a lower energy consumption (about

8Note that we had to modify TinyOS to operate the UART
at full speed. The UART relies on two registers for sending
bytes: one, called the shift register, contains the byte cur-
rently being sent, the other contains the byte to send next.
We fixed the UART module so that it generates an event
each time the UART moves a byte to the shift register in-
stead of generating an event each time the shift register is
empty and the UART has no more data to send.
9We used an input voltage of approximately 5V. We ob-
served that voltage varied slightly during the experiments.
We thus decided not to assume constant voltage to compute
the energy consumption.
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46 mW). In the dual case, the base energy consumption is
80 mW. This is mostly due to the (unused but turned on) led
on the BTtester, which consumes about 22 mW, as well as
the voltage regulator and the serial voltage level converter.

Turning a Bluetooth radio on consumes about 30 mW ex-
tra (in idle mode). Making the radio pageable, or inquiriable
requires an additional 9 mW. A BTnode with a single ra-
dio waiting for a connection thus consumes 89 mW. In the
dual radio case, turning on both radios and making them
pageable and inquirable consumes about 155 mW.

Nodes use about 136 mW to maintain connections. Addi-
tional experiments showed that putting a connection in sniff
mode saves a marginal 5 mW. This suggests that some opti-
mizations might have been missed in the Bluetooth module
design.

Once a connection is established sending or receiving data
consumes an additional 65 mW when transferring at 6 KiB/-
sec when using a single radio and 5 mW for each radio when
transferring 10 packets per second.

6.1.4 Discussion
All in all, a single-radio BTnode uses approximately 50 mW

when idle and 285 mW when communicating, while these
numbers are up to 80 and 450 mW for a dual-radio BTnode.
If we compare with the Mica motes from UC Berkeley, these
numbers are high. Indeed, Madden et al. [12] report 10 mW
for for an idle node and 60 mW when communicating.

The BTnodes consume five times more energy than the
Mica motes doing nothing! This is due to the fact that
the MCUs are placed in different sleep modes. As we have
seen with TinyDB in Section 5.1, the Mica motes favour
applications that manage themselves the time they spend in
sleep mode. This way, the MCU can be put to sleep in power
save mode, where only the external clock can send wake-up
signals, i.e., the motes do not get data from sensors or from
other nodes while the MCU is in sleep mode. The power
save sleep mode is the most energy efficient.

The BTnodes favour applications that are in sleep mode
until events are received from the Bluetooth radio or the sen-
sors. This precludes the use of the power save mode because



events generated by the Bluetooth radio would be ignored.
The MCU is best put in idle sleep mode until an event is
received from the UART or from the clock. The idle sleep
mode is however less energy efficient than the power save
mode. We can estimate to 8 days the life expectancy of a
BTnode in idle sleep mode with two standard AA batteries.

We noted that energy consumption was high when trans-
mitting data. However, if we consider the ratio energy
per bit transmitted, then the BTnode exhibits rather good
performances. Running at 6 KiB/s, we obtain approxi-
mately 5.5 µJ/bit for a single radio and 10 µJ/bit for two
radios. These numbers are close to the ones reported in the
original TinyOS paper [9] (approximately 4 µJ/bit) for an
ideal transmission without interference or loss. According
to Madden et al. 15 µJ/bit is a more realistic number for
the Mica motes.

Another characteristics of these results is that connection
maintenance consumes a lot of energy, both on master and
slave. Using the sniff mode does not make a significant dif-
ference. These results suggest that connections should only
be established for short periods. There is thus a trade-off
between the cost of connection maintenance and the cost
of network assembly. We explore this trade-off in the next
Section.

In summary, all these remarks suggest that the BTnodes
are well suited for applications that are active over a limited
time period, with few unpredictable bursts of very heavy
network traffic (taking advantage of the high throughput).
An example of such application could be a sensor network
deployed to secure a building in a mounted operation in
urban terrain. Such a network could have a life expectancy
of up to a week, operating in sleep mode until individuals
are detected in which case as much situational information
as possible could be obtained (including possibly images or
sound on a suite of point-to-point connections).

6.2 Network Self-Assembly
Because it is expensive to maintain a connection it is likely

that the network will be assembled repeatedly when data
needs be transmitted. Network assembly should thus be
rapid and energy efficient.

Figure 7 shows energy consumption as a function of time
on a BTnode during network assembly. The figure is anno-
tated with letters corresponding to the different phases of
the experiment. As the node is turned on (a), it initializes
its slave radio. After a while, it discovers its parent-to-be,
connects to it (b) and enables its master radio that becomes
discoverable. The connection is established within 20 sec-
onds.

For the sake of clarity, we turn on the children nodes one
after the other. After 30 seconds, the first child is turned on,
it is detected and a connection is established on the node’s
master radio (c). After 40 second, the second child is turned
on and a second connection is established (d). Energy con-
sumption corresponds to the calibration presented in the
previous Section. Additional connections result in a very
limited increase in energy consumption (about 3-4 mW).

Once those connections are established, the node routes
data from both children to its parent: both children send
packets with payload of 5 and 50 bytes every 10 seconds
for a 100 seconds. Note that the children do not send in
synch. The peaks of energy consumption we observe from 40
seconds until 160 seconds correspond primarily to the master
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and Transmissions

radio being discoverable (e) and also to the transmission of
data packets (f)10.

After 160 seconds, both children are disconnected (g) and
after 180 seconds the parent is disconnected (h). The node
remains idle with both Bluetooth radios disabled but pow-
ered on.

Additional experiments show that our assembly procedure
requires in most cases between 5 and 10 seconds per level in
the connection tree assuming all nodes have already initial-
ized their Bluetooth radios11 . Indeed, children can only be
discovered once the connection to the parent is established.

Energy consumption corresponds to what could be pre-
dicted after calibrating the nodes. There is no extra over-
head introduced by the assembly procedure. In order to save
energy, it thus seems a good idea to assemble the network
repeatedly, for relatively short periods during which high
volumes of data can be transmitted.

7. CONCLUSION
Our experiments with the BTnodes suggest that Blue-

tooth based sensor nodes could be appropriate for a niche of
applications exchanging unpredictable bursts of data during
a limited time period.

It is difficult to predict that Bluetooth will emerge as an
alternative of choice for a larger class of sensor network ap-
plications. First, as long as scatternets are not supported
we will have to rely on a dual-radio approach which is ex-
pensive and energy inefficient. Second, using Bluetooth for
commercial purpose requires a certification (to guarantee
that heterogeneous devices can communicate) which is ir-
relevant and unrealistic in the context of sensor networks.
Third, the encapsulation of the three lower layers on hard-

10A similar experiment without data transmission also ex-
hibits energy peaks but with a more regular intensity.

11We observe that connections take most of the time 5 to
10 seconds with some outliers requiring 20 to 30 seconds.
We have studied the characteristics of device discovery and
connection establishment in previous work [3].



ware does not allow applications to access relevant informa-
tion (concerning time synchronization or device discovery
in particular). Fourth, our experiments show that connec-
tion maintenance is expensive even with a low duty cycle
in power saving (sniff) mode. This renders unpractical the
possibility for the radio clock to drive TDM on behalf of the
application.

Instead of using a Bluetooth module separate from the
MCU, both could be integrated on one die. This system-on-
a-chip approach has already been adopted by CSR for their
Bluetooth module [7]. The MCU runs both the lower lay-
ers of the communication stack and the applications. The
arguments mentioned above disqualify Bluetooth as a first
choice for sensor nodes based on a system-on-a chip design.
In addition, the dual-radio approach is not reasonable on
such integrated systems because of interferences. We believe
however that a form of spread-spectrum radio is appropriate
for system-on-a-chip sensor nodes because the timing sensi-
tive hardware necessary to implement such radios can be
leveraged by the application (as we have shown in this pa-
per). It is however necessary to devise an effective solution
for the scatternet problem. It is necessary to devise aggres-
sive power saving strategies based on the characteristics of
the radio as well as the application. These are topics for
future work.
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Ubiquitous computing is the method of enhancing computer use by making many computers available 
throughout the physical environment, but making them effectively invisible to the user. Since we started 
this work at Xerox PARC in 1988, a number of researchers around the world have begun to work in the 
ubiquitous computing framework. This paper explains what is new and different about the computer 
science in ubiquitous computing. It starts with a brief overview of ubiquitous computing, and then 
elaborates through a series of examples drawn from various subdisciplines of computer science: 
hardware components (e.g. chips), network protocols, interaction substrates (e.g. software for screens 
and pens), applications, privacy, and computational methods. Ubiquitous computing offers a framework 
for new and exciting research across the spectrum of computer science. 

A few places in the world have begun work on a possible next generation computing environment in 
which each person is continually interacting with hundreds of nearby wirelessly interconnected 
computers. The point is to achieve the most effective kind of technology, that which is essentially 
invisible to the user. To bring computers to this point while retaining their power will require radically 
new kinds of computers of all sizes and shapes to be available to each person. I call this future world 
"Ubiquitous Computing" (short form: "Ubicomp") [Weiser 1991]. The research method for ubiquitous 
computing is standard experimental computer science: the construction of working prototypes of the 
necessary infrastructure in sufficient quantity to debug the viability of the systems in everyday use, 
using ourselves and a few colleagues as guinea pigs. This is an important step towards insuring that our 
infrastructure research is robust and scalable in the face of the details of the real world. 

The idea of ubiquitous computing first arose from contemplating the place of today's computer in actual 
activities of everyday life. In particular, anthropological studies of work life [Suchman 1985, Lave 1991] 
teach us that people primarily work in a world of shared situations and unexamined technological skills. 
However the computer today is isolated and isolating from the overall situation, and fails to get out of 
the way of the work. In other words, rather than being a tool through which we work, and so which 
disappears from our awareness, the computer too often remains the focus of attention. And this is true 
throughout the domain of personal computing as currently implemented and discussed for the future, 
whether one thinks of PC's, palmtops, or dynabooks. The characterization of the future computer as the 
"intimate computer" [Kay 1991], or "rather like a human assistant" [Tesler 1991] makes this attention to 
the machine itself particularly apparent. 
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Getting the computer out of the way is not easy. This is not a graphical user interface (GUI) problem, 
but is a property of the whole context of usage of the machine and the affordances of its physical 
properties: the keyboard, the weight and desktop position of screens, and so on. The problem is not one 
of "interface". For the same reason of context, this was not a multimedia problem, resulting from any 
particular deficiency in the ability to display certains kinds of realtime data or integrate them into 
applications. (Indeed, multimedia tries to grab attention, the opposite of the ubiquitous computing ideal 
of invisibility). The challenge is to create a new kind of relationship of people to computers, one in 
which the computer would have to take the lead in becoming vastly better at getting out of the way so 
people could just go about their lives. 

In 1988, when I started PARC's work on ubiquitous computing, virtual reality (VR) came the closest to 
enacting the principles we believed important. In its ultimate envisionment, VR causes the computer to 
become effectively invisible by taking over the human sensory and affector systems [Rheingold 91]. VR 
is extremely useful in scientific visualization and entertainment, and will be very significant for those 
niches. But as a tool for productively changing everyone's relationship to computation, it has two crucial 
flaws: first, at the present time (1992), and probably for decades, it cannot produce a simulation of 
significant verisimilitude at reasonable cost (today, at any cost). This means that users will not be fooled 
and the computer will not be out of the way. Second, and most importantly, it has the goal of fooling the 
user -- of leaving the everyday physical world behind. This is at odds with the goal of better integrating 
the computer into human activities, since humans are of and in the everyday world. 

Ubiquitous computing is exploring quite different ground from Personal Digital Assistants, or the idea 
that computers should be autonomous agents that take on our goals. The difference can be characterized 
as follows. Suppose you want to lift a heavy object. You can call in your strong assistant to lift it for 
you, or you can be yourself made effortlessly, unconsciously, stronger and just lift it. There are times 
when both are good. Much of the past and current effort for better computers has been aimed at the 
former; ubiquitous computing aims at the latter. 

The approach I took was to attempt the definition and construction of new computing artifacts for use in 
everyday life. I took my inspiration from the everyday objects found in offices and homes, in particular 
those objects whose purpose is to capture or convey information. The most ubiquitous current 
informational technology embodied in artifacts is the use of written symbols, primarily words, but 
including also pictographs, clocks, and other sorts of symbolic communication. Rather than attempting 
to reproduce these objects inside the virtual computer world, leading to another "desktop 
model" [Buxton 90], instead I wanted to put the new kind of computer also out in this world of concrete 
information conveyers. And because these written artifacts occur in many different sizes and shapes, 
with many different affordances, so I wanted the computer embodiments to be of many sizes and shapes, 
including tiny inexpensive ones that could bring computing to everyone. 

The physical affordances in the world come in all sizes and shapes; for practical reasons our ubiquitous 
computing work begins with just three different sizes of devices: enough to give some scope, not enough 
to deter progress. The first size is the wall-sized interactive surface, analogous to the office whiteboard 
or the home magnet-covered refrigerator or bulletin board. The second size is the notepad, envisioned 
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not as a personal computer but as analogous to scrap paper to be grabbed and used easily, with many in 
use by a person at once. The cluttered office desk or messy front hall table are real-life examples. 
Finally, the third size is the tiny computer, analogous to tiny individual notes or PostIts, and also like the 
tiny little displays of words found on book spines, lightswitches, and hallways. Again, I saw this not as a 
personal computer, but as a pervasive part of everyday life, with many active at all times. I called these 
three sizes of computers, respectively, boards, pads, and tabs, and adopted the slogan that, for each 
person in an office, there should be hundreds of tabs, tens of pads, and one or two boards. Specifications 
for some prototypes of these three sizes in use at PARC are shown in figure 1. 

This then is phase I of ubiquitous computing: to construct, deploy, and learn from a computing 
environment consisting of tabs, pads, and boards. This is only phase I, because it is unlikely to achieve 
optimal invisibility. (Later phases are yet to be determined). But it is a start down the radical direction, 
for computer science, away from attention on the machine and back on the person and his or her life in 
the world of work, play, and home. 

Hardware Prototypes

New hardware systems design for ubiquitous computing has been oriented towards experimental 
platforms for systems and applications of invisibility. New chips have been less important than 
combinations of existing components that create experimental opportunities. The first ubiquitous 
computing technology to be deployed was the Liveboard [Elrod 92], which is now a Xerox product. 
Two other important pieces of prototype hardware supporting our research at PARC are the Tab and the 
Pad. 

Tab

The ParcTab is a tiny information doorway. For user interaction it has a pressure sensitive screen on top 
of the display, three buttons underneath the natural finger positions, and the ability to sense its position 
within a building. The display and touchpad it uses are standard commercial units. 

The key hardware design problems in the pad are size and power consumption. With several dozens of 
these devices sitting around the office, in briefcases, in pockets, one cannot change their batteries every 
week. The PARC design uses the 8051 to control detailed interactions, and includes software that keeps 
power usage down. The major outboard components are a small analog/digital converter for the pressure 
sensitive screen, and analog sense circuitry for the IR receiver. Interestingly, although we have been 
approached by several chip manufacturers about our possible need for custom chips for the Tab, the Tab 
is not short of places to put chips. The display size leaves plenty of room, and the display thickness 
dominates total size. Off-the-shelf components are more than adequate for exploring this design space, 
even with our severe size, weight, and power constraints. 

A key part of our design philosophy is to put devices in everyday use, not just demonstrate them. We 
can only use techniques suitable for quantity 100 replication, which excludes certain things that could 
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make a huge difference, such as the integration of components onto the display surface itself. This 
technology, being explored at PARC, ISI, and TI, while very promising, is not yet ready for replication. 

The Tab architecture is carefully balanced among display size, bandwidth, processing, and memory. For 
instance, the small display means that even the tiny processor is capable of four frame/sec video to it, 
and the IR bandwidth is capable of delivering this. The bandwidth is also such that the processor can 
actually time the pulse widths in software timing loops. Our current design has insufficient storage, and 
we are increasing the amount of non-volatile RAM in future tabs from 8k to 128k. The tab's goal of 
postit-note-like casual use puts it into a design space generally unexplored in the commercial or research 
sector. 

Pad

The pad is really a family of notebook-sized devices. Our initial pad, the ScratchPad, plugged into a Sun 
SBus card and provided an X-window-system-compatible writing and display surface. This same design 
was used inside our first wall-sized displays, the liveboards, as well. Our later untethered pad devices, 
the XPad and MPad, continued the system design principles of X-compatibility, ease of construction, 
and flexibility in software and hardware expansion. 

As I write, at the end of 1992, commercial portable pen devices have been on the market for two years, 
although most of the early companies have now gone out of business. Why should a pioneering research 
lab be building its own such device? Each year we ask ourselves the same question, and so far three 
things always drive us to continue to design our own pad hardware. 

First, we need the right balance of features; this is the essence of systems design. The commercial 
devices all aim at particular niches, and so balance their design to that niche. For research we need a 
rather different balance, all the more so for ubiquitous computing. For instance, can the device 
communicate simultaneously along multiple channels? Does the O.S support multiprocessing? What 
about the potential for high-speed tethering? Is there a high-quality pen? Is there a high-speed expansion 
port sufficient for video in and out? Is sound in/out and ISDN available? Optional keyboard? Any one 
commercial device tends to satisfy some of these, ignore others, and choose a balance of the ones it does 
satisfy that optimize its niche, rather than ubiquitous computing-style scrap computing. The balance for 
us emphasizes communication, ram, multi-media, and expansion ports. 

Second, apart from balance are the requirements for particular features. Key among these are a pen 
emphasis, connection to research environments like Unix, and communication emphasis. A high-speed 
(>64kbps) wireless capability is built into no commercial devices, nor do they generally have a 
sufficiently high speed port to which such a radio can be added. Commercial devices generally come 
with DOS or Penpoint, and while we have developed in both, they are not our favorite research vehicles 
because of lack of full access and customizability. 

The third thing driving our own pad designs is ease of expansion and modification. We need full 
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hardware specs, complete O.S. source code, and the ability to rip-out and replace both hardware and 
software components. Naturally these goals are opposed to best price in a niche market, which orients 
the documentation to the end user, and which keeps price down by integrated rather than modular 
design. 

We have now gone through three generations of Pad designs. Six scratchpads were built, three XPads, 
and thirteen MPads, the latest. The MPad uses an FPGA for almost all random logic, giving extreme 
flexibility. For instance, changing the power control functions, and adding high-quality sound, were 
relatively simple FPGA changes. The Mpad has built-in both IR (tab compatible) and radio 
communication, and includes sufficient uncommitted space for adding new circuit boards later. It can be 
used with a tether that provides it with recharging and operating power and an ethernet connection. The 
operating system is a standalone version of the public-domain Portable Common Runtime developed at 
PARC [Weiser 89]. 

------------------------ 

FIGURE 1 - some hardware prototypes in use at PARC 

------------------------ 

FIGURE 2 - Photographs of each of tabs, pads, boards (at end of paper). 

------------------------ 

The CS of Ubicomp

In order to construct and deploy tabs, pads, and boards at PARC, we found ourselves needing to 
readdress some of the well-worked areas of existing computer science. The fruitfulness of ubiquitous 
computing for new Computer Science problems clinched our belief in the ubiquitous computing 
framework. 

In what follows I walk up the levels of organization of a computer system, from hardware to application. 
For each level I describe one or two examples of computer science work required by ubiquitous 
computing. Ubicomp is not yet a coherent body of work, but consists of a few scattered communities. 
The point of this paper is to help others understand some of the new research challenges in ubiquitous 
computing, and inspire them to work on them. This is more akin to a tutorial than a survey, and 
necessarily selective. 

The areas I discuss below are: hardware components (e.g. chips), network protocols, interaction 
substrates (e.g. software for screens and pens), applications, privacy, and computational methods. 
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Issues of hardware components

In addition to the new systems of tabs, pads, and boards, ubiquitous computing needs some new kinds of 
devices. Examples of three new kinds of hardware devices are: very low power computing, low-power 
high-bits/cubic-meter communication, and pen devices. 

Low Power 

In general the need for high performance has dominated the need for low power consumption in 
processor design. However, recognizing the new requirements of ubiquitous computing, a number of 
people have begun work in using additional chip area to reduce power rather than to increase 
performance [Lyon 93]. One key approach is to reduce the clocking frequency of their chips by 
increasing pipelining or parallelism. Then, by running the chips at reduced voltage, the effect is a net 
reduction in power, because power falls off as the square of the voltage while only about twice the area 
is needed to run at half the clock speed. 

------------ 

Power = CL * Vdd2 * f 

●     where CL is the gate capacitance, Vdd the supply voltage, and f the clocking frequency. 

------------- 

This method of reducing power leads to two new areas of chip design: circuits that will run at low 
power, and architectures that sacrifice area for power over performance. The second requires some 
additional comment, because one might suppose that one would simply design the fastest possible chip, 
and then run it at reduced clock and voltage. However, as Lyon illustrates, circuits in chips designed for 
high speed generally fail to work at low voltages. Furthermore, attention to special circuits may permit 
operation over a much wider range of voltage operation, or achieve power savings via other special 
techniques, such as adiabatic switching [Lyon 93]. 

Wireless

A wireless network capable of accommodating hundreds of high speed devices for every person is well 
beyond the commercial wireless systems planned even ten years out [Rush 92], which are aimed at one 
low speed (64kbps or voice) device per person. Most wireless work uses a figure of merit of bits/sec x 
range, and seeks to increase this product. We believe that a better figure of merit is bits/sec/meter3. This 
figure of merit causes the optimization of total bandwidth throughout a three-dimensional space, leading 
to design points of very tiny cellular systems. 
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Because we felt the commercial world was ignoring the proper figure of merit, we initiated our own 
small radio program. In 1989 we built spread-spectrum transceivers at 900Mhz, but found them difficult 
to build and adjust, and prone to noise and multipath interference. In 1990 we built direct frequency-
shift-keyed transceivers also at 900Mhz, using very low power to be license-free. While much simpler, 
these transceivers had unexpectedly and unpredictably long range, causing mutual interference and 
multipath problems. In 1991 we designed and built our current radios, which use the near-field of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. The near-field has an effective fall-off of r6 in power, instead of the more 
usual r2, where r is the distance from the transmitter. At the proper levels this band does not require an 
FCC license, permits reuse of the same frequency over and over again in a building, has virtually no 
multipath or blocking effects, and permits transceivers that use extremely low power and low parts 
count. We have deployed a number of near-field radios within PARC. 

Pens

A third new hardware component is the pen for very large displays. We needed pens that would work 
over a large area (at least 60"x40"), not require a tether, and work with back projection. These 
requirements are generated from the particular needs of large displays in ubiquitous computing -- casual 
use, no training, naturalness, multiple people at once. No existing pens or touchpads could come close to 
these requirements. Therefore members of the Electronics and Imaging lab at PARC devised a new 
infrared pen. A camera-like device behind the screen senses the pen position, and information about the 
pen state (e.g. buttons) is modulated along the IR beam. The pens need not touch the screen, but can 
operate from several feet away. Considerable DSP and analog design work underlies making these pens 
effective components of the ubiquitous computing system [Elrod 92]. 

Network Protocols

Ubicomp changes the emphasis in networking in at least four areas: wireless media access, wide-
bandwidth range, real-time capabilities for multimedia over standard networks, and packet routing. 

A "media access" protocol provides access to a physical medium. Common media access methods in 
wired domains are collision detection and token-passing. These do not work unchanged in a wireless 
domain because not every device is assured of being able to hear every other device (this is called the 
"hidden terminal" problem). Furthermore, earlier wireless work used assumptions of complete 
autonomy, or a statically configured network, while ubiquitous computing requires a cellular topology, 
with mobile devices frequently coming on and off line. We have adapted a media access protocol called 
MACA, first described by Phil Karn [Karn 90], with some of our own modifications for fairness and 
efficiency. 

The key idea of MACA is for the two stations desiring to communicate to first do a short handshake of 
Request-To-Send-N-bytes followed by Clear-To-Send-N-bytes. This exchange allows all other stations 
to hear that there is going to be traffic, and for how long they should remain quiet. Collisions, which are 
detected by timeouts, occur only during the short RTS packet. 
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Adapting MACA for ubiquitous computing use required considerable attention to fairness and real-time 
requirements. MACA (like the original ethernet) requires stations whose packets collide to backoff a 
random time and try again. If all stations but one backoff, that one can dominate the bandwidth. By 
requiring all stations to adapt the backoff parameter of their neighbors we create a much fairer allocation 
of bandwidth. 

Some applications need guaranteed bandwidth for voice or video. We added a new packet type, NCTS
(n) (Not Clear To Send), to suppress all other transmissions for (n) bytes. This packet is sufficient for a 
basestation to do effective bandwidth allocation among its mobile units. The solution is robust, in the 
sense that if the basestation stops allocating bandwidth then the system reverts to normal contention. 

When a number of mobile units share a single basestation, that basestation may be a bottleneck for 
communication. For fairness, a basestation with N > 1 nonempty output queues needs to contend for 
bandwidth as though it were N stations. We therefore make the basestation contend just enough more 
aggressively that it is N times more likely to win a contention for media access. 

Two other areas of networking research at PARC with ubiquitous computing implications are gigabit 
networks and real-time protocols. Gigabit-per-second speeds are important because of the increasing 
number of medium speed devices anticipated by ubiquitous computing, and the growing importance of 
real-time (multimedia) data. One hundred 256kbps portables per office implies a gigabit per group of 
forty offices, with all of PARC needing an aggregate of some five gigabits/sec. This has led us to do 
research into local-area ATM switches, in association with other gigabit networking projects [Lyles 92]. 

Real-time protocols are a new area of focus in packet-switched networks. Although real-time delivery 
has always been important in telephony, a few hundred milliseconds never mattered in typical packet-
switched applications like telnet and file transfer. With the ubiquitous use of packet-switching, even for 
telephony using ATM, the need for real-time capable protocols has become urgent if the packet 
networks are going to support multi-media applications. Again in association with other members of the 
research community, PARC is exploring new protocols for enabling multimedia on the packet-switched 
internet [Clark 92]. 

The internet routing protocol, IP, has been in use for over ten years. However, neither it nor its OSI 
equivalent, CLNP, provides sufficient infrastructure for highly mobile devices. Both interpret fields in 
the network names of devices in order to route packets to the device. For instance, the "13" in IP name 
13.2.0.45 is interpreted to mean net 13, and network routers anywhere in the world are expected to know 
how to get a packet to net 13, and all devices whose name starts with 13 are expected to be on that 
network. This assumption fails as soon as a user of a net 13 mobile device takes her device on a visit to 
net 36 (Stanford). Changing the device name dynamically depending on location is no solution: higher 
level protocols like TCP assume that underlying names won't change during the life of a connection, and 
a name change must be accompanied by informing the entire network of the change so that existing 
services can find the device. 
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A number of solutions have been proposed to this problem, among them Virtual IP from Sony [Teraoka 
91], and Mobile IP from Columbia University [Ioannidis 93]. These solutions permit existing IP 
networks to interoperate transparently with roaming hosts. The key idea of all approaches is to add a 
second layer of IP address, the "real" address indicating location, to the existing fixed device address. 
Special routing nodes that forward packets to the right real address, and keep track of where this address 
is, are required for all approaches. The internet community has a working group looking at standards for 
this area (contact Deering@xerox.com for more information). 

Interaction Substrates

Ubicomp has led us into looking at new substrates for interaction. I mention four here that span the 
space from virtual keyboards to protocols for window systems. 

Pads have a tiny interaction area -- too small for a keyboard, too small even for standard handprinting 
recognition. Handprinting has the further problem that it requires looking at what is written. 
Improvements in voice recognition are no panacea, because when other people are present voice will 
often be inappropriate. As one possible solution, we developed a method of touch-printing that uses only 
a tiny area and does not require looking. As drawbacks, our method requires a new printing alphabet to 
be memorized, and reaches only half the speed of a fast typist [Goldberg 93]. 

Liveboards have a huge interaction area, 400 times that of the tab. Using conventional pulldown or 
popup menus might require walking across the room to the appropriate button, a serious problem. We 
have developed methods of location-independent interaction by which even complex interactions can be 
popped up at any location. [Kurtenbach 93]. 

The X window system, although designed for network use, makes it difficult for windows to move once 
instantiated at a given X server. This is because the server retains considerable state about individual 
windows, and does not provide convenient ways to move that state. For instance, context and window 
IDs are determined solely by the server, and cannot be transferred to a new server, so that applications 
that depend upon knowing their value (almost all) will break if a window changes servers. However, in 
the ubiquitous computing world a user may be moving frequently from device to device, and wanting to 
bring windows along. 

Christian Jacobi at PARC has implemented a new X toolkit that facilitates window migration. 
Applications need not be aware that they have moved from one screen to another; or if they like, they 
can be so informed with an upcall. We have written a number of applications on top of this toolkit, all of 
which can be "whistled up" over the network to follow the user from screen to screen. The author, for 
instance, frequently keeps a single program development and editing environment open for days at a 
time, migrating its windows back and forth from home to work and back each day. 

A final window system problem is bandwidth. The bandwidth available to devices in ubiquitous 
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computing can vary from kilobits/sec to gigabits/sec, and with window migration a single application 
may have to dynamically adjust to bandwidth over time. The X window system protocol was primarily 
developed for ethernet speeds, and most of the applications written in it were similarly tested at 10Mbps. 
To solve the problem of efficient X window use at lower bandwidth, the X consortium is sponsoring a 
"Low Bandwidth X" (LBX) working group to investigate new methods of lowering bandwidth. [Fulton 
93]. 

Applications

Applications are of course the whole point of ubiquitous computing. Two examples of applications are 
locating people and shared drawing. 

Ubicomp permits the location of people and objects in an environment. This was first pioneered by work 
at Olivetti Research Labs in Cambridge, England, in their Active Badge system [Want 92]. In ubiquitous 
computing we continue to extend this work, using it for video annotation, and updating dynamic maps. 
For instance, the picture below (figure 3) shows a portion of CSL early one morning, and the individual 
faces are the locations of people. This map is updated every few seconds, permitting quick locating of 
people, as well as quickly noticing a meeting one might want to go to (or where one can find a fresh pot 
of coffee). 

------------------------------ 

Figure 3. Display of CSL activity from personal locators. 

------------------------------ 

PARC, EuroPARC, and the Olivetti Research Center have built several different kinds of location 
servers. Generally these have two parts: a central database of information about location that can be 
quickly queried and dumped, and a group of servers that collect information about location and update 
the database. Information about location can be deduced from logins, or collected directly from an active 
badge system. The location database may be organized to dynamically notify clients, or simply to 
facilitate frequent polling. 

Some example uses of location information are: automatic phone forwarding, locating an individual for 
a meeting, and watching general activity in a building to feel in touch with its cycles of activity 
(important for telecommuting). 

PARC has investigated a number of shared meeting tools over the past decade, starting with the CoLab 
work [Stefik 87], and continuing with videodraw and commune [Tang 91]. Two new tools were 
developed for investigating problems in ubiquitous computing. The first is Tivoli [Pedersen 93], the 
second Slate, each based upon different implementation paradigms. First their similarities: they both 
emphasize pen-based drawing on a surface, they both accept scanned input and can print the results, they 
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both can have several users at once operating independently on different or the same pages, they both 
support multiple pages. Tivoli has a sophisticated notion of a stroke as spline, and has a number of 
features making use of processing the contents and relationships among strokes. Tivoli also uses 
gestures as input control to select, move, and change the properties of objects on the screen. When 
multiple people use Tivoli each must be running a separate copy, and connect to the others. On the other 
hand, Slate is completely pixel based, simply drawing ink on the screen. Slate manages all the shared 
windows for all participants, as long as they are running an X window server, so its aggregate resource 
use can be much lower than Tivoli, and it is easier to setup with large numbers of participants. In 
practice we have used slate from a Sun to support shared drawing with users on Macs and PCs. Both 
Slate and Tivoli have received regular use at PARC. 

Shared drawing tools are a topic at many places. For instance, Bellcore has a toolkit for building shared 
tools [Hill 93], and Jacobsen at LBL uses multicast packets to reduce bandwidth during shared tool use. 
There are some commercial products [Chatterjee 92], but these are usually not multi-page and so not 
really suitable for creating documents or interacting over the course of a whole meeting. The optimal 
shared drawing tool has not been built. For its user interface, there remain issues such as multiple 
cursors or one, gestures or not, and using an ink or a character recognition model of pen input. For its 
substrate, is it better to have a single application with multiple windows, or many applications 
independently connected? Is packet-multicast a good substrate to use? What would it take to support 
shared drawing among 50 people, 5,000 people? The answers are likely both technological and social. 

Three new kinds of applications of ubiquitous computing are beginning to be explored at PARC. One is 
to take advantage of true invisibility, literally hiding machines in the walls. An example is the 
Responsive Environment project led by Scott Elrod. This aims to make a building's heat, light, and 
power more responsive to individually customized needs, saving energy and making a more comfortable 
environment. 

A second new approach is to use so-called "virtual communities" via the technology of MUDs. A MUD, 
or "Multi-User Dungeon," is a program that accepts network connections from multiple simultaneous 
users and provides access to a shared database of "rooms", "exits", and other objects. MUDs have 
existed for about ten years, being used almost exclusively for recreational purposes. However, the 
simple technology of MUDs should also be useful in other, non-recreational applications, providing a 
casual environment integrating virtual and real worlds [Curtis 92]. 

A third new approach is the use of collaboration to specify information filtering. Described in the 
December 1992 issue of Communcations of the ACM, this work by Doug Terry extends previous 
notions of information filters by permitting filters to reference other filters, or to depend upon the values 
of multiple messages. For instance, one can select all messages that have been replied to by Smith (these 
messages do not even mention Smith, of course), or all messages that three other people found 
interesting. Implementing this required inventing the idea of a "continuous query", which can effectively 
sample a changing database at all points in time. Called "Tapestry", this system provides new ways for 
people to invisibly collaborate. 
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Privacy of Location

Cellular systems inherently need to know the location of devices and their use in order to properly route 
information. For instance, the traveling pattern of a frequent cellular phone user can be deduced from the 
roaming data of cellular service providers. This problem could be much worse in ubiquitous computing 
with its more extensive use of cellular wireless. So a key problem with ubiquitous computing is 
preserving privacy of location. One solution, a central database of location information, means that the 
privacy controls can be centralized and so perhaps done well -- on the other hand one break-in there 
reveals all, and centrality is unlikely to scale worldwide. A second source of insecurity is the 
transmission of the location information to a central site. This site is the obvious place to try to snoop 
packets, or even to use traffic analysis on source addresses. 

Our initial designs were all central, initially with unrestricted access, gradually moving towards controls 
by individual users on who can access information about them. Our preferred design avoids a central 
repository, but instead stores information about each person at that person's PC or workstation. Programs 
that need to know a person's location must query the PC, and run whatever gauntlet of security the user 
has chosen to install there. EuroPARC uses a system of this sort. 

Accumulating information about individuals over long periods is both one of the more useful things to 
do, and also most quickly raises hackles. A key problem for location is how to provide occasional 
location information for clients that need it while somehow preventing the reliable accumulation of long-
term trends about an individual. So far at PARC we have experimented only with short-term 
accumulation of information to produce automatic daily diaries of activity [Newman 90]. 

It is important to realize that there can never be a purely technological solution to privacy, that social 
issues must be considered in their own right. In the computer science lab we are trying to construct 
systems that are privacy enabled, that can give power to the individual. But only society can cause the 
right system to be used. To help prevent future oppressive employers or governments from taking this 
power away, we are also encouraging the wide dissimenation of information about location systems and 
their potential for harm. We have cooperated with a number of articles in the San Jose Mercury News, 
the Washington Post, and the New York Times on this topic. The result, we hope, is technological 
enablement combined with an informed populace that cannot be tricked in the name of technology. 

Computational Methods

An example of a new problem in theoretical computer science emerging from ubiquitous computing is 
optimal cache sharing. This problem originally arose in discussions of optimal disk cache design for 
portable computer architectures. Bandwidth to the portable machine may be quite low, while its 
processing power is relatively high, introducing as a possible design point the compression of pages in a 
ram cache, rather than writing them all the way back over a slow link. The question arises of the optimal 
strategy for partitioning memory between compressed and uncompressed pages. 
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This problem can be generalized as follows [Bern 93]: 

The Cache Sharing Problem. A problem instance is given by a sequence of page requests. Pages are of 
two types, U and C (for uncompressed and compressed), and each page is either IN or OUT. A request is 
served by changing the requested page to IN if it is currently OUT. Initially all pages are OUT. The cost 
to change a type-U (type-C) page from OUT to IN is CU (respectively, CC). When a requested page is 
OUT, we say that the algorithm missed. Removing a page from memory is free. 

Lower Bound Theorem: No deterministic, on-line algorithm for cache sharing can be c-competitive for 

●     c < MAX (1+CU/(CU+CC), 1+CC/(CU+CC)) 

This lower bound for c ranges from 1.5 to 2, and no on-line algorithm can approach closer to the 
optimum than this factor. Bern et al also construct an algorithm that achieves this factor, therefore 
providing an upper bound as well. They further propose a set of more general symbolic programming 
tools for solving competitive algorithms of this sort. 

Concluding remarks

As we start to put tabs, pads, and boards into use, phase I of ubiquitous computing should enter its most 
productive period. With this substrate in place we can make much more progress both in evaluating our 
technologies and in choosing our next steps. A key part of this evaluation is using the analyses of 
psychologists, anthropologists, application writers, artists, marketers, and customers. We believe they 
will find some things right; we know they will find some things wrong. Thus we will begin again the 
cycle of cross-disciplinary fertilization and learning. Ubicomp seems likely to provide a framework for 
interesting and productive work for many more years or decades, but we have much to learn about the 
details. 
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Abstract 
Large-scale networks of wireless sensors are becoming an 
active topic of research. Advances in hardware technology 
and engineering design have led to dramatic reductions in 
size, power consumption and cost for digital circuitry, wire- 
less communications and Micro ElectroMechanical Systems 
(MEMS). This has enabled very compact, autonomous and 
mobile nodes, each containing one or more sensors, compu- 
tation and communication capabilities, and a power supply. 
The missing ingredient is the networking and applications 
layers needed to harness this revolutionary capability into a 
complete system. We review the key elements of the emer- 
gent technology of “Smart Dust” and outline the research 
challenges they present to the mobile networking and sys- 
tems community, which must provide coherent connectivity 
to large numbers of mobile network nodes co-located within 
a small volume. 

1 Introduction 
As the research community searches for the processing plat- 
form beyond the personal computer, networks of wireless 
sensors have become quite interesting as a new environment 
in which to seek research challenges. These have been 
enabled by the rapid convergence of three key technologies: 
digital circuitry, wireless communications, and Micro Elec- 
troMechanica1 Systems (MEMS). In each area, advances in 
hardware technology and engineering design have led to 
reductions in size, power consumption, and cost. This has 
enabled remarkably compact, autonomous nodes, each con- 
taining one or more sensors, computation and communica- 
tion capabilities, and a power supply. 

Berkeley’s Smart Dust project, led by Professors Pister and 
Kahn, explores the limits on size and power consumption in 
autonomous sensor nodes. Size reduction is paramount, to 
make the nodes as inexpensive and easy-to-deploy as possi- 
ble. The research team is confident that they can incorporate 
the requisite sensing, communication, and computing hard- 
ware, along with a power supply, in a volume no more than 
a few cubic millimeters, while still achieving impressive 
performance in terms of sensor functionality and communi- 
cations capability. These millimeter-scale nodes are called 
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“Smart Dust.” It is certainly within the realm of possibility 
that future prototypes of Smart Dust could be small enough 
to remain suspended in air, buoyed by air currents, sensing 
and communicating for hours or days on end. At least one 
popular science fiction book has articulated just such a 
vision [12]. 

In this paper, we are concerned with the networking and 
applications challenges presented by this radical new tech- 
nology. These kinds of networking nodes must consume 
extremely low power, communicate at bit rates measured in 
kilobits per second, and potentially need to operate in high 
volumetric densities. These requirements dictate the need 
for novel ad hoc routing and media access solutions. Smart 
dust will enable an unusual range of applications, from sen- 
sor-rich “smart spaces” to self-identification and history 
tracking for virtually any kind of physical object. 

The study of “Smart Dust systems” is very new. The main 
purpose of this paper is to present some of the technological 
opportunities and challenges, with the goal of getting more 
systems-level researchers interested in this critical area. The 
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents an overview of the technology that underlies Smart 
Dust. Section 3 outlines the key networking challenges pre- 
sented by this technology. In Section 4, we describe some of 
the potential applications of Smart Dust and the challenges 
they pose. Section 5 discusses related projects from the 
research community. Section 6 presents our summary and 
conclusions. 

2 Smart Dust Technology 
A Smart Dust mote is illustrated in Figure 1. Integrated into 
a single package are MEMS sensors, a semiconductor laser 
diode and MEMS beam-steering mirror for active optical 
transmission, a MEMS corner-cube retroreflector for pas- 
sive optical transmission, an optical receiver, signal-pro- 
cessing and control circuitry, and a power source based on 
thick-film batteries and solar cells. This remarkable package 
has the ability to sense and communicate, and is self-pow- 
ered! 

A major challenge is to incorporate all these functions while 
maintaining very low power consumption, thereby maxi- 
mizing operating life given the limited volume available for 
energy storage. Within the design goal of a cubic millimeter 
volume, using the best available battery technology, the 
total stored energy is on the order of 1 Joule. If this energy 
is consumed continuously over a day, the dust mote power 
consumption cannot exceed roughly 10 microwatts. The 
functionality envisioned for Smart Dust can be achieved 
only if the total power consumption of a dust mote is limited 
to microwatt levels, and if careful power management strat- 
egies are utilized (i.e., the various parts of the dust mote are 
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Figure 1. Smart dust mote, containing microfabricated sensors, optical receiver, passive and active optical transmitters, signal- 
processing and control circuitry, and power sources. 

powered on only when necessary). To enable dust motes to 
function over the span of days, solar cells could be 
employed to scavenge as much energy as possible when the 
sun shines (roughly 1 Joule per day) or when room lights 
are turned on (about 1 millijoule per day). 

Techniques for performing sensing and processing at low 
power are reasonably well understood. Developing a com- 
munications architecture for ultra-low-power represents a 
more critical challenge. The primary candidate communica- 
tion technologies are based on radio frequency (RF) or opti- 
cal transmission techniques. Each technique has its 
advantages and disadvantages. RF presents a problem 
because dust motes offer very limited space for antennas, 
thereby demanding extremely short-wavelength (i.e., high- 
frequency) transmission. Communication in this regime is 
not currently compatible with low power operation. Further- 
more, radio transceivers are relatively complex circuits, 
making it difficult to reduce their power consumption to the 
required microwatt levels. They require modulation, band- 
pass filtering and demodulation circuitry, and additional cir- 
cuitry is required if the transmissions of a large number of 
dust motes are to be multiplexed using time-, frequency- or 
code-division multiple access [6]. 

An attractive alternative is to employ free-space optical 
transmission. Kahn and Pister’s studies [6] have shown that 

when a line-of-sight path is available, well-designed free- 
space optical links require significantly lower energy per bit 
than their RF counterparts. There are several reasons for the 
power advantage of optical links. Optical transceivers 
require only simple baseband analog and digital circuitry; 
no modulators, active bandpass filters or demodulators are 
needed. The short wavelength of visible or near-infrared 
light (of the order of 1 micron) makes it possible for a milli- 
meter-scale device to emit a narrow beam (i.e., high antenna 
gain can be achieved). As another consequence of this short 
wavelength, a base-station transceiver (BTS) equipped with 
a compact imaging receiver can decode the simultaneous 
transmissions from a large number of dust motes at different 
locations within the receiver field of view, which is a form 
of space-division multiplexing. 

Successful decoding of these simultaneous transmissions 
requires that dust motes not block one another’s line of sight 
to the BTS. Such blockage is unlikely, in view of the dust 
motes’ small size. A second requirement for decoding of 
simultaneous transmission is that the images of different 
dust motes be formed on different pixels in the BTS imag- 
ing receiver. To get a feeling for the required receiver reso- 
lution, consider the following example. Suppose that the 
BTS views a 17 meter by 17 meter area containing Smart 
Dust, and that it uses a high-speed video camera with a very 
modest 256 by 256 pixel imaging array. Each pixel views an 
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area about 6.6 centimeters square. Hence, simultaneous 
transmissions can be decoded as long as the dust motes are 
separated by a distance roughly the size of a pack of ciga- 
rettes. 

Another advantage of free-space optical transmission is that 
a special MEMS structure make it possible for dust motes to 
use passive optical transmission techniques, i.e., to transmit 
modulated optical signals without supplying any optical 
power. This structure is a corner-cube retroreflector, or 
CCR (see Figure 2). It comprises three mutually perpendic- 
ular mirrors of gold-coated polysilicon. The CCR has the 
property that any incident ray of light is reflected back to 
the source (provided that it is incident within a certain range 
of angles centered about the cube’s body diagonal). If one 
of the mirrors is misaligned, this retroreflection property is 
spoiled. The microfabricated CCR includes an electrostatic 
actuator that can deflect one of the mirrors at kilohertz rates. 
It has been demonstrated that a CCR illuminated by an 
external light source can transmit back a modulated signal at 
kilobits per second. Since the dust mote itself does not emit 
light, the passive transmitter consumes little power. Using a 
microfabricated CCR, Chu and Pister have demonstrated 
data transmission at a bit rate up to 1 kilobit per second, and 
over a range up to 150 meters, using a 5milliwatt illuminat- 
ing laser [2]. 

It should be emphasized that CCR-based passive optical 
links require an uninterrupted line-of-sight path. Moreover, 
a CCR-based passive transmitter is inherently directional; a 
CCR can transmit to the BTS only when the CCR body 
diagonal happens to point directly toward the BTS, within a 
few tens of degrees. A passive transmitter can be made 
more omnidirectional by employing several CCRs oriented 
in different directions, at the expense of increased dust mote 
size. If a dust mote employs only one or a few CCRs, the 
lack of omnidirectional transmission has important implica- 
tions for feasible network routing strategies (see Section 
3.1.2). 

Figure 3 illustrates a free-space optical network utilizing the 
CCR-based passive uplink. The BTS contains a laser whose 
beam illuminates an area containing dust motes. This beam 
can be modulated with downlink data, including commands 
to wake up and query the dust motes. When the illuminating 
beam is not modulated, the dust motes can use their CCRs 
to transmit uplink data back to the base station. A high- 
frame-rate CCD video camera at the BTS “sees” these CCR 
signals as lights blinking on and off. It decodes these blink- 
ing images to yield the uplink data. Kahn and Pister’s analy- 
sis show that this uplink scheme achieves several kilobits 
per second over hundreds of meters in full sunlight [6]. At 
night, in clear, still air, the range should extend to several 
kilometers. Because the camera uses an imaging process to 
separate the simultaneous transmissions from dust motes at 
different locations, we say that it uses space-division multi- 
plexing. The ability for a video camera to resolve these 
transmissions is a consequence of the short wavelength of 
visible or near-infrared light. This does not require any 
coordination among the dust motes, and thus, it does not 
complicate their design. 

When the application requires dust motes to use active opti- 
cal transmitters, MEMS technology can be used to assemble 
a semiconductor laser, a collimating lens and a beam-steer- 

f- 
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Figure 2. Microfabricated corner-cube retroreflector, 
consisting of three gold-coated polysilicon mirrors. The base 
mirror can be deflected electrostatically, modulating the 
optical signal reflected from the device (taken from [2]). 

ing micro-mirror, as shown in Figure 1. Active transmitters 
make possible peer-to-peer communication between dust 
motes, provided there exists a line-of-sight path between 
them. Power consumption imposes a trade-off between 
bandwidth and range. The dust motes can communication 
over longer ranges (tens of kilometers) at low data rates or 
higher bit rates (megabits per second) over shorter dis- 
tances. The relatively high power consumption of semicon- 
ductor lasers (of the order of 1 milliwatt) dictates that these 
active transmitters be used for short-duration burst-mode 
communication only. Sensor networks using active dust 
mote transmitters will require some protocol for dust motes 
to aim their beams toward the receiving parties. 

3 Mobile Networking Challenges 

3.1 Overview 
Development of mobile networking protocols for Smart 
Dust represents a significant challenge. Some critical limita- 
tions are: (i) the free-space optical links requires uninter- 
rupted line-of-sight paths, (ii) the passive and active dust 
mote transmitters have directional characteristics that must 
be considered in system design, and (iii) there are severe 
trade-offs between bit rate, energy per bit, distance and 
directionality in these energy-limited free-space optical 
links. These limitations are described in more detail in the 
following subsections. 

3.1.1 Line-of-Sight Requirement 
An unbroken line-of-sight path is normally required for 
operation of free-space optical links for Smart Dust. These 
links cannot operate reliably using non-line-of-sight propa- 
gation, which would rely on reflections from one or more 
objects between the transmitter and receiver. As shown in 
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Figure 3. Design of a free-space optical network in which a base-station transceiver communicates simultaneously with a 
collection of many dust motes (only one dust mote is shown). A single laser at the base station supplies optical power for the 
downlink and the uplink. 

Section 3.1.3, the transmitted beam should have a small 
angular spread in order to achieve a high signal-to-noise 
ratio with acceptably small transmitter power. Specular 
reflection may not significantly increase a beam’s angular 
spread, but the existence of a properly aligned specular 
reflector would be a rare event. Diffuse reflection scatters a 
beam’s energy over a wide range of angles, making align- 
ment less critical, but usually scatters insufficient energy 
toward the receiver. Hence, diffuse, non-line-of-sight trans- 
mission is likely to be feasible only when active transmitters 
are used over very short distances (probably under 1 meter). 
It is probably impossible to use diffuse, non-line-of-sight 
transmission with passive transmitters (based on CCRs), 
because both the interrogating beam and the reflected beam 
would be subject to scattering over a wide range of angles. 

A fixed dust mote without a line-of-sight path to the BTS 
can communicate with the BTS via multihop routing, pro- 
vided that a suitable multihop path exists. The existence of 
such a path is more likely when the dust mote density is 
higher. Multihop routing increases latency, and requires 
dust motes to be equipped with active optical transmitters. 
Constraints on size and power consumption of the dust mote 
digital circuitry dictate the need for low-complexity ad hoc 
multihop routing algorithms. 

When dust motes are floating in the air or otherwise not 
fixed, a line-of-sight path to the BTS may become intermit- 
tently available. In such cases, the BTS can continuously 
interrogate the dust motes. When a line-of-sight path to a 
mote becomes available, the mote can transmit a packet to 
the BTS. When the average time between occurrence of via- 
ble line-of-sight paths is much longer than the packet dura- 

tion, latency will probably be minimized by using multihop 
routing instead. 

3.1.2 Link Directionality 
In most Smart Dust systems, the BTS interrogating beam 
angular spread should be matched to the field of view of the 
BTS imaging receiver. These two should be matched in all 
systems using passive dust mote transmitters, and in sys- 
tems using active dust mote transmitters when the applica- 
tion involves frequent bi-directional transmission between 
the BTS and dust motes. Intuitively, it makes little sense for 
the BTS to interrogate dust motes from which it cannot 
receive, and vice versa. In these systems, the interrogating 
beam and imaging receiver will be mounted rigidly together 
in the BTS, and will be aimed together as a unit. For exam- 
ple, the BTS may reside in a hand-held unit resembling a 
pair of binoculars, which is aimed by a human operator. 

In certain applications using active dust mote transmitters, it 
may be desirable to use a BTS transmitter beam whose 
angular spread is smaller than the BTS receiver field of 
view. In these applications, the interrogating beam will be 
aimed at various locations within the receiver field of view. 

Because of limited available space, the dust mote’s optical 
receiver probably cannot employ an imaging or non-imag- 
ing optical concentrator in front of the photodetector. As a 
result, the dust mote receiver will be fairly omnidirectional, 
i.e., it will be able to receive from most of the hemisphere 
located in front of the dust mote. In most applications, it 
should not be necessary to aim the dust mote receiver. 

The dust mote’s transmitter will exhibit markedly different 
directional characteristics than its receiver. A passive dust 
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mote transmitter is based on the CCR. This device reflects 
light directly back to the source within a narrow beam’, pro- 
vided that it is illuminated from a direction that lies within a 
few tens of degrees of the cube body diagonal. If dust motes 
use only one CCR each, then any given dust mote, if fixed 
in a random, upright orientation, has only about a 10% prob- 
ability of being able to transmit to the BTS. This probability 
can be increased significantly by equipping each dust mote 
with several CCRs, each oriented along a different direc- 
tion. As an alternative, a single CCR may be mounted on a 
MEMS aiming mechanism. This mechanism need only aim 
the CCR with an accuracy of the order of 10 or 20 degrees. 

Still other solutions exist for coping with the CCR’s direc- 
tionality. It may be possible to distribute randomly an 
excess number of dust motes, with the goal of communicat- 
ing only with those whose CCRs happen to point toward the 
BTS. If the dust motes are not fixed, it may be best for a 
dust mote to simply delay transmitting until it moves into an 
orientation that enables transmission to the BTS. 

An active dust mote transmitter is based on a laser diode. It 
should employ a narrow beamwidth, typically of the order 
of a few degrees or less (see Section 3.1.3). This necessi- 
tates equipping the dust mote with an active beam-steering 
mechanism. Pister and his students are working on a 
MEMS-based mechanism capable of steering a beam to any 
position within a hemisphere. Beam-steering algorithms for 
systems with active dust mote transmitters represent a cur- 
rent research challenge. It would be desirable for each dust 
mote to autonomously steer its beam toward the desired 
direction. One approach would be to make the dust mote 
receiver directional, and to mount the receiver and transmit- 
ter on the same aiming mechanism. Accordingly, by aiming 
its receiver so as to maximize the signal received from the 
BTS or another mote, the dust mote would be aiming its 
transmitter at that node. The need for active dust mote trans- 
mitters to determine the direction to other nodes slows down 
connection set up, but if nodes remain fixed then the direc- 
tions of various nodes, once determined, can be stored in the 
dust mote for future use. 

Under most of the scenarios discussed above, the dust 
mote’s transmitter and receiver have different angular 
spreads. This leads to non-reciprocal link characteristics, 
wherein a dust mote may receive from another node, but be 
unable to transmit to it, or vice versa. As a consequence, a 
dust mote may receive queries from other nodes, and may 
attempt to answer them, unaware that its transmissions are 
in vain. When dust motes are fixed, in order to conserve 
dust mote power, the other nodes should acknowledge this 
dust mote’s transmissions, and this dust mote should not 
answer further queries from nodes that do not acknowledge 
its transmissions. 

It is known that in free-space optical networks, non-reci- 
procity can lead to “hidden nodes”, which can cause colli- 
sions during medium access. For example, this effect is 
observed in networks having a shared-bus physical topol- 
ogy, and using MAC protocols based on random time-divi- 
sion multiplexing, such as CSMA-CA with RTS/CTS [4]. In 

1. In a well-designed CCR, the angular spread of the reflected 
beam is limited by diffraction to the order of 0 - h/a, where h is 
the optical wavelength and a is the effective diameter of the CCR. 

Smart Dust networks, the uplink (dust mote to BTS) uses 
space-division multiplexing. As discussed in Section 2, 
uplink collisions will not occur as long as the dust motes are 
sufficiently separated that their transmissions are detected 
by different pixels in the BTS imaging receiver. Collisions 
during active peer-to-peer communications are a potential 
problem in Smart Dust networks. A peer-to-peer collision 
avoidance scheme must cope with a dynamic network con- 
figuration, while not introducing excessive complexity or 
latency. 

3.1.3 Trade-Offs Between Bit Rate, Distance and 
Energy per Bit 

Free-space optical links are subject to trade-offs between 
several design parameters. For simplicity, we consider the 
case of links employing active laser transmitters. The 
receiver signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is given by 

2 2 
EbRbA SNR = C.- 
N&k4 * 

Here, C is a constant, Eb is the average transmitted energy 
per Qit, R, is the bit rate, A is the recerver light collection 
area , N,, is the receiver noise power spectral density, d is 
the link transmission distance, and Q is the transmitter beam 
angular spread. This expression assumes that @ is small, 
and that the transmitter beam is well-aimed at the receiver. 
The SNR governs the probability of bit error, and must be 
maintained at a suitably high value to insure reliable link 
operation. From (l), we see that in order to achieve a given 
SNR with all other pammAters fixed, the required value of 
Eh is proportional to R, , i.e., the energy per bit is mini- 
mized if packets are transmitted in short bursts at a high bit 
rate. 

The average transmitter power (during transmission of a 
packet) is P, = F,,b/Rb . Hence, transmission at a high bit 
rate requires a high-power transmitter. In practice, P, 
should be chosen to be as high as possible, within con- 
straints posed by eye safety and by dust mote current-drive 
limitations. Rewriting (1) in terms of P, , we obtain 

SNR = C. 
Pr2A2 

N,,Rbdk4 ’ 

Given a limit on P,, to maximize the bit rate R, and the 
distance d, we should maximize the receiver area A and 
minimize 0, i.e., use a highly directional transmitter. 

Once all other parameters have been fixed, to maintain a 
required SNR, th permissible bit rate and distance are 
related by R, 0~ 2 Hence, it is possible to extend the link 
distance by drastically lowering the bit rate. If a multihop 
route is available, overall latency may be minimized by 
transmitting at a higher bit rate over several hops. 

2. On a link from BTS to dust mote or from dust mote to dust 
mote, A corresponds to the dust mote photodetector area. On a link 
from dust mote to BTS, A corresDonds to the BTS camera’s 
entrance aperture area. 
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3.2 Mobile Networking Opportunities 

3.2.1 Overview 
The optical free-space communication method presents 
many opportunities beyond low-power, passive communi- 
cations. Since the application of interest in sensor networks 
is primarily sensor read-out, the key protocol issues are to 
perform read-out from a large volume of sensors co-located 
within a potentially small area. Random access to the 
medium is both energy-consuming and bandwidth ineffi- 
cient. So it is extremely useful to exploit passive and broad- 
cast-oriented techniques when possible. Fortunately the 
free-space approach supports multiple simultaneous read- 
out of sensors, mixes active and passive approaches using 
demand access techniques, and provides efficient and low- 
latency response to areas of a sensor network that are under- 
going frequent changes. These are described in more detail 
in the following subsections, with emphasis on passive dust 
mote transmitters. 

3.2.2 Parallel Read-Out 
A single wide beam from the BTS can simultaneously probe 
many dust motes. The imaging receiver at the BTS receives 
multiple reflected beams from the motes, as long as they are 
sufficiently separated in space to be resolved by the 
receiver’s pixel array. The probe beam sweeps the three 
dimensional space covered by the base station on a regular 
basis, most likely determined by the nature of the applica- 
tion and its need for moment-by-moment sensor readings. 

3.2.3 Demand Access 
To save transmit power, if the mote must use active commu- 
nications, then it is best to use the active transmitter in a 
high-bit-rate, short-burst mode. Familiar demand access 
methods can be used to combine the low latency advantages 
of active communications with the low-power advantages of 
the passive approach. 

When the mote needs to transmit information, it actively 
transmits a short-duration burst signal to the BTS. The BTS, 
detecting this signal, then probes in the general geographi- 
cal area from which the burst was detected. Assuming that 
the passive transmitter (i.e., CCR) is properly oriented 
toward the BTS, the mote can respond by modulating the 
reflected probe beam with the data it needs to transmit. 

Logically, the communications structure described above 
has much in common with familiar cellular and satellite net- 
works [5]. The paging channel is acquired using contention 
access techniques. The BTS grants a channel to the node 
requesting attention. In a cellular network, this is accom- 
plished by assigning a frequency, time slot, and/or code to 
the node. In the scheme described for dust motes, the chan- 
nel is “granted” by the incident probe beam. 

Note that there are as many channels (paging or data) as 
there are resolvable pixels at the BTS. The BTS has no way 
to distinguish between simultaneously communicating dust 
motes if they fall within the same pixel in the imaging array. 
One possible way to deal with this is to introduce time slot- 
ted techniques not unlike that found in time division multi- 
ple access (TDMA) communications systems. A wide- 
aperture beam from the BTS could be modulated in such a 

fashion as to offer a common time base by which to syn- 
chronize the motes. The BTS can then signal an individual 
mote the particular time slot it has assigned to it for commu- 
nication. The mote must await its time slot to communicate, 
whether it uses an active or a passive transmitter. 

3.2.4 Probe Revisit Rates 
Probe beam revisit rates could be determined in an applica- 
tion-specific manner. It is a well known observation from 
statistical data management that areas where changes are 
happening most rapidly should be revisited most frequently, 
If sensor readings are not changing much, then occasional 
samples are sufficient to obtain statistically significant 
results. So it is better to spend probe dwell time on those 
sensors that are experiencing the most rapid reading 
changes, and for which infrequent visit would lead to the 
greatest divergence from the current sensor values. 

4 Applications 

4.1 Introduction 
Depending on the application, individual dust motes may be 
affixed to objects that one wishes to monitor, or a large col- 
lection of motes may simply be dispersed (and floating!) at 
random throughout an environment. The motes record sen- 
sor readings and, when queried, report these readings via the 
optical techniques described in Section 2. In some applica- 
tions, dust motes will communicate directly (and passively) 
with the BTS, In others, peer-to-peer active communication 
between dust motes will be used to relay information to the 
BTS. Depending on the application, the base station may be 
separated from the dust motes by distances ranging from 
tens of meters to kilometers. 

For example, the BTS may actually reside in a hand-held 
unit, much like a pair of binoculars. This permits the user to 
simultaneously view a scene while displaying measured 
data overlaid on top of it. As another example, the BTS may 
reside in a small flying vehicle, which flies over an area to 
query the Smart Dust. 

We envision numerous civilian and military applications for 
Smart Dust. Smart Dust may be deployed over a region to 
record data for meteorological, geophysical or planetary 
research. It may be employed to perform measurements in 
environments where wired sensors are unusable or lead to 
measurement errors. Examples include instrumentation of 
semiconductor processing chambers, rotating machinery, 
wind tunnels, and anechoic chambers. In biological 
research, Smart Dust may be used to monitor the move- 
ments and internal processes of insects or other small ani- 
mals. Considering the military arena, Smart Dust may be 
deployed for stealthy monitoring of a hostile environment, 
e.g., for verification of treaty compliance. Here, acoustic, 
vibration or magnetic field sensors could detect the passage 
of vehicles and other equipment. Smart Dust could be used 
for perimeter surveillance, or to detect the presence of 
chemical or biological agents on a battlefield. 

The overarching applications challenge, from a processing 
and communications viewpoint, is how to implement com- 
plex “ensemble” behavior from a large number of individ- 
ual, relatively simple sensors. This is sometimes called 
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“beehive”, “swarm”, or “emergent” behavior. A critical 
enabler is the ability for the sensors to communicate their 
readings with each other and with the more centralized 
intelligent processor residing at the base station. Proper 
design of the network is the key. We describe an applica- 
tions scenario and some of the technology challenges to 
implement such a system in this section. 

4.2 Scenario: Multi-Sensor Emergent 
Behavior 

It is useful for sensors to operate in ensembles. Rather than 
implementing a broad range of sensors in a single integrated 
circuit, it is possible to simply deploy a mixture of different 
sensors in a given geographical area and allow them to self- 
organize. 

Sensors are typically specialized to detect certain signa- 
tures. One kind detects motion, another heat, and a third 
sound. When one sensor detects its critical event signature, 
it makes other nearby sensors aware of its detection. They 
then orient their sensing function in a particular, signature- 
specific way. For example, a simple motion-detecting sen- 
sor might cue more sophisticated sensors detecting thermal 
or other radiation properties. The array, acting as an ensem- 
ble, not only performs the operation of detecting an intruder, 
but demonstrates more intelligent processing, by distin- 
guishing between one that is a human and another that is a 
small animal (e.g., the former has a body heat signature 
spread over a larger volume than the latter). 

A more complex sensor cued in this fashion may then 
increase its own scan rate to obtain a higher-resolution sig- 
nature, or dedicate its detection energy budget into a partic- 
ular narrow band or a specific direction. These operations 
have implications for power consumption. Maximizing 
detection probability and resolution while minimizing 
power consumption is a key optimization challenge. 

4.3 Technology Approaches for Realizing the 
Scenario 

There are two ways to construct such a cueing system. The 
first is a centralized scheme. The motion sensor communi- 
cates with the BTS, which in turn communicates with a 
nearby heat sensor. If passive communications techniques 
can be used, this may well be the most power-efficient way 
to propagate the detection information. 

The centralized/passive schemes cannot be used if the line- 
of-sight path is blocked, or if the probe revisit rate is too 
infrequent to meet detection latency constraints. In these 
cases, the detecting mote must employ an active transmitter. 
If the line-of-sight path is blocked, then the mote will need 
to use ad hoc, multihop techniques to communicate with the 
BTS or nearby sensor nodes. 

Detecting a blocked path between a mote and the BTS is not 
difficult (note that a blocked path and a disabled BTS can be 
treated in the same way). We can assume some maximum 
duty cycle between probe visits. If sufficient time has 
passed since the last visit, the mote can assume that it is 
blocked. Weighted by the importance of what it has 
detected, the mote can decide to go active. 

Building a multihop route in this environment is quite chal- 
lenging. Because of the directionality of the on-board laser, 
active transmission in all directions is not feasible, and we 
cannot assume that if a next hop node receives our transmis- 
sion that we will be able to receive a transmission from it. 

A possible scheme is the following. A node transmits for a 
short burst and waits for an ACK response from any Iisten- 
ing node to determine that its transmission has been 
received. Determining true reachability between pairs of 
motes requires a full four phase handshake (“Can you see 

7” “Yes, I can see you. Can you see me?’ “Yes” “Good. 
K’can communicate with each other.“). This must be exe- 
cuted in the context of appropriate timeouts and made 
robust to dynamic changes in the positions of the communi- 
cating nodes, which may be floating in the air. 

Routing tables can be constructed from such pairwise dis- 
covery of connectivity. However, standard routing algo- 
rithms, like RIP, OSPF, and DVRMP, assume bidirectional 
and symmetric links. This will not always be the case for 
Smart Dust. It may be possible for mote A to communicate 
with mode B, but not vice versa. Even if the communica- 
tions is bidirectional, it need not exhibit the same bandwidth 
or loss characteristics in both directions. 

Therefore, new routing algorithms must be developed to 
deal with the general case of links that are unidirectional 
and/or asymmetric in their performance. A strong group at 
INRIA in France has been leading the IETF Unidirectional 
Link Routing Working Group discussions on these issues 
[31[131. 
Unfortunately, the current efforts are focusing on support- 
ing high-bandwidth unidirectional links where all nodes 
have at least low-bandwidth bidirectional links (e.g., a high- 
bandwidth satellite link superimposed on nodes intercon- 
nected via slow-speed telephone links). Even modifying 
existing algorithms will not help much, since the connectiv- 
ity among floating dust motes is dynamic with short time 
scales. The more general case still remains to be addressed. 

4.4 Other Applications Issues 
One possible improvement is to make use of emerging 
MEMS technology for on-board inertial navigation circuits 
[l] to make sensors more aware of near neighbors even as 
they drift out of line-of-sight of the BTS. The BTS can 
determine the relative location of dust motes within its field 
of view. It could then disseminate this “near neighbor infor- 
mation” to motes able to observe its probe beam. The on- 
board inertial navigation capability, combined with these 
periodic relative location “snapshots”, could assist motes in 
orienting their laser and detector optics to improve their 
ability to establish links with nearby motes. 

5 Related Projects 
Several projects have recently been initiated to investigate a 
variety of communications research aspects of distributed 
sensor networks. The following description is by no means 
exhaustive. 

The Factoid Project [8] at the Compaq Palo Alto Western 
Research Laboratory (WRL) is developing a portable device 
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small enough to be attached to a key chain. The device col- 
lects announcements from broadcasting devices in the envi- 
ronment, and these can be uploaded to a user’s home 
basestation. In its first generation, the prototype devices are 
much larger than smart dust motes, communications is 
accomplished via RF transmission, and the networking 
depends on short-range point-to-point links. 
The Wireless Integrated Network Sensors (WINS) Project 
[7] at UCLA is very similar in spirit to what has been 
described in this paper, It is developing low power MEMS- 
based devices that in addition to sensing and actuating can 
also communicate. The essential difference is that WINS 
has chosen to concentrate on RF communications over short 
distances. 

The Ultralow Power Wireless Sensor Project [9] at MIT is 
another project that focuses on low power sensing devices 
that also communicate. The primary thrust is extremely low 
power operation. The prototype system will transmit over a 
range of data rates, from 1 bitisec to 1 megabitisec, with 
transmission power levels that span from 10 microwatts to 
10 milliwatts. The RF communications subsystem is being 
developed for the project by Analog Devices. Again, optical 
technologies are not being investigated. Ultimately the 
design team will need to face the multi-hop wireless net- 
working protocol issues outlined in this paper (e.g., see [lo], 
Hllh 

6 Summary and Conclusions 
The research community is searching for a new environ- 
ments in which to generate innovative ideas and prove their 
effectiveness. A new paradigm beyond desktop computing 
is capturing the imaginations of systems designs: the so- 
called “post-PC” era. Wireless sensor networks is one area 
that promises to yield important applications and demands 
new approaches to traditional networking problems. 
We have described Smart Dust, an integrated approach to 
networks of millimeter-scale sensing/communicating nodes. 
Smart Dust can transmit passively using novel optical 
reflector technology. This provides an inexpensive way to 
probe a sensor or acknowledge that information was 
received. Active optical transmission is also possible, but 
consumes more power. It will be used when passive tech- 
niques cannot be used, such as when the line-of-sight path 
between the dust mote and BTS is blocked. 

Smart dust provides a very challenging platform in which to 
investigate applications that can harness the emergent 
behavior of ensembles of simple nodes. Dealing with partial 
disconnections while establishing communications via 
dynamic routing over rapidly changing unidirectional links 
poses critical research challenges for the mobile networking 
community. 
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ABSTRACT
We provide an in-depth study of applying wireless sensor
networks to real-world habitat monitoring. A set of system
design requirements are developed that cover the hardware
design of the nodes, the design of the sensor network, and
the capabilities for remote data access and management. A
system architecture is proposed to address these require-
ments for habitat monitoring in general, and an instance of
the architecture for monitoring seabird nesting environment
and behavior is presented. The currently deployed network
consists of 32 nodes on a small island off the coast of Maine
streaming useful live data onto the web. The application-
driven design exercise serves to identify important areas of
further work in data sampling, communications, network re-
tasking, and health monitoring.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design; C.3 [Computer Systems Orga-
nization]: Special-Purpose and Application-based Systems;
J.3 [Computer Applications]: Life and Medical Sciences

General Terms
Design, Performance, Experimentation

1. INTRODUCTION
Habitat and environmental monitoring represent a class

of sensor network applications with enormous potential ben-
efits for scientific communities and society as a whole. In-
strumenting natural spaces with numerous networked micro-
sensors can enable long-term data collection at scales and
resolutions that are difficult, if not impossible, to obtain oth-
erwise. The intimate connection with its immediate physical
environment allows each sensor to provide localized mea-
surements and detailed information that is hard to obtain
through traditional instrumentation. The integration of lo-
cal processing and storage allows sensor nodes to perform
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complex filtering and triggering functions, as well as to apply
application-specific or sensor-specific data compression algo-
rithms. The ability to communicate not only allows informa-
tion and control to be communicated across the network of
nodes, but nodes to cooperate in performing more complex
tasks, like statistical sampling, data aggregation, and sys-
tem health and status monitoring [8, 9]. Increased power
efficiency gives applications flexibility in resolving funda-
mental design tradeoffs, e.g., between sampling rates and
battery lifetimes. Low-power radios with well-designed pro-
tocol stacks allow generalized communications among net-
work nodes, rather than point-to-point telemetry. The com-
puting and networking capabilities allow sensor networks to
be reprogrammed or retasked after deployment in the field.
Nodes have the ability to adapt their operation over time
in response to changes in the environment, the condition of
the sensor network itself, or the scientific endeavor.

We are working with members of the life science commu-
nity to make the potential of this emerging technology a
reality. Taking an application-driven approach quickly sep-
arates actual problems from potential ones, and relevant is-
sues from irrelevant ones. The application context helps to
differentiate problems with simple, concrete solutions from
open research areas. However, we seek to develop an effec-
tive sensor network architecture for the domain, not just a
particular instance, so we must look for general solutions.
Collaboration with scientists in other fields helps to define
the broader application space, as well as specific application
requirements, allows field testing of experimental systems,
and offers objective evaluations of the technologies. The
impact of sensor networks for habitat and environmental
monitoring will be measured by their ability to enable new
applications and produce new results otherwise too difficult
to realize.

This paper develops a specific habitat monitoring applica-
tion, that is largely representative of the domain. It presents
a collection of requirements, constraints and guidelines that
serve as a basis for a general sensor network architecture for
many such applications. It describes the core components
of the sensor network for this domain – the hardware and
sensor platforms, the distinct networks involved, their inter-
connection, and the data management facilities. The design
and implementation of the essential network services, in-
cluding power management, communications, retasking and
node management, can be evaluated in this context.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 identifies the requirements of our habitat monitoring
application. Section 3 presents a tiered sensor network ar-



chitecture that interconnects the core system components
ranging from very localized collections of sensor nodes to
the area of study to the wide-area where data is ultimately
analyzed. Section 4 discusses the implementation of the
hardware and software modules in our instantiation of this
architecture and the design trade-offs present in our deploy-
ment on Great Duck Island, Maine. Section 5 describes the
results from our initial deployment of a network of 32 nodes
in and around the burrows of nesting Leach’s Storm Petrels.
Section 6 draws lessons from this application-driven design
exercise to identify important directions for further investi-
gation. Section 7 provides concluding remarks.

2. HABITAT MONITORING
Researchers in the Life Sciences are becoming increasingly

concerned about the potential impacts of human presence in
monitoring plants and animals in field conditions. At best it
is possible that chronic human disturbance may distort re-
sults by changing behavioral patterns or distributions, while
at worst anthropogenic disturbance can seriously reduce or
even destroy sensitive populations by increasing stress, re-
ducing breeding success, increasing predation, or causing a
shift to unsuitable habitats. While the effects of disturbance
are usually immediately obvious in animals, plant popula-
tions are sensitive to trampling by even well-intended re-
searchers, introduction of exotic elements through frequent
visitation, and changes in local drainage patterns through
path formation.

Disturbance effects are of particular concern in small is-
land situations, where it may be physically impossible for
researchers to avoid some impact on an entire population. In
addition, islands often serve as refugia for species that can-
not adapt to the presence of terrestrial mammals, or may
hold fragments of once widespread populations that have
been extirpated from much of their former range.

Seabird colonies are notorious for their sensitivity to hu-
man disturbance. Research in Maine [2] suggests that even a
15 minute visit to a cormorant colony can result in up to 20%
mortality among eggs and chicks in a given breeding year.
Repeated disturbance will lead to complete abandonment of
the colony. On Kent Island, Nova Scotia, researchers found
that Leach’s Storm Petrels are likely to desert their nest-
ing burrows if they are disturbed during the first 2 weeks of
incubation.

Sensor networks represent a significant advance over tra-
ditional invasive methods of monitoring. Sensors can be
deployed prior to the onset of the breeding season or other
sensitive period (in the case of animals) or while plants are
dormant or the ground is frozen (in the case of botanical
studies). Sensors can be deployed on small islets where it
would be unsafe or unwise to repeatedly attempt field stud-
ies. The results of wireless sensor-based monitoring efforts
can be compared with previous studies that have tradition-
ally ignored or discounted disturbance effects.

Finally, sensor network deployment may represent a sub-
stantially more economical method for conducting long-term
studies than traditional personnel-rich methods. Presently,
a substantial proportion of logistics and infrastructure must
be devoted to the maintenance of field studies, often at some
discomfort and occasionally at some real risk. A “deploy ’em
and leave ’em” strategy of wireless sensor usage would limit
logistical needs to initial placement and occasional servicing.
This could also greatly increase access to a wider array of

study sites, often limited by concerns about frequent access
and habitability.

2.1 Great Duck Island
The College of the Atlantic (COA) is field testing in-situ

sensor networks for habitat monitoring. COA has ongo-
ing field research programs on several remote islands with
well established on-site infrastructure and logistical support.
Great Duck Island (GDI) (44.09N,68.15W) is a 237 acre is-
land located 15 km south of Mount Desert Island, Maine.
The Nature Conservancy, the State of Maine and the College
of the Atlantic hold much of the island in joint tenancy.

At GDI, we are primarily interested in three major ques-
tions in monitoring the Leach’s Storm Petrel [2]:

1. What is the usage pattern of nesting burrows over the
24-72 hour cycle when one or both members of a breed-
ing pair may alternate incubation duties with feeding
at sea?

2. What changes can be observed in the burrow and sur-
face environmental parameters during the course of
the approximately 7 month breeding season (April-
October)?

3. What are the differences in the micro-environments
with and without large numbers of nesting petrels?

Each of these questions has unique data needs and suit-
able data acquisition rates. Presence/absence data is most
likely acquired through occupancy detection and tempera-
ture differentials between burrows with adult birds and bur-
rows that contain eggs, chicks, or are empty. Petrels are
unlikely to enter or leave during the light phase of a 24 hour
cycle, but measurements every 5-10 minutes during the late
evening and early morning are needed to capture time of
entry or exit. More general environmental differentials be-
tween burrow and surface conditions during the extended
breeding season can be captured by records every 2-4 hours,
while differences between “popular” and “unpopular” sites
benefit from hourly sampling, especially at the beginning of
the breeding season.

It is unlikely that any one parameter recorded by wireless
sensors could determine why petrels choose a specific nest
site, rather we hope that by making multiple measurements
of many variables we will be able to develop predictive mod-
els. These models will correlate which conditions seabirds
prefer.

2.2 Great Duck Island Requirements

2.2.1 Internet access
The sensor networks at GDI must be accessible via the

Internet. An essential aspect of habitat monitoring appli-
cations is the ability to support remote interactions with
in-situ networks.

2.2.2 Hierarchical network
The field station at GDI needs sufficient resources to host

Internet connectivity and database systems. However, the
habitats of scientific interest are located up to several kilo-
meters further away. A second tier of wireless networking
provides connectivity to multiple patches of sensor networks
deployed at each of the areas of interest. Three to four
patches of 100 static (not mobile) nodes is sufficient to start.



2.2.3 Sensor network longevity
Sensor networks that run for 9 months from non-rechargeable

power sources would have significant audiences today. Al-
though ecological studies at GDI span multiple field seasons,
individual field seasons typically vary from 9 to 12 months.
Seasonal changes as well as the plants and animals of interest
determine their durations.

2.2.4 Operating off-the-grid
Every level of the network must operate with bounded en-

ergy supplies. Although renewable energy, for example solar
power, may be available at some locations, disconnected op-
eration remains a possibility. GDI has sufficient solar power
to run many elements of the application 24x7 with low prob-
abilities of service interruptions due to power loss.

2.2.5 Management at-a-distance
The remoteness of the field sites requires the ability to

monitor and manage sensor networks over the Internet. Al-
though personnel may be on site for a few months each sum-
mer, the goal is zero on-site presence for maintenance and
administration during the field season, except for installa-
tion and removal of nodes.

2.2.6 Inconspicuous operation
Habitat monitoring infrastructure must be inconspicuous.

It should not disrupt the natural processes or behaviors un-
der study. Removing human presence from the study areas
both eliminates a source of error and variation in data col-
lection, as well as a significant source of disturbance.

2.2.7 System behavior
From both a systems and end-user perspective, it is criti-

cal that sensor networks exhibit stable, predictable, and re-
peatable behavior whenever possible. An unpredictable sys-
tem is difficult to debug and maintain. More importantly,
predictability is essential in developing trust in these new
technologies for life scientists.

2.2.8 In-situ interactions
Although the majority of interactions with the sensor net-

works are expected to be via the Internet, local interactions
are required during initial deployment, during maintenance
tasks, as well as during on-site visits. PDAs serve an impor-
tant role in assisting with these tasks. They may directly
query a sensor, adjust operational parameters, or simply as-
sist in locating devices.

2.2.9 Sensors and sampling
For our particular applications, the ability to sense light,

temperature, infrared, relative humidity, and barometric pres-
sure provide an essential set of useful measurements. The
ability to sense additional phenomena, such as accelera-
tion/vibration, weight, chemical vapors, gas concentrations,
pH, and noise levels would augment them.

2.2.10 Data archiving
Archiving sensor readings for off-line data mining and

analysis is essential. The reliable offloading of sensor logs to
databases in the wired, powered infrastructure is an essential
capability. The desire to interactively “drill-down” and ex-
plore individual sensors, or a subset of sensors, in near real-
time complement log-based studies. In this mode of opera-

Figure 1: System architecture for habitat monitor-
ing

tion, the timely delivery of fresh sensor data is key. Lastly,
nodal data summaries and periodic health-and-status mon-
itoring requires timely delivery.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We now describe the system architecture, functionality

of individual components and how they operate together.
We explain how they address the requirements set forth in
Section 2.

We developed a tiered architecture. The lowest level con-
sists of the sensor nodes that perform general purpose com-
puting and networking in addition to application-specific
sensing. The sensor nodes may be deployed in dense patches
that are widely separated. The sensor nodes transmit their
data through the sensor network to the sensor network gate-
way. The gateway is responsible for transmitting sensor
data from the sensor patch through a local transit network
to the remote base station that provides WAN connectivity
and data logging. The base station connects to database
replicas across the internet. Finally, the data is displayed
to scientists through a user interface. Mobile devices, which
we refer to as the gizmo, may interact with any of the net-
works – whether it is used in the field or across the world
connected to a database replica. The full architecture is
depicted in Figure 1.

The lowest level of the sensing application is provided by
autonomous sensor nodes. These small, battery-powered
devices are placed in areas of interest. Each sensor node
collects environmental data primarily about its immediate
surroundings. Because it is placed close to the phenomenon
of interest, the sensors can often be built using small and in-
expensive individual sensors. High spatial resolution can be
achieved through dense deployment of sensor nodes. Com-
pared with traditional approaches, which use a few high
quality sensors with sophisticated signal processing, this ar-
chitecture provides higher robustness against occlusions and
component failures.

The computational module is a programmable unit that
provides computation, storage, and bidirectional communi-
cation with other nodes in the system. The computational
module interfaces with the analog and digital sensors on the
sensor module, performs basic signal processing (e.g., simple



translations based on calibration data or threshold filters),
and dispatches the data according to the application’s needs.
Compared with traditional data logging systems, networked
sensors offer two major advantages: they can be retasked in
the field and they can easily communicate with the rest of
the system. In-situ retasking allows the scientists to refocus
their observations based on the analysis of the initial results.
Suppose that initially we want to collect the absolute tem-
perature readings; however after the initial interpretation
of the data we might realize that significant temperature
changes exceeding a defined threshold are most interesting.

Individual sensor nodes communicate and coordinate with
one another. The sensors will typically form a multihop net-
work by forwarding each other’s messages, which vastly ex-
tends connectivity options. If appropriate, the network can
perform in-network aggregation (e.g., reporting the average
temperature across a region). This flexible communication
structure allows us to produce a network that delivers the
required data while meeting the energy requirements. We
expand on energy efficient communication protocols in Sec-
tion 6.

Ultimately, data from each sensor needs to be propagated
to the Internet. The propagated data may be raw, filtered,
or processed data. Bringing direct wide area connectivity
to each sensor path is not feasible – the equipment is too
costly, it requires too much power and the installation of
all required equipment is quite intrusive to the habitat. In-
stead, the wide area connectivity is brought to a base station,
adequate power and housing for the equipment is provided.
The base station may communicate with the sensor patch
using a wireless local area network. Wireless networks are
particularly advantageous since often each habitat involves
monitoring several particularly interesting areas, each with
its own dedicated sensor patch.

Each sensor patch is equipped with a gateway which can
communicate with the sensor network and provides connec-
tivity to the transit network. The transit network may con-
sist of a single hop link or a series of networked wireless
nodes, perhaps in a path from the gateway to base sta-
tion. Each transit network design has different characteris-
tics with respect to expected robustness, bandwidth, energy
efficiency, cost, and manageability.

To provide data to remote end-users, the base station in-
cludes WAN connectivity and persistent data storage for the
collection of sensor patches. Since many habitats of interest
are quite remote, we expect that the WAN connection will
be wireless (e.g., two-way satellite). The components must
be reliable, enclosed in environmentally protected housing,
and provided with adequate power. In many environments
such conditions can be provided relatively easily at a ranger
station.

The architecture needs to address the possibility of dis-
connection at every level. Each layer (sensor nodes, gate-
ways, base stations) has some persistent storage which pro-
tects against data loss in case of power outage. Each layer
also provides data management services. At the sensor level,
these will be quite primitive, taking the form of data logging.
The base station may offer a full-fledged relational database
service. The data management at the gateways will fall
somewhere in between; they may offer some database ser-
vices, but perhaps over limited window of data. While many
types of communication can be unreliable, when it comes to
data collection, long-latency is preferable to data loss. For

Figure 2: Mica Hardware Platform: The Mica sen-
sor node (left) with the Mica Weather Board devel-
oped for environmental monitoring applications

this kind of communication, a “custody transfer” model,
similar to SMTP messages or bundles [10], may be applica-
ble.

Users interact with the sensor network data in two ways.
Remote users access the replica of the base station database
(in the degenerate case they interact with the database di-
rectly). This approach allows for easy integration with data
analysis and mining tools, while masking the potential wide
area disconnections with the base stations. Remote control
of the network is also provided through the database inter-
face. Although this control interface is sufficient for remote
users, on-site users may often require a more direct interac-
tion with the network. A small, PDA-sized device, referred
to as gizmo, enables such interaction. The gizmo can di-
rectly communicate with the sensor patch, provide the user
with a fresh set of readings about the environment and mon-
itors the network. While the gizmo will typically not take
custody of any data, it allows the user to interactively con-
trol the network parameters by adjusting the sampling rates,
power management parameters and other network parame-
ters. The connectivity between any sensor node and the
gizmo does not have to rely on functioning multihop sensor
network routing, instead the user will often communicate
with the mote network directly, relying on single hop prox-
imity. We expect that this device will be extremely useful
during the initial deployment and during retasking of the
network.

4. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

4.1 Sensor Network Node
In our deployment, we are using UC Berkeley motes as the

sensor nodes. The latest member of the mote family, called
Mica [11] (shown in Figure 2), uses a single channel, 916MHz
radio from RF Monolithics to provide bidirectional commu-
nication at 40kbps, an Atmel Atmega 103 microcontroller
running at 4MHz, and considerable amount of nonvolatile
storage (512 KB). A pair of conventional AA batteries and a
DC boost converter provide a stable voltage source, though
other renewable energy sources can be easily used. Small
size (approximately 2.0 x 1.5 x 0.5 inches).



Sensor Accuracy Interchangeability Sample Rate Startup Current
Photoresistor N/A 10% 2000 Hz 10 ms 1.235 mA
I2C Temperature 1 K 0.20 K 2 Hz 500 ms 0.150 mA
Barometric Pressure 1.5 mbar 0.5% 10 Hz 500 ms 0.010 mA
Barometric Pressure Temp 0.8 K 0.24 K 10 Hz 500 ms 0.010 mA
Humidity 2% 3% 500 Hz 500-30000 ms 0.775 mA
Thermopile 3 K 5% 2000 Hz 200 ms 0.170 mA
Thermistor 5 K 10% 2000 Hz 10 ms 0.126 mA

Table 1: Mica Weather Board: Characteristics of each sensor included on the Mica Weather Board.

4.2 Sensor Board
To provide relevant measurements to scientists, we de-

signed and manufactured an environmental monitoring sen-
sor board, shown in Figure 2. The Mica Weather Board
provides sensors that monitor changing environmental con-
ditions with the same functionality as a traditional weather
station. The Mica Weather Board includes temperature,
photoresistor, barometric pressure, humidity, and passive
infrared (thermopile) sensors.

The barometric pressure module is a digital sensor man-
ufactured by Intersema. The sensor is sensitive to 0.1 mbar
of pressure and has an absolute pressure range from 300 to
1100 mbar. The module is calibrated during manufacturing
and the calibration coefficients are stored in EEPROM per-
sistent storage. The pressure module includes a calibrated
temperature sensor to compensate raw barometric pressure
readings.

The humidity sensor is manufactured by General Eastern.
It is a polymer capacitive sensor factory calibrated to within
1 picofarad (±3% relative humidity). The sensing element
consists of an electrode metallization deposited over the hu-
midity sensor polymer. The sensor is modulated by a 555
CMOS timer to sense the charge in the capacitor which is
filtered through by RC circuit. The resulting voltage is am-
plified by an instrumentation amplifier for greater sensitivity
over the range of 0% to 100% relative humidity.

The thermopile is a passive infrared sensor manufactured
by Melexis. Heat from black bodies in the sensor’s field
of view causes a temperature difference between the ther-
mopile’s cold junction and the thermopile membrane. The
temperature difference is converted to an electric potential
by the thermo-electric effect in the thermopile junctions.
The sensor does not require any supply voltage. The ther-
mopile includes a thermistor in the silicon mass. The ther-
mistor may be used to measure the temperature of the cold
junction on the thermopile and accurately calculate the tem-
perature of the black body.

The photoresistor is a variable resistor in a voltage divider
circuit. The divided voltage is measured by the ADC. The
final temperature sensor is a digital calibrated sensor that
communicates over the I2C bus. The characteristics of each
sensor can be seen in Table 1.

The sensors were chosen with great care to ensure high
interchangeability and high accuracy. Each sensor has less
than 3% variation when interchanged with others of the
same model. The accuracy of each sensor is within 3% of
the actual value. Through calibration, the interchangeabil-
ity and accuracy can be reduced to below 1% depending on
the requirements of the application. Out of the box, the
nodes will be accurate for most applications. Due to the in-

terchangeability and accuracy, the sensors can be deployed
in the field quicker since little or no calibration is needed
prior to deployment. Another key aspect of choosing a sen-
sor is its startup time. The start up time is the time a sensor
must be powered before its reading stabilizes. Sensors with
long start up times require current for a longer period of
time, resulting in higher power consumption. Minimizing
start up time yields more power per day to perform other
tasks, such as routing and communication. Start up times
for each sensor are listed in Table 1.

The unique combination of sensors can be used for a va-
riety of aggregate operations. The thermopile may be used
in conjunction with its thermistor and the photoresistor to
detect cloud cover [6]. The thermopile may also be used
to detect occupancy, measure the temperature of a nearby
object (for example, a bird or a nest), and sense changes in
the object’s temperature over time. If the initial altitude is
known, the barometer module may be used as an altimeter.
Strategically placed sensor boards with barometric pressure
sensors can detect the wind speed and direction by mod-
elling the wind as a fluid flowing over a series of apertures
(one such method is described in [3]).

In addition to the sensors on the Mica Weather Board,
we included an I2C analog to digital converter. Separat-
ing the ADC from the main Mica processing board provides
greater flexibility in developing components to reduce power
consumption. The ADC uses less power than the Atmel pro-
cessor on the Mica, may be used in parallel with processing
or radio transmission on the Mica, and can be operated in
various low-power and sleep modes. Additionally, The sen-
sor board includes an I2C 8 x 8 power switch permitting
individual components on the board to be turned on or off.
Each switch can be operated independently of each other –
further reducing power consumption.

The Mica Weather Board was designed with interoper-
ability in mind. The Mica includes a 51 pin expansion con-
nector. The connector has the ability to stack sensor boards
on top of each other. Instead of allowing each board to
compete for pins on the connector, we developed an access
protocol. The Mica will change the value of a switch on the
sensor board using the I2C bus. Changing the value of the
switch triggers the sensor board’s hardware logic to access
the Mica’s resources. When a board has access, it may use
the power, interrupt, ADC, and EEPROM lines that are di-
rectly connected to the microprocessor and components on
the Mica processing board.

4.3 Energy budget
Many habitat monitoring applications need to run for nine

months – the length of a single field season. Mica runs on a
pair of AA batteries, with a typical capacity of 2.5 ampere-



hours (Ah). However we can neither use every drop of en-
ergy in the batteries nor are the batteries manufactured with
identical capacities from batch to batch or from manufac-
turer to manufacturer. We make a conservative estimate
that the batteries will be able to supply 2200 mAh at 3 volts.

Assuming the system will operate uniformly over the de-
ployment period, each node has 8.148 mAh per day available
for use. The application chooses how to allocate this energy
budget between sleep modes, sensing, local calculations and
communications. We note that since different nodes in the
network have different functions, they also may have very
different power requirements. For example, nodes near the
gateway may need to forward all messages from a patch,
whereas a node in a nest may need to merely report its own
readings. In any network, there will be some set of power
limited nodes; when these nodes exhaust their supplies, the
network is disconnected and inoperable. Consequently, we
need to budget our power with respect to the energy bottle-
neck of the network. To form an estimate of what is possible
on a Mica mote with a pair of AA batteries, we tabulated
the costs of various basic operations in Table 2.

Operation nAh
Transmitting a packet 20.000
Receiving a packet 8.000
Radio listening for 1 millisecond 1.250
Operating sensor for 1 sample (analog) 1.080
Operating sensor for 1 sample (digital) 0.347
Reading a sample from the ADC 0.011
Flash Read Data 1.111
Flash Write/Erase Data 83.333

Table 2: Power required by various Mica operations.

The baseline life time of the node is determined by the cur-
rent draw in the sleep state. Minimizing power in sleep mode
involves turning off the sensors, the radio, and putting the
processor into a deep sleep mode. Additionally, I/O pins on
the microcontroller need to be put in a pull-up state when-
ever possible, as they can contribute as much as 100 µA of
leakage current. Mica architecture uses a DC booster to pro-
vide stable voltage from degrading alkaline batteries. With
no load, the booster draws between 200 and 300 µA, depend-
ing on the battery voltage. While this functionality is crucial
for predictable sensor readings and communications, it is not
needed in the sleep mode. Furthermore, the current draw
of the microprocessor is proportional to the supply voltage.
We modified Mica motes with a Schottky diode, which al-
lows us to reliably bypass the DC booster while reducing
the supply voltage in sleep modes. The modification allows
us to achieve between 30 and 50 µA current draw (battery
dependent), which reduces the energy available for tasks to
6.9 mAh per day.

4.4 Sensor Deployment
We deployed a wireless sensor network using Mica motes

with Mica Weather Boards in July 2002. The network con-
tains all elements of the architecture described in Section 3.

To withstand the variable weather conditions on GDI, we
designed environmental protective packaging that minimally
obstruct sensing functionality. Mica motes by their design
are fairly robust mechanically, with the battery case firmly
integrated with the main processing and sensor boards, and

Figure 3: Acrylic enclosure used for deploying the
Mica mote.

mounting holes for securing the sensor boards. To provide
weather-proofing, we coat the entire sensor package with a
10 micron parylene sealant, which protects exposed electri-
cal contacts from water. The sensors remain exposed to
protect their sensitivity. Each coated node is then enclosed
in a transparent acrylic enclosure. The enclosure is venti-
lated to not distort the sensor readings; its primary func-
tion is to provide additional protection against mechanical
failures and to raise the sensor off the ground. Acrylic pack-
aging was chosen because it is infrared and radio frequency
transparent, which won’t obstruct sensor readings or wire-
less communication.

The acrylic enclosure shown in Figure 3 is used for de-
ploying nodes above the ground on Great Duck Island. The
size of the Mica mote itself was almost too large to fit in pe-
trel burrows; therefore we placed the parylene sealed motes
into the burrows without enclosures. Not using the enclo-
sure is less robust; we’ve noticed expansion and contraction
of connectors over the course of four weeks leading to faulty
electrical connections. We advocate the future use of sol-
dered connections to solve this problem.

4.5 Patch Gateways
Using different gateway nodes directly affects the underly-

ing transit network available. We implemented two designs:
an 802.11b single hop with an embedded linux system and
a single hop mote-to-mote network.

Initially, we chose CerfCube [1], a small, StrongArm-based
embedded system, to act as the sensor patch gateway. Each
gateway is equipped with a CompactFlash 802.11b adapter.
Porting functionality to CerfCubes is fairly easy; they run
an embedded version of Linux operating system. Perma-
nent storage is plentiful – the gateway can use the IBM
MicroDrive which provides up to 1 GB of storage. Sup-
plying adequate power for this device is a challenge, with-
out power management features this device consumes about
2.5W (two orders of magnitude more than the motes). To
satisfy the CerfCube power requirements, we considered a
solar panel providing between 60 and 120 Watts in full sun-
light connected to a rechargeable battery with capacity be-
tween 50 and 100 Watt-hours (e.g., sealed lead-acid). Re-
searchers from Intel Research and JPL have demonstrated
delay-tolerant networking using CerfCubes and motes [10]



which will fit very well with the overall system architec-
ture. We deployed the CerfCube with a 12dbi omnidirec-
tional 2.4GHz antenna that provided a range of approxi-
mately 1000 feet.

The mote-to-mote solution consisted of a mote connected
to the base station and a mote in the sensor patch. Both
motes were connected to 14dbi directional 916MHz Yagi an-
tennae. The range of the Yagi antennae is more than 1200
feet. The differences between the mote and the CerfCube
include not only a different communication frequency and
power requirements, but also software components. Of par-
ticular interest to network connectivity is the MAC layer
– the mote’s MAC does not require a bidirectional link like
802.11b. Additionally, the mote sends raw data with a small
packet header (four bytes) directly over the radio as opposed
to overheads imposed by 802.11b and TCP/IP connections.

For one week, we tested the packet reception and power
consumption of each solution. We discovered that both sys-
tems provide nearly identical packet reception rates, yet the
CerfCube consumed two orders of magnitude more power
and required a larger, more intrusive solar panel. Before
leaving GDI, we decided to only use the mote solution for
the gateway due to its power efficiency. Since the network
has been deployed, there have been no brownouts or power
failures observed from the gateway mote.

4.6 Base-station installation
In order to provide remote access to the habitat mon-

itoring networks, the collection of sensor network patches
is connected to the Internet through a wide-area link. On
GDI, we connect to the Internet through a two-way satel-
lite connection provided by Hughes and similar to the Di-
recTV system. The satellite system is connected to a laptop
which coordinates the sensor patches and provides a rela-
tional database service. We had to solve a number of chal-
lenges to turn a consumer-grade, web-oriented service into
a highly reliable general-purpose network connection. The
base station needs to function as a turnkey system, since it
needs to run unattended. During that time we expect un-
scheduled system reboots and application failures. At this
point we have resolved many of the engineering issues sur-
rounding this problem – shortly after the system boots we
can find it on the Internet and access it remotely.

4.7 Database Management System
The base station currently uses Postgres SQL database.

The database stores time-stamped readings from the sen-
sors, health status of individual sensors, and metadata (e.g.,
sensor locations). The GDI database is replicated every fif-
teen minutes over the wide-area satellite link to our Postgres
database in Berkeley.

4.8 User Interfaces
We expect that many user interfaces will be implemented

on top of the sensor network database. GIS systems pro-
vide a widely used standard for analyzing geographical data.
Most statistics and data analysis packages, such as Matlab,
implement powerful interfaces to relational databases. Fi-
nally, we expect a number of web based interfaces, including
a java applet we developed, to provide the ubiquitous inter-
faces to the habitat data.

At this point, the gizmo design for local users is not well
developed. We experimented with a design on a Compaq

Figure 4: Thermopile data from a burrow mote on
GDI during a 19-day period (July 18, 2002 to Au-
gust 5, 2002).

iPaq PDA running Linux. The device interfaces with an
802.11 network deployed at GDI to interact with the local
database. Equipped with a GPS unit, users of the gizmo
are able to take notes and tag them with location, time,
and other attributes. We’re working on equipping the gizmo
with a CompactFlash-based MoteNic [14] interface to com-
municate directly with the sensor network.

5. CURRENT RESULTS
Thirty-two motes are deployed on Great Duck Island, of

which nine are in underground burrows. The sensor network
has been deployed for four weeks as of the writing of this
paper. We have calculated that the motes have sufficient
power to operate for the next six months, even though biol-
ogists will stop visiting the island in early September. This
new data will provide insights into the climate and burrow
activity through the fall and winter, something previously
not possible due to poor off-season weather conditions for
island travel.

While a complete treatment of the data is beyond the
scope of this paper, we have made the following observa-
tions. After deployment, the biologists set out to verify the
accuracy of the sensor readings. On several occasions, after
noticing changes in thermopile readings, a recorded petrel
call was played above instrumented burrows. A petrel called
back to the recording, indicating that a bird was indeed
present. Additional readings indicate that the humidity and
temperature inside burrows is relatively constant, whereas
outdoor motes show significant changes over time. This pat-
tern has been seen previously and bolsters confidence in the
system.

Figure 4 shows occupancy data collected from July 18,
2002 to August 5, 2002. The mote was placed several feet
down a burrow tunnel, approximately 1500 feet from the
lightkeeper’s house on Great Duck Island. The plotted val-
ues indicate the difference between ambient temperature and
the object in the thermopile’s field of view. Figure 4 illus-
trates that a petrel left the burrow on July 21st and returned
on July 23rd. The petrel left again between July 30th and
August 1st. Variations in the data during times that the
petrel vacated can be attributed to the ±3oC accuracy of
the thermopile as well as changing environmental conditions
between night and day.

Live data from select sensors can be viewed through a Java



applet at http://www.greatduckisland.net. The database
on the island is replicated to a secondary database at the
Intel Research Laboratory in Berkeley every 15 minutes. In
addition to offloading web traffic from the satellite link,
replication permits disconnected operation. When satel-
lite service is unavailable, which has happened several times
during periods of severe thunderstorm activity around the
Hughes network operations center, data continues to be logged
on the island. When connectivity is restored, the secondary
database is brought up-to-date.

6. DISCUSSION
All of the components in the system must operate in ac-

cordance with the system’s power budget. As we pointed out
in Section 4, each node has a budget of 6.9 mAh per day.
Since the Mica’s processor alone draws approximately 5 mA,
we can afford to run the processor for at most 1.4 hours per
day, 5.8% duty cycle if no other operations are performed by
the mote. In a running system, the energy budget must be
divided amongst several system services: sensor sampling,
data collection, routing and communication, health moni-
toring and network retasking. Habitat monitoring applica-
tions may need other important services in addition to those
mentioned in this section. These services include localiza-
tion, time synchronization, and self configuration described
by Cerpa et. al. [4].

6.1 Data sampling and collection
In habitat monitoring the ultimate goal is data collection;

sampling rates and precision of measurements are often dic-
tated by external specifications. For every sensor we can
bound the cost of taking a single sample. By analyzing the
requirements we can place a bound on the energy spent on
data acquisition. We trade the cost of data processing and
compression against the cost of data transmission. We can
estimate the energy required by data collection by analyz-
ing data collected from indoor monitoring networks. Let us
consider an experiment where a mote collects a light sam-
ple every minute. The sample is represented as a 16-bit
integer, but it contains a 10-bit ADC reading. Assuming
that each packet can carry 25 bytes of payload, unprocessed
data requires between 72 (if 10-bit samples are used) and
116 packets (if 16-bit numbers are used). While this service
does not put a burden on the leaf nodes, the routing nodes
near the root may need to retransmit the messages from
every leaf in the network, roughly two orders of magnitude
more. Anecdotal evidence presented in Table 3 suggests
that this volume of data can be easily reduced by a factor
of 2-4 by applying a delta compression and a standard com-
pression algorithm (e.g., Huffman coding or Lempel-Ziv).
The compression performs even better when applied to a
longer run of data. Far better results can be obtained with
signal-specific lossy compression techniques (much like the
GSM voice compression schemes). Other methods include
distributed compression involving correlating network data
amongst similar nodes and using Coset codes [12]. Often
the signal model is unknown a priori, but can be obtained
through the analysis of the initial data. We can then use the
network retasking service to program the sensors to commu-
nicate the data of interest.

Once we have allocated the energy for sampling the sen-
sors and communicating the results, the remaining energy
is devoted to maintaining the network – MAC protocols,

health and status, routing tables, and forwarding network
messages. These tasks can either be tightly scheduled or
run on demand. On one extreme, the system is scheduled
at every level, from TDMA access to the channel, through
scheduled adaptation of routes and channel quality. Over-
head costs are upfront and fixed. A TDMA system is ex-
pected to perform well if the network is relatively static.
On the other extreme, we use a low-power hailing channel
to create on-demand synchronization between a sender and
a receiver. The service overhead is proportional to the use
of the service. This approach can be more robust to unex-
pected changes in the network, at the expense of extra cost.
Finally, a hybrid approach is possible, where each service
runs in an on-demand fashion, but the time period for when
the demand can occur is scheduled on a coarse basis.

Our deployment at GDI is sending raw data values that
are logged. As the biologists at the College of the Atlantic
analyze the data, we intend to change the data sampling and
collection according to their needs via network retasking (see
Section 6.3).

6.2 Communications
Power efficient communication paradigms for habitat mon-

itoring must include a set of routing algorithms, media ac-
cess algorithms, and managed hardware access. The routing
algorithms must be tailored for efficient network commu-
nication while maintaining connectivity when required to
source or relay packets.

A simple routing solution for low duty cycle sensor net-
works is simply broadcasting data to a gateway during sched-
uled communication periods. This method is the most effi-
cient – data is only communicated in one direction and there
is no dependency on surrounding nodes for relaying packets
in a multihop manner. The routing deployed on GDI is a
hierarchical model. The sensor nodes in burrows are trans-
mit only with a low duty cycle – they sample about once
per second. The gateway mote is fully powered by solar
power, so it is always on and relaying packets to the base
station. We intend to equip future deployments with en-
ergy harvesting capabilities to allow nodes above ground to
perform additional routing tasks with higher duty cycles.

Many of the hard to reach research locations are beyond
the range of a single wireless broadcast from mote to gate-
way. Accordingly, a multi-hop scheduled protocol must be
used to collect, aggregate, and communicate data.

Methods like GAF [15] and SPAN [5] have been used to
extend the longevity of the network by selecting representa-
tives to participate in the network; thereby these algorithms
reduce the average per node power consumption. Although
these methods provide factors of 2 to 3 times longer net-
work operation, our application requires a factor of 100 times
longer network operation – recall that our sensor nodes are
on for at most 1.4 hours per day. GAF and SPAN don’t ac-
count for infrequent sampling but rather continuous network
connectivity and operation. Instead, we propose augment-
ing scheduled multihop routing or low power MAC protocols
with GAF and/or SPAN to provide additional power sav-
ings. GAF and SPAN are independent of communication
frequency, whereas our application requires increased power
savings that may be achieved by adjusting the communica-
tion frequency.

The research challenge of the routing problem is finding
a power efficient method for scheduling the nodes such that

http://www.greatduckisland.net/


Compression Huffman Lempel-Ziv Burrow-Wheeler Uncompressed
algorithm (pack) (gzip) (bzip2)
8-bit sample 1128 611 681 1365
10-bit sample 1827 1404 1480 1707
16-bit sample 2074 1263 1193 2730
8-bit difference 347 324 298 1365
10-bit difference 936 911 848 1707
16-bit difference 839 755 769 2730

Table 3: Compression characteristics of typical indoor light signal. We estimate the amount of information
contained within the signal by compressing various signal representations with the standard Unix compression
utilities.

long multihop paths may be used to relay the data. We pro-
pose the following approaches for scheduled communication:

• After determining an initial routing tree, set each mote’s
level from the gateway. Schedule nodes for communi-
cation on adjacent levels starting at the leaves. As
each level transmits to the next, it returns to a sleep
state. The following level is awaken, and packets are
relayed for the scheduled time period. The process
continues until all levels have completed transmission
in their period. The entire network returns to a sleep
mode. This process repeats itself at a specified point
in the future.

• Instead of a horizontal approach, awaken nodes along
paths or subtrees in a vertical approach. Each subtree
in turn completes their communication up the tree.
This method is more resilient to network contention;
however the number of subtrees in the network will
likely exceed the number of levels in the network and
subtrees may be disjoint allowing them to communi-
cate in parallel.

Alternatively, we have experimented with using low power
MAC protocols. By determining our duty cycle, we can cal-
culate the frequency with which the radio samples for a start
symbol. By extending the start symbol when transmitting
packets, we can match the length of the start symbol to the
sampling frequency. Other low power MAC protocols, such
as S-MAC [16] and Aloha with preamble sampling [7] em-
ploy similar techniques that turn off the radio during idle
periods to reduce power consumption. The difference be-
tween scheduled communication and low power MACs is
instead of having a large power and network overhead to
set up a schedule, the overhead is distributed along the life-
time of the node. Both approaches are equivalent in power
consumption, the decision for which to use depends on the
end-user interactivity required by the application. A poten-
tial tradeoff of using a low power MAC is that transmitted
packets potentially wake up every node within the cell. Al-
though early rejection can be applied, scheduling prevents
unneeded nodes from wasting power processing a packet’s
headers.

6.3 Network Retasking
As the researchers refine the experiment, it may be nec-

essary to adjust the functionality of individual nodes. This
refinement can take several different forms. Scalar param-
eters, like duty cycle or sampling rates, may be adjusted
through the application manager. Even such simple adjust-
ment allows the researchers to focus their efforts in more

interesting areas. Most of the time such updates can be en-
capsulated in network maintenance packets. More complex
functionality adjustment may be implemented through vir-
tual machines like Maté [13]. Virtual machine-based retask-
ing seems ideal when the much of the underlying function-
ality is implemented through underlying native functions,
as is the case in making routing decisions, or processing
data through a predefined set of filters. Virtual machine
programs can be fairly small (many fit in a single packet).
Finally, the entire code image running on a mote may be
replaced with a new one. One would use this method when
a drastic retasking of the application is necessary; for exam-
ple if it were necessary to install a new signal-specific com-
pression algorithm to cope with the volume of data. The
reprogramming process is quite costly – it involves reliably
transmitting the binary image of the code (approximately
10kb) to all nodes that need to be reprogrammed, and in-
voking a reprogramming application which runs the node
for 2 minutes while drawing about 10 mA. To relate this to
the energy budget: we can afford to reprogram the nodes
every day during the 9 month life cycle if reprogramming
is the node’s only task. While significantly more expensive
in absolute terms than virtual machine reprogramming, it
can pay off over the period of a few days since native code
executes more efficiently.

6.4 Health and Status Monitoring
A major component of use to the application is one that

monitors the mote’s health and the health of neighboring
motes. Health and monitoring is essential for a variety of
purposes; the most obvious is retasking. The duty cycle of
a mote may be dynamically adjusted to alter its lifetime.

A simple monitoring implementation is deployed on GDI.
Each mote periodically includes their battery voltage level
with the sensor readings they are transmitting. The volt-
age is represented as a one byte value in the range of 0 to
3.3 volts. Adding voltage measurements has greatly assisted
us in remote analysis of node failures.

Health and status messages sent to the gateway can be
used to infer the validity of the mote’s sensor readings.
Although the health messages are not critical for correct
application execution, their use can be seen as preventive
maintenance. For this reason, we advocate a health and
monitoring component that transmits status messages with
lower latency in exchange for strict reliability. Health mes-
sages may be sent rather infrequently (about once per hour
or less dependent on the duty cycle) with no guarantee on
their delivery.



7. CONCLUSION
Habitat and environmental monitoring represent an im-

portant class of sensor network applications. We are col-
laborating with biologists at the College of the Atlantic to
define the core application requirements. Because end users
are ultimately interested in the sensor data, the sensor net-
work system must deliver the data of interest in a confidence-
inspiring manner. The low-level energy constraints of the
sensor nodes combined with the data delivery requirements
leave a clearly defined energy budget for all other services.
Tight energy bounds and the need for predictable opera-
tion guide the development of application architecture and
services.

While we believe GDI is representative of many applica-
tions in this domain, there may be significant differences.
To evaluate our implementation, we have deployed an ini-
tial prototype network at the James San Jacinto Mountains
Reserve (JMR) (33.48N, 116.46W) in Idyllwild, California.
JMR is a 29 acre ecological preserve, representing just one
of the University of California System Natural Reserve Sys-
tem’s 34 land holdings. The deployment uses a basic sensor
package instead of the Mica Weather Board. JMR’s climate
is significantly different from GDI; it is arid and weather
changes occur over long periods of time. Researchers at
JMR are interested in microclimate readings over a large
area as opposed to animal monitoring on GDI.

Our practical experience with sensor network deployment
will guide the creation of a habitat monitoring kit. This kit
will be made available to scientists and researchers in other
fields. Users will be able to tailor the mote’s operation to a
variety of experimental setups, which will allow scientists to
reliably collect data from locations previously unaccessible
on a micro-measurement scale.
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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper, we make a brief study of some of the important requirements of a structural monitoring system for civil 
infrastructures and explain the key issues that are faced in the design of a suitable wireless monitoring strategy. Two-
tiered wireless sensor network architecture is proposed as a solution to these issues and the protocol used for the 
communication in this network is described. The power saving strategies at various levels, from the network 
architecture, to communication protocol, to the sensor unit architecture are explained. A detailed analysis of the network 
is done and the implementation of this network in a laboratory setting is described. 
Keywords: Structural health monitoring, wireless sensor networks, time division multiple access (TDMA), spread 
spectrum, power cycling. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Extreme events like earthquakes can cause enormous damage to the health of civil infrastructures without producing any 
apparent visible damage. Such damage can result in life threatening conditions evolving in the structure either in the 
immediate aftermath or long after the actual event has happened. Near real-time structural monitoring of civil 
infrastructure reduces the loss of human lives by warning of hazardous structures and impending collapses and also 
provides information to emergency response services. In addition to extreme events, our built environment undergoes 
gradual deterioration over its life span due to corrosion, fatigue, scour, etc. Thus, periodic monitoring can be used to 
provide information as to the structural soundness of the civil infrastructure over its operational life. 
 
Traditionally, structural monitoring systems were wire based, which are essentially extensions of laboratory based Data 
Acquisition (DAQ) Systems. The sensors are deployed at few critical points in the structure and connected to a central 
DAQ module over a cable, generally a co-axial cable. High speed Digital to Analog converters at the DAQ, convert the 
analog vibration data from the input channels into a digital format and this is logged on the local data server for analysis 
by the health monitoring algorithms. More recently, digital sensing units have been deployed but still are wire-connected 
for data transmission to a DAQ. 
 
For structural monitoring, the wired systems throw up a host of issues, the primary problems being those of installation 
and maintenance. Laying out the cabling is expensive and time consuming.  This is primarily because of the large sizes 
of structures and because the points where the sensors are installed are generally hard to reach. For example, installation 
time of a moderate size monitoring system can consume over 75% of the total system testing  time with installation costs 
approaching over 25% of the total system cost 1. In the state of California, 61 of the  states 22,000 bridges have been 
instrumented with costs reported to be well over $300,000 per toll bridge for a 60- channel system. A large portion of 
this cost includes the laying of conduits needed to protect wires from harsh  weather conditions at a cost of $10 per linear 
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foot 2. In the event of an earthquake or other extreme events, the wired links are prone to breakage resulting in 
unreliability of the data link. Also, in commercial buildings, rodent nibbling is a serious problem.  
 
To overcome the many disadvantages of wired systems, use of wireless technologies have been proposed for structural 
monitoring 1. With the advent of low cost wireless technologies like Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11 etc, there has been 
considerable interest in wireless technology as a viable alternative to the wired systems.  
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The general approach to using the wireless links in structural monitoring has been to push the process of digitization of 
the analog vibration information to the remote sensor units and then replace the wired links with wireless links to 
provide data communication. Essentially, the wireless network is a STAR network, with all the sensor units 
communicating with a central monitoring station. Such an approach solves most of the problems associated with wired 
systems but throws up the new problems that are inherent to the wireless systems, the primary problem being that of 
power. In a wired monitoring system, the remote sensor units obtain their power over the cables connected to the DAQ 
module. However, in a wireless monitoring system, the remote sensor units are powered by batteries and so power is at a 
premium.  
 
Most of the research in wireless monitoring systems has focused on the development of sensor modules with embedded 
computational capability and wireless communication capability provided by off the shelf radio modules like those of 
Bluetooth or IEEE 802.11. These systems assume a point to point or point to multi-point communication. However, 
there hasn’t been much research on developing suitable network architectures for these systems. A robust wireless 
structural monitoring strategy requires the appropriate choice of the wireless network topology, the specific wireless 
technology as well as a suitable protocol. In this paper we propose a wireless structural monitoring strategy for civil 
infrastructures, with a focus on the system-wide sensor network. Atwo-tiered wireless network architecture with a 
protocol inspired by the LEACH 3 and Bluetooth 4 protocols is proposed and designed specifically for the structural 
monitoring application. The characteristics and requirements of the structural monitoring application are studied first in 
order to identify the key design challenges. The two-tiered wireless network architecture is intended to handle these 
issues. A communication protocol is designed and several power saving strategies in the sensor unit architecture are 
considered. The proposed monitoring system is analyzed and several conclusions about the tradeoffs involved in the 
system are drawn. An estimate of the maintenance cycle is made based on the power consumption of the sensor unit. A 
simple implementation of the proposed network that was made in a laboratory setting is explained next along with the 
experiments conducted on it. 
   

2. THE STRUCTURAL MONITORING APPLICATION 
 
The structural monitoring system operates primarily under two scenarios, extreme event monitoring and long term 
periodic monitoring. In the event of an earthquake (extreme event), we need a near real-time performance from the 
system. Information as to the soundness of the structure has to be obtained with in minutes. It is important to note that 
the maximum duration of the earthquake is about 3 minutes with the majority of earthquakes lasting less than a minute. 
For the long term periodic monitoring, the response of the structure to ambient loading from winds or traffic is to be 
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obtained. Also, as the structural properties vary with environmental conditions like temperature, humidity, or airborne 
chemicals, it is necessary to obtain the structural responses under all the different environmental conditions that the 
structure is subjected to over its life span. Under any given set of conditions, the duration of measurement of the ambient 
vibrations is also on the order of minutes.  
 
Civil infrastructures in general are quite large, spanning hundreds of feet and in the case of bridges may be miles long. 
On account of these large sizes, the monitoring system is widespread with some of the sensors placed very remotely 
from the central monitoring station. This makes the process of data acquisition difficult as wireless links have limited 
range. Also, the amount of power required to transmit data over such large distances is quite large. 
 
In a structural monitoring system, the parameters that are being measured are generally acceleration, linear displacement, 
strain, angular displacements with acceleration being the most common parameter measured. Environmental variables 
like temperature, humidity are also measured in order to get an accurate picture of the structural properties. Traditional 
accelerometers, though high performance are very expensive, power hungry and cumbersome to deploy in structures. 
With the advent of Micro Electro Mechanical System (MEMS) technology, accelerometers have become low cost as 
well as low power.  Peak accelerations due to ambient vibrations are in the order of hundreds of µg while a peak 
earthquake acceleration would be about 2g. One key observation to be made is that, current MEMS accelerometers do 
not have the dynamic range required to measure both seismic responses as well as ambient vibrations. Therefore, it 
becomes necessary to use two accelerometers, one a low sensitivity accelerometer with enough range to measure 
responses from extreme events and the other a low noise, high sensitivity accelerometer to perform ambient vibration 
measurements. 
 
Another important consideration is the rate at which data are generated in a sensor unit, during measurement of the 
structural responses. This is important as it gives us an idea of the system throughput requirements for near real-time 
performance. This data generation rate depends on the sampling rate which in turn is dependent on the fundamental 
modes of vibration of the structure. For such large structures, the fundamental mode is in the order of Hertz and 
therefore the sampling rates should be on the order of tens of Hertz. For a sampling rate(FS) of 50 Hz, the analog - digital 
conversion resolution (b) of 16 bits, with two channels (s) of acceleration data (x and y-axes), the rate at which data are 
generated per sensor unit is 1.6 Kilo bits per second (Kbps) (FS·b·s) which is not a large value. However, the overall 
system contains a large number of sensor units (N) and the total rate at which data are generated in the whole system is 
N· FS··b·s. For N equal to 200, the central monitoring station must be able to handle data rates of 320 Kbps under the best 
case for near real-time performance, and much higher date rates depending on the sensor distribution and other overhead. 
While the data generated per sensor unit are on the order of Kbps, the data that have to be handled by the overall system 
are in hundreds of Kbps and could be on the order of Mega bits per second(Mbps) for larger number of sensors.  
 
The majority of the algorithms used to analyze the vibration information are based on modal analysis procedures. For 
modal analysis to be performed on a structure, it is necessary that the vibration data obtained from the different sensors 
distributed in the structure be synchronized in time. The tolerance for the errors in the data synchronization is of the 
order of milli seconds. In a wired system, this synchronization of the data is a trivial problem as the data from all the 
sensors is being sampled at one central location. However, in a wireless environment, synchronization of data becomes a 
challenge as the data are sampled at the remote sensor itself and the delay from the data sampling at the sensor unit to the 
reception of the data at the monitoring station is not controlled.  
 
As for any monitoring system, maintenance is an expensive part of the structural monitoring system. For a structural 
monitoring system to make economic sense, the maintenance cycles should be long, generally years. It is safe to assume 
that regular power supply is available throughout the structure to support existing infrastructure requirements like 
lighting etc. However, the sensor units cannot be operated on this power as the placement of the sensors is based on the 
locations of the critical structural elements and these points are generally hard to reach from the power outlets. In a wired 
monitoring system, wiring has to be done at a great expense and power is the least of the problems. But in a wireless 
monitoring system, the sensor units will have to depend on batteries for their power. Owing to the fact that maintenance 
cycles are very long, the sensor units have to be very energy efficient if they are to survive for one complete 
maintenance cycle solely on battery power.  
   
From the above discussion, we come to some important conclusions. The system has to provide a way to synchronize the 
data of the distributed sensors. For the wireless monitoring system, the system throughput requirements are on the order 



of hundreds to thousands of Kbps for near real-time performance. Also, a significant number of sensor units have to send 
their data over a large range. The sensor units should consume the minimum amount of power possible as they have to 
survive on battery power for long maintenance cycles. Achieving large data rates and large transmission ranges require 
significant amounts of power which is clearly in conflict with the requirement that the power consumption should be as 
small as possible. Achieving these conflicting requirements is one important challenge in the design of the wireless 
monitoring system.  
 
A two-tiered wireless sensor network (Fig.2) is proposed as the solution to the above challenge. The system is 
partitioned into two subsystems. The first subsystem consisting of a low data rate, low transmission range, energy 
constrained sensor units and the other subsystem consisting of high data rate, large transmission range coordinator units 
that are not energy constrained. The first subsystem forms the lower tier of the two-tiered network and the second 
subsystem forms the upper tier.  
 

3. TWO-TIER WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK 
 

3.1 Network architecture:  
The distributed sensor units (SUs) are divided into clusters, similar to the cells in a cellular network. A local site master 
(LSM) is assigned to each cluster to coordinate the SUs in its cluster and to collect the data from them during 
monitoring. The clustering of sensors is done based on the proximity (in the communication sense) of the sensor units to 
each other. The sensor units operate on battery power and low power operation is the primary criterion in their design. 
The LSMs operate on regular wall outlet power supply, and so do not have any constraints on power. They are provided 
with a battery backup in case of power failure. The clusters of SUs communicating with their corresponding LSMs forms 
the lower tier and the network of LSMs forms the upper tier. The LSMs receive the data from the SUs and route the data 
to the Central Site Master (CSM) over the network formed by the LSMs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1.1 Lower Tier 
The transmission range requirement of the sensor units is significantly reduced, as they have to transmit only up to the 
LSM that is located within the cluster. The communication in each cluster is over the 915 MHz license-free ISM band 
and the data rates are in the tens of Kbps. Also, the radio transceivers have programmable transmit power control so that 
only the minimum required power is used in transmitting data. This also reduces interference between clusters. Each SU 
communicates only with its LSM. The communication is spread spectrum based as it provides more reliability and also, 
is mandated by the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) for all radio devices transmitting more than 0.75 mW 
power in the ISM band 5. The spread spectrum used is the frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS). All the sensor 
units in a cluster follow the same pseudo random frequency hop pattern with adjacent clusters following different 
patterns.  
 
In addition to this, the available 26 MHz wide band can be divided into chunks of fifty frequency channels each so that 
adjacent clusters follow a different chunk of the 50 hop frequencies. For example, with a channel separation of 250 KHz, 
the 26 MHz band can be divided into 104 frequency channels. These 104 channels can be divided into two chunks of 52 
frequencies, and adjacent clusters can use a different chunk. This way, the interference between channels can be further 
reduced. The 50 frequency channels per communication link is mandated by the FCC for low data rate links, specifically 
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when the 20 dB channel bandwidth is less than 250 KHz. The SUs in a cluster follow a TDMA schedule for 
communication with the LSM. In order to maximize power savings in the SU, the lower-tier communication follows a 
protocol designed with minimal handshaking.  
 
3.1.2 Upper Tier 
The LSMs in the system form the upper-tier of the network. Each LSM consists primarily of two radios and a LSM 
controller. The first radio operates on the 915 MHz and is used to communicate with the SUs. The other radio operates 
on the 2.4Ghz ISM band and is used to communicate with the LSMs of the adjacent clusters. The 2.4 GHz ISM band 
provides more bandwidth and can support data rates in the order of Mbps. By using higher data rates for the upper-tier 
network, the overall system throughput requirements are met allowing with the lower-tier network to operate on lower 
data rates. The LSMs can also communicate with each other over the 915 MHz, low data rate radios and this 
communication link is used for the synchronization of the local clocks of the LSMs to the global clock in the network. 
Each LSM is assigned a predecessor LSM and a set of successor LSMs. Each LSM synchronizes its local clock to that of 
its predecessor LSM. In this way, the whole network is synchronized to a global clock determined by the CSM.  
 
The LSM receives the data from the sensor units over the 915 MHz band and routes it to the CSM over the upper tier 
network formed by all the LSMs. Therefore, each LSM receives not only the data from the SUs in its cluster but also the 
route-through traffic from the other LSMs. The communication over the 2.4 Ghz link could be based on standard 
protocols like the IEEE 802.11b or on custom designed protocols. As there are no energy constraints on the LSM, it 
would be easier to implement the system with a standard protocol for the upper-tier network. By allowing the lower-tier 
and the upper-tier networks to operate on the 915 MHz and 2.4 GHz bands respectively, interference between the two 
networks is avoided. 
 
3.2  System components & Operation 
The System is primarily composed of the Sensor Units (SUs) and the Local Site Masters (LSMs). In this subsection, we 
describe their hardware architecture as well as the states in which they operate. This is essential to understanding the 
hardware level  power saving strategies. 
 
3.2.1 Sensor Unit architecture 
The SU consists of the SU controller, a 915 MHz radio transceiver, SRAM memory, a low sensitivity, high g 
accelerometer (AccLow) like the ADXL210 6, and a sensor module containing a high sensitivity, low noise accelerometer 
(AccHigh) like the Model 1221 accelerometer 10, a high resolution, low speed Analog to Digital converter and any other 
sensors that might be required for improved functionality (Fig. 4). AccLow is used to measure extreme event responses 
while AccHigh is used to measure ambient responses. 
 
The SUs operate in four states Sleep, Update, Semi-awake and Awake. During the SU Sleep state, the radio transceiver 
and the sensor module are in the sleep mode, drawing minimum current. The SU controller and the AccLow sensor are 
power cycled to conserve power. The AccLow output is sampled by the on-chip A/D converter of the SU controller at a 
low frequency of 5Hz in order to detect the onset of a possible extreme event. To perform the power cycling 6 the SU 
controller powers off the AccLow sensor and sets a low frequency timer to wake up the SU controller, every 200 ms (5 
Hz). It then goes into the sleep mode. When it wakes up, it powers on the AccLow and after the startup time for the 
accelerometer has elapsed, it switches on the on-chip A/D converter and samples the output. Once the data are sampled, 
and are found not to represent an extreme event value, it switches off the accelerometer and the A/D converter and goes 
back into the low power sleep mode after resetting the wakeup timer. In this way, power cycling is used to save 
significant amount of power during the sleep state of the SU. It is important to note that state refers to the state of the 
complete unit, while mode refers to the state of the specific device in the unit. 
 
In the Update state, the sensor module is in the sleep mode, the SU controller and the radio transceiver are powered on 
and the AccLow is powered cycle. The SU controller is communicating with the LSM to update information in this state. 
In the Semi-awake state, the radio transceiver is in the sleep mode and the sensor module, the AccLow sensor and the SU 
controller are all powered on. In this state there is no transmission of data but there is active sampling of the acceleration 
output. In the Awake mode, the Radio transceiver, the sensor module, the AccLow sensor as well as the SU controller are 
all on. In this  state, there is active sampling of the sensor outputs as well as the transmission or reception of data through 
the radio transceiver.  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.2 Local Site Master architecture 
The LSM consists of a 2.4 GHz radio transceiver for the upper tier communication, a 915 MHz radio transceiver for 
lower tier communication, a LSM controller and memory to store the route through data (Fig.3). The LSM operates 
continuously throughout the life of the network.  
 
3.2.3 System Operation  
The monitoring system’s primary function is to record the structural response during extreme events when they happen 
and the ambient vibrations of the structure under different environmental conditions. 
 
An extreme event is defined 1 to occur when the acceleration of the structure exceeds a threshold value of about 5mg. 
After the onset of the extreme event, the event is defined to have ended when the acceleration remains below a threshold 
value for a threshold interval of time. When the SU detects the onset of an extreme event, it enters the Active state. The 
sensor unit increases the sampling rate of the accelerometer output to the required level and starts recording the data in 
the SRAM memory. It notes down the time on the local clock when the onset of the event was observed. It synchronizes 
with the LSM and adjusts the local clock to the LSM clock and accordingly, it modifies the event onset time that was 
recorded earlier. In this way, synchronization of data, which is a key requirement of the wireless monitoring system, is 
achieved. It starts alternating between the Awake state and the Semi-awake state, communicating with the LSM only at 
the appropriate time slot, thus conserving power. The LSM receives the data from the SU and routes it to the CSM. Once 
the event has passed and all the data has been transmitted, the SU enters the Sleep state. 
 
For periodic monitoring, the CSM develops a schedule as to what times the ambient vibration information is to be 
recorded. This schedule is developed based on the expected or existing environmental conditions. This schedule is 
passed to the LSMs in the network. The SUs are generally in the sleep state and wake up a fixed number of times (w) a 
day, at uniform intervals and enter the Update state. These wakeups are called the Schedule update wakeups. An SU 
wakes up at these intervals, synchronizes with the LSM, and checks for any schedule updates. If it finds a monitoring 
phase scheduled within the next interval, it sets a wakeup timer to wake up at the right time and goes back into the Sleep 
state. The SUs wakeup at the scheduled time and enter the Awake state. After synchronization with the LSM, they 
alternate between the Awake state and the Semi-active state transmitting the sampled vibration data for a predetermined 
interval of time before going back in to the Sleep state. Any modifications in the schedule by the CSM and LSMs have 
to be done at least one full interval ahead, if the sensor units are to identify these changes.  
 
3.3 Lower-tier communication protocol 
Within each cluster the sensor units follow a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme for communicating with 
the LSM (Fig. 5). Assuming the number of sensor units per cluster to be n, a round is defined as n+2 time slots with the 
first n slots being data slots and the last two being the control slots. Each of the sensor units is allotted one specific data 
slot. The first control slot is the Synch-Ack slot during which the LSM broadcasts the Synch-Ack packet. The second 
control packet is called the Global-synch slot during which the LSM receives the Global-synch packet from its 
predecessor in one round and sends the Global-synch packet to its successors in the next round in an alternate fashion. In 
this way, global synchronization is achieved in the upper tier. Generally, each control slot is half as long as the data slot.  
 
When the SU is sampling data during an extreme event or during a scheduled periodic monitoring phase, it transmits its 
data one packet per each of its specific data slot. Also, the frequency hopping is done at the rate of one freq per slot. 
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The LSM does not send an acknowledge separately for each packet received from the sensor units. Rather, at the end of 
the data slots of a round, the LSM broadcasts the Synch-Ack packet which contains the acknowledge bits for all the 
packets received in that round as well as the previous round, incase the previous Synch-Ack packet received at the SUs 
was  corrupted. The Synch-Ack packet also contains the local clock information of the LSM that is used by the sensor 
units to synchronize their own clocks to the LSM clock. In this way, all the sensor units are synchronized with their 
LSMs during the active period of the network. The frequency hop patterns are pseudo-randomly ordered and is 
predetermined by the LSM and all the SUs in a cluster are aware of the exact order. Each SU wakes up from its Semi-
active state to the Awake state at the start of its data slot, transmits its data and goes into its Semi-active state for the rest 
of the data slots. It wakes up on the right frequency at the start of the Synch-Ack slot to receive the packet from the LSM 
before going back into the Semi-active state. 
 
Before a sensor unit goes into the sleep state at the end of the monitoring or update phase, it informs the LSM about its 
impending sleep state. Once the LSM knows  that the SU is in the Sleep state, it uses the SU’s  data slot for transmitting 
Startup packets. The Startup packets are very small sized packets containing information about when the next Synch-Ack 
packet is due. The LSM hops over multiple frequencies in the same data slot sending a packet on each hop and the 
hopping is done in such a way that it covers all the frequencies in as little time as possible. In the same data slot of the 
next round, based on the known frequency pattern, it listens on the right frequency for a packet from the SU. After the  
SU wakes up and wants to synchronize with the LSM, it listens over a random frequency for the Startup packet from the 
LSM. Once it hears the packet, it has the information about the next Synch-Ack slot and accordingly synchronizes with 
the LSM. After the synchronization is done, the SU sends a control packet to the LSM in its data slot of the next round 
when the LSM is listening for it. When the LSM receives this packet, it stops sending any further startup packets in this 
data slot. The Startup packets are not specific for an SU and can be used by any of the SUs to synchronize with the 
LSMs. 
 
Regarding the Periodic monitoring schedules, the LSMs append these schedules to their Synch-Ack packet, so that when 
the SUs wake up for schedule updating, they are able to get this information upon synchronization.   
 

4. ANALYSIS OF THE TWO-TIERED NETWORK 
  
4.1 Data rates versus number of sensors 
Important variables in the design of the two-tiered network include the total number of sensors (N) in the system, the 
number of sensors (n) that can be accommodated in each cluster, the data rates in the upper-tier (DU) and the lower-
tier(DL). The data rate requirements in the lower tier depend on the number of sensors in each cluster (n). The LSM has 

Fig. 5: Data communication during an extreme event or periodic monitoring 
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to receive all the data generated by the n sensor units in the cluster. Therefore, DL = n·s·FS·b/α, where α is the throughput 
of the link. 
 
In order to have the best transmission range possible for a given transmit power, the data rates have to be low 5. 
Typically DL has to be on the order of tens of Kbps. Assuming the number of sensor channels (s) to be 2, sampling 
frequency to be 50Hz, b to be 16 and α to be 0.7, for a data rate of 10 Kbps, the number of sensors that can be supported 
in each cluster (n) is found to be about 4 sensors. Therefore, smaller lower-tier data rates impose the constraint that the 
number of sensors per cluster is small. As higher data rates come at the cost of higher power consumption, the data rates 
should be limited to about 50 Kbps, which limits the number of sensors per cluster to about 20.  
 
Given a fixed number of sensor units (N), the maximum data rates that are required in the upper-tier (DU) depend on the 
order in which the multi-hop routing is being done. In a structure like a bridge, where the clusters are in a straight chain 
along the bridge, every LSM has one predecessor LSM and one successor LSM, with the CSM located at one end of this 
chain. Under this scenario, the maximum load will be on the LSM closest to the CSM. This LSM has to receive route 
through traffic of  (N-n) SUs and transmit N SUs worth of data to the CSM (its cluster generates n SUs data ). In short, it 
has to handle (2N-n) SUs worth of data. This scenario produces the worst case upper-tier data rate requirement. DU  can 
be given by (1/α).(2N-n)·s·Fs·b. The throughput α is generally assumed to be 70 to 75% in the link design 5. 
 
The best case data rate is set by the CSM. Under all circumstances, for real time performance, the CSM has to receive 
the data generated by all the N sensors. Unlike the LSMs, it does not have to transmit it again as it is the final 
destination. The latest 2.4 GHz radio transceivers achieve bit rates of 1 Mbps easily and are capable of supporting data 
rates up to 10Mbps 5. From the above analysis DU/DL = 2N/n –1, assuming DU to be the worst case data rate. DU is about 
hundred times that of DL in general and also, N is much greater than n which implies that DU is almost independent of n. 
Therefore, The worst case DU can be written as (1/α)·2N·s·Fs·b without much error. For DU = 1Mbps, N is equal to 220 
while for DU = 10 Mbps, it scales linearly to 2200 sensors. The best case DU is twice that of the worst case DU and can be 
achieved when the clusters are distributed such that the CSM can receive data from multiple independent LSMs. This is 
possible in buildings structures. In this case, the number of sensors that can be handled doubles.  
 
Therefore, under the above assumptions, the total number of sensors that the network can handle for real time 
performance is a maximum of about 2000 to 4000 sensors under current wireless data rates of 10 Mbps. However, if 
non-real time performance is acceptable, or by using multiple CSMs at the monitoring station, the network can be scaled 
to handle larger number of sensor units.  
 
4.2 Estimation of power consumption and network life 
As studied in the earlier sections, power efficiency is an important requirement of a structural monitoring system as the 
SUs have to survive on battery power for one maintenance cycle. First, the current consumption requirements of the 
individual components of the SU are studied in the different states of operation and then the duration for which these 
components operate in the respective states over a year is used to estimate the overall energy consumption. Based on the 
energy ratings of standard batteries, the life of the SU is estimated. The energy rating of batteries is generally milli 
Ampere hours (mAh). Therefore, we represent energy as the product of current consumed in milli Amps and the duration 
for which it is consumed is specified in hours. The actual energy consumed is the product of this value with the supply 
voltage. 
 
The important currents are the currents consumed by the RF transceiver in the receive (Irf_rx), transmit(Irf_tx) and the 
sleep(Irf_sleep) modes. The AccLow accelerometer consumes current (Iacc_low) only when it is powered on and none when it 
is powered off. The current consumed by the memory, AccHigh and the sensor module can be clubbed into Imisc_sleep and 
Imisc_awake. The SU controller is implemented by a micro controller unit (MCU) and its currents are Imcu_sleep and Imcu_awake. 
All the times are specified in hours and the currents in mA. 
 
Let the number of sensors per cluster (n) be 10, the duration of each extreme event, Textreme , be 3 minutes, each periodic 
monitoring phase, Tperiodic ,3 minutes and the time it takes for the SU to synchronize with the LSM, Tstartup, to be 4 
seconds which is a conservative estimate.  Let the total number of extreme events per year e be 5, the average number of 
periodic recording per day, r, be 2 and the number of times the SUs wakeup to update their schedule per day, w, be 12. 
The sleep power consumption of the SU is calculated assuming that the this power consumption is constant throughout 



the operation, even when the components are actually powered on. This greatly simplifies the sleep power calculations. 
As the sleep currents are very low compared to the active currents,  the errors introduced are very small. 
 
The RF transceiver is active only during the schedule update periods, the extreme event and the periodic monitoring 
periods. During the monitoring phase (extreme or periodic), each transceiver transmits in its data slot and receives in one 
control slot. As the control slot is half the duration of the data slot, the duration for which the transceiver transmits is  
approximately 1/(n+1) and for receive is 0.5/(n+1) of the total monitoring time. The amount of energy consumed by the 
RF transceiver  Erf is given by:   
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where 8760 is the number of hours in one year. For a BlueChip transceiver 7, the energy consumed in one year is found 
to be 275 mAh. 

 
The amount of energy consumed by the MCU and the AccLow (Emcu_acc)  is composed of the active energy consumption 
(Emcu_acc_active) and the sleep consumption (Emcu_acc_sleep). The sleep state current consumption is expressed as an average 
value due to the power cycling 6 in this state.  The output of the ADXL202/210 accelerometers can be sampled about 
1.6ms after they are powered on, and most on-chip micro-controller A/Ds can acquire the reading in about 25 µs. 
Therefore the time taken by the MCU to acquire one sample from the AccLow after it is powered on (Tacq) is about 1.625 
ms. And the power cycling period (Tpow_cyc) is 200 ms (5Hz). Therefore, the average current consumption of the 
Accelerometer and the MCU in the sleep mode is given by: 
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and is found to be about 26 µA for a PIC microchip MCU 11 and an ADXL210 accelerometer. From this, the energy 
consumption of the MCU and the AccLow is calculated as:  
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and is found to be 300 mAh.  
 
The miscellaneous energy consumption, defined as the energy consumed by the memory, sensor module and other 
components, is given by: 
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The Imisc_awake is an average value obtained from these components over their duration of sleep and active cycles. 
Assuming that the total sleep current of these miscellaneous components is 20 µA and the total current consumption 
during the awake mode is 20 mA, the Emisc is equal to about 1000 mAh.  
 
The total sensor unit power consumption is the sum of the three components, Erf , Emcu_acc and Emisc and is equal to about 
1600mAh. For an alkaline battery of size AA, the general energy rating is 2500 mAh 12. Therefore, assuming that the 
sensor unit is powered by a pair of AA alkaline batteries, the life of the network is about 18 months. This is much higher 
than the one year maintenance cycle requirement and so we can conclude that the network design is very robust from the 
perspective of power consumption. 
  
4.3 Cost considerations  
The micro-controllers and lower tier radio transceivers are cheap and can be procured for under 15$.  However, the 
upper tier 2.4Ghz chip sets are expensive. Therefore, from the cost perspective, the number of clusters should be as few 
as possible, implying a larger number of SUs per cluster. However, increasing the number of sensors per unit would also 
require the data rates in the lower tier to be higher, lowering their power efficiency. Therefore, there is a cost factor also 
involved in choosing the appropriate number of sensor units per cluster. 
 
4.4 Limitations of the network architecture 
The primary drawback of this architecture is the fact that it is applicable only in structures like buildings and bridges 
where regular power supplies exist to support existing infrastructure. It is not suitable for structures where this might not 
be available. Another drawback is that the local site masters are single points of failure for the sensor units in its cluster.  
  



5. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
The proposed two-tiered network was implemented in a laboratory environment and an experiment conducted to verify 
the functionality of the system. 
 
5.1 Network design 
The network consisting of two clusters is designed. The topology is shown in Fig.8.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The lower-tier network was designed with the following design parameters. A sampling frequency(FS) of 80 Hz, the 
number of sensor channels per sensor unit (s) being one channel and the number of bits per sample (b) of 16 bits. The 
number of sensor units per cluster (n) should be 5.  
 
With the above parameters, the total data generated per sensor unit is about 1.3 Kbps. For the number of sensors per 
cluster to be 5, each TDMA round should accommodate 5 data slots and 2 control slots. Each control slot is half as long 
as that of a data slot. Therefore the total number of time slots can be considered to be 6 slots each of duration of the data 
slot. Therefore, for near real-time communication, assuming the throughput to be 75%, the required data rate in the 
lower tier is about 10.4 Kbps. Therefore we use a data rate of 10 Kbps for the lower tier. 
 
For the two clusters, the required data rates in the upper tier are just about 30 or 40 Kbps. However, the upper tier with a 
data link of 2 Mbps is implemented so that the network can be scaled to a larger number of clusters in future 
experiments. 
   
5.2. Hardware & Software 
The Sensor unit was implemented with a EVK915 module 8 interfaced with a sensor board developed in the lab 9 (Fig. 
10). The EVK915 module contains a 915MHz BlueChip radio transceiver 7 operating at 20 Kbps baud rate. With 
Manchester encoding of the data, the data rate is 10 Kbps. The actual transceiver can be setup to operate at baud rates 
ranging from 2.4 Kbps to 100 Kbps. The transceiver is very low power with receiver current of 12 mA and transmit 
current of 50 mA at its peak transmit power of 10 dBm. The PIC microchip microcontroller on the EVK module is used 
as the SU controller. The accelerometer used is the ADXL210 and is present on the sensor board. No external memory is 
used. 
 

              
 
 
 
 

cluster A

central site master 

cluster B 

Fig. 8: Experimental setup for the laboratory prototype of the two-tier network 

RangeLAN2 radio modem 
PIC Microchip MCU 

BlueChip transceiver module Atmel Microcontroller 

ADXL210

Fig. 9: Local Site Master Fig. 10: Sensor Unit 



 
The LSM was implemented with a Proxim RangeLAN2 radio modem interfaced to a EVK915 radio module (Fig 9). The 
PIC microchip micro-controller acts as the LSM controller. The RangeLAN2 radio modem operates on the 2.4 GHz ISM 
and with a 2 Mbps bit rate. The protocol used by the radio modem is the IEEE802.11b . It does not use any external 
memory. The Central site master consists of a Proxim RangeLAN2 radio modem interfaced with a computer.  
   
The software for the SU controller and the LSM controller was written in assembly code and embedded in the micro- 
controllers. The local clock is a soft clock based on a 16 bit timer and this is used for synchronization. The resolution of 
synchronization depends on the data rate. For a baud rate of 20 Kbps, the synchronization obtained is ± 50 µs. The FHSS 
hop patterns were obtained from a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) procedure and the hop pattern was embedded 
in the code. The software for the CSM was written in ‘C’. 
 
5.3 Experimental verification 
The network consisting of two clusters was setup as shown in Fig 8. The number of Sensor Units per cluster used is two. 
The data that are transmitted by the SUs in cluster B is received by the LSM-B and routed to the LSM-A which routes it 
to the CSM and that transmitted by the SUs in the cluster A are transmitted by the LSM-A directly to the CSM. Two 
experiments are conducted, to demonstrate the two scenarios of operation of the monitoring system.  
 
In the first experiment, the CSM, LSMs, and the SUs are all powered on. The SUs synchronize with the LSMs and wait 
for the LSM to send a trigger packet in its Synch-Ack slot. At the CSM a predetermined code is entered into the 
computer which is transmitted to LSM-A. The LSM-A passes this code to the LSM-B. The LSMs broadcast the trigger 
packet and the SUs on receipt of this packet start sampling the data from the accelerometer and transmit the data to the 
LSMs. The CSM receives the routed data from LSM-A and prints it out on to the screen as well as stores it in a file. 
When the sensor board is shaken, the accelerometer output is found to vary according to the input vibrations. After a 
predetermined number of samples have been taken, the SUs stop sampling and wait for another trigger pulse from the 
LSMs. This experiment is representative of the periodic monitoring scenario of the actual monitoring system.  
 
In the second experiment, the system is powered on and the SUs are initially idle and do not listen for any packets from 
the LSM. When the sensor board is shaken, the SUs start recording the data from the time the acceleration exceeded a 
predetermined threshold value and simultaneously power their radios on. They synchronize with the LSMs and start 
transmitting the data that are received at the CSM. The data received is found to vary according to the input disturbance. 
After a predetermined number of sequential samples are found to be less than the threshold value of acceleration, the 
SUs stop transmitting data and turn their radios off. This experiment is representative of the Extreme event scenario. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, a novel network architecture was proposed for wireless structural monitoring systems. The important 
characteristics and requirements of a structural monitoring system were studied. We concluded that one of the most 
important criterion for the remote sensors was power efficiency as they operate on battery power. Based on the required 
sampling frequencies and the number of sensor channels on board the sensor unit, the rate of data generation per sensor 
unit was found to be on the order of Kbps. However, for a monitoring system of a reasonable size, this translates to 
system throughput of the order of hundred or thousands of Kbps for near real-time operation. For the sensor units to 
support such data rates and transmit over the large distances that the structure spans, requires larger power consumption. 
To achieve the objective of power efficiency, the network is partitioned into two tiers. The lower tier is formed by 
clusters of sensor units operating on battery power and at data rates on the order of tens of Kbps in the 915 MHz ISM 
band and the upper tier formed by local site masters operating on regular wall power supply with a battery backup and at 
data rates of the order of Mbps in the 2.4 Ghz ISM band. The sensor units transmit their data to their respective local site 
masters and the local site masters route these data to the central monitoring station.  
 
A communication protocol is designed for the lower tier. The protocol is TDMA based and helps the SUs conserve 
power by requiring them to operate their radios only when transmitting data or receiving the synchronization pulses 
without having to listen idly to potential traffic. A detailed analysis of the architecture is made and the implementation of 
a laboratory prototype of the proposed network architecture is described along with the experiments conducted. 
 



To address the issue of the single point of failure of the LSM, our future work will involve incorporating self-
reconfiguration capability in the sensor units. Also, our future work will include the development of a more robust 
sensor unit and local site masters as wells as the actual validation through shake table tests and field tests.  
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How to Include 
Zebras in the 

Wireless Revolution

Prof.
Margaret
Martonosi

What if?

� No cellular coverage…
� No “normal conversation”…

– Data aggregation rather than src->dest
� No human users…

– Lions or Zebras or “Sensors”: Oh My!

=> ZebraNet!

Roadmap

� Background & Terminology
� ZebraNet: Problem Statement
� ZebraNet Design Details
� Protocol Design Tradeoffs
� Current status and next steps

Wireless without Cellular…

� So far in class, you’ve talked a lot about 
cellular service:
– Cellular towers receive voice/data/signals from cell 

phones and then relay across wired network
� But what if that infrastructure isn’t present?

Peer-to-Peer Communication
� Wireless devices cooperate to forward data 

along, rather than via a central service.
� Imagine if your cell phone served as a carrier 

for other cell customers’ voice/data!
Each node acts like

a router,  in addition 
to originating data.

Sensor Networks
� Sprinkle tiny sensors/computers across an 

area.  Use wireless communication to send 
data “home”

� Static vs. mobile sensor networks

Regional climate studies

Airflow and engine
temperature on new jet design

Traffic
Sensors &
congestion control
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Data Aggregation

Many-to-one communication

Also Data Aggregation
�Many-to-one communication, 
but with more cooperation 
between nodes

Wireless “Ad Hoc” Networks

Refers to wireless networks in which
nodes in the network 
discover their neighbors and 
self-organize to  perform
peer-to-peer data routing

Ad Hoc Networks: Forming Routes

A

B

C

D

E

F

My name is 
A.  I don’t 
have any 

routes yet.

My name is 
B.  I don’t 
have any 

routes yet.

Hi B! This is A! 
I’ll add you to 
my reachable 

nodes.  

Hi A! This is B! 
I’ll add you to 
my reachable 

nodes.  

Ad Hoc Networks: 
Forming Routes II

A

B

C

D

E

F

Hello! This 
is D.  Does 

anyone 
know how 
to get to A?Hi D! This is B! I know 

how to get to A! Give me 
your data and I’ll pass it 

along.

Ok, but…
Hurry up and 

get to the zebras 
already!

So far…

� Sensor nets
� In areas without 

cellular coverage
� Using peer-to-peer 

communication
� With “ad hoc” methods 

for discovering network 
routes and keeping 
them up-to-date
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Roadmap

� Background & Terminology
� ZebraNet: Problem Statement
� ZebraNet Design Details
� Protocol Design Tradeoffs
� Current status and next steps

ZebraNet:
The Big Picture
� Biologists want to track animals
� Current trackers: surprisingly primitive

� ZebraNet: Wireless ad hoc network of 
zebras…
– Intelligent tracking collars placed on 

sampled set of zebras
– Sensor network: data collected includes 

GPS position info, temperature, …

Wildlife Tracking: 
How it’s done now
� Current technology is surprisingly primitive
� Most common: VHF transmitter on a collar

– Flyovers to gather data
– Only get data when you’re flying

• Know where animals are, but not where they’ve been
• Limits knowledge about night behavior…

� Satellite collars: Available but expensive and 
unreliable…

� Sometimes: GPS collars now available, but 
less reliable and in limited use.
– Little data storage, so still not much info on 

nighttime behavior

Whom to track?

� Harem: Long-term bond 
between 1 male and several 
females + offspring

� Herd: Looser coalition of 
several harems

� We track samples from 
several harems

M

F

M

M

F
F

F

F

F
F

F
F

F

F

FF

F F

F

F

F

F

F

F

Data to track: Or… what are the 
sensors in this sensor net?

� Current:
– GPS Position sample 

every 3 minutes
– Sun/Shade indication
– Detailed information for 3 

minutes every hour:
• Detailed position 

sampling: standing still 
or moving? Speed? 
“Step rate”

� Future:
– Head up or down: “bite 

rate”
• Amount they’re eating 

or drinking gives clues 
about whether they’re 
migrating for food/water 
or some other reason.

– Ambient temperature
– Body temperature
– Heart rate
– Interactions with other 

species
– ZebraCam!

Overall Design Challenges
� Need sufficiently long range (100-500m for 

herbivores, longer if tracking carnivore)
– No fixed antennas available
– Looking at 802.11 or VHF transmission

� Difficult terrain
� Power generation & storage; Power efficiency
� Reliability & fault tolerance

– Swap data for redundant copies
– Manage truncated transfers intelligently

� Good physical design for ruggedness
� Variable frequency for use in US + Kenya + 

elsewhere.
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Once a week/month;
Maybe weather balloon

Basic System Operation

Tracking
Node A

Tracking
Node B

AA CC

Tracking
Node C

CC

BB CC
AA CC

AA

AA

BB

ZebraNet as an Ad Hoc Network 
� Nodes (aka tracking collars) collect logs 

of GPS position and other information.

A

B

C

D

E

F

Researcher Base Station

� Peer-to-peer 
communication 
aggregates 
data back to 
researcher 
base station

Tracked Zebras

ZebraNet as an Ad Hoc Network II 
� Nodes (aka Zebras) collect logs of 

position information.

A

B

C

D

E

F

Researcher Base Station

� But researcher 
base station is 
not fixed.  
Rather, it 
moves and is 
only 
intermittently 
available…

Researcher Base Station

How to route?

??

ZebraNet Collar Block Diagram

GPS-MS1E PicoPacket
Packet Modem

Tekk KS960
2 watt Radio

Linx Technologies
SC-PA Tranciever

Power Conversion 
& Switching Circuit

Rechargeable 
Lithium Ion Battery

DAC
Voltage 

Measurement

Solar Array

Charge
Controller

9600bps Bi-directional Serial

6.0 volts
@ 50mA

Battery & 
Solar Array 
Voltage Data

Control 
Signals

1200bps 
max

GPS/
CPU/
Flash

Serial Port &
voltage shifters

Linx short-range
radio transceiver

RAM backup
battery

ZebraNet: Baby Picture! ZebraNet: Weight & Battery…
� Goal: weight limit ~3lbs (Not crucial for 

zebras… very crucial for smaller carnivores 
like hyenas…

1090 grams (2.4lbs)Total
540 gramsSolar cell array
226 gramsLithium-Ion batteries
156 gramsLong-range radio
140 gramsPacket Modem
20 gramsShort-range radio
8 gramsGPS chip + CPU
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Power Management

� Weight limits 
constrain battery 
capacity

� Battery capacity 
constrains energy

� ZebraNet designed 
to operate for 5 days 
without solar 
recharge

Energy Saving Tricks:
� When listening for other 

tracked animals: polling 
less frequently will save 
power….

� Scheduled polling 
based on GPS clock

� Short-range radio for 
“peer” transfer

� …

Summary so far:

� Sensor net, to track position, temp etc.
� Ad hoc network, since no cellular 

coverage
� Weight limits constrain energy usage
� …

� Ultimate goal: Highest possible 
“success rate” on getting data home…

Roadmap

� Background & Terminology
� ZebraNet: Problem Statement
� ZebraNet Design Details
� Protocol Design Tradeoffs
� Current status and next steps

ZebraNet Protocols

� Tracking collars can be programmed with one 
of several “protocols” for aggregating data.

� Flooding:  Every 3 minutes, zebras look for 
other zebras in range.  Send to everyone they 
find.  

� History-Based: Every 3 minutes, zebras look 
for others in range.  Of the ones found, only 
send to one: the one with the best success 
rate at delivering data.

Evaluating Protocols

� ZNetSim: Probabilistic simulator to 
evaluate protocol tradeoffs under 
different mobility assumptions.

� Mobility models drawn from biologist 
observational data

� ZNetVis: Visualizer of Zebra Motion

Data Homing Success Rate
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2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0
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Necessary Collar Capacity
Roadmap

� Background & Terminology
� ZebraNet: Problem Statement
� ZebraNet Design Details
� Protocol Design Tradeoffs
� Current status and next steps

Status

� Currently have a pair of partially-
functional prototype nodes

� Refining protocol designs to work better 
with moving base station

� Coming soon: Final decision between 
802.11 vs our in-house transceiver 
design

Wildlife research scenarios

Zebra migrations in Kenya
� Central Kenya becoming more densely 

populated with smaller landholdings and 
more crop acreage.

� How do fences and human presence affect 
large scale (tens of kilometers) migration? 

Wild Horses in NC & Virginia
� Barrier islands off US 

Atlantic coast still have wild 
horse populations

� Excellent nearby locale for 
studying social 
organizations among these 
animals

Other issues: Dealing with Terrain

Managing communication 
in rugged terrain
– No fixed antennas
– No cellular service
– Short line-of-sight Ewaso Ngiro River,

Mpala Ranch, Kenya

Other issues: Packaging for 
Reliability & Ruggedness
� Waterproof
� Shockproof
� Biteproof!  (Carnivores typically tough 

on collars…)
� Currently: Antennas often break off in 

first week or month of use.  Drastic drop 
in range/functionality.
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Real Users of the system…
� Generation 0: Domesticated horses 

in NJ
� Generation 1: Wild horses in 

VA/NC
� Generation 2: Full ecosystems 

(lions, zebras, hyenas…) at Mpala
Research Centre, Kenya

Summary

� ZebraNet as Engineering Research:
– First detailed look at mobile sensor net with mobile 

base stations
– An early look at large-scale, long-life sensor 

networks with GPS
– Detailed look at power/energy concerns

� ZebraNet as Biology Research:
– Enabling technology for long-distance migration 

research
– First looks at key inter-species interactions

Any 
questions?

People
� Profs: Margaret Martonosi, Li-Shiuan Peh, 

Steve Lyon, Dan Rubenstein (EEB)
� PhD: Hide Oki, Philo Juang, Yong Wang
� Undergrad: Karen Tang, Kinari Patel, Jeremy 

Wall, Chido Enyinna

Current Model Assumptions

Movement
3 minute atomic time unit

Moves 10 meters per time 
unit

Moves any direction with 
equal probability

Movement grid
3x3 weighted grid
Re-evaluated every cycle

Terrain
20 km x 20 km area

Divided into 10m x 10m 
squares

Base station located at (100, 
100)

Single cycle satisfaction of 
thirst

Data Transfer
Infinite storage capability
Instantaneous data transfer
Perfect communications link

Measured Movement Data
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Margaret Martonosi

  

The ZebraNet 
Wildlife Tracker 

Dept. of Electrical 
Engineering  

and   
Dept. of Ecology 
and Evolutionary 
Biology  

Princeton University  
 

January 2-24, 2004: ZebraNet heads to Kenya for its first test deployment! We will be at the 
Mpala Research Centre and deploying nodes on zebras at the Sweetwaters Reserve. Mpala is a 
biology field station in central Kenya that Princeton University administers along with the Kenya 
Wildlife Service, the National Museums of Kenya, the Mpala Wildlife Foundation, and the Smithsonian 
Institution. 

Funded by a research grant from the National Science Foundation through their Information Technology 
Research (ITR) initiative, ZebraNet is a project  to explore wireless protocols and position-aware 
computation from a power-efficient perspective. 

The Princeton ZebraNet Project is an inter-disciplinary effort with thrusts in both Biology and Computer 
Systems.  On the computer systems side, ZebraNet is studying power-aware, position-aware computing/
communication systems.  Namely, the goals are to develop, evaluate, implement, and test systems that 
integrate computing, wireless communication, and non-volatile storage along with global positioning 
systems (GPS) and other sensors.  On the biology side, the goal is to use systems to perform novel 
studies of animal migrations and inter-species interactions. 

As a computer systems research problem, ZebraNet is compelling because the needs of the biological 
researchers are stringent enough to require real breakthroughs in wireless protocols and in low-power 
computer systems design and computer systems power management.  These breakthroughs can be 
leveraged into other (non-wildlife-oriented) fields of research; essentially ZebraNet is a power-aware 
wireless ad hoc sensor network, but with more serious bandwidth and computational needs than most 
prior sensor networks research problems.  As a biology research problem, ZebraNet allows researchers 
to pose and to answer important long-standing questions about long-range migration, inter-species 
interactions, and nocturnal behavior. 

http://www.princeton.edu/~mrm/zebranet.html (1 of 2)1/4/2007 2:47:30 PM

http://www.ee.princeton.edu/
http://www.ee.princeton.edu/
http://www.eeb.princeton.edu/index.html
http://www.eeb.princeton.edu/index.html
http://www.eeb.princeton.edu/index.html
http://www.nasm.edu/ceps/mpala/main.html
http://www.nsf.gov/
http://www.itr.nsf.gov/
http://www.itr.nsf.gov/


Margaret Martonosi

●     ZebraNet article in the Princeton Weekly Bulletin in November, 2002.
●     ZebraNet interview as part of the Dec 5 edition of BBC Radio4's "Leading Edge" program

August, 2003: ZebraNet II Hardware design is a winner at the ISLPED Student Design Contest. 
June, 2003: Impala Middleware System. PPoPP 03. (pdf) 
Oct, 2002: ZebraNet overview paper at ASPLOS:
"Energy-Efficient Computing for Wildlife Tracking: Design Tradeoffs and Early Experiences 
with ZebraNet" (pdf)
appeared at ASPLOS-X conference.  October, 2002. San Jose, CA.
Slides for my talk (pdf) at ASPLOS-X
 
 
Spring, 2002: Very non-technical ZebraNet Talk (pdf) (given to ELE391 "The Wireless 
Revolution")
 

The ZebraNet Team  
Faculty: 

Margaret Martonosi  
Steve Lyon  
Li-Shiuan Peh  
Vince Poor  
Dan Rubenstein
 
Grad Students 
Chris Sadler  
Philo Juang  
Ting Liu (CS)  
Yong Wang (CS)  
Pei Zhang 

http://www.princeton.edu/~mrm/zebranet.html (2 of 2)1/4/2007 2:47:30 PM

http://www.princeton.edu/pr/pwb/02/1111/1a.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/science/leadingedge_20021205.shtml
http://poppy.snu.ac.kr/~islped/
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~tliu/p71-tliu.pdf
http://www.ee.princeton.edu/~mrm/asplos-x_annot.pdf
http://www.ee.princeton.edu/~mrm/asplos-x_annot.pdf
http://www.cs.wisc.edu/asplos-X/
http://www.ee.princeton.edu/~mrm/ZNetASPLOS.pdf
http://www.ee.princeton.edu/~mrm/ZebraNetRevolution.pdf
http://www.ee.princeton.edu/~mrm
http://www.ee.princeton.edu/people/Lyon.php
http://www.ee.princeton.edu/~peh
http://www.ee.princeton.edu/people/Poor.php
http://www.eeb.princeton.edu/NextLevel/Graduate.html/Profs/Rubenstein.html
http://www.ee.princeton.edu/~csadler
http://www.princeton.edu/~pjuang
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~tliu/
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~yongwang/
http://www.peizhang.com/


The Aware Home: A Living Laboratory for Ubiquitous 
Computing Research 

Cory D. Kidd, Robert Orr, Gregory D. Abowd, Christopher G. Atkeson, Irfan A. 
Essa, Blair MacIntyre, Elizabeth Mynatt, and Thad E. Starner and Wendy Newstetter 

 

College of Computing and GVU Center 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, GA 30332-0280, USA 

Email: {coryk, rjo, abowd, cga, irfan, blair, mynatt, thad, wendy}@cc.gatech.edu 
 

 
Abstract. We are building a home, called the Aware Home, to create a living 
laboratory for research in ubiquitous computing for everyday activities.  This 
paper introduces the Aware Home project and outlines some of our technology- 
and human-centered research objectives in creating the Aware Home. 
 
Keywords. Home, ubiquitous computing, context-awareness, sensors, 
applications, evaluation 

1 Introduction 

As the trend to broaden computing away from the desktop continues, new research 
challenges arise. One unifying research theme is to focus on computing needs in our 
everyday lives, specifically, that part of our lives that is not centered around work or 
the office.  For this reason, we have initiated an effort to investigate research issues 
centered around computing in the home.  Because we feel that any significant 
research in this area must be conducted in an authentic yet experimental setting, we 
are building a home that will serve as a living laboratory for ubiquitous computing in 
support of home life.  The experimental home will be called the Aware Home, 
signifying our intent to produce an environment that is capable of knowing 
information about itself and the whereabouts and activities of its inhabitants. 

1.1 The Prototype Home 

The Aware Home prototype is currently under construction.  This home will have 
two identical and independent living spaces, consisting of two bedrooms, two 
bathrooms, one office, kitchen, dining room, living room and laundry room.  In 
addition, there will be a shared basement with a home entertainment area and control 
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room for centralized computing services. We expect construction of the house to be 
complete by the end of the 1999 calendar year. 

The reasons for building two independent living spaces are to allow for controlled 
experiments with technology and to allow inhabitants to live on one floor while 
prototyping or providing demonstrations on the other floor.  We anticipate that the 
initial occupants will be students involved in the research project living in only one 
floor of the house.  A longer-term goal is to have both floors occupied by a family or 
elderly occupants, as these are the targeted groups of our research.  These occupants 
will give more realistic feedback on the performance of systems within the house. 

We anticipate that the house will not be ready for us to occupy for nearly nine 
months from the date of this writing.  We are moving ahead with the research project 
in this interim period.  In order to test some of the systems that we plan to use in the 
house, we have constructed a prototype room in our lab.  The room was constructed 
using standard house construction techniques to resemble the actual house as closely 
as possible.  We expect to implement some systems immediately to test their 
effectiveness in the house.  These systems include human position tracking through 
ultrasonic sensors, RF technology and video, recognition through floor sensors and 
vision techniques. 

 

 
Fig. 1, 2. First and second floor plan, front elevation of house 

1.2 Our background 

Rather than provide an exhaustive survey on home automation, intelligent 
environments and other related work,1 we provide a brief summary of our research 
backgrounds and relevant work we have conducted at Georgia Tech on living 
laboratories for ubiquitous computing research and computing in the home. 

The research interests assembled to work on this project cover a wide spectrum.  
These interests include HCI, ubiquitous computing, ethnography, machine learning, 
computational perception, augmented reality, wearable computing, wireless 

                                                           
1 Interested readers can explore a Web-based collection of this related work at 

http://www.cc.gatech.edu/fce/seminar/fa98-info/smart_homes.html. 
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networking, security, distributed systems, software engineering and sensor 
technology.  In this paper, we will outline some of the specific research goals for the 
Aware Home project that cover this wider spectrum of research interests. 

One of the reasons we are committed to this experimental model of ubiquitous 
computing research, in which a living laboratory is created for experimentation within 
some specific domain, is that it has proven a very successful model for us in a 
different domain.  Since July 1995, we have conducted research on ubiquitous 
computing in support of education through the Classroom 2000 project, as described 
by Abowd (1999).2  One of the main goals of that project has been to instrument an 
actual classroom environment to enable the recording of live lectures.  This captured 
experience is then made accessible to students and teachers afterwards.  Extensive 
experience using this system has greatly informed our understanding of the general 
ubiquitous computing problem of automated support for capture and access to live 
experiences.  This deep understanding would not have been possible had we not 
gained authentic experience with many different users over an extended period of 
time. 

We have been interested in ubiquitous computing as it applies to the home for a 
number of years.  Our earlier efforts were covered in the Domisilica project, an 
attempt to build a bridge between the physical home environment and the electronic 
world of a virtual community or MUD environment (Mankoff et al., 1998). 

In the rest of this paper, we will present our research agenda in two parts.  The first 
part will deal with research topics focussed on technology in the Aware Home.  In 
this part we introduce the types of technologies that we plan to use in our research. 
The second part will deal with more human-centered research issues.  It is here that 
we discuss the possible applications that this environment could have in the future.  In 
our final section, we discuss the social implications that we foresee in this research 
and address possible difficulties that will have to be overcome in this research. 

2 Technology-Centered Research Agenda 

Our research in the Aware Home covers many different areas. In this section, we 
provide a summary of some technological themes being investigated.  We will not 
directly address some of the networking and distributed computing themes here.  This 
research is being conducted by other Georgia Tech researchers to provide high 
bandwidth wireless and wired networking throughout the home and to provide 
appropriate security mechanisms for the middleware within the complex high 
performance computing environment we are building. Instead, in the next section we 
discuss application and evaluation research themes. 

                                                           
2 Information on Classroom 2000 can be found at http://www.cc.gatech.edu/fce/c2000. 
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2.1 Context Awareness and Ubiquitous Sensing 

Humans, in general, are quite successful at communicating complex ideas to each 
other, due in part to an implicit shared understanding known as context.  When 
humans interact with computers, there is very little shared understanding or context.  
However, it is becoming increasingly possible to build sensors that can help a 
computational environment to interpret and begin to understand the contextual cues of 
its occupants. In augmented environments, such as the Aware Home, we need to 
provide the capability for computational services to take advantage of these soon-to-
be ubiquitous sensing capabilities.  For example, we have built vision-based sensors 
to track multiple individuals in an environment (Stillman et al., 1999) and we are 
trying to use similar signal processing techniques to build a smart floor interface that 
can identify and track people walking across a large area. There are many compelling 
applications for these sensing technologies throughout a home, such as support for the 
elderly or finding lost objects, or in specialized spaces within the home, such as the 
front door or the kitchen. 

However, progress in the sensing technologies needs to be matched by progress in 
supporting the rapid development of applications that use sensed information.  These 
applications are what we call context-aware applications, and we are building a 
software infrastructure to assist in their rapid development (Salber et al., 1999).  To 
date, the context-aware development infrastructure has been applied to controlled 
situations in an office environment and we see the Aware Home as a very valuable 
resource for exercising much of the capabilities we want to provide in a robust and 
programmable software infrastructure.  

2.2 Individual Interaction with the Home 

One interesting direction of this work occurs when we consider sensing on the 
body, as is done in wearable computing, in conjunction with sensing off the body, as 
is typical in an instrumented environment.  In this environment, human-home 
symbioses becomes important as a means to provide as seamless interaction as 
possible with the home.  Wearable computers and intelligent environments allow the 
delivery of convenient, personalized information and entertainment services at almost 
any time and in any context. However, there is very little work on how wearable 
computing and any computing infrastructure attached to the home environment 
should interact together on behalf of a user.  By learning about users' habits and 
behavior, embedded systems in the home may perform complex, seemingly intelligent 
tasks automatically.  Part of the technological and social challenge is determining 
where to put various interaction and sensor technologies for maximum benefit. 

The Aware Home infrastructure is an excellent chance to obtain general 
information about a user while at home, and a wearable computer can gather data 
wherever the user may go. The home can contain a large amount of computation and 
infrastructure for sensing at a distance, while a wearable has the advantage of 
immediate and intimate contact with the user.  The data gathered on the wearable 
might then be filtered and released to the environmental infrastructure as appropriate.  
On the other hand, the wearable may draw on the house's data resources to cache 
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important information for the mobile user when away from the house.  Thus, an 
automated wireless collaboration between the platforms seems appropriate, with the 
user placing limits on the type and level of information transferred between his 
personal and environmental infrastructure.  We will develop such infrastructure 
interactions and explore some of the technical and social benefits. 

2.3 The Smart Floor 

In ubiquitous computing, knowing who is where and what they are doing is central to 
enabling intelligent behavior.  In the Smart Floor project, we are addressing the who 
and where aspects of this problem: we have created a system to identify and locate a 
person based solely on his or her footsteps3.  In this system, we will place ten 
strategically sized and located force-sensitive load tiles throughout the Aware Home 
to gather footstep data from occupants. The tiles are flush with the floor and consist of 
a metal plate supported by four industrial load cells; the data we gather from these 
tiles are known as ground reaction force (GRF) profiles.  We have gathered sets of 
training data to create footstep models for each person; we then compare each new 
GRF profile against these models and search for the best match.  We have used two 
techniques to create models for each user: Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), and 
simple feature-vector averaging.  Work similar to our HMM approach was described 
recently by Addlesee, et al. (1997). For a reasonably sized user population (on the 
order of 10 people), the GRF profiles are unique enough to correctly identify the user 
over 90% of the time.  We are currently characterizing the system more fully, 
including examining the effect different shoes have on GRF profiles, and comparing 
the Smart Floor to identification technologies such as face recognition. We are also 
investigating the relevance and robustness of the particular features chosen for our 
feature-vector models, and are studying other methods for creating and evaluating the 
user models, such as neural networks. 

As mentioned above, we will strategically size and locate our Smart Floor tiles 
throughout the Aware Home.  In addition to the tiles, we are exploring other 
technologies to track users more finely throughout the house; we are evaluating 
systems based on grids of piezoelectric wires, grids of deformation sensitive optical 
fibers, and networks of vibration sensors attached to the underside of the flooring.  In 
this tracking system, we will establish identity and a location landmark using the 
Smart Floor tiles and track the movement of users with the finer grained system.  
 

2.4 Finding Lost Objects 

One of the applications of the tracking and sensing technologies in the Aware Home 
will be a system for finding Frequently Lost Objects (FLOs), such as keys, wallets, 
glasses, and remote controls.  The system will use small radio-frequency tags attached 

                                                           
3 More information on the Smart Floor project can be obtained at 

http://www.cc.gatech.edu/fce/smartfloor/index.html. 
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to each object the user would like to track and a long-range indoor positioning system 
to track these objects (Werb and Lanzl, 1998).  The user will interact with the system 
via LCD touch panels placed strategically throughout the house (for example, by the 
front door).  The system will guide the user to the lost object using spatialized audio 
cues (e.g., “Your keys are in the bedroom.”).  While we hope that the FLO system 
will be able to keep track of objects 100% of the time, we know that these 
expectations are not realistic; another person may walk off with the keys, or the 
batteries in the tag may fail.  In these exceptions, the other tracking technologies in 
the house, such as the Smart Floor, can assist in locating the objects.  For example, if 
the keys were last seen with Jane at the front door at 8:30am, the system can inform 
the user of these facts and the user can conclude that Jane accidentally took the keys 
with her to work. 

3 Human-Centered Research Agenda 

An important question to address in the Aware Home is what purpose does the 
technology serve from the occupants’ perspective.  We have suggested that we intend 
to support everyday activities, but that is too vague.  Our initial studies on home life 
have revealed several research topics.  The first presented here is support for the 
elderly and the second is the need for qualitative studies of home living.  We conclude 
this section with an example application used for finding lost objects in the home. 

3.1 Specific application: Support for the elderly 

There can be no denying that the U.S. population is aging. As the baby boom 
approaches late middle age it seems clear that this maturing mass of humanity will 
impact this country both financially and emotionally. One question concerns how to 
care for a population that lives many years longer than any preceding generation. A 
part of this question involves where one lives as one ages.  Assisting a person to 
remain in familiar surroundings as they age not only improves the quality of their life 
but also increases the length of that life. But the increased mobility stemming from 
the industrial revolution has forever changed American society. People no longer live 
in the same community all their lives. Aging parents no longer live close to their adult 
children. The current practice of institutionalizing elderly people into assistive living 
centers is expensive and often an unsatisfactory experience for all involved. 

As people get older and find it more difficult to live on their own, they are often 
forced to move out of their homes, though they do not require any type of constant 
physical assistance. This is done not only to provide peace of mind to their family 
members, but also to themselves. Moving out to some form of assisted living provides 
the security of frequent monitoring and the availability of medical assistance in the 
event of an emergency. If these people were able to keep that "peace of mind" while 
still living in their own homes, they would not be forced away from the familiarity 
and friends to which they are accustomed. The goal of this project is to design a 
system that provides a type of monitoring currently supported by an assisted living 
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center for those individuals that do not demand frequent medical help or services that 
could only be provided by another person. 

In our preliminary investigations we have identified three areas for interface design 
and sensing technology research.4  First, we want to support social connections 
between elder parents and their adult children promoting peace of mind for family 
members.  These persistent connections will convey activity in the respective homes 
as well as trends over time.  Second, we hope to support "everyday cognition" by 
augmenting those aspects of memory that decline with age and planning capabilities 
of elder residents.  Third, we also plan to sense and identify potential crisis situations 
so that appropriate outside services can be contacted as needed. 

3.2 Evaluation and Social Issues 

As we explained earlier, the reason we are building the Aware Home with two 
independent living areas is to allow at least one region of the home to be occupied at 
all times.  Our experience in Classroom 2000 has shown the value of everyday use of 
a ubiquitous computing environment, both for informing the iterative design cycle 
and for understanding how technology and people co-evolve. 

An important issue that must be addressed in the context of this project is the 
consideration of privacy.  The home is constantly monitoring the occupants’ 
whereabouts and activities, using audio and video observation methods, and even 
tracking its inhabitants’ medical conditions.  There is a clear need to give the 
occupants knowledge and control of the distribution of this information.  This is a 
concern that we expect to become more prominent as we develop the systems that 
will be collecting various types of sensitive information. One method that we may use 
for insuring the privacy of an individual’s information is to store personal information 
on a wearable computer and allowing access to be controlled from there.  Other 
programmatic security mechanisms are the direct concern of distributed computing 
researchers involved in the project. 

4 Future Challenges 

4.1 Qualitative understanding of everyday home life 

Designing the next generation of applications for homes is different from designing 
for offices. In offices, time and how it can be used is determined by the rhythms and 
culture of the organization. Movement is restricted and often monitored. Tasks and 
activities are circumscribed and determined by the organization. Work is generally 
couched in terms of productivity, efficiency and profit, emblems of Tayloristic 

                                                           
4 Further information on the Support for Aging in Place project can be found at 

http://jrowan.cc.gt.atl.ga.us:8080/JimzMondoSwiki.62. 
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notions of work. But what are the frameworks that guide activities at home? Can we 
apply such notions as productivity and efficiency or are there home-based concepts 
that guide the way people use space and existing artifacts? There we are free to use 
time as we wish, to undertake the kinds of activities that we like, to come and go as 
we please, and use resources as we see fit. At home we are free to choose how space 
and time are structured, what activities are undertaken and who is involved. For these 
reasons, homes are what we call “free choice” environments. Because designing for 
such environments is challenging, it is critical that we develop methodologies that 
ensure that the latest technological advances are being funneled into useful 
applications.  This thread of research will apply more qualitative techniques for 
uncovering applications for technology in the home.   

Using qualitative techniques, one specific activity we will attempt to understand 
deeply is how people lose and find objects around the home.  This study will be used 
to support our Frequently Lost Objects project mentioned above.  We will use 
ethnographic techniques to study what people lose frequently, why these things 
become lost, how people go about finding these objects, and how other people in the 
household may assist in finding what has been lost.  While we have already outlined a 
technical solution to the problem of finding lost objects in the Aware Home, we are 
not irrevocably committed to this solution and we hope that our qualitative study of 
this problem can help to direct modifications or our existing system or help inform the 
design of another solution altogether.  We also hope to use the relationships with the 
families who take part in this narrow study as a jumping-off point for additional 
broader studies of home life. 
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Abstract

Wireless Integrated Network Sensors (WINS)  now
provide a new monitoring and control capability for
transportation, manufacturing, health care,
environmental monitoring, and safety and security.
WINS combine sensing, signal processing, decision
capability, and wireless networking capability in a
compact, low power system.  WINS systems combine
microsensor technology with low power sensor interface,
signal processing, and RF communication circuits.  The
need for low cost presents engineering challenges for
implementation of these systems in conventional digital
CMOS technology.  This paper describes micropower
data converter, digital signal processing systems, and
weak inversion CMOS RF circuits. The digital signal
processing system relies on a continuously operating
spectrum analyzer.  Finally, the weak inversion CMOS
RF systems are designed to exploit the properties of
high-Q inductors to enable low power operation.  This
paper reviews system architecture and low power
circuits for WINS.

1. Introduction

Wireless integrated network sensors (WINS)
combine sensing, signal processing, decision capability,
and wireless networking capability in a compact, low
power system.  Compact geometry and low cost allows
WINS to be embedded and distributed at a small fraction
of the cost of conventional wireline sensor and actuator
systems.  For example, on a global scale, WINS will
permit monitoring of land, water, and air resources for
environmental monitoring.  On a national scale,
transportation systems, and borders will be monitored for
efficiency, safety, and security.  On a local, wide-area
scale, battlefield situational awareness will provide
personnel health monitoring and enhance security and
efficiency.  Also, on a metropolitan scale, new traffic,
security, emergency, and disaster recovery services will
be enabled by WINS.  On a local, enterprise scale, WINS
will create a manufacturing information service for cost
and quality control.  WINS for biomedicine will connect
patients in the clinic, ambulatory outpatient services, and
medical professionals  to sensing, monitoring, and
control.  On a local machine scale, WINS condition
based maintenance devices will equip powerplants,

appliances, vehicles, and energy systems for
enhancements in reliability, reductions in energy usage,
and improvements in quality of service.

The opportunities for WINS depend on the
development of a scalable, low cost, sensor network
architecture.  This requires that sensor information be
conveyed to the user at low bit rate with low power
transceivers.  Continuous sensor signal processing must
be provided to enable constant monitoring of events in an
environment.  Thus, for all of these applications, local
processing of distributed measurement data is required
for a low cost, scalable technology.  Distributed signal
processing and decision making enable events to be
identified at the remote sensor.  Thus, information in the
form of decisions is conveyed in short message packets.
Future applications of distributed embedded processors
and sensors will require massive numbers of devices.
Conventional methods for sensor networking would
present impractical demands on cable installation and
network bandwidth.  By eliminating the requirements for
transmission of all measured data, the burden on
communication system components, networks, and
human resources are drastically reduced.

Figure 1.  The wireless integrated network sensor
(WINS) architecture includes sensor, data
converter, signal processing, and control functions.
Micropower RF communication provides
bidirectional network access for low bit rate, short
range communication. The micropower
components operate continuously for event
recognition, while the network interface operates at
low duty cycle.
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2. Wireless Integrated Network Sensor
(WINS) System Architecture

The primary limitation on WINS node cost and
volume arises from power requirements and the need for
battery energy sources.  As will be described, low power
sensor interface and signal processing architecture and
circuits enable continuous low power monitoring.
However, wireless communication energy requirements
present additional severe demands.  Conventional
wireless networks are supported by complex protocols
that are developed for voice and data transmission for
handhelds and mobile terminals.  These networks are
also developed to support communication over long
range (up to 1km or more) with link bit rate over
100kbps.

In contrast to conventional wireless networks, the
WINS network must support large numbers of sensors in
a local area with short range and low average bit rate
communication (less than 1kbps).  The network design
must consider the requirement to service dense sensor
distributions with an emphasis on recovering
environment information.  The WINS architecture,
therefore, exploits the small separation between WINS
nodes to provide multihop communication.

Multihop communication (see Figure 2) yields large
power and scalability advantages for WINS networks.
First, RF communication path loss has been a primary
limitation for wireless networking, with received power,
PREC,  decaying as transmission range, R, as PREC ∝ R-α

(where α varies from 3 – 5 in typical indoor and outdoor
environments).  However, in a dense WINS network,
multihop architectures may permit N communication link
hops between N+1 nodes.  In the limit where
communication system power dissipation (receiver and
transceiver power) exceeds that of other systems within
the WINS node, the introduction of N co-linear equal
range hops between any node pair reduces power by a
factor of Nα-1 in comparison to a single hop system.
Multihop communication, therefore, provides an
immediate advance in capability for the WINS narrow
bandwidth devices.  Clearly, multihop communication
raises system complexity.  However, WINS multihop
communication networks permit large power reduction
and the implementation of dense node distribution.

3. WINS Node Architecture

The WINS node architecture (see Figure 1) is
developed to enable continuous sensing, event detection,
and event identification at low power.  Since the event
detection process must occur continuously, the sensor,
data converter, data buffer, and spectrum analyzer must
all operate at micropower levels.  In the event that an
event is detected, the spectrum analyzer output may
trigger the microcontroller (the microcontroller may be a

simple finite state machine).  The microcontroller may
then issue commands for additional signal processing
operations for identification of the event signal.
Protocols for node operation then determine whether a
remote user or neighboring WINS node should be
alerted.  The WINS node then supplies an attribute of the
identified event, for example, the address of the event in
an event look-up-table stored in all network nodes.

Primary LWIM applications require sensor nodes
powered by compact battery cells.  Total average system
supply currents must be less than 30µA to provide long
operating life from typical compact Li coin cells.  Low
power, reliable, and efficient network operation is
obtained with intelligent sensor nodes that include sensor
signal processing, control, and a wireless network
interface[1].  The signal processor described here can
supply a hierarchy of information to the user ranging
from a single-bit event detection, to power spectral
density (PSD) values, to buffered, real time data.  This
programmable system matches its response to the power
and information requirements.  Distributed network
sensor devices must continuously monitor multiple
sensor systems, process sensor signals, and adapt to
changing environments and user requirements, while
completing decisions on measured signals.  Clearly, for
low power operation, network protocols must minimize
the operation duty cycle of the high power RF
communication system.

Unique requirements for the WINS node appear for
sensors and micropower sensor interfaces.  For the
particular applications of military security, the WINS
sensor systems must operate at low power, sampling at
low frequency, and with environmental background
limited sensitivity.  The micropower interface circuits

Figure 2.  WINS nodes (shown as disks) are
distributed at high density in an environment to be
monitored.  Multihop communication permits low
power operation of dense WINS sensor networks.
WINS node data is transferred over the
asymmetric wireless link to an end user or to a
conventional wireline or wireless (IP) network
service through a WINS network bridge.

WINS
network
bridge

conventional
network
service



must sample at dc or low frequency where “1/f” noise in
these CMOS interfaces is large.  The micropower signal
processing system must be implemented at low power
and with limited word length.  The WINS network
supports multihop communication (see Figure 2) with a
wireless bridge connection to a conventional wireline
network service.

While unique requirements exist for low power node
operation, there is a balancing set of unique operational
characteristics that permit low power operation if
properly exploited.  In particular, WINS applications are
generally tolerant to latency.  Specifically, in contrast to
conventional wireless network applications where
latency is not tolerated, the WINS node event recognition
may be delayed by 10 – 100 msec, or longer.  This
permits low clock rate signal processing and architecture
design that minimizes computation and communication
power at the expense of latency.  For example, in the
latency-tolerant WINS system, time division multiple
access protocols may be implemented to reduce
communication power.  Also, it is important to note that
sensor signals are generally narrowband signals
(bandwidth less than 10kHz) that require only low
sample and processing rates.

Many of the primary WINS applications require
sensor nodes powered by compact battery cells.  Total
average system supply currents must be less than 30µA
to provide long operating life from typical compact Li
coin cells (2.5 cm diameter and 1 cm thickness).  In
addition, these compact cells may provide a peak current
of no greater than about 1 mA (higher peak currents
degrade the cell energy capacity through electrode
damage.)  Both average and peak current requirements
present unique challenges for circuit design.  In this
paper, the requirements, architectures, and circuits for
micropower WINS systems will be described.

4. WINS Microsensors

Many important WINS applications require the
detection of signal sources in the presence of
environmental noise.  Source signals (seismic, infrared,
acoustic, and others) all decay in amplitude rapidly with
radial distance from the source.    To maximize detection
range, sensor sensitivity must be optimized.  In addition,
due to the fundamental limits of background noise, a
maximum detection range exists for any sensor.  Thus, it
is critical to obtain the greatest sensitivity and to develop
compact sensors that may be widely distributed.  Clearly,
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology
provides an ideal path for implementation of these highly
distributed systems.  WINS sensor integration relies on
structures that are flip-chip bonded to a low temperature,
co-fired ceramic substrate.  This sensor-substrate
“sensorstrate” is then a platform for support of interface,
signal processing, and communication circuits.
Examples of WINS microseismometer and infrared
detector devices are shown in Figure 3.[1]

5. WINS Microsensor Interface Circuits

The WINS microsensor systems must be monitored
continuously by the CMOS micropower analog-to-digital
converter (ADC).   As was noted above, power
requirements constrain the ADC design to power levels
of 30µW or less.  Sensor sample rate for typical
microsensor applications is less than 1kHz (for example
the infrared microsensor bandwidth is 50Hz, thus
limiting required sample rate to 100 Hz).  Also, it is
important to note that the signal frequency is low.
Specifically, the themopile infrared sensor may be

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.  WINS microsensor example: a thermal
infrared detector (based on a thin film supported
array of Bi-Sb thermopile junctions) is shown with
its structure in (a) and a micrograph of the
thermopile junction array in (b).  This dual pixel
device provides object presence and motion
sensing.  The WINS thermopile operates without
the need for a voltage or current bias and
provides a noise equivalent power of
1.8 nW/(Hz)1/2 (a sensitivity level limited by
thermal noise).



employed to detect temperature, presence, of motion at
near dc signal frequencies.    Therefore, the ADC must
show high stability (low input-referred noise at low
frequency).  For the WINS ADC application, a first order
Sigma-Delta (Σ-∆) converter is chosen over other
architectures due to power constraints.  The Σ-∆
architecture is also compatible with the limitations of low
cost digital CMOS technologies.

The analog components of the ADC operate in deep
subthreshold to meet the goal of micropower operation
[2].  This imposes severe bandwidth restrictions on the
performance of the circuits within the loop.  A high
oversampling ratio of 1024 is thus chosen to overcome
the problems associated with low performance circuits.
The possible increased power consumption of digital
components in the signal path including the low pass
filter is minimized with the use of low power cell
libraries and architecture.

Implementation of low noise ADC systems in
CMOS encounters severe “1/f” input noise with input
noise corner frequencies exceeding 100 kHz.  The WINS
ADC applications are addressed by a first-order
converter architecture combined with input signal
switching (or chopping).  The chopper ADC heterodynes
the input signal to an intermediate frequency (IF) before
delivery to the Σ-∆ loop.  An IF frequency of 1/8th of the
ADC sampling frequency is chosen. The low thermopile
sensor source impedance limits the amplitude of charge
injection noise that would result from signal switching.
The required demodulation of the IF signal to the desired
baseband is accomplished on the digital code modulated
signal, rather than on the analog signals.  This both
simplifies architecture and avoids additional injected
switching noise.  The architecture of the chopped Σ-∆
ADC is shown in Figure 4.

The first order Σ-∆ ADC has been fabricated in the
HPCMOS 0.8µ process (Figure 5).  Direct measurement
shows that the converter achieve greater than 9 bit
resolution for a 100 Hz band limited signal with a power
consumption of only 30µW on a single 3V rail.  This
chopper ADC has been demonstrated to have a

frequency-independent SNR from 0.1 – 100Hz (Figure
6).  This resolution is adequate for the infrared sensor
motion detection and temperature measurement
applications.

6. WINS Digital Signal Processing

The WINS architecture relies on a low power
spectrum analyzer to process all ADC output data to
identify an event in the physical input signal time series.
Typical events for many applications generate harmonic
signals that may be detected as a characteristic feature in
a signal power spectrum.  Thus, a spectrum analyzer
must be implemented in the WINS digital signal
processing system.  The spectrum analyzer resolves the
WINS 8-bit ADC input data into a low resolution power
spectrum.  Power spectral density (PSD) in each of 8

Figure 6.  WINS Σ-∆ ADC response to a 20 Hz
full-scale (0.5 V p-p) sinusoid input signal.  The
chopper architecture suppresses “1/f” input noise
and preserves 9-bit resolution through the low
frequency region of the spectrum to below 0.1
Hz.

Figure 4.  WINS Σ-∆ ADC A block diagram of the
pulse code modulator part of the Σ-∆ ADC
showing the location of the input analog
modulator and output digital demodulator
chopping blocks.

Figure 5.  WINS Σ-∆ ADC layout for the
digital 0.8µ HPCMOS process, showing the
analog components (at left), the digital low pass
filter (lower right), and the clock generator (upper
center).
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frequency “bins” is computed with adjustable band
location and width.  Bandwidth and position for each
power spectrum bin is matched to the specific detection
problem.  Since this system must operate continuously,
as for the ADC, discussed above, the WINS spectrum
analyzer must operate at µW power level.

The complete WINS system, containing controller
and wireless network interface components, achieves
low power operation by maintaining only the
micropower components in continuous operation.  The
WINS spectrum analyzer system, shown in Figure 7,
contains a set of 8 parallel filters.  Mean square power
for each frequency bin, is computed at the output of
each filter.  Each filter is assigned a coefficient set for
PSD computation.  Finally, PSD values are compared
with background reference values (that may be either
downloaded or learned).  In the event that the measured
PSD spectrum values exceed that of the background
reference values, the operation of a microcontroller is
triggered.  Thus, only if an event appears does the
microcontroller operate.  Of course, the microcontroller
may support additional, more complex algorithms that
provide capability (at higher power) for event
identification.

The WINS spectrum analyzer [3] architecture includes
a data buffer, shown in Figure 7.  Buffered data is stored
during continuous computation of the PSD spectrum.  If
an event is detected, the input data time series, including
that acquired prior to the event, are available to the
microcontroller.  Low power operation of the spectrum
analyzer is achieved through selection of an architecture
that provides the required performance and function
while requiring only limited word length.  First, since
high resolution measurements of PSD are required (5 Hz
bandwidth passbands at frequencies of 5 – 50 Hz with a
200 Hz input word rate) FIR filters would require an

excessive number of taps and corresponding power
dissipation.  In contrast, IIR filter architectures have
provided adequate resolution with limited word length.
An example of the performance of a typical filter is
shown in Figure 8.  Here, a series of input signals at
frequencies of 10 – 70 Hz were applied to the 8-bit data
IIR filter with coefficients selected for a passband of 10
Hz width centered at 45 Hz. This device dissipates 3µW
at 3V bias and at a 200Hz word rate.

7. WINS Micropower Embedded Radio

WINS systems present novel requirements for low
cost, low power, short range, and low bit rate RF
communication.  In contrast to previous emphasis in
wireless networks for voice and data, distributed sensors
and embedded microcontrollers raise these new
requirements while relaxing the requirements on latency
and throughput.  The WINS RF modem becomes an
embedded radio with a system that may be added to
compact microdevices without significantly impacting
cost, form factor, or power.  However, in contrast to
previously developed simple, low power RF modems, the

Figure 8. Upper panel: Operation of one of the
eight parallel 8-bit IIR filters of the spectrum
analyzer shown in Figure 7. Here, test signals are
applied to one channel (configured for the 40 -
50Hz pass band) of the spectrum analyzer.  The
passband, centered at 45 Hz is revealed as
signals input at frequencies outside the passband
are attenuated.  Lower panel: layout of the 45,000
transistor spectrum analyzer core in 0.8µ
HPCMOS.

Figure 7. WINS micropower spectrum analyzer
architecture.  The sensor, ADC, buffer, filter bank,
and decision systems operate continuously.  Upon
recognition of an event, microcontroller operation is
initiated.
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WINS device must fully support networking.  In
addition, the WINS radio should be compatible with
compact packaging.

Communication and networking protocols for the
embedded radio are now a topic of research.  However,
simulation and experimental verification in the field
indicate that the embedded radio network must include
spread spectrum signaling, channel coding, and time
division multiple access (TDMA) network protocols.
The operating bands for the embedded radio are most
conveniently the unlicensed bands at 902-928 MHz and
near 2.4 GHz.  These bands provide a compromise
between the power cost associated with high frequency
operation and the penalty in antenna gain reduction with
decreasing frequency for compact antennas. The
prototype, operational, WINS networks are implemented
with a self-assembling, multihop TDMA network
protocol.

The WINS embedded radio development is directed
to CMOS circuit technology to permit low cost
fabrication along with the additional WINS components.
Well known challenges accompany the development of
RF systems in CMOS technology.[4]  Of particular
importance to the embedded radio are the problems
associated with low transistor transconductance and the
limitations of integrated passive RF components.  In
addition, WINS embedded radio design must address the
peak current limitation of typical battery sources, of
1mA.  This requires implementation of RF circuits that
require one to two orders of magnitude lower peak power
than conventional  systems.  Due to short range and low
bit rate characteristics, however, the requirements for
input noise figure may be relaxed. In addition, channel
spacing for the embedded radio system may be increased
relative to that of conventional RF modems, relaxing
further the requirements on selectivity.  Constraints on
operating requirements must consider, however,
resistance to interference by conventional spread
spectrum radios occupying the same unlicensed bands.

The transceiver power dissipation in conventional RF
modem systems is dominated, of course, by transmitter
power.  However, in the limit of low transmitter power
(less than 1 – 3mW) for WINS, receiver system power
dissipation equals or exceeds that of the transmitter.
This is a direct result of the increased complexity of the
receiver, the requirement for power dissipation in the
first stage preamplifier (to obtain low noise operation)
and the power dissipated by the voltage-controlled
oscillator VCO.  It is critical, therefore, to develop the
methods for design of micropower CMOS active
elements.  These circuits must operate in the MOS
subthreshold region at low transconductance.  The VCO
and mixer have been chosen as the first demonstrations
of micropower, weak inversion mode RF systems.  The
VCO demonstrates the capability for high gain at high
frequency and low power.  In addition, the VCO
demonstrates tunability and is a test for low noise

operation at low power.  The weak inversion mixer
demonstrates a test for linearity and distortion.

Conventional RF system design based on a
combination of integrated and board level components,
must employ interfaces between components that drive
50Ω resistive loads (since this is required for matching to
off-chip transmission lines and components).  However,
by integrating active and passive components in a single
package, impedance may be raised, dramatically
reducing power dissipation.  Impedance within
component systems (for example the VCO) and between
component systems, is controlled by the introduction of
high-Q inductors at each node that balance the parasitic
capacitance that would otherwise induce power
dissipation.  The introduction of high-Q inductors enable
narrowband, high output impedance, weak inversion
MOS circuits to be translated from low frequency to an
equally narrow band at high frequency.

The micropower VCO has been demonstrated in both
single ended (Colpitts) and differential cross-coupled
pair architectures.  In each case, the role of inductor
properties on phase noise has been tested.  First, as
demonstrated by Leeson’s theory for LC oscillator phase
noise power, Sφ, at frequency offset of δω away from the
carrier at frequency ω with an input noise power,
Snoise[5], and LC tank quality factor, Q, phase noise
power is:
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Now, phase noise power, Snoise, at the transistor input,
is dominated by “1/f” noise.  Input referred thermal
noise, in addition, increases with decreasing drain current
and power dissipation due to the resulting decrease in
transistor transconductance. Thus, conventional CMOS
VCO circuits would provide degraded performance at the
desired micropower level.  However, for VCO systems
operating with an LC resonator, having a complete
circuit quality factor Q, the advantage in phase noise
power is Q2.  This phase noise advantage recovers the
performance loss associated with power reduction.  But,
in addition, high Q resonators, providing voltage gain in
the oscillator feedback loop, also allow for reduction in
transistor transconductance.  This also results in a
reduction in power required to sustain oscillation.

The introduction of high-Q resonators in the
embedded radio system presents the advantage of power
reduction.  However, this narrowband operation also
creates a need for precision in passive component values
and the need for tuning.  Now, tunable elements are most
conveniently based on varactor diodes implemented in
the CMOS process.  However, these diodes introduce
loss.  The tunability of micropower CMOS systems has
been tested by implementation of several VCO systems
to be discussed below.[1]

The inductors required for the embedded radio may be
implemented in either on-chip elements or as passive off-
chip components.  Several studies have been directed to



on-chip LC circuits for CMOS RF systems.[4,6,7]   Due
to substrate and conductor losses, these inductors are
limited to Q values of 3 – 5 at 1GHz.  These successful
circuit implementations are well-suited for broad band,
high data rate, wireless systems.  However, the
embedded radio system requires narrow band operation
and must exploit high Q value components.

A series of high Q inductor systems have been
investigated for embedded radio technology.  Low
temperature co-fired ceramic technology (LTCC)
provides flexible device geometry and integration of flip-
chip die attach on a substrate with embedded capacitor
and inductor passives.  The layout of  typical inductor
patterns in multilayer LTCC is shown in Figure 9.  These
inductor patterns provide a load for the oscillator and

also incorporate embedded coupling coils for external
sensing of oscillator operation with conventional test
equipment.  This latter method is required to permit
testing since the micropower RF components reported
here may not directly supply the 50Ω load of standard
instrumentation.

The LTCC substrate provides low loss passive
components, but, in addition provides packaging support
for integrated sensing, signal processing, and
microcontroller devices.  It is important to contrast the
cost associated with on-chip inductors with that of
inductors on the LTCC substrate.  At 1GHz, the scale of
integrated inductors implemented in CMOS technology
dominates the area of a typical circuit die.  However, the
inductors implemented in the LTCC substrate require no
die area at improved performance.[8]

Micropower oscillator performance was investigated
using both single phase and differential oscillators

implemented in 0.8µ HPCMOS technology (see Figure
10). Layout of the oscillator transistor emphasizes an
interdigitated structure to reduce loss in the transistor

itself.[1]
Characterization of the oscillator of Figure 10

demonstrate low phase noise (-107 dBc/Hz at 100kHz
offset) and 10 percent tuning range (see Figure 11)
Measurement of phase noise employs use of a weakly
coupled coil (avoiding the need for 50Ω buffer stages) to
sample the oscillation output to an HP 3048A phase
noise measurement system. This phase noise compares
favorably with the values measured for all CMOS VCO
systems.[6]  This tuning range is estimated to be
adequate for operation of the embedded radio in the
unlicensed bands and with the anticipated manufacturing
tolerance of LTCC components.

The WINS embedded radio mixer design has been
demonstrated for direct conversion operation with a
series of circuit implementations.  The Gilbert Cell
mixer, implemented in weak inversion CMOS circuits is
shown in Figure 12.  This circuit draws only 22µA at 3V
supply bias and shows an IF bandwidth of greater than
100kHz.  Direct measurement of two-tone, third order
intermodulation distortion and compression yield values
of IP3 = -3dBm input power, and 1dB compression point
of  -12dBm effective input power.  (These input power
levels are effective input power: input signal power if the
input signal voltage amplitude were applied to a 50Ω
load).  Voltage gain for the mixer was 12 dB.  An
example of mixer performance is shown in Figure 13.

The micropower mixer may operate at zero-IF (direct
conversion to dc) or may be loaded with a high-Q
inductor to provide high-IF frequency output without
significant increase in operating power.

Figure 9. Low temperature co-fired ceramic layout
of (40 nH) inductive loads for the micropower
embedded radio.  Both primary and secondary
coupling coils are included.  Here the coupling coil
provides a 50Ω measurement port.  VCO die may
be flip-chip or wire bonded integrated.
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Figure 10.  A Colpitts VCO implemented in 0.8µ
HPCMOS using off-chip (40 nH) low loss
inductors.  Both circuit and chip photo are shown.
Operating power dissipation for this circuit is
300µW at 3V at 500MHz operating frequency.
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8. WINS Summary

New architectures and circuits are required for
wireless integrated network sensors.  A series of
interface, signal processing, and communication systems
have been implemented in micropower CMOS circuits.
Chopper input data converters for the WINS
requirements of high stability and micropower have been
demonstrated.  Also, a micropower spectrum analyzer
has been developed to enable low power operation of the
entire WINS system.  Finally, the lowest reported power
dissipation CMOS RF oscillator and mixer circuits have
been demonstrated.  Recently, complete, prototype
WINS networks have been demonstrated in defense,

factory automation, and condition based maintenance
applications.  These results reveal a wide range of new
applications that require integrated, low cost, and
compact WINS technology.  Micropower WINS
systems-on-a-chip will create a new, deeply embedded
and densely distributed computing and sensing platform.
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ABSTRACT

Wireless distributed microsensor systems will enable
the reliable monitoring and control of a variety of applica-
tions that range from medical and home security to
machine diagnosis, chemical/biological detection and
other military applications. The sensors have to be
designed in a highly integrated fashion, optimizing across
all levels of system abstraction, with the goal of minimiz-
ing energy dissipation. This paper addresses some of the
key design considerations for future microsensor systems
including the network protocols required for collaborative
sensing and information distribution, system partitioning
considering computation and communication costs, low
energy electronics, power system design and energy har-
vesting techniques.

1. Introduction

Over the last few years, the design of micropower
wireless sensor systems has gained increasing impor-
tance for a variety of civil and military applications. The
Low Power Wireless Integrated Microsensors (LWIM)
project has made major advances in the design of ultra
low power sensor systems based on infrared, vibration
and acoustic sensors [1]. They combine micropower sen-
sor technology with a low power sensor interface, signal
processing and weak-inversion RF circuits to implement
entire sensor systems. An excellent overview of system
applications and sensor electronics is presented in [2].
Based on these results, we will assume that low-power
sensor technology and the associated interfaces are
available. This paper will focus on the system design
issues and circuit challenges for distributed microsensors.

There are several important differences between the
wireless microsensor systems discussed here and wire-
less macrosensors or devices used for multimedia pro-
cessing. The transmission distance of microsensors can
be significantly shorter (<10m) than conventional mac-
rosensors and handheld devices. The transmission power
is hence lower, resulting in significantly different architec-
tures for computation partitioning.

While some applications such as image sensors
demand a high transmission data rate, most sensing
applications will require very low data rates compared to
conventional multimedia traffic and they operate in burst
mode. As a result, there are several new challenges faced

at the circuit level. For example, the design of a very low
duty cycle radio is essential for transmitting small packets
(e.g., a temperature sensor may transmit 100’s of bits
every few minutes). Existing radio architectures are not
suitable for these very low data rates since they have sig-
nificant energy overhead in powering on and off.

Collaboration is essential between sensor nodes for
the fusion of data, and the organization of the nodes can
be ad-hoc. While efficient protocols have been proposed
to deal with ad-hoc networks, energy has not been explic-
itly used as a metric. The topology of sensor networks
can be dynamic, and this must be considered in develop-
ing an efficient sensor architecture.

Energy scalability is also an important design consid-
eration in these distributed sensors. The amount of
resources available (e.g., battery life), the quality require-
ments (e.g., accuracy of sensing results), and the latency
requirements can vary as a function of time. This has to
be explicitly considered in the optimization of the system.
For example, system-level power down can be exploited
to scale quality or latency with respect to energy dissipa-
tion. At the circuit level, techniques such as dynamic volt-
age scaling allow the energy dissipation of a processor to
be scaled with computation latency or Quality of Service.

Finally, the availability of energy from a battery or a
large power source is not always a good assumption. For
example, the monitoring devices can be embedded into
objects where replacing the battery is very inconvenient
or impossible. Energy harvesting (i.e., using ambient
energy to power electronic circuits) is therefore an essen-
tial component of many wireless sensors.

2. System Partitioning

In many wireless sensor systems, it is possible to
reduce power dissipation of the battery operated sensor
by off-loading computation to remote base station servers
that do not have energy constraints. For example, con-
sider an image sensor that performs data compression
before transmission to a high powered base station. Most
video compression algorithms use some form of block-
based scene motion estimation/compensation to remove
the temporal correlation inherent in natural video
sequences. Unfortunately these algorithms tend to be
very compute intensive, resulting in significant battery
drain on the sensor node.



An important observation, that can save significant
power in the image sensor node, is that the motion of
objects is continuous from one frame to the next in natural
sequences. Thus, knowing the location of an object in a
few previous frames, it is possible to predict its location in
the current frame. It therefore is possible to remove the
motion estimation computation from the portable encoder
and perform it at the receiving base station [3]. Since the
base-station only has access to the previous recon-
structed frames, it must perform motion estimation on
these previous frames and predict the motion vectors of
the current frame from these motion vectors of the previ-
ous reconstructed frames. These predicted motion vec-
tors are transmitted through a low-bandwidth reverse
wireless link to the encoder, where the remainder of the
compression algorithm is performed. This approach
achieves nearly the same compression rates as encoder-
based motion estimation while using over two orders of
magnitude less computation at the encoder. In such sys-
tem partitioning trade-offs, both computation and commu-
nication costs must be taken into account.

3. Energy Efficient Protocols for Networked
Sensors

As sensor technologies have advanced and wireless
communication has become a reality, the focus has
turned from single macrosensors communicating with
basestations to the problem of creating wireless networks
of communicating sensors. Such sensor networks aggre-
gate complex data to provide rich, multi-dimensional pic-
tures of the environment that single sensors working
alone cannot provide. Unlike a desktop, a battery-con-
strained sensor node does not have enough energy to
support a full TCP/IP stack, perform complex routing
algorithms, exchange data at high rates of speed, and
constantly poll the system for data and routing updates.
Thus, networking models that do not take limited energy
into consideration are inadequate for a sensing network.

3.1  Network Routing Protocols

Recently, there have been a few papers that discuss
the design of power conservative network protocols ([4]-
[5]). In wireless multimedia LAN systems, all communica-
tion from an energy constrained node is through a central
high-powered base-station [5]. Sensor networks typically
will not have a central base-station to which all nodes can
directly communicate, and thus a low-power routing pro-
tocol is needed to route the data from the sensors to the
high-powered base-station. Such a “multi-hop” routing
protocol is developed in [4], where the protocol is opti-
mized for minimum power dissipation at the wireless
nodes (where each node can be an information source,
an information sink, and a router). Each node maintains a
routing table where the cost of each path is the power dis-
sipated in transmitting information along that path. In

order to deal with the dynamic nature of the network
topology, the routing tables must be updated periodically.
Since each node keeps track of every other node in the
system and the optimal path to that node, this multi-hop
protocol enables a point-to-point communication system
that is “strongly connected”. Thus every node can trans-
mit data to the high-powered node using a minimum
amount of total energy.

If the sensor network does not have access to a high-
powered node, new network protocols need to be devel-
oped. Consider, for example, a network where

• All sensor nodes are identical and have the same limited
energy capacity.

• The sensor with which the end-user communicates
(called the user-dispatch node) varies (i.e., there is no
fixed basestation).

• The end-user controls the “quality” of the output from the
sensor network.

• Each sensor knows the location of its nearest neighbors
with whom it can communicate.

The user-dispatch node is responsible for transmit-
ting the aggregate sum of the sensor network data to the
end-user. However, this node will change (so as not to
drain the battery of a single sensor). In addition, this node
will not be within communication range of all the sensors
in the network. In this situation, all the sensor nodes in the
network need to know the aggregate sensor data, since
any sensor can become the user-dispatch at a given time.
This can be accomplished by having each sensor trans-
mit its data to all its immediate neighbors. Whenever a
node receives data from one of its neighbors, it also
transmits this data to the rest of its neighbors. Figure 1
shows an example of this protocol. Sensor A transmits
data to Sensor B. Sensor B then combines this data with
its own data and sends the aggregate data to all of its
neighbors, except for Sensor A, to whom only the data for
Sensor B is sent. By propagating data in this manner,

Figure 1. Example protocol for information sharing
among distributed microsensors.
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Data from sensor A
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after a certain time, every sensor in the network will have
all the data of the sensor system. This system, which is a
form of broadcasting, does not require routing and is
extremely fault-tolerant. Since sensors can easily fail, this
is an important aspect of any sensor network. This proto-
col also ensures that the data will reach every node with a
minimum amount of latency.

Assume the end-user informs a user-dispatch sensor
of the desired quality. This information is propagated
through the network using the above protocol. After this is
complete, most nodes in the sensor network go to sleep
except for a few “monitor-site” sensors that are chosen
randomly and reassigned periodically. These monitor
sensors run simple algorithms to detect the presence of
an “event”. When an event is detected, each monitor-site
sensor wakes up its neighbors, who then wake up their
neighbors until at some bounded time, all the sensors in
the system are awake.

At this point, the network must perform data fusion to
aggregate the data according to the quality metric speci-
fied by the end-user. By optimally combining data from
different sensors, the SNR is increased which leads to an
improvement in detection and classification. Thus the
end-user can specify the number of sensors to use in
order to obtain a desired quality.

One method of combining data from multiple sensors
is blind beamforming. In [6], a time-domain, filter-and-sum
beamformer which combines the data from randomly
placed sensors is proposed. The results of simulations of
this blind beamforming algorithm show that at -20 dB
SNR, when the data from two sensors are combined,
there is a 3.9 dB improvement in normalized mean
squared error (MSE). There is a 7.7 dB improvement
when the data from four sensors are combined.

Using the example network in Figure 2, suppose that
sensor A is a “monitor-site” sensor. The end-user can
request any of the following scenarios from the sensors in
the network:

(1) No blind beamforming (1 sensor)

(2) 2 Channel blind beamforming (2 sensors)

(3) 4 Channel blind beamforming (4 sensors)

If the end-user requests case (1), no blind beamform-
ing is performed. When an “event” is detected by sensor
A, the detection is performed locally at the sensor. Sensor
A broadcasts its detection result (RA) to its nearest neigh-
bors (B and C), who broadcast this result to their neigh-
bors, etc., until each sensor in the network has received
RA, as shown in Figure 2.

If the end-user requests case (2), two channel blind
beamforming is performed using the data from two sen-
sors. When an “event” is detected by A, the data is imme-
diately transmitted to its nearest neighbors. Each of the
nearest neighbors combine this data with their local data.
For example, sensor A transmits its data to sensors B and
C, and 2 channel blind beamforming is performed at sen-
sor B using data from A and B and at sensor C using data
from A and C. Detection is performed on the combined
data, and the results (RAB and RAC) are then broadcast to
the nearest neighbors of B and C until every sensor has
received these results, as shown in Figure 2. Case (3), 4
channel blind beamforming, differs slightly from case (2)
in that sensors will beamform their own data and that
received from three neighboring sensors.

This example shows the trade-off between quality
(measured here in terms of MSE) and energy dissipation,
two important metrics in a sensor network. Figure 3
shows a plot of the normalized energy dissipated versus
normalized MSE for different SNR’s using the example
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Figure 2.  Data fusion architecture using beamforming.
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above. The graph indicates that when the end-user
requests an increase in detection performance (decrease
in MSE), there is an increase in the total amount of
energy needed to perform the blind beamforming algo-
rithm. The graph also shows that as SNR decreases,
increasing the number of cooperative nodes better pre-
serves the signal characteristics.

4. Low Energy Electronics

Maximizing the battery lifetime of the wireless sensor
nodes requires energy efficient design of sensor electron-
ics to support low-energy computation (e.g., event detec-
tion and classification), information sharing among
sensors, and wireless communications. Supply voltage
reduction to 1V and below (through technology advances
as well as circuit and architectural optimization) has
clearly been the dominant technique to reduce energy in
digital circuits [7]. Several dedicated signal processors
have also exploited application specific properties to
reduce switching events through careful selection of algo-
rithm, architectures, and logic styles.

Clearly sensors systems need to leverage these
techniques to minimize energy dissipation. However,
there are several challenges in future sensor systems.
First, it is desirable to design electronics that provide a
knob to trade-off energy and quality/latency. Second, pro-
grammability is desirable to adapt algorithms on demand.
Finally, the electronics must be optimized for very low
duty cycles.

4.1  Energy Scalable Computing
Energy scalable computing exploits variations in the

computation (e.g., precision, throughput, data statistics)
to minimize the energy dissipation per input sample. Mini-
mizing the energy dissipation per sample requires the
development of architectures that can adapt to match the
current requirements of the application by varying either
switched capacitance per input sample, or the voltage at
which the operations are performed.

To demonstrate energy scalable computing, consider
an encryption processor where the level of security (i.e.,
quality) and energy consumed to encrypt a bit can be
traded-off dynamically. The energy scalable encryption
processor is based on a variable-width quadratic residue
generator (QRG). The QRG is a cryptographically-secure
pseudo-random bit generator that is based upon the work
in [8]. The QRG operates by performing repeated modu-
lar squarings. The modular squaring is performed using
an algorithm based on Takagi’s iterated radix-4 algorithm
[9] which requires (log2 Q)/2 iterations to compute the
result P = X⋅Y mod Q. The least significant log2log2 Q bits
of each result can be extracted and used as a strong
reproducible pseudo-random source for applications such
as a stream cipher or key generator.

Energy scalable computing requires dynamically
reconfigurable architectures that allow the energy con-
sumption per input sample to be varied with respect to
quality. In the case of the QRG the quality scales sub-
exponentially with the modulus length, while the energy
consumption scales polynomially. A fully scalable QRG
architecture was developed where the width (w = log2 Q)
can be reconfigured on the fly to range from 64 to 512 bits
in 64 bit increments (Figure 4) [10]. The design makes
extensive use of clock gating to disable unused portions
of the QRG. Hence the switched capacitance of the QRG
is minimized and energy scalability is achieved.

Further energy/security scalability can be achieved
through the use of an adaptive supply [11]. Rather than
designing a system with a static supply to meet a specific
timing constraint under worst case conditions (i.e., estab-
lishing the feedback around the power converter to fix the
output voltage), it is more energy efficient to allow the
voltage to vary such that the timing constraints are just
met at any given temperature and operating conditions;
this is accomplished by establishing the feedback around
a fixed processing rate or delay. In this example, when
operating at a reduced width, the number of cycles
required per multiplication is reduced and therefore the
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supply voltage can be reduced for a given throughput.
The supply is varied using an embedded custom DC/DC
converter. Figure 5 shows the energy /security scalability
trade-off. This plot is obtained by varying both the bitwidth
and supply voltage dynamically.

4.2  Low Energy Software

While the design of application specific circuits clearly
results in the minimum energy solution, the flexibility pro-
vided by software is often highly desirable [12]. For soft-
ware running on a processor, there are three ways in
which the energy consumed by a program can be
reduced: by reducing the number of operations per-
formed, by reducing the switched capacitance of each
operation, or by reducing the operating voltage. The num-
ber of operations performed to accomplish a particular
task can be reduced by optimizing the code.

The notion of energy scalable computing using adap-
tive supply voltages can be exploited at the software level.
The basic idea is to trade off the energy dissipation to run
a program and the time required for completing the task.
Low power processors (e.g., StrongARM) allow the clock
frequency to be set using software control. If a longer
latency is acceptable, the energy dissipation can be low-
ered by reducing both the frequency and the voltage
dynamically. It is important to note that decreasing fre-
quency alone does not reduce the energy consumption
since voltage is fixed. In fact, energy increases as fre-
quency is reduced at a fixed supply since the leakage
energy increases as the execution time increases. There-
fore, the operating voltage must be reduced to reduce
energy consumption.

The impact of varying the voltage and frequency for
the StrongARM-1100 is shown in Figure 6. The clock fre-
quency of this processor can be changed by the program-
mer through an assembly instruction. The supply voltage
can be changed using a DC-DC converter as the fre-
quency of the clock is lowered. The measured data is
shown for the QRG encryption algorithm described in the
previous section. Code optimization and the technique of
dynamic voltage scaling result in large energy savings.
For comparison, the energy consumption of the unopti-
mized program to implement the QRG algorithm without
voltage optimization is 432 µJ. With code optimization
(i.e., through reduction of cycle count) the energy reduces
to 75.6 µJ, resulting in savings of more than 80%. After
dynamic voltage scaling (assuming higher latency
requirements), the energy consumption was reduced to
21.25 µJ, a reduction of 95% when compared with the
original code. Clearly, energy efficient programmable
solutions will be important for future systems. Program-
mability can also be achieved through hardware reconfig-
uration [13]. Such approaches appear promising in
providing flexibility with low energy requirements.

4.3  Low Duty Cycle Electronics
Sensor systems should be designed to deal with low

duty cycles. This is true since the environmental condi-
tions may not change rapidly (e.g., the temperature) or the
sensors remain in a sleep state until some interesting
event happens (detected by some simple front-end elec-
tronics). In order to maximize battery lifetime, the standby
power of the computation and communication circuits
must be minimized. In digital circuits, this is a major prob-
lem since low-voltage technology (i.e., low threshold
devices) results in significant sub-threshold leakage. Sev-
eral emerging technologies such as Multiple Threshold
CMOS and substrate controlled variable threshold CMOS
appear promising in controlling the leakage current during
standby operation. In many sensor applications, low-
threshold devices may not even be necessary since the
throughput requirements are low. However, it is a major
concern for high performance applications such as image
sensors.

The communication module must also be designed
for low duty cycle activity. For short range transmission
(e.g., <10m) at GHz carrier frequencies, the power is
dominated by the radio electronics (frequency synthe-
sizer, mixers, etc.) and not the actual transmit power. Most
sensors have very low data rates (<1kbs) and utilize short
packet sizes (100’s of bits). In order to save power in the
radio module, the electronics must be duty cycled (i.e.,
turned off during periods of inactivity). Unfortunately, fre-
quency synthesizers require a significant overhead in
terms of time and energy dissipation to go from the sleep
state to the active state. This is not a problem for high
data rate applications that utilize large packet sizes for
each transmission burst. However, for short packet sizes,
the transient energy during power on can be significantly
higher than the energy required by the electronics during
the actual transmission. Note that if latency was not an
issue, the sensor data could be buffered and transmitted
in a burst.

Figure 6. Measured energy dissipation per sample on the
StrongARM microprocessor obtained by adaptive Vdd.
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Figure 7 shows the energy dissipation for transmitting
a bit using a low-power radio capable of transmitting
1Mbs in continuous mode [14]. For lower bitrates than the
peak, the radio is assumed to duty cycled. Ideally, the
energy dissipated to transmit a bit should be independent
of the bitrate. At low rates, however, there is significant
energy overhead in turning on the radio electronics and
the energy per bit increases. A typical PLL-based fre-
quency synthesizer has a settling time on the order of mil-
liseconds (due to its slow feedback loop) which may be
much higher than the transmit time for short packets.

Low data rate sensor systems will require innovation
in low power frequency synthesizers that have a fast tran-
sient response. One approach to reduce the lock time of
the PLL frequency synthesizer is to force an initial value
on the VCO input voltage [15]. The PLL output frequency
will lock faster if the starting point is near the desired
value. Figure 8 shows such a proposed architecture.
When the PLL is locked, the VCO input voltage is sam-
pled and stored. When the synthesizer is turned on again
for the next transmission, the D/A output forces an initial
value on the VCO and the PLL will achieve faster lock.

Fractional-N synthesizer architectures in which
phase/frequency modulation is achieved by dithering the
divide value in PLL can be used to eliminate high power
mixer circuits. In order to overcome the limitation of the
PLL bandwidth for high rate transmission, a digital com-
pensation filter can be used [14]. Direct open loop modu-
lation of the VCO as shown in Figure 8 is an alternate
approach to overcome the bandwidth limitations of the
PLL and achieve further power reductions[16]. During
transmission, the feedback loop is open and the VCO is
directly modulated.

The advantages of open loop modulation come with
some drawbacks. This includes frequency stability which
may require high Q external components, resulting in
lower integration. Fortunately, the transmit period is very
short in our case due to duty cycling and therefore we can
expect smaller variations.

5. Energy Harvesting

Based on continued advances in power management
techniques, it is projected that the power consumption of
future low to medium throughput DSPs will be scaled to
10’s to 100’s of µW. At these low power levels, an interest-
ing question arises: can we use ambient energy sources
to power electronic systems? A circuit powered by ambi-
ent sources has a potentially infinite lifetime, as long as
the source persists. In long-lived sensor embedded sys-
tems where battery replacement is difficult, generating
power from ambient sources becomes imperative.

Various schemes have been proposed to eliminate
the need for batteries in a portable digital system [17].
Basically, energy that exists in the environment of the
device is converted by a transducer into electrical form
which can be used by a circuit to perform useful work.
The sources of ambient energy available to the system
depend on the application. The most familiar source is
solar power, often used in commercial electronic calcula-
tors. Other examples include other types of electromag-
netic fields (used in RF powered ID tags, inductively
powered smart cards, or noninvasive pacemaker battery
recharging), thermal gradients, fluid flow, and mechanical
vibration. Other proposals include powering electronic
devices through harnessing energy produced by the
human body [18] or the action of gravitational fields [19].

Table 1 lists potential power output for a wide variety
of energy sources. Starner [18] models the power avail-
able from directly converting the energy of footsteps by
inserting a piezoelectric transducer in the heel of a shoe.
A direct transduction technique like this has the potential
to generate large amounts of power, on the order of 5 W.
The usable energy, of course, will be significantly lower.
Photovoltaic cells are the most popular transducer for
converting ambient energy. Advances in solar cell tech-
nology has pushed efficiency toward 20%. Assuming a
typical incident power density for light of 100 mW/cm2,
this yields 20 mW for a 1 cm2 array. Besides light, other
types of electromagnetic fields have been proposed as
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energy sources. Magnetic fields coupled using an on-chip
inductor have been shown to generate 1.5 mW of power,
enough to power circuitry for a telephone card [20]. RF ID
tags have been demonstrated that power their internal cir-
cuitry from the interrogating field [21]. The field coupling
for these systems is much weaker than for the phone
cards, but their circuit power requirements are also much
lower (approximately 5 µW). Two examples of power gen-
eration using mechanical vibration are shown here. The
first uses a macroscopic generator coupled to vibrations
produced by human walking and leads to a power output
of 400 µW. This approach produces much less energy
than a direct conversion, but is a more portable and con-
venient solution which is still adequate for a large variety
of electronics. A MEMS transducer approach which,
when coupled to a much higher frequency vibration
source, produces 100 µW of power.

5.1  Vibration Based Power Generation Example

One particular approach to using ambient energy
sources for power involves transduction of mechanical
vibration to electrical energy. A generator based on trans-
ducing mechanical vibrations has some distinct advan-
tages: it can be enclosed and protected from the outside
environment, it functions in a constant temperature field,
and it can be activated by a person. It is particularly suited
for machine mounted sensors, where the vibration of the
machinery provides the power, or body area sensors,
where the movement of the human body generates vibra-
tions that can be used as a power source.

 Figure 9 is a detailed block diagram of our self-pow-
ered system [22]. This approach involves transduction of
mechanical vibration to electrical energy. A moving coil
generator is used which consists of a mass attached to a
spring, which is attached to a rigid housing. The genera-
tor and rectifier subsystem is shown at the top. Trans-
former X1 (with a 1:10 turns ratio) converts the output
voltage of the generator Vgen to a higher voltage that can

be rectified by the half-wave rectifier formed by diode D1
and capacitor C1. Note that with proper electromechani-
cal design, the transformer can be eliminated. Voltage Vin
is the time-varying input voltage to the regulator.

The regulator consists of five main subsystems: a
VCO, frequency comparator, pulse-width modulated
(PWM) waveform generator, bootstrap detection circuit,
and a Buck converter. An external input provides the per-
formance constraint: the rate at which the load circuit
must produce results. The load circuit in this case is an 8
bit FIR filter. The DSP rate command is delivered in the
form of a clock, fref, the rate at which new input samples
are fed to the DSP. Its period therefore corresponds to the
total delay between valid output samples of the DSP. To
achieve the lowest possible power consumption, the con-
verter downconverts Vin to the lowest voltage at which the
DSP can run and still produce correct results at the rate
set by fref.

An important difference between the self-powered
system and a battery-powered system is that the former
requires a backup power source. This is necessary since
at startup the voltage regulator must derive its power from
some source and the generator output is too uncontrolled
to be used. The source could be a very small battery or a
previously charged large capacitor, but it need not provide
much energy since it is only used during the startup tran-
sient of the system. The bootstrap detect block switches
the controller to Vout when the output voltage is deemed
stable. One excitation of the generator produces 23ms of
DSP operations, corresponding to 2,340 free operations.
The clock rate is adjustable from 500kHz to 1MHz for the
supply voltage varying from 0.9V to 1.1V. Figure 10
shows the closed loop regulation of the generator output.

The real promise of self-powered systems will be ful-
filled when a micromachined generator can be integrated
with a regulator circuit and a processor on the same die.

Energy Source Transducer Power

Walking
(Direct Conversion)

Piezoelectric 5 W

Solar Photovoltaic Cell 20 mW

Magnetic Field Coil 1.5 mW

Walking
(Vibration)

Discrete
Moving Coil

400µW

High Frequency
Vibration

MEMS
Moving Coil

100µW

RF Field Antenna 5µW

Table 1. Examples of Ambient Energy Sources
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This low cost and compact implementation will have a sig-
nificant impact on the future of embedded sensors. With
continued advances in power management, self-powered
systems should find more numerous and more impressive
applications.

6. Conclusion
Low power distributed microsenors will enable a wide

variety of civil and military applications. There is a rich set
of research problems associated with distr ibuted
microsensors that require very different solutions than tra-
ditional macrosensors and multimedia devices. Energy
dissipation, scalability, and latency must all be considered
in designing network protocols for collaboration and infor-
mation sharing, system partitioning, and low power elec-
tonics. Energy harvesting techniques that eliminate the
need for battery source and provide “infinite” lifetime will
become critical as the size of sensor systems grows.
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PicoRadio Supports Ad
Hoc Ultra-Low Power
Wireless Networking 

T
echnology advances have made it conceiv-
able to build and deploy dense wireless net-
works of heterogeneous nodes collecting and
disseminating wide ranges of environmental
data. An inspired reader can easily imagine a

multiplicity of scenarios in which these sensor and
actuator networks might excel. The mind-boggling
opportunities emerging from this technology indeed
give rise to new definitions of distributed computing
and user interface.

Crucial to the success of these ubiquitous networks
is the availability of small, lightweight, low-cost net-
work elements, which we call PicoNodes. These
nodes must be smaller than one cubic centimeter,
weigh less than 100 grams, and cost substantially less
than one dollar. Even more important, the nodes must
use ultra-low power to eliminate frequent battery
replacement. We envision a power-dissipation level
below 100 microwatts, as this would enable self-
powered nodes using energy extracted from the envi-
ronment—an approach called energy-scavenging or
harvesting.1

POWER DISSIPATION TODAY
To put power dissipation into perspective, we can

compare it with the state-of-the-art commercial devices
available today. One of the closest matches is the
Bluetooth transceiver, an emerging standard for short-
range wireless communications. While meeting the vol-
ume requirement, Bluetooth radios cost more than 10
dollars and consume more than 100 milliwatts.
Although Bluetooth’s price point and power con-

sumption will inevitably drop with technology scal-
ing, these modifications would still not address the
orders-of-magnitude reductions required for sensor
network applications.

To reach these aggressive power dissipation levels,
we must limit the effective range of each PicoNode to
a couple of meters at most. Extending the reachable
data range requires a scalable network infrastructure
that allows distant nodes to communicate with each
other. A self-configuring ad hoc networking approach
is key to the deployment of such a network with many
hundreds of nodes. 

Reducing the PicoNode’s energy dissipation to this
level is our focus here. The secret lies in a meticulous
concern for energy reduction throughout all layers of
the system design process. The largest opportunity lies
in the protocol stack where a trade-off between com-
munication and computation, as well as elimination
of overhead, can lead to a many orders-of-magnitude
energy reduction. Other opportunities lie in the adop-
tion and introduction of novel self-optimizing radio
architectures and opportunities for energy scavenging. 

PICORADIO APPLICATIONS
Applications of such sensor and monitoring net-

works include environmental control in office build-
ings; robot control and guidance in automatic
manufacturing environments; warehouse inventory;
integrated patient monitoring, diagnostics, and drug
administration in hospitals; interactive toys; the smart
home providing security, identification, and personal-
ization; and interactive museums. 

One of the most compelling challenges of the next decade is the “last-
meter” problem—extending the expanding data network into end-user 
data-collection and monitoring devices. PicoRadio supports the assembly
of an ad hoc wireless network of self-contained mesoscale, low-cost, 
low-energy sensor and monitor nodes.
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Building control
As one example of an application for PicoRadio net-

works, consider the management of environmental con-
trol systems in large office buildings. Any person who
has spent a significant amount of time in such an envi-
ronment is acutely aware of its problems: The temper-
ature or the airflow is never right, and there is too little
or too much light. A distributed building monitor and
control approach might go a long way in addressing
these problems—for example, by creating local micro-
climates adapting to an occupant’s preferences through
distributed air ducts—and might vastly improve the liv-
ing conditions for the building’s population. At the
same time, such an approach can dramatically reduce
the energy budget needed to manage the environment.
First-order estimations indicate that such technology
could reduce source energy consumption by two-
quadrillion BTUs (British Thermal Units) in the US
alone. This translates to $55 billion per year, and 35
million metric tons of reduced carbon emissions.

Wiring the huge number of sensor and actuator
nodes needed to deploy such a system is impractical
and uneconomical. The cost of installing wiring for a
single sensor in a commercial building averages $200
in addition to the cost of the sensor. For low-cost
devices such as temperature sensors, the cost of the
wiring may be as much as 90 percent of the installed
cost. In these cases, eliminating the cost of wire by
using a wireless connection could reduce the installed
cost per sensor by an order of magnitude and enable
the deployment of ubiquitous sensor networks in con-
trast to the currently used sensor-starved solutions.
We can even envision a future in which the sensor
nodes are prebuilt into construction materials such as
ceiling and floor tiles. To realize this vision, the com-
munication/sensor nodes must be completely self-
contained for the lifetime of the building.

Interactive environments
Consider another scenario: A science museum for

children—for example, the San Francisco Explora-
torium shown in Figure 1—that presents a collection
of exhibits featuring a combination of data measure-
ments and cause-and-effect experiments. Making the
museum exciting requires creating a close interaction
with the visitors controlling the exhibits and provid-
ing feedback on the experiments. In an even more
aggressive scenario, the children can be active partic-
ipants in the experiments. Keeping the exhibits flexi-
ble and easily modifiable is hence desirable. The
availability of cheap and easily deployable wireless
sensor, monitor, and actuator networks could create a
true revolution in how these museums operate. In
addition to the sensing/control/monitoring functions,
ad hoc wireless networks could also provide paging,
intercom, and localization functionality.

In short, these networks make it possible to take
apart functions that traditionally were localized in a
single point and distribute them over a much wider
space—hence leading to potentially more optimal sys-
tems. 

ULTRA-LOW ENERGY PICORADIO NETWORKS
The scenarios expose both the challenges and

opportunities that PicoRadio networks offer in terms
of energy efficiency. A number of prime properties are
worth identifying:

• Sensor data rates are quite low, typically less than
one hertz.

• Sensor nodes don’t need to be awake all the time;
in fact, a single node’s activity duty cycle is typi-
cally less than 1 percent.

• Sensing data without knowing the sensor’s loca-
tion is meaningless. Localization should there-
fore be considered an implicit feature of the
sensor network. This greatly simplifies the net-
work discovery and maintenance effort and leads
to substantial energy savings. For example, the
sensor network can prune requests for informa-
tion and direct them to the region of interest.

• Sensor networks require different addressing
techniques than traditional data networks. Data
requests are typically in the style of “Give me the
temperature readings in room 30,” compared to
“Set up a connection between nodes A and B.”
The content- and localization-based addressing
concepts make the overall network discovery and
management a lot simpler.

Based on these specifications and properties, we can
develop energy-efficient network, transport, media-
access, and physical layer protocols. These in turn set
the constraints and requirements for the hardware
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architecture and components of the transceiver nodes,
including radio frequency (RF), baseband, and pro-
tocol processors. A number of innovations at the pro-
tocol stack level will make the intended energy
reductions possible. 

Protocol support
The three main layers we concentrate on are the

physical, media access control (MAC), and network
layers. Communication between two nodes requires
creating a physical link between two radios. The phys-
ical layer handles the communication across this phys-
ical link, which involves modulating and coding the
data so that the intended receiver can optimally
decode it in the presence of channel nonidealities and
interference. 

Next, because many radios have to share the same
interconnect medium (the aether), messages can inter-
fere with each other, and access to the medium needs to
be coordinated. The MAC layer provides this service. 

When radios that are not within physical range of
each other need to communicate, the network layer
determines the path for a packet to take through other
nodes that forward packets on their behalf. This for-
warding of packets is often referred to as multihop
networking. 

Multihop networks
A main challenge in the design of an energy-efficient

wireless network is that sending a bit of information
through free space directly from node A to node B
incurs an energy cost Et, which is a strong function of
the distance d between the nodes. More precisely, 
Et = β × dγ, with γ > 1 as the path-loss exponent (a fac-
tor that depends on the RF environment, and is gen-
erally between 2 and 4 for indoor environments). β is
a proportionality constant describing the overhead
per bit. Given this greater than linear relationship
between energy and distance, using several short inter-

mediate hops to send a bit is more energy-efficient than
using one longer hop (as shown in Figure 2). For
example, assuming γ = 4, which is a common case in
indoor environments, and β = 0.2 femtojoules/meterγ,
one hop over 50 meters requires 1.25 nanojoules per
bit, whereas five hops of 10 meters require only 5 × 2
picojoules per bit. The multihop approach in this
example reduces transmission energy by a factor of
125. This situation is somewhat analogous to the
problem of sending a bit over a wire on a chip, where
the introduction of intermediate repeaters can help to
increase the performance and energy efficiency.

In its simplest form, multihop network energy analy-
sis argues for an infinite number of hops over the small-
est possible distance. In reality, however, the number of
intermediate hops is limited by the number of nodes
between A and B. Moreover, we must include not only
the energy radiated through the antenna, but also the
energy dissipated in the radio for receiving the bit and
readying the bit for retransmission. (Given the relative
costs of transmission and processing, we can compute
an optimal number of hops.) 

This leads to some interesting observations:

• Technology scaling will gradually reduce the cost
of processing, with transmission cost remaining
constant. Thus, shorter hops will become more
favorable over time.

• Computation cost is not a constant either. Using
compression techniques, we can reduce the num-
ber of transmitted bits, thus reducing the cost of
transmission at the expense of more computation.
This only makes sense if the communication cost
dominates, as with long-distance connections. 

This communication-computation trade-off is one of
the core ideas behind the low-energy networks we pro-
pose. The optimal trade-off has to be determined
adaptively, based on data properties, node densities,
and environmental circumstances. This dynamic
nature has a profound impact on the hardware com-
position and architecture of the network nodes. 

Energy trade-offs in network protocols
Establishing multihop networks seems to be the

ideal way of transmitting a bit in an energy-efficient
fashion. Yet some major caution is necessary. Nodes
cannot know a priori the optimal route to other nodes
because this path changes as nodes move, enter, or
leave the network. Therefore, the network protocol
coordinates the discovery and tracking of routes in the
network. This discovery and tracking consumes
energy because it requires communication between
nodes. With the low data rates and the relatively fast
dynamics of some nodes, the network discovery and
maintenance overhead may well dominate the energy

Source

Destination

Figure 2. With multihop networks, using several short inter-
mediate hops to send a bit is more energy-efficient than
using one longer hop.



consumed for data transmission itself. This is actually
the case for a large number of the ad hoc networking
protocols currently in vogue. The general ways to do
this tracking and discovery are proactive and reactive
routing. 

Proactive routing. In proactive routing, the network
layer periodically updates routes, and hence always
has an up-to-date picture of the optimal routes. A
proactive network finds the routes between many
nodes at once in an efficient manner. Thus, it con-
sumes less energy than finding each particular route
separately. When it needs to transmit a packet of real
data, a proactive network knows the route and it
sends the data with little extraneous network activity.
In a sense, periodic updates generate a fixed amount
of traffic, but any specific packet requires less net-
work overhead. 

Reactive routing. Reactive routing discovers routes
only when the network needs them. In the reactive
scheme, the network generally does not maintain
routes until it uses them. With this method, periodic
updates do not generate a fixed amount of traffic, but
there is network overhead for each specific data
packet or stream. 

To communicate infrequently with a small number
of nodes, there is no advantage to maintaining infre-
quently used routes, so a reactive approach is prefer-
able. However, if the data rate is high and the network
communicates with a large number of nodes, proac-
tive routing is more desirable. Of course, we can use
hybrid methods to optimize the network for a spe-
cific application. 

Hybrid solutions 
In fact, our application offers a major opportunity

for reducing overhead. As mentioned earlier, sensor
networks are best served by content- and localization-
based addressing schemes—in which data in the net-
work is accessed not through an absolute address, but
through a query for information of a certain type in a
certain location (similar to database queries). This
approach avoids the setup and maintenance of exten-
sive routing tables, relying instead on the broadcast
propagation of queries, pruned by information con-
tent and geographical data. Research along these lines
has yielded some very promising protocols, which may
help to reduce the network overhead to a small frac-
tion of the overall cost. Directed diffusion routing,2

geographical routing,3 and swarm-intelligence4 are
just a few of the techniques to watch.

Energy trade-offs at the MAC Layer
The MAC layer affects the energy efficiency in a

number of ways. 
First, MAC-layer power management can minimize

the standby power of the network—that is, the power

consumed by a radio when it is not transmit-
ting or receiving. Standby power is typically
much lower than transmit or receive power. Yet,
with the low data rates of the sensor nodes,
radios have a small active duty cycle, and
standby power easily dominates the overall
power dissipation. We can virtually eliminate
standby power by putting the radio in sleep-
mode when nonactive, powering down all but
a few functions. This poses the interesting prob-
lem of establishing a coherent network in which
most of the nodes are solidly asleep most of the
time.

Second, careful control of access to the aether
reduces the number of wasted (re)transmissions cor-
rupted by interference from neighboring nodes in the
network. We can accomplish this by carefully sepa-
rating potentially conflicting transmissions in time and
frequency/code space.

To reach our ultra-low energy target, we need a
MAC protocol that lets radios sleep most of the time
and yet lets them awaken precisely when they need to
transmit or receive data. (Most networking protocols
assume that network nodes are “in listening or
receive” mode when nonactive. This is a costly
assumption because the computational energy for
receiving a bit supercedes the cost of transmitting
one—ignoring small amounts of radiated energy for
short-distance communications). Unfortunately, cur-
rent radio technology does not easily allow a radio to
be awakened upon request. Hence, a radio must wake
up periodically, see if anyone wants to talk to it, and,
if not, go back to sleep. A mechanism that allows the
radio to be awakened precisely when there is data for
it could reduce the awake-time and hence the overall
node energy consumption. 

Our specific application domain once again comes
to the rescue. Most “content-addressed” datagrams
require broadcasting to all the neighboring nodes.
Waking all neighboring nodes at once is easier than
waking one specific neighbor. The reactive broadcast
channel, thus established, can also advertise infor-
mation regarding specific communication times and
channels for point-to-point connections, hence reduc-
ing interference. Our estimates indicate that this MAC
protocol can help reduce overall energy consumption
by at least a factor of 50 (assuming radio duty cycles
below 1 percent).

PICONODE IMPLEMENTATION
Implementing network optimizations requires a

platform that fulfills the demanding low-power
requirements yet has enough flexibility to enable the
dynamic reconfiguration and adaptability the network
requires. We are conceiving an architecture that
attempts to satisfy these challenging requirements. 
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The PicoNode architecture illustrated in Figure 3
aims to provide both flexibility and low energy. This
architecture is composed of four modules: 

• an embedded processor subsystem for applica-
tion- and protocol-stack layers, which require
more flexibility but have low computational com-
plexity at relatively low update rates; 

• configurable processing modules for the proto-
col’s more speed-intensive layers;

• a parameterized and configurable digital physi-
cal layer; and

• a simple direct-down conversion RF front end.

A flexible interconnection scheme that is optimized
for low-power operation connects the modules.

This architecture is inspired by observations regard-
ing the evolution of technology and new trends in
energy-efficient architectures. We also have addressed

the partitioning of operations between the processor
and configurable processing modules and the digital
physical layer and RF front end. 

Digital back end
Some of our previous efforts in the area of reconfig-

urable computing5 have demonstrated that a dynamic
matching between application and architecture leads to
spectacular energy savings for signal-processing appli-
cations while maintaining implementation flexibility. 

The goal here is to establish that a similar scenario
holds for protocol- and network-oriented applica-
tions. As Figure 4 shows, the key insight is that proces-
sor implementation is three orders of magnitude more
expensive (in terms of energy consumption) than
implementation on dedicated hardware. Systems
designers can trade flexibility and programmability
for energy consumption in a continuum from hard-
ware to software. Designers must match system ele-
ments individually to implementation platforms in
order to reach the optimum in the energy-flexibility,
space. In addition, the overall architecture must weave
together these heterogeneous blocks with a flexible,
yet energy-efficient interconnect scheme. 

Reconfigurable architectures—which utilize a “pro-
gramming-in-space” approach6—have proven to be
very efficient for the signal-processing component of
communications processing, delivering high-perfor-
mance computation at an energy cost close to custom
hardware implementations and maintaining enough
flexibility to adapt to the varying conditions of the sys-
tem and environment. We are currently establishing
that the same holds for the control-oriented compo-
nent of the transceiver—the protocol stack. Experi-
ments have shown that FPGA and configurable
finite-state-machine implementations of the protocol
stack are two orders of magnitude more efficient than
embedded microprocessor or microcontroller solu-
tions.

Physical layer implementation
As Figure 2 shows, analog circuitry represents only

a small fraction of the PicoNode implementation.
Traditionally, wireless transceivers were almost com-
pletely implemented using RF and analog circuit mod-
ules. A mostly digital approach is currently coming
into vogue. This trend is inspired by the observation
that digital circuitry improves exponentially with the
scaling of technology, while analog circuits get linearly
worse, mostly due to reduction of the supply voltage.
Hence, it is better to rely on a small, noncritical ana-
log front end and use digital back-end processing to
correct for the nonidealities. 

Although the data rates are on the order of one
hertz, which seems trivial when compared to the state-
of-the-art radios reaching rates of hundreds of mega-
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hertz, there are some challenges at the physical layer,
mostly related to the low-energy targets and variable
demand from the network. 

To satisfy variable demand from the network, the
PicoNode physical layer must be parameterizable.
Parameters include power control modes, modulation
scheme, and bit rate. The goal of this step is to define
the parameters and identify the ranges for those para-
meters that allow limited flexibility at the physical
layer without affecting energy consumption.

In order to achieve low-energy operation, the phys-
ical layer must meet two usually mutually exclusive
goals: fast signal acquisition and low standby power.
Many radio architectures expend a bit of energy dur-
ing standby in order to achieve a fast lock once
awoken or, conversely, incur a longer acquisition time
in order to sleep more deeply during standby. In order
to make the less than 1 percent duty cycle a reality,
the physical layer must be able to quickly acquire a
signal when awoken, receive the burst of data, and
then immediately return to sleep. On the contrary,
since the radio is asleep 99 percent of the time, the
standby power of the radio must be very low in order
to meet the energy budget. These goals can only be
met by advancing the state of the art in low-energy
physical layer design. 

ENERGY SCAVENGING
Our project’s Holy Grail is for the PicoNodes to be

self-contained and self-powered using energy
extracted from the environment (energy-scavenging).
Reaching this goal requires new advances both in
reducing the nodes’ energy consumption and in
increasing the amount of energy the nodes can extract
from the environment. 

Harvesting ambient energy requires compliance
with two major constraints: applicability within the

environments envisioned for the PicoNodes (office
buildings and homes) and the size constraint of the
one-cubic-centimeter chip. Table 1 shows a compar-
ison of energy sources based on a combination of pub-
lished studies, theory, and experiments. 

Although batteries can store harvested energy that
can’t be used immediately, a continuous source of
energy is desirable. Table 1 shows that solar cells can
contribute up to 15 milliwatts per square centimeter
during direct sunlight hours and up to 0.15 milliwatts
on cloudy days. Averaging over daylight and night-
time hours, and considering nodes in the interior of
the building or embedded in ceiling tiles, shows that
solar cells can just barely serve as the sole energy
source for PicoNodes, and additional sources of
energy would be welcome. 

Harvesting energy from vibrations is promising for
this application. Raised floors and dropped ceilings
in most office buildings exhibit measurable vibrations
(from trucks driving down nearby streets and people
walking on the raised floors) that can be harnessed.
Advances in MEMS devices make integrated and tiny
variable capacitors a reality. These capacitors are used
to make chip-scale electrostatic vibration generators
that will integrate well with the other PicoNode com-
ponents. Power outputs between 10-100 microwatts
per cubic centimeter are plausible from vibrations in
a normal office building using existing MEMS tech-
nology.

In our vision of distributed computing, thousands
of tiny nodes scattered throughout the daily living
environment gather, process, and communicate

information in a self-organizing fashion.
The major challenge in the implementation of these

wireless ad hoc sensor, monitor, and actuator net-
works is minimizing energy consumption. 
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Table 1. A comparison of energy sources. 

Energy source Power density Energy density
Batteries (zinc-air) 1050 -1560 mWh/cm3

Batteries (rechargeable lithium) 300 mWh/cm3 (3 - 4 V) 
Solar (outdoors) 15 mW/cm2 (direct sun)

0.15mW/cm2 (cloudy day)
Solar (indoors) 0.006 mW/cm2 (standard office desk)

0.57 mW/cm2 (< 60W desk lamp)
Vibrations 0.01 - 0.1 mW/cm3

Acoustic noise 3E-6 mW/cm2 at 75 Db
9.6E-4 mW/cm2 at 100 Db

Passive human-powered systems 1.8 mW  (shoe inserts)
Nuclear reaction 80 mW/cm3 1E6 mWh/cm3

*Values are estimates taken from literature, analyses, and a few experiments. 

**Values are highly dependent on the amplitude and frequency of the driving vibrations.



As we show, the only way to implement an ultra-
low power node is by optimizing all layers of the pro-
tocol. We present a configurable architecture that
enables these opportunities to be efficiently realized
in silicon. We believe that this energy-conscious sys-
tem-design and implementation methodology will lead
to radio nodes that are two orders of magnitude more
efficient than existing solutions. ✸
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Wireless systems for industry have 
mostly used cellular-phone-style radio 
links, using point-to-point or point-to-
multipoint transmission. But research at 
MIT's Media Lab in Cambridge, MA, 
indicated that traditional wireless formats 
have liabilities in industrial applications. 
These include rigid structure, meticulous 
planning requirements, and dropped 
signals.

In contrast, wireless mesh networks are 
multihop systems in which devices assist 
each other in transmitting packets through 
the network, especially in adverse 
conditions. You can drop these ad hoc networks into place with minimal preparation, 
and they provide a reliable, flexible system that can be extended to thousands of 
devices.

Mesh Networks 
The wireless mesh network topology developed at MIT for industrial control and 
sensing is a point-to-point-to-point, or peer-to-peer, system called an ad hoc, multihop 
network. A node can send and receive messages, and in a mesh network, a node also 
functions as a router and can relay messages for its neighbors. Through the relaying 
process, a packet of wireless data will find its way to its destination, passing through 
intermediate nodes with reliable communication links (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. In a wireless mesh network, multiple nodes cooperate 
to relay a message to its destination. The mesh topology 
enhances the overall reliability of the network, which is 
particularly important when operating in harsh industrial 
environments.  

Like the Internet and other peer-to-peer router-based networks, a mesh network offers 
multiple redundant communications paths throughout the network. If one link fails for 
any reason (including the introduction of strong RF interference), the network 
automatically routes messages through alternate paths.

In a mesh network, you can shorten the distance between nodes, which dramatically 
increases the link quality. If you reduce the distance by a factor of two, the resulting 
signal is at least four times more powerful at the receiver. This makes links more 
reliable without increasing transmitter power in individual nodes. In a mesh network, 
you can extend the reach, add redundancy, and improve the general reliability of the 
network simply by adding more nodes.

A Self-Configuring and Self-Healing Network 
A network shouldn't need a system administrator to tell it how to get a message to its 
destination. A mesh network is self-organizing and doesn't require manual 
configuration. Because of this, adding new gear or relocating existing gear is as simple 
as plugging it in and turning it on. The network discovers the new node and 
automatically incorporates it into the existing system.

A mesh network is not only inherently reliable, it's also highly adaptable. If your tank-
level sensor and data logger are placed too far apart for a solid RF communications 
link, you just add one or more repeater nodes to fill the gaps in the network.

On the Internet, if one router goes down, messages are sent through an alternate path 
by other routers. Similarly, if a device or its link in a mesh network fails, messages are 
sent around it via other devices. Loss of one or more nodes doesn't necessarily affect 
the network's operation. A mesh network is self-healing because human intervention is 
not necessary for re-routing of messages.

Redundancy and Scalability 
The meaning of "redundancy" in the real world is a matter of degree and must be 
carefully specified. In a mesh network, the degree of redundancy is essentially a 
function of node density. A network can be deliberately over-designed for reliability 
simply by adding extra nodes, so each device has two or more paths for sending data. 
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This is a simpler way of obtaining redundancy than is possible in most other types of 
systems.

A mesh network is also scalable and can handle hundreds or thousands of nodes. 
Because the network's operation doesn't depend on a central control point, adding 
multiple data collection points or gateways is convenient.

Reliability, adaptability, and scalability are the most important attributes of a wireless 
network for industrial control and sensing applications. Point-to-point networks can 
provide reliability, but they don't scale to handle more than one pair of end points. 
Point-to-multipoint networks can handle more end points, but their reliability is 
determined by the placement of the access point and end points.

If environmental conditions result in poor reliability, it's difficult or impossible to adapt 
a point-to-multipoint network to increase reliability. By contrast, mesh networks are 
inherently reliable, adapt easily to environmental or architectural constraints, and can 
scale to handle thousands of end points (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 

Suitability in Industrial Applications 

Topology Reliability Adaptability Scalability 
Point-to-Point High Low None (two end points) 
Point-to-Multipoint Low Low Moderate (7-30 end points) 
Mesh Networks High High Yes (thousands of end points) 

Distributed Control 
One opportunity for mesh networks is in distributed control systems. There's been a 
trend in recent years to place more intelligence throughout the control system. The 
IEEE 1451 standard Smart Transducer Interface for Sensors and Actuators is evidence 
of this. Distributed intelligence is naturally served by wireless multihop mesh 
networks. The control of the wireless system is distributed throughout the network, 
allowing intelligent peers to communicate directly with other points on the network 
without having to be routed through a central control point.

Proponents insist that modular control systems are easier and less costly to maintain. 
The rationale is that modular control systems enable localized decision making, which 
isolates problems in the system faster. The problems can usually be diagnosed back to 
a single instrument cluster, allowing engineers and maintenance staff to focus their 
attention on one area of the system. Fast problem solving means less downtime when 
something goes wrong. Likewise, when the system is operational, local decision 
making by intelligent instruments and small PLCs identifies problems before they 
impact the entire system and cause bigger problems. Finally, modular subsystems can 
be replaced or upgraded without affecting the entire system. These factors make 
systems much cheaper and easier to operate and maintain.

Matching multihop, wireless mesh communications with distributed control facilitates 
a whole new dimension of interactions between sensors or sensor clusters. Sensors can 
now communicate directly with other devices on the network. This topology allows a ?
ank-level sensor to communicate directly with nearby valves, alerting them to open or 
close to prevent an overflow. Monitoring equipment can take readings from sensors 
without having to directly access them via wired connections. This is useful in 
calibration and troubleshooting.

Diagnostic Monitoring 

Another application for wireless, 
multi-hop, mesh networks is in the 
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Figure 3. Mesh Networks can provide a low-
cost diagnostic channel outside of normal 
control loops. This enables significant 
productivity improvements where manual 
measurements may have previously been 
required. By regularly capturing diagnostic 
data, plants can use predictive maintenance to 
reap additional cost savings.  

diagnostic monitoring of devices. 
This monitoring can occur outside 
the normal control loop, and 
wireless communications notify the 
system user of any abnormal 
operation of the device (see Figure 
3).

In this control loop, an additional 
signal is extracted and analyzed 
during normal operation of the 
sensor. The signal is monitored for 
abnormalities without affecting the 
sensor's operation. If an abnormal 
signal or trend is observed, an alert 
is triggered.

The beauty of using a wireless link 
for onboard monitoring and 
notification is that the link is 
independent of the control loop. By using a wireless, multihop mesh network, data can 
be routed dynamically to similar wireless devices. Surrounding devices can respond to 
an alert from a failing device, even as maintenance personnel are being notified.

Another benefit of wireless is that maintenance personnel can directly access the 
diagnostic output of the sensor without running wires. This can eliminate a huge task in 
the case of a tank-level sensor in a large storage tank, or a temperature probe at the top 
of a stack at a chemical refinery. In a wireless, multihop mesh network, a user can get 
that data via any wireless node on the network.

By using a diagnostic device with additional processing power (e.g., a laptop computer, 
handheld computer, handheld diagnostic device), maintenance personnel can check on 
configuration and other information about a node on the network. This information is a 
valuable tool for checking and verifying sensor operation when questionable data are 
received from a sensor through its primary control loop.

Conclusion 
Daily experience with the challenges of wireless consumer products, university 
research, and industry's slow adoption of wireless for use in enterprise applications are 
indicators that products based on point-to-point and point-to-multipoint topologies may 
not be well suited for industrial enterprise communications.

Multihop mesh technology, however, is inherently reliable and redundant, and it can be 
extended to include thousands of devices. In addition, these networks can be installed 
in hours instead of days or weeks. And the network doesn't require sophisticated 
planning and site mapping to achieve reliable communications. There's no need for 
specialized and costly RF engineering labor to complete the installation.

The network is self-configuring. All devices can transmit from their original position, 
and they don't have to be moved. A weak signal or dead zone can be fixed simply by 
dropping a repeater node into place. The network error rate is low and can be further 
reduced if occasional re-transmits are allowed.

Industrial systems can now benefit from a wireless format that satisfies the multiple 
conflicting demands of redundancy, distributed communications, flexibility, and 
reliability. Furthermore, self-configuring, self-healing networks are inherently less 
expensive to install and maintain as radios and microprocessors become cheaper. A 
significant barrier to low-cost connectivity has been removed.
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This article was adapted from the technical white paper titled "Reliable Wireless 
Networks for Industrial Systems," published by Ember Corp. Used by permission. 

Wireless Formats 

Point-to-Point Links. Sometimes referred to as a wireless bridge, a point-
to-point link replaces a single communications cable. A point-to-point link 
might be used to connect a PLC to a remote monitoring station.

Point-to-point links can communicate reliably as long as the two end points 
are close enough to one another to escape the effects of RF interference 
and path loss. If you can't achieve a reliable connection initially, sometimes 
you can relocate the radios or boost the transmit power to achieve the 
desired reliability.

Point-to-Multipoint Links. These wireless systems (e.g., IEEE 802.11 or 
Bluetooth) have one base station, or access point, that controls 
communications with all of the other wireless nodes in the network. Also 
referred to as a hub-and-spoke or star topology, this architecture is similar 
to wired "home-run" systems, in which all of the signals converge on one 
terminal block.

Signals in point-to-multipoint networks converge at a single access point. 
The reliability of these networks is set by the quality of the RF link between 
the central access point and the end points.

In industrial settings, it can be hard to find a location for an access point 
that provides dependable communications with each end point. Moving an 
access point to improve communications with one end point will often 
degrade communications with other end points.

Although you can wire together multiple access points to improve reliability, 
the cost of additional wiring can defeat the original reasons for choosing a 
wireless solution. 

Case Study: Water Treatment 

 

Figure 4. A water treatment plant poses 
many challenges to conventional wireless 
networks, including reinforced concrete 
walls, large steel tanks, and water. With a 
mesh architecture, the network can route 
traffic around interference posed by these 

To validate wireless mesh 
networks in challenging 
industrial environments, 
Ember Corp. deployed a 
system in a water treatment 
plant. The environment was 
typical of such facilities, with 
significant wireless 
environmental hurdles, such 
as thick reinforced concrete 
walls segmenting giant tanks 
of water, with many metal 
pipes running between tanks 
(see Figure 4).

The goal was to connect the 
instruments in the pipe gallery 
back to the control panel 
located in the control room. A 
look at Figure 5 provides a 
geographical representation of 
the instrumentation topology.

Figure 5 shows the 
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obstacles.  approximate locations of eight 
instruments in the large pipe 
gallery, along with four instruments in the small pipe gallery. The control 
room was located on the third floor of an attached concrete building. 

Before wireless communications, a data collection PC in the control room 
communicated with process instruments over a RS-485 serial bus. The first 
step in converting this system to wireless networking was to replace this 
computer's bus connection with a wireless networking card connected to its 
serial port. Each process instrument also had bus connections replaced 
with wireless networking cards, which self-configured on power-up and 
began attempting to send data to the control room. After all 12 instruments 
had wireless cards installed, you could analyze the RF network traffic and 
determine where link reliability was below standards.

These areas included spots where RF signals had to pass through 
reinforced concrete walls and where a single link spanned two flights of 
metal stairs. The technicians were able to improve the RF links simply by 
adding relay points. And they could do this because they didn't have to 
work through a central control point and each node could cooperatively 
relay packets on behalf of its neighbors. After the technicians placed the 
repeater nodes, the network was complete. 

 

Figure 5. Shown above is a wireless mesh network that was deployed in a 
water treatment plant. This implementation includes repeaters that enhance 
reliability.  

Installation 
Technicians installed the new network in <2 hr.?compared with ~20 hr., 
when each instrument had to be wired back to the control panel. The 
software on the PC didn't discern any difference between the wireless 
communications network and the wired serial cable network.

The wireless network exhibited <0.1% packet loss before any attempt was 
made to re-send lost packets through the network. This was accomplished 
via the mesh networking algorithms used by the wireless network. 
Neighboring nodes cooperatively relay packets over the best RF link. 
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Abstract -- A wireless ad hoc communication net-
work is a collection of wireless links that cooperate to
form a complete communication system without the
need for centralized control or preexisting infrastruc-
ture. This paper presents Gradient Routing (GRAd), a
novel approach to routing and control in wireless ad
hoc networks. A GRAd network attains scalability
through a multi-hop architecture: nodes that are not
within range of one another can communicate by
relaying messages through intermediate neighbors.
Routing information is established on-demand and is
updated opportunistically as messages are passed
among nodes. 

Unlike other ad hoc routing techniques, a node in a
GRAd network does not single out a particular
neighboring node to relay its message. Instead, it
advertises its “cost” for delivering a message to a
destination, and only those neighboring nodes that
can deliver the message at a lower cost will participate
in relaying the message. In this way, a message
descends a loop-free “gradient” from originator to
destination. 

Since multiple neighbors can participate in the
relaying of messages, GRAd maintains good
connectivity in the face of frequently changing
network topologies. A node does not need to know the
identities of its neighbors and establishes routes on
demand, making periodic “hello” beacons
unnecessary and increasing the overall security of the
network. Because GRAd does not use link to link
handshakes, end-to-end latencies remain small.

I.  INTRODUCTION

Wireless ad hoc networks—characterized by decentral-
ized, self-organizing, multi-hop communications—have
recently become the subject of increasing study. The
growing interest can be attributed to the confluence of
several independent factors: the explosion of portable
computing and communication devices; the availability
of inexpensive radio systems operating in unlicensed

bands; and government funding for research of easily
deployed, mobile networks [9][12]. The promise of ad
hoc networks is pervasive network connections which are
cheap to manufacture and trivial to deploy.

In any wireless ad hoc network, a major challenge lies
in the design of routing and network control. Lacking any
centralized point of control, nodes in an ad hoc network
must cooperatively manage routing and medium access
functions. Nodes may be mobile, creating continual
changes in the network topology. Also, wireless links are
not as robust as their wired counterparts; high bit error
rates and packet losses are commonplace.

In the last decade, a number of ad hoc network proto-
cols have been proposed. As an indicator of the amount
of activity in this field, the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) recently formed the Mobile Ad Hoc Net-
working (MANET) working group to develop ad hoc
protocol specifications and introduce them into the Inter-
net Standards track [5]. At this time, there are eight sepa-
rate ad hoc routing protocols under consideration by the
working group.

This paper introduces GRAd, a new approach to rout-
ing and control for ad hoc networks. GRAd falls under
the category of on-demand routing protocols, in which
routes are established only when nodes wish to commu-
nicate with one another; no attempt is made to maintain
state when there is no data to send. 

In other on-demand routing protocols such as the Ad
Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing  protocol
(AODV) [10] and the Dynamic Source Routing protocol
(DSR) [7], a node relays a message by sending to a par-
ticular neighboring node. The popular 802.11 MAC layer
protocol uses “virtual carrier sensing ” as part of its colli-
sion avoidance mechanism for such unicast transmissions
[4], requiring a request to send / clear to send handshake
(RTS/CTS) between each pair of wireless links. This
exchange contributes to significant delays in the relaying
of messages, resulting in long latencies.

By comparison, a node in a GRAd network makes no
attempt to identify which of its neighbors is to relay a
packet. Instead, it includes its “cost to destination” infor-
mation in the packet and broadcasts it. Of all the nodes
that receive the broadcast, only those that can deliver the
packet at a lower cost will relay the message. In this way,
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the packet descends a loop-free “gradient” towards the
ultimate destination. 

Since each transmission is a local broadcast, GRAd
does not (and in fact, cannot) use the RTS/CTS hand-
shake associated with unicast transmissions. Conse-
quently, GRAd exhibits very low latencies.

GRAd collects cost information opportunistically: each
message carries with it the cost since origination, which
is recorded at each node that overhears the transmission,
and is incremented when the message is relayed. Thus,
the simple act of passing a message quickly and effi-
ciently updates the cost estimates in nearby nodes. 

GRAd demonstrates very good immunity to rapidly
changing topologies. Since each message reaches a num-
ber of neighboring nodes, a single link failure will not
cause a break in the communication path as long as
another neighbor is available to relay the message.

The essence of GRAd is embodied in its routing and
control algorithms—these are detailed in Section II of
this document. Section III describes the testing and simu-
lation that demonstrates the viability and robustness of
GRAd. Section IV suggests future directions for research
into GRAd, and Section V summarizes the work.

II.  THE GRAD ALGORITHM

A.  Assumptions

GRAd is designed for use in multi-hop wireless net-
works, and makes relatively few assumptions about the
underlying physical medium. It does assume that links
are symmetrical: if Node A can receive messages from
Node B, then Node B can receive messages from Node
A. In a practical wireless network, strict symmetry is
impossible to guarantee due to the mobility of the nodes
and time-varying environmental noise. As will be shown
in Section III, GRAd continues to work well in cases
where only partial symmetry holds.

GRAd assumes a local broadcast model of connectiv-
ity. When a node transmits a message, all neighboring
nodes within range simultaneously receive the message.

GRAd provides best effort delivery of messages with
the understanding that higher-level protocols will handle
retransmission and reordering of packets as needed. 

The propagation of a message through the network
establishes and updates reverse path  routing information
to the originator of the message. Consequently, GRAd is
most efficient when the network traffic has a “call and
response” pattern, such as streamed packet data with
periodic acknowledgments.

B.  GRAd message format

Messages passed among nodes in a GRAd network

carry the fields shown in Fig. 1.

• msg_type: Takes on one of two values, M_REQUEST 
for a reply request message and M_DATA for all others.

• originator_id: The id of the node originating this 
message. This id may be statically assigned, or as 
suggested in Section 4.?, may be dynamically gener-
ated on a per-session basis.

• seq_#: A sequence number associated with the orig-
inator id, and incremented each time the originator 
issues a new message. The combination of 
[originator_id, sequence_#] uniquely identifies 
a message, so a receiving node can distinguish a new 
message from a copy of a message already received.

• target_id: The id of the ultimate target for this mes-
sage. 

• accrued_cost: Upon origination, the accrued_cost 
of a message is set to 0.0. When the message is 
relayed, the relaying node increments this field by 
one. Thus, accrued_cost represents the estimated 
number of hops required to return a message to 
originator_id.

• remaining_value: Upon origination, this field is 
initialized to the estimated number of hops to 
target_id. Whenever the message is relayed, this 
field is decremented by one. The remaining_value 
field represents the “time to live” of the message: if it 
ever reaches zero, the message is dropped.

C.  Cost Table

Each node maintains a cost table, analogous to the
routing table of other algorithms1. The cost table plays
two important roles in GRAd. First, the cost table can
answer the question “Is this message a copy of a previ-
ously received message?” This is determined by compar-
ing the seq_# in the message from a particular
originating node against the last seq_# recorded in the
cost table for that originator. Second, it can answer the
question “What is the estimated cost of sending a mes-
sage to target node X?” This cost estimate is formed by
recording the accrued_cost fields for each
origninator_id in received messages. 

TABLE 1 GRAd Message Format

msg
type

originator
id

seq
#

target
id

accrued
cost

remaining
value

1. The term “cost table” is chosen over “routing table” 
to emphasize the fact that GRAd does not prescribe a 
specific route to a target node, but rather it maintains 
an estimated cost to the target.



1) Cost Table Format
Each entry in the table holds state information about a

remote node, as shown in Fig. 1.

• target_id: The id of a remote node to which this 
cost entry refers.

• seq_#: The highest sequence # received so far in a 
message from target_id. When compared against 
the seq_# of a newly arrived message, this field dis-
criminates between a new message and a copy of a 
previously received message.

• est_cost: The most recent and best estimated cost 
(number of hops) for delivering a message to 
target_id.

• expiration: When a cost entry is updated, this field 
is set to the current time plus cost_entry_timeout. 
If the current time ever exceeds expiration, the cost 
entry is purged from the table.

2) Cost Table Maintenance
When a message is received at a node, the

originator_id of the message is compared against the
target_id of each entry in the cost table. 

If no matching entry is found, a new cost entry is cre-
ated, for which target_id is copied from the message’s
originator_id, seq_# is copied from the seq_# field,
and est_cost is copied from the accrued_cost field.
The message is marked as “fresh.” 

If a target_id is found that matches the
originator_id of the incoming message, and if seq_#
in that entry is lower than the seq_# of the incoming mes-
sage, the message is marked fresh and the cost entry
fields are updated from the corresponding fields in the
message.

Otherwise, the message is marked as “stale”—it is a
copy of a message previously received. However, if the
messages offers a lower cost estimate in its
accrued_cost field than the recorded cost in the
est_cost field, the lower cost is recorded. This has the
effect that if a copy of a previously received message
subsequently arrives by means of a shorter path, the
shorter path is recorded.

D.  Message Origination and Relaying

When a node wishes to send a message to a destination
for which the cost to the target is known, it transmits a
message with the msg_type field set to M_DATA, specify-
ing the destination in the target_id field and the cost to
that destination in the remaining_value field.

Of the neighboring nodes that receive the message,
only those that can relay the message at a lower cost, as
indicated by their cost tables, will do so. Before a neigh-
boring node relays a message, it debits the
remaining_value field by one. As this process repeats,
the message “rolls downhill,” following an ever decreas-
ing gradient from the originator to the target.

At the same time, the message carries the originator of
the message in the origination_id field and the accu-
mulated relay cost since origination in the accrued_cost
field. Upon origination, the accrued_cost is set to 0.
Each node that receives the message increments the
accrued_cost field of the message and then updates its
cost table entry for the originating node based on this
information. If and when the message is relayed, it is re-
sent using the incremented accrued_cost. By this pro-
cess, any node that receives a message can update its cost
estimate for returning a message to the originating node,
whether or not the node is actively involved in relaying
the message.

E.  Reply Request

When a node wishes to send a message to another node
for which there is no entry in the cost table, it initiates a
“reply request” process. To do so, the originating node
transmits a message whose msg_type field is set to
M_REQUEST, specifying the destination in the target_id
field and initializing the remaining_value field to
default_request_cost. 

Relaying of the message proceeds much in the same
manner as for a M_DATA message, but with one important
exception: any node that receives an M_REQUEST message
will always relay the message the first copy of the mes-
sage it receives, unless the remaining_value field has
reached zero. As with an M_DATA message, the node will
increment the accrued_cost and decrement the
remaining_value fields of the message before relaying
the message. 

If a node receives a copy of a previously received mes-
sage, it will update its cost table entry for the originator
of the message if the copy represents a lower cost to the
originator, but the node will not relay the copy.

Two important things happen in the reply request pro-
cess. First, if the destination node is present anywhere in
the network (within a radius of default_request_cost),
it will receive the M_REQUEST message and initiate a
reply. Second, each node that receives the M_REQUEST
message establishes a cost estimate for returning a mes-
sage to the originator. Consequently, when the destina-
tion node responds to the originating node’s request, it
can use the more efficient M_DATA message to deliver the
reply.

TABLE 2 Cost Table Entry

target_id seq_# est_cost expiration



F.  Call and Response

GRAd is uses on demand  routing: none of the nodes
have any a priori knowledge of one another. Until a node
turns on its transmitter, its presence in the network is not
known to other nodes. The general rule for such networks
is “if you wish to be spoken to, you must first speak.”

The following two figures illustrate the Reply Request
process in an ad hoc network, in which Node A initiates a
request to Node B, and Node B subsequently responds. It
is assumed that initially none of the nodes in the network
have any knowledge about nodes A or B.

Fig. 1 shows the state of the network after the propaga-
tion of a Reply Request message from Node A to Node
B. The dashed circle around Node A shows the range of
an individual transmitter. Node A starts by transmitting a
Reply Request message with an accrued cost of 0 and a
target_id set to the ID of Node B. The two neighbors to A
each increment the accrued_cost field of the message,
record the fact that they are each one hop away from A,
and relay the message. This process continues until all
the nodes in the network have received and relayed the
Reply Request message.

By the time A’s Reply Request message has arrived at
node B, all of the intervening nodes in the network have
established a cost estimate for returning a message to A,
as shown by the numbers next to each node in Fig. 1.

When Node B receives the Reply Request message
from Node A, it responds by originating an “ordinary”
message with msg_type set to M_DATA, accrued_cost set
to 0, and remaining_cost set to 3, the known cost
required to reply to Node A. 

Referring to Fig. 2, when B transmits this message, the
neighboring nodes C and D lie within range and receive
the transmission. The cost table of C indicates that A is
two hops away, and since the message has an advertised
remaining_cost of three, node C should relay the mes-
sage after decrementing its remaining_cost. Node D, on

the other hand, is four hops away from node A, and since
it is unable to relay the message at a cost lower than the
remaining_cost advertised by the message, it drops the
message.

As the message is relayed towards A, intermediate
nodes also create entries for returning a message to node
B. Fig. 2 shows the state of the cost tables after the reply
has been received at Node A. Next to each node that par-
ticipated in the reply, the estimated cost for sending a
message to node A is shown to the left of the vertical bar,
the cost to node B is shown to the right.

In this example, nodes D and E received the message
from B, but did not actively participate in relaying it.
Nonetheless, by virtue of “overhearing” the message,
these nodes have established an estimated cost for send-
ing a message to Node B should the need ever arise.

G.  Route Repair

If any nodes in the network are mobile, the topology of
the network can change dynamically, rendering the indi-
vidual nodes’ cost estimates inaccurate. 

If the path between originator and target becomes
shorter, GRAd will automatically compensate for the
change by “skipping over” one or more intervening
nodes, and the revised cost estimates will be reflected in
the participating nodes’ cost tables after a single call and
response pair of messages.

In the event that the path become longer, or intervening
nodes change their positions, there is the possibility that
the originator’s cost estimate no longer has sufficient
“potential” to reach the target destination.

GRAd uses end-to-end acknowledgments. If an
acknowledgment is not received within a fixed amount of
time, the originator can re-send the message, but this time
using a higher estimated cost to the destination in the
remaining_cost field of the message. This has the effect
that more intermediate nodes will participate in relaying
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the message towards its destination. As before, by the
time the message reaches its destination, all of the inter-
mediate nodes will have fresh cost estimates for returning
a message to the originator, so the destination node’s
acknowledgement will be able to follow an updated gra-
dient back to the originator.

If the first attempt to send a message with an increased
estimated cost fails to reach the destination, the originator
can repeat the process, incrementing the initial estimated
cost each time.

If, after several attempts, the message fails to reach the
destination, the originator can issue a new Reply Request
message to create fresh cost estimates from scratch.

H.  Implicit Acknowledgment

To reduce the number of redundant messages transmit-
ted, GRAd uses a variant of passive acknowledgment
called implicit acknowledgment. A message to be relayed
is stored in a MAC-level buffer while it awaits transmis-
sion. If a node overhears a neighbor relay a copy of that
same message, but at a lower remaining_cost, then the
node can assume that the neighbor has succeeded in
delivering the message closer to the destination than this
node can, therefore it can delete the message from the
MAC queue and cancel its transmission.

When the ultimate target node receives a message, it
re-transmits the message with a remaining_cost set to
zero. This has the effect of notifying any neighbors still
waiting to relay the message that the target has received
the message and that they may abandon their efforts.

III.  SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Performance of GRAd was simulated using Jasper[11],
an event driven network simulator. The main objectives
of the simulation were to characterize the performance of
GRAd as a function of transmitted packets and the
amount of mobility among the nodes in the network.

A.  Simulation Environment

Jasper provides detailed models for components of a
multi-hop, mobile, wireless ad hoc network.

The radio modelled by Jasper emulates an FM or
spread-spectrum radio, such as would be used in a wire-
less local area network, operating in an urban or dense
office environment. In the absence of other transmis-
sions, a transmitter/receiver pair has a nominal range of
250 meters. Transmit power falls off as the cube of the
distance, and a receiver can acquire lock on a transmitter
if the signal to interference ratio exceeds 10db. Once
locked, a receiver can hold lock as long as the signal to
interference ratio exceeds 6db. During reception of a

packet, if the signal to interference ratio drops below 6db,
the packet is marked as corrupted. The bit rate of the
transmitter is 2Mb/sec. 

GRAd’s MAC layer uses a technique of carrier sense
with exponential back off: when a node wishes to trans-
mit a packet, it first waits for a random interval between
Tb and 2Tb seconds. At the end of that time, if the carrier
sense detects that the local airwaves are in use, it doubles
the value of Tb (up to an upper limit) and waits again. If
the airwaves are free, it halves the value of Tb (down to a
lower limit) and transmits the packet. If the MAC trans-
mit buffer becomes empty, Tb is reset to its minimum
value.

Mobility and traffic models were chosen to emulate
those described in [1]. Fifty nodes in a 1500m×300m
arena travel according to the random waypoint  algorithm:
each node travels towards randomly chosen locations
within the arena at random speeds (evenly distributed
between 0 and 20m/sec.). After reaching its destination,
the node pauses for a fixed amount of time before setting
out for its next randomly chosen location. The pause time
is varied from 0 seconds for continuous motion to 900
seconds in which case the nodes are stationary for the
duration of the simulation.

Traffic is generated by constant bit rate  (CBR) sources,
randomly chosen among the 50 nodes. Each CBR source
targets a randomly chosen destination among the remain-
ing 49 nodes. A CBR source generates four 64 byte pack-
ets per second. The load on the network is controlled by
the changing number of CBR sources. In the tests, 10, 20,
30 and 40 CBR sources were used to generate traffic. 

Messages from the CBR source sit in a queue until a
route is discovered. To prevent indefinite buffering, mes-
sages are dropped if they remain in the queue for over 30
seconds.

Entries in cost tables are set to time out if not updated
within four seconds.

In the simulation, a target sends a 32 byte acknowledg-
ment to the CBR source once every two seconds. This
acknowledgement message has the dual effect of notify-
ing the CBR source that messages are reaching the target,
but more importantly, it refreshes the path from the CBR
to the target.

Each test was run for 900 simulated seconds and the
results were averaged over ten consecutive runs in order
to account for different network topologies. 

B.  Evaluation and Discussion

As in [2], three key performance metrics are evaluated:
(i) Packet Delivery Fraction—the ratio of data packets
successfully delivered to those originated; (ii) the Aver-
age Latency—the measure of the total end-to-end delay



in delivering a packet to a destination; (iii) Normalized
Routing Load—the ratio of the total number of packets
transmitted by any node to the number of packets suc-
cessfully delivered to the destination2.

Fig. 3 shows the Packet Delivery Fraction as a function
of pause time and for different numbers of CBR sources.
As can be seen from the graph, GRAd is nearly impervi-
ous to variable mobility—the percentage of good packets
delivered remains essentially constant as the pause time
changes. 

GRAd is robust in the face of changing topology
because it enlists multiple neighboring nodes to relay
messages from one place to another. If one node moves
out of place, other nodes are often available to relay the
packet without resorting to rebuilding the route.

Fig. 4 shows the average end-to-end latency for suc-
cessfully delivered packets. In GRAd, latency remains
under 7 milliseconds, even under conditions of high
mobility and load. By contrast, [2] reports end-to-end
delays of more than 100 milliseconds, and as high as one
second for heavily loaded networks. It must be pointed
out that is not an exact comparison: in [2], packet size
was 512 bytes and the radio is simulated using a different
path loss model.

In any practical implementation, GRAd is still likely to
show small latencies since it avoids the RTS/CTS link to
link handshake used in other protocols.

However, there is a price to pay for the “fast and loose”
routing approach used by GRAd. Fig. 5 shows the rout-
ing load for various pause times and CBR sources.

As Fig. 5 shows, for every one data packet received at
the ultimate destination, between six and eight packets
have been transmitted. Some of these “extra” packets are
inevitable, for example, if a path requires two hops from
source to destination, this will be recorded as a routing
load of two. A destination node always sends an implicit
acknowledgment notification, as described in Section
II(H), which contributes to the load. Relatively few of the
overhead packets are Reply Request messages, even in
scenarios with high mobility3. The majority of the over-

2. Note that in [2], the Normalized Routing Node 
counts the ratio of network control packets to all 
delivered packets. In the tests described here, all 
transmitted packets—data and control—are included 
in the numerator.
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head packets are due to multiple neighbors attempting to
relay the same packet. A consequence of this overhead is
that GRAd networks exhibit more congestion than other
network algorithms for the same offered load. 

C.  Effects of MAC layer

In any ad hoc network, there is no centralized control to
control access to the airwaves, so nodes depend upon the
MAC mechanism to cooperatively share the airwaves.
GRAd, in particular, taxes the MAC layer since multiple
neighboring nodes will attempt to relay a message soon
after receiving it. It was therefore suspected that perfor-
mance of GRAd would be sensitive to the choice of
MAC layer. 

The 802.11 MAC layer [4] is considerably more “fair”
than GRAd’s simple carrier sense and exponential back
off approach described in section III(A). In the 802.11
approach, the MAC layer implements a countdown timer
which is initialized to a random duration proportional to
an exponential back off constant. The timer counts down
only when the local airwaves are clear. When the timer
expires, the MAC layer transmits the packet. This
approach more evenly distributes air time to neighboring
nodes. 

The tests were run for 10 CBR sources using the
802.11 MAC layer and compared against the same tests
using the GRAd MAC layer—the results are shown in
Fig. 6. It is interesting to note that there was little effect
on the overall performance of GRAd using two substan-
tially different MAC layers.

D.  Disabling Route Repair

Section II(G) describes GRAd’s mechanism for Route
Repair: if the receiver fails to receive a packet from a
sender within the expected period of time, it sends a reply
to the sender with an increased remaining_cost.

To gain insights to the effectiveness of the route repair
mechanism, the tests were run with route repairs dis-
abled: if the network topology changed so an originator
no longer reached its destination (more accurately, if an
originator stopped receiving packets from its destina-
tion), the entries in the cost table would time out and the
originator would start a new Reply Request process.

Fig. 7 shows the effects of disabling the Route Repair
mechanism. The packet delivery fraction drops almost
insignificantly, but somewhat surprisingly, the average
latency and routing load are both improved. 

3. In a typical test with 10 sources and 0 second pause 
time, only 2.5% of all messages transmitted were 
M_REQUEST messages.
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IV.  CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE WORK

The initial results of GRAd are encouraging, but there
are a number unanswered questions whose answers may
give insights to the operation of GRAd and suggest areas
for improvement.

A.  Better Quantitative Comparison

The ns-2 simulator [3] has been extended as described
in [1] and used extensively to test various ad hoc wireless
routing protocols in [1][2][6]. Although Jasper has been
written to test GRAd using similar test conditions,
dependable comparisons can only be made if GRAd is
tested using ns-2. Work is underway to implement GRAd
in ns-2.

B.  Hardware Implementation

Despite attempts to simulate the physical characteris-
tics of the environment, “there’s nothing like the real
thing,” and plans are underway to build a network of
wireless nodes as a test bed in order to characterize the
performance of GRAd in real-world conditions.

C.  More intelligent routing

Throughout this paper, the term “cost” has been used to
mean “number of hops,” but metrics other than the num-
ber of hops are possible. For example, a node can charge
a higher cost for relaying a message if it notices that its
local airwaves are becoming congested, or if its local
topology is changing rapidly. The higher relay cost will
cause messages to flow around the node if there are other
nodes that can relay at a lower cost.

To generalize, in a multi-hop wireless network, the
only real choice a node can make is whether or not to
relay a message that it has received, and if so, when to
relay it. As suggested in [8], it may be useful to structure
the problem of routing as a set of software agents resid-
ing in the nodes and in the messages; the agents decide
what should be relayed and when. The network can then
be viewed as a series of activation  and inhibition  func-
tions, the former causing a message to be transmitted, the
latter preventing it.

D.  Preferred Neighbors

GRAd and AODV share many traits, including on-
demand route discovery and updating reverse path infor-
mation as a message is relayed from one node to next.
GRAd permits any neighbor to participate in relaying a
message, AODV insists upon a particular neighbor. A
compromise between these two approaches shows some
promise: A relaying node advertises a cost for relaying a
message (a la GRAd) and suggests a preferred neighbor
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to do the relaying (a la AODV). If that neighbor is not
observed to relay the message within a certain amount of
time, then non-preferred neighbors may attempt to relay
the message. This approach could reduce some of the
routing overhead observed in GRAd while still maintain-
ing robustness in dynamically changing networks.

E.  Functional Addressing

The broadcast nature of GRAd’s Reply Request
encourages functional addressing, in which a node ini-
tiates an M_REQUEST message containing a predicate
rather than a specifying a fixed target ID. The predicate is
a piece of software that embodies a query such as “Are
you a color printer?,” “Are you a gateway to a wired net-
work?,” or “Are you an ARP server?” Each receiving
node evaluates the predicate and sends a reply to the
requestor if the predicate evaluates to be true. If the
requestor receives multiple replies, it can choose the
reply that offers the lowest accrued_cost (i.e. is topo-
logically closest) or that best satisfies some other applica-
tion specific criteria.

F.  Per-Session Addressing

In GRAd, routes are created on demand, entries in cost
tables are short lived and persist only for the duration of a
dialog between two nodes. The identities of the interme-
diate nodes are not required for passing messages. This
opens the possibility of per-session addressing , in which
an originating and replying nodes choose network IDs at
random to be used for the duration of a session.

The space of IDs can be made large enough so the
chance of two nodes choosing the same ID is insignifi-
cant. 

Per-session addressing offers two advantages. The first
is security: by changing its advertised address for each
session, a node gains some measure of anonymity and
protection against malicious eavesdroppers.

Second, manufacturing costs are reduced since network
IDs don’t need to be assigned and individually burned in
at the time of manufacturing.

V.  CONCLUSION

GRAd offers a new approach to ad hoc, on-demand
routing. Rather than sending unicast packets, it exploits
local broadcasting to contact multiple neighboring nodes.
Messages descend a cost gradient from originator to des-
tination without needing to identify individual intermedi-
ate nodes. Cost functions are updated opportunistically as
messages are passed from one node to the next. 

Through simulation, the performance of GRAd has
been tested and characterized under a variety of load and

mobility conditions. The results of the tests show that
GRAd exhibits very low end-to-end packet delays and
offers good immunity to rapidly changing topologies.
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Reliable Wireless Networks for
Industrial Systems

Mesh Network Topology Developed at MIT’s Media Lab 
Exhibits Superior Reliability Over Traditional Wireless Systems
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E n h a n c i n g  P r o d u c t s  t h r o u g h  C o n n e c t i v i t y

T e c h n i c a l  W h i t e  P a p e r



Wireless systems for industry have mostly used

“cellular phone” style radio links, using Point-

to-Point or Point-to-Multipoint transmission.

Research at MIT’s Media Lab in Cambridge,

Massachusetts conclusively proved that traditional

wireless formats have substantial liabilities in

industrial applications: rigid structure, meticulous

planning requirements, and dropped signals. 

In contrast, wireless mesh networks are multi-

hop systems in which devices assist each other 

in transmitting packets through the network,

especially in adverse conditions. They can be

dropped in place ad hoc with minimal preparation

and provide a reliable, flexible system that can 

be extended to thousands of devices.
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The Potential of Wireless

Factory communication wiring can easily have an installed cost of $5-10 per foot.
What if expensive communication wiring could be replaced with reliable 
wireless links? 

Productivity programs demand more and more information from smart devices.
What if industrial gear could gain more local intelligence by sharing information
with nearby sensors? 

More and more maintenance systems require remote data acquisition. What if you
could continually monitor the condition of all the equipment on your factory
floor, not locating failures after the fact, but predicting them before they happen?

Eliminate Cable

An obvious problem that can be addressed with wireless solutions is simple wire
replacement, where the radio frequency (RF) communication link emulates wire in
an existing system. No changes are made to the system architecture. Rather, wire-
less links are used to transmit the same data that the physical wire once carried.

Consider an instrument connected by a serial cable to a control panel using
Modbus as a communication protocol. Wireless RF links can replace the serial
cable as the physical layer to carry Modbus packets back and forth, requiring no
physical changes to the instrument, the control panel or the underlying software
architecture. 

The serial cable is taken away, and a wireless transceiver is physically connected to
the serial port at both the instrument and at the control panel. Neither the control
panel nor the instrument can tell that it is not using a cable.

The labor required to run this cable and conduit is not cheap. Installation cost is a
growing concern for designers and facility managers, and labor rates continue to
rise in most parts of the world.

So the benefits of wireless are fairly obvious: Expensive cabling has been eliminated.
If these cables were in a hazardous environment such as a chemical processing
plant, they would have to be isolated from potential contact with chemicals and
placed inside conduit run through concrete walls to reach the instrumentation
deployed throughout the plant. 

Speed Up Installation, Reconfiguration and Expansion

Another benefit of wireless is the speed of deployment. Wired systems can take
days or weeks to be properly installed, isolated and commissioned. Wireless net-
works require only the end points to be installed, saving hours or days for each
instrument installed. Other instruments can be added as required without the need
for expensive, disruptive cabling and labor. 
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A further benefit of the wireless system is the ease of reconfiguration and expansion.
If there is need for a plant expansion, or relocation of instruments, there is no
expensive conduit to be moved or added. If the instruments to be connected to the
control panel need to be placed on mobile equipment, such as the mobile batch
containers found in bio-tech, pharmaceutical and other specialty chemical installa-
tions, wireless offers an attractive solution.

“What if Radios and Microprocessors Were Free?”

This was the question that spurred Robert Poor to launch the MIT wireless mesh
research project in 1997. There is a larger implication of simple, affordable wireless
technology: The fact that billions of smart devices in businesses, factories, homes
and vehicles can be transformed by the addition of wireless communications. We
have already seen the staggering impact of the Internet since the mid 1990’s, and
there are far more embedded devices than people or PC’s. As more and more
devices are equipped with wireless links, an important revolution is underway. 

But Has Wireless Really Been That Easy?

So far, using wireless systems to replace common links like serial cables seems easy.
If only it were so straightforward! Users who have tried previously available wireless
systems have a common list of complaints: 

1 RF links are not as dependable as wires. Anyone who has used a cell phone,
portable radio or CB knows first-hand about RF links. The signal is con-
stantly changing as conditions change between the two points.

2 Expanding or moving an RF point is not always as easy as claimed, because
a new position on the network may be out of range of the control point for
the wireless network. This control point is commonly placed at the control
panel in an industrial application. 

3 Wireless installers sometimes offer assistance of professional technicians who
perform RF site surveys to determine control points for the wireless net-
work based on planned coverage areas. While useful, this adds highly skilled
labor back into the installation cost and doesn’t address ease of reconfigura-
tion or expansion. 

4 Some installations require additional wireless control points (sometimes
referred to as wireless access points) in addition to the control panel.
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These problems are evident when you try to talk on a cellular phone:

• Signals appear and disappear simply because you move your phone six inches

• You can hear the other person, but they can’t hear you

• Calls get “Dropped” and require re-connection

• Problems are compounded by reflections inside of buildings (multipath)

• Interference from other RF sources garbles reception

• There has to be a cell tower nearby – cell phones can’t directly call each other

• If too many phones are in use, the system is “busy” and calls can’t get through

This is a very serious set of problems to face when reliability is of prime impor-
tance. So despite the increasing popularity of IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN (Local
Area Network) systems and the promise of Bluetooth systems, wireless communi-
cation has yet to be widely adopted in industrial applications. And while wireless
systems seem like an obvious solution for industrial applications, in reality the cure
can be worse than the disease. Solutions based on these standards were not
designed with the industrial environment in mind. Industrial users need a network
architecture that takes the unique challenges of the industrial environment into
account. 

The ARBORNET research team at MIT Media Lab examined embedded wireless
solutions for smart devices from 1997 to 2001, led by Robert Poor. The resulting
thesis, Embedded Networks: Pervasive, Low-Power, Wireless Connectivity conclud-
ed that traditional “cell phone” style wireless systems were simply inadequate for
industrial applications, and could never gain widespread acceptance in their current
form, but that a fresh approach was needed and, ultimately, was identified. 

This new approach had to have the following characteristics:

1 The network should not require sophisticated planning or site mapping to
achieve reliable communications. That adds specialized, expensive labor to
the installation.

2 Human intervention should not be necessary for the network to move a
packet from one end to the other. The network should figure this out by
itself.

3 All devices must be able to transmit from where they are right now, and not
have to be moved.

4 Nobody uses wireless for “fun,” only for pragmatic reasons – namely lower
cost and ease of installation. If it’s not easier and less expensive than copper,
then the promise of wireless will never materialize.

5 The network error rate should be below acceptable levels, as defined by 
the customer.
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Control & Sensing Networks versus Data Networks

To understand why standard wireless networks do not work well for industrial
applications, it is important to distinguish between control and sensing networks
versus data networks. 

Wireless data networks are primarily designed to link together computers, PDAs,
printers, Internet access points, etc. where large amounts of data are sent both
directions. 

In data networks, the emphasis is on speed: faster is better.  The design and evolu-
tion of 802.11 networks is a good example. 802.11b, one of the first wireless LAN
standards to be widely adopted, connects devices at up to 11 Mbps. One of the 
latest updates to this standard, 802.11a, will allow for data speeds up to 54 Mbps,
enabling more rapid downloads of music and video files by end-users.

But wireless networks for industrial control and sensing, above all, must be reliable,
adaptable, and scalable. Because industrial sensors send only a few of bits of data
per second or minute, providing information like temperature, pressure and flow,
data rates of 11 Mbps or even 54 Mbps are rarely needed. Although speed is often
the focus for data networks, the primary design objectives for industrial control
and sensing networks are reliability, adaptability and scalability.

Essential Wireless Requirements 
of Industrial Environments

Requirement #1: Reliability

For most industrial applications, reliability is crucial: wireless systems must be just
as reliable as traditional copper wire. Depending on the application, garbled or
dropped data can result in anything from a disruptive glitch to a devastating failure.

Three factors determine the signal reliability between a radio transmitter and receiver: 

1 Path loss

2 RF interference

3 Transmit power 

Consider a conversation between two people. Path loss corresponds to how muted
one person’s voice becomes, due to distance or obstacles between them. The listener
will have a hard time understanding the speaker if they are too far away or talking
through a closed door. 
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RF interference corresponds to ambient noise: it will be difficult for the listener 
to understand the speaker in a noisy environment. Many other factors—including
receiver sensitivity and data encoding technique—affect the reliability of a link.
However, between a given radio transmitter and receiver, the path loss, interfer-
ence, and transmit power determine the bit error rate.

The problems of path loss or interference can be overcome by moving closer to the
listener or by shouting loud enough to be heard. In the wireless world, this corre-
sponds to repositioning radios or by transmitting with a higher power. 

Unfortunately, neither of these are generally viable options. Increasing the transmit
power creates a situation similar to people shouting over loud music at a party. A
sophisticated antenna design that directs the RF signal towards the receiving radio
might help. But this is much like using a megaphone to shout at the listener. It
does improve the path loss situation, but may fail if the listener or the megaphone
moves.

Requirement #2: Adaptability

The network should adapt to the existing environment. The environment should
not have to be altered to make the system “wireless ready.” 

If you need a wireless link between a tank level sensor and a data logger, it is not
practical to relocate the tank or the data logger just to create a reliable connection.
In fact, a wireless link may be unsuitable for connecting tank level sensors and
data collection points in pre-existing structures, as these are often immovable
objects. If cables were already being used for this, more wire could always be run,
though at a prohibitive cost.

In the wireless world, the network should integrate seamlessly with the environ-
ment. A key attribute of a good wireless network is that daily work activities and
the facility layout are not a concern. 

You never want to ask someone to move in order to hear them speak more clearly.
Likewise, repositioning radios and equipment in order to increase communication
reliability is not always a realistic option.

Requirement #3: Scalability

Any network, wired or wireless, should scale gracefully as the number of endpoints
increases. Scalability is one of the attractions of fieldbuses over hard-wired “home
run” systems: once the trunk line is in place, adding new devices is relatively easy.
In many multi-drop networks, adding a new device is as simple as wiring the
device directly into the network cable or a termination block at one end of the
network. Eliminating the need to “home run” wire the new device back to the
control panel has reduced wiring.

In a wireless system, all devices on the network share the airwaves. Simply trans-
mitting with more power can increase the reliability of a single transmit / receive
pair, but as soon as multiple devices share the airwaves, this approach may actually
decrease overall reliability. 
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It’s not unlike being in a large, noisy restaurant where people are speaking loudly
to be heard and no one can understand anyone else. Similarly, transmitting with
more power in order to increase reliability is not consistent with building scalable
networks that support numerous endpoints.

Wireless Formats

Point-to-Point Links

Sometimes referred to as a “wireless bridge”, a point-to-point link serves as a
replacement for a single communication cable. A point-to-point link might be
used to connect a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) to a remote monitoring
station as shown in Figure 1 below.

F I G U R E  1 :  P O I N T - T O - P O I N T  L I N K

Point-to-point links can communicate reliably as long as the two endpoints are
located sufficiently close to one another to escape the effects of RF interference and
path loss. If a reliable connection is not initially achieved, it is sometimes possible
to relocate the radios or boost the transmit power to achieve the desired reliability.

Point-to-Multipoint Links

Point-to-multipoint wireless systems, such as those based on IEEE 802.11 or
Bluetooth, have one base station or access point which controls communication
with all of the other wireless nodes in the network. Also referred to as a “hub and
spoke” or “star” topology, this architecture has similarities to wired “home run”
systems, in which all the signals converge on a single terminal block. A point-to-
multipoint example is shown in Figure 2.
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F I G U R E  2 :  P O I N T - T O - M U L T I P O I N T  N E T W O R K

Signals in point-to-multipoint networks converge at a single access point. The 
reliability of these networks is set by the quality of the RF link between the central
access point and each endpoint. 

In industrial settings, it can be hard to find a location for an access point that pro-
vides dependable communication with each endpoint. Moving an access point to
improve communication with one endpoint will often degrade communication
with other endpoints. 

While it may be possible to wire together multiple access points in order to
improve reliability, the cost of additional wiring can defeat the original reasons 
for choosing a wireless solution.

Wireless Mesh Networks

This wireless mesh network topology for industrial control and sensing, developed
by the MIT Media Lab and produced by the Ember Corporation
(www.ember.com) is a “point-to-point-to-point” or “peer-to-peer” system called 
an ad hoc, multi-hop network. A patent was granted for this technology, United
States Patent number 6,028,857.

A node can send and receive messages, but in a mesh network, a node also functions
as a router and can relay messages for its neighbors. Through this relaying process,
a packet of wireless data will find its way to its ultimate destination, passing
through intermediate nodes with reliable communication links. An example of a
mesh network appears in Figure 3.

Computer

PLC

Base Station
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F I G U R E  3 :  W I R E L E S S  M E S H  N E T W O R K

There are some important things to notice in this figure:

1 The resemblance to a map of the Internet is not entirely coincidental. Like
the Internet and other router-based communication networks, a mesh network
offers multiple redundant communication paths throughout the network. 

2 If a single node fails for any reason (including the introduction of strong
RF interference), messages will automatically be routed through alternate
paths.

3 In a mesh network, the distance between wireless nodes can be shortened,
which dramatically increases the link quality between nodes. If you reduce
distance by a factor of two, the resulting signal is at least four times more
powerful at the receiver. This makes links more reliable without increasing
transmitter power in the individual nodes. 

More Nodes = Greater Reliability

Notice the addition of freestanding “repeater” nodes in the middle of the network.
In a mesh network, it is possible to extend distance, add redundancy, and improve
the general reliability of the network simply by adding repeater nodes. 

PLC

Computer
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Mesh = Self-Configuring

A network should not need a person to tell it how to get a message to its destina-
tion. A mesh network is self-organizing and does not require manual configuration.
Because it is both self-configuring and self-healing, adding new gear or relocating
existing gear is as simple as plugging in a wireless node and turning it on. The net-
work discovers the new node and automatically incorporates it into the network
without the need for a system administrator.

A mesh is not only inherently reliable, it is also highly adaptable. If your tank level
sensor and data logger are placed too far apart for a solid RF communication link,
you just lay down one or more repeater nodes to fill gaps in the network. 

Mesh = Self-Healing

On the Internet, if one router goes down, messages are sent through an alternate
path by other routers. Similarly, if a device in a mesh network fails, messages are
sent around it via other devices. Loss of one or more nodes does not necessarily
affect its operation. A mesh network is self-healing because human intervention 
is not necessary for re-routing of messages.

Mesh = Redundant

The actual meaning of “redundancy” in the real-world is a matter of degree and
must be carefully specified. In a mesh network, the degree of redundancy is essentially
a function of node density. A mesh network can be deliberately “over-designed”
simply by adding extra nodes, so that each device has two or more paths for sending
data. This is a much simpler way of obtaining redundancy than is possible in most
other types of systems.

Mesh = Scalable to Thousands of Nodes

A mesh is also scalable, and can handle hundreds or thousands of nodes. Since the
operation of the network does not depend upon a central control point, adding
multiple data collection points or gateways is convenient.

It is clear that reliability, adaptability and scalability are the most important attrib-
utes of a wireless network for industrial control and sensing applications. Point-to-
point networks can provide reliability, but don’t scale to handle more than one pair
of endpoints. Point-to-multipoint networks can handle more endpoints, but the
reliability is determined by the placement of the access point and the endpoints. 

If environmental conditions result in poor reliability, it is difficult or impossible to
adapt a point-to-multipoint network to increase the reliability. By contrast, mesh
networks are inherently reliable, adapt easily to environmental or architectural con-
straints, and can scale to handle thousands of endpoints. These attributes are sum-
marized in Table 1 below:
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Topology Reliability Adaptability Scalability

Point-to-Point High Low None (2 endpoints)

Point-to-Multipoint Low Low Moderate (7-30 endpoints)

Mesh Networks High High Yes (1000s of endpoints)

T A B L E  1 :  S U I T A B I L I T Y  I N  I N D U S T R I A L  A P P L I C A T I O N S

Real Industrial Applications of 
Wireless Mesh Networks

Wire replacement

At the beginning of this paper, an example of wireless serial link replacement was
given. This is most commonly done with point-to-point or point-to-multipoint
technology, but mesh networks still provide complete transparency. The network
does not know that copper has been replaced with an RF link, but the mesh net-
work is inherently more reliable, more adaptable, and scalable.

Distributed Control

A specific opportunity for wireless, multi-hop, mesh networks is in distributed
control systems. There has been a trend in recent years to place more intelligence
throughout the control system. The IEEE 1451 standard Smart Transducer
Interface for Sensors and Actuators is evidence of this. Distributed intelligence is
naturally served better by wireless multi-hop mesh networks, which do not require
a central control topology. 

The control of the wireless system is distributed throughout the network, allowing
intelligent peers to communicate directly to other points on the network without
having to be routed through some central point.

Modular distributed control systems are easier to install and maintain. Since more
of the system logic is at the instrument or sub-system level, clusters of instruments
can interact and make local decisions. This is often done with small PLCs, which
gather information from nearby instruments or sensors and then provide process-
ing power and decision making for this local instrument cluster. These clusters can
then be connected as a group back into the main control system. The result is a
less complex installation because individual instruments and points do not have to
be directly connected to the main control panel.
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Is Distributed Control Cheaper to Maintain?

Proponents insist that modular control systems are easier and less costly to main-
tain. The rationale is that highly modular control systems enable localized decision
making, which results in faster isolation of problems within the system. These
problems can usually be diagnosed back to a single instrument cluster, allowing
engineers and maintenance staff to focus their attention on one area of the system. 

Fast problem solving means less downtime when something goes wrong. Likewise,
when the system is operational, local decision making by intelligent instruments
and small PLCs identifies problems before they impact the entire system and cause
bigger problems. 

Finally, these modular sub-systems can be replaced or upgraded without affecting
the entire system. These many factors make systems much cheaper and easier to
operate and maintain.

Matching multi-hop, wireless mesh communication with distributed control facilitates
a whole new dimension of interactions between sensors or sensor clusters. 

Sensors can now communicate directly to other devices on the network. This
topology allows a tank level sensor to communicate directly with nearby valves,
alerting them to open or close to prevent an overflow situation. Monitoring equip-
ment could take readings from sensors without having to directly access the sensor
with wired connections. This is useful in calibration and troubleshooting.

Diagnostic Monitoring

A third area of application for wireless, multi-hop, mesh networks is in the diag-
nostic monitoring of devices. This monitoring can occur outside the normal 
control loop and wireless communication can be sent to notify the system user of
any abnormal operation of the device. Take for instance the schematic of a sensor
control loop shown in figure 4 below:

F I G U R E  4 :  S C H E M A T I C  O F  T Y P I C A L  S E N S O R  C O N T R O L  L O O P

Process

Actuate

Sense

Diagnostic Monitoring
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In this control loop, an additional signal is extracted and analyzed during the
course of normal operation of the sensor. As the sensor operates, the signal is mon-
itored for abnormalities without affecting the sensor’s operation. If an abnormal
signal or trend is observed, an alert is triggered. 

The beauty of using a wireless link for on-board monitoring and alert is that the
monitoring link remains independent of the control loop. By using a wireless,
multi-hop mesh network, data can be routed dynamically to similar wireless
devices. Surrounding devices can respond to the alert from the failing device, even
as the alert is being sent to maintenance personnel.

Another benefit of wireless is that maintenance personnel can directly connect to
the diagnostic output of the sensor, without running wires. This can eliminate a
huge task in the case of a tank level sensor in a large storage tank, or a temperature
probe at the top of a tower stack at a chemical refinery.

In a wireless, multi-hop mesh network, a user can get that data via any wireless
node on the network.

By using a diagnostic device with additional processing power (such as a laptop
computer, handheld computer, handheld diagnostic device), maintenance personnel
can check on configuration and other information about any node on the network.
This information is a valuable tool for checking and verifying sensor operation
when questionable data is received from a sensor through its primary control loop.

Case Study: Water Treatment

To validate wireless mesh networks in challenging industrial environments, Ember
Corporation deployed a system in a water treatment plant. The environment was
typical of such facilities, with significant wireless environment hurdles such as thick
reinforced concrete walls segmenting giant tanks of water with large numbers of
metal pipes running between tanks (Figure 5).

F I G U R E  5 :  T Y P I C A L  WA T E R  T R E A T M E N T  FA C I L I T Y
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The goal was to connect the instruments in the pipe gallery back to the control
panel located in the control room on the third floor of the water filtration plant. 
A look below at figure 6 provides a geographical representation of the 
instrumentation topology.

F I G U R E  6 :  S C H E M A T I C  O F  I N S T R U M E N T  L O C A T I O N S

Figure 6 shows the approximate locations of eight instruments in the large pipe
gallery along with four instruments in the small pipe gallery. The control room was
located on the third floor of an attached concrete building. 

Before wireless communication, a data collection PC in the control room commu-
nicated with process instruments over a RS-485 serial bus. The first step in 
converting this system to wireless networking was to replace this computer’s bus
connection with a wireless networking card connected to its serial port. 

Each process instrument also had bus connections replaced with wireless network-
ing cards, which self-configured on power-up and began attempting to send data
to the control room. After all 12 instruments had wireless cards installed, it was
possible to analyze the RF network traffic and determine where link reliability was
below standards. 

These areas included spots where RF signals had to pass through reinforced con-
crete walls and where a single link spanned two flights of metal stairs. Improving
these RF links was a simple matter of dropping down additional RF relay points.
This step was made possible by the network’s lack of a central wireless control
point and each node’s ability to cooperatively relay packets on behalf of its neighbors.

After these “repeater” nodes were placed, the network was complete.

Control room using PC for Modbus Monitoring

Large pipe gallery Small pipe galleryRepeater nodes 
on three floors
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Installed and Operating in Two Hours

Time for complete installation was under two hours - compared to approximately
twenty hours when each instrument had to be wired back to the control panel.
The software on the PC did not discern any difference in the wireless communica-
tion network versus the wired serial cable network. 

The wireless network exhibited less than 0.1% packet loss before any attempt was
made to re-send lost packets through the network. This was accomplished via the
mesh networking algorithms used by the wireless network. Neighboring nodes
cooperatively relay packets over the best RF link.

Conclusion

Daily experience with some of the challenges of wireless consumer products, uni-
versity research, and the commercial industry’s slow adoption of wireless for use in
enterprise applications, are indicators that products based on point-to-point and
point-to-multipoint topologies are not well suited for use industrial enterprise
communication.

Multi-hop mesh technology, however, is inherently reliable, redundant, and can be
extended to include thousands of devices. Real-world examples cited in this paper
demonstrate that mesh networks can be installed in hours instead of days or weeks
and that these networks are highly dependable.

Wireless mesh networks now meet the objectives originally defined by the MIT
ARBORNET team:

1 The network does not require sophisticated planning and site mapping to
achieve reliable communications. There is no need for specialized, expensive
labor to complete the installation.

2 The network is self-configuring, and does not require the assistance of 
a network specialist just to send a packet from one end to the other.

3 All devices are able to transmit from where they are originally, and do not
have to be moved. A weak signal or “dead zone” can be fixed simply by
dropping a repeater node in place.

4 Compared to the cost of specialized knowledge that’s required to install 
traditional wireless systems, or the cost of point-to-point copper wiring and
conduit, mesh is must less expensive. We are now closer to realizing the real
potential of wireless smart devices.

5 The network error rate is very low (under 0.1% in the example cited above)
and can be further reduced if occasional re-transmits are allowed.
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Industrial systems can now benefit from a wireless format that satisfies the multiple
conflicting demands of redundancy, distributed communication, flexibility and
reliability.

Furthermore, flexible, self-configuring, self-healing networks are inherently less
expensive to install and maintain and the ideal of “free radios and microprocessors”
is closer than ever before. A significant barrier to low-cost connectivity has been
removed.

Further Steps

Ember Corporation is installing beta systems at a select number of industrial sites,
and will also be licensing wireless mesh technology to a select group of Original
Equipment Manufacturers in specific vertical markets. For consideration for instal-
lation or licensing, please contact Brent Hodges at 617.951.0200.
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A Conversation with Dr. Robert Poor, 
Founder and Chief Technology Officer, Ember Corporation

“I was two weeks away from pursuing an audio digital signal processing project 
for my Master’s thesis at MIT when I tore up the proposal and threw it away,” 
says Robert Poor, whose extensive work in acoustics already included design of the 
legendary sound system used by the Grateful Dead. “I was gripped by the deep
implications of a very simple question: What would happen if radios cost nothing
and microprocessor power cost nothing? Right then and there I decided I had to
pursue wireless networking.”

“I used to talk about networking simple devices like light switches and thermostats.
People would look at me like I had two heads. That was a really radical thing to be
talking about in the mid-‘90s. Now when I say that, people shrug their shoulders
and say “so what?”

Networking small amounts of data – sometimes as little as a few bits per hour – 
is an entirely different proposition than cramming megabytes through a computer
data network. “We had to completely throw away all our assumptions about net-
working, shatter the mold and start afresh,” he says.

“It used to be that if you wanted a reliable network, you’d hire an expert RF 
contractor with signal generators and spectrum analyzers. He’d take measurements
over time, charge you a boatload of money, give you a list of permissible access
points and node locations. Heaven help you if you ever need to move something.
What if you build a wall or move a filing cabinet? You have a “brittle” network
now. That isn’t what you want. What you want to do is decrease cost of connectiv-
ity. In the 802.11 world of wireless voice and data, it’s done expressly for mobility.
But in the industrial world, the mandate is simple: Get rid of wire.”

All the benefits of wireless are lost if: 1) it’s not dependable 2) it costs more than
laying wire, or 3) if it costs money to make minor change. “All of these things
must be true. And when you say “reliable,” I mean unimpeachably reliable.
Something that your own guys can deploy without experts.” 

He insists that reliability must be built in and cannot be tweaked by a human after
the fact. “What if your wireless transceiver is installed on a 2 ton tank, and it does-
n’t work? Are you gonna move the tank? Of course not. In a star topology, out of
range equals out of luck. We had to have something fundamentally different: Nodes
wherever dictated by application. If there’s not enough reception, just plunk down
some repeaters. More repeaters makes a better mesh. Plunk is the operative word.”

Poor explains that a mesh works because it circumvents all the common obstacles
to good radio transmission. “You need a good Signal to Noise Ratio, and environ-
mental noise from motors and arc welders is a constant enemy. Another enemy is
multipath, which is the RF equivalent of echo. If you can’t get closer to the source,
your only recourse is more power. But power doesn’t solve multipath. Worse yet,
imagine an oil field with 3000 valves. You don’t want everyone shouting!” 
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“The solution is a dense network, where nodes can relay data at low power, in a
multi-hop fashion, instead of turning up the power. When you go to a multi-hop
mesh, you can have thousands of devices, use small amounts of power, and eliminate
multipath and interference.”

The project began in computer simulation, but then caught the interest of DARPA
for military applications through their SensIT program – networks for battlefield
awareness. It also received interest from the MIT Media Lab for its commercial
potential. The MIT Media Lab is funded by a consortium of over 200 companies
who come through on a regular basis to see what projects have potential for their
designs. In academia, the mandate is “publish or perish” but in the Media Lab, it’s
“demo or die.” 

Andy Wheeler joined Robert Poor and played a significant part in developing
working hardware. “Wheeler built a robust mesh network for a microclimatology
experiment in Hawaii, for example. This whole project was never pie-in-the-sky, 
it was always grounded in reality. So by the time we started Ember, we’d already
been through 2 hardware revisions. The company that grew out of this, Ember
Corporation, has always had a thick streak of pragmatism right along side the
vision.”

Dr. Poor emphasizes practical results over starry-eyed idealism, and this is evident
in the success of the company’s installations as well as the demeanor of its staff.
“Companies on outside say how impressed they are with everyone who works here,
with their professionalism & enthusiasm.”

Even his approach to work itself has a guiding philosophy. “Life is short. We spend
most of our adult days going to work, at work, or recovering from work. With that
in mind, I think it’s a sin to squander a life on anything less than amazing. What a
company does for you had better be amazing. And it’s a funny thing, because that
ingredient is hard to quantify. But it has really put us in good stead, especially in
the tough economy. Ember is really fortunate to have a solid product, great people
and a team atmosphere. It’s infectious.”

Information contained in this document is subject to change without notice and is presented without express or implied warranty.
EmberNet and Ember are trademarks of Ember Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
Copyright 2002, Ember Corporation. All rights reserved.
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MICA: The Commercialization of Microsensor 
Motes 

Miniaturization, integration, and customization make it possible to combine sensing, 
processing, and communications to produce a smart, network-enabled wireless sensor. 
Here's how it works. 

Apr 1, 2002 
By: David Culler, U.C. Berkeley, Jason Hill, U.C. 
Berkeley, Mike Horton, Crossbow Technology, Inc., Kris 
Pister, U.C. Berkeley, Robert Szewczyk, U.C. 
Berkeley, Alec Woo, U.C. Berkeley 
Sensors 

 

New technology is changing the nature of sensors and the way they interface with data 
acquisition and control systems. Researchers at U.C. Berkeley have developed an open-
source hardware and software platform that combines sensing, communications, and 
computing into a complete architecture. The first commercial generation of this 
platform was dubbed the Rene Mote, and several thousand of these sensors have been 
deployed at commercial and research institutions worldwide to promote the 
development and application of wireless sensor networks.

The platform's development community is based on the open-source model, which has 
become well known with the increasingly popular Linux operating system. Most 
development work is done in the public domain, and it includes the hardware design 
and software source code. Users of the technology contribute their developments back 
to the community so that the base of code and hardware design grows rapidly. 
Although there's no official consortium, the current community includes U.C. 
Berkeley, U.C. Los Angeles, Intel Research Labs, Robert Bosch Corp., U.S. Air Force 
Research Labs, Crossbow Technology, and others.

To implement improvements based on feedback on the first few thousand wireless 
sensors deployed, U.C. Berkeley and the collaborating researchers devised a second-
generation platform. The platform is named MICA because its final electronic 
implementation resembles its silicate relative, which separates into thin mineral leaves. 
Likewise, the MICA electronic hardware is a series of thin processor/radio and sensor 
circuit cards sandwiched together to form an integrated wireless smart sensor. In the 
past, this integration wasn't possible, but advances in low-power CMOS wireless 
communications devices and MEMS sensors makes this possible.

Hardware Design of Wireless Sensors 
The basic MICA hardware now uses a fraction of a watt of power and consists of 
commercial components a square inch in size. But MICA's developers expect end users 
and OEMs to create many flavors of hardware to meet the needs of a variety of 
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applications. With advances in MEMS and low-power wireless technology, the plan is 
to more deeply integrate and customize versions of the hardware so that they can 
outperform current designs based on commercial components. Researchers have 
completed the basic hardware design, and Crossbow Technology has built several 
thousand units and distributed them to developers.

The hardware design consists of a small, low-power radio and processor board (known 
as a mote processor/radio, or MPR, board) and one or more sensor boards (known as a 
mote sensor, or MTS, board). The combination of the two types of boards form a 
networkable wireless sensor.

The MPR board includes a processor, radio, A/D converter, and battery. The processor 
is an ATMEL ATMEGA, but there are other processors that would meet the power and 
cost targets. The processor has 128 KB of flash memory and 4 KB of SRAM. In a 
given network, thousands of sensors could be continuously reporting data, creating 
heavy data flow. Thus, the overall system is memory constrained, but this characteristic 
is a common design challenge in any wireless sensor network.

 

Photo 1. The MICA processor and radio 
board includes an Atmel chip, which serves 
as the processor and runs the TinyOS. The 
board's 51-pin connector interfaces with the 
sensor boards. On the back side of the 
processor/radio board is a second 51-pin 
connector and the radio.  

Dealing with the tight memory constraint is 
given special consideration in the 
development of a software framework or 
operating system for MICA's MPR modules. 
The processor has three sleep modes: idle, 
which just shuts the processor off; power 
down, which shuts everything off except the 
watch-dog; and power save, which is similar 
to power-down, but leaves an asynchronous 
timer running. Power is provided by any 3 V 
power source, typically two AA batteries. 
Photo 1 shows a picture of the MICA 
hardware.

The radio is the most important component of the MPR module because it represents 
the real-world communication conduit. The hard real-time constraints encountered in 
dealing with the radio (and with the sensors) form a second challenge for the software 
running on the MICA. The radio consists of a basic 916 MHz ISM band transceiver, 
antenna, and collection of discrete components to configure the physical layer 
characteristics, such as signal strength and sensitivity. It operates in an ON/OFF key 
mode at speeds up to 50 Kbps. Control signals configure the radio to operate in either 
transmit, receive, or power-off mode. The radio contains no buffering, so each bit must 
be serviced by the processor in time.

 

Figure 1. The MICA processor/radio board 
has all the necessary electronic components 
to interface with a wide variety of sensors.  

The MPR modules contain various sensor 
interfaces, which are available through a 
small 51-pin connector that links the MPR 
and MTS modules. The interface includes an 
8-channel, 10-bit A/D converter; a serial 
UART port; and an I2C serial port. This 
allows the MPR module to connect to a 
variety of MTS sensor modules, including 
MTS modules that use analog sensors as well 
as digital smart sensors. The MPR module 
has a guaranteed unique, hard-coded 64-bit 
address, which is the Digital ID from Dallas 
Semiconductor. Figure 1 shows a block 
diagram of the MPR module.

Power consumption equates to battery life. 
Long battery life is desired, and in some applications, one to five years is required. The 
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processors, radio, and a typical sensor load consumes about 100 mW. This figure 
should be compared with the 30 µW draw when all components are in sleep mode. The 
overall system must embrace the philosophy of getting the work done as quickly as 
possible and then going into sleep mode. This is a third key constraint on the software 
design for wireless networked sensors.

The MTS sensor boards are easily designed and configurable. The only requirement is 
the use of the standard 51-pin connector and one of the three hardware interfaces (i.e., 
analog, UART digital, and I2C digital). The MTS boards currently include light/
temperature, two-axis acceleration, and magnetic sensors and 4–20 mA transmitters. 
Researchers are also developing a GPS board and a multisensor board that incorporates 
a small speaker and light, temperature, magnetic, acceleration, and acoustic 
(microphone) sensing devices. The MICA developer's community welcomes additional 
sensor board designs.

Apps  

There are many applications for 
wireless sensor networks. Some are 
new; others are traditional sensor 
applications that can be improved 
using wireless sensors. The overall 
list of applications includes: 
●     Physical security for military 
operations 
●     Environmental data collection 
●     Seismic monitoring 
●     Industrial automation 
●     Future consumer applications, 
including smart homes. 

Software and the TinyOS 
A considerable portion of the challenge faced 
by the developers of MICA devices is in the 
software embedded in the sensors. The 
software runs the hardware and network—
making sensor measurements, routing 
measurement data, and controlling power 
dissipation. In effect, it is the key ingredient 
that makes the wireless sensor network 
produce useful information.

To this end, a lot of effort has gone into the 
design of a software environment that 
supports wireless sensors. The result is a very 
small operating system named TinyOS, or 
Tiny Microthreading Operating System, 
which allows the networking, power 
management, and sensor measurement details to be abstracted from the core 
application development. The operating system also creates a standard method of 
developing applications and extending the hardware. Jason Hill of U.C. Berkeley 
authored the original open source operating system.

A good way to understand the TinyOS is to familiarize yourself with the design 
considerations and constraints that led to its creation and architecture. All of these 
considerations and complexities make it clear why an operating system like TinyOS is 
so valuable to the users and OEMs of wireless sensors.

Low-Power Modes and Small Physical Size. Long-term operation of wireless sensors 
places a premium on power. Battery size is the greatest single size constraint for the 
sensor in many situations. Most applications require three to five years of battery life. 
To achieve this level of performance, the software must execute all necessary functions 
quickly and then turn off the hardware.

Self-Configuration. Long, complex installation procedures destroy the benefit of 
wireless sensors. Installing a sensor should be as easy as gluing the unit to the point of 
measurement. This creates a software need for a self-configuring network.

Real-Time Requirements. A sensor network's primary mode of operation is to flow 
sensor information from place to place with some processing in between. There's little 
storage or buffer capacity on a wireless sensor because of size and cost considerations. 
Therefore, there's a lot of inbound and outbound traffic. Hard real-time constraints, 
especially in controlling radio communications, create the need for efficient multi-
threading.
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Figure 2. This is an example of a small network of 
wireless mote sensors, communicating light and 
temperature in a multi-hop route.  

Robust and Reliable Performance. 
Most wireless sensor networks will 
consist of numerous devices that are 
largely unattended. The attending 
engineer will expect them to be 
operational most of the time. To that 
end, the operating system on a 
single node or sensor should not 
only be robust but also able to 
continue functioning when other 
devices on the network fail. This 
will ensure that if one sensor or 
device should fail, the network or 
application is not jeopardized (see 
Figure 2).

Diversity in Design and Use. 
Networked wireless sensors will 
tend to be application specific rather 
than general purpose, and because 
of cost and size considerations, 
they'll carry only hardware and 
software actually needed for the application. With the wide range of potential 
applications, the variation in physical devices will likely be great. Therefore, the 
software components will require an unusual degree of efficiency and modularity. 
Those who use and manage these networks will need a generic development 
environment that allows them to construct specialized applications from a spectrum of 
devices without heavyweight interfaces.

The TinyOS provides a base framework and development environment that functions 
well under these extreme constraints of power, size, and cost. Additional software 
development can be done using the application developer to customize the distributed 
measurement application.

Bringing It All Together 
MICA developers and U.S. Air Force Research Labs used the new technology to create 
a wireless sensor network at the 29 Palms Marine base in southern California. Using 
the TinyOS, the Rene Mote hardware, and an MTS magnetic sensor board, they 
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deployed a real-world vehicle tracking application. An unmanned aircraft dropped 
about 30 wireless magnetic sensors along a road. The sensors were packaged in a thin 
layer of foam to protect them from the hard landing on the desert floor. Once safely on 
the ground, the sensors formed a wireless network and began looking for magnetic 
anomalies. As a vehicle passed by the sensors, they would detect the vehicle from its 
magnetic signature. As the vehicle continued along the network, the engineers were 
able to estimate the vehicle's speed and direction. The unmanned aircraft returned 
overhead to collect the data from the network and transmit them to the remote 
operation command headquarters. The entire development of the application, including 
the demonstration, took fewer than 60 days.

For Further Information 
The MICA community welcomes new application developers and sensor 
manufacturers. Additional information can be found at: 

●     MICA hardware 
●     TinyOS source code 
●     TinyOS and MICA sensors 

The Tiny OS 

This operating system consists of a tiny scheduler and a graph of components. A 
component has four interrelated parts: a set of command handlers, a set of event 
handlers, an encapsulated fixed-size frame, and a bundle of simple tasks (see 
Figure 3). Tasks, commands, and handlers execute in the context of the frame and 
operate on its state.

Tiny OS Key Facts

Software Footprint   3.4 KB 

Power Consumption on Rene 
Platform 
Transmission Cost: 1 µJ/bit 
Inactive State: 5 µA 
Peak Load: 20 mA 

Efficient Concurrency Support 
At peak load 50% CPU sleep 

Efficient Modularity 
Events propgate through stack <40 
µS 

To facilitate modularity, each component 
also declares the commands it uses and 
the events it signals. Commands are 
nonblocking requests made to lower-level 
components. Event handlers are invoked 
to deal with hardware events. Tasks 
perform the primary work for the 
application, but they can be pre-empted by 
events.

The task scheduler is a simple FIFO 
scheduler using a bounded size 
scheduling data structure. It's crucial that 
the scheduler is power aware. The TinyOS 
scheduler puts the processor to sleep 
when the tasks are complete.

Here is a pictorial example of a simple 
component and its function declarations:

Code Declarations:

/* Messaging Component Declarations */
//ACCEPTS:
char TOS_COMMAND(AM_send_msg)(int addr, int type, char* data);
void TOS_COMMAND(AM_power)(char mode);
char TOS_COMMAND(AM_init)();

//SIGNALS:
char AM_msg_rec(int type, char* data);
char AM_msg_send_done(char success);

//HANDLES:
char AM_TX_packet_done(char success);

http://www.sensorsmag.com/articles/0402/40/ (5 of 8)1/4/2007 2:50:08 PM
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char AM_RX_packet_done(char* packet);

//USES:
char TOS_COMMAND(AM_SUB_TX_packet)(char* data);
void TOS_COMMAND(AM_SUB_power)(char mode);
char TOS_COMMAND(AM_SUB_init)();

 

Figure 3. TinyOS structures the run-time software into 
components. Each component has state (component 
frame) and a bundle of tasks, commands, and handlers.  
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WIRELESS MICROSENSOR MOTE

MICA2DOT

MICA2DOT

The MICA2DOT Mote is a third
generation mote module used for
enabling low-power, wireless,
sensor networks.  The MICA2DOT
is similar to the MICA2, except
for its quarter-sized (25mm) form
factor and reduced input/output
channels. The following features
make the MICA2DOT better
suited for commercial
deployment;

· 868/916MHz or 433MHz multi-
channel transceiver with
extended range

· TinyOS (TOS) Distributed
Software Operating System v1.0
with improved networking stack
and improved debugging
features

· Support for wireless remote
reprogramming

·Compatible with MICA2
(MPR400) Mote

·On Board Temperature Sensor,
Battery Monitor, and LED

TinyOS 1.0 is a small, open-
source, energy efficient, software
operating system developed by
UC Berkeley which supports large
scale, self-configuring sensor
networks. The source code and
software development tools are
publicly available at:

http://webs.cs.berkeley.edu/tos

Processor and Radio Platform
(MPR500CA):
The MPR500CA is based on the
Atmel ATmega 128L. The
ATmega 128L is a low-power
microcontroller which runs TOS
from its internal flash memory.
Using TOS, a single processor
board (MPR500CA) can be
configured to run your sensor
application/processing and the
network/radio communications
stack simultaneously. The
MICA2DOT features 18 solderless
expansion  pins for connecting 6
Analog Inputs, Digital I/O, and a
serial communication or UART
interface.  These interfaces make
it easy to connect to a wide
variety of external peripherals.

Sensor Boards:
Various sensor boards and data
acquisition boards are available
from Crossbow . These boards
connect onto the MICA2DOT
through a ring of 18 solderless
expansion pins. These pins allow
boards to be stacked both above
and below the MICA2DOT
processor radio board.   Crossbow
supplies the following expansion
boards:

· MDA500CA: Protoboard

· Contact Crossbow for
information on other boards

�
New

� 3rd Generation,  Quarter-Sized
(25mm), Wireless Smart Sensor

� TinyOS - Unprecedented
Communications and Processing

�   Battery-Powered, Low-Mass

� Fits Anywhere, Wireless
Reprogrammable

� Wireless Communications with
Every Node as Router Capability

� 433 MHz or 868/916MHz Multi-
channel Radio Transceiver
(Compatible with MICA2)

Applications

� Tiny Wireless Sensors

� Temperature and Environmental
Monitoring

� Data Logging in Hard-to-Reach
Places

� Smart Badges, Wearable Comput-
ing

� Active 2-Way “Smart” Tags

Antenna

18 Pin Expansion Connector

MPR500CA Block Diagram

Processor
Analog I/O
Digital I/O

Temperature

Logger Flash

Tunable Radio

        Document Part Number: 6020-0043-01
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Processor/Radio Board MPR500CA MPR510CA Remarks

Processor Performance
Program Flash Memory 128K bytes 128K bytes
Measurement (Serial) Flash 512K bytes 512K bytes  >100,000 Measurements
Configuration EEPROM 4 K bytes 4 K bytes
Serial Communications UART UART 0-3V transmission levels
Analog to Digital Converter 10 bit ADC 10 bit ADC 6 channels, 0-3Vin
Other Interfaces DIO DIO 9 channels
Current Draw 8 mA 8 mA active mode

< 15 uA < 15 uA sleep mode
Multi-Channel Radio

Center Frequency 868/916 MHz 433 MHz ISM bands
Number of Channels > 8, > 100 > 8 programmable, country specific
Data Rate 38.4 Kbaud 38.4 Kbaud manchester encoded
RF Power -20 - +5 dBm -20 - +10 dBM programmable, typical
Receive Sensitivty -98 dBm -101 dBm typical, analog RSSI at AD Ch. 0
Outdoor Range 500 ft 1000 ft 1/4 Wave dipole, line of sight
Current Draw 27 mA 25 mA transmit with maximum power

10 mA 8 mA receive
< 1 uA < 1 uA sleep

Electromechanical
Battery 3V Coin Cell 3V Coin Cell
External Power 2.7 - 3.3 V 2.7 - 3.3 V connector provided
User Interface 1 LED 1 LED user programmable
Size (in) 1.0 x 0.25 1.0 x 0.25 excl. battery pack
      (mm) 25 x 6 25 x 6 excl. battery pack
Weight  (oz) 0.11 0.11 excl. batteries
           (grams) 3 3 excl. batteries
Expansion Connector 18 pins 18 pins all major I/O signals

Base Stations:
The MICA2DOT communicates with
base stations that use the MICA2 radio
module.  These include a standard
MICA2 (MPR400CB) mated to a Mote
Interface Board (MIB500CA) , as well as
the MICA-WEB Gateway.

Packaging:
The MICA2DOT is presently distributed
as a stand-alone subassembly without
packaging.  In future, a small plastic
housing will be available.

Developers Kits:
Crossbow offers a variety of
development kits for the MICA2 and
MICA2DOT Motes.

Model Description

MOTE-KIT5040 Professional Developer’s Kit (4X MPR500CA, 4X MPR400CB, 3X MTS310CA, 2X MDA500CA, 1X MIB500CA)
MOTE-KIT5141 Professional Developer’s Kit (4X MPR510CA, 4X MPR410CB, 3X MTS310CA, 2X MDA500CA, 1X  MIB500CA)
MPR500CA 868/916 MHz Processor/Radio Board
MPR510CA 433 MHz Processor/Radio Board
MDA500CA MICA2DOT Prototype/Data Acquisition Board
MIB500CA MICA, MICA2, MICA2DOT Mote Interface & Programming Board

� MIB500CA Mote Interface Board

Document Part Number: 6020-0043-01
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Purpose

NS (version 2) is an object-oriented, discrete event driven 
network simulator developed at UC Berkely written in C++ 
and OTcl. NS is primarily useful for simulating local and 
wide area networks. Although NS is fairly easy to use once 
you get to know the simulator, it is quite difficult for a first 
time user, because there are few user-friendly manuals. Even 
though there is a lot of documentation written by the 
developers which has in depth explanation of the simulator, 
it is written with the depth of a skilled NS user. The purpose 
of this project is to give a new user some basic idea of how 
the simultor works, how to setup simulation networks, where 
to look for further information about network components in 
simulator codes, how to create new network components, 
etc., mainly by giving simple examples and brief 
explanations based on our experiences. Although all the 
usage of the simulator or possible network simulation setups 
may not be covered in this project, the project should help a 
new user to get started quickly. 
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ABSTRACT
Composed of tens of thousands of tiny devices with very
limited resources (“motes”), sensor networks are subject to
novel systems problems and constraints. The large number
of motes in a sensor network means that there will often
be some failing nodes; networks must be easy to repopu-
late. Often there is no feasible method to recharge motes,
so energy is a precious resource. Once deployed, a network
must be reprogrammable although physically unreachable,
and this reprogramming can be a significant energy cost.

We present Maté, a tiny communication-centric virtual
machine designed for sensor networks. Maté’s high-level in-
terface allows complex programs to be very short (under
100 bytes), reducing the energy cost of transmitting new
programs. Code is broken up into small capsules of 24
instructions, which can self-replicate through the network.
Packet sending and reception capsules enable the deploy-
ment of ad-hoc routing and data aggregation algorithms.
Maté’s concise, high-level program representation simplifies
programming and allows large networks to be frequently re-
programmed in an energy-efficient manner; in addition, its
safe execution environment suggests a use of virtual ma-
chines to provide the user/kernel boundary on motes that
have no hardware protection mechanisms.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks pose novel problems in system

management and programming. Networks of hundreds or
thousands of nodes, limited in energy and individual re-
sources, must be reprogrammable in response to changing
needs. A spectrum of reprogrammability emerges, from sim-
ple parameter adjustments to uploading complete binary im-
ages. As network bandwidth is limited and network activity
is a large energy draw, a concise way to represent a wide
range of programs is needed. A virtual machine is a natural
way to achieve this, but characteristics of sensor networks,
such as their large numbers, require an approach distinct
from prior VM architectures.

Traditionally, virtual machines have focused on virtual-
izing real hardware [3][5], intermediate program represen-
tation [4], or bytecode interpretation [20]. Each technique
has its own design goals and advantages as well as draw-
backs. All have generally focused on traditional uniproces-
sor or multiprocessor environments, although some work has
dealt with bringing bytecode interpreters to small consumer
devices [15]; one solution, PicoJava, has been to design hard-
ware that natively runs the VM instruction set [16]. Virtual
machines for tiny devices have been proposed, but their de-

sign goals have focused on byte-code verification and online
compilation [30].

Sensor networks are a domain characterized by resources
that are orders of magnitude smaller than what current vir-
tual machines require. For example, current sensor network
nodes (motes1) have 8 to 128 KB of instruction memory
and 512B to 4KB of RAM, while the K Virtual Machine tar-
gets devices with a memory budget of 160KB to 512 KB [15].
Energy is a critical resource, especially in terms of communi-
cation; sending a single bit can consume the same energy as
executing 1000 instructions. The hardware/software bound-
ary of an individual mote is currently a topic of open re-
search [10][11].

Although sensor networks are distinct from other comput-
ing domains in several ways, they have similarities to parallel
architectures and distributed systems; notably, they are all
composed of many separate processing elements that must
communicate. There are, of course, important differences;
as opposed to a reliable message passing system in parallel
architectures, sensor networks have lossy irregular wireless
networks.

Content-based routing and naming in sensor networks
have been examined for bandwidth conservation [9][14]; this
work borrows ideas from active networks. By taking a more
general approach, however, active networks allow not only
these mechanisms but arbitrary computation within a net-
work [32]. There is growing interest in data aggregation as a
mechanism for making the most of precious sensor network
bandwidth [13] – a problem that could be easily investigated
with an active sensor network. While incremental code mi-
gration has been achieved using XML [6], motes lack the
RAM to store even a few simple XML elements.

The basic question of how sensor networks will be pro-
grammed remains largely unanswered. A spectrum ex-
ists between minor application adjustments (tweaking con-
stants) and uploading entire programs (binary images). The
former can be achieved with a tiny RPC-like mechanism and
a handful of packets, while the latter requires sending kilo-
bytes of data at high energy cost. Our experience has shown
that most sensor network applications are composed of a
common set of services and sub-systems, combined in dif-
ferent ways. A system that allows these compositions to be
concisely described (a few packets) could provide much of
the flexibility of reprogramming with the transmission costs
of parameter tweaking.

To establish that a wide range of sensor network applica-

1mote: n.; A very small particle; a speck: “Dust motes
hung in a slant of sunlight” (Anne Tyler).



tions can be composed of a small set of high level primitives,
we built Maté2, a byte-code interpreter to run on motes.
Capsules of 24 instructions fit in a packet and can forward
themselves through a network. Complex programs, such as
an ad-hoc routing layer, can be composed of several capsules
and represented in under 100 bytes. Maté therefore allows a
wide range of programs to be installed in a network quickly
and with little network traffic, conserving energy. We show
that for a common class of frequently reprogrammed sys-
tems, the energy cost of the CPU overhead of a bytecode
interpreter is outweighed by the energy savings of transmit-
ting such concise program representations.

The following two sections present sensor networks and
TinyOS, an operating system designed specifically for sen-
sor networks; from these two sections a clear set of require-
ments emerge for a mote reprogramming system. Section 4
describes the design, structure, and implementation of Maté.
Section 5 evaluates the system’s behavior and performance.
Section 6 and 7 discuss our evaluations of Maté and the
conclusions one can draw from it. The full Maté instruction
set and an implementation of a beacon-less ad-hoc routing
algorithm are included in the appendix.

2. SENSOR NETWORKS
The progression of Moore’s Law has led to the design and

manufacture of small sensing computers that can communi-
cate with one another over a wireless network [11]. Research
and industry indicate that motes will be used in networks of
hundreds, thousands, or more [2][7][18].

Sensor networks are distinct from traditional computing
domains. Their design assumes being embedded in com-
mon environments (e.g., a corn field, a bathroom), instead of
dedicated ones (e.g., a server room, an office). Mean time to
failure combined with large numbers leads to routine failure;
a network must be easy to repopulate without interrupting
operation. Compared to infrastructure or even mobile sys-
tems, power is scarce and valuable. One can easily recharge
a laptop or a handheld; recharging thousands of motes (or
even finding all of them!) is much more difficult.

Communication in sensor networks is more precious than
in other computing domains. Sending a single bit of data
can consume the energy of executing a thousand instruc-
tions. This disparity has led to investigation of passive
networking systems [12]. Additionally, the power cost of
producing sensor data is orders of magnitude lower than
the cost of transmitting it, and its rate of production (e.g.
100Kbit/sec·mote) is far greater than can be communi-
cated through a network. This has led to investigation
into content-specific routing and in-network data aggrega-
tion [9][21]; centralized control and data collection is ineffi-
cient and wasteful.

Once deployed, motes often cannot be easily collected; re-
programming cannot require physical contact. Being able
to re-task a network as analysis techniques or environmen-
tal conditions evolve is desirable. For example, we are in
the process of deploying a sensor network to monitor storm

2Maté (mah-tay) n.; Maté is as tea like beverage con-
sumed mainly in Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and south-
ern Brazil. It is brewed from the dried leaves and stemlets of
the perennial tree Ilex paraguarensis (“yerba maté”). The
name “maté” derives from the Quechua word “mati” that
means cup or vessel used for drinking.

petrels3 on Great Duck Island off the coast of Maine. De-
ploying motes involves placing them in possible nesting sites;
once birds nest, disturbing them to reach a mote is infeasi-
ble. Being able to monitor the birds this closely (inches)
for continuous periods is unheard of in biological research;
scientists are still unsure exactly how, what and at what fre-
quency they want the network to sense [23]; the ability to
reprogram is invaluable.

Our experiences working with civil engineers present sim-
ilar issues in programming. By monitoring building struc-
tures with embedded motes, expensive tasks such as earth-
quake damage assessment can be made fast and simple [1].
Such a network would be very useful for a wide variety of
tasks, such as water damage detection or sound propaga-
tion testing. As not all of these tasks would be anticipated,
installing software for all of them at deployment time is im-
possible; additionally, as the network is embedded in the
building, the motes are unreachable and not feasibly re-
deployable.

Being able to reprogram a network quickly is also very use-
ful for issues such as data aggregation and adaptive query
processing [22]; dynamically installing aggregation functions
can provide a more flexible system than a predefined set of
aggregates. Examining these sample use cases (habitat mon-
itoring, building instrumentation, and query processing), it
is clear that a flexible, rapid and powerful reprogramming
mechanism is needed.

Although computation is inexpensive in comparison to
communication, it is not abundant. For example, the latest
generation of motes we have designed (the mica platform)
has a 4MHz 8-bit processor. An individual mote cannot
perform large computations rapidly by itself – they must be
performed in a distributed manner. The scarcity of RAM
and network bandwidth inhibits the use of algorithms that
depend on global state, such as many ad-hoc routing algo-
rithms designed for mobile computers [28].

3. TINYOS
TinyOS is an operating system designed specifically for

use in sensor networks [11]. Combined with a family of wire-
less sensor devices, TinyOS is currently used as a research
platform by several institutions. Examining sensor network
challenges and the limitations of TinyOS produces a set of
requirements for a flexible and concise sensor network pro-
gramming model.

3.1 Hardware: rene2, mica
Two mote hardware platforms, the rene2 and the mica,

are currently available for general development. The rene2

is the older of the two, and has correspondingly smaller re-
sources. The complete family of TinyOS motes is summa-
rized in Table 1. The mica supports 40Kbit communication
on its radio, while the rene2 is limited to 10Kbit; the mica

radio can be put into 10 Kbit mode for backwards compat-
ibility. All mote platforms are Harvard architectures, with
separate instruction and data memory. Installing new binary
code requires a reset to take effect.

To change the behavior of a TinyOS program, one must
either hardcode a state transition in a program (when one

3Storm Petrel: Genus Oceanodroma. Habitat: Open
ocean and oceanic islands. Nests are built in burrows, among
colonies on oceanic islands. After mating and hatching,
Oceanodroma return to the open ocean.



Mote Type WeC rene2 rene2 dot mica

Date 9/99 10/00 6/01 8/01 2/02
Microcontroller
Type AT90LS8535 ATMega163 ATMega103
Prog. mem. (KB) 8 16 128
RAM (KB) 0.5 1 4
Nonvolatile storage
Chip 24LC256 AT45DB041B
Connection type I2C SPI
Size (KB) 32 512
Default Power source
Type Li Alk Li Alk
Size CR2450 2xAA CR2032 2xAA
Capacity (mAh) 575 2850 225 2850
Communication
Radio RFM TR1000
Rate (Kbps) 10 10 10 10 10/40
Modulation type OOK OOK/ASK

Table 1: The family of Berkeley TinyOS motes

receives a type of packet, start reading light data instead of
temperature), or one must modify source code, recompile a
TinyOS image, and place the entire new image on a mote.

3.2 Software Architecture
A TinyOS program is composed of a graph of software

components. At the component level, TinyOS has three
computational abstractions: commands, events, and tasks.
Commands are used to call down the component graph: for
example, telling the network component to send a packet.
Events are calls up the component graph: for example, sig-
naling the packet has been sent. From a traditional OS per-
spective, commands are analagous to downcalls while events
are analagous to upcalls.

Tasks are used for long running computations that can be
preempted by events. A command (or event) can enqueue
a task to perform a computation and immediately return.
TinyOS schedules tasks on a FIFO basis and runs a task
to completion before another task is run; as they do not
preempt one-another, they must be short. Otherwise, the
task queue can overflow as new tasks are posted.

TinyOS supports high concurrency through split-phase
non-blocking execution. No command or event blocks. In-
stead, completion of long lasting operations (such as sending
a byte over a radio) are indicated by the issuing of an event
(such as a send byte done). Non-blocking operation allows
a form of high concurrency distinct from a threaded model:
the operations of many components can be interleaved at a
fine granularity. This asynchronous behavior is ultimately
powered by hardware interrupts.

TinyOS provides high parallelism and efficiency through
a constrained, and somewhat tricky, programming interface.
This interface is badly suited to non-expert programmers,
such as the biologists and civil engineers we are working with
to deploy networks. A simpler programming model, which
allows novice programmers to express their desired behav-
ior without worrying about timing and asynchrony, would
greatly improve the usefulness of TinyOS sensor networks.

3.3 TinyOS Networking: Active Messages
The top-level TinyOS packet abstraction is an Active Mes-

sage [33]. The characteristics of this abstraction are impor-
tant because they define the capabilities of systems built on
top of it. AM packets are an unreliable data link protocol;
the TinyOS networking stack handles media access control
and single hop communication between motes. Higher layer
protocols (e.g. network or transport) are built on top of the

AM interface.
AM packets can be sent to a specific mote (addressed with

a 16 bit ID) or to a broadcast address ( 0xffff). TinyOS
provides a namespace for up to 256 types of Active Messages,
each of which can each be associated with a different software
handler. AM types allow multiple network or data protocols
to operate concurrently without conflict. The AM layer also
provides the abstraction of an 8-bit AM group; this allows
logically separate sensor networks to be physically co-present
but mutually invisible, even if they run the same application.

3.4 System Requirements
Looking at sensor network challenges and the limitations

of TinyOS and its hardware, a set of clear requirements
emerge for an effective sensor network programming system.
They are:

• Small – it must fit on rene2 and mica hardware (tar-
geting only the cutting edge – mica – would alienate
users);

• Expressive – one must be able to write a wide range of
applications;

• Concise – applications should be short, to conserve net-
work bandwidth;

• Resilient – applications cannot crash a mote;

• Efficient – energy efficient sensing and communication;

• Tailorable – support efficient specialized operations;

• and Simple – programming an entire network should
be in-situ, fast, and mostly autonomous.

4. Maté
Maté is a bytecode interpreter that runs on TinyOS. It is a

single TinyOS component that sits on top of several system
components, including sensors, the network stack, and non-
volatile storage (the “logger”). Code is broken in capsules
of 24 instructions, each of which is a single byte long; larger
programs can be composed of multiple capsules. In addi-
tion to bytecodes, capsules contain identifying and version
information. Maté has two stacks: an operand stack and
a return address stack. Most instructions operate solely on
the operand stack, but a few instructions control program
flow and several have embedded operands. There are three
execution contexts that can run concurrently at instruction
granularity. Maté capsules can forward themselves through
a network with a single instruction. Maté provides both a
built-in ad-hoc routing algorithm (the send instruction) as
well as mechanisms for writing new ones (the sendr instruc-
tion).

We designed Maté to run on both the mica and the rene2

hardware platforms. This means that Maté and all of its
subcomponents must fit in 1KB of RAM and 16 KB of in-
struction memory. Figure 1 outlines the code and data size
breakdowns of the TinyOS components in a Maté mote.

4.1 Architecture and Instruction Set
The communication model in the Maté VM architecture

allows a program to send a message as a single instruction;
the sent message is (from the caller’s perspective) automat-
ically routed to its destination. The arrival of a packet au-
tomatically enqueues a task to process it. This approach
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Figure 2: Maté Architecture and Execution Model:
Capsules, Contexts, and Stacks

has strong similarities to Active Messages [33] and the J-
Machine [26]. There are, of course, important differences
– for example, instead of reliably routing to processors, it
routes through an unreliable multihop wireless network. The
tiny amount of RAM also forces motes to have a constrained
storage model – Maté cannot buffer messages and tasks
freely as the J-Machine can.

Maté instructions hide the asynchrony (and race condi-
tions) of TinyOS programming. For example, when the send
instruction is issued, Maté calls a command in the ad-hoc
routing component to send a packet. Maté suspends the
context until a message send complete event is received, at
which point it resumes execution. By doing this, Maté does
not need to manage message buffers – the capsule will not re-
sume until the network component is done with the buffer.
Similarly, when the sense instruction is issued, Maté re-
quests data from the sensor TinyOS component and sus-
pends the context until the component returns data with
an event. This synchronous model makes application level
programming much simpler and far less prone to bugs than
dealing with asynchronous event notifications. Additionally,
Maté efficiently uses the resources provided by TinyOS; dur-
ing a split-phase operation, Maté does nothing on behalf of
the calling context, allowing TinyOS to put the CPU to sleep
or use it freely.

Maté is a stack-based architecture [19]. We chose this to
allow a concise instruction set; most instructions do not have
to specify operands, as they exist on the operand stack [17].
There are three classes of Maté instructions: basic, s-class,
and x-class. Figure 3 shows the instruction formats for
each class. Basic instructions include such operations as

basic 00iiiiii i = instruction
s-class 01iiixxx i = instruction, x = argument
x-class 1ixxxxxx i = instruction, x = argument

Figure 3: Maté Instruction Formats

arithmetic, halting, and activating the LEDs on a mote. s-
class instructions access in-memory structures used by the
messaging system, such message headers or messaging layer
state; they can only be executed within the message send
and receive contexts. The two x-class instructions are pushc

(push constant) and blez (branch on less than or equal to
zero). Both the s-class and x-class instructions have an
operand embedded in the instruction: s-class have a 3-bit
index argument and x-class have a 6-bit unsigned value ar-
gument.

Eight instructions (usr0-7) are reserved for users to define.
By default, they are no-ops. However, as a class of sensor
network applications might require some specific processing
outside the capabilities of Maté, such as a complex data fil-
ter, these user instructions allow efficient domain-specific in-
structions. Maté has been structured to make implementing
these instructions easy. One can therefore build a specially
tailored version of Maté with efficient support for common
complex operations.

Maté’s three execution contexts, illustrated in Figure 2,
correspond to three events: clock timers, message receptions
and message send requests. Inheriting from languages such
as FORTH [25], each context has two stacks, an operand
stack and a return address stack. The former is used for all
instructions handling data, while the latter is used for sub-
routine calls. The operand stack has a maximum depth of
16 while the call stack has a maximum depth of 8. We have
found this more than adequate for programs we have writ-
ten. The clock operand stack persists across executions – if
one invocation left a sensor reading on the top of the stack,
it is available in the next invocation. This is an easy way
to implement internal clock timers, as Section 4.3 demon-
strates. When a clock capsule is installed, the value zero is
pushed onto its operand stack. The receive and send con-
texts expect the message received or the data to send to
be on the top of their stacks when they begin execution, so
these stacks do not persist across invocations.

There are three operands types: values, sensor readings,
and messages. Some instructions can only operate on certain
types. For example, the putled instruction expects a value
on the top of the operand stack. However, many instructions
are polymorphic. For example, the add instruction can be
used to add any combination of the types, with different
results. Adding messages results in appending the data in
the second operand onto the first operand. Adding a value
to a message appends the value to the message data payload.
Adding a sensor reading to a value results in a sensor reading
of the same type increased by the value, while adding two
sensor readings of different types (e.g. light and humidity)
just returns the first operand. Sensor readings can be turned
into values with the cast instruction.

There is a single shared variable among the three contexts
– a one word heap. It can be accessed with the sets and
gets instructions. This allows the separate contexts to com-
municate shared state (e.g. timers). Our experience so far
has shown this to be adequate but it is unclear whether a



pushc 1 # Push one onto operand stack
add # Add the one to the stored counter
copy # Copy the new counter value
pushc 7
and # Take bottom three bits of copy
putled # Set the LEDs to these three bits
halt

Figure 4: Maté cnt to leds – Shows the bottom 3
bits of a counter on mote LEDs

heap this size will be feasible in the long term. Its size could
be easily increased by having sets and gets specify an ad-
ditional operand to state the address within the heap. As
we have yet to find a situation where this is necessary, we
have decided against it for now.

4.2 Code Capsules and Execution
Maté programs are broken up into capsules of up to 24

instructions. This limit allows a capsule to fit into a single
TinyOS packet. By making capsule reception atomic, Maté
does not need to buffer partial capsules, which conserves
RAM. Every code capsule includes type and version infor-
mation. Maté defines four types of code capsules: message
send capsules, message receive capsules, timer capsules, and
subroutine capsules. Subroutine capsules allow programs to
be more complex than what fits in a single capsule. Applica-
tions invoke and return from subroutines using the call and
return instructions. There are names for up to 215 subrou-
tines; to keep Maté’s RAM requirements small, its current
implementation has only four.

Maté begins execution in response to an event – a timer
going off, a packet being received, or a packet being sent.
Each of these events has a capsule and an execution con-
text. Control jumps to the first instruction of the capsule
and executes until it reaches the halt instruction. These
three contexts can run concurrently. Each instruction is ex-
ecuted as a TinyOS task, which allows their execution to
interleave at an instruction granularity. Additionally, un-
derlying TinyOS components can operate concurrently with
Maté instruction processing. When a subroutine is called,
the return address (capsule, instruction number) is pushed
onto a return address stack and control jumps to the first
instruction of the subroutine. When a subroutine returns,
it pops an address off the return stack and jumps to the
appropriate instruction.

The packet receive and clock capsules execute in response
to external events; in contrast, the packet send capsule ex-
ecutes in response to the sendr instruction. As sendr will
probably execute a number of Maté instructions in addition
to sending a packet, it can be a lengthy operation. Therefore,
when sendr is issued, Maté copies the message buffer onto
the send context operand stack and schedules the send con-
text to run. Once the message has been copied, the calling
context can resume execution. The send context executes
concurrently to the calling context, preparing a packet and
later sending it. This frees up the calling context to handle
subsequent events – in the case of the receive context, this
is very important.

The constrained addressing modes of Maté instructions
ensure a context cannot access the state of a separate con-
text. Every push and pop on the operand and return value
stack has bound checks to prevent overrun and underrun. As
there is only a single shared variable, heap addressing is not a

pushc 1 # Push one on the operand stack
sense # Read sensor 1 (light)
copy # Copy the sensor reading
gets # Get previous sent reading

inv # Invert previous reading
add # Current - previous sent value
pushc 32
add

blez 17 # If curr < (prev-32) jump to send
copy # Copy the sensor reading
inv # Invert the current
gets # Get the previous reading

add # Previous - current
pushc 32
add
blez 17 # If (curr+32) > prev jump to send

halt
copy # PC 17 -- jump-to point from above
sets # Set shared var to current reading
pushm # Push a message onto operand stack

clear # Clear out the message payload
add # Add the reading to message payload
send # Send the message
halt

Figure 5: Maté Program to Read Light Data and
Send a Packet on Reading Change

problem. Unrecognized instructions result in simple no-ops.
All bounds are always checked – the only way two contexts
can share state is through gets and sets. Nefarious cap-
sules can at worst clog a network with packets – even in this
case, a newer capsule will inevitably be heard. By provid-
ing such a constrained execution environment and providing
high-level abstractions to services such as the network layer,
Maté ensures that it is resilient to buggy or malicious cap-
sules.

4.3 Simple Mat́e Programs
The Maté program in Figure 4 maintains a counter that

increments on each clock tick. The bottom three bits of the
counter are displayed on the three mote LEDs. The counter
is kept as a value which persists at the top of the stack
across invocations. This program could alternatively been
implemented by using gets and sets to modify the shared
variable. This code recreates one of the simplest TinyOS
applications, cnt to leds, implemented in seven bytes.

The Maté program in Figure 5 reads the light sensor on
every clock tick. If the sensor value differs from the last sent
value by more than a given amount (32 in this example),
the program sends the data using Maté’s built-in ad-hoc
routing system. This program is 24 bytes long, fitting in a
single capsule.

4.4 Code Infection
A capsule sent in a packet contains a type (subroutines

0-3, clock, receive, send) and a version number. If Maté
receives a more recent version of a capsule than the one of
the specified type currently being used, Maté installs it. A
capsule can be transmitted to other motes using the forw

instruction, which broadcasts the issuing capsule for network
neighbors to install. These motes will then issue forw when
they execute the capsule, forwarding the capsule to their
local neighbors. Because of the version information, motes
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Figure 6: Maté Instruction Overhead Classes

with the new code will ignore older capsules they receive.
Over time, the new code will disseminate through the logical
network like a virus – all one needs to do is install it on a
single mote and execute the capsule. Correspondingly, for
a mote to be able to run a different version of the program
with no threat of reprogramming, it must be in a logically
separate network. Versioning is implemented as a 32 bit
counter – this allows a single network to last for a very long
time (centuries) even with very rapid reprogramming rates
(once every few seconds).

A capsule can also forward other installed capsules with
the forwo (forward other) instruction. This is useful if the
desired program is composed of several capsules; a tempo-
rary clock capsule that forwards every capsule can be in-
stalled, then as each component capsule is installed it will
be forwarded. Once the entire network has installed all of
these capsules, the clock capsule can be replaced with a pro-
gram to drive the application.

5. EVALUATION
To test the expressiveness, behavior and performance of

Maté, we implemented an ad-hoc routing algorithm, mea-
sured its rate of instruction issue, quantified its CPU over-
head, and measured network infection rates with different
capsule forwarding probabilities.

5.1 BLESS – BeaconLESS ad-hoc routing
Ad-hoc networking is a critical system issue in sen-

sor networks. The transient nature of sensor networks
means packet routing must be adaptive; effectively collecting
data from a network requires an ad-hoc routing algorithm.
BLESS is an ad-hoc routing protocol included in the stan-
dard TinyOS release, implemented in 600 lines of C. We
have re-implemented a slightly simpler version4 of BLESS
in Maté to demonstrate that Maté is expressive enough to
provide similar functionality to native TinyOS code. Addi-
tionally, BLESS can now be dynamically installed on a net-
work, demonstrating that Maté transforms sensor networks
into active networks.

BLESS includes routing information in every packet and
transmits everything on an AM broadcast. All messages are
forwarded to the root of a tree, which can be connected to a
PC for processing or storage. By snooping traffic, motes can
hear packets sent to other motes to find a suitable routing
tree parent.

Every BLESS packet contains three fields: the address of
the source mote, the address of the destination mote, and
the hopcount of the source. The hopcount of the tree root
is zero. Motes try to minimize their hopcount in the tree. A
maximum hopcount of 16 prevents disconnected graphs from
wastefully sending packets in perpetual cycles. If a parent is
not heard for a given interval, a mote chooses a new parent.

The complete Maté BLESS code, the packet format and
the frame format are included in Appendix B.

4The native TinyOS version maintains a table of possible
parents to use; the Maté version only keeps track of one.

gets # Get the counter
pushm # Get a buffer
clear # Clear the buffer
add # Append the count

send # Send the packet
pushc 0
sets # Clear counter to 0
gets # Jump-to point

pushc 1
add
sets # Increment counter
pushc 0

blez 7 # Always branch

Average. loop executions: 8472
Maté IPS: 7 + ((loops / 5) * 6): 10173

Figure 7: Maté Simple Loop and IPS Calculation

Operation Maté Clock Cycles Native Clock Cycles Cost
Simple: and 469 14 33.5:1
Downcall: rand 435 45 9.5:1
Quick Split: sense 1342 396 3.4:1
Long Split: sendr 685+≈20,000 ≈20,000 1.03:1

Figure 8: Maté Bytecodes vs. Native Code

5.2 Instruction Issue Rate
Some instructions (such as sending a packet) take much

more time than others. Figure 6 contains a rough break-
down of the cost classes of Maté instructions. Some instruc-
tions (such as add) merely manipulate the operand stack
with minimal additional processing. A second class of in-
structions (such as putled) call commands on components
below Maté. TinyOS commands return quickly, but calling
a function obviously has a CPU cost. The last two classes
of instructions perform split-phase TinyOS operations; these
instructions include the cost of a TinyOS event handler plus
the latency between the command its corresponding event.
For sense, this is very short, on the order of 200 microsec-
onds. For send or forw, however, this involves a packet
being sent, which takes roughly 50 milliseconds on the 10
Kbit radio.

To determine the cost of issuing an instruction in Maté, we
wrote a program that executes a tight loop (six instructions)
for five seconds. The code that clears the previous count and
sends a packet containing the count is seven instructions.
Maté does not normally have sole control of the processor
when running. For example, the TinyOS network stack han-
dles interrupts at 20KHz to find packet start symbols, then
at 10KHz when reading or writing data. To measure Maté’s
raw performance, we turned the TinyOS radio off when run-
ning the Maté timing loop. From the loop counts we calcu-
lated the number of Maté instructions executed per second.

Every instruction in the loop was a simple one (e.g. add,
branch, push constant). Therefore, the IPS we calculated
executing the loop measures the approximate Maté overhead
imposed on every instruction as opposed to overhead from
calling components or split-phase operations. The average
Maté IPS (instructions per second) was just over 10,000.

To precisely quantify the overhead Maté places over na-
tive code, we compiled a few small operations to native mote
code and compared the cost of the native and Maté imple-
mentations. Obviously, some Maté instructions impose a
higher overhead than others; those that encapsulate high-



Binary Maté
Application Size(bytes) Install Time Capsules Instructions
sens to rfm 5394 ≈79s 1 6
gdi-comm 7130 ≈104s 1 19
bless test 7381 ≈108s 7 108

Figure 9: Application Installation Costs

level TinyOS constructs are efficient, while those that per-
form simple arithmetic operations are not nearly as much so.
The comparative instruction costs are in Figure 8. We se-
lected one instruction from each of the cost classes of Figure
6: and, rand, sense, and send. A Maté implementation’s
native instruction count is 33.5 to 1 for a logical and on two
words, while 1.03 to 1 for a packet send. A logical and op-
eration takes more cycles than random because it involves
popping two operands and pushing one; in contrast, random
pushes a single operand.

Approximately one-third of the Maté overhead is due to
every instruction being executed in a separate TinyOS task,
which requires an enqueue and dequeue operation. We ran
the loop code for determining IPS except that every Maté
task executed three instructions instead of one. The average
IPS jumped to 12,754, which quantifies the task operations
to be roughly 35% of Maté’s overhead. This indicates a
tradeoff between Maté concurrency and performance that
could be adjusted for different applications.

5.3 Energy
Maté’s computational overhead poses an energy overhead,

as Maté must execute the additional instructions for inter-
pretation. However, the concise representation of programs
represents a savings in energy over full binary uploads; pro-
grams can be contained in a handful of packets instead of
hundreds. Given the overhead data from the previous sec-
tion, we can compute the energy overhead of Maté execution
data over native code. Figure 9 gives a comparison of the
size of different TinyOS programs in binary code and cap-
sules. The application bless test’s Maté version is much
larger than the others because instead of representing co-
operation between a few subsystems, it implements a new
one.

Uploading and installing an 8KB binary programs requires
the mote to be fully active for roughly two minutes; this cost
scales linearly with size [31]. By comparing binary programs
with their equivalents in Maté, we can calculate the relative
energy costs of installation. Given the energy cost of an exe-
cution and the energy cost of installation in the two systems,
we can calculate at what point each of the two approaches
is preferable. For a small number of executions, Maté is
preferable; the energy cost of the CPU overhead is tiny in
comparison to savings of only having to be awake to receive
a single packet. For a large number of executions, native
code is preferable; the savings on each execution overcomes
the cost of installation.

As an example, we consider the application currently de-
ployed on Great Duck Island. This application spends most
of its time in a deep sleep mode that has a power draw of
roughly 50 µA. Every eight seconds, the application wakes
up, reads several sensors, and sends a packet containing the
sensor data. Given the CPU overhead of Maté, the duty cy-
cle of the GDI application and the energy cost of installing a
native image, a Maté version running for five days or less will
save energy over a binary version. After running for about
six days, the energy cost of Maté’s CPU overhead grows to
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Figure 10: Percentage of Motes Running New Pro-
gram Over Time

Network
New 12.5% 25% 50% 100%

12.5% 23± 8 28± 15 45± 24 361± 252
25% 10± 4 10± 4 19± 10 425± 280
50% 7± 3 7± 2 21± 10 226± 199
100% 8± 2 12± 5 14± 4 400± 339

Figure 11: Time to Complete Infection (seconds)

be greater than the cost of installing a binary version of the
GDI program.

These relative energy costs suggest a clear use for Maté
in energy constrained domains. While the interpretation
overhead makes implementing complex applications entirely
in Maté wasteful, infrequent invocations have a tiny energy
cost; using capsules to reconfigure the native execution of an
application (modifying sample rates, which sensors to sam-
ple, etc.) provides greatly improved flexibility at a much
lower energy cost than installing a new application. Instead
of building a new RPC-like mechanism for every applica-
tion to control its configuration, applications can use Maté
capsules as a general RPC engine.

5.4 Network Infection
To measure network infection rates, we deployed a 42 node

network as a 3 by 14 grid. The radio transmission radius
formed a 3 hop network; depending on the mote, cells varied
from 15 to 30 motes in size.

Figures 10 and 11 contain the data we collected on net-
work infection behavior. Figure 10 shows the rate at which
motes in a network starting running a new program. In this
experiment, configured every mote to run its clock capsule
every twenty seconds. We introduced a mote to the network
that ran a newer self-forwarding clock capsule. Every twenty
seconds, we recorded how many motes were running the new
program (the new program changed the LED pattern a mote
displayed). We ran this experiment ten times, and averaged
the results. The curve does not converge at one hundred
percent because often one mote in the network (the same
mote every time) would not reprogram for a long time, or at
all – it was very resistant to a new viral capsule. We later
inspected this mote and found it had a loose antenna; when
re-soldered, it reprogrammed similarly to other motes.

Figure 11 shows the time a healthy network took to be
fully reprogrammed. In this experiment, capsules had vary-
ing probabilistic forwarding rates. For each trial, we con-
figured the network to have a clock capsule that ran once a
second and forwarded itself with a certain probability. We



then introduced a mote into the network that had a new
clock capsule that self-forwarded with another probability.
We measured the elapsed time between the mote being in-
troduced and the entire network being infected with the new
program. We performed each infection six times.

The percentages in Figure 11 are the probabilities that
a capsule would forward itself when run. There are two
values: the forwarding probability of the running network,
and the forwarding probability of the introduced capsule.
The columns are the forwarding rates of the running net-
work, while the rows are the forwarding rates of the intro-
duced capsule. Each entry in the table shows the mean time
to infection and the standard deviation between the infec-
tion runs. We chose a probabilistic scheme to prevent mote
synchronization, which could artificially inflate network con-
tention.

Increasing the forwarding rate of a capsule can increase
the rate a program infects the network, but with diminishing
returns. For example, increasing the forwarding probability
from one eighth to one fourth often halved the time to net-
work infection but increasing it further did not have nearly
as notable an effect. The drastically higher time to infection
for networks always forwarding their capsules is due to net-
work congestion. The 10 kilobit radio can support roughly
twenty packets per second after backoff, encoding, etc. As
the maximum cell size of the network was approximately 30,
capsule forwarding once per second resulted in the network
going well past its saturation point.

6. DISCUSSION
The presence of an interpreter for dynamically loaded code

qualitatively changes the behavior and usage model of wire-
less sensor networks. We discuss three ramifications of this
change: phased programming of the network as a whole,
interactions between static and dynamic layers in capsule
forwarding and system architecture directions.

6.1 Phased Execution, Agility, and Active Sen-
sors

The ease of installing new code in Maté means that pro-
grams which transition through several states can be written
as a series of capsules. For example, to have a sense-report
cycle in a network, one could first write a capsule that sensed
the environment, placing this data in non-volatile storage
with the log instruction. Once the data acquisition is com-
plete, one could inject a new program that reads in stored
data entries (with the logr instruction) then sends them
over the network to be collected. The lightweight nature of
capsules also makes them excellent candidates as a mech-
anism for experimenting with sensor network application
agility [27]; the Great Duck Island use case is an example of
this.

Currently, Maté executes capsules in response to only
three types of events. One could imagine extending Maté
to have contexts and capsules associated with a much richer
set of activating primitives. Active networks ran code in
response to only network events; the possibility of running
easily installable code in response to such things as sensor
thresholds, signal detection, or real-world actuation expands
this idea from an active network node into an active sensor.

6.2 Capsule Forwarding
The results from our network reprogramming experiments

establish that application control of the propagation rate is
undesirable. There are obviously more efficient possibilities;
one would be to tag whether capsules should forward or not.
If a capsule is tagged, Maté could broadcast the capsule at a
rate appropriate for the network density, effectively adapting
to a forwarding rate that the network could sustain. This
would not necessarily slow down the rate of programming
– in a dense network, more motes would hear a forwarded
capsule than in a sparse one. This issue gets at a funda-
mental limitation in the current TinyOS design; motes can
actuate a network (send packets), but there is no mecha-
nism to sense how busy the network is. If TinyOS included
such a mechanism, Maté could provide mechanisms such as
message merge capsules, which are called to ask an applica-
tion to aggregate data buffers when it is sending data more
rapidly than the network can handle.

Additionally, the setgrp instruction allows Maté to con-
struct several logical networks on top of a single physical
network by changing a mote’s AM group ID. This raises the
question of whether several logically separate networks run-
ning different applications could share common infrastruc-
ture, such as an ad-hoc routing layer. The current TinyOS
AM group mechanism prevents such a system from being
implemented.

6.3 Architectural Directions
Motes currently do not have the traditional user/kernel

boundary enforced by hardware protection mechanisms;
a badly written application component can cause all of
TinyOS to fail. Maté’s interface solves this problem – a
program cannot, among other things, disable interrupts or
write to arbitrary memory locations. The need for user-land
is supplanted by VM-land, which can provide the same guar-
antees to applications. Maté contexts are also much smaller
than hardware contexts; allocating multiple C stacks is nigh
impossible on the rene2 without putting harsh limits on call
depth.

Given their size, it is no surprise that motes do not have
hardware support for virtual memory. Maté could provide
functionality equivalent of many of the benefits a virtual
memory system brings. As it is a virtual machine, Maté
can provide a virtual address space. Swapping to backing
store for suspended programs can be provided by using a
mote’s non-volatile storage. Motes could enter low-power
sleep states with RAM powered down and restore an execu-
tion context on waking up, even possibly running under a
different version of Maté.

Currently, Maté has eight instructions reserved for user
specific operations. As all of the other instructions, these
user instructions are part of the Maté binary image; they
must be defined when Maté is installed, and cannot be
changed. While subroutines allow some execution flexibil-
ity, Maté’s overhead means that any non-trivial mathemati-
cal operation is infeasible. Being able to load binary code for
user instructions in a manner similar to subroutines would
greatly improve Maté; the fact that motes are Harvard ar-
chitectures prevents this from being effectively and safely
implemented. For Maté to be efficiently tailorable in-situ,
motes should have a unified data and instruction memory,
or at least the capability to execute instructions out of data
memory.



7. CONCLUSION
For sensor networks to be widely adopted, they must be

easy to use. We have defined a set of system requirements
for ease of sensor network programming and presented a
tiny virtual machine, Maté, which meets these requirements.
Maté is small and expressive, has concise programs that are
resilient to failure, provides efficient network and sensor ac-
cess, can be tailored to specific domains, and can quickly
self-program a network. The effectiveness of Maté as an ex-
ecution model suggests that virtual machines are a promising
way to provide protective hardware abstractions to applica-
tion code in sensor networks, fulfilling the traditional role of
an operating system. Clearly, given the autonomous nature
of viral reprogramming, significant and possibly novel secu-
rity measures must be taken to protect a network. While an
application composed of a static organization of components
might evolve slowly, Maté makes the network dynamic, flex-
ible and easily reconfigurable. This suggests Maté can par-
ticipate in the management of networks in addition to being
a platform for application development.

Our future work on Maté focuses on two areas: application-
specific virtual machines and the user-land abstraction. We
are currently looking at application-specific Maté flavors for
identified domain requirements. In addition to being a top-
level interface for mote programming, the VM can also sit
below other TinyOS components as a computational engine
in certain domains. For example, we have developed a ver-
sion named Bombilla to provide an execution engine to the
TeleTiny system, a miniature query processor and data ag-
gregation system for SQL-like queries on a network [21]. In
its current state, Maté is only an architecture and bytecodes;
the next step is to develop higher level languages and pro-
gramming models for application development, providing a
user-land programming environment distinct from TinyOS.
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APPENDIX
The complete Maté instruction set follows, as well as our Maté
implementation of the ad-hoc routing protocol BLESS.

A. Mat é ISA

0 OPhalt 0x00 00000000

1 OPreset 0x01 00000001 clear stack

2 OPand 0x02 00000010 push($0 & $1)

3 OPor 0x03 00000011 push($0 | $1)

4 OPshiftr 0x04 00000100 push($0 >> $1) (signed)

5 OPshiftl 0x05 00000101 push($0 << $1) (signed)

6 OPadd 0x06 00000110 push($0 + $1) -- depends on types

8 OPputled 0x08 00001000 $0 used as 2-bit cmd + 3-bit oprnd

9 OPid 0x09 00001001 push(moteID)

10 OPinv 0x0a 00001010 push(-$0)

11 OPcopy 0x0b 00010000 copy $0 on top of stack

12 OPpop 0x0c 00001100 (pop $0)

13 OPsense 0x0d 00001101 push(sensor($0))

14 OPsend 0x0e 00001110 send($0)

15 OPsendr 0x0f 00001111 send($0) with capsule 5

Message Header Routing Data Frame

Destination address
Source address

Hopcount

Parent address
Hopcount Parent heard?

Figure 12: BLESS Message Header and Frame Lay-
outs

16 OPcast 0x10 00010000 push(const($0))

17 OPpushm 0x11 00010001 push(message)

18 OPmovm 0x12 00010010 push(pull entry off $0)

19 OPclear 0x13 00010011 clear($0), don’t pop it

20 OPson 0x14 00010100 turn sounder on

21 OPsoff 0x15 00010101 turn sounder off

22 OPnot 0x16 00010110 push(~$0)

23 OPlog 0x17 00010111 logwrite($0) onto stable storage

24 OPlogr 0x18 00011000 read(line $1 into msg $0)

25 OPlogr2 0x19 00011001 read(line $0 into msg $1)

26 OPsets 0x1a 00011010 set shared variable to $0

27 OPgets 0x1b 00011011 push(shared variable)

28 OPrand 0x1c 00011100 push 16 bit random number onto stack

29 OPeq 0x1d 00011100 if $0 == $1, push 1 else 0

30 OPneq 0x1e 00011101 if $0 != $1, push 1 else 0

31 OPcall 0x1f 00011111 call $0

32 OPswap 0x20 00100000 swap $0 and $1

46 OPforw 0x2e 00101110 forward this code capsule

47 OPforwo 0x2f 00101111 forward capsule $0

48 OPusr0 0x30 00110000 user instruction 0

49 OPusr1 0x31 00110001 user instruction 1

50 OPusr2 0x32 00110010 user instruction 2

51 OPusr3 0x33 00110011 user instruction 3

52 OPusr4 0x34 00110100 user instruction 4

53 OPusr5 0x35 00110101 user instruction 5

54 OPusr6 0x36 00110110 user instruction 6

55 OPusr7 0x37 00110111 user instruction 7

58 OPsetgrp 0x3a 00111010 set group id to $0

59 OPpot 0x3b 00111011 push(potentiometer setting)

60 OPpots 0x3c 00111100 set radio potentiometer to $0

61 OPclockc 0x3d 00111101 set clock counter with $0

62 OPclockf 0x3e 00111110 set clock freq with $0 (0-7)

63 OPret 0x3f 00111111 return from subroutine

SCLASS

64 OPgetms 0x40-47 01000xxx push(short xxx from msg header)

72 OPgetmb 0x48-4f 01001xxx push(byte xxx from msg header)

80 OPgetfs 0x50-57 01010xxx push(short xxx from frame)

88 OPgetfb 0x58-5f 01011xxx push(byte xxx from frame)

96 OPsetms 0x60-67 01100xxx short xxx of msg header = $0

102 OPsetmb 0x68-6f 01101xxx byte xxx of msg header = $0

108 OPsetfs 0x70-77 01110xxx short xxx of frame = $0

114 OPsetfb 0x78-7f 01111xxx byte xxx of frame = $0

XCLASS

128 OPpushc 0x80-bf 10xxxxxx push(xxxxxx) (unsigned)

192 OPblez 0xC0-ff 11xxxxxx if ($0 <= 0) jump xxxxxx

B. BLESS

B.1 Clock Capsule

pushc 1

add

copy # Keeping a counter -- copy its value

pushc 4 # Timer is every 4 clock ticks

inv

add

blez 11 # If the timer hasn’t expired, skip flush check (jumps after call)

pop # Parent flush check code - get rid of old timer

pushc 0 # Reset timer

pushc 3

call # Call subroutine 3 -- check for parent flush

pushc 1 # Jump-to point for branch above

sense

pushm

clear

add # Read light sensor, put value in message

sendr # Send message with send capsule

pushc 1

pushc 3

pushc 3

shiftl

or # Create bit pattern 0x9

putled # 0x9 toggles red LED

halt

B.2 Message Send



pushc 0

not

getfs 0

neq # If our parent != 0xffff (no parent), we won’t branch

blez 16 # If our parent is 0xffff (no parent), we’ll skip sending

getfs 0 # Get short 0 of frame -- parent addr

setms 0 # Set short 0 of header -- destination addr

id

setms 1 # Set source field (short 1) of header to our addr

getfb 2 # Get our hopcount

setmb 4 # Set hopcount field in header

pushc 0

not # Create AM broadcast addr (0xffff)

sendr # Send packet on broadcast

pushc 4

putled # Turn on green led

halt # Jump-to point of above branch

B.3 Message Receive

pushc 0

call

pushc 1

call # Check if we should make sender our new parent

pushc 2

call # If it’s our current parent, flag parent heard

getms 0 # Get desination addr of packet

id

eq

blez 13 # Branch to halt if we’re not the destination

pushc 2

putled # Turn on green LED

sendr # Send packet on AM broadcast

halt

B.4 Subroutine 0 – If no parent, set hopcount
to 64

getfs 0

pushc 0

not

eq

blez 9 # If parent != 0xffff (no parent), jump to ret

pushc 1

pushc 6

shiftl

setfb 2 # Set hopcount to 64

ret

B.5 Subroutine 1 – Change Parent?

getfb 2

getmb 4

inv

add

blez 11 # If msg hopcount greater or equal to our hopcount, jump to ret

getms 1

setfs 0 # Set our parent addr to source addr of packet

getmb 4

pushc 1

add

setfb 2 # Set our hopcount to hopcount of source + 1

ret

B.6 Subroutine 2 – Flag Parent Heard?

getms 1

getfs 0

eq

blez 10 # If not our parent, jump to ret

pushc 1

setfb 3 # Set heard-parent flag of frame to 1

getmb 4

pushc 1

add

setfb 2 # Set our hopcount to parent hopcount + 1

ret

B.7 Subroutine 3 – Flush Parent?

getfb 3

pushc 0

eq

blez 7 # If we have heard our parent, skip parent clear

pushc 0

not

setfs 0 # Clear parent

pushc 0

setfb 3 # Set parent not-heard

pushc 1

pushc 4

shiftl

inv # Create -16

getfb 4

add

blez 19 # skip if hopcount <= 16

pushc 0

inv

setfs 0 # Set parent to 0xffff (no parent) -- too far from root

ret
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Abstract

We presentnesC, a programming language for networked embed-
ded systems, such as sensor network “motes,” which represent a
new design space for application developers. Sensor networks con-
sist of (potentially) thousands of tiny, low-power “motes,” each of
which execute concurrent, reactive programs that must operate with
severe memory and power constraints.

nesC’s contribution is to support the special needs of this domain
by exposing a programming model that incorporates event-driven
execution, a flexible concurrency model, and component-oriented
application design. Restrictions on the programming model al-
low the nesC compiler to perform whole-program analyses, includ-
ing data-race detection (which improves reliability) and aggressive
function inlining (which reduces resource consumption).

nesC has been used to implement TinyOS, a small operating sys-
tem for sensor networks, as well as several significant sensor appli-
cations. nesC and TinyOS have been adopted by a large number of
sensor network research groups, and our experience and evaluation
of the language shows that it is effective at supporting the com-
plex, concurrent programming style demanded by this new class of
deeply networked systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Advances in networking and integration have enabled small, flex-

ible, low-cost nodes that interact with their environment through
sensors, actuators and communication. Single-chip systems are
now emerging that integrate a low-power CPU and memory, ra-
dio or optical communication, and substantial MEMs-based on-
chip sensors; these nodes are colloquially referred to as “motes”
or “smart dust” [49]. Target costs (for single-chip motes) are less
than 10 cents per unit, which enables networks with potentially
tens of thousands of motes. Target power consumption means that
motes can last years with low-bandwidth communication, or even
be battery-free when fueled by ambient power (e.g., heat from the
environment).

In this paper, we present nesC, a systems programming language
for networked embedded systems such as motes. nesC supports a
programming model that integrates reactivity to the environment,
concurrency, and communication. By performing whole-program
optimizations and compile-time data race detection, nesC simpli-
fies application development, reduces code size, and eliminates
many sources of potential bugs.

A key focus of nesC is holistic system design. Mote applications
are deeply tied to hardware, and each mote runs a single application
at a time. This approach yields three important properties. First, all
resources are known statically. Second, rather than employing a
general-purpose OS, applications are built from a suite of reusable
system components coupled with application-specific code. Third,

the hardware/software boundary varies depending on the applica-
tion and hardware platform; it is important to design for flexible
decomposition.

There are a number of unique challenges that nesC must address:

Driven by interaction with environment: Unlike traditional com-
puters, motes are used for data collection and control of the local
environment, rather than general-purpose computation. This focus
leads to two observations. First, motes are fundamentally event-
driven, reacting to changes in the environment (message arrival,
sensor acquisition) rather than driven by interactive or batch pro-
cessing. Second, event arrival and data processing are concurrent
activities, demanding an approach to concurrency management that
addresses potential bugs such as race conditions.

Limited resources: Motes have very limited physical resources,
due to the goals of small size, low cost, and low power consump-
tion. We do not expect new technology to remove these limitations:
the benefits of Moore’s Law will be applied to reduce size and
cost, rather than increase capability. Although our current motes
are measured in square centimeters, a version is in fabrication that
measures less than 5 mm2.

Reliability: Although we expect individual motes to fail due to
hardware issues, we must enable very long-lived applications. For
example, environmental monitoring applications need to collect data
without human interaction for months at a time. An important goal
is to reduce run-time errors, since there is no real recovery mecha-
nism in the field except for automatic reboot.

Soft real-time requirements: Although there are some tasks that
are time critical, such as radio management or sensor polling, we
do not focus on hard real-time guarantees. Our experience so far
indicates that timing constraints are easily met by having complete
control over the application and OS, as well as by limiting utiliza-
tion. One of the few timing-critical aspects in sensor networks is
radio communication; however, given the fundamental unreliabil-
ity of the radio link, it is not necessary to meet hard deadlines in
this domain.

Although nesC is a synthesis of many existing language concepts
targeted at the above problems, it provides three broad contribu-
tions. First, nesC defines a component model that supports event-
driven systems: the model provides bidirectional interfaces to sim-
plify event flow, supports a flexible hardware/software boundary,
and admits efficient implementation that avoids virtual functions
and dynamic component creation. Second, nesC defines a simple
but expressive concurrency model coupled with extensive compile-
time analysis: the nesC compiler detects most data races at compile
time. This combination allows applications to exhibit highly con-
current behavior with very limited resources. Third, nesC provides



Mote Type WeC rene2 rene2 dot mica

Date 9/99 10/00 6/01 8/01 2/02
Microcontroller
Type AT90LS8535 ATMega163 ATMega103
Prog. mem. (KB) 8 16 128
RAM (KB) 0.5 1 4
Default Power source
Size CR2450 2xAA CR2032 2xAA
Capacity (mAh) 575 2850 225 2850
Communication
Radio RFM TR1000
Rate (Kbps) 10 10 10 10 10/40
Modulation type OOK OOK/ASK

Table 1: The family of TinyOS motes.

a unique balance between accurate program analysis to improve re-
liability and reduce code size, and expressive power for building
real applications. In addition to static data race detection, the nesC
compiler performs static component instantiation, whole-program
inlining, and dead-code elimination. We prohibit many features
that hinder static analysis, including function pointers and dynamic
memory allocation, but are capable of supporting complex applica-
tions and a substantial user community.

nesC is used as the programming language for TinyOS [16], a
small operating system for sensor network applications that is in
use by more than 100 research groups worldwide. Several signifi-
cant sensor network applications have been implemented in nesC,
includingTinyDB [29], a sensor network query processing engine,
andMaté [28], a small virtual machine that allows rapid reprogram-
ming of sensor networks.

Section 2 presents background material on sensor networks and
introducesSurge, a sample nesC application used as a running ex-
ample throughout the paper. Section 3 presents the nesC design;
Section 4 summarizes our experience with nesC and evaluates the
effectiveness of data-race detection and inlining. We conclude with
a survey of related work (Section 5) and a discussion of nesC and
its future directions (Section 6).

2. BACKGROUND
Wireless sensor networks are composed of large numbers of tiny

resource-limited devices called “motes.” A first application of these
networks is data collection in uncontrolled environments, such as
nature reserves [30] or seismically threatened structures [25]. Four
key features have emerged in networks we have deployed: interac-
tion with the local environment though sensors, communication via
a wireless network, lifetime requirements of months to a year, and
physical inaccessibility.

Table 1 presents several generations of motes designed at UC Berke-
ley. Although very resource constrained, motes must be highly re-
active and participate in complex distributed algorithms, such as
data aggregation [19, 29] or spatial localization [50]. This com-
bination of requirements makes traditional operating systems and
programming models inappropriate for sensor networks. Mote hard-
ware evolves rapidly: Table 1 covers five platforms in three years,
with different sensors and varying levels of hardware support for
operations such as radio-based messaging. A sensor network op-
erating system and programming language must make it easy for
applications to adapt to these changes.

2.1 TinyOS
TinyOS [16] is an operating system specifically designed for net-

work embedded systems. TinyOS has a programming model tai-

lored for event-driven applications as well as a very small footprint
(the core OS requires 396 bytes of code and data memory, com-
bined). Two of our motivations in designing nesC were to sup-
port TinyOS’s programming model and to reimplement TinyOS in
the new language. TinyOS has several important features that in-
fluenced nesC’s design: a component-based architecture, a simple
event-based concurrency model, and split-phase operations.

Component-based architecture:TinyOS provides a set of reusable
systemcomponents. An application connects components using a
wiring specificationthat is independent of component implemen-
tations; each application customizes the set of components it uses.
Although most OS components are software modules, some are
thin wrappers around hardware; the distinction is invisible to the
developer. Decomposing different OS services into separate com-
ponents allows unused services to be excluded from the application.
We present nesC’s support for components in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

Tasks and event based concurrency:There are two sources of
concurrency in TinyOS:tasksand events. Tasks are a deferred
computation mechanism. They run to completion and do not pre-
empt each other. Components canpost tasks; the post operation
immediately returns, deferring the computation until the scheduler
executes the task later. Components can use tasks when timing re-
quirements are not strict; this includes nearly all operations except
low-level communication. To ensure low task execution latency,
individual tasks must be short; lengthy operations should be spread
across multiple tasks. The lifetime requirements of sensor networks
prohibit heavy computation, keeping the system reactive.

Eventsalso run to completion, but may preempt the execution
of a task or another event. Events signify either completion of a
split-phase operation (discussed below) or an event from the envi-
ronment (e.g. message reception or time passing). TinyOS execu-
tion is ultimately driven by events representing hardware interrupts.
We discuss the refinement and inclusion of TinyOS’s concurrency
model into nesC in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

Split-phase operations:Because tasks execute non-preemptively,
TinyOS has no blocking operations. All long-latency operations are
split-phase: operation request and completion are separate func-
tions. Commandsare typically requests to execute an operation.
If the operation is split-phase, the command returns immediately
and completion will be signaled with an event; non-split-phase op-
erations (e.g. toggle an LED) do not have completion events. A
typical example of a split-phase operation is a packet send: a com-
ponent may invoke thesend command to initiate the transmission
of a radio message, and the communication component signals the
sendDone event when transmission has completed. Each compo-
nent implements one half of the split-phase operation and calls the
other; the wiring connects both commands and events across com-
ponent boundaries. We discuss how nesC captures split-phase op-
erations in Section 3.1.

Resource contention is typically handled through explicit rejec-
tion of concurrent requests. In the example above, if the commu-
nication component cannot handle multiple concurrentsend op-
erations, it signals an error when a concurrentsend is attempted.
Alternately, the communication component may queue the request
for future processing.

The simple concurrency model of TinyOS allows high concur-
rency with low overhead, in contrast to a thread-based concurrency
model in which thread stacks consume precious memory while
blocking on a contended service. However, as in any concurrent
system, concurrency and non-determinism can be the source of
complex bugs, including deadlock (e.g. the Mars Rover [22]) and
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Figure 1: Simplified view of the Surge application. Nodes repre-
sent components, and edges represent interface wiring. Edges are
labeled with the corresponding interface name.

data races (e.g. the Therac-25 [27]). One of the primary benefits of
nesC is helping the programmer use concurrency safely by ensuring
the absence of (most) data races. This is discussed in Section 3.3.

2.2 Surge: A Sensor Network Application
A common application of sensor networks is to periodically sam-

ple a sensor (e.g., light or temperature) and report readings to a
base station, which is typically a node with a wired network con-
nection and power source. As a running example throughout this
paper, we presentSurge, a simple application that performs peri-
odic sensor sampling and uses ad-hoc multi-hop routing over the
wireless network to deliver samples to the base station. Surge is
intentionally simple and does not perform advanced functions such
as in-network data aggregation [19, 29].

Surge motes organize themselves into a spanning tree rooted at
the base station. Each mote maintains the address of itsparentand
its depthin the tree, advertising its depth in each radio message (ei-
ther sensor sample or forwarded message) that it transmits. A node
selects an initial parent by listening to messages and choosing the
node with the smallest depth; to seed the creation of the spanning
tree, the base station periodically broadcasts beacon messages with
depth 0. Nodes estimate parent link quality; when the link quality
falls below some threshold, nodes select a new parent from their
neighbor set based on link quality estimates and depth.

Once a second, each mote samples its light sensor and sends the
sample to its parent. Parents acknowledge received packets. Surge
uses the acknowledgments to provide a reliable transport layer; par-
ent link quality is calculated as the fraction of transmitted messages
that are acknowledged. When a node receives a message from an-
other node, it forwards the message to its parent. Sensor samples
are collected at the base station where they can be analyzed or vi-
sualized.

Figure 1 shows the components of Surge and the interfaces by
which they are wired. This example shows several important ad-
vantages of components. The Surge application only needs to in-
clude the parts of TinyOS that it needs, i.e., system boot code
(Main ), the timer (Timer ), a sensor (Photo ), access to the LEDs
(Leds ), and multi-hop message routing (Multihop ). Secondly, the
application code – theSurge component – explicitly specifies its
environmental dependencies in terms of interfaces.Surge requires
a timer (Timer interface), sensor (ADCinterface), LEDs (Leds in-

TimerM

StdControl Timer

HWClock

module TimerM {
provides {

interface StdControl;
interface Timer;

}
uses interface Clock as Clk;

} ...

Figure 2: Specification and graphical depiction of theTimerM
component.

terface), and communication (Send interface). The code is there-
fore independent of the particular sensor hardware used. For exam-
ple, ADCcould easily be wired to a temperature sensor rather than
a light sensor, as long as the two provide the same interface.

3. nesCDESIGN
In this section we discuss the primary concepts in nesC’s de-

sign. First, nesC applications are built out ofcomponentswith
well-defined, bidirectionalinterfaces. Second, nesC defines a con-
currency model, based on tasks and events, and detects data races
at compile time.

A few basic principles underlie nesC’s design:

nesC is an extension of C:C [23] produces efficient code for all
the target microcontrollers that are likely to be used in sensor net-
works. C provides all the low-level features necessary for accessing
hardware, and interaction with existing C code is simplified. Last
but not least, many programmers are familiar with C.

C does have significant disadvantages: it provides little help in
writing safe code or in structuring applications. nesC addresses
safety through reduced expressive power and structure through com-
ponents. None of the new features in nesC are tied to C: the same
ideas could be added to other imperative programming languages
such as Modula-2 [52].

Whole-program analysis: nesC programs are subject to whole
program analysis (for safety) and optimization (for performance).
Therefore we do not consider separate compilation in nesC’s de-
sign. The limited code space on motes makes this approach tractable.

nesC is a “static language”: There is no dynamic memory allo-
cation and the call-graph is fully known at compile-time. These
restrictions make whole program analysis and optimization signif-
icantly simpler and more accurate. They sound more onerous than
they are in practice: nesC’s component model and parameterized
interfaces eliminate many needs for dynamic memory allocation
and dynamic dispatch. We have, so far, implemented one opti-
mization and one analysis: a simple whole-program inliner and a
data-race detector. Details are given in Section 4.

nesC supports and reflects TinyOS’s design:nesC is based around
the concept of components, and directly supports TinyOS’s event-
based concurrency model. Additionally, nesC explicitly addresses
the issue of concurrent access to shared data (Section 3.3).

3.1 Component Specification
nesC applications are built by writing and assemblingcompo-

nents. A componentprovidesandusesinterfaces. These interfaces
are the only point of access to the component. An interface gen-
erally models some service (e.g., sending a message) and is speci-
fied by aninterface type. Figure 2 shows theTimerM component,
part of the TinyOS timer service, that provides theStdControl
andTimer interfaces and uses aClock interface (all shown in Fig-
ure 3).TimerM provides the logic that maps from a hardware clock
(Clock ) into TinyOS’s timer abstraction (Timer ).



interface StdControl {
command result_t init();

}

interface Timer {
command result_t start(char type, uint32_t interval);
command result_t stop();
event result_t fired();

}

interface Clock {
command result_t setRate(char interval, char scale);
event result_t fire();

}

interface Send {
command result_t send(TOS_Msg *msg, uint16_t length);
event result_t sendDone(TOS_Msg *msg, result_t success);

}

interface ADC {
command result_t getData();
event result_t dataReady(uint16_t data);

}

Figure 3: Some interface types.

Interfaces in nesC arebidirectional: they containcommandsand
events. A command is a function that is implemented by the providers
of an interface, an event is a function that is implemented by its
users. For instance, theTimer interface (Figure 3) definesstart
and stop commands and afired event. In Figure 2 provided
interfaces are shown above theTimerM component and used inter-
faces are below; downward-pointing arrows depict commands and
upward-pointing arrows depict events. Although this same inter-
action between the timer and its client could have been provided
via two separate interfaces (one forstart andstop , and one for
fired ), grouping these commands and events in the same interface
makes the specification much clearer and helps prevent bugs when
wiring components together. Split-phase operations are cleanly
modeled by placing the command request and event response in
the same interface. Figure 3 shows two examples of this. TheSend
interface has thesend command andsendDone event of the split-
phased packet send (Section 2.1). TheADC interface is similarly
used to model split-phase sensor value reads.

The separation of interface type definitions from their use in
components promotes the definition of standard interfaces, making
components more reusable and flexible. A component can provide
and use the same interface type (e.g., when interposing a compo-
nent between a client and service), or provide the same interface
multiple times. In these cases, the component must give eachinter-
face instancea separate name using theas notation shown forClk
in Figure 2.

Components are also a clean way to abstract the hardware/software
boundary. For instance, on one sensor board, the temperature sen-
sor (accessed via a component namedTemp) is mostly in hardware;
Temp is a thin layer of software accessing on-chip hardware regis-
ters. On another it is accessed over an I2C bus;Temp is a compo-
nent implemented as a number of interacting components including
a generic I2C access component.

3.2 Component Implementation
There are two types of components in nesC:modulesandconfig-

urations. Modules provide application code, implementing one or
more interfaces. Configurations are used to wire other components
together, connecting interfaces used by components to interfaces
provided by others. Every nesC application is described by atop-
level configurationthat wires together the components used.

module SurgeM {
provides interface StdControl;
uses interface ADC;
uses interface Timer;
uses interface Send;

}
implementation {

uint16_t sensorReading;

command result_t StdControl.init() {
return call Timer.start(TIMER_REPEAT, 1000);

}

event result_t Timer.fired() {
call ADC.getData();
return SUCCESS;

}

event result_t ADC.dataReady(uint16_t data) {
sensorReading = data;
... send message with data in it ...
return SUCCESS;

}
...

}

Figure 4: Simplified excerpt fromSurgeM .
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configuration TimerC {

provides {
interface StdControl;
interface Timer;

}
}
implementation {

components TimerM, HWClock;

StdControl = TimerM.StdControl;
Timer = TimerM.Timer;

TimerM.Clk -> HWClock.Clock;
}

Figure 5: TinyOS’s timer service: theTimerC configuration.

The body of a module is written in C-like code, with straightfor-
ward extensions. A command or eventf in an interfacei is named
i.f . A commandcall is like a regular function call prefixed with
the keywordcall , similarly an eventsignal is like a function
call prefixed bysignal . The definition of a commands or event
namedi.f is prefixed withcommand or event . We require these
annotations to improve code clarity. Figure 4 is a simplified excerpt
from SurgeM , which is part of the Surge application. It defines the
StdControl.init command, called at boot-time, and two of the
events handled by Surge: the firing of the timer (Timer.fired )
and sensor data acquisition (ADC.dataReady ). The code calls the
Timer.start command to setup periodic timer events and the
ADC.getData command to request a new sensor sample. Modules
have private state, in this example thesensorReading variable.

TimerC , the TinyOS timer service, is implemented as a configu-
ration, shown in Figure 5.TimerC is built by wiring the two sub-
components given by thecomponents declaration:TimerM (from
Figure 2) andHWClock (access to the on-chip clock). It maps its
StdControl andTimer interfaces to those ofTimerM (StdCon-
trol = TimerM.StdControl , Timer = TimerM.Timer ) and con-
nects the hardware clock interface used byTimerM to that pro-
vided byHWClock (TimerM.Clk -> HWClock.Clock ). Figure 6
shows a more elaborate example: the toplevel configuration for the
Surge application.
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Figure 6: TheSurgeC configuration: A top-level configuration.

An interface of a component may be wired zero, one or more
times. As a result, an arbitrary number of command call expres-
sions may be wired to a single command implementation (“fan-
in”), and a single command call expression may be connected to an
arbitrary number of command implementations (“fan-out”). For in-
stance, Figure 6 shows that calls toStdControl.init in Main are
connected to four different implementations (inSurgeM , Photo ,
TimerC andMultihop ). nesC allows a fan-out degree of zero (no
wires) if the module implementer provides a “default” implemen-
tation for the unwired command. Fan-out degrees greater than one
are allowed as long as the return type of the command is associated
with a function for combining the results of all the calls. In the case
of StdControl.init , the result typeresult t (Figure 3) repre-
sents success or failure. Its combining function provides logical-
and-like behavior, thus the result of the call toStdControl.init
in Main is success if all four implementations succeed. The analo-
gous situations for event signal expressions is handled identically.

The explicit wiring of components via interfaces, combined with
the removal of function pointer types1, makes the control-flow be-
tween components explicit. Module variables are private and,, as
a design style in TinyOS, we discourage sharing of data amongst
components. Taken together, this makes it much easier to write
correct components and understand their behavior when wired in
an application.

Most components in TinyOS represent services (such as the timer)
or pieces of hardware (such as the LEDs) and therefore exist only in
a single instance. However, it is sometimes useful to create several
instances of a component. In nesC, this is achieved by declaring
anabstract componentwith optional parameters; abstract compo-
nents are created at compile-time in configurations. For instance,
the QueuedSend component used by the multi-hop communica-
tion layerMultihop (Figure 1) is an abstract component that takes
a maximum retransmit count parameter:

abstract module QueuedSend(int maxAttempts) { ... }

configuration Multihop {
provides interface Send;

}
implementation {

components MultihopM, QueuedSend(10) as newQueue, ... ;

Send = MultihopM.Send;
MultihopM.QueuedSendMsg -> newQueue.Send;
...

}

1At this point our implementation issues a warning when function
pointers are used.

3.3 Concurrency and Atomicity
Data races occur due to concurrent updates to shared state. In or-

der to prevent them, a compiler must 1) understand the concurrency
model, and 2) determine the target of every update. In this section
we present the concurrency model and the key invariant that the
compiler must enforce to avoid data races. We achieve tractable
target analysis by reducing the expressive power of the language
and performing alias analysis. In particular, nesC has no dynamic
memory allocation and no function pointers.

In TinyOS, code runs either asynchronously in response to an
interrupt, or in a synchronously scheduled task. To facilitate the
detection of race conditions, we distinguish synchronous and asyn-
chronous code:

Asynchronous Code (AC):code that is reachable from
at least one interrupt handler.

Synchronous Code (SC):code that is only reachable
from tasks.

The run-to-completion rule and sequential execution of tasks lead
immediately to a key invariant:

Invariant: Synchronous Code is atomic with respect to
other Synchronous Code.

By “atomic,” we mean that any shared state between the two
will by updated atomically. This essentially provides atomicity by
default for tasks. Code that includes split-phase operations, which
by definition must include (at least) two tasks, is not atomic as a
whole, although each half is atomic. We discuss larger units of
atomicity in Section 6.

Although non-preemption allows us to avoid races amongst tasks,
there are still potential races between SC and AC, as well as AC and
AC. We claim that:

Claim 1: Any update to shared state from AC is a po-
tential race condition.

Claim 2: Any update to shared state from SC that is
also updated from AC is a potential race condition.

To reinstate atomicity in these cases, the programmer has two
options: either to convert all of the sharing code to tasks (SC only),
or to useatomic sectionsto update the shared state. An atomic sec-
tion is a small code sequence that nesC ensures will run atomically.
We present the syntax and implementation issues for atomic sec-
tions in Section 3.4. We require that any update to shared state that
is a potential race condition based on the claims above, must occur
within an atomic section. This gives us our basic invariant:

Race-Free Invariant: Any update to shared state is ei-
ther not a potential race condition (SC only), or occurs
within an atomic section.

In nesC, we enforce this invariant at compile time, which avoids
most race conditions. Note that this invariant only guarantees that
individual accesses are race-free; incorrect use of atomic sections
can still lead to race conditions.

3.4 Concurrency in nesC
Concurrency is central to nesC components: events (and com-

mands) may be signaled directly or indirectly by an interrupt, which
makes them asynchronous code. To handle this concurrency, nesC
provides two tools: atomic sections and tasks. Figure 7 illustrates



module SurgeM { ... }
implementation {

bool busy;
norace uint16_t sensorReading;

event result_t Timer.fired() {
bool localBusy;
atomic {

localBusy = busy;
busy = TRUE;

}
if (!localBusy)

call ADC.getData();
return SUCCESS;

}

task void sendData() { // send sensorReading
adcPacket.data = sensorReading;
call Send.send(&adcPacket, sizeof adcPacket.data);
return SUCCESS;

}

event result_t ADC.dataReady(uint16_t data) {
sensorReading = data;
post sendData();
return SUCCESS;

}
...

}

Figure 7: Concurrency and atomicity inSurgeM . Changes from
Figure 4 are highlighted.

their use, showing the core logic of the Surge application. Here,
Timer.fired andADC.dataReady are asynchronous code.

TheTimer.fired event is signaled periodically. If Surge is not
already busy,ADC.getData is called to get a new sensor value. As
busy is accessed in asynchronous code, its use is protected by an
atomic statement that performs a test-and-set onbusy . When the
sensor value is available, theADC.dataReady event is signaled.
Sending the message with the sensor reading is not a time-critical
operation, and the TinyOS communication layer is not designed to
be executed as asynchronous code. Therefore,SurgeM posts a task,
sendData , which sends the sensor reading message. Posted tasks
are executed by the TinyOS scheduler when the processor is idle.

We currently implementatomic by disabling and enabling in-
terrupts, which has very low overhead (a few cycles). However,
leaving interrupts disabled for a long period delays interrupt han-
dling, which makes the system less responsive. To minimize this
effect, atomic statements are not allowed to call commands or sig-
nal events, either directly or in a called function. This confines the
code executed by anatomic statement to a single module, making
it possible for the module implementer to bound atomic statement
execution time.

As discussed in Section 3.3,atomic prevents concurrent access
to the shared data accessed in the statement. Given atomic sections,
we define the key rule that enforces our race-free invariant:

If a variablex is accessed by AC, then any access ofx
outside of an atomic statement is a compile-time error.

The compiler reveals the specific conflict in addition to signaling
the error. To remove the error, the programmer must either add an
atomic section, or move the offending code into a task.

There are some cases in which there is apotentialrace condition
on a variable that the programmer knows is not an actual race con-
dition, for instancesensorReading in Figure 7. The declaration
of sensorReading includes thenorace qualifier to suppress er-
rors about this particular false positive. This avoids uselessly pro-
tecting all accesses tosensorReading with atomic statements.

module GenericComm { // id is the Active Message ID
provides interface Send[uint8_t id];
provides interface Receive[uint8_t id];

} implementation {
TOS_Msg *msg;

command result_t
Send.send[uint8_t id](uint8_t length, TOS_Msg *data)

{ data->amId = id; msg = data; ... }

void sendComplete(TOS_Msg *packet) {
signal Send.sendDone[msg->amId](msg, SUCCESS);

}
...

}

configuration Multihop { ... }
implementation {

components QueuedSend(10) as newQueue, GenericComm,
...
newQueue.RealSend -> GenericComm.Send[42];

}

Figure 8: Active Messages using Parameterized Interfaces.

Section 4.2 shows that we can effectively detect a large number of
data races.

3.5 Parameterized Interfaces
Parameterized interfaces are nesC’s mechanism for introducing

runtime command and event dispatch within a first order language.
A component declares an interface with a parameter list which cre-
ates a separate interface for each tuple of parameter values. Pa-
rameterized interfaces are used to model Active Messages [47] in
TinyOS: in Active Messages, packets contain a numeric identifier
that specifies which event handler should be executed. Figure 8
shows a very simplified definition of the communication compo-
nent (GenericComm ). Wires to a parameterized interface must
specify a specific interface with a compile-time constant: the multi-
hop message routing uses Active Message 42 for all its communi-
cation, hence wires toGenericComm.Send[42] in Figure 8.

In a module, the implemented commands and events of a param-
eterized interface receive extra parameters specifying the selected
interface (seeSend.send in theActiveMessages module of Fig-
ure 8) and select a specific interface when invoking a command or
event in a parameterized interface (seesendComplete ). This last
construction translates into a runtime dispatch to one of the func-
tions connected toSend.sendDone by the application’s configu-
rations. However the set of possible dispatch targets is explicitly
specified by the program’s configurations. An additional benefit is
that no RAM is needed to store the active message dispatch table.

4. EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate nesC’s component model, concur-

rency model, and whole-program inlining with respect to a set of
representative TinyOS applications, including Surge, TinyDB and
Maté. We have implemented a compiler for nesC that generates a
single C source file for a whole application, resolving all interface
connections to direct function calls. In the results below, this C file
is compiled with gcc 3.1.1 for the Atmel ATmega 103, an 8-bit
RISC microprocessor used on Mica mote (Table 1).

4.1 Component Model
Anecdotally, nesC’s component model has been invaluable for

event-driven sensor applications. The success of the component
model is shown by the way in which components are used in the
TinyOS code. The core TinyOS source consists of 186 components,



Component Type Data-race variables
RandomLFSR System 1
UARTM System 1
AMStandard System 2
AMPromiscious System 2
BAPBaseM Application 2
ChirpM Application 2
MicaHighSpeedRadioM System 2
TestTimerM Application 2
ChannelMonC System 3
NoCrcPacket System 3
OscilloscopeM Application 3
QueuedSend System 3
SurgeM Application 3
SenseLightToLogM Application 3
TestTemp Application 3
MultihopM System 10
eepromM System 17
TinyAlloc System 18
IdentC Application 23
Total 103

Figure 9: Component locations of race condition variables.

of which 121 are code modules and 65 are configurations. The
number of modules per application ranges from 20 to 69, with an
average of 35. Modules are generally quite small — on average
only 144 lines of code. This small size indicates the expressive
power of nesC’s components, as programmers have not needed to
break the model by producing large monolithic components, which
are more difficult to analyze and more error prone.

nesC’s bidirectional interfaces are an excellent fit for event-driven
systems, since they provide a clean syntax for grouping related
computation in the presence of split-phase and asynchronous op-
erations. As evidence of this, bidirectional interfaces are pervasive
in TinyOS: of the 186 components in the TinyOS core, 68% utilize
at least one bidirectional interface.

4.2 Concurrency
nesC’s component model makes it simple to express the complex

concurrent actions in sensor network applications. Our sample ap-
plications each have an average of 17 tasks and 75 events, each
of which represents a potentially concurrent activity. Moreover, in
our sample applications an average of 43% of the code (measured
in bytes) is reachable from an interrupt context, demonstrating a
high degree of concurrency.

Our implementation of race detection uses a simple type-based
alias analysis to detect which variables are accessed by asynchronous
code. We report errors if any of these variables are accessed outside
atomic sections.

Initially, nesC included neither an explicitatomic statement nor
the analysis to detect potential race conditions; TinyOS and its ap-
plications had many data races. Once race detection was imple-
mented, we analyzed every application in the TinyOS source tree,
finding 156 variables that potentially had a race condition. Of these,
53 were false positives (discussed below) and 103 were genuine
race conditions, a frequency of about six per thousand code state-
ments. We fixed each of these bugs by moving code into tasks or
by usingatomic statements. We tested each TinyOS application
and verified that the presence of atomic sections has not interfered
with correct operation.

Figure 9 shows the locations of data races in the TinyOS tree.
Half of the races existed in system-level components used by many
applications, while the other half were application-specific.Mul-
tihopM , eepromM, andTinyAlloc had a disproportionate number
of races due to the amount of internal state they maintain through
complex concurrent operations.

/* Contains a race: */ /* Fixed version: */
if (state == IDLE) { uint8_t oldState;

state = SENDING; atomic {
count++; oldState = state;
// send a packet if (state == IDLE) {

} state = SENDING;
}

}
if (oldState == IDLE) {

count++;
// send a packet

}

Figure 10: Fixing a race condition in a state transition.

The finite state machine style of decomposition in TinyOS led to
the most common form of bug, a non-atomic state transition. State
transitions are typically implemented using a read-modify-write of
the state variable, which must be atomic. A canonical example of
this race is shown in Figure 10, along with the fix.

The original versions of the communication,TinyAlloc and
EEPROM components contained large numbers of variable accesses
in asynchronous code. Rather than using large atomic sections,
which might decrease overall responsiveness, we promoted many
of the offending functions to synchronous code, by posting a few
additional tasks.

False positives fell into three major categories: state-based guards,
buffer swaps, and causal relationships. The first class, state-based
guards, occurred when access to a module variable is serialized at
run time by a state variable. The above state transition example il-
lustrates this; in this function, the variablecount is safe due to the
monitor created bystate .

TinyOS’s communication primitives use a buffer-swapping pol-
icy for memory management. When a network packet is received,
the radio component passes a buffer to the application; the applica-
tion returns a separate buffer to the component for the next receive
event. This raises problems with alias analysis; although only one
component has a reference to a given buffer at any time, compo-
nents swap them back and forth. Although alias analysis would
conclude that both components could concurrently read and write
the same buffer, swapping ensures that only one component has
a reference to it at any time. To resolve this issue, we annotated
message buffers with thenorace qualifier.

The last class of false positives, causal relationships, comes from
the split-phase operation of TinyOS components. The command/event
pair of a split-phase operation might share a variable, but their
causal relationship means that the event will not fire while the com-
mand is executing. The event could fire during the command only
if another TinyOS component accessed the underlying hardware;
although this would violate the TinyOS programming model, nesC
does not enforce this limitation.

4.3 Optimization
As with data-race detection, nesC exploits the restrictions of

the component model to perform static analysis and optimization.
The nesC compiler uses the application call-graph to eliminate un-
reachable code and to inline small functions. These optimizations
greatly reduce memory footprint, a key savings for embedded sys-
tems. Figure 11 shows a breakdown of the code and data size for
each component in the Surge application. TheTinyOS row repre-
sents the core TinyOS initialization code and task scheduler, which
fits into 396 bytes.C Runtime represents necessary runtime rou-
tines, including floating-point libraries (currently used by multi-
hop routing). Dead code elimination trimmed off an initial 9% of
the Surge program code, and inlining yielded an additional 16%



Component Code size Data size
(Sizes in bytes) inlined noninlined
Runtime

TinyOS 364 666 32
C Runtime 1152 1162 13
RealMain – 72 0

Application components
SurgeM 80 240 44

Multi-hop communication
AMPromiscuous 456 654 9
MultihopM 2646 2884 223
NoCRCPacket 370 484 50
QueuedSend 786 852 461

Radio stack
ChannelMonC 454 486 9
CrcFilter – 34 0
MicaHighSpeedRadioM 1162 1250 61
PotM 50 82 1
RadioTimingC 42 56 0
SecDedEncoding 662 684 3
SpiByteFifoC 344 438 2

Sensor acquisition
ADCM 156 260 2
PhotoTempM 248 360 2

Miscellaneous
NoLeds – 18 0
RandomLFSR 134 134 6
TimerM 1826 1734 118

Hardware presentation
HPLADCC 214 268 11
HPLClock 74 134 0
HPLInit – 10 0
HPLInterrupt – 22 0
HPLPotC – 66 0
HPLSlavePinC – 28 0
HPLUARTM 160 212 0
LedsC – 164 1
SlavePinM 80 124 1
UARTM 78 136 1

Totals 11538 13714 1050

Figure 11: Breakdown of code and data size by component for the
Surge application. A ‘–’ in theinlined column indicates that the
corresponding component was entirely inlined.

savings. Note that inlining increases code size slightly for only
one component –TimerM – but reduces or eliminates many oth-
ers, leading to an overall reduction in footprint. Inlining provides
only a small performance increase (less than a 1% improvement in
CPU utilization for our sample applications) – our CPU intensive
code (mostly low level parts of the radio stack) is not dominated by
function calls.

5. RELATED WORK
The module systems of languages such as Modula-2 (plus de-

scendants) [12, 52, 53] and Ada [20] explicitly import and export
interfaces. However these systems are less flexible than nesC, as
there is no explicit binding of interfaces: an exported interfaceI
is automatically linked to all importers ofI. Standard ML’s mod-
ule system offers similar functionality to nesC, except that circular
“component” (structure ) assemblies cannot be expressed. The
nesC module system is very close to Mesa’s [35], and (coinciden-
tally) uses essentially the same terminology:modulescontain ex-
ecutable code,configurationsconnect components (configurations
or modules) by binding their interfaces, whoseinterface typesmust
match.

Giotto [13], Esterel [4], Lustre [11], Signal [3] and E-FRP [48]
are languages that target embedded, hard real-time, control sys-
tems. They explicitly model the concept of (input) events and
(output) control signals, and offer much stronger time guarantees
than nesC. However, they are not general purpose programming

languages in which one would implement, e.g., a multi-hop radio
stack.

The VHDL [18] hardware description language is based on as-
sembling components (“architecture”) with well-defined interfaces.
Architectures are often specified as independent processes; archi-
tectures that are built out of components always encapsulate the
inner components. In contrast, nesC configurations do not encap-
sulate the components they use, and concurrency crosses compo-
nent boundaries. VHDL’s model matches that of actual hardware,
while nesC’s is inspired by hardware. Another language targeted
to generating hardware is SAFL [38], a first-order functional lan-
guage. To allow hardware generation, SAFL has no recursion and
static data allocation.

Distributed systems [14, 21, 34, 40, 41, 45] and software engi-
neering [2] often model systems as interacting sets of components.
These components are specified by the interfaces they provide or
use. However, the focus is very different from nesC: components
are large-scale (e.g., a database), dynamically loaded and/or linked,
and possibly accessed remotely.

ArchJava [1] has bidirectional interfaces (ports). There are no
interface types (port connections match methods by name and sig-
nature), fan-out is limited to methods with no result, and dispatch of
port methods is dynamic. C# [32] and BCOOPL [5] support events
in classes and interfaces. However the two directions are asym-
metric: registration of an event handler with an event producer is
dynamic.

The languages above, and languages commonly used for pro-
gramming embedded systems (such as C, Ada, Forth), do not offer
the set of features desired in nesC: an interrupt-based concurrency
model, low-level hardware access, component-based programming
and static concurrency checking.

A number of operating systems have explored the use of com-
ponent architectures. The Flux OSKit [10] is a collection of com-
ponents for building operating systems, but provided components
target workstation-like machines. Flux was subsequently reimple-
mented with the help of Knit [43], a language for constructing and
linking components implemented in C. Knit’s component model,
based on that of units [9], is similar to nesC in that components pro-
vide and use interfaces and that new components can be assembled
out of existing ones. Unlike nesC, Knit lacks bidirectional inter-
faces and data race detection. THINK [8] takes the Flux model one
step further by allowing explicit modeling of calls between com-
ponents. This allows clean linking of THINK components across
protection domains or networks. THINK does not employ whole-
program optimization and relies on dynamic dispatch. We do not
believe this model, with its associated runtime cost, is appropri-
ate for network embedded systems. Other component-oriented sys-
tems include Click [36], Scout [37], and thex-kernel [17]. These
systems are more specialized than nesC and do not support whole-
program optimization (apart from several optimizations in Click [24])
or bidirectional interfaces.

Traditional real-time and embedded operating systems, such as
VxWorks [51], QNX [42], and WinCE [33], differ from TinyOS
in a number of respects. These systems are generally much larger
and provide greater functionality than TinyOS, and are intended
for larger-scale embedded systems. We refer the reader to [16] for
a thorough discussion of the differences between these systems.

There have been a few attempts at static detection of race condi-
tions. ESC [7] is in between a type checker and a program verifier;
it has been used to verify user-supplied associations between locks
and variables, and also to enforce ordering constraints on lock ac-
quisition. Sun’s LockLint [46] statically checks for inconsistent
use of locks or lock ordering. As expected, these tools have trouble



with first-class functions and aliasing, and tend to report a subset of
the errors with false positives as well. They also focus on locking
rather than atomicity; we chose the latter to enable more freedom
of implementation, which is particularly important for interrupts.
The next section covers the use of monitors in Mesa.

There are also tools for dynamic detection of races. Eraser [44]
detects unprotected shared variables using a modified binary. “On
the fly” race detectors [31, 39] serialize all accesses to a variable to
verify serializability. These approaches only catch errors that actu-
ally occur during the test run. In addition, dynamic approaches are
less appealing for motes due to their number, resource limitations,
and UI constraints. All of these race detection systems, including
nesC, validate individual variable accesses. They cannot detect a
read-modify-write through a temporary variable in which the read
and write occur in distinct atomic sections.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The nesC language is well-suited to the unique challenges of pro-

gramming networked embedded systems. nesC was originally de-
signed to express the concepts embodied in TinyOS, and by reim-
plementing the operating system in nesC, those concepts were re-
fined. nesC’s component model supports holistic system design by
making it easy to assemble applications that include only the nec-
essary OS support. The component model also allows alternate im-
plementations and a flexible hardware/software boundary. nesC’s
concurrency model allows us to write highly concurrent programs
on a platform with very limited resources; the use of bidirectional
interfaces and atomic statements permit a tight integration of con-
currency and component-oriented design. Careful restrictions on
the programming model, including the lack of dynamic allocation
and explicit specification of an application’s call-graph, facilitate
whole-program analyses and optimizations. Aggressive inlining re-
duces memory footprint, and static data-race detection allows the
developer to identify and fix concurrency bugs.

The nesC design opens up several key areas for future work.
These broadly fall into the areas of concurrency support, enhance-
ments to language features, and application to domains other than
networked embedded systems.

Concurrency support

The nesC concurrency model provides short atomic actions, which
can be used to build higher-level synchronization mechanisms such
as semaphores, condition variables, atomic queues, and locks. Some
of these mechanisms imply blocking, but there is nothing in the lan-
guageper sethat prevents support for blocking: we would need to
prohibit blocking calls in atomic sections as well as treat blocking
calls as yield points for task scheduling.

Our current implementation of atomic sections, which works
well for embedded systems, is to disable interrupts. This is ac-
ceptable in part because we prevent blocking and limit the length
of atomic sections. It also depends on the assumption of a unipro-
cessor and on the lack of virtual memory, since a page fault should
not occur within an atomic section. However, these assumptions
can be relaxed by considering alternate implementations of atomic
sections, for example, using non-blocking synchronization primi-
tives [15].

The use of monitors in Mesa [26] is the most directly compa-
rable concurrency model to ours. In Mesa, the authors considered
and rejected atomicity based on non-preemption for several rea-
sons, including the desire to support multiprocessors and virtual
memory. Also, non-preemption alone does not handle interrupts;
we use atomic sections to handle asynchronous updates to shared
state. Finally, Mesa was unable to prevent calls within atomic sec-

tions from yielding the processor. This is not an issue for nesC.

Language enhancements

There are a number of idioms common in TinyOS that are not
well expressed in nesC. Multi-client services with per-client state
are not well-supported. For example, consider a general timer ser-
vice where each client wishes to receive timer events at a different
frequency. Abstract components can be used for this purpose, al-
though they are currently limited in that the internal state of each
instance is private to that instance. We currently use parameterized
interfaces to implement such multi-client services, where the pa-
rameter corresponds to the “client number.” We are not wholly sat-
isfied with this approach, and we plan to investigate a better mech-
anism in the future.

Split-phase operations provide high concurrency with low over-
head, but are difficult to program; reintroducing the convenience
of a threaded model would greatly simplify programming. By au-
tomatically transforming blocking operations into split-phase calls,
we could preserve expressive lightweight concurrency without forc-
ing the programmer to manually build continuations within compo-
nents (as they do now). As it stands, many components are writ-
ten as small finite state machines; atomic state transitions result in
replicated control flow, separating state transitions from their cor-
responding actions. A future direction for nesC is to provide ex-
plicit support for FSM-style decomposition that simplifies compo-
nent design and allows properties of FSM behavior to be statically
verified.

Application to other platforms

We believe that nesC is not limited to the domain of embedded
systems. nesC’s component-oriented structure, focus on concur-
rency, and bidirectional interfaces are valuable concepts in pro-
gramming larger systems, such as enterprise-class applications and
Internet services. To effectively support this broader class of ap-
plications, several extensions to nesC are needed. First, nesC’s
compile-time analyses would need to be extended to handle dy-
namic memory and component allocation, as well as patterns such
as message buffer swap. The static checking of software proto-
cols in Vault [6] may provide an approach to solving these prob-
lems. nesC’s concurrency model should be extended to admit mul-
tiprocessors, blocking operations, and a more general notion of
threads, as discussed above. Such an approach would lead to a rich
set of concurrency primitives specifically tailored for component-
oriented programming of large-scale systems.
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��h�ijo�egf�i��Kegf�p,lmeg�(��pmk���vEl/i	o(�Ky � e`�!k���ij�`|	y	lme�pmd � z�dKk!lmk�o(y���knf
� ij��k��gy$}�ij�U�Kkn}!e`f,egy	o(f�y8o�z�dKk!pmd(k!l�pmy�f,�gknknh�v�yjl�pmy� �y8ego¡i�¢!£	¤!¥¦ t	¤�§	¨�u$©=ªmt�«/¬8ªm£	uH#ijf.i=«/£�£j¤,§	¨�u�t	®�£	¤/��¯0ij}+d=o(y��Kk��(i	f,knfEe�pmf.��kn}ne��f,egy	o�y8o�ijo=knf�pme � i�pmkUy	�*dKy�z � ijo���yj�*e�pmfEo(kneg|8d��*yjlmfEz�eg�g�(�*k!o(k!�Kp�°lmy � e�p��*knego(|�inzUij��k8v�i	o��9pmd(k�i � y8�(o$pUyj�Ekno(k+lm|	��i�{	i	eg�`i	�K�gk�pmye�p��*±�k�|	eg{�k=i�l/ijo��Ky � eg�nk���i	�g|8yjlme�pmd � z�dKk!lmk�}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjlmf�lmy	�p/i�pmk�z�e�pmd�pme � k8v���k � y8oKf�p,l/ijpmego(|�d(y�z:�gy$}�i	�geg�nk���o(y���k��Kkn}!e`f,egy	o(f�gk�i	��pmy�i=}!y8o(oKkn}!pmk��Hv(}ni	h�ij}ne�p6����hKlmknf,k+lm{�egoK|�|8�gy8�(i	��pmy8h*y8�gy	|	�$�
² � hKlmy�{�k � k!o�p=ego1f��Kf�pmk � �`e���k!pme � k����(k�pmy³��h�ijo�ego(}!lmkni	f,knf�i	fpmdKk#l/ijpmegy�yj��e`�K�gk!�´pmy	��f,�gknknh?k!o(k!lm|j��}!y8o(f,� � hKpmegy8o�ego(}!lmkni	f,knfnv�i	o��egoK}!lmk�i	f,k!f�ijf9pmdKk��Kk!o(f,e�p6�³y	�#pmd(k?oKk!p6z.y	lm�¡ego(}!lmk�ijf,knfn�UµKy	l�k!¶��i � h(�gk8v�y8��l9f,e � �(�`i�pme`y	o(f�f,dKy�z·pmd(ijp�z�e�pmd¸i�hKl/ij}!pmeg}�i	��kno(k+lm|	�
� y���kn�¹v�f���f�pmk � �ge���k!pme � k�y	��ijo9º8»�¼$�g½8½4o(k!p^zWy	lm��ego�h*y�zWk!l0fmi�{�egoK|� y���k.z�e�pmd9��h(i	o�e`f�i4��i	}!pmyjl.yj��p6z.y��*k!p,pmk!l�pmd(i	o�z�egpmdKy8��p��$��h�i	oego$pmkn|jl/ijpmknfEo(eg}nk!�g��z�e�pmd�º	»�¼$�`½	½+¾rz�d(kno�lm�Ko�ego�}ny8oj ��Ko(}!pmegy8o�z�egpmdpmdKk=º	»�¼$�`½	½�h*y�zWk+lwfmi�{�egoK| � y���k8vH��h�ijo�e � h�lmyj{8knf4}!y ��� �Ko(eg}�i��pmegy	o?�`ijpmknoK}!�$v(}ni	h�ij}ne�p6�$v(i	o(��f���f�pmk � �ge���k!pme � k8�

1. Introduction¿ egoKe � eg�negoK|�k!o(k!lm|j��}ny	o(f,� � h�pmegy8o�egf�ijo�e � h*y	l,p/i	o$p�}+d(i	�g�gkno(|	kego � y8�(eg�gk?oKk!p6z.y	lm��ego(|K�.��e`|	o(e���}ni	o$p9hKlmy	|	lmknf,f9d�ijf��*knkno � i8�Kky	o��gy�zU��h*y�zWk+l�d�i�l/��zUi�lmk��Kknf,eg|8o���y	l � y	�(eg�gk��Kkn{�eg}nknf�pmd�i�p�pmdKk
cWdKegfClmknf,k�ijlm}/d�zUi	fO���(o(�Kk��wego�h�i�l,p��$��À�cUc�Á.y	lmh*y	l/i�pmegy8o��Ko��Kk+lpmdKkwÀ�cUc.� ¿�² c1}ny	�g�°ij�*y	l/i�pme`y	o�i	o����$� ² o$pmkn�OÁ.y	lmh*y	l/i�pmegy8oO�
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z�e�lmkn�gknf,f�oKk!p6z.y	lm��ego$pmk!l,��i	}nk�egf�yj��pmkno¡i��Kk!{�eg}nk	ð f�f,ego(|	�`k��`ijlm|	knf�p}ny	o(f,� � k+l�yj��h*y�zWk!l�����ego(}nk�pmdKk�o(k!p^zWyjlm��ego$pmk!l,�¹ij}nk � i���yj��pmkno�*k=e`���`k	v�pmdKegf�h*y�zWk!l�}ny	�(�`���*k�fmi�{�k�������pm�Klmo(egoK|�pmdKk�l/i	�Kegy�yjñz�d(k!o�oKy	p4ego��Kf,k8� ² o�hKl/i	}+pme`}!k8v*d(y�z.kn{�k!l�v�pmdKegf�i	hKhKlmy8i	}/d�egf4o(y	pf�p,l/i	eg|	d�p,��y	l,zWijl/��ò8i�o(y��Kk � �Kf�pCi�l,l/i	oK|8k0pmy�pm�Klmowe�pmf�l/i	�Kegy�y8o�o(y	p ��Kf�p�pmy�lmkn}nkneg{�k=h�i	}/��k!pmf�i	�(��lmk!f,f,k���pmy?e�p�vO�(��p�i	�gf,y?pmy�h(ijl,pmeg}ne��h�i�pmk�ego�ijo���d(eg|8dKk!l,���gkn{�kn��lmy	�Kpmego(|�ijo��?}ny	o�p,lmy	��hKlmyjpmy$}ny8�gfn��cWd(klmk�~$�(e�lmk � k!o�p0y	��}ny$y8h*k+l/ijpmegy8o?�*k+p6zWk!kno�h*y�z.k!lUfmi�{�e`oK|=ijo���lmy8��p,�ego(|�hKlmy	pmy$}!y8�gf�e`f�h(ijl,pmeg}n�(�`i�lm�g��ij}n�Kpmk�ego�pmd(k=}ni	f,k�y	� � �K�gpme���d(y	hi8��d(y$}Wz�e�lmkn�gknf,f�o(k!p^zWy	lm��fnv	z�d(k!lmkUoKy��Kknf � �Kf�pC��yjl,zUi�l/��h�i	}/��k!pmf��yjl�k�ij}+d�y	pmd(k+l��EÁ.y$y	l/��ego�ijpmegy	oryj��h*y�z.k!l�fmi�{�ego(|?z�e�pmd�lmy	�Kpmego(|ego�i8��d(y$}�z�e�lmkn�gknf,f4o(k!p^zWy	lm��f�egfUpmd(k�f,�K�� 6kn}!p�y	��pmdKe`f�h(i	h*k!l��
ó |	y$y���h*y�zWk!l,��fmi�{�e`oK|�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pme`y	o�pmkn}/d(o(e`~$�(k���yjl�z�e�lmkn�gknf,f.i8���d(y$}woKk!p6z.y	lm��f�y8�K|8d$p�pmy�d�i�{�k�pmdKk#��y	�`�gy�z�ego(|�}+d(ijl/ij}!pmk!lmegf�pmeg}nfn� ² pf,d(y	�(�`��i	�g�gy�z¡i	f � ijo$�#oKy��Kknf�i	f�h*y	f,f,eg�(�gk0pmyUpm�Klmo�pmdKkne�l�l/i	�Kegy�lmk+�}nkneg{�k+lmf0yjñ � y	f�p�y	�*pmd(kWpme � k8vjf,ego(}!k�k!{�kno�ijo�e`�K�gkUlmkn}nkneg{�kU}ne�lm}n�Ke�p}�ijo�}ny8oKf,� � k�i	� � y8f�p#i	f � �K}+d�kno(k!lm|j��ijf#ijo�i	}!pmeg{�k�p,l/i	oKf � egp,�pmk!l���ô#o�pmd(k�y	pmd(k+l�d�i	o(��v*e�p�f,dKy8�(�`����yjl,zUijl/��h�i	}/��k!pmf#�*k!p6z.knknoi	o$��f,y	�Klm}nk#i	o(����knf�pmego�ijpmegy	o�z�e�pmd � e`oKe � i	�g��� � y	lmk#�Kkn�`in��pmd(i	oe���ij�g��oKy��Kknf�zWk!lmk.inzUi	�8k8�jcWd(egf�e � h(�gegknfOpmd(ijp�kno(y	�(|8d�oKy��Kknf � �(f�pf�p/in��inzUij��k�pmy���y	l � iw}ny8oKo(kn}+pmk�����ij}+���*y8oKk8�$µK�Kl,pmd(k+l � y	lmk8vjpmd(k��ij}+���*y	o(k���yjl � k����$�9pmd(k�inzWi	��k�o(y���knf�f,d(y	�(�`��hKlmy�{�e`�Kk�ij�*y8�Kpi	f � �(}/d�pmyjp/i	��}ni	h�ij}ne�p6��i	fUpmd(k#y	lmeg|8ego�ij�Co(k+p6zWyjlm�*v(f,ego(}!kwy	pmd(k+l,�



z�egf,k�}ny8oK|8knf�pmegy	o � i���ego(}+lmk�i	f,k8��cWd(egf � kni	o(f�pmd(ijp�h�i�pmd(fwpmd�i�p}!y8�(�`��y8h*k+l/ijpmk9z�egpmdKy8��p=ego$pmk!l,��k+lmkno(}nk�ego�pmd(k9y	lmeg|	e`o(i	�UoKk!p6z.y	lm�f,dKy8�K�°���*k9lmknhKlmk!f,kno$pmk���e`o�pmdKk��(i	}/���*y8o(k	�Eµ(y	l=k!¶Ki � hK�`k	v�µCeg|	���lmk�½�eg�g�`�Kf�p,l/ijpmknf9i�pmy8h*y	�gy8|	�¡pmd(ijp�{�egy8�`i�pmknf�pmd(egf=h�lmego(}negh(�gk8� ó|	y$y���}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmegy8o9pmkn}/d(o(e`~$�(kUf,dKy8�K�°�9ij�`f,y�o(yjp � ij��k � i	o$�=i	f��f,� � hKpmegy8oKf?ij�*y8�Kp�pmd(k��ge`oK�1�`i���k!l�ð f��¹ij}neg�`e�pmegknf���yjl�f,�gknknhKe`oK| � e�pf,dKy8�K�°��z.y	lm��z�e�pmd¡ijo����gego(�$���°in�$k+l�pmd(ijp�hKlmy�{�e°��knf���y	l=f,�gknknh(egoK|ijo��=h*k+lme`y���eg}�h*y	�g�`egoK|Kv�egoK}n�g���KegoK|wº8»8¼��g½8½	ð fWi8����dKy$}Uh*y�z.k!l�fmi�{�egoK|
� y���k8��µCego(i	�g���$vCh*y�zWk!l�fmi�{�e`oK|�f,d(y	�(�`��ego$pmk!l,��y8h*k!l/i�pmk�}!y	l,lmkn}!pm���z�e�pmd�z�d(ijpmkn{8k!l�lmy8�KpmegoK|�f���f�pmk � pmd(kwi	����d(y$}woKk!p6z.y	lm�9�(f,k!fn�
cWdKk¡i	�g|8yjlme�pmd � hKlmknf,k!o�pmkn��ego�pmdKe`f�h(i	h*k!l�v�q8s�t	u

�
���K�g�(�g�`f�pmdKkij�*y�{�k.lmk�~$�(e�lmk � k!o�pmfn�j¯�i	}/d=oKy��KkWego�pmd(kWoKk!p6z.y	lm��lm�Ko(o(egoK|���h�i	o� ij��knf4h*k!lmegy��Keg}8vO�`y$}ni	���Kkn}!e`f,egy	o(fwy8o�z�d(k+pmd(k!l�pmy�f,�gknknh�y	lwf�p/in�inzWi	��k�i	f�i1«m£�£	¤,§	¨�u*t	®�£	¤�ijo���h(ijl,pmeg}negh�i�pmk�ego¸pmdKk?��y	l,zWijl/��e`oK|�(i	}/���*y8o(kwpmy	h*y8�gy8|j�$�Hc�y�hKlmk!f,k!lm{�kw}�ijh�i	}!egp^�$v*i�o(y���k��Kkn}!e°��knf4pmy{8y8�g�(o$pmknk!l4pmy��*k=i�}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	l�e��0e�p��Kegf,}ny�{�k!lmf4pmd�ijp4p6z.y�yj�.e�pmfoKkneg|8d��*y	lmf�}�ijo(oKy	p�}ny ��� �(oKeg}�ijpmk�z�egpmd�k�i	}/d�yjpmd(k!l���e�lmkn}!pm����y	lpmd�lmy8�K|8d ijo k!¶�egf�pmego(|¸}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	l���c�y¸��k!knh:pmdKk�o�� � �*k!l?yj�lmkn�K�(o(�(ijo�p�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmf?�gy�z i	o(�¸lmy	p/ijpmk�pmd(egf�lmy8�gk�i � y8o(|	f�pij�g�Co(y���knfnv�k�ij}+d�oKy��Kk��Kk!�°in��f4i	o(oKy8�Ko(}nego(|=egpmf�z�eg�`�gego(|	o(knf,f4z�egpmdi¡l/i	o(�Ky � �Kkn�`in�1pmd�i�p?p/i	�8knf�p6z.y³��i	}!pmyjlmf�e`o$pmyri	}n}!y8�(o$p�òUpmdKki � y8�Ko�p�yj��lmk � i	ego(ego(|U�(ijp,pmk!l,�#kno(k+lm|	�$v�ijo��#pmdKk�o�� � �*k!lHyj�Kh(i	e�lmfyj�.oKkneg|8d��*y	lmf#egp#}�i	o�}ny	o(o(k!}!p#pmy	|8k!pmdKk!l���cWd(egf�}ny � �Ke`o(ijpmegy8o�k!oK�f,��lmknfnv�z�e�pmd�dKeg|8d�hKlmy	��i	�Keg�`e�p^�$v�i�}ni	h�ij}ne�p6����hKlmknf,k+lm{�egoK|�}!y8o(oKkn}!pmk���(i	}/���*y8o(k.ijpEijo$��h*y8ego$p�ego�pme � k8v�z�dKk!lmk.oKy��KknfCpmkno(��pmy#}ny	o(f,� � kk!o(k!lm|j�9ijp.i	�*y	�Kp.pmdKk�fmi � kUl/ijpmk8����h�ijo9�Ky$knf0i	�g��pmdKe`f��(f,egoK|�y	o(����gy$}�ij��e`o���yjl � ijpmegy8o�v	}!y8o(f,kn~��Kkno$pm����f,}�ij�`egoK|4zWk!�`�$z�e�pmd�pmd(k�o�� � �*k!lyj�Uo(y���knfn��ô#�Klwf,e � �(�`ijpmegy8o�lmknf,�K�gpmfwf,dKy�z3pmd�ijp�f���f�pmk � �geg��k!pme � kz�e�pmd���h�ijo�egf � y	lmk4pmd�i	o�i���i	}!pmyjl4yj�Cp6z.y=�*k!p,pmk+lUpmd�i	o�z�e�pmd(y8��p��h�ijoOv���y	l�i�l/i	oK|8k�y	�Oo(y���k#��kno(f,e�pmegknfnv$z�e�pmd(y	�Kp � �(}/d=lmk����(}!pmegy8oego?y�{�k+l/i	�g����y	l,zWijl/�KegoK|�}ni	h�ij}ne�p6�$�

cWdKk�lmk!f�pCy	��pmd(kEh(i	h*k!lC�Kknf,}!lmeg�*knf�i	o(��k!{8ij�`�(ijpmknfC��h(i	oO����kn}!pmegy	o�¼lmk!{�egk!z�fUlmkn�`i�pmk���zWyjlm�*�*��kn}!pmegy8o����Kknf,}+lme`�*k!f#��h�ijoOð f�i	�g|8yjlme�pmd � fijo���e�pmf�ego�pmk+l/i	}!pmegy8oKf�z�e�pmd�pmdKk��ge`oK���`in�$k!l��C��k!}!pmegy8o���h�lmknf,kno$pmfy	�Kl#e � hK�gk � kno$p/ijpmegy8o�y	�W��h(i	o?y	o?pmy8h�y	�.i	o ² ¯0¯�¯¸º	»�¼��g½	½��gego(��`in�$k!l4ego�pmd(k#o(f��6¼�o(k+p6zWyjlm��f,e � �(�`ijpmyjl��H��k!}!pmegy8o���h�lmknf,kno$pmf�h*k!l,���y	l � ijo(}nk�lmknf,�K�gpmf�y	��f,kn{8k!l/i	�Wk+¶Kh*k+lme � k!o�pmfn��µCego�ij�`���$v���kn}!pmegy	o	�}!y8o(}!�`�(�Kknfn�

2. Related WorkcWdKk=lmkn}nk!o�p�
 ó µ� ¼	º��.f,}/d(k � k�yj���#��+®4t�����d(i	f�f,e � eg�`ijl�|	y�i	�gfpmy�pmd(y8f,k�y	����h�i	o�� ² o�
 ó µ.v.oKy��Kknf��Kf,k?|8k!y8|	l/ijh(dKe`}��gy$}�i�pme`y	oego���y	l � i�pmegy8o�pmy��Keg{�e`�Kk�pmd(k4z.y	lm�`�9e`o$pmy��(¶�k���fm~$��i�lmk#|	lme`��fn��cWdKkf,eg�nk�y	�0k�i	}/d�|	lme`��f�p/i���f4}ny8oKf�p/i	o$p�v*lmkn|�i�l/�K�gknf,fwyj�0oKy��Kk=�KknoKf,egp^�$�À4y��Kknf4z�egpmdKego�i9|	lme`��f�z�egpm}/d��*k!p6z.knkno�f,�`k!knh(ego(|�i	o(���`egf�pmknoKego(|Kvz�e�pmd�pmdKk=|	��ijl/ijo$pmknk�pmd�i�p�y8o(k=o(y��Kk=e`o�k�i	}/d�|jlme`��f�p/in��fw�(h�pmylmy	�Kpmk0h�i	}/��k!pmfn�	��h�ijo���e�ñHk!lmf���lmy � 
 ó µ�ego�p^zWy4ijlmk�ijfn�8µCe�lmf�p�vj�(o���geg��k�
 ó µ.vK��h�i	o9��y$knfWoKy	p.lmkn~��Ke�lmk�pmd(ijp.o(y��Kk!f.��o(y�z�pmdKkne�lW|	kny	�|jl/i	hKd(eg}#h*y	f,egpmegy	o(fn� ² oKf�pmk�i8�Hv���h(i	o9�(f,knf0�Klmy8i8�K}ni	f�p � knf,fmij|8knfWpmy��egf,}ny�{�k!l4i	o(��lmk�ij}!p�pmy�}+d(i	oK|8knf�ego�pmdKkwo(k!p^zWy	lm��pmy	h*y8�gy8|j�$�*��kn}!�y	o��HvK��h�ijo�ego�pmk!|	l/ijpmk!fWz�egpmd�º	»�¼��g½	½wh*y�zWk!lUfmi�{�ego(| � y��Kk�o(eg}nk!�g�HòoKy8o��^}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	l�oKy��Kknfw}�ijo�f�pmeg�g�Elmkn}nkneg{�k�h(i	}/��k!pmf#z�dKkno�y	h*k!l,�i�pmego(|�ego�h*y�zWk+l4fmi�{�ego(| � y���k8�
² o ó µ�¯0Á ó � ¼����´v�k�i	}/d9o(y���k � ije`o$p/ije`oKf.iw}ny	�(o$pWyj�Hpmd(k�o�� � �*k!lyj�Eo(y���knfUz�egpmdKego�l/i8��e`y�l/ijo(|	k8v�y	�Kp/i	egoKk����$���`egf�pmknoKego(|�pmy=p,l/ijo(f��
� egf,f,egy8oKf�y8o?pmdKk�}/d�ijo(oKkn�¹� ó o(y���k�f�z�e�pm}/d(knf#�*k!p6z.knkno�f,�gknknh(egoK|ijo����ge`f�pmk!o(ego(|�v�z�e�pmd�l/i	o(�Ky � eg�nkn��f,�gknk!h�pme � knf�h�lmy8h*yjl,pme`y	o�ij�EpmypmdKk�o�� � �*k!lEyj��o(k�i�lm���=o(y���knfn��cWd(k�oKk!p.k+ñHkn}!p0e`f�pmd�i�p0pmdKk�o�� � ��*k+l0yj�H�ge`f�pmk!o(ego(|�oKy��KknfEegfElmy8�(|	d(����}ny8oKf�p/i	o$p�v	lmk!|�ijl/���gknf,f0yj�Ho(y���k

�Kk!o(f,e�p6� � i	fWpmdKk#��kno(f,e�p^�9e`oK}!lmk�ijf,knfnv � yjlmk4k!o(k!lm|j�9}�i	o��*k#fmi�{�k��H�ó µ�¯0Á ó ð fW}!y8o(f�p/ijo$pmfUijlmk�}/d(y	f,kno9f,y�pmd(ijp.pmdKk!lmk�e`f�i�d(eg|	d�h�lmy8���i	�Keg�`e�p^�?pmd�i�p#pmd(k��gegf�pmkno(egoK|�oKy��Kknf���y	l � i�}ny8oKo(kn}!pmkn��|jl/i	hKdOv*f,ypmd�i�p�i	��d(y$}9��yjl,zUijl/��ego(|�zWyjlm��fn� ó o ó µ�¯0Á ó o(y���k��Ky$knf�o(y	p��o(y�zZz�d(k!pmdKk!l=e�p�egf�lmk�~$�Keglmkn��pmy��`egf�pmkno�ego�yjl/�Kk!l�pmy � i	ego$p/i	ego}ny	o(o(k!}!pmeg{�e�p^�$v�f,y?pmy?�*k9}ny	o(f,k!lm{	ijpmeg{�k ó µ�¯.Á ó pmkno���f�pmy � ij��ko(y���knf��gegf�pmkno³kn{�kno�z�d(k!o¡pmdKk!��}ny	�(�`���*k?ijf,�`k!knhO�.��h(i	o¡��egñHk+lmf��lmy � ó µ�¯0Á ó e`o�pmd�ijp�z�e�pmd�d(eg|8d=�`eg��k!�`egdKy$y���v���h�i	o=o(kn{�k+l0�8knknh(fi�oKy��Kk#i�zWi	��k#�(o(�gknf,fUe�pUegf�ij�(f,y8�g��pmkn����k!f,f,kno$pme°ij����y	l�}ny	o(oKkn}!pmego(|p6z.y=yj��e�pmfUo(kneg|8d��*yjlmfn��µ(��l,pmd(k!l � yjlmk8vK��h(i	o�k!¶�h(�geg}ne�pm���?i�p,pmk � hKpmfpmywhKlmk!f,k!lm{�kUpmd(kUfmi � k�y�{�k+l/i	�g�(f���f�pmk � }�ijh�i	}!egp^��ijf0pmd(kU�Ko���k!lm�����ego(|9o(k+p6zWyjlm��z�d(k+lmk�i	�g��oKy��Kknf#ijlmk�inzWi	��k8v(z�d(eg}+d�knoKf,�Klmknf�pmd�ijpo(y=e`oK}!lmk�ijf,k�ego�}ny8oK|8knf�pmegy8o�y$}!}n�Klmfn�
cWd(k�� ó ¿ ó ��h*y�zWk!l,��fmi�{�e`oK| � k��Keg� � i	}n}nk!f,f�hKlmyjpmy$}ny8����½���vO¼����pm�KlmoKfUy	ñ�i�o(y���k8ð fUl/i8�Kegy�z�dKkno�e�p�egf4y�{�k!lmdKk�ijlmegoK|�i=h�ij}+�8k!p�o(y	pi8�K��lmknf,f,kn��pmy�e�p��$cWdKe`f�ijh(hKlmy8i	}/d�egf0f,�Ke�p/i	�(�gkW��y	l�l/i8�Kegy	f0ego=z�dKe`}/dhKlmy$}!knf,f,ego(|�i�lmk!}nkneg{�k���h�ij}+�8k!p=egf�k+¶Kh*k!o(f,eg{�k9}ny � h(ijlmk���pmy��gegf��pmknoKe`oK|�pmy�i	o�e`�K�gkwl/i8��e`y � k���eg� � � ��l/i�{8k!pmf�i	o��!��lmegf,dKo�i	o"��½����hKlmk!f,kno$p�i�f���f�pmk � ego�z�dKeg}+d � y	�(eg�gk��(o(e�pmf�zUij��k��(hrh*k!lmegy��Ke��}�ij�`����i	o(��h*y	�g�Oi���ijf,k�f�p/ijpmegy8o���yjl�o(k!z�����ijl,lmeg{�kn��h(i	}/��k!pmfn� #Oeg��k��pmk ��� ijo�����ijpm�$� ¼����´v�pmd(k!��f,d(y�z�pmd�i�p�f,k!p,pmego(|�pmd(k�y8o&%jyjñ9h*k!lme��y��KfO��ijf,k��wy8o�i	hKh(�geg}�ijpmegy	o�dKe`o$pmfHlmk��K�K}nknfO�*y	pmdwh*y�zWk!lCi	o(����kn�`in�$���h(i	o�i	f,f,� � k!fWpmd(k�h�lmknf,kno(}!kwy	�Eijo?i8��d(y$}wh*y8�g�gego(| � k!}+d(i	o(egf �f,�(}/d9i	f0pmd�ijp0hKlmy�{�e`�Kk����$��º8»�¼$�g½8½8vKijo���}ny	�(�`��h*y	pmkno$pme`i	�g����zWyjlm�ego�}ny	o(}nk+l,p�z�e�pmd1ijh(hK�`eg}�i�pmegy8o¸dKe`o$pmf � f,�(}/d�dKego�pmf�z.y8�K�°��i	h(hK���y8oK����pmy�f,�gknknh(egoK|�oKy��KknfnvCo(y	p=}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjlmfn�0� � e�pmdx+®�t����'��½(���hKlmy	h*y8f,k�i	o³i8��d(y$}�o(k!p^zWyjlm��pmd�i�p�kn�gkn}+pmf�i�{�e�l,pm��ij�W��ijf,k�f�p/i��pmegy8o�pmyw�K�KñHk!l�h�ij}+�8k!pmf���y	l.�gy$}�i	��oKy��Kknfn��cWd(k!���Ky�oKy	p�v8d(y�zWkn{8k!l�vijp,pmk � hKp�pmy � ij��k?f,�Klmk?pmd(ijp�knoKy8�(|	d¸y	�wpmdKknf,k���ijf,k�f�p/ijpmegy8oKfijlmk�h�lmknf,kno$pwpmy�h�lmknf,k!lm{�k=}ny8oKo(kn}!pmeg{�e�p6��ego�i � �(��pme���d(y8h�i	��d(y$}o(k+p6zWyjlm�*�
¿ ego(e � � � ��kno(k!lm|j��lmy8��pmego(|)� ¼�����fmi�{�k!f�h*y�z.k!lE�$��}+dKy$y8f,ego(|wh(ijpmd(fpmdKlmy	�(|	d�i � �K��pmeg��dKy8h�i	�=d(y$}UoKk!p6z.y	lm��pmd�i�p � egoKe � eg�nk0pmd(kWpmy	p/ij�p,l/i	oKf � e�pCknoKk!lm|	�$�jcWdKe`fCi	h(h�lmy�ij}+d�d�ijfC�*knkno�k!¶�pmkno���k����$��Á.d�ijo(|i	o(��cCi	f,f,eg�(�`ijf'� ���$pmy � ij¶�e � e`�!k�y�{�k+l/i	�g�$o(k!p^zWyjlm���geg��k!pme � k.�$�w��egf��p,lmeg�(��pme`oK|=knoKk!lm|	��}ny	o(f,� � hKpmegy8o9�¹ijeglm���$� ² o9pmd(egf�hKlmyjpmy$}ny8�¹vKo(y��Kk!fi8�� ��Kf�p�pmdKkne�l�p,l/i	o(f � egf,f,egy8o�h*y�z.k!l=�gkn{8kn�gf�ijo���f,k!�`k!}!p�lmy	�Kpmknfwpmyy8h�pme � e`�!k�h*k!l,��yjl � i	o(}!k8�+*4i � ijo�i�pmd�i	ori	o(�,*�y8fmi	�gknf��.-#i	ego1�Kk+�f,}!lmeg�*k���egf�p,lme`�K�Kpmk���i	�g|	y	lme�pmd � f#pmd(ijp#{8i�l,�?p,l/i	oKf � e`f,f,egy	o�h*y�zWk+li	o(��ijp,pmk � hKp�pmy � ijego�p/ijego�}ny8oKo(kn}+pmk��KoKknf,f/� ¼j»��´�0*�y��Ky	h(�g��ijo��
¿ knoK|r|	e`{8k�i¡�Kegf�p,lmeg�(��pmk��xi	�g|8yjlme�pmd � pmy¡h�lmy��K�(}!k � ego(e � � � �h*y�zWk!l�lmy8��pmknf.�$��{8i�l,��e`oK|�o(y���kUp,l/i	o(f � egf,f,egy8o�h*y�z.k!l1� ¼�½2�´��±�i�p,�pmknoKd(y	��k!l�+®�t����'� ¼����#�Kk!f,}!lmeg�*k?i�pmy8h*y8�gy	|	� � i	ego$pmkno�ijo(}nk�i	�g|8yj�lme�pmd � �Kf,ego(|�f,e � eg�`ijl��Ko��Kk+lm�g��ego(|9l/i8��egy�f,�(hKh*y	l,p�v��(��p�pmd(k!eglwi	���|8yjlme�pmd � |	��ijl/ijo$pmknknf�|8�gy	��i	��}ny	o(o(k!}!pmk��KoKknf,f��Kf,e`oK|���e�lmkn}!pmegy8o(i	�egoK��y	l � ijpmegy	oO����h�ijo�}ny	o�p,lmy	�gf�z�dKk!pmd(k!l�yjl�oKy	p9pmd(k?lmkn}!kneg{�k!l�egfh*y�zWk!lmkn��y	oOv+l/ijpmd(k+lOpmd(i	ow}ny	o�p,lmy	�g�`egoK|�pmdKkEp,l/ijo(f � e�p�h*y�zWk!l��`k!{�kn�¹�² p0ij�`f,y�h(i���fE}n�gy8f,k�i�p,pmkno$pme`y	o�pmy�y�{�k!l/ij�`�(f��Kf�pmk � }�i	h(i	}ne�p6�$v8ego�i8����Ke�pmegy8o�pmy � i	ego$p/i	ego(egoK|=}ny	o(o(k!}!pmeg{�e�p^�$�
ó o�ij��pmk!lmo�i�pme`{8k�i	hKhKlmy8i	}/d�egf���knf,}!lmeg�*k����$�!-#k!e`oK�nkn� � i	o³+®4t����gvz�d(y	f,k3#�¯ ó Á+-�hKlmyjpmy$}ny8��f,kn�gkn}!pmfElmy	p/i�pmego(|�}n�g�Kf�pmk!l,��d(k�i	�KfCpmy#}!y8����gkn}!p��gy$}�i	�OegoK��yjl � ijpmegy8o?i	o��9p,l/i	oKf � egp�e�p�pmy�i=�(i	f,kwf�p/i�pme`y	o?ego?iz�e�lmkn�gknf,f#f,k!o(f,y	l4o(k+p6zWyjlm�4��½n»��´�5#Oeg��k�#O¯ ó Á+-�v ² o�p/ijo�ij|8y8o$z�e�zUi�p+®=t����`ð f9�Ke�lmkn}!pmkn�¸�Ke�ñH�(f,egy	o � kn}/d�ijo(egf � ��½8½2�4p/ij��knf�i8��{8ijo�p/ij|8ky	��i	f,h*kn}!pmf�y	�Cf,kno(f,yjl4oKk!p6z.y	lm��fnvKh�ijl,pmeg}n�K�`ijlm����pmdKk�h*y8f,f,eg�Ke`�ge�p6��y	�i	|	|	lmkn|8ijpmego(|�ijo���}!y � hKlmk!f,f,e`oK|��(i�p/i�v�pmd�i�p�ijlmk�o(yjp�hKlmknf,kno$p�ego|8k!o(k!l/ij�g��hK�Klmh*y8f,kwoKk!p6z.y	lm��fn�
² o9|	kno(k!l/ij�¹v�pmdKk#�(i	f,eg}#e`�Kkni�pmd�i�pUi�h�i�pmd9z�e�pmd � i	o$��f,dKy	l,pUdKy8h(fegfWf,y � k+pme � k!f � y	lmk�kno(k+lm|	����k!��}negkno$p.pmd(i	o�y8oKk4z�e�pmd�iw��k+zx�`y	o(|
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Ê�Ë�Ì�Í�Î�ÏÔíHÑ � ß Ú(Ö Ë�Ü¸Ú ß Î�Õ�×nÕ�Ó8Õ�Ý?×�ã�Ú(×�Õ ß Ï�Î�ÚK×nÏ�Ü¸ÍCÖCØ�Ï�Î×nã�Ï�Î�Õ*Í�×nË�Ö�ÌrÝ�Ú�Þ*Ï�Î�Ú�Ö�ØxÚKÙEÕKà*Ï�×�ã�Ï�� Ò�� Ú(ÖCØ ß ã�ÞOÜ�Ë�Ó8Ú(ÝÝ°Ú�Þ*Ï�ÎjÜ8á���ã�Ï�Î�Õ*ÍO×�Ë�Ö�Ì�Ý�Ú�Þ*Ï�Î�ÍCÜnÏ�Ü#Ë�Ö�ë^Õ(Î8ê�Ú(×�Ë�Õ�Ö � ß Ú�Ö ß Î�Õ(ìàOË�Ø�Ï�Ü8äHÚ(ÖCØ � ß Ú(Ö�Ý�Ï�à*Ï�ÎjÚKÌ�Ï�Ü�Ú�ÖHÞ ß Õ�æ�Ï�Î�ÜnÚ�à�Ë�Ö�Ì?ë�Ï�ÚK×�Í�Î�Ï�ÜÕ(ë4×�ãOÏ�Í�ÖCØ�Ï�ÎjÝ�Þ�Ë�Ö�Ì�� Ò��·Ý�Ú�Þ*Ï�Î$á
dKy8hKfU}ny8�K�°���*k�ijh(h(�gegk��9pmy�i	o$��i	��d(y$}#o(k!p^zWy	lm��z�e�pmd�{	ijlme`ij�(�gk!�h*y�z.k!l�l/i8��e`y	f�i	o(����oKy�z��gk���|8k0y	��h*y	f,e�pme`y	o(fn�	cWd(egf�pmk!}+dKo(e`~$�(k0i	o����h�ijoOð fUijlmk4y	l,pmdKy8|8y	o�ij�´v�f,y�pmd(kne�lW�*k!o(k!�Kpmf.}ny	�(�`��h*yjpmkno$pme`i	�g���9�*k}!y � �Kego(k��H�

3. Span Design��h�ijo?i8�Ki	h�pme`{8kn����k!�`k!}!pmf	�6}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmf�
���lmy � ij�g�OoKy��Kknf�ego�pmdKkoKk!p6z.y	lm�*�#��h(i	o }!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	lmf�f�p/in��inzUi	�8k�}ny8o$pmego��(y8�Kf,���:i	o��h*k+l,��y	l � � �K��pmeg��dKy8h�h(i	}/��k!p�lmy	�Kpmego(|�z�e�pmd(ego¸pmdKk�i8�¸d(y$}�oKk!p,�z.y	lm�*vHz�d(eg�gk�y	pmdKk!lwo(y���knf�lmk � ije`o�ego�h*y�z.k!l,��fmi�{�ego(| � y��Kk=i	o��h*k+lme`y���eg}�i	�g���?}/d(kn}/��e��Cpmd(k+��f,dKy8�K�°�9zUij��k��(h�i	o(���*kn}!y � kwi=}!y	�yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l��
��h�ijo�ij}+dKegkn{�knf���y8��lW|	y�i	�gfn�KµCe�lmf�p�v�e�pWknoKf,�Klmknf�pmd�ijp0knoKy8�(|	d9}ny$y	l,���ego�ijpmyjlmfwijlmk�kn�gkn}!pmkn��f,y�pmd�i�p�kn{8k!l,�?oKy��Kk�e`f#e`o�l/i	�Kegy�l/i	o(|	k=yj�i�pU�gk�i	f�pWy8o(k�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l��(��kn}!y8o��Hv�e�p.lmy	p/i�pmknf.pmdKk4}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmfego�yjl/�Kk!l�pmy?k!o(f,�Klmk�pmd�ijp�ij�`��o(y���knf�f,d�i�lmk�pmd(k�p/i	f,��yj��hKlmy�{�e°���egoK|?|8�gy8�(i	��}ny8oKo(kn}+pme`{�e�p6��lmy	�(|8dK����kn~��(i	�g���$�OcWd(e�l/��v�e�p�ijp,pmk � h�pmfpmy � ego(e � eg�nk9pmd(k�o�� � �*k!l�y	�#o(y��Kk!f�kn�gkn}!pmk��³i	f�}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	lmfnvpmdKk!lmkn�$�9ego(}!lmkni	f,ego(|�oKk!p6z.y	lm���ge���k!pme � k8v��K�KpWz�e�pmd(y	�Kp�f,��ñHk!lmego(|�if,eg|	o(e���}�ijo$pU�gy8f,fUy	�O}�ijh�i	}!egp^�9y	l�ijo9e`oK}!lmk�ijf,k#ego��`i�pmkno(}!�$�$µ(y8��l,pmdOve�p�kn�gkn}!pmf�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmf��(f,ego(|�y8oK�g���gy$}�ij�.egoK��y	l � ijpmegy	o�ego�i���k!�}!kno$p,l/i	�geg�nk�� � i	oKo(k!l�¾�k�i	}/d=oKy��Kk�y8oK���=}ny	o(f,�K�gpmf0f�p/ijpmk�f�pmy	lmkn��e`o�gy$}�ij��lmy8��pmego(|=p/ij�(�gknf��K��lme`oK|�pmdKkwkn�gkn}!pmegy8o?h�lmy$}nknf,fn�
��h�ijo�egf�h�lmy�ij}!pmeg{�k8ò*k�ij}+d�o(y���k�h*k+lme`y���eg}�i	�g�����Klmy8i8�K}ni	f�pmf���������
� k!f,fmi	|8k!f�pmd(ijp�}ny8o$p/ije`o�pmd(kUo(y���k8ð f0f�p/i�pm�(f��¹e¹� k8�gv8z�d(k+pmd(k!l�y	l0o(yjppmdKkwo(y���kwe`f�i=}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	l��+v�egpmf�}n��l,lmkno$p�}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjlmfnvHi	o(��e�pmf}!�Kl,lmkno$pWoKkneg|8d��*y	lmfn�KcWdKknf,k���������� � knf,fmij|8knfnvKijo��9}ny8oKf,k�~$�(kno$pm���pmdKkUf�p/ijpmknf � ije`o$p/ije`oKk����$�=��h(i	o�v8i�lmk�f,e � eg�`ijlEpmy#pmdKy8f,kUyj�HhKlmy�ij}!�pmeg{�k�i8�¡d(y$}�lmy8�KpmegoK|�hKlmyjpmy$}ny8�gf��¹k8� |��`v0|8k!y8|	l/ijh(dKe`}�lmy8�KpmegoK|,� º�v½ �Kv�½�¼(��y	l��w����� �g½nº����+�0¯0ij}+d¡oKy��Kk � ijego�p/ijego(f=y	o(���¡i�f � i	�g�i � y8�Ko�p4y	�0i	�(�Ke�pmegy8o(i	�Cf�p/i�pmk+¾�egpmf#}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjlmfwi	o(�?}ny$y	l/��e`o(ij�pmyjlmf�y	�*oKkneg|8d��*y	lmf6¾�ego=i	�(��egpmegy	o�pmy�i��ge`f�pEyj��oKkneg|8d��*y	lmf�oKy	l � i	�g�����y8�Ko���ego�pmdKk�lmy8��pme`oK|=p/i	�K�gk8�
ó f�f,d(y�z�o�ego�µCeg|8��lmk ��vO��h�ijo�lm�(o(f�i	�*y�{�k�pmd(k=�gego(�?i	o�� ¿ ó Á�`in�$k!lmf�i	o(��ego$pmk!l/i	}!pmf�z�e�pmd�pmd(k�lmy	�Kpmego(|�h�lmy	pmy$}ny	�´��cWd(egf�f�p,lm�K}!�pm��lmego(|�i	�g�gy�z�f9��h(i	o�pmy?p/ij��k�i8��{8ijo�p/ij|8k9y	��h*y�zWk+l,�^fmi�{�ego(|?��k�ij�pm��lmknf#yj�Epmd(k��ge`oK���`in�$k!l#hKlmy	pmy$}!y8�¹v*z�d(eg�gk�f�pmeg�g���*knego(|�ij�(�gk�pmy9i������kn}!pOpmd(kElmy8�KpmegoK|�h�lmy$}nknf,fn�jµ(yjl�k+¶(i � h(�gk8v!o(y8o���}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjl�o(y���knf}ni	o�h*k!lmegy��Keg}�ij�g�g��pm�Klmo?y	o?pmd(kne�l�l/i8��e`y	f�ijo��?�gegf�pmkno��¹k8� |K�Hº	»�¼$�`½	½h*y�z.k!l,��fmi�{�ego(| � y��Kk���½ ���0yjlWh*y	�`� �´ijf.ego # � ¿ ó Á ��½���������y	lWpmdKkne�lh(i	}/��k!pmfn�.��h(i	o¡�gkn{�k!l/ij|8knf�i���k�i�pm�Klmk?yj� � y���k!lmo¡h*y�z.k!l,��fmi�{�egoK|¿ ó Á �`in�$k!lmfnv�z�dKk!lmk�eg�#i�o(y��Kk�d�ijf��*knkno³ijf,�`k!knh³��y	l9i�z�d(eg�gk8vh(i	}/��k!pmf��Kknf�pmegoKk�����yjl�e�p�i�lmk�oKy	p��`y	f�p��K�Kp�ijlmk��(��ñHk!lmk���i�p�i	o�Kh(f�p,lmk�i � oKkneg|8d��*y	l���±1dKkno�pmd(k�o(y��Kk#inzUi	�8kno(fnv�e�pU}�ijo�lmk!p,lmegkn{8kpmdKknf,k�h(i	}/��k!pmf.�°lmy � pmdKk#�(��ñHk!lmego(|�o(y���k8v�p6��h(eg}�ij�`����i�}ny$y	l/��e`o(ij�

pmy	l�����h(i	o�ij�`f,y�lmk�~$�Keglmk!f=i � y���eg�(}�ijpmegy	o�pmy?pmd(k�lmy8��pmk9�`y$y	���(hhKlmy$}!knf,f�ijp�k�ij}+d�o(y��Kk/¾1i�p�i	o$��pme � k	vHy8o(����pmd(y	f,k�kno$p,lmegknfwego�io(y���k8ð fUlmy8�KpmegoK|�p/i	�K�gk#pmd�i�p�}ny	l,lmknf,h*y	o��9pmy=}n��l,lmkno$pm�g��ij}!pmeg{�kw}nyj�y	l/��ego�ijpmyjlmf�}�i	o��*k��(f,kn��ijfw{8ij�`e`��o(k!¶�p,��d(y	h(f!�¹�Ko(�gknf,f�pmdKk=o(k+¶�pd(y	h�egf�pmd(kw��knf�pmego�ijpmegy	o?e�pmf,kn���"�+�
ó ��h�ijo�oKy��Kk0f�z�egpm}/d(k!f�f�p/i�pmk.��lmy � pme � k0pmy�pme � k0�*k!p6z.knkno��*knego(|iw}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjl�i	o(���*knego(|�iwo(y	oK��}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjl�� ó o(y���k�egoK}n�g���Kk!fe�pmf=}n��l,lmkno$p�f�p/ijpmk�e`o�e�pmf#��������� � knf,fmij|8knfn�EcWdKk���y8�g�gy�z�e`oK|�f,k!}!�pmegy8oKf��Kknf,}!lmeg�*k�d(y�z i�oKy��Kk=�Kkn}ne`��knf#pmd�i�pwe�pwf,d(y	�(�`��i	o(oKy8�Ko(}nkpmd�i�p�egp�egf=i�}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjl�vEi	o(��d(y�z egp���kn}ne`�Kknf�pmd�i�p�egp�f,d(y	�(�`�z�e�pmd���l/i�zx�°lmy � �*knego(|�i�}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjl��

3.1 Coordinator Announcement�Ck!lmegy��Keg}�ij�g�g�$v(i�oKy8o��^}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	l�oKy��Kk#�Kk!pmk!l � egoKknfWe��Ce�p�f,d(y	�(�`��*kn}ny � k.iU}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l�yjlCoKy	p��jcWd(kE��y	�g�`y�z�ego(|=«m£�£	¤,§	¨�u*t	®�£	¤4 � ¨g©	¨¹¥ª!¨ � ¨�®%$w¤"& �`�ego9��h�ijo�kno(f,��lmknf�pmd�i�p�pmdKkUkno$pme�lmkUo(k!p^zWy	lm��egf0}!yj{8k!lmk��z�e�pmd?knoKy8�(|	d?}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmfnò
��ÕHÕ�ÎjØCË�ÖOÚ(×nÕ�Î�ÏKÝ�Ë�Ì*Ë�Ù�Ë�Ý�Ë�×/Þ3Î	Í�Ý�Ï*Ñ eg�.p6zWy�o(kneg|8d��*yjlmf�yj��i�oKy8o��}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l4o(y��Kkw}ni	o(oKy	p�lmk�ij}+d?kni	}/d?y	pmdKk!l�kne�pmd(k!l���eglmk!}!pm����yjl{�e`i9y	o(k�y	l#p^zWy�}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjlmfnvHpmd(k�o(y���k�f,dKy8�(�`���*kn}ny � k=i9}nyj�y	l/��ego�ijpmyjl��
±1dKe`�gk�pmdKe`f�kn�gkn}+pme`y	o¡i	�g|8yjlme�pmd � �Ky$knf�o(yjpw��e`k!�°��pmd(k � ego(e � � �o�� � �*k!l9y	��}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmf�lmk�~$�(e�lmk��rpmy � k+lmkn��� � ije`o$p/ije`o�}ny8o��o(k!}!pmk��KoKknf,fnv�e�p���yjl � f.i�oKk!p6z.y	lm��pmd(ijp�lmy8�K|8d(����}ny8o$p/ije`oKfWi�}ny$yjl,��Kego(ijpmy	l0ego�kn{�k+l,��h*y	h(�K�°i�pmk���l/i	�Kegywl/i	o(|	kUego�pmd(kWkno$pme�lmk�o(k!p^zWyjlm�pmy8h*y	�gy8|	�$�$��ego(}!kUh�i	}/��k!pmf�z�eg�g���*kWlmy8��pmk���pmd�lmy8�(|	d�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmfnvpmd(egfUpmy8h*y	�gy8|	��y8�K|8d$pUpmy=��egkn�`��|8y$y��?}ni	h�ij}ne�p6�$�
ó oKo(y	�(o(}!k � kno$p.}!y8o$pmkno$pmegy8o�y$}n}n�KlmfWz�dKk!lmk � �(��pmegh(�gk4oKy��Kknf���egf��}ny�{�k!l0pmd(k��`i	}/��y	�Oi�}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjl�ijp0pmd(k�fmi � k�pme � k8v�i	o(��i	�g�H�Kk+�}ne`�Kk�pmy=�*kn}ny � k�i=}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjl��(±�k#lmknf,y8�g{�kw}!y8o$pmkno$pmegy8o?�$���Kk+��`in�KegoK|�}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	lUi	o(oKy8�Ko(}nk � k!o�pmf�z�e�pmd�i�l/i	o���y � eg�nk����(i	}/�$�y	ñr��kn�`i��$�O¯�i	}/d�oKy��Kk�}/d(y$y8f,k!f�i��Kkn�`in��{8ij�`�Kk8vOi	o(���Kk!�°in��fwpmd(k��������� � knf,fmi	|	k�pmd�ijp�ijo(oKy8�(oK}nknfWpmdKk�o(y���k8ð f�{8y8�g�(o$pmknk!lmegoK|�i	f�i}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l���yjl�pmd�i�p9i � y	�(o$p�yj�4pme � k8� ² ��i�p�pmd(k�kno���y	�4pmd(k�Kk!�°in�$vHpmd(k=o(y��Kk�d(i	fwoKy	p�lmkn}nkneg{�kn��i	o$�'��������� � knf,fmi	|	knf���lmy �y	pmdKk!l�h*y	pmkno$pme`i	�4}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjlmfnv�egp�f,kno(�Kf9pmd(k(��������� � knf,fmi	|	k8�ô4pmd(k+l,z�e`f,k	vOe�pwlmknk!{8ij�`�(ijpmknfwe�pmfwkn�geg|8eg�Ke`�ge�p6����ijf,k���y8o�ijo$�(�������)�
� knf,fmij|8knfUlmkn}nk!e`{8k���v�ijo�� � ij��knf0egpmf�ijo(oKy8�(oK}nk � kno$p.eg�Ci	o(��y8oK���e��Cpmd(kwk!�`eg|	e`�Keg�`e�p^��lm�(�gkwf�pmeg�g�OdKy8�`�Kfn�
±�k�}ny	o(f,e`�Kk!l�i�{	ijlmegk!p^��y	���¹ij}!pmy	lmf�ego�y8��l��Kk+lme`{	ijpmegy	o�yj�KpmdKk0�(i	}/�$�y	ñ���kn�`in�$�	Á.y8o(f,e`��k!lE�(lmf�pCpmdKkW}�i	f,k0z�d(kno=i	�g�KoKy��Kknf�d(i�{�k0lmy	�(|8dK���k�~$��ij�CknoKk!lm|	�$vKz�d(eg}+d�e � hK�`egknf�pmd�i�p#y	o(����pmy	h*y8�gy8|j��f,d(y	�(�`��h(�`in�i�lmy	�gk�ego���kn}ne`�Kego(|�z�d(eg}/d�oKy��KknfU�*k!}ny � k4}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjlmfn�&#�k!p�*,+�*k�pmdKk�o�� � �*k!l�yj��o(k!e`|	d��*y	lmf���yjl9o(y��Kk.-�ijo��¡�gk!p0/1+w�*k�pmd(ko�� � �*k!l�y	��i	�(�Ke�pmegy8o(i	�Oh�i	e�lmf�y	��o(y���knf�i � y	o(|=pmdKknf,k�o(kneg|8d��*yjlmfpmd�i�p4z.y8�K�°���*k�}ny8oKo(kn}+pmk��?e��2-.z.k!lmk�pmy��*k!}ny � k�i�}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjli	o(����y	l,zWijl/��h(i	}/��k!pmfn�OÁ.�gk�i�lm�g�$v�».34/ + 36587:9;=< �*±�k=}ni	�g�?>@9�BA 9C �pmd(k�&�®¹¨ � ¨�®%$�y	�.o(y��KkD-,� ² �WoKy��Kknf#z�e�pmd�d(eg|8d�/ + �*kn}ny � k=}ny$yjl/�Ke��o�i�pmy	lmfnvH��k+zWk!l�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmfwego�pmy	p/i	� � in���*k�o(k!k��Kk���ego�y	l/�Kk+lpmy � ij��k=f,��lmk�kn{�k!l,��oKy��Kk�}�ijo�p/i	�g��pmy�i�}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjl � pmd��(fwio(y���kUz�egpmd9i�dKeg|8d�/1+Hf,d(y8�K�`��{�y8�g�(o$pmknk+l � yjlmk�~��Keg}+������pmd�i	o=y8o(kz�e�pmd?f � i	�g�gk!lE/1+��
À#y�zwvKe���pmd(k+lmkwijlmk � �(��pmegh(�gk#oKy��KknfUz�e�pmd(ego�l/i8�Kegy�l/i	o(|	k�pmd�i�p�i	�g�d�i�{�kEpmd(k�fmi � k��Kpmeg�ge�p6�$vnz.k0oKknk���pmy�kno(f,��lmk�pmd(ijpCoKy	pOpmy$y � ijo��#y	�pmd(k � i	�g�C�*kn}ny � kw}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjlmfn��cWd(egf�e`f4�*kn}�ij�(f,k�f,�(}/d?}ny$yjl/�Ke��o�i�pmy	lmfEi�lmk.lmk��K�Ko��Ki	o$p�¾�pmdKk!�#�Ky#oKy	p�egoK}!lmk�i	f,k.f��Kf�pmk � }�ijh�i	}!egp^�$v



�K�Kp�f,e � h(������l/i	ego�h*y�zWk+l�� ² ��pmdKkwh*y	pmkno$pme`i	�O}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjlmf � i	��kpmdKkne�l��Kkn}!e`f,egy	o(f9f,e � �(��p/ijo(kny	�(f,���$v�pmd(k!� � in�³ij�`�4�Kk!}ne`�Kk�pmy��*k!�}!y � k�}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjlmfn� ² �^v$y8o�pmdKk�yjpmd(k!l0d�ijo��Hv8pmd(k+����kn}ne`�Kk�y8oKk#i�pi�pme � k	v�y8o(���9pmd(k4�(lmf�pU��k+z:z�eg�g���*k!}ny � k4}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjlmfnv*i	o(��pmdKklmk!f�pwz�e`�g�Eo(yjpmeg}nk=pmd�i�p�pmd(k+lmk�ijlmk=i	��lmk�i	����kno(y	�(|	d�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmfijo���|8y���ij}+��pmy�f,�gknk!hO�Oc�y9d�ijo��K�gk�pmd(egfnv*zWk��(f,k�i�l/i	o���y � eg�nk���^f,�gy	p,pmego(|j�6ijo����6�Ki � hKe`oK|�
 � k!pmdKy���lmk � ego(egf,}nkno$p0y	��{	ijlmegy8�Kf � �(���pmeg}�ijf�p�hKlmy	pmy$}!y8�gfnv(egoK}n�g���KegoK| �#c'� � ���´v ² 
 ¿ � � ���Oi	o(�?� * ¿ � ����ò}/d(y$y	f,k�pmd(k��Kkn�`in����y	l9k�ij}+d³o(y���k�l/i	o(�Ky � �g��y�{�k!l9ijorego$pmk!lm{	i	�h�lmy8h*yjl,pme`y	o�ij�Opmy�*,+ ��� v�z�d(k!lmk � egfWpmd(k4lmy8�(o(���´p,lmegh?��kn�`i��9��y	li�f � i	�g�Oh(i	}/��k!p�y�{�k!l�pmdKk#z�e�lmkn�gknf,f#�gego(�*�
cWd��Kfnv(z�d(k!o�i	�g�Co(y���knf�d�i�{�kwlmy8�K|8dK�g��k�~$��ij��knoKk!lm|	�$vKpmd(k�ij�*yj{8k��egf,}n�(f,f,egy8o�f,�K|8|	knf�pmf#i���i	}/��yjñ��Kkn�`in��yj�Cpmd(k4��y	l � ò�����	��
�� � ½�� / +
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cWdKk�l/i	o(�Ky � e`�nijpmegy8o³egf�i	}/d(egkn{�kn�³�$��hKe`}/��ego(| � �Ko(e���yjl � �g�³i�pl/ijo���y � ��lmy � pmd(k�ego$pmk!lm{	i	� � »���½ �´�
À4y�zr}!y8o(f,e`��k!l0pmdKkW}�ijf,k�z�dKkno=oKy��Kknf � in��d�i�{�kW�Ko(k�~$�(i	��kno(k+lm|	��gk!�°p�egowpmd(kne�lC�(ijp,pmk!lmegknfn��±�kEy8�(f,k+lm{�k�pmd(ijpOz�d�ijp � ijp,pmk!lmf�ego�i�dKk!p,�k+lmy8|8k!o(kny	�(f�o(k!p^zWyjlm��e`fwoKy	pwoKkn}nknf,fmi�lmeg�g��pmdKk�i	�Kf,y8�g�Kpmk�i � y8�Ko$pyj��kno(k+lm|	��i�{8ije`�`ij�(�gk�ijp�pmd(k�oKy��Kk8vO�(��p�pmd(k9i � y8�(o$pwyj��kno(k+lm|	�f,}ni	�gk���pmy�pmdKk � ij¶�e � � � i � y8�Ko$p.yj�Ok!o(k!lm|j��pmd�i�p0pmdKk�oKy��Kk�}�i	od(i�{�k8� #Ok+p������Kk!o(y	pmk�pmd(k�i � y	�(o$p�yj�.knoKk!lm|	���¹ego��8y8�K�gknf"�#ijpwioKy��Kk�pmd(ijp�f�pmeg�g�0lmk � ije`oKfnvOi	o����� Z�*k�pmd(k � i�¶Ke � � � i � y8�Ko$pyj�CknoKk!lm|	��i�{	i	eg�`i	�K�gk�ijp.pmd(k�fmi � k�o(y��Kk	� ó lmkni	f,y8o(i	�K�`k!�¹�(�Kp0o(yjppmdKkUy8oK�g�@��oKy	pmegy8o�yj���¹ije�lmo(knf,f�}�i	o=�*kUi	}/d(egkn{�kn�=�$��kno(f,��lme`oK|#pmd�i�pi�o(y���k�z�e�pmd�i9�`ijlm|	k!l�{8ij�`�Kk�yj��� �"! �  egf � yjlmk=�geg��kn����pmy�{�y8����Ko$pmknk!lWpmy��*kn}ny � k#i�}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjl � y	lmk4~��Keg}+������pmd�ijo9y8o(k4z�egpmdi�f � i	�g�gk!l�l/ijpmegyK�(cWd��(fnv�zWk�oKknk���pmy�i8�(��i=��kn}!lmk�ijf,e`oK|����Ko(}!pmegy8oyj���#� ! �# pmd�i�p�lmk%$�k!}!pmf�pmd(egfnv�pmy�¯�~��(ijpmegy8o:½8�.cWd(k!lmk?ijlmk�i	oego���o(e�pmk�o�� � �*k!lwyj�Uf,�(}/d����(oK}!pmegy8o(fnv���lmy � z�d(eg}+d�zWk�}/d(y$y	f,k9if,e � hK�`k��gego(knijl�y8oKk8ò4½&�'�#� ! �# �� ² o�i8�K�Ke�pmegy8o�pmy�e�pmf9f,e � h(�geg}!�e�p^�$v�pmdKegfU}+dKy8eg}nkwegf�ijp,p,l/i	}+pme`{8k��*kn}�ij�(f,kwe�p�kno(f,��lmknfUpmd�i�pUpmd(k4l/i�pmkz�e�pmd?z�dKe`}/d�i=oKy��Kkwlmk��K�K}nknf�e�pmf4h�lmy8h*knoKf,e�p6��pmy9i8�K{8k!l,pmegf,k��´ijf�i���(oK}!pmegy8o³y	��pmd(k�i � y8�Ko$p=yj�#knoKk!lm|	�¡e�p=d�i	f=�`k+��p��+vEegf�}ny	o(f�p/i	o$p����±�k�k!¶�h*k!lme � kno$pmk���z�e�pmd�i=��k+z y	pmdKk!l����(oK}!pmegy8oKfnv*ego(}n�g����ego(|9i	ok+¶Kh*y	o(kno$pme`i	�g�����Kkn}�in��ego(|����(oK}!pmegy8o?yj�(�#� ! �# i	o(��ijo�ego�{�k!lmf,kn�����kn}�in��ego(|����(oK}!pmegy8o�yj�)� �"! �  � pmd(k�f,e � hK�gk��ge`oKk�ijl�y	o(k=z.y	lm��k���*k!f�p�� �
Á.y � �Ke`oKego(|9pmd(egf#z�e�pmd�¯�~$��ijpmegy	o³½��Kegkn�`��f#pmd(k���y8�g�gy�z�ego(|?k�~$�(ij�pmegy	o���yjl4pmdKk���ij}+��yjñ��Kkn�`in��e`o?��h(i	oOò
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ô#�Kf,k!lm{�k�pmd�i�pWpmd(k��(lmf�p0pmk!l � ��y$knfWo(yjpWd(i�{8k#iwl/i	o(�Ky � }ny � h*yj�oKkno$p � pmd��(f.e��Ci�oKy��Kk#egf.lm�Ko(oKe`oK|��`y�zxy	o�knoKk!lm|	�$v�e�pmfWh�lmy8h*knoKf,e�p6�pmy��*k!}ny � k�i={8y8�g�(o$pmknk!l�egf�|8��i�l/i	o$pmknk���pmy��Ke � ego(egf,d�lmkn�`i�pme`{8k�pmyyjpmd(k!l�oKy��Kknf�ego�pmd(k#o(kneg|8d��*yjlmd(y$y���z�e�pmd?f,e � eg�`ijl�o(kneg|	d��*yjlmfn�
² o�i�o(k+p6zWyjlm��z�e�pmd��(oKe���y	l � ��kno(f,e�p6��i	o(�?kno(k+lm|	�$vKy8�Kl4kn�gkn}!pmegy	oij�g|8y	lme�pmd � lmy	p/i�pmknf�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmf�i � y	o(|�i	�g�Eo(y���knf#yj�.pmdKk�oKk!p,�z.y	lm�*� ² p�ij}+dKe`k!{�knf��¹ije�lmo(knf,f��*kn}�ij�(f,k=pmdKk=�geg��kn�gegd(y$y���yj�U�*kn}ny � �egoK|�i�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l4�¹i	�g�gfwijf�i�}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjl��Kf,knf#�Kh�egpmf���i�p,pmk!l,�$�
² o¡hKl/i	}+pme`}!k8v�d(y�zWkn{8k!l�v�i8�¡d(y$}�o(k!p^zWy	lm��f�i�lmk�l/i�lmkn���¡�(o(e���y	l � �ô#��lwijo(o(y	�(oK}nk � kno$p�lm�(�gk�i8�(ijhKpmf�pmy�oKy8o��^�Ko(e���yjl � pmy	h*y8�gy8|j�Hò�ioKy��Kk�pmd�i�p�}ny	o(o(k!}!pmf�o(k+p6zWyjlm�?h�i�l,pme�pme`y	o(f#pmy	|8k!pmdKk!l#z�eg�g��i	��zUin��f�*k�k!�`k!}!pmk���i�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l��EcWdKegf�h�lmy8h*k!l,p^��h�lmknf,k!lm{�k!f�}�ijh�ij}ne�p6�y�{�k+l�pmdKkU�geg��k!pme � kUy	�*pmdKkUo(k!p^zWy	lm�*�10.kn}�ij�(f,k�y	�O��h�ijoOð fEk � h(d(i	f,egf
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y8o�}ni	h�ij}ne�p6����hKlmknf,k+lm{8i�pme`y	o�pmy?pmd(k�k!¶�pmkno$p�h*y8f,f,eg�K�`k	v�f,�(}/d�}!lme�pme��}�ij�(o(y���knf�z�eg�`�K�(o(i�{8y8e`�(ij�(�����KegkU�*k!��yjlmk�y	pmd(k+l0�gknf,f���}!lme�pmeg}�ij��y8oKknfn�
-#y�z.kn{�k!l�vHego�i � y	�(eg�gk���h(i	o�o(k+p6zWyjlm�*v�i9|8eg{�k!o�oKy��Kk=egf#l/i�lmkn���f�pm�(}/��ego�f,�(}/d�i�h*y8f,e�pmegy8o�v(ijo���pmd(egfWe � h�lmyj{8knf0��i	e�lmo(knf,f���l/i � ijp,�eg}�i	�g���$�

3.2 Coordinator Withdrawal¯�i	}/d�}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjl�h*k!lmegy��Keg}�i	�g����}/d(k!}+��fwe��We�p�f,d(y	�(�`��z�e�pmd���l/inzi	f0i#}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l�� ó o(y���kUf,d(y8�K�`��z�e�pmd���l/inzre��Hkn{�k!l,��h�ije�l0yj�He�pmfo(k!e`|	d��*y	lmf�}�i	o�lmk�i	}/d�k�ij}+d�yjpmd(k!l�k!egpmdKk!l��Ke�lmkn}!pm����y	l�{�e`i�f,y � ky	pmdKk!l�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmfn��-#y�zWk!{�k!l�vjego�yjl/�Kk!lCpmy4i	�gf,y�k!o(f,�Klmk��¹ijeglmoKknf,fnvij�°pmk!lUi�oKy��Kk�d�ijf.�*knk!o�iw}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjl.��yjlWf,y � k�h*k+lme`y���yj�Hpme � k	ve�p�z�egpmd(��l/inz�f�eg�Ek!{�k!l,��h�i	e�l�y	�EoKkneg|8d��*y	l�oKy��Kknf�}�i	o�lmk�i	}/d?k�ij}+dy	pmdKk!l4{�e`i�f,y � kwy	pmd(k+l#oKkneg|8d��*y	lmfnv*k!{�kno?e��Epmd(y	f,k�oKkneg|8d��*y	lmf4ijlmko(yjpw}n��l,lmkno$pm�g��}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	lmfn��cWd(egf�lm�K�`k�|8eg{�knfwyjpmd(k!l�o(kneg|8d��*yjlmfi=}/d�ijo(}nk�pmy��*k!}ny � k�}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	lmfn�
c�ywh�lmkn{�kno$pEpmk � h*y	l/i�l,�=�gy	f,f.y	�H}!y8o(oKkn}!pmeg{�e�p6���*k!p6z.knkno9i�}ny$yjl/�Ke��o�i�pmy	l�ð fwz�e�pmd���l/inzWi	� � k!f,fmi	|8k9ijo���pmd(k�ijo(o(y	�(oK}nk � kno$p#�°lmy � io(k+z1}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjl�v�i�o(y���k4}!y8o$pmego��Kknf.pmy�f,k!lm{�k#i	fUi�}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjl��yjl�i�f,d(yjl,p=h*k+lme`y���yj��pme � k9kn{8kno�ij�°pmk!l�ijo(oKy8�(oK}nego(|�e�pmf�z�e�pmd����l/inzWi	�¹�CcWdKegf �^|	l/ij}nk�h*k!lmegy�� 
�i	�g�gy�z�f�pmd(k�lmy8��pme`oK|�h�lmy	pmy$}ny	��pmy}ny	o�pmego��(k4pmy=�(f,k�pmdKk�y8�`��}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjl#�Ko�pmeg��i=oKk!zx}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjlegf�kn�gkn}!pmk��H�
µCeg|8��lmk1�wf,d(y�z�f.pmdKk�lmk!f,�(��pWyj��y	�KlWk!�`k!}!pmegy8o�i	�g|8yjlme�pmd � i�pUi�l/i	o���Ky � h*y8ego$p�ego�pme � k�y	o?i�oKk!p6z.y	lm�9y	�.½�»8»�o(y��Kk!f�ego�i�½�»	»8» � k!�pmk!l � ½�»	»8» � k!pmk+l�ijlmkni�vEz�d(k!lmk�k�i	}/d¡l/i8�Kegy�d�ijf�i	o³egf,y	p,lmy8hKeg}}ne�lm}n�K�°i�l4l/ijo(|	k�z�egpmd?i�¼��j» � k!pmk!lUl/i8��eg�(fn�

4. Simulator ImplementationcWd(egf�f,kn}!pmegy8oZ��knf,}!lmeg�*knf�y8�Kl�e � h(�gk � k!o�p/i�pmegy8o yj����h�ijoOv4|8knyj�|	l/ijh(dKe`}W��y	l,zWijl/�KegoK|Kv�pmdKkUº8»8¼��g½8½�h*y�zWk!l0fmi�{�e`oK| � y��KkE��z�egpmd=y8�Kly�z�o�e � hKlmy�{�k � k!o�pmf"�+v�ijo���pmd(k�knoKk!lm|	� � y��Kk!�Ez.k��(f,k���e`o�y8�Klf,e � �K�°i�pmegy8o(fn�O±�k=l/ijo�y8��l=��h�ijo�e � h(�gk � kno$p/i�pme`y	o�ego�pmdKk<;>=1?A@o(k+p6zWyjlm��f,e � �(�`ijpmyjl�kno�{�e�lmy	o � kno$p��

4.1 Span and Geographic Forwarding



ô#��l9e � h(�gk � kno$p/ijpmegy	o��(f,k!f9pmdKk?|8k!y8|	l/ijh(dKe`}���y	l,zUi�l/�Kego(|³ij�`|	y	�lme�pmd � ��±�k�}/d(y	f,k�pmy�e � hK�`k � kno$p�|8k!y8|	l/ijh(dKe`}?��y	l,zWijl/�KegoK|�hKlme��� i�lmeg�g���*k!}�i	�Kf,kWy	�*e�pmf�f,e � h(�geg}ne�p6� � ��h�i	o�}�ijo��*kW�Kf,k��wz�egpmd�y	pmdKk!llmy	�Kpmego(|=hKlmy	pmy$}!y8�gf�ijf�z.kn�g�¹�
��h�ijoOð f0k!�`k!}!pmegy8o�i	�g|8yjlme�pmd � lmk�~$�(e�lmknf�k�i	}/d�o(y���k�pmy�i	�K{�k+l,pme`f,k�e�pmf}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	lmfnvWegpmf9oKkneg|8d��*y	lmfnv.i	o(�³z�d(k+pmd(k!l�e�p9egf�i�}ny$y	l/��e`o(ij�pmyjlUy	l.o(yjp���c�ywlmk��K�K}nk�hKlmy	pmy$}!y8�*y�{�k!lmdKk�i8�Hv�zWk4h(eg|8|j�K�(i	}/����h�i	o���������9e`o���yjl � ijpmegy8o��¹f,knk=��k!}!pmegy8o����g½ ��y8o$pmy�pmdKk���lmy�i	�K}�ijf�p��(h���KijpmknfUlmk�~$�Keglmkn���$��|8kny	|	l/i	hKd(eg}w��yjl,zUijl/��ego(|K�

#k!y8|	l/ijh(dKe`}U��y	l,zUi�l/�Kego(|wegf�|jlmknk����$�	cWdKkWf,y8��lm}nkUo(y���kUi	oKo(y	p/i�pmknfkni	}/d�h�i	}/��k!pUz�e�pmd�pmdKkw|8kny	|	l/ijh(d(eg}��gy$}�ijpmegy8o�yj�Cpmd(k���knf�pmego�ijpmegy	ooKy��Kk8� � h*y	o=lmkn}nkneg{�ego(|�i�h(i	}/��k!pE��yjlWi�oKy��Kk�o(yjp0ego�l/i	�Kegy�l/i	oK|8k8vi9}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lw��yjl,zUi�l/�Kf�pmd(k�h�ij}+�8k!p#pmy�i9o(kneg|8d��*yjlme`oK|�}!y$y	l/�Ke��o(ijpmyjl=pmd�i�p=egf�}n�gy8f,knf�p�pmy�pmdKk��Kknf�pmego�i�pmegy8oO� ² ��o(y�f,�K}+d�}!y$y	l/�Ke��o(ijpmyjl�k!¶�egf�pmfnv�pmdKk�h(i	}/��k!p�egf���y	l,zUi�l/�Kk���pmy�i?o(y	oK��}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lpmd(ijp�egf�}!�`y	f,k!l=pmy�pmd(k9�Kk!f�pme`o(ijpmegy8o���ô4pmd(k+l,z�e`f,k	v�zWk9��o(y�z pmd�i�pi�h(i	}/��k!p�d�ijf4knoK}ny8�Ko$pmk!lmk��?i�{�y	e`��v*ijo��?f,y�e�p4e`f#��lmy	h(h*k��H� ��±�k��e`�9oKy	p0e � h(�gk � kno$p+
1�.� * ��½�¼��´v$z�dKe`}/d�i � kn�gegy	l/i�pmknf.pmdKk�k+ñHkn}!pmfyj�E{�y8e`��fn� �
ô#��lUf,e � �K�°i�pmegy8o(fW�Ky=oKy	pU�Kf,k�i��gy$}�ijpmegy8o�f,k!lm{�e`}!k8� ² o(f�pmkni8��v�k�ij}+df,k!o��Kk+lC�(f,k!f�pmd(k�� ��� � y��K�K�`k�y	��;>=.pmy4y	�Kp/ije`owpmdKk0|	kny8|jl/i	h(dKeg}W�gy	�}nijpmegy8o�yj��pmd(kU��knf�pmego�i�pme`y	o�o(y���k8��-#knoK}nk8v	y8�Kl�f,e � �K�`ijpmegy8o�lmknf,�(��pmf� in���*k��*k!p,pmk!l�pmd(i	o�y	o(k � eg|8d$p�k!¶�h*kn}!p�z�e�pmd¡i�lmk�ij�.�gy$}�i�pme`y	of,k+lm{�eg}nk	v�f,�(}/d?ijf$
1#C�4��½����´�
ô#��l |8kny	|	l/i	hKd(eg} ��y	l,zWijl/��e`oK| ij�g|8y	lme�pmd � ij�`f,y e � h(�gk � k!o�pmf¿ ó Á0���`in�$k!l��¹i	eg�g�Klmk���k!k��K�(i	}/��i	o(��ego�pmk+l,�¹i	}!k4~$�Kkn�(kWp,l/i�{�k!lmfmij�0� ¼�v½�¼��´�KcWd(knf,k � kn}/d�i	oKegf � f0ij�g�`y�z1pmdKk�lmy	�Kpmego(|��`in�$k!l.pmy�lmk�i	�Keg����lmk!�� y�{�k��KoKlmknf,h*y	o(f,eg{�k�o(y��Kk!f4��lmy � e�pmf4lmy	�Kpmego(|�p/ij�(�gk�ijo���lmknf,}n�Kkh(i	}/��k!pmf��(f,egoK|=pmd(knf,k#o(y��Kk!f4ijf�pmdKk�o(k+¶�p�dKy8h��

4.2 Coordinator Electionó f,e`�Kk=�°lmy � pmdKk=}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l�kn�gkn}!pmegy	o�i	�g|8yjlme�pmd � ��e`f,}!�(f,f,k���e`o��kn}!pmegy8o���v$z.k�e � h(�gk � kno$pmk��=p^zWy�f,h*kn}ne`i	��}�i	f,k!fW��y	l�k!�`k!}!pmego(|=}!y	�yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmfn�

� 0.kn}ni	�(f,k4pmd(k#f,y	�Klm}nk�i	o��9��knf�pmego�ijpmegy	o�o(y���knfWyj�Ck�ij}+d�$�y�zo(k!k���pmy?}!y8o(f�p/ijo$pm�g��f,kno(��ijo���lmk!}nkneg{�k�h�ij}+�8k!pmfnvHpmd(k!���Kyo(yjp=y	h*k!l/ijpmk�ego¡h*y�z.k!l�fmi�{�ego(| � y���k8��cWd��(fnvOpmd(k!��i	��pmy	�� ijpmeg}�ij�g�g���*kn}ny � k�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmfn�

� cWd(k�|8kny	|	l/ijh(d(eg}�lmy8�KpmegoK|�ij�`|	y	lme�pmd � }�i	o�lmk�i	�Keg���³�Kk!pmk!}!ppmd�i�p�i�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l�d(i	f=�gk!�°p�pmd(k�lmkn|	egy8o¡pmdKlmy8�K|8d ¿ ó Á�`in�$k!lw�¹ijeg�`��lmk=��k!k��K�(i	}/�H� -4y�z.kn{�k!l�vHpmdKk���h(i	o�kn�gkn}!pmegy	o�i	���|8yjlme�pmd � � in�woKy	p�lmk�ij}!p��¹ijf�pEkno(y	�(|8d�pmy4k!�`k!}!pEo(k!z¡}!y$y	l/�Ke��o�i�pmy	lmfn� ² owpmd(k0zWy	lmf�pE}ni	f,k8v	o(y���knf � �Kf�p�zUije�pE�(o$pmeg��pmd(k.y	�`�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lEegoK��y	l � ijpmegy	o�d(i	f�k+¶KhKe�lmk��w�*k!��yjlmkWi�o(k!z�}ny$y	l,��Kego(ijpmy	l0}�ijo��*k�k!�`k!}!pmk���� 0.kn}�ij�(f,k�|8kny	|	l/i	hKd(eg}���y	l,zWijl/��e`oK|�¹ij�g�`f���ij}+��pmy?�(f,egoK|�o(y8o���}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjlmf�pmy?lmy	�Kpmk�h�ij}+�8k!pmfe���}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmf��Ky�o(yjp�k!¶�egf�p�v.i�o(y	oK��}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjl9o(y���ki	oKo(y	�(o(}!knf�e�pmf,kn���#i	f=i�}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	l�eg��e�p�d�i	f�lmkn}nkneg{�kn��i�`ijlm|	k?o�� � �*k+l=yj�#h(i	}/��k!pmf�pmy�lmy8��pmk�ego¡pmd(k9lmkn}nkno$p�h(i	f�p��² ��pmdKegf4}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l4pm�Klmo(f�y	�Kp�pmy��*k�lmkn�K�(o(�(ijo�p�v�pmdKk�}!y	�y	l/��ego�ijpmyjl�z�e�pmd���l/inz i	�g|	y	lme�pmd � z�eg�g����y	lm}!k?pmd(k�oKy��Kk�pmyz�e�pmd���l/i�z:e�pmf,kn���0i	f�i=}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l4f,y$y8o�i���pmk!l��

4.3 802.11 Ad Hoc Power-saving Mode��h(i	o��Kk!pmk!l � egoKknfUz�d(kno�pmy=pm�Klmo�i�o(y��Kk	ð fUl/i	�Kegy�y8o?yjl�y	ñ�vK�(�Kp�Kk!h*kno���f4y	o?pmd(k��gy�z �gkn{�kn� ¿ ó Áx�`i���k!l4pmy�f,�Kh(h*yjl,p#h*y�zWk+l�fmi�{$�ego(|����(oK}!pmegy8oKfnvOf,�K}+d�i	f��K�KñHk!lmego(|�h�ij}+�8k!pmf#��yjl�f,�gknknh(egoK|?o(y���knfn�±�kwd(i�{�k�e � h(�gk � kno$pmk�����h(i	o?y	o�pmy8h�y	��pmd(k�º8»�¼$�g½8½ ¿ ó Á1ijo��h(d$��f,eg}�i	���`in�$k!lmfUz�e�pmd�i8��dKy$}�h*y�zWk!l4fmi�{�e`oK|�f,�(hKh*y	l,p���½ �´�
º8»8¼��g½8½�i	��dKy$}�h*y�zWk!l,��fmi�{�e`oK| � y��Kk��(f,knfwh*k+lme`y���eg}�ª+,t�«m£	u��=pmyf���o(}/dKlmy	o(eg�nk9o(y���knf�e`o�pmdKk�o(k!p^zWyjlm�H� 0.k�ij}ny8o¡h�ij}+�8k!pmf�}ny8o$p/i	egopme � knf�p/i � hKf�pmd�i�p�f���oK}+d�lmy8o(eg�nk�o(y��Kk!fnðW}n�gy$}/��fn� ó �*k�ij}ny8o¸h*k+�lmegy���f�p/ijl,pmf�z�e�pmd�i	o�i8�=dKy$}Wp,l/ij��}�ego���e`}nijpmegy8o � k!f,fmi	|8kUz�ego���y�z�	��
��� ¦ ¨�u*§�£ ¦ �+v��K��lme`oK|�z�dKe`}/d�ij�g�0oKy��Kknf�i�lmk��ge`f�pmk!o(ego(|�vCijo��h*kno(�Kego(|�p,l/i���}�p,l/i	oKf � e`f,f,egy	o(f�ijlmk�i8��{�k!l,pmegf,k���� ó o(y���k�pmd�ijplmkn}nk!e`{8knf=ijo���ij}+��oKy�z��gk���|8knf�i	o�i8�K{8k!l,pmegf,k � kno$pw��yjl=�Ko(eg}�i	f�p�yjl�Klmy8i8��}�i	f�p4p,l/ij��}��Ke�lmkn}+pmk���pmy�e�pmf,kn��� � �(f�p�f�p/in��y	o?��yjl#pmd(k�lmk!f�py	�Opmd(k4�*k�i	}ny	o�h*k!lmegy��H��ô4pmdKk!l,z�egf,k8vKegpW}�i	o�pm�Klmo9e�pmf,kn����y	ñ�i�pUpmd(kkno(��y	�Upmd(k ó c ²,¿ z�ego��Ky�zwv��Ko$pme`��pmd(k��*kn|	ego(o(egoK|�yj��pmd(k�o(k+¶�p�*k�ij}ny8o�h*k!lmegy��H� ó �°pmk!l0pmdKk ó c ²�¿ z�e`o(�Ky�zwv�i	�K{�k!l,pmegf,k��=p,l/i���}�egfp,l/i	oKf � e�p,pmk�������ego(}!k�p,l/ij��}�}�ijo(o(yjp��*k�p,l/i	o(f � e�p,pmk����K�KlmegoK|=pmd(kó c ²,¿ z�ego���y�zwvKpmd(k�i�{	i	eg�`i	�(�gkw}/d�ijo(o(k!�O}�ijh�ij}ne�p6��e`fUlmk����(}nkn���
±1dKkno�pmd(k9º	»�¼��g½	½ ¿ ó Á �`in�$k!l�egf�ijf,��k���pmy�f,kno(��i�h(i	}/��k!p�vOe�p
� in�¡y	l � in�¡o(yjp9�*k�i	�(�gk?pmy�f,kno��³egp�e ��� k���e°i�pmkn���$v��Kknh*k!o����ego(|�y8o�z�dKeg}+d ó c ²,¿ f�d�i�{�k9�*knkno�f,kno$p=i	o(�³ij}+��oKy�z��gk���|8k���egopmd(k�e ��� k��Ke`i�pmkn����hKlmk!}nk��KegoK|�yjlU}n��l,lmkno$p�v ó c ²,¿ z�ego(�Ky�zw� ² �Hpmd(kh�ij}+�8k!p�ijl,lmeg{�knf�ijp9pmd(k ¿ ó Á·�K��lmego(|�pmdKk ó c ²�¿ z�ego(�Ky�zwvWyjle���pmd(k�i8��{�k!l,pmegf,k � kno$p���yjl=pmd(k�h(i	}/��k!p�d�ijf�oKy	p��*k!kno�i	}/��o(y�z����k���|8k��Hv�e�p=oKknk��Kf�pmy��*k��K�KñHk!lmkn��� ² o�y8��l�e � h(�gk � k!o�p/i�pmegy8oOv�zWk�(��ñHk!l�h�i	}/��k!pmf9��yjl�p^zWy��*k�ij}ny8oxh*k!lmegy��Kfn� ��ij}+�8k!pmf�pmd(ijp�d�i�{�ko(yjpW�*knk!o�p,l/i	o(f � e�p,pmk���i���pmk!l.p6zWy��*k�ij}ny8o9h*k!lmegy���fUijlmk4��lmy	h(h*k��H�
cWd(k��*kni	}ny	o1h*k!lmegy��¸i	o(� ó c ²�¿ z�ego��Ky�z f,eg�nk�ijñHkn}!p9lmy	�Kpmego(|h*k!l,��y	l � i	oK}nkW|jlmk�ijpm��� � ¼	¼��´�j±1d(eg�gkU�(f,ego(|#i4f � ij�`� ó c ²,¿ z�ego���y�z
� in��e � hKlmy�{�k�knoKk!lm|	�9fmi�{�ego(|8fnv�pmdKk!lmk � in��oKy	pU�*k4kno(y	�(|	d9pme � k��yjl�i	�g�4�K�KñHk!lmkn�rh�ij}+�8k!pmf=pmy��*k�i	�K{�k+l,pme`f,kn��� � f,ego(|�i	o ó c ²,¿z�ego���y�z�pmd�i�p4egf�pmy$y��`i�lm|8k�o(y	p�y	o(������kn}!lmk�ijf,knf�i�{	i	eg�`i	�(�gk�}+d(i	o��o(k!�C�Kpmeg�geg��ijpmegy8o�v�egp � in��i	�gf,y�o(y	p#�gk�i�{�k�k!o(y8�K|8d�lmy$y � �*k!p6z.knknopmd(k4kno��9y	�Opmd(k ó c ²�¿ z�ego��Ky�z:ijo���pmd(k#�*k!|8ego(oKe`oK|�yj��pmdKk#o(k+¶�p�*k�ij}ny8o�h*k!lmegy��=pmy�p,l/ijo(f � e�p�i	�g�*i	�K{�k!l,pmegf,k���p,l/ij��}8�	±�kUd(i�{8kUk!¶��h*k!lme � kno$p/i	�g�����Kk+pmk!l � ego(k���pmd�i�p�i4�*k�ij}ny8o�h*k!lmegy���yj�H¼	»	» � f�ijo��i	o ó c ²�¿ z�e`o(�Ky�zZf,eg�nk9y	�'�8» � f�lmknf,�(��p�ego�|8y$y���pmd�lmy8�K|8d(hK�Kpi	o(���gy�z �gy	f,f�l/i�pmk8�
ó f,e`��k��°lmy � ��kn}!lmk�ijf,k��9}+d(i	o(oKkn��}�ijh�ij}ne�p6�$v�º8»8¼��g½8½#h*y�zWk!lUfmi�{�ego(|
� y��Kk���z�e�pmdKy8�Kp#��h�i	o �Wi	�gf,y9f,�KñHk!lmfU�°lmy � �gy8o(|�h(i	}/��k!p4�Kk!�`eg{�k+l,��`ijpmknoK}!�Hò*��yjlwk�i	}/d�d(y8h�pmd(ijpwi9h�ij}+�8k!p#p,l/i�{�k!lmf,k!fnv*pmd(k�h�i	}/��k!p#egfk!¶�h*kn}!pmkn��pmy��*k���kn�`i���k�����y	l�d�ij�g��i��*k�i	}ny	o?h*k!lmegy����

4.4 Improving 802.11 using Span
� f,egoK|���h(i	o9y8o9pmy8h�y	�Cº8»8¼��g½8½�i	��dKy$}�h*y�zWk!lUfmi�{�ego(| � y��Kk�}�i	oe � hKlmy�{�kElmy8��pme`oK|�pmd�lmy8�K|8d(hK�Kp�i	o(��h(i	}/��k!pE��kn�geg{�k!l,�w�`ijpmk!o(}!�$��00k!�}�ij�(f,k�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmf��Ky�o(y	p9y	h*k!l/ijpmk�egorh*y�z.k!l�fmi�{�egoK| � y��Kk	vh�ij}+�8k!pmf�lmy	�Kpmk����*k!p6z.knkno�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	lmfw��y�o(y	p4o(k!k���pmy��*k�i8���{�k!l,pmegf,k���y	l��Kkn�`in�$k��H�jc�y����Kl,pmdKk!lCp/i	�8k.i	�K{	i	o$p/i	|	k.y	�Kpmd(k�f���o(k!lm|j��*k!p^zWknkno���h�ijo�i	o(�=º	»�¼��g½	½#h*y�zWk+l0fmi�{�ego(| � y���k8v�zWk�d�i�{�k � i	�Kkpmd(k���y8�g�gy�z�egoK| � y��Ke��(}�ijpmegy8oKfOpmy�y8��l�f,e � �(�`ijpmegy8o�yj�(º	»�¼$�`½	½Wh*y�zWk+lfmi�{�e`oK| � y��Kk	�

��� Õ Ú(Ø�à*Ï�Î�×�Ë�ÜnÏKê�Ï�Ö�×nÜ¡ë�Õ�Î ß Ú�ÓjÛ�Ï�×nÜ¡ÙEÏ�×/æ�Ï�Ï�Ö&Ó8ÕHÕ�Î�ìØCË�Ö�ÚK×nÕ�ÎjÜ8á ��ij}+�8k!pmf�lmy8�Kpmkn� �*k!p6z.knkno�}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjlmf�ijlmk
� ijlm��k����$����h(i	o��*±1d(eg�gk=pmd(k ¿ ó Á �°in�$k+l�f�pme`�g��o(knkn�Kf#pmy



�(��ñHk!l�pmd(k!f,k?h�ij}+��k+pmf�eg�#pmd(k!�³i�l,lme`{8k��K��lme`oK|�pmdKk ó c ²�¿z�ego���y�zwv#e�p���y$knf�o(yjp�f,k!o��:p,l/i���}¡i8��{�k!l,pmegf,k � kno$pmf?��y	lpmd(k � �(cOy�kno(f,��lmk#pmd�i�p4��h(i	o?��y$knf�o(yjp4h�lmy�{�e`��k�ego(}nyjl,lmkn}!pegoK��y	l � ijpmegy	o��K�Kk#pmy�pmy	h*y8�gy8|j�?}/d�i	oK|8knfnv�pmd(k ¿ ó Á � ije`o��p/i	egoKf�i�f,knh(ijl/ijpmk�oKkneg|8d��*y	lwp/ij�(�gk8��cWd(k ¿ ó Á �`in�$k!lw�Kf,knfi��Ke�p�ego³pmdKk ¿ ó Á d(kni8�Kk+l�y	�#k�i	}/drh(i	}/��k!p�e�p�f,k!o��Kf�pmyo(yjpme�����o(kneg|	d��*yjlmf�y	�.e�pmfwh*y�z.k!l�fmi�{�e`oK|�f�p/i�pm�(fn����egoK}nk�pmdKk
¿ ó ÁÔ�`i���k!l�}�i	orf,o(e�ñ1pmd(k?dKk�i8��k!l9y	��kn{�k!l,�¡h(i	}/��k!p�v�egoK�}n�g����ego(|1*�c���h(i	}/��k!pmfnvjpmd(egfEo(kneg|8d��*yjl0p/ij�(�gkUegf0�geg��kn����pmyw�*k}nyjl,lmkn}!p���±1d(k!o�i�o(y���k4z�e�pmd���l/i�z�f�ijfUi�}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjl�v�i	���{�k!l,pmegf,k � k!o�pmfO��y	lEp,l/i���}Wpmy4pmd(ijpEo(y���k.z�eg�g�K�*kWf,k!o�p����Klmego(|pmd(k�oKk!¶�p ó c ²,¿ z�ego���y�zw��cWdKegf4y	hKpme � eg��ijpmegy8o�ij�`�gy�z�f#pmdKkó c ²,¿ z�ego���y�z³pmy#�*kWlmkn�K�(}!k���z�e�pmd(y	�Kp�d��Kl,pmego(|�pmdKlmy	�(|8d��h(��p��

� â!Ö�ØCË�àOË�ØCÍ�Ú(Ý�Ý�Þ�Ú(Ø�à*Ï�Î�×�Ë�ÜnÏ?Ï�Ú�ÓjãrÙ�ÎjÕ(Ú�ØCÓ8Ú(Ün×9ê�Ï�Ü�ÜnÚ(Ì(ÏHá±1e�pmd³�(o � y���e���k���º	»�¼��g½	½�h*y�zWk!l9fmi�{�ego(| � y��Kk8v�i�o(y���ky8oK����o(knk���f#pmy�f,kno���y8oKk��Klmy8i8�K}ni	f�p�i8��{�k!l,pmegf,k � kno$p4kn{�knoe���e�p�d(i	f � y	lmk?pmd�ijo¸y8oKk��Klmy�i	�K}�ijf�p � knf,fmij|8k�pmy�f,kno(���cWd(egf�egf��*kn}�ij�(f,k?y	o(}nk�i�oKy��Kk�dKk�ijlmf9ijo�i	�K{�k+l,pme`f,k � kno$p��yjl�i��Klmy�i	�K}�ijf�p � knf,fmi	|	k8v�e�p�f�p/in�KfU�Kh���y	l�pmd(k�kno$pme�lmk��K���l/ijpmegy	o�y	�Opmd(k4�*k�i	}ny	o�h*k!lmegy��H����ego(}nk � y8f�p.p,l/i���}#pmy�o(y8o��}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l�oKy��Kknf�ego?y8��l#oKk!p6z.y	lm�9zWy	�(�`�?�*kw�Klmy8i8�K}ni	f�p
� knf,fmij|8knf�f,kno$pE�$����h�i	o�i	o(��pmdKk.|	kny8|jl/i	h(dKeg}.lmy8��pme`oK|#h�lmy	�pmy$}ny	�´v�z.k � y���eg�(k���pmdKk ¿ ó ÁZf,y�k�ij}+d¡��lmy�i8��}�i	f�p � knf��fmi	|	k � �(f�p��*k9k!¶�h(�geg}ne�pm�g��i8��{�k!l,pmegf,k�����µ(y	l�k!¶Ki � hK�`k	vCe��4io(y���k�lmkn}nkneg{�k!f ����lmy�i	�K}�ijf�p�i	�K{�k!l,pmegf,k � k!o�pmfnv�oKy��(o(eg}�ijf�pi8��{�k!l,pmegf,k � kno$pmfnvCi	o���pmdKkno ���Klmy8i8��}�i	f�p � k!f,fmi	|8k!f�ij�°pmk!lpmd(k ó c ²�¿ z�ego(�Ky�zwv�e�p�}�ijo?fmij��kn����pm�Klmo�e�pmf,kn���Ey	ñ��

��� Ï�æçÚ(Ø�à*Ï�Îj×nË�ÜnÏ�Ø¸×nÎ�Ú � Ó�æ�Ë�Ö�Ø�ÕKæ�á ±¸egpmd��Ko � y���eg�(k��º8»8¼��g½8½�h*y�z.k!l9fmi�{�egoK| � y��Kk	vEeg�wi�o(y���k�lmkn}!kneg{�knf�i��Ko(e��}�ijf�p=i	�K{�k+l,pme`f,k � kno$p�vHegp � �(f�p�lmk � ijego�y	o���yjl�pmdKk�lmknf�p�yj�pmd(k#�*k�i	}ny	o�h*k!lmegy���� ² o�i���h(i	o�oKk!p6z.y	lm�*vKh�i	}/��k!pmfWlmy	�Kpmk��{�e`i�oKy8o��^}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	l.o(y���knfWi�lmk�l/i�lmk8��c�y�p/i	�8k#i	�K{	i	o$p/i	|	ky	��pmd(egfnvKz.kwego�p,lmy����(}nkn��i=oKk!zZt�§��	+¤/®¹¨ �!,§�®¹¤,t��r« ¦ ¨�u�§�£ ¦ego?pmd(k ¿ ó Á4�HcWd(k�i	�K{�k!l,pmegf,k���p,l/i���}�z�e`o(�Ky�z egf�f � i	�g�gk!lpmd�ijo�pmdKk=�*k�ij}ny8o�h*k!lmegy���� ² p�f�p/ijl,pmf�i�pwpmd(k��*k!|8ego(oKe`oK|�yj�pmd(k4�*k�i	}!y8o�h*k+lme`y��HvKi	o��9k!¶�pmkno(�Kf.�*k+�$y8o(�9pmdKk4kno(��yj��pmdKk
ó c ²,¿ z�e`o(�Ky�zw�Oô#�Kpmf,e`��k�pmdKk ó c ²�¿ z�ego���y�z3�(��p4egoKf,e°��kpmd(k=i8��{�k!l,pmegf,k���p,l/ij��}�z�e`o(�Ky�zwvOi8��{�k!l,pmegf,k���h�i	}/��k!pmf�i	o��h�ij}+�8k!pmf=pmy�}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	lmf9}�ijor�*k�p,l/i	oKf � egp,pmkn���0ô#�Kpmf,e`��kpmd(k�i8��{�k!l,pmegf,k��³p,l/i���}�z�ego(�Ky�zwv.dKy�zWkn{�k+l�v0y	o(���¡h�ij}+�8k!pmf�*k!p^zWknkno�}ny$y	l/��e`o(ijpmyjlmf#}�ijo?�*k�p,l/i	oKf � egp,pmkn���(cWd(egf#ij�g�`y�z�fi�oKy��Kk�e`o�h*y�zWk!l�fmi�{�ego(| � y��Kk�pmy�pm�Klmo�e�pmf,kn���Uyjñ³ijp�pmdKkkno(��yj�(pmd(k.i8��{�k!l,pmegf,k��wp,l/ij��}.z�ego(�Ky�z¡�(o$pmeg��pmd(k�o(k!¶�p��*knij�}ny	o?h*k!lmegy����

cWdKknf,k�pmd�lmknk � y��Ke���}�i�pmegy8o(f?i	�g�gy�z kni	}/d:oKy��Kk�pmy³�Kf,k�i¡�gy8oK|�*kni	}ny	o?h*k!lmegy���ijo���i�f,d(yjl,p ó c ²,¿ z�e`o(�Ky�zw�*cWdKk�f,d(yjl,p ó c ²�¿z�ego(�Ky�zxe � hKlmy�{�knfW}/d�ijo(oKkn�*�Kpmeg�geg��ijpmegy8o�vKz�dKeg�`k4pmd(k#�gy	o(|=�*kni	}ny	oh*k+lme`y���egoK}!lmk�i	f,k!f.pmd(kW�°l/i	}!pmegy8o9yj�*pme � k�i�oKy8o��^}!y$y	l/�Kego(ijpmy	l.o(y���k}ni	o9lmk � i	ego9i	f,�gknk!hO� ² o�y	�KlWf,e � �(�`ijpmegy8oKfnv$zWk��(f,k��9i��*k�i	}!y8o9h*k!�lmegy���y	� �8»8» � fnv�i	o ó c ²,¿ z�ego���y�z�y	�*¼	» � fnvji	o���ijo=i	�K{�k!l,pmegf,k��p,l/i���}�z�e`o(�Ky�z¸yj�0½n»8» � fn�8±�k�f,k!p.pmdKk�h�lmy8h(i	|�i�pmegy8o��Kkn�`in� � e`o¯�~$��i�pme`y	o�¼�pmy��*k4pmd(kw�gkno(|jpmd�yj��i=�*k�i	}!y8o?h*k!lmegy��H�
��kn}!pmegy8o��}ny � h(ijlmknf�h*k!l,��yjl � i	o(}!k�yj����h�i	o1z�e�pmdxpmd(k � y��Ke���(k���º8»8¼��g½8½#h*y�zWk!l0fmi�{�egoK| � y���k8v��Ko � y���eg�(k���º	»�¼��g½	½#ego9i8��dKy$}h*y�z.k!l�fmi�{�ego(| � y��Kk8vOi	o(���Ko � y��Ke��(k���º	»�¼$�`½	½9z�egpmdKy8��p�h*y�z.k!lfmi�{�ego(| � y���k8�

c.¶ *�¶ ² ���`k ���gknknh(egoK|
½���»	» � ± ½n»8»8» � ± º��	» � ± ½��8» � ±
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4.5 Energy Modelc�y�i	}!}n�Kl/i�pmkn��� � y��Kk!�(knoKk!lm|	�=}ny8oKf,� � hKpmegy	oOvjzWk�pmy$y8� � kni	f,�Klmk+�� kno$pmf�y	�#pmdKk?ÁWij�(�gk!p,lmy	o *�y�i � i	�*y8��p�º	»�¼��g½	½���� -#eg|	d *4ijpmko(k+p6zWyjlm��e`o$pmk!l,��i	}nk9}�i�l/� �¹À ² Á �#y8h*k+l/ijpmego(|�i�p�¼ ¿ �(hKf�ego���i	f,kf�p/ijpmegy	o � y��Kk8�Kc�y � k�i	f,��lmk�h*y�zWk!l�}ny	o(f,� � kn���$��pmd(k�}nijl/��v�zWkh*y�zWk!lmkn�:i�h*yjl,p/i	�(�gk�}ny � hK�Kpmk!l�f,y	�`k!�g�1z�e�pmd1e�pmf ó Á&i8�Ki	hKpmk+l��z�e�pmd(y	�Kp�pmdKk���i�p,pmk!l,�@�+v�i	o(� � k�ijf,�Klmk���pmd(k�{�y	�gp/ij|8k�ij}!lmy8f,f9ilmknf,egf�pmy	l=h(�`i	}!k���ego�f,k!lmegknf�z�e�pmd�pmd(k9}�i�l/��y8o�pmdKk9}ny � hK�Kpmk!lwpmyy8��p/i	ego�pmd(k.egoKf�p/i	o$p/i	oKkny8�Kf�}n�Kl,lmkno$pOpmdKlmy8�K|8d�pmd(k0À ² Á4�jcWdKk.{�y	��p,�i	|	k�i	}+lmy8f,f?pmd(k�À ² Á&lmk � ijego(k��1}ny	o(f�p/i	o$p�i�p�i	�g�wpme � knfnvWpmd��(f��lmy � pmdKk#ego(f�p/ijo�p/ijo(kny	�(fW}!�Kl,lmkno$p � kni	f,�Klmk � kno$p�v8zWk4}�i	�g}n�K�`ijpmk��pmd(k�ego(f�p/i	o$p/ijo(kny	�(f�h*y�zWk!l9}!y8o(f,� � k����$��pmd(k�}nijl/���E±�k�f,� � �� ijlmeg�nk�pmd(k�pme � k!�^i�{8k!l/i	|	k���lmk!f,�(��pmf�ego�c�i	�(�gk�½8vOi	o(��oKy	pmk�pmd�ijppmd(k!f,kU}n�gy8f,kn��� � i�pm}+d�pmd(kWlmknf,�K��pmf�y	�Kp/ije`oKk��=�$��µ(knknoKk!�=i	o���À#eg�gf��f,y8o � ���E��yjl�f,e � e`�`i�l�º8»8¼��g½8½�oKk!p6z.y	lm��ego$pmk!l,�¹ij}nk�}�i�l/�Kf�ego�pmd(k=i8�d(y$} � y���k8�
±�k�y8��p/i	ego(k��¡pmd(k � *�¶ 
�f�p/ijpmk � k�i	f,��lmk � kno$p��$��hK�Kp,pmego(|�pmd(k}�i�l/��ego$pmy�o(y8o���h*y�z.k!lWfmi�{�ego(| � y��Kk8v$i	o�� � k�ijf,�Klmego(|wpmdKk4h*y�zWk+llmk�~$�(e�lmk��?pmy��ge`f�pmk!o���y	l�i9h�ij}+��k+p�v��Kkn}ny���k�e�p�v�ijo���h�i	f,f#egpmf#}ny8o��pmkno$pmfW�Kh�pmy�pmd(k4d(y8f�p��KcWdKk(�6e`�K�gk 
�f�p/ijpmk � kni	f,�Klmk � kno$p.zUijfUy8���p/i	egoKk���ego�pmdKk=fmi � k � i	oKo(k!l�v*�K�Kp � kni	f,�KlmegoK|�y8oK����pmdKk=h*y�zWk+llmk�~$�(e�lmk���pmy��gegf�pmkno���y	lWi�h(i	}/��k!p�� ² o�}ny8o$p,l/i	f�p�v$pmdKk0�^f,�gknknh@
�f�p/ijpmk
� k�ijf,�Klmk � kno$p�zUijfwy8�Kp/ijego(k����$��h(��p,pmego(|�pmd(k�}�ijl/��ego$pmy�h*y�zWk+lfmi�{�e`oK| � y���k8vOi	o�� � k�ijf,�Klmego(|�pmd(k�i�{�k+l/i	|8k.�¹�`y�z.k!l�vCijo���o(k�i�l,�}ny	o(f�p/i	o$p���h*y�z.k!l�}!y8o(f,� � hKpmegy8o?�K�KlmegoK|9pmdKk�h�ijl,p4y	��pmd(k�h*y�zWk+lfmi�{�e`oK|�}+�K}!�`k9z�d(k+lmk�pmdKk�}�i�l/��zUi	f=o(y	p=�ge`f�pmk!o(ego(|���yjl�h�ij}+��k+pmfn�cWd(k���k!��h*y	e`o$p�pmy�o(yjpmk�egf�pmd(k��°i�lm|8k���e�ñHk!lmkno(}!k?�*k!p6z.knkno¡pmd(kh*y�zWk!l�}ny	o(f,� � hKpmegy8o�y	��e`�K�gk�ijo���f,�gknknhKego(| � y���knfn�

5. Performance Evaluationc�y � k�i	f,��lmk�pmdKk�k!ñHk!}!pmeg{�kno(k!f,f�y	����h(i	oOv�z.k�f,e � �K�`ijpmk��³��h(i	o�vz�e�pmd�|	kny8|jl/i	hKd(eg}���y	l,zUi�l/�Kego(|�v#y	oxf,kn{�k!l/ij�wf�p/ijpmeg}�ijo�� � y8�Ke`�gkpmy8h*y	�gy8|8egknfn�*��e � �K�`ijpmegy8o9lmknf,�(��pmf�f,d(y�z1pmd(ijp���h�i	o�o(yjp�y8oK�g�9h*k+l,���yjl � f�zWkn�g�����³k!¶�pmkno(�Kego(|�o(k!p^zWyjlm�³�ge���k+pme � k	v.e�p�y8��p,�^h*k+l,��y	l � f�(o � y��Ke���kn��º8»8¼��g½8½�h*y�zWk+l#fmi�{�ego(|�oKk!p6z.y	lm��e`o�d�i	o(�K�gego(|�dKk�i�{$��gy�i	��v�h*k+l,�^h(i	}/��k!p���kn�geg{�k!l,���°i�pmkno(}+�$v(ijo���oKk!p6z.y	lm�9�ge���k!pme � k8�

5.1 Simulation Environment±�kUf,e � �(�`ijpmk�����h�ijo�ego�pmd(k ;>= ?A@ �g½(���*oKk!p6z.y	lm��f,e � �(�`ijpmyjl��(f,ego(|pmd(k�Á ¿ � z�e�lmkn�gknf,f�k+¶�pmk!o(f,egy8oKf ��½(���´�HcWd(k�|8k!y8|	l/ijh(dKe`}���yjl,zUijl/���ego(|�ij�g|8y	lme�pmd � vWijf���knf,}!lmeg�*k���ego¸��kn}!pmegy	o �K�g½8v0lmy8��pmknf9h�i	}/��k!pmf��lmy � f,y8�Klm}!kWpmy��Kk!f�pme`o(ijpmegy8o�����h�i	o�lm�(oKf�y8o=pmy	h=y	�*º8»�¼$�g½8½ ¿ ó Á�`in�$k!lCz�e�pmd�h*y�z.k!lEfmi�{�e`oK|4f,�Kh(h*yjl,pEi	o(� � y���e���}�i�pme`y	o(f���knf,}!lmeg�*k��ego¡��k!}!pmegy8o ��� ��� ² o�pmdKe`fwf,k!}!pmegy8oOvOzWk�}ny � h�i�lmk�h*k!l,��yjl � i	oK}nk�y	���h(i	o³i	|8i	ego(f�p9�*yjpmd¡�(o � y���e���k���º	»�¼��g½	½ ¿ ó ÁZegorh*y�z.k!l�fmi�{$�ego(| � y���kwi	o(���(o � y��Ke���k���º8»8¼��g½8½ ¿ ó Á1o(y	p�ego?h*y�zWk+l4fmi�{�ego(|� y��Kk	�jµ(y	lE}ny	o�{�kno(egknoK}nk8v�z.k.z�eg�`��lmk!��k!l�pmy4pmdKk � ijf���h�ijoOvjº	»�¼��g½	½
�0� ¿ v(i	o���º8»�¼$�g½8½8�
c�y�k!{8ij�`�(ijpmk���h�i	o�e`o��Ke�ñHk!lmkno$p�o(y���k��KknoKf,e�pme`k!fnv0z.k�f,e � �(�`ijpmk½�¼j»j��o(y���kUo(k!p^zWyjlm��fEego=fm~$�(ijlmkWlmkn|	e`y	o(fEy	����e�ñHk!lmkno$p�f,eg�nknfn�8À#y��Kk!f



ego�y8��lUf,e � �(�`i�pme`y	o(fW�Kf,k4l/i	�Kegy8f.z�e�pmd�i=¼ ¿ �(hKfW��ijo���z�e°��pmd�i	o��¼��	» � k!pmk!lmf�o(y � ego�i	��l/i8��egy¡l/ijo(|	k8��c.zWk!o�p^��oKy��Kknf�f,kno���i	o��lmk!}nkneg{�k�p,l/ij��}8��¯0ij}+d�yj�Epmd(knf,k�o(y���knf�f,kno���i9Á 0+* $(y�z�pmy9ijoK�yjpmd(k!l�o(y��Kk	v�i	o���k�ij}+d�Á 0+* $�y�z3f,k!o��Kf�½�¼	º��$��pmk�h�ij}+�8k!pmfn� ² o��kn}!pmegy8o4�$� ¼�zWk�{8i�l,��pmdKk�l/i�pmk�yj�0pmdKk�Á 0 * p,l/ij��}�pmy � k�i	f,��lmkh*k+l,��y	l � ijo(}nk.y	����h�i	o��Ko��Kk+lE�Ke�ñHk!lmkno$pCp,l/i���}W�gy�i	��� ² o�y	pmdKk!lEk!¶��h*k+lme � k!o�pmfnv�k�ij}+d�f,kno���k!l�f,kno(�Kf�pmdKlmk!k�h�ij}+��k+pmf�h*k!l�f,kn}ny	o��HvO��y	li�pmy	p/i	�Oy	� �	» �w�(hKfUy	�Cp,l/i���}8�
cOy4knoKf,�Klmk�pmd�i�p�pmdKk�h(i	}/��k!pmfOy	��k�i	}/d�Á 0+* $�y�z�|8y�pmdKlmy8�K|8d � �(���pmeghK�`k�d(y	h(f��*k!��yjlmk�lmk�ij}+dKego(|�pmd(k��Kk!f�pme`o(ijpmegy8o�oKy��Kk8v.½�»�f,y8��lm}nkijo�����knf�pmego�ijpmegy	o�oKy��Kknf#ijlmk�h(�`i	}!k���v*�Ko(e���yjl � ���?i�p#l/i	o(�Ky � v�y8okni	}/d�yj�0p^zWy �	» � k!pmk!l,�´z�e`�Kk8v(���(�g����d(kneg|	d�p#f�p,lmegh(f��gy$}�i�pmk���i�p#pmdKk�gk!�°p�i	o���lmeg|8d$p�y	�WpmdKk�f,e � �K�°i�pmk���lmk!|8egy8o�� ó f,y8�Klm}!k � �Kf�pwf,kno��h(i	}/��k!pmf.pmy=i���knf�pmego�i�pme`y	o�oKy��Kk#y	o�pmdKk#yjpmd(k!lUf�p,lmegh��(cWdKk�ego(e�pme`i	�h*y	f,e�pme`y	o(f�y	�WpmdKk=lmk � ije`oKego(|�½n»8»�oKy��Kknf�i�lmk�}+dKy8f,kno��(oKeg��y	l � ���i�p#l/ijo��Ky � e`o�pmdKkwkno$pmeglmk�f,e � �K�°i�pmk���lmkn|	e`y	oO�HcWd��Kfnv�pmd(k�fm~$��i�lmklmy$yjpwy	�EpmdKk�i�lmk�i�y	��pmd(k�f,e � �K�°i�pmk���lmkn|	e`y	o�i	o���pmdKk�o�� � �*k!l�yj�dKy8hKf�oKknk���k����$��k�i	}/d=h(i	}/��k!p�i�lmk�i	h(h�lmy�¶Ke � i�pmkn����h�lmy8h*yjl,pme`y	o�ij�´�
��y8��lm}nk�i	o����Kknf�pmego�i�pmegy8o?oKy��Kknf�o(kn{8k!l � yj{8k8� ² o � y	�(eg�gk�k!¶�h*k!l,�e � kno$pmfnvHpmd(k � y	pmegy8o�y	�WpmdKk�lmk � ijego(ego(|�½�»8»�o(y��Kk!f���y8�g�gy�z�f�pmdKk¤�t	u*§8£

� ¦ t $+s�£j¨�u(® � y���kn� � ���´ò�e`oKe�pme°ij�g�g�$v�k�ij}+dro(y���k�}/d(y$y8f,k!f9i��knf�pmego�i�pme`y	o1�(oKeg��y	l � ����ijp9l/i	o(�Ky � ego�pmdKk�f,e � �(�`i�pmk��rlmkn|	e`y	oOv}/d(y$y	f,knf0i#f,h*knk��=�Ko(e���yjl � ���=i�pEl/i	o���y � �*k!p^zWknk!o�»�i	o(��¼j» � %jfnvijo�� � y�{�k!f?pmd(k!lmk�z�e�pmd pmd(k�}+dKy8f,kno3f,h*knkn���#cWd(k�o(y���k�pmd(knoh(i	�Kf,knf.��yjl�i	o�i	�j ��Kf�p/i	�K�`k4h*k!lmegy���y	��pme � k��*k!��y	lmk�lmknh*k�ijpmegoK|�pmdKkfmi � k.h�lmy$}nknf,fn�	cWd(k0�Kkn|jlmknk.yj� � y	�(eg�gegp^�wegf�lmk%$(kn}!pmk��wegowpmd(k.h(i	�Kf,kpme � k8�300���Kk+�¹i	�K��p�v(zWkw�Kf,k���i�h�i	�Kf,k�pme � k�y	� �	»�f,kn}ny	o��Kfn�
µKy	l�f,e � h(�geg}ne�p6�$v�zWk��Ke`��o(y	p��Kf,kwi=�gy$}�ijpmegy	o�f,k+lm{�eg}nkwego?y	�Kl�f,e � ��K�`ijpmegy8oKfn� ² oKf�pmk�i8�HvKi�lmy8��pmk!l�y8��p/i	ego(fUpmd(k4�gy$}�ijpmegy8o�yj�Cpmd(k��Kknf�pme��o(ijpmegy8o�o(y���k��°lmy � pmd(k � ��� � y����(�gk�ego ;�=��O��ego(}!k�pmdKk��gy$}�i�pme`y	o�gy$y	���Kh�e`f4y8oK�g��lmk�~$�(e�lmk��?y	o(}nk�h*k!l#$�y�z3i�p#pmd(k�f,kno(�Kk!l�vKzWk��*k!��gegkn{�k9pmd(k9y�{�k!lmdKk�i8��hKlmy��K�K}nk����$��pmd(k9�gy$}�ijpmegy8o³f,k!lm{�eg}nk9egf=o(yjp�geg��kn����pmy�}/d�ijo(|	k�y8��lwlmknf,�(��pmfn��À#kn{8k!l,pmd(kn�gknf,fnvO�gy$}�ijpmegy	o�f,k!lm{�eg}nknff,�K}+d?i	f$
1#C���g½ ����}�i	o?�*kw�Kf,k���z�e�pmd���h�ijoO�
ó �g�?k!¶�h*k!lme � kno$p/i	�9lmknf,�(��pmfre`o pmdKegfrf,kn}+pme`y	o ijlmk�i�{8k!l/i	|	knf�yj��({�k�lm�(oKf�y8o��Ke�ñHk!lmk!o�p�l/ijo��Ky � ������}/d(y	f,kno�f,}nk!o�ijlmegy	fn��±�k��Kk+��o(ku�£�§$=§$+u��m¨�®%$'�´i	f��(f,kn��ego�y8��l�|	l/i	hKd�ij¶�egf��`i	�*kn�gf"��i	fUpmd(k�o�� � ��*k+lwy	�.o(y��Kk!f#pmd�i�pwijlmk�o(yjpwf,y8��lm}nknfwy	lw�Kknf�pmego�i�pmegy8o(f#h*k!l�l/i8��egyl/ijo(|	k8v*ijo�ijlmk�i�y	�0¼��j» ; ��� fm~$��i�lmk � k!pmk!lmfn�
5.2 Capacity Preservationô#oKk�yj�w��h�ijoOð f=|	y�i	�gf�egf=pmy�hKlmk!f,k!lm{�k�pmyjp/i	�UoKk!p6z.y	lm��}�ijh�ij}ne�p6�$v�$� � i	��ego(|wf,��lmk�pmd(ijp0e���pmdKk!lmk�ijlmk�o(y	oK��}ny	o>$�eg}!pmegoK|wh�ijpmdKf0ego�pmdKk�Ko���k!lm���KegoK|�oKk!p6z.y	lm�*v�pmdKk!lmk=i�lmk=f,e � eg�`ijlwoKy8oK��}ny	o>$(e`}+pme`oK|9h�ijpmdKfego�pmdKk�}ny$yjl/�Kego�i�pmy	l4��i	}/���*y8oKk8�KcWd(egf�f,kn}!pmegy8o?}!y � h�i�lmknfUpmd(k�}nij�h(i	}ne�p^� i�{	i	eg�`i	�(�gk�ego3i1��h�ijo o(k+p6zWyjlm�1z�egpmd�pmd(k�}�ijh�ij}ne�p6��e`oijo�yjl/�Kego�i�l,�¸º	»�¼��g½	½�o(k!p^zWy	lm�*�E±�k � k�i	f,��lmk?}�i	h(i	}ne�p^�r�$��pmdKko�� � �*k!l4y	�0h�ij}+��k+pmf4pmd(k�o(k+p6zWyjlm�?}�ijo�f,�K}n}nknf,f����(�g�����Kkn�geg{�k!l#h*k!l�Ko(e�pCpme � k � }�ijh�i	}!egp^��egf�e`o�{�k+lmf,kn����h�lmy8h*yjl,pme`y	o�ij��pmy�pmd(k0o(k!p^zWy	lm�*ð fh(i	}/��k!p=�`y	f,f�l/ijpmk8� ó �(��egpmegy	o�i	�g���$vCz.k�f,d(y�z pmd(ijp��Kknf,hKegpmk��(f,egoK|��k!zWk+l�o(y���knfUpmy=��yjl,zUi�l/��h(i	}/��k!pmfnv���h(i	o���y$knf�o(y	p�f,eg|8oKe���}�ijo�pm���egoK}!lmk�i	f,k?�Kkn�geg{�k!l,���`i�pmkno(}!��i	o��¡o�� � �*k!l�y	�4d(y8hKf�k�ij}+d¡h�ij}+�8k!pp,l/i�{�k+lmf,knfn�
µCeg|	�Klmk ��f,d(y�z�fwh�ij}+��k+p��Kkn�geg{�k!l,��l/ijpmk�ijf�pmd(k=�Ke�p�l/ijpmk�yj�Wk�ij}+dÁ 0 *�$(y�z¡egoK}!lmk�i	f,k!fn�$cWd(k+lmkWegf�o(y � yjpmegy8o�e`o�pmd(k!f,kWf,e � �(�`i�pme`y	o(fn�cWdKk.f,e � �K�`ijpmegy8owlmkn|	e`y	o�d(i	f�i	o�ijlmk�i�y	�H½�»	»8» � k!pmk!lmf � ½�»	»8» � k!�
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pmk!lmfn��ô#o?i�{�k!l/ij|8k8v(k�i	}/d?h(i	}/��k!pUp,l/i�{�k!lmf,knf �=dKy8hKfn�
� o � y��Ke���kn�¸º8»8¼��g½8½	�0� ¿ ��lmy	h(f�f,eg|	o(e���}�ijo$pm�g� � y	lmk�h�i	}/��k!pmfz�d(k!o�pmdKkWÁ 0+* $(y�z�l/ijpmk.egoK}!lmk�i	f,k!f�h�i	f�p �$�w�Kh(fn� ¿ y	f�p�y	��pmd(knf,kh�ij}+�8k!p���lmy	h(f�y$}n}n��l#kne�pmdKk!l��*kn}�i	�Kf,k�pmd(k ó c ²,¿ z�ego���y�z egf�o(y	p�gy8oK|4knoKy8�K|8d�pmy�i	�g�gy�z³i	�g�$�(��ñHk!lmk����(oKeg}�i	f�p�h�i	}/��k!pmf�pmy��*k0i	�K{�k+l,�pmegf,k���vjyjlE�*kn}�i	�Kf,kWi���pmk!lEpmd(k ó c ²�¿ z�ego���y�z³pmdKk!lmk.egf�oKy	p�knoKy8�K|8dpme � k��(o$pmeg�*pmd(k�f�p/i�l,p�y	�CpmdKk�o(k!¶�pU�*kni	}ny	o?h*k!lmegy�����yjl4i	�g��i	�K{�k+l,�pmegf,k���h�ij}+�8k!pmf�pmy��*k�p,l/ijo(f � e�p,pmk���� ó �°pmk!l�p^zWy��*k�ij}ny8o¡h*k!lmegy���fy	�0�(��ñHk!lmego(|�v*i	�g��h(i	}/��k!pmf�i�lmk=��lmy8hKh*k��?�$��pmd(k ¿ ó Á4� 0.k!}�i	�Kf,k��h(i	o=�Ky$knfEo(yjpEo(knkn��pmy�i	�K{�k+l,pme`f,kWp,l/i���}U�*k!p^zWknkno�}ny$y	l/��ego�ijpmyjlmfi	o(���(f,knf.iwf,d(y	l,pmk+l ó c ²,¿ z�ego(�Ky�z1ijo����gy8oK|8k!lU�*kni	}ny	o�h*k+lme`y��Hv��h(i	o��Kkn�geg{�k!lmf � y	lmk#h�i	}/��k!pmfn�
��h(i	o�d�ijfUd(eg|8dKk!l��gy8f,fWl/ijpmk!f�pmd(i	o9lmkn|8�K�`ijl�º8»8¼��g½8½wz�dKkno�pmdKk#�Kegpl/ijpmk�ego(}!lmk�ijf,knf��*k!��y8o������ ���w�Kh(fn�EcWdKe`f=e`oK}!lmk�ijf,k�ego¡�`y	f,f=l/ijpmkegf��`i�lm|8kn���x���(k?pmy�pmd(k?��i	}!p�pmd�i�p���h�ijo¸�(f,k!f�i¡¼j» � f ó c ²,¿z�ego���y�zrh*k!l �8»	» � f��*k�i	}ny	o�h*k!lmegy���v	z�d(eg}+d�lmk��K�K}nknfE�Kpmeg�geg��ijpmegy8o�$� ��� ��
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Abstract
Future sensor networks will be composed of a large num-

ber of densely deployed sensors/actuators. A key feature of
such networks is that their nodes are untethered and unat-
tended. Consequently, energy efficiency is an important de-
sign consideration for these networks. Motivated by the fact
that sensor network queries may often be geographical, we
design and evaluate an energy efficient routing algorithm
that propagates a query to the appropriate geographical re-
gion, without flooding. The proposed Geographic and En-
ergy Aware Routing (GEAR) algorithm uses energy aware
neighbor selection to route a packet towards the target region
and Recursive Geographic Forwarding or Restricted Flood-
ing algorithm to disseminate the packet inside the destina-
tion region.

We evaluate the GEAR protocol using simulation. We find
that, especially for non-uniform traffic distribution, GEAR
exhibits noticeably longer network lifetime than non-energy-
aware geographic routing algorithms.

1 Introduction

Future sensor networks will be composed of a large num-
ber of densely deployed sensor nodes. Each node in the sen-
sor network may consist of one or more sensors, a low power
radio, portable power supply, and possibly localization hard-
ware, such as a GPS (Global Positioning System) unit or a
ranging device. A key feature of such networks is that their
nodes are untethered and unattended. Consequently, they
have limited and non-replenishable energy resources. There-
fore, energy efficiency is an important design consideration
for these networks.

In this paper we study energy efficient geographic packet
forwarding techniques. Disseminating information to a ge-
ographic region is a very useful primitive in many location-
aware systems, and especially sensor networks. For exam-
ple, a sensor net application may be interested in “what is
the average temperature in a region R in the time period
(t1; t2)” [10]. The region can be expressed, for example,
by a rectangle in 2-space. In order to fulfill the above com-
munication task, this query needs to be disseminated to the
sensors in the specified region.

An efficient way to disseminate the geographic query to a
specified region is to leverage the location knowledge in the

query and to route the query directly to the region instead of
flooding it everywhere. Previous research has studied how to
geographically route a packet to a target location in an ad-hoc
network [12]. However, our work compares with previous
geographic routing as follows:

1. Unlike unicast communication in previous systems, we
study the problem of forwarding a packet to all the
nodes inside a target region, which is a common primi-
tive in data-centric sensor net applications [10].

2. Furthermore, our work does not assume the need for
a location database that maps node identifier to node
location. We expect sensor networks to be data-centric,
where communication primitives are expressed not in
terms of node identifiers but in terms of named data.

3. Our work also assumes static (i.e., immobile) sensors.
This does not simplify the geographic routing problem,
but does enable some of the route learning techniques
we use.

4. Like previous work, however, we do assume the exis-
tence of a localization system [22, 2, 18, 7, 19] that en-
ables each node to know its current position.

5. Motivated by the stringent energy constraint in sen-
sor networks, we use energy aware metrics, together
with geographical information, to make energy efficient
routing decisions. In previous work, balancing energy
usage has not been an explicit design goal.

Our Geographic and Energy Aware Routing (GEAR)
technique uses energy aware and geographically informed
neighbor selection heuristics to route a packet towards the
target region. Within a region, it uses a recursive geographic
forwarding technique to disseminate the packet. Although
the energy balancing design of GEAR is motivated by sen-
sor net applications, our protocol is generally applicable to
ad-hoc networks.

We simulated GEAR for uniform and non-uniform traffic
distributions, and compared its performance to GPSR [12],
which is a non energy-aware geographic routing algorithm.
For non-uniform traffic, GEAR delivers 70% to 80% more
packets than GPSR. For uniform traffic, GEAR successfully
delivers between 25% and 35% more packets than GPSR.



However, in both cases, GEAR performs significantly better
in terms of connectivity after partition—the fraction of pairs
remaining connected after a “partition” (when all sources
are partitioned from their respective target regions). We are
currently implementing a prototype of GEAR protocol in a
moderate size testbed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly
discuss related work in Section 2. We explain GEAR in de-
tail in Section 3, and present our simulation results in Sec-
tion 4. We discuss some design details and describe the on-
going implementation work in Section 5. Section 6 presents
our conclusions.

2 Related work
2.1 Geographic ad-hoc routing

Most previous geographic routing protocols use greedy
algorithms to forward the packet to the destination. They
differ in how they handle communication holes.

Finn [4] is the earliest work known in geographical rout-
ing. He used restricted flooding search to navigate around
holes. One drawback of this mechanism is the difficulty in
determining an appropriate scope for the search. GPSR, by
Karp et al [12], elegantly avoids this problem by deriving a
planar graph out of the original network graph. In GPSR, the
packet follows the perimeter of the planar graph to circum-
vent holes. The derived planar graph is much sparser than
the original one, and the traffic concentrates on the perime-
ter of the planar graph in perimeter mode. Thus, the nodes
on the planar graph tend to be depleted quickly. In addition,
nodes are assumed to operate in promiscuous listening mode
and consequently consume energy [21].

Scalable Location Update-based Routing Proto-
col(SLURP) [24] constantly maintains approximate location
information of nodes in the network, and finds accurate
routes to specific nodes on demand. It uses approximate
geographic routing to route a packet to the region that
contains the destination, and once the packet is inside that
region, it uses source routing to reach the destination. It
relies on route request to circumvent holes. The route
request/ reply overhead and constant snooping mode in
SLURP make it unsuitable for sensor net applications.

Less directly relevant is the work of Imielinski and
Goel [9], who propose querying and monitoring DataSpace.
One primitive in this application is to send a query to a dat-
acube, which is analogous to forwarding a query to a cer-
tain region in this paper. They first use geographic routing
to forward the query to the geonode responsible for the dat-
acube specified in the query. Then the corresponding geon-
ode multicasts the query to relevant nodes based on its pre-
built indexing structure. However, it is difficult to build and
maintain an efficient index structure under the high level of
dynamics that sensor networks are exposed to.

Ko et al. propose Location Aided Routing (LAR) [13],
which limits the search for a new route to an estimated “re-
quest zone”. The geographic location information is not used
to make routing decision, but to limit the route request flood-
ing to a smaller region. The request zone is estimated based

on the destination’s previous known location and its known
mobility pattern. However, when mobility information is not
accurate, the request zone may have to be enlarged to the
whole network.

Li et al [15] propose a scalable and distributed location
database service, which tracks mobile nodes’ locations. It
selects multiple location servers to store each node’s loca-
tion. Queries for a mobile node’s location are resolved us-
ing the predefined identifier ordering and spatial hierarchy
to find a location server for that node. As mentioned before,
such a location database service is not necessary in our target
application.

2.2 Other related work
Ad-hoc routing Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [11]
floods route request on-demand, and suggests using promis-
cuous listening to aggressively learn new routes. Sensor net-
works have more stringent energy constraint than do ad-hoc
networks, and bandwidth requirements will be lower in sen-
sor networks. Therefore, flooding route request or operating
in promiscuous mode make DSR undesirable for sensor net-
works. Other existing Ad-hoc protocols [17, 16] also require
greater energy resources and higher bandwidth demand than
is anticipated for sensor networks. However, some of our
techniques might be applicable in energy efficient versions
of these protocols.

Energy aware routing Rather than using traditional met-
rics such as hop-count or delay for finding routes, Woo et
al. [23] proposes five energy aware metrics such as “maxi-
mize time to partition” and “minimize maximum node cost”.
These are important metrics for energy efficient routing,
however, it is difficult to directly implement them in a local
algorithm when even the global version of the same problem
is NP-complete.

Chang et al. [3] proposed a class of flow augmentation
algorithms and a flow redirection algorithm which balance
the energy consumption rates among the nodes in proportion
to the energy reserves. The limitation of this approach is
that it requires the prior knowledge of the sets of origin and
destination nodes and the information generation rates at the
origin nodes, consequently, the topology and the traffic are
fixed at least between consecutive computations.

LEACH [8] proposes a clustering based protocol that uti-
lizes randomized rotation of local cluster heads to evenly dis-
tribute the energy load among the sensors in the network. It
is similar in spirit with other energy aware routing proto-
cols in terms of load balancing. However, their underlying
assumption is different from ours. They assume adjustable
transmitting power and assume that the cluster head talks
directly to the gateway node. We assume each node has
fixed transmission power – optimizing transmission power
in a multi-hop network is outside the scope of this paper.

PAMAS [20] proposes a new power aware multi-access
protocol for ad-hoc radio networks. It conserves battery
power at nodes by intelligently powering off nodes that are
not actively transmitting or receiving packets. Their energy



efficient MAC design complements our work.

Sensor network routing mechanism Directed diffu-
sion [10] is a data-centric protocol for sensor network ap-
plications. It achieves some level of energy savings by se-
lecting empirically good paths, and by caching and process-
ing data in-network. However, without proposed geographic
routing support, there is initial and periodic interest and low
rate data flooding throughout the network. GEAR protocol
can compliment this work by efficiently route interest to the
destination region, thus conserve more energy.

Gao and Pottie [6, 5] proposes a table driven, multi-path
network structure for the communication between a large
number of sensors and a central information gathering en-
tity called the USER. However, their pre-built routing table
and multi-path structure may not scale to large size sensor
networks. Moreover, table driven approach may not be able
to adapt well to network dynamics or traffic dynamics at a
low cost.

Localization work There has been substantial research in-
terest [22, 18, 2, 7, 19] in localization systems. Such sys-
tems are a prerequisite for geographical routing and other
sensor net applications. Of those, Ward et al. [22] propose
a ultrasonic location system based on tri-lateration princi-
ple; Bulusu et al. [2] propose a coarse-grained connectivity
metric method for localization in outdoor environments in
the absence of GPS; Girod and Estrin [7] propose a robust
range estimation technique using acoustic and multimodal
sensing; Savvides et al. [19] propose Ad-Hoc Localization
system (AHLos), a find-grained localization technique for
ad-hoc sensor networks.

3 Geographical and Energy Aware Routing
(GEAR)

We now describe the Geographical and Energy Aware
Routing(GEAR) algorithm. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, we are interested in routing queries to regions in pro-
posed sensor-net applications. The process of forwarding a
packet to all the nodes in the target region consists of two
phases:

1. Forwarding the packets towards the target region:
GEAR uses a geographical and energy aware neighbor
selection heuristic to route the packet towards the target
region. There are two cases to consider:

(a) When a closer neighbor to the destination exists:
GEAR picks a next-hop node among all neighbors
that are closer to the destination.

(b) When all neighbors are further away: In this case,
there is a hole. GEAR picks a next-hop node that
minimizes some cost value of this neighbor, which
we will discuss in detail in section 3.1.2.

2. Disseminating the packet within the region:

Under most conditions, we use a Recursive Geographic
Forwarding algorithm to disseminate the packet within
the region. However, under some low density condi-
tions, recursive geographic forwarding sometimes does
not terminate, routing uselessly around an empty tar-
get region before the packet’s hop-count exceeds some
bound. In these cases, we propose to use restricted
flooding.

Before we describe the above algorithms in detail, we
state the assumptions of this work:

1. each query packet has a target region specified in some
way (for the description of the algorithm, we assume a
rectangular region specification).

2. each node knows its own location and remaining en-
ergy level, and its neighbors’ locations and remaining
energy levels through a simple neighbor hello proto-
col. Note that a node can obtain its location informa-
tion at low cost from GPS or some localization sys-
tem [22, 18, 2, 7, 19], which presumably is already
available due to the needs of sensor net applications.

3. the link is bi-directional, i.e., if a node hears from
a neighbor Ni, then its transmission range can reach
Ni. This is not an unreasonable choice as most MAC
layer protocols, such as IEEE 802.11, assume symmet-
ric links.

3.1 Energy-Aware Neighbor Computation
In this section, we assume that the node N is forwarding

packetP , whose target region is R. The centroid of the target
region is D. Upon receiving a packet P , the node N routes
P progressively towards the target region, and at the same
time tries to balance the energy consumption across all its
neighbors. Node N achieves this trade-off by minimizing
the learned cost h(Ni; R) value of its neighbor Ni.

Each node N maintains state h(N;R) which we call its
learned cost to region R. A node infrequently updates its
h(N;R) value to its neighbors. We discuss this infrequent
update later. We implicitly define h(N;R) in the next two
paragraphs.

If a node does not have h(Ni; R) state for a neighbor Ni,
it computes the estimated cost c(Ni; R) as a default value
for h(Ni; R). The estimated cost c(Ni; R) of Ni is defined
as follows:

c(Ni; R) = �d(Ni; R) + (1� �)e(Ni) (1)

where � is a tunable weight, d(Ni; R) is the distance from
Ni to the centroid D of region R normalized by the largest
such distance among all neighbors of N , and e(N i) is the
consumed energy at node Ni normalized by the largest con-
sumed energy among neighbors of N .

After a node picks a next-hop neighbor Nmin (we de-
scribe this neighbor selection in section 3.1.1 and section
3.1.2), it sets its own h(N;R) to h(Nmin; R)+C(N;Nmin)
where the latter term is the cost of transmitting a packet from



N to Nmin. C(N;Nmin) can also be a combination func-
tion of both the remaining energy levels of N , Nmin and the
distance between these two neighbors.

The intuition for minimizing the estimated cost function
c(N;R) is as follows:

� When all nodes have equal energy, this degenerates to
the classical greedy geographic forwarding: forwarding
the packet to the nearest neighbor to destination.

� When all neighbors are equidistant, this degenerates to
load splitting among neighbors. Note that minimizing
the energy cost among neighbors is a local approxima-
tion to the lowest energy cost path, if it is more expen-
sive to use a node that has less remaining energy. Since
GEAR makes forwarding decision only based on local
knowledge, an approximation to the global lowest cost
path is the best that a local algorithm can achieve.

Now that a node has a learned cost state h(N;R) or a
default estimated cost function c(N;R) for each neighbor,
we now describe the forwarding actions at node N . As with
other geographical routing schemes, there are two cases to
consider:

� If at least one neighbor of N is closer to D than N ;

� All neighbors are further away from D than N .

3.1.1 Closer Neighbor Exists
As mentioned before, under GEAR, the packet contains a

target region field. Therefore, a forwarding node can make
locally greedy choice in selecting next-hop node. Whenever
a node N receives a packet, it will pick the next hop among
the neighbors that are closer to the destination, at the same
time, minimizing the learned cost value h(Ni; R). Since it
picks a next-hop node from closer neighbors, it will route
progressively towards the target region when there are no
holes. Without holes, the learned cost is a combination of
consumed energy and distance, minimizing the learned cost
value is a trade-off between routing towards the next-hop
closest to the destination and balancing energy usage.

3.1.2 All Neighbors are Farther Away
In this case, N knows it is in a hole. A node’s learned

cost h(N;R) and its update rule are combined to circum-
vent holes. Intuitively, when there is no hole in the path
towards R, the node’s learned cost h(Ni; R) is equivalent
to the estimated cost c(Ni; R). However, when there is a
hole in the path towards R, the node’s learned cost repre-
sents “resistence” to following the path towards that hole;
“resistence” that the estimated cost cannot provide. Next,
we illustrate this latter feature of the learned cost.

Figure1 is a grid topology. Suppose the distance between
the nearest two neighbors is 1, and each node can reach its
8 neighbors. The nodes in black, i.e., G, H , I , are energy
depleted nodes, thereby can not relay packets. Suppose node
S wants to send a packet to region R with centroid at T . For
illustration purposes, we use T to denote this region. Again,

S

A B C D E

T

F G H I J

k L

Figure 1: Learning routes around holes

Ni

Figure 2: Recursive Geographic Forwarding

for simplicity, we illustrate the algorithm using pure geo-
graphic routing, i.e., we set � in Equation 1 to be 1, and we
use direct distance instead of normalized distance mentioned
earlier.

Initially, at time 0, at node S, among all neighbors of S,
B, C, D are closer to T than S. h(B; T ) = c(B; T ) =

p
5,

h(C; T ) = c(C; T ) = 2, h(D;T ) = c(D;T ) =
p
5.

Upon receiving a packet destined to T , S will forward it
to its lowest cost neighbor, i.e., C. At C, it will find itself
in a hole, since all C’s neighbors are further away from T

than itself. At C, it forwards the packet to the node with the
minimum h(N;T ). When there are ties, it breaks ties based
on some predefined ordering (e.g., node ID). For example,
it picks B as the next hop, then update its own h(C; T ) =
h(B; T )+C(C;B), where h(B; T ) =

p
5, and suppose one

hop transmission cost from a node to its neighbor is 1, i.e.,
C(C, B) = 1.

Later on, for example, at time 2, node S receives a packet
destined to the same region T , the h values of its neighbors
become:

h(B; T ) =
p
5, h(C; T ) =

p
5 + 1, h(D;T ) =

p
5.

Thus, this time node S will forward the packet directly to
B instead of C to circumvent the hole. The actual forward-
ing action of the algorithm at node S will oscillate between
B and C several rounds before the learned cost converges to
favoring B as a next hop neighbor. After the first packet
reaches the destination, the correct learned cost value will



be propagated one-hop back. Every time a packet is deliv-
ered, the correct learned cost value will be propagated one-
hop away. Therefore, suppose the path length from S to T

is n, the learned cost will converge after the node delivers
n packets to the same target T . Note that the convergence
of learned cost does not affect successfully routing a packet
out of holes, it only affects how efficient is the hole routing
path. Propagating the learned cost values further upstream
through the update rule will enable the packet to have an ear-
lier chance to avoid holes (i.e., more effectively circumnav-
igate holes), and at the same time avoid depleting the nodes
surrounding the holes.

In summary, the learned cost together with its update rule
help to learn the route around holes. Intuitively, the learned
cost is set to the current best choice available.

This learned cost is inspired by the Learning Real Time
A* algorithm [14], which is a well known heuristic search
technique. In [14], Korf has proved the completeness of the
LRTA*, i.e., if there is a path, LRTA* will find it, and there
will not be infinite loop. Since our learned cost based hole
routing algorithm is very similar to LRTA*, we conjecture
that this result applies to our scheme as well.

3.1.3 Discussion

The estimated cost c(N;R) is a combination of the nor-
malized distance from a neighbor to the destination and its
normalized remaining energy level. In equation 1, � can be
adjusted to emphasize minimizing path length to the desti-
nation or balancing energy consumption. We tried several
variants of this estimated cost function. For example, we
tried different energy cost functions and different normal-
ization denominators. The simulation results show that the
algorithm performance is not very sensitive to the particu-
lar estimated cost function. Our explanation is that it is the
comparison (relative value among all the neighbors), not the
absolute estimated cost value that matters, since it is used to
make a local selection among all the neighbors.

For computing c(N;R), each node needs to know neigh-
bors’ energy levels and locations. A node also needs neigh-
bors’ learned cost to make forwarding decisions. Various
techniques are possible: e.g., piggybacking these on data
traffic, requesting this information on demand, advertising
the information only when its value changes significantly, or
a combination of the above. In our simulation, we implement
a threshold advertising scheme.

We have verified through simulation (section 4.4) that the
threshold can be set in a manner that the overhead is insignif-
icant without adversely affecting performance.

3.2 Recursive Geographic Forwarding
Before a packet reaches the target region R, we use the

forwarding rules described in the previous section. Once the
packet is inside the target region, a simple flooding with du-
plicate suppression scheme can be used to flood the packet
inside region R. However, flooding is expensive in terms
of energy consumption, due to the fact that in this simple
flooding scheme, every node has to broadcast once, and all

its neighbors receive this broadcast message. This is es-
pecially expensive in high-density networks, which is the
case for some proposed sensor net applications where nodes
are densely, and redundantly deployed for robustness. This
demonstrates the necessity to use an energy efficient routing
algorithm in place of flooding in disseminating the packet
inside the target region, or any kind of flooding in sensor
networks.

Therefore, we use a Recursive Geographic Forwarding
approach to disseminate the packet inside target region R.
As shown in Figure2, suppose the target region R is the big
rectangle in Figure2, and now node N i receives a packet P
for region R, and finds itself inside R. In this case, N i cre-
ates four new copies of P bound to 4 sub-regions(as shown
by 4 small rectangles in Figure2) of region R. Repeat this
recursive splitting and forwarding procedure until the stop
condition for recursive splitting and forwarding are satisfied.

The recursive splitting terminates if the current node is
the only one inside this sub-region. The criteria to determine
this is when the farthest point of the region is within a node’s
transmission range, but none of its neighbors are inside the
region. When no node is inside the sub-region, the packet is
dropped altogether. The rule to determine a sub-region being
empty is the same as the previous criteria.

We choose to divide region R into 4 subregions for con-
venience. Other ways of recursively visiting subregions are
also possible, though we do not consider them in this paper.

3.2.1 Pathologies
When network density is low recursive geographic for-

warding is subject to two pathologies: inefficient transmis-
sions and non-termination.

Inefficient transmissions In recursive geographic for-
warding, in its recursive splitting process, to reach 4 sub-
regions, a unicast packet is sent to its neighbors multiple
times, and it is received only by the intended receivers. In
contrast, restricted flooding exploits the broadcast medium
of the wireless channel, only sends one broadcast message
to all its neighbors, but every node in its transmission range
receives this broadcast message whether it is an intended re-
ceiver or not. Which approach is more energy efficient de-
pends on the density of the target region. In low density sce-
narios, it is more energy efficient to use restricted flooding
than recursive geographic forwarding.

For example, in Figure3, the rectangle is the target region
R, there are 4 nodes, i.e., D, B, C, and E, in the target region,
and the transmission range of a node is about the distance
from D to B. Suppose the average number of neighbors of
a node is 4. The first node that the packet has reached in
region R, i.e., C, finds out that R is within its transmission
range (i.e., all other nodes in R are its neighbors). Then the
node can use one-hop flooding instead of sending 3 copies of
unicast message separately to the other 3 nodes in region R
as in recursive geographic forwarding case. Suppose sending
or receiving a packet consumes 1 unit of energy, then the best
that recursive geographic forwarding can achieve is to send 3
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Figure 4: Non-termination at empty region in low den-
sity case

unicast messages to the other 3 nodes in R, thus consuming
6 units of energy in total. However, one-hop flooding con-
sumes 1 unit energy for sending, and 4 units of energy for
receiving at C’s neighbors (i.e., B, D, E, F), thus 5 units of
energy in total. This is just a simple example to show the
difference between two schemes. Extrapolated to a larger
region, the differences can be significant.

Non-termination In the recursive geographic forwarding
protocol, packet forwarding terminates when the target sub-
region is empty. The following heuristic is used to determine
if the target sub-region is empty: if the farthest point of the
region is within its transmission range, but none of its neigh-
bors are inside the region, the region is considered empty.

However, this strategy does not work when the network
density is low compared to the (sub)target region size. When
density is low the probability of the target region being
empty is high, and the transmission range is small compared
to the target region size so that the node that is closest to the
target region can not reach the other end of the target region.
As a result, the nodes outside the target region have no indi-
cation that the region is empty, hence the packet still searches
for routes to get into the empty region. The search will not
stop until the number of hops traversed exceeds the packet’s

time-to-live. This failed search process can heavily drain the
nodes around the target region.

For example, in Figure4, suppose the blue (gray) rect-
angle is one subregion of the target region R, namely R s,
toward which the packet is heading. Each node has equal
transmission range, and the dotted circle indicates the trans-
mission range of C. In this example, region Rs is empty,
however, for each individual node bordering R s, i.e., C, E,
K, L, its transmission range is unable to cover the whole re-
gion Rs. For example, at C, its transmission range can not
reach the far end of regionRs (i.e.,H). Therefore, the packet
can not tell that region Rs is empty. Hence, the packet will
repeatedly traverse the nodes around region R s until its hop
count passes some bound.

We propose to use restricted flooding to deal with these
pathologies in low density scenarios. Node degree is used
as a criteria to differentiate low density scenarios from high
density scenarios. Once the packet reaches the first node J
in the target region, whether to use recursive geographic for-
warding or restricted flooding will be based on the number
of neighbors of node J . If this number is below a threshold,
then the packet is flooded inside the region, otherwise recur-
sive geographic forwarding will be triggered. Simulation re-
sults show that this approach helps to avoid the pathological
case mentioned before, thereby improving the performance
dramatically(more than an order of magnitude improvement)
in low density scenarios, and exhibits the same performance
as before in high density case, since restricted flooding is not
triggered in high density scenarios. However, we will ex-
plore a better alternative solution to this problem as future
work.

3.3 Adaptive energy aware behavior of our algo-
rithm

We use an energy aware metric in the estimated cost func-
tion to balance energy consumption, and achieve energy effi-
ciency for the whole network. However, under some circum-
stances, taking the geographically direct path is more energy
efficient, and consequently prolongs network lifetime. Un-
der the following conditions, the pure geographic mode is
used instead of adding the energy aware metric.

1. After the number of hops traversed crosses some thresh-
old, pure geographical routing is used instead of energy
aware routing. The motivation behind this is to get to
the target directly if the packet has already traveled a
long way. The threshold is tunable, however, the al-
gorithm is not very sensitive to this parameter which is
confirmed by the simulation results. For example, it can
be set to a large enough number.

2. After a packet reaches a node whose neighbors are
heavily depleted (which indicates a neighborhood
where nodes are heavily depleted), the packet will
switch to pure geographic mode to avoid taking an alter-
native longer path, and consequently consuming more
energy than the direct path.



3. When nodes are near the target region, pure geographic
mode is used. Since the packet is supposed to be dis-
seminated to all the nodes in the target region, the nodes
bordering the target region are the bottleneck. Pure ge-
ographic mode is used near the target region to avoid
taking a longer path and thereby avoid burning out more
bottleneck nodes more quickly.

4 Simulation and comparison
Geographic routing is designed to improve efficiency rel-

ative to flooding data. Our primary performance measure is
increased network lifetime due to energy awareness. More-
over, we are interested in how this comparative measure
scales with network size. Sensor networks may involve thou-
sands of nodes, thus scaling to large size network is essential
for a routing protocol to be applicable to sensor networks.

We study and compare GEAR with and without energy
awareness. In addition, we evaluate how our geographic
routing algorithm compares with other geographic routing
algorithm, such as GPSR where a pro-active and determinis-
tic hole routing scheme is used. Since the original GPSR
does not handle routing to a region, we have augmented
GPSR with our recursive geographic forwarding protocol to
route packets to a region. Idealized multicast and flooding
are simulated for comparison. They represent two extremes,
idealized multicast requires global information to compute
shortest paths to every node in the target region, while flood-
ing uses no information, but is far less efficient.

Testing the scalability of our protocol to large networks
was our primary goal, and we achieved this through simula-
tion. We are also completing a prototype implementation to
validate our results on moderate size testbed.

Next, we describe and justify some major features of our
simulator.

� We use a discrete event-driven simulator. It simulates
routing packets among different nodes in the network.
We are not interested in the processing details of each
packet in the network per se, therefore we chose to leave
out packet level details, such as transmission delay, or
queuing delay etc. Leaving out irrelevant details en-
ables us to simulate large size network.

� We use a simple energy model in which every node
starts with the same initial energy budget, and transmit-
ting or receiving a packet consumes one unit of energy.
We do not count energy consumed by control packets.
As we show in section 4.4, control overhead is rel-
atively small in GEAR. Therefore, our comparison is
fair considering that periodic updating in other proto-
cols may consume much more energy than threshold
triggered update in our approach.

� MAC assumptions: We assume a MAC layer in which
each node consumes negligible energy when it is not
sending or receiving packets. In a MAC layer which
can not turn itself off when it is not actively transmit-
ting or receiving, the energy consumed by listening or

idle state will dominate the total energy consumption
of a node, and make different routing protocols exhibit
roughly the same energy consumption characteristics.
As a result, sensor net applications demand a MAC
layer where a node can put itself into sleep mode when
it is not involved in active communication [20]. On the
other hand, our routing protocol does not depend on any
particular type of MAC protocol as long as it can re-
solve medium access control issue, therefore, we use a
MAC layer that assumes no collision. Note that our
goal is performance comparison between different pro-
tocols. The effect of this idealization is common to all
simulated protocols, therefore, the relative comparison
between different protocols should not change much
under a different MAC layer, even though a MAC layer
with more realistic details may change a routing proto-
col’s performance.

We adjust the following parameters in the simulation: net-
work size, density, size of target region, and traffic descrip-
tion.

In this paper, we focus on varying network size, keeping
density and other parameters constant. Our goal is to de-
sign a protocol that can scale to thousands of nodes in future
sensor networks, therefore we focus our study on how the
protocol scales with networks of different sizes. However,
we also conducted some scalability studies with other input
parameters. The simulation results show that the GEAR al-
gorithm also scales well along other input parameters.

4.1 Simulation Scenarios
We do not know how future sensor net traffic will be, thus

we choose two simple models: uniform and non-uniform
traffic.

Uniform Traffic Randomly distributed source and destina-
tion pairs. The source and target regions are randomly
distributed throughout the network. This represents in-
dependently and uniformly distributed traffic.

Non-uniform Clustered traffic For clustered source and
destination pairs, the sources and destinations are ran-
domly selected, but the sources from different traffic
pairs, or the destinations from different traffic pairs are
geographically close to each other. This represents non-
uniform traffic distribution, which is not uncommon in
proposed sensor net applications where detected phys-
ical events or triggered communication are not com-
pletely independent from each other, and sometimes
highly correlated.

As mentioned earlier, in this paper, we vary network size,
fix density, transmission range, and other parameters. More
specifically, the simulation results shown here include net-
works of size ranging from 400, to 4800 nodes. For a 600
nodes network, its geometric area is 1200 x 1200 square. We
adjust network geometric area proportionally to the number
of nodes in the network to keep network density fixed. We fix
a node’s transmission range to be 100 units across all simu-
lations. The target region is a circle with radius 50 units.



10 traffic source and target pairs are randomly selected ei-
ther from a uniform distribution or clustered together. A
node’s initial energy level is 1 joule, transmiting or receiv-
ing a packet consumes 0.001 joule. Each data point in the
graphs presented in this paper is averaged over at least 100
simulation runs. For the results presented in this section, we
set � in Equation 1 to 0:5.

4.2 Performance Metrics
It is difficult to precisely define metrics to study the im-

pact of energy awareness on network lifetime. However, we
have developed two metrics that approximately capture no-
tions of network lifetime:

Packets before partition Number of data packets sent and
successfully delivered before network partition. Net-
work is considered partitioned if all the given sources
are partitioned from their respective target regions. In
some sense, this metric indicates the network lifetime.

Connectivity after partition Fraction of pairs still con-
nected after partition. This metric indicates how the
given traffic affects the rest of the network. Because we
lack of benchmark traffic model, we concern the resid-
ual energy after the given traffic pairs are partitioned,
and how much further communication it can support.

4.3 Simulation Results
Uniform Traffic With random/uniform traffic distribution,
our algorithm successfully delivers 0.25 to 0.35 times more
packets than GPSR. GEAR is also more energy efficient,
which is measured in terms of the “connectivity after parti-
tion” metric mentioned earlier. In both uniform traffic distri-
bution and non-uniform traffic distribution (which is shown
in Figure 8), GEAR delivers significantly (40 to 100 times)
more packets than flooding.

Figure 5 shows the mean and 95% confidence interval of
the number of packets sent and successfully delivered before
network partition. Note that some confidence interval is too
tight to be visible in the graph. All later graphs show the
mean and 95% confidence interval of the y-axis value, ex-
cept Figure 9 and Figure10, where we omit the confidence
interval to make the graph easier to read.

As shown in Figure 5, GEAR successfully delivers 25 -
35% more packets than GPSR. The energy aware version
delivers comparable number of packets compared to its pure
geographical variant. In complete random/ uniform traffic
distribution, the energy consumption is already balanced due
to randomly distributed traffic. Extra energy balancing ef-
forts will not help much in terms of contributing to deliver-
ing more packets before network partition. Therefore, under
uniform traffic, the energy aware version and the pure geo-
graphical version deliver similar number of packets before
network partition. The reason that GEAR prolongs network
lifetime compared to GPSR, is that GPSR tends to concen-
trate traffic on the perimeter when it routes around holes,
thus burning out the nodes on the perimeter sooner. This is
confirmed by the fact that under GPSR, after network par-
tition, there are more nodes depleted along the direct paths
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for uniform traffic

between the source and the target compared to the GEAR
case. As expected, the idealized multicast protocol delivers
the largest number of packets before network partition in this
uniform traffic case since we did not count energy consump-
tion for control packets in the simulation. However, in real-
ity, it is prohibitively expensive to collect the required global
information for idealized multicast routing.

As shown in Figure 6, after the given traffic pairs are parti-
tioned, there are more source and destination pairs remaining
connected in GEAR than other protocols. This is an energy-
efficient feature in the sense that after the given traffic pairs
are partitioned, the rest of the network can still communicate.
However, this metric alone can not represent the energy ef-
ficiency of a protocol, since an inefficient protocol may de-
liver far fewer packets than other protocols before network
partition, thereby having lots of energy left in the network,
and consequently having more pairs connected after parti-
tion. For example, as shown in Figure 5, GPSR delivers be-
tween 25% and 35% fewer packets before network partition
than GEAR, but its curve is very close to GEAR’s in Fig-
ure 6. To better differentiate between these two protocols
in terms of their energy efficiency, we introduce the metric



resource expended per packet delivered, and we count re-
sources expended in terms of the number of connected pairs
that are broken down because of nodes being depleted. Pre-
cisely, it is defined as:

Nb �Ne

total number of delivered packets
(2)

where Nb is total number of connected pairs in the begin-
ning, Ne is the is total number of connected pairs after net-
work partition. It can be considered as a normalized version
of the metric presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 8: Comparison for non-uniform traffic

Figure 7 shows the number of pairs disconnected per de-
livered packet with different protocols. Note that the lower
is the curve, the more energy efficient is the protocol. As
shown in the graph, GEAR is much better than all other pro-
tocols, including the pure geographical variant of the same
algorithm. Specifically, GEAR is approximately 50% more
efficient than its pure geographic variant, approximately 70%
more efficient than GPSR, and approximately 80% more ef-
ficient than idealized multicast. The value for Flooding is
too large to be shown in this graph. This may suggest that

the GEAR protocol successfully achieves energy efficiency.
Note that the metric in Figure 7 magnifies the difference be-
tween different protocols in terms of energy efficiency com-
pared to the metric in Figure 6.

Non-uniform Traffic Clustered source and destination
pairs represent non-uniform traffic distribution in sensor net
applications.

Figure 8 shows that GEAR delivers 70 - 80% more pack-
ets than GPSR and 4 - 15% fewer packets than idealized mul-
ticast. Hence, GEAR exhibits more gain in non-uniform traf-
fic scenarios than uniform traffic scenarios. Our explanation
is that when traffic sources are clustered together, GEAR’s
energy balancing efforts pay off most.

Under non-uniform energy distribution(i.e., the nodes in
the target region have higher initial energy level than oth-
ers), the gains for GEAR are even much higher. Simulation
results show that GEAR delivers 125% more packets than
GPSR and 25% more packets than idealized multicast. That
GEAR performs better than idealized multicast seems sur-
prising. However, our energy aware routing scheme balances
energy consumption, while the idealized multicast keeps us-
ing the shortest path, which in turn will burn out the nodes
along those paths quickly. Note that non-uniform energy dis-
tribution may map to real world sensor networks where some
nodes that have sensing capability may have different energy
resource than others.

4.4 Trade-off between neighbor information up-
date and performance

The results shown in this section are for 600 nodes net-
work, traffic are uniformly distributed, a node’s initial energy
level is 1 joule, transmitting or receiving a packet consumes
0.001 joule. As mentioned before, neighbor information up-
date can be triggered by a pre-defined threshold. As shown in
Figure 9 and Figure 10, it is not necessary to update neigh-
bor information for every packet. With increasing update
threshold, the protocol performance degrades gracefully, but
the number of control packets generated drops dramatically.
For example, in Figure 10, for the point with learned cost
h-value update threshold = 5, and remaining energy update
threshold = 0.05, the average number of control packets sent
per node for the whole simulation run is only 32 packets, i.e.,
3.2% of a node’s total energy budget. However, as shown in
Figrure 9, the performance for this particular case only de-
grades approximately 6% compared to the no update delay
case, which corresponds to the black square in Figrure 9.

5 Discussion and Future work
Sensitivity to location error: We also studied how sensi-
tive the protocol is to the location error. In the real world,
location error can be caused by either imprecise measure-
ment from GPS or localization system, or nodes moving, but
failing to update location information timely. To investigate
the sensitivity of our scheme to location error, we introduce
a random location error for every node in the network. Sim-
ulation results show that with moderate location error, the
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protocol still achieves satisfying performance. For exam-
ple, for 1200 x 1200 square, and 600 nodes network, each
node’s transmission range is 100 units, when we introduce
random error in the range [-6, 6] for each node’s x- and y-
coordinates, the simulation results show no statistical perfor-
mance degradation. If we introduce randomized error [-60,
60] for each node’s x- and y- coordinates, the simulation re-
sults show only 9% performance degradation.

Impact on average path length: GEAR achieves energy
balancing by taking alternative path, therefore, it is not sur-
prising that our energy balancing strategy increases path
length by 25% to 45% over all packets delivered. However,
GEAR delivers more packets than GPSR. When we check
the initial same number of delivered packets as in GPSR, the
average path length for those packets in GEAR is only 10%
longer than GPSR. After some nodes along the path are de-
pleted, the packet has to take alternative longer path to avoid
holes, thus the average path length for later communication
is expected to be longer than those earlier on.

Implementation and Porting to ns-2 We have already
implemented a pure geographic variant of GEAR protocol
using our data dissemination diffusion testbed [10]. As a
next step, we plan to implement the full-fledged version of
GEAR. We plan to investigate how the details that our sim-
ulator abstracted out affect the protocol performance, spe-
cially how the real world MAC affects the protocol perfor-
mance in the implementation. We also plan to study how the
GEAR algorithm interacts with the directed diffusion imple-
mentation.

We also plan to port the GEAR algorithm to ns-2 [1], so
that people can study how geographical and energy aware
routing interacts with other protocols, such as directed diffu-
sion in sensor networks, with the presence of a more detailed
lower layer but still in a controlled simulation environment.

6 Conclusion

Motivated by future sensor network applications, we stud-
ied the problem of forwarding a packet to nodes in a geo-
graphic region of an ad-hoc wireless sensor network. The
proposed Geographic and Energy Aware Routing (GEAR)
protocol uses energy aware and geographically informed
neighbor selection to route a packet towards the target re-
gion. This strategy attempts to balance energy consumption
and thereby increase network lifetime. Within a region, it
uses a recursive geographic forwarding technique to dissem-
inate the packet. The simulation results show that for an un-
even traffic distributions, GEAR delivers 70% to 80% more
packets than GPSR. For uniform traffic pairs, GEAR deliv-
ers 25 - 35% more packets than GPSR. Moreover, in both
cases, GEAR performs better in terms of connectivity after
initial partition. We are currently implementing a prototype
of the GEAR protocol in a moderate size testbed. We plan
to investigate how the details of a real implementation affect
the protocol performance.
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Abstract

An ad-hoc network is the cooperative engagement of

a collection of Mobile Hosts without the required inter-

vention of any centralized Access Point. In this paper

we present an innovative design for the operation of such

ad-hoc networks. The basic idea of the design is to op-

erate each Mobile Host as a specialized router, which

periodically advertises its view of the interconnection

topology with other Mobile Hosts within the network.

This amounts to a new sort of routing protocol. We

have investigated modifications to the basic Bellman-

Ford routing mechanisms, as specified by RIP [5], to

make it suitable for a dynamic and self-starting network

mechanism as is required by users wishing to utilize ad-

hoc networks. Our modifications address some of the

previous objections to the use of Bellman-Ford, related

to the poor looping properties of such algorithms in the

face of broken links and the resulting time dependent

nature of the interconnection topology describing the

links between the Mobile Hosts. Finally, we describe

the ways in which the basic network-layer routing can

be modified to provide MAC-layer support for ad-hoc

networks.

1 Introduction

Recently, there has been tremendous growth in the

sales of laptop and portable computers. These smaller

computers, nevertheless, can be equipped with hun-

dreds of megabytes of disk storage, high resolution color

displays, pointing devices, and wireless communications

adapters. Moreover, since many of these small (in size

only) computers operate for hours with battery power,
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users are free to move about at their convenience with-

out being constrained by wires.

This is a revolutionary development in personal com-

puting. Battery powered, untethered computers are

likely to become a pervasive part of our computing in-

frastructure. As people begin to have mobile computers

handy, for whatever purposes, sharing information be-

tween the computers will become a natural requirement.

Currently, such sharing is made difficult by the need for

users to perform administrative tasks and set up static,

bidirectional links between their computers. However,

if the wireless communications systems in the mobile

computers support a broadcast mechanism, much more

flexible and useful ways of sharing information can be

imagined. For instance, any number of people could

conceivably enter a conference room and agree to sup-

port communications links between themselves, with-

out necessarily engaging the services of any pre-existing

equipment in the room (i.e, without requiring any pre-

existing communications infrastructure). Thus, one of

our primary motivations is to allow the construction of

temporary networks with no wires and no administra-

tive intervention required. In this paper, such a inter-

connection between the mobile computers will be called

an ad-hoc network, in conformance with current. usage

within the IEEE 802.11 subcommittee [4].

Ad-hoc networks differ significantly from existing

net works. First of all, the topology of interconnections

may be quite dynamic. Secondly, most users will not

wish to perform any administrative actions to set up

such a network. In order to provide service in the most

general situation, we do not assume that every computer

is within communication range of every other computer.

This lack of complete connectivity would certainly be a

reasonable characteristic of, say, a population of mo-

bile computers in a large room which relied on infrared

transceivers to effect their data communications.

Currently, there is no method available which enables

mobile computers with wireless data communications

equipment to freely roam about while still maintaining
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connections with each other, unless special assumptions

are made about the way the computers are situated with

respect to each other. One mobile computer may often

be able to exchange data with two other mobile comput-

ers which cannot themselves directly exchange data. As

a result, computer users in a conference room may be

unable to predict which of their associates’ computers

could be relied upon to maintain network connection,

especially as the users moved from place to place within

the room.

Routing protocols for existing networks have not

been designed specifically to provide the kind of dy-

namic, self-starting behavior needed for ad-hoc net-

works. Most protocols exhibit their least desirable be-

havior when presented with a highly dynamic inter-

connection topology. Although we thought that mo-

bile computers could naturally be modeled as routers,

it was also clear that existing routing protocols would

place too heavy a computational burden on each mobile

computer. Moreover, the convergence characteristics of

existing routing protocols did not seem good enough

to fit the needs of ad-hoc networks. Lastly, the wire-

less medium differs in important ways from wired me-

dia, which would require that we make modifications to

whichever routing protocol we might choose to exper-

iment with. For instance, mobile computers may well

have only a single network interface adapter, whereas

most existing routers have network interfaces to connect

two separate networks together, Besides, wireless media

are of limited and variable range, in distinction to exist-

ing wired media. Since we had to make lots of changes

anyway, we decided to follow our ad-hoc network model

as far aa we could and ended up with a substantially

new approach to the classic distance-vector routing.

2 Overview of Routing Methods

In our environment, the problem of routing is essen-

tially the distributed version of the shortest path prob-

lem [11]. Each node in the network maintains for each

destination a preferred neighbor. Each data packet con-

tains a destination node identifier in its header. When

a node receives a data packet, it forwards the packet

to the preferred neighbor for its destination. The for-

warding process continues until the packet reaches its

destination. The manner in which routing tables are

constructed, maintained and updated differs from one

routing method to another. Popular routing methods,

however, attempt to achieve the common objective of

routing packets along the optimal path. The next-hop

routing methods can be categorized into two primary

classes: link-state and distance-vector.

Link-State The link-state approach is closer to the

centralized version of the shortest path computation

method. Each node maintains a view of the network

topology with a cost for each link. To keep these views

consistent, each node periodical y broadcasts the link

costs of its outgoing links to all other nodes using a

protocol such as flooding. As a node receives this in-

formation, it updates its view of the network topology

and applies a shortest-path algorithm to choose its next

hop for each destination. Some of the link costs in a

node’s view can be incorrect because of long propaga-

tion delays, partitioned network, etc. Such inconsistent

views of network topologies might lead to formation of

routing loops. These loops, however, are short-lived,

because they disappear in the time it takes a message

to traverse the diameter of the network [8].

Distance-Vector In distance-vector algorithms,

every node i maintains, for each destination z, a set

of distances {d~j } where j ranges over the neighbors of

i. Node i treats neighbor k as a next-hop for a packet

destined for x if d~h equals minj {d~i }. The succession

of next hops chosen in this manner lead to x along the

shorest path. In order to keep the distance estimates

up-to-date, each node monitors the cost of its outgo-

ing links and periodically broadcasts, to each one its

neighbors, its current estimate of the shortest distance

to every other node in the network.

The above distance-vector algorithm is the classical

Distributed Bellman-Ford (DBF) algorithm [2]. Com-

pared to link-state method, it is computationally more

efficient, easier to implement and requires much less

storage space, However, it is well known that this algo-

rithm can cause the formation of both short-lived and

long-lived loops [3]. The primary cause for formation

of routing loops is that nodes choose their next-hops in

a completely distributed fashion based on information

which can possibly be stale and, therefore, incorrect.

Almost all proposed modifications to DBF algorithm

[6, 7, 9] eliminate the looping problem by forcing all

nodes in the network to participate in some form of in-

ternodal coordination protocol. Such internodal coordi-

nation mechanisms might be effective when topological

changes are rare. However, within an ad-hoc mobile en-

vironment enforcing any such internodal coordination

mechanism will be difficult due to the rapidly changing

topology of the underlying routing network.

Simplicity is one of the primary attributes which

makes any routing protocol preferred over others for

implement ation within operational networks. RIP [5]

is a classical example. Despite the counting-to-infinity

problem it has proven to be very successful within small

size internetworks. The usefulness of RIP within ad-hoc

environment, however, is limited as it was not designed

to handle rapid topological changes. Furthermore, the

techniques of split-horizon and poisoned-reverse [5] are
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not useful within the wireless environment due to the

broadcast nature of the transmission medium. Our de-

sign goal therefore has been to design a routing method

for ad-hoc networks which preserves the simplicity of

RIP, yet at the same time avoids the looping problem.

Our approach is to tag each route table entry with a

sequence number so that nodes can quickly distinguish

stale routes from the new ones and thus avoid formation

of routing loops.

3 Destination-Sequenced Distance Vec-

tor (DSDV) Protocol

Our proposed routing method allows a collection of

mobile computers, which may not be close to any base

station and can exchange data along changing and arbi-

trary paths of interconnection, to afford all computers

among their number a (possibly multi-hop) path along

which data can be exchanged. In addition, our solution

must remain compatible with operation in cases where

a base station is available. By the methods outlined in

this paper, not only will routing be seen to solve the

problems associated with ad-hoc networks, but in ad-

dition we will describe ways to perform such routing

functions at Layer 2, which traditionally has not been

utilized as a protocol level for routing,

Packets are transmitted between the stations of the

network by using routing tables which are stored at

each station oft he network. Each routing table, at each

of the stations, lists all available destinations, and the

number of hops to each. Each route table entry is tagged

with a sequence number which is originated by the des-

tination station. To maintain the consistency of routing

tables in a dynamically varying topology, each station

periodically transmits updates, and transmits updates

immediately when significant new information is avail-

able. Since we do not assume that the mobile hosts

are maintaining any sort of time synchronizat ion, we

also make no assumption about the phase relationship

of the update periods between the mobile hosts. These

packets indicate which stations are accessible from each

station and the number of hops necessary to reach these

accessible stat ions, as is often done in dist ante-vector

routing algorithms. It is not the purpose of this paper to

propose any new metrics for route selection other than

the freshness of the sequence numbers associated with

the route; cost or other metrics might easily replace the

number of hops in other implementations. The packets

may be transmitted containing either layer 2 (MAC)

addresses or layer 3 (network) addresses.

Routing information is advertised by broadcasting or

multicasting the packets which are transmitted period-

ically and incrementally as topological changes are de-

tected – for instance, when stations move within the

network. Data is also kept about the length of time be-

tween arrival of the jkt and the arrival of the best route

for each particular destination. Based on this data, a

decision may be made to delay advertising routes which

are about to change soon, thus damping fluctuations

of the route tables. The advertisement of routes which

may not have stabilized yet is delayed in order to reduce

the number of rebroadcasts of possible route entries that

normally arrive with the same sequence number.

The DSDV protocol requires each mobile station to

advertise, to each of its current neighbors, its own rout-

ing table (for instance, by broadcasting its entries). The

entries in this list may change fairly dynamically over

time, so the advertisement must be made often enough

to ensure that every mobile computer can almost al-

ways locate every other mobile computer of the collec-

tion. In addition, each mobile computer agrees to relay

data packets to other computers upon request. This

agreement places a premium on the ability to deter-

mine the shortest number of hops for a route to a desti-

nation; we would like to avoid unnecessarily disturbing

mobile hosts if they are in sleep mode. In this way a mo-

bile computer may exchange data with any other mobile

computer in the group even if the target of the data is

not within range for direct communication. If the noti-

fication of which other mobile computers are accessible

from any particular computer in the collection is done

at layer 2, then DSDV will work with whatever higher

layer (e.g., Network Layer) protocol might be in use.

All the computers interoperating to create data paths

between themselves broadcast the necessary data pe-

riodically, say once every few seconds. In a wireless

medium, it is important to keep in mind that broad-

casts are limited in range by the physical characteris-

tics of the medium. This is different than the situation

with wired media, which usually have a much more well-

defined range of reception. The data broadcast by each

mobile computer will contain its new sequence number

and the following information for each new route:

● The destination’s address;

● The number of hops required to reach the destina-

tion; and

. The sequence number of the information received

regarding that dest inat ion, as originally stamped

by the destination;

The transmitted routing tables will also contain the

hardware address, and (if appropriate) the network ad-

dress, of the mobile computer transmitting them, within

the headers of the packet. The routing table will also

include a sequence number created by the transmitter.

Routes with more recent sequence numbers are always

preferred as the basis for making forwarding decisions,
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but not necessarily advertised. Of the paths with the

same sequence number, those with the smallest metric

will be used. By the natural way in which the routing

tables are propagated, the sequence number is sent to all

mobile computers which may each decide to maintain a

routing entry for that originating mobile computer.

Routes received in broadcasts are also advertised by

the receiver when it subsequently broadcasts its routing

information; the receiver adds an increment to the met-

ric before advertising the route, since incoming pack-

ets will require one more hop to reach the destination

(namely, the hop from the transmitter to the receiver).

Again, we do not explicitly consider here the changes

required to use metrics which do not use the hop count

to _the destination.

One of the most important parameters to be chosen is

the time between broadcasting the routing information

packets. However, when any new or substantially modi-

fied route information is received by a Mobile Host, the

new information will be retransmitted soon (subject to

constraints imposed for damping route fluctuations), ef-

fecting the most rapid possible dissemination of routing

information among all the cooperating Mobile Hosts.

This quick re-broadcast introduces a new requirement

for our protocols to converge as soon as possible. It

would be calamitous if the movement of a Mobile Host

caused a storm of broadcasts, degrading the availability

of the wireless medium.

Mobile Hosts cause broken links as they move from

place to place, The broken link may be detected by

the layer-2 protocol, or it may instead be inferred if no

broadcasts have been received for a while from a for-

mer neighbor. A broken link is described by a metric of

00 (i.e., any value greater than the maximum allowed

metric). When a link to a next hop has broken, any

route through that next hop is immediately assigned an

00 metric and assigned an updated sequence number.

Since this qualifies as a substantial route change, such

modified routes are immediately disclosed in a broad-

cast rout ing information packet. Building information

to describe broken links is the only situation when the

sequence number is generated by any Mobile Host other

than the destination Mobile Host. Sequence numbers

defined by the originating Mobile Hosts are defined to

be even numbers, and sequence numbers generated to

indicate cm metrics are odd numbers. In this way any

‘) real” sequence numbers will supersede an m metric.

When a node receives an co metric, and it has a later

sequence number with a finite metric, it triggers a route

update broadcast to disseminate the important news

about that destination.

In a very large population of Mobile Hosts, adjust-

ments will likely be made in the time between broad-

casts oft he routing information packets. In order to re-

duce the amount of information carried in these packets,

two types will be defined. One will carry all the avail-

able routing information, called a “full dump”. The

other type will carry only information changed since

the last full dump, called an “incremental”. By design,

an incremental routing update should fit in one net-

work protocol data unit (NPDU). The full dump will

most likely require multiple NPDUS, even for relatively

small populations of Mobile Hosts. Full dumps can be

transmitted relatively infrequently when no movement

of Mobile Hosts is occurring, When movement becomes

frequent, and the size of an incremental approaches the

size of a NPDU, then a full dump can be scheduled (so

that the next incremental will be smaller). It is expected

that mobile nodes will implement some means for de-

termining which route changes are significant enough to

be sent out with each incremental advertisement. For

instance, when a stabilized route shows a different met-

ric for some destination, that would likely constitute

a significant change that needed to be advertised after

stabilization. If a new sequence number for a route is

received, but the metric stays the same, that would be

unlikely to be considered as a significant change.

When a Mobile Host receives new routing informa-

tion (usually in an incremental packet as just described),

that information is compared to the information al-

ready available from previous routing information pack-

ets. Any route with a more recent sequence number

is used. Routes with older sequence numbers are dis-

carded. A route with a sequence number equal to an

existing route is chosen if it has a “better” metric, and

the existing route discarded, or stored as less prefer-

able. The metrics for routes chosen from the newly

received broadcast information are each incremented

by one hop. Newly recorded routes are scheduled for

immediate advertisement to the current Mobile Host’s

neighbors. Routes which show an improved metric are

scheduled for advertisement at a time which depends

on the average settling time for routes to the particular

destination under consideration.

Timing skews between the various Mobile Hosts are

expected. The broadcasts of routing information by the

Mobile Hosts are to be regarded as somewhat asyn-

chronous events, even though some regularity is ex-

pected. In such a population of independently trans-

mitting agents, some fluctuation could develop using the

above procedures for updating routes. It could turn out

that a particular Mobile Host would receive new routing

information in a pattern which causes it to consistently

change routes from one next hop to another, even when

the destination Mobile Host has not moved. This hap-

pens because there are two ways for new routes to be

chosen; they might have a later sequence number, or
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they might have a better metric. A Mobile Host could

conceivably always receive two routes to the same des-

tination, with a newer sequence number, one after an-

other (via different neighbors), but always get the route

with the worse metric first. Unless care is taken, this

will lead to a continuing burst of new route transmittals

upon every new sequence number from that destination.

Each new metric is propagated to every Mobile Host in

the neighborhood, which propagates to their neighbors

and so on.

One solution is to delay the advertisement of such

routes, when a Mobile Host can determine that a route

with a better metric is likely to show up soon. The

route with the later sequence number must be available

for use, but it does not have to be advertised imme-

diately unless it is a route to a destination which was

previously unreachable. Thus, there will be two rout-

ing tables kept at each Mobile Host; one for use with

forwarding packets, and another to be advertised via

incremental routing information packets. To determine

the probability of imminent arrival of routing informa-

tion showing a better metric, the Mobile Host has to

keep a history of the weighted average time that routes

to a particular destination fluctuate until the route with

the best metric is received. We hope that such a pro-

cedure will allow us to predict how long to wait before

advertising new routes.

Operating DSDV at Layer 2

The addresses stored in the routing tables will cor-

respond to the layer at which this ad-hoc networking

protocol is operated. That is, operation at Layer 3 will

use network layer addresses for the next hop and des-

tination addresses, and operation at Layer 2 will use

Layer 2 Media Access Control (MAC) addresses.

Using MAC addresses for the forwarding table does

introduce a new requirement, however. The difficulty

is that Layer 3 network protocols provide communica-

tion based on network addresses, and a way must be

provided to resolve these Layer 3 addresses into MAC

addresses. Otherwise, a multiplicity of different address

resolution mechanisms would be put into place, and a

corresponding loss of bandwidth in the wireless medium

would be observed whenever the resolution mechanisms

were utilized. This could be substantial since such

mechanisms would require broadcasts and retransmit-

ted broadcasts by every Mobile Host in the ad-hoc net-

work. Thus, unless special care is taken, every address

resolution might look like a glitch in the normal oper-

ation of the network, which may well be noticeable to

any active users.

The solution proposed here, for operation at Layer 2,

is to include Layer 3 protocol information along with the

Layer 2 information. Each destination host would ad-

vertise which Layer 3 protocols it supports, and each

Mobile Host advertising reachability to that destina-

tion would include along, with the advertisement, the

information about the Layer 3 protocols supported at

that destination. This information would only have to

be transmitted when it changes, which occurs rarely.

Changes would be transmitted as part of each incremen-

tal dump. Since each Mobile Host could support several

Layer 3 protocols (and many will), this list would have

to be variable in length.

Extending Base Station Coverage

Mobile computers will frequently be used in conjunc-

tion with base stations, which allow them to exchange

data with other computers connected to the wired net-

work. By participating in the DSDV protocol, base

stations can extend their coverage beyond the range

imposed by their wireless transmitters. When a base

station participates in DSDV, it is shown as a default

route in the tables transmitted by a mobile station. In

this way, mobile stations within range of a base station

can cooperate to effectively extend the range of the base

station to serve other stations outside the range of the

base station, as long as those other mobile stations are

close to some other mobile station that is within range.

4 Examples of DSDV in operation
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Figure 1: Movement in an ad-hoc network

Consider J41fA in Figure 1. Table 1 shows a possible

structure of the forwarding table which is maintained

at ikfH4. Suppose the addressl. of each Mobile Host is

represented as MHi Suppose further that all sequence

numbers are denoted SNNN_MHi, where MHi spec-

ifies the computer that created the sequence number

and SNNN is a sequence number value. Also suppose

that there are entries for all other Mobile Hosts, with se-

quence numbers SNNN.MHi, before MH1 moves away

from MH2. The install time field helps determine when

1If DSDV is operated at level 2 then MHi denotes the MAC

address, otherwise it denotes a level 3 address
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Destination NextHop Metric Sequence number Install Flags Stable.data

MHI MHZ 2 S406_MH1 TOO1.MH4 Ptrl-MH1

MH2 MHZ 1 S128_MHz TO01.MH4 Ptrl-MH2

MH3 MHZ 2 S564_MH3 TOO1-MH4 Ptrl-MH3

MH4 MH4 o S71O-MH4 TOO1-MH4 Ptrl-MH4

MH5 MH6 2 S392_MH5 TO02-MH4 Ptrl.MH5

MH6 MHfj 1 S076_MHtj TO01-MH4 ptrl-MHG

MH7 MH,5 2 S128_MHT TO02-MH4 Ptrl_Mlf7

MH&-1 MH6 3 so50_MH13 TO02-MH4 Ptrl-MHa

Table 1: Structure of the MH4 forwarding table

to delete stale routes. With our protocol, the deletion

of stale routes should rarely occur, since the detection

of link breakages should propagate through the ad-hoc

network immediately. Nevertheless, we expect to con-

tinue to monitor for the existence of stale routes and

take appropriate action.

From table 1, one could surmise, for instance, that

all the computers became available to MH4 at about

the same time, since its install-time for most of them is

about the same. One could also surmise that none of the

links between the computers were broken, because all of

the sequence number fields have times with even digits

in the units place. Ptrl-MHi would all be pointers

to null structures, because there are not any routes in

Figure 1 which are likely to be superseded or compete

with other possible routes to any particular destination.

Table 2 shows the structure of the advertised route

table of MH4.

Destination Metric Sequence number

MH1 2 S406_MHl
MHZ 1 S128-MHz
MH3 2 S564_MHs
MH4 o S71O-MH4
MH5 2 S392-MH5
MH6 1 S076-MH6
MH7 2 S128-MH7
MH8 3 so50-MH13

Table 2: Advertised route table by MH4

Now suppose that MH1 moves into the general vicin-

ity of MH5 and MH7, and away from the others (es-

pecially MH2). The new internal forwarding tables at

MH4 might then appear as shown in table 3.

Only the entry for MH1 shows a new metric, but in

the intervening time, many new sequence number en-

tries have been received. The first entry thus must be

advertised in subsequent incremental routing informa-

tion updates until the next full dump occurs. When

MH1 moved into the vicinity of MH5 and MH7, it

triggered an immediate incremental routing informa-

tion update which was then broadcast to MH6. MH6,

having, determined that significant new routing infor-

mation had been received, also triggered an immediate

update which carried along the new routing informa-

tion for MH1. MH4, upon receiving this information,

would then broadcast it at every interval until the next

full routing information dump. At MH4, the incremen-

tal advertised routing update would have the form as

shown in table 4.

In this advertisement, the information for MH4

comes first, since it is doing the advertisement. The

information for MH1 comes next, not because it has a

lower address, but because MH1 k the only one which

has any significant route changes affecting it. As a gen-

eral rule, routes with changed metrics are first included

in each incremental packet. The remaining space is used

to include those routes whose sequence numbers have

changed.

In this example, one node has changed its routing in-

formation, since it is in a new location. All nodes have

transmitted new sequence numbers recently. If there

were too many updated sequence numbers to fit in a

single packet, only the ones which fit would be trans-

mitted. These would be selected with a view to fairly

transmitting them in their turn over several incremental

update intervals. There is no such required format for

the transmission of full routing information packets. As

many packets are used as are needed, and all available

information is transmitted. The frequency of transmit-

ting full updates would be reduced if the volume of data

began to consume a significant fraction of the available

capacity of the medium.

Damping Fluctuations

The following describes how the settling time table is

used to prevent fluctuations of routing table entry ad-

vertisements. The general problem arises because route

updates are selected according to the following criteria:
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●

●

Destination NextHop

MHI MH6
MHZ MH2
MH3 MH2
MH4 MH4
MH5 MH6
MH6 MH6
MH7 MH6
MH8 MH6

Destination

MH4
MH1
MHZ
MH3
MH5
MHfj
MH7
MH8

Metric

3

1

2

0

2

1

2

3

Sequence number Install

S516.MHI T810-MH4

S238.MH2 TOO1.MH4

s674_MH3 TOO1-MH4

S820.MH4 TOO1-MH4

S502-.MH5 TO02.MH4

s186_MH6 TOO1-MH4

S238-.MH7 T002-MH4

s160_MH.g T002-MH4 I
Flags Stable.data

M Ptrl-MHl

Ptrl-MH2

Ptrl-MH3

Ptrl-MH4

Ptrl-MH5

ptrl-MHe

Ptrl-MH7

ptrl-MHs

Table 3: MH4 forwarding table (updated)

pose that MH4 receives the higher metric next hop first,
Metric Sequence number

o S820-MH4

3 S516_MHl

1 S238_MHz

2 s674_MH3

2 S502_MHS

1 S186.-MH6

2 S238-MH7

3 s160_MH8

Table 4: MH4 advertised table (updated)

Routes are always preferred if the sequence num-

bers are newer;

Otherwise, routes are preferred if the sequence

numbers are the same and yet the metric is bet-

ter (lower).

MH ~-.,
... %........’ ........ ....

....” %.....
-.

@g

Mobile Host

Collection I I

MH2 MH6
------- ....

..-.,....
.... ...-”

.... ....””
.-.. MH ‘.

4

Figure 2: Receiving fluctuating routes

To see the problem, suppose that two routes with

identical sequence numbers are received by a Mobile

Host, but in the wrong order. In other words, sup-

and soon after gets another next hop with a lower met-

ric but the same sequence number. This could happen

when there are a lot of Mobile Hosts, transmitting their

updates not quite regularly. Alternatively, if the Mo-

bile Hosts are acting independently and with markedly

different transmission intervals, the situation could oc-

cur with correspondingly fewer hosts. Suppose, in any

event, in Figure 2 that there are enough Mobile Hosts to

cause the problem, in two separate collections of Mobile

Hosts both connected to a common destination MH9,

but with no other Mobile Hosts in common. Suppose

further that all Mobile Hosts are transmitting updates

approximately every 15 seconds, that Mobile Host MH2

has a route to MH9 with 12 hops, and Mobile Host

MH6 has a route to MH9 with 11 hops, Moreover, sup-

pose that the routing information update from MHZ

arrives at MH4 approximate ely 10 seconds before the

rout ing information update from MH6. This will occur

every time that a new sequence number is issued from

Mobile Host MH9. In fact, the time differential can be

drastic if any Mobile Host in collection II begins to is-

sue its sequence number updates in multiple incremental

update intervals, as would happen, for instance, when

there are too many hosts with new sequence number

updates for them all to fit within a single incremental

packet update. In general, the larger the number of

hops, the more drastic differentials between delivery of

the updates can be expected in Figure 2.

The settling time data is stored in a table with the

following fields, keyed by the first field:

● Destination address

● Last settling time

● Average settling time

The settling time is calculated by maintaining a run-

ning, weighted average over the most recent updates of

the routes, for each destination.
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Suppose a new routing information update arrives

at MH4. The sequence number in the new entry is

the same as the sequence number in the currently used

entry, and the newer entry has a worse (i.e., higher)

metric. Then MH4 must use the new entry in making

subsequent forwarding decisions. However, MH4 does

not have to advertise the new route immediately and

can consult its route settling time table to decide how

long to wait before advertising it. The average settling

time is used for this determination. For instance, MH4

may decide to delay (average.settling_time x 2) before

advertising a route.

This can be quite beneficial, because if the possi-

bly unstable route were advertised immediately, the ef-

fects would ripple through the network, and this bad

effect would probably be repeated every time Mobile

Host MHg’s sequence number updates rippled through

the ad-hoc network. On the other hand, if a link via

Mobile Host MHIj truly does break, the advertisement

of a route via MH2 should proceed immediately. To

achieve this when there is a history of fluctuations at

Mobile Host MH4, the link breakage should be detected

fast enough so that an intermediate host in Collection II

finds out the problem and begins a triggered incremen-

tal update showing an oo metric for the path along the

way to Mobile Host M Hg. Rout es with an 00 metric are

required by this protocol to be advertised immediately,

without delay.

In order to bias the damping mechanism in favor of

recent events, the most recent measurement of the set-

tling time of a particular route must be counted with

a higher weighting factor than are less recent measure-

ments. And, importantly, a parameter must be selected

which indicates how long a route has to remain stable

before it is counted as truly stable. This amounts to

specifying a maximum value for the settling time for

the destination in the settling time table. Any route

more stable than this maximum value will cause a trig-

gered update if it is ever replaced by another route with

a different next hop or metric.

When a new routing update is received from a neigh-

bor, during the same time that the updates are applied

to the table, processing also occurs to delete stale en-

tries. Stale entries are defined to be those for which

no update has been applied within the last few update

periods. Each neighbor is expected to send regular up-

dates; when no updates are received for a while, the

receiver may make the determination that the corre-

sponding computer is no longer a neighbor. When that

occurs, any route using that computer as a next hop

should be deleted, including the route indicating that

computer as the actual (formerly neighboring) destina-

tion. Increasing the number of update periods that may

transpire before entries are determined would result in

more stale rout ing entries, but would also allow for more

transmission errors. Transmission errors are likely to

occur when a CSMA-type broadcast medium is used,

as may well be the case for many wireless implementa-

tions. When the link breaks, an cm metric route should

be advertised for it, as well as for the routes that depend

on it.

There are additional data fields, other than those

stated above, which might be transmitted as part of

each entry in the routing tables which are broadcast by

each participating computer (mobile or base station).

These fields may depend, for instance, on higher level

protocols or other protocols depending on the operation

of layer 2. For instance, to enable correct ARP opera-

tion, each routing table entry must also contain an asso-

ciation between the Internet Protocol (1P) address and

the MAC address of the destination. This would also

enable an intermediate computer, when serving a rout-

ing function for its neighbors, to also issue proxy ARP

replies instead of routing ARP broadcasts around. How-

ever, if packet forwarding is based on MAC addresses,

hopefully such techniques will be unnecessary. And, if

forwarding is done based on 1P addresses, no ARP is

strictly necessary, as long as neighboring nodes keep

track of associations gleaned from route table broad-

casts. Note also that layer 3 operation violates the nor-

mal subnet model of operation, since even if two Mobile

Hosts share the same subnet address there is no guar-

antee they will be directly connected – in other words,

within range of each other. This is compatible with the

model of operation offered by the mobile-IP working

group of the IETF [12, 10].

The new routing algorithm was particularly devel-

oped for enabling the creation of ad-hoc networks, which

are most specifically targeted for the operation of mo-

bile computers. However, the routing algorithm itself,

and the operation of an ad-hoc network, can be bene-

ficially used in situations which do not include mobile

computers. For instance, the routing algorithm could be

applied in any situation where reduced memory require-

ments are desired (compared to link-state routing algo-

rithms). The operation of an ad-hoc network could be

applied to wired as well as wireless mobile computers. In

general, then, we provide a new destination-sequenced

routing algorithm, and this algorithm is supplemented

by a technique for damping fluctuations.

5 Properties of the DSDV Protocol

At all instants, the DSDV protocol guarantees loop-

free paths to each destination. To see why this property

holds, consider a collection of IV mobile hosts forming

an instance of an ad-hoc style network. Further assume

that the system is in steady-state, i.e. routing tables

of all nodes have already converged to the actual short-
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est paths. At this instant, the next node indicators to

each destination induce a tree rooted at that destina-

tion. Thus, routing tables of all nodes in the network

can be collectively visualized as forming IV trees, one

rooted at each destination. In the following discussion,

we’ll focus our attention on one specific destination x

and follow the changes occurring on the directed graph

G(a) defined by nodes i and arcs (i, p; ) where p: de-

notes the next-hop for destination x at node i. Oper-

ation of DSDV algorithm ensures that at every instant

G(z) is loop-free, or rather, it is a set of disjoint di-

rected trees. Each such tree is rooted either at z or at

a node whose next-hop is nil. Since this property holds

with respect to each destination z, all paths induced by

routing tables of DSDV algorithm are indeed loop free

at all instants.

Potentially a loop may form each time node i changes

its next-hop. This can happen in two cases. First, when

node i detects that the link to its next-hop is broken, the

node resets p? to nil. Clearly, this action cannot form

a loop involving 2. The second scenario occurs when

node i receives, from one of its neighbors k, a route

to z, with sequence number s; and metric m, which is

selected to replace the current route it has through p:.

Let s: denote the value of the sequence number stored

at node i and d: denote the distance estimate from i to

z just prior to receiving route from k. i will change its

next-hop from p; to k only if either of the following two

happens.

1.

2.

the new route contains a newer sequence number,

i.e., s; > s:

the sequence number s: is same as S$, but the new,.
route offers a shorter path to z, i.e, m < diz

In the first case, by choosing k as its new next-hop

node i cannot close a loop. This can be easily deduced

from the following observation. A node i propagates se-

quence number s: to its neighbors only after receiving

it from its current next-hop. Therefore, at all times the

sequence number value stored at the next-hop is always

greater or equal to the value stored at i. Starting from

node i, if we follow the chain of next-hop pointers, the

sequence number values stored at visited nodes would

form a nondecreasing sequence. Now suppose node i

forms a loop by choosing k as its next-hop. This would

imply that St s s:. But this contradicts our initial

assumption that s: > s?. Hence, loop-formation can-

not occur if nodes use newer sequence numbers to pick

routes.

The loop-free property holds in the second scenario

due to the theorem proved in [6], which states that in

presence of static or decreasing link weights distance-

vector algorithms always maintain loop-free paths.

6 Comparison with other Methods

The table 5 presents a quick summary of some of the

main features of a few chosen routing protocols. The

chosen set, although small, is representative of a vari-

ety of routing techniques most commonly employed in

operational data networks. Except for the link-state

approach, all routing methods shown in the table are

a variant of the basic distance-vector approach. The

comparison criteria reflects some of the most desirable

features that a routing algorithm should possess for it

be useful in a dynamic ad-hoc style environment. In

wireless medium, communication bandwidth is the most

precious and scarce resource. The formation of any kind

of routing loops, therefore, is highly undesirable. In

case of infrared LANS which employ pure CSMA pro-

tocol, looping packets can not only consume the com-

munication bandwidth but they can further degrade the

performance by causing more collisions in the medium.

A common technique employed for loop-prevention is

what we call internodal- coordination whereby strong

constraints on the ordering of the updates among nodes

is imposed. The resulting internode protocols tend to be

complex. Furthermore, their update coordination may

restrict a node’s ability to obtain alternate paths quickly

in an environment where topology changes are relatively

frequent. The last criteria used for comparison is the

space requirement of the routing method. Nodes in

an ad-hoc network may be battery powered lap-tops,

or even hand-held notebooks, which do not have the

kind of memory that NSFNET dedicated routers are

expected to have. Therefore, economy of space is of

import ante.

The primary concern with using a Distributed Bell-

man Ford algorithm in ad-hoc environment is its suscep-

tibility towards forming routing loops and counting-to-

infinity problem. RIP [5], which is very similar to DBF

algorithm, also suffers from the same problem. Unlike

DBF, RIP only keeps track of the best route to each

destination, which results in some space saving at no

extra performance hit. RIP also employs techniques

known as split-horizon and poisoned-reverse to avoid a

ping-pong style of looping, but these techniques are not

powerful enough to avoid loops involving more than two

hops. The primary cause of loop formation in BF style

algorithms is that nodes make uncoordinated modifica-

tions to their routing tables based on some information

which could be incorrect. This problem is alleviated

by employing an internodal coordination mechanism as

proposed by Merlin and Segall in [9]. A similar tech-

nique, but with better convergence results, is developed

by Jaffe and Moss in [6]. However, we do not know of

any operational routing protocols which employ these

complex coordination methods to achieve loop-freedom,

which leads us to the conclusion that from a practical
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Routing Method

Bellman Ford [2]

Link State [8]

Loop-free BF [3]

RIP [5]

Merlin Segall [9]

Jaffe Moss [6]

DSDV --

Looping

s/1

s

s

s/1

loop free

loop free

loop free

Internodal

Coordination

Required

Required

.

1
Space

Complexity

O(nd)

O(n2)

O(nd)

O(n)

O(nd)

2!LJ
s - short term loop, 1- long term loop

n - number of nodes, d - maximum degree of a node

Table 5: Comparison of various routing methods

point of view the usefulness of such complex methods is

diminished.

Link-state [8] algorithms are also free of the counting-

i!o-infinity problem. However, they need to maintain

the up-to-date version of the entire network topology

at every node, which may constitute excessive storage

and communication overhead in a highly dynamic net-

work. Besides, link-state algorithms proposed or imple-

mented to date do not eliminate the creation of tempo-

rary routing-loops.

It is evident that within ad-hoc environment design

tradeoffs and the constraints under which a routing

method has to operate are quite different. The pro-

posed DSDV approach offers a very attractive combi-

nation of desirable features. Its memory requirement is

very moderate O(n). It guarantees loop-free paths at all

instants, and it does so without requiring nodes to par-

ticipate in any complex update coordination protocol.

The worst case convergence behavior of the DSDV pro-

tocol is certainly non-optimal but, in the average case,

it is expected that convergence will be quite rapid. We

are in the process of conducting simulation studies to

verify this claim.

7 Current Status and Future Work

We have implemented a preliminary version of this

protocol for use with mobile computers in our lab. Cur-

rently we are making necessary modifications to the

MARS simulator [1] for use in creating the appropria-

tion simulation environment for our needs. We hope to

discover good operational values via simulation for the

following quantities:

●

●

●

Average convergence times

Incremental update period

Settling time averaging method

o Full update period

o Settling time applied to triggered updates

Note that the measurement of the convergence times

may depend heavily on many interesting parameters,

such as the average velocity of the mobile hosts, update

periods, size of the mobile host population, geographical

placement of mobile hosts, existence of base stations,

and average processing loads at the mobile computers.

8 Summary

Providing convenient connectivity for mobile com-

puters in ad-hoc computers is a challenge that is only

now being met. We have presented an innovative ap-

proach, DSDV, which models the mobile computers as

routers, which are cooperating to forward packets as

needed to each other. We make good use of the prop-

erties of the wireless broadcast medium. Our approach

can be utilized at either the network layer (layer 3), or

below the network layer but still above the MAC layer

software in layer 2. In the latter case certain additional

information should be included along with the routing

tables for the most convenient and efficient operation.

The information in the routing tables is similar to what

is found in routing tables with today’s distance vec-

tor (Bellman-Ford) algorithms, but includes a sequence

number, as well as settling-time data useful for damping

out fluctuations in route table updates.

All sequence numbers are generated by the destina-

tion computer in each route table entry, except for the

cases when a link has been broken; the latter case is de-

scribed by an co metric and a sequence number which

cannot be correctly generated by any destination com-

puter. We have specified that co metric route entries

have sequence numbers which are odd numbers, and

sequence numbers generated by each destination com-

puter is an even number. By the natural operation of

the protocol, the sequence numbers chosen to represent
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broken links will be superseded by real routes propa-

gated from the newly located destination as soon as

possible. Anynewly propagated routes will necessarily

use a sequence number greater than what was used for

the broken link since the latter sequence number is cho-

sen to be one more than the last valid route’s sequence

number. This allows real route data to quickly super-

sede temporary link outages when a mobile computer

moves from one place to another.

We have borrowed the existing mechanism of trig-

gered updates to make sure that pertinent route table

changes can be propagated throughout the population

of mobile hosts as quickly as possible whenever any

topology changes are noticed. This includes movement

from place to place, as well as the disappearance of a

mobile host from the interconnect topology (perhaps as

a result of turning off its power).

In order to combat problems arising with large pop-

ulations of mobile hosts, which can cause route updates

to be received in an order delaying the best metrics until

after poorer metric routes are received, we have sepa-

rated the route tables into two distinct structures. The

actual routing is done according to information kept

in the internal route table, but this information is not

always advertised immediately upon receipt. We have

defined a mechanism whereby routes are not advertised

until it is likely, based upon past history, that they are

stable. This measurement of the settling time for each

route is be biased towards the most recent measure-

ments for the purposes of computing an average.

We have found that mobile computers, modeled

as routers, can effectively cooperate to build ad-hoc

networks. We hope to explore further the necessary

application-level support needed to automatically en-

able use of the network-layer route capabilities to pro-

vide simple access to conferencing and workplace tools

for collaboration and information sharing.
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n an ad hoc network, mobile
nodes communicate with each other using multihop wireless
links. There is no stationary infrastructure; for instance, there
are no base stations. Each node in the network also acts as a
router, forwarding data packets for other nodes. A central chal-
lenge in the design of ad hoc networks is the development of
dynamic routing protocols that can efficiently find routes
between two communicating nodes. The routing protocol must
be able to keep up with the high degree of node mobility that
often changes the network topology drastically and unpre-
dictably. Such networks have been studied in the past in rela-
tion to defense research, often under the name of packet radio
networks [1]. Recently there has been a renewed interest in this
field due to the common availability of low-cost laptops and
palmtops with radio interfaces. Interest is also partly fueled by
growing enthusiasm in running common network protocols in
dynamic wireless environments without the requirement of spe-
cific infrastructures. A mobile ad hoc networking (MANET)
working group [2] has also been formed within the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) to develop a routing frame-
work for IP-based protocols in ad hoc networks.

Our goal is to carry out a systematic performance study of
two dynamic routing protocols for ad hoc networks: the
Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) [3, 4] and the Ad
Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector protocol (AODV) [5, 6].
DSR and AODV share an interesting common characteristic
— they both initiate routing activities on an on demand basis.
This reactive nature of these protocols is a significant depar-
ture from more traditional proactive protocols, which find
routes between all source-destination pairs regardless of the
use or need for such routes. The key motivation behind the

design of on-demand protocols is the reduction of the routing
load. High routing load usually has a significant performance
impact in low-bandwidth wireless links.

While DSR and AODV share the on-demand behavior [7]
in that they initiate routing activities only in the presence of
data packets in need of a route, many of their routing mechan-
ics are very different. In particular, DSR uses source routing,
whereas AODV uses a table-driven routing framework and des-
tination sequence numbers. DSR does not rely on any timer-
based activities, while AODV does to a certain extent. One of
our goals in this study is to extract the relative merits of these
mechanisms. The motivation is that a better understanding of
the relative merits will serve as a cornerstone for development
of more effective routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In the fol-
lowing section, we briefly review the DSR and AODV proto-
cols. We present a detailed critique of the two protocols,
focusing on the differences in their dynamic behaviors that
can lead to performance differences. This lays the foundation
for much of the context of the performance study. We describe
the simulation environment. We present the simulation
results, followed by their interpretations. Related work is pre-
sented. We finally draw conclusions and also make recom-
mendations for the improved design of either protocol.

A Description of the Protocols
DSR

The key distinguishing feature of DSR [3, 4] is the use of source
routing. That is, the sender knows the complete hop-by-hop route
to the destination. These routes are stored in a route cache. The
data packets carry the source route in the packet header.

When a node in the ad hoc network attempts to send a
data packet to a destination for which it does not already
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know the route, it uses a route discovery process to dynamically
determine such a route. Route discovery works by flooding the
network with route request (RREQ) packets. Each node receiv-
ing an RREQ rebroadcasts it, unless it is the destination or it
has a route to the destination in its route cache. Such a node
replies to the RREQ with a route reply (RREP) packet that is
routed back to the original source. RREQ and RREP packets
are also source routed. The RREQ builds up the path traversed
across the network. The RREP routes itself back to the source
by traversing this path backward.1 The route carried back by
the RREP packet is cached at the source for future use.

If any link on a source route is broken, the source node is
notified using a route error (RERR) packet. The source
removes any route using this link from its cache. A new route
discovery process must be initiated by the source if this route
is still needed.

DSR makes very aggressive use of source routing and
route caching. No special mechanism to detect routing loops
is needed. Also, any forwarding node caches the source route
in a packet it forwards for possible future use. Several addi-
tional optimizations have been proposed and have been evalu-
ated to be very effective by the authors of the protocol [7], as
described in the following:
• Salvaging: An intermediate node can use an alternate route

from its own cache when a data packet meets a failed link
on its source route.

• Gratuitous route repair: A source node receiving an RERR
packet piggybacks the RERR in the following RREQ. This
helps clean up the caches of other nodes in the network
that may have the failed link in one of the cached source
routes.

• Promiscuous listening: When a node overhears a packet not
addressed to itself, it checks whether the packet could be
routed via itself to gain a shorter route. If so, the node
sends a gratuitous RREP to the source of the route with
this new, better route. Aside from this, promiscuous listen-
ing helps a node to learn different routes without directly
participating in the routing process.

AODV
AODV [5, 6] shares DSR’s on-demand characteristics in that
it also discovers routes on an as needed basis via a similar
route discovery process. However, AODV adopts a very dif-
ferent mechanism to maintain routing information. It uses tra-
ditional routing tables, one entry per destination. This is in
contrast to DSR, which can maintain multiple route cache
entries for each destination. Without source routing, AODV
relies on routing table entries to propagate an RREP back to
the source and, subsequently, to route data packets to the des-
tination. AODV uses sequence numbers maintained at each
destination to determine freshness of routing information and
to prevent routing loops [5]. These sequence numbers are car-
ried by all routing packets.

An important feature of AODV is the maintenance of
timer-based states in each node, regarding utilization of indi-
vidual routing table entries. A routing table entry is expired if
not used recently. A set of predecessor nodes is maintained
for each routing table entry, indicating the set of neighboring
nodes which use that entry to route data packets. These nodes
are notified with RERR packets when the next-hop link
breaks. Each predecessor node, in turn, forwards the RERR
to its own set of predecessors, thus effectively erasing all
routes using the broken link. In contrast to DSR, RERR

packets in AODV are intended to inform all sources using a
link when a failure occurs. Route error propagation in AODV
can be visualized conceptually as a tree whose root is the
node at the point of failure and all sources using the failed
link as the leaves.

The recent specification of AODV [6] includes an optimiza-
tion technique to control the RREQ flood in the route discov-
ery process. It uses an expanding ring search initially to discover
routes to an unknown destination. In the expanding ring search,
increasingly larger neighborhoods are searched to find the des-
tination. The search is controlled by the Time-To-Live (TTL)
field in the IP header of the RREQ packets. If the route to a
previously known destination is needed, the prior hop-wise dis-
tance is used to optimize the search. This enables computing
the TTL value used in the RREQ packets dynamically, by tak-
ing into consideration the temporal locality of routes.

A Critique of DSR and AODV
The two on-demand protocols share certain salient character-
istics. In particular, they both discover routes only when data
packets lack a route to a destination. Route discovery in
either protocol is based on query and reply cycles, and route
information is stored in all intermediate nodes along the route
in the form of route table entries (AODV) or in route caches
(DSR). However, there are several important differences in
the dynamics of these two protocols, which may give rise to
significant performance differentials.

First, by virtue of source routing, DSR has access to a signif-
icantly greater amount of routing information than AODV. For
example, in DSR, using a single request-reply cycle, the source
can learn routes to each intermediate node on the route in
addition to the intended destination. Each intermediate node
can also learn routes to every other node on the route. Promis-
cuous listening of data packet transmissions can also give DSR
access to a significant amount of routing information. In partic-
ular, it can learn routes to every node on the source route of
that data packet. In the absence of source routing and promis-
cuous listening, AODV can gather only a very limited amount
of routing information. In particular, route learning is limited
only to the source of any routing packets being forwarded. This
usually causes AODV to rely on a route discovery flood more
often, which may carry significant network overhead.

Second, to make use of route caching aggressively, DSR
replies to all requests reaching a destination from a single
request cycle. Thus, the source learns many alternate routes to
the destination, which will be useful in the case that the prima-
ry (shortest) route fails. Having access to many alternate routes
saves route discovery floods, which is often a performance bot-
tleneck. However, there may be a possibility of a route reply
flood. In AODV, on the other hand, the destination replies
only once to the request arriving first and ignores the rest. The
routing table maintains at most one entry per destination.

Third, the current specification of DSR does not contain
any explicit mechanism to expire stale routes in the cache, or
prefer “fresher” routes when faced with multiple choices. As
noted in [7], stale routes, if used, may start polluting other
caches. Some stale entries are indeed deleted by route error
packets. But because of promiscuous listening and node
mobility, it is possible that more caches are polluted by stale
entries than are removed by error packets. In contrast,
AODV has a much more conservative approach than DSR.
When faced with two choices for routes, the fresher route
(based on destination sequence numbers) is always chosen.
Also, if a routing table entry is not used recently, the entry is
expired. The latter technique is not problem-free, however. It
is possible to expire valid routes this way if unused beyond an

1 A variation of this mechanism is needed for ad hoc networks with unidi-
rectional links. However, here we limit our discussions to bidirectional links.
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expiry time. Determination of a suitable expiry time is diffi-
cult, because sending rates for sources, as well as node mobili-
ty, may differ widely and can change dynamically. In a recent
paper [8], the effects of various design choices in caching
strategies for on-demand routing protocols are analyzed.

Fourth, the route deletion activity using RERR is also con-
servative in AODV. By way of a predecessor list, the error
packets reach all nodes using a failed link on its route to any
destination. In DSR, however, a route error simply backtracks
the data packet that meets a failed link. Nodes that are not on
the upstream route of this data packet but use the failed link
are not notified promptly.

The goal of our simulations that follow is to determine the
relative merits of the aggressive use of source routing and
caching in DSR, and the more conservative routing table and
sequence-number-driven approach in AODV.

The Simulation Model
We use a detailed simulation model based on ns-2 [9] in our
evaluation. In a recent paper [10], the Monarch research
group at Carnegie-Mellon Unviersity developed support for
simulating multihop wireless networks complete with physical,
data link, and medium access control (MAC) layer models on
ns-2. The Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) of IEEE
802.11 [11] for wireless LANs is used as the MAC layer proto-
col. The 802.11 DCF uses Request-To-Send (RTS) and Clear-
To-Send (CTS) control packets [12] for “unicast” data
transmission to a neighboring node. The RTS/CTS exchange
precedes data packet transmission and implements a form of
virtual carrier sensing and channel reservation to reduce the
impact of the well-known hidden terminal problem [13]. Data
packet transmission is followed by an ACK. “Broadcast” data
packets and the RTS control packets are sent using physical
carrier sensing. An unslotted carrier sense multiple access
(CSMA) technique with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) is
used to transmit these packets [11]. The radio model uses
characteristics similar to a commercial radio interface,
Lucent’s WaveLAN [14, 15]. WaveLAN is modeled as a
shared-media radio with a nominal bit rate of 2 Mb/s and a
nominal radio range of 250 m. A detailed description of the
simulation environment and the models is available in [9, 10].

The implementations of AODV and DSR in our simula-
tion environment closely match their specifications ([6, 3],
respectively). The routing protocol model “detects” all data
packets transmitted or forwarded, and “responds” by invoking
routing activities as appropriate. The RREQ packets are
treated as broadcast packets in the MAC. RREP and data
packets are all unicast packets with a specified neighbor as the
MAC destination. RERR packets are treated differently in
the two protocols. They are broadcast in AODV and use uni-
cast transmissions in DSR. Both protocols detect link breaks
using feedback from the MAC layer. A signal is sent to the
routing layer when the MAC layer fails to deliver a unicast
packet to the next hop. This is indicated, for example, by the
failure to receive a CTS after a specified number of RTS
retransmissions, or the absence of an ACK following data
transmission. No additional network layer mechanism such as
hello messages [5] is used.

Both protocols maintain a send buffer of 64 packets. It con-
tains all data packets waiting for a route, such as packets for
which route discovery has started, but no reply has arrived yet.
To prevent buffering of packets indefinitely, packets are
dropped if they wait in the send buffer for more than 30 s. All
packets (both data and routing) sent by the routing layer are
queued at the interface queue until the MAC layer can trans-
mit them. The interface queue has a maximum size of 50

packets and is maintained as a priority queue with two priori-
ties each served in FIFO order. Routing packets get higher
priority than data packets.

The Traffic and Mobility Models
We use traffic and mobility models similar to those previously
reported using the same simulator [10, 16]. Traffic sources are
continuous bit rate (CBR). The source-destination pairs are
spread randomly over the network. Only 512-byte data pack-
ets are used. The number of source-destination pairs and the
packet sending rate in each pair is varied to change the
offered load in the network.

The mobility model uses the random waypoint model [10]
in a rectangular field. Two field configurations are used:
• 1500 m x 300 m field with 50 nodes
• 2200 m x 600 m field with 100 nodes2

Here, each packet starts its journey from a random location to
a random destination with a randomly chosen speed (uniformly
distributed between 0–20 m/s).3 Once the destination is reached,
another random destination is targeted after a pause. We vary
the pause time, which affects the relative speeds of the mobiles.
Simulations are run for 900 simulated s for 50 nodes, and 500
simulated s for 100 nodes. Each data point represents an aver-
age of at least five runs with identical traffic models, but differ-
ent randomly generated mobility scenarios. Identical mobility
and traffic scenarios are used across protocols.

Performance Results
Performance Metrics

Four important performance metrics are evaluated:
• Packet delivery fraction — The ratio of the data packets

delivered to the destinations to those generated by the
CBR sources; also, a related metric, received throughput
(in kilobits per second) at the destination has been evaluat-
ed in some cases.

• Average end-to-end delay of data packets — This includes all
possible delays caused by buffering during route discovery
latency, queuing at the interface queue, retransmission
delays at the MAC, and propagation and transfer times.

• Normalized routing load — The number of routing packets
transmitted per data packet delivered at the destination.
Each hop-wise transmission of a routing packet is counted
as one transmission.

• Normalized MAC load — The number of routing, Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP), and control (e.g., RTS, CTS,
ACK) packets transmitted by the MAC layer for each deliv-
ered data packet. Essentially, it considers both routing over-
head and the MAC control overhead. Like normalized routing
load, this metric also accounts for transmissions at every hop.
The first two metrics are the most important for best-effort

traffic. The routing load metric evaluates the efficiency of the
routing protocol. Finally, the MAC load is a measure of effec-
tive utilization of the wireless medium by data traffic. Note,
however, that these metrics are not completely independent.
For example, lower packet delivery fraction means that the
delay metric is evaluated with fewer samples. In the conven-
tional wisdom, the longer the path lengths, the higher the

2 The slow simulation speed and large memory requirement of the ns-2
models prevented us from using larger networks at this point. We are cur-
rently working on optimizing the models to improve scalability.

3 Note that this is a fairly high speed for an ad hoc network, comparable to
traffic speeds inside a city. 
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probability of a packet drop. Thus, with a lower delivery frac-
tion, samples are usually biased in favor of smaller path
lengths and thus have less delay. Also, low routing and MAC
load impact both delivery fraction and delay, since network
congestion and multiple access interference are reduced.
Finally, MAC load also includes routing load.

Varying Mobility and Number of Sources
The first set of experiments uses differing numbers of sources
with a moderate packet rate and varying pause times. For the
50 node experiments we used 10, 20, 30, and 40 traffic sources
and a packet rate of 4 packets/s, except for 40 sources, which
use 3 packets/s. We used a slower rate with 40 sources because
the network congestion was too high otherwise for a meaning-
ful comparison. The higher rates will be considered in the
next subsection. The packet delivery fractions for DSR and
AODV are very similar with 10 and 20 sources (Fig. 1a and
b). With 30 and 40 sources, AODV outperforms DSR by
about 15 percent (Fig. 1c and d) at lower pause times (higher
mobility). For higher pause times (low mobility), however,
DSR has a better delivery fraction than AODV. The relative
performance of both protocols with respect to delays is similar
to that with delivery fractions. DSR and AODV have almost
identical delays with 10 and 20 sources (Fig. 2a and b). With
30 and 40 sources, AODV has about 25 percent lower delay
than DSR (Fig. 2c and d) for lower pause times. But for high-

er pause times, DSR has better (30–40 percent lower) delay
than AODV. Detailed interpretations of the results presented
in this section are provided later.

In all cases, DSR demonstrates significantly lower routing
load than AODV (Fig. 3), usually by a factor of 2–3, with the
factor increasing with a growing number of sources. Also,
note that relative to AODV, DSR’s normalized routing load is
fairly stable with an increasing number of sources, even
though its delivery and delay performance get increasingly
worse. A relatively stable normalized routing load is a desir-
able property for scalability of the protocols, since this indi-
cates that the actual routing load increases linearly with the
number of sources. In contrast to the routing load compari-
son, AODV has similar or slightly lower MAC load than DSR
(Fig. 4) for lower pause times. As the pause time is increased,
the MAC load comparison goes against AODV. With increase
in pause time, MAC load remains almost steady for AODV,
while it decreases significantly for DSR. This trend is seen
regardless of the number of sources even though the margin
of difference gets bigger for more sources.

One interesting observation is that the delays for both
protocols increase with 40 sources with very low mobility
(Fig. 2d). This is due to a high level of network congestion
and multiple access interferences at certain regions of the
ad hoc network. Neither protocol has any mechanism for
load balancing, that is, choosing routes in such a way that

■ Figure 1. Packet delivery fractions for the 50-node model with various numbers of sources.
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the data traffic can be more evenly distributed in the net-
work. This phenomenon is less visible with higher mobility
where traffic automatically gets more evenly distributed due
to source movements. A similar phenomenon was also
observed in [16].

For the 100-node experiments, we have used 10, 20, and 40
sources. The packet rate is fixed at 4 packets/s for 10 and 20
sources, and 2 packets/s for 40 sources. In Fig. 5a, c, and e, note
that DSR has similar packet delivery performance to AODV for
10 sources; however, its performance gets much worse than
AODV with larger numbers of sources. In particular, AODV has
22–41 percent higher packet delivery fractions than DSR for
higher mobility scenarios. For 10 sources, DSR and AODV have
similar delays (Fig. 5b). However, DSR’s delay performance
again worsens with larger numbers of sources (Fig. 5d and f).
The delays for DSR are larger than AODV by a factor of about
2–6 for high mobility, with the factor increasing with the number
of sources. Unlike in the 50-node networks, the relative perfor-
mance (both delivery fraction and delay) of AODV and DSR is
consistent across almost all pause times.

The difference in routing load for 100 nodes (Fig. 6a, c,
and e) is not as pronounced as for 50 nodes. In high-mobility
scenarios, the routing load of AODV is about twice as much
as DSR with 10 and 20 sources and about 15 percent higher
than DSR for 40 sources. For both protocols, routing load
drops with increase in pause time (decrease in mobility). Note
that the routing load performance of DSR is no longer as sta-

ble as with 50 nodes. For 100 nodes, comparing MAC load for
the two protocols presents a different picture from 50 nodes
(Fig. 6b, d and f). DSR has significantly higher MAC load
than AODV for all cases (different number of sources),
except at very high pause times.

In summary, when the number of sources is low, the per-
formance (delivery fraction and delay) of DSR and AODV is
similar regardless of mobility. With large numbers of sources,
DSR delivers better performance under low-mobility condi-
tions. However, AODV starts outperforming DSR for high-
mobility scenarios. The point where AODV begins performing
better than DSR seems to depend on the size of the network.
As the data for 20 sources demonstrate, AODV starts outper-
forming DSR at a lower load with a larger number of nodes.
This hypothesis is further reinforced in the following subsec-
tion with a load test.

DSR always demonstrates a lower routing load than AODV.
We found that the major contribution to AODV’s routing over-
head is from route requests, while route replies constitute a
large fraction of DSR’s routing overhead. Furthermore, AODV
has more route requests than DSR, and the converse is true for
route replies. Note also that we have represented routing load
in terms of packets and not in terms of bytes, since the cost to
gain access to the radio medium dominates with the 802.11
MAC relative to per-byte transmission cost. The relative rout-
ing load differences will be much smaller if the comparison is
made in terms of bytes, the reasons being:

■ Figure 2. Average data packet delays for the 50-node model with various numbers of sources.
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• DSR typically uses larger routing packets due to source routing.
• DSR data packets carry routing information in the form of

source routes, and these could be counted as a part of rout-
ing load.

A byte-wise routing load metric will be presented in the next
subsection. Comparison of MAC load goes against DSR except
under low-mobility conditions. Notice that MAC load computa-
tion takes into account both the routing and control packets at
the MAC layer. When only control packets were considered,
we have seen that AODV always has lower load than DSR.

Varying Offered Load 
The next set of experiments (Figs. 7 and 8) demonstrate the
effect of loading the network. We choose the highest mobility
(i.e., zero pause time) to make the situation fairly challenging
for the routing protocols. We use the 100-node model and
keep the number of sources fixed (we use 10 or 40 sources).
The packet rate is slowly increased until the throughput satu-
rates. The throughput here represents the combined received
throughput at the destinations of the data sources. The
“offered load” in the performance plots indicate the com-
bined sending rate of all data sources. Note that without any
retransmission, the ratio of throughput and offered load is
simply the packet delivery fraction. Here, we choose the units
to be kilobits per second (instead of packets per second) to
measure the simulated network capacity used. In order to see
how routing load compares with received throughput, we also

show the routing load in kilobits per second in the throughput
plots.4 In addition to throughput and average delay, we pre-
sent normalized routing load and normalized MAC load for
the two protocols to reason further about their performance
differences with varying network load. 

With 10 sources, DSR’s throughput starts saturating only
at an offered load of around 400 kb/s (Fig. 7a). This is due to
a poor packet delivery fraction. AODV’s throughput, howev-
er, increases further along, before finally starting to saturate
around 700 kb/s. AODV always has lower average delay than
DSR (Fig. 7c), until the point where DSR begins to saturate
(around 400 kb/s). The comparison of delays beyond that
point does not provide any useful insight since DSR loses
more than half the packets. As expected, AODV generates
higher routing load in kilobits per second (Fig. 7a) than DSR.
The routing load comparison in packets after normalization
(Fig. 8a) also show similar behavior. However, the MAC load
comparison shows a complete reversal of trends. AODV has,
in fact, lower MAC load than DSR (Fig. 8c).

The qualitative scenario is similar with 40 sources (Fig. 7b
and d), but the quantitative picture is very different. Both
AODV and DSR now saturate much earlier, AODV around
300 kb/s and DSR around 200 kb/s. DSR again performs

■ Figure 3. Normalized routing loads for the 50 node model with various numbers of sources.
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poorly relative to AODV, saturating at a much lower offered
load. As with 10 sources, AODV has a better delay character-
istic than DSR.

One interesting difference for 40 sources is that now the
routing load is much higher for both protocols. This is, however,
expected since four times as many sources will produce about
four times as much routing load in an on-demand protocol if the
sources and destinations are widely distributed in the network.
As before, AODV has a higher normalized routing load and
lower normalized MAC load than DSR (Fig. 8b and d).

Observations
The simulation results bring out several important characteris-
tic differences in the two on-demand protocols. We categorize
and discuss them in this section.

Routing Load and MAC Overhead
DSR almost always has a lower routing load than AODV. The
difference is often significant (by a factor of up to 3) if the
routing load is presented in terms of packet counts. Present-
ing routing loads in terms of bytes is, however, less impressive
(at most about a factor of 2). By virtue of aggressive caching,
DSR is more likely to find a route in the cache, and hence
resorts to route discovery less frequently than AODV; but
DSR generates more replies and errors (gratuitous or other-

wise). Thus, even with a carefully optimized route discovery
process, we found that AODV’s routing load was dominated
by RREQ packets (often as much as 90 percent of all routing
packets). DSR’s routing load, on the other hand, was domi-
nated by RREP packets, primarily due to multiple replies
from the destination or potentially many cache replies.
Roughly half of all routing packets in DSR were RREPs in
many scenarios. In terms of absolute numbers, DSR always
generated more RREP and RERR packets (usually by a fac-
tor of 2–4) than AODV, but significantly fewer RREQ pack-
ets (up to an order of magnitude for high mobilities). Thus,
all the routing load savings for DSR came from a large saving
in RREQs.

However, this did not typically translate to a real decrease in
network load. The higher MAC load for DSR in more challeng-
ing situations (high mobility and/or high traffic load) is evidence
of this fact. Our simulation results show that MAC load is a good
measure for predicting application performance. Recall that
RREPs are unicast in AODV and DSR, and use the
RTS/CTS/Data/ACK exchanges in the 802.11 MAC. RREQs, on
the other hand, do not use any additional MAC control packets
and thus have much less overhead. RERRs are handled differ-
ently in each protocol. RERRs are unicast in DSR, and, there-
fore contribute to additional MAC overhead like RREPs. In
AODV, RERRs are broadcast like RREQs, and hence are less
expensive. Consequently, when the MAC overhead was factored

✍

■ Figure 4. Normalized MAC loads for the 50-node model with various numbers of sources.
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in, DSR was found to generate higher overall network load than
AODV in all interesting scenarios (high mobility or high traffic),
despite having far less routing overhead.

To further establish this point, we consider an example sce-
nario and show detailed statistics at the application layer (Fig.
9a), the routing layer (Fig. 9b), and the MAC layer (Fig. 9c).
This scenario corresponds to a network of 100 nodes with
zero pause time (constant mobility). Traffic in this example
involves 40 CBR sources each generating packets at the rate

of 2/s, each of size 512 bytes. For this example, the applica-
tion-oriented metrics (Fig. 9a) point out that AODV outper-
forms DSR by large margins. In particular, DSR has a nearly
32 percent lower delivery fraction than AODV and five times
higher delay.

Routing overhead (Fig. 9b) conforms to the general trend,
that is, RREQs dominate AODV’s routing load while RREPs
do so for DSR. Overall, routing overhead is substantially high-
er (about 75 percent more) in AODV than in DSR. Interest-

■ Figure 5. Packet delivery fractions and average data packet delays for the 100-node model with various numbers of sources.
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ingly, the number of RREQs in AODV itself far exceeds the
total number of routing packets in DSR.

The statistics at the MAC layer (Fig. 9c), however, present
a different picture. DSR has a larger number of MAC packets
than AODV in this example. The number of RTS packets for
DSR is also very high, about three times the number of CTS
packets. This is a result of the large number of RTS retrans-
missions due to collisions or link failures. The ratio of RTS to
CTS packets is better (about 2) with AODV. The number of

ACKs closely matches the sum of the data and unicast routing
packets. Note that unicast routing packets for DSR comprise
both RREPs and RERRs as opposed to only RREPs for
AODV. As expected, the relative number of routing packets
at the MAC layer resembles the routing layer statistics. Most
important, AODV transmits 40 percent more data packets
than DSR at the MAC layer. The above observations are not
just true for this specific scenario, but are typically applicable
for all stressful situations, where AODV outperforms DSR.

■ Figure 6. Normalized routing and MAC loads for the 100-node model with various numbers of sources.
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Hence, even if routing protocols are of the same nature
(e.g., AODV and DSR are both on demand) and appear very
attractive in isolation, their actual performance is highly
dependent on their interaction with lower layers. This indi-
cates that careful attention must be paid to the interlayer
interactions when designing protocols for wireless ad hoc net-
works.

The Effect of Mobility
Our simulation results show that mobility affects the perfor-
mance of AODV and DSR differently. In the presence of
high mobility, link failures can happen very frequently. Link
failures trigger new route discoveries in AODV since it has at
most one route per destination in its routing table. Thus, the
frequency of route discoveries in AODV is directly propor-
tional to the number of route breaks. The reaction of DSR to
link failures in comparison is mild and causes route discovery
less often. The reason is the abundance of cached routes at
each node. Thus, the route discovery is delayed in DSR until
all cached routes fail. But with high mobility, the chances of
the caches being stale is quite high in DSR. Eventually when a
route discovery is initiated, the large number of replies
received in response are associated with high MAC overhead
and cause increased interference to data traffic. Hence, the
cache staleness and high MAC overhead together result in
significant degradation in performance for DSR in high
mobility scenarios. Our simulation results show that this effect
is more severe with large numbers of sources and for larger
networks.

With low mobility, the possibility of link failures is low.
However, nodes usually get clustered with low mobility, an
artifact of our node movement (random waypoint) model.
This leads to network congestion in certain regions in the
presence of high traffic. Congestion in turn causes link layer
feedback to report link failures even when the nodes are rela-
tively static and the physical link exists between nodes. Such
spurious link failures lead to new route discoveries in AODV.
DSR, in contrast, is largely unaffected by this problem at low
mobility. DSR caches are nearly up to date in low-mobility
cases. Thus, even when a spurious link failure is reported,
DSR benefits from caching considerably by salvaging at inter-
mediate nodes and using alternate routes at the sources. Also,
the AODV timer-based route expiry mechanism could result
in unnecessary route invalidations since the spacing between
data packets using a route is critical to refreshing timers asso-
ciated with that route at different nodes. The above effects of
mobility are particularly visible for high traffic scenarios. Also,
in reality, a combination of nodes with different mobility (dif-
ferent speeds and different pause times) can form an ad hoc
network. In that case, it is hard to predict the relative perfor-
mance of AODV and DSR.

Packet Delivery and Choice of Routes
DSR fared comparatively poorly in our application-oriented
metrics (delivery fraction and delay) in more “stressful” situa-
tions (i.e., larger numbers of nodes, sources, and/or higher
mobility). However, DSR performed better in less stressful
situations. The reason for both of these phenomena is the

■ Figure 7. Performance with increasing offered load for 100 nodes with 10 and 40 sources.
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aggressive use of route caching in DSR. In our observation,
such caching provides a significant benefit up to a certain
extent. With higher loads the extent of caching is deemed too
large to benefit performance. Often, stale routes are chosen
since route length (and not any freshness criterion) is the only
metric used to pick routes from the cache when faced with
multiple choices. Picking stale routes causes two problems:
• Consumption of additional network bandwidth and inter-

face queue slots even though the packet is eventually
dropped or delayed

• Possible pollution of caches in other nodes
Additional analysis of the performance data illustrates this
point. Degradation of TCP performance due to stale routes in
DSR was reported by Holland et al. [17]. The performance
impact of various caching mechanisms for on-demand proto-
cols was evaluated recently in [9], using DSR as a case study.
We have also independently observed that cache expiry using
suitable timeouts and wider propagation of route errors can
improve the performance of DSR significantly. When com-
pared to AODV, a much smaller number of packets was
dropped in DSR for lack of route (e.g., indicating a high
cache hit ratio); however, significantly more packets were
dropped due to the interface queue being full. An efficient
mechanism to “age” packets and drop aged packets from the
network will improve delays in both protocols, particularly
DSR. This could be achieved by decrementing the TTL field
of a data packet at suitable intervals, when the packet waits in
an interface queue.

Delay and Choice of Routes

We found that the correlation between the end-to-end delay
and number of hops is usually small (with the correlation coeffi-
cient often less than 0.1), except at very low load. Further analy-
sis of the simulation traces reveals that various buffering and
queuing delays and time to gain access to the radio medium in
a single congested node are often very large compared to the
same delays in other nodes in a multihop route. Note that any
route discovery latency is also included in the end-to-end delay.
Even though more latency often indicates worse congestion,
both protocols solely use hop-wise path length as the metric to
choose between alternate routes. AODV has a somewhat better
technique in this regard, since the destination replies only to
the first arriving RREQ. This automatically favors the least
congested route instead of the shortest route. In DSR, the des-
tination replies to all RREQs, making it difficult to determine
the least congested route. We found that DSR always had a
shorter average path length than AODV (often 15–30 percent
shorter), even though AODV often has less delay. In both pro-
tocols, careful use of congestion related metrics, such as inter-
face queue lengths, could provide better performance.

The Effect of Loading the Network
In addition to the characteristic differences, our load tests in
Fig. 7 show that network capacity is poorly utilized by the
combination of the 802.11 MAC and on-demand routing. We
found, via a separate measurement, that the time average of

■ Figure 8. Normalized routing and MAC loads with increasing offered load for 100 nodes with 10 and 40 sources.
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the instantaneous network capacity is roughly seven
times the nominal channel bandwidth (2 Mb/s) for the
highly mobile (zero pause) scenario with 100 nodes.
This measurement provides an upper bound on the
capacity, assuming that each node is transmitting and
is able to get a 1/(n + 1) fraction of the nominal
channel bandwidth, where n is the number of neigh-
bors of the node in the ad hoc network. This means
that the delivered throughput to the application was
at most about 2–3 percent of the network capacity.
This figure may seem low, but is justified given that:
• Bandwidth consumed by the delivered data packets

is in fact equal to delivered throughput times the
average number of hops traversed (between 3–4 in
these simulations).

• Additional bandwidth is consumed by the data
packets that are dropped, depending on the num-
ber of hops they travel before being dropped.

• Routing load consumes a significant portion of the
bandwidth in addition to MAC control packets
(e.g., RTS, CTS).

• RTS/CTS/data/ACK exchanges for reliable delivery of
unicast packets often slow down packet transmissions.

In particular, we found that in stressful situations (high
mobility and/or load) the number of RTSs sent is often
twice the number of CTSs received. This is due to fre-
quent RTS retransmissions for errors due to collisions
or link loss. Note that RTS packets themselves are
exposed to the hidden terminal problem. As discussed
before, with more unicast routing packets, DSR suffers
from this phenomenon more than AODV.

Related Work
Two recent efforts are the most closely related to our
work, since they use the same ns-2-based simulation
environment. Broch, Maltz, Johnson, Hu, and Jetche-
va, the original authors of the simulation model, evalu-
ated four ad hoc routing protocols including AODV
and DSR [10]. They used only 50-node models with
mobility and traffic scenarios similar to ours. Traffic loads are
kept low (4 packets/s, 10–30 sources, 64-byte packets). Packet
delivery fraction, number of routing packets, and distribution of
path lengths were used as performance metrics. An earlier ver-
sion of AODV was used without the query control optimiza-
tions. DSR demonstrated vastly superior routing load
performance, and somewhat superior packet delivery and route
length performance. This is along the lines of our observations
for the loads that were considered. Routing load performance
and packet delivery ratio has improved, however, in the current
AODV model for comparable loads, although DSR remains a
superior protocol for low loads with small numbers of nodes.

A more recent work, by Johansson, Larssson, Hedman and
Mielczarek [16], extended the above work by using new mobili-
ty models. To characterize these models, a new mobility metric
is introduced that measures mobility in terms of relative
speeds of the nodes rather than absolute speeds and pause
times. Again, only 50 nodes were used. A limited amount of
load test was performed, but the number of sources was always
small (15). Throughput, delay, and routing load (in numbers of
both packets and bytes) were measured. The AODV model
used hello messages for neighborhood detection in addition to
the link layer feedback. The DSR model did not use promiscu-
ous listening, thus losing some of its advantages. In spite of the
differences in the model implementations, the overall observa-
tion was similar to ours. In low loads DSR was more effective,
while AODV was more effective at higher loads. The packet-

wise routing load of DSR was almost always significantly lower
than AODV; however, the byte-wise routing load was often
comparable. The authors attributed the comparative poor per-
formance of DSR to the source routing overheads in data
packets. They used small data packets (64 bytes), thus making
things somewhat unfavorable for DSR. With 512-byte packets,
we didn’t find source routing overhead to be a very significant
performance issue for the node populations we studied.

Other papers have compared the performance of these two
on-demand protocols, including [18]. The performance of the
two protocols was found to be similar. However, the simula-
tion environment was rather limited, with no link or physical
layer models. The routing protocol models also did not
include many useful optimizations.

Comparisons aside, several recent papers have dealt with
DSR’s caching performance, an important performance deter-
minant in our experience as presented in this article. In [7],
the authors concluded that even though many cache replies
carried stale routes, route maintenance in DSR is able to
adapt and deliver good performance. However, Holland et al.
[17] have shown that the stale caches in DSR have a harmful
effect on TCP performance, and observed that performance
could be improved by switching off replies from caches. More
recently, the effects of cache structure, cache capacity, cache
timeouts, and mobility patterns on the performance of DSR
were studied [8]. It was observed that, in general, expiration
of cached routes improved performance.

■ Figure 9. Application, routing, and MAC layer statistics for an example
scenario for a network of 100 nodes with zero pause time (constant
mobility) and 40 CBR sources.
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Conclusions

We have compared the performance of DSR and AODV, two
prominent on-demand routing protocols for ad hoc networks.
DSR and AODV both use on-demand route discovery, but with
different routing mechanics. In particular, DSR uses source
routing and route caches, and does not depend on any periodic
or timer-based activities. DSR exploits caching aggressively and
maintains multiple routes per destination. AODV, on the other
hand, uses routing tables, one route per destination, and desti-
nation sequence numbers, a mechanism to prevent loops and to
determine freshness of routes. We used a detailed simulation
model to demonstrate the performance characteristics of the
two protocols. The general observation from the simulation is
that for application-oriented metrics such as delay and through-
put, DSR outperforms AODV in less “stressful” situations (i.e.,
smaller number of nodes and lower load and/or mobility).
AODV, however, outperforms DSR in more stressful situa-
tions, with widening performance gaps with increasing stress
(e.g., more load, higher mobility). DSR, however, consistently
generates less routing load than AODV.

The poor delay and throughput performances of DSR are
mainly attributed to aggressive use of caching, and lack of any
mechanism to expire stale routes or determine the freshness of
routes when multiple choices are available. Aggressive caching,
however, seems to help DSR at low loads and also keeps its
routing load down. We believe that mechanisms to expire
routes and/or determine freshness of routes in the route cache
will benefit DSR’s performance significantly. Concurrently with
our work, the performance effects of various route caching
strategies have been recently explored in [8]. On the other
hand, AODV’s routing loads can be reduced considerably by
source routing the request and reply packets in the route dis-
covery process. Since AODV keeps track of actively used
routes, multiple actively used destinations also can be searched
using a single route discovery flood to control routing load. In
general, it was observed that both protocols could benefit:
• From using congestion-related metrics (e.g., queue lengths)

to evaluate routes instead of emphasizing the hop-wise
shortest routes.

• By removing “aged” packets from the network. The aged
packets are typically not important for the upper layer pro-
tocol, because they will probably be retransmitted. These
stale packets do contribute unnecessarily to the load in the
routing layer.
We also observed that the interplay between the routing and

MAC layers could affect performance significantly. For example,
even though DSR generated much fewer routing packets overall,
it generated more unicast routing packets, which were expensive
in the 802.11 MAC layer we used. Thus, DSR’s apparent savings
on routing load did not translate to an expected reduction on the
real load on the network. This observation also emphasizes the
critical need for studying interactions between protocol layers
when designing wireless network protocols.
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ABSTRACT
We present Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR), a novel
routing protocol for wireless datagram networks that uses thepo-
sitions of routers and a packet’s destination to make packet for-
warding decisions. GPSR makesgreedyforwarding decisions us-
ing only information about a router’s immediate neighbors in the
network topology. When a packet reaches a region where greedy
forwarding is impossible, the algorithm recovers by routing around
theperimeterof the region. By keeping state only about the local
topology, GPSR scales better in per-router state than shortest-path
and ad-hoc routing protocols as the number of network destinations
increases. Under mobility’s frequent topology changes, GPSR can
use local topology information to find correct new routes quickly.
We describe the GPSR protocol, and use extensive simulation of
mobile wireless networks to compare its performance with that of
Dynamic Source Routing. Our simulations demonstrate GPSR’s
scalability on densely deployed wireless networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
In networks comprised entirely of wireless stations, communica-
tion between source and destination nodes may require traversal
of multiple hops, as radio ranges are finite. A community of ad-
hoc network researchers has proposed, implemented, and measured
a variety of routing algorithms for such networks. The observa-
tion that topology changes more rapidly on a mobile, wireless net-
work than on wired networks, where the use of Distance Vector
(DV), Link State (LS), and Path Vector routing algorithms is well-
established, motivates this body of work.

DV and LS algorithms require continual distribution of a current
map of the entire network’s topology to all routers. DV’s Bellman-
Ford approach constructs this global picture transitively; each router
includes its distance from all network destinations in each of its pe-
riodic beacons. LS’s Dijkstra approach directly floods announce-
ments of the change in any link’s status to every router in the net-

�This research was supported in part by AFOSR MURI Grant
F49620-97-1-0382, and NSF Grant CDA-94-0124, and in part by
Microsoft Research, Nortel, Sprint, ISI, and ACIRI.

work. Small inaccuracies in the state at a router under both DV
and LS can cause routing loops or disconnection [29]. When the
topology is in constant flux, as under mobility, LS generates tor-
rents of link status change messages, and DV either suffers from
out-of-date state [4], or generates torrents of triggered updates.

The two dominant factors in the scaling of a routing algorithm are:

� The rate of change of the topology.

� The number of routers in the routing domain.

Both factors affect the message complexity of DV and LS routing
algorithms: intuitively, pushing current state globally costs packets
proportional to the product of the rate of state change and number
of destinations for the updated state.

Hierarchy is the most widely deployed approach to scale routing as
the number of network destinations increases. Without hierarchy,
Internet routing could not scale to support today’s number of Inter-
net leaf networks. An Autonomous System runs an intra-domain
routing protocol inside its borders, and appears as a single entity
in the backbone inter-domain routing protocol, BGP. This hierar-
chy is based on well-defined and rarely changing administrative
and topological boundaries. It is therefore not easily applicable to
freely moving ad-hoc wireless networks, where topology has no
well-defined AS boundaries, and routers may have no common ad-
ministrative authority.

Cachinghas come to prominence as a strategy for scaling ad-hoc
routing protocols. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [12], Ad-Hoc
On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [21], and the Zone
Routing Protocol (ZRP) [10] all eschew constantly pushing current
topology information network-wide. Instead, routers running these
protocols request topological information in anon-demandfashion
as required by their packet forwarding load, and cache it aggres-
sively. When their cached topological information becomes out-of-
date, these routers must obtain more current topological informa-
tion to continue routing successfully. Caching reduces the routing
protocols’ message load in two ways: it avoids pushing topological
information where the forwarding load does not require it (e.g.,at
idle routers), and it often reduces the number of hops between the
router that has the needed topological information and the router
that requires it (i.e.,a node closer than a changed link may already
have cached the new status of that link).

We propose the aggressive use ofgeographyto achieve scalability
in our wireless routing protocol, Greedy Perimeter Stateless Rout-
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ing (GPSR). We aim for scalability under increasing numbers of
nodes in the network, and increasing mobility rate. As these fac-
tors increase, our measures of scalability are:

� Routing protocol message cost: How many routing protocol
packets does a routing algorithm send?

� Application packet delivery success rate: What fraction of
applications’ packets are delivered successfully by a routing
algorithm?

� Per-node state: How much storage does a routing algorithm
require at each node?

Networks that push on mobility, number of nodes, or both include:

� Ad-hoc networks: Perhaps the most investigated category,
these mobile networks have no fixed infrastructure, and sup-
port applications for military users, post-disaster rescuers,
and temporary collaborations among temporary associates,
as at a business conference or lecture [10], [12], [20], [21],
[22].

� Sensor networks: Comprised of small sensors, these mobile
networks can be deployed with very large numbers of nodes,
and have very impoverished per-node resources [6], [13].
Minimization of state per node in a network of tens of thou-
sands of memory-poor sensors is crucial.

� “Rooftop” networks: Proposed by Shepard [24], these wire-
less networks are not mobile, but are deployed very densely
in metropolitan areas (the name refers to an antenna on each
building’s roof, for line-of-sight with neighbors) as an alter-
native to wired networking offered by traditional telecommu-
nications providers. Such a network also provides an alter-
nate infrastructure in the event of failure of the conventional
one, as after a disaster. A routing system that self-configures
(without a trusted authority to configure a routing hierarchy)
for hundreds of thousands of such nodes in a metropolitan
area represents a significant scaling challenge.

Traditional shortest-path (DV and LS) algorithms require state pro-
portional to the number of reachable destinations at each router.
On-demand ad-hoc routing algorithms require state at least pro-
portional to the number of destinations a node forwards packets
toward, and often more, as in the case in DSR, in which a node ag-
gressively caches all source routes it overhears to reduce the prop-
agation scope of other nodes’ flooded route requests.

We will show that geographic routing allows routers to be nearly
stateless, and requires propagation of topology information for only
a single hop: each node need only know its neighbors’ positions.
The self-describing nature of position is the key to geography’s
usefulness in routing. The position of a packet’s destination and
positions of the candidate next hops are sufficient to make correct
forwarding decisions, without any other topological information.

We assume in this work that all wireless routers know their own
positions, either from a GPS device, if outdoors, or through other
means. Practical solutions include surveying, for stationary wire-
less routers; inertial sensors, on vehicles; and acoustic range-finding

y

x

D

Figure 1: Greedy forwarding example.y is x’s closest neighbor
to D.

using ultrasonic “chirps” indoors [28]. We further assume bidirec-
tional radio reachability. The widely used IEEE 802.11 wireless
network MAC [11] sends link-level acknowledgements for all uni-
cast packets, so that all links in an 802.11 network must be bidi-
rectional. We simulate a network that uses 802.11 radios to evalu-
ate our routing protocol. We consider topologies where the wire-
less nodes are roughly in a plane. Finally, we assume that packet
sources can determine the locations of packet destinations, to mark
packets they originate with their destination’s location. Thus, we
assume a location registration and lookup service that maps node
addresses to locations [18]. Queries to this system use thesame
geographic routing system as data packets; the querier geographi-
cally addresses his request to a location server. The scope of this
paper is limited to geographic routing. We argue for the eminent
practicality of the location service briefly in Section 3.7. We adopt
IP terminology throughout this paper, though GPSR can be applied
to any datagram network.

In the following sections, we describe the algorithms that comprise
GPSR, measure and analyze GPSR’s performance and behavior
in simulated mobile networks, cite and differentiate related work,
identify future research opportunities suggested by GPSR, and con-
clude by summarizing our findings.

2. ALGORITHMS AND EXAMPLES
We now describe the Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing algo-
rithm. The algorithm consists of two methods for forwarding pack-
ets:greedy forwarding, which is used wherever possible, andperime-
ter forwarding, which is used in the regions greedy forwarding can-
not be.

2.1 Greedy Forwarding
As alluded to in the introduction, under GPSR, packets are marked
by their originator with their destinations’ locations. As a result,
a forwarding node can make a locally optimal, greedy choice in
choosing a packet’s next hop. Specifically, if a node knows its ra-
dio neighbors’ positions, the locally optimal choice of next hop
is the neighbor geographically closest to the packet’s destination.
Forwarding in this regime follows successively closer geographic
hops, until the destination is reached. An example of greedy next-
hop choice appears in Figure 1. Here,x receives a packet destined
for D. x’s radio range is denoted by the dotted circle aboutx, and
the arc with radius equal to the distance betweeny andD is shown
as the dashed arc aboutD. x forwards the packet toy, as the dis-
tance betweeny andD is less than that betweenD and any ofx’s
other neighbors. This greedy forwarding process repeats, until the
packet reachesD.



A simple beaconing algorithm provides all nodes with their neigh-
bors’ positions: periodically, each node transmits a beacon to the
broadcast MAC address, containing only its own identifier (e.g.,IP
address) and position. We encode position as two four-byte floating-
point quantities, forx andy coordinate values. To avoid synchro-
nization of neighbors’ beacons, as observed by Floyd and Jacob-
son [8], we jitter each beacon’s transmission by 50% of the interval
B between beacons, such that the mean inter-beacon transmission
interval isB, uniformly distributed in[0:5B;1:5B].

Upon not receiving a beacon from a neighbor for longer than time-
out intervalT, a GPSR router assumes that the neighbor has failed
or gone out-of-range, and deletes the neighbor from its table. The
802.11 MAC layer also gives direct indications of link-level re-
transmission failures to neighbors; we interpret these indications
identically. We have usedT = 4:5B, three times the maximum jit-
tered beacon interval, in this work.

Greedy forwarding’s great advantage is its reliance only on knowl-
edge of the forwarding node’s immediate neighbors. The state re-
quired is negligible, and dependent on the density of nodes in the
wireless network, not the total number of destinations in the net-
work.1 On networks where multi-hop routing is useful, the number
of neighbors within a node’s radio range must be substantially less
than the total number of nodes in the network.

The position a node associates with a neighbor becomes less cur-
rent between beacons as that neighbor moves. The accuracy of the
set of neighbors also decreases; old neighbors may leave and new
neighbors may enter radio range. For these reasons, the correct
choice of beaconing interval to keep nodes’ neighbor tables current
depends on the rate of mobility in the network and range of nodes’
radios. We show the effect of this interval on GPSR’s performance
in our simulation results. We note that keeping current topological
state for a one-hop radius about a router is the minimum required to
doanyrouting; no useful forwarding decision can be made without
knowledge of the topology one or more hops away.

This beaconing mechanism does represent pro-active routing pro-
tocol traffic, avoided by DSR and AODV. To minimize the cost of
beaconing, GPSR piggybacks the local sending node’s position on
all data packets it forwards, and runs all nodes’ network interfaces
in promiscuous mode, so that each station receives a copy of all
packets for all stations within radio range. At a small cost in bytes
(twelve bytes per packet), this scheme allows all packets to serve
as beacons. When any node sends a data packet, it can then reset
its inter-beacon timer. This optimization reduces beacon traffic in
regions of the network actively forwarding data packets.

In fact, we could make GPSR’s beacon mechanism fully reactive by
having nodes solicit beacons with a broadcast “neighbor request”
only when they have data traffic to forward. We have not felt it nec-
essary to take this step, however, as the one-hop beacon overhead
does not congest our simulated networks.

The power of greedy forwarding to route using only neighbor nodes’
positions comes with one attendant drawback: there are topologies
in which the only route to a destination requires a packet move tem-
porarily farther in geometric distance from the destination [7], [16].
A simple example of such a topology is shown in Figure 2. Here,
x is closer toD than its neighborsw andy. Again, the dashed arc

1The word “stateless” in GPSR’s name is not meant literally, but
refers to this small, purely local state.
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Figure 2: Greedy forwarding failure. x is a local maximum in
its geographic proximity to D; w and y are farther from D.
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Figure 3: Nodex’s voidwith respect to destinationD.

aboutD has a radius equal to the distance betweenx andD. Al-
though two paths,(x! y! z!D) and(x!w! v!D), exist to
D, x will not choose to forward tow or y using greedy forwarding.
x is a local maximum in its proximity toD. Some other mechanism
must be used to forward packets in these situations.

2.2 The Right-Hand Rule: Perimeters
Motivated by Figure 2, we note that theintersectionof x’s circular
radio range and the circle aboutD of radius jxDj (that is, of the
length of line segmentxD) is empty of neighbors. We show this
region clearly in Figure 3. From nodex’s perspective, we term the
shaded region without nodes avoid. x seeks to forward a packet to
destinationD beyond the edge of this void. Intuitively,x seeks to
routearoundthe void; if a path toD exists fromx, it doesn’t include
nodes located within the void (orx would have forwarded to them
greedily).

The long-knownright-hand rulefor traversing a graph is depicted
in Figure 4. This rule states that when arriving at nodex from node
y, the next edge traversed is the next one sequentially counterclock-
wise aboutx from edge(x;y). It is known that the right-hand rule
traverses the interior of a closed polygonal region (aface) in clock-
wise edge order—in this case, the triangle bounded by the edges
between nodesx, y, andz, in the order(y! x! z! y). The rule
traverses an exterior region, in this case, the regionoutsidethe same
triangle, in counterclockwise edge order.

We seek to exploit these cycle-traversing properties to route around
voids. In Figure 3, traversing the cycle(x!w! v!D! z! y!
x) by the right-hand rule amounts to navigatingaround the pictured
void, specifically, to nodes closer to the destination thanx (in this
case, including the destination itself,D). We call the sequence of
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Figure 4: The right-hand rule ( interior of the triangle). x re-
ceives a packet fromy, and forwards it to its first neighbor
counterclockwise about itself,z, &c.

edges traversed by the right-hand rule aperimeter.

In earlier work [15], [16], we propose mapping perimeters by send-
ing packets on tours of them, using the right-hand rule. The state
accumulated in these packets is cached by nodes, which recover
from local maxima in greedy forwarding by routing to a node on a
cached perimeter closer to the destination. This approach requires
a heuristic, theno-crossing heuristic, to force the right-hand rule
to find perimeters that enclose voids in regions where edges of the
graph cross. This heuristic improves reachability results overall,
but still leaves a serious liability: the algorithm does not always
find routes when they exist. The no-crossing heuristic blindly re-
moves whichever edge it encounterssecondin a pair of crossing
edges. The edge it removes, however, may partition the network. If
it does, the algorithm will not find routes that cross this partition.

2.3 Planarized Graphs
While the no-crossing heuristic empirically finds the vast majority
of routes (over 99.5% of then(n�1) routes amongn nodes [16])
in randomly generated networks, it is unacceptable for a routing
algorithm persistently to fail to find a route to a reachable node in
a static, unchanging network topology. Motivated by the insuffi-
ciency of the no-crossing heuristic, we present alternative methods
for eliminating crossing links from the network.

A graph in which no two edges cross is known asplanar. A set
of nodes with radios, where all radios have identical, circular radio
ranger, can be seen as a graph: each node is a vertex, and edge
(n;m) exists between nodesn andm if the distance betweenn and
m, d(n;m) � r. Graphs whose edges are dictated by a threshold
distance between vertices are termedunit graphs. In the sense that
network radio hardware is traditionally viewed as having a nominal
open-space range (e.g., 250 meters for 900 MHz DSSS WaveLAN),
this model is reasonable. We additionally assume that the nodes in
the network have negligible difference in altitude, so that they can
be considered roughly in a plane. We discuss these assumptions
further in Section 5.

TheRelative Neighborhood Graph (RNG)andGabriel Graph (GG)
are two planar graphs long-known in varied disciplines [9], [27].
An algorithm for removing edges from the graph that are not part of
the RNG or GG would yield a network with no crossing links. For
our application, the algorithm should be run in a distributed fashion
by each node in the network, where a node needs information only
about the local topology as the algorithm’s input. However, for this
strategy to be successful, one important property must be shown:

u v

w

Figure 5: The RNG graph. For edge(u;v) to be included, the
shaded lune must contain no witnessw.

Removing edges from the graph to reduce it to the
RNG or GG must not disconnect the graph; this would
amount to partitioning the network.

Given a collection of vertices with known positions, the RNG is
defined as follows:

An edge(u;v) exists between verticesu and v if the
distance between them,d(u;v), is less than or equal to
the distance between everyothervertexw, and whichever
of u andv is farther fromw. In equational form:

8w 6= u;v : d(u;v) �max[d(u;w);d(v;w)]

Figure 5 depicts the rule for constructing the RNG. The shaded
region, thelune betweenu and v, must be empty of any witness
nodew for (u;v) to be included in the RNG. The boundary of the
lune is the intersection of the circles aboutu andv of radiusd(u;v).

When we begin with a connected unit graph and remove edges not
part of the RNG, note that we cannot disconnect the graph.(u;v) is
only eliminated from the graph when there exists aw within range
of bothu andv. Thus, eliminating an edge requires an alternate path
through a witness exist. Each connected component in an unob-
structed radio network will not be disconnected by removing edges
not in the RNG.

Under the previously described beaconing mechanism, through which
all nodes know their immediate neighbors, ifu andv can reach one
another, they must both know all nodes with the lune. Starting from
a full list of its neighbors,N, each nodeu can remove non-RNG
links as follows:

for all v2 N do
for all w2N do

if w== v then
continue

else ifd(u;v) > max[d(u;w);d(v;w)] then
eliminate edge(u;v)
break

end if
end for

end for

The GG is defined as follows:

An edge(u;v) exists between verticesu and v if no
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Figure 6: The GG graph. For edge(u;v) to be included, the
shaded circle must contain no witnessw.

other vertexw is present within the circle whose diam-
eter isuv. In equational form:

8w 6= u;v : d2(u;v)< [d2(u;w)+d2(v;w)]

Figure 6 depicts the GG graph membership criterion.

As the midpoint ofuv is the center of the circle with diameteruv,
a nodeu can remove its non-GG links from a full neighbor listN
thus:

m = midpoint ofuv
for all v2N do

for all w2N do
if w== v then

continue
else ifd(m;w)< d(u;m) then

eliminate edge(u;v)
break

end if
end for

end for

Eliminating edges in the GG cannot disconnect a connected unit
graph, for the same reason as was the case for the RNG. Both these
algorithms for rendering the graph of the radio network planar take
time O(deg2) at each node, where deg is the node’s degree in the
full radio graph.

It has been shown in the literature [27] that the RNG is a sub-
set of the GG. This is consistent with the smaller shaded region
searched for a witness in the GG, as compared with in the RNG.
Figure 7 shows a full unit graph corresponding to 200 nodes ran-
domly placed on a 2000-by-2000-meter region, with radio ranges
of 250 meters; the GG subset of the full graph; and the RNG sub-
set of the full graph. Note that the RNG and GG offer differ-
ent densities of connectivity by eliminating different numbers of
links. Many MAC layers exhibit drastically reduced efficiency as
the number of mutually reachable sending stations increases [1],
[5]. Moreover, while any packet a node transmits monopolizes the
shared channel within its radio range, MAC protocols that address
the hidden terminal problem, including 802.11 [11],MACA [14],
and MACAW [2], deliberately spread contention to the full radio
ranges ofboth sender and receiver. Under such regimes, using
fewer links in routing can improve spatial diversity.

2.4 Combining Greedy and Planar Perimeters
We now present the full Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing algo-
rithm, which combines greedy forwarding (Section 2.1) on the full

Field Function
D Destination Location
Lp Location Packet Entered Perimeter Mode
L f Point onxV Packet Entered Current Face
e0 First Edge Traversed on Current Face
M Packet Mode: Greedy or Perimeter

Table 1: GPSR packet header fields used in perimeter mode
forwarding.

network graph with perimeter forwarding on the planarized net-
work graph where greedy forwarding is not possible. Recall that
all nodes maintain a neighbor table, which stores the addresses and
locations of their single-hop radio neighbors. This table provides
all state required for GPSR’s forwarding decisions, beyond the state
in the packets themselves.

The packet header fields GPSR uses in perimeter-mode forwarding
are shown in Table 1. GPSR packet headers include a flag field in-
dicating whether the packet is in greedy mode or perimeter mode.
All data packets are marked initially at their originators as greedy-
mode. Packet sources also include the geographic location of the
destination in packets. Only a packet’s source sets the location des-
tination field; it is left unchanged as the packet is forwarded through
the network.

Upon receiving a greedy-mode packet for forwarding, a node searches
its neighbor table for the neighbor geographically closest to the
packet’s destination. If this neighbor is closer to the destination,
the node forwards the packet to that neighbor. When no neighbor
is closer, the node marks the packet into perimeter mode.

GPSR forwards perimeter-mode packets using a simple planar graph
traversal. In essence, when a packet enters perimeter mode at node
x bound for nodeD, GPSR forwards it on progressively closerfaces
of the planar graph, each of which is crossed by the linexD. A
planar graph has two types of faces.Interior facesare the closed
polygonal regions bounded by the graph’s edges. Theexterior face
is the one unbounded face outside the outer boundary of the graph.
On each face, the traversal uses the right-hand rule to reach an edge
that crosses linexD. At that edge, the traversal moves to the adja-
cent face crossed byxD. See Figure 8 for an example. Note that in
the figure, each face traversed is pierced byxD—the first two and
last faces are interior faces, while the third is the exterior face.2

When a packet enters perimeter mode, GPSR records in the packet
the locationLp, the site where greedy forwarding failed. This loca-
tion is used at subsequent hops to determine whether the packet can
be returned to greedy mode. Each time GPSR forwards a packet
onto a new face, it records inL f the point onxD shared between
the previous and new faces. Note thatL f need not be located at a
node;xD usually intersects edges, as in Figure 8. Finally, GPSR
recordse0, the first edge (sender and receiver addresses) a packet
crosses on a new face, in the packet.

Upon receiving a perimeter-mode packet for forwarding, GPSR
first compares the locationLp in a perimeter-mode packet with
the forwarding node’s location. GPSR returns a packet to greedy

2Forwarding in Figure 8 is done in perimeter mode only for expo-
sition; true GPSR forwards greedily when neighbors closer to the
destination are available.



Figure 7: Left: the full graph of a radio network. 200 nodes, uniformly randomly placed on a 2000 x 2000 meter region, with a radio
range of 250 m. Center: the GG subset of the full graph. Right: the RNG subset of the full and GG graphs.
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Figure 8: Perimeter Forwarding Example. D is the destination;
x is the node where the packet enters perimeter mode; forward-
ing hops are solid arrows; the linexD is dashed.

mode if the distance from the forwarding node toD is less than that
from Lp to D.3 Perimeter forwarding is only intended to recover
from a local maximum; once the packet reaches a location closer
than where greedy forwarding previously failed for that packet, the
packet can continue greedy progress toward the destination without
danger of returning to the prior local maximum.

When a packet enters perimeter mode atx, GPSR forwards it along
the face intersected by the linexD. x forwards the packet to the
first edge counterclockwise aboutx from the linexD. This deter-
mines the first face over which to forward the packet. Thereafter,
GPSR forwards the packet around that face using the right-hand
rule. There are two cases to consider: eitherx andD are connected
by the graph, or they are not.

Whenx andD are connected by the graph, traversing the face bor-
deringx in either direction (we use the previously described right-
hand rule) must lead to a pointy at whichxD intersects the far side
of the face. This is the case whether the traversed face is interior or
exterior. Aty, GPSR has clearly reduced the distance between the
packet and its destination, in comparison with the packet’s start in
perimeter mode atx.

While forwarding around a face, GPSR determines whether the

3GPSR could also return the packet to greedy mode if anyneighbor
were closer toD thanLp. We have not implemented this variant.

edge to the chosen next hopn intersectsxD. GPSR has the in-
formation required to make this determination, asLp and D are
recorded in the packet, and a GPSR node stores its own position
and those of its neighbors. If a node borders the edge where this
intersection pointy lies, GPSR sets the packet’sL f to y. At this
point, the packet is forwarded along thenextface bordering pointy
that is intersected byxD. The node forwards the packet along the
first edge of this next face—by the right-hand rule, the next edge
counterclockwise about itself fromn. This first edge on the new
face is recorded in the packet’se0 field.

This process repeats at successively closer faces toD. At each face,
the packet progresses by the right-hand rule until reaching the edge
that interesects withxD at a pointy closer than the packet’sL f field
to D. Finally, the face containingD is reached, and the right-hand-
rule leads toD along that face.

WhenD is not reachable (i.e., it is disconnected from the graph),
two cases exist: the disconnected node lies either inside an interior
face, or outside the exterior face. GPSR will forward a perimeter-
mode packet until the packet reaches the corresponding face. Upon
reaching this interior or exterior face, the packet will tour unsuc-
cessfully around the entirety of the face, without finding an edge
intersectingxD at a point closer toD thanL f . When the packet
traverses the first edge it took on this face for the second time,
GPSR notices the repetition of forwarding on the edgee0 stored
in the packet, and correctly drops the packet, as the destination
is unreachable; the perimeter-mode graph traversal to a reachable
destination never sends a packet across the same link in the same
direction twice.

Note that GPSR will greedily forward a packet for potentially many
hops, before the packet loops on an exterior or interior face and is
recognized as undeliverable. If the majority of unreachable des-
tinations lie beyond the boundary of a single face, undeliverable
packets may concentrate at that face of the network graph. This
behavior is a direct consequence of GPSR’s avoidance of transitive
routing protocol traffic across the many hops from a destination to
a forwarding router. Other techniques for scaling routing have sim-
ilar effects, however: the hierarchy used to scale routing on wired
networks obscures intra-domain link failures from the backbone in
the interest of scaling. Thus, the inter-domain routing system will
push a packet a great distance, with the potential result that the
packet will be dropped inside the destination AS.



By the end-to-end argument [23], the most logical place for routing
unreachability to be determined, and the load on the network from
undeliverable packets to be reduced, is at the sending end-system.
Mechanisms from inside the network, like ICMP Unreachable, are
hard to interpret at senders; it is hard to know on what timescale
they indicate unreachability, for example. Applications running
over a GPSR-routed network, or any other network, should offer
a conforming load; senders should cut their transmission rate ab-
sent feedback from receivers.

2.5 Protocol Implementation
To make GPSR robust on a mobile IEEE 802.11 network, we made
the following significant choices in our implementation:

� Support for MAC-layer failure feedback : As used in DSR
[4], we receive notification from the 802.11 MAC layer when
a packet exceeds its maximum number of retransmit retries.
Barring congestive collapse, a retransmit retry exceeded fail-
ure indicates that the intended recipient has left radio range.
Use of this feedback may inform GPSR earlier than other-
wise possible through expiration of the neighbor timeout in-
terval (4:5B).

� Interface queue traversal:Related to MAC-layer feedback,
this implementation detail had a profound effect on our re-
sults. While an IEEE 802.11 interface repeatedly retransmits
the packet at the head of its queue, it head-of-line blocks,
waiting for a link-level acknowledgement from the receiver.
This head-of-line blocking reduces the available transmit duty
cycle of the interface significantly. For this reason, upon
notification of a MAC retransmit retry failure, we traverse
the queue of packets for the interface, and remove all pack-
ets addressed to the failed transmission’s recipient. We pass
these packets back to the routing protocol for re-forwarding
to a different next hop. This change virtually eliminated
what we’d previously thought to be MAC contention in high-
mobility simulations where neighbors were lost frequently;
the timeouts and head-of-line blocking were what really had
been causing the drops at the interface queue. The imple-
mentation of DSR for ns-2 [25] implements this useful opti-
mization, though we don’t see it mentioned in the published
work on DSR.

� Promiscuous use of the network interface:Also as used
in DSR [4], GPSR disables MAC address filtering to receive
copies of all packets for all stations within its radio range. As
described in Section 2.1, all packets carry their local sender’s
position, to reduce the rate at which beacon packets must
be sent, and to keep positions in neighbor lists maximally
current in regions under traffic load.

� Planarization of the graph: Both the RNG and GG pla-
narizations depend on having current position information
for a node’s current set of neighbors. We have implemented
both planarizations, though the results we present in this pa-
per use only the RNG. As nodes move, a planarization be-
comes stale, and less useful for accurate perimeter-mode packet
forwarding. In our current implementation, we re-planarize
the graph upon every acquisition of a new neighbor, and ev-
ery loss of a former neighbor, as distinguishable by receipt of
a beacon or data packet (promiscuously) from a previously
unknown neighbor, and by a beacon timeout for a neighbor,
or MAC transmit failure indication. However, this choice

will not keep the planarization current if nodes only move
within a node’s radio range, but no nodes move into or out of
it. In future, we will incrementally update the planarization
upon receipt of every beacon (or promiscuous data packet)
from a neighbor, to keep the planarized graph maximally up-
to-date.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND
EVALUATION

To measure our success in meeting the design goals for GPSR, we
simulated the algorithm on a variety of static and mobile network
topologies. We focus mainly on the mobile simulation results in
this paper, as that part of the design space is more demanding of
a routing protocol—link additions and removals are far more fre-
quent under mobility. To compare the performance of GPSR with
prior work in wireless routing, we also simulate Johnsonet al.’s
Dynamic Source Routing, DSR [12], [19], which has been shown
to offer higher packet delivery ratios and lower routing protocol
overhead than several other ad-hoc routing protocols [4].

3.1 Simulation Environment
We simulated GPSR in ns-2 [26], using the wireless extensions de-
veloped at Carnegie Mellon [25]. This simulation environment of-
fers high fidelity, as it includes full simulation of the IEEE 802.11
physical and MAC layers. Moreover, by using the same simula-
tion code base as the measurement study used to evaluate DSR [4],
we ensure our results are directly comparable to those published
previously.

The ns-2 wireless simulation model simulates nodes moving in an
unobstructed plane. Motion follows therandom waypointmodel [4]:
a node chooses a destination uniformly at random in the simulated
region, chooses a velocity uniformly at random from a configurable
range, and then moves to that destination at the chosen velocity.
Upon arriving at the chosen waypoint, the node pauses for a con-
figurable period before repeating the same process. In this model,
the pause time acts as a proxy for the degree of mobility in a sim-
ulation; longer pause time amounts to more nodes being stationary
for more of the simulation.

In the simulations where we compare GPSR with DSR, we use sim-
ulation parameters identical to a subset of those used by Brochet
al. [4]. Our simulations are for networks of 50, 112, and 200 nodes
with 802.11 WaveLAN radios, with a nominal 250-meter range.
The nodes are initially placed uniformly at random in a rectangular
region. All nodes move according to the random waypoint model,
with a maximum velocity of 20 m/s. We simulate pause times of
0, 30, 60, and 120 seconds, the highest mobility cases, as they are
the most demanding of a routing algorithm. Brochat al. also simu-
lated 300-, 600-, and 900-second pause times, perhaps in large part
because two of the routing algorithms they evaluated (DSDV and
TORA) performed well in these cases. We simulate 30 CBR traffic
flows, originated by 22 sending nodes. Each CBR flow sends at
2 Kbps, and uses 64-byte packets. Brochet al. simulated a wider
range of flow counts (10, 20, and 30 flows); we simulate only the
30-flow case as this case makes the greatest demands on the rout-
ing protocols: the most data traffic to forward and most destina-
tions to which to route. Each simulation lasts for 900 seconds of
simulated time. We simulate at each pause time with six different
randomly generated motion patterns, and present the mean of each
metric over these six runs. Because we only simulate the high mo-
bility cases, and motion patterns during each run are random, there



Nodes Region Density CBR Flows
50 1500 m� 300 m 1 node / 9000 m2 30
112 2250 m� 450 m 1 node / 9000 m2 30
200 3000 m� 600 m 1 node / 9000 m2 30

Table 2: Simulated Topology Characteristics

was little variance in the results among these runs. Runs with more
static topologies would be much more sensitive to node placement.
Table 2 summarizes the three network sizes we simulate.

These Brochet al. simulated networks are quite dense; they di-
mension of the space in which nodes are distributed in their 50-
node simulations is only 50 meters larger than the simulated radio
range. On average, there is one node per 9,000 square meters in
these simulations. A radio range is nearly 200,000 square meters.
As a result, there are an average of approximately 20 neighbors
within range of the average node in these networks. DSR’s caching
of overheard routes gives great benefit in such dense topologies.
And GPSR can use greedy mode to forward the vast majority of
packets.

Our simulations do not include a distributed location database for
annotating packets with destinations’ positions. Our results here ar-
gue that the GPSR approach to routing warrants investigation into
efficient location databases, and related work is already underway
in this area [18]. In these simulation results, we use an idealized
location database: each source annotates packets it originates with
the true location of the destination. In this sense, our results rep-
resent the lowest control packet load that can be expected from
GPSR. Section 3.7 discusses GPSR’s interaction with a location
database further.

Before gathering the measurement results we present here, we val-
idated the GPSR implementation extensively by running it on hun-
dreds ofnon-mobiletopologies, over an ideal MAC layer (the Null
MAC [25]), a 2 Mbps, contention-free network. Our goal in these
tests is to achieve 100% delivery success to demonstrate that the
GPSR code makes correct forwarding decisions. After reaching
this 100% goal on the Null MAC, we validated the GPSR imple-
mentation on these non-mobile topologies atop the ns 802.11 MAC
layer, to verify GPSR’s response to MAC transmit failure callbacks.

We evaluate GPSR and DSR using three metrics: packet deliv-
ery success rate, routing protocol overhead, and optimality of path
lengths taken by data packets.

3.2 Packet Delivery Success Rate
Figure 9 shows how many application packets GPSR delivers suc-
cessfully for varying values ofB, the beaconing interval, as a func-
tion of pause time. The same figure for DSR is included for com-
parison. Note the narrow range of values on they axis; all algo-
rithms on this graph deliver over 97% of user packets. Only packets
for which a pathexiststo the destination are included in the graph;
delivery failure to a truly disconnected destination does not repre-
sent failure of a routing algorithm. However, as mentioned above,
disconnection of a node is extremely rare in these simulations, as
connectivity is dense. As one would expect, the decrease in pre-
cision of neighbor lists caused by the longer beaconing interval of
3 seconds results in a slightly reduced delivery success rate. But
it appears that there is little added benefit, for the simulated mo-
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Figure 9: Packet Delivery Success Rate. GPSR with varying
beacon intervals,B, compared with DSR. 50 nodes.

bility rates and radio ranges, in decreasingB beyond 1.5. At all
pause times simulated, GPSR delivers a slightly greater fraction of
packets successfully than DSR.

3.3 Routing Protocol Overhead
Figure 10 shows the routing protocol overhead, measured in total
number of routing protocol packets sent network-wide during the
entire simulation, for GPSR with varyingB and for DSR. Because
GPSR’s beacons are sent pro-actively (modulo data traffic with pig-
gybacked position information), each beaconing interval results in
a constant level of routing protocol traffic, independent of pause
time (and though we didn’t simulate it, number of traffic flows, un-
til application traffic becomes heavy enough to allow nodes never to
send beacon packets). Because DSR is a reactive routing protocol,
it generates increased routing protocol traffic as mobility increases.

We note with puzzlement that while we believe we run the exact
same DSR simulator code as Brochet al., we observe somewhat
greater traffic load from DSR than they did in the 30-flow DSR
simulations in [4]. To compare with these prior published results,
we include asecondDSR curve, DSR-Broch, in Figure 10. Again,
our results, both for GPSR and DSR, represent means of 6 simu-
lation runs. We see little variance in the individual run results; at
these four shortest pause times, there is less simulation sensitivity
to the particular random node placement than there is in longer-
pause-time simulations. In any event, the contour of their reported
curve is the same as that of our DSR curve, and GPSR withB= 1:5
offers between a threefold and fourfold overhead reduction under
DSR. The contour of the DSR and GPSR curves suggests that as
mobility increases further, GPSR may offer greater savings in rout-
ing protocol overhead.

3.4 Path Length
Figure 11 gives a histogram of the number of hopsbeyondthe ideal
true shortest path length in which GPSR and DSR deliver all suc-
cessfully delivered packets. The data are presented as percentages
of all packets delivered across all six 50-node simulations of GPSR
(B= 1:5) and DSR at pause time zero, where topological informa-
tion available to both algorithms is least current. Here, the “0” bin
counts packets delivered in the optimal, true-shortest-path number
of hops, and successive bins count packets that took one hop longer,
two hops longer,&c.
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GPSR delivers the vast majority of packets in the optimal number
of hops. Intuitively, on a dense radio network, greedy forward-
ing approximates shortest-path routing. GPSR delivers 97% of its
packets along optimal-length paths,vs. 84.9% for DSR. This dif-
ference is attributable to DSR’s caching, which reduces the propa-
gation of route requests, but causes sub-optimal cached paths to be
used for forwarding until the cached route breaks.

3.5 Effect of Network Diameter
Figures 12 and 13 present packet delivery ratio and overhead re-
sults for larger-scale, 112- and 200-node networks with identical
traffic sources and node density. The 200-node results include only
one data point each (still the average of six runs with different ran-
domly generated motion patterns), at pause time 0, because simu-
lating 200-node networks is so computationally expensive. In these
simulations, the regions on which nodes move are 2250 by 450 me-
ters and 3000 by 600 meters, respectively, such that the number of
square meters per node (9000 m2/node) remains the same as that in
the 50-node simulations. The intent in these simulations is to eval-
uate the scaling of DSR and GPSR as network diameter increases.
When routes are longer, the probability of a route’s breaking in-
creases. The traffic sources are the same as in the smaller network
simulations: 30 CBR sources of 2 Kbps each, transmitting 64-byte
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Figure 12: Packet Delivery Success Rate. For GPSR withB =
1:5 compared with DSR. 50, 112, and 200 nodes.

packets. We also include the same performance curves for the 50-
node network, for comparison.

Note that in Figure 13, they axis is log-scaled. For each number
of nodes, GPSR’s traffic overhead once again remains flat, as it
is a non-reactive protocol. At a constant node density, network
diameter has no effect on GPSR’slocal routing protocol message
traffic, since GPSR never sends routing packets beyond a single
hop. This particular metric,network-widecount of routing protocol
packets, shows the GPSR beacon traffic to be linear in node count,
as compared with the 50-node simulations. DSR’s traffic overhead
is significantly larger on the wider-diameter, 112- and 200-node
networks, as the protocol must propagate source route information
along the full length of a route. DSR’s caching of routes does not
avoid this significant message complexity increase.

GPSR’s traffic delivery ratio remains high at all pause times on
these larger-scale networks. It is GPSR’s use of only local topol-
ogy information that allows the protocol to maintain this delivery
ratio; there is no penalty for GPSR as the path length from source
to destination lengthens. Moreover, GPSR recovers from loss of a
neighbor by greedily forwarding to another appropriate neighbor;
this failover is instantaneous. DSR’s delivery ratio decreases con-
siderably in the wider-diameter network, owing to DSR’s need to
maintain full, end-to-end source routes.

Note that the maximum path lengths between nodes in these wider-
diameter simulations are still under 16 nodes. We mention this fact
as the DSR simulator code uses a compile-time constant for the
maximum length of a route it will discover, and maximum propa-
gation distance for route requests.

In these 112- and 200-node runs, DSR’s 64-route cache is full at
virtually every node. While the number of destinations in the net-
work is only 30 in our simulations, DSR caches multiple routes per
destination, and might profit from being able to cache more routes,
though at the expense of increased per-router state (see the next
section).

3.6 State per Router
When measuring state per router, the relevant metric is the number
of nodesin a router’s tables—not the number of routes. Because
DSR uses source routes, each route stored by a DSR router requires
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storage for each node along the route.

We measure DSR’s average per-node state for the set of 200-node
simulations with pause time 0. Because the state maintained by
a node in these networks changes constantly, we take a snapshot
at time 300.0 seconds in each of our 900-second simulations, and
measure the state in use by each node at that instant. A GPSR node
stores state for 26 nodes on average in the pause-time-0, 200-node
simulations. This figure depends on node density, as the only state
a GPSR router keeps is an entry for each of its single-hop radio
neighbors.

In comparison, the average DSR node in our 200-node, pause-time-
0 simulation stores state for 266 nodes. It should be noted that
this value for DSR is clamped by the fixed-size route cache in the
DSR simulator’s implementation; this cache is limited to 64 routes.
While DSR might profit in robustness from a larger route cache,
the state cost per node will increase dramatically as the network
size increases, and increasingly many more diverse routes are dis-
covered. A DSR larger route cache may also store more broken
routes, as mobility and network diameter increase.

Each node stored in a GPSR router’s neighbor table arguably re-
quires more storage than a node stored in a DSR router’s table, as
GPSR routers must track the positions and addresses of their neigh-
bors, while DSR routers need only track the addresses of hops in
a source route. GPSR uses 12 bytes for each neighbor in its ta-
ble; two 4-byte floating point values for position coordinates, and
4 bytes for address. DSR uses 4 bytes per address. However, this
is a constant factor difference, dominated by far by the number of
nodes stored.

3.7 Location Database Overhead
The addition of location registration and lookup traffic for a lo-
cation database will increase GPSR’s overhead. For bidirectional
traffic flows between end nodes, a location database lookup will of-
ten need only be performed by the connection initiator at the start
of a connection; thereafter, both connection endpoints keep one an-
other apprised of their changing locations by stamping their current
locations in each data packet they transmit. In this case, the actual
location database lookup is a one-time, DNS-like lookup.

It is important to note that GPSR decouples participation in routing
as a forwarder from participation in the location database. Only
nodes that are traffic destinations need send location updates to
the database, and only nodes that originate traffic need send lo-
cation queries to it. In a dense sensor network [13], it is easy to
imagine configuring only a small subset of sensor nodes to take
measurements at only the current points of interest, by flooding
a few configuration packets through the network. The remain-
der of the sensor network can provide a robust transit network for
the collection of measurements from sensors to the measurement
point, with GPSR’s beacons as their only routing protocol traffic—
withoutgenerating any traffic to and from the location database.

In some networks, a destination may inherently have a well-known
location. For example, the position of one or more fixed data col-
lection points for a sensor network may be known to all sensors, in
which case no location database is needed.

It is also important to note that queries and registrations for the
location database are routable using GPSR itself; the queries and
registrations are geographically addressed. In the next section, we
cite a location database system built on geographic addressing.

4. RELATED WORK
Finn [7] is the earliest we know to propose greedy routing using the
locations of nodes. He recognizes the small forwarding state greedy
forwarding requires, and observes the failure of greedy forwarding
upon reaching a local maximum. He proposes flooding search for
a closer node as a strategy for recovering from local maxima.

We first propose greedy forwarding and perimeter traversal in [16],
as briefly discussed in Section 2.2. This work simulates this older
algorithm on static networks, in a very idealized (contentionless,
infinite bandwidth) simulator, and presents the state per node (in-
cluding perimeter node lists, notably absent from the current work),
message cost from cold start to convergence, and frequency with
which routes are not found, because of the imperfect no-crossing
heuristic. This prior work does not offer any mobile simulation
results, and the earlier algorithm suffers in many ways from its
maintenance of state beyond neighbor lists at all routers: increased
state size for perimeter lists at all nodes, periodic pro-active rout-
ing protocol traffic that perimeter probes generate, and staleness of
perimeter lists that would occur under mobility. The unreachability
of even a small fraction of destinations onstaticnetworks because
of the failure of the no-crossing heuristic is also problematic; such
routing failures are permanent, not transitory.

Johnson and Maltz [12] propose the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
protocol. DSR generates routing traffic reactively: a router floods
a route request packet throughout the network. When the request
reaches the destination, the destination returns a route reply to the
request’s originator. Nodes aggressively cache routes that they learn,
so that intermediate nodes between a querier and destination may
subsequently reply on behalf of the destination, and limit the prop-
agation of requests.

Broch et al. [4] compare the performance of the DSDV, TORA,
DSR, and AODV routing protocols on a simulated mobile IEEE
802.11 network. They simulate networks of 50 nodes, under a
range of mobility rates and traffic loads. Their measurements show
the effectiveness of DSR’s caching in minimizing DSR’s routing
protocol traffic on these 50-node networks. In the interest of com-
parability of results, we use this work’s simulation environment for



IEEE 802.11, a two-ray ground reflection model, and DSR.

Ko and Vaidya [17] describe Location Aided Routing (LAR), an
optimization to DSR in which nodes limit the propagation of route
request packets to the geographic region where it is most proba-
ble the destination is located. LAR uses base DSR to establish first
connectivity with a destination; thereafter, a route querier learns the
destination’s location directly from the destination node, and uses
this information to mark route requests for propagation only within
a region of some size about the destination’s last known position.
Like DSR’s caching, LAR is a strategy for limiting the propagation
of route requests. When a circuitous path, outside the region LAR
limits route request propagation within, becomes the only path to
a destination, LAR reverts to DSR’s flooding-with-caching base
case. Under LAR, DSR’s routes are still end-to-end source routes.
Geography is not used for data packet forwarding decisions under
LAR; only to scope routing protocol packet propagation.

Li et al. [18] propose GLS, a scalable and robust location database
that geographically addresses queries and registrations. Their sys-
tem dynamically selects multiple database servers to store each
node’s location, for robustness against server failure. This property
also ensures that a cluster of nodes partitioned from the remainder
of the network continues to have location database service, pro-
vided by nodes inside the cluster. GLS uses a geographic hierarchy
to serve queries at a server topologically close to the querier.

Boseet al. [3] independently investigated the graph algorithms for
rendering a radio network’s graph planar. They suggest the Gabriel
Graph, and analyze the increase in path length over shortest paths
when traversing a graph usingonly perimeters. Motivated by the
longer-than-optimal paths perimeter traversal alone finds, they sug-
gest combining planar graph traversal with greedy forwarding, and
verify that this combination produces path lengths closer to true
shortest paths. They do not present a routing protocol, do not sim-
ulate a network at the packet level, and assume that all nodes are
stationary and reachable.

5. FUTURE WORK
One assumption in the use of planar perimeters we would like to
investigate further is that a node can reach all other nodes within its
radio range. The GG and RNG planarizations both rely on a node’s
ability to accurately know if there is a witnessw within radio range,
when considering elimination of an edge to a known neighbor. Our
use of the GG and RNG can disconnect a graph with particular
patterns of obstacles between nodes. This disconnection is easily
avoided by forcing the pair of nodes bordering an edge to agree on
the edge’s fate, with the rule that both nodes must decide to elim-
inate the edge, or neither will do so. However, this modification
to the planarization algorithms will make the RNG and GG pla-
narizations leave one or more crossing edges in these regions with
obstacles. We intend to study these cases further. One promising
approach in dealing with such obstacles may be to have obstructed
nodes choose a reachablepartner node elsewhere in the network,
and route via the partner for destinations that are unreachable be-
cause of local failure of the planarization.

While we have shown herein the benefits of geography as a tool
for scalable routing systems, measuring the combined behavior of
GPSR and a location database system will reveal more about the
costs of using geography for routing. An efficient distributed loca-
tion database would provide a network service useful in many other
location-aware computing applications.

A comparison of the behavior of GPSR using the RNG and GG
planarizations would reveal the performance effects of the tradeoff
between the greater traffic concentration that occurs in perimeter
forwarding on the sparser RNG,vs. the increased spatial diversity
that the RNG offers by virtue of its sparsity. Even outside the con-
text of GPSR, it may be the case that limiting edges used for for-
warding in a radio network to those on the RNG or GG may reduce
contention and improve efficiency on MAC protocols sensitive to
the number of sending stations in mutual range.

We hope to extend GPSR for hosts placed in three-dimensional
space, beyond the flat topologies explored in this paper. A promis-
ing approach is to implement perimeter forwarding for 3-Dvolumes
rather than 2-D faces.

6. CONCLUSION
We have presented Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing, GPSR, a
routing algorithm that uses geography to achieve small per-node
routing state, small routing protocol message complexity, and ex-
tremely robust packet delivery on densely deployed wireless net-
works. Our simulations on mobile networks with up to 200 nodes
over a full IEEE 802.11 MAC demonstrate these properties: GPSR
consistently delivers upwards of 94% of data packets successfully;
it is competitive with DSR in this respect on 50-node networks at
all pause times, and increasingly more successful than DSR as the
number of nodes increases, as demonstrated on 112-node and 200-
node networks. GPSR generates routing protocol traffic in a quan-
tity independent of the length of the routes through the network,
and therefore generates a constant, low volume of routing protocol
messages as mobility increases, yet doesn’t suffer from decreased
robustness in finding routes. DSR must query longer routes as the
network diameter increases, and must do so more often as mo-
bility increases, and caching becomes less effective. Thus, DSR
generates drastically more routing protocol traffic in our 200-node
and 112-node simulations than it does in our 50-node ones. Fi-
nally, GPSR keeps state proportional to the number of its neigh-
bors, while both traffic sources and intermediate DSR routers cache
state proportional to the product of the number of routes learned
and route length in hops.

GPSR’s benefits all stem from geographic routing’s use of only
immediate-neighbor information in forwarding decisions. Routing
protocols that rely on end-to-end state concerning the path between
a forwarding router and a packet’s destination, as do source-routed,
DV, and LS algorithms, face a scaling challenge as network diame-
ter in hops and mobility increase because the product of these two
factors determines the rate that end-to-end paths change. Hierarchy
and caching have proven successful in scaling these algorithms.
Geography, as exemplified in GPSR, represents another powerful
lever for scaling routing.
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he widespread deployment of
sensors, actuators, and mobile devices is transforming the physi-
cal world into a computing platform. We will soon find comput-
ing power, memory, and communication capabilities on
temperature sensors and motion detectors, on door locks, light
bulbs, and alarms, on every cellular phone, in every vehicle, and
soon in every person’s wallet or on their key ring. Emerging
networking techniques ensure that devices are interconnected
and accessible from local- or wide-area networks [1].

Using this new computing platform, users interact with
portions of the physical world. In a large class of applications,
users monitor phenomena in a given environment. Examples
of monitoring applications include gathering information in a
disaster area, supervising items in a factory warehouse, or
controlling vehicle traffic in a large city [2, 3]. 

Let us take the concrete example of an existing flood
detection system. For about twenty years now, the ALERT
system has been deployed in several US states
(http://www.alertsystems.org). A typical ALERT installation
consists of several types of sensors in the field: rainfall sen-
sors, water level sensors, weather sensors, etc. A predefined
set of data is regularly extracted from each sensor, transferred
to a central site and stored in a database system. Users query
the database system through a graphical user interface. Here
are some example queries that users can express: “For each
rainfall sensor, display the average level of rainfall for 1999,”
Display the current level of rainfall for all sensors in Tomp-
kins County, or “Every hour, display the location of the sen-
sors where the level of rainfall is greater than 250 mm.”

Query Processing over Device Networks
The example of the flood detection system emphasizes that
monitoring is best described in a declarative manner: users
submit queries concerning a device network regardless of its
physical structure or its organization. In monitoring applica-
tions, users typically ask three kinds of queries: 
• Historical queries: These are typically aggregate queries

over historical data obtained from the device network, e.g.,
“For each rainfall sensor, display the average level of rain-
fall for 1999.”

• Snapshot queries: These queries concern the device net-
work at a given point in time, e.g., “Retrieve the current
rainfall level for all sensors in Tompkins County.”

• Long-running queries: These queries concern the device
network over a time interval, e.g., “For the next five hours,
retrieve every 30 seconds the rainfall level for all sensors in
Tompkins County.”
The existing ALERT system implements a warehousing

approach, where data are extracted from the devices in a pre-
defined way and stored in a centralized database system that
is responsible for query processing. This warehousing
approach is well suited for aggregate queries asked over his-
torical data; however, it has two major limitations:
• The warehousing approach dissociates access to devices

from the query workload. For instance, in an emergency sit-
uation, a fire department might require that specific data
be accessed in a group of sites in order to decide on actions
to take: “Every minute, display the rainfall level obtained
from all sensors in Tompkins County.” This long-running
query cannot be answered in a traditional system if data is
extracted from the sensors too infrequently. One solution
would be to continuously extract all data from each device
and transfer them to the database server. This solution is
not feasible in practice because it might not be possible to
extract all data from a sensor (e.g., a camera takes mea-
surements in only one direction and it is not possible to
measure data in all directions simultaneously) or because it
is too expensive to transmit a continuous flow of raw data
through the device network.

• The warehousing approach uses valuable resources to
transfer large amounts of raw data from devices to the
database server. Excessive resources are consumed at each
device and on the network when transmitting large volumes
of data. First, it is in general not necessary to extract data
from the whole device network to answer a given query. In
our example, the group of sensors sending data back to the
database server should be reduced to sensors located in
Tompkins County. Second, modern devices include process-
ing capabilities that could be used to process data locally
and thus reduce data transfer and energy consumption. 
Our alternative to a warehousing approach is a distributed

approach where the query workload determines the data that
are extracted from remote sites, and where possibly portions
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of queries are executed on devices. This approach allows the
database system to control the resources that are used; it is
primarily targeted at snapshot and long-running queries. In
addition, aggregate queries over historical data could be eval-
uated against materialized data stored on some devices
instead of a centralized server. We call a database system that
enables distributed query processing over a device network a
device database system . We study such systems in the
COUGAR Device Database Project at Cornell University.

The DataSpace project at Rutgers (http://www.cs.rutgers.
edu/dataman/) recognized the advantages of the distributed
approach over the warehousing approach for querying device
networks [4]. In a DataSpace, devices encapsulating data can
be queried, monitored, and controlled. Network primitives are
developed to guarantee that only relevant devices are contact-
ed when a query is evaluated. 

Device Database Systems
In this article, we explain our new concept of a device
database system, an area that we consider a very fruitful direc-
tion for new research. We will describe database abstractions
for representing devices and we illustrate how queries are for-
mulated in SQL with minimal additions to the language.
Later, we use an example to show how distributed query pro-
cessing techniques are applied in the new context of a device
database system. We use an analytical model to illustrate the
benefits of our approach.

We would like to point out that the methods described in
this article represent the first generation of our system [5]. The
core components of the first-generation COUGAR system are
implemented and fully functional. We demonstrated the system
at the Intel Computing Continuum Conference [6]. Note that
in this article we do not address several of the specific research
challenges that lie ahead, such as new query processing strate-
gies to leverage computing capabilities on the devices, query
processing strategies that adapt to changing conditions in the
network, decentralized meta-data management, and administra-
tion. We overview these issues as we conclude.

Device Database Systems
We call a physical object with computing and communication
capabilities a device. Some devices embed computing and com-
munication capabilities (e.g., WINS sensor nodes [7], Smart
Dust Motes [8], cell phones, or Smartcards) while others are
composed of a physical object connected to an external comput-
er (e.g., a door actuator connected to a desktop computer).
Devices are interconnected and accessible from a local- or wide-
area network. Some devices are stationary, others are mobile;
some devices are always connected to the network, others inter-
mittently. In this article we concentrate on stationary devices.

Database Abstractions for Representing Devices
In the warehousing approach, discussed earlier, devices are
not part of the database system; they are accessed using a pre-
defined extraction procedure that populates relations in the
centralized database system. Our goal in a device database
system is to access devices directly when processing queries.
We thus need to represent devices in the database system.

Let us first refine our definition of devices. We consider
that each device is a mini-server that supports a set of func-
tions and can process portions of the queries directly at the

device.1 A function either (a) acquires, stores and processes
data or (b) triggers an action in the physical world. Both
kinds of functions return results (at least a status report or
an error message). We distinguish between synchronous and
asynchronous functions. Synchronous functions return results
immediately, on-demand; they are used to monitor continu-
ous phenomena, e.g., a function that returns the rainfall
level. Asynchronous functions return results after an arbi-
trary period of time; they are used to monitor threshold
events, e.g., a function that detects an abnormal rainfall
level. Functions provided by an intermittently connected
device can only return results when the device is connected;
they are asynchronous functions. Stationary devices, e.g.,
rainfall sensors, may support both synchronous and asyn-
chronous functions.

We need to represent the set of functions provided by
devices at the database level. We distinguish two levels of rep-
resentation:
• User representation — how are devices modeled in the

database schema?
• Internal representation — how are devices represented

internally?

User Representation — Today’s object-relational and object-
oriented databases support Abstract Data Type (ADT)
objects that are single-attribute values encapsulating a collec-
tion of related data [9]. Note that there are natural parallels
between devices and ADTs. Both ADTs and devices provide
controlled access to encapsulated data through a well defined
interface. We build upon this observation by modeling each
type of device in the network as an ADT. The public interface
of the ADT corresponds to the specific functions supported
by the device. An actual ADT object in the database corre-
sponds to a physical device in the real world.

Let us model the database schema corresponding to the
flood detection example earlier. We consider a simplified
schema that consists of the following relation:

RFSensors(Sensor, X, Y)

A record in the RFSensors relation has three attributes.
The first attribute, called Sensor, is an ADT that represents
the physical rainfall sensors. The actual sensor data is located
on the rainfall sensor; the ADT Sensor provides functions for
accessing the data. For example, Sensor.getRainfallLevel()
returns the current level of rainfall measured in mm. The
other two attributes denote the location of the sensor accord-
ing to some coordinate system.

Internal Representation — Before discussing the internal
representation of ADT functions, let us recall some back-
ground knowledge about query processing and the internals of
a database system. Query processing classically proceeds as
follows. The database system accepts a query, produces a
query execution plan, executes this plan against the database,
and produces the answer. The execution plan is the internal
blueprint for evaluating a query. It combines algebraic opera-
tors (e.g., selection, projection, and join operators in the rela-
tional algebra), which serve as the basic building blocks for
manipulating data (i.e., relations that are sets of records). 

In object-relational database systems, ADT functions are
either represented as expressions [9] or as joins involving vir-
tual relations [10].2 When an expression containing an ADT
function is evaluated, a (local) function is called to obtain its

1 Embedding a database server on a device is realistic. All major database
vendors propose database servers for palm-sized PCs, which represent the
processing capabilities that we can expect from all devices in a near future.

2 Table functions defined in IBM DB2 associate a user-defined function
with a virtual relation.
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return value. It is assumed that this return value is readily
available on-demand. This assumption does not hold in a
device database system for two reasons. First, functions corre-
sponding to device ADT functions may incur high latency due
to their distant location from the database server. Second,
some device functions are asynchronous and thus a call to
such a function may incur an arbitrary delay. 

A virtual relation is a tabular representation of a function.
A record in a virtual relation (called a virtual record) contains
the input arguments and the output argument of the function
with which it is associated.3 Such relations are called virtual
because they are not actually defined in the database schema,
as opposed to base relations. In COUGAR, we use virtual
relations for the internal representation of device functions. 

If a device function M takes m arguments, then the schema
of its associated virtual relation Attrs(VR) has m+3 attributes,
where the first attribute corresponds to the unique identifier of
a device (i.e., the identifier of an actual device ADT object),
attributes 2 to m+1 correspond to the input arguments of M,
attribute m+2 corresponds to the output value of M, and
attribute m+3 is a time stamp corresponding to the point in
time at which the output value is obtained.4 We assume global
time. Each time stamp thus determines a position in an ordered
domain shared across all devices. As a consequence, each virtu-
al relation could be considered as a sequence [11].

In our example, the database schema consists of one base
relation (RFSensors) and of a virtual relation VRFSensorsGe-
tRainfallLevel for the function getRainfallLevel(). Since this
function takes no input arguments, the virtual relation has
three attributes: Sensor, Level, and TimeStamp, i.e., the identi-
fier of the Sensor device, the Level of rainfall measured, and
the associated TimeStamp.

Note that a virtual relation has specific properties:
• A virtual relation is append-only; new records are inserted

in a virtual relation when the associated device function
returns a result. Records in a virtual relation are never
updated or deleted.

• A virtual relation is naturally partitioned across all devices
represented by the same device ADT. Each device function
contributes to a portion of the virtual relation to which it is
associated.
The latter observation has an interesting consequence: a

collection of devices is internally represented as a distributed
database. Virtual relations are partitioned across a set of
devices. Base relations are either stored on a central database
server or partitioned across devices.5

The Cougar System consists of a front-end server connected
to a set of devices. The front-end includes a full-fledged
database server. Devices include a lightweight query execution
engine that is responsible for accessing virtual relations and for
processing query fragments that involve these virtual relations.

Queries over a Device Database
Recall that we consider historical queries, snapshot queries,
and long-running queries over a device network. Historical

and snapshot queries are naturally formulated as declarative
queries in SQL. Long-running queries are also formulated in
SQL with little modifications to the language. We add clauses
for specifying the duration of a long-running query; the choice
of syntax is arbitrary.

Because of space limitation, we do not describe the com-
plete query semantics here; the interested reader is referred to
Bonnet et al. [12] for details. Note that long-running queries
involving time windows (in particular aggregates over time win-
dows) are best expressed using temporal extensions to the rela-
tional model [13, 14] or using a sequence model [11].

We now provide an example of a long-running query based
on the flood detection application presented earlier.

Query Q: “Retrieve every 30 seconds the rainfall level if it is
greater than 50 mm.” 

SELECT R.Sensor.getRainfallLevel()
FROM RFSensors R
WHERE R.Sensor.getRainfallLevel() > 50
AND $every(30);

The function $every(30) specifies that a new record is
inserted every 30 seconds into the append-only virtual relation
corresponding to the function RFSensor.getRainfallLevel().
This record is propagated within the query execution plan
chosen for the long-running query, and possibly a new answer
is generated. Note that a long-running query is not evaluated
by repeatedly executing the declarative query over the new
records inserted in the virtual relations. (This would be a form
of polling and it would introduce an arbitrary delay into the
processing of device data.)

Query Processing in a
Device Database System

In this section, we concentrate on a simple example to give an
overview of query processing and to show the benefits of the
distributed query processing approach versus a warehousing
approach. Because of space limitation, we do not cover here
all the issues related to query processing in a device database
system. We first define new performance metrics and then
discuss our example.

Performance Metrics
When processing a query, a database system first constructs an
execution plan. The query optimizer is responsible for generat-
ing the execution plan that minimizes a given cost function.

The traditional performance metrics in a database system
are throughput and response time. Throughput is the average
number of queries processed per unit of time; it depends on
the total work performed in the system to evaluate a query.
Response time is the time needed by the system to produce
all answer records to a query.

For long-running queries in a device database system, the
traditional performance metric of query response time
becomes obsolete: the query will always run for a given time
interval, with varying resource usage.

We define two new metrics that correspond to the perfor-
mance goals of a device database system:
• Resource usage: The total amount of energy consumed by

the devices when executing a query. Resource usage is
expressed in Joules.

• Reaction time: The interval between the time a function,
called on a device, returns a value, and the time the corre-
sponding answer is produced on the front-end. Reaction
time is expressed in seconds.
The problem now is twofold:

• To define cost models for resource usage and reaction time.

3 We assume without loss of generality that a device function has exactly
one return value; an extension to the general case is straightforward.

4 Note that for mobile devices, we might integrate the location of the device
as an additional attribute in the virtual relation.

5 It is particularly interesting to partition a base relation that references a
device ADT in a system where devices frequently join or leave the network;
partitioning the base relation thus avoids maintaining centralized informa-
tion concerning the devices currently in the system.
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• To obtain and maintain correct settings for the system
parameters from the cost model, i.e., settings that actually
reflect the status of a given device database system over time.

Example
Our goal in this section is not to cover all issues related to
query processing in a device database system, but rather to
illustrate how existing distributed database techniques can be
applied in this new context [15, 16]. We discuss the character-
istics of device database systems with respect to existing dis-
tributed database systems and use an analytical model to
illustrate the benefits of our approach.

Query Q1: “Retrieve every 30 seconds the rainfall level if it is
greater than 50 mm.”

SELECT VR.value
FROM VRFSensorsGetRainfallLevel VR, RFSensors R
WHERE VR.Sensor = R.Sensor AND VR.value > 50

AND $every(30);
We use as our example the query Q1, which is the result of

rewriting query Q using the virtual relation VRFSensorsGe-
tRainfallLevel. This query could be used to monitor the evolu-
tion of rainfall in flooded areas. We consider a system with
200 devices; the cardinality of relation R is therefore 200
records. Query Q1 is run as a long-running query with a dura-
tion of four hours. The rainfall level is measured every 30 sec-
onds; as a result, up to 480 virtual records are inserted into
each partition of the virtual relation.

Distributed Query Execution Plans — SQL queries usually
have a large space of possible execution plans. These are
obtained by considering various shapes for the tree of relational
operators, by permuting the position of relational operators in
this tree, by choosing various implementations for a relational
operator (in particular, each database system implements a set
of join methods, e.g., nested loop, sort-merge, hash-join, semi-
join), and by permuting the relative position of sub-trees [17]. In
a distributed context, the execution plan reflects the distributed
nature of the database: it is composed of query fragments, i.e.,
sub-trees of relational operators, assigned to execution sites.

Three more dimensions are thus added to the space
of possible execution plans: What are the candidate
execution sites? How are query fragments associat-
ed to execution sites? What is the strategy for trans-
ferring data from one site to another?

Figure 1 presents four execution plans for Q1;
each plan is a tree of relational operators that
manipulate base and virtual relations. Plan T rep-
resents the execution plan that would be generat-
ed for Query Q1 in a traditional system such as
ALERT. Data extracted from the devices are
materialized in the relation VR that is located on
the front-end (represented as a darker shaded
rectangle). The execution plan is a simple tree
composed of one join operator between relation R
and relation VR (using joining condition R.Sensor
= VR.Sensor AND VR.value > 50). This join is
executed on the front end.

The other execution plans illustrate the use of
distributed database techniques in a device
database system. Plan A is also a simple tree
where R is joined on the front end with relation
VR partitioned across a set of devices (represent-
ed as lighter shaded rectangles). This execution
plan is evaluated as follows. The front end asks
each device to measure rainfall level and to trans-
fer the resulting virtual records back to the front
end. (Virtual records are produced once on each

site for a snapshot query, and repetitively for a long-running
query). Each virtual record arriving on the front end is then
joined with relation R.

Intuitively, this execution plan is not optimal: all devices
with rainfall sensors transmit data to the front end while the
query only concerns the sensors that measure a rainfall level
greater than 50. An alternative execution plan pushes the join
to the devices, thus trading increased processing on devices
for reduced network traffic. Instead of pushing the join
between R and VR to each device, Plan B defines a semi-join
between relation R and the partitions of the virtual relation
VR located on the devices [16]. The semi-join projects out the
joining attribute from relation R (here the device id Sensor)
and sends the resulting relation to all devices; a semi-join
avoids transferring the complete relation R to all devices. On
the devices, whenever the rainfall level is measured, a virtual
record is generated and it is joined with the portion of rela-
tion R sent by the front end (using joining condition R.Sensor
= VR.Sensor and VR.value > 50). If the joining condition is
verified, then the virtual record is sent back to the front end,
where it is joined with complete records from relation R (not
only the joining attribute). Only the sensors whose rainfall
level is greater than 50 send data back to the front end. 

A third execution plan only pushes the selection (VR.value
> 50) onto the devices; only records that verify this condition
are sent back to the front end, where they are joined with
relation R. Plan C represents this execution plan. Compared
to Plan B, there is no subset of relation R transmitted to the
devices. We compare the resource usage of these three execu-
tion plans in the next section.

Analytical Model — We use a simple analytical model to
compare the costs of the three execution plans identified in
the previous section. We assume a multi-cluster, single-hop
WINS network [7]. There are 20 clusters each containing 10
devices. We consider the total energy consumed per sensor
node as the linear combination of CPU costs, the cost of a
memory access, the cost of sending a message, and the cost of
sending N bytes on the network:

� Figure 1. Execution plans for Query Q1.
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Cost in Joules = Wcpu * CPU +
Wram * RAM

+ Wsend * NbMsgs
+ Wbdw * SizeMsgs

The weight factors are used to trans-
fer all components of the cost into
Joules. Table 1 lists the weight factors
we used for our experiments. The fac-
tors were obtained by W. Kaiser and G.
Pottie, through measurements in a
WINS network composed of sensor nodes from Sensoria
Corp. [7]. The energy needed by the processor to operate
dominates the energy needed by the RAM, so we set Wram =
0. The cost per record of a join or a selection is NbInstPer-
Comp instructions. We do not model the cost of invoking the
device function. The cost per message is due to synchroniza-
tion between the sending and receiving nodes. We consider
that nodes are 30 meters from each other. In this case the cost
of sending 1000 bytes is 0.23J. (Note that the capacity of a
battery on a WINS sensor node is 3.5E4 Joules.) We further
assume that the size of each virtual record is 50 bytes.

We study resource usage on sensor nodes directly involved
in the query (i.e., the nodes on which a partition of the virtual
relation is located); we do not consider resource usage on the
nodes that are traversed for communication purposes. Each
sensor node satisfies the condition in query Q1 (Vr.value >
50) with a certain probability. We trace the resource usage in
the two extreme cases, i.e., for sensor nodes that are always
located outside a flood area and whose rainfall level is thus
never greater than 50, and for sensor nodes that are always
located inside a flood area. 

Figure 2 traces the resource usage expressed in Joules as a
function of time (given that the rainfall level is measured
every 30 seconds) for nodes always located outside a flood
area. With Plan A, data is sent back to the front end whenev-
er it is generated. With Plan B and, respectively, Plan C, a
join and, respectively, a selection, are pushed to the device.
As a result, the condition on the rainfall level is checked on
the devices and none of the devices located outside a flood
area sends data back to the front end. Plan B pays the initial
cost of transferring a fragment of relation R to the devices.
This initial cost is amortized (compared to Plan A) during the
lifespan of a long-running query.

Figure 3 traces the resource usage
expressed in Joules as a function of
time (given that the rainfall level is
measured every 30 seconds) for nodes
always located inside a flood area. With
all plans, data is always sent back to the
front end. The initial cost of Plan B is
here never amortized. Plan C and Plan
A have almost similar curves; this illus-
trates that the cost of performing a

selection is low compared to the cost of sending data.
In this example, pushing a selection as in Plan C is the opti-

mal choice. This is intuitive since the query filters out uninter-
esting events generated on the devices. Pushing the selection
allows the device database system to trade efficiently increased
processing on the devices for reduced communication.

Conclusions
In the near future, devices with processing and communica-
tion capabilities will be deployed in the physical world, pro-
viding a powerful computing platform. The first generation
of the Cornell Cougar systems demonstrates that the appli-
cation of database technology to this new computing plat-
form shows much promise for providing flexible and scalable
access to large collections of devices. Our work has intro-
duced a set of research problems, and we now provide a
brief overview of some of the questions that our ongoing
research is addressing:

Meta-data management: Current distributed database opti-
mizers assume global knowledge, i.e., the optimizer has access
to exact meta-information about the complete system. In a
device database system, we cannot assume that a single site
maintains global knowledge about the system because of the
large scale and dynamic nature of a device network, and
because it would incur a significant administration overhead.
How can we maintain meta-data in a decentralized way and
how can we utilize this information to devise good query plans?

Query processing: Query processing should take advantage
of the computing capabilities at the devices in order to mini-
mize the total amount of resources consumed in the device net-
work while minimizing reaction time. In addition, conditions in
a device network change over time. Devices fail, move, or dis-
connect, the network topology may evolve, and batteries are
used and recharged. Thus query plans must adapt dynamically

� Figure 2. Resource usage for sensors located outside a flood
area.
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� Figure 3. Resource usage for sensors located inside a flood
area.
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� Table 1. Parameters and settings for
modeling resource usage.

Wcpu 0.000001 J/instruction

Wram 0

Wsend 0.059 J/msg

Wbdw 0.23 J/Kbytes

NbInstPerComp 5000
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to changing network conditions and they must show a certain
degree of robustness against device failures. In addition, for
long-running queries the conditions in the device network
might change significantly while the query runs.
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Abstract

We present the Tiny AGgregation (TAG) service for ag-
gregation in low-power, distributed, wireless environ-
ments. TAG allows users to express simple, declarative
queries and have them distributed and executed efficiently
in networks of low-power, wireless sensors. We discuss
various generic properties of aggregates, and show how
those properties affect the performance of our in network
approach. We include a performance study demonstrat-
ing the advantages of our approach over traditional cen-
tralized, out-of-network methods, and discuss a variety of
optimizations for improving the performance and fault-
tolerance of the basic solution.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in computing technology have led to the
production of a new class of computing device: the wire-
less, battery powered, smart sensor [25]. These new sen-
sors are active, full fledged computers, capable not only of
measuring real world phenomena but also filtering, shar-
ing, and combining those measurements. One example
of such small sensor devices are the motes under devel-
opment at UC Berkeley. Current generation motes are
roughly 2cm x 4cm x 1cm and are equipped with a radio,
a processor, memory, a small battery pack, and a suite of
sensors. The mote operating system, TinyOS, provides a
set of primitives designed to facilitate the deployment of
motes in ad-hoc networks. In such networks, devices can
identify each other and route data without prior knowl-
edge of or assumptions about the network topology, al-
lowing the network topology to change as devices move,
run out of power, or experience shifting waves of interfer-
ence.

Due to the relative ease of deployment of mote-based sen-
sor networks, practitioners in a variety of fields have be-
gun considering them for a range of monitoring and data
collection tasks. For example: civil engineers are using
motes to monitor building integrity during earthquakes

�
This work has been partially supported by the NSF under grants

IIS-0086057 and SI0122599, and by research funds from IBM, Intel,
Microsoft, and the UC Micro program.

[31]; biologists are planning mote deployments for habitat
monitoring[21, 5]; administrators of large computer clus-
ters are interested in using motes to monitor the tempera-
ture and power usage in their data centers.

All of these sensor applications depend on the ability to
extract data from the network. Often, this data consists of
summaries (or aggregations) rather than raw sensor read-
ings. Other researchers have noted the importance of data
aggregation in sensor networks [13, 10, 12]. This previous
work has tended to view aggregation as an application-
specific mechanism that would be programmed into the
devices on an as-needed basis, typically in error-prone,
low-level languages like C. In contrast, our position is that
because aggregation is so central to emerging sensor net-
work applications, it must be provided as a core service
by the system software. Instead of a set of extensible C
APIs, we believe this service should consist of a generic,
easily invoked high-level programming abstraction. This
approach enables users of sensor networks, who often are
not networking experts or even computer scientists, to fo-
cus on their applications free from the idiosyncrasies of
the underlying embedded OS and hardware.

1.1 The TAG Approach

We have developed Tiny AGgregation (TAG), a generic
aggregation service for ad hoc networks of TinyOS motes.
There are two essential attributes of this service. First, it
provides a simple, declarative interface for data collection
and aggregation, inspired by selection and aggregation fa-
cilities in database query languages. Second, it intelli-
gently distributes and executes aggregation queries in the
sensor network in a time and power-efficient manner, and
is sensitive to the resource constraints and lossy commu-
nication properties of wireless sensor networks. TAG pro-
cesses aggregates in the network by computing over the
data as it flows through the sensors, discarding irrelevant
data and combining relevant readings into more compact
records when possible.

TAG operates as follows: users pose aggregation queries
from a powered, storage-rich basestation. Operators that
implement the query are distributed into the network by
piggybacking on the existing ad hoc networking protocol.
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Sensors route data back towards the user through a routing
tree rooted at the basestation. As data flows up this tree,
it is aggregated according to an aggregation function and
value-based partitioning specified in the query. As an ex-
ample, consider a query that counts the number of nodes
in a network of indeterminate size. First, the request to
count is injected into the network. Then, each leaf node in
the tree reports a count of 1 to their parent; interior nodes
sum the count of their children, add 1 to it, and report that
value to their parent. Counts propagate up the tree in this
manner, and flow out at the root.

1.2 Overview of the Paper

The contributions of this paper are four-fold: first, we pro-
pose a simple, SQL-like declarative language for express-
ing aggregation queries over streaming sensor data and
identify key properties of aggregation functions that affect
the extent to which they can be efficiently processed inside
the network. Second, we demonstrate how such in net-
work execution can yield an order of magnitude reduction
in communication compared to centralized approaches.
Third, we show that by adopting a well-defined, declar-
ative query language as a level of abstraction between
the user and specific networking and routing protocols,
a number of optimizations can be transparently applied to
further reduce the data demands on the system. Finally,
we show that our focus on a high-level language leads to
useful end-to-end techniques for reducing the effects of
network loss on aggregate results.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
the next section, we briefly review the TinyOS hardware
and software environment. Then, we discuss the syntax
and semantics of queries in TAG and classify the types of
aggregates supported by the system, focusing on the char-
acteristics of aggregates that impact their performance and
fault tolerance. We then present the core TAG algorithm
and show how our solution satisfies the query require-
ments while providing performance and tolerance to net-
work faults. We discuss several optimizations for improv-
ing the performance of the basic approach. Additionally,
we include experimental results demonstrating the effec-
tiveness and robustness of our algorithms in a simulation
environment, as well as a brief study of a real-world de-
ployment on TinyOS motes. Finally, we discuss related
work and conclude.

2 Motes and Ad-Hoc Networks
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the mote
hardware architecture, the TinyOS system, and an ad hoc
routing algorithm for mote-based sensor networks.

2.1 Motes

Current generation TinyOS motes are equipped with a
4Mhz Atmel microprocessor with 4 kB of RAM and 128
kB of code space, a 917 MHz RFM radio running at 50
kb/s, and 512kB of EEPROM. An expansion slot accom-
modates a variety of sensor boards by exposing a number
of analog input lines as well as popular chip-to-chip serial
busses. Current sensor options include: light, tempera-
ture, magnetic field, acceleration, sound, and power.

The single-channel radio is half duplex, meaning motes
cannot send and receive at the same time. Currently, the
default TinyOS implementation uses a CSMA-like media
access protocol with a random backoff scheme. Message
delivery is unreliable by default, though applications can
build up an acknowledgment layer. Often, a message ac-
knowledgment can be obtained for free (see Section 2.2).

Power is supplied via an AA battery pack or a coin-cell
attached through the expansion slot. The effective life-
time of the device is determined by this power supply. In
turn, the power consumption of each sensor node tends
to be dominated by the cost of transmitting and receiving
messages. In terms of power consumption, transmitting a
single bit of data is equivalent to 800 instructions. This
energy tradeoff between communication and computation
implies that many applications will benefit by processing
the data inside the network rather than simply transmitting
the sensor readings. An AA battery pack will allow a mote
to send 5.52 million messages (if it does no other compu-
tation and only powers its radio up to transmit) which is
equivalent to one message per second every day for about
two months – not long if the goal is to deploy long lived,
zero-maintenance ad-hoc sensor networks. Hence, power-
conserving algorithms are particularly important. 1 As we
will discuss in Section 4.1 , our design is amenable to very
low power modes in which the radio is kept powered down
for long periods of time.

To understand how data is routed in our ad-hoc aggrega-
tion network, two properties of radio communication need
to be emphasized. First, radio is a broadcast medium so
that any mote within hearing distance hears a message,
irrespective of whether or not that mote is the intended re-
cipient. Second, we only make use of symmetric links
(where if mote � can hear mote

�
,

�
can also hear � .)

As is common in ad-hoc protocols, asymmetric links are
detected and blacklisted using a technique similar to that
proposed in AODV [24].

Messages in the current generation of TinyOS are a fixed

1Note that as sensor devices become more integrated, it is expected
that the ratio of communication to computation costs will get more im-
portant over time as silicon efficiency increases while the physical costs
of pushing radio waves over the air remain constant.
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size – by default, 30 bytes. Each device has a unique
sensor ID that distinguishes it from others. All messages
specify their recipient (or specify broadcast, meaning all
available recipients), allowing motes to ignore messages
not intended for them, although non-broadcast messages
are received by all motes within range – unintended recip-
ients simply drop messages not addressed to them.

2.2 Ad-Hoc Routing Algorithm
Given this overview of the mote environment, we now dis-
cuss how sensor devices route data. One common tech-
nique, which we sketch here, is to build a routing tree.
We omit some details of this approach due to space con-
straints – a number routing protocols suitable for this
purpose have been proposed; the reader is referred to
[32, 13, 12, 14, 1] for more information. In general, TAG
is agnostic to the choice of routing algorithm, requiring
it to provide just two capabilities. First, it must be able
to deliver query requests to all nodes in a network.2 Sec-
ond, it must be able to provide one or more routes from
every node to the root of the network where aggregation
data is being collected. These routes must guarantee that
at most one copy of every message arrive (no duplicates
are generated).

In the tree-based routing scheme, one mote is appointed to
be the root, usually because it is the point where the user
interfaces to the network. The root broadcasts a message
asking motes to organize into a routing tree; in that mes-
sage it specifies its own id and its level, or distance from
the root (in this case, zero.) Any mote without an assigned
level that hears this message assigns its own level to be the
level in the message plus one. It also chooses the sender
of the message as its parent, through which it will route
messages to the root.

Each of these motes then rebroadcasts the routing mes-
sage, inserting their own ids and levels. The routing mes-
sage floods down the tree in this fashion, with each node
rebroadcasting the message until all nodes have been as-
signed a level and a parent. These routing messages are
periodically broadcast from the root, so that the process
of topology discovery goes on continuously. This constant
topology maintenance makes it relatively easy to adapt to
network changes caused by mobility of certain nodes, or
to the addition or deletion of motes. We describe a specific
topology maintenance protocol used for our experiments
on loss in Section 7.1 below. To maintain stability in the
network, parents are retained unless a child does not hear
from them for some long period of time, at which point it

2Note that, as an optimization, it may be useful for the routing layer
to limit the extent to which queries are propagated based on properties of
the query – for example, a short-lived query over constrained geographic
area need not be sent to motes far away from that area. We reserve such
optimizations for future work.

selects a new parent using this same process. We look in
more detail at the robustness of this approach with respect
to loss and its effect on aggregate values in Section 7.

When a mote wishes to send a message to the root, it
broadcasts a message addressed to its parent, which in
turn forwards the message on to its parent, and so on,
eventually reaching the root. In Section 4, we show how,
as data is routed towards the root, it can be combined with
data from other motes to efficiently combine routing and
aggregation. Now, however, we turn to the syntax and se-
mantics of aggregate queries in TAG.

3 Query Model and Environment

Given our goal of allowing users to pose declarative
queries over sensor networks, we needed a language for
expressing such queries. Rather than inventing our own,
we chose to adopt a SQL-style query syntax. We sup-
port SQL-style queries (without joins) over a single ta-
ble called sensors, whose schema is known at the base
station. As is the case in Cougar [23], this table can be
thought of as an append-only relational table with one at-
tribute per input of the motes (e.g., temperature, light.)
In TAG, we focus on the problem of aggregate sensor
readings, though facilities for collecting individual sensor
readings also exist.

Before describing the semantics of queries in general, we
begin with an example query. Consider a user who wishes
to monitor the occupancy of the conference rooms on a
particular floor of a building, which she chooses to do by
using microphone sensors attached to motes, and looking
for rooms where the average volume is over some thresh-
old (assuming that rooms can have multiple sensors). Her
query could be expressed as:

SELECT AVG(volume),room FROM sensors
WHERE floor = 6
GROUP BY room
HAVING AVG(volume) > threshold
EPOCH DURATION 30s

This query partitions motes on the 6th floor according
to the room in which they are located (which may be a
hard-coded constant in each device, or may be determined
via some localization component available to the devices.)
The query then reports all rooms where the average vol-
ume is over a specified threshold. Updates are delivered
every 30 seconds, although the user may deregister her
query at any time.

In general, queries in TAG have the form:
SELECT ������� ( ���
	�� ), attrs  FROM sensors
WHERE � selPreds 
GROUP BY � attrs 
HAVING � havingPreds 
EPOCH DURATION �

With the exception of the EPOCH DURATION clause, the
semantics of this statement are similar to SQL aggregate
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queries. The SELECT clause specifies an arbitrary arith-
metic expression over one or more aggregation attributes.
We expect that the common case here is that ������� will
simply be the name of a single attribute. Attrs (option-
ally) selects the attributes by which the sensor readings are
partitioned ; these can be any subset of attrs that appear
in the GROUP BY clause. The syntax of the ���	� clause
is discussed below; note that multiple aggreggates may
be computed in a single query. The WHERE clause filters
out individual sensor readings before they are aggregated.
Such predicates can typically be executed locally at the
mote before readings are communicated, as in [23, 18].
The GROUP BY clause specifies an attribute based par-
titioning of sensor readings. Logically, each reading be-
longs to exactly one group, and the evaluation of the query
is a table of group identifiers and aggregate values. The
HAVING clause filters that table by suppressing groups
that do not satisfy the havingPreds predicates.

The primary semantic difference between TAG queries
and SQL queries is that the output of a TAG query is a
stream of values, rather than a single aggregate value (or
batched result). In monitoring applications, such contin-
uous results are often more useful than a single, isolated
aggregate, as they allow users to understand how the net-
work is behaving over time and observe transient effects
(such as message losses) that make individual results,
taken in isolation, hard to interpret. In these stream se-
mantics, each record consists of one 
 group id,aggregate
value � pair per group. Each group is time-stamped and
the readings used to compute an aggregate record all be-
long to the same time interval, or epoch. The duration
of each epoch is the argument of the EPOCH DURATION
clause, which specifies the amount of time (in seconds)
devices wait before acquiring and transmitting each suc-
cessive sample. This value may be as large as the user
desires; it must be at least as long as the time it takes
for a mote to process and transmit a single radio message
and do some local processing – about 30 ms (including
average MAC backoff in a low-contention environment)
for current generation motes (yielding a maximum sam-
ple rate of about 33 samples per second.) In section 4.1,
we discuss situations that require longer lower bounds on
epoch duration.

3.1 Structure of Aggregates

The problem of computing aggregate queries in large clus-
ters of nodes has been addressed in the context of shared-
nothing parallel query processing environments [26]. Like
sensor networks, those environments require the coordina-
tion of a large number of nodes to process aggregations.
Thus, while the severe bandwidth limitations, lossy com-
munications, and variable topology of sensor networks

mean that the specific implementation techniques used in
the two environments must differ, it is still useful to lever-
age the techniques for aggregate decomposition used in
database systems [2, 35].

The approach used in such systems (and followed in
TAG) is to implement ���	� via three functions: a merging
function � , an initializer  , and an evaluator, � .
In general, � has the following structure:

���������	������������� ��!
where 
"�#� and 
"$%� are multi-valued partial state
records, computed over one or more sensor values, repre-
senting the intermediate state over those values that will
be required to compute an aggregate. 
%&�� is the partial-
state record resulting from the application of function �
to 
'�(� and 
'$)� . For example, if � is the merg-
ing function for AVERAGE, each partial state record will
consist of a pair of values: SUM and COUNT, and � is spec-
ified as follows, given two state records 
+*-,/.102,�� and

3*546.70849� :

�	���;:=<>�@?�<A���B�C:	DE�@?5D8��!��8�C:=<GF�:�DH�I?�<GF�?5DJ�
The initializer  is needed to specify how to instantiate a
state record for a single sensor value; for an AVERAGE
over a sensor value of � , the initializer 7K��ML returns the
tuple 
N��.HOP� . Finally, the evaluator � takes a partial
state record and computes the actual value of the aggre-
gate. For AVERAGE, the evaluator �QKR
S*A.70T� L simply
returns *VU60 .

These three functions can easily be derived for the basic
SQL aggregates; in general, any operation that can be ex-
pressed as commutative applications of a binary function
is expressible.

3.2 Taxonomy of Aggregates

Given our basic syntax and structure of aggregates, an
obvious question remains: what aggregate functions can
be expressed in TAG? The original SQL specification
offers just five options: COUNT, MIN, MAX, SUM, and
AVERAGE. Although these basic functions are suitable for
a wide range of database applications, we did not wish to
constrain TAG to only these choices. For this reason, we
present a general classification of aggregate functions and
show how the dimensions of that classification affect the
performance of TAG throughout the paper. We will as-
sume that when aggregation functions are registered with
TAG, they are classified along the dimensions described
below.3

3We omit a detailed discussion of how new aggregate functions
are registered with motes. For now, aggregates are pre-compiled into
motes. Virtual-machine languages recently proposed for TinyOS-style
[16] motes could also be used for this purpose.
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MAX, MIN COUNT, SUM AVERAGE MEDIAN COUNT DISTINCT 4 HISTOGRAM 5 Section

Duplicate Sensitive No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Section 7.5
Exemplary (E), Summary (S) E S S E S S Section 6.2
Monotonic Yes Yes No No Yes No Section 4.2
Partial State Distributive Distributive Algebraic Holistic Unique Content-Sensitive Section 5.1

Table 1: Classes of aggregates

We classify aggregates according to four properties that
are particularly important to sensor networks. Table 1
shows how specific aggregation functions can be classi-
fied according to these properties, and indicates the sec-
tions of the paper where the various dimensions of the
classification are emphasized.

The first dimension is duplicate sensitivity. Duplicate in-
sensitive aggregates are unaffected by duplicate readings
from a single device while duplicate sensitive aggregates
will change when a duplicate reading is reported. Dupli-
cate sensitivity implies restrictions on network properties
and on certain optimizations, as described in Section 7.5.

Second, exemplary aggregates return one or more repre-
sentative values from the set of all values; summary ag-
gregates compute some property over all values. This
distinction is important because exemplary aggregates be-
have unpredictably in the face of loss, and, for the same
reason, are not amenable to sampling. Conversely, for
summary aggregates, the aggregate applied to a subset can
be treated as a robust approximation of the true aggregate
value, assuming that either the subset is chosen randomly,
or that the correlations in the subset can be accounted for
in the approximation logic.

Third, monotonic aggregates have the property that when
two partial state records, � , and � 4 , are combined via
� , the resulting state record �

�
will have the prop-

erty that either
� � , .�� 4 .1�	K�� � L����
	�� K��QK�� , L>.1�	K�� 4 LBL or� �/,�.�E4�.��QK�� � L����
��� K �QK��/, L .��QK���4EL�L . This is impor-

tant when determining whether some predicates (such as
HAVING) can be applied in network, before the final value
of the aggregate is known. Early predicate evaluation
saves messages by reducing the distance that partial state
records must flow up the aggregation tree.

The fourth dimension relates to the amount of state re-
quired for each partial state record. For example, a partial
AVERAGE record consists of a pair of values, while a par-
tial COUNT record constitutes only a single value. Though
TAG correctly computes any aggregate that conforms to
the specification of � in Section 3 above, its performance
is inversely related to the amount of intermediate state re-
quired per aggregate. The first three categories of this di-
mension (e.g. distributive, algebraic, holistic) were ini-
tially presented in work on data-cubes [9].
� In Distributive aggregates, the partial state is simply
the aggregate for the partition of data over which they
are computed. Hence the size of the partial state records

is the same as the size of the final aggregate.
� In Algebraic aggregates, the partial state records are
not themselves aggregates for the partitions, but are of
constant size.
� In Holistic aggregates, the partial state records are pro-
portional in size to the set of data in the partition. In
essence, for holistic aggregates no useful partial aggre-
gation can be done, and all the data must be brought
together to be aggregated by the evaluator.
� Unique aggregates are similar to holistic aggregates,
except that the amount of state that must be propagated
is proportional to the number of distinct values in the
partition.
� In Content-Sensitive aggregates, the partial state
records are proportional in size to some (perhaps sta-
tistical) property of the data values in the partition.
Many approximate aggregates proposed recently in
the database literature are content-sensitive. Exam-
ples of such aggregates include fixed-width histograms,
wavelets, and so on; see [3] for an overview of such
functions.

In summary, we have classified aggregates according to
their state requirements, tolerance of loss, duplicate sen-
sitivity, and monotonicity. We will refer back to this clas-
sification throughout the text, as these properties will de-
termine the applicability of communication optimizations
we present later. Understanding how aggregates fit into
these categories is a cross-cutting issue that is critical (and
useful) in many aspects of sensor data collection.

Note that our formulation of aggregate functions, com-
bined with this taxonomy, is flexible enough to encompass
a wide range of sophisticated operations. For example, we
have implemented (in the simulator described in Section
5 below), an isobar finding aggregate. This is a duplicate-
insensitive, summary, monotonic, content-sensitive aggre-
gate that builds a topological map representing discrete
bands of one attribute (light, for example) plotted against
two other attributes (x and y position in some local coor-
dinate space, for example.)

4The HISTOGRAM aggregate sorts sensor readings into fixed-width
buckets and returns the size of each bucket; it is content-sensitive be-
cause the number of buckets varies depending on how widely spaced
sensor readings are.

5COUNT DISTINCT returns the number of distinct values reported
across all motes.
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3.3 Attribute Catalog

Queries in TAG contain named attributes. Some mecha-
nism is needed to allow users to determine the set of at-
tributes they may query, and to allow motes to advertise
the attributes they can provide. In TAG, we include on
each mote a small catalog of attributes. This catalog can
be searched for attributes of a specific name, or iterated
through. To limit the burden of reporting catalog informa-
tion from motes, we assume the central query processor
caches or stores the attributes of all motes it may access.

When a TAG sensor receives a query, it converts named
fields into local catalog identifiers. Nodes lacking at-
tributes specified in the query simply tag missing at-
tributes as NULL in their result records (alternatively, the
query could specify that the lacking node should opt out
of the query.) This technique increases the scalability of
large sensor network deployments as it does not require
all nodes to have global knowledge of all attributes.

As in relational databases, partial state records result-
ing from the evaluation of a query have the same layout
across all nodes. Thus, tuples in TAG need not be self-
describing; attribute names are not carried with results,
leading to a significant reduction in the amount of data that
must be propagated with each tuple. At the same time, it
is not necessary for all nodes to have identical catalogs,
which allows heterogeneous sensing capabilities and in-
cremental deployment of motes.

Attributes in TAG may be direct representations of sen-
sor values, such as light or temperature, or may be in-
trospective, such as remaining energy or network neigh-
borhood information. More generally, they can represent
time-varying statistics over local sensor values, such as an
exponentially decaying average of the last � light read-
ings, or more complicated attributes such as a room num-
ber, GPS coordinate, or relative distance to some neighbor
from a localization component. Individual software com-
ponents in TinyOS choose which attributes they will make
available, and provide an accessor function for acquiring
the next attribute reading.

4 In Network Aggregates

Given the simple routing protocol from Section 2.2 and
our query model, we now discuss the implementation of
the core TAG algorithm for in network aggregation.

A naive implementation of sensor network aggregation
would be to use a centralized, server-based approach
where all sensor readings are sent to the base station,
which then computes the aggregates. In TAG, however,
we compute aggregates in network whenever possible,
because, if properly implemented, this approach can be

lower in number of message transmissions, latency, and
power consumption than the server-based approach. We
will measure the advantage of in network aggregation in
Section 5 below; first, we present the basic algorithm in
detail. We first consider the operation of the basic ap-
proach in the absence of grouping; we show how to extend
it with grouping in Section 4.2.

4.1 Tiny Aggregation

TAG consists of two phases: a distribution phase, in which
aggregate queries are pushed down into the network, and
a collection phase, where the aggregate values are contin-
ually routed up from children to parents. Recall that our
query semantics partition time into epochs of duration  ,
and that we must produce a single aggregate value (when
not grouping) that combines the readings of all devices in
the network during that epoch.

Given our goal of using as few messages as possible, the
collection phase must ensure that parents in the routing
tree wait until they have heard from their children be-
fore propagating an aggregate value for the current epoch.
We will accomplish this by having parents subdivide the
epoch such that children are required to deliver their par-
tial state records during a parent-specified time interval.
This interval is selected such that there is enough time for
the parent to combine partial state records and propagate
its own record to its parent.

When a mote � receives a request to aggregate, � , either
from another mote or from the user, it awakens, synchro-
nizes its clock according to timing information in the mes-
sage, and prepares to participate in aggregation. In the tree
based routing scheme, � chooses the sender of the mes-
sage as its parent. In addition to the information in the
query, � includes the interval when the sender is expect-
ing to hear partial state records from � . � then forwards
the query request � down the network, setting this delivery
interval for children to be slightly before the time its par-
ent expects to see � ’s partial state record. In the tree-based
approach, this forwarding consists of a broadcast of � , to
include any nodes that did not hear the previous round,
and include them as children (if it has any.) These nodes
continue to forward the request in this manner, until the
query has been propagated throughout the network.

During the epoch after query propagation, each mote lis-
tens for messages from its children during the interval it
specified when forwarding the query. It then computes a
partial state record consisting of the combination of any
child values it heard with its own local sensor readings.
Finally, during the transmission interval requested by its
parent, the mote transmits this partial state record up the
network. Figure 1 illustrates the process. Notice that par-
ents listen for longer than the transmission interval they
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End of
Epoch

Start of
Epoch

Root

Figure 1: Partial state records flowing up the tree during
an epoch.

specified, to overcome limitations in the quality of clock
synchronization algorithms between parents and children.
In this way, aggregates flow back up the tree interval-by-
interval. Eventually, a complete aggregate arrives at the
root. During each subsequent epoch, a new aggregate is
produced. Notice that, for a significant portion of each
epoch, motes are idle and can enter a low power state.

This scheme begs the question of how parents choose the
duration of the interval in which they will receive values.
It needs to be long enough such that all of a node’s chil-
dren can report, but not so long that the epoch ends be-
fore nodes deep in the tree can schedule their communi-
cation. Furthermore, longer intervals require radios to be
powered up for more time, which consumes precious en-
ergy. In general, the proper choice of duration for these
intervals is somewhat environment specific, as it depends
on the density of radio cells and “bushiness” of the net-
work topology. For the purposes of the simulations and
experiments in this paper, we assume the network has a
maximum depth

�
, and set the duration of each interval

to be (EPOCH DURATION)/
�
, with nodes at level  trans-

mitting during the ���� interval. We rely on the TinyOS
MAC layer [32] to avoid collisions between nodes trans-
mitting during the same interval. Note that this provides
a lower-bound on the EPOCH DURATION and constrains
the maximum sample rate of the network, since the epoch
must be long enough for partial state records from the bot-
tom of the tree to propagate to the root.

To increase the sample rate, one could consider pipelining
the communications schedule shown in Figure 1. With
pipelining, the output of the network would be delayed by
one or more epochs, as some nodes would wait until the
next epoch to report the aggregates they collected during
the current epoch. In exchange for such delays, the effec-
tive sample rate of the system is increased (for the same
reason that pipelining a long processor stage increases the
clock rate of a CPU.) We do not consider such schemes

in detail here; we discussed a fully-pipelined approach to
aggregation in a workshop submission [20].

In Section 5.1 we show how TAG can provide an order
of magnitude decrease in communications costs over a
centralized approach. However, before discussing perfor-
mance, we extend the approach to support grouping.

4.2 Grouping

Grouping in TAG is functionally equivalent to the
GROUP BY clause in SQL: each sensor reading is placed
into exactly one group, and groups are partitioned accord-
ing to an expression over one or more attributes. The basic
grouping technique is to push the expression down with
the query, ask nodes to choose the group they belong to,
and then, as answers flow back, update aggregate values
in the appropriate groups.

Partial state records are aggregated just as in the approach
described above, except that those records are now tagged
with a group id. When a node is a leaf, it applies the
grouping expression to compute a group id. It then tags
its partial state record with the group and forwards it on
to its parent. When a node receives an aggregate from a
child, it checks the group id. If the child is in the same
group as the node, it combines the two values using the
combining function � . If it is in a different group, it stores
the value of the child’s group along with its own value for
forwarding in the next epoch. If another child message
arrives with a value in either group, the node updates the
appropriate aggregate. During the next epoch, the node
sends the value of all the groups about which it collected
information during the previous epoch, combining infor-
mation about multiple groups into a single message as
long as message size permits. Figure 2 shows an example
of computing a query grouped by temperature that selects
average light readings.

Recall that queries may contain a HAVING clause, which
constrains the set of groups in the final query result. This
predicate can sometimes be passed into the network along
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Figure 2: A sensor network (left) with an in network,
grouped aggregate applied to it (right). Parenthesized
numbers represent nodes that contribute to the average
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with the grouping expression. The predicate is only sent
if it can potentially be used to reduce the number of mes-
sages that must be sent: for example, if the predicate is
of the form MAX(attr) 
 x, then information about
groups with MAX(attr) � x need not be transmitted
up the tree, and so the predicate is sent down into the net-
work. When a node detects that a group does not satisfy a
HAVING clause, it can notify other nodes in the network
of this information to suppress transmission and storage
of values from that group. Note that HAVING clauses
can be pushed down only for monotonic aggregates; non-
monotonic aggregates are not amenable to this technique.
However, not all HAVING predicates on monotonic aggre-
gates can be pushed down; for example, MAX(attr) �
x cannot be applied in the network because a node cannot
know that, just because its local value of � � �I� is less than
� , the MAX over the entire group is less than � .

Grouping introduces an additional problem: the number
of groups can exceed available storage on any one (non-
leaf) device. Our proposed solution is to evict one or more
groups from local storage. Once an eviction victim is se-
lected, it is forwarded to the node’s parent, which may
choose to hold on to the group or continue to forward
it up the tree. Notice that a single node may evict sev-
eral groups in a single epoch (or the same group multiple
times, if a bad victim is selected). This is because, once
group storage is full, if only one group is evicted at a time,
a new eviction decision must be made every time a value
representing an unknown or previously evicted group ar-
rives. Because groups can be evicted, the base station at
the top of the network may be called upon to combine par-
tial groups to form an accurate aggregate value. Evicting
partially computed groups is known as partial preaggre-
gation, as described in [15].

Thus, we have shown how to partition sensor readings
into a number of groups and properly compute aggregates
over those groups, even when the amount of group infor-
mation exceeds available storage in any one device. We
will briefly mention experiments with grouping and group
eviction policies in Section 5.2. First, we summarize some
of the additional benefits of TAG.

4.3 Additional Advantages of TAG

The principal advantage of TAG is its ability to dramat-
ically decrease the communication required to compute
an aggregate versus a centralized aggregation approach.
However, TAG has a number of additional benefits.

One of these is its ability to tolerate disconnections and
loss. In sensor environments, it is very likely that some
aggregation requests or partial state records will be gar-
bled, or that devices will move or run out of power. These

losses will invariably result in some nodes becoming lost,
either without a parent or not incorporated into the aggre-
gation network during the initial flooding phase. If we
include information about queries in partial state records,
lost nodes can reconnect by listening to other node’s state
records – not necessarily intended for them – as they flow
up the tree. We revisit the issue of loss in Section 7.

A second advantage of the TAG approach is that, in most
cases, each mote is required to transmit only a single mes-
sage per epoch, regardless of its depth in the routing tree.
In the centralized (non TAG) case, as data converges to-
wards the root, nodes at the top of the tree are required to
transmit significantly more data than nodes at the leaves;
their batteries are drained faster and the lifetime of the
network is limited. Furthermore, because the top of the
routing tree must forward messages for every node in the
network, the maximum sample rate of the system is in-
versely proportional to the total number of nodes. To see
this, consider a radio channel with a capacity of � mes-
sages per second. If � motes are participating in a cen-
tralized aggregate, to obtain a sample rate of

�
samples

per second, ���
�

messages must flow through the root
during each epoch. ���

�
must be no larger than � , so

the sample rate
�

can be at most ��U � messages per mote
per epoch, regardless of the network density. When using
TAG, the maximum transmission rate is limited instead
by the occupancy of the largest radio-cell; in general, we
expect that each cell will contain far fewer than � motes.

Yet another advantage of TAG is that, by explicitly divid-
ing time into epochs, a convenient mechanism for idling
the processor is obtained. The long idle times in Figure 1
show how this is possible; during these intervals, the radio
and processor can be put into deep sleep modes that use
very little power. Of course, some bootstrapping phase
is needed where motes can learn about queries currently
in the system, acquire a parent, and synchronize clocks;
a simple strategy involves requiring that every node wake
up infrequently but periodically to advertise this informa-
tion and that devices that have not received advertisements
from their neighbors listen for several times this period
between sleep intervals. Research on energy aware MAC
protocols [34] presents a similar scheme in detail. That
work also discusses issues such as time synchronization
resolution and the maximum sleep duration to avoid the
adverse effects of clock skew on individual devices.

Taken as a whole, these TAG features provide users with a
stream of aggregate values that changes as sensor readings
and the underlying network change. These readings are
provided in an energy and bandwidth efficient manner.
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5 Simulation-Based Evaluation

In this section, we present a simulation environment for
TAG and evaluate its behavior using this simulator. We
also have an initial, real-world deployment; we discuss its
performance at the end of the paper, in Section 8.

To study the algorithms presented in this paper, we simu-
lated TAG in Java. The simulator models mote behavior at
a coarse level: time is divided into units of epochs, mes-
sages are encapsulated into Java objects that are passed
directly into nodes without any model of the time to send
or decode. Nodes are allowed to compute or transmit ar-
bitrarily within a single epoch, and each node executes
serially. Messages sent by all nodes during one epoch are
delivered in random order during the next epoch to model
a parallel execution. Note that this simulator cannot ac-
count for certain low-level properties of the network: for
example, because there is no fine-grained model of time,
it is not possible to model radio contention at a byte level.

Our simulation includes an interchangeable communica-
tion model that defines connectivity based on geographic
distance. Figure 3 shows screenshots of a visualization
component of our simulation; each square represents a
single device, and shading (in these images) represents the
number of radio hops the device is from the root (center);
darker is closer. We measure the size of networks in terms
of diameter, or width of the sensor grid (in nodes). Thus,
a diameter 50 network contains 2500 devices.

We have run experiments with three communications
models; 1) a simple model, where nodes have perfect
(lossless) communication with their immediate neighbors,
which are regularly placed (Figure 3(a)), 2) a random
placement model (Figure 3(b)), and 3) a realistic model
that attempts to capture the actual behavior of the radio
and link layer on TinyOS motes (Figure 3(c).) In this last
model, notice that the number of hops from a particular
node to the root is no longer directly proportional to the
geographic distance between the node and the root, al-
though the two values are still related. This model uses
results from real world experiments [7] to approximate the
actual loss characteristics of the TinyOS radio. Loss rates
are high in in the realistic model: a pair of adjacent nodes
loses more than 20% of the traffic between them. Devices
separated by larger distances lose still more traffic.

The simulator also models the costs of topology mainte-
nance: if a node does not transmit a reading for several
epochs (which will be the case in some of our optimiza-
tions below), that node must periodically send a heartbeat
to advertise that it is still alive, so that its parents and chil-
dren know to keep routing data through it. The interval
between heartbeats can be chosen arbitrarily; choosing a
longer interval means fewer messages must be sent, but

(a) Simple (b) Random (c) Realistic

Figure 3: The TAG Simulator, with Three Different Com-
munications Models, Diameter = 20.

requires nodes to wait longer before deciding that a par-
ent or child has disconnected, making the network less
adaptable to rapid change.

This simulation allows us to measure the the number of
bytes, messages, and partial state records sent over the
radio by each mote. Since we do not simulate the mote
CPU, it does not give us an accurate measurement of the
number of instructions executed in each mote. It does,
however, allow us to obtain an approximate measure of
the state required for various algorithms, based on the size
of the data structures allocated by each mote.

Unless otherwise specified, our experiments are over the
simple radio topology in which there is no loss. We also
assume sensor values do not change over the course of a
single simulation run.

5.1 Performance of TAG

In the first set of experiments, we compare the perfor-
mance of the TAG in network approach to centralized ap-
proaches on queries for the different classes of aggregates
discussed in Section 3.2. Centralized aggregates have the
same communications cost irrespective of the aggregate
function, since all data must be routed to the root. For this
experiment, we compared this cost to the number of bytes
required for distributive aggregates (MAX and COUNT),
an algebraic aggregate (AVERAGE), a holistic aggregate
(MEDIAN), a content-sensitive aggregate (HISTOGRAM),
and a unique aggregate (COUNT DISTINCT); the results
are shown in Figure 4.

Values in this experiment represent the steady-state cost
to extract an additional aggregate from the network once
the query has been propagated; the cost to flood a request
down the tree in not considered.

In our 2500 node (
�������

) network, MAX and COUNT
have the same cost when processed in the network, about
5000 bytes per epoch (total over all nodes), since they both
send just a single integer per partial state record; similarly
AVERAGE requires just two integers, and thus always has
double the cost of the distributive aggregates. MEDIAN
costs the same as a centralized aggregate, about 90000
bytes per epoch, which is significantly more expensive
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than other aggregates, especially for larger networks, as
parents have to forward all of their children’s values to the
root. COUNT DISTINCT is only slightly less expensive
(73000 bytes), as there are few duplicate sensor values;
a less uniform sensor-value distribution would reduce the
cost of this aggregate. For the HISTOGRAM aggregate,
we set the size of the fixed-width buckets to be 10; sensor
values ranged over the interval [0..1000]. At about 9000
messages per epoch, HISTOGRAM provides an efficient
means for extracting a density summary of readings from
the network.

Note that the benefit of TAG will be more or less pro-
nounced depending on the topology. In a flat, single-hop
environment, where all motes are directly connected to the
root, TAG is no better than the centralized approach. For
a topology where � motes are arranged in a line, central-
ized aggregates will require �

4 U�� partial state records to
be transmitted, whereas TAG will require only � records.

Thus, we have shown that, for our simulation topology, in
network aggregation can reduce communication costs by
an order of magnitude over centralized approaches, and
that, even in the worst case (such as with MEDIAN), it
provides performance equal to the centralized approach.

5.2 Grouping Experiments

We also ran several experiments to measure the perfor-
mance of grouping in TAG, focusing on the behavior of
various eviction techniques. We tried a number of simple
eviction policies, but found that the choice of policy made
little difference for any of the sensor-value distributions
we tested – in the most extreme case, the difference be-
tween the best and worst case eviction policy accounted
for less than 10% of the total messages. Due to the rel-
ative insignificance of these results and space limitations,

we omit a detailed discussion of the merits of various evic-
tion policies.

6 Optimizations

In this section, we present several techniques to improve
the performance and accuracy of the basic approach de-
scribed above. Some of these techniques are function de-
pendent; that is, they can only be used for certain classes
of aggregates. Also note that, in general, these techniques
can be applied in a user-transparent fashion, since they are
not explicitly a part of the query syntax and do not affect
the semantics of the results.

6.1 Taking Advantage of A Shared Channel

In our discussion of aggregation algorithms up to this
point, we have largely ignored the fact that motes com-
municate over a shared radio channel. The fact that every
message is effectively broadcast to all other nodes within
range enables a number of optimizations that can signifi-
cantly reduce the number of messages transmitted and in-
crease the accuracy of aggregates in the face of transmis-
sion failures.

In Section 4.3, we saw an example of how a shared chan-
nel can be used to increase message efficiency when a
node misses an initial request to begin aggregation: it can
initiate aggregation even after missing the start request by
snooping on the network traffic of nearby nodes. When it
hears another device reporting an aggregate, it can assume
it too should be aggregating. By allowing nodes to exam-
ine messages not directly addressed to them, motes are
automatically integrated into the aggregation. Note that
snooping does not require nodes to listen all the time; by
listening at predefined intervals (which can be short once
a mote has time-synchronized with its neighbors), duty
cycles can be kept quite low.

Snooping can also be used to reduce the number of mes-
sages sent for some classes of aggregates. Consider com-
puting a MAX over a group of motes: if a node hears a peer
reporting a maximum value greater than its local maxi-
mum, it can elect to not send its own value and be sure it
will not affecting the value of the final aggregate.

6.2 Hypothesis Testing

The snooping example above showed that we only need
to hear from a particular node if that node’s value will af-
fect the end value of the aggregate. For some aggregates,
this fact can be exploited to significantly reduce the num-
ber of nodes that need to report. This technique can be
generalized to an approach we call hypothesis testing. For
certain classes of aggregates, if a node is presented with a
guess as to the proper value of an aggregate, it can decide
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locally whether contributing its reading and the readings
of its children will affect the value of the aggregate.

For MAX, MIN and other monotonic, exemplary aggre-
gates, this technique is directly applicable. There are a
number of ways it can be applied – the snooping approach,
where nodes suppress their local aggregates if they hear
other aggregates that invalidate their own, is one. Alter-
natively, the root of the network (or any subtree of the
network) seeking an exemplary sensor value, such as a
MIN, might compute the minimum sensor value � over
the highest levels of the subtree, and then abort the aggre-
gate and issue a new request asking for values less than
� over the whole tree. In this approach, leaf nodes need
not send a message if their value is greater than the min-
imum observed over the top

�
levels; intermediate nodes,

however, must still forward partial state records, so even if
their value is suppressed, they may still have to transmit.

Assuming for a moment that sensor values are inde-
pendent and uniformly distributed, then a particular leaf
node must transmit with probability O/U ���

(where
�

is the
branching factor, so O U ���

is the number of nodes in the
top
�

levels), which is quite low for even small values of
�

. For bushy routing trees, this technique offers a signif-
icant reduction in message transmissions – a completely
balanced routing tree would cut the number of messages
required to O U � . Of course, the performance benefit may
not be as substantial for other, non-uniform, sensor value
distributions; for instance, a distribution in which all sen-
sor readings are clustered around the minimum will not
allow many messages to be saved by hypothesis testing.
Similarly, less balanced topologies (e.g. a line of nodes)
will not benefit from this approach.

For summary aggregates, such as AVERAGE or
VARIANCE, hypothesis testing via a guess from the
root can be applied, although the message savings are
not as dramatic as with monotonic aggregates. Note that
the snooping approach cannot be used: it only applies
to monotonic, exemplary aggregates where values can
be suppressed locally without any information from a
central coordinator. To obtain any benefit with summary
aggregates and hypothesis testing, the user must define a
fixed-size error bound that he or she is willing to tolerate
over the value of the aggregate; this error is sent into the
network along with the hypothesis value.

Consider the case of an AVERAGE: any device whose sen-
sor value is within the error bound of the hypothesis value
need not answer – its parent will then assume its value
is the same as the approximate answer and count it ac-
cordingly (to apply this technique with AVERAGE, par-
ents must know how many children they have.) It can be
shown that the total computed average will not be off from
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the actual average by more than the error bound, and leaf
nodes with values close to the average will not be required
to report. Obviously, the value of this scheme depends on
the distribution of sensor values. In a uniform distribu-
tion, the fraction of leaves that need not report approxi-
mates the size of the error bound divided by the size of
the sensor value distribution interval. If values are nor-
mally distributed, a much larger fraction of leaves do not
report.

We conducted a simple experiment to measure the ben-
efit of hypothesis testing and snooping for a MAX aggre-
gate. The results are shown in Figure 5. In this exper-
iment, sensor values were uniformly distributed over the
range [0..100], and a hypothesis was made at the root. No-
tice that the performance savings are nearly two-fold for
a hypothesis of 90. We compared the hypothesis testing
approach with the snooping approach (which will be ef-
fective even in a non-uniform distribution); surprisingly,
snooping beat the other approaches by offering a nearly
three-fold performance increase over the no-hypothesis
case. This is because in the densely packed simple node
distribution, most devices have three or more neighbors
to snoop on, suggesting that only about one in four de-
vices will have to transmit. With topology maintenance
and forwarding of child values by parents, the savings by
snooping is reduced to a factor of three.

7 Improving Tolerance to Loss

Up to this point in our experiments we used a reliable
environment where no messages were dropped and no
nodes disconnected or went offline. In this section, we
address the problem of loss and its effect on the algo-
rithms presented thus far. Unfortunately, unlike in tradi-
tional database systems, communication loss is a a fact of
life in the sensor domain; the techniques described in the
section seek to mitigate that loss.
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7.1 Topology Maintenance and Recovery

TAG is designed to sit on top of a shifting network topol-
ogy that adapts to the appearance and disappearance of
nodes. Although a study of mechanisms for adapting
topology is not central to this paper, for completeness we
describe a basic topology maintenance and recovery al-
gorithm which we use in both our simulation and imple-
mentation. This approach is similar to techniques used in
practice in existing TinyOS sensor networks, and is de-
rived from the general techniques proposed in the ad-hoc
networking literature[28, 22].

Networking faults are monitored and adapted to at two
levels: First, each node maintains a small, fixed sized list
of neighbors, and monitors the quality of the link to each
of those neighbors by tracking the proportion of packets
received from each neighbor. This is done via a locally
unique sequence number associated with each message by
its sender. When a node � observes that the link quality to
its parent � is significantly worse than that of some other
node � � , it chooses � � as its new parent if � � is as close
or closer to the root as � and � � does not believe � is its
parent (the latter two conditions prevent routing cycles.)

Second, when a node observes that it has not heard from
its parent for some fixed period of time (relative to the
epoch duration of the query it is currently running), it as-
sumes its parent has failed or moved away. It resets its
local level (to � ) and picks a new parent from the neigh-
bor table according to the quality metric used for link-
quality. Note that this can cause a parent to select a node
in the routing subtree underneath it as its parent, so child
nodes must reselect their parent (as though a failure had
occurred) when they observe that their own parent’s level
has gone up.

Note that switching parents does not introduce the pos-
sibility of multiple records arriving from a single node,
as each node transmits only once per epoch (even if it
switches parents during that epoch.) Parent switching can
cause temporary disconnections (and thus additional lost
records) in the topology, however, due to children select-
ing a new parent when their parent’s level goes up.

7.2 Effects of A Single Loss

We first study the effect that a single device going offline
has on the value of the aggregate; this is an important mea-
surement because it gives some intuition about the magni-
tude of error that a single loss can generate. Note that, be-
cause we are doing hierarchical aggregation, a single mote
going offline causes the entire subtree rooted at the node to
be (at least temporarily) disconnected. In this first exper-
iment we used the simple topology, with sensor readings
chosen from the uniform distribution over [1..1000]. Af-
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Figure 6: Effect of a Single Loss on Various Aggregate
Functions. Computed over a total of 100 runs at each
point. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean, 95%
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ter running the simulation for several epochs, we selected,
uniformly and at a random, a node to disable. In this en-
vironment, children of the disabled node were temporar-
ily disconnected but eventually their values were reinte-
grated into the aggregate once they rediscovered their par-
ents. Note that the amount of time taken for lost nodes to
reintegrate is directly proportional to the depth of the lost
node, so we did not measure it experimentally. Instead,
we measured the maximum temporary deviation from the
true value of the aggregate that the loss caused in the per-
ceived aggregate value at the root during any epoch. This
maximum was computed by performing 100 runs at each
data point and selecting the largest error reported in any
run. We also report the average of the maximum error
across all 100 runs.

Figure 6 shows the results of this experiment. Note that
the maximum loss (Figure 6(a)) is highly variable and that
some aggregates are considerably more sensitive to loss
than others. COUNT, for instance, has a very large error in
the worst case: if a node that connects the root to a large
portion of the network is lost, the temporary error will be
very high. The variability in maximum error is because a
well connected subtree is not always selected as the vic-
tim. Indeed, assuming some uniformity of placement (e.g.
the devices are not arranged in a line), as the network
size increases, the chances of selecting such a node go
down, since a larger proportion of the nodes are towards
the leaves of the tree. In the average case(Figure 6(b)), the
error associated with a COUNT is not as high: most losses
do not result in a large number of disconnections. Note
that MIN is insensitive to loss in this uniform distribution,
since several nodes are at or near the true minimum. The
error for MEDIAN and AVERAGE is less than COUNT and
more than MIN: both are sensitive to the variations in the
number of nodes, but not as dramatically as COUNT.

7.3 Effect of Realistic Communication

In the second experiment, we examine how well TAG per-
forms in the realistic simulation environment (discussed
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in Section 5 above). In such an environment, without
some technique to counteract loss, a large number of par-
tial state records will invariably be dropped and not reach
the root of the tree. We ran an experiment to measure
the effect of this loss in the realistic environment. The
simulation ran until the first aggregate arrived at the root,
and then the average number of motes involved in the ag-
gregate over the next several epochs was measured. The
“No Cache” line of Figure 7 shows the performance of
this approach; at diameter 10, about 40% of the partial
state records are reflected in the aggregate at the root; by
diameter 50, this percentage has fallen to less than 10%.
Performance falls off as the number of hops between the
average node and the root increases, since the probability
of loss is compounded by each additional hop. Thus, the
basic TAG approach presented so far, running on current
prototype hardware (with its very high loss rates), is not
highly tolerant to loss, especially for large networks. Note
that any centralized approach would suffer from the same
loss problems.

7.4 Child Cache

To improve the quality of aggregates, we propose a
simple caching scheme: parents remember the partial
state records their children reported for some number of
rounds, and use those previous values when new values
are unavailable due to lost child messages. As long as
the duration of this memory is shorter than the interval
at which children select new parents, this technique will
increase the number of nodes included in the aggregate
without over-counting any nodes. Of course, caching
tends to temporally smear the aggregate values that are
computed, reducing the temporal resolution of individ-
ual readings and possibly making caching undesirable for
some workloads. Note that caching is a simple form of in-
terpolation where the interpolated value is the same as the
previous value. More sophisticated interpolation schemes,
such as curve fitting or statistical observations based on
past behavior, could be also be used.

We conducted some experiments to show the improve-
ment caching offers over the basic approach; we allocate
a fixed size buffer at each node and measure the average
number of devices involved in the aggregation as in Sec-
tion 7.3 above. The results are shown in the top three
lines of Figure 7 – notice that even five epochs of cached
state offer a significant increase in the number of nodes
counted in any aggregate, and that 15 rounds increases the
number of nodes involved in the diameter 50 network to
70% (versus less than 10% without a cache). Aside from
the temporal smearing described above, there are two ad-
ditional drawbacks to caching; First, it uses memory that
could be used for group storage. Second, it sets a mini-
mum bound on the time that devices must wait before de-
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termining their parent has gone offline; given the benefit it
provides in terms of accuracy, however, we believe it to be
useful despite these disadvantages. The substantial benefit
of this technique suggests that allocating RAM to applica-
tion level caching may be more beneficial than allocating
it to lower-level schemes for reliable message delivery, as
such schemes cannot take advantage of the semantics of
the data being transmitted.

7.5 Using Available Redundancy

Because there may be situations where the RAM or la-
tency costs of the child cache are not desirable, it is worth-
while to look at alternative approaches for improving loss
tolerance. In this section, we show how the network topol-
ogy can be leveraged to increase the quality of aggregates.
Consider a mote with two possible choices of parent: in-
stead of sending its aggregate value to just one parent, it
can send it to both parents. A node can easily discover
that it has multiple parents by building a list of nodes it
has heard that are one step closer to the root. Of course,
for duplicate-sensitive aggregates (see Section 3.2), send-
ing results to multiple parents has the undesirable effect
of causing the node to be counted multiple times. The so-
lution to this is to send part of the aggregate to one parent
and the rest to the other. Consider a COUNT; a mote with
��� O children and two parents can send a COUNT of � U��
to both parents instead of a count of � to a single parent.
Generally, if the aggregate can be linearly decomposed in
this fashion, it is possible to broadcast just a single mes-
sage that is received and processed by both parents, so this
scheme incurs no message overheads, as long as both par-
ents are at the same level and request data delivery during
the same sub-interval of the epoch.

A simple statistical analysis reveals the advantage of do-
ing this: assume that a message is transmitted with proba-
bility � , and that losses are independent, so that if a mes-
sage � from node � is lost in transition to parent

� , , it is
no more likely to be lost in transit to

� 4 . 6 First, consider

6Although independent failures are not always a valid assumption,
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the case where � sends � to a single parent; the expected
value of the transmitted count is � � � (0 with probabil-
ity KBO � �ML and � with probability � ), and the variance is
� 4 � � � KRO � �ML , since these are standard Bernoulli trials
with a probability of success � multiplied by a constant � .
For the case where � sends � U�� to both parents, linearity
of expectation tells us the expected value is the sum of the
expected value through each parent, or � � � ��� U�� � � ��� .
Similarly, we can sum the variances through each parent:

var =
��� ����� � ! D ���	� ��
� � !

=
� D � �����	� ��
�� � !

Thus, the variance of the multiple parent COUNT is much
less than with just a single parent, although its expected
value is the same. This is because it is much less likely
(assuming independence) for the message to both parents
to be lost, and a single loss will less dramatically affect
the computed value.

We ran an experiment to measure the benefit of this ap-
proach in the realistic topology for COUNTwith a network
diameter of 50. We measured the number of devices in-
volved in the aggregation over a 50 epoch period. When
sending to multiple parents, the mean COUNT was 974
( �
����� �

), while when sending to only one parent, the
mean COUNT was 94 ( �

��� O ). Surprisingly, sending to
multiple parents substantially increases the mean aggre-
gate value; most likely this is due to the fact that losses
are not truly independent as we assumed above.

This technique applies equally well to any distributive
or algebraic aggregate. For holistic aggregates, like
MEDIAN, this technique cannot be applied, since partial
state records cannot be easily decomposed.

8 Prototype Implementation

Based on the encouraging simulation results presented
above, we have built an implementation of TAG for
TinyOS Mica motes [19]. The implementation does not
currently include many of the optimizations discussed in
this paper, but contains the core TAG aggregation algo-
rithm and catalog support for querying arbitrary attributes
with simple predicates. In this section, we briefly sum-
marize results from experiments with this prototype, to
demonstrate that the simulation numbers given above are
consistent with actual behavior and to show that substan-
tial message reductions over a centralized approach are
possible in a real implementation.

These experiments involved sixteen motes arranged in a
depth four tree, computing a COUNT aggregate over 150
4-second epochs (a 10 minute run.) No child caching
or snooping techniques were used. Figure 8 shows the

they will occur when local interference is the cause of loss. For example,
a hidden node may garble communication to � < but not � D , or one parent
may be in the process of using the radio when the message arrives.
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COUNT observed at the root for a centralized approach,
where all messages are forwarded to the root, versus the
in network TAG approach. Notice that the quality of
the aggregate is substantially better for TAG; this is due
to reduced radio contention. To measure the extent of
contention and compare the message costs of the two
schemes, we instrumented motes to report the number of
messages sent and received. The centralized approach re-
quired 4685 messages, whereas TAG required just 2330,
representing a 50% communications reduction. This is
less than the order-of-magnitude shown in Figure 4 for
COUNT because our prototype network topology had a
higher average fanout than the simulated environment, so
messages in the centralized case had to be retransmitted
fewer times to reach the root. Per hop loss rates were
about 5% in the in network approach. In the centralized
approach, increased network contention drove these loss
rates to 15%. The poor performance of the centralized
case is due to the multiplicative accumulation of loss, such
that only 45% of the messages from nodes at the bottom
of the routing tree arrived at to the root.

This completes our discussion of algorithms for TAG. We
now turn to the extensive related work in the networking
and database communities.

9 Related Work

The database community has proposed a number of dis-
tributed and push-down based approaches for aggregates
in database systems [26, 33], but these universally assume
a well-connected, low-loss topology that is unavailable in
sensor networks. None of these systems present tech-
niques for loss tolerance or power sensitivity. Further-
more, their notion of aggregates is not tied to a taxonomy,
and so techniques for transparently applying various ag-
gregation and routing optimizations are lacking. The par-
tial preaggregation techniques [15] used to enable group
eviction were proposed as a technique to deal with very
large numbers of groups to improve the efficiency of hash
joins and other bucket-based database operators.
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The first three components of the partial-state dimension
of the taxonomy presented in Section 3.2 (e.g. algebraic,
distributive, and holistic) were originally developed as a
part of the research on data-cubes [9]; the duplicate sensi-
tivity, exemplary vs. summary, and monotonicity dimen-
sions, as well as the unique and content-sensitive state
components of partial-state are our own addition. [29]
discusses online aggregation [11] in the context of nested-
queries; it proposes optimizations to reduce tuple-flow be-
tween outer and inner queries that bear similarities to our
technique of pushing HAVING clauses into the network.

With respect to query language, our epoch based approach
is related to languages and models from the Temporal
Database literature; see [27] for a survey of relevant work.
The Cougar project at Cornell [23] discusses queries over
sensor networks, as does our own work on Fjords [18], al-
though the former only considers moving selections (not
aggregates) into the network and neither presents specific
algorithms for use in sensor networks.

Literature on active networks [30] identified the idea that
the network could simultaneously route and transform
data, rather than simply serving as an end-to-end data con-
duit. The recent SIGCOMM paper on ESP [4] provides
a constrained framework for in network aggregation-like
operations in a traditional network. Within the sensor
network community, work on networks that perform data
analysis is largely due to the USC/ISI and UCLA com-
munities. Their work on directed diffusion [13] dis-
cusses techniques for moving specific pieces of informa-
tion from one place in a network to another, and pro-
poses aggregation-like operations that nodes may perform
as data flows through them. Their work on low-level-
naming[10] proposes a scheme for imposing names onto
related groups of devices in a network, in much the way
that our scheme partitions sensor networks into groups.
Work on greedy aggregation [12] discusses networking
protocols for routing data to improve the extent to which
data can be combined as it flows up a sensor network –
it provides low level techniques for building routing trees
that could be useful in computing TAG style aggregates.

These papers recognize that aggregation dramatically re-
duces the amount of data routed through the network
but present application-specific solutions that, unlike the
declarative query approach approach of TAG, do not offer
a particularly simple interface, flexible naming system, or
any generic aggregation operators. Because aggregation is
viewed as an application-specific operation in diffusion, it
must always be coded in a low-level language. Although
some TAG aggregates may also be application-specific,
we ask that users provide certain functional guarantees,
such as composability with other aggregates, and a clas-
sification of semantics (quantity of partial state, mono-

tonicity, etc.) which enable transparent application of
various optimizations and create the possibility of a li-
brary of common aggregates that TAG users can freely
apply within their queries. Furthermore, directed diffu-
sion puts aggregation APIs in the routing layer, so that ex-
pressing aggregates requires thinking about how data will
be collected, rather than just what data will be collected.
This is similar to old-fashioned query processing code that
thought about navigating among records in the database –
by contrast, our goal is to separate the expression of ag-
gregation logic from the details of routing. This allows
users to focus on application issues and enables the sys-
tem to dynamically adjust routing decisions using general
(taxonomic) information about each aggregation function.

Networking protocols for routing data in wireless net-
works are very popular within the literature [14, 1, 8],
however, none of them address higher level issues of data
processing, merely techniques for data routing. Our tree-
based routing approach is clearly inferior to these ap-
proaches for peer to peer routing, but works well for
the aggregation scenarios we are focusing on. Work on
(N)ACKs (and suppression thereof) in scalable, reliable
multicast trees [6, 17] bears some similarity to the prob-
lem of propagating an aggregate up a routing tree in
TAG. These systems, however, consider only fixed, lim-
ited types of aggregates (e.g. ACKs or NAKs for regions
or recovery groups.) Finally, we presented an early ver-
sion of this work in a workshop publication [20].

10 Conclusions
In summary, we have shown how declarative aggregate
queries can be distributed and efficiently executed over
sensor networks. Our in network approach can provide an
order of magnitude reduction in bandwidth consumption
over approaches where data is aggregated and processed
centrally. The declarative query interface allows end-users
to take advantage of this benefit for a wide range of aggre-
gate operations without having to modify low-level code
or confront the difficulties of topology construction, data
routing, loss tolerance, or distributed computing. Further-
more, this interface is tightly integrated with the network,
enabling transparent optimizations that further decrease
message costs and improve tolerance to failure and loss.

We plan to extend this work as the data collection needs
of the wireless sensor community evolve. We are moving
towards an event-driven model where queries can be ini-
tiated and results collected in response to external events
in the interior of the network, with the results of those
internal sub-queries being aggregated across nodes and
shipped to points on the network edge.

As sensor networks become more widely deployed, es-
pecially in remote, difficult to administer locations,
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bandwidth- and power-sensitive methods to extract data
from those networks will become increasingly important.
In such scenarios, the users are often scientists who lack
fluency in embedded software development but are inter-
ested in using sensor networks to further their own re-
search. For such users, high-level programming interfaces
are a necessity; these interfaces must balance simplicity,
expressiveness, and efficiency in order to meet data col-
lection and battery lifetime requirements. Given this bal-
ance, we see TAG as a very promising service for data
collection: the simplicity of declarative queries, combined
with the ability of TAG to efficiently optimize and execute
them makes it a good choice for a wide range of sensor
network data processing situations.
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Abstract

We discuss the design of an acquisitional query processor for data col-

lection in sensor networks. Acquisitional issues are those that pertain to

where, when, and how often data is physically acquired (sampled) and

delivered to query processing operators. By focusing on the locations

and costs of acquiring data, we are able to significantly reduce power

consumption over traditional passive systems that assume thea priori

existence of data. We discuss simple extensions to SQL for controlling

data acquisition, and show how acquisitional issues influence query op-

timization, dissemination, and execution. We evaluate these issues in

the context of TinyDB, a distributed query processor for smart sensor

devices, and show how acquisitional techniques can provide significant

reductions in power consumption on our sensor devices.

1 Introduction

In the past few years, smart-sensor devices have matured to the point

that it is now feasible to deploy large, distributed networks of such sen-

sors [37, 21, 32, 8]. Sensor networks are differentiated from other wire-

less, battery powered environments in that they consist of tens or hun-

dreds of autonomous nodes that operate without human interaction (e.g.

configuration of network routes, recharging of batteries, or tuning of pa-

rameters) for weeks or months at a time. Furthermore, sensor networks

are often embedded into some (possibly remote) physical environment

from which they must monitor and collect data. The long term, low

power nature of sensor networks, coupled with their proximity to phys-

ical phenomena lead to a significantly altered view of software systems

than that of more traditional mobile or distributed environments.

In this paper, we are concerned with query processing in sensor net-

works. Researchers have noted the benefits of a query processor-like in-

terface to sensor networks and the need for sensitivity to limited power

and computational resources [25, 30, 36, 43, 31]. Prior systems, how-

ever, tend to view query processing in sensor networks simply as a

power-constrained version of traditional query processing: given some

set of data, they strive to process that data as energy-efficiently as possi-

ble. Typical strategies include minimizing expensive communication by

applying aggregation and filtering operations inside the sensor network

– strategies that are similar to push-down techniques from distributed

query processing that emphasize moving queries to data.

In contrast, we presentacquisitional query processing(ACQP), where

we focus on the significant new query processing opportunity that arises

in sensor networks: the fact that smart sensors have control over where,

when, and how often data is physically acquired (i.e.sampled) and

delivered to query processing operators. By focusing on the locations

and costs of acquiring data, we are able to significantly reduce power

consumption compared to traditional passive systems that assume thea

priori existence of data. Acquisitional issues arise at all levels of query

processing: in query optimization, due to the significant costs of sam-

pling sensors; in query dissemination, due to the physical co-location

of sampling and processing; and, most importantly, in query execution,

where choices of when to sample and which samples to process are

made. Of course, techniques proposed in other research on sensor and

power-constrained query processing, such as pushing down predicates

and minimizing communication are also important alongside ACQP and

fit comfortably within its model.

We have designed and implemented an ACQP engine, called TinyDB,

that is a distributed query processor which runs on each of the nodes in

a sensor network. TinyDB runs on the Berkeley Micamoteplatform,

on top of the TinyOS [21] operating system. We chose this platform

because the hardware is readily available from commercial sources [12]

and the operating system is relatively mature. TinyDB has many of

the features of a traditional query processor (e.g. the ability to select,

join, project, and aggregate data), but, as we will discuss in this pa-

per, also incorporates a number of other features designed to minimize

power consumption via acquisitional techniques. These techniques,

taken in aggregate, can lead to orders of magnitude improvement in

power consumptionand increased accuracy of query results over non-

acquisitional systems that do not actively control when and where data

is collected.

We address a number of ACQP-related questions, including:

1. When should samples for a particular query be taken?

2. What sensor nodes have data relevant to a particular query?

3. In what order should samples for this query be taken, and how

should sampling be interleaved with other operations?

4. Is it worth expending computational power or bandwidth to pro-

cess and relay a particular sample?

Of these issues, question (1) is unique to ACQP. The remaining ques-

tions can be answered by adapting techniques that are similar to those

found in traditional query processing. Notions of indexing and opti-

mization, in particular, can be applied to answer questions (2) and (3),

and question (4) bears some similarity to issues that arise in stream

processing and approximate query answering. We will address each of

these questions, noting the unusual kinds of indices, optimizations, and

approximations that are required in ACQP under the specific constraints

posed by sensor networks.

Figure 1 illustrates the basic architecture that we follow throughout
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this paper – queries are submitted at a powered PC (thebase station) ,

parsed, optimized and sent into the sensor network, where they are dis-

seminated and processed, with results flowing back up the routing tree

that was formed as the queries propagated. After a brief introduction to

sensor networks in Section 2, the remainder of the paper discusses each

of these phases of ACQP: Section 3 covers our query language, Section

4 highlights optimization issues in power-sensitive environments, Sec-

tion 5 discusses query dissemination, and finally, Sections 6 discusses

our adaptive, power-sensitive model for query execution and result col-

lection.

SELECT nodeid, light
FROM SENSORS

OPS
NULL

FIELDS
nodeid

light

Query PC
Mote

Result
1 28

2 55

3 48

Result
3 48

Result
2 55

Result
1 28

2 55

3 48

Figure 1: A query and results propagating through the network.

2 Sensor Networks and Data Collection

We begin with an overview of some recent sensor network deployments,

and then discuss properties of sensors and sensor networks in general,

providing specific numbers from our experience with TinyOS motes

when possible.

In the past several years, the sensor network research community has

developed and engaged in real deployments of these devices, making

it possible to understand the data collection needs specific to the sensor

environment. As an example, consider recent environmental monitoring

deployments on Great Duck Island and James Reserve[32, 8]. In these

scenarios, motes collect light, temperature, humidity, and other envi-

ronmental properties. On Great Duck Island, off the coast of Maine,

sensors have been placed in the burrows of Storm Petrels, a kind of

endangered sea bird. Scientists plan to use them to monitor burrow

occupancy and the conditions surrounding burrows that are correlated

with birds coming or going. Other notable deployments that are under-

way include a network for earthquake monitoring [40] and sensors for

building infrastructure monitoring and control [29].1

Each of these scenarios involves a large number of devices that need

to last as long as possible with little or no human intervention. Placing

new sensors, or replacing or recharging batteries of devices in bird nests,

earthquake test sites, and heating and cooling ducts is time consuming

and expensive. Aside from the obvious advantages that a simple, declar-

ative language provides over hand-coded, embedded C, researchers are

particularly interested in TinyDB’s ability to acquire and deliver desired

data while conserving as much power as possible and satisfying desired

1Even in indoor infrastructure monitoring settings, there is great interest in battery pow-
ered devices, as running power wire can many dollars per device.

lifetime goals.

2.1 Properties of Sensor Devices

A sensor node is a battery-powered, wireless computer. Typically, these

nodes are physically small (a few cubic centimeters) and extremely low

power (a few tens of milliwatts versus tens of watts for a typical laptop

computer)2. Power is of utmost importance. If used naively, individual

sensor nodes will deplete their energy supplies in only a few days. In

contrast, if sensor nodes are very spartan about power consumption,

months or years of lifetime are possible. Mica motes, for example,

when operating at 2% duty cycle (between active and sleep modes) can

achieve lifetimes in the 6 month range on a pair of AA batteries. This

duty cycle limits the active time to 1.2 seconds per minute.

Mica motes have a 4Mhz, 8bit Atmel microprocessor. Their RFM

TR1000 radios run at 40 kbits/second over a single shared CSMA chan-

nel. Radio messages are variable size. Typically about 10 48-byte mes-

sages (the default size in TinyDB) can be delivered per second. Power

consumption tends to be dominated by radio communication. When

powered on, radios consume about as much power as the processor.

However, because communication is so slow, everybit of data transmit-

ted by the radio costs as much energy as executing 1000 CPU instruc-

tions. As an additional feature, motes have an external 32kHz clock that

the TinyOS operating system can synchronize with neighboring motes

+/- 1 ms to ensure that neighbors are be powered up and listening when

they wish to send a message[14].

Power consumption in sensors occurs in four phases, which we illustrate

in Figure 2 via an annotated capture of an oscilloscope display showing

current draw (which is proportional to power consumption) on a Mica

mote running TinyDB. In “Snoozing” mode, where the node spends

most of its time, the processor and radio are idle, waiting for a timer to

expire or external event to wake the device. When the device wakes it

enters the “Processing” mode, which consumes an order of magnitude

more power than snooze mode, and where query results are generated

locally. The mote then switches to a “Processing and Receiving” mode,

where results are collected from neighbors over the radio. Finally, in

the “Transmitting” mode, results for the query are delivered by the lo-

cal mote – the noisy signal during this period reflects switching as the

receiver goes off and the transmitter comes on and then cycles back to

a receiver-on, transmitter-off state.
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2Recall that 1 Watt (a unit of power) corresponds to power consumption of 1 Joule (a unit
of energy) per second. We sometimes refer to the current load of a sensor, because current is
easy to measure directly; note that power (in Watts) = current (in Amps) * voltage (in Volts),
and that Mica motes run at 3V.
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2.2 Communication in Sensor Networks

Typical communication distances for low power wireless radios such as

those used in Mica motes and Bluetooth devices range from a few feet

to around 100 feet, depending on transmission power and environmen-

tal conditions. Such short ranges mean that almost all real deployments

must make use of multi-hop communication, where intermediate nodes

relay information for their peers. On Mica motes, all communication

is broadcast. The operating system provides a software filter so that

messages can be addressed to a particular node, though if neighbors are

awake, they can stillsnoopon such messages (at no additional energy

cost since they’ve already transferred the decoded the message from the

air.) Nodes receive per-message, link-level acknowledgments indicat-

ing whether a message was received by the intended neighbor node. No

end-to-end acknowledgments are provided.

The requirement that sensor networks be low maintenance and easy

to deploy means that communication topologies must be automatically

discovered (i.e.ad-hoc) by the devices rather than fixed at the time of

network deployment. Typically, devices keep a short list of neighbors

who they have heard transmit recently, as well as some routing informa-

tion about the connectivity of those neighbors to the rest of the network.

To assist in making intelligent routing decisions, nodes associate a link

quality with each of their neighbors.

We describe the process of disseminating queries and collecting results

in Section 5 below. As a basic primitive in these protocols, we use a

routing treethat allows abasestationat the root of the network to dis-

seminate a query and collect query results. This routing tree is formed

by forwarding a routing request (a query in TinyDB) from every node

in the network: the root sends a request, allchild nodes that hear this

request process it and forward it on to their children, and so on, until the

entire network has heard the request. Each request contains a hop-count,

or level indicating the distance from the broadcaster to the root. To de-

termine their own level, nodes pick aparentnode that is (by definition)

one level closer to the root than they are. This parent will be responsible

for forwarding the node’s (and its children’s) query results to the bases-

tation. We note that it is possible to have several routing trees if nodes

keep track of multiple parents. This can be used to support several si-

multaneous queries with different roots. This type of communication

topology is common within the sensor network community [42].

3 An Acquisitional Query Language

In this section, we introduce our query language for ACQP focusing on

issues related to when and how often samples are acquired.3

3.1 Basic Language Features

Queries in TinyDB, as in SQL, consist of aSELECT-FROM-WHERE

clause supporting selection, join, projection, and aggregation. We also

include explicit support for sampling, windowing, and sub-queries via

materialization points. As is the case in the Cougar and TAG systems

[36, 31], we view sensor data as a single table with one column per

sensor type. Tuples are appended to this table periodically, at well-

3Our query language includes a number of other unusual features tailored to the sensor
network domain, such as the ability to log data for later offline delivery and the ability to
actuate physical hardware in response to a query, which we will not discuss here.

definedsample intervalsthat are a parameter of the query. The period of

time between each sample interval is known as anepoch. As we discuss

in Section 6, epochs provide a convenient mechanism for structuring

computation to minimize power consumption. Consider the query:
SELECT nodeid, light, temp

FROM sensors
SAMPLE INTERVAL 1s FOR 10s

This query specifies that each sensor should report its own id, light, and

temperature readings (contained in the virtual tablesensors ) once per

second for 10 seconds. Results of this query stream to the root of the

network in an online fashion, via the multi-hop topology, where they

may be logged or output to the user. The output consists of an ever-

growing sequence of tuples, clustered into 1s time intervals. Each tuple

includes a time stamp corresponding to the time it was produced.

Note that thesensors table is (conceptually) an unbounded, contin-

uousdata streamof values; as is the case in other streaming and on-

line systems, certain blocking operations (such as sort and symmetric

join) are not allowed over such streams unless a bounded subset of the

stream, orwindow, is specified. Windows in TinyDB are defined as

fixed-size materialization points over the sensor streams. Such materi-

alization points accumulate a small buffer of data that may be used in

other queries. Consider, as an example:
CREATE

STORAGE POINT recentlight SIZE 8
AS (SELECT nodeid, light FROM sensors
SAMPLE INTERVAL 10s)

This statement provides a shared, local (i.e. single-node) location to

store a streaming view of recent data similar to materialization points

in other streaming systems like Aurora or STREAM [7, 34], or materi-

alized views in conventional databases. Joins are allowed between two

storage points on the same node, or between a storage point and the

sensors relation, in which casesensors is used as the outer rela-

tion in a nested-loops join. That is, when asensors tuple arrives, it is

joined with tuples in the storage point at its time of arrival. This is effec-

tively a landmark query[18] common in streaming systems. Consider,

as an example:
SELECT COUNT(*)

FROM sensors AS s, recentLight AS rl
WHERE rl.nodeid = s.nodeid
AND s.light < rl.light
SAMPLE INTERVAL 10s

This query outputs a stream of counts indicating the number of recent

light readings (from 0 to 8 samples in the past) that were brighter than

the current reading. In the event that a storage point and an outer query

deliver data at different rates, a simple rate matching construct is pro-

vided that allows interpolation between successive samples (if the outer

query is faster), or specification of aggregation function to combine

multiple rows (if the inner query is faster.) Space prevents a detailed

description of this mechanism here.

TinyDB also includes support for grouped aggregation queries. Aggre-

gation has the attractive property that it reduces the quantity of data that

must be transmitted through the network; other sensor network research

has noted that aggregation is perhaps the most common operation in the

domain ([31, 25, 43]) - TinyDB includes a mechanism for user-defined

aggregates and a metadata management system that supports optimiza-

tions over them, which we discuss in Section 4.1.
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In addition to aggregates over values produced during the same sam-

ple interval (for an example, as in theCOUNTquery above), users want

to be able to perform temporal operations. For example, in a building

monitoring system for conference rooms, users may detect occupancy

by measuring maximum sound volume over time and reporting that vol-

ume periodically; for example, the query:
SELECT WINAVG(volume, 30s, 5s)

FROM sensors
SAMPLE INTERVAL 1s

will report the average volume over the last 30 seconds once every 5

seconds, sampling once per second. This is an example of asliding-

windowquery common in many streaming systems [34, 18].

When a query is issued in TinyDB, it is assigned an identifier (id) that

is returned to the issuer. This identifier can be used to explicitly stop a

query via a “STOP QUERY id” command. Alternatively, queries can

be limited to run for a specific time period via aFORclause (shown

above,) or can include a stopping condition as an event (see below.)

3.2 Event-Based Queries

As a variation on the continuous, polling based mechanisms for data

acquisition, TinyDB supportseventsas a mechanism for initiating data

collection. Events in TinyDB are generated explicitly, either by another

query or the operating system (in which case the code that generates the

event must have been compiled into the sensor node.) For example, the

query:
ON EVENT bird-detect(loc):

SELECT AVG(light), AVG(temp), event.loc
FROM sensors AS s
WHERE dist(s.loc, event.loc) < 10m
SAMPLE INTERVAL 2 s FOR 30 s

could be used to report the average light and temperature level at sen-

sors near a bird nest where a bird has just been detected. Every time

a bird-detect event occurs, the query is issued from the detecting

node and the average light and temperature are collected from nearby

nodes once every 2 seconds for 30 seconds.

Such events are central in ACQP, as they allow the system to be dormant

until some external conditions occurs, instead of continually polling or

blocking on an iterator waiting for some data to arrive. Since most mi-

croprocessors include external interrupt lines than can wake a sleeping

device to begin processing, events can provide significant reductions in

power consumption, shown in Figure 3.

This figure shows an oscilloscope plot of current draw from a device

running an event-based query triggered by toggling a switch connected

to an external interrupt line that causes the device to wake from sleep.

Compare this to plot at the bottom of Figure 3, which shows an event-

based query triggered by a second query that polls for some condition

to be true. Obviously, the situation in the top plot is vastly preferable,

as much less energy is spent polling. TinyDB supports such externally

triggered queries via events, and such support is integral to its ability to

provide low power processing.

Events can also serve as stopping conditions for queries. Ap-

pending a clause of the formSTOP ON EVENT(param) WHERE

cond(param) will stop a continuous query when the specified event

arrives and the condition holds.

In the current implementation of TinyDB, events are only signalled on
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Figure 3: External interrupt driven event-based query (top) vs. Polling

driven event-based query (bottom).

the local node – we do not provide a fully distributed event propagation

system. Note, however, that queries started in response to a local event

may be disseminated to other nodes (as in the example above).

3.3 Lifetime-Based Queries

In lieu of a explicitSAMPLE INTERVALclause, users may request a

specific query lifetime via aQUERY LIFETIME <x> clause, where

< x > is a duration in days, weeks, or months. Specifying lifetime is a

much more intuitive way for users to reason about power consumption.

Especially in environmental monitoring scenarios, scientific users are

not particularly concerned with small adjustments to the sample rate,

nor do they understand how such adjustments influence power con-

sumption. Such users, however, are very concerned with the lifetime

of the network executing the queries. Consider the query:
SELECT nodeid, accel

FROM sensors
LIFETIME 30 days

This query specifies that the network should run for at least 30 days,

sampling light and acceleration sensors at a rate that is as quick as pos-

sible and still satisfies this goal.

To satisfy a lifetime clause, TinyDB performs lifetime estimation. The

goal of lifetime estimation is to compute a sampling and transmission

rate given a number of Joules of energy remaining. We begin by consid-

ering how a single node at the root of the sensor network can compute

these rates, and then discuss how other nodes coordinate with the root

to compute their delivery rates. For now, we also assume that sam-

pling and delivery rates are the same. On a single node, these rates can

be computed via a simple cost-based formula, taking into account the

costs of accessing sensors, selectivities of operators, expected commu-

nication rates and current battery voltage. We show below a lifetime

computation for simple queries of the form:
SELECT a1, ... , anumSensors

FROM sensors
WHEREp
LIFETIME l hours

To simplify the equations in this example, we present a query with a sin-

gle selection predicate which is applied after attributes have acquired.

The ordering of multiple predicates and interleaving of sampling and

selection are discussed in detail in Section 4. Table 1 shows the param-

eters we use in this computation (we do not show processor costs since

they will be negligible for the simple selection predicates we support,

and have been subsumed into costs of sampling and delivering results.)
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Parameter Description Units

l Query lifetime goal hours

crem Remaining Battery Capacity Joules

En Energy to sample sensorn Joules

Etrans Energy to transmit a single sample Joules

Ercv Energy to receive a message Joules

σ Selectivity of selection predicate

C Number of children nodes routing through this node

Table 1: Parameters used in lifetime estimation

The first step is to determine the available powerph per hour:

ph = crem / l

We then need to compute the energy to collect and transmit one sample,

es, including the costs to forward data for our children:

es = (
∑numSensors

s=0 Es) + (Ercv + Etrans)× C + Etrans × σ

Finally, we can compute the maximum transmission rate,T (in samples

per hour), as :

T = ph/es

To illustrate the effectiveness of this simple estimation, we in-

serted a lifetime-based query (SELECT voltage, light FROM

sensors LIFETIME x ) into a sensor (with a fresh pair of AA bat-

teries) and asked it to run for 24 weeks, which resulted in a sample rate

of 15.2 seconds per sample. We measured the remaining voltage on

the device 9 times over 12 days. The first two readings were outside

the range of the voltage detector on the mote (e.g. they read “1024” –

the maximum value) so are not shown. Based on experiments with our

test mote connected to a power supply, we expect it to stop functioning

when its voltage reaches 350. Figure 4 shows the measured lifetime at

each point in time, with a linear fit of the data, versus the “expected

voltage” which was computed using the cost model above. The result-

ing linear fit of voltage is quite close to the expected voltage. The linear

fit reaches V=350 about 5 days after the expected voltage line.

Given that it is possible to estimate lifetime on a single node, we now

discuss coordinating the tranmission rate across all nodes in the routing

tree. Since sensors need to sleep between relaying of samples, it is im-

portant that senders and receivers synchronize their wake cycles. To do

this, we allow nodes to transmit only when their parents in the routing

tree are awake and listening (which is usually the same time they are

transmitting.) By transitivity, this limits the maximum rate of the entire

network to the transmission rate of the root of the routing tree. If a node

must transmit slower than the root to meet the lifetime clause, it may

transmit at an integral divisor of the root’s rate.4 To propagate this rate

through the network, each parent node (including the root) includes its

transmission rate in queries that it forwards to its children.

The previous analysis left the user with no control over the sample rate,

which could be a problem because some applications require the ability

to monitor physical phenomena at a particular granularity. To remedy

this, we allow an optionalMIN SAMPLE RATEr clause to be sup-

plied. If the computed sample rate for the specified lifetime is greater

than this rate, sampling proceeds at the computed rate (since the alterna-

tive is expressible by replacing theLIFETIME clause with aSAMPLE

4One possible optimization, which we do not explore, would involve selecting or reas-
signing the root to maximize transmission rate.
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Figure 4: Predicted versus actual lifetime for a requested lifetime of 24

weeks (168 days)

INTERVAL clause.) Otherwise, sampling is fixed a rate ofr and the

prior computation for transmission rate is done assuming a different

rate for sampling and transmission. To provide the requested lifetime

and sampling rate, the system may not be able to actually transmit all of

the readings – it may be forced to combine (aggregate) or discard some

samples; we discuss this situation (as well as other contexts where it

may arise) in Section 6.2.

Finally, we note that since estimation of power consumption was done

using simple selectivity estimation as well as cost-constants that can

vary from node-to-node (see Section 4.1) and parameters that vary

over time (such as number of children,C), we need to periodically

re-estimate power consumption. Section 6.3.1 discusses this runtime

re-estimation in more detail.

4 Power-Based Query Optimization

Given our query language for ACQP environments, with special fea-

tures for event-based processing and lifetime queries, we now turn to

query processing issues. We begin with a discussion of optimization,

and then cover query dissemination and execution.

Queries in TinyDB are parsed at the basestation and disseminated in a

simple binary format into the sensor network, where they are instan-

tiated and executed. Before queries are disseminated, the basestation

performs a simple query optimization phase to choose the correct or-

dering of sampling, selections, and joins.

We use a simple cost-based optimizer to choose a query plan that will

yield the lowest overall power consumption. Optimizing for power al-

lows us to subsume issues of processing cost and radio communication,

which both contribute to power consumption and so will be taken into

account. One of the most interesting aspects of power-based optimiza-

tion, and a key theme of acquisitional query processing, is that the cost

of a particular plan is often dominated by the cost of sampling the phys-

ical sensors and transmitting query results rather than the cost of apply-

ing individual operators (which are, most frequently, very simple.) We

begin by looking at the types of metadata stored by the optimizer. Our

optimizer focuses on ordering joins, selections, and sampling operations

that run on individual nodes.

4.1 Metadata Management

Each node in TinyDB maintains a catalog of metadata that describes

its local attributes, events, and user-defined functions. This metadata is

periodically copied to the root of the network for use by the optimizer.
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Metadata Description

Power Cost to sample this attribute (in J)

Sample Time Time to sample this attribute (in s)

Constant? Is this attribute constant-valued (e.g. id)?

Rate of Change How fast the attribute changes (units/s)

Range What range of values can this attribute take on (pair of units)

Table 2: Metadata fields kept with each attribute

Metadata are registered with the system via static linking done at com-

pile time using the TinyOS C-like programming language. Events and

attributes pertaining to various operating system and TinyDB compo-

nents are made available to queries by declaring them in an interface

file and providing a small handler function. For example, in order to

expose network topology to the query processor, the TinyOSNetwork

component defines the attributeparent of type integer and registers

a handler that returns the id of the node’s parent in the current routing

tree.

Event metadata consists of a name, a signature, and a frequency esti-

mate that is used in query optimization (see Section 4.3 below.) User-

defined predicates also have a name and a signature, along with a selec-

tivity estimate which is provided by the author of the function.

Table 2 summarizes the metadata associated with each attribute, along

with a brief description. Attribute metadata is used primarily in two

contexts: information about the cost, time to fetch, and range of an

attribute is used in query optimization, while information about the se-

mantic properties of attributes is used in query dissemination and result

processing. Table 3 gives examples of power and sample time values

for some actual sensors – notice that the power consumption and time

to sample can differ across sensors by several orders of magnitude.

Sensor Power Sample time Sample Energy
mW ms (VI * t), uJ

Light, Temp .9 .1 [5] 90
Magnetometer 15 [22] .1 [5] 1500
Accelerometer 1.8 [3] .1 [5] 180

Organic Byproducts5 15 > 1000 > 1.5× 107

Table 3: Energy costs of accessing various common sensors

.

The catalog also contains metadata about TinyDB’s extensible aggre-

gate system. As with other extensible database systems [39] the catalog

includes names of aggregates and pointers to their code. Each aggregate

consists of a triplet of functions, that initialize, merge, and update the

final value of partial aggregate records as they flow through the system.

As in the TAG[31] system, aggregate authors must provide informa-

tion about functional properties. In TinyDB, we currently require two:

whether the aggregate ismonotonicand whether it isexemplaryor sum-

mary. COUNTis a monotonic aggregate as its value can only get larger

as more values are aggregated.MIN is an exemplary aggregate, as it re-

turns a single value from the set of aggregate values, whileAVERAGEis

a summary aggregate because it computes some property over the entire

set of values.

5Scientists are particularly interested in monitoring the micro-climates created by plants
and their biological processes. See [13, 8]. An example of such a sensor is Figaro Inc’s
H2S sensor [15]

TinyDB also stores metadata information about the costs of processing

and delivering data, which is used in query-lifetime estimation. The

costs of these phases in TinyDB were shown in Figure 2 – they range

from 2 mA while sleeping, to over 20 mA while transmitting and pro-

cessing. Note that actual costs vary from mote to mote – for example,

with a small sample of 5 motes (using the same batteries), we found that

the average current with processor active varied from 13.9 to 17.6 mA

(with the average being 15.66 mA).

4.2 Ordering of Sampling And Predicates

Having described the metadata maintained by TinyDB, we now describe

how it is used in query optimization.

As Table 3 shows, sampling is often an expensive operation in terms of

power. However, a sample from a sensors must be taken to evaluate

any predicate over the attributesensors.s . If a predicate discards a

tuple of thesensors table, then subsequent predicates need not ex-

amine the tuple – and hence the expense of sampling any attributes

referenced in those subsequent predicates can be avoided. Thus these

predicates are “expensive”, and need to be ordered carefully. The predi-

cate ordering problem here is somewhat different than than in the earlier

literature (e.g. [20]) because (a) an attribute may be referenced in mul-

tiple predicates, and (b) expensive predicates are only on a single table,

sensors . The first point introduces some subtlety, as it is not clear

which predicate should be “charged” the cost of the sample.

To model this issue, we treat the sampling of a sensort as a sepa-

rate “job” τ to be scheduled along with the predicates. Hence a set

of predicatesP = {p1, . . . , pm} is rewritten as a set of operations

S = {s1, . . . , sn}, whereP ⊂ S, andS − P = {τ1, . . . , τn−m}
contains one sampling operator for each distinct attribute referenced in

P . The selectivity of sampling operators is always 1. The selectiv-

ity of selection operators is derived by assuming attributes have a uni-

form distribution over their range (which is available in the catalog.)

Relaxing this assumption by, for example, storing histograms or time-

dependent functions per-attribute remains an area of future work. The

cost of an operator (predicate or sample) can be determined by con-

sulting the metadata, as described in the previous section. In the cases

we discuss here, selections and joins are essentially “free” compared to

sampling, but this is not a requirement of our technique.

We also introduce a partial order onS, whereτi must precedepj if pj

references the attribute sampled byτi. The combination of sampling op-

erators and the dependency of predicates on samples captures the costs

of sampling operators and the sharing of operators across predicates.

The partial order induced onS forms a graph with edges from sampling

operators to predicates. This is a simpleseries-parallelgraph. An op-

timal ordering of jobs with series-parallel constraints is a topic treated

in the Operations Research literature that inspired earlier optimization

work [23, 28, 20]; Monma and Sidney present theSeries-Parallel Algo-

rithm Using Parallel Chains[33], which gives an optimal ordering of

the jobs inO(|S| log |S|) time.

Due to space constraints, we have glossed over the details of handling

the expensive nature of sampling in theSELECT, GROUP BY, and

HAVINGclauses. The basic idea is to add them toS with appropri-
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ate selectivities, costs, and ordering constraints.

As an example of this process, consider the query:
SELECT accel,mag

FROM sensors
WHERE accel > c1
AND mag > c2
SAMPLE INTERVAL 1s

The order of magnitude difference in per-sample costs for the ac-

celerometer and magnetometer suggests that the power costs of plans

with different orders of sampling and selection will vary substantially.

We consider three possible plans: in the first, the magnetometer and

accelerometer are sampled before either selection is applied. In the sec-

ond, the magnetometer is sampled and the selection over its reading

(which we callSmag) is applied before the accelerometer is sampled

or filtered. In the third plan, the accelerometer is sampled first and its

selection (Saccel) is applied before the magnetometer is sampled. We

compared the cost of these three plans, and, as expected, found that

the first was always more expensive than the other two. More inter-

estingly, the second can be an order of magnitude more expensive than

third, whenSaccel is much more selective thanSmag. Conversely, when

Smag is highly selective, it can be cheaper to sample the magnetome-

ter first, although only by a small factor (.8). The order of magnitude

difference in relative costs represents an absolute difference of 1320 uJ

per sample, or 3.96 mW at a (slow) sample rate of one sample per sec-

ond – putting the additional power consumption from sampling in the

incorrect order on par with the power costs of running the radio or CPU

for an entire second.

Similarly, we note that there are certain kinds of aggregate functions

where the same kind of interleaving of sampling and processing can

also lead to a performance savings. Consider the query:
SELECT WINMAX(light,8s,8s)

FROM sensors
WHERE mag >x
SAMPLE INTERVAL 1s

In this query, the maximum of eight seconds worth of light readings

will be computed, but only light readings from sensors whose magen-

tometers read greater thanx will be considered. Interestingly, it turns

out that, unless thex predicate isvery selective, it will be cheaper to

evaluate this query by checking to see if each newlight reading is

greater than the previous reading and then applying the selection pred-

icate overmag, rather than first samplingmag. This sort of reordering,

which we callexemplary aggregate pushdowncan be applied to any ex-

emplary aggregate (e.g.MIN, MAX). Unfortunately, the selectivities of

exemplary aggregates are very hard to capture, especially for window

aggregates. We reserve the problem of ordering exemplary aggregates

in query optimization for future work.

4.3 Event Query Batching to Conserve Power

As a second example of the benefit of power-aware optimization, we

consider the optimization of the query:
ON EVENTe(nodeid)

SELECT a1
FROM sensors AS s
WHERE s.nodeid = e.nodeid
SAMPLE INTERVALd FOR k

This query will cause an instance of the internal query (SELECT ... )

to be startedevery timethe evente occurs. The internal query samples

results at everyd seconds for a duration ofk seconds, at which point it

stops running.

Note that, by the semantics formulated above, it is possible for multi-

ple instances of the internal query to be running at the same time. If

enough such queries are running simultaneously, the benefit of event-

based queries (e.g. not having to poll for results) will be outweighed

by the fact that each instance of the query consumes significant energy

sampling and delivering (independent) results. To alleviate the burden

of running multiple copies of the same identical query , we employ a

multi-query optimization technique based on rewriting. To do this, we

convert external events (of typee) into a stream of events, and rewrite

the entire set of independent internal queries as a sliding window join

betweenevents andsensors , with a window size ofk seconds on

the event stream, and no window on the sensor stream. For example:
SELECT s.a1

FROM sensors AS s, events AS e
WHERE s.nodeid = e.nodeid
AND e.type = e
AND s.time - e.time <= k AND s.time > e.time
SAMPLE INTERVALd

We execute this query by treating it as a join between a materialization

point of sizek onevents and thesensors stream. When anevent

tuple arrives, it is added to the buffer of events. When asensor tuple

s arrives, events older thank seconds are dropped from the buffer ands

is joined with the remaining events.

The advantage of this approach is that only one query runs at a time

no matter how frequently the events of typee are triggered. This of-

fers a large potential savings in sampling and transmission cost. At first

it might seem as though requiring the sensors to be sampled everyd

seconds irrespective of the contents of the event buffer would be pro-

hibitively expensive. However, the check to see if the the event buffer

is empty can be pushed before the sampling of the sensors, and can be

done relatively quickly.

Figure 5 shows the power tradeoff for event-based queries that have and

have not been rewritten. Rewritten queries are labeled asstream join

and non-rewritten queries asasynch events. We measure the cost in

mW of the two approaches using a numerical model of power costs for

idling, sampling and processing (including the cost to check if the event

queue is non-empty in the event-join case), but excluding transmission

costs to avoid complications of modeling differences in cardinalities

between the two approaches. We expect that the asynchronous approach

will generally transmit many more results. We varied the sample rate

and duration of the inner query, and the frequency of events. We chose

the specific parameters in this plot to demonstrate query optimization

tradeoffs; for much faster or slower event rates, one approach tends to

always be preferable.

For very low event rates (fewer than 1 per second), the asynchronous

events approach is sometimes preferable due to the extra overhead of

empty-checks on the event queue in the stream-join case. However, for

faster event rates, the power cost of this approach increases rapidly as

independent samples are acquired for each event that few seconds. In-

creasing the duration of the inner query increases the cost of the asyn-

chronous approach as more queries will be running simultaneously. The

maximum absolute difference (of about .8mW) is roughly comparable

to 1/4 the power cost of the CPU or radio.
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Figure 5: The cost of processing event-based queries as asynchronous

events versus joins.

Finally, we note that there is a subtle semantic change introduced by this

rewriting. The initial formulation of the query caused samples in each

of the internal queries to be produced relative to the time that the event

fired: for example, if evente1 fired at timet, samples would appear at

time t + d, t + 2d, .... If a later evente2 fired at timet + i, it would

produce a different set of samples at timet+ i+d, t+ i+2d, .... Thus,

unlessi were equal tod (i.e. the events werein phase), samples for the

two queries would be offset from each other by up tod seconds. In the

rewritten version of the query, there is only one stream of sensor tuples

which is shared by all events.

In many cases, users may not care that tuples are out of phase with

events. In some situations, however, phase may be very important. In

such situations, one way the system could improve the phase accuracy

of samples while still rewriting multiple event queries into a single join

is via oversampling, or acquiring some number of (additional) samples

everyd seconds. The increased phase accuracy of oversampling comes

at an increased cost of acquiring additional samples (which may still

be less than running multiple queries simultaneously.) For now, we

simply allow the user to specify that a query must be phase-aligned by

specifyingON ALIGNED EVENTin the event clause.

Thus, we have shown that there are several interesting optimization is-

sues in ACQP systems; first, the system must properly order sampling,

selection, and aggregation to be truly low power. Second, for frequent

event-based queries, rewriting them as a join between an event stream

and thesensors stream can significantly reduce the rate at which a

sensor must acquire samples.

5 Power Sensitive Dissemination and Routing

After the query has been optimized, it is disseminated into the network;

dissemination begins with a broadcast of the query from the root of the

network. As each sensor hears the query, it must if decide the query

applies locally and/or needs to be broadcast to its children in the rout-

ing tree. We say a queryq appliesto a noden if there is a non-zero

probability thatn will produce results forq. Deciding where a par-

ticular query should run is an important ACQP-related decision. Al-

though such decisions occur in other distributed query processing envi-

ronments, the costs of incorrectly initiating queries in ACQP environ-

ments like TinyDB can be unusually high, as we will show.

If a query does not apply at a particular node, and the node does not

have any children for which the query applies, then the entire subtree

rooted at that node can be excluded from the query, saving the costs of

disseminating, executing, and forwarding results for the query across

several nodes, significantly extending the node’s lifetime.

Given the potential benefits of limiting the scope of queries, the chal-

lenge is to determine when a node or its children need not participate in

a particular query. One common situation arises with constant-valued

attributes (e.g. nodeid or location in a fixed-location network) with a se-

lection predicate that indicates the node need not participate. Similarly,

if a node knows that none of its children will ever satisfy the value of

some selection predicate, say because they have constant attribute val-

ues outside the predicate’s range, it need not forward the query down

the routing tree. To maintain information about child attribute values ,

we propose the use of asemantic routing tree(SRT). We describe the

properties of SRTs in the next section, and briefly outline how they are

created and maintained.

5.1 Semantic Routing Trees

An SRT is a routing tree (similar to the tree discussed in Section 2.2

above) designed to allow each node to efficiently determine if any of

the nodes below it will need to participate in a given query over some

constant attributeA. Traditionally, in sensor networks, routing tree con-

struction is done by having nodes pick a parent with the most reliable

connection to the root (highestlink quality.) With SRTs, we argue that

the choice of parent should include some consideration of semantic

properties as well. In general, SRTs are most applicable in situations

in which there are several parents of comparable link quality. A link-

quality-based parent selection algorithm, such as the one described in

[42], should be used in conjunction with the SRT to prefilter the set of

parents made available to the SRT.

Conceptually, an SRT is an index overA that can be used to locate nodes

that have data relevant to the query. Unlike traditional indices, however,

the SRT is an overlay on the network. Each node stores a single unidi-

mensional interval representing the range ofA values beneath each of

its children.6 When a queryq with a predicate overA arrives at a node

n, n checks to see if any child’s value ofA overlaps the query range of

A in q. If so, it prepares to receive results and forwards the query. If

no child overlaps, the query is not forwarded. Also, if the query also

applies locally (whether or not it also applies to any children)n begins

executing the query itself. If the query does not apply atn or at any of

its children, it is simply forgotten.

Building an SRT is a two phase process: first theSRT build requestis

flooded (re-transmitted by every mote until all motes have heard the re-

quest) down the network. This request includes the name of the attribute

A over which the tree should be built. As a request floods down the net-

work, a noden may have several possible choices of parent, since, in

general, many nodes in radio range may be closer to the root. Ifn has

children, it forwards the request on to them and waits until they reply.

If n has no children, it chooses a nodep from available parents to be

its parent, and then reports the value ofA to p in a parent selection

message. If n doeshave children, it records the value ofA along with

the child’s id. When it has heard from all of its children, it chooses a

6A natural extension to SRTs would be to store multiple intervals at each node.
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parent and sends a selection message indicating the range of values of

A which it and its descendents cover. The parent records this interval

with the id of the child node and proceeds to choose its own parent in

the same manner, until the root has heard from all of its children.

Figure 6 shows an SRT over the latitude. The query arrives at the root,

is forwarded down the tree, and then only the gray nodes are required to

participate in the query (note that node 3 must forward results for node

4, despite the fact that its own location precludes it from participation.)
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WHERE x > 3
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Location : (10,3)
SRT(x)

Figure 6: A semantic routing tree in use for a query. Gray arrows in-

dicate flow of the query down the tree, gray nodes must produce or

forward results in the query.

5.2 Maintaining SRTs

Even though SRTs are limited to constant attributes, some SRT main-

tenance must occur. In particular, new nodes can appear, link qualities

can change, and existing nodes can fail.

Node appearance and link quality change can both require a node to

switch parents. To do this, it sends a parent selection message to its

new parent,n. If this message changes the range ofn’s interval, it

notifies its parent; in this way, updates can propagate to the root of the

tree.

To handle the disappearance of a child node, parents associate anactive

query idandlast epochwith every child in the SRT (recall that an epoch

is the period of time between successive samples.) When a parentp

forwards a queryq to a childc, it setsc’s active query id to the id ofq

and sets its last epoch entry to 0. Every timep forwards or aggregates a

result forq from c, it updatesc’s last epoch with the epoch on which the

result was received. Ifp does not hearc for some number of epochst, it

assumesc has moved away, and removes its SRT entry. Then,p sends

a request asking its remaining children retransmit their ranges. It uses

this information to construct a new interval. If this new interval differs

in size from the previous interval,p sends a parent selection message

up the routing tree to reflect this change.

Finally, we note that, by using these maintenance rules proposed, it

is possible to support SRTs over non-constant attributes, although if

those attributes change quickly, the cost of propagating changes in child

intervals could be prohibitive.

5.3 Evaluation of Benefit of SRTs

The benefit that an SRT provides is dependent on the quality of the

clustering of children beneath parents. If the descendents of some node

n are clustered around the value of the index attribute atn, then a query

that applies ton will likely also apply to its descendents. This can be

expected for geographic attributes, for example, since network topology

is correlated with geography.

We study three policies for SRT parent selection. In the first,random

approach, each node picks a random parent from the nodes with which

it can communication reliably. In the second,closest-parentapproach,

each parent reports the value of its index attribute with the SRT-build

request, and children pick the parent whose attribute value is closest

to their own. In theclusteredapproach, nodes select a parent as in

the closest-parent approach, except, if a node hears a sibling node send

a parent selection message, itsnoopson the message to determine its

siblings parent and value. It then picks its own parent (which could be

the same as one of its siblings) to minimize spread of attribute values

underneath all of its available parents.

We studied these policies in a simple simulation environment – nodes

were arranged on annxn grid and were asked to choose a constant

attribute value from some distribution (which we varied between exper-

iments.) We used a perfect (lossless) connectivity model where each

node could talk to its immediate neighbors in the grid (so routing trees

weren nodes deep), and each node had 8 neighbors (with 3 choices of

parent, on average.) We compared the total number of nodes involved in

range queries of different sizes for the three SRT parent selection poli-

cies to thebest-caseapproach and theno SRTapproach. Thebest-case

approach would only result if exactly those nodes that overlapped the

range predicate were activated, which is not possible in our topologies

but provides a convenient lower bound. In theno SRTapproach, all

nodes participate in each query.

We experimented with a number of sensor value distributions; we re-

port on two here. In therandomdistribution, each constant attribute

value was randomly and uniformly selected from the interval [0,1000].

In the geographicdistribution, (one-dimensional) sensor values were

computed based on a function of sensor’s x and y position in the grid,

such that a sensor’s value tended to be highly correlated to the values of

its neighbors.

Figure 7 shows the number of nodes which participate in queries over

variably-sized query intervals (where the interval size is shown on the

X axis) of the attribute space in a 20x20 grid. The interval for queries

was randomly selected from the uniform distribution. Each point in

the graph was obtained by averaging over five trials for each of the

three parent selection policies in each of the sensor distributions (for a

total of 30 experiments). In each experiment, an SRT was constructed

according to the appropriate policy and sensor value distribution. Then,

for each interval size, the average number of nodes participating in 100

randomly constructed queries of the appropriate size was measured.

For both distributions, the clustered approach was superior to other SRT

algorithms, beating the random approach by about 25% and the closest

parent approach by about 10% on average. With the geographic distri-

bution, the performance of the clustered approach is close to optimal:

for most ranges, all of the nodes in the range tend to be co-located, so

few intermediate nodes are required to relay information for queries in

which they themselves are not participating. This simulation is admit-

tedly optimistic, since geography and topology are perfectly correlated
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Figure 7: Number of nodes participating in range queries of different sizes for different parent selection policies in a semantic routing tree (20x20

grid, 400 sensors, each point average of 500 queries of the appropriate size.)

in our experiment. Real sensor network deployments show significant

but not perfect correlation [16].

It is a bit surprising that, even for a random distribution of sensor values,

the closest-parent and clustered approaches are substantially better than

the random-parent approach. The reason for this is that these techniques

reduce the spread of sensor values beneath parents, thereby reducing the

probability that a randomly selected range query will require a particu-

lar parent to participate.

As the previous results show, the benefit of using an SRT can be substan-

tial. There are, however, maintenance and construction costs associated

with SRTs; as discussed above. Construction costs are comparable to

those in conventional sensor networks (which also have a routing tree),

but slightly higher due to the fact that parent selection messages are ex-

plicitly sent, whereas parents do not always require confirmation from

their children in other sensor network environments.

5.4 SRT Summary

SRTs provide an efficient mechanism for disseminating queries and col-

lecting query results for queries over constant attributes. For attributes

that are highly correlated amongst neighbors in the routing tree (e.g.

location), SRTs can reduce the number of nodes that must disseminate

queries and forward the continuous stream of results from children by

nearly an order of magnitude.

6 Processing Queries

Once queries have been disseminated and optimized, the query proces-

sor begins executing them. Query execution is straightforward, so we

describe it only briefly. The remainder of the section is devoted to the

ACQP-related issues of prioritizing results and adapting sampling and

delivery rates. We present simple schemes for prioritizing data in se-

lection queries, briefly discuss prioritizing data in aggregation queries,

and then turn to adaptation. We discuss two situations in which adapta-

tion is necessary: when the radio is highly contented and when power

consumption is more rapid than expected.

6.1 Query Execution

Query execution consists of a simple sequence of operations at each

node during every epoch: first, nodes sleep for most of an epoch; then

they wake, sample sensors and apply operators to data generated locally

and received from neighbors, and then deliver results to their parent. We

(briefly) describe ACQP-relevant issues in each of these phases.

Nodes sleep for as much of each epoch as possible to minimize power

consumption. They wake up only to sample sensors and relay and de-

liver results. Because nodes are time synchronized, they all sleep and

wake up at the same time, ensuring that results will not be lost as a re-

sult of a parent sleeping when a child tries to propagate a message. The

amount of time,tawake that a sensor node must be awake to success-

fully accomplish the latter three steps above is largely dependent on the

number of other nodes transmitting in the same radio cell, since only a

small number of messages per second can be transmitted over the single

shared radio channel.

TinyDB uses a simple algorithm to scaletawake based on the neighbor-

hood size, the details of which we omit. Note, however, that there are

situations in which a node will be forced to drop or combine results as a

result of the eithertawake or the sample interval being too short to per-

form all needed computation and communication. We discuss policies

for choosing how to aggregate data and which results to drop in the next

subsection.

Once a node is awake, it begins sampling and filtering results according

to the plan provided by the optimizer. Samples are taken at the appropri-

ate (current) sample rate for the query, based on lifetime computations

and information about radio contention and power consumption (see

Section 6.3 for more information on how TinyDB adapts sampling in

response to variations during execution.) Filters are applied and results

are routed to join and aggregation operators further up the query plan.

For aggregation queries across nodes, we adopt the approach of TAG

[31], although TAG does not support temporal aggregates but only ag-

gregates of values from different nodes produced in the same epoch.

The basic approach used in both TAG and TinyDB is to compute apar-

tial state recordat each intermediate node in the routing topology. This

record represents the partially evaluated aggregation of local sensor val-

ues with sensor values received from child nodes as they flow up the

routing tree. The benefit of doing this is that a great deal less data is

transmitted than when all sensors’ values are sent to the root of the net-

work to be aggregated together.

Finally, we note that in event-based queries, theON EVENTclause

must be handled specially. When an event fires on a node, that node
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disseminates the query, specifying itself as the query root. This node

collects query results, and delivers them to the basestation or a local

materialization point.

6.2 Prioritizing Data Delivery

Once results have been sampled and all local operators have been ap-

plied, they are enqueued onto a radio queue for delivery to the node’s

parent. This queue contains both tuples from the local node as well as

tuples that are being forwarded on behalf of other nodes in the net-

work. When network contention and data rates are low, this queue

can be drained faster than results arrive. However, because the num-

ber of messages produced during a single epoch can vary dramatically,

depending on the number of queries running, the cardinality of joins,

and the number of groups and aggregates, there are situations when the

queue will overflow. In these situations, the system must decide if it

should try to retransmit this tuple, re-enqueue this tuple and try to send

a different tuple, combine this tuple with some other tuple for the same

query, or simply discard the tuple.

The ability to make runtime decisions about the value of an individual

data item is central to ACQP systems, because the cost of acquiring

and delivering data is high, and because of these situations where the

rate of data items arriving at a node will exceed the maximum delivery

rate. A simple conceptual approach for making such runtime decisions

is as follows: whenever the system is ready to deliver a tuple, send

the result that will most improve the “quality” of the answer that the

user sees. Clearly, the proper metric for quality will depend on the ap-

plication: for a raw signal, root-mean-square (RMS) error is a typical

metric. For aggregation queries, minimizing the confidence intervals of

the values of group records could be the goal [38]. In other applications,

users may be concerned with preserving frequencies, receiving statisti-

cal summaries (average, variance, or histograms), or maintaining more

tenuous qualities such as signal “shape”.

Our goal is not to fully explore the spectrum of techniques available in

this space. Instead, we have implemented several policies in TinyDB

to illustrate that substantial quality improvements are possible given a

particular workload and quality metric. Generalizing concepts of qual-

ity and implementing and exploring more sophisticated prioritization

schemes remains an area of future work.

There is a large body of related work on approximation and compression

schemes for streams in the database literature (e.g. [17, 9]), although

these approaches typically focus on the problem of building histograms

or summary structures over the streams rather than trying to preserve

the (in order) signal as best as possible, which is the goal we tackle

first. Algorithms from signal processing, such as Fourier analysis and

wavelets are likely applicable, although the extreme memory and pro-

cessor limitations of our devices and the online nature of our problem

(e.g. choosing which tuple in an overflowing queue to evict) make it

non-obvious how to apply them.

We begin with a comparison of three simple prioritization schemes,

naive, winavg, and delta for simple selection queries. In thenaive

scheme no tuple is considered more valuable than any other, so the

queue is drained in a FIFO manner and tuples are dropped if they do

not fit in the queue.

The winavg scheme works similarly, except that instead of dropping

results when the queue fills, the two results at the head of the queue are

averaged to make room for new results. Since the head of the queue is

now an average of multiple records, we associate a count with it.

In the delta scheme, a tuple is assigned an initial score relative to its

difference from the most recent (in time) value successfully transmitted

from this node, and at each point in time, the tuple with the highest score

is delivered. The tuple with the lowest score is evicted when the queue

overflows. Out of order delivery (in time) is allowed. This scheme re-

lies on the intuition that the largest changes are probably interesting. It

works as follows: when a tuplet with timestampT is initially enqueued

and scored, we mark it with the timestampR of this most recently de-

livered tupler. Since tuples can be delivered out of order, it is possible

that a tuple with a timestamp betweenR andT could be delivered next

(indicating thatr was delivered out of order), in which case the score

we computed fort as well as itsR timestamp are now incorrect. Thus,

in general, we must rescore some enqueued tuples after every delivery.

We compared these three approaches on a single mote running TinyDB.

To measure their effect in a controlled setting, we set the sample rate

to be a fixed numberK faster than the maximum delivery rate (such

that 1 of everyK tuples was delivered, on average) and compared their

performance against several predefined sets of sensor readings (stored

in the EEPROM of the device.) In this case, delta had a buffer of 5

tuples; we performed reordering of out of order tuples at the basesta-

tion. To illustrate the effect of winavg and delta, Figure 8 shows how

delta and winavg approximate a high-periodicity trace of sensor read-

ings generated by a shaking accelerometer (we omit naive due to space

constraints.) Notice that delta is considerably closer in shape to the orig-

inal signal in this case, as it is tends to emphasize extremes, whereas

average tends to dampen them.
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Figure 8: An acceleration signal (top) approximated by a delta (middle)

and an average (bottom), K=4.

We also measured RMS error for this signal as well as two others: a

square wave-like signal from a light sensor being covered and uncov-

ered, and a slow sinusoidal signal generated by moving a magnet around

a magnetometer. The error for each of these signals and techniques is

shown in Table 4. Although delta appears to match the shape of the

acceleration signal better, its RMS value is about the same as average’s

(due to the few peaks that delta incorrectly merges together.) Delta out-
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performs either other approach for the fast changing step-functions in

the light signal because it does not smooth edges as much as average.

Accel Light (Step) Magnetometer (Sinusoid)

Winavg 64 129 54

Delta 63 81 48

Naive 77 143 63

Table 4: RMS Error for Different Prioritization Schemes and Signals

(1000 Samples, Sample Interval = 64ms)

We omit a discussion of prioritization policies for aggregation queries.

TAG [31] discusses several snooping-based techniques unique to sensor

networks that can be used to priortize aggregation queries. There is also

significant related work on using wavelets and histograms to approxi-

mate distributions of aggregate queries when there are many groups, for

example [17, 9]. These techniques are applicable in sensor networks as

well, although we expect that the number of groups will be small (e.g.

at most tens or hundreds), so they may be less valuable.

Thus, we have illustrated some examples where prioritization of results

can be used improve the overall quality of that data that are transmitted

to the root when some results must be dropped or aggregated. Choosing

the proper policies to applyin general, and understanding how various

existing approximation and prioritization schemes map into ACQP is an

important future direction.

6.3 Adapting Rates and Power Consumption

We saw in the previous sections how TinyDB can exploit query seman-

tics to transmit the most relevant results when limited bandwidth or

power is available. In this section, we discuss selecting and adjust-

ing sampling and transmission rates to limit the frequency of network-

related losses and fill rates of queues. This adaptation is the other half of

the runtime techniques in ACQP: because the systemcanadjust rates,

significant reductions can be made in the frequency with which data

prioritization decisions must be made. These techniques are simply not

available in non-acquisitional query processing systems.

When initially optimizing a query, TinyDB’s optimizer chooses a trans-

mission and sample rate based on current network load conditions, and

requested sample rates and lifetimes. However, static decisions made at

the start of query processing may not be valid after many days running

the same continuous query. Just as adaptive query processing systems

like Tukwila and Eddy [26, 6] dynamically reorder operators as the exe-

cution environment changes, TinyDB must react to changing conditions

– however, unlike in previous adaptive query processing systems, fail-

ure to adapt in TinyDB can bring the system to its knees, reducing data

flow to a trickle or causing the system to severely miss power budget

goals.

We study the need for adaptivity in two contexts: network contention

and power consumption. We first examine network contention. Rather

than simply assuming that a specific transmission rate will result in a

relatively uncontested network channel, TinyDB monitors channel con-

tention and adaptively reduces the number of packets transmitted as

contention rises. This backoff is very important: as the4 motesline

of Figure 9 shows, if several nodes try to transmit at high rates, the total

number of packets delivered is substantially less than if each of those

nodes tries to transmit at a lower rate. Compare this line with the per-

formance of a single node (where there is no contention) – a single node

does not exhibit the same falling off because there is no contention (al-

though the percentage of successfully delivered packets does fall off.)

Finally, the4 motes adaptiveline does not have the same precipitous

performance because it is able to monitor the network channel and adapt

to contention.

Note that the performance of the adaptive approach is slightly less than

the non-adaptive approach at 4 and 8 samples per second as backoff

begins to throttle communication in this regime. However, when we

compared the percentage of successful transmission attempts at 8 pack-

ets per second, the adaptive scheme achieves twice the success rate of

the non-adaptive scheme, suggesting the adaptation is still effective in

reducing wasted communication effort, despite the lower utilization.
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Figure 9: Per-mote sample rate versus aggregate delivery rate.

The problem with reducing transmission rate is that it will rapidly cause

the network queue to fill, forcing TinyDB to discard tuples using the se-

mantic techniques for victim selection presented in Section 6.2 above.

We note, however, that had TinyDB not chosen to slow its transmis-

sion rate, fewer total packets would have been delivered. Furthermore,

by choosing which packets to drop using semantic information derived

from the queries (rather than losing some random sample of them),

TinyDB is able to substantially improve the quality of results delivered

to the end user. To illustrate this in practice, we ran a selection query

over four motes running TinyDB, asking them each to sample data at 16

samples per second, and compared the quality of the delivered results

using an adaptive-backoff version of our delta approach to results over

the same dataset without adaptation or result prioritization. We show

here traces from two of the nodes on the left and right of Figure 10. The

top plots show the performance of the adaptive delta, the middle plots

show the non-adaptive case, and the bottom plots show the the origi-

nal signals (which were stored in EEPROM to allow repeatable trials.)

Notice that the delta scheme does substantially better in both cases.

6.3.1 Measuring Power Consumption

We now turn to the problem of adapting tuple delivery rate to meet spe-

cific lifetime requirements in response to incorrect sample rates com-

puted at query optimization time (see Section 3.3). We first note that,

using similar computations to those shown Section 3.3, it is possible to

compute apredicted battery voltagefor a timet seconds into processing

a query. We omit the calculation due to space constraints.

The system can then compare its current voltage to this predicted volt-
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Figure 10: Comparison of delivered values (bottom) versus actual read-

ings for from two motes (left and right) sampling at 16 packets per sec-

ond and sending simulataneously. Four motes were communicating si-

multaneously when this data was collected.

age. By assuming that voltage decays linearly (see Figure 4 for em-

pirical evidence of this property), we canre-estimatethe power con-

sumption characteristics of the device (e.g. the costs of sampling, trans-

mitting, and receiving) and then re-run our lifetime calculation. By

re-estimating these parameters, the system can ensure that this new life-

time calculation tracks the actual lifetime more closely.

Although this calculation and re-optimization are straightforward, they

serve an important role by allowing sensors in TinyDB to satisfy occa-

sional ad-hoc queries and relay results for other sensors without com-

promising the lifetime goals of long running monitoring queries.

Finally, we note that incorrect measurements of power consumption

may also be due to incorrect estimates of the cost of various phases of

query processing, or may be as a result of incorrect selectivity estima-

tion. We cover both by tuning sample rate. As future work, we intend

to explore adaptation of optimizer estimates and ordering decisions (in

the spirit of other adaptive work like Eddies [6]) and the effect of fre-

quency of re-estimation on lifetime (currently, in TinyDB, re-estimation

can only be triggered by an explict request from the user.)

7 Summary

This completes our discussion of the novel issues and techniques that

arise when taking an acquisitional perspective on query processing. In

summary, we first discussed important aspects of an acqusitional query

language, introducing event and lifetime clauses for controlling when

and how often sampling occurs. We then discussed query optimization

with the associated issues of modeling sampling costs and ordering of

sampling operators. We showed how event-based queries can be rewrit-

ten as joins between streams of events and sensor samples. Once queries

have been optimized, we demonstrated the use of semantic routing trees

as a mechanism for efficiently disseminating queries and collecting re-

sults. Finally, we showed the importance of priortizing data according

to quality and discussed the need for techniques to adapt the transmis-

sion and sampling rates of an ACQP system.

8 Related Work

There has been some recent publication in the database and systems

communities on query processing-like operations in sensor networks

[25, 31, 36, 30, 43]. As mentioned above, these papers noted the impor-

tance of power sensitivity. Their predominant focus to date has been on

in-networkprocessing – that is, the pushing of operations, particularly

selections and aggregations, into the network to reduce communication.

We too endorse in-network processing, but believe that, for a sensor net-

work system to be truly power sensitive, acqusitional issues of when,

where, and in what order to sample and which samples to process must

be considered. To our knowledge, no prior work addresses these issues.

There is a small body of work related to query processing in mobile

environments [24, 2]. This work is concerned with laptop-like devices

that are carried with the user, can be readily recharged every few hours,

and, with the exception of a wireless network interface basically have

the capabilities of a wired, powered PC. Lifetime-based queries, notions

of sampling the associated costs, and runtime issues regarding rates and

contention are not considered. Many of the proposed techniques, as well

as more recent work on moving object databases (such as [41]) focus on

the highly mobile nature of devices, a situation we are not (yet) dealing

with, but which could certainly arise in sensor networks.

Power sensitive query optimization was proposed in [1], although, as

with the previous work, the focus is on optimizing costs in tradtional

mobile devices (e.g. laptops and palmtops), so concerns about the cost

and ordering of sampling do not appear. Furthermore, laptop-style de-

vices typically do not offer the same degree of rapid power-cycling that

is available on embedded platforms like motes. Even if they did, their

interactive, user oriented nature makes it undesirable to turn off dis-

plays, network interfaces, etc. because they are doing more than simply

collecting and processing data, so there are many fewer power optimiza-

tions that can be applied.

Building an SRT is analogous to building an index in a conventional

database system. Due to the resource limitations of sensor networks,

the actual indexing implementations are quite different. See [27] for

a survey of relevant research on distributed indexing in conventional

database systems. There is also some similarity to indexing in peer-

to-peer systems [4]. However, peer-to-peer systems differ in that they

are inexact and not subject to the same paucity of communications or

storage infrastructure as sensor networks, so algorithms tend to be stor-

age and communication heavy. Similar indexing issues also appear in

highly mobile environments (like [41, 24]), but this work relies on a

centralized location servers for tracking recent positions of objects.

The observation that interleaving the fetching of attributes and applica-

tion of operators also arises in the context of compressed databases [11],

as decompression effectively imposes a penalty for fetching an individ-

ual attribute, so it is beneficial to apply selections and joins on already

decompressed or easy to decompress attributes.

There is a large body of work on event-based query processing in the

active database literature. Languages for event composition and sys-

tems for evaluating composite events, such as [10], as well as systems

for efficiently determining when an event has fired, such as [19] could

(possibly) be useful in TinyDB.
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Approximate and best effort caches [35], as well as systems for online-

aggregation [38] and approximate [17] and stream query processing

[34, 7] include some notion of data quality. Most of this other work

is focused on quality with respect to summaries, aggregates, or stale-

ness of individual objects, whereas we focus on quality as a measure of

fidelity to the underlying continuous signal. Aurora [7] mentions a need

for this kind of metric, but proposes no specific approaches.

9 Conclusions and Future Work

Acquisitional query processing provides a framework for addressing is-

sues of when, where, and how often data is sampled and which data

is delivered in distributed, emdedded sensing environments. Although

other research has identified the opportunities for query processing in

sensor networks, this work is the first to discuss these fundamental is-

sues in an acquisitional framework.

We identified several opportunities for future research. We are currently

actively pursuing two of these: first, we are exploring how query opti-

mizer statistics change in acqusitional environments and studying the

role of online re-optimization in sample rate and operator orderings in

response to bursts of data or unexpected power consumption. Second,

we are pursuing more sophisticated priortization schemes, like wavelet

analysis, that can capture salient properties of signals other than large

changes (as our delta mechanism does) as well as mechanisms to allow

users to express their priortization preferences.

We believe that ACQP notions are of critical importance for preserv-

ing the longevity and usefulness of any deployment of battery powered

sensing devices, such as those that are now appearing in biological pre-

serves, roads, businesses, and homes. Without appropriate query lan-

guages, optimization models, and query dissemination and data delivery

schemes that are cognisant of semantics and the costs and capabilities of

the underlying harware the success of such deployments will be limited.
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Modelling Data-Centric Routing
in Wireless Sensor Networks
Bhaskar Krishnamachari, Deborah Estrin, Stephen Wicker

Abstract— Sensor networks differ from traditional net-
works in several ways: sensor networks have severe en-
ergy constraints, redundant low-rate data, and many-to-one
flows. The end-to-end routing schemes that have been pro-
posed in the literature for mobile ad-hoc networks are not
appropriate under these settings. Data-centric technologies
are needed that perform in-network aggregation of data to
yield energy-efficient dissemination. In this paper we model
data-centric routing and compare its performance with tra-
ditional end-to-end routing schemes. We examine the im-
pact of source-destination placement and communication
network density on the energy costs, delay, and robustness of
data aggregation. We show that data-centric routing offers
significant performance gains across a wide range of opera-
tional scenarios.

Keywords— Data aggregation, data-centric routing, di-
rected diffusion, wireless sensor networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

THE wireless sensor networks of the near future are
envisioned to consist of hundreds to thousands of in-

expensive wireless nodes, each with some computational
power and sensing capability, operating in an unattended
mode. They are intended for a broad range of environ-
mental sensing applications from vehicle tracking to habi-
tat monitoring [4], [28], [35]. The hardware technology
for these networks - low cost processors, miniature sens-
ing and radio modules are here today, with further im-
provements in cost and capabilities expected within the
next decade [4], [16], [19], [28], [29]. The applications,
networking principles and protocols for these systems are
just beginning to be developed [9], [10], [14], [28].

Wireless sensor networks are similar to mobile ad-hoc
networks (MANETs) in that both involve multi-hop com-
munications. However, the nature of the applications and
routing requirements for the two are significantly different
in several respects. First, the typical mode of communica-
tion in a sensor network is from multiple data sources to
a data recipient/sink - a sort of a reverse-multicast, rather
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than communication between any pair of nodes. Second,
since the data being collected by multiple sensors is based
on common phenomena, there is likely to be some re-
dundancy in the data being communicated by the various
sources in sensor networks. Third, in most envisioned sce-
narios the sensors are not mobile (though the sensed phe-
nomena may be), so the nature of the dynamics in the two
networks is different. Finally, the single major resource
constraint in sensor networks is that of energy. The sit-
uation is much worse than even that in MANETs, where
the communicating devices handled by human users can
be replaced or recharged relatively often. The scale of sen-
sor networks and the necessity of unattended operation for
months at a time means that energy resources have to be
managed even more carefully. This, in turn, precludes re-
ally high data rate communication.

For these reasons the many end-to-end routing protocols
that have been proposed for MANETs in recent years are
not suitable for wireless sensor networks. Alternative ap-
proaches are required.

Data aggregationhas been put forward as a particularly
useful paradigm for wireless routing in sensor networks
[13], [17]. The idea is to combine the data coming from
different sources enroute – eliminating redundancy, min-
imizing the number of transmissions and thus saving en-
ergy. This paradigm shifts the focus from the traditional
address-centricapproaches (finding short routes between
pairs of addressable end-nodes) to a moredata-centricap-
proach (finding routes from multiple sources to a single
destination that allows in-network consolidation of redun-
dant data).

We do not propose any new protocols in this paper, but
rather attempt to address at a higher level the gains and
tradeoffs that can be achieved by using the data-centric
approach as opposed to the traditional address-centric ap-
proach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in sec-
tion II, we define simple models of address-centric and
data-centric routing protocols for the purpose of analysis.
Since data aggregation is the key concept in data-centric
routing, we examine optimal and suboptimal data aggre-
gation methods, measures of performance and factors af-
fecting these measures in section III. In section IV we
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Fig. 1. Illustration of AC versus DC routing

present some theoretical results pertaining to the energy
gains that can be achieved using data aggregation. This is
followed by experimental results showing how the various
suboptimal data-centric approaches compare with the opti-
mal address-centric routing in terms of the average number
of transmissions required per datum delivered to the data
sink. Section V presents experimental results showing the
effect of source placement, number and network density
on the delay due to aggregation latency. In section VI we
discuss experimental results showing that data aggregation
results in some degree of robustness to dynamics of the
sensed phenomena. We caution the reader about the as-
sumptions and omissions in our modelling in section VII.
Our work is placed in the context of other relevant work in
section VIII. We present our conclusions in section IX.

II. ROUTING MODELS

We focus our attention on a single network flow that
is assumed to consist of a single data sink attempting
to gather information from a number of data sources.
We start with simple models of routing schemes which
use data aggregation (which we term data-centric), and
schemes which do not (which we term address-centric). In
both cases we assume there are some common elements -
the sink first sends out a query/interest for data, the sensor
nodes which have the appropriate data then respond with
the data. They differ in the manner the data is sent from
the sources to the sink:

Address-centric Protocol (AC): Each source indepen-
dently sends data along the shortest path to sink based on
the route that the queries took ( “end-to-end routing” ).

Data-centric Protocol (DC): The sources send data
to the sink, but routing nodes enroute look at the con-
tent of the data and perform some form of aggrega-
tion/consolidation function on the data originating at mul-

tiple sources.
Figure 1 is a simple illustration of the difference be-

tween AC and DC schemes. In the address-centric ap-
proach, each source sends its information separately to the
sink (source 1 routing the data labelled “1” through node
A, and source 2 routing the data labelled “2” through nodes
C and B). In the data centric-approach, the data from the
two sources is aggregated at node B, and the combined
data (labelled “1+2”) is sent from B to the sink. The lat-
ter results in energy savings as fewer transmissions are re-
quired to send the information from both sources to the
sink.

A. Differentiating Scenarios

One of goals in this paper is to understand the context in
which data aggregation is useful. It is helpful to consider
the following scenarios classified in terms of the type and
dynamics of the data sent by the sources:
1. All sources send completely different information (no
redundancy)
2. All sources send identical information (complete redun-
dancy)
3. The sources send information with some intermediate,
non-deterministic, level of redundancy

In case 1, Data aggregation cannot be performed - both
AC and DC protocols will incur the same number of trans-
missions for the sink to receive all the data. In case 2, the
AC protocol can be modified to do as well as or even bet-
ter than the DC protocol by having the sink monitor the
incoming information, realize that there is duplicate in-
formation coming in, and ask all but one of the sources
to stop transmitting (assuming that this duplication is sus-
tained over a period of time). In case 3, however, the AC
protocol cannot be modified to do much better than the DC
protocol - the non-deterministic nature of the redundancy
implies that the sink cannot request some sources to shut
down. Since all sources are required to transmit, and there
is some redundancy in their transmission, the best option
is to aggregate the information coming from these sources,
which is what the DC protocol does. For the rest of the pa-
per, it will be assumed that this scenario holds.

We now look at the notion of data aggregation in more
detail.

III. D ATA AGGREGATION

Data aggregation is the combination of data from dif-
ferent sources, and can be implemented in a number of
ways. The simplest data aggregation function is duplicate
suppression - in the example of figure 1, if sources 1 and 2
both send the same data, node B will send only one of these
forward. Duplication suppression is already practiced in
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commercial wireless messaging networks. Other aggrega-
tion functions could bemax, min, or any other function
with multiple inputs. For our modelling purposes in this
paper we make a simplifying assumption - the aggregation
function is such that each intermediate node in the rout-
ing transmits a single aggregate packet even if it receives
multiple input packets. We will refer to the information
received by the sink when it has obtained the messages
transmitted by all sources in a given flow (whether or not
these messages are aggregated) as a “datum”.

A. Optimal Aggregation

Say there arek sources, labelledS1 throughSk, and a
sink, labelledD. Let the network graphG = (V,E) con-
sist of all the nodesV , with E consisting of edges between
nodes that can communicate with each other directly. With
the assumption that the number of transmissions from any
node in the data aggregation tree is exactly one, the data
aggregation tree can be thought of as the reverse of a mul-
ticast tree: instead of a single source sending a packet to
all receivers, all the sources are sending a single packet to
the same receiver. It is well-known that the multicast tree
with a minimum number of edges is a minimum Steiner
tree on the network graph. The following can therefore be
readily obtained:

Result 1: The optimum number of transmissions re-
quired per datum for the DC protocol is equal to the num-
ber of edges in the minimum Steiner tree in the network
which contains the node set(S1, ...Sk, D).

Corollary: Assuming an arbitrary placement of sources,
and a general network graph G, the task of doing DC rout-
ing with optimal data aggregation is NP-hard.

The latter follows from the NP-completeness of the min-
imum Steiner problem on Graphs [11].

B. Suboptimal Aggregation

The following are three generally suboptimal schemes
for generating data aggregation trees that we examine in
this paper.
1. Center at Nearest Source (CNS): In this data aggre-
gation scheme, the source which is nearest the sink acts
as the aggregation point. All other sources send their data
directly to this source which then sends the aggregated in-
formation on to the sink.
2. Shortest Paths Tree (SPT): In this data aggregation
scheme, each source sends its information to the sink along
the shortest path between the two. Where these paths over-
lap for different sources, they are combined to form the
aggregation tree.
3. Greedy Incremental Tree (GIT) : In this scheme the
aggregation tree is built sequentially. At the first step the

Fig. 2. Illustration of the event-radius model for source posi-
tions

tree consists of only the shortest path between the sink and
the nearest source. At each step after that the next source
closest to the current tree is connected to the tree.

This is by no means an exhaustive list, but is represen-
tative of some of the data aggregation tree heuristics that
can be implemented.

C. Performance measures

In exploring the gains and tradeoffs involved in data-
centric protocols, we need to specify performance mea-
sures of interest. Three are examined in some detail in this
paper:
• Energy Savings: By aggregating the information com-
ing from the sources, the number of transmissions is re-
duced, translating to a savings in energy.
• Delay: There is latency associated with aggregation.
Data from nearer sources may have to be held back at in-
termediate nodes in order to combine them with data from
sources that are farther away.
• Robustness: Somewhat related to the first measure is the
fact that with data aggregation there is a decrease in the
marginal energy cost of connecting additional sources to
the sink. This can be considered as providing some degree
of robustness to dynamics in the sensed phenomena.

D. Source Placement Models

The chief factors that can affect the performance of data
aggregation methods are the positions of the sources in the
network, the number of sources, and the communication
network topology. In order to investigate these factors, we
study two models of source placement, the event-radius
(ER) model, and the random sources (RS) model. In both
models, we generate a sensor network by scatteringn sen-
sor nodes randomly in a unit square. One of these nodes is
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the random-sources model for source po-
sitions

the data sink. All nodes are assumed to be able to commu-
nicate with any other nodes that are within some distance
R (the communication radius). The location of the data
sources depends on the models as follows:
• Event-Radius Model: In this model, a single point in
the unit square is defined as the location of an “event.” This
may correspond to a vehicle or some other phenomenon
being tracked by the sensor nodes. All nodes within a dis-
tanceS (called the sensing range) of this event that are not
sinks are considered to be data sources. The average num-
ber of sources is approximatelyπ ∗ S2 ∗ n (somewhat less
than this if we take into account boundary effects). This
model is shown in figure 2.
• Random-Sources Model: In this model,k of the nodes
that are not sinks are randomly selected to be sources. Un-
like in the event-radius model, the sources are not neces-
sarily clustered near each other. This is illustrated in figure
3.

IV. ENERGY SAVINGS DUE TO DATA AGGREGATION

A. Theoretical Results

We now give some analytical bounds on the energy costs
and savings that can be obtained with data aggregation,
based on the distances between the sources and the sink,
and the inter-distances among the sources. The upshot of
this section is that the greatest gains due to data aggrega-
tion are obtained when the sources are all close together
and far away from the sink.

Let di be the distance of the shortest path from source
Si to the sink in the graph. Per datum, the total number of
transmissions required for the optimal AC protocol in this
case (call itNA) is:

NA = d1 + d2 + ...dk = sum(di) (1)

How well can the optimal DC protocol do?
Result 2: Let the number of transmissions required for

the optimal DC protocol beND. ThenND ≤ NA.
Proof: Doing data-aggregation optimally can only de-

crease the minimum number of edges needed compared
to the situation when sources send information to the sink
along shortest paths.�

Definition: The “diameter” X of a set of nodesS
in a graphG is the maximum of the pairwise shortest
paths between these nodesX = maxi,j∈SSP (i, j) where
SP (i, j) is the shortest number of hops needed to go from
nodei to j in G.

Result 3: If the source nodesS1, S2, . . . Sk have a di-
ameterX ≥ 1. The total number of transmissions (ND)
required for the optimal DC protocol satisfies the follow-
ing bounds:

ND ≤ (k − 1)X + min(di) (2)

ND ≥ min(di) + (k − 1) (3)

Proof : (2) can be obtained by a construction - the data
aggregation tree which consists of(k−1) sources sending
their packets to the remaining source which is nearest to
the sink. This tree has no more than(k − 1)X + min(di)
edges, hence the optimum tree must have no more than
this. (3) is obtained by considering the smallest possi-
ble Steiner tree which would happen if the diameter were
1. In this case, the shortest path from the source node at
min(di) must be part of the minimum Steiner tree, and
there is exactly one edge from each of the other source
nodes to this node.�

Result 4: If the diameterX < min(di), thenND <
NA. In other words, the optimum data-centric protocol
will perform better than the AC protocol.

Proof :

⇒ ND < (k − 1)X + min(di) < (k)min(di)
⇒ ND < sum(di) = NA. (4)

�

Definition : Let us define the fractional savings,FS,
obtained by using the DC protocol as opposed to the AC
protocol as follows:

FS = (NA −ND)/(NA) (5)

FS can range from 0 (no savings) to 1 (100 percent sav-
ings). The following are the lower and upper bounds on
FS, which follow directly from (2) and (3) and the above
definition.
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Result 5: The fractional savings FS satisfies the follow-
ing bounds:

FS ≥ 1− ((k − 1)X + min(di))/sum(di) (6)

FS ≤ 1− (min(di) + k − 1)/sum(di) (7)

To clarify the matter, assume that all the sources are
at the same shortest-path distance from the sink. i.e.
min(di) = max(di) = d.

Then we have that

1− ((k − 1)X + d)
kd

≤ FS

≤ 1− (d + k − 1)
(kd)

(8)

Result 6: Assume X and k are fixed, then as d tends to
infinity (i.e. as the sink is farther and farther away from
the sources):

limd→∞FS = 1− 1/k. (9)

Proof:
In the limit, X << d, andk << d. It suffices to show

that both lower and upper bounds in (8) converge to the
same right hand side value:

limd→∞

(
1− (k − 1)X + d

kd

)
= limd→∞

(
1− (k − 1)X

kd
− d

kd

)
= 1− 1/k (10)

and

limd→∞

(
1− (d + k − 1)

(kd)

)
= limd→∞

(
1− d

kd
− (k − 1)

kd

)
= 1− 1/k (11)

�

Essentially, what Result 6 tells us is quite intuitive. If
the distance between the sink and the sources is large com-
pared to the distance between the sources, then the opti-
mal DC protocol gives k-fold savings. When there are 4
sources that are close together and located far-away from
the sink, then the AC protocol will have about 4 times as
many transmissions, i.e. there are roughly 75% fewer
transmissions with data aggregation. When there are 10
such sources, the gains are nearly 90%, and so on...

Result 7: If the subgraphG′ of the communication
graphG induced by the set of source nodes(S1, . . . Sk) is

connected, the optimal data aggregation tree can be formed
in polynomial time.

Proof: The proof is constructive. Start GIT. The tree is
initialized with the path from the sink to the nearest source.
At each additional step of the GIT, the next source to be
connected to the tree is always exactly one step away (such
a source is guaranteed to exist sinceG′ is connected). At
the end of the construction, the number of edges in the tree
is thereforedmin+(k−1), which is the lower bound given
in relation (3). Hence the lower bound is tight and there-
fore optimal. The GIT construction runs in polynomial
time w.r.t. the number of nodes [33]. Hence although find-
ing the optimal data aggregation tree is NP-hard in general,
in this particular situation, we have a polynomial special-
case.�

Result 8: In the ER model, whenR > 2S, the optimal
data aggregation tree can be formed in polynomial time.

Proof: It is easy to see that whenR > 2S, all sources
are within one hop of each other. This is therefore a special
case of result 8. Under this condition, both GIT and CNS
schemes will result in the optimal data aggregation tree.�

B. Experimental Results

We now present our experimental results showing the
energy costs of AC and DC protocols for both the ER and
RS source placement models. The experimental setup is as
follows: for the ER model, 5 evenly spaced values of the
sensing rangeS from 0.1 to 0.3 are tested, while for the
RS model the number of sourcesk is varied 1 to 15 in in-
crements of 2. For both models the communication radius
R is varied from 0.15 to 0.45 in increments of 0.05. For
each combination ofS or k andR 100 experiments were
run. Each experiment consists of a random placement of
then = 100 nodes including the sink node in a square are
of unit size. In some cases (particularly when the values
of E or R are low) a particular experiment may result in
unconnected graphs or no sources; the measurements from
these cases are not taken into account while computing the
averages. The error-bars shown in the plots represent the
standard error in the mean.

Figures 4 and 7 show a 3D surface plot of the number
of transmissions in the ideal AC protocol for both models.
In both cases these costs are greatest when a) the num-
ber of sources is large and b) the communication range is
low. The former is obvious as the number of transmissions
should increase with sources; the latter is understandable
since the number of hops between the sources and the sink
(indeed between any two nodes in the network) is high
when the communication radius is low.

Figure 5 compares the transmission energy costs of the
various protocols as the communication range is varied,
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Fig. 4. Cost of address-centric routing (average number of
transmissions) in event-radius model

Fig. 5. Comparison of energy costs versus communication ra-
dius in event-radius model

Fig. 6. Comparison of energy costs versus sensing range in
event-radius model

Fig. 7. Cost of address-centric routing (average number of
transmissions) in the random-sources model

Fig. 8. Comparison of energy costs versus communication ra-
dius in random-sources model

Fig. 9. Comparison of energy costs versus number of sources
in random-sources model
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keeping the sensing range constant at 0.2 (which corre-
sponds to about 12.5 sources on average, ignoring edge-
effects). At the very bottom is the lower bound onND

given in relation 3. In this figure it can be seen that
the GITDC seems to coincide with the lower bound all
throughout. This is because whenS is even of moder-
ate length, with high probability, the subgraph which lies
within the circle of radiusS around the event is connected,
and result 7 holds. The performance of the CNSDC ap-
proaches optimal asR increases, as per result 8. The
SPTDC protocol also performs well all through. In all
cases there is a50 − 80% savings compared to the AC
protocol. Figure 8 is the equivalent plot for the Random
Sources Model. The first thing to note is that the lower
bound is no longer tight, since the sources are placed ran-
domly anywhere in the network and unless the network is
dense (highR) the sources are unlikely to be within one
hop of each other. In this setting the GITDC performs the
best, followed by SPTDC, CNSDC and AC, respectively.
CNSDC performs poorly in this setting since the sources
are far apart and it doesn’t pay to always aggregate at the
source nearest to the sink.

Figures 6 and 9 both show that the transmission costs in-
crease as the number of sources is increased. In the event-
radius model, it can be seen that the CNSDC protocol per-
forms poorly when the sensing range is really large. When
S = 0.3, nearly a third of all nodes in the experiments act
as sources and for many of these sources it may be faster
to route directly to the sink rather than through one par-
ticular source that is closest to the sink. Figure 9 shows
that the gains due to a good data aggregation technique
(like GITDC) can be very significant when the number of
sources is high.

To summarize, our experiments show that the energy
gains due to data aggregation can be quite significant with
SPTDC or GITDC particularly when there are are a lot of
sources (largeS or largek) that are many hops from the
sink (smallR).

V. DELAY DUE TO DATA AGGREGATION

Although data aggregation results in fewer transmis-
sions, there is a tradeoff - potentially greater delay because
data from nearer sources may have to be held back at an
intermediate node in order to be aggregated with data com-
ing from sources that are farther away. This can be seen by
referring back to figure 1; in figure 1b, node B which acts
as the aggregating node for sources 1 and 2, is only one
hop from source 1 but is two hops from source 2. Thus
if both sources transmit the data simultaneously, the data
from source 1 will get to B before the data from source 2
and take longer to get to the sink than it would in the no

aggregation scheme shown in figure 1a. Note that this de-
lay depends on the aggregation function - for some simple
kinds of data aggregation such as duplicate suppression,
there is no need for data to be withheld at an aggregating
node. For more complicated forms of data aggregation,
where the output aggregated packet depends on the com-
bination of multiple input packets this delay is an issue.

It can be seen that, in the worst case, the latency due
to aggregation will be proportional to the number of hops
between the sink and the farthest source. When no aggre-
gation is employed, the delay between the time when the
various sources transmit data and the sink receives the first
packet is proportional to the number of hops between the
sink and the nearest source. Hence one way to quantify the
effect of aggregation delay is to examine the difference be-
tween these two distances. This is shown in figures 10-13.
The experimental setup is the same as discussed in section
IV-B. The upper curve in all these figures is representative
of the latency delay in DC schemes with non-trivial aggre-
gation functions and the lower curve is representative of
the latency delay in AC schemes. The difference between
these curves is greatest in both models when the commu-
nication radius is low, and when the number of sources is
high. In figure 13, as the number of sources increases the
two curves saturate to extreme values. The upper curve
saturates to a value of about 4 which is about the maxi-
mum number of hops between the sink and any node in
the network. The lower curve saturates at a value close to
the minimum number of hops (1).

VI. ROBUSTNESS DUE TODATA AGGREGATION

As indicated before, with data aggregation there is
a lower marginal energy cost of connecting additional
sources to the sink as opposed to the AC approach. Con-
sider the GITDC protocol, for example. At each step, the
energy cost (in terms of additional edges, i.e. additional
number of transmissions per datum) of connecting an addi-
tional source is simply the shortest distance of that source
to the aggregation tree at the current step. In the AC pro-
tocol, however, the cost of adding an additional source is
the distance of that source all the way to the sink. Figures
14 and 15 show this relationship. The x-axis represents
the number of sources connected to the sink and the y-axis
represents the total number of transmissions required for
all sources to communicate to the sink. In both models of
source placement, ER as well as RS, for a given energy
budget, a greater number of sources can be connected to
the sink. Thus the energy savings with aggregation can
be transformed to provide a greater degree of robustness
to dynamics in the sensed phenomena. For example if at
any given time only a fraction of all sources can give ac-
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Fig. 10. Distance of sink to nearest and farthest source versus
communication radius in event-radius model

Fig. 11. Distance of sink to nearest and farthest source versus
sensing range in event-radius model

curate readings of the sensed phenomena, then a greater
number of such readings can be processed and sent to the
sink in the DC protocol even if both schemes use the same
amount of total energy. The gains are, of course, smaller
in the random-sources model since there is less scope for
aggregation when the sources are randomly located.

VII. SHORTCOMINGS OF THEMODELLING

The reader should note the simplifying assumptions we
have made in the above analysis and some performance
issues that have not been taken into account in our mod-
elling. First, we have chosen to make a somewhat stark
contrast between routing protocols which do and do not
use data aggregation in order to highlight the effect of data

Fig. 12. Distance of sink to nearest and farthest source versus
communication radius in random-sources model

Fig. 13. Distance of sink to nearest and farthest source versus
number of sources in random-sources model

aggregation on routing performance. It can be argued that
our categorization of protocols into address-centric versus
data-centric on this basis is overly simplistic, and has ig-
nored the possibility of hybrid protocols which combine
the advantages of both. For example, one can conceive of
the sources finding routes to the sink in a traditional end-
to-end manner, while the intermediate nodes are endowed
with some intelligence and can perform data aggregation
on messages passing through them.

Second, in discussing the energy costs of the routing
protocols we have not considered any of the overhead costs
involved in setting up or maintaining the routing paths
from the sources to the sink. There are two reasons for
this - one is that to do so we would have been forced to
take into account specifics about how the routes are set
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Fig. 14. Average number of transmissions required to connect
to a given number of sources in event-radius model

Fig. 15. Average number of transmissions required for sink
to receive data from a given number of sources in random-
sources model

up and this would affect the generality of the analysis, the
second is that it is not clear that taking these costs into ac-
count would have any differential impact on AC versus DC
protocols. In addition to energy savings due to data aggre-
gation, there will also be some additional energy savings
through the avoidance of globally unique IDs, which can
require a significant number of bytes in the small packets
typical of sensor networks. Such savings have not been
modelled here.

Third, our analysis of the delay focused only on the la-
tency due to aggregation. There are two other possible
sources of delay that we did not take into account - pro-
cessing delay and delay due to congestion. There is likely
to be an additional delay in data-centric protocols due to
the processing that needs to be performed by aggregating

nodes. It could be argued that this processing delay is a
second order effect and unlikely to be as significant as the
latency delay we analyzed. We chose not to model the
delay due to congestion as this would depend on a num-
ber of additional details such as the MAC protocol used,
the traffic in the network; also, again, it is not clear that
congestion delay would have a differential impact on data
centric versus address-centric protocols.

Finally, our analysis has focused on the case where there
is a single sink. Although this is a reasonable scenario
for many applications, it is reasonable to ask what would
happen if there were additional sinks. One solution is to
think of the different flows in that case as a superposition
of many single sink data-flows. However, this would yield
an over-estimate of the energy costs, as further aggregation
savings can be possible if there are redundancies in the
sources and the data being requested by the various sinks.
This will be a topic for future study.

VIII. R ELATED WORK

The use of sensor networks has been envisioned in a
range of settings such as industrial applications [35], vehi-
cle tracking applications [28] and habitat monitoring [4].
A number of independent efforts have been made in recent
years to develop the hardware and software architectures
needed for wireless sensing. Of particular note are UC
Berkeley’s Smart Dust Motes [19], TinyOS [16], and the
PicoRadio [29] project; the Wireless Integrated Network
Sensors (WINS) project [28] and PC-104 based sensors
[4] developed at University of California Los Angeles; and
theµAMPS project at MIT [23]. The challenges and de-
sign principles involved in networking these devices are
discussed in [9], [10], and [22]. Energy-efficient medium
access schemes applicable for sensor networks are pre-
sented in [7], [31] and [37]. Techniques for balancing the
energy load among sensors using randomized rotation of
cluster heads are discussed in [15]. Some attention has
also been given to developing localized self-configuration
mechanisms in sensor networks [5].

The great majority of wireless routing protocols devel-
oped in recent years have been for mobile ad-hoc commu-
nication networks [27]. Depending on whether the routes
are maintained at all times or if they are created afresh
when needed, these are categorized intoproactive [24],
reactive [18], [20], [25], [26], or hybrid [12] protocols.
Some work has also been directed to incorporating GPS-
like geographical information with the routing technique
[1], [21]. These approaches are all address-centric, in that
they are focused on end-to-end routing between pairs of
addressable nodes. There has also been work on address-
centric routing protocols that conserve energy and max-
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imize the system lifetime. In these schemes, which are
applicable to sensor networks, routing metrics that incor-
porate energy expenditure considerations are defined for
each link [6], [32].

The application-specific nature of sensor networks leads
to the alternative approach we have described in this paper
as data-centric. The meta-naming of data is suggested in
[14] as a means to reduce transmission of redundant data
for flooding-like schemes for information dissemination.
Directed diffusion[17] is the protocol that is most like the
data-centric routing models analyzed in this paper. In di-
rected diffusion, all nodes are application-aware and com-
municate named data. The benefits of application specific,
in-network processing and data-aggregation are quantified
through experimental results in [13]. In the experimental
set-up described in that paper, the form of data aggrega-
tion used (duplicate suppression) reduces the traffic by up
to 42% for four sources.

The notion of in-network processing during routing is
not unique to sensor networks alone. In Active Networks,
intermediate routing nodes can perform customized com-
putations on and modify the contents of messages passing
through them on a per-user or per-application basis [34].
Limited router-assist techniques have also been proposed
for multicast on the internet which would permit interme-
diate routers to look at special router-assist fields on pack-
ets in order to eliminate redundant signaling and perform
subcasting [3].

Optimal data aggregation, as we have shown in this pa-
per, requires the formation of a minimum Steiner tree, a
well known NP-complete problem arising in many net-
working contexts [36]. The greedy incremental tree (GIT)
heuristic scheme described in our paper (also known as the
nearest participant first algorithm) is a well-known approx-
imation algorithm for this problem[33]. It is known to have
an approximation ratio of 2 (i.e. the tree that it outputs can
have no more than 2 times as many edges as the optimum).
A distributed version of this algorithm is discussed in [2].
The best known approximation algorithm for the minimum
Steiner tree problem has an approximation ratio of about
1.55 [30].

Finally, we mention here in passing that there is another
sense in which the phrase “data-centric networking” has
been used [8]; namely to describe an approach to ubiqui-
tous computing in which human users are identified not
with static computing devices but with their personalized
services and data.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have modelled and analyzed the performance of
data-centric routing in wireless sensor networks. We iden-

tified and investigated some of the factors affecting per-
formance, such as the number of placement of sources,
and the communication network topology. The formation
of an optimal data aggregation tree is generally NP-hard.
We presented some suboptimal data aggregation tree gen-
eration heuristics and showed the existence of polynomial
special cases.

The modelling tells us that whether the sources are clus-
tered near each other or located randomly, significant en-
ergy gains are possible with data aggregation. These gains
are greatest when the number of sources is large, and when
the sources are located relatively close to each other and
far from the sink. We discussed how these energy gains
can be translated into increased robustness to dynamics in
sensed phenomena. The modelling, though, also seems to
suggest that aggregation latency could be non-negligible
and should be taken into consideration during the design
process. Data-centric architectures such as directed diffu-
sion should support a Type of Service (TOS) facility that
would permit applications to effect desired tradeoffs be-
tween latency and energy.
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1 Introduction and Background

Suppose we have a set of sensor nodes spread over a geo-
graphical area. Assume that these nodes are able to perform
processing as well as sensing and are additionally capable
of communicating with each other by means of a wireless
network. The sensors may include small video or still cam-
eras, acoustic microphone arrays, PIR (passive infrared
intrusion), seismic, or magnetic sensing devices. Exam-
ples of such integrated devices include the UCLA/Sensoria
WINS nodes [34] or the Berkeley motes [28]. The sensors
may be controllable in limited ways: they can activated,
possibly aimed, commanded to sense and transmit data to
their neighbors, etc. Some may be even mounted on mo-
bile ground or air platforms and directed to move to specific
locations. Though each node is an independent hardware
device, they need to coordinate their sensing, computa-
tion, and communication in order to acquire relevant infor-
mation about their environment so as to accomplish some
high-level task. The integration of processing makes such
nodes more autonomous and the entire system, which we
call a sensor net, becomes a novel type of sensing, process-
ing, and communication engine.

Such sensor nets can be deployed in a variety of civilian
and military contexts, including factory automation, envi-
ronmental monitoring, health-care delivery, security and
surveillance, and battlefield awareness. Their advantages
over alternate architectures have been argued, for example
in [34]. Briefly, these include:

• deployment can be rapid, as no cabling infrastructure
is needed,

• sensor placement close to signal sources results in
better signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio,

• on-board processing allows the sensors to communi-
cate compressed signal data,

• the system can be made robust against the failure of a
small number of its sensor nodes, and

• a distributed implementation allows the system to

scale gracefully — unlike sensor systems with cen-
tralized processing.

Unique to such sensor nets is the ability to cover wide areas
that no single sensor could possibly observe and to provide
dense spatial sampling with multiple aspect and sensing
modalities. Most of all, the integration of processing with
sensing allows dimensionality reduction on the acquired
signals and the communication of information in a form
that is far more compressed and symbolic.

Nevertheless, the distribution of sensing and processing
comes with certain limitations on the processing and com-
munication capabilities of such device. Power consump-
tion will clearly be an issue, as such integrated sensors will
typically be untethered or mounted on mobile platforms.
There will also be communication range, bandwidth, and
susceptibility to noise limitations due to the wireless tech-
nologies (such as radio links) commonly used with such
devices. These limitations make it important that the soft-
ware controlling the sensor net be built so as to optimally
use the net’s resources towards the task at hand. The goal
of this paper is to present a methodology for planning and
controlling the sensing, processing, and communication
actions needed to accomplish a certain mission, while re-
specting the system resource constraints described above.

To be concrete, consider two settings. Set1 is people mov-
ing around a building; we are interested in security and
surveillance applications, such as the detection of unusual
activities and the monitoring of particular suspicious indi-
viduals. Set2 is a military engagement in an open terrain
with a few buildings and ground enemy (e) and friendly (f )
vehicles moving in it; a commander must make key deci-
sions that depend on the world state. In both settings, the
sensor net needs to provide useful high-level information
to its clients.

In Set1 we may be interested in answering spatio-temporal
queries such as:

• are there groups of people moving coherently?



• track and report the location of the leader of group g

for the next t minutes.

In Set2 we may have queries of the following type:

• is friendly vehicle f13 surrounded by enemy vehicles?

• which enemy vehicle is likely to be able to get close
to building b2 first?

Such queries may also be a tool for organizing the sensor
net itself. Indeed, suppose the sensors are actually mobile
and each can talk to all its neighbors with a range. We may
want to:

• organize the sensors into clusters and maintain these
clusters as the sensors move around.

Such a clustering can be used to define a hierarchical struc-
ture on the nodes that conforms and adapts to the nodes’
changing topology.

In this paper we propose a mathematical framework on
how high-level queries, such as those above, can be trans-
formed into low-level sensing, computation, and communi-
cation operations designed to produce the desired answers
— while minimizing the power and other resources ex-
pended in satisfying the queries. As we illustrate below,
this is an algorithm design problem with many new twists;
additional work is needed to understand and elaborate all
its ramifications. Note that several of the queries above
refer to global, aggregate, and relational aspects of the en-
vironment. Indeed, though most sensing acquires data in
the continuous domain, the information most useful to the
system’s clients is often of an aggregated or discrete na-
ture. Thus by its nature the sensor net is a hierarchical
hybrid system where sampled continuous signals transi-
tion to discrete symbolic information as we go up the task
hierarchy. We argue that the interface between continuous
and discrete data can be pushed to a very low level in the
system architecture, with significant benefits in economy
and speed.

Our focus will be on tracking spatial or temporal relations
between objects and local or global attributes of the envi-
ronment, as opposed to the detailed estimation of positions
and poses of individual objects. High-level behaviors of
objects may be trackable more robustly than their exact
positions, relations between objects may be easier to track
than each object separately, and the large-scale behavior
of an ensemble of objects may be easier to ascertain than
the motion of the individual objects. By focusing on rela-
tions and the logical structure of the evidence with respect
to the task at hand, we will be able to allocate sensor and
computation resources where they are most needed.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
possibility of sensing relations between objects at a low
level and aggregating such information towards a useful
end. Section 3 discusses the kind of algorithmic theory
necessary to design and analyze such sensor algorithms.
In Section 4 we present some considerations relevant to
directly sensing non-local relations. Section 5 takes on the
all important topic of updating information under object
motion and shows how to do relational tracking. Section 6
discusses issues related to uncertainty and probabilistic rea-
soning and, finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Objects and their Relations

The purpose of a sensor system is often viewed as obtain-
ing information that is as extensive and detailed as pos-
sible about the unknown parts of the world state. Any
targets present in the sensor field need to be identified and
localized. Their motion must be tracked and their commu-
nications intercepted. All this data is to be centrally aggre-
gated and analyzed. This is a reasonable view when the
potential use of this information is not known in advance,
and when the cost of the resources needed to acquire and
transmit the information is either fixed, or of no concern.
Such a scheme, however, runs the danger of flooding the
network with useless data and depleting scarce resources
such as battery power and human attention, when that is a
concern. There are obvious ways to be more selective in
choosing what sensor nodes to activate and what informa-
tion to communicate; protocols such as directed diffusion
address exactly this issue [25].

But there are a number of other, less obvious ways that
the sensor net may be effective yet economical at the same
time:

• If the goal of identifying and localizing a few targets
close to a sensor is to ultimately establish a spatial
relation between them, it may less expensive for the
sensor to sense the relation directly, rather than at-
tempt full target localization.

• Partial information about the environment can be ag-
gregated and saved in certain nodes. If this is done
in a clever way, a variety of global queries can be
answered just be combining these prestored answers,
without requiring any additional sensing and without
imposing a significant storage load on the nodes.

Let us look at some examples to see what savings might be
possible.

Leader_in_the_corridor: Consider the simple 1-D
scenario in Figure 1, which takes place inside a building
where two corridors meet near an exit. Individuals a, b, c,
d, and e are running towards the exit, while trying to avoid
individual m. They are being tracked by cameras 1, 2, and
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3, as shown. The tracking system is interested in knowing
who among these five individuals is leading the group, i.e.,
is ahead of everyone else and therefore most likely to exit
first. The building and camera geometry is assumed to be
known in advance. Although the sensor system could try
to localize the individuals involved, the cameras can also
directly sense spatial relationships between these individ-
uals. In the configuration shown, camera 2 can sense that
a � b, while camera 1 can sense that b � c, c � d, and
d � e, where ‘�’ indicates the ‘ahead_of’ relation. These
relations allow the sensor system to logically conclude that
a is the current leader of the group.

X Y

Exit

a

mb

c
e

d

1

2

3

Figure 1: Tracking the leader in the corridor.

Note that the cameras may be able to ascertain these ele-
mentary spatial relationships with simple image process-
ing, based just on visual features allowing identification of
the individuals and without either full camera calibration
or target localization. Assuming that the camera positions
are known relative to each other, hand-off of individuals
from one camera to another can also help establish such
spatial relationships (say an individual enters from the left
side of the viewing frustum and is therefore known to be
‘to the left’ of other individuals in the scene).

Am_I_surrounded?: In this 2-D scenario, we have
friendly and enemy vehicles present in a relatively flat ter-
rain. Suppose that we want to know if friendly vehicle f

is surrounded by enemy vehicles e1, e2, and e3. For the
sake of this exercise, let us use the following geometric
definition of being surrounded: f is surrounded if there is
no line in the plane that can separate f from all of e1, e2,
and e3. Such a configuration is shown in Figure 2. Sup-
pose there exist three PIR sensors s1, s2, and s3, located
respectively inside the triangles f e2e3, f e3e1, and f e1e2.
These sensors (perhaps using also some additional infor-
mation available to the sensor net) sense that the vehicles
are inside the cones shown in Figure 2. In each case not
all of the cones emanating from the same sensor can be
contained inside a single half-space supported by the sen-
sor; this implies that the sensors can assert the geometric
relations CCW(f e2e3), CCW(f e3e1), and CCW(f e1e2),
where CCW(abc) is the relation that points a, b, and c in
the plane form a counter-clockwise oriented triangle. From
these three mathematical relations we can conclude that we
also have CCW(e1e2e3) and that in fact friendly vehicle f

is surrounded, in the sense given above.

f

e1

e3

e2

s1

s3

s2

Figure 2: Determining if a vehicle is surrounded.

Note that in this example the enemy vehicles need not be
precisely localized — a scaled version of this configura-
tion can make the regions in which the enemy vehicles
have been determined to lie arbitrarily large. Furthermore,
the sensor net need only distinguish the friendly vehicle
from the enemy vehicles, but not the latter among them-
selves. Finally observe that the well-placed PIR sensors
that can resolve the Am_I_surrounded query need not
not be physically close to any of the vehicles involved.

The CCW spatial relations used above can be useful for an-
swering a variety of other geometric queries. For instance,
we may be interested in knowing what are the extremal
members in a group of targets, such as the northernmost
or westernmost targets. Overall all directions, the set of
extremal targets corresponds to the convex hull of the tar-
get group, which is the smallest convex region guaranteed
to contain all the targets. In Figure 3, the four CCW rela-
tions shown allow us to conclude that the convex hull of
these four targets is abc. This is an artificially small ex-
ample and in general, when many targets are present, only
a small fraction of the targets will be on the convex hull.
The convex hull can always be determined by an appro-
priate set of CCW relations of size linear in the number of
targets [14]. In fact, the ‘surrounded’ condition above is
equivalent to the friendly vehicle being in the convex hull
of the enemy vehicles.

Target_counting: Suppose we have n sensors fairly
evenly spread over a 2-D area. Suppose further that these
sensors are able to detect, localize, and count the number of
targets in a small region around themselves, either in isola-
tion or in a light-weight collaboration with their neighbors.
This local region diameter is assumed to be comparable to
the sensor spacing. Our global goal is to count the total
number of targets present in certain types of simple geo-
metric areas — and for the sake of this example assume that
these areas must be half-spaces. The target count can easily
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a
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Proof of correctness:

• CCW(a, b, c)

• CCW(d, b, c)

• CCW(d, c, a)

• CCW(d, a, b)

Figure 3: Determining the convex hull of the targets.

be obtained in O(n) time by interrogating and aggregating
data from each of the sensors.

However, if we are willing to precompute and store some
partial results, then we can do significantly better. Suppose
we put a

√
n × √

n grid over the sensor net so that in
each of its cells there is at least one sensor whose sensing
region contains the cell, as in Figure 4. We now activate
the sensors and count the number of targets within each
of the grid cells; furthermore, we propagate these counts
along rows of the grid, so that in the end in each cell we
know the total target count not only in the cell itself, but
also the aggregate count for the cells to its left in its row,
and to its right in its row.

Figure 4: Counting the targets in a half-space.

Consider now a half-space query, as shown in Figure 4.
Note that, except for the at most 2

√
n grid cells intersected

by the half-space edge, all other cells are either fully con-
tained in the range, or are fully outside the range. We
can easily compute the total number of targets in the half-
space by aggregating target counts from the partially cov-
ered cells, plus the relevant pre-stored totals for each row
from their left or right neighbors, as appropriate. Thus, by
using storage only for local targets and two counts in each
node, we are able to answer the half-space target counting
query in O(

√
n) time. Note that this applies to any half-

space query: our preprocessing has exploited knowledge
of the general shape of the query (half-space) but not of its
exact parameters. By using more sophisticated geometric
methods, the same can be done for target counting in areas

that have other simple geometric shapes; furthermore the
assumption about even distribution of the sensors can be
dropped — as long as the union of the sensed regions cover
the domain of interest. This falls under an area studied in
computational geometry known as range searching [31, 3].
To our knowledge, little has been done on this in this di-
rection in the sensor setting; the closest is work motivated
by the data-base view [10, 11].

Cluster_maintenance: In this scenario we have n

friendly vehicles carrying sensors. These vehicles wish
to organize themselves into clusters, based on their current
locations and a certain desired cluster radius (perhaps cor-
responding to a radio link range); see Figure 5. The cluster
organization will allow for simpler communication proto-
cols among vehicles in the same cluster, and avoid dupli-
cate sensor measurements by nearby vehicles. In [17] we
gave a distributed randomized algorithm that performs this
type of cluster formation and yields a number of clusters
that is a constant-fraction approximation of the optimum
possible, with high probability. The algorithm is based on
a ‘cluster-head–nomination’ protocol. We assume that ini-
tially each vehicle has a unique ID (UID) — these can be
assigned by standard protocols (e.g. use the serial number
of the vehicle), or by a random process. Each vehicle nom-
inates as a cluster head the vehicle of highest UID that is
within its radius (this might be itself). All nominated vehi-
cles become cluster-heads and form a cluster with all their
nominators (except for those that they themselves became
cluster heads). This extremely simple protocol does not
quite work, but as shown in [17], a very simple hierarchi-
cal variant of the same algorithm does. In the hierarchical
version we use repeatedly the cluster nomination procedure
with geometrically increasing radii, up to the final desired
radius. At each round only the leaders already elected in
the previous round participate.

Figure 5: Clustering vehicles.

An interesting aspect of this algorithm is that it can be
implemented without knowledge of the actual geographic
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positions of the vehicles. The protocol only needs for each
node to be able to know what other nodes are within certain
distance ranges from it. This could be done by broadcasting
at different strengths and asking ‘who is there?’. While
not so important for vehicles that typically will have GPS
devices, this observation means that the same algorithm,
implemented using directly sensed distance relationships,
could be made to run on much lower power mobile sensor
devices.

Since motion and vehicles are inherent in all the above ex-
amples, the reader may wish to ask what happens when we
wish to answer such queries not just once, but during a cer-
tain period in which motion occurs. This will be the topic
of Section 5, where we will see how relational attributes
can be updated incrementally.

3 Reasoning with Relations

If we knew the relevant manifest variables defining the
world state (say the position and identity of each target),
then computing the answers to queries such as those dis-
cussed above is a standard algorithm design problem. An
algorithm typically proceeds by doing both numerical and
relational (e.g., test) manipulations on these data, in order
to compute the desired answer. The quality of the algorithm
is judged via certain performance measures on resources
used (time, space, etc.).

This classical algorithm/complexity view needs to be mod-
ified in the sensor net context. Many differences exist:

• the values of the relevant manifest variables are not
known — they have to be sensed;

• elementary relations between such variables may be
easier to determine than the values of the variables
themselves;

• the cost of sensing different variables or relations of
the same type can be vastly different — depending
on the relative locations of targets and sensors, the
sensing modalities available, and the communication
costs;

• frequently the value of a variable, or a relationship
between variables, may be impossible to determine
using the resources available in the sensor net; how-
ever, alternate variable values or relations may serve
our purposes equally well.

Thus we need a new mathematical theory of algorithm de-
sign that includes the cost of accessing the manifest vari-
ables of the problem, or of determining useful atomic rela-
tionships among them. Furthermore, these costs cannot be
precisely known in advance and may only be estimated. In
addition, there may be values and relations that have been
independently determined by the sensor net (say, while

processing other tasks, or during a preprocessing step) and
can be made available to the algorithm at relatively low cost
(communication), as in our target counting example. Thus
the model needs to include both ‘push’ and ‘pull’ types of
information flow.

To design an overall strategy, several key questions need
to be addressed.

• what are the important objects in the environment to
be sensed?

• what parameters of these objects are most relevant?

• what relations among these objects are critical to
whatever high-level information we need to know?

• which is the best sensor to acquire a particular param-
eter?

• can relations between the objects be sensed directly?

• how many sensing and communication operations
will be needed to accomplish the task?

• how coordinated do the world-models of the different
vehicles need to be?

• at what level what do we communicate information,
in the spectrum from signal to symbol?

Addressing these questions presents several challenges. In-
deed, while the computational and communication com-
plexity of different algorithms for the same problem can
be assessed with standard techniques, the on-line nature of
sensing will require the use of methods such as competi-
tive analysis [36], or the value of information [24], or other
sensor utility measures [35, 12] to account for the fact that
the value of sensor readings cannot be known before they
are made.

4 Sensing Non-Local Relations

In our Leader_in_the_corridor example, the elemen-
tary � (‘ahead_of’) relations relevant to the problem are
all between pairs of objects both visible from the same
camera. Such ‘local’ relations are often all that we need to
reason about a situation. However, local relations are not
always sufficient. In the Am_I_surrounded scenario, for
example, each of the three CCW relations used are indeed
sensed by a single PIR sensor. In general though, the sen-
sor net may be tasked to try to ascertain if a CCW relation
holds between three targets, without knowing that there is
a PIR sensor that can see all three in the fashion shown
— indeed, such a sensor may not exist. Yet by sufficiently
localizing the targets using combinations of other sensors,
the truth of the CCW predicate may still be determined
with high confidence.

Suppose the sensor net has three probability distributions
describing its belief about the locations of the three targets
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t1, t2, and t3. Using this information we can ask: ‘what
is the probability that CCW(t1, t2, t3) is true?’ Unless this
probability comes out to be very close to 1 or to 0, the
sensor net does not have adequate information about the
targets to determine the validity of CCW(t1, t2, t3) with
high confidence. Note that the CCW relation may be un-
certain because of extrinsic reasons, say by reason of the
poor localization of the targets, or because of intrinsic rea-
sons, when in fact the three targets are almost collinear.
The sensor net may choose to expend additional sensing
and communication resources so as to localize some of
the three targets better, thus hopefully increasing the con-
fidence that CCW is true or false. Or the sensor net may
simply report that the (truth or falsity of the) relation can-
not be determined with sufficient confidence, and thus the
overall task manager should seek to establish the eventual
goal by alternate means. The decision between the two
options is delicate: the sensor net has to weight the po-
tential benefit of the new information against the resources
needed to acquire it.

The sequence of four images below (Figure 6) shows a
simulation of the belief state of the system on the loca-
tions of the three targets after successive sensor readings.
A fairly dense and uniformly distributed sensor field of
acoustic sensors has been assumed. For simplicity we use
only amplitude sensors and therefore each sensor reading
helps localize a target to within an annulus centered at the
sensor. In the initial state two readings have been taken on
each target. In each subsequent frame a sensor was chosen
to reduce the location uncertainty of the most uncertain tar-
get. In each case the ‘X’ indicates the target location, the
shaded boxes the system belief state distribution for a tar-
get, and the highlighted ‘+’ the location of the next sensor
to be used.

+

+
+X X

X

t1t2

t3

next sensor

(2)

Figure 6: Resolving the CCW relation.
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+
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By frame (5) the targets have been localized sufficiently
for resolving the CCW relation. This is shown in Figure 7
that displays the amount of probability mass in the product
space shifting from the uncertain bin (gray) to the counter-
clockwise bin (white) with each additional sensor reading.

A further discussion of the fundamental issues in incorpo-
rating probabilistic reasoning in our sensing and tracking
algorithms is given in Section 6.

It is interesting to investigate algorithms for optimal sensor
selection in order to reduce uncertainty in the relations we
are trying to establish. In our CCW example above, this can
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Figure 7: Reduced CCW uncertainty after each sensor reading.

arise because the distributions for t1, t2, and t3 allow a suffi-
cient mass of triplets of possible target locations, one each
for t1, t2, and t3, that are collinear or possibly clockwise
oriented. Consider now the situation in Figure 8. Note that
PIR sensor s1 may look at one of the tails of the distribution
for target t1 and, upon seeing nothing there, lop off a large
chunk of this distribution and reduce its spread. Yet that
reduction is almost useless as far as eliminating wrongly
oriented triplets of possible target locations. Another PIR
sensor s2 may lop off a smaller part of the t2 distribution,
yet have a much more significant benefit towards certify-
ing CCW(t1, t2, t3). This example shows that the choice of
which sensors to activate in order to obtain quality infor-
mation about an uncertain relation is subtle. Furthermore,
the sensor net has to take into account both the expected
information gain from the sensor reading, as well as the
cost of conveying the information from that sensor to the
location where the CCW predicate is to be certified. Such
trade-offs between information quality and communica-
tion costs arise even when only a single target needs to be
localized and have been studied in the information-driven
sensor querying (IDSQ) framework of [13].

t3

t2

t1

s1

s2

Figure 8: The effect on CCW of localizing targets.

5 Incrementally Updating Information

In many contexts we may be interested not just in answer-
ing a question about the state of the world once, but in
continuously monitoring the answer to the query over a

period of time. Let us refer to the quantity we seek to track
over time as the attribute of interest. In such situations it
behooves us to try to maintain the value of this attribute
incrementally, rather than recomputing it from scratch at
each step. One advantage of the relation-based attribute
computations we propose is that the defining objects can
move, but as long as the relations of interest among them
stay valid, our attribute computation also remains valid. Of
course, at some point, one of the supporting relations be-
tween objects may either become invalid, or it may still be
valid but the information available to the sensor net may be
insufficient to certify its validity. When such events hap-
pen, we can hope that either a different support set for the
value of the attribute can be easily established, or that the
value of the attribute itself can be updated incrementally.

Consider again out Leader_in_the_corridor example.
Suppose that individual d moves ahead to overtake c, as in
Figure 9. Camera 1 can no longer support the relations b �
c and c � d — however, camera 1 can support the relation
b � d and camera 2 can support the relation b � c. It
follows that the conclusion that a is the leader is still valid:
all the other nodes can be reached from a by following
chains of ‘�’ relations.
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Figure 9: Maintaining the leader in the corridor.

In general we can think of such situations as follows. A
computation (or frequently just the value) of the attribute
we are interested in is certified by a number of elementary
relations among the objects involved. We call these ele-
mentary relations certificates and think of them as a cache
of assertions about the world whose job is to simplify the
computation of our attribute. As objects move and relations
fail (or become unsupportable by the sensors), we must up-
date our assertion cache so that at all times we have a valid
computation of the attribute of interest. Exactly how the
cache should be updated by seeking new relations support-
able by the sensors is problem dependent. This assertion
cache design problem is addressed by the framework of
Kinetic Data Structures [22, 8] (or KDS for short), which
are data structures aimed for problems dealing with objects
in motion. When the sensors can no longer support one or
more of the certificates in the assertion cache, a KDS al-
gorithm is invoked to try find an alternate certification of
the attribute computation, or to repair the computation in-
crementally and certify the new computation as well; see
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Figure 10.

Proof of
correctness

Certificate
failure

Proof update
Attribute
 update

Figure 10: The inner loop of a kinetic data structure.

Look again at the simple convex hull example we showed
in Section 2. Suppose that targets a, b, and c are stationary
and only target d is moving as shown in Figure 11. At
some point the certificate CCW(d, b, c) will no longer be
supported by the sensors and soon afterwards its negation,
CCW(c, b, d) will be supported (the CCW predicate flips
its value whenever two of its arguments are transposed).
In this case the KDS repair mechanism will discover that
the convex hull has actually changed and is now abdc, a
conclusion supported by the certificates shown.

Old proof New proof

CCW(a, b, c) CCW(a, b, c)

CCW(d, b, c) CCW(c, b, d)

CCW(d, c, a) CCW(d, c, a)

CCW(d, a, b) CCW(d, a, b)

t1
t2

c

d

a

b

c

d

a

b

Figure 11: Updating the convex hull of the targets.

If the certificate set is chosen judiciously, the KDS repair
can be a local, incremental process — a small number of
certificates may leave the cache, a small number may be
added, and the new attribute certification will be closely
related to the old one. A good KDS exploits the conti-
nuity or coherence of motion and change in the world to
maintain certifications that themselves change only incre-
mentally and locally as assertions in the cache fail. The
design of a good certificate set to maintain presents an in-
teresting trade-off. On the one hand we must keep enough
information about the state of the world to allow a quick,
incremental recomputation of the attribute. One the other
hand, too much information can be costly, as it will force
the algorithm to process many certificate failures that are

possibly irrelevant to the attribute of interest. Thus, in
the same way that classical data structures need to bal-
ance the efficiency of access to the data with the ease of
its update, kinetic data structures must tread a delicate path
between ‘knowing too little’ and knowing too much’ about
the world. A good KDS will select a certificate set that is
at once economical and stable, but also allows a quick re-
pair of itself and the attribute computation, when one of its
certificates fails.

A KDS may also exploit knowledge about the motions of
the objects involved, their so-called motion plans, to avoid
continuously checking some certificate conditions. Infor-
mation about the motions, either known a priori or es-
timated from the observed data, can be used to generate
conservative approximations as to when certificates might
fail, and therefore eliminate needless continuous sensing
and the power consumption associated with that. Thus,
typically associated with a KDS is an event-queue mecha-
nism in which certificates are placed that cannot fail until
sometime in the future.

A number of measures have been proposed by which to
evaluate the quality of a KDS for a specific problem. These
include:

responsiveness: a KDS is called responsive if the cost,
when a certificate fails, of repairing the certificate set
and updating the attribute computation is small;

efficiency: a KDS is called efficient if the number of cer-
tificate failures it needs to process is comparable to
the number of required changes in the attribute de-
scription, over some class of allowed motions;

compactness: a KDS is called compact if the size of the
certificate set it needs is close to linear in the degrees
of freedom of the moving system; and

locality: a KDS is called local if no object participates in
too many certificates; this condition makes it easier
to re-estimate certificate failure times when an object
changes it motion law.

KDSs have been primarily studied in the context of ge-
ometric problems that arise in virtual reality simulations.
Good KDSs have been developed for a variety of spatial
proximity [9, 1, 21, 17] (e.g., collision detection, closest
pair, clustering), extent [4, 8] (e.g., diameter, convex hull),
visibility [6, 5] (binary space partitions, occlusion), and
connectivity [2, 23] (e.g., minimum spanning trees, sparse
spanners) problems. For example, the three frames below
from a kinetic convex hull simulation (Figure 12) illustrate
a combinatorial change to the hull in a larger example,
based on the algorithm described in [8]. On the bottom
is a time window showing a moving ticker tape of certifi-
cate failure times. The long bars represent real changes to
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the convex hull, while the short bars show failures in the
certification, even though the convex hull has not changed.
The relative frequency of the two types of bars captures the
efficiency of the KDS.

Figure 12: A combinatorial change in the convex hull.

Unlike the sensor context considered here, the virtual re-
ality setting is significantly simpler as the instantaneous
motion plans of all the objects are known and therefore
reliable prediction of certificate failure times is possible.
This classical KDS model needs to be augmented with con-
siderations for the cost of sensing and communication of
information, as well for dealing with uncertainty, as dis-
cussed in Sections 3 and 6.

In the context of sensor nets kinetic data structures can be
used to support a variety of infrastructure tasks, including:

• maintenance of optimal sensor groups for tracking a
particular moving target,

• maintenance of clusters among a set of moving ve-
hicles; indeed the distributed clustering algorithm
briefly mentioned in Section 2 can also maintain the
clustering as the vehicles move, while guaranteeing
nearly optimal optimality and stability for the clus-
ters [17],

• maintenance of communication paths between

friendly vehicles using the sensor net as a relay, or
communication paths between nodes producing and
consuming information on the net; for related work
see [18].

More generally, KDSs can be used to aid in motion predic-
tion, which is essential for successful tracking of moving
targets — a good tracker always incorporates a motion
predictor for the target, including both internal dynamic
constraints as well as a model of global objectives. We
have shown elsewhere that a KDS can be used to track the
local environment of each target, e.g. the presence of ob-
stacles, friendly or enemy vehicles, etc. [19]. This detailed
knowledge of the local environment allows for much better
prediction of what a target is likely to do next.

6 Probabilistic Relational Reasoning

Since noise and uncertainty is inherent in all sensing, mod-
els of both objects and their relations must be set in a prob-
abilistic setting in order to be practically useful. For exam-
ple, the belief state of the system as to the location a target
t must be represented as a probability distribution (PDF).
Both parametric and non-parametric representations are
useful for such distributions. Though simple analytic mod-
els, like Gaussians, are the easiest to deal with, they can-
not capture complex multimodal distribution shapes. The
CCW example discussed in section 4 was based on repre-
senting a distribution as an array on a quantized 2-d grid
of cells. A quad-tree hierarchy was implemented on top of
each such target distribution to aid in the evaluation of the
likelihood of the CCW relation. A popular way to proceed
is to represent distributions as discrete sets of weighted
particles in a factored position space, where each parti-
cle is a hypothesis about the position of one or a small
group of objects, and its weight indicates the probability
of that hypothesis. Such particle filtering methods have
been extensively and successfully used in statistics and in
several application areas [33, 26]. In its simplest form this
representation assumes that the motion of different objects
are uncorrelated, which is rarely true. Joint distributions
can capture dependencies among the objects as needed and
full or approximate factorizations can be used to reduce the
dimensionality.

Particle-based representations of distributions have a num-
ber of advantages for our purposes

• they can model arbitrary distributions,

• the amount of detail can be varied as needed by con-
trolling the number of particles used, and

• combinatorial methods can be used to deal with the
computational complexity associated with large num-
bers of particles

We must also devise ways to represent uncertainty on the
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values of the complex attributes that we wish to maintain or
track as the objects move. Such attributes are often geomet-
ric structures, like a Delaunay triangulation, a convex hull,
or a minimum spanning tree that involve discrete (combi-
natorial) as well as continuous data. Thus the challenge
becomes how to model distributions over such combinato-
rial objects. Though in in principle the particle approach
can deal with arbitrary distributions, the large number of
possible structures makes this approach impractical. For
example, n points in the plane can have O(nO(n)) different
triangulations or spanning trees [32], each of which might
be the correct attribute value. Again, the only way to deal
with these exponential-size distributions is by factorizing
them by using as many independence assumptions about
the inputs as we can safely make. For example, a cycle
separator in a Delaunay triangulation all of whose edges
can be certified with probability 1 effectively decouples
the uncertainty about what the triangulation looks like in-
side the cycle and outside the cycle. If we can factor a
distribution into parts whose uncertainties are independent
of each other, we can then use particles to represent each
of the parts separately and thus attain dimensionality re-
duction and a great compression in the overall number of
particles needed for a specified degree of approximation.
Such factoring is heavily exploited in the graphical mod-
els community (Bayes nets, Markov nets) for probabilistic
inference with good success [26].

Indeed Bayesian Networks (BNs) [27] have been a success-
ful and widely used probabilistic model for objects when
reasoning in the presence of prior beliefs and sensor ev-
idence. Locality of interaction is embodied by explicit
conditional independence assumptions between random
variables, encoded in a graphical representation: a node is
conditionally independent of all its non-descendants, given
values for its parents. In the context of moving objects, Dy-
namic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) [15, 37] capture the de-
pendence between the past and current states of an object.
By appropriately enriching the notion of ‘object state’ we
can usually make the Markovian assumption that the fu-
ture state of the system is independent of its past, given the
present.

While DBNs are useful models for a system whose overall
composition is fixed, they are inadequate, as defined above,
for the task of tracking scenes where the relations between
individuals change constantly, there is uncertainty about
the identity of the individuals involved [7], and the set of
individuals varies over time as objects enter and leave the
scene [20]. In [16, 29, 30], a new relational probabilis-
tic language was introduced, which extends the Bayesian
network language with additional features representing ob-
jects and the relations between them. Each object (entity)
in the domain has its own attributes, which correspond to
random variables in the standard Bayesian network frame-

work. The language allows the attributes of one object
to depend, probabilistically, on properties of a related ob-
ject. These extended DBNs are called Relational DBNs
(RDBNs) — they can serve as probabilistic models of re-
lations between objects.

In our environment, the sensors and our tracking ability are
rarely sufficient to determine the truth of each KDS certifi-
cate with certainty. As discussed above, a certificate fails
when the sensor(s) tracking it can no longer confirm its va-
lidity with high confidence. This can occur both when the
corresponding relation has become false or when the sen-
sor(s) simply cannot verify it. Unlike the classical KDS
setting where a failed certificate always leads to a proof
and/or attribute repair, in our situation a failed certificate
may initiate a search for alternate support structures us-
ing other high-confidence certificates, or it may have to
allow for having multiple active hypotheses about the at-
tribute value, each with some significant probability. It
may also happen that no single hypothesis has significant
probabilistic mass, but certain limited sets of hypotheses
do. These hypotheses sets must be appropriately summa-
rized and used as a unit by the KDS mechanism.

To ground this discussion, consider the simple certificate
a � b in the Leader_in_the_corridor example above.
If no camera can certify a � b directly, and if we do not
know either a or b’s position with certainty, we cannot infer
that a � b with certainty. However, if we have a joint prob-
ability distribution over the (continuous) RDBN attributes
representing the positions of a and b, we can determine
the probability of this event. Now, consider the task of
tracking the entire global relation ‘a is leading the group.’
Computing the probability of this event directly requires
that we reason about the positions of all of the individuals
simultaneously: The problem does not decouple, because
our beliefs about the positions of different individuals are
usually correlated. The KDS decomposes this global rela-
tion into a set of local certificates. If k certificates are used
in the KDS proof, and each is true with probability 1 − ε,
the total probability of error is at most kε.

Care, however, must be exercised in selecting the certifi-
cates. An RDBN tracking algorithm can maintain a belief
state where certain correlations are maintained while oth-
ers are ignored. In particular, if a and c are in different
‘clusters’ in the belief state, then our estimate of the joint
distribution of their positions is likely to be only a rough
approximation, and therefore so will our estimate of the
probability that a is in front of c. Fortunately, we can inte-
grate the strengths of the KDS framework with the RDBN
belief state representation. The KDS framework allows us
to ‘prove’ that a � c indirectly, by having a certificate for
a � b and another for b � c. As our belief state represen-
tation allows overlapping clusters, we might have a and b

in the same cluster, and b and c in the same cluster. Hence,
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although we might not be able to conclude directly that a

is ahead of c, we might be fairly certain that a is ahead
of b and b is ahead of c. (Of course, if computational re-
sources allowed us to maintain an exact belief state about
the entire situation, such local inconsistencies would not
be possible.) To implement this scheme, the KDS algo-
rithm has to be extended to search for proofs that ‘match’
the RDBN belief state representation. More precisely, the
KDS will search for a proof based on certificates that are
easy to verify with confidence based on the current belief
state representation. Conversely, the KDS can guide the
RDBN belief state representation, in a way that is more
conducive to finding good proofs for the global properties
we are trying to track.

We gave a simple example of estimating the CCW relation
assuming uncorrelated target belief states in Section 4. Us-
ing reasoning such as the above, we can then proceed to
attack the Am_I_surrounded? scenario.

The KDS can also be used to guide the RDBNs and the
their associated approximate tracking algorithms. First,
the RDBN defines its dependency model via a set of re-
lations between individuals. This set can change over
time, as the situation evolves. Consider one more time
our Leader_in_the_corridor example, as shown in Fig-
ures 1 and 9: the KDS might become aware that a is near
obstacle X and also visible from individual m (based, say,
or a geometric analysis of the locations of a, m and X).
This relation is used by by the RDBN to adapt its depen-
dency model, resulting in a prediction that a will pass to
the right of X so as to avoid m. As the scenario evolves,
camera 3 will see a, updating our belief about a’s location.
The KDS will drop obstacle X from a’s local environment,
but add the obstacle Y ; the relations used by the RDBN will
be adjusted accordingly. As the relations change, the ap-
proximate tracking algorithm also changes its belief state
structure to model the dependencies between the objects
that interact strongly. We can allow the choice of the belief
state structure to depend on the needs of the KDS, so that
the belief state is more likely to provide accurate proba-
bilities about certificates that support the global properties
we are trying to track.

7 Conclusion

The sensor net architecture presented in this paper starts
from a high-level description of the mission or task to be ac-
complished and then commands individual nodes to sense
and communicate in a manner that will accomplish the
desired result with attention to minimizing the computa-
tional, communication, and sensing resources that will be
required. Much work remains to be done to refine and
implement the relational sensing ideas presented here and
validate their performance. We believe, however, that the
potential pay-off for the relation-based sensing and track-

ing we have proposed can be large, both in terms of devel-
oping rich theories on the design and complexity of sensing
algorithms, as well as in terms of the eventual impact of
the deployed sensor systems.
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Abstract—An ad hoc mobile network is a collection of nodes, each of which
communicates over wireless channels and is capable of movement. Wireless
nodes have the unique capability of transmission at different power levels. As
the transmission power is varied, a tradeoff exists between the number of hops
from source to destination and the overall bandwidth available to individual
nodes. Because both battery life and channel bandwidth are limited resources
in mobile networks, it is important to ascertain the effects different transmission
powers have on the overall performance of the network. This paper explores
the nature of this transmission power tradeoff in mobile networks to determine
the optimum node density for delivering the maximum number of data packets.
It is shown that there does not exist a global optimum density, but rather that,
to achieve this maximum, the node density should increase as the rate of node
movement increases.

I. Introduction

In 1978 Kleinrock and Silvester published their well-known
paper “Optimum Transmission Radii for Packet Radio Net-
works” [6]. The paper provides an analytical analysis that ex-
plores the tradeoff between increased transmission radius, re-
sulting in fewer hops to reach a destination, and the effective
bandwidth lost at each node as a result of the increase in trans-
mission range. The paper shows that the optimum number of
neighbors for a given node is 5.89 (rounded to six), and con-
cludes that a node's transmission radius should be adjusted so
that it has six neighbors.

While this result may be valid for stationary networks, it does
not consider the ramifications of node movement on the opti-
mum transmission power. Mobile networking has existed since
the early days of the DARPA packet radio network [5]; how-
ever, it has recently seen a large increase in popularity and usage
due to improvements in both wireless devices and applications.
These improvements include increased power and portability of
wireless products and the development of applications suitable
for those devices. With the increase in usage of mobile, wireless
products has come a desire for communication between these
devices, and hence a need for mobile routing protocols. As mo-
bile networking becomes more popular, it is important to under-
stand the characteristics of this type of communication so that
users can communicate in an optimal manner without wasting
battery life or bandwidth.

This paper examines the effects of transmission power on mo-
bile network performance. Specifically, it explores what, if any,
effect mobility has on the optimum transmission radius deter-
mined for stationary networks. While increasing the transmis-
sion radius does reduce the effective bandwidth seen at individ-
ual nodes, increasing the connectivity of the network may be
more important as node mobility increases. To investigate this
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Propagation
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(b) RREPs and
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Data Path

Fig. 1. Route Discovery.

topic, the Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) rout-
ing protocol [7] is used for route establishment. While it is
likely that different routing protocols will have different satu-
ration levels and route characteristics, the results obtained with
AODV can be generalized to most on-demand ad hoc routing
protocols. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the basic mechanism of AODV's unicast
routing. Section III then describes the simulations performed.
Section III-A provides an in-depth description of the new mo-
bility model used, and Section III-B presents the results from
the investigation. Section IV discusses related work, and Sec-
tion V concludes the paper.

II. Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing

The Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing
protocol is a reactive protocol designed for use in ad hoc mobile
networks. AODV initiates route discovery whenever a source
node needs a route, and it maintains this route as long as it is
needed by the source. Each node maintains a monotonically in-
creasing sequence number that is incremented whenever there
is a change in the local connectivity information for the node.
These sequence numbers ensure that the routes are loop-free.

A. Route Discovery

Route discovery follows a route request/route reply query cy-
cle. When a source node needs a route to a destination, it broad-
casts a Route Request (RREQ) packet across the network, and
then sets a timer to wait for the reception of a reply. This RREQ
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contains the IP address of the destination and last known se-
quence number for that destination. Nodes receiving the packet
can respond to the RREQ either if they are the destination, or
if they have an unexpired route to the destination whose corre-
sponding sequence number is at least as great as that contained
in the RREQ. If either of these two conditions are satisfied, the
node responds by unicasting a Route Reply (RREP) back to the
source node. Otherwise, the node rebroadcasts the RREQ, as
indicated in Figure 1(a). Additionally, each node receiving the
RREQ creates a reverse route entry for the source node in its
route table.

As the RREP is forwarded to the source node, intermediate
nodes that receive the RREP create a forward route entry for the
destination in their route tables before transmitting the RREP
to the next hop. Figure 1(b) illustrates the propagation of the
RREPs back to the source node. Once the source node receives
a RREP, it can begin using the route to send data packets, as
shown by the darker arrows in Figure 1(b).

If the source node does not receive a RREP before its discov-
ery timer expires, it rebroadcasts the RREQ. It attempts discov-
ery up to some maximum number of attempts. If it does not
discover a route after this maximum number of tries, the session
is aborted.

B. Route Maintenance

AODV also provides a Route Error (RERR) message for noti-
fying neighboring nodes of link breaks. A RERR message only
needs to be sent when a link break occurs in an active route. An
active route is a route that has recently been used to send data
packets. When a link break in such an active route occurs, the
node upstream of the break expires the route entry of each desti-
nation which is now unreachable. It then determines if any of its
neighbors route through it in order to reach the invalidated des-
tinations. If there exists one or more such neighbors, it broad-
casts a RERR message. The RERR message contains a list of
each destination which has become unreachable due to the link
break. It also contains the last known sequence number for each
listed destination, incremented by one.

When a neighboring node receives the message, it expires any
routes to the listed destinations that use the source of the RERR
message as the next hop. Then, if the node has a record of one or
more nodes that route through it to reach one of the destinations,
it rebroadcasts the message. Once a source node receives the
RERR, it invalidates the listed routes as described. It can then
reinitiate route discovery if it still requires the route.

III. Simulations

The simulations have been performed using the GloMoSim
Network Simulator developed at UCLA [1]. This simulator
models the OSI seven layer network architecture and includes
models of IP routing and UDP. The simulator also provices net-
work node mobility, thereby enabling simulation of mobile ad
hoc networks.

The MAC layer protocol used in the simulations is the IEEE
standard 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) [3].
This standard uses Request-To-Send (RTS) and Clear-To-Send
(CTS) control packets for unicast data transmissions between
neighboring nodes. A node wishing to unicast a data packet to

its neighbor broadcasts a short RTS control packet. When its
neighbor receives the packet, it responds with a CTS packet.
Once the source node receives the CTS, it transmits the data
packet. After receiving this data packet, the destination then
sends an acknowledgment (ACK) to the source, signifying re-
ception of the data packet. The use of the RTS-CTS con-
trol packets reduces the potential for the hidden-terminal prob-
lem [10]. Broadcast data packets and RTS control packets are
sent using the unslotted Carrier Sense Multiple Access protocol
with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) [3]. When a node wishes
to broadcast a packet, it first senses the channel. If it does not
detect an on-going transmission, it broadcasts its packet. On the
other hand, if it does detect a transmission, it calculates a back-
off time and then waits this amount of time before reattempting
the transmission.

The propagation model used is the free space model with
threshold cutoff included in the GloMoSim simulation package.
The free space model has a power signal attenuation of ��d�,
where d is the distance between nodes. The radio model used
also has capture capability, where it can lock on to a strong sig-
nal during interference from other signals, and still receive the
packet. Other interfering packets with weaker signal strength
are dropped. The data rate for the simulations is 2 Mb/sec.

Four different node mobilities between 0m/s and 10m/s are
modeled. The average number of neighbors in each simula-
tion is varied by adjusting the transmission range. Each mo-
bility/transmission range combination is run for 10 different ini-
tial network configurations, and the results are averaged to pro-
duce the data points. Each simulation simulates 240 seconds
and models a network of 100 nodes in a 1000m�1000m area.
Because network saturation must be achieved to determine the
maximum throughput of the network, the number of sources is
set at 40, and each source sends twelve 512-byte data packets per
second. This combination of send rate and number of sources
results in network saturation.

AODV does not guarantee packet delivery; however, it does
find good routes for IP's best-effort delivery. Because data pack-
ets are not buffered for retransmission, these packets are likely
to be lost. If a collision involving a data packet occurs at a node
and the packet cannot be captured, the packet is lost. Addi-
tionally, if a link in an active route breaks, the source node at-
tempts to repair the link by performing at most three route dis-
coveries. If it does not receive a RREP after this number of
attempts, it assumes the destination has become unreachable. It
therefore aborts the session and discontinues the transmission
of data packets for that session. For this reason, it is important
to examine the number of packets that the destination nodes re-
ceive, instead of the ratio of the number of packets received to
the number of packets sent (packet delivery ratio). The packet
delivery ratio for some simulations may be artificially high if a
large number of sessions are aborted due to lack of a route.

A. The Mobility Model

The mobility model originally used for the simulations was
the Random Waypoint model [2]. At the beginning of a simu-
lation, the Random Waypoint mobility model randomly places
the nodes within the predefined simulation area. Each node then
selects a destination within that area and a speed from a uniform
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Fig. 3. Average Neighbors per Node at 5 m/s Mobility.

Fig. 4. Simulated Movement in the Random Direction
Mobility Model.
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Fig. 5. Number of Node Pairs at a Given Distance.

distribution of user-specified speeds. The node then travels to
its selected destination at the selected speed. Once it reaches the
destination, it is stationary for some pre-defined pause time. At
the end of the pause time, it selects a new destination and speed
combination, and then resumes movement. This model causes
continuous changes in the topology of the network.

While running the simulations, an interesting behavior of the
mobility model was noticed. The average number of neighbors
seen at a given node periodically increases and decreases as the
simulation progresses, where the frequency of the change is rel-
ative to the speed of the nodes. The solid lines in Figures 2
and 3 illustrate the average number of neighbors per node in a
100 node network during 1000 seconds of simulated time. This
fluctuation is due to the inherent characteristics of the mobility
model. Because a node must select a destination in the sim-
ulation area, the node is most likely to travel in the direction
in which there are the most destinations from which to choose.
This predisposes nodes to choose destinations that are either in
the middle of the simulation area, or that they reach by travel-
ing through the middle. This characteristic creates a situation
in which nodes converge in the center of the area, and then dis-
perse, and then re-converge, etc., resulting in density waves.

Because a fairly constant number of neighbors per node was
necessary throughout the simulation, we developed our own mo-

bility model, called the Random Direction model. Instead of se-
lecting a destination within the area, the nodes select a direction
in which to travel, where a direction is measured in degrees. At
the beginning of the simulation, each node selects a degree be-
tween 0 and 359, and then finds a destination on the boundary in
this direction of travel. It then selects a speed, and travels to that
destination at the given speed. Once it reaches the destination,
it rests for the given pause time, and then selects a new degree
between 0 and 180. The direction is limited because the node
is already on the boundary, and nodes do not pass through the
boundary. Thus the degree determines a direction relative to the
wall of the boundary area on which the node is located. The
node then identifies the destination on the boundary in this line
of direction, selects a new speed, and resumes travel. This model
can be thought of as examining a microcell of a larger area, as
illustrated in Figure 4. A node travels to the boundary and then
selects a new direction, which is similar to a node that continues
past the boundary, while a new node enters the microcell at that
location traveling in a different direction. The average number
of neighbors per node for this model is illustrated in Figures 2
and 3. As is evident from the figures, the Random Direction mo-
bility model causes many fewer fluctuations in the node distri-
bution than the Random Waypoint model. Also in these figures
is the average number of neighbors per node using a variation
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of the Random Direction model, called the Modified Random
Direction model. In this model, nodes select a direction degree
as before, but they may choose their destination anywhere along
that direction of travel. They do not need to travel all the way to
the boundary.

Figure 5 illustrates the average number of pairs of nodes with
the given distance of separation. The figure represents nodes
moving at 1 m/s. Initially, the nodes are evenly distributed
throughout the simulation area. As the simulation progresses,
the characteristics of the Random Waypoint model show that af-
ter 400 seconds of simulation time, the node density is much
higher than the initial configuration. However, the Random Di-
rection model is able to maintain a node density that is similar
to the initial node distribution.

B. Results

The number of data packets received by their respective des-
tination is shown in Figure 6. The figure shows that for small
transmission radius and low connectivity, few data packets are
delivered due to lack of a route. As the connectivity increases,
however, the number of packets delivered rapidly increases, un-
til the curves level off. As the transmission power continues to
increase, the network becomes saturated, and consequently there
is a gradual decline in the number of data packets delivered. Net-

work saturation results in an increased number of collisions, as
well as reduced channel access which leads to buffer overflows.
There does not appear to be a global optimal number of neigh-
bors for all mobilities. For 0m/s mobility, the results show this
optimum to be around seven or eight neighbors per node, which
differs only slightly from what Kleinrock proved for a station-
ary network [6]. As mobility increases, however, the optimum
shifts to higher connectivity. The faster nodes move, the more
frequently link breaks occur. Hence, even though the effective
bandwidth seen at individual nodes suffers due to the increased
transmission power and collisions, the number of packets deliv-
ered still increases, relative to shorter transmission ranges. This
is because link breaks are less frequent and routes are main-
tained for longer periods of time.

Figure 7 represents Kleinrock's normalized throughput
achieved by the simulations, and compares these values to an ap-
proximation derived by Kleinrock in Figure 3 of his paper [6].
The network throughput is given by the number of successful
transmissions divided by the average path length,

� � n

Neh

where n is the total number of nodes, N is the average node de-
gree, e is the natural logarithm, and h is the average path length.
To normalize, the value �p

n
is plotted.
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The normalized throughput seen by the individual nodes in
the simulation differs greatly from the theoretical value, particu-
larly for a small number of neighbors. In Kleinrock's paper, it is
assumed that, as the transmission power decreases and the num-
ber of neighbors similarly decreases, connectivity in the network
is still maintained. The throughput suffers as a result of the in-
creased number of hops to reach the destination. However, the
simulations show that for very low node densities, the network
does not, in fact, remain connected. Numerous nodes or groups
of nodes become disconnected from the node majority. The re-
sult of the disconnected operation is that many of the sessions
abort because routes to the destination are unavailable. The only
sessions that are able to complete are those with a small path
length. Hence, the normalized throughput appears artificially
high. Because of this effect, the utility of this metric for mobile
networks is doubtful.

Figure 8 illustrates the average path length of active routes.
It verifies that the lower transmission powers do have shorter
path lengths, because those are the only routes that are able to
be completed. Once the network is fully connected, the path
length increases, and then decreases once again as the transmis-
sion power increases and fewer hops are needed to connect the
source and the destination.

The probability of being able to establish an initial route
between a source and destination is shown in Figure 9. For
the sparsely connected network, the probability is fairly low as
the network suffers from partitioning. As the node density in-
creases, however, the probability rapidly increases for all mobil-
ities, until it eventually stablizes at one.

IV. Related Work

Sanchez, Manzoni and Haas performed a related study in [9].
In this work, they investigate the critical transmission range in
ad hoc networks, which is the minimum transmission range of
the transceivers that is required to achieve full network connec-
tivity. They present an algorithm to calculate this minimum
transmission range, and then they study the effect of mobility
on that value.

Two related papers study the problem of adjusting the trans-
mission power in order to find a balance between the achieved
throughput and power consumption. In [8], the authors present
algorithms which adaptively adjust the transmission power of
the nodes in response to topological changes, with the goals of
maintaining a connected network while using minimum power.
Through simulation, they show that an increase in throughput,
together with a decrease in power consumption, can be achieved
by managing the transmission levels of the individual nodes.

Similarly, the work presented in [4] presents a study on power
management in ad hoc networks by determining the effects of
transmission power on network throughput and power consump-
tion. Nodes are grouped into clusters, where nodes within a
cluster adapt their power levels to reach at most the farthest node
within the cluster. The authors either allow or disallow nodes
to dynamically adjust their power levels per transmission to be
the maximum amount of power needed to reach the destination
node within the cluster. The authors show that both methods re-
duce power consumption while increasing throughput, with the
former scheme achieving greater performance improvements.

V. Conclusions

As mobile networking gains popularity, it is important to un-
derstand the characteristics of these networks so that they can
be tuned to achieve optimum performance. The transmission
power of wireless nodes is a key component in determining the
interconnection pattern of the network. For wireless transmis-
sion, a tradeoff exists between decreasing the number of hops
between sources and destinations and decreasing the effective
bandwidth available to individual network nodes.

It has been shown that as the mobility speed of nodes in-
creases, it is desirable to increase transmission power in order
to achieve delivery of data packets to their destinations. More-
over, there does not exist a global optimum connectivity level
for varying node mobilities. For a stationary network, the opti-
mum connectivity is seven or eight neighbors per node, which is
similar to Kleinrock's conclusion of six neighbors per node. As
the mobility of the nodes increases, however, an increase in the
transmission power of the nodes results in a larger percentage
of data packets reaching their destination, and hence a higher
network throughput.

While it is likely that different reactive ad hoc routing algo-
rithms will have different optimal connectivity levels, the re-
sults presented here can be generalized for any such algorithm.
The simulations performed for this study assume an open air,
free space environment. In the physical world, terrain and at-
mospheric conditions exist which effect network connectivity.
Further study is needed to determine the effects of these vari-
ables on the optimal node transmission levels.
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Abstract

We present experimental and analytical results showing “zero-one” phase transitions for network connec-

tivity, multi-path reliability, neighbor count, Hamiltonian cycle formation, multiple-clique formation, and

probabilistic flooding. These transitions are characterized by critical density thresholds such that a global

property exists with negligible probability on one side of the threshold, and exists with high probability on

the other. We discuss the connections between these phase transitions and some known results on random

graphs, and indicate their significance for the design of resource-efficient wireless networks.

1 Introduction

Distributed, multi-hop wireless networks, also known as ad-hoc networks, are gaining in importance as a

subject of research [18], [23]. Their expected applications range from static environmental sensing to mobile

networking for disaster recovery. Many of these applications are likely to involve large-scale operation with

hundreds or thousands of wireless communication nodes.

In large-scale complex systems consisting of many component “particles,” global effects can emerge abruptly

at a critical level of interactions between these components [9]. In physical systems, for example, there are

phase transitions in macroscopic properties such as ferromagnetism or superconductivity that occur abruptly

at a threshold temperature (which regulates the level of interactions between particles). We show here that

analogous critical transitions occur for various properties in distributed wireless networks. A simple example

is that of network connectivity, which we discuss in greater detail in section 2. There exists a critical level

of radio transmission power for all nodes beyond which the multi-hop network formed by n nodes randomly

located in an area is likely to be connected with high probability (nearly one) and below this critical level the

network is likely to be connected with low probability (nearly zero). This has implications for energy-efficient

network design, as the most efficient operating point for the system is just to the right of this transition.
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An excellent, unifying, tool to help us understand these kinds of effects is the mathematical theory of random

graphs [3]. We review the rudiments of this theory in section 3, and make the connection to our domain

by describing random graph models that are applicable to distributed wireless networks in section 4. Using

these models, we illustrate the existence of phase transitions in a number of other useful properties in wireless

networks in section 5. These properties include multi-path connectivity, Hamiltonian cycle formation, and

connectivity under probabilistic flooding. While random graphs with independence properties have been

widely studied by mathematicians since the 1960’s, exact analytical results are a little harder to obtain for

the random graph models that are useful for distributed wireless networks. On the other hand, obtaining

bounds on the critical density thresholds is somewhat easier. We illustrate this approach with simple but

useful bounds in section 6. Knowing (or at least bounding) the value of the critical density threshold is

useful for design. We conclude in section 7 by discussing the importance of studying these transitions and

the corresponding density thresholds.

2 Connectivity in multi-hop wireless networks

Gupta and Kumar [8] have shown that if we assume each node in an ad-hoc network has constant power,

there is a critical transmission power required to ensure with high probability that two nodes in the network

can communicate with each other through multi-hop paths. There is, in fact, a “phase transition” that

takes place around this critical transmission power level. It is desirable to minimize the energy consumption

of the wireless nodes, but if the node transmission powers are decreased below the critical level, there is a

precipitous drop in the probability that the network is connected.

Specifically, Gupta and Kumar show that if n nodes are placed uniformly and independently in a disc of

unit area in R2, and each node transmits at a power level so as to cover an area of πR2 = (log n + c(n))/n,

then the network is connected with probability asymptotically tending to one if and only if c(n) →∞.

This behavior can be seen in figure 1 which depicts simulated results of multi-hop networks. The plot on

the left shows curves for the probability that n nodes randomly located in a unit square form a connected

network, as the communication radius R is increased. The figure on the right shows the three regions for

one of these curves (n = 100). Region A is undesirable - if transmission powers of the nodes fall in this range

then the network is almost certainly going to be disconnected. Region C is desirable - here the network is

guaranteed to be connected with high probability. From a power-conservation perspective, the point just to

the right of the phase transition region B is the ideal operating point for the system.
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Figure 1: Phase Transitions in Probability of Connectivity in Fixed Radius Ad-hoc Wireless Networks

The proof given for the result in [8] is somewhat laborious, involving techniques from continuous perco-

lation theory [16]. To facilitate an understanding of the underlying behavior, we present here a simpler

1-dimensional model which yields an analogous result.

The model is as follows: we have nodes distributed with a Poisson arrival rate λ on R+. Without loss of

generality, let us assume that the first node is located at 0. We may ask the question - what is the probability

Pn(R) that the first n nodes form a connected network, where each node may communicate to any other

node that is within the communication distance R. Let xi be the location of the ith node. Then,

Pn(R) = Pr


(n−1)⋂
i=1

(xi+1 − xi ≤ R)

 (1)

As the inter-arrival distance of a Poisson sequence is i.i.d. exponentially distributed, and hence memoryless,

we have the following:

Pn(R) =
n−1∏
i=1

(1− e−λR) = (1− e−λR)(n−1) (2)

To determine the threshold function we would like to find how R should change with n to give a non-zero

constant probability Pn. We can verify that this is satisfied asymptotically when R = Rc =
(

log(n)
λ

)
:
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Pn

(
log(n)

λ

)
= (1− e−log(n))n−1 =

(
1− 1

n

)(n−1)

(3)

⇒ lim
n→∞

Pn

(
log(n)

λ

)
= lim

n→∞

(
1− 1

n

)(n−1)

= e−1 (4)

Note that the condition λRc = log(n) is a condition in which each node has log(n) “neighbors” to its right,

hence 2log(n) neighbors on average, analogous to the condition for the threshold function derived for the

2-dimensional case in [8]. The curves obtained by plotting equation (2) with respect to R for a fixed n also

shows the characteristic phase transition behavior seen in figure 1, becoming sharper with n1.

Sanchez et al. showed in [19] that this behavior is in fact robust with respect to different mobility models.

In other words, even when the nodes are moving around, there is still a critical transmission range that is

required to ensure connectivity in the network.

3 Theory of Random Graphs

Such phase-transition behavior has been known to mathematicians for several decades in the form of “zero-

one” laws in Bernoulli Random Graphs [3], [21]. The basic idea is that for certain monotone graph properties

such as connectivity, as we vary the average density of the graph, the probability that a randomly generated

graph exhibits this property asymptotically transitions sharply from zero to one at some critical threshold

value.

3.1 Models of Random Graphs with Independence

A random graph G can be loosely described as a graph that is generated by some prescribed random

experiment. The description of the random experiment constitutes a random graph model. In most cases

these models contain a tuning parameter which varies the average density of the random graph constructed.

Here are two examples of random graph models:
1One difference that should be noted between this 1-D model and the 2-D results depicted in figure 1 is that in this simple

1-D model, since we have not restricted the spatial extent within which to place all the nodes, the critical radius Rc increases
with n. In a model where all nodes are restricted within some fixed spatial dimensions, the critical radius at which the network
becomes connected decreases with the number of nodes.
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Figure 2: Bernoulli Random Graphs

1. Fixed edge number model: G = G(n, e), given e and n, choose G randomly from all graphs consisting

of n vertices and e edges.

2. Bernoulli model: G = G(n, p), given n, and p, construct G with n vertices such that there is an edge

between any two pairs of nodes with probability p. When p = 0, the resulting random graph has no

edges, while when p = 1, we always get the complete graph Kn. As the parameter p increases from 0

to 1, the average density of the random graphs increases (see figure 2).

3. Dynamic model: G = G(n, t), given n and a positive integer t, at each time step t add an edge uniformly

at random (from the possible additional edges) to a graph with n vertices. Hence there are t edges at

time step t.

There is considerable literature on the properties of these random graph models [3]. These models are

somewhat tractable to analysis because they show strong independence properties. In the Bernoulli model,

for example, the probabilities of any two different edges being part of a generated graph are independent of

each other.

3.2 Phase Transitions in Random Graphs

To quote Bollobás : “one of the main aims of the theory of random graphs is to determine when a given

[graph] property is likely to appear... Erdös and Rényi were the first to show that most monotone properties

appear rather suddenly. In rather vague terms, a threshold function is a critical time, before which the

property is unlikely and after which it is likely” [3].
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Figure 3: Fixed Radius Random Graphs

Let us consider one example of a zero-one law for Random Graphs which applies for first order graph

properties [21]. First order properties of graphs are those that can be described using a language consisting of

the basic Boolean logic connectives (∧,∨,¬), existential and universal quantifiers (∃,∀), variables depicting

nodes, equality and adjacency (written I(x, y)). Examples of first order properties are a) “there are no

isolated points” (∀ x)(∃y)(I(x, y)), and b) “contains a triangle” (∃x, y, z)(I(x, y) ∧ I(x, z) ∧ I(y, z)).

Theorem 1 For every first order graph property A, lim
n→∞

Pr[G(n, p) has A] = 0 or 1.

Further, if A is a monotone property, then Pr[G(n, p) has A] is also monotone. Thus asymptotically, for

large n, the probability of a random graph property undergoes a sharp zero-one transition for some critical

edge parameter value p = pcrit.

We believe that there is a strong relationship between properties which satisfy a zero-one law for Bernoulli

Random Graphs and properties that also satisfy a zero-one law for random graph models of multi-hop

wireless networks.

4 Random Graphs in Wireless Networks

We now describe two models of random graphs that are useful in studying multi-hop wireless networks - the

fixed radius model and the dynamic probabilistic flooding model.

1. Fixed radius model: Consider an ad-hoc wireless network with n nodes, located randomly in a square

area of unit size, each of which is assumed to transmit with a fixed radio power in an idealized
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environment where it can be heard by other nodes that are within some radius r. Thus two nodes

can communicate directly with each other if and only if they are no more than a distance r apart.

We can now talk about the underlying communication graph G∗ = G∗(n, R) in this fixed radius (FR)

model - at a given instant let each node in the network correspond to a unique vertex in G∗, with an

edge between a pair of vertices if the corresponding nodes can communicate with each other. Figure

3 illustrates sample random graphs generated according to this model. As the parameter R increases

from 0 to
√

2, the average density of the random graphs increases.

2. Dynamic Probabilistic Flooding model: G = G(H, s, q, t), given a communication graph H, a source

node s in H, a probability of forwarding q, and time steps t. Let Gt−1 be the graph before addition

of edges at time step t. G0 consists only of the node s and no edges. At time step t, for each node in

Gt−1 add all outgoing edges of H that are not in Gt−1 (also add the nodes on the other end of these

edges) independently with probability q in order to generate Gt = G(H, s, q, t). Figure 4 illustrates the

evolution of a probabilistic flooding random graph over time. At each time step, new nodes and the

associated edges are added to the existing graph.

Figure 4: Dynamic Probabilistic Flooding Random Graphs

It is important to note that a random graph generated using the fixed radius model has some different

characteristics than the Bernoulli random graph. Consider three nodes i, j, and k. In the fixed radius model,

“the event that there are links between i and j and j and k is not independent of the event that there is a

link between i and k ... as the former is true given the latter only if j lies in the intersection of two discs of

radius [R] centered at i and k” [8]. Still, they do have some things in common. In both models, there is a
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parameter which varies the density of the graphs produced. We will show in later sections examples where

phase transitions with respect to the parameter p observed in the Bernoulli graph model also show up with

respect to the parameter R in the fixed radius model. It may thus be possible to apply some results from

the literature on Bernoulli random graphs to fixed radius random graphs that are of interest to us in the

context of wireless ad-hoc networks.

5 Density-Critical Transitions in Wireless Networks

We now show some experimental results that illustrate the existence of phase transitions and critical density

thresholds for a number of global properties in wireless networks.

5.1 Neighbor Count

We first consider the property “all nodes have at least k neighbors.” This is a global property that is often

useful in a wireless network in the context of node localization – each node can determine its local position

relative to nearby nodes if it can receive signals from sufficiently many neighbors. Similar properties are also

useful to consider in wireless sensor networks that are involved in tracking target nodes [1].

This graph property can be written explicitly, using the first-order language of graphs, as follows: (∀x)

(∃y1, y2, . . . yk)(I(x, y1)
∧

I(x, y2) . . .
∧

I(x, yk)). Hence, as per the zero-one law given in theorem 1, this

property provably undergoes a zero-one phase-transition on Bernoulli random graphs G(n, p).

We present empirical results to show this phase transition for the fixed-radius random graph model that

is useful for representing wireless networks. Figure 5 shows the probability that this property is satisfied,

for various values of k as the transmission range of all nodes is increased. The figure is based on empirical

simulations involving n = 100 nodes located uniformly at random in a square area of unit size. The

probabilities are determined in a frequentist manner, each point evaluated based on 100 random graphs.

5.2 Multi-Path Connectivity

In section 2, we saw that the property of connectivity (“between any pair of nodes in the network graph there

exists at least one multi-hop path”) undergoes a zero-one phase transition at a critical threshold. The same,

it has been shown for Bernoulli random graph models is true for the more general notion of k−connectivity,

(“between any pair of nodes in the network graph, there exist at least k node-disjoint paths”)[3], [7]. This
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Figure 5: Phase Transitions for Neighbor Count (n = 100)

generalization is useful for multi-hop wireless networks in ensuring reliable communication through diverse,

multiple paths [17], [22]. Figure 6 shows this phase transition empirically for the case of biconnectivity

(k = 2). The figure is based on experiments involving n = 100 nodes located uniformly at random in a

square area of unit size.

Figure 6: Phase Transition in Biconnectivity (n = 100)

5.3 Partition into cliques

For certain cluster based approaches, it may be necessary to partition the network into cliques [1], [4]. The

property “the network graph can be partitioned into cliques of size k” also shows critical-density phase

transitions. Here we consider the situation when k = 3, and n is a multiple of 3. This property can be

expressed as a first order statement ([11]) and hence satisfies the zero-one law for Bernoulli random graphs

described in theorem 1.
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The decision problem version of this graph property (“Can graph G be partitioned into triangles?”) is NP-

complete. Although we do not go into this issue in this paper, there is a significant connection between the

phase transition threshold and the average complexity of solving such NP-hard problems. This has been

addressed, in the context of wireless networks, in [13]. Figure 7 empirically shows the phase transition for

this problem when n = 9 nodes are located uniformly at random in a square area of unit size2.

Figure 7: Phase Transition in Probability of Partitioning Network into 3-Cliques (Triangles) (n=9)

5.4 Hamiltonian cycle

Another property that can be of interest in multi-hop wireless networks is the existence of a Hamiltonian

cycle (a tour that visits all nodes exactly once) in the network graph. A Hamiltonian cycle is useful for the

purpose of forming token rings in the network, and as part of distributed algorithms for election or mutual

exclusion [15]. It also has some useful applications in one-to-one broadcasting for wireless networks involving

nodes with directional antennae [20].

This property is known to undergo a phase transition in Bernoulli and the Fixed Edge Number models of

random graphs [3], [7]. Figure 8 shows that it also undergoes a phase transition in wireless networks. This

figure is based on empirical data for networks generated by placing n = 7 nodes uniformly at random in a

square area of unit size.

As with the previous problem, the existence of a Hamiltonian cycle is also an NP-complete decision problem

whose average computational complexity is known to peak in the phase transition region both for Bernoulli

random graphs and for the fixed radius random graphs that model wireless networks [6], [13].

2We note that the transition curve would be much sharper for larger network sizes.
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Figure 8: Phase Transition in Existence of Hamiltonian Cycle (n=7)

5.5 Probabilistic Flooding

Probabilistic flooding, a technique originally proposed for multicast in communication networks [2], has

been applied to minimize query traffic in reactive on-demand routing protocols [5], [14]. One version of

probabilistic flooding proceeds as follows: the source node initiates a flood of route query packets for the

purposes of discovering a route to the destination. It is desired that the route query packets be forwarded

to all nodes in the network so that the destination can respond to it. In basic flooding, each node always

forwards the query packet to all its neighbors when it receives it. In probabilistic flooding, the source

initiates the query and all other nodes that receive a query packet will transmit in order to forward it to

their neighbors with some probability q and discard the packet with probability 1− q.

We described a model for dynamic probabilistic flooding in section 4. Figure 9 shows empirically the phase

transition for the property “all nodes reached” in this model. As the probability of forwarding q goes above

0.6, the probability of this property holding is nearly one. The figure is based on multiple rounds of flooding

(100 for each value of q) on a fixed configuration for the underlying communication graph H consisting of

n = 100 nodes.

6 Analysis of Critical Thresholds

Unlike the simpler random graph models described in section 3.1, it is not as easy to obtain exact analytical

results on the random graph models representing wireless networks. The chief impediment lies in the failure

of independence assumptions. However, it may still be possible to obtain reasonable bounds on the phase
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Figure 9: Phase Transition in Probabilistic Flooding (n=100)

transition. We illustrate this for the neighbor count property we encountered in section 5.1.

We wish to bound the probability that all nodes have at least k neighbors. Let Ai be the event that the ith

node has at least k neighbors. The event that all nodes have at least k neighbors is therefore, {
n⋂

i=1

Ai}. The

following shows simple upper and lower bounds on the probability of this event:

1− Pr(Ac
i ) ≥ Pr(

n⋂
i=1

Ai) ≥ 1− nPr(Ac
i ) (5)

Now it remains to determine what Pr(Ac
i ) is. Once we fix the location of the ith node, the other n − 1

nodes are located independently, with a uniform distribution, in the square area. If we ignore edge-effects

(by making the boundaries of the unit area overlap), then we wish to determine the probability that less

than k of these n − 1 nodes are located within distance R of the fixed node. Pr(Ac
i ) is therefore given by

the following expression:

Pr(Ac
i ) =

k−1∑
j=0

(
n− 1

j

)
(πR2)j(1− πR2)n−1−j (6)

The bounds in expression 5 are illustrated in figure 10 for n = 100 nodes, and k = 2. The lower, union,

bound appears to be quite tight for this situation.
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Figure 10: Bounds on Probability of all Nodes having 2 Neighbors (n = 100)

7 Discussion and Conclusions

We have shown examples of phase transitions and critical density thresholds for a number of properties in

wireless networks. The connection of this effect to the theory of random graphs suggests that the phenomenon

is quite common.

One cautionary statement is in order: the phase transitions have been illustrated for models with the

assumption that wireless nodes are located with a uniform distribution in an square area. While the shape

of the area is not relevant, the uniformity of the distribution plays a key role. One can easily come up with

situations with highly non-uniform location densities in which the phase transition curves do not provide a

useful measure of whether the network is connected, or if the network satisfies some other global property.

There is evidence to suggest, however, that the phase transition regions are robust to node mobility, provided

that mobility does not break the uniformity of instantaneous location distributions .

Phase transition analysis gives us a tool for analyzing and determining resource-efficient regimes of operation

for wireless networks, with respect to a given global property. For example, if the global property is that

of connectivity, figure 1 tells us that for a uniformly distributed network with a density of 100 nodes per

unit area, the transmission power must be such that the effective communication range is more than 0.25

units (or, equivalently, that each node should have about π ∗ (0.25)2 ∗ 99 ' 20 neighboring nodes, ignoring

edge effects). This density threshold is an energy-efficient point of operation, in that to the left of this

threshold the network is disconnected with high probability, and to the right of this threshold, additional

energy expenditure results in a negligible increase in the high probability of connectivity. The same is true

for the phase transitions and corresponding thresholds illustrated in section 5 for the other properties like
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k-connectivity, k-neighborhood, Hamiltonian cycle formation, partition into cliques. The phase transition

curve presented for probabilistic flooding also offers the same design lesson; the threshold corresponding

to a high value of the forwarding probability q is a resource-efficient threshold because to the right of this

threshold, redundant messages are sent, wasting precious wireless network resources for negligible gains in

the probability that the flooding succeeds in reaching all nodes in the network.

Of course, it must be kept in mind that increasing the communication range not only makes the network

graph denser, but also increases the level of interference in the network. This increased level of interference

can make it difficult to allocate non-interfering channels to nearby nodes; indeed, the property of conflict-free

channel assignment is known to show a reverse “one-zero” phase transition with respect to interference level

[12]. The intersection of thresholds for such conflicting properties as network connectivity and conflict-free

channel allocation is also important to analyze because this determines the feasible region of operation for

a given wireless network.

We also note that researchers have recently been studying the connection between these kinds of phase transi-

tions and the computational complexity of NP-complete constraint satisfaction problems such as Hamiltonian

cycle and propositional satisfiability [6], [10]. It appears that these results are significant for self-configuration

problems in wireless networks as well. In [13], we have shown that for NP-hard problems in wireless networks

such as the Hamiltonian cycle problem and the problem of partition into cliques, the average computational

complexity (of finding such a cycle or partition) peaks at the phase transition region and decreases consid-

erably as we move to the right of this region.

Thus a study of phase transition phenomena has clear advantages from a design perspective - both for

satisfying desired properties in an energy-efficient manner, and for minimizing the complexity of finding

satisfying solutions. If the analysis is performed off-line before network deployment, it can be used to

predetermine settings for the various node powers, retransmit probabilities etc. A more sophisticated use

of these principles would be the design of distributed, dynamic algorithms that configure themselves to the

resource-efficient edge of the phase transition region.

Other open questions and directions for future work in this area include the quantification of (exact values

or bounds for) density thresholds for various phenomena, the extension of the models to include some level

of non-uniformity in node locations, and explicit consideration of node mobility.
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Abstract - Wireless ad-hoc sensor networks have recently 
emerged as a premier research topic. They have great long-
term economic potential, ability to transform our lives, and 
pose many new system-building challenges. Sensor networks 
also pose a number of new conceptual and optimization prob-
lems. Some, such as location, deployment, and tracking, are 
fundamental issues, in that many applications rely on them 
for needed information.  

In this paper, we address one of the fundamental problems, 
namely coverage. Coverage in general, answers the questions 
about quality of service (surveillance) that can be provided by 
a particular sensor network. We first define the coverage 
problem from several points of view including deterministic, 
statistical, worst and best case, and present examples in each 
domain. By combining computational geometry and graph 
theoretic techniques, specifically the Voronoi diagram and 
graph search algorithms, we establish the main highlight of 
the paper - optimal polynomial time worst and average case 
algorithm for coverage calculation. We also present compre-
hensive experimental results and discuss future research di-
rections related to coverage in sensor networks. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As our personal computing era evolves into a ubiquitous 
computing one, there is a need for a world of fully con-
nected devices with inexpensive wireless networks. Im-
provements in wireless network technology interfacing 
with emerging micro-sensor based on MEMs technology 
[2], is allowing sophisticated inexpensive sensing, storage, 
processing, and communication capabilities to be unobtru-
sively embedded into our everyday physical world. More-
over, embedded web servers [1, 3] can be used to connect 
the physical world of sensors and actuators to the virtual 
world of information utilities and services.   

Consequently, a flurry of research activity has recently 
commenced in the sensor network domain, especially in 
wireless ad-hoc sensor networks. Although many of the 
sensor technologies are not new, there are certain physical 
laws governing the energy requirements of performing 
wireless communications that have limited the feasibility of 
such devices in the past. Some of the benefits of the newer, 
more capable sensor nodes are the ability to: 

•  Build large-scale networks; 
•  Implement sophisticated protocols; 

•  Reduce the amount of communication (wireless) re-
quired to perform tasks by distributed and/or local pre-
computations; 

•  Implement complex power saving modes of operation 
depending on the environment and the state of the 
network. 

Due to the above-mentioned advances in sensor network 
technology, more and more practical applications of wire-
less sensor networks continue to emerge. As an example, 
consider the millions of acres that are lost around the 
world, due to forest fires every year. In all fires, early 
warnings are critical in preventing small harmless brush 
fires from becoming monstrous infernos. By deploying 
specialized wireless sensor nodes in strategically selected 
high-risk areas, the detection time for such disasters can be 
drastically reduced, increasing the likelihood of success in 
early extinguishing efforts. Also, since the nodes are self-
configuring and do not need constant monitoring, the cost 
of such a deployment is minimal compared to the huge 
losses incurred in a large blaze. 

In addition to the new applications, wireless sensor net-
works provide a viable alternative to several existing tech-
nologies. For example, large buildings contain hundreds of 
environmental sensors that are wired to a central air condi-
tioning and ventilation system. The significant wiring costs 
limit the complexity of current environmental controls and 
the reconfigurability of these systems. However, replacing 
the hard-wired monitoring units with ad-hoc wireless sen-
sor nodes can improve the quality and energy efficiency of 
the environmental system while allowing almost unlimited 
reconfiguration and customization in the future. In many 
instances, the savings in the wiring costs alone justify the 
use of the wireless sensor nodes.  

B. Research Goal: Sensor Network Coverage 
One of the fundamental issues that arises in sensor net-
works, in addition to location calculation, tracking, and 
deployment, is coverage. Due to the large variety of sen-
sors and applications, coverage is subject to a wide range 
of interpretations. In general, coverage can be considered 
as the measure of quality of service of a sensor network. 
For example, in the previous fire detection sensor networks 
example, one may ask how well the network can observe a 
given area and what the chances are that a fire starting in a 
specific location will be detected in a given time frame. 



Furthermore, coverage formulations can try to find weak 
points in a sensor field and suggest future deployment or 
reconfiguration schemes for improving the overall quality 
of service. 

In most sensor networks, two seemingly contradictory, yet 
related viewpoints of coverage exist: worst and best case 
coverage. In worst-case coverage, attempts are made to 
quantify the quality of service by finding areas of lower 
observability from sensor nodes and detecting breach re-
gions. In best-case coverage, finding areas of high ob-
servability from sensors and identifying the best support 
and guidance regions are of primary concern.  Our main 
objective is the design of robust, efficient and scalable al-
gorithms to be used in wireless multi-sensor integration. 

From the conceptual and algorithmic point of view, the 
main contribution is provably optimal polynomial time 
algorithm for coverage in sensor networks. We combine 
existing computational geometry techniques and constructs 
such as the Voronoi diagram, with graph theoretical algo-
rithmic techniques. The use of Voronoi diagram, efficiently 
and without loss of optimality, transforms the continuous 
geometric problem into a discrete graph problem. Further-
more, it enables direct application of search techniques in 
the resulting graph representation. We also study asymp-
totic coverage behavior of random wireless ad-hoc net-
works. 

C. Paper Organization 
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: In the 
next section we summarize the related work. In section III, 
we survey several key technologies that are fundamental to 
our study of coverage. Section IV contains a brief overview 
of deterministic sensor deployment and coverage. In sec-
tion V, we present a formal definition of the worst (breach) 
and best (support) coverage and propose optimal polyno-
mial-time algorithms for solving each case. Section VI con-
tains a wide array of experimental results followed by a 
brief discussion of our future research directions and the 
conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The increasing trend in research efforts in the areas referred 
to as Smart Spaces or Pervasive Computing are directly 
related to many problems in sensor networks. Although 
many researchers in the sensor network area have men-
tioned the critical notion of coverage in the network, to our 
knowledge this is the first time that an algorithmic ap-
proach combined with computational geometry constructs 
was adopted in ad-hoc sensor networks. Also, to our 
knowledge, [18] was the first to identify the importance of 
computational geometry and Voronoi Diagrams in sensor 
network coverage. Reference [11] describes a general sys-
tematic method for developing an advanced sensor network 
for monitoring complex systems such as those found in 

nuclear power plants but does not present any general cov-
erage algorithms. The Art Gallery Problem [12] deals with 
determining the number of observers necessary to cover an 
art gallery room such that every point is seen by at least 
one observer. It has found several applications in many 
domains such as the optimal antenna placement problems 
for wireless communication. The Art Gallery problem was 
solved optimally in 2D and was shown to be NP-hard in the 
3D case. Reference [12] proposes heuristics for solving the 
3D case using Delaunay triangulation. Sensor coverage for 
detecting global ocean color where sensors observe the 
distribution and abundance of oceanic phytoplankton [7] is 
approached by assembling and merging data from satellites 
at different orbits.  

Perhaps the most related works are the attempts on cover-
age of an initially unknown environment for mobile robots 
[4, 6]. However, when the geometry of the environment is 
known in advance, coverage becomes a special case of path 
planning [10]. Both of these problems are solved using 
generalized Voronoi diagrams.  

Radar and sonar coverage also present several related chal-
lenges. The radar and sonar netting optimization is of great 
importance in the networking technologies and the optimal 
distribution of detection and tracking in a surveillance area 
[15]. Based on the measured radar cross sections and the 
coverage diagrams for different radars, [16] proposes a 
method for optimally locating the radars to achieve a satis-
factory surveillance area with limited radar resources.  

Coverage studies to maintain connectivity have also been 
the focus of study. For example, [13] and [14] calculate the 
optimum number of base stations required to achieve the 
system operator's service objectives. Previously, connec-
tivity was achieved through mobile host attachments to a 
base station.  However, the connectivity coverage is more 
important in the case of ad-hoc wireless networks since the 
connections are peer-to-peer. Reference [9] shows the im-
provement in the network coverage due to the multi-hop 
routing features and optimizes the coverage constraint to 
the limited path length. Although our coverage study is 
aimed at ad-hoc wireless sensor networks, it is different 
from the above-mentioned class of problems due to our 
geometrical algorithmic approach. 

III. PRELIMINARIES 

A.  Topology of the network and Sensor Model 
Generally, wireless sensor networks are targeted to the ex-
tremes of miniaturization, availability, accuracy, reliability, 
and power savings. This requires a networked infrastruc-
ture with small physical nodes, low power consumption, 
and low cost, that in turn limit communications to the im-
mediate proximity of each node. There are several existing 
models of sensor behavior each with varying degrees of 
complexity. However, most models share one thing in 



common in that generally, sensing ability is directly de-
pendant on distance. Consequently, in all our subsequent 
discussions, we assume that sensor coverage decreases as 
distance from sensors increases.    

B. Enabling Technologies: Sensor Location Tech-
nology and Algorithms 

The idea of having a smarter environment has fostered a 
growing interest in location aware systems and services. 
Obtaining reliable location information is an enabling 
component to many other location-aware basic tasks in 
sensor networks such as coverage, tracking and mobility 
management. Here, geolocation with GPS (Global Posi-
tioning System) is an unattractive solution due to cost, 
power, and accuracy constraints. Since our coverage algo-
rithms rely on geolocation information, we have imple-
mented the location procedure as the initial step before the 
coverage algorithm. In this geolocation approach [17], a 
few of the sensor nodes called beacons know their coordi-
nates in advance, either from satellite information (GPS) or 
pre-deployment. The geolocation scheme then relies on 
signal strength information embedded in the inherent radio 
frequency communication capabilities of the nodes in ap-
proximating neighbor distances. Each node that can hear 
from a minimum of three beacon neighbors can determine 
its own location by trilateration and become a beacon. It-
erative trilaterations are then used to locate as many nodes 
as possible. 

We have also developed heuristics to compensate for the 
errors in the initial beacon locations and distance informa-
tion. Initial analysis and percolation simulations show that 
in a reasonably dense network, by having 1% or less of the 
nodes as initial beacons, almost all other nodes can locate 
themselves at the end of the location process. In our discus-
sions of coverage algorithms, we only consider nodes that 
have valid location information. 

C. Enabling Technology: Computational Geometry 
Voronoi Diagram and Delaunay Triangulation 

The Voronoi diagram has been re-invented, used, and stud-
ied in many domains. According to [5] it is believed that 
the Voronoi diagram is a fundamental construct defined by 
a discrete set of points. In 2D, the Voronoi diagram of a set 
of discrete sites (points) partitions the plane into a set of 
convex polygons such that all points inside a polygon are 
closest to only one site. This construction effectively pro-
duces polygons with edges that are equidistant from 
neighboring sites. Figure 1 shows an example of a Voronoi 
diagram for a set of randomly placed sites. Reference [5] 
presents a detailed survey of Voronoi diagrams and their 
applications.  

Another structure that is directly related to Voronoi dia-
grams is the Delaunay triangulation [8]. The Delaunay tri-
angulation can be obtained by connecting the sites in the 

Voronoi diagram whose polygons share a common edge. It 
has been shown that among all possible triangulations, the 
Delaunay triangulation maximizes the smallest angle in 
each triangle. Also, neighborhood information can be ex-
tracted from the Delaunay triangulation since sites that are 
close together are connected. In fact the Delaunay triangu-
lation can be used to find the two closest sites by consider-
ing the shortest edge in the triangulation. We use the prop-
erties of the Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation 
to solve for best and worst case coverages. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Voronoi Diagram Of A Set Of Randomly 

Placed Points In A Plane. 

 
D. Implementation: Centralized vs. Distributed 
Multi-hop communication is one of the main enablers in 
reducing power consumption in ad-hoc sensor networks.  
The energy required for communication between two arbi-
trary nodes A and B is strongly dependent on the distance d 
between the two nodes. More precisely, ydBE ⋅=  where 
y>1 is the path loss exponent depending on the RF envi-
ronment and B is a proportionality constant describing the 
overhead per bit. Given this super linear relationship be-
tween  energy and distance, generally using several short 
intermediate hops to send a bit is more energy efficient 
than  using one longer hop.  

However, an incorrect conclusion would be to use an infi-
nite number of hops over the smallest possible distances. In 
reality, this is impractical for two reasons:  

(i) The  number of intermediate hops is limited 
by the number of nodes between A and B; 

(ii) The energy is not limited to the energy radi-
ated through the antenna. There is also the 
energy dissipated in the radio for receiving a 
bit and readying a bit for retransmission.  



For applications such as coverage calculations, the energy 
of computations per node is also a component of the energy 
metric. It is important to note that technology scaling will 
gradually reduce the processing costs, with the transmis-
sion cost remaining constant. Using compression tech-
niques, one can reduce the number of transmitted bits, thus 
reducing the cost of transmission at the expense of more 
computation. This communication-computation trade-off is 
the core idea behind low energy  sensor networks. From 
this discussion it is apparent that a good algorithm designed 
for wireless sensor networks will require minimal amount 
of communication. This is in sharp  contrast with classical 
distributed systems [19] where the goal generally is maxi-
mizing the speed of execution. This  renders the classical 
distributed algorithm irrelevant for developing wireless 
sensor networks algorithms.  

The most relevant metrics in wireless networks is power. 
Experimental measurements indicate that communication 
cost in wireless ad-hoc networks is at least two orders of 
magnitude higher than computation costs in terms of  con-
sumed power. Note that the coverage problem is intrinsi-
cally global in the sense that, lack of knowledge of location 
of any single node implies that the problem may not be 
solved correctly. Therefore, any algorithm which aims to  
provide correct solution must inherently use all location 
data.  

IV. DETERMINISTIC COVERAGE 

In order to achieve deterministic coverage, a static network 
must be deployed according to a predefined shape. The 
predefined locations of the sensors can be uniform in dif-
ferent areas of the sensor field or can be weighted to com-
pensate for the more critically monitored areas.  An exam-
ple of a uniform deterministic coverage is the grid-based 
sensor deployment where nodes are located on the intersec-
tion points of a grid. In this case, the problem of coverage 
of the sensor field reduces to the problem of coverage of 
one cell and its neighborhood due to the symmetric and 
periodic deployment scheme.   

An example of weighted predefined deployment is the se-
curity sensor systems used in museums. The more valuable 
exhibit items are equipped with more sensors to maximize 
the coverage of the monitoring scheme. Another determi-
nistic deployment scheme can be found in the 3D Art Gal-
lery Problem heuristics solutions discussed in [12]. Our 
proposed coverage algorithm can be used in all predefined 
(deterministic) deployment schemes to determine the cov-
erage in the sensor field.  

V. STOCHASTIC COVERAGE 

In many situations, deterministic deployment is neither 
feasible nor practical. Another deployment option is to 
cover the sensor field with sensors randomly distributed in 
the environment.  The stochastic random distribution 

scheme can be uniform, Gaussian, Poisson or any other 
distribution based on the application at hand. In the simula-
tion studies for this paper, we have generally assumed uni-
form sensor distribution, although our algorithm is applica-
ble to any other deployment scheme of the sensor nodes. 

A. Worst Case Coverage- Maximal Breach Path 
The breach-based coverage discussed earlier can formally 
be stated as: 

Given: A field A instrumented with sensors S where for 
each sensor si∈ S, the location (xi,yi) is known; areas I and F 
corresponding to initial (I) and final (F) locations of an 
agent. 

Problem: Identify PB, the Maximal Breach Path in S, start-
ing in I and ending in F. 

PB in this case is defined as a path through the field A, with 
end-points I and F and with the property that for any point 
p on the path PB, the distance from p to the closest sensor is 
maximized. The regions I and F are arbitrary regions de-
termined by the task at hand and may be located anywhere 
inside or outside the sensor field. 

Since by construction, the line segments of the Voronoi 
diagram maximize distance from the closest sites, the 
Maximal Breach Path PB, must lie on the line segments of 
the Voronoi diagram corresponding to the sensors in S. If 
any point p on the path PB deviates from Voronoi line seg-
ments, by definition, it must be closer to at least one sensor 
in S. Thus, the following three steps obtain the solution to 
this problem: 

1) Generate Voronoi diagram for S; 
2) Apply graph theory abstraction; 
3) Find PB using Binary-Search and Breadth-First-

Search. 

The lines at the boundaries of the Voronoi diagram extend 
to infinity. However, since here we are dealing with a finite 
area A, we must clip the Voronoi diagram to the boundaries 
of A. Since traveling along the bounds of the sensor field 
also constitutes a valid path, we introduce extra edges in 
the Voronoi diagram corresponding to the bounds of A. In 
subsequent discussions, when we refer to the Voronoi dia-
gram, we are actually referring to the bounded Voronoi 
diagram. 

The first part of the algorithm detailed in Figure 2 gener-
ates the Voronoi diagram corresponding to the sensors in S. 
The weighted, undirected graph G is constructed by creat-
ing a node for each vertex and an edge corresponding to 
each line segment in the Voronoi diagram. Each edge in 
graph G is given a weight equal to its minimum distance 
from the closest sensor in S. The algorithm then performs a 
binary search between the smallest and largest edge 
weights in G. In each step, breadth-first-search is used to 
check the existence of a path from I to F using only edges 



with weights that are larger than the search criteria called 
breach_weight. If a path exists, breach_weight is increased 
to further restrict the edges considered in the next search 
iteration. If a path is not found, breach_weight is lowered 
to relax the constraint on the search. Upon completion, the 
algorithm has found the Maximal Breach Path, which is the 
path from I to F with the highest possible weighted edges. 

Generate Bounded Voronoi diagram for S with vertex set U and 
line segment set L. 

Initialize weighted undirected graph G(V,E) 
FOR each vertex ui∈ U 
 Create duplicate vertex vi in V 
FOR each li(uj,uk)∈ L  
 Create edge ei(vj,vk) in E 
 Weight(ei)=min distance from sensor si∈ S for 1≤i≤|S| 
min_weight = min edge weight in G 
max_weight = max edge weight in G 
range =  (max_weight – min_weight) / 2 
breach_weight = min_weight + range 
WHILE  (range > binary_search_tolerance) 
 Initialize graph G’(V’,E’) 
 FOR each vi∈ V  
  Create vertex vi’ in G’ 
 FOR each ei∈ E  
  IF Weight(ei) ≥ breach_weight 
   Insert edge ei’ in G’ 
 range = range / 2 
 IF BFS(G’,I,F) is Successful 
  breach_weight = breach_weight + range 
 ELSE 
  breach_weight = breach_weight – range 
 END IF 

Figure 2 - Maximal Breach Path Algorithm 

 
It must be noted that the Maximal Breach Path is not 
unique. In fact, in general, there are many paths that can 
qualify as the Maximal Breach Path. However, they all use 
edges with weights that are larger or equal to the 
breach_weight determined in the binary search phase of the 
algorithm, with at least one edge that has a weight equal to 
breach_weight. The breach_weight found by the algorithm 
is the minimum distance from sensors that an agent travel-
ing on any path through the field A (from I to F) must en-
counter at least once. If new sensors can be deployed or 
existing sensors moved such that this breach_weight is 
decreased, then the worst-case coverage is improved. 

B. Best Case Coverage- Maximal Support Path 
Similar to the worst-case (breach) coverage formulation, 
the best-case (support) coverage can be stated as: 

Given: A field A instrumented with sensors S where for 
each sensor si∈ S, the location (xi,yi) is known; areas I and F 
corresponding to initial (I) and final (F) locations of the 
agent. 

Problem: Identify PS, the path of maximal support in S, 
starting in I and ending in F. 

PS in this case is defined as a path through the field A, with 
end-points I and F, and with the property that for any point 
p on the path PS, the distance from p to the closest sensor is 
minimized. 

Since the Delaunay triangulation produces triangles that 
have minimal edge lengths among all possible triangula-
tions, PS must lie on the lines of the Delaunay triangulation 
of the sensors in S. Intuitively, if one tries to move in S 
while minimizing distance from sensors, one must attempt 
to travel along straight lines connecting sensor nodes. The 
algorithm for solving for PS is very similar to the breach 
algorithm in Figure 2 with the following exceptions:  

(i) The Voronoi diagram is replaced by the De-
launay triangulation as the underlying geo-
metric structure; 

(ii) The edges in graph G are assigned weights 
equal to the length of the corresponding line 
segments in the Delaunay triangulation; 

(iii) The search parameter breach_weight is re-
placed by the new parameter support_weight. 

In this case, the maximal support path may also not be 
unique. However, the support_weight found in the binary 
search phase of the algorithm is indicative of the best-case 
coverage of the network. Here, support_weight is the 
maximum distance from the closest sensors that an agent 
traveling on any path through the field A (from I to F) must 
encounter at least once. If additional sensors can be de-
ployed or existing sensors moved such that support_weight 
is decreased, then the best-case coverage is improved. 

C. Complexity  
The best known algorithms for the generation of the Vo-
ronoi diagram have O(n log n)  complexities. The conver-
sion to graphs and weight assignments can be accom-
plished in linear time and therefore do not add any signifi-
cant overhead to the computation. In most cases, BFS (and 
DFS) have O(m) complexity where m is the number of 
edges in the graph. Since in realistic cases we deal with 
sparse networks the actual complexity is O(n) while it 
could be as high as O(n2). Binary search is accomplished in 
O(log range) where range is usually limited. So, while the 
worst case complexity of the algorithm is O(n2 log n), in 
practice the networks are sparse and the overall complexity 
is O(n log n), dominated by the Voronoi procedure which 
has large constant factor in its complexity. 



VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Experimentation Platform - Sample Results 
The coverage algorithms presented here have been imple-
mented and used in several studies including simulations 
using NS (Network Simulator) and stand-alone C packages.  
In this section, we present a sampling of the results and try 
to provide an overview and analysis of the applications. 

Figure 3 shows an instance of the coverage problem where 
30 sensors are deployed at random. The Maximal Breach 
Path (PB) and the corresponding edge with breach_weight 
depicts where the breach takes place in the field. The 
Maximal Support Path (PS) and the corresponding edge 
with support_weight are also shown.  

Figure 4 shows the underlying bounded Voronoi diagram 
for the same problem instance. Extra edges with 0 weight 
are used to connect the I and F regions to the structure so 
that all possible paths can be considered in the search algo-
rithm. Figure 5 shows the corresponding Delaunay 
triangulation. In this case, only two extra edges are 
introduced to connect I and F to the closest sensors in the 
structure. 

 

B. Sensor Deployment Heuristics 
The edges corresponding to breach_weight described in 
section V can be used as a guide for future sensor deploy-
ments. Since breach_weight corresponds to the edge in the 
breach path where PB is closest to the sensors, deploying 
additional sensors along that edge can improve overall cov-
erage. 

Figure 6 shows the average improvement in breach cover-
age when up to 4 additional sensors are introduced in the 
network according to the heuristic described above.  Note 
that after each additional sensor deployment, the algorithm 
was repeated to find the new breach region. The results 
represent average improvements over 100 random deploy-
ments.  It is interesting that even after deploying 100 sen-
sors, breach coverage can be improved by about 10% by 
deploying just one more sensor.  

Similarly, the support_weight and the mid-point of the cor-
responding edge in the Delaunay triangulation can be used 
as a heuristic for deploying additional sensors to improve 
support coverage.  As shown in Figure 7, on average, a 
50% improvement can be achieved in support coverage by 
adding 1 additional sensor when 5 nodes have already been 

I FPB

PSsupport_weight breach_weight

Figure 3 - Sensor Field with Maximal Breach Path 
(PB) And Maximal Support Path (PS) 

I F

PB

Figure 4 - Sensor Field With Weighted Voronoi 
Diagram And Maximal Breach Path 

I F

PS

Figure 5 - Sensor Field With Weighted Delaunay 
Triangulation And Maximal Support Path (PS) 
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Figure 6 - Average Breach Coverage Improve-
ment By Additional Sensor Deployment. 



randomly deployed.  After deploying 100 random sensors, 
on average a 10% support coverage improvement can be 
expected by using the heuristic to deploy one more sensor.  

C. Asymptotic Behavior 
The graph in Figure 8 shows how the coverage of ran-
domly placed sensor nodes in a field varies as the number 
of sensors is changed. The results shown in the graph rep-
resent the average field breach and support coverages for 
1000 random sensor placements. For each placement, two 
uniform random variables X and Y are used to determine 
the coordinates (xi,yi) of each sensor si in a unit square 
field. Both breach and support, lower values of 
breach_weight and support_weight respectively, indicate 
better coverage from the sensor field. Figure 8 demon-
strates the asymptotic nature of these metrics from the sen-
sor field operator's point of view who wants to minimize 
breach and maximize support. Thus for clarity, the figure 
shows a normalized plot of breach_weight and 
1-support_weight as a function of the  number of sensors. 

Given the unit square field and using the distance based 
sensor model described earlier, on average, after deploying 
about 100 sensors, additional random sensors do not im-
prove coverage very significantly. This asymptotic nature 
of breach and support coverage suggests that by analyzing 
a given field and selecting the proper number of sensor 
nodes, certain levels of coverage can be expected even if 
sensor deployment cannot be performed according to an 
exact plan. 

VII. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

Since the coverage scheme presented here is one of the 
fundamental tasks in the emerging area of ad-hoc sensor 
networks, there is a large horizon of possibilities for future 
researches on this subject. The solution for obtaining a 
ubiquitous context is to assemble information from a com-
bination of related services.  Such information fusion is 
similar in intent to the related, and well-researched area of 

sensor fusion. For the context of coverage, negotiation and 
resolution strategies are needed to integrate information 
from this stage to be used in related contexts such as track-
ing mobile objects in the network and handling obstacles.  

Although our algorithm was developed for a wireless ad-
hoc sensor network, we have assumed a centralized control 
server, where nodes are connected using a gateway. Other 
control strategies such as distributed control systems are 
also feasible. It is possible to solve the problems presented 
in his paper in a decentralized approach. A natural course 
of study would be to compare the centralized coverage al-
gorithm to distributed ones in terms of power consumption, 
cost, and performance. In this paper, we have assumed 
identical sensor sensitivities where the coverage depends 
only on the geometrical distances from sensors. In practice, 
other factors influence coverage such as obstacles, envi-
ronmental conditions, and noise. In addition to non-
homogeneous sensors, other possible sensor models can 
deal with non-isotropic sensor sensitivities, where sensors 
have different sensitivities in different directions.  The in-
tegration of multiple types of sensors such as seismic, 
acoustic, optical, etc. in one network platform and the study 
of the overall coverage of the system also presents several 
interesting challenges. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Several interpretations and formulations of coverage in 
wireless ad-hoc sensor networks were presented. An opti-
mal polynomial time algorithm that uses graph theoretic 
and computational geometry constructs was proposed for 
solving for best and worst case coverages. Experimental 
results show several applications of the theoretic coverage 
formulations and algorithms specifically for solving for 
Maximal Breach Path, Maximal Support Path, additional 
sensor deployment heuristics to improve coverage, and 
stochastic field coverage.  
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��� ���������
������
���� ����� �� ��������� ��	��
����� ����� �� �	��� ����� �� ������� (��� 
���� �� ������ ��
��&������ 	�������� ����� 
���
�)� ��� 	������ �	 � ������ ������� ���� ��� ��	���
� �	 ��� ��������

(� 
������� ��� ������ �	 ��� ������ �� �������� 
��� 	���� �� �������� ��� ���������� ���
��
������ �� 
��� ����� ��� ������ ��
���� �� ��������*

� (�� �������� �	 ��� ������� ���������� ��� ������ ����� ��� ������ 	�� ������ ������ ��� ��

������� ������ �������������� �� ���
����� ���� 	�������

� $������ ���� 
��� �� ������ �� � ����� ���� ������� ��&������ ��� ������ ������� ��	��� ��
��� �� �������� �� ��� ���������

� ����� ��� ��
�������� ��� ��� ������� �� � ����� ���������������� ������ �������

� +�
��� ������
��� �� ���� �������������� 
��� ��
�� ������������ ��	�������, ����� ���
��
��� �������� �� �������� ���������� ���� ����� ���� ������� ����� ����� �������

� -��������� ����� �� 
���
�)� ��� ����
� �	 ��� ������� �� ����������

.



�� �������
���� ���� �� ���� 	�� ��� ��&������� �� ���� �� ������� ��
�������� �� �����������
������ �������� ���� �� ���� �������� �����
����
 �
����� ������� �� ����
����� ��� ������� �����
/01 �� 
��� �����
������� ��� ������� 
��� ���������� �� ������� ��� �� 
��� ������ ��&������� ���
��� 
��� �� �� ���� ���� ���� ��	��
������ 2���������� ��������
� �� ������� ������ ��&������� �����
����� ��	��
����� ���� ���� ������ ������� �� ��� ������� �	 ��������� ���������� ������
� 3��� 	��
���
��� /� .14� �� ���� ����� �� �������� ������ ��&������ 	�������� 
�������� �� ������� ������
������� ������������ ����� ��� ������ �� ������� 	�������� ���� ������� �� � ���������� ������� ��
$������ /�51� 2��������� ��������� ����� ������� ����� ��&������� ��� ����������� �� ��� ���
���
����* �� ��� �������� �
����� �� ��� ����������� ������ �	 ��� 
���� ��� �� � �������� ����������
��
��� ��� ����� ������ ������ �� ������ ������ "�� ���� �������� � ������� 
���� �� ����� ��
����� ���� ������
� ��� �������� ��������
�� ������� ��� ������
����� ���� �� �������� 	�� � �����
�	 ����� ������
��

(�� ����� �� ������)�� �� 	������� #� ����� �� ��

���)��� ��� ������� ���� �� ��� ������� �	
����������� ������� ��� ��
�������� �� ������ ��������� $������ 6 �������� ��� 
���� ����� ��
�������� 	��
 ����� ������ �	 ��� ����������� ������ �� � �������� ����������� �	 ��� ������� 	��������
��� ��&������ 	�������� ����� ����� ��� ���� �� � ����������� �	 ��� ������� �	 ������������
$������ 7 �������� ��� ����������� ������� ��������
� ��� ���������� �� ��������� 	�� � ����� �	
���������� ��
��� 
��������� ������������� �� $������ 8 �� ������� ��� ������
����� ������� 	��
����� ��������
� ����� ���	��
���� �������� �� ������ ��� ������� �	 ��� ��������
 ���� ������� ��
���� ��������� ������ �����
����� ��� ����� �������� !������ �� �������� ��� ����� �� $������ 0�


 ������ ����

(�� 
��� ��&������ �	 ��� ���� �� �� 
������� ��� ������ �	 ��������
� 	�� ������ �������� �����
����
������ ������������� ������� ��� ������� ����� �� 
���
�)� ��� ������� �	 ��� ������� ��
������������������ �������
����� #���� ��� ��&������ 	�������� ��� ��������
� �� ������� ���
����� ���� ������� �� � ����������� ���� �	 ���� �� ������ ������� ��������� 	���� ��������� ���
������ ������������ �� ������ �������� ����� �� ������ �����

"�� ������ �	 ��� ���� ��������� �� �	 ��� ������������ ���� �	 ���������� ����� ��� 	������
�� �
������� �������� ������� ��������� 	�� ��

��������� �� ������ �������� /.9 8 �9 : �: �;1�
�� ������� ����� ��������� ������� �
������ 	�������������� ��� ������� 	�� 
������� 	�� ���
���
�� ������������ � ������� �������� ����� ��� �� ������� ����
������ �� ����������� ��������
�
����� 
������ ��� 	�� ������ �������� ������� �������� /.91� ������� ��� �	 ������� ���������
����������� ��������� ��� ����� �	 ����� �����
����� /; .� �:1 �� ������ ������ ��������� (����
��������� ������� ���
������ ���� ������ �	 	�������������� ��� 
������� ��� ���� ������ �����

����� �� ������� ������ �	 ����� �����
����� �� ������������������ �������
�����

(�� ������� �	 ������ 	����� �� �������� ����������� ���� 	��
 
������� ������������� �������
��
���� ��� ���� ���� �� /�7 5 :1 �
��� ������� $����� 	����� ��� ���� �� ������� �� ���
������� �	 ����������� ��
�������� ������� ��	��
����� 	��
 
������� �������� �� �� ���
���
��� <���=����� �������� -��������� '�������� 3�����4 �������� /51 ���� ���� 	��
 �	 ������
	����� �� ��
����� �������� ������ ��� ������� �������� ��� ������ ���������� ������ ��� ���������
�����
������� "�� ������������������� ���
��� ���� �������� �� ���������
� ��������
� �����
��
���� � ��� �	 �������� ������� ���� � ������ ������ ������� ���� �	 �������� ��	��
������ "��
���� ������� ��� ��
� ������� ��������� �� ���������� ������������������� ���� ����������� �� �
������ �� 	�� ���������� �������
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!������ ����� ��� ������� ������ ������� ������ ����� ����
�� �� ���� ������� ������������
���
����� �� ��� �������� ����� /51 ���	��
� ���� ��������� �� �����
�)�� ��
�������� �	 ��� ���
������������ 3��� ����4 �	 ������������� �����
������� ������ �� �>��� ������� ���� �� � ��
���
���� �������� (�� ������������ �� �������� 
������� � �������� 	��
 �	 �������������� ����� ��
������� ��� �� ������������ �����
������ ���� ��� �� ������������ ��� ������� ����������������� (���
�������� �� ���� ��������)����� �� ��
����� ��
���� �� ��� ���� �	 ������ 
���� �� /;1� �� ����
�������� ��� ���� �	 � ���� �� �����
���� �� � 	������� ���� �	 � ����%� ������� ����� ������
������� �� �����
��� � ����%� ���� �� ����������� ��� 
������� ���� ��� 
������� ������ �	 �
���������� ������ �� ��� ������
����

� ����

�� ���� ������� �� ����� �� 
��������� ��� ������� ������� �	 ��� 
���� �� ��������� ��� ������� �	
������
 �� ����
���� 	�� �� ����������� 	��
 ��� ����
 �	 �������
��� 
���������� "�� �����������
�	 ��� 
���� 	������ �� ����� ����������� ��� ���� ���������� ��� ����� �������� ��� ����
������
����� ��� ������� ��� ������ ���������� ����������� �
����� �� ��� ������� ������������ �	 ��������
��� ��� ���� ���������� ��� ��&������ 	�������� �� ���� �� ����
�)��

��� � �����	��
� �	����

-������� ��� ������
 �	 
��������� �������� ������ �� �� ���� �� ����� ��)������ 
�������� ��� ����
��� ��)������ ����� �� ��������� 2�� �� ��� ������ �	 ��� �������
��� ��� ��������� ��� ���� �	
��������� ������� ��� ������
��� �	 ������� �� � ������
� ���������, �����	��� ��
�� ������������
�	��� ��� ������� ���� ���� �������� �� ��� �� ������� (� ����� ��	��
����� �� �	 ��� �������
��� ������� ����� ��� �������� ��� � ������ ���� �������� ��

��������� ������� ���� ����� ����

�� ��

������� ���� �� �� ��&������ ���� �������� �� ��� ������ �	 �����
������ ���� ����� ���
��������� ���� ��������� �� ������� ������� ���� ��

����� �� ������ 
�������� ��������� �� ���
���� ���� 
������ ��)� ����� �� ����������� �	 ��� ����������� ������

?���� �����
����� �� ������� ��� 
��� ���������� ������������� �� ���� ���
��� ����� �� ���
��
� ���� ��� ������� �� ��� ���� � ��������� ������ ������� <������� ��� ������� ��� ������������
�������� �� 
������ ��� �������
��� 	�� �� ���� �� �������� �� ���� 
��� �������� ����� ������
��������� #� ����
� ���� ���� ��� ������� 3�� ���� ���������4 ���������� ��� ��� �����
������ �	
���� ������� ��� ������� ����� �������������� ������ �� ��� ��
��� �	 ����� ����� ����� � ����

�	 ������� ��	��
����� �������� ��� ����� ������� ���� ��������� ��� �� ����
� ����
����
� �����
��
���	�
� ���� ��� ������ �	 �� ���������� ����%� ������������� ����
�� ���� ��� ���� ����������� (��
������� ���������� ������� ��� ���� �	 ���� ��������� ���� ����� ��
� ��������� ��� ���� �	 ������
����� �������� ������� ������� ��	��
����� 
�������� � �������������� �������� �� ��� �����������

�����
��� �	 ��� ������ ��������

��� ������� �����

#� ����� ���� ��� ����� ���������� ��� ����
������ ���������� ��� ��������� �������
��� �� �����
��� ������� �������� �� 
��� ����� ����� ����
������ ��� �� ������� �� ������� ������� ��������
������ �������� ��� ���������� 
���� ����� �� �������� #� ����� �� ����
��� ���� ��� �����
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��

������� ���� � ��
�������� �������� 
����
� @���� ��� ���������� �������� �� /.91 ���
��������� �� ����� ��� 
����������� �	 � ���� � �� �� ��� ��� ����� ���� ��� ���� ������ �%�
�����
������ ����� ��� ���� ��� ������������ #� ����
� ���� ��

��������� �
��� ����� ��
���	������ ���� �	 ���� � ��� ������� �����
������� 	��
 ���� � ���� ���� � ���� ��� �������
�����
������� 	��
 ���� �� ��� �����
������� 	��
 ��� ���� � ��� �������� ���� �� ���� ��� �
���
����������� ��� ���� ����� ��� ����� �� ��� ������������ �	 �� !�� ��
������� �� ���� ����
� ����
�����
������� ��� �������� ����	��� �� ���� �� ��� ����%� �����
������ �����	���� ���� �������
������� �������� ���������� /71� !������
��� �� �������� ����� �� ����
� ���� ����� ����� ����
��
�������� ���� ���� �������� ��� ��������� �	 � �����
������ 	�� ����� ���� ��� ��� ��� ��������
��������� #���� �� ���� ��������� ����
� ���� ��� ����� 	��
��� ��� �� ��� ������� ��� ����������
	�� ��� ��������
� �� ������� ���� ����
����� �� ��� �� �������� ��
������� �	 ��� 
�����

#� ��������� ��� ������� �� �� ���������� ����� � A 3���4 ����� � �� ��� ��� �	 ��� �����
��������� ��� ���� ��������� � �� ��� ��� �	 ����� �� ��� ������� ������ �� 	������ ����� �3�� �4 ��
��� �������� ������� ����� � ��� ��

� A �3�� �4 � �� � � � ��� �3�� �4 � � ��� �� � ��� ������������

(��� ����� �� ��
���� �� � 	
�� ����� /6 �� .�1 �� ����� ��� �����% �����
������ ������ ��� � ����
$�� !����� � 	�� �� ���
���� (�� ������������ �	 � ���� � �� ������� �� ��� ���

�3�4 A �� � 3�� �4 � ��	

��� ����� �� ��� ������� ��� ��
��������� ��� ���� ��� 	�������� �����������

�� =��� ���� 
 ��� � ��� �� ��������� 
�� ����� ������ �� ��� ������� 	�� ��� �����
�������
�������� 	�� ���

.� =��� ���� 
 ��� � ���� ����� ��� ����������������� ������� �	 ������ ����� �� ������ �� ���

6� (� ������� �������� ���� ���� ��� � ���� ��

��������� ������ � ����� ����
��� ��� �����
�	 ��� �����
�������

�� ��� ����� 
���� � ������ ����� ���� ������� ������� ����� ��� ��	��
����� �� ������� �� �	 ���
������ ������� ��� � �������� ��� �	 ������� ����������� !�� ������� �� ����
� ���� ���� ��� 
� A 9
�� ������� ������� �	 ������ �� A � ��� � 	���� ���� �� A 9� #��� ��
� ���������� ����������
��
������� ��� 
���� ��� ������ ��� ��� ������ �� ��������)�� �� ��������� �� ����� 
������� ����
�������� ��� �������� !����� � ������� � ������ �	 ����� ������ ��� ������� �	 ��� ����� ������ ����
��� ��

��������� ����� �	 ��� ������ ����� �������� �� ��� ��� ����� ��������

�� ����� 	��� ��� �� ������� ��������� �� ���
����� 	������ ��� ������� �	��� ��
������
	������� ��� ������������� ������� ����� �������� �� ���������� � ��� � ������� � ����
������
�������� ��B������ �	 ��� ����� �	 ��� ����� ��� ��� �������� ��

��������� �
��� ����� �	 �����
�������������

��� ��
��
� �����

#� �������� ��� ������� 
���� �� ��� �� ��� �������� #� ������� ��� �������� ����� ����������
���� ���� ���������� #� ������� ��� ������ �	 
��� ������������
 � ���� ���������� 
�������

���� ������ �� ������� �� ��� ������� ������� ��
���� �� ��� ���� �	 ������ 
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R. Wilson, D. Tse and R. Scholtz, "Channel Identification: Secret Sharing using Reciprocity in UWB 
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A.S. Avestimehr and D. Tse, "Outage Capacity of the Fading Relay Channel in the Low SNR Regime", 
submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, Feb. 2006. 

R. Etkin, A. P. Parekh and D.Tse, "Spectrum Sharing in Unlicensed Bands", submitted to JSAC, 
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L. Zheng, D. Tse and M. Medard, "Channel Coherence in the Low SNR Regime", submitted to the IEEE 
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Networks", submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, 2004. 

A. Poon, D. Tse and R. Brodersen "Impact of Scattering on the Capacity, Diversity and Propagation 
Range of Multiple Antenna Channels" , to appear in the Transactions on Information Theory. (submitted 
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D. Tse, P. Viswanath and L. Zheng "Diversity-Multiplexing Tradeoff in Multiple Access Channels" , 
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N. Laneman, D. Tse and G. Wornell, " Cooperative Diversity in Wireless Networks: Efficient Protocols 
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L. Zheng and D. Tse, ``Diversity and Multiplexing: A Fundamental Tradeoff in Multiple Antenna 
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M. Grossglauser and D. Tse, "A Time-Scale Decomposition Approach to Measurement-Based 
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Abstract
GLSis anew distributedlocationservicewhichtracksmobilenode
locations. GLS combinedwith geographicforwardingallows the
constructionof adhocmobilenetworksthatscaleto a largernum-
berof nodesthanpossiblewith previous work. GLS is decentral-
ized andrunson the mobile nodesthemselves,requiringno fixed
infrastructure.Eachmobilenodeperiodicallyupdatesasmallsetof
othernodes(its locationservers)with its currentlocation. A node
sendsits positionupdatesto its locationserverswithout knowing
their actual identities,assistedby a predefinedorderingof node
identifiersand a predefinedgeographichierarchy. Queriesfor a
mobile node’s locationalsousethe predefinedidentifier ordering
andspatialhierarchyto find a locationserver for thatnode.

Experimentsusing the ns simulator for up to 600 mobile nodes
show that the storageand bandwidthrequirementsof GLS grow
slowly with the sizeof the network. Furthermore,GLS tolerates
nodefailureswell: eachfailurehasonly a limited effect andquery
performancedegradesgracefully as nodesfail and restart. The
query performanceof GLS is also relatively insensitive to node
speeds.Simplegeographicforwardingcombinedwith GLS com-
paresfavorablywith DynamicSourceRouting(DSR):in largernet-
works (over 200 nodes)our approachdelivers morepackets, but
consumesfewer network resources.

1. Intr oduction
This paperconsidersthe problemof routing in large ad hoc net-
worksof mobilehosts.Suchnetworksareof interestbecausethey
do not requireany prior investmentin fixedinfrastructure.Instead,
thenetwork nodesagreeto relayeachother’s packetstoward their
ultimatedestinations,andthenodesautomaticallyform their own
cooperative infrastructure.We describea system,Grid, thatcom-
binesa cooperative infrastructurewith locationinformationto im-
plementroutingin a largeadhocnetwork. WeanalyzeGrid’s loca-
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tion service(GLS),show thatit is correctandefficient,andpresent
simulationresultssupportingour analysis.

It ispossibletoconstructlargenetworksof fixednodestoday. Promi-
nentexamplesincludethe telephonesystemandthe Internet.The
cellulartelephonenetwork showshow thesewirednetworkscanbe
extendedto includelargenumbersof mobilenodes.However, these
networksrequirea largeup-frontinvestmentin fixedinfrastructure
beforethey areuseful—centraloffices, trunks,andlocal loopsin
thecaseof thetelephonesystem,radiotowersfor thecellularnet-
work. Furthermore,upgradingthesenetworks to meetincreasing
bandwidthrequirementshasprovenexpensive andslow.

Thefactthatlargefixedcommunicationinfrastructuresalreadyex-
ist might seemto limit theusefulnessof any competingapproach.
Thereare,however, a numberof situationsin which ad hoc net-
worksaredesirable.Usersmaybesosparseor densethat theap-
propriatelevel of fixed infrastructureis not an economicalinvest-
ment. Sometimesfixed infrastructureexists but cannotbe relied
upon,suchasduring disasterrecovery. Finally, existing services
maynot provideadequateservice,or maybetooexpensive.

Thoughad hoc networks areattractive, they aremoredifficult to
implementthanfixednetworks. Fixednetworks take advantageof
their static naturein two ways. First, they proactively distribute
network topology information amongthe nodes,and eachnode
pre-computesroutesthroughthat topology using relatively inex-
pensive algorithms.Second,fixednetworksembedroutinghintsin
nodeaddressesbecausethecompletetopologyof a largenetwork
is too unwieldy to processor distributeglobally. Neitherof these
techniquesworks well for networks with mobile nodesbecause
movementinvalidatestopology information and permanentnode
addressescannotincludedynamiclocationinformation. However,
thereis a topologicalassumptionthat works well for radio-based
ad hoc networks: nodesthat arephysicallyclosearelikely to be
closein thenetwork topology;that is, they will beconnectedby a
smallnumberof radiohops.

Grid usesgeographicalforwardingto takeadvantageof thesimilar-
ity betweenphysicalandnetwork proximity. A sourcemustknow
thegeographicalpositionsof any destinationto which it wishesto
send,andmustlabelpacketsfor thatdestinationwith its position.
An intermediatenodeonly needsto know its own positionandthe
positionsof nearbynodes;thatis enoughinformationto relayeach
packet throughtheneighborthatis geographicallyclosestto theul-
timatedestination.Although Grid forwardspacketsbasedpurely
uponlocal geographicinformation,it is highly likely thatpackets
arealsoapproachingtheir destinationasmeasuredby thenumber



of remaininghopsto thedestination.Becausenodesonly needlo-
cal information,� regardlessof the total network size, geographic
forwardingis attractive for large-scalenetworks.

However, to beuseful in a largercontext, a systembasedon geo-
graphicforwardingmustalsoprovide a mechanismfor sourcesto
learnthepositionsof destinations.Topreservescalability, thisloca-
tion servicemustallow queriesandupdatesto beperformedusing
only a handfulof messages.Of course,the locationserviceitself
mustoperateusingonly geographicforwarding. It shouldalsobe
scalablein thefollowing senses:

1. No nodeshouldbe a bottleneck—thework of maintaining
thelocationserviceshouldbespreadevenly over thenodes.

2. The failure of a nodeshouldnot affect the reachabilityof
many othernodes.

3. Queriesfor the locationsof nearbyhostsshouldbesatisfied
with correspondinglylocal communication.Thiswould also
allow operationin thefaceof network partitions.

4. Theper-nodestorageandcommunicationcostof thelocation
serviceshouldgrow asa small functionof the total number
of nodes.

TheGrid locationservice(GLS)presentedin thispapersatisfiesall
of theserequirements.

The rest of the paperdescribesthe designand simulatedperfor-
manceof Grid. Section2 reviews existing work in scalableadhoc
networking. Section3 describesthe characteristicsof geographic
forwarding.Section4 describesGrid’s distributedlocationservice
algorithm. Section5 describesour implementationof geographic
forwardingandtheGLSin detail.Section6 analyzesGrid’srouting
performanceandscalabilityusingsimulations.Section7 suggests
areasfor future improvements.Section8 summarizesthe paper’s
contributions.

2. RelatedWork
Most existing adhocroutingsystemsdistributeeithertopologyin-
formationor queriesto all nodesin the network. Some,suchas
DSDV [16], areproactive; they continuouslymaintainrouteentries
for all destinations.Other techniquesare reactive, andconstruct
routesto destinationsasthey arerequired. This includessystems
suchasDSR[10], AODV [15], andTORA[14]. Brochetal. [4] and
Johanssonet al. [9] eachprovide overviews of thesead hoc rout-
ing techniques,alongwith comparative measurementsusingsmall
(30–50node)simulations. Grid’s main contribution comparedto
theseworksis increasedscalability.

More closelyrelatedto Grid areprotocolsthatusegeographicpo-
sitions.Finn’sCartesianrouting[7] addresseseachnodewith age-
ographiclocationaswell asa uniqueidentifier. Packetsarerouted
by sendingthem to the neighborclosestto the packet’s ultimate
destination.Deadendsarehandledby scopedflooding. However,
Finngivesnodetailedexplanationof how nodelocationsarefound
or how mobility is handled.

More recentwork on geographicapproachesto routing includes
theDREAM [2] andLAR [13] systems.Both systemsroutepack-
etsgeographically, in a mannersimilar to Finn’s Cartesiansystem.

They differ in how anodeacquiresthegeographicpositionof ades-
tination. DREAM nodesproactively flood position updatesover
the whole network, allowing othernodesto build completeposi-
tion databases.LAR nodesreactively flood positionqueriesover
the entirenetwork whenthey wish to find the positionof a desti-
nation. Becausethey both involve globalflooding,neithersystem
seemssuitedto largenetworks.

The Landmarksystem[17, 18] actively maintainsa hierarchyto
provide routing in a changingnetwork. Nodesin a Landmarknet-
work have uniquepermanentIDs that are not directly useful for
routing.EachnodealsohasachangeableLandmarkaddress,which
consistsof a list of IDs of nodesalongthepathfrom a well-known
root to the node’s currentlocation. A Landmarkaddresscan be
useddirectly for routing,sinceit is similar to a sourceroute. The
Landmarksystemprovidesa locationservicethatmapsIDs to cur-
rent addresses.EachnodeX sendsupdatescontainingits current
Landmarkaddressto a nodethatactsasits addressserver, chosen
by hashingX’s ID to producea Landmarkaddress� . If a nodeY
exists with that address,Y actsasX’s locationserver. Otherwise
thenodewith Landmarkaddressclosestto � is used.Anyonelook-
ing for X canusethe samealgorithmto find X’s locationserver,
which canbequeriedto find X’s currentLandmarkaddress.This
combinationof locationserversandaddressesthatencoderouting
information is similar to the architecturedescribedin this paper.
Grid, however, avoidsbuilding hierarchies,asthey arevulnerable
to themovementof nodesnearthetopof thehierarchy.

3. GeographicForwarding
We usea simpleschemefor geographicforwardingthat is similar
to Cartesianrouting[7]. Eachnodedeterminesits own geographic
positionusinga mechanismsuchasGPS[1]; positionsconsistof
latitudeand longitude. A nodeannouncesits presence,position,
andvelocity to its neighbors(othernodeswithin radio range)by
broadcastingperiodicHELLO packets. Eachnodemaintainsa ta-
ble of its currentneighbors’identitiesand geographicpositions.
Theheaderof a packet destinedfor a particularnodecontainsthe
destination’s identityaswell asits geographicposition.Whennode
needsto forwarda packet toward locationP, thenodeconsultsits
neighbortableandchoosesthe neighborclosestto P. It thenfor-
wardsthe packet to that neighbor, which itself appliesthe same
forwardingalgorithm. Thepacket stopswhenit reachesthedesti-
nation.

A packetmayalsoreachanodethatdoesnotknow aboutany nodes
closerthan itself to the ultimatedestination.This dead-endindi-
catesthatthereis a “hole” in thegeographicdistribution of nodes.
In that case,the implementationdescribedin this papergivesup
andsendsanerrormessageto thepacket’s sourcenode.

Recovering from dead-endsis possibleusing the sameneighbor
positiontableusedin geographicforwarding.Karp andKungpro-
poseGPSR[12], a geographicrouting systemthat usesa planar
subgraphof the wirelessnetwork’s graphto route aroundholes.
They simulateGPSRon mobilenetworkswith 50–200nodes,and
show that it deliversmorepacketssuccessfullywith lower routing
protocoloverheadthanDSRonnetworkswith morethan50nodes.
Boseetal. independentlydemonstratea loop-freemethodfor rout-
ing packetsaroundholesusingonly informationlocal to eachnode.
The methodworks only for unit graphs, in which two nodescan
communicatedirectly in exactly thecasesin which they arewithin
somefixeddistanceof eachother.
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Figure 1: Fraction of data packets unable to be delivered us-
ing geographicforwarding with a perfect location service, asa
function of nodedensity. The simulation areais 1 km � .
3.1 Effect of Density
Geographicforwardingworks bestwhennodesaredenseenough
thatdeadendsarenot common.We presenta simpleevaluationof
theeffectsof nodedensityusingthens[6] network simulator. The
simulatednodeshave2 MegabitpersecondIEEE802.11radios[5]
with rangesof about250meters;eachnodetransmitsHELLO mes-
sagesat 2 secondintervals,androutingtableentriesexpire after4
seconds.Nodesmove continuouslyat 10 m/s; eachnodemoves
by selectinga randomdestination,moving towardit, andselecting
a new destinationwhen it reachesthe old one. Eachnodesends
packetsto threedestinationnodesselectedat random;eachconver-
sationstartsata timeselectedrandomlyover the300secondlife of
the simulation. A conversationinvolvessending6 packetsof 128
byteseachat quartersecondintervals. Sendersknow the correct
geographicpositionsof destinations.

Figure 1 is the result of simulationsover a rangeof nodedensi-
ties. In eachsimulation, the nodesare placedat randomin a 1
km� square. The graphreportsthe fraction of packets that were
not deliveredfor eachnodedensity. In this scenario,geographic
forwardingworkswell for morethan50 nodespersquarekilome-
ter. If 50nodesareevenly placedin a 1 km� square,theinter-node
spacingis �����
	����������� ��� meters,which is within radiorange.
More generally, the simulationresultsagreewith a mathematical
analysisof randomnodesdistributed throughoutthe unit square:
onecanprove that if thecommunicationradiusis � andthenum-
berof pointsexceeds������ ������� ������� ��� perkm� , thendeadendsare
extremelyunlikely to occur.

4. The Grid Location Service
Combininggeographicforwardingwith amechanismfor determin-
ing thelocationof anodeimplementsthetraditionalnetwork layer:
any nodecansendpacketsto any othernode.A trivial locationser-
vice might consistof a staticallypositionedlocationserver. Nodes
wouldperiodicallyupdatethisserver(usinggeographicforwarding
to theserver’s well-known coordinates)with their currentlocation.
For a nodeA to contactnodeB, A queriesthe locationserver for
B’s currentlocationbeforeusinggeographicforwardingto contact
B.

Usinga singlelocationserver hasa numberof problems.Thecen-
tralized server is a single point of failure; it is unlikely to scale

to a large numberof mobile nodes;it cannot allow multiple net-
work partitionsto eachfunction normally in their own partition;
andnodesnearto eachothergainno advantages—they mustcon-
tact a potentiallydistantlocationserver in order to communicate
locally.

We introducea distributedlocationservice(GLS) that is designed
to addresstheseproblems.GLS is fault-tolerant;thereis nodepen-
denceon speciallydesignatednodes.GLS scalesto largenumbers
of nodes;our goal is to provide a servicethatscalesto at leastthe
sizeof a largemetropolitanarea.Finally, GLS operateseffectively
even for isolatedpocketsof nodes.A nodeshouldbe ableto de-
terminethelocationof any nodethat it canreachwith geographic
forwarding. That is, a location lookup shouldnot involve nodes
thataretoo far “out of theway” of astraightline trip from thenode
performingthelookupto thenodebeinglookedup.

GLS is basedon theideathata nodemaintainsits currentlocation
in anumberof locationserversdistributedthroughoutthenetwork.
Theselocationserversarenot speciallydesignated;eachnodeacts
asa locationserver on behalfof someothernodes. The location
serversfor a nodearerelatively densenearthenodebut sparsefar-
therfrom node;this ensuresthatanyoneneara destinationcanuse
a nearbylocationserver to find thedestination,while alsolimiting
the numberof locationserversfor eachnode. On the otherhand
long distancequeriesare not disproportionallypenalized:query
pathlengthsareproportionalto datapathlengths.

In orderto spreaduniformly thework of actingaslocationservers,
GLS avoids techniquessuchasleaderelectionor hierarchyto de-
terminelocationserver responsibility. Theseschemesplaceundue
stresson the nodesunlucky enoughto be electedas a leaderor
placedathigherlevelsin thehierarchy. InsteadGLS allows anode
X to selecta setof locationserversthat,probabilistically, is unlike
thesetof serversselectedby othernodesanddoesnotchangedras-
tically asnodesenteror leave thenetwork. Nodessearchingfor X
areableto find X’s locationserversusingno prior knowledgebe-
yondnodeX’s ID. This is accomplishedby carryingout muchthe
sameprotocolthatX usedto selectits serversin thefirst place.

Our approachdraws its intuition from ConsistentHashing, a tech-
niquedevelopedto supporthierarchicalcachingof webpages[11].
To avoid making a single nodeinto the bottleneckof the hierar-
chical cache,that paperuseda hashfunction to build a distinct
hierarchyfor eachpage,much as we usea distinct location ser-
vice hierarchyfor eachtarget. Also like our paper, thatpaperused
nestedqueryradii to ensurethatqueriesfor agivenpagedid notgo
to cachesmuchfartheraway thanthepageitself.

GLS balancesthelocationserver work evenly acrossall thenodes
if thereis a randomdistribution of nodeIDs acrossthe network.
GLS ensuresthatnodesareallocatedunique,randomIDs by using
a stronghashfunctionto obtainanID from a node’s uniquename.
Thenamecouldbeany uniquelyallocatedname,suchasInternet
hostnames,IP addresses,or MAC addresses.For purposesof dis-
cussingthe GLS, a node’s ID is moreinterestingthanits original
name,thereforewhenwe referto a nodeA, we arereferringto the
nodewhosenamehashesto A.

4.1 Selectingand Querying Location Servers
GLS provides for distributed location lookupsby replicatingthe
knowledgeof anode’s currentlocationatasmallsubsetof thenet-



Figure 2: A pieceof the global partitioning of the world. A
few example squares of various orders are shown with dark
shading. The lightly shadedsquare is shown as an example
of a 2x2 square which is not an order-2 square becauseof its
location. An order- � square’s lower left corner’s coordinates
must beof the form � ��!�"#%$'&)()!"�#*$ � for integers � , ( .

work’snodes.Thissetof nodesis referredto asthenode’s location
servers. A nodeA hoping to contactnodeB canqueryoneof a
numberof othernodesthatknow B’s location. Of course,A must
be able to contactthe nodesthat know B’s location. This means
that A’s searchfor B’s location servers and B’s original recruit-
mentof locationserversoughtto leadto the sameservers. When
B recruitslocationserversit usesthesameinformationthatA will
havewhensearchingfor B’s locationservers:B’snameandcertain
informationthatall nodeshave at startup.

At startup,all nodesknow thesameglobalpartitioningof theworld
into a hierarchyof gridswith squaresof increasingsize,asshown
in Figure2. Thesmallestsquareis referredto asanorder-1 square.
Four order-1 squaresmake up an order-2 square,andso on. It is
importantthatnot everysquaremadeup of four order- � squaresis
alsoanorder- �+�-,.� � square.Rather, to avoid overlap,a particular
order- � squareis partof only oneorder- �+�/,0� � square,not four.
This maintainsanimportantinvariant: a nodeis locatedin exactly
one squareof eachsize. This systemof increasingsquaresizes
providesacontext in whichanodeselectsfewerandfewer location
serversat greaterdistances.Our choiceof a grid-basedpartitionis
somewhatarbitrary;any otherbalancedhierarchicalpartitionof the
spacecanbeusedinstead.

Considerhow B determineswhich nodesto updatewith its chang-
ing location,usingits ID andthepredeterminedgrid hierarchy. B
knows thatothernodeswill wantto locateit, but thatthey will have
little knowledgebeyondB’sID. B’sstrategy is to recruitnodeswith
IDs “close” to its own ID to serveasits locationservers.Wedefine
thenodeclosestto B in ID spaceto bethenodewith the leastID
greaterthanB. TheID spaceis consideredto becircular, 2 is closer
to 17 than7 is to 17.
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Figure 3: The inset squaresare regionsin which B will seeka
location server. The nodesthat becomeB’s location servers are
circledand shown in bold.

If we considerthetreecorrespondingto thegrid decomposition,a
nodeselectslocationserversin eachsibling of a squarethat con-
tains the node. The exact detailsof the selectionarebestunder-
stoodwith anexample(seeFigure3). A nodechoosesthreeloca-
tion servers for eachlevel of the grid hierarchy. For example,in
thefigure,B recruitsthreeserversin order-1 squares,threeservers
in order-2 squares,andthreeserversin order-3 squares.In eachof
the threeorder-1 squaresthat,alongwith B’s own order-1 square,
make up anorder-2 square,B choosesthenodeclosestto itself in
ID spaceasa server. The samelocationserver selectionprocess
occursin higherorder squares.In the threeorder-2 squaresthat
combinewith B’s order-2 squareto make anorder-3 square,B se-
lects26,31,and43 aslocationservers.

Figure 4 shows the stateof a Grid network onceall nodeshave
provided their coordinatesto the nodesthat will act astheir loca-
tion servers.With thecompletenetwork stateasreference,we can
returnto theproblemof how A findsthelocationof B.

To performa locationquery, A sendsa request(usinggeographic
forwarding)to theleastnodegreaterthanor equalto B for whichA
haslocationinformation.Thatnodeforwardsthequeryin thesame
way, andsoon. Eventually, thequerywill reachalocationserverof
B whichwill fowardthequeryto B itself. Sincethequerycontains
A’s location,B canresponddirectly usinggeographicforwarding.
The location query is forwardedall the way to B so that B can
respondwith its latestlocation.

For illustrative purposeswe have ignoredan importantbootstrap-
pingissue.Wehaveassumedthatnodesselecttheir locationservers
appropriatelyandsendtheir coordinatesto them. This appearsto
assumethatanodecanscananentiresquare(of arbitrarysize)and
choosetheappropriatenodeto actasits server. In fact,nodesroute
updatepacketsto their locationserverswithoutknowing their iden-
tities. Assumethata nodeB wishesto recruit a locationserver in
someorder- � square.B sendsa packet,usinggeographicforward-
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Figure 4: An entire network’ s location server organization.
Each node is shown with the list of nodesfor which it has up
to date location information; B’s location servers are shown in
bold. Two possiblequeriesby A for B’s location are shown.

ing, to thatsquare.Thefirst nodeL in thesquarethat receivesthe
packet begins a location updateprocessthat closely resemblesa
queryfor B’s location;but this updatewill actuallycarry thecur-
rentlocationof B alongwith it. As we will demonstratebelow, the
updatewill arriveat theleastnodegreaterthanB beforeleaving the
order- � squarecontainingL . This is exactly theappropriatedesti-
nationfor the locationupdateto go to; the final destinationnode
simply recordsB’s currentlocationandbecomesa locationserver
for B.

Theonly requirementfor B to distribute its locationto theappro-
priate server in an order- � squareis that the nodescontainedin
thesquarehave alreadydistributedtheir locationsthroughoutthat
square. If we imagineanentireGrid systembeingturnedon at the
sametime, order-1 squareswould exchangeinformationusingthe
local routingprotocol,thennodescouldrecruit their order-2 loca-
tion servers,thenorder-3,etc.Oncetheorder- � locationserversare
operating,thereis sufficient routingcapabilityto setup theorder-�+�
,1� � locationservers.

4.2 Efficiency Analysis
When nodesarenot moving, the numberof stepstaken by a lo-
cationqueryfrom A to B is no morethantheorderof thesmallest
squarein whichA andB arecolocated.A locationquerystepis dis-
tinct from a singlehop in thegeographicforwardinglayer;indeed,
eachlocationquerystepis likely to requireseveralgeographicfor-
wardinghops.In Figure4, theentirediagramis anorder-4 square.
Thereforeall queriescanbeperformedin no morethanfour loca-
tion querysteps.

At eachstep,a querymakesits way to thebest(closestin ID space
to thedestination)nodeatsuccessively higherlevelsin thegrid hi-
erarchy. At the start, the query is forwardedto the bestnodein
thelocalorder-1 squareusingthelocal routingprotocol.Fromthis

point on, eachstepmoves the query to the bestnodein the next
largercontainingsquare;whenthatnext largersquarecontainsthe
destinationnode,thebestnode(closestto thedestinationID) must
bethedestinationitself. Thusthequery’s next stepis to thedesti-
nation. This behavior not only limits the numberof stepsneeded
to satisfya query, it alsoboundsthe geographicregion in which
the querywill propagate.Becausethe queryproceedsinto larger
andlargersquaresthat still containthesource, thequerywill stay
insidethesmallestsquarecontainingthesourceandthedestination.

To understandwhy eachstepbringsthequeryto thebestnodein a
largersquare,wewill first considerthequeryfrom nodeA (76) for
theaddressof B (17),shown startingin thelower right of Figure4.
Our abbreviatedtopologyhasno morethanonenodeper square,
so the query trivially begins at the bestnode,itself, in its order-
1 square. The querymoves to the bestnode(21) in A’s order-2
square,because76 happensto know thepositionsfor all thenodes
in its order-2 square.This is anartifactof our sparselayout,sothe
next steptells the importantstory: why 21 knows the locationof
thebestnodein thenext higherordersquare.

Recallthat21is thebestnodein its order-2 square.Thisguarantees
that no nodesin that squarehave IDs between17 and21. Now,
considera nodeX somewherein node21’s order-3 square,but not
in 21’sorder-2 square.RecallthatX hadto choosealocationserver
in node21’s order-2 square.If X’s ID is between17 and21 then
X musthave chosennode21 asa locationserver sincethereare
no betternodesin node21’s order-2 square.Thus,node21 knows
aboutall nodesin its order-3 squarethat lie between17 anditself,
including the minimum suchnode. In this case,that nodeis 20.
At thenext step,node20 mustknow aboutall nodesin theorder-
4 squarebetween17 anditself. Sincenodes20 and17 sharethe
sameorder-4 square(theentirefigure),node20 knows aboutnode
17,andthequeryis finished.

Theabove exampledemonstrateswhy node21 knew node20’s lo-
cationandwasthereforeableto move thequeryfrom thebestnode
in its order-2 squareto thebestnodein its order-3 square.Onemay
wonder, however, why node21 doesnot know aboutsomeother
nodewhoseID is between17and20,andwhichliesatadistantlo-
cation. This would beundesirableasnode21 would thenforward
thepacket farawaysimplybecause,for example,it mightknow the
locationof node19. But this cannothappenbecausenode20 acts
asa shield for node21 during locationserver selection. That is,
for any nodeoutsideof the lower right quadrantof figure4, node
21 is guaranteednot to bethebestchoicefor locationserver; node
20 will alwaysbe preferable.In addition,becauseevery location
query is labelledwith its source,intermediatequery stepsknow
whatlevel of thehierarchythequeryis currentlyin, andcanrefrain
from sendingqueriestoo far away.

Having built an intuition, we now give an inductive proof that a
queryneedsnomorethan � locationquerystepsto reachits desti-
nationwhenthesourceanddestinationarecolocatedin anorder- �
square.Furthermore,thequerynever leavestheorder- � squarein
which it starts.Weassume,without lossof generality, thatthedes-
tination node’s ID is 0. We thenproceedinductively to prove the
following equivalentclaim: in � or fewer locationquerysteps,a
queryreachesthenodewith the lowestID (i.e closestto 0) in the
order- � squarecontainingthesource.Sincethedestinationis node
0, whenthequeryreachestheorder- � squarethatcontainsboththe
sourceandthedestinationnodes,it mustreachthedestination.



Basecase(order-1 square): The querybegins at a nodeX. Node
X may2 or may not be the nodewith the lowest ID in its order-1
square. If so, the query trivially reachesthe lowest node in the
order-1 squareafterzerolocationquerysteps.If X is not thenode
with thelowestID, thenX will know thelocationof thenodewith
the lowest ID in the order-1 square,Y, throughthe local routing
protocol.NodeX will not know of any othernodeswith IDs lower
than Y. Any suchnodewould not have selectedX asa location
server asY would alwayshave beenthe betterchoice. Therefore
the lowestnodethatX is awareof is Y andthequerywill be for-
wardedtherein onelocationquerystep.

Inductivestep(order- �+�/,3� � square): We claim that if a queryis
at thenodeX with thelowestID in its order- � square,thenX will
routethequeryto thenodeY with thelowestID in its order- �+�4,5� �
squarewith oneor zerolocationquerysteps.If X hasthe lowest
nodeID in the order- �+�6,7� � square,then our claim is trivially
true. If not, X will know the coordinatesof Y andwill not know
thecoordinatesof any nodelower thanY outsidetheorder- �+�8,9� �
square. Node X will know the coordinatesof Y becauseY will
have selectedX asa locationserver. NodeY musthave selecteda
locationserver in X’sorder- � squarebecauseY’sorder- � squareis
a partof thesameorder- �+�
,3� � squareasX’s. NodeY musthave
selectedX becauseX is thelowestnodein its squarethatis greater
thanY. NodeX will not know thelocationof any nodelower than
Y outsideof its order- �+�
,:� � squarebecausewhenany suchnode
soughta locationserver in X’s order- �+�/,3� � square,NodeY was
thebetterchoice.ThereforethelowestnodethatX is awareof is Y
andthequerywill beforwardedtherein onelocationquerystep. ;
It is importantto rememberhowever, that this proof appliesonly
to a staticnetwork. Additional techniques,describedin Section5,
help Grid to dealwith the problemscereatedby mobility. These
sectionsdescribeGrid’s approachto keepinglocation servers up
to datein the faceof nodemotionandGrid’s recovery techniques
when,despiteupdates,location informationis found to be out of
date.

5. Implementation
Thissectiondescribesthedetailsof thegeographicforwardingand
GLS protocols.

5.1 GeographicForwarding
The geographicforwarding layer usesa two hop distancevector
protocol. This helpsalleviate holesin the topology and ensures
thateachnodeknows thelocationof all nodesin its order-1 square.
Eachnodemaintainsa table of immediateneighborsas well as
eachneighbor’s neighbors. Eachentry in the table includesthe
node’s ID, location, speed,anda timestamp. Eachnodeperiod-
ically broadcastsa list of all neighborsit can reachin one hop,
usinga HELLO message.Whena nodereceivesa HELLO mes-
sage,it updatesits local routing table with the HELLO message
information. Using this protocolnodesmay learnabouttwo hop
neighbors—nodesthatcannotbereacheddirectly, but canbereached
in two hopsvia the neighborthat sentthe HELLO message.The
routing tableis alsoupdatedevery time a nodereceivesa packet,
usingthepacket’s lasthopinformation.

Eachentryin theneighbortableexpiresafterafixedtimeout.How-
ever, whenanentryexpires,thenodeestimatestheneighbor’s cur-
rent position using its recordedspeed. If it would likely still be
in range,the entry may still be usedfor forwarding,but it is not

HELLO
SourceID
Sourcelocation
Sourcespeed
Neighborlist: IDs andlocations
Forwardingpointers

Figure5: HELLO packet fields.

reportedasa neighborin further HELLO messages.This special
treatmentis justified by two propertiesof the 802.11MAC layer.
First,broadcastpacketsaremorelikely to belost in thefaceof con-
gestionthanunicastpackets.Thusit is notunusualto missHELLO
messagesfrom anodethatis still nearby. Second,unicasttransmis-
sionsareacknowledged.If theneighborhasactuallymovedaway,
the transmittingnodewill benotifiedwhenit attemptsto forward
packets throughthe missingnode. The invalid neighborentry is
thenremovedimmediatelyanda new forwardingpathis chosen.

To selectanext hop,nodesfirst chooseasetof nodesfrom all nodes
in their neighbortable.This setconsistsof thebestnodesto move
thepacket to, asdefinedby theshortestdistanceto thedestination
from thecandidatenodes.All nodeswhosedistancesto thedesti-
nationarenearlyequalareconsideredin this set. Call this set < .
If < containsany single-hopneighbors,removedouble-hopneigh-
borsfrom < . A node,X, is thenchosenat randomfrom < . If X
is a single-hopneighbor, thepacket is forwardedto X, otherwise,
sinceX may be reachablefrom any numberof singlehop neigh-
bors,thebestsuchneighboris chosenandthepacket is forwarded
to thatnode.If thetransmissionfails, thechosennodeis removed
from considerationandthepacket is reprocessed,startingwith the
original < (with X removedif it wasa single-hopneighbor).

5.2 Updating Location Inf ormation
GLS maintainstwo tablesin eachnode. The location table holds
thenode’s portionof thedistributedlocationdatabase;eachentry
consistsof a nodeID and that node’s geographiclocation. The
locationcache holds locationinformationthat the nodelearnsby
looking at updatepacketsit forwards.A nodeonly usesthecache
whenoriginatingdatapackets. Becauseeachnodeusestheneigh-
bor tablemaintainedby the geographicforwarding layer to learn
aboutothernodesin its order-1 square,thenodedoesnot needto
sendnormalGLS updateswithin its order-1 square.

As a nodemoves,it mustupdateits locationservers. Nodesavoid
generatingexcessive amountsof updatetraffic by linking their lo-
cationupdateratesto their distancetraveled. A nodeupdatesits
order-2 locationserversevery time it movesa particularthreshold
distance= sincesendingthelastupdate;thenodeupdatesits order-
3 serversaftereachmovementof !�= . In general,anodeupdatesits
order- > serversafter eachmovementof !�?@# � = . This meansthata
nodesendsout updatesat a rateproportionalto its speedandthat
updatesaresentto distantserverslessoften thanto local servers.
In addition,nodessendlocationupdatesat a low rateeven when
stationary.

Locationupdatepackets(seeFigure6) includea timeoutvaluethat
correspondsto theperiodicupdateinterval, allowing theserversto
invalidateentriesshortly after a new entry is expected. The time
at which the locationupdatepacket is generatedis also included
in the updatepacket so that the freshnessof location information
obtainedfrom differentnodesfor thesamedestinationcanbecom-



LOCATION UPDATE
SourceID
Sourcelocation
Sourcetimestamp
Updatedestinationsquare
Updatetimeout
Next locationserver’s ID
Next locationserver’s location

Figure6: GLS update packet fields.

LOCATION QUERY
SourceID
Sourcelocation
UltimatetargetID
Next locationserver’s ID
Next locationserver’s location
Timestampfrom previousserver’s database

Figure7: GLS query packet fields.

pared.GPSreceiverscanprovide every nodein thenetwork with
closelysynchronizedtime.

Whenforwardingan update,a nodeaddsthe update’s contentsto
its locationcache.The nodeassociatesa relatively short timeout
valuewith thecachedentriesregardlessof therecommendedtime-
out valuecarriedin theupdatepacket.

Nodespiggybacktheir locationinformationondatapackets,sothat
two nodeswhoarecommunicatingalwaysknow how to reacheach
other. In the caseof one-way communication,nodesalso peri-
odically sendtheir positioninformationdirectly to nodeswho are
sendingthemdata.

5.3 Performing Queries
Whena nodeS originatesa datapacket for destinationD, it first
checksits locationcacheandlocationtableto find D’s location. If
it finds an entry for D, it sendsthe packet to D’s recordedloca-
tion usinggeographicforwarding.Otherwise,S initiatesa location
queryfor D usingtheGLS. GLS will eventuallydeliver thequery
packet (Figure7) to D, which will geographicallyroutea response
to S thatincludesD’scurrentlocation.

If S hadto initiate a GLS query, it storesthedatapacket in a send
buffer while it waits for the reply from D. NodeS reinitiatesthe
queryperiodicallyif it getsnoreply, usingbinaryexponentialback-
off to increasethetimeoutintervals.

5.4 Location Query Failur es
A locationquerymayfail for tworeasons.First,anodemayreceive
aquerypacket for D, andnotknow thelocationof any nodewith an
ID closerto D thanitself. This typeof failure is relatively uncom-
mon. It occurswhena locationserver hasnot recentlyreceived a
locationupdatefor anodeit shouldknow about.Becausetheserver
hastimedout thenode’s previousupdate,it hasno way to forward
the querypacket. Therearewaysto alleviate thesefailures,such
asusingstalelocationdatain a lastditch effort to forwarda query
packet if thequerywould otherwisefail. Thesecondtypeof query
failureoccurswhena locationserver forwardsa packet to thenext
closestnode’s square,but thenodeis no longerin thatsquare(that

is, thelocationinformationat thepreviouslocationserver is outof
date).Becausethis failuremodeis morecommon,Grid containsa
specializedmechanismto alleviatetheproblem.

ConsideranodeD thathasrecentlymovedfrom theorder-1 squareA $ to the order-1 square A � . Node D’s location servers, particu-
larly thosethat are far away, will think that D is in A $ until D’s
next updatesreachthem.To copewith this,D leavesa“forwarding
pointer” in A $ indicatingthat it hasmoved to A � . Whena packet
arrivesin A $ for D, it canbecorrectlysenton by following thefor-
wardingpointer. D broadcastsits forwardingpointerto all nodes
in A $ whenleaving. Conceptually, we canthink of the forwarding
pointersasbeinglocatedin thesquare A $ ratherthanat any partic-
ular node. Therefore,all nodesthat move into A $ shouldpick up
the forwardingpointersassociatedwith A $ , andwhennodesleaveA $ , they shouldforget the correspondingforwardingpointers. To
propagateforwarding pointersto all nodesin the order-1 square
andkeepall newcomersto thesquareupdated,a randomlychosen
subsetof theforwardingpointersstoredat anode(up to five in our
simulationimplementation)is piggybacked on thenode’s periodic
HELLO messages.Uponhearinga HELLO message,a nodeadds
eachforwarding pointer in that messageto its own collection of
forwardingpointers,but only if the pointer’s original broadcaster
wasin thesamesquareasthenode.In thisway, forwardingpointer
informationis effectively andefficiently spreadto everynodein the
square.With thispropagationmechanism,evenif all thenodesthat
originally receivedD’s forwardingpointerwereto leavethesquare
themselves,theinformationwould still beavailablein thesquare.

6. PerformanceAnalysis
This sectionpresentssimulation resultsfor GLS that show how
well it scales.Goodscalingmeansthat the amountof work each
nodeperformsdoesnot risequickly asa functionof thetotal num-
berof nodes.Weusetwo metricsfor work: thenumberof location
databaseentrieseachnodemuststore,and the numberof proto-
col packetseachnodemustoriginateor forwardin orderto routea
given workload. Thesimulationsshow that thesecostsscalewell
with thenumberof nodes.

Mobility increasesthe work requiredin two ways. First, a node
thatmovesmustupdateits locationservers. Second,if a nodehas
movedrecently, somenodesmayretainout-of-datelocationinfor-
mationfor it; this will causequeriesfor themoved nodeto travel
fartherthannecessary, or to fail andneedto be resent. Handling
mobility requiresa tradeoff betweenthe bandwidthusedby loca-
tion updatesandthebandwidthavailablefor data.If amoving node
sendsupdatesaggressively, othernodesaremorelikely to beable
to find it. However, the updatesconsumebandwidthin competi-
tion with data. Worse,a very aggressive updatepolicy maycause
enoughcongestionthat updatesthemselves are dropped. At the
otherextreme,a nodecouldsendupdatesinfrequentlyeven when
moving quickly, increasingthe amountof bandwidthavailableto
data. However, that bandwidthis not useful if the successrateof
locationquerybecomeslow becauseof inaccuratelocationinfor-
mation. Thesimulationsshow thatGrid canachieve a reasonable
tradeoff for thechoiceof updaterate.

6.1 Simulation Scenario
The simulationsuseCMU’s wirelessextensions[8] for the ns [6]
simulator. Thenodesusethe IEEE 802.11radioandMAC model
provided by the CMU extensions;eachradio’s rangeis approxi-
mately a disc with a 250 meterradius. The simulationswithout
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Figure8: GLS query successrate asa function of the total num-
ber of nodes.The nodesmove at speedsup to 10 m/s (about 22
milesper hour). Eachline correspondsto a differ entmovement
update thr eshold.

datatraffic use1 Megabit persecondradios;thesimulationswith
datatraffic use2 Megabitspersecondradios.Eachsimulationruns
for 300simulatedseconds.Eachdatapointpresentedis anaverage
of five simulationruns.

Thenodesareplacedatuniformly randomlocationsin asquareuni-
verse.Thesizeof eachsimulation’s universeis chosento maintain
anaveragenodedensityof around100nodespersquarekilometer.
Onereasonfor this choiceis thatwe intendthesystemto beused
over relatively largeareassuchasa campusor city, ratherthanin
concentratedlocationssuchasa conferencehall. Anotherreason
is thatwe expectany deployedsystemto useradiosthatallow the
power level to be decreasedin areaswith high nodedensity. The
GLS order-1 squareis 250meterson a side.For a network of 600
nodes,which is thebiggestsimulationwehave done,thegrid hier-
archygoesup to order-5 in a squareuniverse2900mona side.

Eachnodemovesusinga“randomwaypoint”model[4]. Thenode
choosesa randomdestinationand moves toward it with a con-
stantspeedchosenuniformly betweenzeroanda maximumspeed
(10 m/s unlessnotedotherwise).Whenthe nodereachesthedes-
tination, it choosesa new destinationandbeginsmoving towardit
immediately. Thesesimulationsdo not involve a pausetime.

6.2 GLS Results
The resultsin this sectioninvolve only GLS (andgeographicfor-
warding),without any datatraffic. Thedefault simulationparame-
tersfor thissectionarean802.11radiobandwidthof 1 Megabitper
second,anda communicationmodel in which eachnodeinitiates
an averageof 15 locationqueriesto randomdestinationsover the
courseof the 300 secondsimulation,startingat 30 seconds.The
locationupdatethresholddistanceis an importantparameterthat
mayneedto betuned.For this reasonwe presentresultsfor three
valuesof thethreshold:100,150,and200meters.

Figure8 showsthesuccessratefor GLSlocationqueries,asafunc-
tion of thetotalnumberof nodes.Queriesarenot retransmitted,so
a successmeansa successon the first try. As mentionedearlier,
mostfailuresaredueto eitherlocationinformationinvalidatedby
nodemotion or nodesnot beingcorrectlyupdatedbecauseof de-
layedor lost locationupdates.Thesuccessratefor datasentafter
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Figure10: Averagequery path length (in hops)asa function of
the query reply path length, for 300nodesmoving up to 10m/s.

a successfulquerywould be muchhigherthanindicatedherebe-
causethe endpointsof a connectiondirectly inform eachotherof
their movements.

Figure9 shows the averagenumberof Grid protocolpackets for-
wardedandoriginatedpersecondpernodeasafunctionof thetotal
numberof nodes.Grid generatesthreetypesof protocolpackets:
HELLO packetsthataregeneratedevery two secondsbut not for-
warded,locationupdatepackets that arealsoperiodicbut require
forwarding,andlocationqueryandreply packetsthatalsorequire
forwarding. As location updatesare generatedby nodesas they
move,theresultsdependonnodespeeds;thesimulatednodesmove
at speedsuniformly distributedbetween0 and10 m/s. Figure9 is
generatedfrom thesamesimulationsthatproducedFigure8. The
graphshows thatGrid imposesamodestprotocoltraffic loadasthe
network sizegrows.

Figure10 shows how the distancethat querypackets travel com-
pareswith theactualdistancein hopsbetweenthesourceandthe
destination.We recordthe total numberof geographicalforward-
ing hops(for all querysteps)thateachquerytakes,aswell ashow
many hopsthe reply takes. Sincequery repliesare sentdirectly
to thequerysourceusinggeographicforwarding,the reply return
path indicatesthe geographicalforwardinghop distancebetween
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Figure 11: Averageand maximum per-node location database
size (number of entries) as a function of the total number of
nodes.The nodesmove at speedsup to 10m/s.

thesourceanddestination.We averagedthequeryhoplengthsfor
all querieswith a givenresponsehoplength.Thegraphshows that
on average,querypacketsonly travel about6 hopsmorethanthe
geographicalforwardingroutebetweennodes.Also, the distance
traveledby aquerybetweentwo nodesis proportionalto theactual
distancebetweenthosenodes. Our simulationagreeswith a the-
oreticalanalysisthatprovesthatwith a sufficiently denseuniform
distribution, the numberof hopstraveledby the query is propor-
tional to the distanceto the destination.The simulationinvolves
300 nodesmoving at speedsup to 10 m/s, with a locationupdate
thresholdof 200meters.

Figure11 shows theeffect of thetotal numberof nodeson thesize
of eachnode’s GLS locationtable. Theplots includeboth theav-
erageandmaximumlocationtablesizeover all nodes.Thespikes
at 150 and400 nodesoccurbecausethe simulatedareadoesnot
exactly fill a hierarchy, causingthedatabaseloadto bedistributed
unevenly. At thesepoints,themaximumdatabasesizeis largerbe-
causethesquaresthatextendacrosstheedgeof thesimulatedarea
containrelatively few nodes;thesenodesmuststoremorethantheir
fair shareof locationdatabaseentries.On theotherhand,theaver-
agetablesizegrows veryslowly with thenetwork size.

This highlightsa problemthat may arisein practicewhennodes
arenot uniformly distributed. A smallnumberof nodesin a high-
level squaremayendup responsiblefor trackingthelocationsof a
largenumberof nodesin sibling squares.This would requirelarge
amountsof spacein thesefew nodes.

Figure12 shows the effect of nodemovementspeedon the GLS
querysuccessrate,for 100nodes.As nodesmove faster, their lo-
cationserversaremorelikely to beout of date.On theotherhand,
the nodesalsogenerateupdatesfaster. The net effect is that the
querysuccessrateis relatively insensitive to nodespeed,however,
theupdatetraffic grows asnodesmove faster.

Figure13showstheeffectof nodesturningonandoff. Somenodes
arealwayson,while therestalternatebeingonandoff for intervals
uniformly distributedfrom 0 to 120 and0 to 60 seconds,respec-
tively. As we aresimulatingnodecrashes,nodesdo not do any-
thing specialbeforeturningoff; they simply loseall their location
tabledata.In practice,if a nodewasmanuallyturnedoff, it would
beappropriateto first redistributeits locationtableto getbetterper-
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Figure 12: GLS query successrate asa function of maximum
nodespeedin a network of 100nodes.50m/sis about 110mph.
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Figure 13: The effect of tur ning off nodeson the query success
rate. The X axis indicatesthe fraction of nodesthat are always
on; the remainingnodescycleon and off for random periodsup
to 120and 60 seconds,respectively. The simulations all involve
100nodesmoving at speedsup to 10m/s.

formance.Eachpoint in thegraphrepresentsasimulationin which
adifferentfractionof nodesarealwayson. Thesimulationsinvolve
100 nodes,eachmoving with a maximumspeedof 10 m/s. The
statisticsarelimited to queriesaddressedto nodesthat areturned
on; no queriesaregeneratedto nodesthatareoff asthesequeries
will alwaysfail. Whena nodeturnsoff, a part of the distributed
locationdatabaseis lost; whena nodeturnson, it will not beable
to participatecorrectlyin theupdateandqueryprotocolfor awhile.
Thegraphshows thatevena greatdealof instability doesnot have
a disastrouseffect, andthat thequerysuccessratedegradesgrace-
fully asnodesturnonandoff.

6.3 Data Traffic
Thesimulationsin this sectionmeasureGrid’s behavior whenfor-
wardingdatatraffic. The802.11radiobandwidthis 2 Megabitsper
second,andthe locationupdatethresholddistanceis 200 meters.
Thedatatraffic is generatedby a numberof constantbit ratecon-
nectionsequalto half thenumberof nodes.No nodeis a sourcein
morethanoneconnectionandnonodeis adestinationin morethan
threeconnections.For eachconnectionfour 128-bytedatapackets
are sentper secondfor 20 seconds.Connectionsare initiated at
randomtimesbetween30and280secondsinto thesimulation.For
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Figure 14: The fraction of data packets that are successfully
delivered in simulations for increasingnumbers of nodes.The
nodesmove with a maximum speedof 10 m/s.

purposesof comparisonwe includeresultsfor theDSR[10] proto-
col. This maynotbea fair comparisonsinceDSRis optimizedfor
relatively smallnetworks[3].

Figure14showsthefractionof datapacketssuccessfullydelivered.
Most of the datapackets thatGrid fails to deliver aredueto GLS
query failures; thesepackets never leave the source. OnceGrid
finds the locationof a destination,datalossesareunlikely, since
geographicforwardingadaptswell to the motion of intermediate
nodes.Below 400nodes,mostof theDSRlossesaredueto broken
sourceroutes;at 400 nodesand above, lossesaremainly due to
flooding-inducedcongestion.Grid doesabetterjob thanDSRover
thewholerangeof numbersof nodes,especiallyfor largenetworks.

Figure15 shows the messageoverheadof theGrid andDSRpro-
tocols. Only protocolpackets are included. In the caseof Grid,
theseareHELLO, GLS update,and GLS query and reply pack-
ets.In thecaseof DSR,thesearerouterequest,reply, cachedreply
packetsetc. DSR produceslessprotocoloverheadfor small net-
works, while Grid produceslessoverheadfor large networks. At
400 nodesandabove, DSR suffers from network congestion.Al-
mosthalf of theroutereply andcachereply messagesaredropped
dueto congestionwhich causesDSRto inject evenmoreroutere-
questsinto the network. Also, as the network grows larger and
congestionbuilds up, the sourcerouteis morevulnerableto fail-
ure which will alsoinduceDSR sourcenodesto sendmoreroute
requestpackets. DSR’s overheaddropsat 600 nodesbecauseit
could not sendmuchmorepackets in the presenceof congestion.
We presentoverheadin termsof packetsratherthanbytesbecause
mediumacquisitionoverheaddominatesactualpacket transmission
in 802.11,particularlyfor thesmallpacketsusedby Grid.

7. Future Work
Oneareaof the GLS protocol that could be improved is the han-
dling of nodemobility. Accuratemovementmodelsmayallow us
to integratemovementpredictioninto theGLS protocol. Our cur-
rent systemmakes little effort to predict the movementof nodes
over long time periodsbecauseour movementmodel is random-
ized,but in therealworld anodemaynotneedto updatea location
server asoftenif its velocity is constantor predictable.

Currently the GLS protocolmakes little effort to proactively cor-
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Figure 15: The number of all protocol packets forwarded per
nodeper secondasa function of the total number of nodes.No
data packets are included. The nodesmove with a maximum
speedof 10 m/s.

rect out-of-dateinformationwhen, for instance,a nodecrossesa
grid boundaryline. Proactive updatesmay reducethe incidence
of queryfailures.However, the tradeoff is obvious—caremustbe
takennot to consumetoomuchbandwidthwith theupdates.An al-
ternatestrategy to addressthesameproblemis to placelesstrustin
locationsobtainedfrom distantlocationservers. Ratherthantrust
a distantlocationserver to pinpoint the order-1 squarein which a
nodeis located,a querycould be moved to, for instance,the sur-
roundingorder-3 square.Therethequerycanberestartedwith the
fresherinformationavailablein thatsquare

Anotherpotentialareaof improvementis adaptingto nodedensity.
If anorder-1 squarebecomestoo crowded,eachnodewill get less
bandwidthfrom thesharedradiospectrum,andeachnodewill have
to work harderto keepits neighbortableup to date. Radioswith
variablepower levels would helpalleviate this problemby chang-
ing the effective densityof nodeswithin radio range. In addition,
eachsquarein theGLSmaymakealocaldecisionabouthow finely
to sub-divide itself; distantareasneednot agreeon thesizeof the
order-1 square.

Finally, aswe notedearlier, the choiceof a grid basedsystemis
somewhatarbitrary. In fact,certainpartitioningschemesoffer the
possibility of betterscaling. The numberof locationservers that
a nodemustrecruit is equalto the numberof neighborsper level
in the geographichierarchymultiplied by the numberof levels in
thehierarchy. For agrid basedsystem,thismeansthatanodemust
maintainG ��HI�J � serversin anetwork thatis � timesthesizeof the
coverageareaof a singleradio. It is possible,however, to split the
world in half at eachlevel, ratherthanin fourths,by usingrectan-
gleswith anaspectratio of �'� � ! . At successive levels,eachsuch
rectanglemaybedividedinto two suchrectangles.This leadsto a
network in which nodesmustrecruitonly ��HI � � locationservers,
or !��G thenumberof serversneededin a grid basedapproach.

8. Conclusions
Wirelesstechnologyhasthepotentialto dramaticallysimplify the
deploymentof datanetworks. For themostpart this potentialhas
not beenfulfilled: mostwirelessnetworksusecostlywired infras-
tructurefor all but thefinalhop.Ad hocnetworkscanfulfill thispo-
tentialbecausethey areeasyto deploy: they requireno infrastruc-



tureandconfigurethemselvesautomatically. But previous adhoc
techniques� donotusuallyscalewell to largenetworks.

We have presenteda mobileadhocnetworking protocolwith sig-
nificantly betterscaling propertiesthan previous protocols. Al-
thoughsomewhat complicatedto understand,our protocolis very
simpleto implement.In many waysthe two facetsof our system,
geographicforwardingandtheGLS,operatein fundamentallysim-
ilar ways. Geographicforwardingmovespacketsalongpathsthat
bring themcloserto thedestinationin physicalspace,only reason-
ing aboutnodeswith nearbylocationsat eachstepalongthepath.
GLSmovespacketsalongpathsthatbring themcloserto thedesti-
nationin ID space,usingonly informationaboutnodeswith nearby
IDs at eachstepalongthepath.Both mechanismsarescalablebe-
causethey only needlocal informationin their respective spaces.
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Abstract

The proliferation of mobile computing devices and
local-area wireless networks has fostered a growing interest
in location-aware systems and services. In this paper we
present RADAR, a radio-frequency (RF) based system for
locating and tracking users inside buildings. RADAR
operates by recording and processing signal strength
information at multiple base stations positioned to provide
overlapping coverage in the area of interest. It combines
empirical measurements with signal propagation modeling
to determine user location and thereby enable location-
aware services and applications. We present experimental
results that demonstrate the ability of RADAR to estimate
user location with a high degree of accuracy.

Keywords: location-aware services, user location and
tracking, wireless LAN, radio-frequency wireless network.

1 Introduction

The proliferation of mobile computing devices and
local-area wireless networks has fostered a growing interest
in location-aware systems and services. A key distinguishing
feature of such systems is that the application information
and/or interface presented to the user is, in general, a
function of his or her physical location. The granularity of
location information needed could vary from one application
to another.  For example, locating a nearby printer requires
fairly coarse-grained location information whereas locating a
book in a library would require fine-grained information.

While much research has focussed on developing
services architectures for location-aware systems (e.g.,
[Maa97,Nel98]), less attention has been paid to the
fundamental and challenging problem of locating and
tracking mobile users, especially in in-building
environments. The few efforts that have addressed this
problem have typically done so in the context of infrared
(IR) wireless networks.  The limited range of an IR network,
which facilitates user location, is a handicap in providing
ubiquitous coverage. Also, the IR network is often deployed
for the sole purpose of locating people and does not provide
traditional data networking services. To avoid these
limitations, we focus on RF wireless networks in our
research.  Our goal is to complement the data networking
capabilities of RF wireless LANs with accurate user location
and tracking capabilities, thereby enhancing the value of
such networks.

In this paper, we present RADAR, an RF-based system
for locating and tracking users inside buildings. RADAR

uses signal strength information gathered at multiple receiver
locations to triangulate the user’s coordinates.  Triangulation
is done using both empirically-determined and theoretically-
computed signal strength information.

Our experimental results are quite encouraging. With
high probability, RADAR is able to estimate a user’s
location to within a few meters of his/her actual location.
This suggests that a large class of location-aware services
can be built over an RF local-area wireless data network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we survey related work in location determination
technologies. In Section 3, we discuss our research
methodology.  Section 4 contains the core of the paper where
we present and analyze the empirical and the signal
propagation modeling methods. A discussion of extensions
to the base RADAR system appears in Section 5. Finally, we
present our conclusions in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Related work in the area of user location and tracking
falls into the following broad categories: (1) in-building IR
networks,  (2) wide-area cellular networks (based on RF),
and (3) Global Positioning System (GPS).

The Active Badge system [Wan92,Har94] was an early
and significant contribution to the field of location-aware
systems. In this system, a badge worn by a person emits a
unique IR signal every 10 seconds. Sensors placed at known
positions within a building pick up the unique identifiers and
relay these to the location manager software. While this
system provides accurate location information, it suffers
from several drawbacks: (a) it scales poorly due to the
limited range of IR, (b) it incurs significant installation and
maintenance costs, and (c) it performs poorly in the presence
of direct sunlight, which is likely to be a problem in rooms
with windows.

Another system based on IR technology is described in
[Azu93]. IR transmitters are attached to the ceiling at known
positions in the building.  An optical sensor on a head-
mounted unit senses the IR beacons, which enables the
system software to determine the user's location.  This
system suffers from similar drawbacks as the Active Badge
system.

The system described in [ATC97] is based on pulsed
DC magnetic fields. Multiple sensors are placed on body-
mounted peripherals, such as data gloves, and their output is
processed to determine a person's location and orientation
with a high degree of precision.  This technology is used



extensively in the computer animation industry. It is,
however, quite expensive and, like IR, severely range
limited, hence unsuitable for large-scale deployment.

Recently, several location systems have been proposed
for wide-area cellular systems [Tek98].  The technological
alternatives for locating cellular telephones involve
measuring the signal attenuation, the angle of arrival (AOA),
and/or the time difference of arrival (TDOA). While these
systems have been found to be promising in outdoor
environments, their effectiveness in indoor environments is
limited by the multiple reflections suffered by the RF signal,
and the inability of off-the-shelf and inexpensive hardware to
provide fine-grain time synchronization.

Systems based on the Global Positioning System
[GPS99], while very useful outdoors, are ineffective indoors
because buildings block GPS transmissions.

The Daedalus project [Hod97] developed a system for
coarse-grained user location. Base stations transmit beacons
augmented with their physical coordinates. A mobile host
estimates its location to be the same as that of the base
station to which it is attached. Consequently, the accuracy of
the system is limited by the (possibly large) cell size.

Our work differs from previous work in that we tackle
the problem of user location and tracking on a widely
available radio frequency based wireless network in an in-
building environment.  RF networks offer a significant
advantage over IR networks in terms of range, scalability,
deployment, and maintenance.  With speeds of up to 11
Mbps, these systems have gained rapid acceptance and are
being widely deployed in offices, schools, homes, etc.

We recently became aware of the Duress Alarm
Location System (DALS) described in [CG93]. While their
work and ours are similar in some ways, they also differ in
significant ways. Briefly, their system (1) is dependent on
specialized hardware, (2) does not use propagation modeling
to build a radio map of the building, (3) does not factor in
user body orientation, and (4) requires infrastructural
deployment over and above a wireless data network. These
points are clarified in the following sections.

3 Research Methodology

We begin with a description of our experimental
testbed.  We then discuss the data collection process,
including tools we developed for this purpose. Finally, we
describe the processing we performed on the data as a
precursor to the analysis described in Section 4.

3.1 Experimental Testbed

Our experimental testbed is located on the second floor
of a 3-storey building. The layout of the floor is shown in
Figure 1.  The floor has dimension of 43.5 m by 22.5 m, an
area of 980 sq. m (10500 sq. ft.), and includes more than 50
rooms.

We placed three base stations, BS1, BS2 and BS3, at the
locations indicated in Figure 1. Each base station was a
Pentium-based PC running FreeBSD 3.0 equipped with a
wireless adapter.  Our mobile host, carried by the user being

tracked, was a Pentium-based laptop computer running
Microsoft Windows 95.

Each base station and the mobile host was equipped
with a Digital RoamAboutTM network interface card (NIC),
based on Lucent’s popular WaveLANTM RF LAN
technology. The network operates in the 2.4 GHz license-
free ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) band. It has a
raw data rate of 2 Mbps and a one-way delay of 1-2 ms. The
range of the network, as specified in [Roa96], is 200 m, 50
m, and 25 m, respectively, for open, semi-open, and closed
office environments. This classification is based on the type
and density of obstructions between the transmitter and the
receiver.  With this nomenclature, our testbed environment
would be classified as being open along the hallways where
the base stations are located and closed elsewhere. The base
stations provide overlapping coverage in portions of the
floor, and together cover the entire floor.

3.2 Data Collection

A key step in our research methodology is the data
collection phase. We record information about the radio
signal as a function of the user’s location. As discussed in
Section 4, we use the signal information to construct and
validate models for signal propagation during off-line
analysis as well as to infer the location of a user in real time.
We refer to the former as the off-line phase and the latter as
the real-time phase.

Among other information, the WaveLAN NIC makes
available the signal strength (SS) and the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). SS is reported in units of dBm and SNR is
expressed in dB. A signal strength of s Watts is equivalent to
10*log10(s/0.001) dBm. A signal strength of s Watts and a
noise power of n Watts yields an SNR of 10*log10(s/n) dB.
For example, a signal strength of 1 Watt is equivalent to 30
dBm. Furthermore, if the noise power is 0.1 Watt, the SNR
would be 10 dB.

The FreeBSD 3.0 WaveLAN driver extracts the SS and
the SNR information from the WaveLAN firmware each
time a broadcast packet is received1. It then makes the
information available to user-level applications via ioctl
system calls. We used the wlconfig utility, which provides a
wrapper around the ioctl calls, to extract the signal
information.

In our testbed, we chose to have the Windows-based
mobile host broadcast packets (beacons) periodically and
have the FreeBSD base stations record signal strength
information. However, in a production system with many
more mobiles than base stations, it may be desirable to have
the latter transmit the beacons and the former measure the
signal strength. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the user
location and tracking is not impacted by this choice2.

We wrote a simple application using Tcl/Tk [Ous94]
and Perl [Wal96] to control the entire data collection process
                                                          
1 It is quite easy to modify the driver to record information
for other packets as well, but we found no reason to do so.
2 While our analysis does not assume symmetry of signal
strength, the few instances where we measured signal
strength at both ends indicate little asymmetry.



from the mobile host. The process operates as follows. First,
the clocks on the mobile host and the base stations are
synchronized (to within the round-trip latency of the wireless
link, essentially less than 5 ms). The mobile host then starts
broadcasting UDP packets, each  with a 6-byte payload and
spaced apart uniformly, at a default rate of 4 per second.
Each base station (bs) records the signal strength (ss)
measurement3 together with a synchronized timestamp t, i.e.,
it records tuples of the form (t, bs, ss). This information is
collected both during the off-line phase and the real-time
phase.

Figure 1 Map of the floor where the experiments were
conducted. The black dots denote locations were empirical
signal strength information was collected. The large stars
show the locations of the 3 base stations. The orientation is
North (up) and East (right).

                                                          
3 During the course of our experiments, we discovered that
the signal strength is a stronger function of location than the
signal-to-noise ratio. The latter is impacted by random
fluctuations in the noise process. So we only use signal
strength information in our analysis.

In addition, during the off-line phase (but not the real-
time phase), the user indicates his/her current location by
clicking on a map of the floor. The user’s coordinates (x,y)
and timestamp t are recorded.

During our experiments, we discovered that signal
strength at a given location varies quite significantly (by up
to 5 dBm) depending on the user’s orientation, i.e., the
direction he/she is facing. In one orientation, the mobile
host’s antenna may have line-of-sight (LoS) connectivity to a
base station’s antenna while in the opposite orientation, the
user’s body may form an obstruction.  So, in addition to
user's location (x,y), we also recorded the direction (d) (one
of north, south, east, or west) that he/she is facing at the time
the measurement is made4. Thus, the mobile host records
tuples of the form (t,x,y,d) during the off-line phase. We
discuss the implications of the user’s orientation in more
detail in Section 4.

In all, during the off-line phase, we collected signal
strength information in each of the 4 directions at 70 distinct
physical locations on our floor. For each combination of
location and orientation (i.e., (x,y,d) tuple), we collected at
least 20 signal strength samples.

3.3 Data Processing

We outline the data processing that we performed as a
precursor to the analyses discussed in Section 4.

3.3.1 Signal Strength Information
Using the synchronized timestamps, we merged all of

the traces collected during the off-line phase into a single,
unified table containing tuples of the form (x,y,d,ssi,snri),

where { }3,2,1∈i corresponding to the three base stations.

For each (x,y,d) tuple, we computed the mean, the standard
deviation, and the median of the corresponding signal
strength values for each of the base stations. For much of our
analysis, we use this processed data set (primarily the mean)
rather than the original, raw data set.

We wrote routines to search through the processed data
set to determine exact as well as closest matches. There is a
fair amount of database research literature that describes
efficient data structures and algorithms for such multi-
dimensional searches (e.g., R-Tree [Gut84], X-Tree [Ber96],
optimal k-nearest neighbor search [Sei98], etc.) However,
we chose a simple linear-time search algorithm because our
relatively small data set and dimensionality (at most 3, as
explained in Section 4) did not warrant the complexity of the
aforementioned algorithms. Moreover, the focus of our
research is on the analysis rather than on developing an
optimal closest match implementation.

3.3.2 Building Floor Layout Information
We obtained the layout information for our floor, which

specified the coordinates of each room.  We also obtained
the coordinates of the three base stations. Using these and

                                                          
4 While there are other sources of fluctuation, such as the
movement of other people and objects, these tend to be
random. In contrast, the body of the person carrying the
mobile host introduces a systematic source of error.



the Cohen-Sutherland line-clipping algorithm [Fol90], we
computed the number of walls that obstructed the direct line
between the base stations and the locations where we had
collected the empirical signal strength data.  We use this to
build an accurate signal propagation model (Section 4.2).

4 Algorithms and Experimental Analysis

In this section, we discuss several algorithms for user
location and tracking, and present an analysis of how well
these perform using our experimental data.

A premise of our work is that signal strength (SS)
information provides a means of inferring user location. To
demonstrate that this is a reasonable premise, we show in
Figure 2 shows how the SS measured at each of the 3 base
stations varies as the user walks along the outer hallway of
the floor in a counter-clockwise direction (Figure 1). The
walk begins and terminates at the north-west corner (close to
BS1). There is a definite trend in the SS recorded at the three
base stations as the user walks around the loop. Not
surprisingly, the signal received at a base station is the
strongest when the user is close to it and weakest when the
user is far away. This strong trend is an indication that using
SS to infer location is a promising approach.
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Figure 2 Signal strength recorded at the three base stations
as the user walks around the floor.

Our basic approach is triangulation5. Given a set of
signal strength measurements at each of the base stations, we
determine the location that best matches the observed signal
strength data. We then “guess” that to be the location of the
user. There are multiple variations of this basic idea that
arise because of several choices for each of the following:

• Ways of summarizing the signal strength samples
measured at the base stations.

• Basis for determining the best match.
• Metric for determining the best match.

We discuss each of these in turn.

                                                          
5 It is just coincidental that we have three base station in our
testbed. Triangulation can also be done with fewer or more
base stations.

First, we summarize multiple signal strength samples
from a base station using the sample mean. In the case of a
static user whose location and orientation are fixed (the user
location problem), it is clear which signal strength
measurements should be included in the sample set. In the
case of a mobile user (the user tracking problem), it is less
clear what the sample set should be. In the latter case, we
define the sample set to be all samples that lie within a
sliding time window.

Second, to determine the location and orientation that
best match a given (summarized) set of SS measurements,
we first need to determine what the SS (at each base station)
should be used for a particular combination of user location
and orientation. We consider a couple of alternative
approaches. The first is the empirical method where we use
the location and SS data gathered during the off-line phase
(Section 3.2). The second approach is signal propagation
modeling. As discussed in Section 4.2, we have developed a
model that accounts for both free-space loss and loss due to
obstructions in computing the SS at each base station
corresponding to given a user location.

Third, we need a metric and a search methodology to
compare multiple locations and pick the one that best
matches the observed signal strength. We term our general
technique nearest neighbor(s) in signal space (NNSS). The
idea is to compute the distance (in signal space) between the
observed set of SS measurements, (ss1,ss2,ss3), and the
recorded SS, (ss’1,ss’2,ss’3), at a fixed set of locations, and
then pick the location that minimizes the distance. In our
analysis, we use the Euclidean distance measure, i.e.,
sqrt((ss1-ss’1)

2+(ss2-ss’2)
2+(ss3-ss’3)

2). It is possible to use
other distance metrics, for example, the sum of the absolute
differences for each base station (the “Manhattan” distance
[Cor90]) or a metric weighted by the signal strength level at
each base station. We experimented briefly with these
alternatives, but do not present the results here due to space
limitations.

In all of our analyses, we characterize the goodness of
our estimate of the user’s location using the error distance,
which is the Euclidean distance between the actual (physical)
location of the user and the estimated location.

4.1 Empirical Method

In this case, we use the empirical data obtained in the
off-line phase (Section 3.2) to construct the search space for
the NNSS algorithm. We present results of the various
analyses that we performed. Unless otherwise indicated, we
assume the user to be stationary.

4.1.1 Basic Analysis
For the basic analysis, we use all of the (more than 20)

signal strength samples collected for each of the 70*4 = 280
combinations of user location and orientation. In the
analysis, we pick one of the locations and orientations at
random, and then conduct an NNSS search for the
corresponding signal strength tuple in the space defined by
the remaining 69 points times 4 orientations. This emulates
the process of locating a (stationary) user during the real-
time phase. Note that the exclusion of one of the 70 physical
points from the search space would result in a somewhat



worse measured accuracy than would be obtained with the
RADAR system in real use. In this sense, the accuracy
results presented here are somewhat conservative.

We compare the empirical method with two other
methods: random selection and strongest base station
selection [Hod97]. With random selection, we estimate the
user’s location by picking one of the 70 points at random,
regardless of the SS information. With strongest base station
selection, we guess the user’s location to be the same as the
location of the base station that records the strongest signal.
A comparison with these simple methods enables us to
evaluate how worthwhile the increased sophistication of our
techniques is.

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the error distance for the empirical, strongest base
station, and random methods. The empirical method
performs significantly better than both of the other methods.
Table 1 summarizes the information in the figure in terms of
the 25th, 50th (median), and 75th percentile values of the error
distance for each method.
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Figure 3 CDF of the error in location estimation.

Considering the median (50th percentile), for instance,
the empirical method has a resolution of under 3 meters,
which is about the size of an office room in our building. In
terms of linear resolution, it is 2.8 times better than the
strongest base station method and 5.5 times better than the
random method. In terms of spatial resolution, the
improvement is even greater: 7.7 and 30.6 times,
respectively. We use the percentile values for the empirical
method in Table 1 as a basis for comparison in the rest of the
analysis.

Method 25th  (meter) 50th (meter) 75th (meter)

Empirical 1.92 2.94 4.69

Strongest 4.54 (2.4x) 8.16 (2.8x) 11.5 (2.5x)

Random 10.37 (5.4x) 16.26 (5.5x) 25.63 (5.5x)

Table 1 The 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile values of the
error distance. The numbers in parentheses  indicate the
degradation of the strongest BS and random methods
compared to the empirical method.

In summary, the empirical method performs quite well.
We now discuss ways of making it perform even better.

4.1.2 Multiple Nearest Neighbors
Unlike the basic analysis where we only considered the

single nearest neighbor in signal space, we now consider k
nearest neighbors, for various values of k. The intuition is
that often there are multiple neighbors that are at roughly the
same distance from the point of interest (in signal space).
Given the inherent variability in the measured signal strength
at a point, there is fundamentally no reason to pick only the
closest neighbor (in signal space) and reject others that are
almost as close.

A second, and equally important, reason for considering
additional neighbors is that it is likely that the error vector
(in physical space) corresponding to each neighbor is
oriented in a different direction. So averaging the coordinates
of the neighbors may yield an estimate that is closer to the
user’s true location than any individual neighbor is. Figure 4
illustrates this for k=3 nearest neighbors.

Our experimental analysis of averaging over k nearest
neighbors shows that for small k, averaging has some benefit
though not very significant. For instance, for k=5, the 25th

percentile of error distance is 1.5 m (22% better than the
1.92 m in Table 1) and the 50th percentile is 2.75 m (9%
better). For large k, accuracy degrades rapidly because points
far removed from the true location also are included in the
averaging procedure, thereby corrupting the estimate.

Figure 4 An illustration of how averaging multiple nearest
neighbors (N1, N2, N3) can lead to a guess (G) that is closer to
the user’s true location (T) than any of the neighbors is
individually.

The reason why the benefits of averaging are not very
significant even for small k is that often the k nearest
neighbors in signal space are not k physically distinct points.
In many instances, multiple nearest neighbors in signal space
correspond to different orientations at the same point in
physical space. So averaging in physical space does not
improve the location estimate by very much.

4.1.3 Max Signal Strength Across Orientations
Since the dependence of signal strength on orientation

creates a challenge for location estimation, we analyze how
well the empirical method would perform if orientation were
not an issue. For each user location in the off-line data set,
we compute the maximum SS at each base station across the
four possible orientations at that location6. Note that the
maximum for each base station may correspond to a different
orientation of the user. The goal is to emulate the case where

                                                          
6 For each base station and user location, we first compute
the mean SS for each of the four orientations at that location,
and then pick the maximum among the four means.
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the signal generated by the mobile host is not obstructed by
the user’s body. While this may not be realistic given the
antenna design and positioning for existing wireless LANs, it
may be possible to approximate this “ideal case” with new
antenna designs (e.g., omnidirectional wearable antenna)

We repeat the analysis of the previous sections with the
smaller “maximum signal strength” data set of 70 data points
(instead of 70*4=280 data points in the original data set). In
Figure 5, we plot the 25th and the 50th percentile values of the
error distance with averaging over neighbor sets of various
sizes.
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Figure 5 The error distance for the empirical method with
averaging on the data set containing the max signal strength
measurement for each location.

We make a couple of observations. First, just as
expected, the use of the maximum SS data set improves the
accuracy of location estimation slightly even in the absence
of averaging (k=1). The 25th percentile value of the error
distance is 1.8 m and the 50th percentile 2.67 m, 6% and 9%
better, respectively, compared to Table 1. Second, averaging
over 2-4 nearest neighbors improves accuracy significantly;
the 25th percentile is about 1 m (48% better) and the 50th

percentile is 2.13 m (28% better). Averaging is more
effective here than in Section 4.1.2 because the set of k
nearest neighbors in signal space necessarily correspond to k
physically distinct locations.

4.1.4 Impact of the Number of Data Points
We now investigate how the accuracy of location

estimation would be impacted if we had data from fewer
than the 70 distinct physical locations considered thus far.

For each value of n, the number of physical locations
(ranging between 2 and 70), we conducted 20 runs of our
analysis program. In each run, we picked n points at random
from the entire data set collected during the off-line phase
and used this subset to construct the search space for the
NNSS algorithm. We collated the error distance data from all
the runs corresponding to the same value of n (Figure 6).  

For small n (5 or less), the error distance is a factor of 2
to 4 worse than when the entire empirical set containing 70
physical points is used. But the error distance diminishes
rapidly as n increases. For n=20, the median error distance is
less than 33% worse and for n=40, it is less than 10% worse.

The diminishing returns as n becomes large is due to the
inherent variability in the measured SS. This translates into
inaccuracy in the estimation of physical location. So there is
little benefit in obtaining empirical data at physical points
spaced closer than a threshold.
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Figure 6 The error distance versus the size of the empirical
data set (on a log scale).

In summary, for our floor, the empirical method would
perform almost as well with a data set of 40 physical points
as with a set of 70 points. In practice, we could make do with
even fewer points by picking physical locations that are
distributed uniformly over the area of the floor rather than at
random.

4.1.5 Impact of the Number of Samples
In the analysis presented so far, we have worked with

the mean of all of the samples recorded during the off-line
phase for each combination of location and orientation.
While it may be reasonable to construct the empirical data
set with a large number of samples (since it is a one-time
task), there may be constraints on the number of samples that
can be obtained in real-time to determine a user’s location.
So we investigate the impact of a limited number of real-
time samples (while retaining the entire off-line data set for
the NNSS search space) on the accuracy of location
estimation. Our analysis shows that only a small number of
real-time samples are needed to approach the accuracy
obtained using all of the samples (Table 1). With just 1 real-
time sample, the median error distance is about 30% worse
than when all samples were considered.  With 2 samples, it is
about 11% worse and with 3 samples it is under 4% worse.

4.1.6 Impact of User Orientation
As we have already discussed, the user’s orientation has

a significant impact on the SS measured at the base stations.
In Section 4.1.3, we did a best-case analysis using the
maximum SS across all four orientations. We now consider,
in some sense, the worst case where the off-line data set only
has points corresponding to a particular orientation (say
north) while the real-time samples correspond to the opposite
orientation (i.e., south). We compute the error distance for all
four combinations of opposing directions: north-south,
south-north, east-west, and west-east. 



 We observe a fairly significant degradation in the
accuracy of location estimation. For instance, for the north-
south case, the 25th percentile of the error distance is 2.95
meters (54% worse than in Table 1) while the 50th percentile
(median) is 4.90 meters (67% worse). This degradation
underscores the importance of obtaining empirical data for
multiple orientations to construct the NNSS search space.
However, even in this worst case, the empirical method
outperforms the strongest base station and random methods
by a factor of 2 to 4. 

4.1.7 Tracking a Mobile User
In this sub-section, we analyze the problem of tracking

a mobile user rather than locating a stationary user, as we
have done so far. For this analysis, we collected a new SS
data set corresponding to random walks by the user along the
hallways of our floor. We collected 4 signal strength samples
per second at each of the base stations. Assuming that the
user walked at a uniform pace, we are able to determine the
true location of the user at each time instant.

We reduce the problem of tracking the mobile user to a
sequence of location determination problems for a (nearly
stationary) user. We use a sliding window of 10 samples to
compute the mean signal strength on a continuous basis. This
information is then used with the basic method (Section
4.1.1) to estimate the user’s location on a continuous basis.

The error distance for tracking the mobile user is only
slightly worse than that for locating a stationary user. The
median error distance is 3.5 meters, about 19% worse than
that for a stationary user.

4.1.8 Summary of Empirical Method
The empirical method is able to estimate user location

with a high degree of accuracy. The median error distance is
2 to 3 meters, about the size of a typical office room. For our
experimental environment, much of the accuracy can be
achieved with an empirical data set of about 40 physical
points and about 3 real-time signal strength samples (at each
base station). It is important, however, that the empirical data
set contain data corresponding to multiple user orientations
at each location.

The main limitation of the empirical method is that
significant effort is needed to construct the SS data set for
each physical environment of interest (each floor, each
building, etc.). Furthermore, the data collection process may
need to be repeated in certain circumstances, e.g., when a
base station is relocated.

We now discuss a method based on signal propagation
modeling, which avoids these limitations.

4.2 Radio Propagation Model

Radio propagation modeling provides an alternative to
the empirical method for constructing the search space for
the NNSS algorithm.

4.2.1 Motivation
The primary motivation for the radio propagation model

is to reduce RADAR’s dependence on empirical data. Using
a mathematical model of indoor signal propagation, we

generate a set of theoretically-computed signal strength data
akin to the empirical data set discussed in Section 3.2. The
data points correspond to locations spaced uniformly on the
floor. The NNSS algorithm can then estimate the location of
the mobile user by matching the signal strength measured in
real-time to the theoretically-computed signal strengths at
these locations. It is clear that the performance of this
approach is directly impacted by the "goodness” of the
propagation model.  In the following subsections, we
develop the model and discuss the performance of location
determination based on the model.

4.2.2 Determination of the model
For a radio channel, signal propagation in an indoor

environment is dominated by reflections, diffraction, and
scattering of radio waves caused by structures within the
building.  The transmitted signal generally reaches the
receiver via multiple paths (termed the multipath
phenomenon). Multipath causes fluctuations in the received
signal envelope and phase, and the signal components
arriving from indirect and direct paths combine to produce a
distorted version of the transmitted signal. Since multipath
within buildings is strongly influenced by the layout of the
building, the construction material used, and the number and
type of objects in the building, characterizing the radio
channel in such an environment is challenging.

We considered three different models before settling on
one. The first model was the well-accepted Rayleigh fading
model [Has93], which describes small-scale rapid amplitude
fluctuation in the absence of a strong received component.
The Rayleigh distribution is widely used to describe
multipath fading because of its elegant theoretical
explanation and the occasional empirical justification.
However, in deriving this distribution, a critical assumption
made is that all signals reaching the receivers have equal
strength.  In general, this is unrealistic. Our empirical data
shows that for a number of sample points (along the
hallways), there exists a dominant line-of-sight (LoS)
component that is not accounted for by this distribution.
Hence, we did not use this distribution.

The second model we considered was the Rician
distribution model [Ric44].  The Rician distribution occurs
when a strong path exists in addition to the low level
scattered path. This strong component may be the LoS path
or a path that encounters much less attenuation than others.
The Rayleigh distribution is a special case of the Rician
distribution; when the strong path is eliminated, the
amplitude distribution becomes Rayleigh.  While the model
is intuitively appealing, it is very difficult to determine the
model parameters (i.e., the local mean of the scattered power
and the power of the dominant component) precisely as this
requires physically isolating the direct wave from the
scattered components. To keep the system simple and easy to
deploy, we decided against using this distribution to model
the radio channel.

We found a good compromise between simplicity and
accuracy in the Floor Attenuation Factor propagation model
(FAF) suggested by [Sei92].   We like this model because it
provides flexibility in accommodating different building
layouts while taking into account large-scale path loss. We



adapted the original model proposed by Seidel and
Rappaport, which included an attenuation factor for building
floors, to disregard the effects of the floors and instead
consider the effects of obstacles (walls) between the
transmitter and the receiver.   The Wall Attenuation Factor
(WAF) model is described by

where n indicates the rate at which the path loss
increases with distance,  P(do) is the signal power at some
reference distance do and d is the transmitter-receiver (T-R)
separation distance. C is the maximum number of
obstructions (walls) up to which the attenuation factor makes
a difference, nW is the number of obstructions (walls)
between the transmitter and the receiver, and WAF is the wall
attenuation factor. In general the values of n and WAF
depend on the building layout and construction material, and
are derived empirically. The value of P(do) can either be
derived empirically or obtained from the wireless network
hardware specifications.
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Figure 7 SS as a function of T-R separation derived from the
empirical data collected in Section 3.2

Figure 7 illustrates how the signal strength varies with
distance between the transmitter and the receiver. The wide
difference in signal strengths between points at similar
distances is explained as follows: the layout of the rooms in
the building, the placement of base stations, and the location
of the mobile user all have an effect on the received signal.
Signals transmitted from two locations at the same distance
from the receiver (base station) may be attenuated by
different amounts due to the differences in the number and
types of obstructions they encounter. For instance, in Figure
7, we observe that the strength of the signal from two
locations approximately 36 meters from the receiver (base
station) were approximately 10 dBm apart.  This is because
there were several walls between one of the locations and the
base station, while the other location had line-of-sight to the
base station.

 Previous work in indoor radio propagation modeling
has included extensive characterization of signal loss for
various materials and at different frequencies [Rap96].
However, using this information in a practical setting is
difficult because the obstructing materials vary considerably

in their physical and electrical characteristics. For example,
water causes signal attenuation and the human body is made
up of water, so the size of a human body and its orientation
can result in different amounts of signal loss. It is virtually
impossible to characterize such loss precisely since the
number and sizes of humans in the building at any time is
generally a finite but random number. Thus, despite their
complexity, these extensive models fall short in terms of
accuracy. So we decided to go with the much simpler WAF
propagation model.

We determined the attenuation caused by a wall
empirically (described next) and used this in conjunction
with the number of intervening walls (determined using the
Cohen-Sutherland algorithm mentioned in Section 3.3.2) to
compensate for the attenuation caused by the walls.

We conducted the following experiment to determine
the Wall Attenuation Factor (WAF): we measured the signal
strength at the receiver when the receiver and the transmitter
had line-of-sight. We then measured the signal strength with
varying but known number of walls between the receiver and
the transmitter. We computed the average of the difference
between these signal strength values to determine the WAF.
We observed that the amount of additional attenuation
dropped off as the number of walls separating the transmitter
and the receiver increased.  This observation is consistent
with [Sei92] where the attenuation between different floors
was considered and shown to flatten out as the number of
floors between the transmitter and the receiver increased. In
general, with a large T-R separation and a large number of
intervening walls, free-space path loss dominates the loss
due to obstructions.  Based on our measurements, we chose
WAF to be 3.1 dBm and C to be 4 (where C represents
number of walls that are factored into the model).  Figure 8
shows the result after the measured signal strength has been
compensated for signal loss due to the intervening walls
between the transmitter and the receiver.   We observe that
the resulting plot shows a trend similar to the free-space loss
trend. This demonstrates that the WAF propagation model
compensates effectively for attenuation due to obstructions.
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Figure 8 Effect of applying correction for intervening walls
between the base station and the mobile user.

After compensating for the effect of walls and creating
the “corrected” data for all three base stations, we proceeded
to determine the two other parameters, n and Pdo, of our
model.  We reduced the propagation model to a form where
it exhibits a linear relationship between the theoretically-
predicted signal strength and logarithm of the distance
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between the transmitter and the receiver, and then applied
simple linear regression to determine the parameters of the
model [Jai91]. 

Table 2 contains the numerical values of the model
parameters for the three base stations considered separately
and when taken together.  We note that the   values for the
path loss exponent (n) and the reference signal strength (Pdo)
for all three base stations are similar despite their different
physical locations and surroundings. This result is
encouraging since it indicates that the parameter values are
not tied to the specific location of the base stations. The
values of Pdo are higher than those published by the
manufacturer [Roa96] (for d0 = 1 meter) because our WAF
model does not account for multipath propagation. The
values of the path loss exponent are smaller than those
reported in previous work on indoor radio propagation
modeling [Rap96].  However, they are consistent with our
expectations since we compensate the measured signal
strength for attenuation due to obstructions, and since we do
not consider multipath (which can boost the signal strength
at a given location).  R2 represents the coefficient of
determination, which is a useful measure for indicating the
goodness of regression [Jai91]. The high values of R2 (on a
scale of 0 to 1) suggest that there is a good match between
the estimated and the measured values of the signal strength.
Another value of interest shown in the table is the mean
squared error (MSE).  These numbers reinforce the
observation that the WAF propagation model fits the
measured data well.

BS1 BS2 BS3 All

Pdo 57.58 56.95 64.94 58.48

n 1.53 1.45 1.76 1.523

R2 0.81 0.65 0.69 0.72

MSE 10.49 13.98 7.34 9.82

Table 2 Parameter estimates using linear regression

The final column in Table 2 shows the values for Pdo

and n when the data from all the transmitter-receiver pairs
(i.e., all three base stations) was combined.  The motivation
for this was to determine a value of Pdo and n that could be
used for all base stations without overly affecting the result.
The advantage of using a common value is that it avoids the
need for individual measurements of each base station as
they are installed in the network, thus greatly reducing the
cost of system setup.  We can then use these values to
estimate the signal strength at various points within the
building.

Figure 9 illustrates how the predicted values of the
signal strength generated with the propagation model (after
compensating for wall attenuation) compares with the actual
measurements.  We observe a good match between the two.
While this plot is for one of the three base stations, plots for
the other two base stations exhibit a similar match.

4.2.3 Results using the Propagation Model
To determine the performance of location estimation

with the signal propagation modeling method, we used the

model to compute the signal strength at a grid of locations on
the floor. We then used this data set as the search space for
the NNSS algorithm.

Considering the median (50th percentile), the
propagation method provides a resolution of about 4.3 m,
compared to a resolution of 2.94 m for the empirical method
and 8.16 m for the strongest base station method (Table 1).
For the 25th percentile the propagation method provides a
resolution of 1.86 m compared to 1.92 m for the empirical
method and 4.94 m for the strongest base station method.
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Figure 9 Predicted versus measured signal strength.

While the propagation method is not as accurate as the
empirical method, it is significantly better than the strongest
BS and random methods.  Thus, even without extensive
empirical measurements, RADAR based on the propagation
model alone would significantly outperform the strongest
base station method proposed in [Hod97].

4.2.4 Summary of Radio Propagation Method
The WAF propagation model provides a cost effective

means for user location and tracking in an indoor RF
wireless network.  The model is cost effective in the sense
that it does not require detailed empirical measurements to
generate a signal strength map and consequently has a low
set up cost.  A significant result from Section 4.2.2 is that the
parameters for the wall attenuation propagation model are
similar across base stations despite the latter being in
different locations.  This suggests that the entire system can
be relocated to a different part of the building, but the same
parameter values can be used to model propagation and
thereby determine a user’s location.

5 Discussion and Future Work

We discuss extensions to the RADAR system that
would help improve its robustness and accuracy. Due to
space constraints, we keep our discussion brief.

We are investigating how user-mobility profiles can
supplement signal strength information in locating and
tracking users. A profile specifies a priori likelihood of user
location and/or movement patterns, which can be derived
from history [Liu98], calendar information, building layout,
etc.

 We are also investigating base station-based
environmental profiling to make RADAR robust in the face



of large-scale variations in the RF signal propagation
environment (caused, for instance, by the varying number of
people in a building during the course of a day). Instead of
recording just one set of signal strength measurements, we
record multiple sets at different times of the day. The base
stations probe the channel periodically to determine the
current conditions, and accordingly pick the data set that is
most appropriate for these conditions.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented RADAR, a system for
locating and tracking users inside a building.  RADAR is
based on empirical signal strength measurements as well as a
simple yet effective signal propagation model. While the
empirical method is superior in terms of accuracy, the signal
propagation method makes deployment easier.

We have shown the despite the hostile nature of the
radio channels, we are able to locate and track users with a
high degree of accuracy. The median resolution of the
RADAR system is in the range of 2 to 3 meters, about the
size of a typical office room.

Our results indicate that it is possible to build an
interesting class of location-aware services, such as printing
to the nearest printer, navigating through a building, etc., on
an RF wireless LAN, thereby adding value to such a
network. This, we believe, is a significant contribution of our
research.

Our eventual plan is to combine location information
services with the RADAR system and deploy this within our
organization.
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cell differentiation with combination rules from geometry. This work represents a significantly different approach to the 
design of self-organizing systems: the desired global shape is specified using an abstract geometry-based language, and the 
agent program is \textit{directly compiled} from the global specification. The resulting self-assembly process is extremely 
reliable in the face of random agent distributions, random agent death and varying agent numbers, without relying on global 
coordinates or centralized control.  
postscript version  
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Published: International Confernce on Complex Systems (ICCS), June 2002  
Abstract:  
This paper presents a programming language forpattern-formation on a surface of locally-interacting, identically-
programmed agents, by combining local organization primitives from developmental biology with combination rules from 
geometry. The approach is significantly different from current approaches to the design of self-organizing systems: the 
desired global shape is specified using an abstract geometry-based language, and the agent program is {\em directly 
compiled} from the global specification. Using this approach any 2D Euclidean construction can be formed from local-
interactions of the agents. In addition to being robust, the process is {\em scale-independent}, which implies that the pattern 
scales as the number of agents increases, with no modification of the agent program. The pattern also scales asymmetrically 
to produce related patterns, such as D'Arcy Thompson's famous transformations.  
postscript version  

Title: An Algorithm for Bootstrapping Communications  
Author: Jacob Beal  
Published: International Conference on Complex Systems (ICCS), June 2002  
Abstract:  
In a distributed model of intelligence, peer components need to communicate with one another. I present a system which 
enables two agents connected by a thick twisted bundle of wires to bootstrap a simple communication system from 
observations of a shared environment. The agents learn a large vocabulary of symbols, as well as inflections on those 
symbols which allow thematic role-frames to be transmitted. Language acquisition time is rapid and linear in the number of 
symbols and inflections. The final communication system is robust and performance degrades gradually in the face of 
problems.  
postscript version  

Title: Programming a Paintable Computer  
Author: William J. Butera  
Published: PhD Thesis, MIT Media Lab, Feb 2002  
Abstract:  
A paintable computer is defined as an agglomerate of numerous, finely dispersed, ultra-miniaturized computing particles; 
each positioned randomly, running asynchronously and communicating locally. Individual particles are tightly resource 
bound, and processing is necessarily distributed. Yet computing elements are vanishingly cheap and are regarded as freely 
expendable. In this regime, a limiting problem is the distribution of processing over a particle ensemble whose topology can 
vary unexpectedly.  
The principles of material self-assembly are employed to guide the positioning of "process fragments" - autonomous, 
mobile pieces of a larger process. These fragments spatially position themselves and re-aggregate into a running process. 
We present the results of simulations to show that "process self-assembly" is viable, robust and supports a variety of useful 
applications on a paintable computer. We describe a hardware reference platform as an initial guide to the application 
domain. We describe a programming model which normatively defines the term process fragment and which provides 
environmental support for the fragment's mobility, scheduling and data exchange. The programming model is embodied in 
a simulator that supports development, test and visualization on a 2D particle ensemble. Experiments on simple 
combinations of fragments demonstrate robustness and explore the limits of scale invariance. Process fragments are shown 
interacting to approximate conservative fields, and using these fields to implement scaffolded and thermodynamic self-
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assembly. Four applications demonstrate practical relevance, delineate the application domain and collectively illustrate the 
paintable's capacity for storage, communication and signal processing. These four applications are Audio Streaming, 
Holistic Data Storage, Surface Bus and Image Segmentation.  
pdf version  
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Published: AI Memo 2001-016, August 2001  
Abstract:  
I present an algorithm which allows two agents to generate a simple language based only on observations of a shared 
environment. Vocabulary and roles for the language are learned in linear time. Communication is robust and degrades 
gradually as complexity increases. Dissimilar modes of experience will lead to a shared kernel vocabulary.  
postscript version  

Title: Cellular Computation and Communications using Engineered Genetic Regulatory Networks  
Author: Ron Weiss  
Published: PhD Thesis, MIT Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Sept 2001  
Abstract:  
 
(pdf version)  

Title: Programmable Self-Assembly: Constructing Global Shape using Biologically-inspired Local Interactions and 
Origami Mathematics  
Author: Radhika Nagpal  
Published: PhD Thesis, MIT Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, June 2001  
Abstract:  
In this thesis I present a language for instructing a sheet of identically-programmed, flexible, autonomous agents (``cells'') 
to assemble themselves into a predetermined global shape, using local interactions. The global shape is described as a 
folding construction on a continuous sheet, using a set of axioms from paper-folding (origami). I provide a means of 
automatically deriving the cell program, executed by all cells, from the global shape description.  
With this language, a wide variety of global shapes and patterns can be synthesized, using only local interactions between 
identically-programmed cells. Examples include flat layered shapes, all plane Euclidean constructions, and a variety of 
tessellation patterns. In contrast to approaches based on cellular automata or evolution, the cell program is directly derived 
from the global shape description and is composed from a small number of biologically-inspired primitives: gradients, 
neighborhood query, polarity inversion, cell-to-cell contact and flexible folding. The cell programs are robust, without 
relying on regular cell placement, global coordinates, or synchronous operation and can tolerate a small amount of random 
cell death. I show that an average cell neighborhood of 15 is sufficient to reliably self-assemble complex shapes and 
geometric patterns on randomly distributed cells.  
The language provides many insights into the relationship between local and global descriptions of behavior, such as the 
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advantage of constructive languages, mechanisms for achieving global robustness, and mechanisms for achieving scale-
independent shapes from a single cell program. The language suggests a mechanism by which many related shapes can be 
created by the same cell program, in the manner of D'Arcy Thompson's famous coordinate transformations. The thesis 
illuminates how complex morphology and pattern can emerge from local interactions, and how one can engineer robust self-
assembly.  
postscript version  

Title: Trans-membrane signal transduction and biochemical Turing pattern formation  
Author: Mark M. Millonas and Erik M. Rauch  
Preprint; AI Memo 1670, September 1999.  
Abstract:  
The Turing mechanism for the production of a broken spatial symmetry in an initially homogeneous system of reacting and 
diffusing substances has attracted much interest as a potential model for certain aspects of morphogenesis such as pre-
patterning in the embryo, and has also served as a model for self-organization in more generic systems. The two features 
necessary for the formation of Turing patterns are short-range autocatalysis and long-range inhibition which usually only 
occur when the diffusion rate of the inhibitor is significantly greater than that of the activator. This observation has 
sometimes been used to cast doubt on applicability of the Turing mechanism to cellular patterning since many messenger 
molecules that diffuse between cells do so at more-or-less similar rates. Here we show that stationary, symmetry-breaking 
Turing patterns can form in physiologically realistic systems even when the extracellular diffusion coefficients are equal; 
the kinetic properties of the ``receiver" and ``transmitter" proteins responsible for signal transduction will be primary 
factors governing this process.  
postscript version, HTML version  

Title: Organizing a Global Coordinate System from Local Information on an Amorphous Computer  
Author: Radhika Nagpal  
Published: AI Memo 1666, August 1999.  
Abstract:  
This paper demonstrates that it is possible to generate a reasonably accurate coordinate system on randomly distributed 
processors, using only local information and local communication. By coordinate system we imply that each element 
assigns itself a logical coordinate that maps to its global physical location, starting with no apriori knowledge of position or 
orientation. The algorithm presented is inspired by biological systems that use chemical gradients to determine the position 
of cells. Extensive analysis and simulation results are presented. Two key results are: there is a critical minimum average 
neighborhood size of 15 for good accuracy and there is a fundamental limit on the resolution of any coordinate system 
determined strictly from local communication. We also demonstrate that using this algorithm, random distributions of 
processors produce significantly better accuracy than regular processor grids - such as those used by cellular automata. This 
has implications for discrete models of biology as well as for building smart sensor arrays.  
postscript version,  

Title: Amorphous Computing  
Author: H. Abelson, D. Allen, D. Coore, C. Hanson, G. Homsy, T. Knight, R. Nagpal, E. Rauch, G. Sussman and R. 
Weiss  
Published: AI Memo 1665, August 1999.  
Abstract:  
Amorphous computing is the development of organizational principles and programming languages for obtaining coherent 
behavior from the cooperation of myriads of unreliable parts that are interconnected in unknown, irregular, and time-
varying ways. The impetus for amorphous computing comes from developments in microfabrication and fundamental 
biology, each of which is the basis of a kernel technology that makes it possible to build or grow huge numbers of almost-
identical information-processing units at almost no cost. This paper sets out a research agenda for realizing the potential of 
amorphous computing and surveys some initial progress, both in programming and in fabrication. We describe some 
approaches to programming amorphous systems, which are inspired by metaphors from biology and physics. We also 
present the basic ideas of cellular computing, an approach to constructing digital-logic circuits within living cells by 
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representing logic levels by concentrations DNA-binding proteins.  
postscript version, PDF version  

Title: Discrete, Amorphous Physical Models  
Author: Erik Rauch  
Published: Master's Thesis, MIT Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, May 31, 1999 

Abstract:  
Discrete models of physical phenomena are an attractive alternative to continuous models such as partial differential 
equations. In discrete models, such as cellular automata, space is treated as having finitely many locations per unit volume. 
Physical processes are modelled by rules that typically depend on a small number of nearby locations. Such models have 
the feature that they depend critically on a regular (crystalline) lattice, as well as the global synchronization of all sites. We 
might well ask, on the grounds of minimalism, whether the global synchronization and crystalline lattice are inherent in any 
discrete formulation. Is it possible to do without these conditions and still have a useful physical model? Or are they 
somehow fundamental?  
We will answer this question by presenting a class of models that are "extremely local" in the sense that the update rule 
does not depend on synchronization with other sites, or on detailed knowledge of the lattice geometry. All interactions 
involve only a single pair of sites. The models have the further advantage that they exactly conserve the analog of quantities 
such as momentum and energy which are conserved in physics. A framework for simulating the asynchronous, parallel 
model with irregular geometry on a sequential computer is be presented. Evidence is given that the models agree well 
qualitatively and quantitatively with continuous differential equations.  
We will draw parallels between the various kinds of physical models and various computing architectures, and show that 
the class of models presented corresponds to a new parallel computing architecture known as an amorphous computer.  
postscript version, HTML version  

Title: Botanical Computing: A Developmental Approach to Generating Interconnect Topologies on an Amorphous 
Computer  
Author: Daniel Coore  
Published: PhD Thesis, MIT Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Feb 1999 

Abstract:  
An amorphous computing medium is a system of irregularly placed, asynchronous, locally interacting computing elements. 
I have demonstrated that amorphous media can be configured by a program, common to all computing elements, to 
generate highly complex prespecified patterns. For example, I can specify that an amorphous medium manifest a pattern 
representing the interconnection structure of an arbitrary electrical circuit.  
My strategy is inspired by a botanical metaphor based on growing points and tropisms. To make this strategy explicit, I 
have developed the Growing Point Language (GPL). A growing point is a locus of activity in an amorphous medium. A 
growing point propagates through the medium by transferring its activity from one computing element to a neighbor. As a 
growing point passes through the medium it effects the differentiation of the behaviors of the computing elements it visits. 
The trajectory of the growing point is controlled by signals that are automatically carried through the medium from other 
differentiated elements. Such a response is called a tropism. In this way a GPL program can exploit locality to make crude 
geometric inferences.  
There is a wide variety of patterns that are expressible in GPL. Examples include: Euclidean constructions, branching 
structures and simple text. I prove that amorphous media can be programmed to draw any prespecified planar graph, and I 
obtain upper bounds on the amount of storage required by the individual processors to realize such a graph. I also analyze 
how the effectiveness of GPL programs depends upon the distribution of the computing elements.  
postscript version  
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Title: Toward in vivo Digital Circuits  
Authors: Ron Weiss, George Homsy, Thomas F. Knight  
Presented: Dimacs Workshop on Evolution as Computation, Princeton, NJ, January 1999. 

Abstract:  
We propose a mapping from digital logic circuits into genetic regulatory networks with the following property: the 
chemical activity of such a genetic network {\it in vivo} implements the computation specified by the corresponding digital 
circuit. Logic signals are represented by the synthesis rates of cytoplasmic DNA binding proteins. Gates consist of 
structural genes for output proteins, fused to promoter/operator regions that are regulated by input proteins. The modular 
approach for building gates allows a free choice of signal proteins and thus enables the construction of complex circuits. 
This paper presents simulation results that demonstrate the feasibility of this approach. Furthermore, a technique for 
measuring gate input/output characteristics is introduced. We will use this technique to evaluate gates constructed in our 
laboratory. Finally, this paper outlines automated logic design and presents BioSpice, a prototype system for the design and 
verification of genetic digital circuits.  
postscript version of paper, html version of talk  

Title: Notes on Amorphous Computing  
Author: Jacob Katzenelson  
Published: July 18, 2000 

Abstract:  
The purpose of this note is to explore and communicate ideas related to the use of amorphous computers to numerical 
computing and, in particular, the simulation of partial differential equations.  
postscript version  

Title: Cellular Gate Technology  
Authors: Thomas F. Knight and Gerald Jay Sussman  
Presented: Proc. UMC98, First International Conference on Unconventional Models of Computation, Auckland, NZ, 
January 1998. 

Abstract:  
We propose a biochemically plausible mechanism for constructing digital logic signals and gates of significant complexity 
within living cells. These mechanisms rely largely on co-opting existing biochemical machinery and binding proteins found 
naturally within the cell, replacing difficult protein engineering problems with more straightforward engineering of novel 
combinations of gene control sequences and gene coding regions. 

The resulting logic technology, although slow, allows us to engineer the chemical behavior of cells for use as sensors and 
effectors. One promising use of such technology is the control of fabrication processes at the molecular scale.  
postscript version (17 pages), html version  

Title: Programming Biological Cells  
Authors: Ron Weiss, George Homsy, Radhika Nagpal  
Presented: 8th International Conference on Architectural Support for Programming Languages and Operating 
Systems (ASPLOS '98), Wild and Crazy Ideas Session, San Jose, CA, 1998. 

Abstract:  
It appears that biological organisms can be harnessed as substrates for computation. Biological cells possess important 
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characteristics, such as energy efficiency, self-reproduction, and miniature scale, that make them attractive for many 
applications. Examples include embedded intelligence in materials, sensing, smart medicine, and nanoscale fabrication. 
Vast numbers of programmed cells executing in parallel will enable cheap computation. This abstract argues that individual 
cells are programmable, and presents a programming paradigm for colonies of cells.  
abstract  

Title: An Algorithm for Group Formation in an Amorphous Computer  
Authors: Radhika Nagpal and Daniel Coore  
Published: Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Parallel and Distributed Computing Systems 
(PDCS'98), Nevada, Oct 1998. 

Abstract:  
Amorphous computing \cite{white-paper} is the study of programming ultra-scale computing environments of smart 
sensors and actuators that communicate locally via wireless broadcast. In such environments, where individual elements 
have limited resources, aggregation into groups is useful for specialization, fault-tolerance, and resource allocation. This 
paper presents a new algorithm, called {\em clubs}, that takes advantage of the local communication to efficiently 
aggregate processors into groups in an amorphous computer. Time taken is proportional to the local density of processors, 
even in an asynchronous setting. The physical embedding of the amorphous comp uter is used to derive an upper bound on 
the number and density of grou ps formed. The clubs algorithm can be extended to adapt to processor failures and to find 
the maximal independent set (MIS) and Delta + 1 vertex coloring in O(log N) rounds, where N is the total number of 
elements and Delta is the maximum degree. Simulation results and example applications are presented.  
PDCS paper (4 pages), AI Memo 1626 (more detail)  

Title: Implementing Reaction Diffusion on an Amorphous Computer  
Authors: Daniel Coore and Radhika Nagpal  
Published: 1998 MIT Student Workshop on High Performance Computing in Science and Engineering, MIT/LCS/
TR-737 

Abstract:  
Traditionally reaction-diffusion simulations have been perfo rmed on regularly discretised spaces. In an Amorphous 
Computer \cite{white-paper} the processors are distributed densely bu t randomly. By implementing the Gray-Scott model 
on an amorph ous computer simulation, we show that the patterns obtained by uniform discretisation can also be realised 
qualitatively on irregul ar, amorphous discretisations if diffusion is modelled correctly .  
postscript version (extended abstract)  

Title: Establishing a Coordinate System on an Amorphous Computer  
Authors: Daniel Coore  
Published: 1998 MIT Student Workshop on High Performance Computing in Science and Engineering, MIT/LCS/
TR-737 

Abstract:  
This paper outlines an algorithm for an Amorphous Computer~\cite{white-paper} that causes each processor to assign itself 
a coordinate such that the resulting (logical) coordinate system maps approximately, under some affine transformation, to 
the physical coordinate system of the processors.  
postscript version (extended abstract)  
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Title: Paradigms for Structure in an Amorphous Computer  
Authors: Daniel Coore, Radhika Nagpal and Ron Weiss  
Published: AI Memo 1614, 1997 

Abstract:  
Recent developments in microfabrication and nanotechnology will enable the inexpensive manufacturing of massive 
numbers of tiny computing elements with sensors and actuators. New programming paradigms are required for obtaining 
organized and coherent behavior from the cooperation of large numbers of unreliable processing elements that are 
interconnected in unknown, irregular, and possibly time-varying ways. {\em Amorphous computing} is the study of 
developing and programming such ultrascale computing environments. This paper presents an approach to programming an 
amorphous computer by spontaneously organizing an unstructured collection of processing elements into cooperative 
groups and hierarchies.  
This paper introduces a structure called an {\em AC Hierarchy}, which logically organizes processors into groups at 
different levels of granularity. The AC hierarchy simplifies programming of an amorphous computer through new language 
abstractions, facilitates the design of efficient and robust algorithms, and simplifies the analysis of their performance. 
Several example applications are presented that greatly benefit from the AC hierarchy. This paper introduces three 
algorithms for constructing multiple levels of the hierarchy from an unstructured collection of processors.  
postscript version  
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Abstract

Key establishment in sensor networks is a challenging
problem because asymmetric key cryptosystems are unsuit-
able for use in resource constrained sensor nodes, and also
because the nodes could be physically compromised by an
adversary. We present three new mechanisms for key es-
tablishment using the framework of pre-distributing a ran-
dom set of keys to each node. First, in the q-composite
keys scheme, we trade off the unlikeliness of a large-scale
network attack in order to significantly strengthen random
key predistribution’s strength against smaller-scale attacks.
Second, in the multipath-reinforcement scheme, we show
how to strengthen the security between any two nodes by
leveraging the security of other links. Finally, we present
the random-pairwise keys scheme, which perfectly pre-
serves the secrecy of the rest of the network when any node
is captured, and also enables node-to-node authentication
and quorum-based revocation.

1 Introduction

Wide-spread deployment of sensor networks is on the
horizon. Networks of thousands of sensors may present
an economical solution to some of our challenging prob-
lems: real-time traffic monitoring, building safety monitor-
ing (structural, fire, and physical security monitoring), mil-
itary sensing and tracking, distributed measurement of seis-
mic activity, real-time pollution monitoring, wildlife moni-
toring, wildfire tracking, etc. Many applications are depen-
dent on the secure operation of a sensor network, and have
serious consequences if the network is compromised or dis-
rupted.

In sensor network security, an important challenge is
the design of protocols to bootstrap the establishment of
a secure communications infrastructure from a collection

∗We gratefully acknowledge funding support for this research. This
work was made possible in part by a gift from Bosch Research. This paper
represents the opinions of the authors and does not necessarily represent
the opinions or policies, either expressed or implied, of Bosch Research.

of sensor nodes which may have been pre-initialized with
some secret information but have had no prior direct con-
tact with each other. We refer to this problem as the boot-
strapping problem. A bootstrapping protocol must not only
enable a newly deployed sensor network to initiate a secure
infrastructure, but it must also allow nodes deployed at a
later time to join the network securely. The difficulty of
the bootstrapping problem stems from the numerous limi-
tations of sensor networks. We discuss these limitations in
detail in Section 2.2; some of the more important ones in-
clude the inability to utilize existing public key cryptosys-
tems (since the expensive computations involved could ex-
pose the power-constrained nodes to a denial-of-service at-
tack), the inability to pre-determine which nodes will be
neighbors after deployment, and the inability of any node
to put absolute trust in its neighbor (since the nodes are not
tamper resistant and are vulnerable to physical capture).

Eschenauer and Gligor recently proposed a random key
predistribution scheme to address the bootstrapping prob-
lem. Its operation is briefly described as follows. A random
pool of keys is selected from the key space. Each sensor
node receives a random subset of keys from the key pool
before deployment. Any two nodes able to find one com-
mon key within their respective subsets can use that key as
their shared secret to initiate communication [11]. We re-
view their approach (which we call the basic random key
scheme) in Section 4.

In this paper, we propose three new mechanisms in the
framework of random key predistribution to address the
bootstrapping problem. First, we propose the q-composite
random key predistribution scheme, which achieves greatly
strengthened security under small scale attack while trad-
ing off increased vulnerability in the face of a large scale
physical attack on network nodes. We will explain why
this trade-off is a desirable one. Second, we present the
multi-path key reinforcement scheme, which substantially
increases the security of key setup such that an attacker has
to compromise many more nodes to achieve a high probabil-
ity of compromising any given communication. Finally, we
propose the random-pairwise keys scheme, which assures
that, even when some number of nodes have been compro-
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mised, the remainder of the network remains fully secure.
Furthermore, this scheme enables node-to-node mutual au-
thentication between neighbors and quorum-based node re-
vocation without involving a base station. Node-to-node
mutual authentication here refers to the property that any
node can ascertain the identity of the nodes that it is com-
municating with.

To the best of our knowledge, no previous security
scheme for sensor networks supports efficient node-to-node
authentication without involving a base station. We give a
detailed analysis of each proposed scheme and show under
which situations our schemes can be used to achieve maxi-
mum security.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
describe the problem area and present evaluation criteria for
successful bootstrapping protocols in Section 2. We sum-
marize our notation in Section 3. We then give an overview
of the basic random key scheme by Eschenauer and Gligor
in Section 4. We describe our q-composite random key pre-
distribution scheme in Section 5, and our multi-path key
reinforcement scheme in Section 6. We present our third
scheme, the random-pairwise keys scheme in Section 7. Fi-
nally, we discuss related work in Section 8, and summarize
our results in Section 9.

2 Problem statement and evaluation metrics

In this section, we first discuss the topology and architec-
ture of a typical sensor network. We then list the technical
properties of typical sensor networks that makes the boot-
strapping problem a challenge. Finally, we present the goals
and evaluation metrics for a successful sensor network se-
curity bootstrapping scheme.

2.1 Sensor network architecture

A typical sensor network has hundreds to several thou-
sand sensor nodes. Each sensor node is typically low-cost,
limited in computation and information storage capacity,
highly power constrained, and communicates over a short-
range wireless network interface. Most sensor networks
have a base station that acts as a gateway to associated in-
frastructure such as data processing computers. Individual
sensor nodes communicate locally with neighboring sen-
sors, and send their sensor readings over the peer-to-peer
sensor network to the base station. Sensors can be deployed
in various ways, such as physical installation of each sensor
node, or random aerial scattering from an airplane. In this
paper we assume that any sensor network is only deployed
by a single party, i.e. sensor nodes deployed by multiple
independent untrusted parties are not part of the same net-
work.

Generally, sensor nodes communicate over a wireless
network. A typical sensor network forms around one or
more base stations, which connect the sensor network to
the outside network.

The communication patterns within a sensor network fall
into three categories: node to node communication (e.g., ag-
gregation of sensor readings), node to base station commu-
nication (e.g., sensor readings), base station to node com-
munication (e.g., specific requests).

An example of a sensor node’s hardware configuration
is the Berkeley Mica Motes. They feature a 8-bit 4 MHz
Atmel ATmega 128L processor with 128K bytes program
store, and 4K bytes SRAM. The processor only supports
a minimal RISC-like instruction set, without support for
multiplication or variable-length shifts or rotates. The ISM
band radio receiver communicates at a peak rate of 40Kbps
at a range of up to 100 feet.

The deployment density and the overall size of the net-
work can vary depending on the application. In this pa-
per, we are examining very large sensor networks (> 1000
nodes) with a sizable communication range (> 20 neighbor-
ing nodes within communication range) and possibly mul-
tiple base stations. We focus on large networks because
they cannot rely on existing non-scalable solutions for small
networks such as base-station authentication. Due to their
smaller overall statistical variance, they are uniquely suited
to the random key approaches that we propose in this paper.

2.2 Sensor network limitations

The following characteristics of sensor networks compli-
cate the design of secure protocols for sensor networks, and
make the bootstrapping problem highly challenging. We
discuss the origins and implications of each factor in turn.

• Impracticality of public key cryptosystems. The limited
computation and power resources of sensor nodes of-
ten makes it undesirable to use public-key algorithms,
such as Diffie-Hellman key agreement [10] or RSA
signatures [22]. Currently, a sensor node may require
on the order of tens of seconds up to minutes to per-
form these operations [7, 9]. This exposes a vulnera-
bility to denial of service (DoS) attacks.

• Vulnerability of nodes to physical capture. Sensor
nodes may be deployed in public or hostile locations
(such as public buildings or forward battle areas) in
many applications. Furthermore, the large number of
nodes that are deployed implies that each sensor node
must be low-cost, which makes it difficult for manu-
facturers to make them tamper-resistant. This exposes
sensor nodes to physical attacks by an adversary. In the
worst case, an adversary may be able to undetectably
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take control of a sensor node and compromise the cryp-
tographic keys.

• Lack of a-priori knowledge of post-deployment config-
uration. If a sensor network is deployed via random
scattering (e.g. from an airplane), the sensor network
protocols cannot know beforehand which nodes will
be within communication range of each other after de-
ployment. Even if the nodes are deployed by hand,
the large number of nodes involved makes it costly to
pre-determine the location of every individual node.
Hence, a security protocol should not assume prior
knowledge of which nodes will be neighbors in a net-
work.

• Limited memory resources. The amount of key-storage
memory in a given node is highly constrained; it does
not possess the resources to establish unique keys with
every one of the other nodes in the network.

• Limited bandwidth and transmission power. Typical
sensor network platforms have very low bandwidth.
For example, the UC Berkeley Mica platform’s trans-
mitter has a bandwidth of 10 Kbps, and a packet size
of about 30 bytes. Transmission reliability is often low,
making the communication of large blocks of data par-
ticularly expensive.

• Over-reliance on base stations exposes vulnerabilities.
In a sensor network, base stations are few and expen-
sive. Hence it may be tempting to rely on them as a
source of trust. However, this invites attack on the base
station and limits the application of the security proto-
col.

2.3 The problem of bootstrapping security in sen-
sor networks

Based on the limitations described in Section 2.2, a boot-
strapping scheme for sensor networks needs to satisfy the
following requirements:

• Deployed nodes must be able to establish secure node-
to-node communication.

• The scheme should be functional without involving the
base station as an arbiter or verifier.

• Additional legitimate nodes deployed at a later time
can form secure connections with already-deployed
nodes. This implies that bootstrapping information
must always be present and cannot simply be erased
after deployment to prevent compromise in the event
of capture.

• Unauthorized nodes should not be able to establish
communications with network nodes and thus gain en-
try into the network.

• The scheme must work without prior knowledge of
which nodes will come into communication range of
each other after deployment.

• The computational and storage requirement of the
scheme must be low, and the scheme should be robust
to DoS attacks from out-of-network sources.

2.4 Evaluation metrics

Sensor networks have many characteristics that make
them more vulnerable to attack than conventional comput-
ing equipment. Simply assessing a scheme based on its abil-
ity to provide secrecy is insufficient. We present several cri-
teria that represent desirable characteristics in a key-setup
scheme for sensor networks.

• Resilience against node capture. We assume the ad-
versary can mount a physical attack on a sensor node
after it is deployed and read secret information from
its memory. We evaluate a scheme’s resilience toward
node capture by estimating the fraction of total net-
work communications that are compromised by a cap-
ture of x nodes not including the communications in
which the compromised nodes are directly involved.

• Resistance against node replication. Whether the ad-
versary can insert additional hostile nodes into the
network after obtaining some secret information (e.g.
through node capture or infiltration). This is a seri-
ous attack since the compromise of even a single node
might allow an adversary to populate the network with
clones of the captured node to such an extent that legit-
imate nodes could be outnumbered and the adversary
can thus gain full control of the network.

• Revocation. Whether a detected misbehaving node can
be dynamically removed from the system.

• Scale. As the number of nodes in the network grows,
the security characteristics mentioned above may be
weakened. We give a detailed definition of maximum
supportable network size in Section 4.2.

Each solution we propose in this paper involves several
steps. An initialization procedure is performed to initial-
ize sensor nodes before they are deployed. After the sensor
nodes are deployed, a key setup procedure is performed by
the nodes to set up shared secret keys between some of the
neighboring nodes to establish a secure link. This should
form a connected graph of secure node-to-node links. Sub-
sequently, neighbor-to-neighbor key establishment can be
performed using the secure links in the initial graph created
during key-setup.
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3 Notation

For clarity, we list the symbols used in the paper below:

c desired confidence level (probability) that the sen-
sor network is connected after completing the con-
nection protocol.

d the expected degree of a node – i.e., the expected
number of secure links a node can establish during
key-setup.

m number of keys in a node’s key ring
n network size, in nodes
n

′ the expected number of neighbor nodes within
communication radius of a given node

p probability that two neighbor nodes can set up a
secure link during the key-setup phase.

q for the q-composite scheme, required amount of
key overlap

S key pool (set of keys randomly chosen from the
total key space)

|S| size of the key pool.
t threshold number of votes after which a node will

be revoked.

4 Background: overview of the basic random
key predistribution scheme

Eschenauer and Gligor first proposed a random key-
predistribution scheme [11]. In the remainder of this paper,
we refer to their approach as the basic scheme. Let m de-
note the number of distinct cryptographic keys that can be
stored on a sensor node. The basic scheme works as fol-
lows. Before sensor nodes are deployed, an initialization
phase is performed. In the initialization phase, the basic
scheme picks a random pool (set) of keys S out of the total
possible key space. For each node, m keys are randomly se-
lected from the key pool S and stored into the node’s mem-
ory. This set of m keys is called the node’s key ring. The
number of keys in the key pool, |S|, is chosen such that two
random subsets of size m in S will share at least one key
with some probability p.

After the sensor nodes are deployed, a key-setup phase
is performed. The nodes first perform key-discovery to find
out with which of their neighbors they share a key. Such key
discovery can be performed by assigning a short identifier to
each key prior to deployment, and having each node broad-
cast its set of identifiers. Nodes which discover that they
contain a shared key in their key rings can then verify that
their neighbor actually holds the key through a challenge-
response protocol. The shared key then becomes the key
for that link.

After key-setup is complete, a connected graph of secure
links is formed. Nodes can then set up path keys with nodes

in their vicinity whom they did not happen to share keys
with in their key rings. If the graph is connected, a path can
be found from a source node to its neighbor. The source
node can then generate a path key and send it securely via
the path to the target node.

One needs to pick the right parameters such that the
graph generated during the key-setup phase is connected.
Consider a random graph G(n, pl), a graph of n nodes for
which the probability that a link exists between any two
nodes is pl. Erdös and Rényi showed that for monotone
properties of a graph G(n, pl), there exists a value of pl

over which the property exhibits a “phase transition”, i.e. it
abruptly transitions from “likely false” to “likely true” [23].
Hence, it is possible to calculate some expected degree d for
the vertices in the graph such that the graph is connected
with some high probability c, where c = 0.999, for ex-
ample. Eschenauer and Gligor calculate the necessary ex-
pected node degree d in terms of the size of the network n

as:

d =

(

n − 1

n

)

(ln(n) − ln(− ln(c))) (1)

From the formula, d = O(log n). In our examples we ex-
pect d to be in the range of 20 to 50.

For a given density of sensor network deployment, let n

′

be the expected number of neighbors within communication
range of a node. Since the expected node degree must be at
least d as calculated, the required probability p of success-
fully performing key-setup with some neighbor is:

p =
d

n

′
(2)

Since the models of connectivity are probabilistic, there
is always the chance that the graph may not be fully con-
nected. This chance is increased if the deployment pattern is
irregular or the deployment area has unpredictable physical
obstacles to communication. It is difficult to anticipate such
scenarios prior to knowing the specifics of the deployment
area. To address this, if the network detects that it is discon-
nected, sensor nodes should perform range extension. This
may involve increasing their transmission power, or sending
a request to their neighbors to forward their communica-
tions for a certain number of hops. Range extension may be
gradually increased until a connected graph is formed after
key-setup. A useful way for a node to detect if a network is
connected is by checking if it can perform multi-hop com-
munication with all base stations. If not, range extension
should be performed.

5 q-composite random key predistribution
scheme

In the basic scheme, any two neighboring nodes need to
find a single common key from their key rings to establish a
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Figure 1. The expected number of nodes an
adversary needs to capture before it is able to
eavesdrop on any link with probability 0.1, for
various amounts of key overlap q. Key ring
size m = 200 keys, probability of connection
p = 0.5.

secure link in the key-setup phase. We propose a modifica-
tion to the basic scheme where q common keys (q > 1) are
needed, instead of just one. By increasing the amount of key
overlap required for key-setup, we increase the resilience of
the network against node capture.

Figure 5 reflects the motivation for the q-composite keys
scheme. As the amount of required key overlap increases,
it becomes exponentially harder for an attacker with a given
key set to break a link. However, to preserve the given prob-
ability p of two nodes sharing sufficient keys to establish a
secure link, it is necessary to reduce the size of the key pool
|S|. This allows the attacker to gain a larger sample of S

by breaking fewer nodes. The interplay of these two op-
posing factors results in an optimal amount of key overlap
to pose the greatest obstacle to an attacker for some desired
probability of eavesdropping on a link.

5.1 Description of the q-composite keys scheme

5.1.1 Initialization and key setup

The operation of the q-composite keys scheme is similar to
that of the basic scheme, differing only in the size of the key
pool S and the fact that multiple keys are used to establish
communications instead of just one.

In the initialization phase, we pick a set S of random
keys out of the total key space, where |S| is computed as
described later in Section 5.1.2. For each node, we select m

random keys from S (where m is the number of keys each
node can carry in its key ring) and store them into the node’s
key ring.

In the key-setup phase, each node must discover all com-
mon keys it possesses with each of its neighbors. This can
be accomplished with a simple local broadcast of all key
identifiers that a node possesses. While broadcast-based key
discovery is straightforward to implement, it has the disad-
vantage that a casual eavesdropper can identify the key sets
of all the nodes in a network and thus pick an optimal set of
nodes to compromise in order to discover a large subset of
the key pool S. A more secure, but slower, method of key
discovery could utilize client puzzles such as a Merkle puz-
zle [18]. Each node could issue m client puzzles (one for
each of the m keys) to each neighboring node. Any node
that responds with the correct answer to the client puzzle is
thus identified as knowing the associated key.

After key discovery, each node can identify every neigh-
bor node with which it shares at least q keys. Let the number
of actual keys shared be q

′, where q

′
≥ q. A new communi-

cation link key K is generated as the hash of all shared keys,
e.g., K = hash(k1||k2|| . . . ||kq′ ). The keys are hashed in
some canonical order, for example, based on the order they
occur in the original key pool S. Key-setup is not performed
between nodes that share fewer than q keys.

5.1.2 Computation of key pool size

We assume that we are required to take the sensor network’s
physical characteristics as a given parameter. Specifically,
we are provided with a probability of full network connec-
tivity c and the expected number of neighbors of each node
n

′. Via Equation 1, we first calculate d, the expected de-
gree of any given node. This can be input to Equation 2 to
calculate p, the desired probability that any two nodes can
perform key-setup.

We now need to calculate the critical parameter |S|, the
size of the key pool. If the key pool size is too large, then the
probability of any two nodes sharing at least q keys would
be less than p, and the network may not be connected after
bootstrapping is complete. If the key pool size is too small,
then we are unnecessarily sacrificing security. We would
like to choose a key pool size such that the probability of
any two nodes sharing at least q keys is ≥ p. Let m be
the number of keys that any node can hold in its key ring.
We would like to find the largest S such that any two ran-
dom samples of size m from S have at least q elements in
common, with a probability of at least p.

We compute |S| as follows. Let p(i) be the probability
that any two nodes have exactly i keys in common. Any
given node has

(

|S|
m

)

different ways of picking its m keys
from the key pool of size |S|. Hence, the total number of

ways for both nodes to pick m keys each is
(

|S|
m

)2
. Suppose
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the two nodes have i keys in common. There are
(

|S|
i

)

ways
to pick the i common keys. After the i common keys have
been picked, there remain 2(m− i) distinct keys in the two
key rings that have to be picked from the remaining pool
of |S| − i keys. The number of ways to do this is

( |S|−i

2(m−i)

)

.
The 2(m−i) distinct keys must then be partitioned between
the two nodes equally. The number of such equal partitions
is
(

2(m−i)
m−i

)

. Hence the total number of ways to choose two
key rings with i keys in common is the product of the afore-
mentioned terms, i.e.,

(

|S|
i

)( |S|−i

2(m−i)

)(

2(m−i)
m−i

)

. Hence, we
have

p(i) =

(

|S|
i

)( |S|−i

2(m−i)

)(

2(m−i)
m−i

)

(

|S|
m

)2 (3)

Let pconnect be the probability of any two nodes sharing
sufficient keys to form a secure connection. pconnect = 1−
(probability that the two nodes share insufficient keys to
form a connection), hence

pconnect = 1 − (p(0) + p(1) + · · · + p(q − 1)) (4)

For a given key ring size m, minimum key overlap q, and
minimum connection probability p, we choose the largest
|S| such that pconnect ≥ p.

5.2 Evaluation of the q-composite random key dis-
tribution scheme

We evaluate the q-composite random key distribution
scheme in terms of resilience against node capture and the
maximum network size supported. We note that this scheme
has no resistance against node replication since node degree
is not constrained and there is no limit on the number of
times each key can be used. The scheme can support node
revocation via a trusted base station similar to the approach
in [11].

5.2.1 Resilience against node capture in q-composite
keys schemes

In this section we evaluate how the q-composite scheme im-
proves a sensor network’s resilience in the face of a node
capture attack by calculating the fraction of links in the net-
work that an attacker is able to eavesdrop on indirectly as a
result of recovering keys from captured nodes. That is, we
attempt to answer the question: For any two nodes A and B

in the network, where neither A nor B have been captured
by the attacker, what is the probability that the attacker can
decrypt their communications using the subset of the key
pool that was recovered from the nodes that were compro-
mised.

We show that the q-composite key scheme strength-
ens the network’s resilience against node capture when the
number of nodes captured is low. Let the number of cap-
tured nodes be x. Since each node contains m keys, the
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Figure 2. Probability that a specific random
communication link between two random
nodes A, B can be decrypted by the adversary
when the adversary has captured some set of
x nodes that does not include A or B. Key
ring size m = 200, probability of key-setup
p = 0.33.

probability that a given key has not been compromised is
(1 −

m
|S| )

x. The expected fraction of total keys compro-
mised is thus 1 − (1 −

m
|S|)

x. For any communication link
between two nodes, if its link key was the hash of i shared
keys, then the probability of that link being compromised is
(1−(1− m

|S|)
x)i. The probability of setting up a secure link

is p = p(q) + p(q + 1) + . . . + p(m). Hence, we have that
the probability that any secure link setup in the key-setup
phase between two uncompromised nodes is compromised
when x nodes have been captured is

m
∑

i=q

(

1 −

(

1 −

m

|S|

)x)i
p(i)

p

This equation also represents the fraction of additional com-
munications (i.e., external communications in the network
independent of the captured nodes) that an adversary can
compromise based on the information retrieved from x

number of captured nodes. Figure 2 shows how it varies
with the number of nodes captured by the attacker.

We note that the scale of the x-axis shows absolute num-
bers of nodes compromised (i.e., independent of the actual
total size of the network) while the y-axis is the fraction
of the total network communications compromised. Hence,
the schemes are not infinitely scalable - a compromise of x

number of nodes will always reveal a fixed fraction of the
total communications in the network regardless of network
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size. A method to estimate the largest supportable network
size of the various schemes is discussed in Section 5.2.2.

The q-composite keys scheme offers greater resilience
against node capture when the number of nodes captured is
small. For example, in Figure 2a, for q = 2, the amount
of additional communications compromised when 50 nodes
have been compromised is 4.74%, as opposed to 9.52% for
the basic scheme. However, when large numbers of nodes
have been compromised, the q-composite keys schemes
tend to reveal larger fractions of the network to the adver-
sary. By increasing q, we make it harder for an adversary to
obtain small amounts of initial information from the net-
work via a small number of initial node captures. This
comes at the cost of making the network more vulnerable
once a large number of nodes have been breached. This
may be a desirable trade-off because small scale attacks are
cheaper to mount and much harder to detect than large scale
attacks. It is easy to mask an attack on a single node as
a communications breakdown due to occlusion or interfer-
ence; it is much harder to disguise an attack on many nodes
as a natural occurrence.

The q-composite scheme removes the incentive for small
scale attacks since the amount of additional information re-
vealed in the rest of the network is greatly reduced. It forces
the attacker to attempt large scale attacks which are expen-
sive and more easily detectable.

5.2.2 Maximum supportable network sizes for the q-
composite keys scheme

In this section we assess the scalability of the random key
schemes we have presented thus far.

Since a fixed number of compromised nodes causes a
fraction of the remaining network to become insecure, these
random-key distribution schemes cannot be used for arbi-
trarily large networks. For example, based on Figure 2a, in
the basic scheme, the capture of 50 nodes compromises ap-
proximately 9.5% of communications in the network. For
a network of 10,000 nodes this translates to an approximate
payoff of 10% of communications compromised for a cost
to the attacker of capturing just 0.5% of total nodes, repre-
senting a relatively modest investment for a high payoff.

We can estimate a network’s maximum supported size
by framing the following requirement:

Limited global payoff requirement: Suppose the
adversary has captured some nodes, but is only
able to break some fraction f ≤ fm of all com-
munications. We require that each subsequent
node that is compromised to the enemy allows
them to break as many links in the rest of the net-
work, on expectation, as the average connectivity
degree of a single node.

In other words, given that the network is still mostly se-
cure (f ≤ fm), we would like that, on average, after cap-
turing some node, the adversary does not learn more about
the rest of the network than they learn about the commu-
nications of the node itself. Via this requirement, smaller
scale attacks on a network must be mainly economically
justified by the value of the individual nodes compromised
rather than the amount of information that the captured keys
can reveal in the rest of the network, thus limiting the in-
centive of an adversary to begin an attack. The maximum
compromise threshold fm intuitively represents the level of
compromise past where the adversary gains an unaccept-
ably high confidence of guessing the sensor readings of the
entire network, and thus the network must be considered ex-
posed and no longer secret. fm will vary depending on the
application and the correlation of different sensor readings.

Using the definition of limited global payoff, we can es-
timate the maximum allowable sizes for the networks such
that our requirement holds true. For any number x of nodes
compromised, we know that some fraction f(x) of the re-
maining secure links created after key-setup have been com-
promised. Let xm be the number of nodes compromised
such that fm = f(xm) of the other secure links created dur-
ing key-setup has been compromised. fm is a given param-
eter (see the definition of limited global payoff preceding).
Let the average connectivity degree of a single node be d.
The adversary thus holds an expected xmd connections in
which the compromised nodes are directly involved. We re-
quire that the number of additional links compromised else-
where in the network be less than this number of directly
compromised links. There are nd

2 total links in the network.
Hence, the requirement is that (nd

2 −xmd)fm ≤ xmd. Sim-
plifying,

n ≤ 2xm

(

1 +
1

fm

)

(5)

Figure 3 shows the estimated maximum network sizes
for the basic random keys scheme as well as for several pa-
rameters of the q-composite keys scheme. We note that the
maximum network sizes scale linearly with key ring size m.
For example, for p = 0.33, fm = 0.1, and m = 200, the
maximum network size for the 2-composite keys scheme is
1, 415 nodes while the maximum network size for the basic
scheme is 1, 159 nodes.

These calculations are our proposed method of estimat-
ing the maximum supportable size of a network given that
certain security properties hold. Alternative methods may
exist that produce different network size estimations.

6 Multipath Key Reinforcement

In this section we present multipath key reinforcement,
a method to strengthen the security of an established link
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Figure 3. Maximum network sizes
(p = 0.33, fm = 0.1)

key by establishing the link key through multiple paths.
This method can be applied in conjunction with the basic
random key scheme to yield greatly improved resilience
against node capture attacks by trading off some network
communication overhead. We analyze the resulting scheme
and explain why we discourage using multipath key rein-
forcement in conjunction with a q-composite scheme.

6.1 Description of multipath key reinforcement

The basic idea behind multipath key reinforcement was
first explored by Anderson and Perrig [2]. We assume that
initial key-setup has been completed (in the following ex-
amples, we assume the basic random key scheme was used
for key-setup). There are now many secure links formed
through the common keys in the various nodes’ key rings.
Suppose A has a secure link to B after key-setup. This link
is secured using a single key k from the key pool S. k may
be residing in the key ring memory of some other nodes
elsewhere in the network. If any of those nodes are cap-
tured, the security of the link between A and B is jeopar-
dized. To address this, we would like to update the com-
munication key to a random value after key-setup. How-
ever, we cannot simply coordinate the key update using
the direct link between A and B since if the adversary has
been recording all key-setup traffic, it could decrypt the key-
update message after it obtained k and still obtain the new
communication key.

Our approach is to coordinate the key-update over mul-
tiple independent paths. Assume that enough routing in-
formation can be exchanged such that A knows all dis-
joint paths to B created during initial key-setup that are
h hops or less. Specifically, A, N1, N2, . . . , Ni, B is a

path created during the initial key-setup if and only if each
link (A, N1), (N1, N2), . . . , (Ni−1, Ni), (Ni, B) has estab-
lished a link key during the initial key-setup using the com-
mon keys in the nodes’ key rings. Let j be the number
of such paths that are disjoint (do not have any links in
common). A then generates j random values v1, . . . , vj .
Each random value has the same length as the encryp-
tion/decryption key. A then routes each random value along
a different path to B. When B has received all j keys, then
the new link key can be computed by both A and B as:

k

′ = k ⊕ v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ vj

The secrecy of the link key k is protected by all j random
values. Unless the adversary successfully manages to eaves-
drop on all j paths, they will not know sufficient parts of the
link key to reconstruct it.

The more paths we can find between two nodes A and
B, the more security multipath key reinforcement provides
for the link between A and B. However, for any given path,
the probability that the adversary can eavesdrop on the path
increases with the length of the path since if any one link on
the path is insecure then the entire path is made insecure.
Further, it is increasingly expensive in terms of communi-
cation overhead to find multiple disjoint paths that are very
long. In this paper we will analyze the case where only
paths of 2 links (only one intermediate node) are consid-
ered. We call this scheme the 2-hop multipath key reinforce-
ment scheme. This approach has the advantage that path
discovery overhead is minimized: for example, A could ex-
change neighbor lists with B. Once they identify their com-
mon neighbors with which both of them share a key, A and
B can perform key reinforcement using their secure links
through these common neighbors. Furthermore, the paths
are naturally disjoint and no further effort needs to be taken
to guarantee this property. We will calculate the expected
effectiveness of this scheme and evaluate its security prop-
erties in simulation.

6.2 Estimation of expected effectiveness of 2-hop
multipath key reinforcement

In this section, we first calculate the expected number of
common neighbors between two nodes in a random uniform
planar deployment of sensors. We then derive a formula for
the new expected probability for compromising a given link
after multipath key reinforcement has taken place.
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The figure above indicates the parameters to be used in
our calculation. B and C denote two communicating sensor
nodes. r is the communications range of each sensor node.
We assume that each node has the same range for receiving
and transmitting. x is the distance between two nodes.

For any given separation x, the area A(x) within both
nodes’ communication radii is the area of the sectors BDE

and CDE minus the area of the rhombus BDCE:

A(x) = 2r

2 cos−1
(

x

2r

)

− x

√

r

2
−

x

2

4

The probability distribution function of the distance be-
tween two nodes within communication radius is given by
F (x) = P (distance < x) = x

2
/r

2. The probability den-
sity function is thus f(x) = F

′(x) = 2x/r

2. The expected
area of overlap is thus given by:

∫ r

0

A(x)f(x)dx

=

∫ r

0

(

2r

2 cos−1
(

x
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)

− x

√
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2
−

x

2
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)

2x

r

2
dx

=

(

π −

3
√

3

4

)

r

2 = 0.5865πr

2

We define the term reinforcing neighbors of two nodes
sharing a secure link as the common neighbors with whom
both nodes share a secure link. Since the expected area of
overlap is 0.5865 of a single communication radius, the ex-
pected number of reinforcing neighbors is thus 0.5865p

2
n

′

where p is the probability of sharing sufficient keys to com-
municate, and n

′ is the number of neighbors of each node.
Via Equation 2, this can also be expressed as 0.5865 d2

n′
. As

an example, for d = 20 and n

′ = 60 (i.e. p = 0.33), the
expected number of reinforcing neighbors is 3.83.

In general, if a link is reinforced by k common neigh-
bors, then the adversary must be able to eavesdrop on that
link, as well as at least one link on each of the k 2-hop paths.
If the adversary’s base probability of compromising a link
is b, then the probability of compromising at least one hop
on any given 2-hop path is the probability of compromis-
ing hop 1 in the path plus the probability of compromising
hop 2 in the path minus probability of compromising both
hops in the path = 2b − b

2. Hence, the final probability of
breaking the link is now
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Figure 4. Reinforcement and compromise
statistics for base compromise probability
b = 0.2

b

′ = b(2b− b

2)k

For example, if the adversary has a base 0.1 chance of
eavesdropping on a given link before reinforcement, for a
link reinforced by 3 neighbors, the chance of eavesdropping
after reinforcement improves to 6.86 × 10−4, or about 1 in
1,458.

From the expected number of reinforcing neighbors we
can estimate the expected network communications over-
head of the 2-hop multipath reinforcement scheme. Each
reinforcing neighbor represents an extra 2-hop communica-
tion to help reinforce a given 1-hop link. Hence, on aver-
age, the total additional communications overhead for key-
reinforcement is at least 2×0.5865p

2
n

′ times more than the
network communications needed for basic key-setup, not
including additional communications for common-neighbor
discovery. For example, for p = 0.33 and n

′ = 60, we can
expect to see at least 7.66 times additional network traffic
after key-setup is complete. Including common neighbor
discovery, we estimate the final scheme to be approximately
10 times more expensive in network communications than
the basic scheme in this case. Given that eavesdropping
probabilities can be improved from 0.1 to 6.86×10−4 (146
times improvement), this may be a good trade-off.

6.3 Evaluation of multipath key reinforcement

The effectiveness of 2-hop multipath key reinforcement
is evaluated by simulating the random uniform deployment
of 10,000 sensor nodes on a square planar field. The prob-
ability of any two nodes being able to establish a secure
link is set at p = 0.33, and the deployment density is set
such that the expected number of neighbors of each node
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Figure 5. Multipath key reinforcement results (m = 200, p = 0.33)

was 60. The eavesdropping attack is modeled by iterating
over each secure link and marking it as compromised with
random chance based on the simulated probability of com-
promise c. A link is considered completely compromised
only if it is compromised and all its reinforcement paths are
also compromised.

Figure 4 reflects the relative distribution of the number of
reinforcing neighbors for each link in the simulation. The
results indicated reflect support for our calculated average
of 3.83 reinforcing neighbors between any 2 nodes within
communication distance. The figure also shows the distri-
bution of reinforced links that were compromised by an ad-
versary with a base 0.2 probability of compromising any
link prior to reinforcement. In this simulation, links with
more than 3 reinforcing neighbors did not suffer significant
rates of compromise. The overall rate of compromise was
lowered by an order of magnitude, from 0.2 to 0.022.

Figure 5a indicates the amount of communications com-
promised versus the number of nodes compromised, with
and without key reinforcement for the various schemes.
Successfully implementing multipath key reinforcement on
the basic scheme enables it to outperform the q-composite
scheme for q ≥ 2 even when the q-composite scheme is
supplemented by key reinforcement. The intuitive reason
for this is that multipath key reinforcement acts similarly to
the q-composite keys scheme in that it compounds the diffi-
culty of compromising a given link by requiring the adver-
sary possess multiple relevant keys to eavesdrop on a given
link. The trade-off for this benefit in the q-composite case
is a smaller key pool size; the trade-off for the multipath
key reinforcement scheme is increased network overhead.

Compounding both the schemes compounds their weak-
nesses - the smaller key pool size of the q-composite keys
scheme undermines the effectiveness of multipath key rein-
forcement by making it easier to build up a critically large
collection of keys.

Figure 5b shows the maximum network size of the basic
scheme with multipath key reinforcement. The graphs show
that multipath key reinforcement gives a significant boost to
network size performance when implemented on the basic
scheme, but has little effect with the q-composite scheme.

The cost of the improved security due to multipath key
reinforcement is an added overhead in neighbor discovery
and key establishment traffic. Whether this tradeoff is a
good one will depend on the specific application as well
as the deployment density characteristics of the sensor net-
work.

While the analysis presented is for using multipath key
reinforcement to secure links that have been formed after
key-setup, the scheme can also be used to reinforce path-
keys that are established between nodes that did not share
keys during key setup. This will further improve the secu-
rity of the system.

7 Random-pairwise keys scheme

In the random key schemes presented thus far, while each
node can verify that some of its neighbors have certain se-
cret keys and are thus legitimate nodes, no node can authen-
ticate the identity of a neighbor that it is communicating
with. For example, suppose node A shares some set of keys
K with node B and that they use these keys as the basis
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for securing a communications link. Because keys can be
issued multiple times out of the key pool, other nodes, e.g.,
C, could also hold this set of secret keys K in its key ring. A

cannot ascertain that it is really communicating with B and
not C, since it knows nothing more about B than its knowl-
edge of K. We define the property that we are seeking as
follows:

Node-to-node authentication. A protocol has
the property of node-to-node authentication if any
node can ascertain the identity of the nodes that it
is communicating with.

This property is useful in supporting many security func-
tions. For example, in detecting node misbehavior, it is
essential that a node be certain of the misbehaving node’s
identity before taking any action. Node-to-node authentica-
tion can also allow individual sensor nodes to resist a node
replication attack by keeping track of which node identi-
ties have already been inserted into the network and reject-
ing further connection attempts by that identity. As a fi-
nal example, node-to-node authentication can shift security
functions away from the base station by enabling nodes to
autonomously perform revocations on misbehaving nodes,
thus improving reaction times toward detectable network in-
trusions.

In this section, we propose a new key establishment pro-
tocol called the random pairwise scheme that possesses the
key property of node-to-node authentication. The random
pairwise scheme has the following properties:

• Perfect resilience against node capture. Any node that
is captured reveals no information about links that it is
not directly involved in.

• Node-to-node identity authentication. Nodes are able
to verify the identities of the nodes with whom they
are communicating. An adversary is unable to imper-
sonate the identity of any node B unless B has already
been captured.

• Distributed Node Revocation. With some added over-
head in key storage, misbehaving nodes can be revoked
from the network without involving a base station.

• Resistance to node replication and generation. The
scheme can reduce the opportunity of node replica-
tion at some cost to node memory and communication
setup overhead.

• Comparable scalability. The scheme can support a
maximum number of nodes that is comparable to the
number of nodes supportable by the basic scheme and
q-composite schemes under the limited global payoff
requirement framed in Section 5.2.2.

7.1 Description of the random pairwise scheme

Suppose a sensor network has a maximum of n nodes.
A simple solution to the key-predistribution problem is the
pairwise keys scheme where each node contains n−1 com-
munication keys each being pairwise privately shared with
one other node in the network.

The random pairwise keys scheme is a modification of
the pairwise keys scheme based on the observation that not
all n−1 keys need to be stored in the node’s key ring to have
a connected random graph with high probability. Erdös and
Rényi’s formula allows us to calculate the smallest probabil-
ity p of any two nodes being connected such that the entire
graph is connected with high probability c. To achieve this
probability p in a network with n nodes, each node need
only store a random set of np pairwise keys instead of ex-
haustively storing all n − 1. Reversing the calculation, if
a node can store m keys, then the maximum supportable
network size is

n =
m

p

(6)

Depending on the model of connectivity, p may grow
slowly with n when n is large (intuitively, p cannot de-
crease as n goes toward infinity, since it is more likely that
a large graph is disconnected than a smaller graph). Hence,
n should increase with increasing m and decreasing p. The
exact rates will depend on the deployment model.

The use of pairwise keys instead of purely random keys
chosen from a given pool can give us node-to-node authenti-
cation properties if each node which holds some key k, also
stores the identity (ID) of the other node which also holds k.
Hence, if k is used to create a secure link with another node,
both nodes are certain of the identity of each other since no
other nodes can hold k.

7.1.1 Initialization and key-setup in the random pair-
wise keys scheme

Recall that the size of each node’s key rings is m keys, and
the probability of any two nodes being able to communicate
securely is p. The random pairwise keys scheme proceeds
as follows:

1. In the pre-deployment initialization phase, a total of
n = m

p
unique node identities are generated. The ac-

tual size of the network may be smaller than n. Un-
used node identities will be used if additional nodes are
added to the network in the future. Each node identity
is matched up with m other randomly selected distinct
node IDs and a pairwise key is generated for each pair
of nodes. The key is stored in both nodes’ key rings,
along with the ID of the other node that also knows the
key.
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2. In the post-deployment key-setup phase, each node
first broadcasts its node ID to its immediate neigh-
bors. By searching for each other’s IDs in their key-
rings, the neighboring nodes can tell if they share a
common pairwise key for communication. A crypto-
graphic handshake is then performed between neigh-
bor nodes who wish to mutually verify that they do
indeed have knowledge of the key.

7.1.2 Multi-hop range extension

Since the node ID is just a few bytes, key discovery involves
much less network traffic and computational overhead in the
nodes than standard random-key predistribution. Hence the
effective communication range of nodes for key setup can
be extended beyond physical communication range by hav-
ing neighboring nodes re-broadcast the node ID for a certain
number of hops. Each hop that the node ID is rebroadcast
effectively extends the range by approximately one com-
munication radius, increasing the number of nodes that can
hear the broadcast by a squared factor. The table below
shows some intuition for number of reachable nodes in the
case where the expected number of neighbors within com-
munication range is 60.

local (0 hops) 1 hop 2 hops 3 hops
60 240 540 960

This has an impact on the maximum supportable network
size n. Recall from Equation 2 that connection probability
p = d

n′
where n

′ is the number of neighbors and d was
computed via the required probability of graph connectivity.
From Equation 6 we have that maximum network size n =
m
p

where m is the key ring size. Hence

n =
mn

′

d

(7)

By increasing the effective communications radius, we also
increase the number of neighbors n

′, hence the maximum
supportable network size n also increases. Multihop range
extension should be used with caution, however, because
the rebroadcast is performed without verification or authen-
tication. Hence, during the deployment phase, an adver-
sary can send random node IDs into the network which will
then be rebroadcast x times by the receiving nodes. This
potential denial of service (DoS) attack could stop or slow
the key-setup process since the sensor network is actively
helping to amplify the range of the adversary’s interfering
transmissions. The potential damage due to this DoS attack
can be reduced by limiting the number of hops of the range
extension. If DoS is a serious concern then multihop range

extension could be removed altogether; it is not required for
the operation of the random pairwise scheme.

7.1.3 Support for distributed node revocation

In the random pairwise scheme, node revocation can be
supported via base stations as described by Eschenauer
and Gligor [11]. However, base station initiated revoca-
tion mechanisms may also slow the node revocation pro-
cess due to the potential high latency between the nodes and
the base-station. In revocation, fast response is particularly
crucial since a detected attack must be sealed off from the
network before it can do significant harm.

To reduce the disadvantages associated with a base-
station dependent revocation protocol, we present a dis-
tributed node revocation scheme for the random pairwise
scheme. Such a scheme is possible if we assume the ex-
istence of a mechanism in each sensor node that enables
it to detect if neighbor nodes have been compromised. The
scheme works by having neighboring nodes broadcast ‘pub-
lic votes’ against a detected misbehaving node (we use the
term public vote since the identity of the voter in this case
need not be kept secret). If any node B observes more than
some threshold number t of public votes against some node
A, then B breaks off all communications with A. By listen-
ing on the network (like any other sensor node), the base sta-
tion can relay the votes back to a physically secure location
where the undeployed nodes are stored. There, any as-yet
undeployed node identities react appropriately by erasing
any pairwise keys associated with A from the undeployed
nodes’ key rings. This has the effect of permanently sever-
ing node A from the network.

It is a technical challenge to design a compact and effi-
cient distributed public vote counting mechanism for sensor
nodes.

In the following discussion, the set of nodes which can
vote against node A are termed A’s voting members. We
require the voting scheme to have the following properties:

• Compromised nodes cannot revoke arbitrary nodes.

• No voting member of A is able to forge another mem-
ber’s vote against A.

• Each voting member of A must be able to verify the
validity of a broadcast public vote against A.

• Broadcast public votes from one voting member reveal
no information that would allow listeners to generate
additional public votes.

• Broadcast public votes have no replay value.

• The method of propagating the broadcast to cover the
entire network should not be vulnerable to denial of
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service attack by a malicious node operating within the
network.

As a first attempt, a simple scheme is as follows: Con-
sider a node A, which, like every other node in the net-
work, has m keys in its key ring. Since all the keys are
issued to exactly two nodes and no two keys are issued
to the same pair of nodes, we have exactly m nodes that
share a pairwise key with node A. We call this set of
m nodes the set of voting members of A. Each of these
m voting members are assigned a random voting key ki.
Each voting member also knows the respective hashes of
the voting keys of all the m − 1 other voting members, i.e.
hash(kj), j 6= i, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. To cast a public vote against
A, the node broadcasts ki. All other voting members can
verify the vote by computing hash(ki). Once ki is verified,
voting members can replace hash(ki) with ki and a flag re-
flecting the fact that this vote has already been heard on the
network.

One problem with this scheme is that each entry on the
key ring now stores not only the pairwise key but also m−1
hash values and a voting key. Hence, if m pairwise keys are
stored on the node, the memory requirement is O(m2).

In our scheme, we propose using a Merkle tree [19] to
efficiently authenticate m hash values. Only a single veri-
fying hash value (the root value of the Merkle tree) needs to
be stored, but the voting information is now size O(log m),
since each node now needs to reveal not just its secret vot-
ing key but also the hash values of the log m internal nodes
in the Merkle tree that will allow the other voting members
to authenticate the vote.

One consequence of using a Merkle tree mechanism is
that it is now necessary to remember which nodes have al-
ready been received, in order to remove replay value of the
votes. For each vote, the path to the root of the Merkle tree
is unique and can be described in log m bits. Hence, only
log m bits of storage per received vote is necessary. Also,
a total of at most t logm bits is needed since only t votes
need to be received before revocation occurs. t is generally
chosen to be small, as described below.

Choice of the threshold value t. Let t be the minimum
number of votes needed to revoke a node. t must be cho-
sen low enough such that it is unlikely that any node has a
degree < t in the network, but high enough such that a col-
lection of rogue nodes cannot cause the revocation of many
legitimate nodes. For any of the m keys in a node’s key
ring, the probability that it is used is the probability that
the other node which has this key is within communication
radius. This probability is n′

n
since there are n

′ neighbors
out of n total nodes, that will be within communication ra-
dius. The distribution of the degree of a node is hence bino-
mial (m,

n′

n
). Since n = mn′

d
(from Equation 7, where d is

the expected degree of a node in terms of number of secure
links created during key-setup), n′

n
simplifies to d

m
. Hence

we have that the degree of a node is binomial(m,

d
m

), the
average is d and the variance is d(1 −

d
m

). For key ring
sizes sufficient to support a reasonably sized network, d

m

will be small. Hence the variance is close to the average d,
i.e., the distribution is heavily skewed to the left.

The expected degree of a node d should increase slowly
with network size n (from Equation 1, d = O(log n)).
Hence t should remain small (≤ 5) for the range of net-
work sizes we are considering in this paper (1,000 to 10,000
nodes). Since t is small, we note that memorizing previ-
ously cast votes to prevent replay is not a significant mem-
ory cost.

One consequence of implementing such a voting scheme
is that no node can have less than t neighbors, otherwise that
node cannot be revoked. Since t was chosen such that it is
unlikely that any node has degree < t in the network, the
scheme can be modified such that any node that is unable to
form at least kt connections (where k is some small multi-
ple, e.g. 2) on the network after the key-setup phase must
be revoked. Such low-degree nodes can be detected via the
degree-counting mechanism described in Section 7.1.4 be-
low.

Even if this mechanism is in place, if an adversary can
selectively compromise nodes without detection, then it
may be possible to compromise a set of nodes that shield
each other from revocation, e.g. compromise enough nodes
around a misbehaving node such that only t − 1 legitimate
nodes are left to communicate with it. Another method of
attack would be to only present detectable misbehavior to
t − 1 neighbors so as to prevent revocation. In such cases,
proper revocation may still be possible depending on the
sensitivity and accuracy of the detection mechanism. How-
ever, designing a node-level intrusion detection mechanism
that has both high sensitivity and accuracy is an extremely
challenging problem. Hence, base-station issued revoca-
tion mechanisms may still be used to limit the potential
damage that can be caused by these sophisticated attacks.
Distributed node revocation is best used as a fast-reaction
system to respond to perceived node-capture attacks, rather
than as a full counter-measure against a malicious node that
has already entered the network.

Broadcast mechanism. Our public voting scheme relies
on being able to propagate every public vote across the net-
work to all voting members. However, having every node
naively re-broadcast all votes heard on the open network
presents a vulnerability to denial of service attack. In our
scheme, only the voting members will re-broadcast any re-
ceived public votes to each other, while all other nodes ig-
nore the broadcast. This transmission is performed unen-
crypted, since public votes need not be secret once they are
broadcast. Since there is no transmission control in an unen-
crypted broadcast, we require that each voting member that
first receives a correctly verified vote perform a re-broadcast
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of the vote a fixed number of times at varying intervals in
order to maximize the probability of a successful transmis-
sion to a neighboring voting member. We now show that ev-
ery voting member will receive this broadcast with approx-
imately the same very high probability c that the network is
connected (in this analysis, we assume the broadcast trans-
mission is perfect). We assume that αn nodes have been
deployed where 0.5 < α < 1 (i.e. a significant fraction of
the nodes have been deployed). Each voting member has
an expected total of n

′ neighbors within range. There are
about αm voting members that have been deployed. Each
voting member can thus expect to find (αm−1

αn−1 )n′ other vot-
ing members within communications range. Since m and
n are large and α is a large fraction, we can approximate
this with (αm

αn
)n′ which simplifies to mn′

n
. However, from

Equation 7, this is exactly the degree d that is required to
connect the graph with high probability c. Hence the net-
work of voting members forms a random graph with almost
the same probability of being connected as the original net-
work of secure links (it may be slightly lower due to our ap-
proximation). The reason for this is that the voting members
can perform unencrypted broadcast to every voting member
within range, whereas the communication links established
during key-setup between arbitrary neighbor nodes must be
conditional on the sharing of a pairwise key. For any node
A, the probability of an arbitrary node B being a relevant
voting member is approximately m

n
which is exactly the

probability of B sharing a pairwise key with A. Both the
graphs are connected with high probability.

Resisting revocation attack. One possible weakness as-
sociated with distributed node revocation is that each node
holds the potential to cast a vote against m other nodes.
Since the total number of nodes n = m

p
, this could represent

a significant fraction of the node population. Hence only a
fixed number of nodes need to be compromised without de-
tection in order for them to revoke a significant proportion
of the network, regardless of the network size.

To prevent widespread release of revocation keys by
compromised nodes, we require that only nodes that have
established direct communication with some node B have
the ability to revoke B.

We do this by distributing the revocation keys to the vot-
ing members of B in a deactivated form, i.e. each vot-
ing member i stores its revocation key for B kBi masked
(XORed) with some secret SBi. This deactivated key will
not hash to the correct verifying value and is thus use-
less for voting. Node B knows all the activation secrets
SBi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. During the key discovery and setup phase,
if node i wishes to complete key setup with node B, it re-
quires node B to transmit its activation secret SBi (and vice-
versa). Once node i has received SBi it unmasks kBi using
SBi, and verifies that it was given the correct unmasking se-
cret by performing vote verification on the unmasked kBi to

see if it is a valid revocation key. Storage of m masking fac-
tors on node B takes only O(m) space and is insignificant
compared to the total O(m log m) space needed to store the
voting and verification apparatus.

Such a policy of need-to-know key activation ensures
that the majority of revocation keys recovered through node
capture are in an unusable masked state. In order to use
these revocation keys to revoke some node A the adversary
now has to physically communicate with A and complete
key-setup for up to t new connections.

Via this mechanism, the adversary’s ability to attempt
sabotage through this course of action is seriously limited
by the implementation of schemes to limit node replication
and node generation (see next Section 7.1.4). In general,
since resistance against node replication imposes an upper
limit dmax on the degree of a node, once a malicious node
has collected dmax activation values for its revocation keys,
further requests for activation values will be rejected by the
other nodes in the network since it will be detected that this
node is attempting to exceed its maximum allowed degree.
Hence the number of revocation keys issuable by each com-
promised node is limited to dmax.

Even if we do not assume the implementation of schemes
for resisting node replication, the requirement that the ad-
versary establish physical (1-hop) communication with a
target node is a strong disincentive to mount a DoS attack
via revocation. For example, if disruption rather than sub-
version of the network is all that is desired by the adversary
and the adversary has the ability to physically communicate
with the target nodes, then a radio jamming attack is proba-
bly cheaper and more productive than a revocation attack.

The vote-activation mechanism presented above limits
the damage an adversary can inflict by broadcasting node
revocations. It does not completely eliminate the potential
for such an attack. However, it does makes it less economi-
cally viable for an attacker to mount a revocation attack.

7.1.4 Resistance against node replication and node
generation

In the event that node capture goes undetected by the net-
work, it is desirable that the network be resistant against the
addition of infiltrator nodes derived from captured nodes,
especially considering that resistance may be required to
prevent revocation attack on the network (see Section 7.1.3)

To limit the amount node replication possible on the net-
work, the degree of any node can be limited. We know that
the degree of a node on the network is approximately bino-
mially distributed (m,

d
m

) with expectation d and variance
close to d (see Section 7.1.3 for derivation). Hence very few
nodes should have degree ≥ 3d, for example. This implies
that we can limit the degree of nodes to dmax where dmax is
some small multiple of d, without disrupting network con-
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nectivity.
The expected degree d increases slowly with graph size

n. For example, Equation 1 indicates d = O(log n). Hence
dmax will generally be small compared with the total po-
tential connectivity m.

Since the random-pairwise scheme allows us to have a
notion of authenticated node identity, a method for node-
degree counting for the random-pairwise scheme may be
implemented with the public-vote counting scheme pre-
sented in Section 7.1.3. The operation of the degree-
counting scheme is exactly identical. Each node contains a
voting key and some way to verify valid voting keys. Each
time a given node A forms a connection with some node B,
A broadcasts its voting key for B and vice-versa. Each node
can thus track the degree of all m of the nodes which share
pairwise keys with it, and refuse to form new connections if
the degree becomes too large.

One concern in this case is that we now need to mem-
orize dmax number of cast votes instead of a small num-
ber t. Each vote still requires only log m bits to store
since we only need to store its unique path in the Merkle
tree, hence directly storing dmax votes may still be feasible.
Otherwise, for applications with a relatively large dmax,
we note that an m-bit bit field is sufficient to completely
record all m votes since each bit could represent a unique
path in the Merkle tree. Furthermore, since we only need
to provide a rough bound for the number of votes heard,
the bit field representation could be compressed using var-
ious lossy sparse-storage directory mechanisms such as the
Coarse Vector [14] and Tristate [1] protocols.

7.2 Evaluation of the random keys scheme

Perfect resilience against node capture. Since each
pairwise key is unique, capture of any node does not allow
the adversary to decrypt any additional communications in
the network besides the ones that the compromised node is
directly involved in. This would be represented in Figure 2
as the line y=0.

Maximum supported network size. The limited global
payoff requirement of Section 5.2.2 cannot be used to com-
pute the maximum network size of the random pairwise
keys scheme because global information revealed from lo-
cal node capture is always 0. Rather, the maximum network
size of a random pairwise keys scheme is fixed at design
time by Equation 6.

The maximum supportable network size for a random
pairwise key scheme without distributed node revocation or
multihop range extension is shown in Figure 3. Figure 6
reflects the network sizes for the random pairwise scheme
with all the features mentioned earlier including range ex-
tension. It can be seen that with a range extension of just
two hops, we can get network sizes comparable to the other
schemes in this case. Also, the O(log m) cost of includ-
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Figure 6. Network sizes for random pair-
wise key setup compared against the basic
scheme with and without multipath key re-
inforcement. Link keys are 128bits, hash
values are 80bits in this simulation. p =
0.33, fthreshold = 0.1

ing distributed node revocation does not significantly im-
pact maximum network size.

Given that the random pairwise scheme has perfect re-
silience against node capture and authentication features,
this is a highly desirable result.

Resistance to revocation attack of distributed scheme.
If resistance against node replication is implemented, then
the theoretical number of nodes an attacker can revoke per
successful node captured is dmax

t
which is kd where k is a

small constant. Since any captured node will have an ex-
pected d links in any case, the number of nodes lost through
the revocations due to a captured node is some small con-
stant factor of the links directly lost through the compro-
mise of the node. Furthermore, d grows only slowly with
n, hence the attacker is unable to target a significant portion
of the network for revocation if it has only compromised a
small number of nodes. While a revocation attack ampli-
fies the disruptive power of the attacker to some extent, it is
unlikely that an attacker will find it economically attractive
to obtain full control of a sensor node only to expend this
successful intrusion in revoking a small constant number of
other nodes (if denial of service is all that is desired by the
attacker, physical destruction of each node is probably more
economical). This is especially true considering that they
must explicitly establish communications with every node
that they wish to revoke.
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8 Related Work

We first review work in establishing shared keys in mo-
bile computing, then review work in sensor network key
establishment.

Tatebayashi, Matsuzaki, and Newman consider key dis-
tribution for resource-starved devices in a mobile environ-
ment [25]. Park et al. [20] point out weaknesses and im-
provements. Beller and Yacobi further develop key agree-
ment and authentication protocols [4]. Boyd and Mathuria
survey the previous work on key distribution and authenti-
cation for resource-starved devices in mobile environments
[6]. The majority of these approaches rely on asymmetric
cryptography. Bergstrom, Driscoll, and Kimball consider
the problem of secure remote control of resource-starved
devices in a home [5].

Stajano and Anderson discuss the issues of bootstrapping
security devices [24]. Their solution requires physical con-
tact of the new device with a master device to imprint the
trusted and secret information.

Carman, Kruus, and Matt analyze a wide variety of ap-
proaches for key agreement and key distribution in sensor
networks [9]. They analyze the overhead of these protocols
on a variety of hardware platforms.

Wong and Chan propose a key exchange for low-power
computing devices [26]. However, their approach assumes
an asymmetry in computation power, that is, one of the par-
ticipants is a more powerful server.

Perrig et al. propose SPINS, a security architecture
specifically designed for sensor networks [21]. In SPINS,
each sensor node shares a secret key with the base station.
To establish a new key, two nodes use the base station as a
trusted third party to set up the new key.

We review the related work by Eschenauer and
Gligor [11] in Section 4. Anderson and Perrig propose a
key establishment mechanism for sensor networks based on
initially exchanging keys in the clear [2]. Their key infec-
tion approach is secure as long as an attacker arrives after
key exchange and did not eavesdrop the exchange.

Zhou and Haas propose to secure ad hoc networks us-
ing asymmetric cryptography [27]. Kong et al. propose lo-
calized public-key infrastructure mechanisms, based on se-
cret sharing and multiparty computation techniques [16].
Hubaux, Buttyán, and Čapkun propose to bootstrap trust re-
lationships based on a stored set of certificates [8, 15]. Such
approaches are expensive in terms of computation and com-
munication overhead.

Broadcast encryption by Fiat and Naor [12] is another
model for distributing a shared key to a group of receivers.
However, this model assumes a single sender, and that the
sender knows the key pools of all receivers. Subsequent
papers further develop this approach [3, 13, 17].

9 Conclusion

Efficient bootstrapping of secure keys is of critical im-
portance for secure sensor network applications. Local pro-
cessing of sensor data requires secure node to node commu-
nication. We present three efficient random key predistribu-
tion schemes for solving the security bootstrapping problem
in resource-constrained sensor networks.

Each of these three schemes represents a different trade-
off in the design space of random key protocols. The choice
of which scheme is best for a given application will depend
on which trade-off is the most appealing.

The q-composite scheme achieves significantly im-
proved security under small scale attack at the cost of
greater vulnerability to large scale attack. This increases the
attacker’s cost of mounting an attack since the option of har-
vesting a small number of keys in order to extract a random
sample of the readings in the entire network is no longer
appealing, thus forcing the attacker to perform a large scale
node capture attack.

The (2-hop) multipath reinforcement scheme improves
security at the cost of network communication overhead.
Since the expected number of common neighbors is pro-
portional to 1

n′
(where n

′ is the expected number of neigh-
boring nodes), this scheme performs best when the deploy-
ment density is sparse relative to the communication radius
of the nodes. It also presents the best characteristics when
the variation in deployment density is low (i.e. nodes are
regularly dispersed).

The random pairwise scheme has the best security prop-
erties of the three schemes. It possesses perfect resilience
against node capture attacks as well as support for node-
based revocation and resistance to node replication. The
properties come with the trade-off that the maximum sup-
ported network size is not as large as the other schemes.
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¯�Ê�¸�Ê�¹uÔEÊ�Ë5Ö �Ê�·54 5 ¼~À%Í	Êâ·3É Ê�º3Ú	Í º�Ê�·{®��µ	±g¸æÝ�Ê�·�ºR¹l¬ '	Ú Ê~Ú Ê $ È%¹u·3É#Í ¹v·-Ê('ÐÚ	±�²�·�®�¯�Ê�¸�Ê�¹uÔEÊ~¯{Í ¹u· �æÂdÖ
×ØÉ Ê~¬54 5 ¼~À	Í	Ê�¸�® °�Ê�º Ñ ²l±E¯�ÎEÊ%Ê~¬ ® Ú ÎcÉ ÒáÛÄº�Ê�Ê )*¹uÎcÚ	¯�ÊRë8CEß�´E·>É Ê�¯�Ê�¸�Ê�¹uÔEÊ~¯�Ë	Ê�¸�®cË	Ê�º&4 5 ¼~À	·�®�±O°�Ê�º�º3±�ÎEÊE´
®cÚ ·3µ	Ú ·�º�·3É ¹uº�°�Ê�º�º>±�ÎEÊE´5±E¬ Ë8·>É Ê~¬$��¹lµ º�Í ¹u· ��Â�Ö�ä%É ÊRº�Ê~¬ Ë	Ê~¯�µ	¯�®E·�® ¸�®E²*¹uº�Ê�ÔEÊ~¬Kº�¹ °-µ ²vÊ~¯�?O·3É Ê�º�Ê~¬ Ë	Ê~¯
º�¹l°Rµ ²u³�Ê~¬ ¸�® Ë	Ê�º�Ê~±�¸�É�°�Ê�º�º>±�ÎEÊ�¹l¬E·�®C±�º�Ê�·%®g µ	±�¸�Ý�Ê�·�º�±E¬ Ë�º�Ê~¬ Ë	º�·3É Ê~° ·�®�·3É ÊO¬ Ê�·�È�® ¯�Ý�´ ��¹lµ	µ ¹l¬ Î�¹u·�º
Í ¹u·O»~Â�Í	Ê�·�È�Ê�Ê~¬á°ãÊ�º�º3±�ÎEÊ�º�Ö

ë��
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)*¹uÎcÚ	¯�Ê%��?�.(G#B�T(G�L54HG
X�X�N�g�G�D"G�U V Q<G\L_d�� LZK#D�K(^
K7U��06 � �

ä�É Ê�º�Ê~¬ Ë	Ê~¯�±g²vº�®CÚ º�Ê�º�±���±gÎ�¾S��¼>¼
	Á$�(;�¼~À*ÛÄ·3É	±�·�·�Ê�²u²uº�¹u·%È;É Ê~¬�¹u·%¸~±E¬{º�Ê~¬ ËK±E¬ ®E·3É Ê~¯�µ	±�¸æÝgÊ�·�·�®R·3É Ê
��Ù�¸�É	±E¬	¬ Ê�²lß�Ö+ä�É Ê�º�Ê~¬ Ë	Ê~¯�±�²uº�®RÚ º�Ê�º�±�°�Ú ²u·�¹uº�Ê�· 5 5 ¼�À	®�5º�¹uà�Ê3/åÈ�É ¹u¸�ÉR¹uº%Ú º�Ê�Ë{·�®Oº�·�®c¯�Ê%·3É Ê;Ê~¬ ¸�® Ë	Ê�Ë
ÔEÊ~¯�º�¹v® ¬8®�%·3É Ê-¸~Ú	¯�¯�Ê~¬1·�°�Ê�º�º>±�ÎEÊCÍÓÊ�¹ ¬ Î�º�Ê~¬E·7�+°�®c¯�Ê{µ	¯�Ê�¸�¹uº�Ê�²u³E´ 5 5 ¼�À*º�·�® ¯�Ê�º�·3É Ê�¯�Ê~°R±�¹l¬ Ë	Ê~¯�®�%·3É Ê
¸~Ú	¯�¯�Ê~¬1·�°�Ê�º�º3±�ÎEÊ�Ê~¬ ¸�® Ë	¹l¬ ÎC·3É	±g·�É	±�º�¬ ®E·�³EÊ�·�Í	Ê�Ê~¬ º�Ê~¬1·%·�®�·3É Ê�¬ Ê�·�È�®c¯�ÝYÖ

ä�É ÊOº�Ê~¬ Ë	Ê~¯;±E¬ Ë�¯¶Ê�¸�Ê�¹vÔ1Ê~¯�µ	¯�®E·�® ¸�®E²uºãÛ  � ±E¬ Ë$� ��ß;±E¯�Ê�Ë	Ê�º�¸~¯�¹lÍÓÊ�Ë8¹l¬ )*¹uÎcÚ	¯¶Ê&�{±E¬ Ë )*¹uÎcÚ	¯�Ê{ë�C	Ö
×8ÊR±�º�º>Ú	°�ÊO·3É	±g·�±�²u²*²u® ¸~±�²u²v³K¸�®c¬1·3¯�®1²v²uÊ�Ë8±�¸�·�¹u®c¬ ºO±1¯�ÊO¹l¬KË	¹W�5Ê~¯�Ê~¬1·�¸�² ±gº�º�Ê�º��·3É Ú º�Ê�ÔEÊ~¯�³�¸�® ¬E·�¹l¬ Ú ®cÚ º�²u³
Ê~¬	±EÍ ²uÊ�Ë�±�¸�·�¹u®c¬�È%¹u²u²�Ê�ÔEÊ~¬1·3Ú	±�²u²u³�®c¸�¸~Ú	¯�Ö�×8Ê;±�²uº�®O±�º�º3Ú	°ãÊ�·>É	±�·�·>É Ê�® µ	Ê~¯�±�·�¹v® ¬87 ���:9�ÛHG - $*ß�º3É ¹jn·�º�·3É Ê
'	Ú Ê~Ú Ê0$ �®c¯�È%±E¯�Ëá±E¬ Ëá±gË	Ë	º�µ	±�¸�Ý�Ê�·AG ·�®R·3É Ê�Ê~¬ Ëâ®� $%Ö�«Ä�$ É	±�Ë�/ µ	±�¸�Ý�Ê�·�º�ÍÓÊ>n® ¯�Ê�G�È%±�º;±�Ë	Ë	Ê�Ë5´
·3É ÊCµ	±g¸æÝ�Ê�·O±g·�·3É ÊRÉ Ê~±�Ë8®�#$Ø¹uº�¯�Ê~°�®�ÔEÊ�ËK·�®á°-±EÝ�ÊR¯�® ®c° n® ¯�G5ÖR«�·�¹uºOÊ~±gº�³K·�®�¹l°Rµ ²uÊ~°�Ê~¬E·�º3Ú ¸�É8±
'	Ú Ê~Ú Ê%¹l¬R±;º�Ê�²jLÙ�º�·3±EÍ ¹u²u¹và�¹l¬ Î��±�º3É ¹u®c¬�Ú º�¹l¬ Î�±E¬�±E¯�¯�±�³�®� /åµ	±�¸�Ý�Ê�·�º~Ö �Ê�·<;>=�?ØÛ n® ¯ 3�®cÚ	¬ Ë	Ê�Ë ��É	±E¬	¬ Ê�²
�+¯¶®E·�® ¸�®E²lß�Ë	Ê~¬ ®E·�Ê�·3É Ê�¸�® °Rµ	®Eº�¹v·�¹v® ¬�®�*·3É ÊO¯�Ê�¸�Ê�¹uÔEÊ~¯;±E¬ Ëáº�Ê~¬ Ë	Ê~¯%µ	¯�® ¸�Ê�º�º�Ê�º;È%¹u·3Éá±���Ù�¸�É	±E¬	¬ Ê�²�Ö
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)*¹l¯�º�·%È�Ê�¬ ®E·�¹u¸�ÊáÛ Þ¯¶®c° ·3É ÊO¸�® Ë	Ê�®� ·>É Ê���Ù�¸�É	±E¬	¬ Ê�²lß;·3É	±�·;±E¬E³�µ	±�¸�Ý�Ê�·AGâº�Ê~¬1·�Í1³ Í1³? � È%¹u²u²+¯�Ê�º3Ú ²u·
¹l¬(G�Í	Ê�¹l¬ Î8º�·�® ¯�Ê�Ë8¹l¬ ·3É Ê{¸æÉ	±E¬	¬ Ê�²�¹j�·3É ÊR�®E²u²u®�È%¹l¬ Î�µ	¯�Ê�Ë	¹u¸~±�·�Ê�É ®E²uË	ºR¹l¬ ·3É Ê�µ	¯�¹u®c¯�º�·3±�·�ÊEÖâ×8Ê{º3±�³
·3É Ê�¸�É	±E¬	¬ Ê�²�¹uº�Ë�¯�® µ1Ù�Þ¯�Ê�Ê�¹l¬K±{º�·3±�·�Ê i�®� ;>=�?Ø¹j�È�É Ê~¬ Ê�ÔEÊ~¯RÛj¾(��¼3¼\ÐÁ$��;<¼~À % À��#�c¼�ß�·3É Ê~¬�Û �%$,% Æ�ÃÄ½ ß�Ö
Û�è�Ê�¸~±g²v²�·3É	±�· �%$ ¹uº�·3É ÊR¹l¬	µ	Ú ·%'ÐÚ Ê~Ú Ê-®�%·3É ÊR¬ Ê�·rÈ�®c¯�Ý�Öéß�«Þ·O¹uºOÊ~±gº�³á·�®âº�Ê�ÊR·3É	±g·�·3É ÊR¸�É	±E¬	¬ Ê�²�ÍÓÊ�¹ ¬ Î
Ë�¯�®cµ1Ù��¯�Ê�Ê�¹vº�±-º�·3±EÍ ²uÊ�µ	¯¶®cµ	Ê~¯�·�³�·3É	±g·�É ®E²uË	º�±<n·�Ê~¯�·3É ÊªÕ�¯�º�·���� � � *� ��+ ��-8Ê�ÔEÊ~¬1·;¹ ¬K±E¬1³{Ê�ÏcÊ�¸~Ú ·�¹u®c¬Ö
«�·�¹vº;±�²uº�®RÊ~±�º�³-·�®�º�Ê�Ê�·3É	±�·�¹l¬á±E¬1³RÈ�Ê�²u²jÙ�n®c¯�°�Ê�ËáÊ�Ï Ê�¸~Ú ·�¹u®c¬{®�<;>=�?�´Ó·3É Ê�¸�É	±E¬	¬ Ê�²5¹uº;Ë�¯�®cµ1Ù��¯�Ê�Ê;¹ ¬â±�²u²
º�·3±g·�Ê�º%·3É	±�· n®E²u²u®�È ·>É ÊOº�Ê�¸�®c¬ Ë ��� � � 	 ��
�
��� � Ê�ÔEÊ~¬1·�ÍÓÊ�¸~±EÚ º�ÊO¹l¬KÍ	Ê�·�È�Ê�Ê~¬�·�È�®�º3Ú ¸�É�Ê�ÔEÊ~¬1·�º;·3É Ê~¯�Ê
°�Ú º�·�É	±�ÔEÊ�Í	Ê�Ê~¬K± ��� � � *� ��+ ��-KÊ�ÔEÊ~¬1·~Ö

×�ÊC¸~±E¬ Ë	¹uÔ ¹uË	Ê�±E¬1³�Ê�Ï Ê�¸~Ú ·�¹u®c¬ ¹l¬1·�®�¬ ®c¬1Ù�®�ÔEÊ~¯�²l±Eµ	µ ¹l¬ Î�°�Ê�º�º3±gÎEÊC¹l¬1·�Ê~¯�Ô�±�²uºCÚ º�¹l¬ Î�·>É ÊR�®E²u²u®<È�¹ ¬ Î
Ë	Ê>Õ�¬ ¹u·�¹u®c¬ÖK«�¬ ±E¬E³âÊ�ÏcÊ�¸~Ú ·�¹v® ¬ ·3É Ê�@ÄÙ�·>É8°�Ê�º�º3±gÎEÊR¹l¬E·�Ê~¯�Ô<±�²�¹uº�·>É ÊR¹l¬E·�Ê~¯¶Ô<±�²;ç0/CÛ @pß1-6E�Û @pßpì�È�É Ê~¯¶Ê1/CÛ @pß
¹uº�·>É ÊOº�·3±g·�Ê�¹l°R°�Ê�Ë	¹l±�·�Ê�²u³8±��·�Ê~¯�·3É Ê @ÄÙ�·3É ��� � � 	(��
�
��� � Ê�ÔEÊ~¬E·;±E¬ Ë�E�Û @pß+¹uº;·3É ÊOº�·3±�·�ÊH��Ú º�·�Í	Ê>�®c¯�Ê
·3É Ê @ � ëæÙ�º�·	��� � � 	 ��
�
��� �{Ê�ÔEÊ~¬E·�Ö2/{Û @�ß�±E¬ Ë?E�Û @pß*¸~±E¬{Í	Ê�¯�Ê~±�Ë�±�º�·3É ÊOÍ	Ê�Î1¹ ¬	¬ ¹l¬ Îá±E¬ Ë�Ê~¬ Ë�®g�·3É Ê
@ÄÙ�·>ÉR¹l¬1·�Ê~¯�Ô<±g²nÖ �Ê�·43%ÃÄÀ�Û @�ß�ÍÓÊ�·3É Ê�Ô�±�²lÚ ÊO®��»~Â�¹ ¬{º�·3±�·�Ê4/CÛ @pß�ÛÄ¹�ÖÜÊEÖl´ ·3É Ê�Ô<±g² Ú Ê�®��·3É Ê�º�Ê~¬ Ë	Ê~¯%Í ¹u·�±�·�·3É Ê
º�·3±1¯�·�®g+·3É Ê�@ÄÙ�·>É�¹l¬E·�Ê~¯�Ô<±�²lß�Ö ��®E·�¹u¸�Ê�·3É	±�·53%ÃLÀ�Û @�ß�¹uºO±�²uº�®�·3É Ê�Ô<±g² Ú Ê{®�+·3É Ê�º�Ê~¬ Ë	Ê~¯�Í ¹u·��®c¯�±1¬E³âº�·3±�·�Ê
¹l¬8·>É Ê @nÙ�·3ÉK¹l¬E·�Ê~¯�Ô<±�²�´�º�¹l¬ ¸�ÊC·>É ÊCº�Ê~¬ Ë	Ê~¯�Í ¹u·�®c¬ ²u³�·�®EÎEÎE²uÊ�º�±g·O·3É ÊRº�·3±E¯�·�®��±E¬K¹l¬E·�Ê~¯�Ô<±�²�Ö ��Ê>Õ�¬ Ê{·3É Ê
º�Ê�·�®� ¯�Ê�¸�Ê�¹uÔEÊ�Ë�µ	±�¸�Ý�Ê�·�º�¹ ¬ ±E¬K¹l¬1·�Ê~¯�Ô�±�² � ·�®áÍ	Ê{·3É ÊC°�Ú ²u·�¹uº�Ê�·�¸�®c¬1·3±�¹l¬ ¹l¬ Î�±E¬KÊ�²uÊ~°�Ê~¬1· GK�®c¯;Ê�ÔEÊ~¯�³
� ���-� �
� � *� �,+ ��- Û>G�ß�Ê�ÔEÊ~¬1·*·3É	±�·*® ¸�¸~Ú	¯�º+¹l¬"�YÖ ��²uÊ~±E¯¶²v³-¹é5·3É Ê�¸�É	±E¬	¬ Ê�²�¹uº�Ë�¯�®cµ1Ù��¯�Ê�Ê�¹ ¬-º�®c°ãÊ�¹l¬1·�Ê~¯�Ô�±�²
±�²u²�µ	±�¸�Ý�Ê�·�º�·3É	±�·%±E¯�Ê�º�Ê~¬1·%¹l¬�·>É Ê�¹ ¬1·�Ê~¯�Ô�±�²*°�Ú º�·�Ê�¹u·3É Ê~¯;Í	Ê�¯�Ê�¸�Ê�¹uÔEÊ�Ëá® ¯�º�·�®c¯¶Ê�Ë�¹ ¬ ·3É Ê�¸�É	±E¬	¬ Ê�²�Ö

×�ÊOÈ%¹u²u²+Ú º�Ê"� �6/ ·�®CË	Ê~¬ ®E·�ÊO·3É ÊRÚ	¬ ¹u®c¬â®��°�Ú ²u·�¹uº�Ê�·�º � ±E¬ Ë7/ ·3É	±g·�¸~¯�Ê~±g·�Ê�º�±{¬ Ê�È °�Ú ²u·�¹uº�Ê�·
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È�É ¹u¸�É8¹l¬ ¸�²lÚ Ë	Ê�º�ÁE½L½Ê�²uÊ~°�Ê~¬1·�º�¹ ¬ Í	®1·3É(� ±1¬ Ë%/RÖ �Ê�· = .  � � � {Ë	Ê~¬ ®1·�ÊR·3É ÊC°�Ú ²u·�¹uº�Ê�·�¸�®c¬E·>±�¹l¬ ¹ ¬ Î
·3É Ê�°�Ú ²u·�¹uº�Ê�· & ®�·3É Ê ��Ù�¸�É	±E¬	¬ Ê�²Y·�®EÎEÊ�·3É Ê~¯�È%¹u·3ÉR±1¬E³Rµ	±�¸�Ý�Ê�·*¹l¬�·3É Ê%¹l¬	µ	Ú ·a'ÐÚ Ê~Ú Ê%®gH·>É Ê �ªÙ�¸æÉ	±1¬	¬ Ê�²nÖ
�K®c¯�ÊRµ	¯�Ê�¸�¹uº�Ê�²u³E´<= .  � � � 	%)&�� �.�%$ �cÖRä%É Ê�n®1²v²u®�È%¹l¬ Î8¬ ®E·3±�·�¹v® ¬á¹uº�¸�®c¬EÔ1Ê~¬ ¹vÊ~¬1·��®c¯;®cÚ	¯�µ	¯¶®c®��º~Ö
)�® ¯%±E¬1³CÍ ¹u· �;È�Ê�Ë	Ê~¬ ®E·�ÊOÍ1³ $��3´ = .  ��� �  � ±E¬ Ë 5 5 ¼~À � ·3É ÊO°�Ú ²u·�¹uº�Ê�·�®g µ	±�¸�Ý�Ê�·�º�¹l¬�$%´ = .  ��� � 
±E¬ Ë 5 5 ¼~À¯�Ê�º3µÓÊ�¸�·�¹uÔEÊ�²u³áÈ%¹u·3ÉâÍ ¹v·�Ê('ÐÚ	±�²�·�®���Ö
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¾\¿�À¯ÁbÂÄÃzÅCÆzÇ�È{É�¿�ÀGÇ�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì�Í¥Á¦É�¿�À<ÁÎÀgÇ�Á�ÃzËgÏÑÐ.ÒWÃCÍ¥Ç�ÀgÓ�Æ�É0Ô�Æ�Ì�ËbÍ¥Ó�ÅzÀ¯Õ@Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ�ÆzÂ�ÖNÆ�×,Á[Ï�Æ�Ø�É�ÂÄÙ²Ò[Æ�Ø�É�Ú�Ë�ÀgÁ5É�¿�À<ÁÎÀgÇ�ÁÎÃzË

Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzË�Ì�Í¥Ç�Å®ÁÎØ,ÍÄËbÍ¥É7Û Ü3ÆzÁ�ÁbÍÄÝzÀgÂÄÙ¯Ó�Í¥ÁÎÉÎËbÍ¥×,Ú�ÉÎÀgÓÞÏ}Á�Ü�ÆzÂ¥Â�Ó�À[Ý�Í¥ÒWÀgÁ[ÏjÇ�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�ÌzÀgÓ ßàÃzË�ÒWÃCÜ3Ü�Ú�Ç�Í¥Ò[Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ ÆzÇ�Ó�Àgá�Ú�ÍÄØ�ØIÀgÓ¯Ê7Í¥É�¿
ÁÎÀgÇ�ÁbÍ¥Ç�Å�ÆzÇ�Ó¯Ø�Ë�Ã�ÒWÀgÁ�Á�ÍâÇ�Å�Ò[Æ�Ø,Æ�×,Í¥Â¥Í¥É�ÍÄÀgÁ[ÏÞÉ�¿�Æ�É�ÅCÍÄÝzÀ§Ú�Á�Æ5Ç�À[ÊãÀ[ÙzÀ3Ê&ÍÄÉ�¿¯Ê7¿�Í¥Òd¿¯ÉÎÃ5ÀWä�Ø,ÂÄÃzË�À	ÃCÚ�Ë�Ú,Ç�ÍÄÝzÀ[ËbÁÎÀzå	¾\¿�ÍâÁ�Ý�Í¥ÁbÍÄÃCÇ
×IÀ[ÅCÁ\É�¿�À�á$Ú�ÀgÁÎÉ�ÍÄÃCÇÞæYç²¿�Æ�É@Í¥Á\É�¿�À(Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzË�Ì5Á�ÀgÇ�Á�Í¥Ç�Å$è0¾7¿�Í¥Á±Ø,Æ�ØIÀ[Ë\Ø,Ë�ÃzØIÃCÁÎÀgÁ7Æ§Ç�À[Êéß½ËbÆzÜ�À[Ê�ÃzË�Ì¦ßàÃzË�Ó�Í¥Á�ÉÎËbÍÄ×,Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ¦Ó�Æ�É�Æ
ÀWä�Ø,ÂÄÃzËbÆ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ²Í¥Ç²ÁÎÀgÇ�ÁÎÃzË¦Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzË�Ì�Á[åãê@ÀgÇ�Á�ÍÄÉwÙëÀgÁÎÉ�Í¥Ü�Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ.ÆzÇ�ÓìÚ,Ç�Á�Ú�ØIÀ[Ë�Ý�Í¥ÁÎÀgÓ+Ò[Â¥Ú,ÁÎÉÎÀ[ËbÍ¥Ç�ÅíÆ�Ë�À¯ÒWÀgÇlÉÎËbÆzÂ&î,ËdÁÎÉ§ÁÎÉÎÀ[Ø)Á°ÍâÇ
ÀWä�Ø,ÂÄÃzËbÆ�ÉÎÃzË�Ù®Ó�Æ�É�Æ¦ÆzÇ�ÆzÂÄÙ�Á�Í¥Á[å7¾7¿�À[Ù5ÆzÍ¥ÜïÉÎÃ°ÆzÇ,ÁÎÊYÀ[Ë�É�¿�À	á�Ú�ÀgÁÎÉ�ÍÄÃCÇÞæ±ç.¿�Æ�É�Æ�Ë�À	É�¿�À�×,ÆzÁ�Í¥Ò�Ø,Æ�ÉÎÉÎÀ[ËbÇ�Á�ÆzÇ�Ó0ÁÎÉÎËbÚ�ÒWÉ�Ú�Ë�ÀgÁ&ÍâÇ
É�¿�À_Ü�ÀgÆzÁbÚ�Ë�ÀgÓ¦Ó�Æ�É�Ælè®ð�ÃzÉ�¿�Ø�Ë�Ãz×,Â¥ÀgÜ3Á�Ò[ÆzÇ�ÆzÂ¥ÁÎÃ�×IÀ@Ç,Æ�É�Ú�ËbÆzÂ¥ÂÄÙ�Ø¨ÃCÁ�ÀgÓ�ÆzÁ±Ü3Æ�ä�ÍâÜ(Ú�ÜñÂ¥Í¥ÌzÀgÂ¥Í¥¿�Ã�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁÎÉ�Í¥Ü3Æ�É�Í¥ÃCÇ¦Ø�Ë�Ãz×,ÂÄÀgÜ�Á[Ï
ÆzÇ�Ó�¿�ÆRÝzÀ�×IÀ[ÀgÇ¦Ê7Í¥Ó�ÀgÂÄÙ3Á�É�Ú�Ó�ÍÄÀgÓ°Ú�Ç�Ó�À[Ë�É�¿�À�ÆzÁ�ÁbÚ�Ü�Ø�É�ÍÄÃCÇ°É�¿�Æ�É\Ó,Æ�É�Æ�Æ�Ë�À�ÁÎÉÎÃzË�ÀgÓ5ÆzÇ�Ó°Ø�ËbÃ�ÒWÀgÁ�Á�ÀgÓ�Æ�É\Æ�ÒWÀgÇ$ÉÎËbÆzÂ}Â¥Ã�Ò[Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ}å
ò À[Ë�À¦É�¿�Æ�É�ÆzÁ�Á�Ú�Ü�Ø,É�ÍÄÃCÇGÍ¥Á	Òd¿�ÆzÇ�ÅzÀgÓÞó�ÊYÀ¦ÆzÁ�Á�Ú,Ü�À§É�¿,Æ�É�É�¿�À°Ó�Æ�É�Æ¯Æ�Ë�À�Ç�ÃzÉ	ÒWÀgÇ$ÉÎËbÆzÂ¥ÍÄô[ÀgÓÞÏ�×,Ú�É�ËdÆ�É�¿�À[Ë�Æ�Ë�À�Ó�Í¥ÁÎÉÎËbÍ¥×,Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ
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×IÀ�Ó�ÀgÁ�ÒWËbÍÄ×IÀgÓ0ÆzÁ�Æ°Ü�Íyä�É�Ú�Ë�À(Ãzß�ÁÎÃCÜ�À	ÀgÂÄÀgÜ�ÀgÇ$É�Æ�Ë�Ù0ÒWÃCÇ�Ó�ÍÄÉ�ÍÄÃCÇ,Á[å_¾\¿�À	Ü�ÀgÆzÁ�Ú�ËbÀgÜ�ÀgÇlÉ�Á�Æ�ËbÀ�É�¿�Ú�Á�ÁÎÉ�Æ�É�Í¥Á�É�Í¥Ò[ÆzÂ¥ÂÄÙTÜ3Ã�Ó�ÀgÂ¥ÀgÓ
Ê7ÍÄÉ�¿§Æ(Ü�Íyä�É�Ú�Ë�À\Ãzß���ÆzÚ,Á�Á�Í¥ÆzÇ�ÁgÏlÀgÆzÒb¿���ÆzÚ�Á�Á�Í¥ÆzÇ§ÒWÃCÜ�ØIÃCÇ�ÀgÇ$É�ÒWÃzË�ËbÀgÁÎØIÃCÇ�Ó�Í¥Ç�Å�ÉÎÃ(ÃCÇ�À&Ãzß}É�¿�À@ÀgÂÄÀgÜ�ÀgÇ$É�Æ�Ë�Ù�ÒWÃCÇ�Ó,ÍÄÉ�ÍÄÃCÇ�Á[å��
Ó�Í¥Á�ÉÎËbÍÄ×,Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ���õ���É�Ù�Ø¨À�ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËdÍÄÉ�¿�ÜïÍ¥Á&Ó�À[ÝzÀgÂÄÃzØIÀgÓ®ß½ÃzË�ÀgÁÎÉ�Í¥Ü3Æ�É�ÍâÇ�Å§É�¿�À���ÆzÚ,Á�Á�Í¥ÆzÇ0ÒWÃCÜ�ØIÃCÇ�ÀgÇ$É�Á[ÏIÊ7¿�Í¥Òd¿®Æ�Ë�À�ÒWÃCÜ3Ü3ÃCÇ®ÉÎÃ
É�¿�À&ÀgÇlÝ�ÍÄË�ÃCÇ�Ü3ÀgÇlÉ�ÆzÇ�Ó§ÁÎÀgÇ�ÁÎÃzË�Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì3ÆzÁ�Æ�Ê7¿�ÃCÂ¥ÀzÏ$ÆzÁ�Ê�ÀgÂ¥Â)ÆzÁ�É�¿�À@Ü3Íyä�Í¥Ç�Å�Ø�Ë�Ãz×,Æ�×)Í¥Â¥ÍÄÉ�ÍÄÀgÁpÊ7¿,Í¥Òb¿3Ü�ÆgÙ�Ý�Æ�Ë�Ù	ßàË�ÃCÜ2Ç�Ã�Ó�À
ÉÎÃ�Ç�Ã�Ó�Àzå�¾7¿�Í¥Á±ÆzÜ�ÃCÚ�Ç$É�Á±ÉÎÃ°ÆzÇ5Ú�Ç�Á�Ú�Ø¨À[ËbÝ�Í¥Á�ÀgÓ§Ò[Â¥Ú,ÁÎÉÎÀ[ËbÍ¥Ç�Å	ÃzßjÉ�¿�À�Ó,Æ�É�Æ3Í¥Ç$ÉÎÃ3ÒWÃCÜ�ØIÃCÇ�ÀgÇlÉ�Á&ÒWÃzË�Ë�ÀgÁÎØIÃCÇ�Ó,Í¥Ç�Å�ÉÎÃ§ÒWÃCÜ3Ü�ÃCÇ
ÀgÇ$Ý�ÍÄËbÃCÇ�Ü�ÀgÇ$É�ÆzÂ}ÒWÃCÇ�Ó�ÍÄÉ�Í¥ÃCÇ�Á[å
¾\¿�À¯Ó,Í¥ÁÎÉÎËbÍÄ×)Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ	�Yõ ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËdÍÄÉ�¿�Ü Ó�À[ÝzÀgÂÄÃzØIÀgÓ�¿�À[Ë�À�Ò[ÆzÇ.×IÀ¯Ý�Í¥À[ÊYÀgÓ�ÆzÁ�ÆzÇ�Æ�Ø�Ø)Â¥Í¥Ò[Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ.ÆzÇ�Ó�ÆzÓ�Æ�Ø,É�Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ.Ãzß(É�¿�À

Í¥Ç�ÒWËbÀgÜ�ÀgÇlÉ�ÆzÂ
��õ ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËdÍÄÉ�¿�Ü������å-¾7¿�À®Í¥Ç,ÒWË�ÀgÜ�ÀgÇ$É�ÆzÂ���õ ÆzÂ¥ÅzÃzËbÍÄÉ�¿�Ü Ê�ÆzÁ§Ø�Ë�ÃzØIÃCÁÎÀgÓPÆzÁ°Æ<ß�ÆzÁÎÉ°ÆzÂÄÉÎÀ[ËbÇ�Æ�É�ÍÄÝzÀ®ÉÎÃ É�¿�À
ÁÎÉ�ÆzÇ�Ó,Æ�ËbÓ���õ ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËbÍÄÉ�¿�Ü#ß½ÃzË7Ü3Íyä�É�Ú�Ë�À�Ó�ÀgÇ�ÁbÍÄÉ�Ù3ÀgÁ�É�Í¥Ü3Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇÞå�¾>Ã�É�¿�À�×IÀgÁÎÉ�Ãzß>ÃCÚ�Ë±Ì�Ç�Ã�Ê7ÂÄÀgÓ�ÅzÀzÏ�É�¿�À�Ú,ÁÎÀ�ÃzßpÍ¥Ç,ÒWË�ÀgÜ�ÀgÇ$É�ÆzÂ
��õ£ß½ÃzË&Ó,Í¥ÁÎÉÎËbÍÄ×)Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ°Ø�Ë�Ã�ÒWÀgÁ�Á�Í¥Ç�Å3ÆzÇ,Ó5ÀgÁÎÉ�Í¥Ü�Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇT¿�ÆzÁ&Ç�ÃzÉ\×IÀ[ÀgÇ5Ø,Ë�À[Ý�Í¥ÃCÚ�Á�ÂÄÙ°ÒWÃCÇ�Á�Í¥Ó�À[ËbÀgÓÞåY¾\¿�À�Ó�Í¥ÁÎÉÎËdÍÄ×,Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ�Ç�Æ�É�Ú�Ë�À_Ãzß
É�¿�À°ÁÎÀgÇ�ÁÎÃzË�Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì�Ø�Ë�Ãz×,Â¥ÀgÜ Ø,Â¥ÆzÒWÀgÁ�ÀgÜ�Ø,¿�ÆzÁ�ÍâÁ�ÃCÇ<É�¿�À�ÉÎËbÆzÓ�À���Ã��ë×IÀ[É�Ê�À[ÀgÇ Â¥Ã�Ò[ÆzÂ�Ø�Ë�Ã�ÒWÀgÁ�Á�Í¥Ç�Å5ÆzÇ,Ó<ÒWÃCÜ3Ü�Ú�Ç�Í¥Ò[Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ}å
ù{Ç©É�¿�Í¥Á�Ø,Æ�ØIÀ[ËgÏ�ÍÄÉ�Í¥Á	ÆzÁ�ÁbÚ�Ü�ÀgÓ©É�¿�Æ�É3ÂÄÃ�Ò[ÆzÂ�Ø�Ë�Ã�ÒWÀgÁ�Á�Í¥Ç�Å¯ÍâÁ�Ü�Ú�Òd¿+ÂÄÀgÁ�Á	ÀWä�Ø¨ÀgÇ,Á�ÍÄÝzÀ¦É�¿�ÆzÇ+ÒWÃCÜ3Ü�Ú�Ç�Í¥Ò[Æ�É�Í¥ÃCÇÞå ¾\¿�À[Ë�À[ßàÃzËbÀzÏ
É�¿�À¦Ó�Í¥ÁÎÉÎËdÍÄ×,Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ��Yõ ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËdÍÄÉ�¿�Ü Ø�Ë�ÃzØIÃCÁÎÀgÓG¿�À[Ë�À°ÍâÁ(Æ0Ý�Æ�ËbÍ¥Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ ÃCÇíÉ�¿�À°ÍâÇ�ÒWË�ÀgÜ�ÀgÇ$É�ÆzÂ��Yõ ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËbÍ¥É�¿�Ü É�¿,Æ�É	ÆzÍâÜ3Á�ÉÎÃ
Ë�ÀgÓ�Ú,ÒWÀ�É�¿�À°Ç$Ú�Ü(×IÀ[Ë�Ãzß\ÍÄÉÎÀ[ËdÆ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ�Á[ÏjÆzÇ�ÓG¿�ÀgÇ�ÒWÀ�É�¿�À¦Ç�Ú�Ü�×IÀ[Ë_Ãzß\ÒWÃCÜ�Ü(Ú�Ç,Í¥Ò[Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ�Á(Ë�Àgá�Ú�ÍÄË�ÀgÓÞå¦¾\¿�À°Í¥Ç�ÒWË�ÀgÜ3ÀgÇlÉ�ÆzÂ���õ
ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËbÍ¥É�¿�Ü#Ê�ÆzÁ±Á�¿�ÃRÊ7Ç°ÉÎÃ�ÒWÃCÇlÝzÀ[ËbÅzÀ_ÉÎÃ3Æ(î�ä�ÀgÓ°ØIÃCÍ¥Ç$É�ÍâÇ������Ï�ÆzÇ�Ó¦Ü�ÃzËbÀ@ËbÀgÒWÀgÇlÉ�ÂÄÙ°ÍÄÉ�Ê�ÆzÁ±Á�¿�ÃRÊ7Ç°É�¿�Æ�É±É�¿�À�Í¥Ç,ÒWË�ÀgÜ�ÀgÇ$É�ÆzÂ
��õ ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËbÍÄÉ�¿�Ü ÆzÇ�Ó É�¿�À¦ÁÎÉ�ÆzÇ�Ó�Æ�ËbÓ���õ ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËbÍÄÉ�¿�Ü ¿�ÆRÝzÀ§É�¿�À¦Á�ÆzÜ�À°î�ä�ÀgÓ Ø¨ÃCÍâÇlÉ�Á�������å¯¾7¿�À�ËbÆ�ÉÎÀ¦Ãzß7ÒWÃCÇ$ÝzÀ[Ë�ÅzÀgÇ�ÒWÀ5ÍâÁ
Í¥Ç$ÝzÀgÁÎÉ�ÍÄÅCÆ�ÉÎÀgÓ0Í¥Ç¦É�¿�Í¥Á\Ø,Æ�ØIÀ[Ëgå�¾\¿�À_ÆzÇ,ÆzÂÄÙ�ÁbÍ¥Á\¿�À[Ë�ÀgÍâÇ�Ó�ÀgÜ�ÃCÇ�ÁÎÉÎËdÆ�ÉÎÀgÁ\É�¿�Æ�É@Í¥Ç�ÒWÀ[Ë�É�ÆzÍ¥Ç®Ò[ÆzÁÎÀgÁ&ÍâÇ�ÒWË�ÀgÜ�ÀgÇ$É�ÆzÂ���õ£ÒWÃCÇ$ÝzÀ[Ë�ÅzÀgÁ
Æ�É7Æ3ÂâÍ¥Ç�ÀgÆ�Ë±ËbÆ�ÉÎÀ_ÉÎÃ§Æ3Ü3Æ�ä�Í¥Ü(Ú,Ü¤Â¥ÍÄÌzÀgÂ¥Í¥¿�Ã$Ã�Ó°Ø¨ÃCÍâÇlÉ[å!ù{Ç¦É�¿�À�ÁÎÀgÇ,ÁÎÃzË7Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzË�Ì�ÒWÃCÇ$ÉÎÀWä�É[Ï¨É�¿�À_ÒWÃCÇ$ÝzÀ[Ë�ÅzÀgÇ�ÒWÀ�ËbÆ�ÉÎÀ�ÆzÇ�ÆzÂ¥Ù�Á�ÍâÁ
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×,ÍÄÉ ��Ü3À[ÉÎÀ[ËbÁ���ÁÎÀgÒ*� ����å��ì×,ÍÄÉ ��Ü�À[ÉÎÀ[Ë�ÍâÁ!Ó�ÀWî)Ç�ÀgÓ	ÆzÁ!É�¿�À�ÉÎËbÆzÇ,ÁÎØIÃzË�ÉjÃzß�<�×,Í¥É>Ã�ÝzÀ[ËYÆ�Ó�Í¥Á�É�ÆzÇ�ÒWÀ�Ãzß�<±Ü�À[ÉÎÀ[ËRåj¾7¿�Í¥ÁjÍ¥Ü�Ø,ÂâÍÄÀgÁ}É�¿�Æ�É
É�¿�Ë�ÃCÚ�ÅC¿�Ø,Ú�É�ØIÀ[ËM��Ç�Ã�Ó�À&Í¥Á���ö < " � ;ã÷!×)ÍÄÉ ��Ü�À[ÉÎÀ[ËbÁ���Á�ÀgÒ�å�Õ7ÃzÉÎÀ�É�¿�Æ�É�É�¿�À@Ø¨À[Ë�Ç�Ã�Ó�À7É�¿�ËbÃCÚ�ÅC¿�Ø,Ú�É�Ý�ÆzÇ�ÍâÁ�¿�ÀgÁ�ÆzÁ�É�¿�À�Ó�ÀgÇ�ÁbÍÄÉ�Ù
Ãzß±Ç�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁ�Í¥Ç�ÒWË�ÀgÆzÁ�ÀgÁ[å�¾\¿�ÍâÁ&ÌzÀ[Ù¯Ë�ÀgÁbÚ�ÂÄÉ�Ø,Â¥ÆzÒWÀgÁ(Æ¦ß½Ú�Ç,Ó�ÆzÜ�ÀgÇ$É�ÆzÂ!×IÃCÚ�Ç�Ó0ÃCÇ�É�¿�À�ÆzÜ3ÃCÚ�ÇlÉ�Ãzß±ÒWÃCÜ3Ü�Ú�Ç�ÍâÒ[Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ�É�¿�Æ�É�Ò[ÆzÇ
×IÀ�Ò[Æ�Ë�ËbÍ¥ÀgÓ5ÃCÚ�É@Í¥Ç5Æ3ÝzÀ[ËbÙ5Ó�ÀgÇ�ÁÎÀ§ö½Ê&ÍÄË�ÀgÂÄÀgÁ�Á�÷�ÁÎÀgÇ�ÁÎÃzË@Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì¨å\Õ&Æ�É�Ú�ËbÆzÂ¥ÂÄÙzÏ)É�¿�Í¥Á±ß�Ú�Ç�Ó�ÆzÜ3ÀgÇlÉ�ÆzÂN×¨ÃCÚ,Ç�Ó¦ÃCÇTÉ�¿�À(Ò[Æ�Ø,ÆzÒ[ÍÄÉwÙ
ËbÆzÍ¥Á�ÀgÁ±É�¿�À_á�Ú�ÀgÁÎÉ�ÍÄÃCÇ5ÆzÁ7ÉÎÃ3Ê7¿�À[É�¿�À[Ë\ÃzË7Ç�ÃzÉ\É�¿�À_ê �Yõ£ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËbÍÄÉ�¿�Ü¤ÍâÁ±ßàÀgÆzÁbÍÄ×,ÂÄÀ�Í¥Ç¦ÝzÀ[Ë�Ù�Ó�ÀgÇ,ÁÎÀ_ÁÎÀgÇ�ÁÎÃzË&Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì�Á[å
ê ��õ ÏlÆzÁYÍ¥Ü�Ø,ÂÄÀgÜ3ÀgÇlÉÎÀgÓ	Æ�×IÃRÝzÀzÏ�Í¥Á�á�Ú�ÍÄÉÎÀ�ß½ÀgÆzÁ�ÍÄ×,ÂÄÀ±Í¥Ç�Ó�ÀgÇ�ÁÎÀ\Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzË�Ì�Á[å,��É�ÆzÇ$Ù	ÅCÍÄÝzÀgÇ�É�Í¥Ü3À�ö�ÍÄÉÎÀ[ËbÆ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ3Á�ÉÎÀ[Ø�ÃzßIê �Yõ¯÷

ÃCÇ�À\ÆzÇ�Ó	ÃCÇ,ÂÄÙ_ÃCÇ�À\Ç�Ã�Ó�À�Í¥ÁjÉÎËbÆzÇ�ÁbÜ3ÍÄÉÎÉ�Í¥Ç�Å�ÆzÇ�Ú�ØÞÓ�Æ�ÉÎÀgÓ	Á�Ú��°Ò[ÍÄÀgÇlÉ!ÁÎÉ�Æ�É�ÍâÁÎÉ�Í¥Ò�ÉÎÃ�ÆzÇ�ÃzÉ�¿�À[Ë�Ç�Ã�Ó�À_ö½ÃCÇ�À±ÃzË�Ü3ÃzË�À\¿�ÃzØ,ÁjÆgÊ�ÆgÙ�÷då
ù{Ç<É�¿�Í¥Á(Ò[ÆzÁÎÀzÏ!×IÀgÒ[ÆzÚ�ÁÎÀ°Ç�Ã®Á�ÍâÜ(Ú�Â¥É�ÆzÇ�À[ÃCÚ�Á�ÉÎËbÆzÇ,Á�Ü3Í¥Á�ÁbÍÄÃCÇ�Á�Ã�Ò[Ò[Ú�ËgÏjÉ�¿�À°ÒWÃCÜ3Ü(Ú,Ç�Í¥Ò[Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇGË�Àgá$Ú,ÍÄË�ÀgÜ�ÀgÇ$É�Á�Æ�Ë�À§ÀgÆzÁ�Í¥ÂÄÙ�Ü�À[É
ö�Æ�É�ÂÄÀgÆzÁ�É�Ê7ÍÄÉ�¿�Í¥Ç0É�¿�À�Ø)¿lÙ�Á�Í¥Ò[ÆzÂpØIÃRÊ�À[Ë ��×,ÆzÇ�Ó�Ê7Í¥Ó�É�¿¯ÒWÃCÇ�ÁÎÉÎËdÆzÍ¥ÇlÉ�Á_ÃzßYÉ�¿�À3Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì�÷då�ù{Ç$ÉÎÀ[Ë�ßàÀ[ËbÀgÇ�ÒWÀ�Í¥Á�Ç�ÃzÉ_ÆzÇGÍ¥Á�Á�Ú�Àzå�ù{Ç
ß�ÆzÒWÉ[Ï�ê ��õ Ò[ÆzÇí×IÀ§Ò[Æ�ËbËbÍÄÀgÓíÃCÚ�É�Ê7¿�Í¥ÂÄÀ�ÃzÉ�¿�À[Ë�ÒWÃCÜ3Ü(Ú,Ç�Í¥Ò[Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ�Á	Æ�Ë�À°É�Æ�Ì�Í¥Ç�Å0Ø,Â¥ÆzÒWÀ¦Í¥Ç<É�¿�À�Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzËbÌ²ö½É�¿�À¦Í¥Ü�Ø,ÆzÒWÉ�Ãzß
ê ��õ ÍâÁ_Ü3Í¥Ç�ÍâÜ3ÆzÂjÉÎÃ®É�¿�À�ÃRÝzÀ[ËdÆzÂ¥ÂYÒ[Æ�Ø)ÆzÒ[ÍÄÉ�Ù�÷då ò ÃRÊ�À[ÝzÀ[ËgÏ�Ü�ÃzËbÀ§Æ�ÅzÅzË�ÀgÁ�ÁbÍÄÝzÀ§Ý�Æ�ËbÍ¥Æ�É�Í¥ÃCÇ�Á_ÃCÇGÉ�¿�À§ê ��õ Ø�Ë�Ã�ÒWÀgÓ�Ú�Ë�À�Æ�ËbÀ
ØIÃCÁ�Á�ÍÄ×)ÂÄÀzÏ�Ê7¿�ÍâÒb¿0Ü3ÆgÙ®×¨À�Â¥Í¥Ü3Í¥ÉÎÀgÓ�×$ÙTÉ�¿�À���ö < " � ;ã÷\Ò[Æ�Ø)ÆzÒ[ÍÄÉ�Ù®×¨ÃCÚ,Ç�ÓÞå �,ÆzÁÎÉÎÀ[Ë�ö�Í¥Ç®Ë�ÀgÆzÂ ��É�Í¥Ü�À�÷7ÒWÃCÇ$ÝzÀ[Ë�ÅzÀgÇ�ÒWÀ3Ü3ÆRÙT×IÀ
ÆzÒ[ÒWÃCÜ�Ø,ÂâÍ¥Á�¿�ÀgÓ�×$Ù3ØIÀ[Ë�ß½ÃzËbÜ3ÍâÇ�Å_Ú�ØÞÓ�Æ�ÉÎÀgÁ�Æ�É�ÆzÂ¥Â¨Ç�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁ�ÍâÇ�Ø,Æ�ËdÆzÂ¥ÂÄÀgÂ�ß½ÃCÂ¥ÂÄÃ�ÊYÀgÓ§×$Ù�Ø,Æ�ËbÆzÂ¥ÂÄÀgÂpö�Á�Í¥Ü�Ú�ÂÄÉ�ÆzÇ�À[ÃCÚ,Ád÷pÉÎËbÆzÇ�ÁbÜ3Í¥Á�Á�Í¥ÃCÇ�Á
Ãzß�Ú�ØÞÓ�Æ�ÉÎÀgÁ&ÉÎÃ�Ç�ÀgÍÄÅC¿$×IÃzËbÁ[å���ÃzË�ÀWä�ÆzÜ�Ø,Â¥ÀzÏ:; ÒWÙ�Ò[Â¥Í¥Ò(ÍÄÉÎÀ[ËbÆ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ0Ø�ËbÃ�ÒWÀgÁ�Á�ÀgÁ&ÒWÃCÚ�ÂâÓT×IÀ�ËdÚ�Ç®ÍâÇ5Ø,Æ�ËbÆzÂâÂÄÀgÂøÏ,Ê&ÍÄÉ�¿TÀgÆzÒd¿�Ç�Ã�Ó�À
Ú�ØÞÓ�Æ�É�Í¥Ç�Å(É�¿�À�ÁÎÉ�Æ�É�ÍâÁÎÉ�Í¥Ò[Á\ÁÎÀgÇ$É±ß½Ë�ÃCÜñÃCÇ�À�ÃzßjÍÄÉ�Á±Ç�ÀgÍÄÅC¿$×IÃzËbÁ�ÆzÇ�Ó¦É�¿�ÀgÇ¦ÉÎËbÆzÇ�ÁbÜ3ÍÄÉÎÉ�Í¥Ç�Å�É�¿�ÀgÜ¤ÉÎÃ�É�¿�À_Ç�ÀWä�É\Ç�ÀgÍÄÅC¿l×IÃzËgå!¾\¿,Í¥Á
È{Ø,Æ�ËbÆzÂâÂÄÀgÂ ��Ú�ØÞÓ�Æ�ÉÎÀgÐ	ê ��õ£Í¥Á�ß½ÀgÆzÁ�ÍÄ×,Â¥À_Í¥Ç�Ó�ÀgÇ�ÁÎÀ_Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì�Á&Ú�Ç�Ó�À[Ë±É�¿�À�ßàÃCÂ¥Â¥ÃRÊ7Í¥Ç�Å	ÆzÁbÁ�Ú�Ü�Ø�É�Í¥ÃCÇ�Á[å



� �
����� ¾\¿�À	Ç�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁ�Æ�ËbÀ3Ó�Í¥ÁÎÉÎËbÍ¥×,Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ®ÃRÝzÀ[Ë(Æ¦ËbÀ[ÅCÍÄÃCÇ¯ÃzßYÉÎÃzÉ�ÆzÂ�Æ�Ë�ÀgÆ�<�Á�á�Ú�Æ�Ë�À�Ü�À[ÉÎÀ[Ë�ÆzÇ�Ó�ÆgÝzÀ[ËbÆ�ÅzÀ°Ó�Í¥ÁÎÉ�ÆzÇ,ÒWÀ�×IÀ[ÉwÊYÀ[ÀgÇ

Ç�ÀgÍÄÅC¿$×IÃzËbÍ¥Ç�Å	Ç�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁ\Í¥Á�Ãzß ��ö�� < " ; ÷�Ü�À[ÉÎÀ[ËbÁ[å
����� ê ��õ ÒWÙ�Ò[ÂÄÀgÁ&É�¿�Ë�ÃCÚ�ÅC¿5É�¿�À(Ç�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁ±Ý�Í¥Æ3Ç�ÀgÆ�ËM��Ç�ÀgÍÄÅC¿$×IÃzË7¿�ÃzØ,Á[ó)Íøå ÀzåÄÏ,É�¿�À�ÆgÝzÀ[ËbÆ�ÅzÀ�Ó�ÍâÁÎÉ�ÆzÇ�ÒWÀ_×IÀ[É�Ê�À[ÀgÇ0Á�Ú�Ò[ÒWÀgÁ�Á�Í¥ÝzÀ

Ç�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁ\Í¥Ç�ê �Yõ ÍâÁ �3ö � < " ; ÷�Ü�À[ÉÎÀ[ËdÁ[å
^@Ç�Ó�À[Ë �	�
� ÆzÇ,Ó ����� ÀgÆzÒb¿®ÍÄÉÎÀ[ËbÆ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ�ÃzßpÉ�¿�À�Ó�Í¥Á�ÉÎËbÍÄ×,Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ���õ ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËbÍ¥É�¿�ÜñË�Àgá�Ú�ÍÄË�ÀgÁ�É�¿�À�ÉÎËbÆzÇ,Á�Ü3Í¥Á�ÁbÍÄÃCÇ�ÁYÃzß>É�¿�À_Ú�ØIÓ,Æ�ÉÎÀgÓ
Á�Ú��°Ò[ÍÄÀgÇlÉ�ÁÎÉ�Æ�É�Í¥ÁÎÉ�ÍâÒ[ÁYß½Ë�ÃCÜ2ÀgÆzÒb¿¦Ç�Ã�Ó�À7ÉÎÃ	ÍÄÉ�Á�Ç�ÀgÍÄÅC¿$×IÃzË@ö ; ÉÎËbÆzÇ,Á�Ü3Í¥Á�ÁbÍÄÃCÇ�Á�Á�ÍâÜ(Ú�Â¥É�ÆzÇ�À[ÃCÚ�Á�ÂÄÙ�÷pÃ�ÝzÀ[Ë\ÆzÇ§ÆRÝzÀ[ËbÆ�ÅzÀ_Ó�Í¥ÁÎÉ�ÆzÇ,ÒWÀ
Ãzß �3ö < " � ; ÷då�¾\¿�À[ËbÀ5Æ�Ë�À®Æ¯î,ä�ÀgÓìÇ$Ú�Ü(×IÀ[Ë3Ãzß�ÁÎÉ�Æ�É�Í¥ÁÎÉ�ÍâÒ[Á[å²¾7¿�À[Ë�À[ß½ÃzË�ÀzÏ±Ò[Æ�Ë�Ë�Ù�Í¥Ç�Å�ÃCÚ�É�ê �Yõ Ê7ÍÄÉ�¿	 7 ×,ÍÄÉ��,ÃCÆ�É�Í¥Ç�Å
ØIÃCÍ¥Ç$É7Ø�Ë�ÀgÒ[ÍâÁ�ÍÄÃCÇ�Ë�ÀgÁbÚ�ÂÄÉ�Á@Í¥Ç ��ö <R÷\×)ÍÄÉ�Á\ØIÀ[Ë7ÉÎËdÆzÇ�Á�Ü3Í¥ÁbÁ�ÍÄÃCÇÞÏ,ÆzÇ,ÓTÉ�¿�À�É�¿�Ë�ÃCÚ�ÅC¿�Ø,Ú�É\ØIÀ[Ë@ÉÎËbÆzÇ�Á�Ü�Í¥Á�Á�ÍÄÃCÇTÍ¥Á��ö < " � ;ã÷±×)ÍÄÉ �
Ü�À[ÉÎÀ[ËbÁ ��ÁÎÀgÒ�åY¾\¿�À�ÃRÝzÀ[ËbÆzÂ¥ÂNÉÎËbÆzÇ�ÁÎØIÃzË�É�Ë�Àgá�Ú�ÍÄËbÀgÜ�ÀgÇlÉ\ÍâÁ �3ö�� ;ã÷dÏ,Í¥Ç�Æ�ÅzË�À[ÀgÜ3ÀgÇlÉ@Ê7ÍÄÉ�¿¦É�¿�À_Ò[Æ�Ø)ÆzÒ[ÍÄÉ�Ù�×IÃCÚ�Ç�Ó°ÃzßI� ����å
õ®ÃzË�À7ÁÎÃzØ)¿�Í¥ÁÎÉ�Í¥Ò[Æ�ÉÎÀgÓ	Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzËbÌ	ÒWÃ�Ó�Í¥Ç�Å�Ü�ÍÄÅC¿lÉ!ÆzÂ¥Á�Ã�×¨À�ÀgÜ�Ø)ÂÄÃRÙzÀgÓÞåjù{Ç�Æ�Ó�ÀgÇ�ÁÎÀ±ÁÎÀgÇ,ÁÎÃzË�Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì¨ÏlÉ�¿�À\Ó,Æ�É�Æ�Ë�ÀgÒWÃzËbÓ�ÀgÓ�Æ�É

Ç�ÀgÍÄÅC¿$×IÃzËbÍ¥Ç�Å3Ç�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁ7×IÀgÒWÃCÜ�ÀgÁ�Ü�ÃzË�À(ÆzÇ,ÓTÜ�ÃzË�À	Á�Í¥Ü�Í¥Â¥Æ�Ë\Í¥Ç®Ó�Í¥ÁÎÉÎËbÍ¥×,Ú�É�ÍÄÃCÇ¦ÆzÇ�Ó0Ü3ÆgÙTÀ[ÝzÀgÇT×IÀ(ÒWÃzËbË�ÀgÂ¥Æ�ÉÎÀgÓÞå +�ÃzË�Ë�ÀgÂ¥Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ,Á
×IÀ[É�Ê�À[ÀgÇ©Ç�ÀgÍÄÅC¿$×¨ÃzËdÍ¥Ç�ÅTÇ�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁ�¿�ÆgÝzÀ¦×IÀ[ÀgÇ ÀWä�Ø,Â¥ÃCÍÄÉÎÀgÓGÍ¥ÇíÁÎÀgÇ�Á�ÃzË�Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzËbÌ�Á�ÉÎÃ�Ó�À[Ý�Í¥ÁÎÀ§Ü3ÃzË�À�À �§Ò[Í¥ÀgÇlÉ�ÒWÃ�Ó�ÀgÁ�� < ���\ÆzÇ�Ó}Ï
Í¥Ç0Ø,Æ�Ë�É�ÍâÒ[Ú�Â¥Æ�ËgÏIÒWÃ�Ó�ÀgÁ�É�¿�Æ�É_Ü�À[À[É�É�¿�À�Ò[Æ�Ø,ÆzÒ[ÍÄÉwÙ®×IÃCÚ�Ç�Ó0Í¥Ç¯ÒWÀ[Ë�É�ÆzÍ¥Ç�Á�ÀgÇ�ÁÎÃzË�Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì0ÀgÁÎÉ�Í¥Ü3Æ�É�Í¥ÃCÇ®Ø,Ë�Ãz×,ÂÄÀgÜ3Á�¿�ÆRÝzÀ�×IÀ[ÀgÇ
ÒWÃCÇ�ÁÎÉÎËdÚ�ÒWÉÎÀgÓ � < < ��å0ù{Ç É�¿�À§Ó�ÍâÁÎÉÎËbÍÄ×,Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ���õ ÒWÃCÇ$ÉÎÀWä�É[Ï�ÃCÇ�À¦Ò[ÆzÇ ÀWä�Ø,ÂÄÃCÍ¥É�É�¿�À§ß½ÆzÒWÉ	É�¿�Æ�É�É�¿�À¦Ó�Í¥ÁÎÉÎËbÍ¥×,Ú�É�ÍÄÃCÇ�Á�Æ�É	Ç�ÀgÆ�Ë�×�Ù
Ç�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁ°Æ�Ë�ÀTÝzÀ[Ë�ÙìÁ�Í¥Ü3Í¥ÂâÆ�ËgÏYÉÎÀgÇ,Ó�Í¥Ç�Å<ÉÎÃ©Í¥Ó�ÀgÇ$É�Í¥Ò[ÆzÂ&ÆzÁ�É�¿�À¯Ç�Ã�Ó�ÀTÓ�ÀgÇ,Á�ÍÄÉ�ÙëÍâÇ�ÒWË�ÀgÆzÁÎÀgÁ[å-¾7¿$Ú�ÁgÏ\Í¥ÇëÉ�¿�À0Ó�ÀgÇ�ÁÎÀ0ÁÎÀ[ÉÎÉ�Í¥Ç�Å�Ï&Æ
ÒWÃCÂ¥Â¥Æ�×IÃzËbÆ�É�Í¥ÝzÀ�ÒWÃCÜ�Ü(Ú�Ç,Í¥Ò[Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ¦Á�Òb¿�ÀgÜ�ÀzÏ,Á�Í¥Ü�Í¥Â¥Æ�Ë�ÉÎÃ�É�¿,Æ�É�Ø,Ë�ÃzØIÃCÁÎÀgÓ¦Í¥Ç'� <*	 ��Ï,Ü3ÆgÙ§×IÀ�Æ�Ø,Ø,Â¥Í¥Ò[Æ�×,Â¥ÀzÏlÊ7¿�ÍâÒb¿¦ÒWÃCÚ�Â¥Ó°Ë�ÀgÓ�Ú,ÒWÀ
É�¿�À�ÃRÝzÀ[ËbÆzÂâÂjÉÎËbÆzÇ�ÁÎØIÃzË�É&Ë�Àgá$Ú,ÍÄË�ÀgÜ�ÀgÇ$É[Ï)É�¿�À[Ë�À[×$Ù®ÒWÃCÇ�ÁÎÀ[Ë�Ý�Í¥Ç�Å§Ø¨Ã�ÊYÀ[ËRå@õ®ÃzË�À�ÁÎØIÀgÒ[Íyî)Ò[ÆzÂ¥Â¥ÙzÏ,É�¿�À	ÁÎÀgÇ�ÁÎÃzË�Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzËbÌ®ÒWÃCÚ�Â¥Ó®×IÀ
ÃzË�ÅCÆzÇ�Í¥ô[ÀgÓ�Í¥ÇlÉÎÃ ��ö�� ; ÷YÂÄÃ�Ò[ÆzÂIÁ�Ú�×,Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì�ÁgÏ�ÀgÆzÒd¿5ÒWÃCÇ�Á�ÍâÁÎÉ�Í¥Ç�Å�Ãzß ��ö�� ; ÷YÇ�ÀgÍ¥ÅC¿l×IÃzËbÍ¥Ç�Å(Ç�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁ[å!ù~ß}É�¿�À�Ç�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁ�Í¥Ç°ÀgÆzÒb¿
Á�Ú�×)Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì	Æ�Ë�À\ÝzÀ[Ë�Ù�Ò[ÂÄÃCÁÎÀ±ÉÎÃ(ÃCÇ�À\ÆzÇ�ÃzÉ�¿�À[ËRÏlÉ�¿�ÀgÇ3ÁbÚ�×,Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzË�Ì�Á�Ò[ÆzÇ§ÆzÒWÉ�ÆzÁ�Ü�Ú�ÂÄÉ�ÍÄØ)ÂÄÀYÉÎËdÆzÇ�Á�Ü3ÍÄÉ ��ËbÀgÒWÀgÍÄÝzÀ7ÆzÇ$ÉÎÀgÇ�Ç�ÆzÁ�ÆzÇ,Ó
Æ�ÉÎËbÆzÇ,ÁÎØIÃzË�É�Ò[Æ�Ø,ÆzÒ[ÍÄÉ�Ù�Ãzß ��ö ; ÷@×)ÍÄÉ ��Ü�À[ÉÎÀ[ËbÁ���Á�ÀgÒ3Í¥Á�ØIÃCÁ�Á�ÍÄ×)ÂÄÀC� <*	 ��å°¾\¿�Í¥Á�ÁbÚ�ÅzÅzÀgÁÎÉ�Á�ÆT¿�ÍÄÀ[ËbÆ�ËbÒd¿�Í¥Ò[ÆzÂ!Ú�ØÞÓ�Æ�É�ÍâÇ�Å°ÁbÒb¿�ÀgÜ�À
ß½ÃzË@Ó�ÍâÁÎÉÎËbÍÄ×,Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ���õ Ê7¿�À[Ë�ÀgÍ¥Ç�ÀgÆzÒd¿�Á�Ú�×,Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzËbÌ¦Ú�ØIÓ,Æ�ÉÎÀgÁ&ÍÄÉ�Á7Ø,Æ�ËbÆzÜ�À[ÉÎÀ[Ë�ÀgÁÎÉ�ÍâÜ3Æ�ÉÎÀgÁ�Í¥ÇlÉÎÀ[ËdÇ�ÆzÂ¥ÂÄÙ�ö½ØIÀ[Ëb¿�Æ�Ø,Á&Í¥ÇTÆ§ÒWÙ�Ò[Â¥ÍâÒ
ß�ÆzÁ�¿�ÍÄÃCÇ)÷±ÆzÇ�ÓTÉ�¿�ÀgÇ®ÒWÃCÜ3Ü�Ú�Ç�ÍâÒ[Æ�ÉÎÀgÁ7É�¿�À	Ú�ØÞÓ�Æ�ÉÎÀgÓ�ÀgÁ�É�Í¥Ü3Æ�ÉÎÀ�ÉÎÃ§É�¿�À�Ç�ÀWä�É@Á�Ú�×,Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì¨å
��Ú�Òd¿®Æ§Á�Òb¿�ÀgÜ3À�ÒWÃCÚ�ÂâÓ5Ë�ÀgÓ�Ú,ÒWÀ
É�¿�À_ØIÃ�ÊYÀ[Ë7ÒWÃCÇ,Á�Ú�Ü�Ø�É�Í¥ÃCÇ¦Ãzßjê �YõGå
¾\¿�À[Ë�ÀYÆ�Ë�À�ÁÎÀ[ÝzÀ[ËbÆzÂ�ÁbÍ¥Ü�Ø,ÂÄÀ�Æ�Ø,Ø�Ë�ÃCÆzÒb¿�ÀgÁjÉ�¿�Æ�ÉpÒWÃCÚ,Â¥Ó�ËbÀgÓ�Ú�ÒWÀ�É�¿�À�ÒWÃCÇ�Á�É�ÆzÇlÉ!Ç�Ú�Ü�×IÀ[ËpÃzß�×,ÍÄÉ�ÁNÉÎËbÆzÇ�Á�Ü�ÍÄÉÎÉÎÀgÓ�ØIÀ[ËjÍÄÉÎÀ[ËbÆ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ}Ï

Ê7¿�ÍâÒb¿TÜ�ÆgÙ�Ë�ÀgÓ�Ú,ÒWÀ�É�¿�À(Ø¨Ã�ÊYÀ[Ë@Ë�Àgá�Ú�ÍÄË�ÀgÜ3ÀgÇlÉ�Á±Ãzß�ê �Yõ ÆzÇ�Ó5É�¿�À(ÁÎÀgÇ�Á�ÃzË@Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzËbÌ)å���ÃzË&ÀWä�ÆzÜ�Ø,ÂÄÀzÏ)É�¿�À(Á�Ø,Æ�ËbÁÎÀ�Ú�ØÞÓ�Æ�ÉÎÀ
ÁÎÉÎËbÆ�ÉÎÀ[ÅzÙ+Ø,Ë�ÃzØIÃCÁÎÀgÓëÍ¥Ç �����Ï�×,ÆzÁ�ÀgÓëÃCÇPÚ�ØIÓ,Æ�É�Í¥Ç�Å¯ÃCÇ�ÂÄÙíÉ�¿�ÀTÜ�ÃCÁ�É�Á�ÍÄÅCÇ�ÍÄî)Ò[ÆzÇlÉ3ÒWÃCÜ3Ø¨ÃCÇ�ÀgÇlÉ�Æ�É�ÀgÆzÒb¿.ÍÄÉÎÀ[ËbÆ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ}Ï�ÒWÃCÚ�ÂâÓ
×IÀ§ÀgÜ3Ø,ÂÄÃRÙzÀgÓ}å)�&Ç�ÃzÉ�¿�À[Ë3Æ�Ø�Ø�Ë�ÃCÆzÒd¿+Í¥Á(ÉÎÃ�ÃzØ�É�Í¥Ü3ÍÄô[À°É�¿�À�ÒWÃ�Ó�Í¥Ç�Å®Ãzß7É�¿�À�Á�Ú��°Ò[ÍÄÀgÇlÉ	ÁÎÉ�Æ�É�Í¥Á�É�Í¥Ò[Á�Í¥Ç ÀgÆzÒb¿+ÉÎËbÆzÇ,Á�Ü3Í¥Á�ÁbÍÄÃCÇÞå
¾\¿�À(Í¥Ç�ÒWË�ÀgÜ�ÀgÇ$É�ÆzÂNÇ,Æ�É�Ú�Ë�À�ÃzßjÉ�¿�À ��õ ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËdÍÄÉ�¿�Ü�Ò[ÆzÇ®×IÀ_ÀWä�Ø)ÂÄÃCÍÄÉÎÀgÓTÍâÇ�É�¿�Í¥Á7Ë�À[ÅCÆ�ËbÓÞå ��ÆzÒd¿®Ç�Ã�Ó�À�Ì�Ç�Ã�Ê7Á&Ê7¿�Æ�É7ÍÄÉ&ÁÎÀgÇlÉ
ÉÎÃ<ÍÄÉ�Á	Ç�ÀgÍÄÅC¿$×IÃzË�Æ�É	É�¿�À¦Ø�ËbÀ[Ý�ÍÄÃCÚ,Á(ÍÄÉÎÀ[ËdÆ�É�ÍÄÃCÇÞÏ�ÆzÇ�ÓíÉ�¿�ÍâÁ(Á�ÍâÓ�À°ÍâÇ�ßàÃzËdÜ3Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇíÒ[ÆzÇ©×¨À°Ú�ÁÎÀgÓíÉÎÃ<Ü�ÃzË�À°À �§Ò[ÍÄÀgÇ$É�ÂÄÙ ÀgÇ�ÒWÃ�Ó�À
É�¿�À°Ú�ØÞÓ�Æ�ÉÎÀgÓGÁÎÉ�Æ�É�ÍâÁÎÉ�Í¥Ò[Á�Æ�É�É�¿�À°Ò[Ú�Ë�Ë�ÀgÇ$É�ÍÄÉÎÀ[ËbÆ�É�Í¥ÃCÇÞå(��ØIÀgÒ[Íyî)Ò[ÆzÂ¥Â¥ÙzÏNÆ�É(É�¿�À � ��É�¿ ÍÄÉÎÀ[ËdÆ�É�ÍÄÃCÇGÆ®Ç�Ã�Ó�À�Ü(Ú,ÁÎÉ�ÉÎËbÆzÇ,Á�Ü3ÍÄÉ_É�¿�À
Ú�ØÞÓ�Æ�ÉÎÀgÓ5ÁbÚ��§Ò[ÍÄÀgÇ$É7ÁÎÉ�Æ�É�Í¥Á�É�Í¥Ò
	 � �/� + �� = � �� = � �� � ��4� � ÉÎÃ�ÃCÇ�À(Ãzß!ÍÄÉ�Á7Ç�ÀgÍ¥ÅC¿l×IÃzËbÁ[å�¾\¿�À�Á�É�Æ�É�Í¥ÁÎÉ�Í¥Ò 	 � Ò[ÆzÇ®×IÀ�ÀgÇ�ÒWÃ�Ó�ÀgÓTÚ�Á�ÍâÇ�Å
É�¿�À3Ø,Ë�Ãz×,Æ�×,Í¥ÂâÍÄÉ�ÙTÂâÆgÊ Ì�Ç�ÃRÊ&Ç<ÉÎÃ5É�¿�À§Ó�ÀgÁÎÉ�Í¥Ç�Æ�É�Í¥ÃCÇÞÏNÇ�ÆzÜ�ÀgÂ¥Ù $pö � E 6 ��� ; ÷�×,ÆzÁÎÀgÓ�ÃCÇ�É�¿�À�ÁÎÉ�Æ�É�Í¥ÁÎÉ�ÍâÒ 	 ��� ; ÉÎËbÆzÇ,Á�Ü3ÍÄÉÎÉÎÀgÓ�ÉÎÃ
É�¿�Æ�É_Ç�Ã�Ó�À	Æ�É�É�¿�À�Ø�Ë�À[Ý�ÍÄÃCÚ�Á@ÍÄÉÎÀ[ËbÆ�É�Í¥ÃCÇ � 3 ;2å(¾7¿�À���¿�ÆzÇ�Ç�ÃCÇ¯ÒWÃ�Ó�À�ÂÄÀgÇ�ÅzÉ�¿�ÂÄÃzÅ�$jö 	 � E 6 ��� ; ÷&Ò[ÆzÇ¯×IÀ�Ç�ÀgÆ�ËbÂÄÙTÆzÒd¿�ÍÄÀ[ÝzÀgÓ
Ú�Á�ÍâÇ�Å ò Ú&�ÞÜ3ÆzÇ0ÃzË_Æ�ËbÍÄÉ�¿�Ü3À[É�Í¥Ò(ÒWÃ�Ó�Í¥Ç�Å�å_¾\¿�À	ÁÎÉ�Æ�É�Í¥ÁÎÉ�Í¥Ò[Á � + �� � Ò[ÆzÇ¯×IÀ(ÉÎËbÆzÇ,Á�Ü3ÍÄÉÎÉÎÀgÓ®î,ËbÁ�É[å�¾\¿�ÀgÇÞÏÞÇ�ÃzÉÎÀ	É�¿�Æ�É � �� E + �� ÍâÁ



� �
Ë�ÃCÚ�ÅC¿,ÂÄÙ§É�¿�À(Á�Ú�Ü�Ãzß + �� ÍøåÑÍ�åÑÓÞå ��ÆzÚ,Á�Á�Í¥ÆzÇ�Á7Ê7ÍÄÉ�¿5Ü3ÀgÆzÇ7� �� ÆzÇ�ÓTÒWÃ�Ý�Æ�ËbÍâÆzÇ�ÒWÀK� �� å���Í¥Ü3Í¥ÂâÆ�ËbÂÄÙ � �� 3 � �� ö � �� ÷65 E + �� Í¥Á±ËbÃCÚ�ÅC¿�ÂÄÙ
ç.Í¥Á�¿�Æ�Ë�É�Ó�ÍâÁÎÉÎËbÍÄ×,Ú�ÉÎÀgÓÞå ò ÀgÇ�ÒWÀzÏ � �� ÆzÇ�Ó � �� Ò[ÆzÇ+×IÀ°ÒWÃ�Ó�ÀgÓ+Ú�ÁbÍ¥Ç�Å¯Æ�Ø�Ø�Ë�ÃzØ�ËdÍ¥Æ�ÉÎÀ���ÆzÚ�Á�Á�Í¥ÆzÇ+ÆzÇ,Ó ç.Í¥Á�¿,Æ�Ë�É�ÒWÃ�Ó�À[×IÃ�ÃzÌ�Ágå
Ô�Ç�À_ÍâÁ�Á�Ú�À_Ç�ÃzÉ&ÆzÓ�Ó�Ë�ÀgÁ�Á�ÀgÓ5¿�À[Ë�À�ÍâÁ�É�¿�À�ÁÎÉ�Æ�×,ÍâÂ¥ÍÄÉ�Ù°ÃzßjÉ�¿�À�Ó�ÍâÁÎÉÎËbÍÄ×,Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ#�Yõ ÆzÂ¥ÅzÃzËbÍÄÉ�¿�Ü�Ú,Ç�Ó�À[Ë\á�Ú�ÆzÇlÉ�Í¥ôgÆ�É�ÍÄÃCÇÞåY¾7¿�Í¥Á±Í¥Á\ÆzÇ
Í¥Ü�ØIÃzË�É�ÆzÇ$É\Í¥Á�ÁbÚ�À�ÉÎÃ3×IÀ_ÆzÓ�Ó�Ë�ÀgÁ�Á�ÀgÓ�Í¥Ç¦ß½Ú�É�Ú�Ë�À�Ê�ÃzË�Ì)å

��³[³R´�	 7)¼ 5&º�149�¶:3�¹ 723,µ	�R¸N·�
F3,¶��¸N·��>¼àµ � 	 ��� 1$¼½»29�¶¨¼½¸Nµ
�#Á�Í¥Ü�Ú�Â¥Æ�ÉÎÀgÓ¯ÁÎÀgÇ�Á�ÃzË�Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì¯Æ�Ø�Ø,Â¥ÍâÒ[Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ¯Í¥Á�Ø�Ë�ÀgÁÎÀgÇ$ÉÎÀgÓ<¿�À[ËbÀ�ÉÎÃ®Í¥Â¥Â¥Ú�Á�ÉÎËbÆ�ÉÎÀ(É�¿�À�Ø¨À[ËbßàÃzËbÜ�ÆzÇ�ÒWÀ	ÃzßYÉ�¿�À3ê �Yõ ÆzÂÄÅzÃ��

ËbÍÄÉ�¿,Ü�å�¾7¿�À	ßàÃCÂ¥Â¥ÃRÊ7Í¥Ç�Å¦ÁbÒWÀgÇ�Æ�ËbÍÄÃ�Í¥Á�ÒWÃCÇ�ÁbÍ¥Ó�À[Ë�ÀgÓÞå"��Ú�Ø�ØIÃCÁÎÀ(É�¿,Æ�É_Æ�Ç�À[É�Ê�ÃzË�Ì¯Ãzß ; Ê7ÍÄËbÀgÂÄÀgÁ�Á�Ç�Ã�Ó�ÀgÁ�Í¥Á�ÀgÆzÒb¿GÀgá$Ú,ÍÄØ�ØIÀgÓ
Ê7ÍÄÉ�¿°ÉwÊYÃ3ÁÎÀgÇ,ÁÎÃzËbÁ[Ï�Æ	ÉÎÀgÜ�ØIÀ[ËbÆ�É�Ú�ËbÀ@ÁÎÀgÇ,ÁÎÃzË\ÆzÇ�Ó¦Æ�ÁÎÀgÇ�ÁÎÃzË�ß½ÃzË\ÒWÀ[Ë�É�ÆzÍ¥Ç�Ü3ÍâÒWË�Ã$ÃzËbÅCÆzÇ�Í¥Á�Ü3Ágå�^@Ç�Ó�À[ËbÁ�É�ÆzÇ�Ó�Í¥Ç�Å(É�¿�À�Ë�ÀgÂ¥Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ �
Á�¿�Í¥Ø°×IÀ[ÉwÊYÀ[ÀgÇ®Ü3Í¥ÒWË�Ã�ÃzË�ÅCÆzÇ�Í¥ÁbÜ3Á�ÆzÇ�Ó�É�¿�ÀgÍÄË±ÀgÇ$Ý�ÍÄË�ÃCÇ�Ü�ÀgÇ$É�ÆzÂÞÒWÃCÇ�Ó�Í¥É�ÍÄÃCÇ�Á�Í¥Á±Ý�ÍÄÀ[Ê�ÀgÓ�ÆzÁ±ÃCÇ�À_ÃzßpÉ�¿�À_Í¥Ü�ØIÃzË�É�ÆzÇ$É�ØIÃzÉÎÀgÇlÉ�Í¥ÆzÂ
Æ�Ø�Ø,ÂâÍ¥Ò[Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇTÆ�ËbÀgÆzÁ�ßàÃzË�ÁÎÀgÇ�ÁÎÃzË�Ç�À[ÉwÊYÃzË�Ì�Á[å �@ÇTÀWä�ÆzÜ�Ø,ÂÄÀ�Í¥Á&É�¿�À�Á�É�Ú�Ó�Ù�Ãzß�É�¿�À�Ë�ÀgÂ¥Æ�É�Í¥ÃCÇ�Á�¿�ÍÄØT×¨À[ÉwÊYÀ[ÀgÇ¯Ü3Æ�ËdÍ¥Ç�À(Ü�Í¥ÒWË�Ã�ÃzËM�
ÅCÆzÇ�Í¥ÁbÜ3Á&ÆzÇ,Ó5ÉÎÀgÜ�ØIÀ[ËbÆ�É�Ú�ËbÀC� <�"���å@ù~ÇTÉ�¿�Æ�É�ÁÎÀ[ÉÎÉ�Í¥Ç�Å�ÏIÒ[Â¥Ú�ÁÎÉÎÀ[ËdÁ&Í¥ÇTÉÎÀgÜ�ØIÀ[ËbÆ�É�Ú�Ë�À ��Ü�Í¥ÒWË�Ã�ÃzË�ÅCÆzÇ�Í¥Á�Ü���Ó�ÀgÇ�Á�ÍÄÉwÙ¦ßàÀgÆ�É�Ú�ËbÀ(ÁÎØ,ÆzÒWÀ
Ò[ÆzÇ�×IÀ�ÀWä�Ø¨ÀgÒWÉÎÀgÓGÓ�Ú�À	ÉÎÃ5É�¿�À�ÀWä�Í¥ÁÎÉÎÀgÇ�ÒWÀ�Ãzß�É�¿�À[ËbÜ3Ã�Ò[Â¥ÍâÇ�ÀgÁ�Í¥Ç¯É�¿�À�Ã�ÒWÀgÆzÇÞå3¾\¿�À3Á�ÍâÜ(Ú�ÂâÆ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ®¿�À[Ë�À3Í¥Á�Ü�ÀgÆzÇ$É_ÉÎÃTÜ3ÍâÜ3Í¥Ò
É�¿�Í¥Á&Á�ÍÄÉ�Ú�Æ�É�Í¥ÃCÇÞå �YÆzÒb¿0ÁÎÀgÇ�ÁÎÃzË&Ë�ÀgÒWÃzËbÓ�Á
D£Ü�ÀgÆzÁ�Ú�Ë�ÀgÜ3ÀgÇlÉ�Á[åI�YÆzÒb¿0Ü�ÀgÆzÁ�Ú�ËbÀgÜ�ÀgÇlÉ@Í¥Á\Æ�Ø,ÆzÍÄË\Ãzß�Ç�Ú�Ü(×¨À[ËdÁ\ÒWÃzË�Ë�ÀgÁÎØIÃCÇ�Ó,Í¥Ç�Å
ÉÎÃ§Æ3ÉÎÀgÜ�ØIÀ[ËbÆ�É�Ú�Ë�À�Ë�ÀgÆzÓ,Í¥Ç�Å3ÆzÇ�Ó5Æ�Ü3Í¥ÒWË�Ã�ÃzË�ÅCÆzÇ�Í¥ÁbÜ¤Ó�ÀgÇ�Á�ÍÄÉwÙ�Ë�ÀgÆzÓ,Í¥Ç�Å�å�¾\¿�À_Ú�Ç�ÍÄÉ�Á�ÃzßjÉ�¿�À�Ü3ÀgÆzÁ�Ú�Ë�ÀgÜ�ÀgÇ$É�Á7Æ�ËbÀ�ÆzÁ�Á�Ú�Ü3ÀgÓ
ÉÎÃ3×IÀ_Á�Ò[ÆzÂÄÀgÓTÁÎÃ3É�¿�Æ�É\É�¿�À�ßàÀgÆ�É�Ú�ËbÀ�ÁÎØ,ÆzÒWÀ�ÍâÁ�É�¿�À�Ú�Ç�Í¥É�Ábá$Ú�Æ�ËbÀ"� 	&= < � � å
�jÍÄÅCÚ�ËbÀM"�ö�Æl÷ �dö�Ó)÷�Ó�À[Ø,Í¥ÒWÉ�Á�Æ�ÁbÍ¥Ü(Ú,Â¥Æ�ÉÎÀgÓ§Á�À[É�Ãzß>Ó�Æ�É�Æ�å�ù{Ç�É�¿�ÍâÁ�ÁbÍ¥Ü(Ú,Â¥Æ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ";2� D � <*	 	�åY¾7¿�À&Ó�Æ�É�Æ�Ê�À[Ë�À�ÅzÀgÇ�À[ËbÆ�ÉÎÀgÓ

ÆzÒ[ÒWÃzËbÓ�ÍâÇ�Å�ÉÎÃ�Æ�É�¿�ËbÀ[À���ÒWÃCÜ�ØIÃCÇ�ÀgÇlÉ ��ÆzÚ�Á�Á�ÍâÆzÇ�Ü3Íyä�É�Ú�Ë�À±Ü�Ã�Ó�ÀgÂøåj¾\¿�À±Ü3Íyä�Í¥Ç�Å@Ø�Ë�Ãz×,Æ�×)Í¥Â¥ÍÄÉ�ÍÄÀgÁpÆ�É�ÀgÆzÒd¿�Ç�Ã�Ó�À±Ê�À[Ë�À\ÁÎÀgÂÄÀgÒWÉÎÀgÓ
ËbÆzÇ�Ó�ÃCÜ3ÂÄÙzÏ¨×,Ú�É&ÍâÇ5ÀgÆzÒb¿�Ò[ÆzÁ�À�ËbÃCÚ�ÅC¿�ÂÄÙ � 	��Ãzß�É�¿�À�ÉÎÃzÉ�ÆzÂjÜ3ÆzÁ�Á@Ê�ÆzÁ&Ø)Â¥ÆzÒWÀgÓ0ÃCÇTÃCÇ�À�Ãzß�É�¿�À	ÒWÃCÜ�ØIÃCÇ�ÀgÇ$É�Á@ÉÎÃ¦ÁbÍ¥Ü(Ú,Â¥Æ�ÉÎÀ
É�¿�À@À��¨ÀgÒWÉ�Ãzß}É�¿�À&É�¿�À[ËdÜ�Ã�Ò[ÂâÍ¥Ç�ÀgÁ[åj¾NÃ	Ü3Í¥Ü�Í¥Ò±É�¿�À@À��¨ÀgÒWÉ�ÃzßNÁ�ÀgÇ�ÁÎÃzË�Á�Æ�É�Ú�ËbÆ�É�ÍÄÃCÇ}Ï$É�¿�À ��ÆzÚ�ÁbÁ�Í¥ÆzÇ°Ó�Æ�É�Æ�Ê�ÆzÁ�É�¿�Ë�ÀgÁ�¿�ÃCÂ¥Ó�ÀgÓ3ÉÎÃ
ß½ÃzËbÒWÀ	É�¿�À�Ó�Æ�É�Æ¦Í¥ÇlÉÎÃ¦É�¿�À	Ú�Ç�Í¥É&Á�á�Ú�Æ�Ë�À�ö½Ê7¿�Í¥Òd¿¯Í¥Á�Æ�Ø�Ø,Æ�Ë�ÀgÇ$É&ÀgÁ�Ø¨ÀgÒ[ÍâÆzÂ¥ÂÄÙ5Í¥Ç®É�¿�À�Ú�Ø�ØIÀ[Ë7ËdÍÄÅC¿lÉ�¿�ÆzÇ�Ó¯ÒWÃzËbÇ�À[Ë�÷dåF��É�ÆzÇ�Ó�Æ�ËdÓ
��õ ö�Ó,Í¥ÁÎÉÎËbÍÄ×)Ú�ÉÎÀgÓ�Í¥Ü�Ø,Â¥ÀgÜ�ÀgÇlÉ�Æ�É�Í¥ÃCÇ)÷�ÆzÇ�ÓTê �Yõ ö�Á�Í¥Ç�ÅCÂÄÀF��õ ÁÎÉÎÀ[Ø0Æ�É&ÀgÆzÒd¿®Ç�Ã�Ó�À�÷dÏ¨ÆzÇ�ÓTê ��õ0õ ö�Ü�Ú�ÂÄÉ�ÍÄØ)ÂÄÀ ��õ ÁÎÉÎÀ[Ø,Á
Æ�É�ÀgÆzÒb¿+Ç�Ã�Ó�À�÷(Æ�Ë�À¦Ê�À[Ë�À�Ú�ÁÎÀgÓ ÉÎÃ�ÀgÁÎÉ�Í¥Ü3Æ�ÉÎÀ¦É�¿�À¦É�¿�ËbÀ[À¦ÒWÃCÜ3Ø¨ÃCÇ�ÀgÇlÉ�Á[å<¾7¿�À°ÆzÂ¥ÅzÃzËbÍÄÉ�¿�Ü3Á�Ê�À[Ë�À¦ËbÆzÇ�Ó�ÃCÜ�ÂÄÙ<Í¥Ç�ÍÄÉ�ÍâÆzÂ¥ÍÄô[ÀgÓ
Ê7ÍÄÉ�¿¯É�¿�À���ÆzÚ�Á�ÁbÍ¥ÆzÇ<Ü3Íyä�É�Ú�Ë�À�ÒWÃCÜ�ØIÃCÇ�ÀgÇ$É�Á�Ó�À[Ø,Í¥ÒWÉÎÀgÓ¯×�Ù0É�¿�À3Ó�ÆzÁ�¿�ÀgÓ<Ò[Í¥ËbÂ¥ÒWÀgÁ_Í¥ÇC�jÍÄÅCÚ�Ë�À "�ö½À�÷då#�@Â¥ÂjÉ�¿�Ë�À[À§ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËbÍÄÉ�¿�Ü�Á
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ÝzÀ[ËbÁ�Í¥ÃCÇ�Á�Ãzß(ê �Yõ ×,ÆzÁ�ÀgÓPÃCÇ²É�¿�À0ÃCÇ&��Â¥Í¥Ç�À(��õ ÆzÂÄÅzÃzËbÍÄÉ�¿�Ü � < ����å �&Ç�ÃzÉ�¿�À[Ë¦ÌzÀ[ÙìÍ¥Á�ÁbÚ�ÀTÍ¥Á§É�¿�Æ�É[Ï&ÍâÇPÉ�¿�ÍâÁ�Ø,Æ�ØIÀ[ËgÏ±É�¿�À
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Abstract

Sensor networks have emerged as a fundamentally new tool for moni-
toring spatially distributed phenomena. This paper investigates a strategy
by which sensor nodes detect and estimate non-localized phenomena such
as “boundaries” and “edges” (e.g., temperature gradients, variations in
illumination or contamination levels). A general class of boundaries, with
mild regularity assumptions, is considered, and theoretical bounds on the
achievable performance of sensor network based boundary estimation are
established. A hierarchical boundary estimation algorithm is proposed
that achieves a near-optimal balance between mean-squared error and en-
ergy consumption.

1 Introduction

Sensor networks have emerged as a fundamentally new tool for monitoring inac-
cessible environments such as non-destructive evaluation of buildings and struc-
tures; contaminant tracking in the environment; habitat monitoring in the jun-
gle; and surveillance in military zones. These ad hoc networks are envisioned to
be a collection of embedded sensors, actuators and processors. We shall assume
that communication between sensors is done in a wireless fashion. Sensor net-
works are distinguished from more classical networks due to strict limitations on
energy consumption, the density of nodes, the simplicity of the processing power
of nodes and possibly high environmental dynamics. An important problem in
sensor networking applications is boundary estimation. Consider a network sens-
ing a field composed of two or more regions of distinct behavior (e.g., differing
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mean values for the sensor measurements). An example of such a field is de-
picted in Figure 1(a). Boundary estimation is the process of determining the
delineation between homogeneous regions.

There are two fundamental limitations in the boundary estimation problem.
First, the accuracy of a boundary estimate is limited by the spatial density of
sensors in the network and by the amount of noise associated with the mea-
surement process. Second, energy constraints may limit the complexity of the
boundary estimate that is ultimately transmitted to a desired destination. The
trade-off between accuracy and energy consumption can be characterized as fol-
lows. Assume that n sensor nodes are arranged on an

√
n × √

n square lattice
(assuming a planar, square sensor field). Suppose that the field being sensed
consists of two homogeneous regions separated by a one-dimensional boundary
(like the case depicted in Figure 1(a)). A broad class of boundaries is considered
in this paper. Specifically, we only assume that the boundary is a Lipschitz
function[6, 3] or, more generally, has a box-counting dimension of one [9]. This
class includes linear boundaries and other parametric curves, but also includes
boundaries that cannot be described parametrically.

Each sensor node makes a (noisy) measurement of the field. Under these
assumptions, there will be O(

√
n) nodes lying on the boundary. The boundary

nodes provide a description of the boundary to within a resolution of 1/
√

n.
Noise present in the measurements limits the achievable accuracy of a bound-
ary estimate. It is known that, under the assumptions on the class of bound-
aries above, the mean-square error (MSE) cannot, in general, decay faster than
O(1/

√
n) [6, 3]. That is, no estimator (based on centralized or distributed pro-

cessing) can exceed this convergence speed-limit. It is important to point out
that if one restricts the class of boundaries, then faster decay rates are certainly
possible. For example, if one assumes that the boundary is a line, then the
problem is a parametric estimation problem and the rate of decay is O(1/n).
Assuming a line or parametric curve is, of course, very restrictive (and proba-
bly unreasonable for natural phenomena), and therefore this paper focuses on a
much more general class of boundaries.

To quantify the total energy required to transmit a boundary estimate of
this accuracy, note that each boundary node must send one message to the
desired destination (indicating that it is on the boundary). Thus, the total
energy required to transmit the boundary description is O(

√
n). Combining

these results yields a fundamental trade-off between accuracy and energy of the
form

MSE ∼ 1

Energy
.

This tradeoff does not take into consideration the additional energy required to
determine whether a sensor is in fact a boundary. It is important to note that
this relation should not be interpreted to mean that a fixed number of sensor
nodes using more energy can provide more accuracy. Rather, both the MSE and
the energy consumption are functions of the number of sensor nodes, and the
above relation indicates how the accuracy and energy consumption behave as
the density of nodes increases. Also, note that if a boundary can be described
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parametrically, then the energy required to transmit the description is propor-
tional to the number of parameters, and does not depend on n. However, as
discussed above, the aim here is to avoid such restrictive parametric assump-
tions. The boundaries of interest may not admit exact parametric descriptions,
and therefore the accuracy of the boundary description and transmission cost
both grow as density of nodes increases.

This paper explores the basic trade-off between MSE and energy consump-
tion, as functions of node density. We propose and develop a boundary es-
timation algorithm based on multiscale partitioning methods. The algorithm
is quite practical and maps nicely onto a sensor network architecture. More-
over, we demonstrate theoretically that our method nearly achieves the optimal
MSE/Energy trade-off discussed above. The theory hinges on an application
of our extension [5] of the Li-Barron bound for complexity regularized model
selection [8] to bound the MSE and on a recent concentration inequality for
chi-squared distributions to bound the expected energy consumption [7]. Since
our method (nearly) achieves the optimal trade-off above, no other scheme can
be devised that will (asymptotically) perform significantly better. Simulation
experiments verify the predicted theoretical performance of our method.

1.1 Related Work

Due to the nascence of sensor network research, there is a limited literature
concerning boundary estimation for such networks. At first glance, boundary
estimation (or boundary detection) has goals that are similar to that of edge
detection in image processing. However, a major distinction exists. Due to en-
ergy constraints, processing the entire “image” simultaneously is impractical,
and hence a single node does not have access to all of the sensor measurements.
In [2], several techniques based on averaging and thresholds are developed and
compared for boundary detection. All of the techniques rely on the collection of
measurements from sensor neighbors within a probing radius, R. The authors
note that the performance of their methods will improve as the probing radius
increases at the expense of communication cost. To contrast with our approach,
we systematically increase the probing radius, however our communication cost
does not increase as O(R2) due to the fact that lower dimensional statistics
(versus all measurements) are passed to nodes within the sensor network hierar-
chy; and, furthermore, messages are only passed to clusterheads rather than all
nodes.

The data collection algorithm in [4] shares many features with our proposed
boundary estimation method. A hierarchical compression scheme is considered
where clusterheads aggregate measurements from children nodes and then pass
signal estimates to the next layer in the hieararchy. Our objective, herein, is to
analytically determine the estimation capability of a tree-based boundary esti-
mation scheme which is penalized by communication costs. We note that the
scheme of [4] does not explicitly optimze the description of the phenomena being
encoded (in our case, a boundary) and thus suffers in terms of the error between
the estimated boundary and the true boundary; however, the communication
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Sensing an inhomogeneous field. (a) Points are sensor locations. The
environment has two conditions indicated by the gray and white regions of the
square. (b) the sensor network domain is partitioned into square cells. (c) Sen-
sors within the network operate collaboratively to determine a pruned partition
that matches the boundary. (d) Final approximation to the boundary between
the two regions which is transmitted to a remote point.

cost is lessened. With our scheme, we can systematically tradeoff between com-
munication cost and reconstruction error by increasing the penalty associated
with communication.

2 Problem Formulation and Approach

The basic problem is illustrated in Figure 1. Our objective is to consider mea-
surements from a collection of sensors and determine the boundary between two
fields of relatively homogeneous measurements.

We presume a hierarchical structure of “clusterheads” (see e.g. [4]) which
manage measurements from nodes below them in the hierarchy. Thus, the nodes
in each square of the partition communicate their measurements to a clusterhead
in the square. Index the squares at the finest scale by row and column (i, j).
The clusterhead in square (i, j) computes the average of these measurements to

obtain a value xi,j ∼ N
(
µi,j ,

σ2

mi,j

)
, where µi,j is the mean value, σ2 is the noise

variance for each sensor measurement, and mi,j is the number of nodes in square
(i, j). Thus we assume sensor measurements that have a Gaussian distribution.
For simplicity, we assume mi,j = 1. The random distribution is to account for
noise in the system as well as for the small probability of node failure (outlier
measurements).

Our approach to the boundary estimation problem is to devise a hierarchi-
cal processing strategy that enables the nodes to collaboratively determine a
non-uniform rectangular partition of the sensor domain that is adapted to the
boundaries. Specifically, the desired partition will have high, fine resolution
along the boundary, and low, coarse resolution in homogeneous regions of the
field, as depicted in Figure 1. The partition effectively provides a “staircase”-like
approximation to the boundary. Similar strategies have been recently investi-
gated to handle edges in images [3, 10] and decision boundaries in classification
problems [9]. The advantage of our approach is that, under mild conditions
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on the smoothness of the boundary curve, we can establish upper bounds on
the MSE of the estimator using theoretical tools we have developed in previous
work. These upper bounds can be used to tune the trade-off between data fitting
and the complexity of the boundary estimate. The complexity of the boundary
estimate relates directly to energy consumption in the network.

Our approach is as follows. Let us take the sensor domain to be the unit
square [0, 1]2. Partition the domain into n sub-squares of sidelength 1√

n
, as

shown in Figure 1(b). The sidelength 1√
n

is the finest resolution of our analysis.

In principle, this initial partition can be generated by a a recursive dyadic parti-
tion (RDP). First divide the domain into four sub-squares of equal size. Repeat
this process again on each sub-square. Repeat this 1/2 log2 n = J times. This
gives rise to a complete RDP of resolution 1√

n
(the rectangular partition of the

sensing domain shown above in Figure 1(b)). The RDP process can represented
with a quadtree structure. The quadtree can be pruned back to produce an
RDP with non-uniform resolution as shown in Figure 1(c). The key issues are:
(1) How to implement the pruning process in the sensor network; (2) How to
determine the best pruned tree. Here, we discuss the first issue, and the second
issue will be investigated in later sections of the paper.

Let Pn denote the set of all RDPs, including the initial complete RDP and
all possible prunings. For each RDP P ∈ Pn, there is an associated quadtree
structure (generally of non-uniform depth corresponding to the non-uniform res-
olution of most RDPs). The leafs of each quadtree represent dyadic (sidelength
equal to a negative power of 2) square regions of the associated partition. For a
given RDP and quadtree, each sensor node belongs to a certain dyadic square.
We consider these squares “clusters” and assume that one of the nodes in each
square serves as a “clusterhead,” which will assimilate information from the other
nodes in the square. Notice that if one considers all RDPs in Pn, then each sen-
sor node actually belongs to a nested hierarchy of 1/2 log2 n dyadic squares of
sidelengths 1√

n
, 2√

n
, 4√

n
, . . . , 1, respectively. Thus, we have a hierarchy of clusters

and clusterheads.
Consider a certain RDP P ∈ Pn. Define the estimator of the field as follows.

On each square of the partition, average the measurements from the sensors in
that square and set the estimate of the field to that average value. This results
in a piecewise constant estimate, denoted by θ, of the field. This estimator will
be compared with the data x = {xi,j}. The data themselves are undesirable for
two reasons. First, they are noisy and averaging over larger regions will reduce
the noise. Second, the unprocessed data x will require the maximum amount of
energy to transmit to the destination. Our empirical measure of performance is
the sum-of-squared errors between θ = θ(P ) and the data x = {xi,j}.

R(θ, x) =

√
n∑

i,j=1

(θ(i, j) − xi,j)
2
, (1)
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Define the complexity penalized estimator

θ̂n = arg min
θ(P ):P∈Pn

R(θ(P ), x) + 2σ2p(n)|θ(P )|, (2)

where σ2 is the noise variance, |θ(P )| denotes the total number of squares in
the partition P , and p(n) is a certain monotonically increasing function of n
that discourages unnecessarily high resolution partitions (appropriate choices of
p(n) will be discussed in the sequel). It is well known that the optimization in
(2) can be solved using a bottom-up tree pruning algorithm in O(n) operations
[1, 3, 10]. This is possible because both the sum-of-squared errors and the penalty
are additive functions, and therefore the squared error plus penalty cost can be
separated into terms associated with each individual square of the partition θ.
The hierarchy of clusterheads facilitates this process in the sensor network. At
each level of the hierarchy, the clusterhead receives the best sub-partition/sub-
tree estimates from the four clusterheads below it, and compares the total cost
of these estimates with the cost of the estimate equal to the average of all sensors
in that cluster.

3 Upper Bounds on Achievable Accuracy

We begin by recalling a fundamental upper bound on expected error of complex-
ity penalized estimators, like that in (2). This particular bound was originally
developed for mixture density modeling [8], and we later extended it to more
general settings [5]. Here we state a specialized version of the bound, tailored
to the estimator proposed in (2).

Let Θn denote the set of all possible models of the field. This set contains
piecewise constant models (constant on the dyadic squares corresponding to one
of the partitions in Pn). The constant values are in a prescribed range [−R, R],
and are quantized to k bits. The range corresponds to the upper and lower limits
of the amplitude range of the sensors. The set Θn consists of a finite number
of models (a bound on the number of partitions is derived in the Appendix).
Assume that p(n) satisfies the summability condition (Kraft inequality)

∑

θ∈Θn

e−p(n)|θ| ≤ 1 , (3)

where again |θ| denotes the number of squares (alternatively we shall call this the
number of leafs in the pruned tree description of the boundary) in the partition

θ. It is shown in the Appendix that p(n) ≤ γ log n satisfies (3). Let θ̂n denote
the solution to

θ̂n = arg min
θ∈Θn

R(θ, x) + 2σ2p(n)|θ|, (4)

where, as before, x denotes the array of measurements at the finest scale {xi,j},
and |θ| denotes the number of squares in the partition associated with θ. This
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is essentially the same estimator as defined in (2) except that the values of the
estimate are quantized in this case.

Let θ∗
n denote the true value of the field at resolution 1/

√
n (i.e., θ∗

n(i, j) =

E[xi,j ]). Then, applying Theorem 7 in [5], the MSE of the estimator θ̂n is
bounded above according to

1

n

√
n∑

i,j=1

E

[(
θ̂n(i, j) − θ∗

n(i, j)
)2
]

≤

min
θ∈Θn

1

n



2

√
n∑

i,j=1

(θ(i, j) − θ∗
n(i, j))

2
+ 8σ2p(n)|θ|



 (5)

The upper bound involves two terms. The first term, 2
∑√

n
i,j=1 (θ(i, j) − θ∗

n(i, j))
2
,

is a bound on the bias or approximation error. The second term, 8σ2p(n)|θ|, is
a bound on the variance or estimation error. The bias term, which measures the
squared error between the best possible model in our class and the true field, is
generally unknown. However, if we make certain assumptions on the smooth-
ness of the boundary, then the rate at which this term decays as function of the
partition size |θ| can be determined.

Assume that the field being sensed is composed of homogeneous regions sep-
arated by a one-dimensional boundary. If the boundary is a Lipschitz function
[3, 10] or more generally has a box-counting dimension (closely related to Haus-
dorf dimension) of 1, then by carefully calibrating quantization and penalization
as discussed in the Appendix (taking k ∼ 1/4 log n and setting p(n) = 2/3 log n)
it follows that

1

n

√
n∑

i,j=1

E

[(
θ̂n(i, j) − θ∗

n(i, j)
)2
]

≤ O

(√
log n

n

)
. (6)

This result shows that the MSE decays to zero at a rate of
√

log n/n. This
rate cannot be significantly improved by any estimator. From [3, 6] we know
that for Lipschitz boundaries, the minimax rate is O(1/

√
n), which shows that

our estimator is within a square-root of a logarithmic factor of the best possible
convergence rate. The minimax rate is the fastest rate of convergence achievable
with any estimator (“min”) for the most challenging (“max”) Lipschitz bound-
ary. Faster rates of decay are theoretically possible if one assumes that the
boundary is even smoother. As an extreme case, suppose the boundary can be
exactly described parametrically (e.g., a line). Then the boundary problem is
one of parameter estimation and the rate of convergence is O(1/n). Extensions
of our approach are possible which can take advantage of smoother boundaries,
which may provide convergence rates approaching the parametric rate. These
extensions are part of our ongoing work and will be discussed in Section 6.
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4 Accuracy-Energy Trade-off

A key characteristic of our proposed method is the explicit consideration of the
cost of communication in the construction of the tree describing the boundary.
Energy consumption is defined by two communication costs: the cost of com-
munication due to the construction of the tree (in-network cost) and the cost of
communicating the final boundary estimate (out-of-network cost). We will show
that the expected number of leafs produced by our algorithm is O(

√
n), and that

the in-network and out-of-network energy consumption is proportional to this
number. Recall that the rate of decay for the MSE is MSE ∼

√
log n/n. There-

fore, ignoring the logarithmic factor, the accuracy-energy trade-off required to
achieve this optimal MSE is roughly MSE ∼ 1/Energy. Contrast this trade-
off with that of a naive approach in which each of the n sensors transmits its
data, directly or by multiple hops, to an external point. In this case, the in-
network and out-of-network energy costs are O(n), which lead to the trade-off
MSE ∼ 1/

√
Energy, since we know that no estimator exists that can result in

an MSE decaying faster than O(1/
√

n). Thus, our proposed hierarchical bound-
ary estimation method offers substantial savings over the naive approach while
optimizing the tradeoff between accuracy and complexity of the estimate.

4.1 Out-of-network Communication Cost

It is clear that the out-of-network communication cost is proportional to the final
description of the boundary, thus it is of interest to compute the expected size of
the tree, or E[|θ̂|]. Each decision in the pruning process is based on comparing
the complexity and fitness of an average value to the data in a certain dyadic
square to that of the best subpartition model for that square (passed up from
the bottom).

An upper bound on E[|θ̂|] is derived in the Appendix. The upper bound is
based on the probability of pruning or not pruning at each node for our hierarchi-
cal algorithm. If no boundary is present, then the probability of pruning at each
node can be bounded from above by the tail probability of a certain chi-square
distribution. The chi-square distribution arises from the assumed Gaussian ob-
servation model and the sum-of-squared errors criterion used in pruning. Using
another upper bound for the tail probability, we show in the Appendix that if
no boundary is present in the square under consideration, and with a penalty
p(n) = 2/3 log n, the probability of not pruning tends to zero as n increases.

This implies that E[|θ̂|] → 1 as n → ∞. Thus, for large sensor networks, the ex-
pected number of leafs (partition pieces) in the case where there is no boundary
(simply a homogeneous field) is one.

To consider the inhomogeneous case where a boundary does exist, if the
boundary is a Lipschitz function or has a box counting dimension of 1, there
exists a pruned RDP with at most C ′√n squares (leafs) that includes the O(

√
n)

squares of sidelength 1/
√

n that the boundary passes through (see the Appendix
for a fuller discussion of this property). Thus an upper bound on the number of
leafs required to describe the boundary in the noiseless case is given by C ′√n.

8



In the presence of noise, we can use the results above for the homogeneous case
to bound the number of spurious leafs due to noise (zero as n grows); as a
result, for large sensor networks, we can expect at most C ′√n leafs in total.
Thus, the expected energy required to transmit the final boundary description
is Energy = O(

√
n).

4.2 In-network Communication Cost

The in-network communication cost is intimately tied to the expected size of
the final tree, as this value determines how much pruning will occur. We have
seen above that the out-of-network cost is proportional to

√
n and herein we

shall show that the in-network communication cost is also O(
√

n). At each scale
2j/

√
n, j = 0, . . . , 1/2 log2 n − 1, the hierarchical algorithm passes a certain

number of data or averages, nj , corresponding to the number of squares in the
best partition (up to that scale), up the tree to the next scale. We assume that
a constant number of bits k, is transmitted per measurement. These k nj bits
must be transmitted approximately 2j/

√
n meters (assuming the sensor domain

is normalized to 1 square meter). Thus, the total in-network communication
energy in bit-meters is:

E = k

1/2 log2 n−1∑

j=0

nj2
j/

√
n.

In the naive approach, nj = n for all j, and therefore E ≈ kn. In the hierarchical
approach, first consider the case when there is no boundary. We have already
seen that in such cases the tree will be pruned at each stage with high probability.
Therefore, nj = n/4j and E ≈ 2k

√
n. Now if a boundary of length C

√
n is

present, then nj ≤ n/4j + C
√

n. This produces E ≤ k(C + 2)
√

n. Thus, we see
that our hierarchical algorithm results in E = O(

√
n).

5 Simulations

We next present representative simulation results on the efficacy of the proposed
boundary estimation algorithm. We considered a host of sensor network densities
observing the same phenomenon. Sensor networks of size 4k for k = 2, · · · , 8
distributed over a square meter were considered. The sensors operated in an
environment with three different noise levels (σ2 = 1, 10, 100). In Figure 2 (a),
we see the mean-squared error (MSE) as a function of the network size (which
relates directly to density). The MSE is averaged over 50 realizations of the noise.
As predicted by the theoretical results, we see the expected decay in MSE. The
in-network communication cost as scaled by the distance traveled is provided in
Figure 2(b). As predicted, this cost is proportional to

√
n. Figure 2(c) shows

the average size of the boundary estimate (number of leafs) as a function of the
network size and a line fit to the data. This plot corresponds to the out-of-
network communication costs. We see that the predicted bounds for both costs

9
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Figure 2: (a)Estimation accuracy as a function of the total number of nodes. (b)
In-network communication cost as a function of the total number of nodes. (c)

Out-of-network communication cost, E[|θ̂|], as a function of the total number of
nodes.

are in fact conservative, and in practice the constant in O(
√

n) is quite modest
(here it is 4 − 6). The final partition size (and hence the communication cost)
decreases as the noise variance increases due to the fact that the overall penalty
is a function of the noise variance. Thus as the noise variance increases, it is
more likely that pruning will occur.

Figure 3 shows single realizations of the boundary estimation process for
three resolutions/sensor network densities. The penalty function employed was
that derived in the Appendix and we see that the resultant boundary estimates
offer the desired tradeoff between accuracy and energy consumption.

6 Conclusions and Ongoing Work

In this work, we have proposed a method for boundary estimation in sensor net-
works. The boundary estimate is determined via complexity regularization of a
hiearchical tree-based estimation method. We demonstrated theoretically that
our method nearly achieves the optimal trade-off MSE ∼ 1/Energy, which shows
that no other scheme can be devised that will (asymptotically) perform signif-
icantly better. Simulation experiments agreed very well with the theoretical
predictions. In future work we plan to investigate more sophisticated bound-
ary estimation techniques based on “wedgelets” [3] and “platelets” [10]. These
methodologies are also based on hierarchical partitions and trees, but have ad-
ditional flexibility which allows for a more parsimonious description of smooth
boundaries and smooth variations in the mean of homogeneous regions. We are
also currently incorporating the effects of imperfect wireless signaling into our
theoretical framework and simulation studies. Finally, we are investigating the
issue of tracking a slowly time-varying boundary.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Number of RDPs in P
Recall the class P of RDPs under consideration (all RDPs resulting from pruning
PJ , the uniform partition of the unit square into n squares of sidelength 1√

n
). In

order to ensure that the Kraft inequality (3) is satisfied, we need to determine
how many RDPs there are in P. More specifically, we will need to know how
many partitions there are with exactly ` squares/leafs. Notice that since the
RDP is based on recursive splits into four, the number of leafs in every partition
in P is of the form ` = 3m+1, for some integer 0 ≤ m ≤ (n−1)/3. The integer m
corresponds to the number of recursive splits. For each RDP having 3m+1 leafs
there is a corresponding partially ordered sequence of m split points (at dyadic
positions in the plane). In general, there are

(
n
m

)
≡ n!

(n−m)!m! possible selections

of m points from n (n corresponding to the vertices of the finest resolution
partition, PJ). This number is an upper bound on the number of partitions in
P with ` = 3m + 1 leafs (since RDPs can only have dyadic split points).

7.2 Kraft Inequality

Here we show that with k (recall that k is the number of bits employed per
transmission) and p(n) properly calibrated, we have

∑

θ∈Θn

e−p(n)|θ| ≤ 1 . (7)

Let Θ
(m)
n denote the subset of Θn consisting of models based on ` = 3m + 1 leaf

partitions. Begin by writing

∑

θ∈Θn

e−p(n)|θ| =

(n−1)/3∑

m=0

∑

θ∈Θ
(m)
n

e−(3m+1)p(n)

≤
(n−1)/3∑

m=0

(
n

m

)
(2k)3m+1e−(3m+1)p(n)

≤
(n−1)/3∑

m=0

nm

m!
(2k)3m+1e−(3m+1)p(n)

=

(n−1)/3∑

m=0

1

m!
e[m log n+(3m+1) log(2k)−(3m+1)p(n)] .
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If A ≡ m log n + (3m + 1) log(2k) − (3m + 1)p(n) < −1 (then eA < e−1) , then
we have

∑

θ∈Θn

e−p(n)|θ| ≤ 1/e

(n−1)/3∑

m=0

1

m!
≤ 1 .

To guarantee A < −1, we must have p(n) growing at least like log n. Therefore,
set p(n) = γ log n, for some γ > 0. Also, as we will see later in the next section,
to guarantee that the quantization of our models is sufficiently fine to contribute
a negligible amount to the overall error we must select 2k ∼ n1/4. With these
calibrations we have

A = [(7/4 − 3γ)m + (1/4 − γ)] log n

In order to guarantee that the MSE converges to zero, we will see in the next
section that m must be a monotonically increasing function of n. Therefore, for
n sufficiently large, the term involving

(
1
4 − γ

)
is negligible, and the condition

A < −1 is satisfied by γ > 7/12. We take γ = 2/3 in practice.

7.3 Rate of MSE Decay

Consider a complete RDP with m2 squares of sidelength 1/m. It is known that
if the boundary is a Lipschitz function, or more generally has a box counting
dimension of 1, then the boundary passes through ` ≤ Cm of the squares, for
some constant C > 0 [3, 10, 9]. Furthermore, there exists a pruned RDP with
at most C ′m leafs, where C ′ = 8(C + 2), that includes the above ` squares of
sidelength 1/m that contain the boundary [3, 9].

Now consider the upper bound (5), which as stated earlier follows as from
an application of Theorem 7 in [5].

1

n

√
n∑

i,j=1

E

[(
θ̂n(i, j) − θ∗

n(i, j)
)2
]

≤ min
θ∈Θn

1

n



2

√
n∑

i,j=1

(θ(i, j) − θ∗
n(i, j))

2
+ 8p(n)|θ|





≤ 2

∫

[0,1]2
(θ − θ∗)2 + 8

7

12

log n

n
C ′m ,

where the discretized squared error is bounded by the corresponding continuous
counterpart. The squared error

∫
[0,1]2

(θ − θ∗)2 ∼ K1

m + K2√
n
, where the first term

is due to the error between the 1/m resolution partition along the boundary, and
the 1/

√
n term is due to the quantization error overall. Thus, the MSE behaves

like

MSE ∼ O(1/m) + O(1/
√

n) + O

(
m

log n

n

)
.

Taking m ∼
√

n
log n produces the desired result: MSE ∼ O(

√
log n/n).
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7.4 Expected Tree Size for Homogeneous Field

We construct an upperbound for E[|θ̂|] under the assumption of a homogeneous
field with no boundary. Let P denote the tree-structured partition associated
with θ̂. Note that because P is an RDP it can have d + 1 leafs (pieces in the
partition), where d = 3m, m = 0, . . . , (n−1)/3. Therefore, the expected number
of leafs is given by

E[|θ̂|] =

(n−1)/3∑

m=0

(3m + 1) Pr
(
|θ̂| = 3m + 1

)
.

The probability Pr
(
|θ̂| = 3m + 1

)
can be bounded from above by the probability

that one of the possible partitions with 3m + 1 leafs, m > 0, is chosen in favor
of the trivial partition with just a single leaf. That is, the event that one of the
partitions with 3m + 1 leafs is selected implies that partitions of all other sizes
were not selected, including the trivial partition, from which the upper bound
follows. This upper bound allows us to bound the expected number of leafs as
follows.

E[|θ̂|] ≤
(n−1)/3∑

m=0

(3m + 1) #m pm,

where #m denotes the number of different (3m + 1)-leaf partitions, and pm

denotes the probability that a particular (3m+1)-leaf partition is chosen in favor
of the trivial partition (under the homogeneous assumption). The number #m

can be bounded above by
(

n
m

)
, just as in the verification of the Kraft inequality.

The probability pm can be bounded as follows. Note this is the probability
of a particular outcome of a comparison of two models. The comparison is
made between their respective sum-of-squared errors plus complexity penalty,
as given by (2). The single leaf model has a single degree of freedom (mean
value of the entire region), and the alternate model, based on the (3m + 1)-
leaf has 3m + 1 degrees of freedom. Thus, under the assumption that the data
are i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian distributed with variance σ2, it is easy to verify
that the difference between the sum-of-squared errors of the models (single-leaf
model sum-of-squares minus (3m + 1)-leaf model sum-of-squares) is distributed
as σ2W3m, where W3m is a chi-square distributed random variable with 3m
degrees of freedom (precisely the difference between the degrees of freedom in
the two models). This follows from the fact that the difference of the sum-of-
squared errors is equal to the sum-of-squares of an orthogonal projection of the
data onto a 3m dimensional subspace.

The single-leaf model is rejected if σ2W3m is greater than the difference
between the complexity penalties associated with the two models; that is, if

σ2W3m > (3m + 1)2σ2p(n) − 2σ2p(n) = 6mσ2p(n),

where 2σ2p(n) is the penalty associated with each additional leaf in P . According
to the MSE analysis in the previous section, we require p(n) = γ log n, with

13



γ > 7/12. To be concrete, take γ = 2/3, in which case the rejection of the single-
leaf model is equivalent to W3m > 4m log n. The probability of this condition,
pm = Pr(W3m > 4m log n), is bounded from above using Lemma 1 of Laurent
and Massart [7]: If Wd is chi-square distributed with d degrees of freedom, then
for s > 0

Pr(Wd ≥ d + s
√

2d + s2) ≤ e−s2/2.

Making the identification d + s
√

2d + s2 = 4m log n produces the bound

pm = Pr(W3m > 4m log n) ≤ e−2m log n+m
√

3/2(4 log n−3/2).

Combining the upper bounds above, we have

E[|θ̂|] ≤
(n−1)/3∑

m=0

(3m + 1)

(
n

m

)
e−2m log n+m

√
3/2(4 log n−3/2),

=

(n−1)/3∑

m=0

(3m + 1)

(
n

m

)
n−m e−m log n+m

√
3/2(4 log n−3/2).

For n ≥ 270 the exponent − log n +
√

3/2(4 log n − 3/2) < 0 and therefore

E[|θ̂|] ≤
(n−1)/3∑

m=0

(3m + 1)

(
n

m

)
n−m,

≤
(n−1)/3∑

m=0

(3m + 1)
nm

m!
n−m,

≤
(n−1)/3∑

m=0

(3m + 1)/m! < 11.

Furthermore, note that as n → ∞ the exponent − log n+
√

3/2(4 log n − 3/2) →
−∞. This fact implies that the factor e−m log n+m

√
3/2(4 log n−3/2) tends to zero

when m > 0. Therefore, the expected number of leafs E[|θ̂|] → 1 as n → ∞.
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Figure 3: Effect of sensor network density (resolution) on boundary estimation.
Column 1 is the noisy set of measurements, Column 2 is the estimated boundary,
and Column 3 is the associated partition.
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Abstract

This paper describes two novel techniques,
information-driven sensor querying (IDSQ) and
constrained anisotropic diffusion routing (CADR),
for energy-efficient data querying and routing in
ad hoc sensor networks for a range of collabora-
tive signal processing tasks. The key idea is to
introduce an information utility measure to select
which sensors to query and to dynamically guide
data routing. This allows us to maximize infor-
mation gain while minimizing detection latency
and bandwidth consumption for tasks such as
localization and tracking. Our simulation results
have demonstrated that the information-driven
querying and routing techniques are more energy
efficient, have lower detection latency, and provide
anytime algorithms to mitigate risks of link/node
failures.

1 Introduction
Advances in wireless networking, microfabrication (e.g.
MEMS), and embedded microprocessors have enabled a
new generation of large sensor networks potentially appli-
cable to a range of tracking and identification problems in
both civilian and military applications. Examples include
human-aware environments, intelligent transportation grids,
factory condition-based monitoring and maintenance, and
battlefield situational awareness. With such advances come
new challenges for information processing which necessitate
the development of novel routing and collaborative signal
processing (CSP) algorithms to handle the distributed data
gathered by the network and process the information for the
given task.

Distributed sensor networks are characterized by limited
battery power, frequent node attrition, and variable data and
communication quality. To scale up to realistic tracking and
classification applications involving tens of thousands of sen-
sors, heterogeneous sensing modalities, multiple targets, and
non-uniform spatio-temporal scales, these systems have to
rely primarily on intelligent collaboration among distributed

�Corresponding author. Email: zhao@parc.xerox.com, Tel: 650-
812-5078.

sensors to significantly improve tracking accuracy and reduce
detection latency.

Since sensors often must collaborate in order to perform
a given sensing task about the environment, determining the
utility of a remote sensor’s data is important in conserving
power due to the necessity of communication. Thus, the prob-
lem we are addressing in this paper is how to dynamically
query sensors and route data in a network so that information
gain is maximized while latency and bandwidth consumption
is minimized. Our approach relies on two key ideas: infor-
mation driven sensor querying (IDSQ) to optimize sensor se-
lection and constrained anisotropic diffusion routing (CADR)
to direct data routing and incrementally combine sensor mea-
surements so as to minimize an overall cost function. Dy-
namic sensor tasking and collaboration has the following ad-
vantages. It is key to the scalability of large-scale sensor net-
works through selective sensor tasking. It can drastically re-
duce latency in detection and tracking by application-aware
optimal routing. It enables progressive accuracy by incremen-
tal belief update. It ensures graceful degradation in perfor-
mance due to link failure or sensor attrition by providing any-
time algorithms.

Using information utility measures to optimize sensor se-
lection and incremental belief update to combine informa-
tion in a centralized system is not new (e.g., active test-
ing [Geman&Jedynak 1996] and Kalman filter), nor is cost-
based data routing in ad hoc networks (e.g., directed diffusion
routing [Intanagonwiwat et al. 2000]). What is new about
IDSQ/CADR is the use of a general form of information util-
ity that models the information content as well as the spatial
configuration of a network in a distributed way; with this for-
mulation, each node can evaluate an information/cost objec-
tive, make a decision, update its belief state, and route data
based on the local information/cost gradient and end-user re-
quirement. Existing approaches to sensor querying and data
routing for ad hoc heterogeneous sensor networks typically
employ a publish-subscribe scheme [Huang&Garcia-Molina
2001], where publishers advertise their data “attributes”, sub-
scribers submit “interests”, and an event brokering system
matches “interests” with “attributes”. The directed diffu-
sion [Intanagonwiwat et al. 2000] is one such example, where
the routing paths are established using the distance informa-
tion between neighboring nodes to minimize the number of
hops in RF communication. IDSQ/CADR can be considered



as a generalization of directed diffusion routing. We use both
information gain and communication cost to direct the data
diffusion, and hence can be more energy aware and efficient
than directed diffusion routing where typically only commu-
nication cost is of concern.

Our approach allows sensors to become activated when
there are “interesting” events to report, and only those parts
of the network with the most useful information balanced
by the communication cost need to be active. The type of
networks can be stealthy and is advantageous for security
reasons. The networks could also actively seek out infor-
mation, based on predictions of when and where “interest-
ing” events will be. An entire sensor network, with its in-
network processing power for processing, routing, and com-
bining distributed sensor data, is an extremely powerful dis-
tributed computing system. One notable feature of this dis-
tributed “supercomputer” is that its I/O is also distributed and
can match well with the impedance of the sensing application
domain by design.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
introduces a general formulation of the problem in terms of
an information utility measure and mentions issues of repre-
senting and incrementally updating the belief state. Section 3
presents the algorithms for information driven sensor query-
ing and constrained anisotropic diffusion routing. Section 4
describes experimental evidence and compares our approach
with existing work in uncertainty management and data diffu-
sion routing. Section 5 elaborates on other routing protocols
and issues of belief representation, and Section 6 discusses re-
lated work.

2 Problem Formulation
2.1 Sensing Model and Measure of Uncertainty
We will model our estimation problem using standard estima-
tion theory. The time-dependent measurement, zi(t), of sen-
sor i with characteristics, �i(t), is related to the parameters,
x(t), that we wish to estimate through the following observa-
tion (or measurement) model

zi(t) = h(x(t); �i(t)); (1)

where h is a (possibly non-linear) function depending on x(t)
and parameterized by �i(t), which represents the (possibly
time dependent) knowledge about sensor i. Typical character-
istics, �i(t), about sensor i include sensing modality, which
refers to what kind of sensor i is, sensor position xi, and
other parameters, such as the noise model of sensor i and node
power reserve. The reason for explicitly representing these
sensor characteristics is due to the distributed and heteroge-
neous nature of the sensor processing tasks.

In (1), we consider a general form of the observation model
that accounts for possibly non-linear relations between the
sensor type, sensor position, noise model, and the parameters
we wish to estimate. A special case of (1) would be

h(x(t); �i(t)) = fi(x(t)) +wi(t);

where fi is a (possibly non-linear) observation function, and
wi is additive, zero mean noise with known covariance.

In case fi is a linear function on the parameters, (1) reduces
to the linear equation

h(x(t); �i(t)) = Hi(t)x(t) +wi(t); (2)

In order to illustrate our technique, we will later consider
the problem of stationary target localization with stationary
sensor characteristics. Here, we assume that all sensors are
acoustic sensors measuring only the amplitude of the sound
signal so that the parameter vectorx = [x; y]T is the unknown
target position, and

�i =
�
xi; �

2
i

�T
; (3)

where xi is the known sensor position, and �2i is the known
additive noise variance. Note there is no longer a time depen-
dence for x and �i. Assuming that acoustic signals propagate
isotropically, the parameters are related to the measurements
by

zi =
a

kxi � xk
�

2

+wi (4)

where a is a given random variable representing the amplitude
of the target, � is a known attenuation coefficient, and k � k
is the Euclidean norm. wi is a zero mean Gaussian random
variable with variance �2i .

In the remainder of this paper, we define the belief as a rep-
resentation of the current a posteriori distribution of x given
measurements z1; : : : ; zN :

p(x j z1; : : : ; zN ) :

Typically, the expectation value of this distribution

�x =

Z
x p(x j z1; : : : ; zN ) dx

is considered the estimate (i.e., the minimum mean square es-
timate), and we approximate the residual uncertainty by the
covariance:

� =

Z
(x � �x)(x � �x)Tp(x j z1; : : : ; zN ) dx:

What standard estimation theory does not consider and is
of great importance to distributed sensor networks, however,
is that knowledge of the measurement value zi and sensor
characteristics �i normally resides only in sensor i. In order
to compute the belief based on measurements from several
sensors, we must pay a cost for communicating that informa-
tion. Thus, maintaining what information each sensor node
has about other sensor nodes is an important decision. This is
why the sensor characteristics �i(t) are explicitly represented
because it is important to know what information is available
for various information processing tasks.

Since incorporating measurements into the belief are now
assigned costs, the problem is to intelligently choose a sub-
set of sensor measurements which provide “good” informa-
tion for constructing a belief state as well as minimizing the
cost of having to communicate sensor measurements to a sin-
gle node. In order to choose sensors to provide “good” up-
dates to the belief state, it is necessary to introduce a measure
of the information a sensor measurement can provide to a be-
lief state. We will refer to this as the information content of a



particular sensor. The formalization of the criterion for select-
ing the next best sensor is the main contribution of this paper.
Section 2.2 will make this intuitive notion of information con-
tent mathematically rigorous, Section 2.3 will propose several
instances of information content measures that can be prac-
tically implemented, and Section 2.4 will combine the mea-
sures with communication costs to provide a composite utility
function.

2.2 Sensor Selection
In Section 2.1 we formulated the distributed sensing model.
Given the current belief state, we wish to incrementally up-
date the belief by incorporating measurements of previously
not considered sensors. However, among all available sen-
sors in the network, not all provide useful information that im-
proves the estimate. Furthermore, some information might be
useful, but redundant. The task is to select an optimal subset
and to decide on an optimal order of how to incorporate these
measurements into our belief update.

Figure 1 illustrates the basic idea of optimal sensor selec-
tion. The illustration is based upon the assumption that esti-
mation uncertainty can be approximated by a Gaussian distri-
bution, illustrated by uncertainty ellipsoids in the state space.
In both figures, the solid ellipsoid indicates the belief state at
time t, and the dashed ellipsoid is the incrementally updated
belief after incorporating an additional sensor at the next time
step. Although in both cases, a and b, the area of high uncer-
tainty is reduced by the same amount, the residual uncertainty
in case a maintains the largest principal axis of the distribu-
tion. If we were to decide between the two sensors, we might
favor case b over case a, based upon the underlying measure-
ment task.

It has to be emphasized that, due to the distributed nature
of the sensor network, this selection has to be done without
explicit knowledge of the measurement residing at each indi-
vidual sensor, in order to avoid communicating useless infor-
mation. Hence, the decision has to be made solely based upon
the sensor characteristics �i, and the predicted contributionof
these sensors.

Although details of the implementation depend on the net-
work architecture, the fundamental principles derived in this
section hold for both, the selection of a remote sensor by a
cluster head, as well as the decision of an individual sensor to
contribute its data and to respond to a query traveling through
the network. The task is to select the sensor that provides
the best information among all available sensors that have
not been incorporated. As will be shown in the experimen-
tal results, this provides a faster reduction in estimation un-
certainty, and usually incurs lower communication overhead
for meeting a given estimation error requirement, compared
to blind or nearest-neighbor sensor selection schemes.

To derive a mathematical formulation of the sensor selec-
tion process we assume there are N sensors labeled from 1 to
N and the corresponding measured values of the sensors are
fzig

N
i=1. Let U � f1; : : : ; Ng be the set of sensors whose

measurements have been incorporated into the belief. That is,
the current belief is

p(x j fzigi2U ) :

a b

Figure 1: Illustration of sensor selection criteria based upon
the information gain of individual sensor contributions. Here,
the information gain is measured by the reduction in the error
ellipsoid.

The sensor selection task is to choose a sensor which has not
been incorporated into the belief yet which provides the most
information. To be precise, let us define an information utility
function

 : P(Rd)!R

which acts on the class P(Rd) of all probability distributions
on Rd and returns a real number with d being the dimension
of x. The role of  is to assign a value to each element p 2
P(Rd) which indicates how spread out or uncertain the distri-
bution p is. Smaller values represent a more spread out distri-
bution while larger values represent a tighter distribution. We
will defer discussion of different choices of  to Section 2.3.

Incorporatinga measurement zj, where j =2 U , into the cur-
rent belief state p(x j fzigi2U) is accomplished by further
conditioningthe belief with the new measurement. Hence, the
new belief state is

p(x j fzigi2U [ fzjg) :

From estimation theory, this distribution can be computed
with knowledge of h, �i, and zj and some appropriate inde-
pendence assumptions. Incorporating a measurement zj has
the effect of mapping an element ofP(Rd) to another element
of P(Rd). Since  gives a measure of how “tight” a distri-
bution in P(Rd) is, it is clear that the best sensor ĵ 2 A =
f1; : : : ; Ng � U to choose is

ĵ = argj2Amax  (p (x j fzigi2U [ fzjg)) :

However, in practice, we only have knowledge of h and �i
to determine which sensor to choose. In other words, we
don’t know the measurement value zj before it is being sent.
Nevertheless, we wish to select the “most likely” best sensor.
Hence, it is necessary to marginalize out the particular value
of zj . Note that for any given value of zj for sensor j , we
get a particular value for  (�) acting on the new belief state
p(x j fzigi2U [ fzjg). Now, for each sensor j, consider the
set of all values of (�) for choices of zj . Here are some possi-
bilities for summarizing these set of values of (�) by a single
quantity:

Best average case:
ĵ = argj2AmaxEzj

[ (p(x j fzigi2U [ fzjg)) j fzigi2U ]

For a particular j, Ezj
[�] represents the average information

utility over the set of new belief states weighted by p(zj j

fzigi2U ). The sensor ĵ chosen is the one with best average
information utility.



Maximizing worst case:

ĵ = argj2Amaxmin
zj

 (p(x j fzigi2U [ fzjg))

In this case, for a particular j, we take the pessimistic view
that nature will present us with a measurement value zj that
would give us the worst possible information utility. Hence,
we are maximizing our worst suspicions.

Maximizing best case:

ĵ = argj2Amaxmax
zj

 (p(x j fzigi2U [ fzjg))

In this case, for a particular j, we take the optimistic view that
nature will provide us with a measurement value zj that would
give us the best possible information utility. Hence, we are
maximizing our most optimistic beliefs.

Section 2.3 will present some possibilities of the particular
form of the information utility (�).

2.3 Information Utility Measures
In order to quantify the information gain provided by a sensor
measurement, it is necessary to define a measure of informa-
tion utility. The intuition we would like to exploit is that in-
formation content is inversely related to the “size” of the high
probability uncertainty region of the estimate of x. This sec-
tion will define several such measures.

Covariance-Based
In the simplest case of a uni-modal posterior distribution that
can be approximated by a Gaussian, we can derive utilitymea-
sures based on the covariance � of the distribution pX(x).
The determinant det(�) is proportional to the volume of the
rectangular region enclosing the covariance ellipsoid. Hence,
the information utility function for this approximation can be
chosen as:

 (pX ) = � det(�) :

Although the volume of the high probability region seems
to be a useful measure, there are cases in which this measure is
underestimating the residual uncertainty. In case the smallest
principal axis shrinks to zero, the volume of the uncertainty
ellipsoid is zero, while the uncertainties along the remaining
principal axes might remain large.

An alternative measure using only the covariance � of a
distributionpX(x) would be the trace trace(�), which is pro-
portional to the circumference of the rectangular region en-
closing the covariance ellipsoid. Hence, the information util-
ity function would be

 (pX ) = �trace(�) :

Fischer Information Matrix
An alternative measure of information is the Fisher informa-
tion matrix F(x) defined over a class of likelihood densities
fp(zN1 j x)gx2S , where zN1 refers to the sequence z1; : : : ; zN
andx takes values from space S. The ijth component ofF(x)
is

Fij(x) =

Z
p(zN1 j x)

@

@xi
lnp(zN1 j x)

@

@xj
ln p(zN1 j x)dzN1

where xi is the ith component of x. The Cramer-Rao bound
states that the error covariance � of any unbiased estimator of
x satisfies

� � F
�1(x) :

It can be shown that Fisher information is related to the sur-
face area of the high probability region which is a notion of
the “size” of the region [Cover&Thomas 1991]. Similar to the
covariance-based measures, possible forms of the information
utility function using the Fisher information are

 (pX ) = det(F(x));

quantifying the inverse of the volume of high probability un-
certainty region, or

 (pX ) = trace(F(x)) :

However, calculation of the Fisher information matrix re-
quires explicit knowledge of the distribution. For the case
when a Gaussian distribution can approximate the posterior,
the Fisher information matrix is the inverse of the error co-
variance:

F = ��1:

If additionallythe Markov assumption for consecutive estima-
tion steps holds, we can incrementally update the parameter
estimate using a Kalman filter for linear models. In this case,
the Fisher information matrix can be updated recursively and
independent of measurement values using the Kalman equa-
tions [Mutambara 1998]:

F
(k) = F

(k�1) + (H(k))T (R(k))�1H(k); (5)

whereH(k) andR(k), are the observation matrix, (2), and the
measurement noise covariance at estimation step k, respec-
tively.

For nonlinear systems, a popular approach is to use the ex-
tended Kalman Filter, which is a linear estimator for nonlinear
systems, obtained by linearization of the nonlinear state and
observation equations. In this case, the information matrix F
can be recursively updated by [Mutambara 1998]:

F
(k) = F

(k�1) + (J(k))T (R(k))�1J(k) (6)

where J is the Jacobian of the measurement modelh(�) in (1).
The information gain can then be measured by the “size” of
this information matrix such as the determinant or trace.

Entropy of Estimation Uncertainty
If the distributionof the estimate is highly non-Gaussian (e.g.,
multi-modal), then the covariance � is a poor statistic of the
uncertainty. In this case, one possible utility measure is the
information-theoretic notion of information: the entropy of a
random variable. For a discrete random variableX takingval-
ues in a finite set S, the Shannon entropy is defined to be

H(X) = �
X
x2S

P (X = x) logP (X = x) :

For a continuous random variableX taking values in a con-
tinuous space S , the equivalent notion is the differential en-
tropy

h(X) = �

Z
S

pX (x) logpX (x)dx :



The entropy can be interpreted as the log of the vol-
ume of the set of typical values for random variable X
[Cover&Thomas 1991]. While this measure relates to the
volume of the high probability uncertainty region, the com-
putation of the entropy requires knowledge of the distribu-
tion pX (x) and can be computationally intensive for a gen-
eral pX(x). Note that entropy is a function of the distribution
only and not a function of the particular values that random
variable X takes. Furthermore, entropy is a measure of un-
certainty which is inversely proportional to our notion of in-
formation utility, and we can define the information utility as

 (pX ) = �H(P )

for discrete random variableX with probabilitymass function
P and

 (pX ) = �h(pX )

for a continuous random variable X with probability density
pX . Note that the notation for the entropy has been changed
above from the original definition to reflect the fact that en-
tropy is a function of distribution only.

Volume of High Probability Region
Another measure for non-Gaussian distributions could be the
volume of the high probability region �� of probability  2
(0; 1] defined to be

�� = fx 2 S : p(x) � �g

where � is chosen so that P (��) = . P is a probabil-
ity measure on S, and p(�) represents the corresponding den-
sity. The relation between this measure of the volume and
entropy is that entropy does not arbitrarily pick a value of 
[Cover&Thomas 1991]. The information utility function for
this approximation is

 (pX ) = �vol(��) :

Sensor Geometry Based Measures
In some cases, the utility of a sensor measurement is a func-
tion of the geometric location of the sensors only. For exam-
ple, if the signal model assumes the form (4), the contribution
of each individual sensor in terms of the likelihood function
is an annulus centered about the position of the sensor. If, at a
given time step, the current estimate of the target location is a
Gaussian with mean x̂ and covariance �, then intuitively, the
sensor along the longest principal axis of the covariance ellip-
soid provides better discrimination on the location of the tar-
get than those located along the shortest principal axis of the
uncertainty ellipsoid. This is due to the fact that each ampli-
tude measurement provides a distance constraint (in the shape
of the annulus) on the location of the target, and incorporating
that constraint amounts to intersecting the annulus with the el-
lipsoid. Hence, we would get less uncertainty about the posi-
tion of the target if the major axis of the ellipsoidwere perpen-
dicular to the tangent of the annulus. Furthermore, it is desir-
able that the sensor be closer to the mean of the current belief
which affects the thickness of the annulus due to the additive
nature of the noise term in (4).

In this special case, the geometric measure

 (pX ) = (xj � x̂)T��1(xj � x̂)

based on the Mahalanobis distance of the sensor under consid-
eration to the current position estimate is an appropriate util-
ity measure. The Mahalanobis distance measures the distance
to the center of the error ellipsoid, normalized by the covari-
ance �. By choosing the sensor j with the smallest Maha-
lanobis distance, we are incorporating the amplitude measure-
ment which we believe will provide the most reduction in the
uncertainty of the current belief.

Certainly, for other types of sensors, choosing the sensor
based on minimizing Mahalanobis distance is not appropriate.
For example, for sensors measuring bearing (e.g., by beam-
forming), the best sensor to choose is the sensor along the
shortest axis of the error ellipsoid when the bearing sensor is
pointing towards the ellipsoid.

2.4 Composite Objective Function
Up till now, we have ignored the communication cost of trans-
mitting information across the network, and we have also ig-
nored which sensor actually holds the current belief. In the re-
mainder of this paper we will refer to the sensor, l, which holds
the current belief, as the leader node. This node might act as
a relay station to the user, in which case the belief resides at
this node for an extended time interval, and all information
has to travel to this leader. In another scenario, the belief it-
self travels through the network, and nodes are dynamically
assigned as leaders. Depending on the network architecture
and the measurement task, both or a mixture of both cases can
be implemented. Without loss of generality, we assume that
the leader node temporarily holds the belief state and that in-
formation has to travel a certain distance through the network
to be incorporated into the belief state.

In order to incorporate the actual cost of information trans-
port, the objective function for sensor querying and routing is
a function of both information utility and cost of bandwidth
and latency. This can be expressed by a composite objective
function,Mc, of the form

Mc (�l; �j; p(x j fzigi2U )) = Mu (p(x j fzigi2U); �j)

� (1� )Ma (�l; �j) ; (7)

whereMu (p(x j fzigi2U ); �j) is one of the information util-
ity functions  defined in Section 2.2, and Ma measures the
cost of the bandwidth, and latency of communicating infor-
mation between sensor j and sensor l. The tradeoff parameter
 2 [0; 1] balances the contribution from the two terms in (7).
The objective is to maximize Mc by selecting a sensor j from
the remaining sensors A = f1; : : : ; Ng � U by

ĵ = argj2AmaxMc (�l; �j; p(x j fzigi2U ))

To illustrate this by an example, let us assume that the un-
certainty in the position estimate can be approximated by a
Gaussian probability distributionabout the estimated position
x̂, i.e., p(x j fzigi2U ) = N (x̂;�). As outlined above, an
appropriate information utility function at the sensor position
�j = xj is given by the Mahalanobis distance for amplitude
measuring sensors. If we impose an additional constraint on
the distance between the querying sensor (l) and the queried
sensor (j), the composite objective function comprises the fol-
lowing two terms:

Mu(xj ; x̂;�) = �(xj � x̂)
T��1(xj � x̂) (8)



Ma(xj ;xl) = (xj � xl)
T (xj � xl) (9)

where xl represents the position of the querying sensor l.

2.5 Representation and Incremental Update of
Belief State

Recall that the belief is defined as the posterior probability of
the random variable x 2 Rd given the measurements z1, z2,
..., zn. Assuming densities exist, this is p(xjz1; :::; zn).

Let us assume that a priori, x is uniformly distributed over
some compact subset S � Rd, and zi are conditionally in-
dependent with respect to x. Then, the likelihood can be fac-
tored as

p(z1; :::; znjx) =
Y
i

p(zijx)

And the belief is equivalent to the likelihood up to some
multiplicative constant c1:

p(xjz1; :::; zn) = c0p(z1; :::; znjx)p(x)

= c1p(z1; :::; znjx)

= c1

Y
i

p(zijx)

where c0 is a normalizing constant and the second equality fol-
lows from the fact that x is uniformly distributed in S. Due
to this equivalence by the assumptions above, we can use the
term belief and likelihood interchangeably. Since it is diffi-
cult to represent the exact belief when the belief is some arbi-
trary density, it is necessary to approximate the belief. Since
the belief needs to be communicated to remote sensors in cer-
tain scenarios, a compact representation is desirable. Details
of the tradeoffs between parametric and nonparametric repre-
sentations will be postponed until Section 5.

Another desirable characteristic of the representation of the
belief is if the representation can be incrementally updated.
Under the assumptions above, the belief

p(x j z1; : : : ; zn)

can be computed from the previous belief p(x j z1; : : : ; zn�1)
and the new measurement zn by

p(x j z1; : : : ; zn) = c2p(zn j x)p(x j z1; : : : ; zn�1)

where c2 is a normalizing constant.
For the special case of a linear system with Gaussian distur-

bances, the well-known Kalman filter is an algorithm which
incrementally computes the mean and covariance of the es-
timate. Since it is known that the estimate is Gaussian, the
filter computes the optimal estimates. For nonlinear systems,
the extended Kalman filter has been successfully applied. An-
other incremental algorithm is the sequential Monte Carlo
method (also known as particle filter or condensation algo-
rithm) [Doucet et al. 2000]. Without getting into the details
of these incremental techniques, the point is that such incre-
mental update mechanisms are desirable in order to easily fuse
new measurements with the current belief. Furthermore, in
order to pass the belief around easily, it is desirable that the
representation of the belief be a compact one.

3 Algorithms
We describe two classes of algorithms, one based on the fixed
belief carrier protocol in which a designated node such as a
cluster leader holds the belief state, and another based on the
dynamic belief carrier protocol in which the belief is succes-
sively handed off to sensor nodes closest to locations where
“useful” sensor data are being generated. In the first case, the
querying node selects optimal sensors to request data from
using the information utility measures. For example, using
the Mahalanobis distance measure, the querying node can de-
termine which node can provide the most useful information
while balancing the energy cost, without the need to have the
sensor data first. In the dynamic case, the current sensor node
updates the belief with its measurement and sends the estima-
tion to the next neighbor that it determines can best improve
the estimation. Although the algorithms presented here as-
sume there is a single belief carrier node active at a time, the
basic ideas also apply to scenarios where multiple belief car-
riers can be active simultaneously.

3.1 Information-Driven Sensor Query
This section outlines a sensor selection algorithm based on
the cluster leader type of distributed processing protocol. Al-
though the algorithm is presented using the cluster leader
protocol, the ideas of guiding sensor selection using an
information-driven criterion can be equally well supported by
other methods such as the directed diffusion routing. The de-
scription of the algorithm below will explicitly discuss what
information each sensor node has, even though this part of the
algorithm is auxiliary to the sensor selection aspect of the al-
gorithm. Assume we have a cluster ofN sensors each labelled
by a unique integer in f1; : : : ; Ng. A priori, each sensor i
only has knowledge of its own position xi 2 R2. Figure 2
shows the flowchart of this algorithm which is identical for
every sensor in the cluster. The algorithm works as follows:

1 Initialization Assuming all sensors are synchronized so
that they are running the initializationroutine at the same
time, the first computation is to pick a leader from the
cluster of N sensors. Depending on how the leader is
determined, the sensors will have to communicate infor-
mation about their position. For example, [Gao et al.
2001] describes a clustering algorithm with mobile cen-
ters. Leaving out the details of this leader selection, let us
assume the sensor node labelled l is the leader. Assume
also that the leader node has knowledge of certain char-
acteristics f�igNi=1 of the sensors in the network such as
the positions of the sensor nodes.

2a Follower Nodes If the sensor node is not the leader, then
the algorithm follows the left branch in Figure 2. These
nodes will wait for the leader node to query them, and
if they are queried, they will process their measurements
and transmit the queried information back to the leader.

2b Initial Sensor Reading If the sensor node is the leader,
then the algorithm follows the right branch in Figure 2.
When a target is present in the range of the sensor clus-
ter, the cluster leader will become activated (e.g. the am-
plitude reading at the leader node is greater than some
threshold). The leader node will then



1. calculate a representation of the belief state with its
own measurement, p(x j zl), and

2. begin to keep track of which sensors’ measurements
have been incorporated into the belief state, U =
flg � f1; : : : ; Ng.

Again, it is assumed that the leader node has knowledge
of the characteristics f�igNi=1 of all the sensors within the
cluster.

3 Belief Quality Test If the belief is good enough, based on
some measure of goodness, the leader node is finished
processing. Otherwise, it will continue with sensor se-
lection.

4 Sensor Selection Based on the belief state, p(x j fzigi2U ),
and sensor characteristics, f�igNi=1, pick a sensor node
from f1; : : : ; Ng � U which satisfies some information
criterion  (�). Say that node is j. Then, the leader will
send a request for sensor j’s measurement, and when the
leader receives the requested information, it will

1. update the belief state withzj to get a representation
of

p(x j fzigi2U [ zj) ; and

2. add j to the set of sensors whose measurements
have already been incorporated

U := U [ fjg :

Now, go back to step 3 until the belief state is good
enough.

At the end of this algorithm, the leader node contains all the
information about the belief from the sensor nodes by intelli-
gently querying a subset of the nodes which provide the ma-
jority of the information. This reduces unnecessary power
consumption by transmittingonly the most useful information
to the leader node. This computation can be thought of as a lo-
cal computation for this cluster. The belief stored by the leader
can then be passed up for processing at higher levels.

Note that this algorithm contains the general ideas dis-
cussed earlier in this paper. In steps 2b and 4, some repre-
sentation of the belief p(x j fzigi2U ) is stored at the leader
node. Considerations for the particular representation of the
belief was mentioned in Section 2.5 and is discussed in detail
in Section 5. In step 4, an information criterion is used to se-
lect the next sensor. Different measures of information utility
were discussed in Section 2.3, each with their own computa-
tional complexity issues and notions of information content.

3.2 Constrained Anisotropic Diffusion Routing

While the Information-Driven Sensor Query algorithm pro-
vides us with a way of selecting the optimal order of sensors
to provide maximum incremental informationgain, it does not
specifically define how both, the query and the information,
are routed between the querying and the queried sensor. This
section outlines a number of algorithms that exploit the com-
posite objective function to dynamically determine the opti-
mal routing path.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the information-driven sensor query-
ing algorithm for each sensor.

Global knowledge of sensor positions
If the querying sensor has global knowledge of all sensor po-
sitions in the network, the routing can be directly addressed to
the sensor closest to the optimal position. The optimal posi-
tionxo can be computed by the querying sensor by evaluating
the composite objective function,Mc:

xo = arg
x
[rMc = 0] : (10)

If the underlying routing protocol layer supports absolute sen-
sor addresses, the querying sensor can directly request infor-
mation from the sensor located closest to the optimum posi-
tion.

Routing without global knowledge of sensor positions
Here the information query is directed by local decisions of
individual sensor nodes and guided into regions satisfying the
constraints defined byMc. Note thatMc is incrementally up-
dated as the belief is updated along the routing path. The local
decisions can be based upon different criteria:

1. For each sensor located at xk, evaluate the objective
functionMc at the positions of them sensors within a lo-
cal neighborhood determined by the communication dis-
tance, and pick the sensor j that maximizes the objective
function locally within the neighborhood:

ĵ = argj max(Mc(xj)); 8j 6= k



where xk is the position of the current routing node.

2. Choose the next routingsensor in the direction of the gra-
dient of the objective function,rMc. Among all sensors
within the local communication neighborhood, choose
the sensor j such that

ĵ = argjmax

 
(rMc)

T (xk � xj)

jrMcj jxk � xj j

!
;

where xk denotes the position of the current routing
node.

3. Instead of following the local gradients of the objective
function throughout the routing path, the chosen direc-
tion at any hop can be biased towards the direction aim-
ing at the optimum position, xo. This variation of the
gradient ascent algorithm is most useful in regions of
small gradients of the objective function, i.e., where the
objective function is flat. The direction towards the min-
imum of the objective function can be found by evaluat-
ing (10) at any routing step. This allows to locally com-
puting the direction towards the optimum position, i.e.,
(xo � xk), where xk denotes the position of the current
routing sensor. The optimal direction towards the next
sensor can be chosen according to a weighted average of
the gradient of the objective function and the direct con-
nection between the current sensor and the optimum po-
sition:

d = �rMc + (1� �) (xo � xj) ;

where the parameter � can be chosen, for example, as a
function of the distance between the current and the op-
timum sensor position: � = � (jxo � xjj). This routing
mechanism allows adapting the routing direction to the
distance from the optimum position. For large distances
it might be better to follow the gradient of the objective
function for the steepest ascent, i.e., the fastest informa-
tion gain. For small distances about the optimum posi-
tion, the objective function is flat and it is faster to di-
rectly go towards the minimum than following the gra-
dient ascent.

In order to locally evaluate the objective function and its
derivatives, the query needs to be transmitted together with in-
formation on the current belief state. This information should
be a compact representation of the current estimate and its un-
certainty, and has to provide complete information to incre-
mentally update the belief state given local sensor measure-
ments. For the above example of quantifying the information
utility by the Mahalanobis distance, we need to transmit the
triplet fx̂;xq; �̂g with the query, where x̂ is the current state
of the estimated target position,xq is the positionof the query-
ing sensor, and �̂ is the current estimate of the position uncer-
tainty covariance.

In-network processing
The above-mentioned routing mechanisms can be used to es-
tablish a routingpath towards the potentiallybest sensor along
which the measurement from the sensor closest to the optimal
position is shipped back. In the case of global knowledge of

sensor positions, the routing path is optimal. In the case of lo-
cal sensor knowledge, the path is only locally optimal as the
routing algorithm is a greedy algorithm. The estimate and the
estimation uncertainty can be dynamically updated along the
routing path. The measurement can also be shipped back to
the query originating node. Since the information utility ob-
jective function along the path is monotonically increasing,
the information provided by subsequent sensors is getting in-
crementally better towards the global optimum. When the in-
formation is continuously shipped back to the querying sen-
sor, the information arriving in sequential order provides an
incremental improvement to the estimate. Once predefined
estimation accuracy is reached, the querying sensor can termi-
nate the query even if it has not yet reached the optimal sensor
position. Alternatively, instead of shipping information back
to the querying sensor, the result could be read out from the
network at the sensor where the information resides.

Incorporate target dynamics into query
For moving targets, during the local dynamic update of the be-
lieve state and the objective function, a model on the target dy-
namics can be used to predict the position of the target in the
next time step. This predicted target position and the associ-
ated uncertainty can be used to dynamically aim the informa-
tion directed query at future positions to optimally track the
target.

4 Experimental Results
This section describes two sets of experiments aimed at vali-
dating the IDSQ and CARD algorithms presented earlier.

4.1 Information-Driven Sensor Querying (IDSQ)
We will apply the sensor selection algorithm presented in the
Section 3.1 to the problem of spatial localization of a station-
ary target based on amplitude measurements from a network
of sensors.

The measurement model for each sensor i is

zi =
a

kx� xik
�

2

+wi (11)

for i = 1; : : : ; N where

a 2 R is the amplitude of the target uniformly distributed in
the interval [alow; ahigh],

x 2 R2 is the unknown target position,

xi 2 R
2 is the known sensor position,

� 2 R is the known attenuation coefficient, and

wi is white, zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance �2i .

The purpose of these experiments is to compare different sen-
sor selection criteria. Issues of compactly representing the be-
lief state will be postponed to Section 5.3. The representation
� of the belief will be the history of the collected measure-
ments from the sensors. Thus, the true belief p(x j �) and
any statistics thereof can be calculated.

Let us fill in the details of the algorithm presented in Sec-
tion 3.1.



1 Initialization The relevant characteristics of each sensor i
are

�i =

�
xi

�2i

�

where xi is the position and �2i is the variance of the ad-
ditive noise term. For simplicity, the leader is chosen to
be the one whose positionxi is closest to the centroid of
the sensors, that is,

l = argj=1;:::;N minkxj �
1

N

NX
i=1

xik :

To determine the leader, all sensors communicate their
characteristics �i to each other.

2a Follower Nodes When a follower node i is queried by the
leader, it will transmit zi to the leader.

2b Initial Sensor Reading For the experiments, the leader
node lwas activated when its amplitude reading satisfied

zl >  :

This essentially means the leader node becomes acti-
vated when the target is less than some given distance
away from the leader node, assuming there is no other
sound source present. The leader will then

1. store its amplitude value � = zl, which is its repre-
sentation of the belief, and

2. keep track of which sensors’ measurements have
been incorporated into the belief state,

U = flg :

3 Belief Quality Test In the general case, a test to determine
when the quality of the belief is good enough is needed
here; however, for the purposes of the experiments, we
will continue to incorporate measurements until all sen-
sors in the cluster have been incorporated. All clusters in
the experiments consist of 7 sensors.

4 Sensor Selection The informationwhich is utilized to com-
pute the next sensor to query is the belief state � and sen-
sor characteristics f�igNi=1. We have four different crite-
ria for choosing the next sensor ĵ:

A Nearest Neighbor Data Diffusion

ĵ = argj2f1;:::;Ng�U minkxl � xjk

B Mahalanobis distance First, calculate the mean and
covariance of the belief state:

� =

Z
xp(x j �)dx

� =

Z
(x � �)(x � �)T p(x j �)dx

and choose by

ĵ = argj2f1;:::;Ng�U min(xj � �)
T��1(xj � �) :

C Maximum likelihood This is an ad hoc generaliza-
tion of the Mahalanobis distance criterion for dis-
tributions that are multi-modal. For the special case
when the true distribution is Gaussian, this criterion
corresponds exactly with the Mahalanobis distance
criterion.

ĵ = argj2f1;:::;Ng�U maxp(xj j �) :

D Best Feasible Region This is an uncomputable
method since this requires knowledge of the sensor
value in order to determine the sensor to use.
However, this has been implemented to serve as a
basis for comparison of the other criteria.

ĵ = argj2f1;:::;Ng�U min

Z
��

dx

where

�� = fx 2 R2 : 9fwi = nigi2U withrP
i2U

n2
i

�2
i

� � s:t:

8i 2 U 9a 2 [alow ; ahigh] with
zi =

a

kx�xik
�

2

+ nig

:

Viewing the wi’s as a vector of independent normal
variables with standard deviation �i, � is the stan-
dard deviation of this multivariate random variable.
� then controls the maximum energy of the noise in-
stances. The set of x 2 �� is the set of target posi-
tions which could have generated the measurements
fzigi2U

After node ĵ has been determined, a request transmitted
to node ĵ, and zj received, the leader node will

1. update the representation of the belief state1

� := � � z
ĵ
; and

2. update the set of used sensors

U := U [ fĵg :

For the simulations, we have chosen alow = 10 and
ahigh = 50. The sensor variance �i is set to 0:1, which is
about 10% of the signal amplitude when the amplitude of the
target is 30 and the target is at a distance of 30 units from the
sensor. � is chosen to be 2 since this value covers 99% of all
possible noise instances. For the first simulation, � was set
to 1:6 which considers reflections from the ground surface. �
is set to 2 for the second simulation which is the attenuation
exponent in free space with no reflections or absorption. The
shape of uncertainty region is sensitive to different choices of
�; however, the comparative performance of the sensor selec-
tion algorithm for different selection criteria generally behave
similarly for different �.

1Note that here we use the string concatenation operator as a
shorthand to denote the belief update without getting into details of
specific update algorithms. More discussion on this can be found
later in Section5.



The first simulation is a pedagogical example to illustrate
the usefulness of incorporating a sensor selection algorithm
into the sensor network. Figure 3 shows the layout of 14 mi-
crophones, 13 of which are in a linear array and one which is
perpendicularly off from the leader node of the linear array.
The one microphone not in the linear array is placed so that
it is farther from the leader node than the farthest microphone
in the linear array. With sensor measurements generated by a
stationary object in the middle of the sensor network, sensor
selection criteria A and B are compared. The difference in the
two runs is the order in which the sensors’ measurements are
incorporated into the belief.

Figure 4 shows a plot of the number of sensors incorporated
versus the logarithm of the determinant of the error covariance
of the belief state. Indeed, the volume of the error covariance
under selection criterion B is less than the volume of the error
covariance under selection criterion A for the same number of
sensors, except during the initial phase or after all the sensors
have been accounted for.

A plot of the amount of the communication distance versus
the number of sensors incorporated is shown in Figure 5. Cer-
tainly, the curve for selection criterion A is the lower bound
for any other criterion. A optimizes the network to use the
minimum amount of communication energy when incorporat-
ing sensor information; however, it largely ignores the infor-
mation content of these sensors. A more informative interpre-
tation of the figure is to compare the amount of energy it takes
for criterion A and criterion B to achieve the same level of ac-
curacy. Examining Figure 6, we see that under criterion A,
in order for the log determinant of the covariance value to be
less than 5, criterion A requires all 14 sensors to be tasked.
On the other hand, criterion B requires only 6 sensors to be
tasked. Now, comparing the total communication distance for
this level of accuracy from Figure 7, we see that criterionB re-
quires less than 150 units of communication distance for task-
ing6 sensors as opposed to nearly 500 unitsof communication
distance for tasking all 14 sensors. Indeed, for a given level
of accuracy, B generally requires less communication distance
than A. With this comparison, criterion B performs better.

The above simulation was the run of a specific layout of the
sensors, and the striking improvement of the error was largely
due to the fact that most of the sensors were in a linear array.
Thus, the next simulation will explore which one does better
on the average with randomly placed sensors.

Microphones are placed uniformly in a given square region
as shown in Figure 8 . The target is placed in the middle of
the square region and given a random amplitude. Then, the
sensor algorithm for the different sensor selection criteria de-
scribed above was run for 200 runs. Figure 9 shows a com-
parison between selection criterion A and B. There are three
segment in each bar. The bottom segment represents the per-
centage of runs when the error for B was strictly less than the
error for A after k sensors have been incorporated. The middle
represents a tie. The upper segment represents the percentage
of runs when the error for B was larger than the error for A.
Since the bottom segment is larger than the upper one (except
for the initial and final cases), this shows B performs better
than A on average.

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show comparisons of sensor crite-
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Figure 3: Layout of all-but-one-colinear sensors (squares) and
target (asterisk). The leader node is denoted by an �.

rion C and D versus B. The performance of C is comparable
to B, and as expected, D is better than B. The reason D is not
always better than B is because the nth best sensor is chosen
incrementally with the first n � 1 sensors fixed from before.
Fixing the previous n�1 sensors when choosing the nth sen-
sor is certainly suboptimal to choosing n sensors all at once to
maximize the information content of the belief.

4.2 Constrained Anisotropic Diffusion Routing
(CADR)

Figure 12 illustrates the idea of Constrained Anisotropic Dif-
fusion Routing (CADR) by numerical simulations of ad hoc
sensor networks of randomly placed sensors. The objective
function was chosen according to (7), with the information
utility and energy cost terms according to (8) and (9), respec-
tively. The current target position, x̂, and its uncertainty, �,
were arbitrarily chosen and remained fixed for the run, i.e., no
incremental update of the belief state has been implemented.
The value of the objective function across the sensor network
is shown as a contour plot with peaks of the objective function
located at the center of ellipses. The circle indicated by ’?’
depicts the position of the querying sensor (query origin), and
the circle indicated by ’T’ depicts the estimated target posi-
tion, x̂. The current uncertainty in the position estimate, �, is
depicted as 90-percentile ellipsoid enclosing the position ’T’.

The goal of the Constrained Anisotropic Diffusion Routing
is to guide the query as close as possible towards the maxi-
mum of the objective function, following the local gradients
to maximize incremental information gain. While the case of
 = 1 represents maximum information gain, ignoring the
distance from the querying sensor (and hence the energy cost),
the case  = 0 minimizes the energy cost, ignoring the infor-
mation gain. For other choices of 0 <  < 1, the composite
objective function represents a tradeoff between information
gain and energy cost.
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Figure 4: Determinant of the error covariance for selection
criteria A and B (IDSQ) for the all-but-one-colinear sensor
layout.
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Figure 5: Total communication distance vs. the number of
sensors queried for selection criteria A and B (IDSQ) for the
all-but-one-colinear sensor layout.
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Figure 6: Determinant of the error covariance for selection
criteria A and B (IDSQ) for the all-but-one-colinear sensor
layout. A tasks 14 sensors while B tasks 6 sensors to be below
an error threshold of 5 units.
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Figure 7: Total communication distance vs. the number of
sensors queried for selection criteria A and B (IDSQ) for the
all-but-one-colinear sensor layout. For achieving the same
threshold of the error, A tasks 14 sensors and uses nearly 500
units of communication distance whereas B tasks 6 sensors
and uses less than 150 units of communication distance.
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Figure 8: Layout of seven randomly placed sensors (squares)
with target in the middle (asterisk).
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Figure 9: Percentage of runs where B performs better than A
for seven randomly placed sensors.
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Figure 10: Percentage of runs where B performs better than C
for seven randomly placed sensors.
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Figure 11: Percentage of runs where B performs better than D
for seven randomly placed sensors.



Figure 12 shows how variation of the tradeoff parameter 
morphs the shape of the objective function. As  decreases
from 1 to 0, the peak location moves from being centered at
the predicted target position ( = 1) to the position of the
querying sensor ( = 0); at the same time, the contours change
from being elongated, shaped according to the uncertainty el-
lipsoid represented by the estimated covariance �, towards
isotropic. Another interesting aspect of the combined objec-
tive function is that the spatial position of its minimum does
not shift linearly between the estimated target position ’T’ and
the query origin ’?’, with varying . This can be observed in
the case of  = 0:2, where the minimum is located off the line
connecting ’T’ and ’?’.

In all three cases shown in Figure 12 the estimated target
position and residual uncertainty are the same. Variations in
shape and offset of the objective function are caused by varia-
tions of the tradeoff parameter . In order to visualize how the
query is routed towards the maximum of the objective func-
tion by local decisions, both the estimated position x̂ as well
as its uncertainty �, are left unaltered during the routing. It
is important to note that incremental belief update during the
routing by in-network processing would dynamically change
both the shape and the offset of the objective function accord-
ing to the updated values of x̂ and � at every node along the
routing path. As the updated values of x̂ and � are passed on
to the next node, all routing decisions are still made locally.
Hence, the plotted objective function represents a snapshot of
the objective function that an active routing node locally eval-
uates at a given time step, as opposed to the overlaid routing
path which illustrates the temporal evolution of the multi-hop
routing.

The routing in Figure 12 was terminated after reaching a
spatial region where the value of the objective function is
above a preset threshold. In real applications, the termination
criterion can be chosen based upon other criteria, such as a
threshold on the residual uncertainty or preset timeouts that
are passed along with the query.

The small circles surrounding the dots along the routing
path illustrate the subset of sensors the routing sensors (on the
path) consider during sensor selection. Among these sensors
the ones that locally maximize the objective function have
been selected as the next routing nodes. The fraction of se-
lected nodes among all nodes indicates the energy savings by
using CADR, as opposed to the total energy cost of flooding
the network.

5 Discussion
This section addresses several issues concerning practical im-
plementations of the IDSQ/CADR algorithms.

5.1 Other Network Routing Support for
IDSQ/CADR

We have described how CADR can effectively support intel-
ligent sensor querying such as IDSQ. Existing data diffusion
protocols such as [Intanagonwiwat et al. 2000] could be used
to implement IDSQ/CADR. For simplicity, we will continue
to use the localization of a single stationary target as an exam-
ple.

1   T

   ?

1   T

   ?

1   T

   ?

Figure 12: Constrained Anisotropic Diffusion Routing for
N = 200 sensors, and varying information vs. cost tradeoff
parameter . From top to bottom:  = 1,  = 0:2,  = 0:0.
For comparison, the position estimate of the target, ’T’, and
the position of the query origin, ’?’, are fixed in all examples.



As described earlier, in a cluster based network organiza-
tion a user query enters into the network at the node called
query proxy, often the cluster head itself. The proxy performs
estimation of target states, using information from its sensors
as well as sensors from the nodes in the cluster. If a target
moves out of the range of the sensors in the cluster, then a
hand-off needs to take place so as to get the current state es-
timation to the next cluster where the target is mostly likely
going to be at.

Using the information utility measure such as the Maha-
lanobis distance described earlier, the query proxy selects a
node in the cluster that can best improve the current belief
state. Since the computation of Mahalanobis distance only re-
quires the knowledge of the current belief state and the loca-
tion of a sensor, this can be accomplished at the proxy node
if the node has location information for all the sensors in the
cluster. To request the data from the selected sensor, the proxy
can perform a point-to-pointcommunication using the address
of the selected sensor node, or the proxy can turn on only the
selected node (and when a node is turned on it sends measure-
ment back to the proxy by default).

In the more general case, the node selection must be based
on three pieces of information: belief state (e.g., mean, covari-
ance for a Gaussian distribution), sensor location, and mea-
surement at the sensor. We exploit the filter mechanism avail-
able in the directed diffusion routing protocol. Each node has
a filter that acts on information it receives from a neighbor as
well as its own measurement signal and decides to either send
back the signal (traversing the information diffusion routes
back to the proxy via callbacks), or change the data routing
gradients it has already set up, or forward the information it
receives to a chosen next node.

In one scenario, the query proxy broadcasts its current be-
lief state to all nodes within its influence region. Some nodes
may require more than a single hop to reach, using for ex-
ample an underlying diffusion routing tree. There are two
cases in which the sensor selection can be accomplished in-
network: (1) Each sensor node that receives the broadcasted
belief state computes a quality factor r indicatinghow well the
current measurement can improve the current estimate using
measures such as volume of error covariance, and those that
meet certain threshold sends their data back. For example, ev-
ery node that can reduce the estimate uncertainty by 50% or
more sends data back to the proxy. (2) Each node sends a tu-
ple fdata, rg back to the proxy, traversing the diffusion rout-
ing tree. At each junction of the tree where multiple messages
collide, only the message with max r gets forwarded to the
next node. This way the query proxy receives only the best
measurement. Alternatively, in both (1) and (2), in addition
to in-network sensor selection, the estimation can be accom-
plished in-network. For example, using the independent like-
lihood pool principle [Manyika&Durrant-Whyte] (assuming
conditioned on target location and amplitude), then local esti-
mates can be combined incrementally when signals flow back
to the proxy. However, this has to balance with the amount
of information to transmit since in some cases the encoding
of the belief state might take more bits than the measurement
itself (e.g. in the non-parametric form).

5.2 Belief Representation
There are several ways to approximate an arbitrary belief
state:

1. Approximate by a family of distributionsM � P(Rd),
which is parameterizable by a finite dimensional param-
eter � 2 �, where P(Rd)is the set of all probability
distributions over Rd. An example of M is the family
of Gaussian distributions on Rd where the finite dimen-
sional parameter space � includes the mean and covari-
ance of the Gaussian distributions.

2. Approximate by point samples. This is a brute force
method of approximating the density of a continuous ran-
dom variable by a probabilitymass function with support
in a finite number of points of S. Let ~S � S be some
finite set of points of S. Then, we can approximate the
density by a PMF with mass at each point of ~S propor-
tional to the density at that point. Two examples of this
approximation are discretizing the subset of S by a grid
and the particle filter approximation of distributions. A
variant of this point sample approximation is to partition
S and assign a probability value to each region; this is a
histogram type approach.

We should mention that the first approximation is referred
to as a parametric approximation whereas the second approx-
imation is referred to as a nonparametric approximation. Al-
though the terms parametric and nonparametric may seem to
refer to two completely different ways of approximation, we
would like to point out that the distinction is not so clear. In
the second case, if we consider the points of ~S with their as-
sociated probability value as the set of all parameters �, then
we can consider the second approximation a parametric ap-
proach as well. The distinction between a parametric approx-
imation and a nonparametric one depends on what we mean
by the term “parameter”.

5.3 Impact of Choice of Representation
The representation of the belief will impact the amount of
communication power consumed when sending the belief
state to a remote sensor. If we must pass the belief to a remote
sensor, we are faced with the following tradeoff:

1. Representing the true belief by a nonparametric approx-
imation will result in a more accurate approximation of
the belief at the cost of more transmitted bits.

2. Representing the true belief by a parametric approxi-
mation with relatively few parameters will result in a
poor approximation of the belief but with the benefit that
fewer bits need to be transmitted.

The above two tradeoffs are general statements. However,
there is another factor that is underlying the tradeoffs above.
That factor is background knowledge of the possible set of be-
liefs. Let us elaborate.

Parametric case (e.g. Gaussian approximation)
The reason we are able to transmit relatively few bits under the
parametric case is that it is assumed that all sensors are aware
of the parametric class of beliefs. Knowledge of this paramet-
ric class is the background knowledge which allows for the



small number of bits to be transmitted. In the case where we
approximate the belief by a Gaussian, all sensors know that
the belief is represented by the parametric class of Gaussian
distributions. Hence, only the mean and covariance need to be
transmitted. The Kalman filter equations are recursive update
equations of the mean and covariance of the Gaussian distri-
bution.

Nonparametric case (e.g. discretization)
For the nonparametric case, there is no constant-size param-
eterization of the belief in general. However, assuming that
the model of the measurements is known, we can parameter-
ize the belief by storing a history of all measurements. In this
case, the parameter space is � = R� =

S1

n=1R
n, the set of

all finite length strings of real numbers. If �m = z1z2 : : : zm
is the parameter for the likelihood function

p(z1; : : : ; zm j x) ;

then the parameter �m+1 = z1z2 : : : zmzm+1 for

p(z1; : : : ; zm+1 j x)

is updated from �m by

�m+1 = �m � zm+1

where “�” denotes string concatenation. This update equation
is trivial and suffers from increasing dimensionality. But if we
are given knowledge of a highly nonlinear model for the mea-
surements of the unknown variable, it may be that collecting
a history of the measurements is a more compact representa-
tion initially. To elaborate, a Gaussian approximation of the
likelihood function

p(z1; z2 j x)

would require storing the mean and the covariance which for
this particular case would require 2 real numbers for the mean
and 3 real numbers for the covariance for a total of 5 real num-
bers. However, to store the exact likelihood, we only require
2 real numbers corresponding to z1 and z2, with the implicit
background knowledge of the form of the likelihood function.

If, for example, it turns out that after some number of mea-
surements, the true likelihood function becomes unimodal
and, hence, can be approximated well by a Gaussian, this mo-
tivates a hybrid representation:

1. Initially, the belief is parameterized by a history of mea-
surements.

2. Once the belief begins to look unimodal, we will approx-
imate the belief by a Gaussian and, hence, the parameter-
ization of the belief includes the mean and covariance.

Since a Gaussian approximation is poor initially, the cost of
maintaining a history of measurements is justified. Once the
Gaussian approximation becomes reasonable, we can convert
to such a representation and control the parameter dimension-
ality.

6 Related Work
Researchers in robotics have developed a number of algo-
rithms for quantifying and estimating uncertainties in sensing
and estimation applications. In particular, [Nakamura 1992]

uses a geometric characterization of uncertainty in terms of
error ellipsoids and developed a Kalman-filter like incremen-
tal estimation algorithm, assuming Gaussian distributions, for
minimizing the uncertainty ellipsoids for a robotic positiones-
timation problem. [Manyika&Durrant-Whyte] and [Mutam-
bara 1998] developed a general information filter formulation
for the incremental estimation problem, similar to the Kalman
filter. IDSQ differs from these in that IDSQ uses a set of in-
formation criteria to select which sensors to get data from and
then incrementally combine the data. The belief update in
IDSQ could use either an information filter or a more general
non-Gaussian technique such as the sequential Monte Carlo
method (also known as particle filter) [Doucet et al. 2000].

IDSQ is related to work on active vision or active test-
ing in computer vision research. [Geman&Jedynak 1996] de-
scribed a method for selecting tests using an entropy measure
on the current set of hypotheses for a satellite image based
road tracking problem. In their method, a test is selected if
it minimizes the residual uncertainty about the location of the
road, using an online implementation of a decision tree algo-
rithm. While sharing the same philosophy of minimizing un-
certainty in an estimation via active test selection, IDSQ mod-
els the uncertainty in a geometric sense so that active sensor
selection can be guided using the spatial configuration of the
sensors.

Distributed Kalman filter exploits the fact that measure-
ments are incorporated into the estimate by a weighted lin-
ear combination of estimate and measurement [Mutambara
1998]. Hence, estimates based on different clusters of mea-
surements can be combined linearly to create an estimate
based on all the measurements. CADR works based on this in-
cremental nature of incorporating measurements into the esti-
mate, but unlike the distributed Kalman filter, CADR discrim-
inates between useful measurements and redundant measure-
ments to minimize unnecessary communication costs.

Wirelessly networked sensors often deploy a multihop RF
communication strategy to conserve energy [Pottie&Kaiser
2000]. Recent work in data diffusion routing and more
generally energy-aware communication attempts to minimize
power consumption by exploiting network parameters such
as topologies or node power levels. [Intanagonwiwat et al.
2000] describes a directed diffusion routing protocol that
uses diffusion coupled with reinforcement to establish short-
est paths between data sources and data sinks in a publish-
subscribe framework. The diffusion proceeds in an isotropic
fashion, reaching nearest neighbors first. In [Sohrabi 2000],
sensors in a network self-organize based on signal-noise-
ratios to perform cooperative processing tasks. Energy cost
for data transmission is explicitly used to plan paths for send-
ing data. Similarly, [Singh et al 1998] determines minimum
metric paths that minimize energy per packet as well as weigh-
ing the energy consumption by energy reserve on a node. This
way communication traffic can be steered away from low-
energy nodes. By comparison, CADR uses both communica-
tion or energy cost (e.g. expressed as a function of the dis-
tance) and information utility to anisotropically diffuse data,
generalizing the cost model used by the diffusion routing pro-
tocol. CADR allows estimation to either center at a query
proxy node or dynamically migrate among nodes. In another



related work, [Brooks et al. 2001] uses predictions from track-
ing to invoke sensor nodes with interest in a particular direc-
tion or region. In contrast, IDSQ/CADR uses the more gen-
eral information utility measure and cost function to locally
select the best sensors to query or route data to.

IDSQ/CADR is closely related to [Byers&Nasser 2000]
that uses a utility function to optimize node selection. In their
formulation, the utility function mapping a set of nodes to real
values is simply a step or sigmoid function, without explicit
modeling of network spatial configuration. IDSQ/CADR, in
contrast, models the uncertainty from a general information-
theoretic formulation and derives specific forms of the utility
functions for localization and tracking problems so that rout-
ing algorithms can exploit the spatial configuration of the net-
work to optimize node selection.

7 Conclusion
This paper presents a new approach to distributed, collabo-
rative signal processing in heterogeneous ad hoc sensor net-
works. The two key ideas that are outlined in this paper are
information-driven sensor querying (IDSQ) and constrained
anisotropic diffusion routing (CADR). Introducing an infor-
mation utility measure allows to dynamically select the best
subset of sensors among all possible sensors within the sen-
sor network.

The sensor selection is based upon constraints on the infor-
mation gain, subject to additional constraints on energy cost
and inter-node communication distance. Defining an incre-
mental algorithm for the estimation problem, and communi-
cating a compact representation of the belief state together
with the sensor query, allows to incrementally update the be-
lief during the routing of the query. Furthermore, all routing
decisions are based upon local computations in the routing
nodes exploiting the propagated belief state.

We presented experimental results on simulated sensor net-
works for the task of localization of stationary targets given
a sound amplitude based measurement model. The results
show that the information-driven sensor queries proposed in
this paper are more energy efficient, have lower latency, and
provide distributed anytime algorithms to mitigate the risk of
link/node failures.
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A Measurement Likelihood Function
Derivation

Based on the measurement model (11) of Section 4, a closed
form expression for the likelihood can be derived as
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Assuming that �i, �, alow , ahigh, and xi are given a priori,
the likelihood function (viewed as a function of x) is param-
eterized by the measurement values z1; : : : ; zN .
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The synchronization task between loosely coupled 
cyclic sequential processes (as can be distinguished in, 
for instance, operating systems) can be viewed as keep- 
ing the relation "the system is in a legitimate state" in- 
variant. As a result, each individual process step that 
could possibly cause violation of that relation has to 
be preceded by a test deciding whether the process in 
question is allowed t o  proceed or has to be delayed. 
The resulting design is readi ly--and quite systemati- 
ca l ly- implemented  if the different processes can be 
granted mutually exclusive access to a common store 
in which "the current system state" is recorded. 

A complication arises if there is no such commonly 
accessible store and, therefore, "the current system 
state" must be recorded in variables distributed over 
the various processes; and a further complication arises 
if the communication facilities are limited in the sense 
that each process can only exchange information with 
"its neighbors," i.e. a small subset of the total set of 
processes. The complication is that the behavior of a 
process can 0nly be influenced by that part of the total 
current system state description that is available to it, 
local actions taken on account of local information 
must accomplish a global objective. Such systems (with 
what is quite aptly called "distributed control")  have 
been designed, but all such designs I was familiar with 
were not "self-stabilizing" in the sense that, when once 
(erroneously) in an illegitimate state, they could--and 
usually did !--remain so forever. Whether th.e property 
of self self-stabilization--for a more precise definition, 

Copyright © 1974, Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. 
General permission to republish, but not for profit, all or part 
of this material is granted provided that ACM's copyright notice 
is given and that reference is made to the publication, to its date 
of issue, and to the fact that reprinting privileges were granted 
by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. 
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see below--is interesting as a starting procedure, for 
the sake of robustness or merely as an intriguing prob- 
lem, falls outside the scope of this article. It could be of 
relevance on a scale ranging from a worldwide network 
to common bus control. (I have been told that the first 
solution shown below was used a few weeks after its 
discovery in a system where two resource-sharing com- 
puters were coupled via a rather primitive channel 
along which they had to arrange their cooperation.) 

We consider a connected graph in which the major- 
ity of the possible edges are missing and a finite state 
machine is placed at each node; machines placed in 
directly connected nodes are called each other's neigh- 
bors. For each machine one or more so-called "privi- 
leges" are defined, i.e. boolean functions of its own 
state and the states of its neighbors; when such a 
boolean function is true, we say that the privilege is 
"present." In order to model the undefined speed 
ratios of the various machines, we introduce a central 
daemon-- i ts  replacement by a distributed daemon falls 
outside the scope of this art icle--that  can "select" one 
of the privileges present. The machine enjoying the 
selected privilege will then make its "move";  i.e. it is 
brought into a new state that is a function of its old 
state and the states of its neighbors. If for such a 
machine more than one privilege is present, the new 
state may also depend on the privilege selected. After 
completion of the move, the daemon will select a new 
privilege. 

Furthermore there is a global criterion, telling 
whether the system as a whole is in a "legitimate" state. 
We require that: (I) in each legitimate state one or more 
privileges will be present; (2) in each legitimate state 
each possible move will bring the system again in a 
legitimate state; (3) each privilege must be present in 
at least one legitimate state; and (4) for any pair of 
legitimate states there exists a sequence of moves trans- 
ferring the system from the one into the other. 

We call the system "self-stabilizing" if and only if, 
regardless of the initial state and regardless of the 
privilege selected each time for the next move, at least 
one privilege will always be present and the system is 
guaranteed to find itself in a legitimate state after a 
finite number of moves. For more than a year - -a t  least 
to my knowledge--it  has been an open question 
whether nontrivial (e.g. all states legitimate is consid- 
ered trivial) self-stabilizing systems could exist. It is 
not directly obvious whether the local moves can assure 
convergence toward satisfaction of such a global cri- 
terion; the nondeterminacy as embodied by the daemon 
is an added complication. The question is settled by 
each of the following three constructs. For brevity's 
sake most of the heuristics that led me to find them, 
together with the proofs that they satisfy the require- 
ments, have been omitted and- - to  quote Douglas T. 
Ross's comment on an earlier draft, "the appreciation 
is left as an exercise for the reader." (For the cyclic 
arrangement discussed below the discovery that not all 
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machines could be identical was the crucial 6ne.) 
In all three solutions we consider N q- 1 machines, 

numbered f rom 0 through N. In order to avoid avoid- 
able subscripts, I shall use for machine n r .  i: 

L :  to refer to the state of  its lefthand neighbor, 
machine nr  . (i  - 1)mod(N q- 1), 

S :  to refer to the state of itself, machine n r .  i, 

R :  to refer to the state of its righthand neighbor, 
machine nr  . ( iq-  1)rood(N+ 1). 

In other words, we confine ourselves to machines 
placed in a ring (a ring being roughly the sparsest con- 
nected graph I could think of) ; machine nr  . 0 will also 
be called "the bot tom machine,"  machine nr  . N will 
also be called "the top machine."  For the legitimate 
states, I have chosen those states in which exactly one 
privilege is present. In describing the designs we shall 
use the format:  

if privilege then corresponding move fi". 

S o l u t i o n  with  K-s tate  M a c h i n e s  (K > N) 
Here each machine state is represented by an integer 

value S, satisfying 0 < S < K. For  each machine, one 
privilege is defined, viz. 
for the bot tom machine: 

i f L  = S then S := (Sq-1)mod K fi 

for the other machines: 

i f L  ~ S t h e n S  : = L f i  

So lu t ion  with  Three-s ta te  M a c h i n e s  

Here each machine state is represented by an integer 
value S, satisfying 0 _< S < 3. The privileges are defined 
as fo l lows:  
for the bot tom machine: 

if (S-k-1)mod 3 = R then S := (S--1)mod 3 fi 

for the top machine: 

i f L  = Rand (L+l)mod 3 ~ S then S := (Lq-1)mod 3 fi 

for the other machines: 

if (S-k-1)mod 3 = L then S := L fi; 

if (S+l)mod 3 = R then S := R fi 

Again the machine nr .  i with 0 < i < N may enjoy 
two privileges: the neighbor relation between bot tom 
and top machine has been exploited. 

A c k n o w l e d g m e n t s  are due to C.S. Scholten who un- 
masked an earlier effort as fallacious and since then has 
generalized the first solution, to C.A.R. Hoare  and 
M. Woodger  whose fascination by the first two solutions 
was an incentive to find the third one, and to the referees 
whose comments  regarding the presentation of these 
results have been most  helpful. 
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So lu t ion  with  Four-s tate  M a c h i n e s  
Here each machine state is represented by two 

booleans x S  and u p S .  For the bot tom machine u p S  = 

true by definition, for the top machine u p S  = fa lse  by 
definition: these two machines are therefore only two- 
state machines. The privileges are defined as follows: 
for the bot tom machine: 

if xS  = x R  and non upR then xS  : = non xS fi 

for the top machine: 

i f x S  ~ xLthenxS := n o n x S f i  

for the other machines: 

if xS  ~ xL then xS  := non xS; upS := true fi; 

if xS = x R  and upS and non upR then upS := false fl 

The four-state machines may enjoy two privileges. 
The neighbor relation between bot tom and top ma- 
chines is not exploited; we may merge them into a single 
machine, which is then also a four-state machine for 
which also two privileges have been defined. 
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Self-Stabilization
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In 1973Dijkstra introduced tocomputer science thenotion ofself-stabilization in the

context ofdistributed systems. Hedefineda system as self-stabilizing when’’regardless

ofitsinitial state, itis guaranteed to arrive at alegitimate state in afinite number of

steps.” A system which is not self-stabilizing may stay in an illegitimate state forever.

Dijkstra’s notion of self-stabilization, which originally had a very narrow scope of

application, is proving to encompass a formal and unified approach to fault tolerance

under a model of transient failures for distributed systems. In this paper we define

self-stabilization, examine its significance in the context of fault tolerance, define the

important research themes that have arisen from it, and discuss the relevant results.

In addition to the issues arising from Dijkstra’s original presentation as well as several

related issues, we discuss methodologies for designing self-stabilizing systems, the role

of compilers with respect to self-stabilization, and some of the factors that prevent

self-stabilization.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]:

Network Protocols—protocol verkficatzon; C.2.4 [ Computer-Communication

Networks]: Distributed Systems—distributed applications; network operatzng systems;

D. 1.1 [Programming Techniques]: General; D. 1.3 [Programming Techniques]:

Concurrent Programming; D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Program

Verification-correctness proo)k; reliability; D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing

and Debugging-error handling and recouery; D.2. 10 [Software Engineering]:

Design—methodologies; D.4. 1 [Operating Systems]: Process Management—

concurrency; deadlocks; mutual excluslon; synchronization; D.4.5 [Operating

Systems]: Reliability—fault-tolerance; F.3. 1 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]:

Specifying and Verifying and Reasoning about Programs

General Terms: Algorithms, Design, Reliability, Verification

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Convergence, fault tolerance, stabilization, self-

stabilizing systems, self-stabilization, transient errors, transient failures

INTRODUCTION

The notion of self-stabilization was intro-
duced to computer science by Dijkstra
[1973, 1974]. Uncertain as to whether a
nontrivial self-stabilizing system under
distributed control could exist at all,
Dijkstra limited his attention to a ring of
finite-state machines. He defined a sys-
tem as self-stabilizing when “regardless

of its initial state, it is guaranteed to
arrive at a legitimate state in a finite
number of steps.” A system which is not
self-stabilizing may stay in an illegiti-
mate state forever. Dijkstra observed that
“The complication is that a node’s be-
haviour can only be influenced by the
part of the total system state description
that is available in that node: local ac-
tions taken on account of local informa-
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tion must accomplish a global objective,”
While much of the difficulty of achieving
self-stabilization, as well as its benefits,
arise out of concurrency, as we shall dis-
cuss, it has applications in sequential
systems too.

Dijkstra did not address the signifi-
cance of the property of self-stabilization.
Appreciation of the results were left to
the reader. In the years folIowing his
introduction, very few papers were pub-
lished in this area, as one can see by
glancing at our bibliography. This fact
was belabored by Lamport, who said the
following at his invited address in 1983
to the 3rd ACM Symposium on Principles
of Distributed Computing [Lamport
1984]:

I regard this as Dijkstra’s most brilliant
work—at least, his most brilliant pub-
lished paper. It’s almost completely un-
known. I regard it to be a milestone in
work on fault tolerance.

More recently, the investigation and
use of self-stabilization as an approach to
fault-tolerant behavior has been under-
going a renaissance. Within the past few
years there has been a flurry of papers,
as well as a workshop devoted entirely to
this area at the Microelectronics and
Computer Technology Corporation in
August, 1989. Dijkstra’s notion of self-
stabilization, which originally had a very
narrow scope of application, is proving to
encompass a formal and unified ap-
proach to fault tolerance under a model
of transient failures for distributed
systems. In this paper we survey the
emerging field of self-stabilization.

Our presentation is organized as fol-
lows. First, we define self-stabilization.
Then, we discuss its relationship to fault
tolerance and argue that it represents a
departure from previous approaches to
this area. Next, we discuss Dijkstra’s
seminal work and use it to motivate our
survey of the field. We discuss the issues
arising from Dijkstra’s original presenta-
tion as well as several related issues,
Finally, we discuss three important
themes that have emerged in this area of
research. In particular, we discuss the
methods that have been used to design
more complex self-stabilizing systems; we
discuss the relationship between compil-
ers and self-stabilization; and we enu-
merate some of the factors that have been
found to interfere with self-stabilization.
We conclude with some suggestions for
future research.

1. DEFINITION OF SELF-STABILIZATION

Before defining self-stabilization, some
preliminary definitions are in order. A
program specifies a system through the
combination of its statements and an im-
plicit model of computation or type of
architecture (e.g., asynchronous message
passing, CSP, Turing Machine, etc.) for
which the statements are written. In sys-
tems that consist of more than one ma-
chine, we refer to each such machine as a
process. A system is composed of two
types of components: processes and inter-
connections between processes (such as
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shared memory or message channels).
The topology of a system is the directed
graph formed from its components by de-
noting processes as nodes and their in-
terconnections (via shared memory or
message channels) as directed edges.
Each component of a system has a local
state. We define the global state of a
system (likewise a program) as the union

of the local states of its components. The
behauior of a s$wtem consists of a set of
states, a transition relation between
them, and a set of fairness criteria on the
transition relation.

We define self-stabilization for a sys-
tem S with respect to a predicate P, over
its set of global states, where P is in-
tended to identify its correct execution. S
is self-stabilizing with respect to predi-
cate P if it satisfies the following two
properties:

(1)

(2)

Closure—P is closed under the exe-
cution of S. That is, once P is estab-
lished in S, it cannot be falsified.

Convergence—Starting from an ar-
bitrary ~lobal state, S ii guaranteed
to reach a global state satisfying P
within a finite number of state tran-
sitions.

States satisfying (not satisfflng) P are
called legitimate (illegitimate) states re-
spectively. We use the terms safe and
unsafe interchangeably with legitimate
and illegitimate, respectively. A program
may be defined to be self-stabilizing in
a corresponding manner. Thus, a self-
stabilizing program specifies a self-
stabilizing system.

We introduce a generalization of self-
stabilization based on Arora and Gouda
[1992] and Arora [1992] which will prove
to be quite useful. We define stabiliza-
tion for a system S with respect to predi-
cates P and Q, over its set of global
states. S satisfies Q + P (read as Q sta-
bilizes to P) if it satisfies the following
two properties.

(1) Closure—P is closed under the exe-
cution of S. That is, once P is estab-
lished in S, it cannot be falsified.

(2)
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Convergence—Starting from any

dobal state satisfying Q, S is guar-
anteed to reach a global state satisfy-
ing P within a finite number of state
transitions.

Note that if S is self-stabilizing with
respect to P then this may be restated as
TRUE * P in S.

It is often the case that in writing a
program, the author does not have a par-
ticular definition of safe and unsafe states
in mind but has designed the program to
function from a particular set of start
states. Under these circumstances, it is
reasonable to define as safe those states
that are reachable under normal pro-
gram execution from the set of legitimate
start states (hereafter referred to as the
reachable set ). By default, when we say
that a program is self-stabilizing, with-
out mentioning a predicate, we mean with
respect to the reachable set. By defini-
tion, the reachable set is closed under
program execution, and it corresponds to
a predicate over the set of states. Such a
definition seems all the more natural
when we are dealing with algorithms
whose purpose is to compute a function
as opposed to ensuring some form of co-
ordination and control, in which case the
start state incorporates the input to the
function.

We introduce the model of failure that
we will use in our discussion on fault
tolerance. A transient failure is an event
that may change the state of a system,
but not its behavior. We assume that the
state of a system is violable, whereas its
behavior is not. Transient failures may
change the global state in a system by
corrupting the local state of a process as
represented by memory or program
counter (how states are realized is not
part of the model) or by corrupting mes-
sage channels or shared memory. The
property of self-stabilization models the
ability of a system to recover from tran-
sient failures under the assumption that
they do not continue to occur.

In the design of systems with dynamic
topologies, the safety of a state may also
depend on the current topology. The
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property of self-stabilization may be used
to model the ability of a dynamic system
to tolerate changes to its topology brought
about by failures or repairs of its compo-
nents. This is done by defining the global
state of a dynamic system to include its
current topology. That is, “up” or “down”
with respect to each component may be
defined as part of the system state. More
generally, a prog~am for dynamic sys-
tems might require a specific type of
topology to work correctly. For instance a
distributed message-passing program
might require a strongly connected graph.
In such a case, we could define the set of
“safe” topologies by a separate predicate
Q. The property Q -+ P in S would de-
note the property that for any topology
satisf~ng Q, S is self-stabilizing with re-
spect to P.

A useful device for understanding the
difficulty of achieving self-stabilization in
a dynamic system is an adversarial argu-
ment which we will abstract in the form
of a malicious adversary or evil demon
engaged in a suicide mission. The goal of
the malicious adversary is to sabotage a
system in any way possible. Such an at-
tack can arbitrarily and even maliciously
alter the system state. In addition it is
possible that the adversary may wipe out
some of the system’s components (which
may be modeled as part of its state also).
What makes such an attack all the more
malicious is that it may not be possible
for a system to “know” it has been at-

tacked. To be self-stabilizing, a system
must have the ability to recover from
such malicious attacks assuming that
they cannot repeatedly occur and that a
functional subset of the systems compo-
nents are left intact. This last part is
crucial since a real attack could destroy a
system by obliterating some or all of its
components and hence altering its topol-
ogy in addition to its state. Should the
topology be altered, recovery cannot al-
ways be guaranteed by any system. In
particular, two possibilities arise.

(1) The system is destroyed so that it can
no longer meet the functional re-
quirements of its mission. Processes
and/or interconnections have been

(2)

destroyed. No form
can overcome this
has occurred. The
sary has won.

of fault tolerance
situation once it

malicious adver-

While some components of the svs-
tem may be des~royed, enough are
left intact so that it can complete its
mission. It is up to the designer of a
system to decide under what set of
topologies (conditions) the system
should be able to complete its task.
The system must be able to stabilize
under such conditions.

We now further elaborate upon the re-
lationship between self-stabilization and
fault tolerance.

2. SELF-STABILIZATION AS AN APPROACH
TO FAULT TOLERANCE

A self-stabilizing system has two useful
properties which can informally be seen
as restatements of one another:

(1) It need not be initialized.

(2) It can recover from transient failures.

If we are willing to tolerate the tempo-
rary violation of a system specification,
then we need not specify an initial state
for a self-stabilizing system: any state
will do. The requirement that execution
commence from an initial state is prob-
lematic at best for multiprocess systems.
Consider, for example, computer net-
works. It would be unreasonable to stop
a network and reinitialize it when adding
or removing nodes. In this section we
focus on the second property above, that
of fault tolerance.

We first argue that self-stabilization
represents a departure from previous ap-
proaches to fault tolerance. Historically,
researchers have tended to address the
wide variety of phenomena within fault
tolerance by countering the effects of
their individual causes. In doing so they
have neglected their commonality and
ended up with a piecemeal approach.
Self-stabilization provides a unified ap-
proach to transient failures by formally
incorporating them into the design model.
Again we quote Lamport on Dijkstra’s
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seminal work [Lamport 1984]:

I regard it to be a milestone in work on
fault tolerance. The terms “fault toler-
ance” and “reliability” never appear in
this paper.

“Fault tolerance” and “reliability” are
an integral but implicit part of the design
and not afterthoughts. Given that we can
never eliminate transient failures, a
self-stabilizing system meets a stronger,
more satisfying notion of correctness.
That is, should a transient failure occur,
resulting in an inconsistent system state,
then regardless of the failure’s origin, the
system will eventually correct itself with-
out any form of outside intervention.

By way of example, we examine coordi-
nation loss within distributed systems.
Coordination loss may be viewed as a
transient failure. This example is adapted
from Gouda and Multari [1991]. “Infor-
mally, coordination is said to be lost at a
given global state of a distributed pro-
gram if and only if the local states of the
different processes in the program,
though each of them maybe correct in its
own right, are inconsistent with one an-
other in the given global state.” Any pro-
gram that is self-stabilizing can recover
from loss of coordination. This phe-
nomenon has numerous causes, many of
which are indistinguishable once such an
event has occurred. These include:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Inconsistent initialization: The dif-
ferent processes in the program may
be initialized to local states that are
inconsistent with one another.

Mode change: A system may be de-
signed to execute in different modes.
In changing the mode of operation it
is impossible for all of the processes
to effect the change at the same time.
The program is bound to reach a
global state in which some processes
have changed while others have not.

Transmission errors: The loss, cor-
ruption, or reordering of messages
may result in an inconsistency be-
tween the states of sender and
receiver.

Process failure and recovery: If a
process returns to service after “going

(5)
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down,” its local state may be incon-
sistent with the rest of the program.

Memory crash: The local memory of
a process may crash, causing its local
state to be inconsistent with the rest
of the program.

Traditionally, each of these issues has
been handled separately, one at a time,
and yet these seemingly disparate failure
phenomena all have a common anti-
dote, that of the self-stabilizing system.
The traditional incremental and ad hoc
approach is analogous to the use of ex-
ception handlers for the purpose of
fault-tolerant software. Each addition of
an exception condition may indeed re-
duce the possibility of a failure, but with-
out a formal basis its elimination can
never be guaranteed.

We have argued that self-stabilization
provides a formal and unified approach
to fault tolerance with respect to a model
of transient failures and that this repre-
sents a departure from previous ap-
proaches to fault tolerance. We now
briefly address how one might apply our
transient failure model in a useful
manner. Implicit in the notion of a self-
stabilizing system, and hence our tran-
sient failure model, is the assumption
that while the abstract state of a pro-
gram or system may be corrupted, the
program or system itself is inviolable (its
behavior remains intact). The appropri-
ateness of such an assumption depends
on the fault or source of failure we wish
to address, as well as the construction of
the system in question.

Consider an actual computer system
upon which we wish to implement a self-
stabilizing program. If program and state
are both realized in memory, then clearly
the property of self-stabilization does not
address the issue of memory corruption
due to outside environmental events.
However, if the program is placed in
read-only memory, then the property of
self-stabilization more properly ad-
dresses such faults. Memory corruption
will only affect the abstract state of the
program. In addition to memory corrup-
tion, we listed four other causes for loss
of synchronization in distributed sys-
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terns. Events such as transmission er-
rors, process failures, mode change, and
inconsistent initialization can alter the
abstract state of a system without other-
wise affecting its proper behavior.

We note an important distinction be-
tween the use of self-stabilization and
traditional methods such as replication
or error correction: whereas the latter
methods attempt to mask the occurrence
of errors and thus prevent failure, self-
stabilization guarantees recovery should
a transient failure occur. In this way,
self-stabilization provides a complemen-
tary approach to other methods of fault
tolerance.

One criticism of self-stabilization as a
design goal is that it is too strong a
property and thus either too difficult to
achieve or achieved at the expense of
other goals. As transient failures are not
always arbitrary, it is useful to consider
recovery from restricted transient fail-
ures. Such a notion is modeled by the
property of stabilization. Instead of con-
sidering recovery from an arbitrary state,
we can consider recovery from a re-
stricted set of states as specified by a
predicate Q (corresponding to the set of
states that may result from a particular
set of failures). The property of Q -+ P
may be used in place of self-stabilization
with respect to P under the assumption
that a transient failure will result in a
state satisfying Q.

We conclude with some remarks on how
the formal property of self-stabilization
may be used to specify additional fault-
tolerant behavior. Self-stabilization has
historically been viewed in terms of the
ability of a system to recover from tran-
sient failures under the assumption that
they do not continue to occur. How-
ever, the two formal properties of self-
stabilization and stabilization may be
used to specify the ability of a system to
tolerate all types of faults. This is
achieved by considering faults to be tran-
sitions on an augmented state space and
transition relation. The original transi-
tions of the system cannot alter the aug-
mented state but may depend on it. The
properties of self-stabilization and stabi-

lization as applied to the augmented sys-
tem can be used to specify fault tolerance
within the original system. An important
application of this technique in the liter-
ature on self-stabilization is the case of
dynamic topologies. Self-stabilization
may be used to specify a system’s ability
to tolerate permanent as well as tempo-
rary changes to its topology. Further dis-
cussion is beyond the scope of this sur-
vey. For a formal approach to fault toler-
ance and an elaboration on these ideas,
we direct the reader to Arora and Gouda
[ 1992] and Arora [ 1992] as well as Cris-
tian [1985].

3. AN OVERVIEW OF SELF-STABILIZATION

3.1 The Original Introduction

Dijkstra’s original introduction of self-
stabilization to computer science
[Dijkstra 1973, 1974] continues to be im-
portant both because of the historical
perspective it provides and because, as

we shall see, many of the issues it raised
continue to be the focus of papers on the
subject today. We follow the presentation
given in Dijkstra [ 1974].

The context of his presentation was a
connected graph of finite-state processes,
where processes placed in directly con-
nected nodes were called neighbors. He
defined a privilege as a boolean function
of the state of a process and its neighbors
indicating whether a particular transi-
tion was enabled for the process. Self-
stabilization was defined in two phases.
He first defined as legitimate those
states meeting a global-correctness
criterion with the following four addi-
tional constraints:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

In each legitimate state one or more

privileges will be present.

In each legitimate state each possible
move will bring the system again in a
legitimate state.

Each privilege must be present in at
least one legitimate state.

For any pair of legitimate states there
exists a sequence of moves transfer-
ring the system from the one into the
other.
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He then used the following definition for
self-stabilization:

We call the system “self-stabilizing” if
and only if, regardless of the initial state
and regardless of the privilege selected
each time for the next move, at least one
privilege will always be present and the
system is guaranteed to find itself in a
legitimate state after a finite number of
moves.

The definition above was provided in
the context of mutual exclusion, and thus
it is restrictive in com~arison to our own.
The four constraints ~n legitimate states
combine the requirement of closure
(number two) with several other unnec-
essary properties. Constraint one is a
progress requirement that is in principle
unnecessary. It is equivalent to requiring
that all legitimate computations be infi-
nite, or in other words, the system should
not terminate. This is a reasonable con-
straint in the context of the original pre-
sentation. As we shall see, termination is
one of the factors that can prevent self-
stabilization. Constraint two is a restate-
ment of our closure definition. Constraint
three does not appear to be relevant to
the notion of legitimate and is a restric-
tion on the program. Constraint four
moduces a restrictive definition in com-
~arison to ours since it precludes the
possibility that the legitimate states are
divided into two or more disioint sets.
each of which is closed under the transi-
tion relation. Finally, the explicit re-
quirement that one privilege always be
present is unnecessary.

Uncertain as to whether a nontrivial
(all states legitimate is considered triv-
ial ) self-stabilizing svstem under dis-
tributed control “co~ld exist at all,
Dijkstra narrowed his attention to a ring
of rmocesses under the control of a cen-.
tral demon which selected in “fair ran-
dom order” one privileged process at a
time allowing it to make a transition that
was a functi~n of its old state and that of
its neighbors. He defined as legitimate
those states in which exactly o~e privi-
lege was present. In Dijkstra [1973], he
additionally required that the privilege
rotate around the ring. Thus, he was

attempting to produce a self-stabilizing
algorithm for mutual exclusion via a to-
ken ring with one token.

Dijkstra [1973] observed that if the
processes are required to be identical,
then in general the problem could not be
solved. More specifically, in the case of a
nonprime number of processes N, should
the system start in a state with a cyclic

symmetry of degree n, where (2 s n <
N/2), then the demon is free to give its
first n commands equally spaced around
the ring, thus preserving a state of cyclic
symmetry. This behavior may be contin-
ued such that the system will never con-
verge to a legitimate state.

Two extremes arise in the solution to
this problem. One may choose to make
all of the processes different or to make
one “distinguished” and the others iden-
tical. Dijkstra chose the latter approach.
Dijkstra [1974] presents two additional
solutions for which privilege is not re-
quired to rotate around the ring (instead
it travels back and forth). These solu-
tions use four and three states respec-
tively to achieve the desired result. Both
of these solutions are bidirectional. We
call a ring unidirectional if the tran-
sition relation for each machine only
depends on one neighbor; otherwise
it is bidirectional. We present his first
solution based on the presentation in
Dijkstra [1973]. This solution is
unidirectional.

We are given N K-state processes
(K> N) which are labeled &f. through

~ii. 1, where MO is distinguished, and
for 1< i < N, M, are identical.

If the state of M,, 1 s i < N, is differ-
ent from that of its left-hand neighbor, a
transition is enabled which will result in
M, taking on the state of its left-hand
neighbor:

(Vill < i <N:

M,:= M,.l ifMl # Mi_l)

If the state of M. is equal to that of its
left-hand neighbor M~_ ~ (call it state S),
a transition is enabled that will bring it
into state (S + 1) mod K:

Me:= (M. + 1) modK if M. = M~_l
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Since these are the only possible tran-
sitions, after a process makes a transi-
tion, it is no longer privileged. It is easy
to see that if the system starts with all
processes in the same state, then the
privilege will rotate around the ring.
Furthermore it can be shown quite easily
that if started in an arbitrary state, the
system will stabilize.

A number of important issues are
raised by Dijkstra’s search for an exam-
ple of a self-stabilizing system, both in
the choices by which he restricted that
search and in his final solution. These
issues include the necessity of a central
demon, the number of states in a solu-
tion, the importance of asymmetry,
and the use of criteria for legitimate
states other than mutual exclusion. Sub-
sequent papers have introduced a num-
ber of new issues including the costs of

self-stabilization, probabilistic self-sta-
bilization, and self-stabilizing communi-

cation protocols (programs). In the re-
mainder of this section we give an
overview of subsequent work in this area
organized according to these issues.

3.2 The Role of the Central Demon

The requirement of a central demon is
an unreasonable constraint for a truly
distributed system. In particular, its
implementation requires some form of
centralized control. Dijkstra used such a
mechanism because the transitions of
neighboring processes were interfering.
That is, by firing its enabled transition,
one process could disable an enabled
transition in another process. In general,
a system in which transitions are exe-
cuted atomically and only sequentially
(as provided by a central demon) will not
behave the same as one in which transi-
tions are fired in parallel, or one in which
reads and writes are interleaved.

In response to the restrictions of the
central demon, Burns [1987] and Brown
et al. [1989] both introduce classes of
self-stabilizing token systems whose state
transitions are noninterfering. Burns
considers a ring of finite-state processes,
and Brown et al. consider an array of

finite-state processes with synchroniza-
tion primitives between neighbors. By
virtue of noninterference, if a state tran-
sition is enabled at any instant, then it
will continue to be enabled until it is
executed. Once a transition is enabled in
a process, it continues to be enabled re-
gardless of what other enabled transi-
tions are fired, including ones by that
process. The noninterference property of
these systems makes their implementa-
tion in hardware easier and allows them
to be realized with a read/write level
of atomicity. These systems are self-
stabilizing in the sense that regardless of
the number of tokens that exist initially,
the system is guaranteed to reach a state
wherein only one token exists.

Thus a central demon (or centralized
control of any form) is not necessary for a
self-stabilizing single-token system.

It is interesting to note that Dijkstra’s
three-state and four-state solutions are
still correct if transitions are allowed to
fire synchronously [Burns et al. 1989].

3.3 The Role of Asymmetry and Probabilistic
Self-Stabilization

While Dijkstra showed that a self-
stabilizing token ring with a nonprime
number of processes must have an asym-
metric design, Burns and Pachl [1989]
demonstrate that there is a self-stabiliz-
ing ring with no distinguished process (a
symmetric solution), if the size of the
ring is prime. It should be noted, how-
ever, that their solution requires the use
of a demon to prevent the possibility of a
livelock in which all of the processes move
in Iockstep forever. In other words, the
ring cannot be synchronous.

Asymmetry has to be maintained in
systems where processes may synchro-
nize with one another such as mutual
exclusion, dining philosophers, drinking
philosophers, and resource allocation
systems under deterministic rules. This
point was brought to prominence by
Lehman and Rabin [1981] who show that
there is no deterministic symmetric
solution to the dining philosophers
problem. Gouda [1987] demonstrates a
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self-stabilizing asymmetric solution to
this problem.

Because such systems are important

targets for self-stabilizing implementa-

tions, an understanding of the relation-

ship between self-stabilization and

symmetry (or asymmetry) is important.

There are two methods by which asym-

metry may be maintained in systems of

synchronizing processes for which we in-

troduce the terms state and identity.

(Gouda [1987] introduces the terms

memory and identity respectively to
denote these two types of asymmetry.) A
system is asymmetric by state when all

of its machines are identical, but they

have different initial local states. This

may be realized by identical programs. A
system is asymmetric by identity when

not all of its machines are identical. This

may be realized by identical programs

that are parameterized by a local id.

These two methods may be rephrased as

a distinction between the use of a homo-

geneous set of processes with different

start states and the use of a heteroge-

neous set of processes.

In general, systems asymmetric by

state (only) cannot be self-stabilizing,

while those that are asymmetric by iden-

tity can be. This follows from the fact

that if a system that is asymmetric

by state is put into a symmetric global

state, it may not converge to an asym-

metric global state. Thus Gouda’s

self-stabilizing solution to the dining

philosophers problem is by necessity

asymmetric by identity.

As pointed out, these results hold only

for deterministic solutions. In their pa-

per, Lehman and Rabin [1981] demon-

strate a probabilistic symmetric solution

to the dining philosophers problem. By

incorporating randomized actions, they

break symmetry. we define probabilistic
self-stabilization for a system S with re-

spect to a predicate P, over its set of
global states. S is probabilistically self-
stabilizing with respect to predicate P if
it satisfies the following two properties:

(1) Closure—P is closed under the exe-

cution of S. That is, once P is estab-
lished in S, it cannot be falsified.

(2)
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Convergence—There is a func-
tion f from the natural numbers
to the interval [0, 1] satisfying

Lim~ +. f(k) = O such that the prob-
ability that starting from an arbi-
trary global state, S will reach a
global state satisfying P within k
transitions is at least 1 – f(k ).

Israeli and Jalfon [1989] present a proba-
bilistic self-stabilizing algorithm for ori-
entation of an asynchronous bidirectional
ring of processes, and Herman [1990]

presents a probabilistic self-stabilizing
algorithm for a synchronous ring with an
odd number of identical processes and
one token.

3.4 Reducing States in a Token Ring

In this section we discuss results
concerning the number of states per
machine required to achieve self-
stabilization in token rings. The goal of
producing systems with a finite number

of states per machine is of particular
interest because such machines may have
direct implementations in hardware.

We first discuss the quest for self-
stabilizing token rings with two states
per machine. If we do not require the
property of self-stabilization, then there
exists an asymmetric token ring with two
states per machine. Consider the follow-
ing solution where initially all machines
have the same value:

(’dill < i <N:

M, := M(, _l) ifitl, + Mfi–l) )

MO := 1 MO if MO =Mn.l

Ghosh [ 1990b] shows that the mini-

mum number of states per machine pos-
sible in a self-stabilizing token ring,
assuming a central demon and deter-
ministic execution, is three. However,
Ghosh [1990a] demonstrates the exis-
tence of a nontrivial self-stabilizing sys-
tem which requires two states. In order

to achieve this solution a high atomicity
is used in each action. In particular, each
of the nonexceptional machines must
read from three of its neighbors. A non-
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ring topology and a higher atomicity is
traded for a reduced number of states.

In Herman [1990], a solution requiring
only two states is presented for a proba-
bilistically self-stabilizing synchronous
token ring with randomized actions. This
solution is unidirectional and symmetric.
Flatebo and Datta [1992] provide a two-
state probabilistically self-stabilizing to-

ken ring with randomized actions under
the assumption of a “randomized central
demon” (the choice among privileged ma-
chines is made randomly), The assump-
tion of randomness allows them to ignore
malicious scheduling on the part of the
demon. Their solution is unidirectional
and asymmetric. We now present their
solution requiring two exceptional
machines.

{Exceptional Machine O}

MO:= ~(i”vfo) i~J40 = M~_l

{Exceptional Machine ~ - 1}

MN. ~:= 7 (MN_ ~) with some probability

ifM~_l = ~ M~_z

{All Other Machines}

(b’ill<i <N-l:

M,:= ~M, ifM, = ~M, _l)

In order for self-stabilizing systems
with two states to be obtained, it is nec-

essary to either relax the requirement of
self-stabilization to probabilistic self-
stabilization and use randomized actions,
or use a nonring topology with higher
atomicity. The exact relationships
between these properties has yet to be
determined.

We conclude with some additional work
concerning the number of states required
per machine in self-stabilizing token
rings. While Dijkstra’s bidirectional solu-
tions required four and three states
respectively, his unidirectional solution
required N + 1 states per machine. Had-
dix [1991] demonstrates two unidirec-
tional token rings that only require a

constant number of states. His solutions
work under a distributed demon (any

number of machines may be selected at

each step). In Israeli and Jalfon [1990]
dynamic token rings are investigated. It

is shown that the number of states per
machine in a dynamic token ring whose
size belongs to the range [2 . . . N] is Q(N
– 1). As a direct consequence, any solu-
tion for dynamic token rings of arbitrary
size must have an infinite number of
states per machine.

3.5 Costs of Self-Stabilization

While it is agreed that self-stabilization
is a desirable property, its definition does
not preclude the possibility of unbounded
recovery in a system. The definition does
not include a bound on the number of
steps a system takes to converge to a safe

state. Furthermore, one would expect
there to be tradeoffs between how fast
a system stabilizes and how fast it
executes. A study of these costs is very
important if this model is to have appl-
ications in real-time systems, that is,
systems where goals must be accom-
plished within a specific amount of time,
or by a certain time.

Following the terminology of Gouda
and Evangelist [ 1990], we introduce two

important concepts relating to the costs
of self-stabilization: Convergence Span
and Response Span. We define the Con-
vergence Span as the maximum number
of transitions that can be executed in a
system, starting from an arbitrary state,
before it reaches a safe state. We define
the Response Span as the maximum
number of transitions that can be exe-
cuted by a system starting from some
initial state and ending in some target
state. The choice of initial and target
state sets depends on the intended func-
tionality of the system.

Gouda and Evangelist [1990] present a
class of self-stabilizing systems for de-
tecting termination on a unidirectional
ring, where, for a fixed number of pro-
cesses n, (1) the convergence spans of
n/k are inversely proportional to the
response spans of nk and (2) k is a pa-
rameter whose value can be chosen arbi-
trarily from the domain 1 through n.
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They define Convergence Span as the
maximum number of critical transitions

that can be executed in a system, start-
ing from an arbitrary state, before it
reaches a safe state. Our definition as-
sumes implicitly that all state transi-
tions are critical. The motivation behind
critical transitions is that only transi-
tions that may lead to a violation of safety
requirements are important. Their
weaker definition of self-stabilization al-
lows a system to remain in an unsafe
state indefinitely if none of its critical
transitions are executed infinitely often.

Whitbty-Strevens [1979] investigates
the three algorithms proposed by
Dijkstra in terms of their Convergence
Span and their cost in network commun-
ication. He uses the term “Pseudo-
Legitimate States” for states which are
not legitimate, but will converge to a le-
gitimate state and have already met the
aim of mutual exclusion. Under our defi-
nition of self-stabilization, we can iden-
tify all such states as legitimate, since
the property of mutual exclusion is closed
in Dijkstra’s algorithms. Thus, the dis-
tinction between legitimate and pseudo-
legitimate is unnecessary when applied
to our definitions.

Chang et al. [1987] evaluate a re-
stricted case of Dijkstra’s K-state solu-
tion and find that the expected number
of moves which processes make to reach
a legitimate state is 0( n15), and the ex-
pected number of messages passed is
0(n2 ). Tchuente [1981] is also concerned
with convergence span. He provides an
algorithm that converges twice as fast as
Dijkstra’s.

3.6 Self-Stabilizing Communication

Protocols

Gouda and Multari [1991] and Multari
[1989] define a communication protocol
as existing over a distributed system with
FIFO message channels and consisting of
a set of actions (each corresponding to a
particular process), where the variables
of each process (excluding the message
channel) are local to that process. They
prove that the following three properties
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are necessarv for a communication proto-
col

(1)

(2)

(3)

to be self%tabilizing:

Nontermination.

An infinite number of safe states (in
the form of unbounded local vari-
ables) in a nonempty subset of its
processes.

Timeout actions in a nonempty sub-
set of its processes.

They show that the standard formula-
tions of the sliding-window protocol and
the two-wav handshake are not self-.
stabilizing and present self-stabilizing
versions. Because it is finite state, the
standard formulation of the alternating-
bit protocol is not self-stabilizing as a
direct consequence of the second require-
ment that a self-stabilizing communica-
tion protocol must have an infinite
number of safe states.

In response to this last result, Afek
and Brown [1989] present a probabilistic
version of the alternating-bit protocol
that is self-stabilizing. Finally, Burns et
al. [1990] introduce a notion weaker than
self-stabilization, that of pseudo-stabili-
zation. They are able to show that the
alternating-bit protocol does pseudo-
stabilize to its intended specification.
Informally, system S pseudo-stabilizes
to predicate P, if and only if under all
computations, starting from an arbitrary
state, eventually, P holds forever. In
other words, P may hold and not hold a
finite unbounded number of times, but
eventually it will continue to hold. By
contrast, our definition of self-stabiliza-
tion requires that once predicate P
becomes true it continues to hold for-
ever. The stronger requirement of self-
stabilization is advantageous over
pseudo-stabilization in finite-state sys-
tems, since the former property implies a
bounded convergence span while the lat-
ter does not. This follows as a conse-
quence of the pigeonhole principle (the
same unsafe state cannot occur more than
once). Formally, pseudo-stabilization is
defined in terms of sets of computations
rather than state predicates. It is ex-
pressed in temporal logic as eventually
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always P. Further discussion is beyond
the scope of this survey,

4. METHODOLOGIES FOR DESIGNING

SELF-STABILIZING SYSTEMS

Although Dijkstra’s original work on
self-stabilization was presented in the
context of mutual exclusion on a ring of
finite-state machines, the issues of algo-
rithm and architecture are orthogonal to
the property of self-stabilization. Kruijer
[1979] is the first work to separate
these issues from the property of
self-stabilization. He presents a self-
stabilizing program for a tree-structured
system of finite-state machines in which
only one process along any path from the
root to a leaf node may be privileged at a
time. Thus, more than one process may
be privileged at a time. Essentially, the
way the algorithm works is that the root
is moved one state ahead resulting in a
wave that is propagated through the
branches of the system to its leaves and
then reflected back to the root. This cor-
responds to a diffusing computation. The
state transitions of Kruijer’s system are
interfering.

If we wish to design more complex
self-stabilizing systems for arbitrary
topologies, then we ought to apply tradi-
tional methodologies such as layering and
modularization. We would like to divide
a program into distinct components,
make each component self-stabilizing in-
dependently and then compose them. Re-
cent research on self-stabilization has
been addressing these issues. As it turns
out, self-stabilization is amenable to the
technique of layering. Consider the prop-
erty Q ~ P that we introduced in
Section 1 as a generalization of self-
stabilization. We noted that if S is
self-stabilizing with respect to P, then
TRUE -+ P in S. Furthermore, the rela-
tion -+ is transitive. If Q + P and P -+
R, then Q -+ R. Informally we can see
how transitivity corresponds to the tech-
nique of layering. Given S1 satisfying
Q ~ P and S’z satisfying P * R, we
combine S’l and Sz such that Sz reads
from the variables of SI to produce a new

program satisfying Q -+ R. For a formal
treatment of these techniques as well as
related ones see Arora [1992], Arora and
Gouda [1992], as well as Gouda and Her-
man [1991].

A logical first step in addressing the
design of self-stabilizing systems through
program layering is to develop primitives
that provide structure on which other
algorithms may be built. Two basic struc-
turing mechanisms for a concurrent sys-
tem are a common clock and the topology
by which its processes are intercon-
nected. We discuss clocks first,

Maintenance of time through the use
of local clocks for shared-memory sys-
tems is called unison by Gouda and
Herman [1990] and Couvreur et al.
[1992]. Unison is achieved when the
clocks of a system are in agreement and
remain so under incrementation. Unison
may be specified as a safety property and
a progress property. More specifically for
a synchronous shared-memory system we
have:

● Safety: All clocks have the same value.

● Progress: All clocks are incremented at
each step.

For an asynchronous shared-memory
system we have:

● Safety: For any two neighboring nodes,
the values of their clocks differ by at
most one.

c Progress: A clock is incremented to i +
1, when the clocks in all neighboring
nodes have the value i or i + 1.

A self-stabilizing algorithm for syn-
chronous unison with bounded clocks is
provided in Arora et al. [1991]. Gouda
and Herman [1990] provide a self-
stabilizing algorithm for synchronous
unison with unbounded counters. Fi-
nally, Couvreur et al. [1992] provide
self-stabilizing algorithms for both
bounded and unbounded asynchronous
unison in a shared-memory model. An
important application of asynchronous
unison is to simulate a synchronous sys-
tem.

Perhaps the most basic primitive with
respect to an arbitrary dynamic topology
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is leader election. An algorithm for self-
stabilizing leader election may be found
in Afek et al. [1990]. Given the presence
of a leader, another basic primitive that
can be provided is a spanning tree. Dolev
et al. [1990] and Arora and Gouda [1990]
layer self-stabilizing mutual exclusion
and reset algorithms respectively on top
of self-stabilizing spanning-tree algo-
rithms for arbitrary connected graphs.
An implicit part of the spanning-tree al-

gorithm of Arora and Gouda [1990] is a
leader election. We now discuss these two
examples of self-stabilizing programs
produced by layering techniques.

Dolev et al. [1990] separate the prop-
erty of self-stabilization from the task of
achieving mutual exclusion on an asyn-
chronous shared-memory system by uti-
lizing a compositional approach in their
design wherein one self-stabilizing layer
is built on another. The algorithm they
present is dynamic, allowing the topology
to change, with the exception of a distin-
guished process. They use a weaker
model of shared memory than in previ-
ous works, wherein read and write
actions are integrated into one state
transition. In their model, reads and
writes are independent steps. This allows
more general schedules such as P1 reads,
P2 reads, P2 writes, P1 writes. Transi-
tion systems that are noninterfering can
also afford such schedules since once a
transition is enabled, it continues to be
enabled.

The first layer of their algorithm is a
self-stabilizing spanning-tree protocol for
an arbitrary topology which may change
dynamically with the exception of the
distinguished process. Their protocol is
based on a breadth-first search of the
graph rooted at the distinguished pro-
cess. The distinguished process is needed
in order to break symmetry, and must
always be present. The programs of all
other processes are identical, but param-
etrized by their local topology.

The second layer of their algorithm is a
self-stabilizing protocol to achieve mu-
tual exclusion on a dynamic tree-
structured system. It works as follows.

When a process becomes privileged it ex-
ecutes its critical section. Once the privi-
leged process completes execution of its
critical section, it passes the privilege to
its children in left-to-right order. This
results in a depth-first tour of the span-
ning tree.

Finally, they combine the two protocols
by superposing their respective programs
on each process in order to obtain a sin-
gle self-stabilizing dynamic protocol for
mutual exclusion on arbitrary connected
graphs.

Arora and Gouda [1990] introduce a
self-stabilizing reset algorithm for asyn-
chronous shared-memory systems. They
also utilize a compositional approach in
their design wherein one self-stabilizing
layer is built on another. Their algorithm
is dynamic, allowing the topology to
change, as long as the corresponding
graph is connected. Unlike in Dolev et al.

[1990], the assumption of a distinguished
process (leader) for spanning-tree con-
struction is not made. However, their
system is asymmetric by identity. Each
process has a unique identifier.

The system consists of three layers, a
self-stabilizing spanning-tree layer, a
self-stabilizing wave correction layer, and
an application layer. In the spanning-tree
layer, a leader or root is elected, leading
to a rooted spanning tree. In the wave
layer, reset requests are forwarded to the
root which initiates a diffusing computa-
tion in which the reset propagates to the
leaves of the tree and is “reflected” back
to the root. Once it returns to the root,
the reset is complete.

A slightly different layering technique
is found in Katz and Perry [1990].
(We will discuss this work in greater
detail in Section 5.2.) They provide a
self-stabilizing “’platform” by which self-
stabilization may be forced onto asyn-
chronous message-passing systems for
which a decidable predicate describing
the set of safe states has been provided.
The purpose of their “platform” is to re-
set the system upon the detection of an
illegitimate state. The “platform” only
writes to variables of the original pro-
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gram if an illegitimate state is detected.

Thus, during normal execution the

“platform” does not affect the original

program.

The work of Katz and Perry [1990]

suggests the next logical methodological

step for constructing self-stabilizing sys-

tems. The property of self-stabilization

can be separated from the algorithms

themselves. We now discuss the role of

compilation in the construction of self-

stabilizing systems.

5. THE ROLE OF COMPILERS WITH

RESPECT TO SELF-STABILIZATION

The purpose of a compiler is to take a
program written in one language and
produce an “equivalent” program in an-
other language. We typically think of a
compiler as taking a source program in a
high-level language and producing an ob-
ject program to be run on a particular
architecture. However. in either case the
architecture is represented by a lan-
guage, and thus a high-level language
may be thought of as an architecture in
its own right. Additionally, the source
and target may both be on the same
architecture, albeit abstract,

More formally, a compiler is a homo-
morphism f : A ~ 1? between classes
of architectures or systems, such that
for each system M c A, T(M) mimics

in some well-defined manner the compu-

tations of M.
An operational definition of “equiv-

alence” is that the object program pre-
serves those properties of the source
program that are important to the de-
signer. In a sequential paradigm under
termination we would expect that both
programs compute the same result. In
practice, the object program mimics the
source program in a well-defined man-
ner. For instance, in the case of impera-
tive languages, individual actions of the
source program map to one or more spe-
cific actions in the object program. In a
distributed or concurrent paradigm, we
would expect the preservation of qualita-
tive properties due to the need for coordi-
nation and control among the processes

of a system. This is true for nonterminat-
ing sequential systems, such as operat-
ing systems, as well.

When we design a program that
is self-stabilizing, we wish the compiler
to produce an object program that is
self-stabilizing on its target architec-
ture. Otherwise, it would be pointless
to go through the extra effort neces-
sary to make the original program self-
stabilizing. Given the importance of
self-stabilization as a program property,
it is prudent to ask whether it is pre-
served by the compilation process. Better
yet, should our program not be self-
stabilizing, we would like a compiler that
produces an object program that is self-
stabilizing on its target architecture. In
doing so we would be able to abstract the
difficulties of self-stabilization into the
compilation process and allow systems
designers to focus on other issues. Such
capabilities would be very desirable as
standard options on a compiler. If the
full benefits of self-stabilizing programs
are to be realized, they must be studied
in the context of compilers.

Let us review what has been accom-
plished with respect to self-stabilization
and compilers. Dijkstra’s [1973] seminal
work in self-stabilization may be inter-
preted as a demonstration of the limits of
the compilation process with respect to
self-stabilization, although he did not
present it in this fashion. In particular,
he showed that in general one cannot
construct a self-stabilizing ring of pro-
cesses consisting of identical (symmetric)
processes. We may interpret this result
as follows. There does not exist a com-
piler from asymmetric rings to symmet-
ric rings that forces or preserves
self-stabilization. However, if self-
stabilization is not required, we can com-
pile an asymmetric ring into a symmetric
ring. We combine the processes of the
asymmetric ring into one new process.
Each copy of this new process is started
in the component corresponding to the
appropriate original process. The “sym-
metric ring” will be asymmetric by state.
This observation is due to Gouda et al.
[1990].
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In the work including and subsequent
to Dijkstra’s original presentation, up to
the past few years, self-stabilizing sys-
tems have been produced by “handcraft-
ing” them individually from scratch. The
one exception to this is Lamport’s [1986]
mutual exclusion algorithm wherein he
inserts additional statements into a non-
stabilizing program to yield a self-
stabilizing version. Only recently has the
subject of compilation been raised with
respect to self-stabilization. One of the
first papers in this area suggested that
the task of forcing self-stabilization is
often difficult to achieve. es~eciallv when,. .
compiling from one abstract architecture
to another. Subsequent results would ap-
pear to contradict these conclusions. With
this in mind, we summarize the impor-
tant contributions of this early paper,
followed bv detailed discussion of later.
work in subsequent subsections.

Gouda et al. [1990] argue that self-
stabilization is in principle unstable
across architectures. In ~articular. thev
demonstrate pathologica~ cases for’ a v~-
riety of abstract architectures under
which there cannot exist a com~iler that
preserves or forces self- statiiliz ation,
given a mostly liberal definition of pro-
gram equivalence. Their proofs rely on
exhibiting programs for which there does
not exist an equivalent self-stabilizing
version under the architecture in aues-
tion. The classes of concurrent svs~ems
they consider include cellular ~rrays,
communicating finite-state machines,
CSP systems, systems of Boolean pro-
grams communicating via l-reader/l-
writer shared variables, and Petri Nets.

The research of Gouda et al. [19901 has
led to greater insight into the fa;tors

that contribute to the instability of self-.
stabilization. In addition to termination.
two new phenomena that prevent self:
stabilization, isolation, and look-alike
configurations, were characterized. These
factors are discussed in Section 6. Be-
vond characterizing some of the factors
~hat prevent self-st~bilization within sys-
tems, the major contribution of this work
is the methodological issues it raised and
not the individual results. In particular,

the results demonstrate that the ability
to force or preserve self-stabilization is
highly dependent on how we require
properties such as termination, concur-
rency, and fairness to be preserved when
compiling from one system to another.
For instance if we assume that termina-
tion must be preserved, then self-stabili-
zation cannot be forced for most of the
systems examined. We direct the reader
to the paper for further details.

In the remainder of this section
we discuss compilers that force self-
stabilization onto sequential programs,
message-passing systems, and shared-
memory systems.

5,1 Compilers for Sequential Programs

The nrimarv focus of research on the
prop;rty of ~elf-stabilization has been in
the context of concurrent and distributed
systems. Within such systems the goals
of algorithms are qualitative as well as
quantitative. In this section we discuss
the work that has been done with respect
to sequential programs with quantitative
goals (i.e., they compute a function or a
relation). The functional or relational
(under nondeterminism) s~ecification of
a sequential program, as r~presented by
a mapping between initial and final
states, is trivial to preserve during nor-
mal com~ilation in contrast to other s~ec-
ification~. However, the requiremen~ of
termination makes self-stabilization
more difficult to achieve. The work in
this area has focused on the tradeoffs
and relationships between compilers and
their object programs with respect to
their complexities. These relationships
have been examined with res~ect to,
compilers that do and do not preserve
termination.

This area has been studied by Browne
et al. [19901 and Schneider [19921. The
work of Browne et al. was done in the
context of reactive svstems. more snecifl-. 1

tally real-time decision systems which
react to periodic sensor readings. We
briefly describe the rule-based program
model as it appears in the two papers.
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Both models are similar to that of UNITY

[Chandy and Misra 19881. For specific
details see the respective papers. A rule-
based program consists of an initializa-
tion section and a finite set of rules. A
rule is a multi~le assi~nment statement
with a guard (~nablin~ condition) which
is a predicate over the variables of the
program and thus over its state. In a
state for which the guard of a rule is
true, we say that the rule is enabled. A
computation is a sequence of rule firings
wherein at each step an enabled rule is
nondeterministically selected for execu-
tion. Because statements are nondeter-
ministicallv chosen to be executed. there.
is not a program counter. This structure
provides a theoretically satisfying model
from which to study programs, as the
state space of a program is composed
entirely from its variables.

A mom-am is considered to have termi-
nate w-hen a fixed point is reached. A
fixed point is a state in which the values
of the variables (hence the state) cannot
change. This is the case if for every rule
its guard is false or the execution of its
assignment does not change the values of
its target variables. We define a partial
fixed point as a state from which a sub-
set of the program variables cannot
chamze.

Th~ variables of a program consist of
its input and output variables respec-
tively. Self-stabilization would not be
possible were we to allow inputs to be
corrupted; thus input variables are con-
sidered incorru~tible. This mav be moti-. .
vated by the fact that in a reactive
system, the values of input variables are
determined by updates from an external

environment,
We consider two definitions of program

equivalence by which an object program
may be said to implement its source. In
each case we allow the object program to
use additional variables. An object imple-
ments its source with respect to fixed
points (partial fixed points) if on any in-
put, the object is guaranteed to reach a
fixed point (partial fixed point) corre-
sponding to a fixed point in the source.
Thus we consider compilers that do and
do not preserve termination. These defi-

nitions, though they allow the use of ad-
ditional variables, are not the same as
Katz and Perry’s [1990] extension (see
Section 5.2), since no requirement is
placed on how a computation proceeds in
the object program. We are now ready to
present the results in this area.

In order for a terminating program to
be self-stabilizing, the relation it com-
putes must be verifiable in one step;
otherwise it could terminate in an unsafe
state. This is not the case for most useful
programs. Consider, for example, sorting
a list of n elements. In order for a sort
program to terminate in a self-stabilizing
manner, it must verify in one step that
the output is indeed a sorted list and
that it is a permutation of the input.
Such a check requires 0(n) comparisons
in an array-based model and thus cannot
be achieved in one step. By virtue of this
fact, we can conclude that there does not
exist a compiler for arbitrary programs
that forces self-stabilization while pre-
serving termination. An example of a re-
lation that is verifiable under a standard
model is an algorithm that takes a com-
posite x as input and outputs a divisor d.
We need only verify that d divides x.

Browne et al. [1990] demonstrate a
class of programs for which there is a
compiler that forces self-stabilization,
while preserving termination. Their ob-
ject programs have a runtime and size
within a constant factor of their source.
They also assume that inputs are not
corruptible. These programs, which they
call “acyclic,” fit the following criteria:

(1) Their data dependency graphs are
acyclic.

(2) Each rule assigns only one variable.

(3) For any pair of enabled rules with
the same target variable, both rules
will assign the same value to that
variable.

Since general results are not possible
for infinite-state programs it is only nat-
ural to consider finite-state programs.
However, when we investigate the class
of programs restricted to boolean vari-
ables, we find that analogous results can-
not be obtained. The straightforward
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solution to this problem is to create a
state graph from which one can construct
a lookup table. Using the table, under
any possible state the system will act
appropriately and in constant time. Since
the number of states is exponential in
the number of variables, the size of the
resulting program is exponential, and
thus its construction is not tractable.
Schneider [1992] shows that if there ex-
ists a polynomial-time compiler that
forces self-stabilization (while preserving
termination) onto boolean programs then
PSPACE = NP. These are two complex-
ity classes which are not thought to be
equivalent [Garey and Johnson 1979;
Johnson 1990]. Should we require that
source and object have the same set of
variables, then under such assumptions
PSPACE = P. This is even less likely.
Thus it appears that we cannot do better
than exponential runtime for such a com-
piler, if we wish to compile arbitrary
programs.

We define a family {P~l n z 1} of
boolean programs as polynomial-time
uniform if given the input size n, P. can
be constructed in time polynomial in n.
Schneider [1992] shows that self-stabiliz-
ing polynomial-time uniform families
of boolean programs can be used to
compute exactly the relations in NP n
CO-NP and provides polynomial-time
compilers to force self-stabilization onto
polynomial-time uniform families of
boolean programs in P as well as NP n
CO-NP.

Since it is clear that for arbitrary pro-
grams, one cannot obtain the same re-
sults as for acyclic ones, it is prudent to
investigate the removal of the require-
ment that the object program reach a
fixed point (terminate). Schneider [1991]
shows that by weakening the definition
of equivalence to partial fixed points

(termination is not required), we can pro-
duce in quadratic time an equivalent
self-stabilizing program with a time com-
plexity that is the square of the original.
Schneider [1992] further improves this
result by reducing the time complexity of
the object to a constant factor of the
source. We describe informally how they
achieve their results.

It is assumed that the program com-
putes a function: otherwise it can be de-
terminized. Thus it alwavs reaches a.
unique fixed point with respect to any
input. The basic idea is to make an extra
copy of the state space (each of the vari-
ables) and use it to continuously regener-
ate the unique fixed point of the original
program. If the original variables are cor-
ru~ted. then eventually the new vari-. .
ables will generate a fi~ed point, and if
their values are different from the origi-
nal variables, the original variables are
reset.

Two auxiliary variables, step and ceil,
are introduced. They may be initialized
to O and 1 respectively, although this is
unnecessary. Every time one of the origi-
nal rules is executed, step is incre-
mented. When ste~ > ceil. the oritinal.—
variables are reset to their ‘initial values;
step is set to zero; and ceil is incre-
mented by one. Thus the original pro-
gram is continuously reexecuted for one
more step each time. No matter how the
variables are altered, eventually step will
be greater than or equal to ceil, and the
original program will be rerun for ceil + 1
steps; and eventually a fixed point will
be generated.

The time complexity of the translation
is linear if the original source program
was functional and auadratic otherwise.
The time complexit~ of the object, in
terms of its source, for a computation of
length n, has an upper bound of 0( nz).
This is reduced to O(n) in Schneider
[1992]. A further improvement is possi-
ble. If the source program has an execu-
tion time bounded by f(l), a function of
the input, then ceil may be replaced by
that function. The obiect will then have
the same time compl~xity as the source
and will stabilize within a constant fac-
tor of that time as well. This techniaue.
may be applied to finite-state programs
since they will have bounded execution
time as well.

5.2 Compilers for Asynchronous
Message-Passing Systems

The work of Katz and Perry [1990] pro-
vides a general methodology, realizable
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by a compiler, to convert nonstabilizing
programs to self-stabilizing versions in
an asynchronous message-passing sys-
tem. This is accomplished through the
introduction of a self-stabilizing platform
which when superposed (interleaved)
with a nonstabilizing program yields a
self-stabilizing one. The resulting pro-
gram is called an extension of the origi-
nal program. Their methodology, as we
shall see, is restricted to programs for
which there exists a decidable predicate
for determining whether a global state is
legitimate or not.

There are three components to their
algorithm: a self-stabilizing version of
Chandy and Lamport’s [1985] global-
snapshot algorithm, a self-stabilizing re-
set algorithm which is superposed on it,
and a nonstabilizing program on which
they are superposed to yield a self-
stabilizing extension. A superposition in-
terleaves new code with original code,
without interfering with the original
codes normal execution.

Global snapshots are repeatedly acti-
vated from a distinguished initiator. It is
assumed that there exists a decidable
predicate that recognizes representations
of the illegitimate global states of the
source. Once the distinguished initiator
process has obtained a snapshot, it eval-
uates this predicate. Should the predi-
cate fail, indicating an illegitimate state,
execution of the reset algorithm is initi-
ated, setting the global state of the source
program to an initial state.

The snapshot and reset algorithms may
also be thought of as providing a self-
stabilizing “platform” that may be lay-
ered on programs in order to produce
self-stabilizing extensions. This method-
ology is suitable for a compilation process
requiring both program and predicate
(specifying the set of safe states) as input
and producing a self-stabilizing version
of the same program as output.

An extension may be defined in the
following way: Program Q is an extension
of program P if the projection onto all
variables and messages of P from the set
of legal execution sequences in Q is equal
to the set of legal execution sequences in
P, up to stuttering. The program coun-

ters need not be the same. Roughly
speaking this means that the subset of Q
corresponding to P acts exactly like P
except that the same state may repeat.
This last part is crucial because if P ter-
minates, its extension Q will need to re-
peat the final state of P forever, changing
only variables not present in P, in order
to be self-stabilizing. If Q terminates, it
cannot be a self-stabilizing extension of
P, because otherwise it could be put in a
final state with an illegal global state
relative to messages and variables.

The assumption that there exists a de-
cidable predicate to differentiate between
legitimate and illegitimate states is not
reasonable in all cases. Most programs
are not designed with a precise definition
of legitimate and illegitimate in mind,
and in fact Katz and Perry [1990] define
legitimate in terms of the reachable set.
The membership problem for the reach-
able set is generally undecidable and even
when it is not in a nondeterministic pro-
gram, the complexity of deciding mem-
bership may be greater than the com-
plexity of the program itself which need
only take one execution path. If we re-
strict ourselves to the domain of finite-
state programs then such problems be-
come decidable, but the y are still poten-
tially intractable as we discussed in Sec-
tion 5.1.

Another point worth noting about their
methodology is that the global-snapshot
algorithm does not produce the current
state, but rather a possible successor to
the state from which it was initiated.
Thus it is possible to do a reset from a
legitimate state if the original algorithm
stabilizes of its own accord.

More recently, Awerbuch and
Varghese [ 1991] provide a compiler from
deterministic synchronous message-pass-
ing programs into self-stabilizing ver-
sions for asynchronous message-passing
systems. Their compiler is for noninter-
active protocols. A noninteractiue proto-
col is a protocol specified by an
input/output relation. The protocols they
consider compute a relation over the cur-
rent environment. In particular, they take
as input the current network topology.
This allows the assumption that inputs
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are not corruptible. Examples of the types fects of termination are easily seen. If
of algorithms considered are leader elec- any unsafe global state is a final state,
tion and spanning tree. then a system will not be able to stabi-

lize. Self-stabilization is generally incom-

5.3 Compilers for Asynchronous

Shared-Memory Systems

We briefly touch upon some techniques
by which self-stabilization may be forced
onto shared-memory systems. In the
same way as was done for message-
passing systems, one can compose snap-
shot and reset algorithms. A snapshot
can be accomplished by a diffusing com-
putation. If an illegitimate state is de-
tected, a reset, such as appears in Arora
and Gouda [1990], is initiated.

A self-stabilizing synchronous shared-
memory system may be compiled into a
self-stabilizing asynchronous shared-
memory system as follows. We assume
that each process can read and write in
one atomic action and that each shared
variable is written to by only one process.
A self-stabilizing asynchronous unison
algorithm (as defined in Section 4) is
used to simulate the steps of the syn-
chronous system. Two copies of each
shared variable are maintained corre-
sponding to the current value and the
previous value. In this way, a process can
read the appropriate values of its neigh-
bors in order to compute its own next
value. When the local clock of a process
is incremented from i to i + 1, it simul-
taneously executes one step of the syn-
chronous system, updating the current
and previous values for each of the shared
variables that it owns.

6. SOME FACTORS THAT PREVENT

SELF-STABILIZATION

In this section we discuss some of the
factors that prevent self-stabilization.
The first factor discovered to prevent
self-stabilization within a system, sym-
metry, was discussed in Section 3.3. The
next factor, termination, was touched

upon in our discussions on communica-
tion protocols (Section 3.6), as well as
compilers for sequential programs and
asynchronous message-passing programs
(Sections 5.1 and 5.2). The adverse af-

patible with termination. The one case
where self-stabilization can be achieved
in the presence of termination is for
finite-state sequential programs as we
discussed in Section 5.1. Since the num-
ber of states are finite, a compiler can
remove all of the unsafe states. While the
property of termination is very natural
when dealing with algorithms whose goal
is quantitative (i.e., compute a function),
it is unnatural in the domain of dis-
tributed systems, where computations
are nonterminating by design and have
qualitative goals such as coordination and
control. One form of termination that oc-
curs within distributed systems is dead-
lock wherein one or more processes wait
for an event that will not occur. We
now discuss how the use of synchroni-
zation primitives can lead to deadlock
states within a system and thus prevent
self-stabilization.

Within a distributed message-passing
system, there are certain points of syn-
chronization wherein one process must
wait for a message to come from another
process. Typically a process sends a mes-
sage and then waits for a response. By
way of ~ malicious adversary, control of a
local process could be placed at a point
iust after a send instruction without a.
message actually having been sent. Thus
at any local process state that follows the
sending of a message, given the existence
of a malicious adversary, it is impossible
for that process to know whether a mes-
sage has in fact been sent. This situation
can lead to deadlock wherein one or more
processes wait for messages that will
never come. This difficulty is addressed
by Katz and Perry [1990] through the
use of message prods wherein a message
is spontaneously re-sent from time to
time. Thus, even under the impression
that a message has been sent, it will
continue to be sent again, unless some
form of acknowledgment has been re-
ceived. In this wav. deadlock is avoided.

In a shared-memory system, a process
can test the value of shared memory
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whenever it wants to. There is no need to
wait for a message, and thus such dead-
locks are not a problem. By contrast it is
generally impossible to avoid deadlock in
a CSP system as defined in Hoare [19781.
In CSP all communication is synchro-
nized such that both the receiver of a
message is blocked until it arrives and
the sender of a message is blocked until
it is received. By virtue of this property
we can show that there cannot exist a
compiler that forces self-stabilization
onto CSP systems, and in fact only a very
restricted set of CSP systems can be
self-stabilizing at all. Consider the undi-
rected graph formed from a CSP system
wherein a send and receive between any
two processes results in an edge between
them. Assume we have a system
for which the corresponding graph
forms a cycle. There does not exist a self-
stabilizing version of such a system
wherein the same communication pattern
exists. Consider that if the equivalent
self-stabilizing version has a cycle in its
graph then it contains a deadlock state
wherein each process in the cycle is
attempting to synchronize with its
neighbor.

We now elaborate upon the two new
factors that are discussed in Gouda et al.
[1990]. An isolation occurs within a sys-
tem when the local state and computa-
tion of each process is consistent with
some safe global state and computation,
but the resultant global state and compu-
tation is not safe. The system is unable
to stabilize due to inadequate communi-
cation or coordination between its pro-
cesses. For a precise formal definition,
we refer to the reader to Gouda et al.
[1990].

We give a simple example of isolation.
Consider an asynchronous message-pass-
ing system with three processes con-
nected as a tree consisting of a root pro-
cess and two child processes. There is a
communication channel from the root to
each child process. Let each process have
a counter. An action of the root consists
of incrementing its counter and sending
a message token to one of its children.
An action of a child consists of receiving

a message token and incrementing its
counter. We define a state as safe when
the sum of the children’s counters is equal
the sum of the root’s counter plus the
number of tokens in the channels. Since
the children have no way to communi-
cate and their actions are initiated by the
root, a malicious adversary could put the
system in an unsafe global state from
which it could not stabilize. For each
child the local computation and state are
consistent with all safe global computa-
tions, but the resultant global state and
computation are not. The preceding ex-
ample is degenerate in that any local
state will be consistent with a safe global
state.

Look-alike configurations result when
the same computation (sequence of ac-
tions) is enabled at two different states
with no way to differentiate between
them. Should one of the two states be
unsafe then the system cannot guarantee
convergence from the unsafe state. This
phenomenon is inherent to Petri nets.
For every infinite computation in a Petri
net, there are an infinite number of
look-alike configurations (states) from
which that computation may take place.

We give a simple example of look-alike
configurations. Consider an asyn-
chronous message-passing system con-
sisting of two processes, P and Q, with
message channels between them in both
directions, and only one type of message
called “token.” Each process has one ac-
tion in which it receives a token and
forwards it to its neighbor (the other pro-
cess). All of the states in which there are
one or more tokens in the channel from
Q to P are look-alike configurations for
the above system. Consider that from any
such state, the computation ( pq )* -

P,q9P> (l,””” is enabled, where p and q

denote the one action of P and Q respec-
tively. Define a state as safe if there is
exactly one token in the system. Clearly,
the above system is not self-stabilizing.

7. SUMMARY

We have seen that it is indeed possible to
achieve the property of self-stabilization
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within most systems. However, this con-
tinues to be a difficult task. Further de-
velopment of techniques and heuristics
for the design of self-stabilizing pro-
grams and their proofs will help in this
effort.

We have defined self-stabilization, sta-
bilization. probabilistic self-stabilization.. .
and pseudo-stabilization. Further inves-
tigation into the relationships between
these formalization of the notion of self-
stabilization may prove fmitful. Other
useful definitions may exist as well. A
definition that incor~orates the notion of
convergence span w~uld be useful.

One weakness of our definition of self-
stabilization is that it is a global prop-
erty. No requirement is placed on how a
system converges to a safe state. Failure
in one component may lead to corrective
actions across an entire svstem. Local
detection and correction o? failures is
more “natural” and desirable than tech-
niques such as global reset. Work in this
area has been initiated by Awerbuch et
al. [1991]. Further formalization of these
ideas would provide helpful guidelines
for the designer of self-stabilizing sys-
tems.

For finite-state machines, we have seen
that there are tradeoffs between the
number of states, the topology, and the
level of atomicity, as well as how we
define self-stabilization. The investi~a-
tion into the exact relationships betw~en
these properties continues.

With respect to compilers, we have seen
how the dimensions of program equiva-
lence, type of refinement, and class of
programs may influence our ability to
force or m-eserve self-stabilization. For.
instance, self-stabilizing extensions may
be used to force self-stabilization onto
message-passing programs for which the
set of safe states can be described by a
decidable predicate, but they do not pre-
serve termination. These dimensions af-
fect complexity measures as well. In ad-
dition. there are tradeoffs between the
complexities of the source program, ob-
ject program, and compiler. Further re-
search is required to better understand
these relationships.

The investigation of the compilation
process benefits not only the compiler
writer, but also the systems designer who
seeks to “handcraft” self-stabilization.
Understanding the sensitivity or insta-
bility of self-stabilization and the factors
that contribute to it, is the first step in
constructing systems with this property,
whether we wish to handcraft or auto-
matically produce or preserve it. Along
these lines, a formal characterization of
the factors that prevent self-stabilization
would also be desirable.
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Abstract

Two aspects of distributed-protocol reliability are the ability toAbstract-1

recover from transient faults and the ability to function in a dynamic
environment. Approaches for both of these aspects have been sepa-
rately developed, but have revealed drawbacks when applied to envi-
ronments with both transient faults and dynamic changes. This paper
introduces definitions and methods for addressing both concerns in
system design.

A protocol is superstabilizing if it is (1) self-stabilizing, meaningAbstract-2

that it is guaranteed to respond to an arbitrary transient fault by
eventually satisfying and maintaining a legitimacy predicate, and it
is (2) guaranteed to satisfy a passage predicate at all times when the
system undergoes topology changes starting from a legitimate state.
The passage predicate is typically a safety property that should hold
while the protocol makes progress toward reestablishing legitimacy
following a topology change.

Specific contributions of the paper include: the definition of theAbstract-3

class of superstabilizing protocols; metrics for evaluating superstabiliz-
ing protocols; superstabilizing protocols for coloring and spanning tree
construction; a general method for converting self-stabilizing protocols
into superstabilizing ones; and a generalized form of a self-stabilizing
topology update protocol which may have useful applications for other
research.

∗A preliminary version of this work was presented at the 2nd Workshop on Self-
Stabilizing Systems, Las Vegas, Nevada, May 1995.
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1 Introduction

The most general technique enabling a system to tolerate arbitrary transient1-1

faults is self-stabilization: a protocol is self-stabilizing if, in response to any
transient fault, it converges to a legitimate state in finite time. The charac-
terization of legitimate states, given by a legitimacy predicate, specifies the
protocol’s function. Such protocols are generally evaluated by studying the
efficiency of convergence, which entails bounding the time of convergence to
a legitimate state following a transient fault. Other aspects of convergence,
for instance, safety properties, are of less interest, because arbitrary transient
faults can falsify any nontrivial safety property.

The model of a dynamic system is one where communication links and1-2

processors may fail and recover during normal operation. Protocols for dy-
namic systems are designed to contend with such failures and recoveries with-
out global reinitialization. These protocols consider only global states that
are reachable from a predefined initial state under a constrained sequence
of failures ; under such an assumption, the protocols attempt to handle fail-
ures with as few adjustments as possible. Thus, whereas self-stabilization
research largely ignores the behavior of protocols between the time of a tran-
sient fault and restoration to a legitimate state, dynamic protocols make
guarantees about behavior at all times (during the period between a failure
event and the completion of necessary adjustments).

1.1 Superstabilization

Superstabilizing protocols combine benefits of both self-stabilizing and dy-1.1-1

namic protocols. We retain the idea of a legitimate state, but partition
illegitimate states into two classes, depending on whether or not they satisfy
a passage predicate. Roughly speaking, a protocol is superstabilizing if: (1)
it is self-stabilizing, and (2) when it is started in a legitimate state and a
topology change occurs, the passage predicate holds and continues to hold
until the protocol reaches a legitimate state.

Superstabilization is specified with respect to the class of topology changes1.1-2

for which a desired passage predicate can be maintained during convergence
to legitimacy. Since a legitimacy predicate is dependent on system topology,
a topology change will typically falsify legitimacy. The passage predicate
must therefore be weaker than legitimacy, but strong enough to be useful;
ideally, the passage predicate should be the strongest predicate that holds

2
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when a legitimate state undergoes any of a class of topology change events.
One example for a passage predicate is the existence of at most one token
in a mutual exclusion task: whereas in a legitimate state exactly one token
exists, a processor crash could eliminate the token yet not falsify the passage
predicate. Similarly, for the leader election task, the passage predicate could
specify that at most one leader exists. A useful passage predicate can thus
represent a critical safety aspect of the task in question. A superstabilizing
protocol is more stable1 than a protocol that is only self-stabilizing: at a
legitimate state, the system maintains stability with respect to the passage
predicate, even when perturbed by a topology change.

Superstabilizing protocols are evaluated in several ways. Of interest are1.1-3

the worst-case convergence time, i.e., the time required to establish a legit-
imate state following either a transient fault or a topology change, and the
scope of the convergence in terms of how much of the network’s data must
be changed as a result of convergence. We classify superstabilizing protocols
by the following complexity measures:

• stabilization time—the maximum amount of time it takes for the pro-
tocol to reach a legitimate state;

• superstabilization time—the maximum amount of time it takes for a
protocol starting from a legitimate state, followed by a single topology
change, to reach a legitimate state; and

• adjustment measure—the maximum number of processors that must
change their local states, upon a topology change from a legitimate
state, so that the protocol is in a legitimate state.

1.2 Background and Motivation

Many distributed protocols have been designed to cope with continuous dy-1.2-1

namic changes [AAG87, AGH90, AM92, AGR92]. These protocols make
certain assumptions about the behavior of processors and links during fail-
ure and recovery; for instance, most of them do not consider the possibility
of processor crashes, and they assume that every corrupted message is iden-
tified and discarded. If failures are frequent, these restrictive assumptions
can be too optimistic.

1This stronger property of stability motivates the term superstabilizing .

3
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A number of researchers [DIM93, KP93, APSV91, AG94b] suggest a self-1.2-2

stabilizing approach for dealing with dynamic systems. In a self-stabilizing
approach, a state following a topology change is seen as an inconsistent state
from which the system will converge to a state consistent with the new topol-
ogy. Although self-stabilization can handle dynamic systems, the primary
goal of a self-stabilizing protocol is to recover from transient faults. This
view has influenced the design and analysis of self-stabilizing protocols; for
instance, for a correct self-stabilizing protocol, there are no restrictions on the
behavior of the system during the convergence period—the only guarantee
is convergence to a legitimate state.

When considering the treatment of a dynamic system, self-stabilization1.2-3

differs from the dynamic protocols cited above in the way that topology
changes are modeled. The dynamic protocols assume that topology changes
are events signaling changes on incident processors. Self-stabilizing protocols
take a necessarily more conservative approach that is entirely state-based: a
topology change results in a new state, from which convergence to a legiti-
macy is guaranteed, with no dependence on a signal. Yet when the system
is in a legitimate state and a fault happens to be a detected event, can the
behavior during the convergence be constrained to satisfy some desired safety
property? For instance, is it possible in these situations for the protocol to
maintain a “nearly legitimate” state during convergence?

The issue can be motivated by considering the problem of maintaining a1.2-4

spanning tree in a network. Suppose the spanning tree is used for virtual cir-
cuits between processors in the network. When a tree link fails, the spanning
tree becomes disconnected; yet virtual circuits entirely within a connected
component can continue to operate. We would like to restore the system
to have a spanning tree so that existing virtual circuits in the connected
components remain operating; thus a least-impact legitimate state would be
realized by simply choosing a link to connect the components.

One thesis of this paper is that self-stabilizing protocols can be designed1.2-5

with dynamic change in mind to improve response. Self-stabilizing protocols
proposed for dynamic systems do not use the fact that a processor can detect
that it is recovering following a crash; consequently, there is no possibility of
executing an “initialization” procedure during this recovery.2 A key obser-

2Moreover, some systems do provide a “start” signal. Self-stabilizing protocols do not
specify any special starting state or action upon receiving such a signal. Note that a
computation invoked by a start signal resembles the case of a dynamic system starting
with all processors simultaneously recovering from a crash.

4
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vation for this paper is that a topology change is usually a detectable event,
and in cases where a topology change is not detected, we use self-stabilization
as a fallback mechanism to deal with the change. The remainder of the pa-
per illustrates aspects of superstabilization with selected protocols, and a
general method that converts self-stabilizing protocols into superstabilizing
protocols.

2 Dynamic Systems

A system is represented by a graph where processors are nodes and links2-1

are (undirected) edges. An edge between two processors exists if and only
if the two processors are neighbors ; processors may only communicate if
they are neighbors. Each processor has a unique identifier taken from a
totally ordered domain. We use p, q, and r to denote processor identifiers.
Processors communicate using registers, however, application of the model
to a message-passing system is intended; we outline an implementation of the
register model in terms of message-based constructions in [DIM97, DH95].

Associated with each processor p are code, local variables, a program2-2

counter, a shared register, and an input variable Np, which is a list of pro-
cessors q that are neighbors of p. Invariantly, neighborhoods satisfy p 6∈ Np

and q ∈ Np ⇔ p ∈ Nq. A processor can read from and write to its own
shared register, but may only read shared registers belonging to neighbor-
ing processors. The code of a processor is a sequential program; a program
counter is associated with each processor. An atomic step of a processor (in
the sequel referred to as steps) consists of the execution of one statement in
a program. In one atomic step, a processor performs some internal compu-
tation and, at most, one register operation. A processor has two possible
register operations, read and write.

Our model specifies that a step consists of a statement execution; we2-3

have in mind a conventional instruction-execution architecture, where each
statement corresponds to some low-level code. However, to make the pre-
sentation of protocols concise, we give descriptions at a higher level in terms
of programs with assignment statements and control structures (forall, do,
etc.); it should be understood that these descriptions can be resolved into
lower-level programs where statements translate into atomic steps. In the
protocol presentations, we also use the convention that advancing the pro-
gram counter beyond the last statement of a program returns the program

5
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counter to the program’s first statement; thus each program takes the form
of an infinite loop.

Local processor variables are of two types: variables used for computa-2-4

tions, and field image variables. The former are denoted using unsubscripted
variable names such as x, y, and A. The field image variables refer to fields
of registers; these variables are subscripted to refer to the register location.
For instance, ep refers to a field of processor p’s register, and yq refers to a
field of processor q’s register. Program statements that assign to field images
or use field images in calculations are not register operations: the field im-
age is essentially a cache of an actual register field. A processor p’s read(q)
operation, defined for q ∈ Np, atomically reads the register of processor q

and assigns all corresponding field images (e.g., eq, yq, etc.) at processor p.
A write operation atomically sets all fields of p’s register to current image
values. For convenience, we also permit a local calculation to specify field
image(s) with a write statement; for instance, write(ep := 1) assigns to field
image ep and then writes to p’s register.

The state of a processor p fully describes the values of its local variables,2-5

program counter, shared register, and its neighborhood Np (although a pro-
cessor cannot change its neighborhood, it is convenient to include Np in the
state of p for subsequent definitions). In the sequel, we occasionally refer
to the state of a processor as a local state. The state of the system is a
vector of states of all processors; a system state is called a global state. For a
global state σ and a processor q, let σ[q] denote the local state of q in state
σ. A computation is a sequence of global states Θ = (θ1, θ2, . . .) such that
for i = 1, 2, . . . the global state θi+1 is reached from θi by a single step of
some processor. A fair computation is a computation that is either finite or
contains infinitely many steps of each (noncrashed) processor.

We write σ ` Q to denote that global state σ satisfies a predicate Q. Sup-2-6

pose P is a predicate that encodes some property of interest for our system;
for instance, P can specify that exactly one processor has a token for mutual
exclusion. A legitimacy predicate L is typically specified with respect to P :
whereas P is concerned with those aspects of a state to determine whether
or not the property of interest holds, the predicate L specifies permissible
values of all register fields, program counters, and local variables so that P
remains invariantly true in a computation.

A system topology is a specific system configuration of links and proces-2-7

sors. Each processor can determine the current status of its neighborhood
from its local state (via Np); thus the system topology can be extracted by a

6
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program from a global state of the system. Let T .α denote the topology for a
given global state α. Dynamic changes transform the system from one topol-
ogy T .α to another topology T .β by changing neighborhoods and possibly
removing or adding processors.

A topology change event is the removal or addition of a single neigh-2-8

borhood component (link, processor, or processor and subset of its incident
links), together with the execution of certain atomic steps specified in the
sequel. Topology changes involving numerous links and processors can be
modeled by a sequence of single change events. The crash of processor p

is denoted crashp; the recovery of processor p is denoted recovp; crashpq and
recovpq denote link failure and recovery events, respectively. In our model,
a processor crash and a link crash are indistinguishable to a neighbor of the
event: if p and q are neighbors and crashp occurs, then we model this event by
crashpq with respect to reasoning about processor q. Similarly, a recovp event
is indistinguishable from a recovpq event with respect to reasoning about a
neighbor q of p. We say that a topology change event E is incident on p if E
is recovp, crashpq, or recovpq. We extend this definition to be symmetric: E is
incident on p if and only if p is incident on E .

For most of the protocols presented in this paper, each processor is2-9

equipped with an interrupt statement, which is a statement concerned with
adjusting to topology change. A topology change E incident on p causes the
following to atomically occur at p: the input variable Np is changed to reflect
E , the interrupt statement of the protocol is atomically executed, and p’s
program counter is set to the first statement of its program. Note that if E
is incident on numerous processors, then all incident neighborhoods change
to reflect E , and all processors execute the interrupt statement atomically
with event E . Thus the transition by E from T .α to T .β changes more than
the neighborhoods; states α and β also differ in the local states of processors
incident on E , due to execution of interrupt statements at these processors.

A trajectory is a sequence of global states in which each segment is either2-10

a fair computation or a sequence of topology change events. For purposes of
reasoning about self-stabilization, we follow the standard method of proving
properties of computations, not trajectories. Dynamic change is handled in-
directly in this approach: following an event E , if there are no further changes
for a sufficiently long period, the protocol self-stabilizes in the computation
following E in the trajectory.

7
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3 The Superstabilization Paradigm

The definition of superstabilization takes the idea of a “typical” change into3-1

account by specifying a class Λ of topology change events. A self-stabilizing
protocol is superstabilizing with respect to events of type Λ, if starting from
a legitimate state followed by a Λ-event, the passage predicate holds contin-
uously:

Definition 1 A protocol P is superstabilizing with respect to Λ if and only
if P is self-stabilizing, and for every trajectory Φ beginning at a legitimate
state and containing a single topology change event of type Λ, the passage
predicate holds for every σ ∈ Φ.

Although Definition 1 considers trajectories with a single change, we em-3-2

phasize that the intent is to handle trajectories with multiple changes (each
change is completely accommodated before the next change occurs). Our
definition could be modified to state this explicitly, however, we have chosen
this simpler form to streamline presentations.

A primary motivation for superstabilization is the notion of a “low-3-3

impact” reaction by a protocol to dynamic change. Intuitively, this means
that changes necessary in response to dynamic change should affect relatively
few processors and links. To formalize this idea, we introduce an adjustment
measure. To define an adjustment, we return to the concept of legitimacy
and a predicate P that effectively characterizes the legitimacy predicate L.
Let var(P) be the minimal collection of variables and fields upon which P
depends. Call O the state-space ranging only over the var(P) data. The ex-
pression δ[O] denotes a system state projected onto the O state-space. Next
we consider a function F : O −→ O. Function F maps states δ[O] to states
σ[O] that satisfy σ ` L, where δ is any state that can be obtained from
a legitimate state followed by a Λ-topology change E . The idea is that F
represents the strategy of a superstabilizing protocol in reacting to an event
E , namely, choosing a new legitimate state following dynamic change. We
rank a function F by means of an adjustment measure R. The adjustment
measure R is the maximum number of processors having different O-states
between ρ[O] and F(ρ[O]), taken over all states ρ derived from some state
δ ` L followed by some change event E ∈ Λ. A definition of F with a
small adjustment measure R implies that few adjustments are necessary in
response to a topology change.

8
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A superstabilizing protocol respects F if the protocol implements F ,3-4

meaning that it responds to a dynamic change by some computation Θ tak-
ing the system from a state ρ[O] to a state F(ρ[O]), and changes O-states at
the minimum number of processors necessary in order to establish the new
legitimate state given by F . If a protocol respects F , then we say that the
protocol has adjustment measure R.

The notion of adjustment measure can be regarded informally as a dis-3-5

tance, in terms of processor states, between legitimate states of different
configurations. It is plausible to consider other definitions of distance upon
which optimal adjustment could be based. For example, if the state change
of a particular processor could cause more damage than changing the states
of all other processors, a weighted definition of adjustment measure would
be appropriate. The general technique described in Section 6 can be easily
modified to support alternative definitions of adjustment measure.

To describe the time complexity of a protocol, the idea of a cycle is3-6

introduced. A cycle for a processor p is a minimal sequence of steps in a
computation so that an iteration of the protocol at processor p executes the
program for p from the first to the last statement. All the programs of this
paper are constructed so that a processor p’s cycle consists of reading all of
p’s neighbor registers, performing some local computation, and writing into
p’s register. The time-complexity of a computation is measured by rounds,
defined inductively as follows. Given a computation Φ, the first round of Φ
terminates at the first state at which every processor has completed at least
one cycle; round i + 1 terminates after each processor has executed at least
one cycle following the termination of round i.

The stabilization time of a protocol is the maximum number of rounds it3-7

takes for the protocol to reach a legitimate state, starting from an arbitrary
state. The superstabilization time is the maximum number of rounds it takes
for a protocol starting from an arbitrary legitimate state σ, followed by an
arbitrary Λ-change event E , to again reach a legitimate state.

4 Superstabilizing Coloring

This section exercises the definitions and notation developed in Sections 2 and 34-1

for a simple allocation problem. Let C be a totally ordered set of colors satis-
fying |C| ≥ 1 + ∆, where ∆ is an upper bound on the number of neighbors a
processor has in any trajectory. Each processor p has a register field color p.

9
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Self-Stabilizing Section:
S1 A, B := ∅, ∅
S2 forall q ∈ Np

S3 do

read(q);
A := A ∪ color q;
if q > p then B := B ∪ color q

od

S4 if ( (color p =⊥ ∧ ⊥6∈ B) ∨ (color p 6=⊥ ∧ color p ∈ B) )
then color p := choose(C \ A)

S5 write
Interrupt Section:
E1 write( if ( E = recovp ∨ (E = recovpq ∧ p > q) )

then color p := ⊥ )

Figure 1: Superstabilizing coloring protocol for processor p

The predicate P of interest is: color p ∈ C for every processor p, and no two
neighboring processors have equal colors. A legitimate state for the coloring
protocol is any state such that (1) predicate P is satisfied, and (2) for each
computation that starts in such a state, no processor changes color in the
computation. To define the passage predicate, we extend the domain of a
color field to include ⊥6∈ C. The passage predicate is: color p ∈ C ∪ {⊥} for
every processor p and, for any neighboring processors p and q, color p = color q

if and only if color p =⊥.
Figure 1 presents a protocol for the coloring problem. The function4-2

choose(S) selects the minimum color from a set S (and is undefined if S

is empty). The protocol of Figure 1 has two parts: one part is a self-
stabilizing protocol, modified to deal with the ⊥ element; the other part
lists the interrupt that handles topology change events. Note that although
⊥ is introduced to contend with topology changes, one must then consider
the possibility of an initial state (for example, due to a transient fault) in
which color p =⊥ holds for every processor p. The self-stabilizing section
perpetually scans for a color conflict with the set of neighboring processors
having a larger identifier. The interrupt statement writes to the register,

10
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conditionally changing the color p field in case the topology change event is
a restart of the processor or a link.

Theorem 1 The coloring protocol is self-stabilizing and converges in O(n)
rounds.

Proof of Theorem 1 We show by induction on the number of processors,
that following round i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the i largest-identifier processors have
permanent, non-⊥ color assignments such that no conflict with a neighbor of
higher identity exists among these i processors. The basis for the induction
is trivial, since the empty set of processors satisfies the assertion. Next,
suppose the claim holds following round k. We examine the effect of round
(k + 1) with respect to processor r, where r is the (k + 1)th largest processor
identifier. In this round, processor r chooses some non-⊥ color differing
from any color of a neighboring processor with larger identity. The choice
is deterministic, based on the colors of the larger identities. By hypothesis,
these larger identity color assignments are permanent, so following round
(k + 1) and for all subsequent rounds, processor r’s color is fixed and differs
from the colors of all neighbors of larger identity. Thus after (n + 1) rounds,
all processors have permanent color assignments.

Proof of Theorem 1 2

The class of topology events considered for the protocol is Λ(k), 0 ≤ k ≤ ∆,
which includes any crash event, any link recovpq event, and any recovp event,
subject to the restriction that at most k links incident on p recover at the
same instant that p recovers; thus, Λ(0) allows only processor or link recovery
events that are not simultaneous, whereas Λ(∆) includes the possibility of a
processor and all its links recovering as a single event.

4-3

Theorem 2 The coloring protocol is superstabilizing with a superstabilizing
time of O(k) and an adjustment measure R = (k + 1), where Λ(k) is the
class of topology change events.

Proof of Theorem 2 In the case of any crash event, the protocol remains in
a legitimate state. In the case of a recov event, for any new link introduced by
the event, one or both of the incident processors has color ⊥ as a result; thus
the passage predicate holds. Moreover, at most (k + 1) processors can have
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color ⊥ as a result of the recov event; by an argument similar to that given
in the proof of Theorem 1, a legitimate state is obtained in O(k) rounds, and
the passage predicate holds invariantly in the computation; the adjustment
measure R = (k+1) follows from the fact that only those processors incident
on the change event adjust color during the period of superstabilization.

Proof of Theorem 2 2

The coloring protocol illustrates qualitative and quantitative aspects of4-4

superstabilization. The qualitative aspect is illustrated by the fact that the
convergence following a topology change does not violate a passage predicate.
This ensures better service to the user when no catastrophe takes place (i.e.,
in the absence of a severe transient fault). Quantitative aspects can be seen
by the O(k) convergence time and adjustment measure. The same protocol,
when started in an arbitrary initial state induced by a transient fault, might
take O(n) rounds to converge, and a processor could change colors O(n) times
during this convergence. Indeed, if the superstabilizing component (namely,
the interrupt statement) of the protocol is removed, then O(n) rounds can
be required for convergence following even a single topology change event
starting from a legitimate state.

5 The Superstabilizing Tree

Constructing a spanning tree in a network is a basic task for many protocols.5-1

Several distributed reset procedures, including self-stabilizing ones, rely on
the construction of a rooted spanning tree to control synchronization. All
existing deterministic self-stabilizing algorithms for constructing spanning
trees rely on processor or link identifiers to select, for example, a shortest-
path tree or a breadth-first search tree. In a dynamic network, a change
event can invalidate an existing spanning tree and require that a new tree be
computed. Although computation is required when a change event crashpq

removes one of the links in the current spanning tree, one would hope that a
change event recoverpq would require no adjustment to an existing spanning
tree. Most of the self-stabilizing spanning tree algorithms we know (e.g.,
[DIM93, AG94b, AK93]) construct a BFS (i.e., breadth-first search) or DFS
(i.e., depth-first search) tree and thus require, in some cases, recomputation
of the tree when a link recovers, regardless of whether or not the network
currently has a spanning tree. The reason is that a processor cannot locally
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Self-Stabilizing Section:
S1 x, y := ∞, ⊥
S2 forall q ∈ Np

S3 do

read(q);
if x > (dq + wpq) then x, y := (dq + wpq), q

od

S4 if p = r then dp, tp := 0, r else dp, tp := x, y

S5 write
Interrupt Section: skip

where wpq =

{
1 if tp = q

n if tp 6= q

Figure 2: Superstabilizing tree protocol for processor p

“know” that the system has stabilized, and must make a deterministic choice
of edges to be included in the tree. We propose a superstabilizing approach
to tree construction, which is a variant of the algorithm proposed in [CYH91].
The protocol given in this section successfully “ignores” all dynamic changes
that add links to an existing spanning tree or crash links not contained in
the tree.

All trajectories considered in this section are free of crashp or recoverp5-2

events; the number of processors remains fixed at n, and we give every pro-
cessor access to the constant n. We also suppose that the network remains,
at all states in a trajectory, connected.

The basic idea of the protocol is the construction of a least-cost path tree5-3

to a processor r, which is designated as the root of the tree. The key point
of the protocol lies in the definition of link costs. Each link is assigned a cost
in such a way that links that are part of the tree have low cost, whereas links
outside the tree have high cost. Each processor p has two register fields, tp
and dp. The field tp ranges over identifiers of processors, and represents the
parent of p in the tree (by convention, we let tr = r). The register dp contains
a non-negative integer representing the cost of a path from p to the root r.

Figure 2 shows the code of the superstabilizing spanning tree protocol.5-4

The predicate P of interest for the tree protocol is that (∀p, q : p 6= r ∧
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tp = q : q ∈ Np), and that the collection of tp variables {tp | p 6= r }
represents a spanning, directed tree rooted at r. A legitimate state for the
tree protocol is any state such that (1) predicate P is satisfied, and (2)
for each computation that starts in such a state, no processor changes a tp
variable in the computation.

Theorem 3 The spanning tree protocol self-stabilizes in O(n) rounds.

(See Appendix A for the proof.)

We define the class of change events Λ for purposes of superstabilization5-5

to be any recovpq event or any crashpq event such that neither tp = q nor
tq = p holds at the moment of the crashpq event; i.e., the p-q link is not a link
in the current tree. The passage predicate for the superstabilization property
is identical to P .

Theorem 4 The spanning tree protocol is superstabilizing for the class Λ,
with superstabilization time O(1) and adjustment measure R = 1.

(See Appendix A for the proof.)

6 General Superstabilization

This section introduces a general method for achieving superstabilization6-1

with respect to the class Λ of single topology changes. Our general method
can be seen as a compiler that takes self-stabilizing protocol P and outputs
a new protocol P s that is both self-stabilizing and superstabilizing. This is
done by modifying protocol P and superimposing a new component, called
the superstabilizer . The superstabilizer uses, as a tool, a self-stabilizing up-
date protocol. The following section describes our update protocol, after
which we give an overview of the superstabilizer.

6.1 The Update Protocol

To simplify the presentation of our general method for superstabilizing pro-6.1-1

tocols, we employ a self-stabilizing update protocol. We view the update
protocol as the simplest and clearest self-stabilizing protocol for a large class
of tasks including leader election, topology update, and diameter estimation.
Our update protocol enjoys a number of properties not directly required for
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general superstabilization. Some of these properties are stated and proved
in Appendix B, since they may have useful application to other results on
stabilization. We remark that our update protocol works in unidirectional
systems in which the existence of a communication link from one node to
another does not imply the existence of a link in the opposite direction (e.g.,
[AG94a, AB97]).

To describe the task of the update protocol, suppose every processor p6.1-2

has some field image xp; for the moment, we consider xp to be a constant.
The update problem is to broadcast each xp to all processors. This problem
is called the topology update when the field xp contains all the local informa-
tion about p’s links and network characteristics. Many dynamic systems are
already equipped with a topology update protocol that notifies processors
of the current topology; in such instances, our general method acts as an
extension to this existing topology update. An optimal time (Θ(d) round)
self-stabilizing solution to the topology update is given in [SG89, Dol93]. To
ensure a desired deterministic property of the protocol, we assume that the
neighborhood of a processor Np is represented as an ordered list.

Let each processor p have, in addition to xp, a field ep, where ep contains6.1-3

three tuples of the form 〈q, u, k〉, in which q is a processor identifier, u is
of the same type as xp, and k is a non-negative integer. Let distT (p, q) be
the minimum number of links contained in a path between processors p and
q in topology T (in arguments where the topology is understood from the
context, we write dist(p, q)); the third component of the tuple is intended to
represent the dist value between p and the processor named in the tuple’s
first component. We make some notational conventions in dealing with tu-
ples: with respect to a given (global) state, 〈q, xq, k〉 is a tuple whose second
component contains the current value of field xq. In proofs and assertions,
we specify tuples partially: 〈q, , 〉 ∈ ep is the assertion that processor p’s e

field contains a tuple with q as its first component. Each processor uses local
variables A and B that range over the same set of tuples that ep does. For
field image ep and set variables A and B, we assume that set operations are
implemented so that computations on these objects are deterministic.

The update protocol’s code uses the following definitions. Let processors(A)6.1-4

be the list of processor identifiers obtained from the first components of the
tuples in A. Let mindist(q, A) be the first tuple in A having a minimal third
component of any tuple whose first component is q (in case no matching
tuple exists, then mindist is undefined). Define A \\ 〈q, ∗, ∗〉 to be the list of
tuples obtained from A by removing every tuple whose first component is q.
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C1 A, B := ∅, ∅
C2 forall q ∈ Np do read(q); A := A ∪ eq od

C3 A := A \\ 〈p, ∗, ∗〉; A := A++〈∗, ∗, 1〉
C4 forall q ∈ processors(A) do B := B ∪ {mindist(q, A)} od

C5 B := B ∪ {〈p, xp, 0〉}; ep := initseq(B)
C6 write

Figure 3: Update protocol for processor p

Define A++〈∗, ∗, 1〉 to be the list of tuples obtained from A by incrementing
the third component of every tuple in A. Define initseq(A) by the following
procedure: first sort the tuples of A in ascending order of the third element
of a tuple; then, from this ordered sequence of tuples, compute the maxi-
mum initial prefix of tuples with the property: if 〈q, u, k〉 and 〈q′, u′, k′〉 are
successive tuples in the prefix, then k′ ≤ k + 1. Then initseq(A) is the set of
tuples in this initial prefix.

For the update protocol, we define a distance-stable state to be any state6.1-5

for which: (1) each processor p has exactly one tuple 〈q, y, dist(p, q)〉 in its
ep field for every processor q in the network reachable by some path from
p in the current topology; (2) ep contains no other tuples; and (3) each
computation that starts in such a state preserves (1) and (2). A legitimate
state for the update protocol is a distance-stable state in which requirement
(1) is strengthened to: each processor p has exactly one tuple 〈q, xq, dist(p, q)〉
in its ep field for every processor q—in other words, the x field images are
accurate. Figure 3 presents the protocol.

Theorem 5 The update protocol of Figure 3 self-stabilizes in O(d) rounds.

(See Appendix B for proof.)

A corollary of self-stabilization is that, if one of the xp fields is dynamically6.1-6

changed, the protocol will effectively broadcast the new xp value to other
processors. Of particular interest are some properties that relate a sequence
of changes to an xp field to the sequence of xp values observed at another
processor q. More specifically, if processor p writes, over the course of a
computation, the values c1, c2, . . . into xp, and no processor q reads (via
update images of xp) a value ck and then later reads a value cj for j < k,
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then we call the update protocol monotonic. A monotonic update protocol
guarantees that the sequence of values in any field image is a subsequence of
the values written to the corresponding register field. Appendix B contains a
proof showing that the protocol in Figure 3 is monotonic in any computation
starting from a legitimate state. In the context of a dynamic system, we
could also require that monotonicity hold in any trajectory that begins with a
legitimate state. Unfortunately, the update protocol of Figure 3 does not have
this stronger property3; however, a limited form called impulse monotonicity
is satisfied.

6.1.1 Impulse Monotonicity

Let σ be a legitimate state for the update protocol in a topology T where6.1.1-1

xp = c0 at σ. Let λ be the state obtained by making a single topology
change E to T and the assignment xp := c1. Let Φ be a topology-constant
computation originating with state λ. Impulse monotonicity is satisfied if,
for any states ρ and γ in Φ such that ρ occurs before γ: if processor q sees
c1 as the value of xp at state ρ, then q sees c1 as the value of xp at state γ.

Impulse monotonicity is useful in the following way. If xp is changed6.1.1-2

“slowly enough,” meaning that the protocol successfully stabilizes between
changes to xp, then a FIFO broadcast of xp values is obtained. In the sequel,
we introduce an acknowledgment mechanism so that a processor does not
change the broadcast value of interest until all other processors within a
connected component have received the current value.

Corollary 1 The protocol of Figure 3 enjoys impulse monotonicity.

Proof of Corollary 1 The corollary is a specialization of Theorem 10, stated
and proven in Appendix B.

Proof of Corollary 1 2

6.2 The Superstabilizer

The superstabilizer is a tool used in transforming a given self-stabilizing pro-6.2-1

tocol P into a superstabilizing protocol P s. Function F , formally described

3To construct a monotonic update protocol, the update protocol can be modified by
tagging xp with a sequence number that increases with any xp change; these sequence
numbers are unbounded.
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in Section 3, determines a new legitimate state from a previously legitimate
state perturbed by a topology change E . Our superstabilizer makes use of F
by assembling the image of a global state σ from local snapshots, followed by
disseminating F(σ) to all processors so that a new, legitimate global state
can be installed. It is the responsibility of the superstabilizer to “hide” E
from any processor in such a way that no user of protocol P can observe
a state inconsistent with the current topology; this is done by making the
global transition between legitimate states for different topologies effectively
atomic, thus sparing protocol P from any stabilization effort.

The superstabilizer consists of two components: a modified version of the6.2-2

update protocol and an interrupt statement. By first modifying the given
protocol P , and then adding the superstabilizer, we obtain the composite pro-
tocol P s. We modify P as follows: each action of P at processor p is guarded
by a Boolean variable freezep so that when freezep holds, no action of P is
enabled at processor p and the program counter (with respect to P ) remains
static. Our superstabilizer will ensure that, starting from any initial state,
all freeze fields eventually become false in the absence of topology changes,
which then allows P to progress normally. The composition of P and the
superstabilizer is the following for each processor p: while freezep holds, then
the superstabilizer makes all steps at processor p; if freezep does not hold,
then each read step in P is preceded by a complete cycle of the superstabi-
lizer at processor p. In other words, the composition of the superstabilizer
and P arranges step scheduling so that a cycle of the superstabilizer—from
the first to the last step of the superstabilizer—is inserted before each read
step of protocol P . This will ensure that any “news” of a topology change is
processed by the superstabilizer before P at each processor. The superstabi-
lizer also specifies an interrupt section for the composite protocol P s, so that
topology changes incident on processor p are handled by the superstabilizer
at p.

6.3 The Superstabilizing Protocol

The combination of the superstabilizer and the modified protocol P results6.3-1

in a superstabilizing protocol P s. A legitimate state for P s is any state in
which:

1. the variables, fields, and program counter with respect to P satisfy LP
(where LP is the legitimacy predicate for the base protocol P );
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2. the update protocol component of the superstabilizer is in a legitimate
state (all e fields have accurate tuples);

3. every freeze variable is false; and

4. each computation that starts in such a state preserves points 1–3.

The passage predicate for our general method is defined in terms of the6.3-2

freeze fields. For any state σ, let warm(σ) denote the set of processors
having freeze fields that are false. Let σ[warm] be the vector of local states
of processors in warm(σ). We call σ warm-legitimate if there exists a state γ

(and a topology T .γ) where γ ` LP , such that σ[warm] = γ[warm]. In other
words, σ is warm-legitimate if it appears to be a legitimate state (with respect
to some topology) when we disregard any processor p with freezep = true.
The passage predicate for the general method is: the protocol state is warm-
legitimate.

The interface between the superstabilizer and P at processor p consists6.3-3

not only of the freezep variable, but a pseudo-variable snapp, which is defined
to be the collection, with respect to protocol P , of all local variables, shared
fields, and the program counter of P for processor p. The superstabilizer
can read and write snapp. We denote by snap a set of snapp variables, one
for each processor. Our general method is, in brief, the following: after a
topology change, P is frozen at all processors and a snap value is recorded;
subsequently, a snap value appropriate for the new topology is computed,
and each frozen processor is assigned its portion of the new snap value; and
finally, all processors are thawed.

The programming notation given in Section 2 makes local images of regis-6.3-4

ter fields available to program operations: such images can be of a processor’s
own register, or that of its neighboring processors; for example, the code of
Figure 3 permits processor p to refer to eq for q ∈ Np. The update protocol
makes an image of each processor’s x field available to every other proces-
sor within a connected component. For the superstabilizer, we extend the
programming notation to allow any processor to refer to fields of any other
processor. Thus processor p can refer to xq for any q ∈ processors(ep) by
using images provided in the e field’s tuples. Of course, these images may be
out-of-date, which necessitates synchronization measures in the superstabi-
lizer; such synchronization is achieved in phases to coordinate freezing and
snapshots.
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For convenience in describing the superstabilizer, we divide the x field6.3-5

into four subfields: xp = [ ap hp tp up ]. To control the phases of supersta-
bilization, the subfield ap is used; it is a ternary-valued subfield provided for
the three phases of superstabilization. These phases are as follows:

• Phase 0 is the normal state of the superstabilizer, in which protocol P

is active and the superstabilizer is idle. When (∀p :: ap = 0) holds, we
consider the superstabilization to be inactive (terminated).

• Phase 1 consists of freezing protocol P and collecting snapshots from
the frozen processors; also, in this phase an election takes place among
all processors incident on a topology change to determine a single co-
ordinator of the following phase. Phase 1 is active if (∃p :: ap = 1) and
(∀p :: ap ≤ 1).

• Phase 2 is concerned with computing a new global state for protocol
P and distributing the new state to all processors. Phase 2 is active
if (∃p :: ap = 2) remains active until acknowledged by all processors,
and thereafter terminates in order to resume execution of phase 0.

To detect progress of phases, we employ an acknowledgment subfield hp.6.3-6

This subfield is a vector of ternary values whose elements are images of other
processor asubfields known to p: the protocol sets hp[r] to contain the image
of ar, as determined from p’s image of xr broadcast via the update protocol.
Further, since hp is broadcast via the update protocol to every processor, it
is possible for a processor r to test the status of every other processor’s image
of ar.

In addition to the a and h subfields, we define additional subfields of xp6.3-7

to contain snap values. Subfield tp contains a value of type snapp, which is
the portion of the state of p that is related to P . The subfield up contains
a global snap value, i.e., up[r] contains a snapr value. Subfield up is used
to broadcast a new global state. We denote by sp the snap value that p

assembles from the collection of tr subfields obtained from xr images. The
assignment up := F(sp) will determine a new legitimate state following a
topology change (statement U2).

To make a concise presentation, an additional device is used in the code6.3-8

of the interrupt statement. The function refresh(ep) reproduces ep except
that the value of the xp field is updated, i.e.,

refresh(ep) = (ep \\ 〈p, ∗, ∗〉) ∪ {〈p, xp, 0〉}
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The interrupt statement for the superstabilizer is given in Figure 4. In6.3-9

response to a topology change E incident on processor p, the program counter
(of protocol P s) is reset to the first statement of the superstabilizer, the
neighborhood Np is adjusted to reflect E , and the write operation is atomically
executed. This operation halts P by setting freezep to true.

The remaining component of the superstabilizer consists of the combina-6.3-10

tion of Figures 3 and 4, i.e., it is a modified update protocol. Statements U1–
U8 are inserted between statements C3 and C4 to obtain the complete proto-
col. All quantifications over processors in expressions (such as (∀q :: aq = 0))
are implicitly quantified over processors(A) ∪ {p} in the superstabilizer code.

The following scenario for a topology change E from a legitimate state6.3-11

illustrates the role of each statement of the superstabilizer. When statement
E1 executes at each processor in the set S of nodes incident on E , the base
protocol P is frozen, a local snapshot is taken, and phase 1 of superstabi-
lization begins. Then each process in S executes statements C1–C3 of the
update protocol, but none of the statements U1–U8 make any variable as-
signments; statements C4–C6 of the update protocol ensure that a variables
will be subsequently broadcast to indicate phase 1 is under way. Processors
outside set S will take a snapshot at U8 when they detect that phase 1 is
under way: this is the freeze wave. Each processor in S thus initiates its
own freeze wave, and remains in phase 1 until either statement U1 or U2
assigns to the a variable. Statement U2 moves processor p ∈ S from phase
1 to 2, but only after p has detected that every processor in the system has
acknowledged that ap = 1 (via the hq[p] subfields). Statement U1 causes a
processor p to revert from phase 1 to 0 when some processor q ∈ S with a
larger identifier than p is detected—this is a form of leader election to insure
that only one member of S persists in phase 1 (an additional conjunct in U2
forces the leader to wait until the election terminates before phase 2 begins).
Let s be the leader of S, that is, s has the maximum identifier among proces-
sors in S. After statement U2 assigns as := 2 (and simultaneously computes
a global legitimate state for the new topology), processor s broadcasts its
as value via the update protocol and awaits acknowledgment of as = 2 via
hq[s] subfields. When all processors have acknowledged as = 2, phase 2 is
complete, and processor s executes the assignment in U3, whereby s makes
the transition from phase 2 to phase 0. As as = 0 is broadcast throughout
the system, statement U8 is executed by all processors to thaw the frozen
system. Finally, statements U5–U7 are concerned with the acknowledgment
of phases as seen by a-variable images and reflected by h-variable subfields.
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The conditions for assignment in U5–U7 ensure the superstabilizer works
properly in spite of the update protocol’s weak property of monotonicity.

Theorem 6 Protocol P s is self-stabilizing with self-stabilization time O(d +
K), where K is the self-stabilization time of protocol P .

Proof of Theorem 6 For simplicity, we assume the network is connected.
By the construction of P s, it suffices to prove that the superstabilizer con-
verges in O(d) rounds to A = (∀q :: ¬freezeq), and to show that A (or
some stronger predicate) is stable. Thereafter, in O(K) additional rounds,
by base protocol P ’s self-stabilization, P s stabilizes. Only statement U8 of
the protocol assigns to freezep; if we show P s stabilizes to (∀q :: aq = 0),
then by Theorem 5, all a-field images are broadcast in O(d) rounds; all freeze
variables are false in the following round. Notice that ap = 0 is stable for
any p, since none of U1–U8 assign to ap if ap = 0 holds. Therefore it suffices
to show that some state satisfying aq = 0 occurs for each processor q within
O(d) rounds of any computation. Heading for a contradiction, let proces-
sor r be a processor such that ar 6= 0 holds for more than O(d) rounds of
some computation; because none of U1–U8 assign ar := 1, yet ar = 1 is the
precondition of assigning ar := 2 (see U2), we deduce that ar 6= 0 holds con-
tinuously for more than O(d) rounds. Suppose ar = 2 holds continuously; by
acknowledgments from U5–U7 and stabilization of the update protocol, U3
eventually assigns ar := 0, which is a contradiction. It remains to consider
that ar = 1. There may be more than one processor for which the a field
is continuously 1-valued; let t be such a processor of maximum identifier.
By acknowledgments U5–U7 and the update protocol, any processor q 6= t

having aq = 1 assigns aq := 0 at U1 within O(d) rounds (because q < t).
Thus, after O(d) rounds, t is the only processor having a 1-valued a field. But
again, by acknowledgments U5–U7 and the update protocol, t subsequently
assigns ar := 2 at U2 within O(d) rounds, which leads to the contradiction
described above.

Proof of Theorem 6 2

Theorem 7 Protocol P s is superstabilizing with superstabilization time O(d).

Proof of Theorem 7 Consider a computation beginning from a state σ

that is the result of a single topology change event E at a legitimate state.
Our obligation is to show that the passage predicate holds until a legitimate
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state is obtained (recall that the passage predicate for P s is that the state be
warm-legitimate). By E1, σ ` ar = 1 ∧ freezer holds for every r incident on E ;
thus σ is warm-legitimate. As the update protocol broadcasts the 1-valued
a fields, statement U8 sets freezep at all processors p within O(d) rounds.
Statement U1 only assigns ap := 0 for p < q, where q has a larger identifier,
and all processors have observed aq = 1. Therefore, within each connected
component of the network, the processor with maximum identifier incident
on E—which we call the “leader processor” t of the component—does not
execute the assignment of U1. Thanks to impulse monotonicity, the condition
(∃q :: aq 6= 0) observed by update images is stable so long as processor t does
not change its 1-valued at field. Within O(d) rounds, statement U1 assures
that only one processor t (per connected component) satisfies at = 1; in at
most O(d) subsequent rounds, by acknowledgments and the update protocol,
statement U2 executes at := 2 at processor t. At this point, we assert that
all processors are frozen; note also that each global state from σ to this point
is warm-legitimate. Upon execution of U2, a new global state is computed
from combined snapshots. Although at = 2 is not broadcast monotonically,
statements U6 and U7 are coded in such a way that acknowledgment of at = 2
is monotonic. Therefore, once t observes (∀q :: hq[p] 6= 1), it is the case that
every processor has received the new global state and assigned P ’s fields and
variables. Thus after O(d) rounds, t executes U3, and the final phase of the
superstabilizer begins. In this final phase, stabilization to (∀q :: ¬freezeq)
occurs within O(d) rounds; the passage predicate holds because at each state,
the subset of unfrozen processors is locally legitimate for the new topology.

Proof of Theorem 7 2

7 Conclusions

There is increasing recognition that dynamic protocols are necessary for many7-1

networks. Studying different approaches to programming for dynamic envi-
ronments is therefore a motivated research topic. Although self-stabilizing
techniques for dynamic systems have been previously suggested, explicit re-
search to show how and where these techniques are useful has been lacking.
This paper shows how assumptions about interrupts and dynamic change
can be exploited with qualitative and quantitative advantages, while retain-
ing the fault-tolerant properties of self-stabilization.
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Superstabilization Section:

(statements C1–C3 of update protocol)
U1 if (ap = 1 ∧ (∃q :: aq 6= 0 ∧ q > p ∧ (∀r :: hr[q] 6= 0)))

then ap := 0
U2 if (ap = 1 ∧ (∀q : q 6= p : aq = 0) ∧ (∀q :: hq[p] 6= 0))

then ap, up := 2, F(sp)
U3 if (ap = 2 ∧ (∀q :: hq[p] 6= 1))

then ap := 0
U4 forall q ∈ processors(A) ∪ {p}

do

U5 if aq = 0 then hp[q] := 0
U6 if aq = 1 ∧ hp[q] = 0 then hp[q] := 1
U7 if aq = 2 ∧ hp[q] = 1 then hp[q], snapp := 2, uq[p]

od

U8 if (∃q ∈ processors(A) ∪ {p} :: aq 6= 0)
then freezep , tp := true, snapp

else freezep := false
(statements C4–C6 of update protocol)

Interrupt Section:

E1 write


ap := 1
freezep := true
tp := snapp

ep :=

{
∅ if E = recovp

refresh(ep) if E 6= recovp




Figure 4: Superstabilizer: update extension and interrupt for p
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In particular, we suggest that when the system is in an illegitimate con-7-2

figuration, reset to a predefined configuration will not take place; instead, the
system will reach a legitimate configuration that is close to the current ille-
gitimate configuration (where “close” means a small adjustment measure).
The benefits of this approach are twofold. First, such a strategy may keep
most of the sites of the system unchanged and in working order (as in the
example of connections within an unchanged portion of a spanning tree).
Second, in some cases the amount of work (superstabilizing time) required
to reach a close legitimate state can be small (as in our coloring example).
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Appendix A: Spanning Tree Proofs

Theorem 3 The spanning tree protocol self-stabilizes in O(n) rounds.

Proof of Theorem 3 Proof by induction on an arbitrary computation Φ.
The induction is based on a directed tree. Let Tr be the maximum subset of
processors whereby:

1. dr = 0,

2. the set {tp | p ∈ Tr ∧ p 6= r } represents a directed tree rooted at r,

3. for p ∈ Tr and p 6= r, register field dp satisfies dp = 1+ dq where q = tp,
and

4. each processor in Tr has executed at least one cycle in Φ.

After one round, dr = 0 holds for the remainder of the computation. There-
fore, after the first round, Tr is nonempty, containing at least r. The remain-
der of the proof concerns rounds two and higher, and is organized into the
following three claims.

Claim 1 (Tr is Stable) If p ∈ Tr holds at the beginning of the
round, then tp and dp do not change during the round. The claim
follows by induction on depth of the tree Tr. First we strengthen
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the hypothesis to state that any node p ∈ Tr satisfies dr = k,
where k is the depth of p in Tr. The basis for the induction is the
root r, which satisfies dr = 0; statement S4 assures that dr does
not change during the round. Suppose all nodes of Tr up to depth
k satisfy the hypothesis, i.e., they are stable and have a d field
equal to the node depth. Consider some v ∈ Tr at depth k + 1;
by (2) and (3), dv = k + 1 at the beginning of the round. Since
every d field has non-negative value and wvz = n for any z 6= tv,
and assuming the inductive hypothesis for the node named by tv,
statement S3 cannot compute any lower value for x than k + 1,
and the values tv and dv do not change during the round.

Claim 2 (Tr Growth) If there exists a processor that is not
contained in Tr and (∀p : p 6∈ Tr : dp > 2n) holds at the begin-
ning of the round, then Tr grows by at least one processor by the
end of the round. The claim follows by examining processors out-
side of Tr that also neighbor Tr. Let p be such a processor, outside
Tr and neighbor to q ∈ Tr. By Claim 1, dq + wpq < 2n. There-
fore, during the round, p cannot choose tp to be some processor s

satisfying ds > 2n. Thus Tr grows by at least one processor.

Claim 3 (dp Growth) Define Mi to be the minimum d-register
value of any processor outside of Tr in round i; then Mi+1 > Mi.
The claim is verified by considering, for round i and p 6∈ Tr, as-
signment to each dp register in that round. During a round, the
value obtained for dp is strictly larger than that of some neighbor-
ing dq; if q ∈ Tr, then p ∈ Tr holds at the end of the round; and
if q 6∈ Tr, then the claim holds.

A corollary of Claim 3 is that following rounds 2n + 2 and higher, for every
p 6∈ Tr, the field dp satisfies dp > 2n. Consequently, for rounds 2n + 2 and
higher, by Claim 2, if Tr does not contain all processors, then Tr grows by at
least one processor in each successive round. The theorem follows because
there are at most n processors.

Proof of Theorem 3 2

Theorem 4 The spanning tree protocol is superstabilizing for the class Λ,
with superstabilization time O(1) and adjustment measure R = 1.
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Proof of Theorem 4 We show that starting from a state δ, δ ` L, followed
by a topology change E , E ∈ Λ, resulting in a state σ, that σ ` L holds. In
the case of E = crashpq, removing a nontree link, for either processor p or q,
the weight of the p-q link wpq = n at state δ. By assumption of δ ` L, it
follows that computation of d and t fields produces identical results in any
round following σ, since these are necessarily based on unit w values. In the
case of E = recovpq, the weight of the new p-q link is wpq = n at state σ; hence
distances are not reduced by addition of the new link, and computation of
d and t fields produces identical results in any round following σ. Therefore
σ ` L.

Proof of Theorem 4 2

Appendix B: Update Protocol

In addition to showing that the update protocol presented in Section 6 is self-B-1

stabilizing, additional theorems given in this appendix show that the update
protocol enjoys some other properties related to broadcast monotonicity and
the protocol’s use of memory. We begin with the proof of self-stabilization.

B.1 Self-Stabilization

B.1-1

Theorem 5 The update protocol of Figure 3 self-stabilizes in O(d) rounds.

Proof of Theorem 5 The proof is organized as three claims.

Claim 4 Following round i, i ≥ 1, the ep field of every processor
satisfies

(∀p, q, j : j < i : dist(p, q) ≤ j ⇔ (∃〈q, xq, dist(p, q)〉 ∈ ep ))

The claim follows by induction on i. The basis of the induction is
the first round, which trivially establishes 〈p, xp, 0〉 ∈ ep for every
processor. The induction step follows because field ep is assigned
anew in each round and based on tuples that, by the induction
hypothesis, have the required property.
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Claim 5 Following round i, i ≥ 1, the ep field of every processor
satisfies

(∀p, q, j : j < i : (∃〈q, y, k〉 ∈ ep :: k ≤ j ⇒ (dist(p, q) = k ∧ y = xq) ))

This claim follows by the same inductive argument presented for
Claim 4.

Claim 6 Following round d+1, (∀p :: (∀〈, , k〉 ∈ ep :: k ≤ d )).
The claim is shown by contradiction. Suppose ep contains a tuple
〈, , j〉 where j > d. Observe that if j > d + 1, then by the con-
struction of the initseq function, at the end of round d + 1 the
field ep also contains some tuple 〈q, , k〉 where k = d+1. Thus to
show the claim, it suffices to show a contradiction for k = d + 1.
Since p assigned the tuple 〈q, , d + 1〉 to ep during round d + 1,
it must be that p found at some neighbor s the tuple 〈q, , d〉, and
found no tuple with q as the first component at a smaller distance.
However, the tuple located at s having distance d represents the
shortest distance to q by Claim 5. And since d bounds the maxi-
mum possible shortest path, by Claim 4 all shortest paths between
p and q are visible to p at the end of round d. We conclude that
dist(p, q) = d + 1, which contradicts the definition of diameter d.

Claims 4–6 together imply that, following d + 1 rounds, each processor cor-
rectly has a tuple for every other processor at distance d, and every tuple in
an e field correctly refers to a processor.

Proof of Theorem 5 2

B.2 Memory Adaptivity

Nowhere in the code of the update protocol is the size of the network used,B.2-1

nor is a bound on the number of processors in a connected component as-
sumed; consequently, any number of processors can be dynamically added
to the system, provided processor identifiers are unique. Moreover, the local
implementation of operations on processor variables A, B, and even the field
ep can use dynamic memory allocation. The following lemma shows that
dynamic memory operations do not use unbounded amounts of memory.
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Lemma 1 For any computation Φ of the update protocol, no processor re-
quires more than O(∆ · K · n) space for variables and register fields, where
in the initial state of Φ: ∆ is the maximum number of neighbors a processor
has, n is the number of processors, and K is the maximum number of tuples
of any processor’s A, B, or e field in the initial state of Φ.

Proof of Lemma 1 The computation of B consists of at most nK tuples,
since tuples with duplicate identifiers are not added to B by C4, and the
number of identifiers is bounded by nK. Moreover, no statement is capable of
introducing a tuple with a processor identifier not already present in another
tuple. Hence any assignment by C5 places at most nK tuples in ep. The
collection procedure for constructing A is the union of at most ∆ sets of at
most nK tuples (K tuples in the first round, and nK tuples in subsequent
rounds).

Proof of Lemma 1 2

Although the lemma shows that the update protocol does not use unbounded
space in its computation, this is insufficient for a self-stabilizing implemen-
tation: suppose processors are implemented on machines with fixed memory
limits and an initial state of a computation is such that the number of tuples
is at or near the memory limit; subsequent computation may then abort by
exceeding the memory limit in a dynamic allocation request. Therefore, in
order to claim that the update protocol is self-stabilizing, we assume that ev-
ery trajectory’s initial state satisfies nK ≤ N , where N is some appropriate
limit related to memory limits of processors (even if the abort resets memory,
some minimal amount of memory is needed to guarantee self-stabilization of
the update protocol).

Note that upon stabilization, the ep register contains only those tuplesB.2-2

representing reachable nodes in the network. Therefore, the amount of mem-
ory needed for ep can be dynamically adjusted during a computation to the
minimum amount needed to represent the list of tuples; this idea is called
memory adaptivity in [AEYH92]. The following lemma is an observation due
to Gerard Tel.4

Lemma 2 The update protocol of Figure 3 is memory adaptive.

4Remark during presentation, December 1993.
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Proof of Lemma 2 Upon stabilization, the necessary size of the e field is
bounded by a function of the number of processors.

Proof of Lemma 2 2

B.3 Monotonicity Properties

We distinguish three monotonicity properties of an update protocol:B.3-1

• Static monotonicity . Let σ be a legitimate state for the update protocol
where xp = c0 at σ. Suppose Φ is a topology-constant computation
originating with state σ, and suppose field xp is changed at distinct
states δ1, δ2, . . . of Φ to have the values c1, c2, . . ., where state δi occurs
before δj for i < j. Static monotonicity is satisfied if, for any states ρ

and γ in Φ such that ρ occurs before γ: if processor q sees ci as the
value of xp at state ρ and sees cj as the value of xp at state γ, then
i ≤ j holds.

• Dynamic monotonicity . Let σ be a legitimate state for the update
protocol where xp = c0 at σ. Suppose Φ is a trajectory originating with
state σ, and suppose field xp is changed at distinct states δ1, δ2, . . . of
Φ to have the values c1, c2, . . ., where state δi occurs before δj for i <

j; Φ may have topology changes interleaved with steps of processors,
including, possibly, the crash and recovery of processor p. Dynamic
monotonicity is satisfied if, for any states ρ and γ in Φ such that ρ

occurs before γ: if processor q sees ci as the value of xp at state ρ and
sees cj as the value of xp at state γ, then i ≤ j holds.

• Impulse monotonicity . Let σ be a legitimate state for the update proto-
col in a topology T where xp = c0 at σ. Let λ be the state obtained by
making a single topology change E to T and the assignment xp := c1.
Let Φ be a topology-constant computation originating with state λ.
Impulse monotonicity is satisfied if, for any states ρ and γ in Φ such
that ρ occurs before γ: if processor q sees c1 as the value of xp at state
ρ, then q sees c1 as the value of xp at state γ.

Note that with static and dynamic monotonicity, we admit the possibility of
“overwriting” of xp before its value is successfully broadcast to all processors;
however, a subsequence of FIFO delivery is guaranteed by monotonicity. If
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xp is changed “slowly enough,” meaning that the protocol successfully sta-
bilizes between changes to xp, then a FIFO broadcast of xp values is ob-
tained. In Section 6, we introduce an acknowledgment mechanism so that
a processor does not change the broadcast value of interest until all other
processors within a connected component have received the current value.
The acknowledgment mechanism does not itself guarantee FIFO broadcast;
monotonicity is also required. As indicated in following theorems, the update
protocol satisfies static and impulse monotonicity, but not dynamic mono-
tonicity; further measures are introduced in Section 6 to deal with the lack
of dynamic monotonicity.

Theorem 8 The update protocol of Figure 3 enjoys static monotonicity.

Proof of Theorem 8 The theorem can be proved by induction on a lex-
icographic measure composed of path length and the ordering of links by
a processor’s neighborhood; essentially, the deterministic ordering of links
defines a broadcast tree. Our general method does not exploit static mono-
tonicity, so we omit details of the proof.

Proof of Theorem 8 2

In the sequel, for dynamic and impulse monotonicity, we make a restric-B.3-4

tion on a topology change event E that adds a node p to the network: the
ep field contains no tuples. Given this restriction, the following monotonicity
theorems hold.

Theorem 9 The update protocol of Figure 3 does not satisfy dynamic mono-
tonicity.

A counter-example provides proof of this theorem, and is presented in [DH95].
The counter-example actually shows that the update protocol does not sat-
isfy even more restricted forms of dynamic monotonicity: the example is
constructed with a single initial topology change and no further topology
changes, and only two changes to a register field.

Theorem 10 The protocol of Figure 3 is impulse monotonic:

• Let σ be a legitimate state for topology T .

• The following atomically occurs at state σ: a single topology change E
occurs to obtain a new topology U , and for each processor r incident
on E, the value of xr is changed to ẍr.
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• Let Φ be a topology-constant computation of the protocol following the
change E.

Then the following two claims hold:

• For any two processors p and q that are connected in both T and U ,
there is a tuple 〈p, , 〉 ∈ eq at each state in Φ; if p and q are not connected
in T but are connected in U , then for any state δ ∈ Φ satisfying 〈p, , 〉 ∈
eq, at every subsequent state ρ there is a tuple 〈p, , 〉 ∈ eq.

• For any processors p and q, where p is incident on E, if there is a tuple
〈p, ẍp, 〉 ∈ eq at some state δ, then at every state ρ following δ in Φ
there is a tuple 〈p, ẍp, 〉 ∈ eq.

Proof of Theorem 10 The proof is based on considering an arbitrary le-
gitimate state σ in topology T , an arbitrary single topology change E in
state σ resulting in topology U , followed by a topology-constant computa-
tion Φ. We consider two cases based on how E changes: either E increases
or decreases connectivity in the network. We label a topology change that
increases connectivity as +E , since either a link or a processor is added to
the network; a topology change that decreases connectivity is labeled −E .

For the +E case, a technical lemma is needed: Lemma 4 shows for Φ thatProof of Theorem 10-2

distances tracked in tuples do not increase during the computation, and that
the function initseq does not remove tuples during the course of the protocol’s
computation. To show impulse monotonicity, we assign one of two colors to
each tuple in an e register. Atomically, with +E we color all tuples white
with the exception of 〈, , 0〉 tuples incident on +E , which are colored black.
Then at each cycle of a processor in Φ, the color of a 〈, , 0〉 tuple is black
for processors incident on +E , and white for other processors; the color of a
〈, , k〉 tuple, k 6= 0, is inherited from the color of the 〈, , (k − 1)〉 tuple upon
which it is based. It follows that any tuple that decreases distance during the
course of Φ is black; because distances do not increase in Φ and the ordering
of neighbors is deterministic in the protocol, once a tuple is black it remains
black. Thus for an arbitrary processor q and some p incident on +E , the
tuple 〈p, , 〉 ∈ q changes color exactly once in computation Φ.

For the −E case, the same coloring technique is used, with a differentProof of Theorem 10-3

lemma: Lemma 3 shows for Φ that distances tracked in tuples do not decrease
during the computation and that initseq does not remove tuples that refer to
reachable processors. To show impulse monotonicity, we assign one of two
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colors to each tuple in an e register. Atomically, with −E we color all tuples
white with the exception of 〈, , 0〉 tuples incident on −E , which are colored
black. Then at each cycle of a processor in Φ, the color of a 〈, , 0〉 tuple
is black for processors incident on −E , and white for other processors; the
color of a 〈, , k〉 tuple, k 6= 0, is inherited from the color of the 〈, , (k − 1)〉
tuple upon which it is based. It follows that any tuple that increases distance
during the course of Φ is white unless it represents a final increase basing
the tuple on a shortest path for U ; because distances do not decrease in Φ
and the ordering of neighbors is deterministic in the protocol, once a tuple is
black it remains black. Thus for an arbitrary processor q and some p incident
on −E , the tuple 〈p, , 〉 ∈ q changes color exactly once in computation Φ.

Proof of Theorem 10 2

For the remaining lemmas of this subsection, σ, E , T , U , and Φ are fixedB.3-5

as specified in Theorem 10. Let dist(x, y) = ∞ denote that no path connects
x and y. To simplify analysis, we call a tuple 〈p, , 〉 ∈ eq a reachable tuple if
distU(p, q) 6= ∞.

Let ρ and δ be states of Φ. The notation ρ ≺ δ denotes that ρ occursB.3-6

before δ in the sequence Φ. The notation successor(ρ) = δ means that state
δ immediately follows ρ in Φ. The notation 〈p, , k〉 ∈ eq � δ means that
tuple 〈p, , k〉 is contained in field eq at state δ. The predicate adjust(q, ρ, δ)
is defined to hold if a distance change in a reachable tuple occurs:

adjust(q, ρ, δ) ≡ δ = successor(ρ) ∧ (∃〈p, , k〉 ∈ eq�ρ :: (∃〈p, , m〉 ∈ eq�δ :: m 6= k))

We define a based tuple recursively as follows: tuple 〈p, , k〉 ∈ eq � ρ is based
if k = 0 or there is some based tuple 〈p, , (k − 1)〉 ∈ er � ρ for r ∈ Nq.
Observe that in a legitimate state for the update protocol, all tuples are
based; following event −E , some tuple(s) may not be based.

A tuple 〈p, , k〉 ∈ eq is low if it is reachable and k < distU(p, q). A tupleb.3-7

〈p, , k〉 ∈ eq is said to be maxlow if it is low and satisfies:

(∀〈s, , m〉 ∈ eq :: 〈s, , m〉 is low ⇒ distU(s, q) ≤ distU(p, q))

Lemma 3 For event −E, for all processors p and q satisfying distU(p, q) 6=
∞, the following claims hold:

Claim 7 (∀ρ : ρ ∈ Φ : 〈p, , 〉 ∈ eq � ρ)
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Claim 8 〈p, , `〉 ∈ eq ⇒ ` ≤ distU(p, q)

Claim 9 (ρ ≺ δ ∧ 〈p, , `〉 ∈ eq �ρ ∧ 〈p, , m〉 ∈ eq �δ) ⇒ ` ≤ m

Claim 10 〈p, , k〉 ∈ eq � ρ is based ⇒ distU(q, p) = k

Claim 11 〈p, , k〉 ∈ eq is based ⇒ (∀j : 0 ≤ j ≤ k : (∃〈r, , j〉 ∈
eq :: 〈r, , j〉 is based))

Claim 12 adjust(q, ρ, δ) ⇒ (∀〈s, , 〉 ∈ eq :: 〈s, , 〉 ∈ eq �
ρ is maxlow ⇒ 〈s, , 〉 ∈ eq � δ is based)

Proof of Lemma 3 Proof is by induction on Φ.
Basis Let λ be the state obtained from σ as modified by −E ; λ is theProof of Lemma 3-1

initial state of Φ and forms the induction’s basis. Claim 7 holds for λ by the
assumption that σ satisfies LT . Claims 8 and 10 hold by the assumption of
σ satisfying LT and the fact that −E can only increase minimum distances
between processors. Claims 9 and 12 are claims over pairs of distinct states,
and thus hold trivially in the initial state of Φ. Claim 11 follows from Claim
10, which establishes that a based tuple represents a minimum distance, and
because σ satisfies LT , each based tuple also corresponds to a minimum
distance in T ; therefore, all nodes that lie on a shortest path unaffected by
−E between q and p have based tuples.

Induction Let δ = successor(ρ), and suppose that Claims 7–12 hold forProof of Lemma 3-2

all states γ, γ � ρ. Consider two cases for adjust : if adjust(q, ρ, δ) does not
hold for any processor q, that is, either eq is unchanged by the transition from
ρ to δ or only changes to unreachable tuples occur, then Claims 7–12 hold
for δ by inheritance from ρ. The other possibility is that adjust(q, ρ, δ) holds
for some processor q. In this case, the transition from ρ to δ writes initseq(B)
into eq, where B contains tuples computed by steps in Φ or that are present
in state λ. Tuples placed in B by steps of Φ are calculated from tuples of q’s
neighbors, which satisfy Claims 7–12 by the induction hypothesis. To show
that Claims 7–12 hold for state δ, we consider the claims with respect to B,
and then reason about initseq(B). The remainder of the induction considers
tuples placed in B by steps of Φ preceding state δ.

Claim 7 holds for B because 〈q, , 0〉 ∈ eq holds for any iteration of theProof of Lemma 3-3

loop in Figure 3 and by the induction hypothesis for Claim 7, each r ∈ Nq
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has a tuple 〈p, , 〉 ∈ er for any p satisfying distU(r, p) 6= ∞. Claim 8 holds
for B since 〈p, , `〉 ∈ B for ` 6= 0 implies 〈p, , ` − 1〉 ∈ er for some r ∈ Nq,
and the induction hypothesis for Claim 8 is assumed for r. Claim 8, the
induction hypothesis of Claim 10, and the definition of a based tuple show
that Claim 10 holds for based tuples in B. Claim 11 holds by the induction
hypothesis on Claim 11: based tuples in B are calculated upon neighboring
processor-based tuples, which satisfy Claim 11 by assumption; hence all of
the neighbor’s supporting based tuples (at smaller distances) are also input
to forming tuples in B. Claims 9 and 12 are only concerned with tuples that
change distance with respect to current distances in the eq field. Claim 9
holds for tuples in B by the induction hypothesis for Claims 7 and 9; tuples
in B are calculated from neighboring e fields and tuples in these fields do
not increase distance by any transition prior to state δ. Similarly, Claim
12 holds for B, because any adjustment to a tuple follows from (possibly
multiple) changes in neighboring e fields; by hypothesis 12, each such change
to an e field adjusts all maxlow tuples, which then by Claims 7, 8, and 10
remain constant thereafter.

Thus Claims 7–12 have been established for B prior to the writing ofProof of Lemma 3-4

initseq(B) at state δ. It only remains to show that no reachable tuple is
removed from B by the application of initseq. This is argued by contradiction.
Suppose a reachable tuple 〈p, , m〉 ∈ B is discarded by initseq; this implies
the existence of a “gap,” i.e., for some distance `, ` < m, no tuple 〈, , `〉 ∈ B

exists. All tuples contained in B have distances equal to or larger than
tuples contained in eq, by Claim 9. It follows that such a gap is the result
of increasing the distance of some tuple(s). Yet Claim 12 implies that the
maximum-distance reachable tuple resulting from an increase yields a based
tuple; Claim 11 then implies the existence of tuples at all lesser distances in
B, which contradicts the assumption of a gap.

Proof of Lemma 3 2

Lemma 4 For event +E, for all processors p and q satisfying distU(p, q) 6=
∞, the following claims hold:

Claim 13 〈p, , k〉 ∈ eq ⇒ distU(p, q) ≤ k

Claim 14 (ρ ≺ δ ∧ 〈p, , `〉 ∈ eq�ρ ∧ 〈p, , m〉 ∈ eq�δ) ⇒ ` ≥ m

Claim 15 (ρ ≺ δ ∧ 〈p, , 〉 ∈ eq � ρ) ⇒ 〈p, , 〉 ∈ eq � δ
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Claim 16 〈p, , k〉 ∈ eq ⇒ (∀r, ` :: distT (p, r) = ` 6= ∞ ⇒ (∃〈r, , m〉 ∈
eq :: m ≤ k + `))

Proof of Lemma 4 Proof is by induction on Φ. To simplify cases within
the proof, we distinguish two possibilities for event +E ; either a link is added
to the network, or a node is added with its accompanying links. In case +E
adds a node to the network, let z denote the node added. The assumption
for dynamic and impulse monotonicity with respect to nodes is that they
initially have empty e fields when added to the network. Observe from the
code of the update protocol and the assumption of a legitimate state prior
to +E that no processor changes its e field so long as ez contains no tuples.
Furthermore, after one cycle by processor z, the ez field is assigned to satisfy:

(†) (∀p, k :: distU(p, z) = k 6= ∞ ⇒ 〈p, , k〉 ∈ ez)

In addition to Claims 13–16, we add Claim 17 to the list of claims to prove
invariant in the computation Φ:

Claim 17 〈z, , k〉 ∈ eq ⇒ (∀r, ` :: distU(z, r) = ` 6= ∞ ⇒ (∃〈r, , m〉 ∈
eq :: m ≤ k + `))

Basis If +E adds no processor to the network, then let λ be the stateProof of Lemma 4-2

obtained from σ as modified by +E ; if a processor z is added to the net-
work, then let λ be the first state in Φ that satisfies (†). State λ forms the
induction’s basis. Claim 13 holds for λ because event +E can only decrease
distances between existing nodes, and all tuples present in e fields at state σ

represent distances in T by the assumption of a legitimate state, hence also
for state λ; and (†) directly implies Claim 13 for processor z. Claims 14 and
15 hold for λ either because there are no previous states in Φ or because
no e fields are modified except for ez, which obtains its initial value at λ.
Claim 16 holds trivially for λ since σ satisfies LT , and Claim 17 holds be-
cause no processor reads any tuple from ez prior to state λ.

Induction Let δ = successor(ρ), and suppose that Claims 13–17 hold forProof of Lemma 4-3

all states γ, γ � ρ. Consider two cases for adjust : if adjust(q, ρ, δ) does not
hold for any processor q, that is, either eq is unchanged by the transition from
ρ to δ or only changes to unreachable tuples occur, then Claims 13–17 hold
for δ by inheritance from ρ. The other possibility is that adjust(q, ρ, δ) holds
for some processor q. In this case, the transition from ρ to δ writes initseq(B)
into eq, where B contains tuples computed by steps in Φ or that are present
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in state λ. Tuples placed in B by steps of Φ are calculated from tuples of q’s
neighbors, which satisfy Claims 13–17 by the induction hypothesis. To show
that Claims 13–17 hold for state δ, we consider the claims with respect to B,
and then reason about initseq(B). The remainder of the induction considers
tuples placed in B by steps of Φ preceding state δ.

Claim 13 holds for B because any step of Φ that places a tuple in BProof of Lemma 4-4

either places 〈q, , 0〉 in B or calculates some 〈p, , (k + 1)〉 based on a tuple
〈p, , k〉 ∈ er for some r ∈ Nq; and tuples in er satisfy Claim 13 by the
induction hypothesis. Similarly, Claims 16 and 17 follow by appealing to
the induction hypothesis for the contents of some neighboring processor’s e

field. To show Claim 15, consider any tuple 〈p, , 〉 ∈ eq � ρ. This tuple’s
presence is either inherited from σ or was calculated by some step of Φ
preceding δ; in either case, we infer the existence of a tuple 〈p, , 〉 ∈ er for
r ∈ Nq. By the induction hypothesis on Claim 15, some tuple 〈p, , 〉 ∈ er is
present at each state up to ρ, which implies the computation of B results in
〈p, , 〉 ∈ B �ρ. For Claim 14 it suffices to show, for any tuple 〈p, , `〉 ∈ eq �ρ,
that 〈p, , m〉 ∈ B � ρ satisfies m ≤ `. Since calculation of 〈p, , m〉 is based on
neighboring e fields, all of whose tuples satisfy Claim 14 by hypothesis, we
conclude that Claim 14 holds for B.

Thus Claims 13–17 have been established for B prior to the writing ofProof of Lemma 4-5

initseq(B) at state δ. It only remains to show that no reachable tuple is
removed from B by the application of initseq. This is argued by contradiction.
Suppose a reachable tuple 〈p, , m〉 ∈ B is discarded by initseq. This implies
the existence of a “gap,” i.e., for some distance `, ` < m, no tuple 〈, , `〉 ∈ B

exists. All tuples contained in B have distances smaller or equal to tuples
contained in eq, by Claim 17. It follows that such a gap is the result of
decreasing the distance of some tuple(s). This situation leads to the claim:

Claim 18 (∀〈r, , j〉 ∈ B : j < ` ∧ r 6= z : distT (r, p) = ∞)

Claim 18 follows from Claim 16: on one hand, if distT (r, p) < (m − j) holds
for any tuple 〈r, , j〉 ∈ B, j < `, then the tuple 〈p, , m〉 6∈ B; on the other
hand, if distT (r, p) ≥ (m − j) holds for every tuple 〈r, , j〉 ∈ B, j < `, then
tuples at distances m, (m − 1), . . . are by Claim 16 present in B and there
is no gap at distance `. As a consequence of Claim 18, there is some tuple
〈p, , m〉 ∈ B for which distT (q, p) = ∞. Therefore 〈p, , m〉 ∈ B holds, because
some neighboring processor’s e register contained tuple 〈p, , (m − 1)〉, which
implies 〈z, , 〉 ∈ B. If p = z, then there exists some neighbor of z, call it
s, so that distT = (q, s) = distU(q, s), which by Claims 13 and 15 and the
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assumption that σ is legitimate for T contradicts the assumption of a gap.
If p 6= z, then the tuple 〈z, , 〉 has smaller distance than m, and by Claim 17
the existence of a gap is contradicted.

Proof of Lemma 4 2
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